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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

VOLUME Il.

OTTAWA, Tuesday, 9th November, 1880. TRUDEAU.
ToUSSAINT TRUDEAU'S examination continued: Buhling Engi-

By the Chairman :- Contrn 32"e a.
14048. Are you prepared now with evidence concerning contract

32 A ?-Yes.
14049. What is the subject of the contract ?-Building eight houses

between Sunshine Creek and English River.
14050. Have you the contract ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 161.)
14051. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes. cteo
14052. Have you a copy of the advertisement and any report upon the

different tenders ?-Tenders were invited by handbills by the engineer
in charge of that locality. This is a report by Mr. Marcus Smith on
the whole subject. (Exhibit No. 162.)

14053. Sone of the correspondence attached to the documents which
you have just produced shows that it was not intended by the Depart-
ment, im the firstplace, that this contract should be let entirely upon
the responsibility of Mr. Hazlewood, the District Engineer : will you
explain how it occurred ?-You will find in the report by Mr. Marcus Haziewood had
Smnith, dated 1lth June, 18d, that when on the spot he was informed by aowrde ctvaet
Mr. Hazlewood that the letters requesting him to send the tenders, and ietter tein him
plans and specifications, having been written after the close of naviga- Department.
tion on the lakes, he did not receive any of them until after he had
awarded the contract, which he did to the firm who sent him the lowest
tender.

14054. As I understand it, if that letter had been received in due
course by him it would have countermanded in effect the previous
communication from the Engineer-in-Chief: is that the correct under-
standing? If you will look at the letter from Mr. Fleming, of May 6th,
it will remind you of the matter; or do.you understand that the letter
from Mr. Fleming also required that the papers should be submitted
to the head office before concluding the matter ?-Mr. Fleming's letter
does not say anything about referring the tenders to Ottawa.

14055. Please read Mr. Fleming's letter ?-
"SAM.IL HzAz.Ewooo Esq

With regar to' the erection of engineers' houses onthe line of the Pacifie Railway, Letter of Fleming
th P ent authorizes the erection of the structures required, under the contract On which Hazie-wmch the eng neer iu charire will make, taking care to have the agreement on the wood was author-

Most favourable termi possible to the Goyernment, and to forward a copy of the con- lzed to conclude
ract in each case to he head office." agreement.

14056. Do you understand that it was upon that letter Mr. Hazle-
wd Proecded to conclude the agreement ?-Yes.
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contract 3Â A. 14057. But, in the meantime, instructions of a different characterqecond Ilnstruc- had been forwarded to him, which instructions did not reach him beforetions dld iiot hdbe
reah al eood the contract was concluded: is that the nature of the matter ?-Yes.

basbeeonfr- 11058. There is no complaint that Mr. Hazlewood acted improperly
cluded. or without due care ?-No ; there is no complaint.

14059. Has there been any dissatisfaction with the substance of the
agreement-I mean as to price paid or as to terms?-No.

14060. Has the contract been entirely fuifilled ?-No.
Snith advised 1406t. Why not ?--Ir. Marcus Smith, the acting Chief Engineer,tha , ur advised that only four of the houses be finished, the four others were

not built.
Everything 14062. Has there been ay claim on the part of the contractor
settled. because of the suspension of the work in that way ?-No; everything

is settled.
14063. Was there any complaint against the character of the work

as done on those which were finished ?-i have nothing before me to
show that. I do not think there was.

Stations where 14064. Do you remember the names of the stations at which theliouses were put wr u p?-ua
up; (1) Buda. buildings were put up ?-Buda.

14065. Was that a log or a frame building ?-I cannot answer that
without referring to the engineer's estimate.

(2) Nordland. 14066. What is the next station ? -Nordland.
(3) Linkoping. 14067. What is the next ?-Linkoping.
(4)Port Savanne. 14068. What is the next ?-Port Savanne.

14069. According to the terms of the contract, as I understand it,
the whole prices of those station houses of frame, wbich is more
expensive than log, with the platform added, would be about 811,000.
ln Mr. Fleming's report of 1880, under the heading of " Amount paid "

(17,730 ainount appears a sum of $17,730 opposite this contract: what is the explana-
paid. tion ?-I must refer to the engineer's estimate before I can give an

explanation of this item.
14070. Was it usual that contracts of this character sbould be made

by the engineer d rectly or by the Secretary, or some one in the
Department itself ?-If the work had been more accessible it would have
been made by the Department itself and not by the engineer.

14071. I do not mean the resident engineer, I mean the Engineer-in-
Chief, because I sce from this correspondence that the only direction

Not usual for to Mr. Hazlewood proceeded from Mr. Fleming ?-It was not usual for
'works to be let
on the aut.ority works to Lbe given on letters -from the Chief Engineer, but you will
of Chief Engi- notice, in Mr. Fleming's letter to Mr. Hazlewood, Mr. Fleming says:neer. " The Department authorizes the erection."

14072. Have you any record of a communication to that effect from
the Department to the engineer ?-I have not found any.

14073. Will you please ascertain if there is such a document ?-Yes.
14074. Was there at any time any question raised that this contract

was not let to the lowest tenderer: no difflculty on this subject ?-
Not that I am aware of.

14075. Is there any other matter connected with this contract which
you think proper to explain in your evidence ?-No.
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14076. What is the next contract on which you are ready to give Fo rt ini
evidence ? Rave you the papers connected with the transportation of part co con
rails from Fort William to Emerson of which you spoke yesterday tract Ne. 3
when explaining contract 34 ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 16 '.)

14077. The beginning of this transaction appeirs to be a telegram, is
that as you understand it ? -Yes.

14078. Read it?-

9' To Mr. ENRY BEATTY :raun s

"What price per ton will you charge for moving say 1,000 tons of rails from Fort rate for trans-
William to Emerson." porting 1,0 tons

" F. BRAUN." of ste rais.

14079. What is the date ?-It is dated 26th September, 1878.

11080. What was the next comm unication on the subject ?-It was
lètter from Mr. Beatty to Mr. Braun.

14031. Read it ?-
"I a reply to your telegram of yeeterday, I beg to say I will transport 1,000 tons of Beatty to BraUn

rails, more or lesi, from Fort William to Emerson for $18 per gross ton. This rate saying $18 Per
includes all charges for loading, unloading, piting, wharfàge, barbour dues, storage ton.
and insurance. This rate may seem out of proportion to the price you are paying
from Kingston, but if you will consider a special steamer will bave tu be sent to do
this wark, and that she will return light from Duluth to Fort William, and also that
the usual rate of freigbt to St Boniface and Emerson are the same, you will readily
see that it will not much more than cover expenses.

s(Signed) " H. BE AT TY."
The letter is dated 29th December, 1878.

14082. This letter appears to be written at Ottawa ?-Yes; it is
dated Ottawa.

14033. In support of his proposition, ,he points out that it will be
necessary to send a special steamer for this work : had the Depart-
ment such information on that subject as would enablo them to consi.
der whether or not a special steaMer would be required ?-I find no
record of that.

14084. Do you mean record in writing?-Yes.

14J85. Have you any record in your-memory ?-1 do notkrecollect.

14086. Do you recollect anything of the other circumstances whieh
he urges, such as the necessity of returning light from Duluth to Fort
William, and that the freights to St. Boniface and Emerson were the
same ? These are all circumstances which he seems to think that the
Department would be aware of: do you remember anything on the
subject, or whether it was discussed with you ?-Those points were
probably discussed between the Minister and Mr. Fleming, but I was
not present.

14087. Then you do not state that as a fact but as a probability ?-
Yes, only.

14088. In this transaction it appears that the distance, over which ,lowIs rag0n
the transportation took place was very much shorter than in contract mea tn in
No. 34; in that contract the transportation was from Kingston to St. ,etto esaet
Boniface; in this case it commenced at Fort William and ended at prie 'o #
Emerson . do you know any other reason, besides those rnentioned in plumto Eme
Mr. Beatty's letter, why. the same prices should be paid for this short 0 0 aa oald
distance as for the long one ?-No. St. »onlfac
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Io Emuersn* 14089. This correspondence appears to have taken place between the
Department and Mr. Henry Beatty on his own account, and not on
account of any company: is that right?-It is signed Henry Beatty,
simply.

poes not know 14090. Do you know why it is described as part of contract No. 34,
why contraCt lu

escrikeed au p.,t which was with the North-West Transportation Co.-I mean in the
ofcontract 34. printed report of 1879 ?-I do not.
contract made 14091. Can you say by what authority the agreement was finally
by authorLy of #

iu>ister. o made ?-By the authority of the Minister.

14092. Do you know how the acceptance of the offer was communi-
cated; in the two papers which you have read there is no evidence of
that?-i see that the Department has written a letter to Mr. Beatty
which I have not got. i shall produce it.

14093. In contract 34 where the price is the same from Kingston to
St. Boniface as that given in this agreement from Fort William to
Emerson, was a similar labour performed in respect to the freight as in
this case: I mean such things as loading, unloading, piling, and other
items of that kind ?-Yes.

$27,864 paid 14091. What was the total amount paid to Mr. Beatty for this work,
Beatty. in round numbers ?-About $27,864.

14095. Was there anything further in connection with this agreement
with Mr. Beatty which you think requires explauation ?-No.

14096. What is the next contract which we have noît investigated,
or can you go back to any of those which have been omitted ?-Yes; I
can go back.

Contract No. 1s. 14097. Can you take up the Red River Transportation Co.'s contract,
No. 18 ?-Yes.

14098. That was transportation for which, as I understand, the Depart-
ment had two offers, one from Fuller & Milno and the other from N. W.
Kittson: can you say what quantities were actually carried by the
contractors-the. Red River Transportation Co. ?-I produce a state-
ment prepared by the engineers. (Exhibit No. 161.)

14099. This statement has been prepared for your information since
you gave evidence on this subject ?-Yes.

14100. I suppose the correctness of this statement is not within your
own personal knowledge ?-No.

5,s22 tons f 2,00o 14101. According to the information from the engineering branch of
ibs. toton moved. your Department, will you say how many tons altogether were moved

under this contract?-15,822 tons of 2,000 Ibs. each.
14102. From what point ?-From Duluth.
14103. Was the whole quantity moved to one point or distributed at

different points ?-It was distributed at different points.
12,25 tons at St. 1410 1. Will you please name the respective points and quantities ?-floniface 2,378
tons atnine miles 12,525 tons at St. Boniface, 2,378 tons at Pritchard's.
north *f Winsit-
"er 918 tn à- 14105. Where is Pritchard's ?-About nine'miles north of Winnipeg;
Se lirk. and 918 tons at Selkirk.

14106. Was all this quanlily destined for Selkirk: was not the object
of this contract to get al[ the rails if possible to Selkirk ?-The letters
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'which form the contract state that the materials are to be taken from C 'tratNe.1° '
Duluth to Winnipeg, or any point on the Red River between Pembina
and Winnipeg.

14î07. At present I amn not pointing my question to the substance of 9,000 short tons
the contract, but to the object of the Department: was not that object (ed1 =-ch;the removal of most of those rails as far north as the crossing of Red the rest would be
River at Selkirk, if possible ?-I find that about 9,000 short tons would e.u a as
be required for the Pembina Branch, and the balance would be used on sekirk.
the main hne.

14108. When you say the Pembina Branch, do you mean the branch
both north and south of St. Boniface ?-In the estimate of 9,000 tons
I do.

11109. Assuming for the present that it would be desirable to leave
the whole of that 9,000 tons at St. Boniface, then the remainder of this
quantity would be required as far north as Selkirk would it not?-Yes.

14110. Now, as to the quantity which was desired to be left at St. Fuller & Milne's
Boniface, will you please compare the offers of Fuller & Milne and the of.er "oe yoffer of Kittson, which latter was accepted, and say which was the $13,5W0 than that
more favourable for the Government ?-The offer by Fuller & Milne is accepted.
the nost favourable.

14111. By what amount, as to particular quantity so required at St.
Boniface ?-By about 8 13,500 American currency.

14112. That advantage to the Governmont is based upon the
assumption that Fuller offered to transport only the short ton at his
price ?-Yes.

14113. It would increape if his offer was to transport the long ton ? Avafarea or
Fuller & milie'si- es. offer inreasmed

14114. In his offer the first sentence alludes to the advertisement for theytendered tO
tenders to transport rails to Fort William or Duluth : do you know a the long
whether that advertisement specified particularly that the ton alluded
to was the long ton or the short ton ?-It did not specify.

14115. Do you know whether the general custom of the trade in
this country would lead an outsider to understand that the moving of
rails from Montreal inland would allude to the short ton or to the
long ton ?-I do not.

41l6. Then, as to the balance of these rails mentioned in contract The object or con-
18, which would be in round numbers about 7,000 tons, was the objeOct tonsto Selkirk.
of this transaction to get those rails to Selkirk if possible, as you under-
stand it ?-Yes.

14117. Did he get them to Selkirk ?-,No.
14118. Why not ?-I understood it was because of the low state of Reaon Wyther

the water over the St. Andrew's Rapids. there.
11119. And do you understand that that fact relieved Mr. Kittson of

the necessity of taking them to Selkirk by his contract ?-Yes. Fuller & Milne's
tender not quali-'

14120. Was Mr. Fuller's tender on the same subject qualified by any fled by anycondi-

tion as to depth
,Condition of that sor-t?-It was not. o rwater.

14121. Do you know any reason why Mr. Fuller's offer, being un- Know
qualified by such a condition, was retused, while Mr. Kittson's being mnne'sofrr was
qualified, was accepted; the price as I understand it being the same for refted.



c.nSateNo.Isê the whole distance to Selkirk, in your estimation, because you think
they both relate to the short ton ?-No.

14122. Have you the original offer of Mr. Fuller ?-Yes; I produce
it. (Exhibit No. 165.)

14123. Have you Mr. Kittson's original offer ?-It is already pro-
duced.

14124. Of these rails which theose contractors undertook to transport
to Selkirk, I believe a quantity of 918 tons was delivered there: is that
correct ?-Y es.

6,c tons of rails 14125. As to the balance of that quantity, and which would be some
'which '-honld
have been taken 6,000 tons, were they finally transportçd to Selkirk by the Govern-
to Selkirk after- -Yes
'wards conved ment?
there by rail by 116

overnment. 14126. By what means ?-By railway.

14127. Was there any railway in existence at the time of this con-
tract with the Red River Transportation Co. ?-No.

Necessity of 14128. HIad the necessity of transporting those rails afterwards from
iransportinghten'othbulit
those rails Winnipeg to Selkirk anvthing to do with the hastening of the building
huidneof the of this railway?-In a measure. The particulars are given in a report
Pemblia Branch of Mr. Fleming's, dated 19th April, 18' 7. I produce it.
North.

14129. Does Mr. Fleming state an alternative method of gotting
those rails to Selkirk instead of hastening the building of the railway?
---Mr. Fleming says that ho has an offer from Mr. Kittson to forward
these rails for $2.13 per ton of 2,240 lbs., provided bis offer be at once
accepted, as the whole work will require to be donc within the next
five or six weeks.

$11,500 additional 14130. Then what do you understand the additional expense would
exnense If ov- have been to the Government if they had transported them by some
ernment had not
transportedthem other means instead of hastening the building of the railway, and still
by rail. assuming the quantity to be that which you mentioned, namely 7,000

tons, less the 918 then at Selkirk ?-811,500.
14131. Was it to save that expense, as well as a larger expense if

the quantities should be increased,that the bargain was made with Mr.
Whitehead to complote this Pembina Branch without any tenders; do
you remember that that bargain with him was made by a telegram
from Mr. Braun, that ho should get certain prices on one or two iten%,
and all the rest according to contract 15 prices ?-This question was
reported upon to Council on the 28th April, 1877, and I produce a copy
of the Order-in-Council.

Fleming est- 14132. Upon looking at the report of Mr. Fleming, dated April 19th,
maies expens 1877, 1 find this language: " The cost of transporting these rails from
30,oe. Winn4ieg to Selkirk, including the handling from the river's edge to-

the side of the track, would probably be nearly $3 per ton, which
would come to over $30,000," and ho proeeods to suggest that it would
be wise to save that expenditure by immediately putting this branch
under agreement for construction ; that would involve the transport-
ation of a larger quantity than you have named; and in the same
report ho suggests the necessity of having about 11,000 tons at Selkirk
and not 7,000 tons as we originally aisumed to bo the basis : would
this immediate necessity have been avoided if Fuller's offer had been
accepted and carried out to transport those rails to Selkirk at $15 a
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ton, American currency, as far as you can judge ?-Not necessarily if contractim..is.
accepted.

14133. I added " and carried (,ut?"-If it had been carried out itwould.

14134. Had the probability of its not being carried out anything to
do with your decision in not accepting it ?-1 have already stated that I
was not present when the decision was arrived at.

14135. You think not ?-No.
14136. Please say whose writing is this on the back of KitfPon's

offer: '' Agree with these people for 5,000 tons. April 30th, 1875 ?"
-- That is my writing.

14137. Don't you think you decided to accept that offer?-I think
that these letters were simply confirming an agreement, probably
arrived at in an interview between the Minister and Mr. Hill, referred
to in these letters. .

14138. From this memorandum when do you understand that there soth A ril,1875,
was a decision by either the Minister or his Deputy to make a a contract t withwith Kittson ?-On the 30th April, 1875. Kittsbon.

14139. Can you explain then the necessity of getting the report of witness'sexpian-
May 5th, 1875, from the Engineer-in-Chief, upon the rejected offer of ationf appa
Fuller & Milne ?-It is probable that in April, 1875, the intention of the facts.
Minister was that Kittson should carry 5,000 tons of rails. The season
was very far advanced. He was aware that rails could only be passed
over the rapids during high water, and he probably thought that
Kittson was the proprietor of the only bonts upon the river, and it is
very probable that he decided to offer these people 5,000 tonq, or to
ngree with these people for 5,000 tons, and then it is also probable that
Mr. Fleming's letter meant-

14140. Of May 5th, you mean ?-Yes, of May 5th ; meant that Fuller&
Milne's offer should be considered in connection with the further carriage
of rails beyond the 5,000 tons.

1414 1. Do you know why it was that Fuller & Milne had not the
opportunity of carrying the first 5,000 tons ?-I do not.

14142. Don't you understand that the offer was made.before Kittson's, Thinks, owlng to>
although reported upon formally by Mr. Fleming afterwards: look at a iniseww ,
the dates of the two and explain it ?-Mr. Kittson's letter, in which he Department W"
alludes to an interview between Mr. Hill and the Minister during a fetvin from
recent visit at Ottawa, is dated St. Paul, A pril 2 st. I conclude f rom that betteroerv and
that the interview between Mr. 1H1ill and the Minister must have been a earlier thanthe
week or ten days before the 21st of April. Now, Mr. Fuller's letter is offer of Kittson.

dated Hamilton, April 16th, and it was received in the Department on
the 19th, so that it is most probable that the arrangement was arrived
at before the receipt of Fuller & Milne's letter.

14143. Do you mean in some conversation between Mr. Hill and the
3inister ?-Yes; I gather that from the letters.

14144. And do you think that in some interview of that kind an
arrangement was made by which the Department should afterwards be
precluded from accepting the best formai offer made in writing to
them: is that what you mean to convey ?-I only know what is con-
tained in the letters.
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Cntract No. 18. 14145. I thought you wore suggesting something that was not con-
tained in the letters; that an arrangement had been made a certain time
beforehand and which would he binding on the Department ?-j shall
read Mr. Kittson's letter, dated St. Paul, April 21st:
"To the Hon. ALEXANDER MACKENZIE,

" Minister of Public Works, Ottawa.
"SI,-In accordance with your wish expressed to our Mr. Hill during his recent visitto Ottawa, I now desire to put in writing the offer made by him to transport railway

iron, chairs and spikes from Duluth to a point in Manitoba. With reference to the
improvements in the rapids, mentioned in my offer, I beg leave to state that from infor-
mation I have received I am of the opinion that it could be improved at a very small
cost to the Government.

"l N. W. KITTSONL."
14146. Do you mean that because the Mnister had expressed a wish

to Mr. Hill that he shouid make an offer, that that should preclude the
Minister or the Department from accepting the offer that was best to
the Government when they should both arrive ?--I do not mean to say
that.

14147. Then can you sny after they both arrived, and after you had
accepted the higher offer, what the necessity was to ask Mr. Fleming
to report upon the rejected offer, on the 5th of May ?-The reference to
Mr. Fleming was made on the 23rd of April.

Fleming's writ- 14148. Then his report did not in any way affect the decision as toten reportdid not
arect thedecision the acceptance of the Kittson offer, becauso bis report was made on -the
toaecept Kitt- 5th of May, your recorded decision is on the 30th of April ?-His written
Report 5th May, report did not. I have no knowledge how far he may have made a
decision 30th verbal report.April.
When the d, ci. 14149. Is there any doubt about this: that on the 3Oth April, whension to accept
Klttsonacoffer you recorded the decision to accept the Kittson offer, that you had
Mine morlerav- already received the Fuller offer as well as the Kittson offer ?-No.

ale ofer hal 14150 Upon these two items of transportation-first of all the quan-tity of 9,0,,0 tons to Winniper or St. Boniface, and afterwards the
balance of the quantity to Selkirk-what do you make the aggregate
of the loss : you have given them separately, I think, please take the

Amount oFloseas aggregate; I mean as against the offer of Fuller & Milne as interpreted
" r by the Department as to the long ton or the short ton, stating the¥I5,O0. amounts in American currency if you like ?-It is about 815,ooo.

14151. That is without taking into account the damage or cost-if
there was any-occasioned by hastening the North Pembina Branch for
the purpose of transporting the rest, is it not ? -Yes ; if there was any.

14152. Do you know whether, in this transaction with Kittson, the
Government assumed the outlay connected with bonding the rails, or
any duties payable because of their passing through American terri-
tory ?-There were no duties; but bonding charges were assumed by
the Government.

14153. Do you know whether those charges were any more than
would have been assumed if you had accepted the Fuller offer ?-I
do not.

14154. Thon the consideration of that item, in your opinion, did not
weigh in deciding which of those tenders to accept ?---No.

14155. Is there anything further about this contract which you
would lise to explain in your evidence, which I have onitted ?-1 do
not know of anything just now.
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OTTAWA, Wednesday, 10th November, 1830.

ToUsSA INT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-

14156. You were to furnish us with some papers mentioned in your
previous evidence: have you any of them ready now to put in ?-Yes.

14157. Have you a copy of contract 42 with Fraser and others, and Contract No. 4Z.
the substitution of new contractors ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No.
166.)

14158. Have you a copy of contract 26, with James Isbester ?.-Yes; Contraet No. 26.

I produce it. (Exhibit No. 167.)

IlUPus STEPHENSON, called and sworn: STEPHENSON

By the Chairman:- C°ntrt 'nio'''
AIeged iripro-

14159. Where do you live ?-In Chatham, Ontario. e

14160. Are you a Member of the House of Com mons of Canada ?-1 A Memberof Par-
ar. liament.

14161. Have you been personally interested in any of the transac- In no way inter-
tions connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Not in the ton ct'eg

with Canadianslightest degree. Pacifie alway.
14162. Were you upon the Committee of Public Accounts at the time A mnember or

that Mr. Whitehead's contract was investigated ?-1 was. °beccounts
when White-

14163. Do you remember about the period ?-It was last Session, I head's contract
think-some time in 1879. was investigated.

14164. You meAn the Session before last ?-It was up both Sessidns, in
1879 and 1880.

14165. I wish to speak at present of the session of 1879 ?-Yes.
14166. Are you aware of any advantage being offered to any one on Aware of no un-

that Committee for the purpose of dealing with the subjects before to*inaftlte t s
them in a way different from what they would otherwise deal with comm ttee indi-

them ? -I am not; nor have 1 ever been approached, directly or mdi- ,ctive y.
rectly, by Mr. Whitehead or any of the other contractors on the line.

14167. Are you aware that any person received any benefit upon the
understanding that they would be able to influence the Committee, or
any Of them ?-I am not.

14168. Are you aware of any person receiving any benefit, or payment, Aware of o per-
Or promise from any contracter, or any one imterested in any contract, ,neetrfrom any
u1pon the understanding that influence would be used with any Member contractr.
of Parliament ?-I am not.

14169. Are you aware that Mr. Mackintosh received any money
upon any such understanding from any contractor ?- am not.

14170. Are you aware that he led any Member of Parliament to
think that he had done soi and that it would be a favour to him to deal
With this matter differently from the manner. in which it would be
otherwise dealt with ?-I am not.
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14171. Have you ever had any conversation with «Mr. Whitehead
upon the subject, while the matter was before the Committeo ?-1 never
had any conversation with him about contracts in my life.

14172. Had you any conversation with any one on his behalf?-With
no one.

14173. Did you lead any Member of Parliament, or any one of that
Committee, to understand that it would be to the advantage of Parlia-
ment, or any one else, if they deait with the matter favourably to Mr.
Whitehead ?-1 never did.

14174. Do these answers apply to last Session as well as to the former
one ?-Yes.

14175. Are you aware of any arrangements by which any one in any
of the Departments obtained any advantage in coneequence of favours
granted to Whitehead or to any other contractor ?-I am not.

14176. Do you know whether any other Member of Parliament, on
the Public Accounts Committee or otherwise, has been led to under-
stand that such an aivantage would be gained by favouring Mr. White-
head or any other contractor ?-I am not aware of anything of the
kind.

14177. Is there any other matter connected with the Canalian Pacifie
Railway which you think it proper to give by way of evidence, either
in explanation of* what you have already said or otherwise ? -Thero is
not.

14178. Have you anything further to add on the subject ?-Nothing.

TRUDEAU. ToUssINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman : -

14179. Have you a copy of contract No. 19, with Mr. Moses
Chevrette ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 168.)

14180. Have you a copy of contract No. 59 ?-Yes ; I produce it.
(Exhibit No. 169).

14181. Have you a copy of contract No. 21, with Patrick Kenny ? -
Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 170.)

14182. Have you a copy of contract No. 48, with John Ryan ?-Yes;
I produce it. kExhibit No. 17 1.)

14183. Have you a copy. of the agreement between John Shields and
Alexander Shields respecting bis interest in contract No. 42 ?-Yes; I
produce it. (Exhihit No. 172.)

14184. Have yon a copy of contract No. 20 ?-Yes ; I produce it.
(Ehibit No. 173.)

Engile IHonue 14185. Have you now any papers connected with contract No. 40, so
as BeliIirk-

ContraetNo.40. as to proceed with the evidence upon the subject ?-Yes.

14186. What is the subject of the contract ?-The construction of
the engine bouse at Selkirk.
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14187. Have you the contract or a copy of it ?-Yes ; I produce it. c.ntaesM.40.
(Exhibit No. 174.)

14188. Was this work let by publie competition ?-Yes. Let by ubie

14189. Have you a copy of the advertisement or any report upon
the tenders ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 175.)

14190. I see a change in writing on the printed chy of the adver-
tisement, from 23th of June, 1878, to the 13th of July, 4878, apparently:
do you know how it was mentioned in the one published ?-According
to the writing it was published.

14191. You mean on the 13th of July tenders were received ?-Yes. 1endJroreceived

14192. From this report it appears that Gouin & O'Meara ard the Gouin & O'Meara
lowest tenderers ?-Yes. lowest tenders.

14193. Was the contract let upon the basis of that tender ?-Yes ; Murphy lpper
the only difference being that the name of O'Meara was left out and " feara or
Murphy & Upper was substituted.

14194. But the basis as te price was the same ?-Yes; it was the
sane.

14195. I see that the main item in the contract is a lump sum for
the whole work $30,500, and apparently there are some other items
Upon which extras may be charged for which prices are given: do
you know whether extras were charged ?-To answer that question I
shall have to refer to the final estimate prepared by the engincer.

14196. Do yeu know whether the work bas been finished and taken work fnjished.
off the contractors' hands ?-Yes; it bas been taken off their bands,

14197. Do yon know whethor there bas been any dispute upon the
subject between the Department and contractora ?-There has been no
dispute.

14198. Iras the work performed been satisfactory, as far as you
know ?-Yes.

.14Î99. Has there been any complaints upon the part of any of the
tenderers who did not receive the contract ?-Not that I am aware of.

14200. Yeu are not able te state at present the total amount paid on
this work ?-Not at present.

14201. Do you know by what authority this work was undertaken :
Was it an Order-in Council or an order of the Miiister?-By Order-in-
Council. I produce it. (Exhibit No. 176.)

14202. Is there any other matter connected with this contract
Which yen wish te explain in your evidence ?-No.

14203. Have you any of the papers now connected with contract 39
80 as te proceed with some evidence ?-Yes.

14204. What is the subject of that contract ?-It was the transport-
ation of rails from Esquimalt and Nanaimo te Yale, British Columbia.

14205. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.
14206. What is the first direction from the Department upon the

subject which you can find ?-It is a telegram from the Secretary to
tr. Robson, of Victoria, te .advertise for tenders for the removal of

steel rails to Yale.

Work under-
taken under
authority of
Order in-Councll.

' r "ieen.
C.entret Me. aga

Let by publi?
comptitiofl.

»reun t p

Crin toadvertII*
for tenders for

°emovInE tee
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June 12t.h, 1878.

Order-in-Counci
13th July, 187. ,

14207. At what date is that direction ?-On the 12th June, 1878.
14208. Do you know the authority to Mr. Braun for this stop ?-l

find no record of that.
14209. Do you know whether it had been settled by the Department

at that time that the rails would be requit ed at or near Yale ?-It was
thon pretty w il understood in the Dopartment that the Burrard Inlet
would be reconimended favourably to Council.

14210. Was an Order-in-Council on that subject passed thon or near
that time ?-A report to Council was made on the 1lth July and an
Order was passed on the 13th July, 1878, which I produce. (Exhibit
No. 177.)

14211. Have you a copy of the advertisement for this work, or any
report upon the tenders?-A copy of the advertisement will be found
at page 6 of Return 43 P, to an Order of the House of Commons, dated
20th February, 1879.

14212. The same Return contains a report by Mr. Robson upon the
result of these tenders: do you know of any other report besides that
which appears bore ?-There are no other reports from Mr. Robson
besides this contained in the printed documents.

Letter from 14213. In this Return appears a letter from Mr. Robson dated 19th of
197b"nu"nesth,'June, 1878, suggesting that if the time for the delivery of rails should be
thaÏ thetime for extended beyond the ist of November, which was the day advertised, it
delivery of rails
should be extend- would probably resuit in lower offers for transportation, because the
ed as ukely to existing facilities were limited, and he named the latter part of ther@aer following summer as the end of the time during which the transporta-

tion might take place: do you know whether that matter was
considered by the Department and any decision arrived at ?-I find no
record of it.

14214. Do you remember whether there was any understanding
between the officers of the Department that it was necessary to have
the rails at the point indicated as early as November, the time adver-
tised, or was it an open question ?-I do not remember.

14215. Was the contract fulfilled ?-No.
Work stopped on
the 31st October.

Rails not requir-
ed at Yale g°
early.

14216. I see that the work was stopped at the time named in the
contract, the day before the lst of November: do you remember
whether it was because the time was up, or because it became apparent
that the rails were not all wanted at Yale so early ?-The words of the
Secretary in his instructions to Mr. Robson to stop are these: " Notify
John Irving to stop moving rails, and other railway materia's, from
Vancouver Island, Longley, or other points, after the 31st instant,
when the contract expires."

14217. I noticed these words, but I did not think they conveyed the
information which I have asked for ?-About this time it was not
thought that the rails would be required at Yale so early.

14218. Is there any claim made against the Government by the
contractor in consequence of thib stoppage of the works ?-Yes.

Contract restored 14219. Has the claim been'settled ?-The claim bas been settled byu) contrgetor:
Irving. the restoring of the contract to Mr. Irving.

14220. And no amount lias been directly paid by the Government
which would involve a loss by the stoppage ?-No.
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14221. Can you give me the quantity of rails which were moved
before the stoppage of the work in round numbers?-About 3,500
tons.

TranmprtiOl

Contract ±ho.3

14222. Was this ptirt of the quantity which had been conveyed there
by Anderson, Anderson & Co.?-Yes.

15223. Do you know whether any other quantity had been convoyed
at that time, except by Anderson, Anderson & Co. ?-There had been
none.

1-1224. Do you know whether this transportation was paid for by the Work panid for by
short ton or the long ton ?-By the short ton. short ton.

14225. Do you know whether ail the tenders were based upon the
long ton, or was it an open question to be settled afterwards by
negotiation ?-1 have not got the original tenders.

14226. Have von had them in your Department ?-No; they were
retained in British Columbia.

14227. Have you a copy of the agreement with Irving ?-Yes; I
produce it. (Exhibit No. 178).

14228 Attached to the written part of this document I rotice two
printed papers, one headed specifications and the other appearing to be
a blank printed contract which is afterwards filled up, concerning this
transaction, and in this last mentioned blank the words " per ton of
2,000 Ibo. " are inserted originally and printed, does that help you to
say whether the tenders were all based upon that item at that weight ?
-I cannot say, for, as I have already stated, I have not the original
tender.

14229. Do you know whether those printed forms were made in
British Columbia or Ontario ?-My impression is that they were made
at British Columbia.

14230. Do you know whether they were made upon any drafts
furnished from your Department ?-I do not think they were.

14231. Do von remember whether the subject of the weight of the Nothing to shoW
whether the Bub-ton was considered in any way before instructions were given to Robson to welgat of

to procure tenders, or was it left entirely to him to ask for tenders upon ton was consider-

such conditions as he thought proper, as far as that weight is concerned ? ed or lot.

-There is nothing on the subject contained in the instructions to Robson
by the Secretary of the Department, and I have no further knowledge
on the subject.

14232. Was there anything further about this contract which you
think requires explanation ?-No.

14233. What is the next contract which we have not investigatel ? naiIwer
-Contract 5t, it is for the supply of railway spikes; the contract is c.oXuie~to.50.
with Miller Bros. & Mitchell, it is dated 4th September, 1879.

14234. Was it lot by public competition ?-Yes. 6,eii.
14235. Have you a copy of the advertisement and any report upon

the tenders ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 179.) ct b&Ued Ou
14236. Was the contract made upon the lowest tender?-Yes. lowet tender.

14237. The advertisement names no place for the delivery; how WDS
that arranged : was it mentioned in the specifications furnished to
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Spkes -
coaitract NO. 504

Iplkes tested
before accepted.

tenderers ?-It was mentioned in the form of tender supplied to
tenderers.

14238. The tenders cali for the supply of bolts and nuts as well as
for railway spikes, and in the tenders different prices were named for
those different articles: was the contract with one person for the
whole or with different persons for portions, according to the lowest
prices of each ?-The spikes were given to one firm and the bolts and
nuts to another.

1,239. In each instance to the lowest tender ?-Yes.
14240. Have you the original tender of the successful parties for the

spikes ?- Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 180.)
14241. Were these spikes submitted to any test as to their sufficiency

before being accepted ?-Yeg.
14242. By whom ?-By Mr. Touby.
14243. las the contract for the delivery of the spikes been fulfilled ?

-Yes.
14244. Satisfactorily ?-Yes.
14245. Bas there been any dispute upon the subject ?-No.
11246. Is there aDything further connected with this spike contract

which you wish to explain ?-No.

Fieub.Plates, 14247. Is the next contract also based upon this advertisement, ?-
ets and Yes, it is ; contract No. 51 is for the supply of fish.plates, bolts, and nuts.

Contract No. 5. The contract was entered into with the Dominion Bolt Co. and
is dated the 8th September, 1879.

14248. Is this matter also embraced in the report which you have
produced ?-Yes.

Contractbased on 14249. Is this contract with the parties who made the lowest tender
Iowest tender. for boits ?-les.

14250. Have you the tender which was successful ?-Yes; I produce
it. (Exhibit No. 181.)

Tested before 14251. Were these articles submitted to any examination by Mr.
accepted. Touby, or any one else on the part of the Government ?-Yes, they

were by Mr. Touby.

Articles suppiled
were of tanadian
manufacture.

14252. And the result was satisfactory ?-Yes.
14253. Has this contract 51 been completed ?-Yes.
14254. Has there been any dispute upon the subject ?-No.
14255. Were the articles of Dominion manufacture or English ?-

They were of Canadian manufacture.
14256. Have you the agreement itselfof contract No. 51 ?-1 produce

it. (Exhibit No. 182.)
14257. Have you the original contract No. 50 ?-Yes; I produced it.

(Exhibit No. 183.)
14258. Is there anything else in connection with either of these

contracts which you wish to explain ?-No.
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contract .'O. 15.

A. P. MACDONALD, sworn and examined :

By the Chairman:-

14259. Where do you live ?-I live now in Toronto.
14260. What is your occupation ?-My occupation bas been a cor.- In business as

tractor. contractor for
forty years.

14261. For what period have you been so occupied ?-About forty
years.

14262. Have you had any connection with aiy of the transactions of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, either as tenderer or contractor ?-I have
tendered for pretty much all the work that has been advertised, that
tenders have been received for, except one piece I believe.

14263. Do you remember which was the first work in which either Tenderel for

your tender was accepted, or you thought it ought to have been section r>.
accepted ?-On section 15.

14264. Were you offered the work on this contract in accordance October, 1876,
with your tender ?-Well, the work in May, 1876, they received, tenders t ' å®rK
on. I was entitled, I think, to the work at that time ; but they did not and witness.
come to my tender. The Commissioner or Minister thought best to
advertise again. That was in May, 1876, I think. In October, 1876j,
the work was advertised for again, and section 15 was declared to
Robert Kane, of Montreal, and myself -sections 15 and 14.

14265. Do you mean that the contract was awarded to you for those
two sections ?-Yes, for those two sections. The advertisement stated
for the tieing, track-laying, and ballasting of section 14, and section 15
as weli, and the completion of grading of section 15.

14266. Was that the second time tenders wore asked for, or the third The third time

time ?-That was the third time. asaed for.

14267. Then upon the last occasion of tenders being invited, the con-
tract was awarded to you and Mr. Kane ?-Yes.

14268. And you did not take the contract, did you ?-Well, we were Reasons why ho
anxious to tako the contract, and anxious to go into contract for it; tra eot.
but there was obstacles thrown in the way, bcause the time was
extended to the contracters for 14-for the completion of section 14. In
our calculations- We made calculations that section 14 could be made Minister refused
available to complete, at loast, two-thirds of section 15-to bring men, co.pjet cor,
labour, and supplies, &c., into the work-and in our letter to the Minister trat 1 or
we asked that a date should be put to the completion of contract 14 tract la.
b.fore we would sign the contract for 15, and that ho refused to do.

14269. Had that condition been mentioned in the advertisement far
tenders, or in the particulars given to tenderers ?-Yes; the advertise-
ment for tenders led us all to behove that section 14 would be complet-
ed according to the contract th.t was made with the contractors at
first, but theo time botween the letting and going into contract was
extended.

14270. Will you look at this advertisement (Exhibit No. 45) dated
A&ugust lst, 1876, and say if that is the advertisement on which you
iade the tender on the last occasion ?-Yes, that is the one; that is the

'Very identical one, Sir.
2*

A. P. MACDONALD
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Fleming gave
tenderer to un-
derstand that
contract 14 would
be complete with-
in a given tie.

14271. This states that for plans, specifications, approximate quanti-
ties, forms of tenders, and other information, application is to be made
to the office.of the Engineer-in-Chief; was it upon any of these items of
information that you were led to believe that contract 14 would be fin-
ished within a particular time : there is nothing in the advertisement
about it ?-No, the advert isement does not state the time; but the engin-
cers-that is, Mr. Fleming, in his Department-gave us to understand
that the work would be completed with that year's extension.

14272. Do you mean that that was some verbal statement ?-Yes, in
conversation. That is all the information given me in the Department,

Extensio iof time 14273. It was not contained in any of the documents issued by the
in regard to Department ?-No, I did not see it in any document issued by thetract Il appcared o n dcmn
tg' be kept in the Department; but it took me some time to flnd out that the time for the
dark. completion of section 14 wa8extended. It appeared to be kept in the

dark that the time for the completion of section 14 was extended.

14274. Do you mean that you made application to any one connected
with the Department to ascertain that information, and was refused
that information ?-I made an application to see Mr. Mackenzie, but
Mr. Mackenzie would not receive me; he sent word out that I should
see Mr. Trudeau. When I saw Mr. Trudeau I put that question to
him, in regard to the completion of section 14. Mr. Trudeau retired and
went back to Mr. Mackenzie's office, and came out and said that they
would not submit to any date being put to the completion of section 14.

14275. Rad you been led to believe, at any time before that, that the
Government would put such a condition as that in the contract ?-
Why, certainly. Whoever would sign a contract without the condi-
tions of the date of finishing section 14, when he made his calculations
on 14, because the advertisement itself leads a man to believe that
you are going to get possession of 14, as well as 15, to do the work.

14276. What portion of the advertisement ?-The whole advertise-
ment itself leads you to understand that that work is to be carried on
simultaneously. The tore of the whole advertisement is that you are
to finish 14 and 15, and the work to be carried on at the same time.

14277. There is nothing, as I understand you, in the form of speciti-
cations or conditions of contracts which were to be furnished to tender-
ers on this subject ?-1{o, I do not think there is. I would not be posi-
tive of it; but I think that I looked very closely into the matter, because
I looked upon it, as I stated to you, that I thought section 14 could be

on witness'g li- made available to complete two-thirds of section 15.
pression that sec-
tion 14 would be 14278. You found afterwads that that waa not the intention of the
Ioadnnra te Department ?-I do not know whether Ihat was the intention or not,greater portion but I found out that they would not do it.
of sectioni Ï5, thxe
Gioverliment re-
fu"ed to aet. 14279. That they would not agree to it ?-That they would not agree

to do it.
Refused to enter
mto ontract for 14280. Then you exercised your option not to enter into the contract
section 5 n ee" without that agreement ?-I declined to enter into a contract without
whIch Rifton, there was a date put to the completion of section 11 by Sifton, Ward
Ward & Co. would
have completed & Co.
section 14. 14281. That was the sole reason for your tender n6t obtaining the

contract, so far as you know ?-That is as far as I know, excepting, a.
I believe, there was a strong inclination that I would not get any work.
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There were obstacles thrown in my way not to get any work-not
that work alone, but others.

14282. What others ?-Well, 1 tried to get hold of the Pembina Falled to get con-
-Branch through another gentleman, but I could not get it. I have not BanfPembin"
been successful during a certain time.

14283. Do you mean you have not been successful in making the
lowest tender? -I think I have made several lower tenders, if they had
Only come to the light of day.

14284. Do you mean that any of your tenders have been witbheld ?-
No; I think some of my tenders have been overlooked, net so much on
this work as on the Welland Canal.

14285. We are only enquiring into the Pacifie Railway matters ? -
Yes,

14286. I understand the substance of this evidence about section 15 Thinks advertise-
to be this: that because the Government would not insert a condition 1 °,resfo'n
in the contract, beyond what had been mentioned in the specifications thatcotrie14
and advertisement, you declined te fulfil the tender, is that correct ?- ,1eted so as to be
Well, I think the advertisement carried out my view in that: that degavll
section 14 was to be made available te finish section 15. If it was net, of contract 15.
why was the com letion of section 14 added te section 15 ? There must
have been some object in it te combine them both together.

14287. Assuming that it was necessary to lay the track on 14 before
finishing 15, do you mean to say that any particular time was specified
during which, or at which, 14 should be finished ?-No; there was no
particular time specified.

14288. Then is it net the mention of the particular time which was
the stumbling block in yo'ir case ?-Yes; that was the main point, no
doubt, because I did not want to bind myself to finish section 15 before
section 14 would be done. But my own opinion is, provided I would
agree to sign the contract without that date, I don't think I would get it.

14289. You did not try ?-No, I did not try to sign the contract;
but my partner was anxious te sign the contract without that point
being put in, and I would not submit to it knowingthe position I would
occupy.

14290. Then you never put the Govern ment to the test ?-No, not I.
14291. Did Mr. Kane ?-I do not know.
14292. Then what you have said is only #hrmise ?-It is by the looks,

feelings, talk and conversation, and the way I was treated at the time.

14293. You did not put it te the test by offering to do se, either yon
or Mr. Kane ?-No; I did net. I do not know what Mr. Kane did.

14294. I understand that you mean, by your evidence 80 far, te say
that it was necessary for any contractor, in order te finish 15 to be able
te go over the rails on 14, and it was therefore necessary that the time
for finishing 14 should be limited, and because they did not limit it there-
fore you would not execute the contract ?-No; I do not understand it
that way.

14295. Please explain it ?-I explain it that I considered that, in my witness's view of
flace, I was entitleI te being put into section 14 for the completion, what occurred.

e0ause it is given in as a combined work, as one piece of work, and if I
2î*
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was detained and delayed for the want of 14 I could not finish 15 at as
earlier a date. Other contractors might think that section 14 was not
necessary for them to do it; but in my position I looked upon it, and
for the benefit of the country and of the Government, that section 14
should be completed at an early date, so that the cost of section 15
would be less.

What witness 14296. I understand from the documents published that you wishedganve aovernmnent the Govern ment to insert a condition to this effect: either that l should
be finished in a limited time, or that you should be paid damages which
might occur because of its not being finished if an exti a expense was
involved in completing the work on 15 ?--No; what I gave the Govern-
ment to understand at the time was this: that I was willing to submit
to the one year extension that they would give to the contractors on
14. They gave them one year's extension over their original contract.
I was willing to submit to that and take one year, provided the
Government would say that if it was not done at the end of the extended
time that they should pay me for the trouble I should have in getting
men and material to the work; but if it was completed at that time
there was no charge and I asked no favours.

wtness's pro- 14297. The effect of your proposition was that the Governmentposition in eff'ect ta hudb
that Government should undertake that 14 should be finished by a particular time or
£hould under- pay you damages, was it not ?-Pay; not damages.take that con-
tract 14 should
be flnlshed by a 11298. Well, expenses, which would be damages to them ?--Yes; payparticular time or
pay expenses expenses of men, tools and materials for the work.
consequent on
delay fterthe 14299. That would be damages to the Government would it not ?-tMme specifled. YsYes.

14300. And they declined to enter into that arrangement ?-Yes; I
asked them to put a date to it defining the date for the completion of
it, but they declined to do that.

Hearsay. 14301. Is there anything else connected with the letting of the
contract on section 15 which you can explain, or upon which you have
knowledge ?-Only from hearsay; I know nothing particularly about
it only from hearsay.

11302. Was it from the persons who got the contract ?-It was fron
the parties who sold out the contract.

14303. Do you mean Sutton & Thompson ? -No; from Mr. Charlton.

Charlton got two 14304. Was what he saitin connection with this matter?-It was:
"°0r0for upm, stating what proposition he had made, and what ho had done, how he

but falled to put got men in New York to come up here and put up S20,000 for him to
heerty. fthe go tocontracting, and soon. He got two gentlemen from New Yorkthat I knew very well. They came over here to put up $20,000 in

security, and Charlton was to put up the rest in land, and so on; but ho
failed to do so.

Met Senator Mc
Donald In Mon-
treal, and made
bim a proposi-
tion. Blut hetold
wltnea of the ar-
ranement made
at r tt w th
Charlton.

14305. Do you mean that Charlton told you these matters you are
describing ?-Yes.

14 .06. Well ?-Tben Senator McDonald came onf met bim in
Montreal and made him a proposition, and be said he went up with him
as far as Prescott; there they met Mr. Whitehead and consummated
the arrangement.
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14307. Mr. Whitehead has said that upon that occasion Charlton gct Charlton did not
tel wltneea ho«iv820,000, and that Sutton, or Sutton & Thompson, then or about that teŸm" oieYvhe

time, got $10,000 for withdrawing from their tenders : was it to the got, but wbatgot , gCharlton said wassame effect that Charlton informed you ?-He did not tell me how not inconsistent
Inuch ho got-how much money be had received. e1c taaas

14308. Is what I have mentioned at all inconsistent with what goiharitofn.
Chai Iton has said ?-Yes, Thompson told me himself; or-not Thompson
-- Sutton told me himself-

14309. I am asking you whether it is inconsistent with what I have
described ?-No; it is not inconsistent with what Whitehead has said.

14310. Is there any other matter connected with this contract of
which you have knowledge ?-No; there is nothing except what bas
been conversation among outsiders, and that docs not amount to any-
thing.

14311. That would not be material. If it is a statement by any
person, who himself had any part in the transaction, we will hear it.
What is the next matter connected with the Pacific Railway in which
yon have been interested ?-The next matter was in regard to the
Pembina Branch. The Pembina Branch was let. I did not tender for

'that. I don't think, myself; but it was let to Mr. Kavanagh, and
Mr. Kavanagh's son came down to Montreal and came to see me, but I
sont him to Mr. Falardeau. Falardeau and myself met together and
we agreed to take hold of a piece of the work with him. Mr. Falardeau
was' to put up the money and to come up with Mr. Kavanagh bore and
sign the contract. My name was not to be used in the matter, because
1 did not think it would be of any benotit to us to have my name im
the office at that time. So they came up bore. This is Mrt Faîlar-
deau's conversation with him. I was not present.-

14312. I think that would bardly be admissible if you were not
Present at all, it would hardly be safe to rely upon that ?- I was not
Preseit. Mr. Falardeau told me about it, because I was connected
With him at the time in the transaction.

14313. Was your name mentioned in the tender ?-No.

14314. Mr. Kavanagh mentioned bis own name ?-Mr. Kavanagh
mfentioned his own name, and it was declared to him alone, I believe.

Pemnb. Branch.
Tenderig-
contract No. 33.

Eavanagh went
to witness who
sent hm to
1~ alardean.

14315. Then this arrangement at Montreal was a proposition amongst
Yourselves to add other names ?-This conversation in Montreal was
between Falardeau, Kavanagh and myself.

14316. It' was a proposition to add other names, was it not ?-Yes; Faierdeaus nae-
Pealardeau's name was to be added in the contract with Kavanagh's, and tocontractand to
be Was to put up the money security, &c., and join in the contract. put up the

14317. The Government declined to permit tbat addition to the firm,
as far as you understand it ?--The way I understood about it was this:
that Falardeau came up here with the mony--

14318. I don't want to know the dotails, but the result of it was that 're Government
the p roposition was not accoded to ?-No; the Government declined to ei.a. o it
take him. the firm.

14319. I cai hardly take the particulars unless youi yourself were
hOre ; Mr. Kavanagh bas already told us the particulars, having taken
part in it hirmself. Ris story was that ho had tendered irChis own
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Penib. Branch.
Tenderhag-
Contract No. 33; name, and he proposed afterwards to the Department to add anotber

new name--this gentlemen whom you have mentioned-but the Depart-
nient objected to it and that matter dropped ; is there anything differ-
ont frorm that that you know of?-Yes; a little different. The way I
understand it-and I believe I am correct-I believe there was a paper,
a protest, served upon Mr. Mackenzie on the transaction at the time,

fended hisef. by Mr. Falardeau, in writing, black and white, defending himself.
14320. Was there anything different from this feature of the case ?-

Yes; a littie different.
14321. That the Government declined to permit Mr. Kavanagh to

add a now name to his tender ?-Mr. Falardeau when he came here to
see Mr. Mackenzie said to Mr. Trudeau--

Tendering -
Contracte son.

60 and 69, B..

14322. I cannot take from you as evidence the history of what took
place in your absence?-Then why should you ask me the question
whethor there was any difference?

14323. I asked you whether you knew anything different ?-No; I
have told you from the boginning that I do not know anything except
what he told me himself-what Falardeau told me.

14324. Then whatever you do know in this instance is from some
other person's account ?-It is from Falardeau.

14325. What is the next transaction in which you were interested ?
-The next transaction was in regard to the British Columbia work.

14326. Which section was that ?-Sections A and C-1 and 3.
14327. Where you connected with other persons ?-Yes.

Lowest on sec- 14328. Was the tender on either of those sections, of your flrm, thetions A and C. lowest as far as you know ?-We were the lowest on sections A and C,
as far as I know.

14329. Did you get the offer of the contract on these two ?-Yes.
Got contract. 14330. Did you take it ?-We did.

14331. Was the contract to the same persons who tendered ?-Yes.
14332. And signed by them ?-The contract was not signed by

them, but the work was declared for the same parties that tendered for
it, and at the same tender.

Government 14333. How did it happen that the contract was not to the same
anetioned trans- persons that tendered ?-Because there were arrangements made withfer of contracts t

others, other parties to take the work and proceed with the work, and the
Government sanctioned the change, and the change was made.

14334. On pages 130 and 131 of the Blue Book of 1880, there appears
a tender signed by Duncan McDonald, H. McFarlane, A. P. Macdonald,
S. M. Loss, A. Charlebois, John Sullivan, P. McRae, William McRae,
L. T. Mallette : is this the tender to which you have alluded, do you
think ?-Yes, that is the same one.

contract fLnlly 14335. To whom was the contract finally given ?-The contract was
tOnd"* finally given to Andrew Onderdonk.

14336. This tender is only for one of the sections, is it not ?-It is
for the whole work.

14337. This one that was awai ded to you ?-No; the one that was
awardeàto us was A and C-sections 1 and 3.
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1433b. How many sections did you understand the work in British Eo-ea,.
CJolumbia to be divided into ?-Four sections.

14339. Who was the successful tenderer for A ?-For A, Duncan Duncai c
Debnald and A. P.xcDonald, A. P. Macdonald, and so on. Macdonald sue-

14340. That is the firm you have just mentioned ?-Yes. forco"traceOO(A).

14341. Who was the successful tenderer for B?-Goodwin, Smith &
Ripley, and Purcell & Ryan.

14342. And who for C ?-Duncan McDonald, A. P. Macdonald, and Ditto ror contract
eO on. 62 (C).

14343. And for D ?-And for D, Mr. Kavanagh.
14344. Was it by the consent of your firm that Onderdonk got the

contract for both A and C?-Yes.

14345. Did your firm dorive any advantage by the transfer ?-Yes.

14316. Without wishing to know how the advantage was divided soono paid for

anong yourselves, which was entirely a private matter, I wish to ask contracts.
what the whole value of the assignment was supposed to be, for these
two contracts-or two sections ?-It was $ 100,000.

14347. And was 1he transfer made upen that basis, that Onderdonk
was to pay that ?-Yes.

14348. Did be pay any more than that, do you know, for the two ?
-Not that I know of.

14349. In your experience in contracting, do you know whether it Ote contractor

18 possible for a person undertaking a large amount of work, such as ,n thek

this, to pay something for the smaller portions of it, so as to have could do Is 15or20
them combined, and still save as much, or make just as much as he , n.luan

Would if he had had them separately at the original prices ?-Yes; my tasers eould

object in forming that company was to take the whole work, knowing seen.a
from past experience that the whole work can be done by one company
15 or 20 per cent. less than it eau be done by dividing it into four
sections, especially in sueh a wild country as that. It would not make
so much difference here in a settled country, but in a country like that
location is everything.

143Z0. Is more machirery required in proportion to the mileage ? More machinery

-Yes, and plant to supply the piece of work with-plant and haul- required where

ing that there the distance it has to be hauled. The work divided into work lé divided.

four sections could never be done at that price.

14351. Is that opinion as to the advantage of getting a larger work
in one contract derived from your experience as a contractor, or is it
a new idea ?-It is from my experience as a contractor.

14352. Do you know whether similar opinions are entertained by i%(n who ta k
other contractorsof experience?-I do not know, but l thinkso, because lgworks e

ave positive evidence that in large contracts, men who take larger than all con-

pieces of work can do it much less than by dividing it up, because the tractos.
vontrolling power is in one head-one institution.

14353. Is there any other advantage tlhan this-of plant ?-Yes, there
is a great advantage in plant, because you can move it from one section,
or one cut, to another.
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60-63, U.V. 14354. le there any other material advantage bosides this of plant:
Labourers more t
ea1y controlled that is as to hiring of men, or any other item ?-Yes, you can controL
when the work the men much better than by dividing up.
not eut up.
sy.tem e let- 14355. Would it be an advantage not to have competition for labour-

tingeontrat.- ers ?-It would, certainly; because any man who would have seetton -
need not import a labourer, because he could make sections 1, 2 and 3
import, and he could get them from there by giving five or six cents
more a day, and need not import a man ; either one of these sections,
could be a thorn in the side of the rest. But the system of letting and
asking money is wrong-corrupt from beginning to end.

14356. Asking money for what ?-Putting up money with tenders,
the putting up 5 per cent.

How the system 14357. What is there wrong about it?-In the first place you have
works. to put up-supposing you get a piece of work worth $50,000 or $100,00(>

-if you put up 5 per cent. on $100,000, that is probably ail the
means the contractor had to commence his work on. It makes him
poor at once. He bas to go into debt to get hie plant and tools and
supplies. Then another thing is, the moment the system was adopted
it made the Board of Works a broker's office-nothing more nor less
than a broker's office. They ask you to put up 85,000, 8 0,000, $20,000
or 830,000 with your tender. You put it up, and the consequence is
von do everything in your power to find out where your tender is.
Yon offer inducements to clerks to do things that they would not do on
no consideration; you offer them bribes to get at things that are dan-
gerous. Wo know at one time a Minister of the Crown had to force
open a door to get papers. You take a clerk that gets $1,000 a year
salary, and offer him $2,000 to get certain information in his office, and

compenling Gov- there is a temptation for him to break a lock to get it. U nder the old
® system he did not have this, and it relieves the Government of any

Iowest tenderer responsibility as to the decision, as they will give it to the lowest
a ®e*."®..° tender, and the consequence is it goes into the hands of capitaliste, and
bility* they can obtain more favours, &c., than the ordinary contractor

could. And we know that for the works that have been let, since this
system has been adopted, of putting up 5 per cent. in money with the

Contracts cost tender, they have cost at least 25 or 30 per cent. more than they did
erc® 2 or c before. It maay not appear so on the bulk sum on the start, but before

the work is completed they have cost the country 30 per cent. more
than they did before under the old system.

.At present t'eMm-YUpeetse epain
tattopi held out 14358. Did you say under the present system that temptations are
to cierk le Ulve offered to clerks to afford information ?-Yes, to afford information.
InformatlU.

14359. Do you think the~country has been damaged by that ?-I do.
14360. How ?-Weil, because there bas been talk about corruption

and everything of that kind, that makes the people begin to think that
everybody connected with the I)epartment of Public Works, and every-.
where else, is corrupt.

14361. Are yon aware of any instance where the public interest has
suffered on that account ?-No, I have not; except fr'om conversation
and what I have read in the newspapers.

aake clerk to 14362. Are you aware of any person in any of the Departments
give him Infor- giving any information to any one person that the public could notination but ?--o, because I neyer asked one in my life, and I would nt; but
ethhre have get ot en w hve done o and sd dog it
b.auted et there le other men who have done se and boasted o? doing it.
dolng ti.
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14363. Who has boasted of having done it ?-I could not tell you,

there are lots.
14364. Name one in connection with the Pacific Railiway ?-I cannot

tell.
14365. Do you mean that yon do not know ?-I could not name you

any person who did it ; it's generally in conversation that one gets
information from such a source and such a source.

14366. It is as to persons who have said in conversation that I am
asking yon: name one who bas mentioned it ?-It is generally conver-
sation at times of lettings.

14367. Name one person who bas said that ho got such an advantage ?
-1 cannot name you any person, Sir.

14368. You have mentioned that a Minister of the Crown got some
information in a peculiar way, was that in connection with the Canadian
Pacifie Railway ?--No, no.

14369. We are only entitled to enquire about the Pacifie Railway, so
I will not ask you anything turther upon that particular matter : are
you aware of any person getting information which would assist then
in their tenders, connected with the Pacific Railway, from some one in
the Department?-Only from hearsay. I know nothing myself; nothing
Sir, only from hearsay.

14370. Has it been bearsay from the person in the Department im-
plicated ?-No, no, no.

14371. Had you no assistance in making any of those tenders ?- Ramnoa
Never, Sir. In making

tenders.
14372. Had yon any means of knowing when you put in your tender cnntraetors coim-

whether it was lower than any other tender that was put in ?-No ; pare bide.
not from any one inside the Department, but I had outside the Depart-
ment. Contractors came to my room, many of them, and told me their
bids and tried to compare bids with me and ail those things. That is
one way information came to me-men coming voluntarily to my
room and comparing bids with each other up to the time of closing
tenders.

14373. I was asking you up to the time you put in the tender ?-No,
after.

14374. I was not asking you about the time after putting in their
tenders ?-That is the time they get the information, after the tenders
are in.

11375. I am asking you whether, up to the time of your putting in
the tender, you received any information from any one connected with
the Department, either Minister, or assistant, or any clerk, as to the
fact ibat your tender was lower in some items than some other tender ?
-No ; and I would not rely upon any man's opinion on that.

14376. I am asking you now whether yon got the opinion, not
whether you relied upon it ?-I never got the opinion, because under
this system the 5 per cent.-putting up the money-if the Government
choose they can throw a man off that they do not wish.

14377. You man unless he puts up bis 5 per cent. ?-Yes ; but
supposing there is a great many tenders in, and in a great many cases

(ot no Informa-
tion prior to
putting lu hie
tender.
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Present system
of tendering leads
to tenders bel n g
put in for the
purp s .et
beiuîg soid.

The way success-
fi tenderers are
somnetimes pre-
vented from put-
,tng up money.

Tue oH system.

Present system
relleves Govern-
ment of respon-
sibility.

4colusion anong
contractors.

-but I presume something of the kind has happened -where the
m'>ment tenders are opened the work is declared to some one. For
instance, the tenders are in and a gentleman goes up to find out where
his tender is; he is very anxious to find out whether a man is above or
below him, because he puts in his tender for the purpose of selling.
There are very few works that bave been done by the successful
tenderers under this system, but what have been for sale and bartered
awaytince this system bas been adopted. Very few persons have gone
on and done the work-it is bargain and sale.

14378. Ploase explain: do you mean that this system of bargain and
sale may not exist where the securities are in the shape of bonds as
well as where it is in the shape of monoy deposit ?-No.

14379. Why not ?-The reason is this: the tenders, for instance: a
piece of work is awarded to me, or anybody. The moment that piece
of work is awarded, the prices are generally known. Then the contrac-
tors spread it around that that man cannot put up his money; that
ho is too low: " I was 8100,000 above him and hecannot do that work."
He goes to his friend, who is going to put up the money, and ho says :
" don't you do it ho is too low," consequently they baulk him and he
cannot do it.

14380. That is under the present system ?-Yes.
14381. Could not the same thing happen if it was under the other

system of security by bond ?-No.
14382. Why not ?-Because a bond given for public woiks is only

Piven to show the standing and reputation of the man-of the contrac-
tor-because no bond bas ever been enforced to my knowledge on
publie works.

14383. How does it show the standing and reputation of the man, if
it is understood not to b3 enf>rced ?-It is to show the respectability
of the securities. Then the Government, under the old system, was
responsible for the letting, because the tenders were taken to the
Council and opened there, and they made their choice of mon to give
that work to, and thon they were responsible to the House for their
decision; but under this system they will say: " We will let it to the
lowest tender who has put up his money." They relieve themselves
in this way of the responsibility; and the consequence is, that the works
actually done under this, when you come to open the books, are 30
per cent. higher than works done under the old system.

14384. Have I understood you properly to say that this systen of
security by bond instead of by moncy deposit would not lead to the
sale of contracts ?-Yes.

14385. J have not understood what reason you have given for this if
you have given one ?-Well, because it is not known-the bulk sums.
They make up their tenders now and put up the bulk sum, and con-
tractors get to work and compare their bulk sums.

14386. What has that to do with the system of security-the knowing
by the contractors of each other's tenders ?-It bas te do this: because
here is 8-0,000, for instance, above me, or $50,000 above me. He finds
that out. His tender shows it. Then ho may come to me and say
" Drop this and come up to me."
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14387. Cannot the contractors tell each other this under the bond
system of security as well as under the money deposit system ?-No,
they cannot; because the Government makes the choice of the contractor.

14388. That is not because of the difference in the system of security ?
-There is a difference between the security. Now a man makes
money ont of it. In the other case he could not make money out of it.
They did not put up any money whatever in the other case.

14389. I have not been able to follow you in your reasoning: I ExPlains.
shall have to ask you to explain again what you mean by saying that
the bargain and sale of the contraej could not take place under the
bond system of security as well as under the cash system of security ?
-It cau ; but not to the same extent as it does now.

14390. Why can it not to the same extent as it does now: is it
because contractors cannot tell each other ?-No ; bocause under the
other system the contractors take the tenders into the Department-
there is no putting up only the names of the securities-then the con-
tract i3 awarded and that is the end of it. If any other man comes to
me to get work from me or to buy it ont, the consequence is I can take
him in with me; but under the old system they never allowed the
original contractor's name to disappear.

14391. That is a new difficulty; that bas nothing to do with the
system of security: there is another regulation, which you say existed
formerly, that they would not allow the name of the contractor to
change ?-No.

14392. You' seem to be comparing the old system with the new,
but I do not understand the reasoning ; one of the difficulties you
say is : if a man enters into a contract, when he puts up the security ho
has no money to go on with ?-Yes.

Under the old
e3YSetm the origi-
nal contractor,'
name never al-
lowed to dis-
appear.

14393. And you think that the resu't is that the contracts go into Tendenay to
the hands of capitalists ?-Yes. into the hands of

capitalis.ts

14394. Do you think it a bad thing that contractors for public works
should be capitalists ?-Not that it goes imto the hands of capitalists,
but into the bands of men who do not understand the work, and it is
not in the hands of contractors as a ru le. You take the amount of
work that bas been let in the country for the last six, or seven, or eight
years, and it bas been in the bands of men-very good men, no doubt,
all of them good men-but you take the bulk sum that the work was
let at, and take the money that they have received for the completion
of that work in the final estimate, and it is 30 per cent. higher than
such work was dore before for.

Not an evil that
work should fali
into bande of
Captaliste, but
Into the bande of
Capitalitst wbo
kuow nothing
about work.

Present more
COStIy tban the
former systen.

14395. I think I understand now what I have not been able to see
before, but I will ask you if this is what you mpan: do you mean that
where porsons tendering had to find sureties, that these sureties would
not give their names unless it was to persons accustomed to doing that
kind of work, and it would not be sufficient to find money only, but
a recommendation from some responsible person that they were fit to
perform the contract ?-Yes; that is it.

14396. It is not only a money calculation but a capability of per- Old system en-
forming the work: is that what you mean ?-That is about the pith sured enpacIty

Of it. hat is one of the benefits of the old system. tractor. °°c'-
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14397. And you think one of the evils of the present syt4em is letting
to any one tenderer without any recommendation as to bis being a
suitable person, so long as ho can find enough nioney to put up the 5
per cent. ?-That is all.

The present 14398. And his object is not to fulfil the contract but to seli bis
system with its standing ?-Yes, to seil bis position. In our general railroad work and
large deposit li-.
povertshes canal work, when the Government pays the monthly estimate, which

cotactor and
fores i o asen thoy do, there is not a great deal of capital required, as a rule.
his interests to Actually, the sum of money that a man put up with bis tender of
capttalnsts. 8500,000 or $1,000,000-if there is $1,000,000 worth of work, he

puis up $50,000. That $>0,000 sis ample to carry on his work.
If ho be allowed to give other security-individual security-that
$50,000 would be ample to plant bis work, ordinary work; but the
moment ho puts up bis $50,000 ho bas to go into the bands of capitalists
to get it or to go to the bank and get it, and it impoverishes him at
once. The consequence is ho bas to dispose of his interest at once to
men of standing and influence who can furnish the capital necessaryto
go on with the work.

14399. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacific Railway
upon which you have information and can give evidence ?-Not as [

Tendering- know of, Sir, now.
coetrarts Now*

to3and2,B.2 14400. Do you know whether any portion of the consideration paid
"o portion of by Onderdonk for these two contracts was given to any person outside

ondedona by of your firm for any service?- 1 am certain there was none given as
witness's firn far as we are concerned : but of the rest I could not speak for.went ontalde
rm 14401. I am only speaking of your firm, whether they set apart any

proportion of this amount for any services of any one else ?-No; not
a farthing, Sir. Ithink we were ail old enough to do our own business.

Aneged Im,,.. 14402. Are you aware of any arrangement by which any one in any
pet Innuence. of the Departments obtained any advantage in consequence of favours

to any contractor on the Pacifie Railway, or any tenderer?-I am not
aware of anything of the kind-nothing in the world. I never spoke
to any member of the Department in any shapo. Whenever I wanted

No Member of anything to do I went to the Minister himself.
parilaflent te
w-tness's know- 14403. Are you aware of any Member of Parliament gaining any
ledge gained any advantage by any influence in favour of any contractor or any tenderer '
udvantsoir Ini
connection with -No; I do niot.
contracts. 14404. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway

on which you.could give evidence, tbinking we ought to receive it ?-
Not as I know of.

systm er îet. 14405. Have you ever considered the relative advantage to the public
uing ontracts. of tenders made by bulk sum or by prices applied to estimated quanti-

tin onents ties ?-Yes; I have considered that pretty seriously, and very often
not correct in too. I look upon the bulk sum as not a correct principle to let work
prineipRe. upon-upon the bulk sum.

14406. Do you think it of more advantage to the public that it should
be let on estimatedquantities and a schedule of prices?-By the schedule
of prices, I do, Sir.

14407. What is your reason for favouring that practice ?-My reason
is this : that it is impossib!e for any engineer to find out what is
n the bowels of the earth, any more than for a contractor, and if you
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go upon the bulk sum and you come across material that was never
anticipatel, thon litigation commences, difficulty commences ; but if
you have a schedule of prices for ail classes of material that you may
come in connection with, then it does away with it ail.

14408. You think it is fairer to offer a schedule of quantities which Bestsystem sche.
may fluctuate, according as the material nay be found, in the execution dle® wltie
of the work ?-Certainly. for 08-h Stee.

14409. And that these quantities should bo applied to prices offered
for each item ?-Ys.

14410. Do 1 understand that you think, upon the whole, that that is
the most advantageous system for the public ?-I think it is, because
taking the canal works which have not been let on bulk sum-it has ail
been let on schedule of prices-and it has ail been done econom;cally
and very satisfactorily to the public: because no man will do work, if
he is a sensible man, if he puts out a dollar and brings back only fifty
cents, he will squirm out of it in some way or other; it is Iruman nature.

11411. Hlow does he manage about his monthly estimates, if he
squirms out of it?-Monthly estimales: if he does Lot get them he
stops, Location has everything to do with the contract. The location
of the work, and where it is has everything to do with the contract
and with the price. The great evil now that contractors have to
contend with, men who have worked hard and made a reputation in
the country, is those Blue Books. They make bogus contractors all over
the country that do not amount to anything: they are straw men.
They take and open that book (pointing to a Blue Book) and sce some-
body else's tender there for a piece of work, and see that they did that
piece of work for that price, although the same work may be worth
30 per cent. more. Under this system bore for the last seven years
there has been more contractors than there hats been in the last
forty years in Canada.

Blue Books a

Seat evil in thatbey .ak. bogue
contractors
possible.

ln past seven
yeara more con-
tractors In
Canada than In
forty years before

11412. Has there not been more contract letting during that period? More contracts
-Well, yes; there has been more contracts let for the last five years let.
than there bas been in the same period of time previously.

14113. Then it cannot be a matter of surprise that there are more
contractors ?-No; but there are more people in the country too.

14414 Then you think that this system of letting public works is a
mistaken one?-It is wrong, and it is no benefit to the community at

14415. Do you think any one else suffers by it excepting eontract-
ors ?-The man that bids on it suffors.

14416. They are contractors?-They are the men who go into it
blindfold, and they suffer.

14417. You think it makes an unhealthy competition on contracts ?
-Yes; they do not do it in any other country. They tried it on this
principle in the United States, and they had to go back to the old
eystem taking eagineer's estimates and letting it to practical mon.

14418. 'You think the old way is the best ?-I think so.

Present system
creates unheai-
thy comapetition
among contrac-
ture.

14419. Io there anything further that you think you can give infor-
ination upon connected with the Pacific Railway ?-No.
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t.outract 34 A. OTTAWA, Thursday, 11th November, 1880.

ToussAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-

Explanationasto 14420. Are you prepared now to explain the expenditure on contract
oerta ec p 32 A with LeMay & Blair: it appears to be over $17,000, while the
tracted for 817,000 contract price of the four houses, stated to be built in the contract, waé
Instead of $12,000. said to be between $11,000 and $12,000 ?-Yes; the abstract of the final

estimate is: the erection of four bouses and platforms, $11,299.50 ;
materials burnt at Upsala and Carlstadt, $1,393.62 ; materials delivered,
$4,221.54; provisions and camp equipage, 8393.82; labour upon Upsala
stations, $400.97 ; watching fires at Nordland, $21-total, $17,730.45.

14421. You have paid for materials burned: can you explain that
item ?-The materials delivered were for the construction of four houses
which were never finished. A portion of the material was burned by
bush fires, consequent upon the operation of the Department in building
the road, and it was thought just that the Department should pay for
these materials.

1444 2. These materials which were burned form no part of the next
item wbich you charge as materials delivered, I suppose: you distin-
guish between the materials burnt and those delivered ?-Yes.

14423. Then is it not probable that the materials burned never were
delivered but were burned in the hands of the contractor ?-The engi-
neer's certificate does not give that information.

Order not to pro- 14424. Do you know whether the decision not to proceed with this.
ceed beyond the four houses erected was arrived at after or before the
erection of four wr eodtefu osseetdwsarvda fe rbfr h
bouses made fire ?-1 see, from the report signod by Mr. Marcus Smith, dated June
arter the Are. 11th, 1877, that ho reports the fire of Upsala, and that he recommends

that the erection of four bouses should be stopped ; and as it was on
this report the decision was arrived at, I conclude that the order to
stop was after the fire.

Payment for 14425. Was there any dispute between the contractor and the Depart-
materlals burnt ment as to the payment for these materials, or was the paymen t for them&c.,, made on cer-
tifcate of Marcus taken as a natter of course in consequence of the discontinuance of the
Smith. work ?-The paynient was made on the certificate of Mr. Marcus

Smith, who was charged with the settlement of the claim.

14426. Have you the original report or a copy of it which you ean
produce ?-No ; but I can produce a copy of it.

Ground on whcii 14427. Do you know whether the Department had, before the report
Marcus Smith of Mr. Smith, in June 1877, considered the expediency of delaying therecommended
not to build the building of these houses on account of the danger of fire, or was it alone
four remalning easeh
bouses stated Ibeause he recommended it that they were stopped ?-It was because
his report. Mr. Marcus Smith, who had just recently visited the place, recom-

mended it.
14428. And do you consider this change in the policy of the Depart-

ment on that subject to be due principally to his personal visit ?-It is
due to bis report.

14429. And what was the report due to ?--It was due to information
ho obtained.

14430. How did he get the information do you think : in other words,
have you any doubt that this policy was due to his personal inspection
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of the ground and surrounding circumstances ?-I have no reason to oitract 3 A.

doubt it.
14431. Will you read that portion of his report of which you appear

to have a copy which touches this particular matter-I mean the dis-
continuance of the building ?-Mr. Marcus Smith says :

'' I am more than doubtful if it would be good policy or economy to erect those Marcus Snith's
bouses so long betore the line will be open for public *affic. It was thought that by report.
erecting these at once it would save the expenses of building buts for the accommoda-
tion of the engineering staff during the construction ; but w-e see that they are liable
to be destroyed by fire, that they will only be occupied for a year or so during the
construction of the line, and will be vacated as the engineers move on with the work.
Then comes the expense of some one to take care of them, and it would probably be
found, even after the line was open for traffic, that some of those bouses would not be
required for years as station-houses, for in the rough country between Savanne and
Rat Portage there is very little land fit for settlement."

14432. Before this report I understand that four houses of the eight
had been eithor completed or nearly completed: is that correct, and
that the report recommends only the discontinuance of four out of
the eight ?-Yes.

14433. Had any (f those four, which had been built or nearly built, One house des-
been destroyed by fire before this report ?-One of the houses at Buda ryeds bintes
was destroyed before this report of Mr. Marcus Smith was written. report.

14434. Ls there any other matter connected with this contract whieh
you think it necessary to explain ?-I produce a copy of Mr. Smith's
report, dated 11th of June, 1877. (Exhibit No. 184.)

14435. Is there anything further ?-No.
14436. At the time of your previous evidence concerning this

contract, the question arose as to the authority which Mr. Fleming had
for directing Mr. Hazlewood to enter into the contract: have you any
explanation of that now: it appeared to have been done by a letter from
Mr. Fleming to Mr. Hazlewood who was then in Ottawa ? -I think
there is a letter from the Department to Mr. Fleming on the subject,
but I have not got it before me.

14437. Will you endeavour to produce it as well as any report upon
which it was founded ?-Yes.

14138. Have you now a copy to produce of the contract No. 38 with
Ingails ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 185.)

14439. Referring to contract No. 40, on which you were not able to
give complete evidence yesterday, can you say now what expenditure
was incurred on account of extras, or rather for work provided for in
the contract, but not in the lump sum mentioned ?-The additional
works were 180 cubie yards of earth, at 25 ets; ten cubic yards of rock
at 81.50; 117 cubic yards of maesonary at 85; and 467 lineal yards of
drain at 85; these were the prices named in the contract. The extra
work proper was "charge for increasing diamoter of turn-table to fifty
feet, 8200; charge for removing turn-table from Selkirk to Emerson,
105",

14440. Is there anything further about this contract which you think
requires explanation ?-No.

14441. Referring to contract 34 can you now produce the letter
from the Department to Mr. Beatty accepting his offer ?-Yes ; I
Produce it. (Exhibit 186.)

Contract No. 40.
Expenditure In-
curred for extras.
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or malle-
ContractNo.52. 14442. What is the next contract, in point of time, which we have

fnot investigated ?-Contract No. 52, for the transportation of rails from
Montreal to Fort William. The contract was made with the North-
West Transportation Co., and is dated 30th September, 1879.

et by compe- 14143. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.
Tenders called 14444. Have you any copy of the advertisement or a report upon
for by circular. the tenders ?-The tenders were called by circulai. There was no

advertisement.
14415. Have you a list of the firms to whom the circular was address-

ed ?-Yes. The circular was adaressed to Calvin & Breck, Folger
Bros., Holcomb & Stewart, Butters & Co., Cooper, Fairman & Co.,
Thomas Kimling, James Swift, Thomas Dawson, D. M.cPhie, G. E.
Jacques & Ço., and Smith & Keighley.

14446. Do these comprise all the steamboat owners or agents known
to the Departnent who would be likely to take the work ?- Yes.

No etreulars sent 14417. Was there not another-the one who got the contract ?-Mr.
eor hcrcular Beatty, the Manager of' the North-West Transportation Co., had

weresent out had sent in an offer on the 3rd September, 1879.made an offer

otragot the 14448. Then no circular was sent to him ?-No.

14449. Did you treat bis offer, made before the sending of th(
circulars, as a tender competing with the rest?-Yes.

14150. Have you a copy of the circular or any report upon the sub-
stance of it?-Yes; 1 proluce a copy of the circular. (Exhibit No. 187.).

14451. Can you state the persons from whom you received any offer, in-
cluding the previous offer ot Mr. Beatty ?-Yes; they are given in areport
by Mr. Sandford Fleming dated 25th Soptember, 1879.

14452. Can you produce the report ?--Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit
No. 188.)

Prices quoted by 14153. Real it? -" Including the harbour dues at Montreal the offers
tenderers $ and were from Calvin & Brock, $6.03; from Smith & Keighley, 86; North-

West Transportation Co/, $6; Folger Bros., $G.03 per ton."
14454. Do you understand that these were all the offers upon the

subject which were submitted to the Department ?-Yes.
14455. This report appears to show that Smith & Keighley, of

Toronto, offered to take these rails at the same price as the tender
which got the contract ?-Yes.

Smith & Kelgh- 14456. Was there any reason for selecting one in preference to the
e aeer"te other, or was it by arrangement among themselves that the contract

1-enry Beatty. was arrived at ?-On the 29th September, 1879, Smith & Keighley
telegraphed to the Department:

"If you favour us with contract for transport of stual rails and fastenings, Mon-
treal to Fort William, kindly make contract to Henry Beatty, as he has made
arrangements with the Grand Trunk for the, prompt transport, and we carry half
quantity. Will this be agreeable to you ? "

14457. Is the Henry Beatty named here the gentleman who repre-
sents the North-West Transportation Co. ?-He is the manager of that
company.

14458. Thon are we to understand that this contract was made in
obedience to this telegram from the parties who made the offer at the
same rate ?-Yes.
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14459. Was there any formalcontract upon this subject beyond what Contracte.s2.

is contained in those lt4ters, and acceptance of the offer ?-No. The °r ac th
acceptance by the Departmeat is dateI 30th September, 1879. September n

14460. To whom is it addressed ? -To Henry Beatty, Manager of the eg t®nder
North-West Transportation Co. Transportation

14461. Is this expenditure for part of the work which Mr. Ryan
undertook to perform under contract 48 -the first 100 miles west of
Winnipeg ?-No. It is for Fort William.

14462. Have you a copy of the letter from Mr. Beatty accepting the
ierms ?-Yes; i produce it. (Exhibit No. 189.)

14463. Has the work under this centract been performod ?-Yes.
14464. Paid for without dispute ?-Yes. Work performeddisputeand paid for.
14465. Is there any other matter connected with it that requires

explanation ?-I do not think of any at this moment.
14466. What is the next contract ?-Contract No. 37. It is with Uaniway voe

}Ieney, Charlebois & Flood, for the construction of the Georgian Bay cotrac , 3-.
Branch, extending from South River, near Lake Nipissing, to Cantin's
lay on French River.

14167. Was this work submitted to public competition ?-Yes.
14468. Have you a copy of the advertisement and any report upon

the tenders ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 190.)
14469. This schedule is apparently for tenders form A: is there any

schedule for any other tenders ?-Yes, form B ; I produce it. (Exhibit
No. 191.)

14170. Have you a copy- of the specifications furnished to persons
tendering ?-I have not got a loose copy of the specifications, but there
is one attached to the contract for the execution of the work. I pro-
duce the contract. (Exhibit No. 192.)

14471. Was the undertaking of this work authorized by Order-in- Work authorieed
Council, or by the Minister alone?-By Order-in-Council dated the 2nd c'ilrn
of September, 1878. I produce a copy of it. (Exhibit No. 193.)

14472. What was the principal distinction between form A and form
B, proposed for the tenders ?-Form A was a subsidy per mile, and
form B was by a schedule of quantities in the ordiniary form.

14473. On which form was the contract completed ?-On the form . work let on ehe,
-the schedule of quantities, ties®to loae:t

14471. Then the policy of letting the work upon the La4s of the tenderer.

subeidy was not carried out ?-No.
14475. Was the contract let on the basis of the lowest tender ?-Yes.
14476. Who made that tender: have you got it here ?-The tender

was signed by Robert McGreevy and John leney. I produce it.
(Exhibit No. 194.)

14477. The time named in the advertisement for receiving tenders
was the 29th June, 1879: when were they opened?-They were
opened on the 29th of June.

14478. Was there any written report upon the subject by the officers
who superintended the opening ?-I now produce the original upon
which the former Exhibit (191) was based. (Exhibit N>. 195.)

3*
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(ontret No.. 14479. This appears to be a schedule signed by Mr. Page, Mr.
Smellie, and Mi. Braun, but I see no report upon the subject beyond
the names and figures: was there any report, as far as you know ?-
No.

Lowest tender D na a
accepted wisîont 14480. Do you mean that the lowest tender was accepted as a matter
discussion or of course, without any lurther investigation or discussion ?-Yes.
report.

14481. Is there any record to show now when these different tenders
for this work were rcceived in the offlce?-I find that the envelopes
in which the tenders were received have not been preserved, and there,
is no record.

System of re- 144-2. las it been the system in your Department to keep any
.ordigreceipt record of the time of the receipt of the different tenders for works,

beyond the envelopes-I mean in any book ?-No.

Tenders recelved 14483. Nor of the person who receives each tenier ?-The tenders
by ecretary. are all receivtd by the Secretary,

Laches of clerks
as to connectlng
envelope with
tender.

.A great many
tenders without
envelopes ap-
pended.

14481. It does not appear te have been the general practice to pro-
serve the envelopes, because in most of those tenders which have been
subnitted for our inspection, the envelopes are not attached: have
you any understanding in the Departnent upon that subject as to
whether they should be preserved always or not ?-My instructions to
the clerks putting up those tenders, and booking them, are to preserve
the envelopes, but I find it has not always been strictly carried out.
Sometimes they appear to be missing.

14485. Has this omission corne to your knowledge only lately, or
have you been aware of it for some time past-that the practice was
iot carried out ?-I have never made any special investigation into the
matter.

14486. In the progress of this investigation you have noticed, I sup-
pose, that a great many are not accompanied by the envelopes ?-Yes.

14487. Is that the first time that this omission to any extent came
to your knowledge ?-I have noticed it before.

14488. las it been corrected since you first noticed it, or has it
continued not corrected ?-[ cannot answer that question without fur-
ther enquiry.

14489. Do you remember whether you took pains when it first came
to your knowledge to give more pisitive instructions on the subject, or
did you still permit it to go on as it had been going on ?-l cannot
recollect.

14490. Do you consider it a matter of any consequence that these
envelopes should be preserved ?-Not very important.

14491. Do you mean that it is not important to keep a record of the
time Of receiving the different tenders, in your opinion ?-It would be
important to keep a record of any tender which came in after the
tenders were opened, or after the date mentioned in the advertisement,
but before that I do not think it is important.

Thinks it is better 14492. If a difference of opinion should arise on that subject after
the envelopes
omtig with ten- the time of receiving tenders, do you not think it would be impoi tant

ders shouIld be to have some record to settle the question: or have you taken for
pre-erved. granted that such a question might not arise ?-l think it is better that

the envelopes should be preserved.
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14493. Have you ever known of any complaint on the part of any
person whose tender had been rejected, that the successful tender had

en put in later than the hour named for receiving the tenders ?-No.

systiem r re.
cordin receipt
of" "'des

QuIte certain t hat
14494. Have yo any reason to think that there ever was any cause no successfu

for such a complaint ?--No; I am quite certain there was no roason. tender came arcer
time for receing

*en*ei s.14495. I suppose you mean that you feel certain of this, because yon
have perfect confidence in the officer whose duty it is to receive them ?
-ilt is because I am generally present, when in Ottawa, when tenders
are opened, therefore I can speak with great confidence on that matter.
In this particular case here I appear to have been absent frcm Ottawa,
the tenders were, therefore, opened in the presence of other people.

14496. You will understand that I am not speaking of the time of
opening tenders, because that would give no indication of the time of
receiving them-the mere fact of opening them- but I understand that
you have perfect confidence in the officer whose duty it is to receivo
them, and that, therefore, you are certain that none were received after
the time; but if you wore not present it would not be from your own*
knowledge, but from your confidence in that officer, is that so ?-Yes.
914497. You, yourself, as I understand, have no personal knowledge of
the actual time of the receipt of different tenders ?-No.

14498. Therefore it is not from your own positive knowledge that
you have come to this conclusion ?-No.

14499. Are you able to describe the system of preserving those
different tenders from the time that they reaci the hand of the
Secretary until they are opened, or would it be botter for us to enquire
of the Secretary himself-I mean particularly as to the custody of' the
documents between the time of receiving them an'd the time of open-
ing ?-It would probably be better to enquire of the Secretary.

14500. Has the work under this contract been performed ?-No.
14501. Are yon able to say upon what engineering information, as to

quantities, the work was undertaken ?-I cannot do so without consult-
ing the engineer.

14502. Was the stoppage of the work authorizod by Order-in-
Council ?-Yes. On the 25th of July, 1879, an Order-in-Council was
passed authorizing the Department to notify the contractor that the
work would be stopped; and on the 14th of August, 1879, an Order-in-
Council was passed annulling the contract, both of which I produce.
(Exhibits Nos. 196 and 197.)

14503. Has there been any dispute between the Government and the
eontractor on the subject of this stoppage ?-The contractor has pre.
sented a claim which is now under consideration.

14504. What is the amount of his claim ?-I have not got the claim
with me.

14505. Are you able to explain the policy of the Government which
led to the stoppage of this work ?-No.

14506. The contract in this matter appears to be made -with persons Contract in name
different from those who signed the tender, will you explain how they herntan one

came to be the contractors instead of the persons who tendered ?-On tender.
the 19th of July, 1878, Mr. Heney filed in the Department a letter McGreevy asked
written bv Mr. McGreevy, asking to withdraw from the tender, and on the raw frou

31*
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Ralway coin-

struction-
Contract No.37.
.Heney asked to
have Alphonse
Charlebois and
Fi d's naines
stubstituted.

tro, Bridge -
ontract ao. 56.

Work let to
lowest tenderer.

the lst of August, Mr. Hleney wrote to the Department, asking that
the names of Mr. Alphonse Charlebois and Mr. Thomas Flool Le substi-
tuted for that of R bert McGreevy. This course was approved of by
the Order in-Council dated the 2nd of September, 1878, already filed.

14507. By tho correspondence printed in the Return to an Address of
the Ilouse of Commons of the 18th February, 1830, it appears that
Ripley, Smith & Co. are making a claim against the Governmont upon
the ground that this work has been stopped : hive th>so parties been
recognized as persons dealing with the Government-I mean Ripley,
Smith & Co. ?-No.

14508. Is there any other matter connected with this contract which
you think proper to explain ?-No.

14509. What is the next contract which we can take up now ?-It is
contract No. 56, with the Kellogg Bridge Co. It is for furnish-
ing and erecting of the iron superstructure of the bridge over Rat
River.

14510. What is the amount involved in round numbers ?-It is about
$1,400.

14511. How was the work authorized?-Mr. Sandford Fleming, in a
report dated November 24th, 1879, statel the facts of the case, and
this was approved by the Minister

14512. Was the work lot by public competition ?-It was advertised.
14513. Have you any report upon the tenders ?-The report is

already in yourhands. It is attached to the paper which I have producedl.
(Exhibit No. 198.)

1h514. Was the werk let to the lowest tenderer?-Yes.
14515. Was it much lower than other tenders ?-Yes; much lower.

W ntecom- 11516. Has it been completed ?-No ; it is not completed.

14517. Why not?-I cannot state that without enquiring of the
engineer. Tho work has not been completed. Further information
can be obtained from the engineer of the office.

)lailway Frogs-- 14518. What is the next contract?-Contract No. 57, with the Truro
contract -No. . Patent Frog Co., for the supply of 130 patent adjustable railway

frogs, with signal frame and switch gear.
No publi 1l1e Vs hr
compeUtion. 14519. Was there public competition for the work ?-No.

14520, How was the agreement arrived at ?-The circumstances of
the case are fully explained by Mr. Sandford Fleming in a report dated
1 th November, 187C, which I produce. (Exhibit No. 199.)

14521. I see that this report states that frogs and switch gear were
required to be used at Fort William, and that what had been previously
obtained from another maker had cost: frogs, $80 each, and bars and
switch gear, 856.50 each; anl that these contractors offering to supply
them at a less price, the Minister approved of the order to the present
contractors; was there any further discussion upon the subject than
what appears to be mentioned in this report., or do you know of any
other reason for the matter being carried out as mentioned ?-I do not,
know of any other reason.

Acceptance of
work con frmed
by Order-In-
(Jouneil.

14523. Have you any further correspondence on the subject which
you can produce ?-I produce the Order in-Council confirming the
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acceptance. (Exhibit No. 200.) I produco also copy of the corres-
pondence on the subject. (Exhibit No. 201.)

14523. What was the amount altogether involved ?-About $12,000.
14524. Has the contract been fulfilled ?-Yes.
14525. Has there been any dispute apon the subject ?-No.
14526. Is there anything further on this matter which you can

explain ?-No.

OTTAWA, Friday, 12th November, 1880.

ToussA NT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman : -
14527. Are you prepared to take up contract 53 ?-It is for the

supply of 30,000 tons of steel rails with a proportionate quantity of
steel fish-plates, and bolts, and nuts, delivered at Montreal. The con-
tract is with the Barrow Htematite Steel Co., Limited.

14528. What is the date ?-The date of the contract is the 30th
August 1879,

14529. Was this work offered to public competition ?-Yes.
14530. In what way ?-By public advertisement.
14531. Where ?-In England.

Purchase of

Contracte Nos.
53 amd as.

0,Oo0 tons of steel
rails.

Work offred to
public competA-
tion.

14532. Have you a copy of the advertisernent ?-I have ; and I
produce it. (Exhibit No. 202.)

14533. What authority was there for procuring these rails ?-The Rails procured on
authority of an Order.in-Council dated 13th June, 18-i9. auidolutofmen.

14534. Had there been any report frorn the ergineer upon the subject
before this order ?-Yes, there was a report by Mr. Sandford Fleming,
Chief Engineer on the line, dated June 7th, 1879.

14535. What is the substance of this report ?-The substance of this
report was the recommendation to purchase 30.000 tons of rails, one-
third to be delivered on the lst of October, 1879 ; one-third on the 1st
June, 1880; one-third on the lst of October, 1880.

Fleming recom-
mends purchase.

14536. Can you produce this report and recommendation ?-I pro.
duce Mr. Fleming's report, also the Order-in-Counicil. (Exhibit Nos.
203 and 204.)

14537. Do you know why these rails were purchased to be delivered
at Montreal instead of in England ; I think the same course was
followed in the previous purchase for those rails which were coming to
this part of the Dominion ?-It was thought that the people making the
rails could find cheaper mieans of conveyance from their respective ports.

14538. How many tenders were received offering delivery at Montreal ?
-Seventeen.

14539. You mean for rails ?-For rails, bolts and nuts.
in te loest endr fo rais, ad w o west tender

14540. What was the price in tee lowest tender for rails, and who fradeliverty a
made it ?-The lowest tender for delivery at Montreal was fi om John Montreal:frm
Wallace & Co. & wo.
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Contrcts Soi.
53 and 55.

Other tenderers
and their prtees
lrorn £4 17S. Od.
to £5 5s.

Wallace & Co.'s
tender accepted
but they refused
to sign eontract.

lontracts award-
rd In England
where Govern-
ment represented
"y Sir Leonard
Tilley and Sir
Charles Tupper.

Of 45.ooo tons
34,000 for a ppllea.,
tion to canalan
rael c Railway.

Quanltites In-
®reased by nego-

tiations subse-
quent to tender.

14541. At what rate ?-Delivered on the lst October, 1879, £4 15s.;
for the delivery on the 1st J une, 1880, £4 17s. 6d.; for delivery on the
1st October, 1880, £4 17s. 6d.

14542. Who made the next lowest tender, giving similar particulars ?
- The second lowest is from the Barrow Steel Co. for delivery
ou the 1st October, 1879, £4 17s. 6d.; for delivery on lst June, 1880,
£5; for delivery on lst October, 1880, £5 2s. 6d. The third lowest is
from Guest & Co. for delivery on the 1st October, 1879, £4
17s. 6d.; on the 1st June, 1880, £5; on the 1st October, 1880, £5 5s. ;
and the fourth is the West Cumberland Co. for delivery on the
1st October, 1879, £ t 19s., and for delivery on the 1st June, 1880, £5 2s.

14543. Did they make no offer for delivery in October, 1880 ?-There
is no price named in their tender.

14514. Are the tenders offered by the other parties less advantageous
to the Government than these four which you have named on the sub-
ject of rails ?-Yes.

14545. I see that the next two contracts which were comrpleted after
53 are also upon the subject of rails, did they arise out of tiis same lot
of tenders ?-Yes.

14546. Contracts scem then to have been made witIh three out of four
of these tenderers ?-Yes.

14547. But no contract with Wallace the lowest tenderer; can you
expiain the reason for it ?-Messrs. Wallace & Co. are not manutac-
turers of rails; their tender was accepted, but they refused to sign tho
contract. I produce a' report by Mr. Fleming dated the 1st October,
1879, explaining the circumstances of the case up to the date of his
report, and the Order-in Council dated 6th January, 1880, ordering that
the suit commenced against Wallace & Co. be discontinued. (Exhibits
Nos. 205 and 206.)

11549. Was the awarding of those contracts decided in Canada, or in
England ?-In England.

14549. And who were there repre-enting the Goverument ?-Sir -
Leonard Tilley and Sir Charles Tupper.

14550. Was the Chiet Engineer there also ?-Yes.

14551. Have you any original or copies of the correspondence with
Wallace & Co., upon the subject of this offer of theirs, and the refusai
to execute the contract ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 207.)

14552. What was the whole quantity of rails covered by these three
contracts ?-45,000 tons, but there were 11,000 tons intended for the
Intercolonial Railway. The quantity to be applied to the Canadian
Pacifie Railway was 34,000 tons.

14553. At the time of asking for tenders was a quantity so largo as
that recommended to be obtained ?- In Mr. Fleming's report the quan-
tity is stated at 30,000 tons for the Canadian Pacific Railway.

14554. Was the offer of the Barrow Co., which appears to be
the lowest originally, for the quantity which they afterwards contracted
to supply, or was it increased by subsequent negotiations?-It was
increased by subsequent negotiations.
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14555. What was the quantity which they originally wanted to sup- Coi*,®s*N@°'.
ply ?-15,000 tons.

14556. Was the supplying of the increased quantity awarded to them
before the next contract was offered to Guest & Co. ?-The Barrow
Co. was informed, on the 25th July, that the Minister accepted
their offer for 15,000 tons, but they were asked whether they could
deliver any more at the same price in that same year. The same
acceptance for 10,000 tons was sent to Guest & Co. on the same day.

14557. You mean a similar acceptance ?-Yes; a similar acceptance.
14558. Then it must have been by subsequent negotiations that the 30th July, 18179, the

B~arrow Co.quantity to be supplied by the Barrow Co. was increased from express ther wil.
15,000 tons to 30,000 tons as the report upon the contract shows it to ""Xnta aer
have been : can you say when that iiegotiation commenced for the in- for 30,M) tons.
<reased supply ?-On the 30th July, 1879, a letter was received from
the Barrow Co. or their agent stating that they were willing to enter
into a contract for 30,000 tons.

14559. At the price of their lowest tender, or was there any change
.n the price for this increased quantity ?-At the same price. They say

double the contract on the saine terms and prices as those already
accepted by you."

14560. To whom was this addressed ?-To Mr. Sandford Fleming.
14561. Was this a voluntary offor on their part, or was it in answer 25th July, Flem-

to some proposition on the part of the Government: is that shown in M""ise®hako
the correspondence ?-In the first communication dated 25th July, BarrowCoifthey
allready referred to, Mr. Fleming, on behalf of the Minister, says: " Can more rai sit
you deliver more at same price this year ? same priee that

year.
14562. Then this offer of the company appears to be a qualified

answer to that question: is that as you understand it ?-Yes.
14563. Can you say when it was decided to accept this offer for the

increased quantity ?-It was accepted by letter to the Barrow Steel
Co. dated 30th July, 1879.

14564. That was the day fotlowing their offer? -No; it was the
-same day as they offered.

14565. From what place was the Barrow Co.'s offer ?-The
letter written by the Barrow Co. on the 30th July, does not
appear to be dated from any particular place; other letters written on
behalf of the company are dated Clarges Street, Piccadilly, London.

14566. Do these contracts cover any other materials than the rails ? a e
-Yes; fish-plates and bolts and nuts. by contracts as

well as rails.
14567. Did the offer to supply these articles rank in the same way, as to

prices, as the offers to supply rails ?-Not precisely; but very nearly.

14568. Is the offer for these materials, irrespective of rails, more Fish plates
favourable to the Government than the offers which were accepted ?- sho " corn f

The offers for fish-plates should not be separated from the offers for ing rails.

rails. The fish-plates must be made to fit the rails.
14569. And are they always supplied by the samo contractor who

supplies the rails ?-Yes.
14570. Then bolts are sometimes contracted for separately, are they ?

-Sometimes.
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Claim allowed.

Contraet 53 not
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14571. As to bolts: can you say whether the price for them, offered
by any tender which was not accepted, is lower than the prices for bolts
in the tenders which were accepted, to an extent which would vary the
relative rank of the tenders as a whole, both for rails and plates and
bolts ?-No, I cannot answer at this moment, but I shall get a state-
nient prepared.

14572. Was there any claim for any extras on any of these contracts,
such as packages or any other item of that kind ?-There was a small
claim made by the Barrow Co. in connection with the packing
and oiling of the bolts. The case is reported on by Mr. Fleming and
explained in the report dated the 12th of January, 1880.

14573. What was the amount of this claim in round numbers ?-
About £300 sterling.

14574. Were these cases of a different character from those which
had been previously used in the transportation of articles of a similar
kind ?-In his report, Mr. Fleming says that in the conditions attached
to the face of the tender, prepared by him in Ottawa, clause 16 sets
forth : " That the bolts and nuts mast be done up in such parcels and
such manner as will socure them against loss in transportation ;" and in
the specication which was subsequently prepared, when lie was in
London, the follôwing words were inserted defining the manner neces-
sary to secure them against loss in transportation, namely, " that the
bolts and nuts are to be heaied and dipped to prevent rust; and packed
in strong, iron-bound cases, each to contain not over two cwt." The.
Barro'w Co. claim that the customary method of packing bolts
and nuts is in coarse bags. The claim was considered and allowed.

14575. Do you know whether this practice, claimed to be the coin-
mon one, had been the one formerly adopted-I mean of transporting
these articles in bags ?-For short distances; but Mr. Fleming says in
his experience a great loss resuits from this mode, because the bags
become torn in handling and the contents drop out.

14576 Then Mr. Fleming reports that this is a proper claim to be
allowed, as I understand you ?-Yes.

14577. Bave these contracts been fulfilled- 53, 51 and 55 ?-Contract
No. 53 is not comnpleted ; but 54 and 55 are completed.

14578. Is there any dispute upon the subject of contract 33 ?-No.

145'19. Is there any other matter connected with either of these rail
contracte which you wish to explain ?-No.

14580. Is there anything further on the subject which you consider
ought to be investigated ?-No; but I put in contracts. (Exhibits
Nos. 20ý, 209, 210.)

THoMAs REYNOLDS, sworn and cxamined:

By the Chairman :-
. 14581. Where do you live ?-In London, England.

14582. Have you had any connection with any of the transactions
of the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes, I have.

14583. Which was the first ?-1 think the first was in 1874, when I
came out for the Ebbw Vale 'Steel and Iron Co., of South Wales.
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14584. On page 9 of a Return to an Order of the House of Com.
mons, dated 2nd March, 1876, appears, a copy of a letter signed Thomas
]Reynolds jun. ; will you please look at it and say if it is from you?-
Yes. 2nd March, 1876,

14585. This seems to be an offer made by you on behalf of two m"de offeon
separate companies?-Yes: the Ebbw Vale and the Aberdare compa- Vaie and Aber-
n ies, tons severaly at

14586. Ech for 5,000 tons of steel rails andlnecessary fish-plates and £Il or £11 rs.

bolts and nuts; the price from the first named company is apparently
£11 sterling and from the second named company £11 5s.: do you
remember whether the offer of either of these companies was accepted ?
-The first, the Ebbw Vale, was accepted, but not the Aberdare.

14587. You were in Ottawa at this time ?-Yes.

145S8. Do you remember whether there was any offer on the part of Fbbw Vale Co.

any one connected with the Government to increase this quantity of tieireodrder. e

5,000 tons at the price of your tender ?-I was asked if the Ebbw Vale
Co. would increase their quantity of 5,000 tons, and I cabled to
England, but they refused.

14589. Do you remember if thero was any correspondence on the
subject, or was this a verbal communication to you?-Verbally, 1
think.

14590. Do you remember by whom ?-I an not quite sure, but I
think it was through Mr. Fleming. I ar not quite sure of it.

14591- No transaction was completed on account of the Aberdare
Co. ?-None whatever.

14592. Did you return to England shortly after this letter ?-Yes.
14593. What is your occupation ?-Civil engineer.
14594. Are you connected with the sale of iron materials ?-Iron

and steel, and everything in connection with railways and engineering
works.

Witness's occupa-
lion: Civi
Engineer.

14595. Have you been in England most of the time since this trans-
action ?-Entirely, excepting the month or so which i take to come
out, as a ruie, to Canada for a holiday in the winter.

14596. Have youi kept yoursolf well acquainted with the fluctuations
of the market for these materials ?-Yes; our business, of courie, forced
us to do so, because we were continually in the market.

14597. Do you know what the tendency of the market was in the marketIndc au of
fall of 1874 and the beginning of 1875 ?-Downwards. 1

7 4 and bgi n-

14598. Was there a marked difference in the price or only slight ?- 'îm'i ada.

It fell away gradually and steadily.

14599. Would this fluctuation affect the prices of nuts and bolts as
well as of rails ?-Yes.

14600. To the same extent proportionately ?-Very nearly, I sh'uld
say.

14601. Compared with the market of November, 1874, what would In March, 1875.

You say was the state of the market in Ma rch, 1875, for nuts and bolts ? sIn 8
It was weaker.
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14602. Do you mean that the prices were lower ?-Prices were, I
should think, a couple of pounds a ton lower-possibly more.

Since 1874 mar- 14603. Could you. describe, in a general way, the changes in the
kets have falicu
steadly up to markets fron year to year since then; of course I do not mean with
July, 1879, when precision at all, but the main tendency ?-Since 1871, the fait of 1874,

bo.te' I think the markets have fallen steadily until last summer.
14604. Have they risen since that?-Last summer about July they

touched the bottom: not the summer of this year, but last July twelve
months.

Rose violently 14605. You mean July of 1879 ?-Yes, July of 1879 they touched
after July, i879. their bottom-from June to July, 1879, I should think-alter which

they rose very violently until the end of January this year, 1880, or
the middle of February, 1880. They then took a very rapid fall until
July of this year, 1880, when prices again rose until the beginning of
September; then there was a slight weakening between that and the
present time, but only a matter of five shillings or so.

14606. Did you take any part in the transactions which resulted in
contracts last year with the Barrow Homatite Steel Co., and
Guest & Co., and the West Cumberland Iron and Steel Co. ?-Not
as far as enquiring for tenders or anything of that soit.

14607. In what capacity ?-As inspecting engineor.

Prices pald under 14608. How do the prices given at that time compare with the prices
oVe "nr given either before or after ?-They were about the lowest prices that

the lowest ever ie ihrbfroratrTe eeaottelwspic tt
paid. I think have ever been entered into for steel rails, either before or since,

of that weight and quality.
14609. Did you inspect them ?--I did.

14610. Wore they satisfactory in every respect ?-In every respect,
(ompaoaison of
pricesorral 14611. How do the prices of the season from November, i874, to
ber, 1874 to March, 1875, compare with the subsequent prices of rails ? -They have

Mrth su7"ent been lower since. Last spring they rose, after the violent rise which
prices shows that to )k place after July, 1879, to about the sanie price or very nearly so
be wee"re ,iO, as they were at in the fail of 1874. That is speaking roughly.

» '9ae y, 14612. Could you speak as to the price of rails between November,
187A, and January, 1875: were they*likely to be got by the Govern-
ment in January, 1875, as low or lower than in January, 1874 ?-As low,
but the fall may not have been sufficiont; was not enough for me to
remember it. There may have been a slight fall but no rise; they
weakened from November, but I cannot say to what extent by
January.

Balle thought to 14613. Do you know what the general expectation or understanding
ave touaI o. in the iron trade was as to the future-I mean what was it during the

ember, 1874. season I have mentioned, during 1874 and 1875 ?-In the markets in
November, 1874, we thought rails had fallen as low as they could
possibly be, and that was their feeling for some time afterwards. They
did not think they could make rails at such low prices, certainly notas
low as they did afterwards make thom-that is, steel rails.

14614. In November, 1874, would it therefore be considered a good
time to purchase ?-Yes.

14615. Was thon the feling of the trade that the price would be
firmer afterwards ?-Yes ; and manufacturers.
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14616. Could you say about what time that confidence became
weakened and there was a disposition to part with them at lower rates ?
-I fancy it grew gradually as they were forced to fill their books with °f
orders.

14617. From about what time would ià begin to grow weaker ?-Well,
I think that as the market fell they considered ail the time that it was
seeing the lowest price. I do not think they ever expectod to get rnuch
lower prices than at the time we are judging of.

14618. Then you think the price fell gradually until the summer of
1879 ?-Yes; just now you asked me if I bad anything to do with the
purchase, last summer, of 45,030 tons. I had not except as inspecting
engineer. It was previous to that I had.

14619. I was aware of it, and I was coming to that in a short time;
but first I shall ask if there is anything more which you can explain in
the shape of information as to the general market or tendency of
markets between November, 1874, and this time ?-I do not think more
than I have already mentioned.

14620. Can you name any publication that would give the general
tendency of the changes in the market of rails and nuts and bolts ?-As
to papers ?

14621. In any shape-papers, or pamphlets, or books, which are con- Journais of
sidered authoritative by the trade-1 do not mean as to the exact prices, tatae"ont tu e
but as to the tendency ?-There is the paper called Iron, The Engineer, Engineer wngt-
Engineering, and the Iron and Coal Trade Review, I think all have no- Coalf"r'ade R-
tices of the market, but whether some of these were in existence in 1874 view.
I cannot say. Engineering and The Engineer were.

14622. Are there any similar publications in the United States upon
such subjects, which are considered authorities ?-Yes, I think so; but
I cannot give the names. I farcy they follow the market more closely
than we do.

14623. As a rule, is there a sympathy between the English and A sympathy he.

Arnerican ma rkets ?-Yes. and Amerlcan

14624. Then do you think that the American publications would give markets.

us information upon that subject as to the general tendency of the rise
or fall ?-I think very likely.

14625. Have you seen these American publications at different times?
-Yes.

14626. Do you know whether they quote English prices as well as
American prices ?-That I do not know ; but 1 think some of them do.

14627. Had you any further connection with the transactions of 1874
to 1875, beyond what you have descri bed, for this one contract with the
Ebbw Vale Co. ?-No.

14628. What is the next transaction in which you took any part ?-
In 1879.

14629. On whose behalf were you acting in that ?- received a cable In 's". FI.nIngC ~cabled hitn to e
from Mr. Fleming. celve tenders for

5,ï00 tons.
11630. To what effect ?-To obtain tenders for 5,000 tons.

14631. Did that result in any contract ?-Yes; 5,000 tons were
Purchased.
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14632. From what company?--Throe: the Eb>w Vale Co, the
Wot Cumberland Co., and I think, the Barrow Co.

14633. Please look at this correspondence as furniAhed to us by Mr.
Trudeau from the Department of Railways, and if it refreshes your
memory describe the transaction as well as you can ?-Yes; those are
the cables that passed. (Exhibit No. 159 )

14634. I understand that competition in this transaction was not
invited by advertisement ?-No.

Witness selected
urns to whom 14635. Did you select the firms to whom circulars wore addressed ?
circulars abould -Y es.be addressed.

14636. Was it done on your responsibility and at your discretion ?-
Entirely.

14637. How were you guided in deciding to whorñ they should be
addressed ?-I sent the tenders or enquiries to ail the makers who wer e
likely to be able to make delivery within any time required, and who
made the rails of the weight required.

14638. Did you omit any who were dealing in rails of the required
quality ?-- do not think so.

The mode of 14639. Can you say whether it would be possible to have got any
,evtig btr- hetter offers by any other mode of inviting competition than the one
enlar the best. adopted ?-No; I think the one adopted was the best.

14640. Do you think it was better than publishing an advertisement
in the newspapers ?-Yes; because an advertisement simply helps to
stiffen the market. If the enquiry goes to ail those who are likely to
offer at ail you save that, and at the time you get the same answer you
would if you advertised.

14641. Have you bad transactions in the suipplying of rails in
addition to those with the Canadian Government ?-Yes; I am con-
tinually. We are in the market ail the time, and when we know
miakers are so full that they cannot compete for deliveries required wo
do not write to them.

14642. When you say full do you nean full of orders ?-Full of
orders, or unwilling to quote for such deliveries.

Pome makerswmll
not quote more
tban a short ine
ahead of detl-
Very.

14643. When you speak of unwillingness to quote for particular
deliveries do yoi mean deliveries at particular times?-Yes; some
makers will not quote more than a certain time ahead. If you ask for
delivery six or eight months ahead, they wili, perhaps, refuse; and if
we know they are refusing such deliveries we do not enquire fron
them, when that is wanted others are full for immediate delivery, and
therefore when such delivery is wanted we omit them.

14644. How could you. tell whether they were full for delivery at a
particular time ?-By their answers to us and answers to other enquiries.

14645. On behalf of other purchasers do you mean ?-On bohalf of
other parchasers.

Lowest offer 14646. In this transaction of 1879, do you remember whether the
accepted. lowest offer was accepted ?-The lowebt offer was accepted for the

delivery required. I do not remember what the prices were at the
present moment, but the lowest offer was accepted.
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14647. Tho West Cumberland Co. appeatr not to have taken the westcumber-
whole quantity required, but only 2,000 tons : do you remember why Clado nlydeliver
that was ?-Because they could not deliver more than that quantity 2,1o tons.
in the lime required.

1464 3. Do we understand that they did not offer to supply more than
2,000 tons?-That I cannot say without seeing the correspondence,
because they may have taken the balance after the three others were
taken, and I fancy theirs was the same price, and one could not deliver
ail; consequently the other-s got the balance, but I do not know which
was started with. One of the makers at the price could not take all,
consequently he got what he could fill, and the others got the balance
at the same price divided between them.

14649. Please look at this pardel of correspondence (Exhibit No. 159)
and say if that is the original correspondence on the subject in whicn
you took part ?-Yes, it is.

14650. This was transmitted by you to the Department ?-It was.
14651. This appears to show that the West Cumberland Iron and West Cumber-

Steel Co. took the first contract at £4 19s. per ton ; and that the s t l and
balance of the 5,000 tons-that is about 3,000 tons-was about equally took arst con-
divided between the other two contractors at £ a ton ; is that your and the balance
recollection ?-Yes. 3,x5Oonswer

14652. Is there anything to be explained beyond what appears in tdoi o°t'rors
this correspondence ?-No; I think not. at £5 a ton.

14653. Have you taken part in any other transaction on account of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway?-No; I do not think so.

14654. Is there anything further connected with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway upon which ,you can give us information ?-I do not think
there is.

OTTAwA, Tuesday, 16th Novembor, 1880.

JAMES GoODwIN, sworn and examined:

By 1te Chairman:-

GOODWIN.

Tendering-
®ontracte •o.

4&and 12.

14655. Have yon been interested in any transactions connected with
the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-[ tenderod for sections A and B this
$ide of Winnipeg.

14656. You mean the Pembina Branch ?-No; the Thunder Bay
Branch, sections A and B.

14657. Did you tender for both sections A and B ?-Yes. Tendered for
sections .A and B.

14658. And also for the united section called C ?-No; there was one
section A and B advertised at that time, if I recollect right.

14659. Do you know whether yours was the lowest tender for either was not iowest.
of those sections ?-No; it was not. tenderer.

146G0. Were you interested in any way in the contracts for either cf
those sections ?-No; my tender was not accepted.

14661. Did you become interested afterwards in any of the con-
tracts ?-No.
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41 and 42. 14662. Was thore any complaint on your part that the contract was
improperly awarded ?-No; not at ail.

Asked to go In 14663. Is there anything further about your connection with either
'%vith Andrewm,
Joes "o. of those sections which requires explanation ?-No; I was asked by some

parties to go in with Andrews, Jones & Co. The Ironourable Mr. Macdou-
gal[ spoke to me and wanted me to go in with them, and I told him I
would consider it. lHe said the time was up and the Government would
not wait. I think this was upon a Saturday night or Sunday morning.
We had some talk about it on Saturday night, and on Sunday morning
he came down to my place and I studied it up, and said I would go up
and ascertain whether the Minister would not wait a couple of days.
We talked the matter over and ho finally agreed to wait two days longer
-I think until the afternoon of Tuesday-I would not be very positive,
but I think ho was to wait until the afternoon of Tuesday. Either
Monday evening or Tuesday morning I made up my mind I would not
go itito it. It required a large amount of money. I recollect going up
to his office and went into the Private Sccretary's office, and ho was.

Wrote to Minis- either engaged or had gone to Council, but I wrote a note stating that

haer thng to I would have nothing to do with the matter that the Honourable Mr.
do with it. Macdougall and I were talking about; that is ail I know about it.

14664. Do you remember whother that withdrawal was on a Monday
or a Tuesday ?-I am disposed to think it was Tuesday, but I will not
swear positively, I know it was Monday Ovening that I wrote the note
anyhow.

14665. Thon had you made up your mind on Monday evening that it
was not a transaction that you cared to go into ?-Yes ; I thougeht it my
duty to write immediately over to the Minister, or see him.

14666. lafyou any further connection with that transaction ?-No;
nothing at all.

14667. Had you any connection at ail with the other sections which
was tendered for about the saine time as section A ?-A and B I now
speak of.

Tendered for the 14668. Yes; but Andrews, Jones & Co. had no chance of giving yon
A andleohsel" an interest in section A, it was only section B that was awarded to

them ?-I disrememlier that, I believe you are right though. I am not
able to swear now whether they had section A or B. I know 1 tendered
for the whole of that section, A and B, myself,

14669. For it as a combined section or separately ?-Separately;
separate tenders.

14670. Do I understand you to say that you are not able at present
to decide whether you had an opportunity of going in on both of
those sections afterwards, or only on section B ?-If Andrews, Jones &
Co. did not tender for section A, of course I could not go in with
them for it.

lon, Wm. Mac- 14671. It may be they tcndered for it; but as far as we know at presentdougall wantcd
him to go in with we have no information that it was ever awarded to them ?-Whatever

Aorews. ones was awarded to them Mr. Macdougall wanted me to go in with them on.
tract No. 42.

14672. Thon is this your recollection that whatever contract was
awarded to them, Mr. Macdougail, on their behalf, proposed to you that,
you should join them on that same contract ?-Yes.
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14673. And do you say that on Monday, sone time, you decided that 41 and 1.

you would not go in ?-Yes; I decided I would not go in, and wrote to
the Minister accordingly.

hebenIf he hall dcclded14674. If you had dccided to go in would you immediately have been tgoin with

enabled to raise the necessary security if it was decided ?-I think 1 AndewsdJoae

could raise all that was required. raised required
security.

14675i. Was it proposed that you should raise the money ?-I did not
say one word as to what I would raise or would not raise; there was
not a word said about what I would raise. I don't know the members
of Andrews, Jones & Co.'s firm, to my knowledge I never seen them.

14676. Then you had no communication at all with them, it was only Never communi-

with Mr. Macdougall on their bohalf ?-Only with Mr. Macdougall on e" iretrl

their bohalf. Jones & Co.
14677. Do you remember whether Mr. Macdongall said ho was

authorized to make such a proposition, or whether it was only a pro-
position to be carried on further betw en him and Andrews, Jones &
Co., in case the opportunity should be ffered as to the extension of
time ?-He did not say ho was authorized, Judge, at ail.

14678. le did not say it?-He did not, ho only said: " Will you,
will you."

146-é9. Then did you understand that this proposition had come Hon. wm. Mae-
through any authorized channel, from the firm of Andrews, Jones & "uga'I "le?
Co., to you?-I had reason to believe that Mr. Macdougall and them would join then.
were acquainted, and he simply asked me if I would join in. lie did
nRot tell me ho was authorized to make any offer, or anything of the
kind.

14680. Did you ever discuss this matter afterwards with any
member of that firm ?-Not a soul, not one. I would not know one of
them if they walked in here to-day.

14681. Do you know Col. Smith of New York ?-Oh, very well.

14682. Did you not discuss it with him ?-Not a word. I never heard Never discussed
him say a word about it. Col. with

14683. lad you any complaint to make about section A not being
awarded to you ?-Well, 1 think, Judge, that I tendered in a bulk sum;
but I am under the impression that my tender in the bulk sum. was
lower than the tenders according to schedule rates, and I think I did-
I don't know, I don't think I did to the Minister-I think I said some-
thing to him, but I do not know.

14684. Is it your impression now, that besides tendering for A
alone and for B alone, that you made one tender to cover both ?

I think so, in a bulk sum you know. I said section A so.much, and
section B so much, to the best of my recollection ; but, of course, I put
ina a bulk sum for section A and section B separately, and so much for
section A, aud so much for section B. 1 also put in a tender according
to the advertisement. I could not find fault, Judge, you know according
to the advertisement in the papers, because they advertised for a
schedule of prices. They did not advertise for a bulk sum, 80 I could
'lot find fault.

14685. Then you put in no tender for the wlo!e of this distance,
'lout 185 miles ?-Yes; I put in a tender for that.

Put in a bulk sun.

Also teudered by
schedule.

Had n reason to
find fault.
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Thinks he was
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drews, Jones &
Co. on the bulk
suin.

Not entitled to
eontract.

Decllned to go in 14692. Could you explain the reasons why you came to the conclu-
Jones n&rwSi sion that if you had a chance to go in with Andrews, Jones & Co. on
conatrae be- section B, you thought it was fnot advisable to do so ?-First, I think,

auethelr prices9
er te iow, and in looking, over their tender they had not prices enough in my own

becausetheYwere opinion, and the next they were strangers to me and I did not like tostrangers. go in with them. I believe on Monday-that was the day I saw the
contracte x. Miniter-that they had not prices enough for that contract.

#3o--03a, B.C.

Tendered for
,Rections A, B, C
and 1) In Britisti
Colurnbla.

Not entltIed te
ýeontracL for sec-
tion A.

Makes no claim
as o section U.

14693. What was the next transaction i n which you were interested ?
-Well, I tendered for A, B, C and D, in British Columbia.

,14694. As to section A, do you know who were the successful ton.
derers ?-A. P. Macdonald and others.

14695. Did you claim that yon were entitled to that contract?-No,
I did not.

14696. Have you anything to complain of in the manner in which
that contract was awarded, or of the decision on it ?-Not a word,
Judge; not a word of complaint to make. I think the lowest tender
got it in every case.

14697. As to section C, do you know who got that ? -I think the
same party that got section A.

Nor regarding 15698. Have you anything to compiain of concerning the awardingsecton D. of that contract?-No, Judge, I have not; nor section Deither.
14699. Do you know who were the sAccessful parties on section D ?-

Mr. Kavanagh, I think.
14700. You also tendered for that ?-Yes; I tendered for the whole

of it.
14701. You have nothing to complain of ?-No; not a word, Judge.
14702. You have no reason to think that the contract should have

been awarded to you instead of then ?-1-e.

14686. But I mean you did not put it in according to the specifica-
tions whith the Government required ?-I put in two tenders, one for
a bulk sum and another according to the advertised schedule of prices.

14687. Well, it was on the bulk sum that you think you were
lowest ?-I think -I am not quite sure-but I think so according to
the quantities. I think I was as low as Andrews, Jones & Co.

146S8. Did you claim that you were as Iow for the whole combinel
distance on the bulk sum as Andrews, Jones & Co.'s offer and Marks
& Conmee's offer together ?-I do not know about that, Judge.

14689. Without knowing anything about their offer, how did you
come to the conclusion that you were lower ?-I heard them talking
about it afterwards. I did not get any information from the office, but
according to the quantities given, Judge, and thon, according to my
bulk sum, I think 1 was a little lower. i will not swear positively, but
I think myclerk said I was; but thon the bulk sum was not according to
the advertisement in the papers.

14690. Upon the schedale of g/antities and prices did you consider
that you were entitled to any contract ?-No they were below me.

1469 1. Thon, according to the specification and the manner of putting
in tenders prescribed by the Government, you did not claim that you
were entitled to any contract ?-No; 1 did not claim it.
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14703. On which section did you become a contractor ?-Section B;
qnyself, Hugh Ryan and Col. Smith. I don't know whether Ryan
eigned as Purcell & Ryan ; but I think it was Purcell & Ryan and
tGoodwin & Smith.

14704. You said you were the lowest tenderer on section B?-Yee.
14705. And that the contract was awarded to you ?-Yes.
14706. P. Purcell, of Williamstown ; Rlugh Ryan, of Perth ; James

Goodwin, of Ottawa; James N. Smith, of Brooklyn, New York ?-Yes;
those are the firm.

14707. Io there any other person interested in that firm ?-No other.
l do not know whether Ripley was interested with Smith; he did not
8ign Smith & Ripley, but only J. N. Smith.

14708. Was there any other person as far as you believe ?-No; not
as far as I know.

14709. Do you remember about the amount of your tender in this
case ? -No, Judge, I do not; 1 forget now.

14710. The Blue Book published in 1880 upon this subject, gives the
famfount of your tender in this case at $2,573,640: do you know whether
that is about the sum ?-I think so.

14711. Have you any reason to think that that is not correct ?-I
have no reason to think that it is not correct.

14712. Did you execute the contract ?-No; I sold out my interest.
14713. Was that before the contract was executed ?-Well, I think-

npon my word I think we executed the contract at the time. I think
80, because the Government would not agree-would not acknowledge
Onderdonk for some time after.

14714. Was it finally arranged that he should become the contractor
instead of you and your firm ?-Yes, oh yes.

14715. At the same prices that you were to get ?-Oh, the same
prices, yes.

14716. In fact he bought your position ?-He just gave us so much
for our position.

14717. Did you give him your position without any consideration ?
-Oh, no; I got one-third of $100,000, less 81,*500.

14718. I do not think it is necessary for us to know how you div ided
the amount between yourselves, but am 1 to understand that the
Ceontract was parted with npon this basis : that it was worth $100,000 ?

Yes, $100,000, that is it.
11719. And you got such a share of that as was agreed upon among

Yourselves ?-Yes.

14720. You have epoken of a reduction of 81,500: was that intended,
or if not that, any other part of the 8100,000, to go to anmy outsider
for giving you any information or assistance in your tenders ?-No ;
It Was one of the members of the firm who considered that we sold too
eheap, and kicked over the traces, and would not sign. I told hin
to fix it up any way. I was not well at ihe time, and I said: "Fix it
"P any way, Smith;" and Smith wunted to go away, you know, and 1
said: " Give him so much."

4*
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14721. I do not want to go into that unless there was something paid
for improper assistance ?-No ; Hugh Ryan got it.

14722. After this arrangement with Onderdonk, was it finally con-
cluded that the Government should accept him as the contractor and
ielease you ?-The Governmont did not for some time. Wel, they were
a little uneasy about it, and it was some time before the Government
released me, and Hugh Ryan and Smith.

14723. Do you remember whether any influence was brought to bear
on the Government to induce them to consent to the arrangement?-
No, not a bit; fnot a bit as far as I know.

14724. Do you know any Member of Parliament who got any
advantage by their consenting ?-No ; not a soul. The only influence
I got was myself. 1 knew the parties in the United States wanted to
get the contract in their own names, and I spoke to the Government
about it, as I knew they had $600,000 up at the time.

14725. Do you mean the Onderdonk party ?-Yes.
14726. Are you aware of any person connected with the Govern-

ment--I do not mean Members of Parliament, for I have already asked
you about them ; but in any such office as clerk, or secretary, or other
person in the Departments-getting any advantage in, consequence of
this transaction of selling out ?-Not a shilling, to my knowledge; and
I swear positively that they did not get a shilling, and they could not
well get it without my knowing it.

14727. Who made up the tenders for this successful offer ?-I gave
the figures to my clerk and other friends, and I said : " These are my
figures." Ryan showed his figures, and Col. Smith showed his
figures, and out of those we made the tender.

14728. And among yourselves you arranged about the prices ?-Yes.
14729. Have you been accustomod to contracting on large works

for the Government ?-Oh, for thirty years, Judge.
14730. You live in Ottawa ?-Yes, I live in Ottawa.
14731. Besides the opinion of your own firm, or members of it, did

you get any suggestion from any person connected with any of the
Departments, as to prices ?-Oh no, not at all; there was none of their
opinions as good as my own, you know. Never; not at that time, or
any other time.

14732. They might, perhaps, have a better opinion than you as to
wbat other people had stated about prices, that they might communi-
cate to you: do you not know if there was anything of that kigi ?-
They did not, and never did.

14733. Have you ever received any information from any person
connected with any of the offices in the Railway Department, as to
other people's prices or tenders ?-Not a syllable, directly or indi-
rectly.

14734. Has any Member of Parliament, directly or indirectly,
obtained any advantage in consequence of this arrangement with you?
-Not a shilling.

14735. Is there any other transaction connected with the Pacifie
Railway in which you have had any interest ?-No; none at all.
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14736. Is there any further evidence upon matters of the Pacific 
Railway upon which you can give us information ?-No, no more; na
more, Judge.

14737. Do you know of any person else who has obtained any advan- Knows of no case
tage in any of the contracts or tenders upon the Pacific Railway, w®mra roar
through any officers of the Departrent, either Ministers, Members, or liament has
clerks?-I do not know, Judge, any at at all; I do not see what infor- speclaa Informa-
mation they could give them. tion.

'Advantage of14738. Have you any opinion as to the advantage or disadvantage of concenratonf
carrying on the four contracts in British Columbia by one person a sg e
instead of by four separate individuals ?-One can carry them on management,
cheaper, Judge; I should not wonder, but they can carry them on may one contractor
be 10 per cent. cheaper. furcarrY on the

10 per cent.14739. For what reason ?-You have got to go to nearly as mucl cheaper han four

expense to carry on one section as to carry on the whole. Of course eart cond.rac-
you will want more machinery for the whole, but not much; not much
difference. Mr. Keefer knows that. Oh, no; I would say certainly for
my part, I think I would save 10 per cent. on the whole by having
the whole of the contracts. There are a great many things might clash
-a hundred things might happen.

14740. Then, do you mean that the advantage whieh Onderdonk h. S
gained, by having them altogether, will more than balance the amount
he has paid to other persons in order to get the whole qptract ?-That
is hard to say how it will turn out. I am not sorry for being out of it
anyhow, but he certainly can do it cheaper by having the whole of it.

14741. Could he do the whole four, do you think, cheaper than four
separate individuals could do it, by a sum as muqh as $200,000 or
8300,000 ?-Most decidedly. I think it is better to him than $200,000
at teast ; in other words, I think it will cost $200,000 or 8,00,000 less
by one man doing it than by four.

14742. Is there any other matter connected with the working ofsuch
contracts which you can give us information upon ?-No, Judge,
there is not; I do not know anything about it.

14743. Upon the system of letting contracts perhaps your expe-
rience m'ght be useful: could you give us some iniormation on that
subjoct as to the best modes in the publie interest, because if you
know the contractor's side you may probably know the other side ?-
Judging by the Intercolonial Railway, I think it is better if the Govern-
ment had contractors that they could rely upon to finish their work.
it would cost the Government less, as you will see on the Intercolonial

.*ailway.
14744. Do you mean that the ability and standing of the men as

contractors ought to be considered as well as the prices ?-Yes ; because
in the end the Government has got to pay the price.

14745. Have you ever given your attention to the advantage or dis-
advantage of letting work upon estimated quantities and a schedule of
prices ?-I scarcely understand that.

14746. Well, against a bulk sum, that is one system. You know that
jobs are sometimes let by bulk sum, and at other times they are let at
estimated quantities, the engineers placing them, knowing pretty well
what quantities will be taken of the different kinds of material; then

4j*
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tenders are invited, based on that estimate, asking for offers to fix the
prices for each kind of material--that is what I mean by estimated
quantities and a schedule of prices: lave yo ever considered which
of those systems would be more advantageous to the country ?-I thin k
the schedule of prices would be most advantageous to the Government
and all parties, because you must make a very accurate survey to
tender by the bulk sum, and it is very difficult to do that on railway
work.

14747. Have you considered whether it would make any material
difference to the public interest, whether those quantities should be
estimated closely, or only in a very loose way ?-If you work at the
schedule of prices it does not matter so much ; of course it is measured
according as the work progresses. According as the work goes on the
engineers measure it very accurately.

14748. Isthere any other subject connected with contracting and
the interest of the two parties-1 mean the public on the one side and
the contractor on the other-which you can give us any information
upon ?-I do not know as I can, Judge. I think if the Government
would choose a party that was thoroughly responsible, and that their
engineers approved of, I think it would be better than to give it to

P-trties who fail, and do not do the work.
14749. You think the ability to ,put up the deposit is not always a

safo means of judging ?-No, it is not ; as a general thing in the end
the Governmont pays for it.

14750. Is there anything further connected with the Pacifie Railway
upon which yon can give us evidence ?-Not a word that 1 know of,
Judge.

HAGGART. JOHN HAGGART, M. P., sworn and examined

coitract o. 15.
Aleged inpro-

Pat iaeace.

Never had an In-
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indireci ly lIn a
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Publici Accounts
in 187, and I88.

Object of moving
for Vommittee of
Enqulry.

By the Chairman :-
14751. Where do you live ?-At the town of Perth.

14752. Are you a Member of the House of Commons ?-Yes.

14753. Have yon had any personal interest in any of the transac-
tions of the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-I never had, or in any other
contract with the Government, directly or indirectly.

14754. Have you been interested in any offer that was made, tenders
or anything of that sort ?-Never.

14755. Were you on the Committee of Public Accounts either in
1879 or 1880 ?-I was on the Committee of Public Accounts both year%

14756. Db you remember that in the year 1879 a matter connocted
with Whitehead's contract, or what is known as section 15, was before
the Committee for consideration ?-L moved the appointment of the
Select Committec to enquire into that matter.

14757. Had you been taking an active part in investigating the
subject ?-Yes, previously.

14758. Was there any particular matter connected with it which you
were anxious to investigate, or was it for general information upon the
subject ?-I saw, from the returns of quantities furnished to the Bouse,
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that there had been a large change in the character of the work; the
quantities of some kinds of work had largely increased, and it was for
the purpose of finding ont what was the reason of the change.

14759. Was that a substitution of earth embankment for trestle that
you allude to principally ?-Earth embankmont for trestle work princi-
pally.

14760. I suppose you found that that had a very marked effect upon
the total expenditure ?-Yes.

14761. And was it with a view of ascertaining the particulars of
that expenditure, or the mode in which it had been authorizod, that yon
were directing your mind to ?-I was informed previousty that it was
impossible for the contractor to do the treitle work for the prices
which ho had received, that he had large prices for doing the earth
work, and that the earth work was substituted for trestle work.' I
receivcd the information from different parties to that effect, and that
there had been a change in the gradients of the road which would
result greatly to the benefit of the contractor, and it was to enquire into
the reason of those changes that I took the action I did.

14762. Do you mean, in other words, whether bis interest had been
considered more than the public interest ?-Yes, exactly.

14763. Did you see Mr. Whitehead during that investigation before
the Committee ?-I saw him before the Committee.

14764. Did you have any conversation with him, except before the
Committee ?-I had none.

14765. Rad youanycommunication from him directly or indirectly?
-Never until afterwards. I went up on the train with him to his
work and had a conversation with him on the train.

14766. After what?-After the House had rose

14767. Then before the Committee's action had ended you had no
communication with him ?-No, never. I never had a conversation
with Whitehead.

14763. IIe informed us in giving evidence in Winnipeg that he was
led to understand that the contract might be-taken out of h's bands on
account of your action, and might be lot again ?-Yes.

14769. And that ho had certain dealings upon the basis of th1at
understanding ?-Yes.

14770. Did you know whether ho had any reason to think that-I
naean did you know about that time ?-No, not about that time. 1
learned afterwards from Mr. Whitehead's son-that is the first know-
ledge that I had upon the subject-that Mr. Whitehead was annoyed.
I met Mackintosh once in the street, and ho said Mr. Whitehead was
Very much annoyed at my action in reference to the matter, and ho
told me ho said I had no ill-feeling against him, and it would be ail
right. Afterwards I saw Mr. Whitehoad's son. and ho told me that
iMackintosh had been threatening the oHi man with me; that I was

lollowing him, and that ho had got large sums of moncy from him in
consequence.

14771. That information you say roached you alter the action of the
Cotnmittee had ended ?-Oh, yes; long afterwards.

Contract No. 15.
Alleged Impre.
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per lulluence. 147i2. Had that anything to do with the action of the Committee ?
such intimations -It could not have.
had no effect on
action of Com- 14773. Had you any such idea as that in your mind ?-I had no suchmittee. an idea. I had no feeling against Mr. Whitehead at ail in the matter;

none whatever.
14774. At the time Mr. Mackintosh spoke to you as you say, in the

street or somewhere upon the subject, did ho lead you to understand
that it would be to his advantage if you would deal more gently with
Mr. Whitehead than you would otherwise do ?-He never mentioned
the subject to me at ail.

14775.- Without mentioning the subject, did he from his conduct or
allusions ?-No; I think I had four or five parties along with me when
I had the conversation with him.

Te Commit tee 14776. Did you not part with Mr. Mackintosh, impressed within your
over before the own mind at that time with the idea that it would be to his advantageconversation
with Mackintosh if you dealt more gently with Mr. Whitehead than you otherwise
took place. would deal with him ?-You remember, Mr. Chairman, the House had

rose ; the Committee had reported before I spoke to Mackintosh at ail.
14777. That I have not understood yet; that is new information ?

-The House had rose and the Committee had reported before I remem-
ber of having a conversation at all with Mr. Mackintosh.

Remembers no 14778. Mr. Mackintosh does not give the evidence exactly in that
such conversa-
tion at lunch as direction ?-Yes; I have read his evidence, but I do not remember
Mackintosh re- having such a conversation as he refers to at ail at lunch.
ferred t..

14779. He led us to understand that it was while the Committee was
sitting, and while Whitehead knew that these questions were being
pressed by you, that ho met you at lunch and had the conversation ?-
I do not remember ever having such a conversation with him.

Neyer parted
fron Mackintosh 14780. Do you remember ever parting from Mackintosh after a
with the Impres-
sion that it would conversation, or after a moeting,with the impression on your mind that
be t' Mackin- it would be to Mackintosh's advantage for you to assist Whitehead intosh's advantage
Ifheweretoasist any way ?-Never.
Whitehead.

14781. Or to withhold your pressure upon the investigation ?- I
never had any conversation with him until after the investigation was
ail over, that I remembexof.

14782. I understand your evidence to be to that effect, but I am
returning more than once to the subject because possibly when I men-
tigl Mackintosh's evidence it may refresh your memory ?-Yes, yes.

No conversation
with Macklntoàsh
until after the
Bouse had risen.

14783. That is why I take the liberty of repeating the question ?-
Yes, yes.

14784. Now do you say that at no time during that Session of 1879
were you led to understand that Mackintosh would ho benefitted by
your dealing more leniently with Mr. Whitehead than you otherwise
would ?-I never remember having a conversation with Mackintosh at
ail on the subject until afterwards.

The conversation
weth W hitehead s 14785. When was the conversation with Charles Whitehead: was
sop aiso after the it after the Session of 1879 ?-Yes; after the Session of 1879.
Session of 1879.

14786. Were you also on that Public Accounts Committee in 1880 ?
-Yes, in 1880.
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14787. That was after the conversation *with Charles Whitehead, the Per Inluence.
&ssion of 1880 ?-Yes; it was after the conversation. I do not think
it was after the conversation I had with Mr. Whitehead that I learned
of Mr. Mackintosh receiving the money.

14788. That is what I mean: now which do you say, that you beard summer or 1sso,
from Whitehead before or after the Session of 1880 that Mackintosh aakIosh haL
had got notes from his father ?-I think it was this summer that I received money.
learned that.

14769. Did you press the investigation in 1880 about the Whitehead whitehea's con-
tontract ?-I do not think it came up at all. trot beforsa

14790. That was not one of the matters before the Committee in
1880 ?-No.

14791. And has your dealing with this subject at any time been
affected either on the Committee or as a Member, or as an individual,
by the impression that Mackintosh was being benefitted by gifts or
promises or advances from Whitehead ?-None whatever.

14792. Are you aware of any person in any of the I'epartments of Has heard of no
the Governinent being benefitted by any transactions with others con- IarEentor peaon
tected with the Pacific Railway ?--No. connected with

the Depariments
14793. Either as Minister, Member or clerk or secret ary ?-No; receivIng money

Improperly
nothing that I have heard of, except Mr. Chapleau's matter. ext-ept Chapleau.

14794. Do you know of anything, as far as he is concerned, beyond
what has appeared in the papers arising out of the evidence before this
Commission ?-Nothing.

14795. Have you any other information which you could give us
by way of evidence concerning the transactions of the Pacific Railway
or any of them? -Well, I am pretty thoroughly acquainted with the
whole of the transaction, I should say, in reference to it between
Winnipeg; and the letting of the contracts, the manner in which they
were awarded and everything of that kind, I know everything pretty
generally about it.

14796. Is that knowleßge which you bave derived from investigating
the records of the jýepartment ?-Partly so, and partly from conversa-
tions from Ministe and other things that way.

14797. Was there any particular conversation that you think you
could enlighten us upon ?-Well, no; nothing particular.

14798. Have you heard any Minister say anything about the letting
of those contracts, about which there have been rumours of impro-
prieties ?-I have bad conversations with them on the subject. There
are charges of improprieties in reference to the letting of contract B. I contract No. 42s
have had conversations with Ministers on the subject.

. 14799. In any of those conversations have you been led to the
-Impression that private interests were at any time considered rather
than public interests ?-No, none. I may explain especially the principal
charge of impropriety was with reference to section B. There was one
Party-[ may be mistaken in the names, but it strikes me Morse & Co. morse & Co. ithe
Were the lowest tendeirrs; the contract was awarded to them. lowest terderers

14800. That appears to be correct ?-Yes; and that Andrews, Jones
Co. were the next, and Fraser & Pitblado were next. Morse & Co.

failed to put up the whole of their securities; the contract was then
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'en tract No. 15.
Afleged Inpro-

per lufuence. awarded to Andrews, Joncs & Co., and the allegation was made that
AllegedthatsuM- there was not suffluient time allowed them to put up their securities. I
dient tlme was
not allowed A n- have had conversations on that subject, if I remember rightly, with
drews, Joues different Ministers, and the reason assigned by them for not giving itCo. to put upy
securities. out to Andrew, Jones & Co. and passing it to Fraser & Pitblado-

14801. Have you learned anything which leads you to think that any
private interest was improperly considered ?-No; I have not. From
all I have learned from their conversations they were perfectly justified
in doing it. The reason assigned for the passing of Morse's contract

On enquiry found was thtt the sureties were not put up. The reason that Andrews,
that the Depart- Jones & Co. were riot awarded the contract, and the short time being
muent was »stifl-
ed In s c -urse. allowed, as I understood from them, was that the engineer reported to

the Minister of Public Works that the time was getting late and that
the work would be delayed a year if the sureties were not put up.
Another reason that it was not given to them was that they put up no
security; that the security that they had put up at all was the security
that i he lower tender, Morse & Co., as I understood it, had loft in the
hands of the Government; and it was transferred from them to the
other party which would be, in their opinion, very wrong for ther
Governinent to allow or connive at-that is to allow a lowercontractor to
drop out and allow his security to go to another. That was one of the
reasons, and that they did not put up their security. Something to that
effect the conversations were.

It wax polnted 14802. I do not know whether you have noticed that in the Blue,
out that the
money put up by Book of 1880 there is a Report of the Committee of the Privy Council,
Andrews Jones & approved of the 5th of March, 1879, as to the awarding of this contract ?
Co. was the
eti rlty of Morse -No; I never read it that I remember of. (After looking at the book)
Co.,and tha the I never read it before. I understood from conversations with Ministers,

passing away if I remember rightly, that Morse & Co. failed to put up their security,
van aec'say. and that was one of the reasons why their tender was dropped; that

Andrews, Jones & Co. failed to put up their securities, and that was one
of the reasons why theirs was dropped, and that the security that they
had put up was the money that Morse & Co. had put up as security was
transferred to Andrews, Jones & Co.; that the tige was getting late,
and that there was only ten days allowed them some short time,
because if the contract was not awarded the work would be delayed
nearly a year, from the report of the engineer. It was something to
that effect was the reason assigned by the Ministers.

14803. This reason which you have mentioned, namely, tbat what
money was put up in support of Jones & Co.'s offer was really put up
by Morse & Co., who had made the lower tender, appears for the first
time to have been given by any Minister in this evidence of conversa-
tion which you are now giving ?-Yes; I understood so in conversa-
tion.

14804. Can you say which of the Ministers gave you that as one of
the reasons ?-If my memory serves me rightly it was the Minister of
Railways.

14805. Was it during the Session of 1880 ?-- ell, I don't remember;
I think so.

11806. One of the successful parties, J. J. McDonald, mentioned that
same reason as one which probably influenced the minds of the Minis-
ters, but it does not appear anywhere in the records, either in a report
of the Privy Council, or any other resolution or minute ?-Yes.
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14807. Do you know whether any one else was present when that was
mentioned as a reason, besides the Minister of Railways and yourself?
-I should think there was some one else present. These were all pri-
vate conversations that l had with them on the matter-just casually
talking over it. I had been up over the work and seen it, and had con-
versations with them on the matter.

14808. You were not interested in the work individually ?-I am not
interested individually in any contract or sub-contract with the Govern-
nient, nor never was.

14809. Then was your going over the work for public business? -It
was partly for amusement for myself. I was going up to Manitoba, and
at the request of one of my own constituents, who is one of the con-
tractors himself. he asked me to tako a look at the work for him.

14810. 1s there any other matter upon which you can give us infor-
mation connectea in any way with the transactions of the Pacifie Rail-
way ?-I do not know. There is nothing particular that I can give
you. I am pretty well acquainted, as I told you before, with the whole
of the work that is going on there; and if there is anything that would
strike you-

14811. Everything that bas struck me I have asked you about; I am
in hoT es that you, having given a good deal of attention to it, might
be able to suggest some subject ?-No, nothing particular. As to
my idea of the location, the g radien:s and curvature, and everything
else of that kind, the plan of constructing it, ami all that, I might give
opinions; but not being a scientific person they would not have much
force.

Contra.t Ne. 15.
AIIeged impro-

per lanuence.

Not Iiiterested in
any contract or
sub-contract.

14812 If there is any particular point of that kind to which you ContractSo.4S.
would like to draw our attention, so that we might ask professional Never had any
mon upon the subject, we would b very glad to know it ; but at present d"Irst with

I do not know that it would be very wise to ask persons who are not
professional men, in what respect their opinion differs from that of the
engineers ?-I qould like particularly to mention, while I am before
this Commissio , that I see a charge made in one of the Winnipeg
papers that i was connected with Ryan in bis contract, that be was
losing by his contract, and through my influence with Sir Charles
Tupper I got the contract cancelled. I never had, as I said before,

%pny interest whatever with Mr. Ryan, or any other contractor.

By Mr. Keefer:-

14813. Which Ryan ?-John Ryan. I was not aware but what ho First heard of
was going on to complete bis work when I was up there, and the first being cancelied
mention I had of the contract being cancelled was seeing it in the thugh the
public press. I wish also to state, as emphatically as I can-because publie pres.-
there have been insinuations in some of the papers, especially a paper
publisbed in my own county, that I was connected in some way or
other with these matters-that I am in no way connected and have no
interest in any contract or sub-contract; that I have never received a
cent from any contractor or any other person for any services in con.
nection with the Pacifie Railway, or any other matter, as a Member of
Parliament; that I know of no one that bas, unless from the statements
of Mr. Whitehead and Mr. Chapleaui-no one that has had or ever bas
received anything.
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Wttness's know- 14814. When you say from their statement, do you mean from the
ledge respec ing statement as appears from the evidence before us ?-I was aware that
mand and Mac- Chapleau had made a demand before I saw it in evidence before you,ntos receiving and I was aware of Mackintosh receiving those notes from Whitehead's

statement and from a conversation with himself afterwards, after I
saw Whitehead. Perhaps I had better mention the whole matter in
connection with it, how I came to know it. I was walking up the
street with Whitehead in Ottawa, and ho askel me if I knew
Mackintosh. I said that I did. Said ho: "I would like very much to
see that man." Said I: "I will introduce you to him if we see him.'
After some further conversation ho told me that ho had received large
sums of money from his father. He mentioned it-I think the sums
mentioned in the papers are correct. I asked him if he was certain
about it. " Oh, yes, I am certain," said ho, " about that, because when
I was managing the business up there I paid a couple of the drafts
myself; " and Mr. Bain, his solicitor, was there at the time, and he told
me that he was going to get Mr. Bain to make Mackintosh deliver up

conversation the notes to him. Afterwards I had a conversation with Mr. Mackin-
with Mackintosh fOas to hie relations tosh, and stated to him in reference to what Whitehead had been saying.
'with Whitehead. He stated that it was all nonsense as to the amount; that he had

received a small sum for the purpose of assisting him in his paper, and
after further conversation another time with him, I said: "That seems
a large amount to receive as assistance for the newspaper ;" and then
he told me he was a partrer of Whitehead's. Mr. Chapleau, I under-
stood, from some of the contractors in soction B, had made a demand
upon them for some money that had been promised him by John
J. McDonald before the evidence was given.

14815. Is there anything else whieh you wish to explain ?-Nothing
ele.

14816. Is tl ere any other matter which you consider it your duty to
call our attention to, either for investigation now while you are here,
or investigation by calling others ?-Not that I remember of.

J KAVANAGH OTTAWA, Wednesday, l7th November 1830.

JOSEPH KAVANAOH, sworn and examined:
Tender ing-
,ontract 1o. 63, By the Chairman

B.C.

14817. Where do you live ?-In Ottawa.
14818. Have you had any interest in any transaction connectod with

the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes, Sir.
14819. What was the first?-I do not hardly understand the question.

Tendered for see- 14820. What was the first transaction in which you had any interest,
Colu"brItish I mean first in point of time ?-Section D, of British Columbia.

14821 You had no interest in any other of the works before that
time ?-No, Sir.

14822. What interest had you in that : were you one of the partiei
who made the tender ?-Yes, bir.
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Tendering-
Vontract No. 63,

14823. Who were interested in the tender besides yourself ?-Francis '*•
Kavanagh, Michael Kavanagh, and my father, Timothy Kavanagh.

14824. Do you remember whose names appeared on the tender?-
I do.

14825. Whose ?-Timothy Kavanagh and Michael Kavanagh.
14826. Were they your father and brother ?-Father and son.
14827. Your father and your son ?-No; my father and my brother.
14828. Do you remember how you arrived at the prices which were No knowledge of

Used in making this tender ?-I was not present when the figures were how figures n
tender were made

nade up. up.

14829. Do you know who took the principal part in making them
up ?-I do not.

14830. Do you know where they were made up ?-I do not.
14831. Were you in Ottawa at the time ?-I was not.
14832. Was it understood before the tender was put in that you were

to be interested in the transaction ?-Yes, Sir.

14833. Did you understand before the tender was put in that some
others of the firm had the authority to use such prices as they thought
proper ?-No.

14834. Then, was it understood that you were to revise the prices
before it was put in ?--No.

14835. Upon what terms then were you interested in the tender Father and bro-
before it was put in ?-The terms were that my father and my brothers cul°ausewha
were tendering for the contract. prces they ked

1483ý6 Had they the privilege of using any prices they liked and
binding you?-Yes, Sir.

14837. Then although those pricos were arrived at by some of the
firm in your absence, you considered yourself bound by them ?-Yes.

14838. Was there any understanding or arrangement to that effect
before the prVces were put in ?-No, Sir.

14839. Where were you at the time that this tender was made up and
put in ?-In Winnipeg.

14840. Are you aware whether any information was obtained from
any person connected with any of the Departments, by other members
of your firm, as to the prices which should be attached to those tenders?
-- I am not.

14841. Have you any reason to think that any such assistance was
given to any one connected with this tender ?-No, Sir.

14842. Did you coma back to Ottawa soon after the tender was put
in ?-Abbut ten days.

14843. Was the contract awarded to your firm ?--Yes, Sir.
14844. Do you remember about the amount of your tender ?--I do.
14845. How much was it?-81,800,500. Aniount of tender

14846. Was it the lowest tender, as you understood ?-I believe so.
14847. After the contract was awarded did you execute it ?-No, Sir.
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14848. Why not ?-We sold out the contract to Mr. Onderdonk.
14849. When the tender was put in by your firm had you any serious

intention of carrying on the work, if you should get the contract ?-Yes,
Sir.

14850. Had arrangements been made among yourselves by which
you would be able to carry it on ?--Not before the tender went in.

14851. After the tender went in did you make such arrangements ?
-No; I did not.

14852. What arrangements were made thon, or do you know any-
thing about that ?-I do.

14853. What was the nature of the arrangements?-The arrange
ment was that there was a person to advance security for me for a
certain length of time; at the expiration of that time if I did not redeem
the security, the contract fell to him.

14854. Was that any person connected with the Government in any
way ?-No, Sir.

14855. Or any Department ?-No, Sir.
14856. Or any Member of Parliament ?-No, Sir.
14857. lad any person in Parlhament or connected with any of the

Departments any chance of being connected with your contract at any
time ?-No, Sir.

14858. Did you put up the deposit required with your tender ?-Yes,
Sir.

14859. What was the amount of that ?-85,000.
11860. Did you put up the further deposit required at the time you

were awarded the contract ?-No, Sir.
14861. Then, before the contract was actually awarded, your firm

had made no arrangements for capital enough to carry it on ?-No, Sir.
14862. Would your fl m have had capital enough to carry it on

without outside assistance ?-No, Sir.
14863. What was the amount of the consideration paid for the

assignment by your firm of the contract ?-815,000 and our own
choque back.

14864. Then you got $15,000 clear ?-S I5,000 clear.
14865. Mr. Onderdonk was the assignee, was he not ?-I could not

say.
14866. With whom did you make this arrangement by which you

got this $15,000 and your cheque back ?-Mr. Onderdonk.
14867. Was it to Mr. Onderdonk that you assigned the contract ?-

Yes, Sir.
14868. Who had the authority to arrange the price which Mr.

Onderdonk was to pay ?-I had.

14869. Did the others of the firm leave it to you entirely ?-Yes, Sir.
14870. Did you yourself take part in the negotiation with Onder-

donk ?-Yes.
14871. Was there any person else assisting you ?-No. Sir.
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Tendering-
Contract No.e3,

14872. Did any person got any portion of this $15,000 besides your B.c.
firm-1 mean any person connected with any of the Departments, or N®treast
Government, or Parliament ?-No, Sir. formation was

got from any one
14873. Have you any reason to believe that any information came in Department.

from any of the Departments which assisted in making up the prices
of this tender ?-No, Sir.

14874. Have yon been accustomed to contracting ?-No, Sir.
14875. You have had no experience of that sort of business which

Would enable you to givo an opinion of the different kinds of contracts
or carrying thom out ?-No, Sir.

14876. Was there any person else besides the four persons you have
named, interested in the result of this transaction ?-No, Sir.

14877. Did you say whether any person else was present during the
negotiations between yourself and Onderdonk about the price ?-1 think
mny brother was ; my memory does not serve me rightly.

14878. Do you remember any person else who was not of your firm ?
-Present ?

14879. Present ?-No; my memory does not serve me.
14880. I think I asked you before if any person else took part in the

negotiations between yourself and Onderdonk and you said no?-No.
14881. I am asking you now whether any person else was present

Who took no part in the negotiations ?-No, Sir.
14882. Is there any other explanation which you wish to give con-

(cerning this transaction ?-There is not.
14883. Are yon aware of any other matter connected with the Cann-

dian Pacific Railway upon which yon can give evidence ?-No, Sir.
r 14884. Were you interested in any way in the tender made by your
father for completing the Pembina Branch ?-No, Sir.

JoHN H. MULHOLLAND, sworn and examined: MULHOLLAND.

By the Chairman:- Cstrucin.
14865. Whore do you live ?-In Winnipeg, Manitoba. Contract No. I.

14886. How long have you lived there ?-I have lived there since
the fali of 1874,

14887. D(, you say you still reside there ?-Yes.
14888. Have you had any connection with any of the contracts of January7th. 1875,

the Canadian Pacifie Railway, either in the construction of road or 'i'a
telegraph ?-I was foreman for Mr. Whitehead in 1874 for about three
Inonths, and the next winter I was foreman for a sub-contractor under
Sifton & Glass, and had charge of the camp, cutting out the line.

14889. You mean the telegraph line ?-Yes, I started there in January.
14890. That wuuld be Januai-y, 1875?-Yes.
14891. What was your duty?-I had charge of the camp for some

of them on the telegraph line, and we eut the lino out-the timber out
'clearing I suppose you call it.
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Telegraph-
Construction.

Contract No. 1. 14892. Do you mean you had charge of the chopping party ?-Yes;
and I had charge of the camp generally. I had two foremen under
me, and I looked after the supplies, and had charge of moving and run-
ning the camp generally.

14893. Over what extent of country did that party operate ?-
About 80 miles from Selkirk that season this party worked.

14894. Was that the first work that was done on the telegraph con-
tract as you understood ?-That was the first work, commenced in
December, but I did not go with them in the beginning of the work.

14895. How long did you remain under employment with Siftoni,
Glass & Co. ?-In connection with that party I retumed in April
to Winnipeg, and was not doing anything untit the lat of June, and I
engaged with Mr. Sifton for a year to go back on the same work.

During first Win- 14896. During that first winter what progress was made upon the
ter une eut nlne3
miles in Narrows contract ?-The line was eut nine miles further in the Narrows of
or Manitoba Lake Manitoba Lake-cut out full width. That would be 116 miles fromand wire put up
from Winnipegto Selkirk, and the wire was put up from Winnipeg to Selkirk.lelrk.

14897. While you had charge of it the first season ?-Not under my
charge. The wire was put up before I went on to the work fiom
Winnipeg to Selkirk. Sullivan.had charge of three parties, and he was a
sub-contractor. He had three different parties on the line between the
Narrows and Selkirk, and the party that was at the Narrows did nine
miles on the west side of the Narrows and then came back and worked
towards Winnipeg again-towards Selkirk.

14898. You are speaking now of the first winter's work ?-Yes.
14899. Was Sullivan a sub-contractor ?-Y es.
14900. What had he to do ?-He had the benefit of certain prices

from Sifton & Glass to eut the line out and bura the timber ?
11901. Had he the putting up of tho poles and the wires ?--No he

had not that contract.
14902. It was only the clearing of the line ?-Clearing.

No poles put up 14903. Were any poles put up during that first winter ?-Noue butéave between
Winnlpegand betweeu Winnipeg and Selkirk.
Setkirk

14904. Then you know nothing of the manner in which the line was
constructed during that first winter ?-There was no construction only
that piece.-that was only twenty or twenty-one miles.

14905. You say you went back under a year's engagement, commen-
cing about June, 1875 ?-Yes.

14906. What duties did you undertake then ?-Putting up the wire
-putting in the poles and putting the wire on them.

Witness In charge 14907. Had you charge of the whole of that work, or was your
from Selkirk to
the Narrows. party a subordinate one ?-I had charge from Selkirk to the Narrows

of Lake Manitoba.
14908. How many men under you?-About twenty-four; there

would be sometimes less and sometirhiis more,

14909. V as it part of your work to get out the poles, or had they
been already got out by contract ?-I had to get out about fifty miles of
them the winter before under Sullivan.
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14910. They had been got out on the spot that was clçared ?-Yes contract e. 1.

the intervals I filled up on my way back to Winnipeg, in the spring of
1875.

149 11. Besides the clearing, then, you had to procure and save the
poles ready for the line ?-We did save them; where ever there were
good poles we did save them.

14912. What sort of poles would you call good p)oles?-We were
instructed to take them out according to the engineer's instructions.

14913. Do you remember what the instructions were?-I think they Instructons as to
were to be twenty-two feet long and four inches at the top end-I am i,alI and size

not very bure about it, but I think that is it, at the little end four
inches.

14914. Do you mean that nothing under twenty-two feet long was
eut for poles ?-That is what I cut were that long. I think all the polos
were that length. There was a contract let from Shoal Lake to Selkirk
that was taken out that wintor by another party, a sub that would be.

14915. Who was he ?-Sullivan let the contract to some farmer who
lived near tho lino. They got out the polos and delivered them.

14916. You saw those polos?-Yes; I put thom up next spring.
14917. What sort of poles were they ?-They were g- od poles.
14918. Were they all twenty-two feet long ?-Yes.

14919. Do you mean that you did not use in the construction of that
line, betwoen Winni peg and that point that you name west of the
Narrows, any poles s orter than twenty-two feet ?-No; we did not.
I did not put up the line further than the Narrows; that %as done by
a man named Wynne.

14920. Do you say that as far as the Narrows the polos were all of
the height required by the specifications ?-Yes.

14921. What about the thickness ?-They were all good polos that All good poles,

we got.
14922. You mean good as to size ?-I think they were all up to the

specification. We had no object in doing anything else.
14923. Is that the reason you think they were all up to the speci.

fication, because you had no object in doing anything else ?-I made it
an object to have them so, I was in charge of it.

14924. Did the specifications name any particular kinds of wood ?-
I never saw them, I only got my instructions from Mr. Sifton.

14925. Did your instructions name any particular kind of wood ?-
lie told us to put up any kind of polos that we could get. If we could
get tamarack and spruce we were to use it, and if we could not we
were to use poplar.

14926. You say that if you got tamarack or spruce you wore to put
it in ?-Yes, wherever we could get them.

14927. You mean that they were to be put in in preference to any
other kind of wood ?-Yes.

14928.-Did you get them to any extent in that country ?-Not to
any extent; I don't think we got any.

Told to put up
any kind of *00d
they olu<get, 9

aible; if not
poplar.
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14929. Then what kind of wood did you use ?--Poplar-white poplar.
14930. Did you complote the construction, as far as the poles wore

concerned and the wires, up to that point(the Narrows) during the season
of 1875 ?-No; I left a gap at Dog Lake and the Narrows, itself not
completed.

14931. And with the exception of these gaps ?-I had it all complote
except those two places.

14932. What sort of country was it between those two points ?-The
country as far as Shoal Lake is a very handsome country, and a good
agricultural country, but it is heavily timbered-about one-third of it.

14933. Do you mean one-third between Selkirk and Shoal Lake ?-
Yes. I suppose there would be sixty cords on an acre of that in somo
places that we cut through it.

14934. Of poplar ?-Of poplar-large poplar, sometimes two feet
across the stump. There was about seven miles of a belt of timber that
way.

14935. There was no diffleulty in getting eurth deep enough to make
a good footing for your polos? - In two places there was, but then it
was only about a polo in a place. We had to pick down into the
loose rock with the crowbars-we always had crowbars for that pur-
pose-and planted the poles and thon braced them. It is a ridge of
loose rock and it comes up to the surface.

14936. Where was that?-I tbink it mu-t be about ten miles from
Shoal Lake.

14937. East or west ?-[n one place it is east of Shoal Lake, and
another place the same thing occurred I think; but it was only in one
or two poles.

14938. Did you come through any muskegs east of the Narrows ?-
Yes; but we did not have any difficulty. I drove a cart across them
all with the wire- distributed the wire off the cart, with an ox.

Found earth
nenough ln 14939. Did'you find earth enough there for your poles ?-Yes.

rnuskegs.
14940. Did you get them down deep enough ?-Yes ; we put them to

the bottom sometimes-that loft the polos a little short where they were
got out just twenty-two feet long; but not so short that they would
allow the wire to touch the ground.

Aiways struck
°ott aonnd

braoed poles.

14941. Do yon mean that over thse muskegs the polos would sink
down so deep ?-In some places they would go eight feet through the
surface of the muskeg, and would leave fourteen or sixteon feet of the
pole.

14942. Over those spots which were swampy did yon get a firm
foundation for the poles ?-We always struck a hard bottom, and we
braced the poles with good braces and fastened them. We always cut
a little nick in the pole for the brace, made the brace to fit it nicely,
and nailed it with a five inch spiko pressed nail.

14943. What would those braces be made of?-Poplar.
14944. You say you struck hard bottom: did you dig into that hard

bottom at all ?-No; we could only judge of that by the way the pole
would strike it.

14945. What was above that ?-It seemed to be mud.
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14946. Thon you did not dig through those places at all ?-No. it Contract No. 1.

would go down, it would only be probably in two or three poles at a
time. The bottom of theswamps seemed to be undulating at times and
only deep in places, but none of it was so doep that there werc only a
very few potes in the muskegs that would go down deeper than was
necessary, according to the specifications.

14947. I am trying to find out now the kind of hold~that you gave to
these polos in the earth, whether it was only in mud or in some firm
earth that would require digging over the muskegs: did you put
them down in the mud until you came to a hard bottom, and then
leave them, or did you dig into the hard spot below ?-We put the pole
into the hole we dug, and they would sink to hard bottom themselves.

14948. Did you put them into some holes that you dug ?-Yes.
14949. You dug into the mud : is that what you mean ?-Yes; Dug into mud.

but there was generally sod on the top.
14950. Thon below the sod it would be soft oozing mud ?-After you

would go down into the *deep places it would be very soft in the bottom,
so soft that the poles would sink down themselves.

14951. Do you mean without resistance, or had you to drive them In the soft places
the pole woulddown ?-We had not to drive them. The poles would find the bottom. fInd the bottom

14952. Of its own weight?-Yes. byitaownweight

14953. And when it struck the hard bottom you left it in that shape ?
-Yes. There was one swamp the mon used to break through, it was
so brittle, for about half a mile.

14954. You mean the surface was brittle ?-Yes; but it was only
about three feet deep. It was like a floating bog, and they found gravel
and stone at the bottom very hard where they broke through.

14955. As to this soft spot do you say you would put the pole through
the floating surface and far enough down until the end of it struck the
hard bottom ?-Yes.

14956. And if this floating surface moved it would displace the pole?
- It would not move because it was a sod from one aide of the marsh to
the other. It was floated in that way, that it seemed to be water under
it. It was supposed to bo the source of the Jack Fish Creek, this
noving cold spring.

14957. What timeof the year did you put up those poles ?-I started Puttin up poles
the 8th of July. uit o1th.ocoer

14958. Row long did you continue ?-To about the 10th of October.

14959. Were the poles put over this distance during that season of
the year with the exception of those two gaps you have named ?-Yes.

14960. They were not put in during winter thon ?-No.

14961. We have been led to understand from some of the witnesses,
that some of those polos were altogether insufficiently supported, for
the reason they were put down in winter time through the ice ?-I did
other work boside this, which they probably had reforence to, at Mossy
River. The engineer came over this while I was on it-while I was
near the Narrows-Mr. Middleton, and he was very well ploased with
it. He said it was very satisfactory work.

5*
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Al the poles up
before Ice came
on.

14962. That was before October, 1875?-It was about the 1st of
October. I was only about ten days there afterwards; and I had
letters from Mr. Sifton saying that the reports in Mr. Rowan's office
were very satisfaetory.

14963. Speaking of this section that you have been describing-I
mean as far west as the Narrows-do you say that none of those poles
were put up through the ice ?-None of them through the ice. Of
course it was in the sumer season.

14964. Then any evidence to that effect is not correct ?-Not in
regard to that; because it was done before the ite came in the fall.

14965. Did you afterwards take any part in putting up the poles over
those gaps which you had at first omitted ? -I did at the Narrows.

14966. When was that ?-I did at Dog Lake too. That was in the
spring of 1876.

149-7. Then yon continued your engagement, did you, as long as that
with Mr. Sifton ?-No; it was before the year ran out. My year expired
the lst of June, 1876.

14968. When putting them up over those gaps did you put them up
through ice ?-No; I put them up after the ice was gone ont.

Ice goes away 14969. In the spring of 1876 ?-The ice goes away in those places
rowan In rh, earlier than it does in the lake. There seems to be a current through
Lake. the Narrows that cuts the ice away about a month earlier.
Poles put up 14970. It was not through the ice that you put up these poles either
through ee by at Dog Lake, or through the Narrows ?-No; they were put up byother persofa. another party; though I saw them there when I came down.

14971. Did you not have the charge of putting them up there in the
first place ?-Not of those that were put up there in the first place.

Put them Up after
they had been
swept away by

i1ce.

14972. I understood you to say that you did afterwards put up those
potes ?-Yes; after they were swept out by the ice.

14973. Not when they were first constructed ?-No.
14974. Did yon find afterwards that they had been put up in the

ice and had been swept away with it ?-I was there -when they were
swept away. When I came down-I moved from Mossy River to the
Narrows in April.

14975. Did you find that they had been put up in the ice ?-Yes;
I saw them there before the ice moved.

14916. Had they been sufficientlylpat up ?-They were put up accord-
ing to Mr. Rowan's instructions.

14977. You heard him give the instructions ?-No.
14978. Yod saw them in 'riting ?-I think I did, I would not be

positive. I saw the man and I asked him what authority he had for
putting them up by driving piles and fastening the poles on with iron
strips. He said they had had instructions from Mr. Rowan, and had
been made an.allowance for that.

14979. Do you know how far these piles had been driven into the
bottom below the water ?-I think they were driven until they struck
the rock.
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14980. Do.you know how far that would be through the mud, or the
earth, or wbatever was there ?-I did know thon, but I could not tell
you now. It would not be very far Ithink. The rock-the loose rock
-- çrops out all round that country.

14981. That is what I am trying to discover, whether there was any- Poles not driven
thing to drive them into above the rock; for, of course, if they were faardenoh .ow
only driven through the mud until thoy touched the rock the ice would stand the ice.
displace them ?- do fnot consider they were driven far enough down;
at any rate the polos would not stand it as the ice would break them.

14982. At any rate the construction was not sufficient ?-That was
not good construction.

14983. You say that after they were swept away you put thom up
again ?-L provided a line but not in the same place.

14984. You went round those waters ?-I went a mile to the north
and crossed on to Rapid Island, on the west side of the Narrows.

14985. Did you go around this water stFetch and get a botter founda-
tion for the poles ?-Yes, we did'nt put any in the water. We put
some in the swamp, but it was like the usual swamp and they were
braced well. Of course the poles were put down a long depth. There
was not very mu'h to do. We had only to chisel out the ice, and there
was not any frost in the ground below. We chiselled out the holes in
the swamps-the ice and water frozen on the top.

Chiselled out ee,

14986. Then did you remove the earth with spade or shovel ?-We
removed it with a shovel.

14987. How deep ?-Four feet. Rrnovedearth
fu etdeep.

14988. Would you count in water in that four feet-I mean the water
between the surface of the muskeg and before you struck the earth ? --
Six feet. Yes, but there was a good deal of water in the holes. The
water would come in after we would dig the hole.

14989. You do not understand me: yon say you went down four
feet ?-Yes.

14990. I am trying to ascertain whether you went down four feet
from the surface of the ice or four feet from the surface of the earth when
you struck it ?-I did not go through any ice except on the frozen
surface of the muskeg. It was water and land together I may say.

14991. Did you count that water and land together as part of the I*
four feet ?-Yes; because the grass was growing on top of it. water and earth

together.
149,42. Was that material anything like solid earth or was it mud, or

almost liquid ?-We found good bottom for both the braces and the
pole. it was not the same as the shaking bogs. It was firmer, and had
a good bottom.

14993. The worst roads in the world have good bottoms when you
get down to them; I am not speaking of the bottom ?-It was etiff clay
after you got down, probably in some places two feet, you would find
very stiff clay.

1499t. I am asking you now if this material over the top which you
in to count as your four feet at this particular place was liquid, or
li lif d. or solid earth ?-There was grass growing on it.
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Contract No. I. 14995. Do you think it was liquid or solid ?-I woulid not consider it
liquid by any means. It was firm enough for grass to grow on it, and
I consider it land.

14996. I am not asking you whether you consider it land: you have
before described a place where you said that on the top it was floating,
and after you got below it was liquid ?-This was merely a marsh on
the shore of the lake, differing altogether from the shaking places and
kept wet by the tides and winds from the lake.

14997. When you were digging holes for your purpose would it fill
up or leave firm sides for the poles to go down into ?-We had to fill
in the clay just as usual.

14998. Would they fill up before you put in the poles, or would they
stand without ?-No; it would not fill up. It was a firm hole and clean.

Put poles in and 14999. As to Dog Lake, what do you say about your placing poles
braoed them over on that stretch : you went to the south side did you not ?-No; we putDog Lake. the poles in and braced them up.

15000. Over Dog Lake ?-Yes ; the first time we put them in a little
too early. There was some ice in and it tore them down. Then I put
them up again with long braces after the ice went out.

15001. What time of the year was that ?-That was just before I left
the lino in May.

15002. How deep is that place ?-Six feet; it is not deep.
15003. Do you mean six feet of water alone, or water and mud ?-

Of water.
Below about six 15004. Then below that six feet of water what material would thero
earth. he ?-It is usually earth.

15005. Did you find out what material it was-did you remove any
of it ?-We did not move it; we could not get at it. I suppose it was
like the prairie outside of it, when it was under the lake.

Fixed poles by 15006. How did you fasten the poles in that material ?-Only by
*hrening point

and lett°ng * sharpening them, and letting them take as good a hold as they could in
take as good a the bottom.
hold as possible.

15007. Then would you apply any pressure to make the poles go,
down deeper than they would of their own weight ?-We could not
apply much pressure.

15008. Did you ? That is the question I am asking you. Not could
you, but did you ?-No; we could not. This was only a temporary
line, supposed to be ; because the other had been knocked out, and I
did this to provide, in the meantime, for getting the wire to work.

Not considered a 15009. That was not considered to be a permanent construction ?-
on. No; I would not recommend it myself, and I did not.

15010. Did you see that that temporary lino, which you say had been
put up, was afterwards removed and a more permanent one established?
-I did not. T left the lst of June.

15011. Did you take any part in the construction of the lino under
Sifton after that?-I did not.

15012. Have you been over the lino since that-over the portion
that you constructed, or any other portion, so as to obtain a knowledge
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f the way in which it was finished ?-I was not over since, but before ontW*t xo. 1.
that I was over all the line, 100 miles, from the Narrows west as far
.as Duck Mountain.

15013. You mean Porcupine Mountain ?-I call it Duck Mountain.
15014. Touchwood Hills ?-Duck Mountain is what we always call it.

By Mr. Kee fer:-
15015. That is Northcote ?-No. I was not as far as Northcote.

By the Chairman:-
15010. Bow was the lino constructed between the Narrows and

Northcote, or Duck Mountain, as you call it ?-I saw Mr. Wynne
building the line. He constructed forty miles of it, and he was doing
it according to bis instructions.

15017. Do you know what his instructions were ?-The same as mine.
15018. Did you see them ?-No, I did not.

15019. Then you do not know that they were the saine as yours.
Tell us what you saw ?-I saw the poles were the same as I had got
out, and the holes were dug as well as my own four feet down in his
work. I saw this at different times as I passed up and down the line,
and I made a note of it, because I was doing the sarne kind of work.

15020. Did you see that ho was digging the holes to the depth of
four feet ?-Yes.

15021. The wire had not been put up at the timelyou came along ?-
Re was putting up the wire as he went along.

15022. Did you see the mon at work?-Yes; occasionally as I passed.
In the first place I said i thought it was four feet we had to dig them
-I mean according to my instructions.

Une construete<
ln other parts a
wltuesahad dm*
his part.

15023. I am not asking you what your instructions were, because it Could not swear
gives us no information about what was done. I am asking you what the oles were
you saw on the gronnd with your own eyes ?-I cannot say positively eut deep.
that it was four feot, but they were put down as deep as they had to
be put down.

15024. How do you know that without knowing what had to be
-done ?-I knew it at the time.

15025. Did you see the instructions?-I knew what my instructions
Were.

15026. Did you know what his instructidns were ?-Only that they
Were the same a my own ; ho was doing the same as I was doing, and
I had done my own according to Mr. Sifton's instructions, that the
-specifications called for.

15027. Have you any information to give us about what you saw
.Yourself on the ground, without referring to some instructions that
were given to him ?-What wore given to me I can give you.

15028. To tell us what were given to yon does not help us : can you
tell what sort of poles you saw there ?--Yes.

15029. What sort of poles ?-Good poles, just as good as I got.
15030. What wood were they made of principally?-They were all

Poplar, I did not see any others.
Poles principaMW
opoplar
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COtrect Ne. 1. 1503 1. Over that portion which you have been describing west of the
Narrows Were there many water stretches ? -There were none except
one very close to the Narrows. Mr. Wynne did not put them up there.
I put them up the next spring in the same way as the others by
sharpening the poles, putting them down and bracing them.

15032. Without any artificial pressure but just the weight of the
poles ?-Exactly.

Crane River 15033. Were there any swamps upon that section of Wynne's ?-
Bwa"p. There was one very bad swamp, the poles went down a good piece, it

was about a mile long, that is the Crane River Swamp.

15034. Do you know how the poles were fastened through that ?-
They were distributed and I put them up.

15035. How did you arrange them ?- put them up in the usual
way. We put them down as far as we possibly could put them, and they
would sink some; after that they would go down through the depth of
hole we dug.

15036. Would they be sharpened ?-I am not sure about that.
15037. Do you remember whether the bottom was considered soft

enough to be easily.penetrated by the foot of the pole, without being,
sharpened ?--There were some poles that would go further than others.
I could not say that there were some poles that would go down further
than the holes we dug in the muskeg.

15038. Was it the usual practice to dig holes in the muskeg ?-Yes,
we never did it in any other way; we always dug a hole.

When hole made
water would run
la; the muskeg
'Vould stand.

15039. And was the material liquid enough sometimos to fill up those
holes, or were they left with distinct, well shaped sides ?-Nothing
would ever run in but water. The muskeg would always stand. It is
a kind of a gluey nature.

15040. Did you pass over that section of Wynne's at any tine after-
wards to see whether these poles had stood well, the following year,
for instance ?-No, Sir.

15041. Have you any knowledge of your own as to the manner in
which thobe poles stood, beyond one year after they were put up?-
Nothing only from hearsay.

15042. Was J. L. Conners employed upon this work at any time
while you were there ?-He was not.

15043. Do you know him ?-I know him ; yes.
15044. Do you know, of your own knowledge, anything about his

connection with this work ?-Nothing ; only from conversation with
him.

15045. What did he say about it? -Hle said that he had charge of
the repairs from Duck Mountain. I think he said to Shoal Lake, or
from Shoal Lake to Duck Mountain. Shoal Lake is about forty-five
miles from Selkirk.

Conners' descrip- 15046. le describes the poles as being put up through Dog Lake, as I
Ionon pte way understand it, upon light tripods fastened by wire, is that the descrip-

or D tion of the work which you have put up there ?-I think it is ; it mustjake correct. be that he has reference to.
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15047. Have you had any experience as to the working of the lines
In winter in this respect, that the wire when it falls upon the ice will
Permit of circuit, but in summer in the. water it will not : is that
correct ?-Yes; we had no difficulty in the'spring of the yegr as long
as it was frosty weather. i had an operator there with me in the
Spring of 1876.

15048. Have you any knowledge of the ordinary life of a poplar
Pole? --Yes; from observing them between Winnipeg and Selkirk. I

now that they were renewed after being up throe years between
Winnipeg and Selkirk. I supplied some of them.

15049. You mean that they had to be removed, that a pole after three
Years would not be useful ?-They were beginning to fall after three
Years.

Life of poplar
pole, three years.

15050. Over this section of country which you have described as far Many spruce and
West as Duck Mountain, can you say whether spruce or tamarack pole, tamarak o""
Or either of them, could be had within reasonable distances by drawing !ossy River to
them ?-We put up a great many spruce and tamarack from Mossy River nuck Mountain.
to Duck Mountain, very little of any other timber between those two

iits. It is called Dauphin River on some of the maps, it ruris fromn
auphin Lake, to Winnipegosis Lake, sixty-three miles from the

Narrows of Lake Manitoba.
15051. About what distance do you say it is from Mossy River to

buck Mountain ?-I put it up forty miles west, and we put on very tittle
of any timber but spruce and tamarack; we found them easily, except in
a couple of places where we had a difficulty in getting them, and we did
Inot put them in.

From Mossy
flilver to Duck
Mountain forty
miles.

15052. Is this Mossy River the water between Dauphin Lake and
winnipegosis ?-Yes.

15053. How was it east of that, from there to Selkirk, I think you
haid that was all poplar ?-All poplar.

15054. And from this point westward as far as Northcote, near
buck Mountain, you say that was all either tamarack or spruce ?- All
but a few poles.

15055. Which is the botter of the two, tamarack or spruce ?- Tamarack better
Tamarack. than spruce.

15056. How much of the tamarack did you use in that section ?-I Used more spruce
COuld not say, I think we had more spruce than tamarack. than tamarack.

15057. Much more ?-Yes; I think that we did not find a great deal
of tamarack.

15058. Thon, when you mention tamarack and spruice together, as Not much
having been used to a great extent, you mean that very little of it was tamark used,
tamarack ?- I do not think there was much, I am not very sure now.

15059. Tamarack is a very much botter wood than spruce, is it not?
-Yes, I think so.

15060. The life of it I believe is two or three times as long ?-I have Tamara3k lives
%en tamarack used twenty years and still have a very hard core in it.°yean twen-

15061. What is the ordinary life of spruce ?-I could not say, I have
10t had much experience of it.
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15062. Is spruce very much better than poplar ?-It is said to be
much botter by the people there.

15063. On this line from Mossy River east to Selkirk, are you
able to say whether tamarack could have been obtained by drawing it a
reasonable distance ?-I think I am. I never could find out that there
was any tamarack anywhere within fifty miles of it; even at that
distance it could not be had. Mr. McLeod, the engineer, came over
the line while I was building at Mossy River. I forget his first name,
but he is one of the engineers on the Pacific Railway; he came over
to inspect it.

15064. Is there any other matter within your knowledge about the
manner in which this line bas been constructed or maintained, upon
the Sifton contract, which you can give us by way of evidence ?-I do'
not know of any just now. Mr. McLeod reported very favourably to
me. He said he was very well satisfied at the way I was doing the
work at that time, when I asked him.

15065. Did any of your line-I mean the line which you put up over
the swamps-give way before you completed it, so as to require replac-
ing ?-It did not. I was ill, or I would not have left the line at the
time. I had a very severe winter. I think I could have kept it in repair
if I had been there.

15066. Do you remember whether the waters about Shoal Lake or
Dog Lake were fresh, or salt, or alkaline ?-Dog Lake is fresh, Shoal
Lake is alkaline. The south winds of the Manitoba Lake flood the Dog
Creek, and the water spreads over the country about fifteen miles from
Dog Creek.

15067. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadian Pàcific
Railway upon which you can give us information ?-I do not know of
any.

15068. Is there any further explanation which you wish to give of
the evidence that has been already given ?-Not that I can think of
just now.

SUTTON. R. T. SUTTON, sworn and examined:
Teleunph-T enderaN. 4

Fort William to
Fort Garry.

Letby ubli
,coinpetittin.

By the Chairman:-

15069. Where do you live?-At Brantford.
15070. Have you had any connection with any transactions on the

Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes.
15071. Which was the first?-The telegraph from Fort William to

Fort Garry.
15072. This work was let by public competition, was it not ?-Yes.
15073. Did you make a tender ?-I did.

15074. In your own name ?-In the name of Sutton & Thirtkell.
15075. What Thirtkell was that ?-Thirtkell, of Victoria-he was at

that time; he is not in Canada now.
15076. R. J. Thirtkell ?-No; W. J. Hie used to be in the drug busi-

ness in Lindsay.
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15077. Look at Exhibit No.'12, and say if that was the tender that
was made by you and Thirtkell ?-Yes, it was one of them. (Looking at
the document): That is not the one that I referred to, though, Judge.

15078. This is not the one ?-No; the one I referred to is from
Thunder Bay to Fort Garry; that is the only one I have had.

15079. That is attached to the paper which you have been looking
at (banding the paper again to witness) ?-Yes; this is added to it.

Telegraph-
Tenderiag.

Comtraet No. 4-

15080. Is that the tender- upon which your contract was awarded ?-
Yes, Sir.

15081. Was Thirtkell interested jointly with you in it?-No ; he Was Thirtke111ert

assisting me in it that was all, and he went away from the country, so euntry anup t

I took up the tender myself. tender himself.

15082. lad he left before the matter was finally arranged ?-Oh,
yes.

15083. So that you alone were in this country at the time that the
contract was awarded, is that what you mean ? -Yes, Sir.

15084. Have you had any communication from him since confirming

you as sole proprietor ?-N o.

15085. Was it taken as a matter of course when he left that

you would be the sole proprietor ?-Certainly.
15086. Was there any arrangement between you and the Department ot u

by which the Government agreed to bis being dropped out of the Sutton &Thom-
transaction and you remaining sole proprietor ?-No; there was not. I lO""a tede otha
had nothing at all to do with the Government about the matter. That
contract was not carried out. It was Sutton & Thompson's contract
that was carried out, and I resigned on that. If you will take the notes
on that you will see that I thiew it up altogether and took up the
Sutton & Thompson contract. Abandonalet

of the sutton &
15087. How did you communicate to the Government that this one ThIrtkelI tender

was abandoned ?-I done that through Oliver and Davidson ; they were tlxrou Ouver
the ones that got the contract. a av ,on

15088. Did you know how information was given to the Government
that Sutton & Thirtkell would not carry out their tender ?-Only from
sending in a letter in which I refused to carry it out.

15089. Did you send in such a letter ?-Yes.
15090. In your own name ?-Yes.
15091. Did you yourself forward it ?-No; I gave it to Mr. Oliver.

15092. Then you do not know whether it ever reached the Govern-
Ment ?-I do not know anything about that. 1 could not tell you any
More than that I handed it to them.

contract.

Wltness gave
letter refuslnfg to
carry out tender
of sutton & Thirtý-
keli to Oliver.

15093. To whom did you give that letter ?-To Mr. Oliver; Oliver,
Davidson & Co.

15094. Was it to Oliver or Davidson ?-They were both together; Handed this

but I think I handed it to Mr. Oliver. the oame time as

15095. And that was a communication addressed to the Government åt"Xeslton'd
to the effect that Sutton & Thirtkell would not complete thoir tender? Thmonf i"

-Exactly. That is about the substance of it. Dtavidon A C..
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*tae*e •4. 15096. Was that after you had arrangeld with Oliver, Davidson & Co.

]Rad meanwhle to sell out to them ?-Yes; it was at the same time.
learned from 15097. Up to the time that you communicated that information to
Oliver and David- Upran that Sutton & the Government that Sutton & Thirtkell would not carry ont their
Thompson were tender, had you been informed that Sutton & Thompson were the next
the next Iowest
tenderers to Sut- lowest tenderers ?-I think I was.
ton & Thirtkell.

. 15098. From whom did you get the information ?-I think it was
from Oliver and Davidson.

15099. Rad you had any direct communication from the Goverument
to that effect ?-No; up to that time the only communication I had was
with Mr. Braun.

15100. At the time that you and Oliver, Davidson & Co., or some one
on their behalf, first met together for the purpoe of negotiating this
transaction, had you been informed that the next lowest tender was
that of Sutton & Thompson ?-I am not sure, but I think not. I am
not sure. It is some time ago; but I think not.

proached 15101. You think that you approached them with the view ofselling
son on thesutton the contract without knowing that Sutton & Thompson was the next
& Thirtkell lowest after Sutton & Thirtkell ?-Yes; I tbink it was on the Sutton &tender. Thirtkell affair I approached them.

15102. When you approached therm on the Sutton & Thirtkell affair
it was with a view of disposing of your own interest ?-No; it was with
the view of their going in with me.

15103. Do you mean as joint contractors ?-Yes. I was to take au
interest in with them, and I did ail through.

15104. Yes; but what you did afterwards was in consequence of a
different transaction: I mean on your approach ?-No. My arrange-
ment on the start was to take an interest in the contract with them,
and I did do so.

15105. But that arrangement on the start was proposed to be upon
the basis of the Sutton & Thirtkell tender ?--Precisely.

The ofrer on the 15106. Do you know whether your offer to give them an
buttuju Ar rhht ii h utnWI Ioc
keI basis interest in the Sutton & Thirtkell tender was at once accepted by
accepted. them, or was the negotiation delayed ?-I think it was accepted there.

15107. Where was it ?-In Toronto.
15108. Had you appointed a meeting at Toronto ?-No; I had Judge

MeMahon with me before that, and through family matters he had to
retire, and I had only three days to pick up somebody else, and I met
Mr. Oliver and closed the matter with him.

15109. Do you mean that you met him accidentally in Toronto ?-I
did meet him accidentally, but I came down for the purpose of getting
a partner.

15110. But not that particular partner ?-No.

15111. Well, wben you arranged, as you say you did, at the
first interview with Mr. Oliver that he was to take an interest with
you in the Sutton & Thirtkell contract, was any one else besides Mr.
Oliver to be interested?-Yes; Mr. Davidson was there.

15112. Was he present ?-Yes.
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15113. Any one else ?-No; we just met them in Toronto.

Tclerp h-
COidàLCtu¶I.4

15114. Well, at that interview was it closed that Oliver and Davidson At fIrst interview-
were each to become interested in your tender in the name of Sutton agr eatha ver

& Thirtkell ?-Yes, I think so. It was closed as far as the verbal were tobe
arrangement was concerned. the sutton &

15115. I mean the understanding between you, was it finally decided? Thtrtkell tender.
-- Yes. witness retained

one-fourth
15116. What interest did you retain ?-One-fourth. interest.
15117, Did you know how long after that it was before any formal

documents were drawn up, either between you or between this new firm
and the Government upon the subject ?-I think it was immediately they
came down, I think either that same night or the next. It was almost·
imamediately at any rate. We came down to Ottawa on the matter
because there was only three days to close it up, if my memory serves
Ine right.

15118. Did you come down with them ?-Yes.
15119. And Mr. Oliver ?-Yes.
15120. And Mr. Davidson ?-Yes.
15121. Who did you sec upon the subject ?-Nobody. I did not go

near the Department at all.
15122. Who drew up the document between you three partners ?-

That was done by Mr. Braun afterwards; we only just made a verbal
agreement at that time.

15123. Thon your verbal agreement was reduced to writing after the
transaction was carried out with the Government ?-No; I do not think
that it was. I think that the arrangement was-I think we came down
to sec if it could be held over a few days, to get things in shape. Then
that was closed up, but I could not tell you whether our agreement was
closed at that time, before or after we signed with the Government. I
Could not tell from memory.

15124. Was it closed between yourself and Oliver and Davidson, on
the one part, and the Government on the other, while you were here in
Ottawa ?-No; I think not. I think it was in the fall of 1874, and it
Was the spring of 1875 before the contract was signed.

15125. Was the arrangement between this new firm and the Govern-
rent settled verbally while you were here at Ottawa?-Ithink it must
have been, because we went back after the arrangement to get things
in shape. There had to be socurities put up and some stocks ; money had
to be put up afterwards before theeontract could be signed.

15126. Do you know who was acting upon the part of the Govern-
Inent in so arranging the matter here at Ottawa ?-No.

15127. Wore you not present ?-No.
15128. Who took charge of it then on your behalf?-I took charge

of it mysolf, when I was here.

Immediately
witnes, Oliver
and Davidson
went to Ottawa.

Witness did not
go near the De-
partm ont.

These negotia-
tions lu rail of

Spring of 1875
before contract.
signed.

15129. But you were not present, you say ?-No, not with the Govern-
raent; there was no necessity for it, they made arrangements with the
Qovernment what stock they had to put up, and wben the contract
8bould be signed. It was unnecessary for me to be present.
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Contraet * 15130. Then who did take part in the negotiation with the Govern-
Oliver and David-
son made ail ment upon what was necessary ?-I do not know of any one but Oliver
arrangements and Davidson ; they.went up together.
with Govern-
ment. 15131. Went up together where ?-To the Department.

15132. What time of the year would that be ?-(Looking at a letter
which he took from his pocket): That must have been in December, I
think, Sir.

15133. When you left Ottawa did Oliver and Davidson accompany
you ?-Yes.

Oliver andDavld- 15134. And was it understood, when you left Ottawa, that the arrange-
sonwent lnwth ment had been accepted by the Government?-Oh, yes; I do not thinkwltness on the
Sutton & Thlrt- there was any doubt about it as far as that was concerned. The onlykell tender. question was as to whether the security would come up, otherwise the

Government were satisfied that the work would be carried ont.
But at Ottawa it 1.135. And this was the arrangement : that these two parties should

wta edS n go in with you upon the Sutton & Thirtkell contract ?-That was the
d Thirteldb arrangement I made in the first place but I think down here the

laidasideandthe arrangement was changed I am not sure where it was changed, but
Sutton & Thomp- that the Sutton & Thirtkell tender should be set aside and the Suttonson tender taken. & Thompson one taken.

15136.. Did you take any part in the negotiations with the Govern-
ment by which the new tender of Sutton & Thom pson was to be sub-
stituted for the old one of Sutton & Thirtkell ?-None whatever.

15137. Do you know who did take part in that arrangement ?-I do
not.

15138. When you came down here, I understood you to say that you
all came down prepared to carry out the Sutton & Thirtkell
arrangement ?-No, you misunderstood me. I did not say that I came
down to make arrangements to carry it out.

15139. I mean willing to carry it out?-Yes ; this bad been left in
abeyance for some time.

15140. Had yon come down to make arrangements to carry out the
Sutton & Thirtkell tender ?-I am not sure that it was changed before
that.

15141. But up to that time-the time of your reaching Ottawa-
there was no refusal upon your part to carry out the Sutton k Thirt-
kell tender, was there ?-1 think not; I think it was not before that;
I am not sure about the date of that correspondence; it should have
been with the Department because I did not keep it.

No doubt butthat 15142. Have you any ddubt about this, that you all came to Ottawathey &il went t.ottawa tocarry with the view of carrying out the Sutton & Thirtkell tender ?-I think
t the sutton & fot; I think that is correct.

Thirtkell tender.
15143. That you did come for that purpose ?-Yes.
15144. And you say you are not certain as to the time that a differ-

ent arrangement was arrived at; that was that the Sutton & Thomp-
son tender should be adopted instead of the Sutton & Thirtkell ten-
der ?-I could not say.

15145. Can you say whether that new arrangement was adopted
without your being present ?-I am not sure it was.
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15146. But was it brought about by the negotiations of Oliver and Contrae .

Davidson, or some of them ?-I cannot tell you that. That I do not
know.

15147. But it is a matter in which you were pecuniarily interested;
do you not know who acted on your behalf in bringing it about?
-They were acting in their own interest.

15148. But they were aeting in yours too, because you had the one-
fourth interest in the contract ?-That was all the same to me ; I did
not have anything to do with it myself ; I took it all in.

15149. You understood that it was the higher tender that was The higher
adopted ?-Yes. tender adopted.

15150, And you had a part in the higher tender as well as this one?
-Yes.

15151. When you came down to Ottawa, had you any knowledge of
this: whether the Sutton & Thirtkell tender was next below the Sutton
& Thompson tender ?-I cannot tell you that.

15152. Did you know whether there was any intervening tender be-
tween those two or not ?-I could not tell you from momory whether I
knew it coming down that time or not. It is some time ago.

15153. Did you say that Davidson was here at Ottawa upon that
occasion, all the time that you were here ?-Yes.

15154. Did you take any part in any negotiations with the persons Witness took no
who had made lower tenders than you had ?-No. part wlth any

who persona who nad
15155. Waddle & Smith, for instance, or any of those people ?-No. made he.

15156. Was your first bargain with Oliver, Davidson & Co., that you
ehould retain one-quarter interest in the contract ?-I think that was
it all the way through; there was no change in it. .

15157. Was there not some change in it afterwards ?-No.
15158. Did they not give you a sum to pay Thompson ?-Yes, but Oliver and David--

that had nothing to do with the contract ; that was part of the arrange. a Oum to pay
ment. Thompson which

was charged to
15159. I am asking if that was not part of the arrangement ?-That the firm.

was included in the quarter interest.
15160. Did you not get a quarter interest besides this sum of money ?

-No; the.arrangement was that that was a charge against the works.

15161. They advanced so much money to you out of your share ?-
No, out of the general fund; it was to be a charge on the works.

15162. So that besides giving you a quarter, the new firm stood the
payment for the purpose of getting rid of Thompson's interest ?-

o; it was charged on the works, and part of it had to come out of my
One-quarter interest.

15163. That was against the funds of the firm, was it not?-Yes.
15164. What amount was given to him ?-I do not remember exactly

what the amount was.
15165. Was it $800 ?-I think the expenses and all connected with it 8800 paid out of

was $800-the sum of $800 was paid out of the firm; it was not all paid gnr'tnoo &
to Thompson. son-
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contract N.4 15166. What was it paid for ?-There were other expenses attached

Witness made an
arrangement
with Thompson
and pald other

.exn"e. with

Thompson only
helplng witness.

Not a full partner

to it.
15167. What other expenses ?-Expenses travelling back and

forward. I was to take $800 out of the firm to pay Thompson off. I
made my own arTangement with Thompson, and paid other expenses
I had with it.

15168. Was Thompson a partner with you in the Sutton & Thompson
tender to the full extent of one-half, or was ho only helping you?-
That is all.

15169. His name was added merely to give strength to the firm, was
it not ?-That is all.

15170. But between yourselves he was not a full member ?-No,
decidedly not.

15171. And out of this money which the new firm-yourself and
Oliver, Davidson & Co.-advanced, you say you satisfied him for his
helping you ?-I satisfied him and took an assignment of it. le is a
man I have known for twenty years. I frequently got his name and
paid him for it, that is ail.

15172. Then the real arrangement between you and him was that he
was to help you as far as he could to get the contract, but he was not
to continue a partner and get a half interest in the results ?-We have
always had an arrangement of that kind. I have used his name and
paid him for it al .along.

Used Thompson's 15173. Then you have used bis name for your own object, with the
naead pald

hr for I. intention of paying him for it: is that what you mean ?-That is what
I mean exactly.

15174. Then this tender in the name of Sutton & Thompson was
really intended at the time to be for your own benefit, excepting that
little payment to him ?-Yes.

r 15175. What was your tender for the wooded portion of section
1en4 r.ÇM ror No. 5 ?-No. 5 was $590 for the wooded section.

15176. Is that the section for which you got the contract ?-Yes.
$435 for pairie. 15177. What is your offer for the prairie portion ?-It shows here:

"Prairie, $435."
15178. In this arrangement with Thirtkell, was it not understood

originally that Thirtkell was to help you pretty much in the same way
that Thompson was to help you ?-Yes; I had no other arrangement
with him until ie left the country.

Thirtkell was 15179. I am speaking now of the substantial understanding between
preclsely in the
ae posytion as you aud him ; was it not to this effect ; that he should allow you the

Thompson. use of his name for your own purpose, and really for your own benefit
principally ?-Yes, I always paid him for anything of that kind. I
considered I was under an obligation to pay him for anything he had
done.

Not Intended that
Thirtkell should 15180. It was not intended in this arrangement with you that he
tea Permanent should be a permanent partner ?-No.partner.

15181. So that when you assumed the sole proprietorship of the
Sutton & Thirtkell offer, it was in accordance with the substance ofyour
understanding with Thirtkell ?-Decidedly.
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15182. Now what was your offer under the name of Sutton & Thir. Contract .o. 4.

kell, for the wooded portion of section 5 ?-It shows there, 8530 sutton &Thirt-
(pointing to tender). fer wnd and

15183. And for the prairie portion ?-8275. / 15 forrurte.

15184. Did you know that section 5 had been awarded to another Had understood
person, at one time, before you got information that the Thirtkell ha contraot was
tender would be accepted ?-Yes, I had. I think I understood at the tenderer.
time that there was another party had the contract, and I had almost
forgotten all about it until he dropped ou(, for I had supposed the thing
was closed until I got a telegram from Mr. Braun.

15185. Do you remember now whether it was before you left Ottawa
upon that occasion when Oliver, Davidson & Co. came with you, that
you learned that you were getting the contract upon the Sutton &
Thompson tender, and not upon the Sutton & Thirkell tender ?-I do
]lot; I could not tell you where I first got that communication.

15186. Was there any change in the terms between you and the firm
in consequence of this higher tender being the basis of the contract
,with the Government, instead of the lower one ?-No. #,V-n ® .®4ained

15187. You still retained the same interest, a quarter ?-Yes. tuero n&eromp-teson, as he had
15188. Then you had an interest in that contract all the time ? unethutton

- -les.& Thirtkell-Yes. agreement.
15189. Have the matters of the firm been closed respecting that Thinks contract

eontract ?- I think it is not quite closed up yet between the Govern- nt®eosed
nent and us. ment, but as

between mem-
15190. But between yourselves ?-Yes; we have arranged between bers of firni

wteslet theourselves. Mr. Oliver carried it all the way through. I did not touch ot'henrsacarr on
it. The arrangement was that I should let them cairy it through, and and he recelved
they were to furnish me with accounts as to what was done. Interort.

15191. Do you mean that you were to get your share in the profits ?
-Yes.

: 15192. But you were to take no active part in the management ?-
-No; not at all.

15193. Do you remember your partners telling you who this arrange- Does not remem-
rnent was made with at Ottawa, that it was to be on the Sutton & ber hiepartners
Thompsqn tender ?-No; I do not. whom they made

the arrangement
15194. Did you not discuss that between yourselves ?-No ; I should tt,,e eor otnot have asked them any question if they said it was arranged. sutton & rhomp.
15195. But sometimes partners have such confidenice that they tell en

Without being asked ?-I don't remember any such conversation
about it.

16196. But I understand you to say that they arranged it and you
took no part in it ?-They arranged, but I took no part whatever in it.

15197. The only part you took was in the profits ?-Yes.
15198. Do you know the difference between these two tenders-theo

Thirtkell tender and the Thompson tender ?-I see there is a difference, agherment pad
tut I never figured up. for the woras

under the t3utton
15199. You understand, I suppose, that by the substitution of the dthe ouatsOn
ompon tender for the Thirtkel the Government paid a considerably done und*r

4igher price ?-Well, yes ; I think it is a little better contract. k",Ë."f.m."t.
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Contract No. 4. 15200. Do you mean a better contract for the public ?-No.
The tender acted
on was not the 15201. Do the public gain anything by it ?-No; I don't think so.
best for the
publie. 15202. Is there any other matter connected with that telegraph

contract that you wish to explain ?-None that I know of.
15203. Is there any other matter connected with it upon which you.

can give us further information than you have given ?-No; not that I
know of.

15204. Where does Mr. Davidson live now ?-In Toronto, I suppose..
15205. He lived there at that time ?-Yes.
15206. And was he a contractor at that time ?-He was a lumber·

merchant at that time and contractor.
15207. Where does Mr. Oliver live ?-He lives in Ingersoll and is

very sick. He has not been well for some time.
15208. He has not been considered able to transact business or to

have a very good recollection for some months past ?-No.
Oliver not at to 15209. Do you think if he were called as a witness, that he would be

it asa able to give us satisfactory information ?-No ; I do not.

15210. Mr. P. J. Brown was a partner of Oliver & Davidson's ?-Yes.
15211. Then Oliver, Davidson & Brown had three-fourths of this con-

tract arnd you had one-fourth ?-Oliver, Davidson, Brown & Wells were
the firm.

15212. Where does Wells live ? -He is in Ingersoll.
15213. Among them they had three-fourths, and you had one-fourth ?

-Yes.
15214. They bad the management ?-Yes; the sole management of it.

Tendering 15215. Is there any other transaction df the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
Contract o.li way in which you have been interested ?-Section 15.

15216. That work was let by public competition, was it not ?-Yes.
15217. Were you interested in one of the tenders ?-Yes.
15218. I think it was advertised more than once, do you remember

whether you tendered upon each occasien ?-I think I did, but I am
not sure as to that.

15219. The work was awarded upon the last invitation of tenders,
was it not ?-Yes.

Tendered In 15220. Upon that occasion did you tender ?-I did.
name ofsutton 15221. In what name ?-Sutton & Thompson.
Thompson.

. 15222. Was that the same Thompson who was connected with you in
the other matter ?-Yes.

TaomprC'n nota 15223. And wasit upon a similar arrangement, namely, that he was
heping witnes helping you for your own benefit ?-Yes.

15224. Was he, by your understanding, to be permanently inter-
ested as a partner ?-No.

15225. His name was added for your assistance only ?-Yes.
15226. Was there any understanding between yourselves that he

sbould be compensated for it ?-Yes; before I made any arrangement
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with Mr. Whitehead I settled with him and took an assignment from
him.

15227. Were you aware that other firms had been awarded the con-
tract, one after another, before you got it ?-L was.

. 15228. Which was the first firm to whom it was awarded ?-I really
forget now, but I know there were other firms.

15229. Some of the reports upon the subject show that Macdonald &
Rane were interested in the contract : did you have any arrangement
of any sort with them upon the subjeet ?-None whatever.

15230. Directly or indirectly ?-No.

15231. Then next came Martin -& Charlton ; did you have any anowinotheng
arrangemert with them ?-None whatever. ment of money to

15232. Directly or indirectly ?-If you say indirectly, Mr. Whitehead's
evidence would show that he bought them ont, but I know nothing.
about the transaction in any shape.

15233. If he bought them ont, was it on your account in any way ?
-No, none whatever; I knew nothing about it at ail.

15234. I suppose you were selling at that time, you were not buying, Witness was
were you ?-Yes, I was selling at that time. time himeif.

15235. But the contract was not made between you and the Govern.
inent-that is between you alone and the Government ?-No.

15236. Had you parted with your interest in the contract before it
Was signed and executed ?-At the same time, just about the same time.

15237. Did you not arrange with Mr. Whitehead that he should be
the sole proprietor before the contract was executed ?-Decidedly.

15238. Do you remember whether the application to have White-
head's name inserted in the contract was made as if yon were still
interested, although you had actually parted with your interest ?-I do
flot know I am sure; I really do not think I have got your question.

15239. Weil, I will explain more fully toyon. The application made to
the Government by Whitehead was that his name should be introduced
into the contract as if you and Thompson were still interested, and he
Only had a part of it ?-Well, it did so appear; and I signed in the
assignment from Thompson. I assigned for Thompson and myself
with the understanding that our names should be removed from it.

15240. Then the contract with the Government, although it contained The signature or
the names of yourself and Thompson. was not in accordance with the so °o"eonrac
arrangement between yourself and Whitehead ?-No, it was in accerd. not In acordance
ance for the time being; it was to remain there for, I think, three ui)derstanding
tnonths and the sureties-rmy sureties too. nhWehad,

15241. But the substantial arrangement between you and Whitehead son"°,"re thav
Was that you were to have no part in the contract ?-Decidedly. nothing tddo

withthe oontract.
15242. Neither profit nor loss ?-No. witnes had an
15243. And if your names remained, was it upon the assurance, on g wit

his part, that they should be removed in a short time ?-Yes ; I had an the name.or
agreement with him that they should be removed. son uld dip

15244. Have you that agreement with you?-No; I have not. a at an ear
6*
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15245. Have you some letter with you ?-No; I have not. I took
some memorandum about the date of the contract, that is ail. To make
sure I had to go over to the office this morning to see the book.

15246. Do you know whether any understanding had been arrived
at between Whitehead and the Government that your names could be
removed within any definite period ?-I did not know what the arrange-
ment was.

TookWhitehead's 15247. Did you take bis promise for that ?-[ took his promise and
promis,,e and e4en-

Dr onald's a guarantee.
guarantee. 15248. By whom ?-By Mr. McDonald.

15249. Do you mean Senator McDonald ?-I do.
15250. His brother-in.law ?-Yes.
15251. Have you that understanding still ?-I had; but Mr. Braun

wrote me that the names were removed, so there was no longer any
object in keeping it.

15252. Then what did you do with that agreement ?-I do not know.
I am not sure but I destroyed it; I have not seen it since, because it
was no use.

15253. Was Charlton present at the time that the payment was made
to you by Whitehead, or by McDonald for him ?-No.

15254. Where was it made ?-Payment was made to me in Brant-
ford.

15255. You had your lawyer with you at the time, had you not?-
Yes.

15256. And who were there on the other side ?-I do not remember
all who were there.

aid and White- 15257. I mean upon the Whitehead and McDonald side ?-None but
head present the two, 1 think, Sir.when wItneuu was ,ItjiSr

RIteft,r 15258. What was the amount ?-$10,000.
15259. Was there anything further to be given to you afterwards ?

-No.
15260. Was that the full consideration ?-That was the full consider-

ation for everything, expenses and everything.
15261. And from that time had you any interest in the profits or

losses of the contract ?-Not a cent.
Witness settled 15262. Was Thompson a party to that arrangement ?-Yes; before
with Thompson. they made this arrangement I bought out Thompson and settled with

him, and then made my arrangement with the others, and took the risk
and responsibility.

15263. Do you remember whether Thompson was present at the
time it was closed ?-No; he was not.

15264. Do yon remember whether he signed the contract with the
Government afterwards ?-No; I had a power of attorney to sign for
him. Just after I bought him out I took power to sign his name.

15265. You took a power from him which authorized you to sign his
name with the Government ?-Exactly.

15266. And after that you executed it, I underatand, on his behalf ?
-Yes.
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15267. Or rather in his name ?-Yes.

15268. Since that time have you, by any new arrangement, been
interested in the results-the profits or losss-of the contract ?-Not
a cent.

15269. That ended your connection with it completely in substance ?
-Yes.

15270. On the 27th November,1876, a letter in one of the Blue Books Error about rip-.

appears over your name-Sutton & Thompson-addressed to the rap.
Minister of Public Works, stating that you had been informed that
Green & Co., by some means, had discovered an error or omission in
your tender about rip-rap ?-Yes.

15271. Do you know by what means they ,discovered that error ?
-No.

15272. Did you ever ascertain ?-No.
15273. Did you ever try to aseertain ?-No, I did not.
15274. Who were Green & Co ?-They were a firm in New York.
15275. Had they any agent there that you know of?-No.
15276. How were you aware that they had discovered that error ?-

1 think I got that information through Whitehead.

15277. Do you remember telegraphing, in January, 1877, to Mr. January 7th, 1wr
Braun, that there was no truth whatever in the statement that you or l artathere
any one on your behalf paid Charlton & Co., or Charlton individually, was no truth in
any sum of money for withdrawing their tender on this section ?-I te erton t"

do; I remember it now that you read it, but I did not remember it his behaf fpald
Charlton a sum o

tefore. money for with-
drawing their

15218. Do you remember sending such a telegram ?-I think I did. tender.

15279. That was true ?-That is true, every word of it.

15280. It was not you who were paying Charlton, or any one on
Your behalf?-1 did not know that Charlton was receiving anything
from Whitehead except on rumour, and that is no knowledge.

15281. In a Return addressed to the Hlouse of Commons in the year
1877, on the subject of the awarding of this contract for section 15, at
Page 34 appears a letter from your firm, dated Brantford, 16th
October 1876, in these words:
"ROfo. ALUXANDER MACKENZIE,

4 Minister of Public Works, Ottawa.
"Sa -In the event of our tender for the construction of section 15 of the Canadian

Paciffi ktailway béing accepted, we desire to have associated with us, in the contract,
lir. Joseph Whitehead, of Clinton, contractor."

ý-Yes; that was sent.

15282. At that time, your desire to have him associated with you in
the contract was not because you were to be associated with him in the
Work or profits, but for the object whicb you have already described,
vas it not ?-That is all.

15283. Was it merely for the purpose of your name remaining there,
the substance of the agreement being that he alone was interested ?-
becided].

When, la 1876,
witness wrote to
lion. A. Macke-
zie that his firm
desired to have

he &»aslated
with the, the
object was o se.
out te hlm.
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15284. Did you take any part in the furnishing of the securitios&
Senator McDon- which werc put up by Senator Mc Donald afterwards ?-At that time,
hque f-ar soooo no. I put up my own sureties at the time. I had to put thom in and

anwitnese's furnish securities, but ho put up $80,000 of a choque. I saw the cheque
personal suretie
went on bond, es whon ho put it in.

15285. That relieved securities?-No; that was the first thing ho did.
Whitehead & Mo- Thon I had to have my personal sureties go on the bond for thr6e
D)onald agreeing
to replace them months, and they agreed to replace them.

15286. Who was it suggested the propriety of the names of Sutton
& Thompson remaining on tho contract, although the understanding
was really that Whitehead alone was to be interested ?-I could not tell
you; but Mr. Whitehead requested me to Jet it be done, and I could not
see any objection, as I was safe.

15287. Was that suggestion made at the time of the payment of the
money at Brantford ?-No, it was before that. It was when they made
their arrangements on the subject.

15288. Who were present when you made your arrangement, before
the payment of the money at Bi antford ?-I do not remember who was
there.

15289. Where was it ?-I had a dozen meetings with him before I
made arrangements with him.

15290. With whom ?-McDonald and Whitehead.
15291. Where were they thon ?-I met him in Toronto, and I met

him here, and I met him in Brantford. Whitehead was here several
times.

lu the negotis.
tions Senator 15292. What part did McDonald take in the negotiations ?-I think
MDonald "took ho took the financial part, principally.the linandiai
jiart.0 15293. Did ho take any part in the negotiations with you, as'to the

price which should be paid ?-Yes, when ho was paying it ; that's alL
It was ho who paid it. Whitehead made this arrangement.

15294. Did ho take any part in bargaining as to the price that should
be paid ?-No; ho did not. Now I understand your question.

15295. Have you ever had any experience in actual work under con-
tracts ?-Yes.

15296. What sort of contracts ?-Raitroads.
15297. How much experience ?-I have been at it, off and on, for

about eighteen years.
Wltness a con-
tractor. 15298. Have you been a contractor ?-Yes.

15299. Were these works in this country ?-Yes; some of them.
15300. Thon your business, connected with contracts, has not been

altogether selling them, but sometimes carrying them out ?-Yes.

15301. What was the amount of the contracts which you carried
Out ?-I have had several contracts.

15302. Were they large or small ?-Moderate sized contracta.
15303. In arriving at the prices upon the tender which you put in

In this case, were you assisted by any person connected with any of the
Departments ?-No.
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15304. Were these other contracts that you speak of with the Gov-
ernment or with private railway companies?-With private railway
companies.

Whitehead15305. Were these arrangements proposed. by Whitehead or McÊnadpro-
McDonald to you before you knew that the contract would be awarded to posedtobuy him
you ?-Decidedly. knew he would be

awarded the
15306. At the time that the proposition was made to b'iy you out, contract.

do you say that you, yourself, had not any information that your tender
was next lowest to Charlton's ?-No; at the time that this was made,
Charlton was expected every hour to put up bis money. I had no idea
that he would have to stop ont; and 1 had no idea that ho would have
stepped out, but that he would have carried out his arrangement accord-
»3g to the public press, from day to day.

15307. But up to that time, when you closed with Whitehead, you Until whitebead
were not informed that your tender was next to Chailton's ?-No;I out a
did not know where it stood at that time until Whitehead was buying th hie tender

fme out. Charlton'a.

15308. Whiteheed knew botter than you did, did ho? -He must supposed Chari-
have. I supposed that Charlton had the contract. Hstayed here three t e
months-I think it was three months.

15309. Did you say that Senator McDonald was present at any of the
times when Whitehead was discussing with you the price that you were
to get ?-No; I think not. I think McDonald was only there in making
the agreement. I think the price and proliminaries were arranged
between Whitehead and myself. I do not think McDonald was there.

15310. Did you ever have any conversation with Mr. Whitehead in Whitehead knew
Which ho led you to understand how ho was aware of your rank among tdhe tenders

the tenders ?-No; ho did not. I do not remember. He knew where
they stood, that is all I knew of it; at least, ho told me that,

15311. Have you ever been called as a witness before any of the
Committees of Parliament on this subject ?-No.

15312. Is there any other matter connected with this contract 15
Which you wish to explain ?-No; nothing I can'remember of.

15313. Is there any information which you can give us on the subject
by way of evidence ?-No.

15314. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway
L which you have been interested ?-No.

15315. Or upon which you can give us information ?-No other
]natter upon which I can give information that I know of.

15316. Had you examined the territory covered by section 15, before mtderia
.You tenderod ?-No ; but 1 had a party that went over it for me. a person to go

15317. And did ho give you information upon the nature of the over the ground.
&rpnnd and material to be worked ?-Yes.

15818. Did that intormation help you in arriving at prices ?-
becidedly.

15319. Is there anything further ?-Nothing more that I know of.
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TRUDEAU

Transportatio.
of Ruila-

Centract So. 2s. ToUssAINT TRUDEAU'S examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
15320. When you were giving evidence on a former occasion we got

an idea that the contract called No. 28 in Mr. Fleming's report of
1880 was, in fact, a continuation of contract No. 18: is that correct,
or was it an entirely new proposition and agreement ?-The agreement
may be considered a new one.

First document 15321. What is the commencement of the negotiations upon which
Kittson's letter contract 28 is baeed ?-The earliest document I find is aoffer]Dg to per-
form the work. letter from Mr. Kittson, General M anager of the Red River Trans-

portation Co., dated 19th April, 1876, offering to perform the work.
Rails carried at 15322. Is that work similar to what had been performed under con-sme price as
under contract tract 18?-It was for the carriage of rails, and at the same time the
8, bur carrage price per ton, as named in contract 18; but it contained an additional
o<roling stock, price for the carriage of rolling stock and other articles.

15323. Is the transportation between the same points as in contract
18 : I believe they both start from Duluth ?-Yes.

15324. The point of delivery in this proposition of Mr. Kittson's, if
north of St. Andrew's Rapids, is not to be reached excepting upon
certain conditions named in his letter: are those conditions the same
as the conditions named in contruct 18 ?-No; not exactly.

15325. Does the letter upon which contract 28 is based allude to the
price named in contract 18; or does it mention the price without any
reference to contract 18 ?-The letter of 1876 mentions the price with-
out reference to the letter of 1875.

15326. Was the work to be done under the new proposition of 1876
recommended by the engineer ?-Yes ; by letter dated 13th May,
1876, from Mr. Fleming.

15327. What is the date of Mr. Kittson's letter offering to do the
work ?-The 19th of April.

Kittson proposed 15328. Do you know how it is that Kittson proposed to do this
before the Chief work for the Government before the Engineer-in-Chief recommended it
Engineer recom- to be done ?-There is no record of any communication with Mr.mended Its bein itododo. Kitteon, and I do not know of any.
Work sinilar to 15329. This work in contract 28 is similar, is it not, to the worktiiat Fuller &
Mine offered to which Fuller & Milne offered to do by their letter of April,
do by theur etter 1875 ?-Yes.of A pri, le, &
Fuller& Milne 15330. Do you know whether they were written to, or whether
vwere not written itdiorwas here any competition was invited in 1876, before this work was awarded to
any competition. Kitteon ?-They were not written to.

15331. Was there any other competition that you know of as.
to this 1876 work ?-No.

15332. Do you know about the amount, in round numbers, involved
in this contract of 1876 ?-No. It is all included in the amounts
returned on contract 18, already given to the Commission.

15333. As I understand contract 18, given in 1875, in the
month of May, was to carry 5.000 tons at $15 per ton American
currency, which would be about $75,000 : now the whole
amount apparently involved in 18, in Mr. Fleming's report of
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1880, which, as you say, includes the expenditure on contract 28,
amounts to $218,550 : do you think that the difference between this
$75,000 (American currency) and the whole amount I have named, is
the result of this contract 28 ?-Yes.

TransportatioM
of Utalls-

Vontract No. 1s.

15314. Are you able to say now at what rate (Canadian money) you
paid per ton under these contracts-I mean what discount was taken
off on account of its being payable in American currency; or, if not,
can you furnish us with the particulars at a later day ?-1 can give
them at another time.

15335. Is there anything further about this contract 28 which you Opeiti.g
think it necessary to explain ?-No, not ut this moment. na*l""i

15336. What is the next contract on which you are prepared ?- Josephuper
Contract No. 43, with Joseph Upper & Co., dated March 12th, 1879, & ce.
for equipping and working the Pembina Branch of the Canadian Equipplngand

Pacifie Railway, between Selkirk and Emerson. bl"aailra.ch
between Selkirk153371. Was that work let by public competition ?-No. and Emerson.

15338. low was the arrangement arrived at: what was the be-
ginning of the negotiation ?-In 1879, during the construction of the
Pembina Branch, it was thought desirable that the railway should be
used, and as the Department had no rolling stock on the works, it was
thought desirable to work the line by contract, and the Chief Engineer
pointed out that the same men who were building the line and ballast-
ing it were the only persons who could, with any degree of safety,
work the line. It was under those considerations that the contract
was given to Upper & Co.

15339. Were they invited to name their best terms, or did the
Governmneiit make a proposition to them, in the first instance?-The
first written document I find is a letter from Joseph Upper, dated the
27th February, 1879, offering to perform the service.

à5340. Was it submitted to the Engineer-in-Chief for his repnrt upon
the terms ?--Yes, Mr. Fleming reported on tho 3rd March, 1879.

Reasons whyeon-
tract was given
to Upper & Co.

15341. Was the decision upon the transaction by the Minister, or by work authorized
Order-in-Council ?-It was by Order-in-Council, dated 13th March, 1879. by Order-in-

1534!. At what time was the contract dated ?-The date of the
contract is 12th March, 1879.

15343. lias the equipment and working of the branch been carried
on under the contract ? -Yes.

15344. Up to what time ?-Up to the 10th February, 1880.
15345. Why was it not carried on longer than that ?-Because it was

cancelled by Order-in-Council, dated 28th January, 1880, to take effect
on the 10th.February, 1880.

15346. Was this Order-in-Council based, as far as you know, upon
any report of the Engineer-in-Chief upon the subject ?-I shall enquire.

15347. Is there a dispute now existing between the Government and
the contractors upon the subject ?--Yes, there are certain accounts
which are net yet adjusted.

Contract cancel-
led by Order-in-
Co.ncil,February
M88.

15348. Is it the Government which is making a claim against the contractors
contractors, or is it the other way ?-Tbe contractors state that. they make a claim.
have a claim against the Government.
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4Iprtng

Contwat ko. 43.

Claim or contrae
for stlr under
consideration of
Department.

MORSE.

Tenderin -
Contrae No.a4I.

Tendered for
sections A and B
near s-ro- lAke.

Mdarpole, Nichol-
son & Thom-
son Interested
with him.

15349. This contract arose out of a previous agreement between the
Governmentand some parties working this road, did it not ?-It waa
more a contemplated agreement, whieh was not executed. It was an
agreement not executed.

15350. With whom was that contemplated arrangement?-It was
with George Stephen, representing a controlling interest in the St.
Paul and Pacific Railway Co.

15351. Was that contemplated arrangement reduced to writing ?-
Yes.

15352. Can you produce it, or a copy of it ?-Yes; I produce it.
(Exhibit No. 211.)

15353. Has there been any claim on account of this contemplated
arrangement not having been fulfilled-[ mean by or against this St.
Paul and Pacifie Railway Co. ?-No,

15354. In what state is the matter relating to the dispute between the
Government and these contractors, Murphy & Upper: has it been
referred to any person, or is it under consideration ?-The matter is
yet under the consideration of the Department.

15355. ilave you the correspordence which led to the agreement: the
reports, or any of them, and the Order-in-Council, which you can now
produce, and the agreement itsolf, or a copy of it ?-Yes; I produce
them. (Exhibits Nos. 212-217.)

15356. Is there anything further relating to this contract which
roquires explanation at present ?-No.

OTTAwA, Thursday, 18th November, 1880.

G. D. MoRsz, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
15357. Where do you live ?-In Toronto.
15358. What is your occupation ?-Cattle exporter.
15359. Have you been interested in any of the transactions of the

Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-I was.
15360. What was the first transaction in which you were interested?

-I tendered with some others for sections A and B of the Pacifie Rail-
way.

15361. There were sections A and B in British Columbia and sections
A and B near Cross Lake, which of these was it ?-It was at Cross
Lake.

15362. Was there any other person interested with you in the tender ?
-Yes: Mr. Marpole, Mr. Nicholson and Mr. Thompson.

15363. What Mr. Marpole is that ?-Mr. Marpole, of Barrie.
15364. Is he here ?-This gentleman here.
15365. What Mr. Nicholson ?-Mr. Frank Nicholson, of Toronto.
15366. What Mr. Thompson ?-Mr. Thompson, of Toronto-A. J.

Thompson, of Toronto.
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Contract No. 42.

15367. This Exhibit No. 70 appears to be the original tender made
by your firm, please look at it : is Mr. Thompson's name mentioned as
One of the persons tendering?-He is only mentioned here as security,
I guess. That is the tender.

15368. That is the same Thompson who was interested as a partner ?
-Yes, Sir.

15369. Was any other person interested as a partner whose name
does not appear ?-No, not in this.

15370. Not at the time of tendering ?--No, Sir.

15371. Did you understand that your tender was the lowest for this
work on section B ?-Yes, Sir.

15372. Was the contract awarded to you ?-It was the lowest on Tender lowest for

Section B and A, and it was not awarded to us. workon*ect*°n

15373. Not awarded to you on section B ?-On section B; theydivided C was divlded
Into sections A

C, and gave us section B, the worst half, which we did not require. and B, and B
given to witness

15374. At present I am asking you whether it was awarded to you and his partners,

eon section B ?-It was latterly. which they refs-
ed, regarding It au

15375. Was it awarded to some person else before it was awarded to the worse section.

you?-No; not to my knowledge.

15376. Then the first awarding of the contract on section B, was to
you as I understand ?-Yes ; but we did not tender for it alone, we
tendered for A and B together.

15377. Do you say that you made no separate tender for section B ?
-No, we did not.

15378. Look at this exhibit and say whether that is a separate tender
for B ?-If you could divide it I suppose it reads in that way.

15379. Do you mean that you made the tender in some way that it
does not read ?-I mean to say we put in a tender for A and B, and
taking A from B left C, that wus what we understood.

153-,0. Don't you think that you are mistaken and that C contained
the whole distance, and that taking A from C left B?-Yes, that is it;
I was mistaken. That is correct.

15381. I propose to ask you some questions about one section alone,
if you can disconnect them in your mind ?-It is so long since that I
have paid any attention to it, and I have no rotes of anything connected
with it.

15382. Did you make a separate tender for section B?-I do not
Understand that we did at all.

15383. Then do you mean that you never wished to have a contract
for section B alone ?-No.

15384. You mean you did not wish for the contract for section B
alone ?-No, Sir.

15385. But was not the contract on section B awarded to you by
itself?-Yes, it was ; but we declined to accept it.

15386. Did you mention any grounds for declining to accept it ?-
The grounds were that we thought they had taken the best portion
from our contract-from our tender-and we did not wish to take the
Worst portion of it at the lowest price.
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15387. Do you understand that in this tender, which bas been
Offered to take shown to you, you make an offer to take the work on section B without
section B without
section A being any condition that it shall be attached to- section A ?-Yes; I think
attached. that is what it ils.

15388. You say that in this offer there iq no condition of that kind
that you shall also get section A ?-That is what we expected to get.

15389. I am asking you now whether in this document which you or
your firm signed, you offer to take section B without section A being
attached to it ?-Yes ; it seems like it to me.

15390. Then in substance you withdrew because the Government
would not accede to another condition, that is that section A should
be attached to the work ?-Yes.

15391. Do you know when you put in this tender for section B alone
whether you made any deposit on this tender alone by way of security
that you would fulfil your tender ?-I know we made a dèposit on
both of them, but whether we made a deposit on the whole or part, at
once I do not remember.

15392. Was your deposit returned to you ?-Yes.
15393. Then os far as section B was concerned I understand your

evidence to be this, that you declined to take section B alone ?-Yes, Sir.
Witlidrew from 15394. And withdrew from your offer to do so ?-Yes.offer.

15395. There is some correspondence substantially to that effect in
the Blue Book published in 1880, please look at page 17: I wish
to ask you whether that correspondence is in substance what you
understand to have taken place at that time ?-Yes, Sir.

contract No. 41. 15396 Do you know whether you tendered for section A, that is
further east than this last nentioied section-I mean did you tender
for it by itself?-We did tender for it.

Tendered for sec- 15397. You understand that section A is not the whole section, it is
tion A by itself. not the westerly part of the whole section, but the easterly part of the

whole section, do you say you tendered for that by itselt ?-Yes; the
easterly part

Amnountoftender 15398. Do you remember the amount of your tender ?-I think I
523857. have it here, $2,335,037.

1539. Was that for finishing it in 1881 or 1882 ?-It was throe
years. I think it was. I am not certain about that now.

15400. In what name did you make that tender ?-In the same as
the other was.

Marks & Conmee
tendered for 15401. From the return made in this Blue Book of 1,180 it appears
section A at
$2,M,896 to finish that the firm of Marks & Conmee tendered to build section A, of
In 1882, and which we are now speaking, for $2,203,89 i, to finish it in 1882, or
52,300,196 to finish. . V .I. P

'l8sin . $2,30,196, to finish it July, 1881: your tender was higher than either of
those it seeme ?-I did notlunderstand-that our tender was higher than
theirs at the time, of course.

15402. You understand that 82,335,000 is higher than 82,300,000?-
Yes; that is all correct there.

Morse & Co. lower 15403. If the sumo I have named there tre the proper sums men-
tenderers there-
fore than wt- tione 1 in the tenders, they are lower than your tender for section A?
mess' frm., -Yes.
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15404. You say you did not understand at the time that the tender
Of Marks & Conmee was lower than yours ?-No; I understood ours
ywas the lowest tender there was.

But Shields &
15405. From whom did you understand that ?-From Mr. Shields ; Close (mis-

and Mr. P. G. Close came down, and they informed us at the hotel that w tn andO
that was the case, that ours was the lowest tender. parner hat

15406. Were Mr. Shields and Mr. Close interested with you in any lowest tender.

Way about this matter ?-No, Sir.
15407. Was either of them interested with you in the tender for

Section B ?-No, Sir.
15408. Ilad they made any arrangements with you as to becoming Contract No. 42.

Your surety or either of them ?-No ; they had not made any arrange-
Ilents to become security for us.

15409. Did either of them make any arrangement of that kind ?-No.
15410. Were negotiations upon that subject going on between you

and either of those gentlemen ?-There was at the latter part of the
natter.

15411. At the latter part of what matter ?-When the contract was When contract
awarded to Andrews, Jones & Co. waaewa eonto

15412. Was that the first time that you and Mr. Close had been th neCloseato bs
begotiating for his being surety for you ?-Yes ; that is the first time securitY com-
about his becoming surety for us.

15413. What negotiations bad been going on before that upon the
subject of either of those contracts ?-Well, the understanding was that
Mr. Shields and Mr. Close could get us the contract if we were not
More than $100,000 higher than anybo.ly else, and in lieu of that we
'Were-they wanted us-to give them 3 per cent. on the gross amount
Which we refused to do, but we offered them 2 per cent. Negotiations

with Close & -
15414. Concerning which contract was this negotiation ?-The both Shtelds co"cern-

of them, both A and B. A and R.

15415. Was that in the combined form know as section C?-Yes, Sir.

15416. You did make a tender for the whole distance ü~nder the name
of C, did you not?-Yes; that is what I understood it was put in for.

15417. Was it for the combined section C then that this negotiation
Wa8 going on between you and your firm on the one part, and Shields
and Close on the other part ?-Yes.

15418. The proposition, as I understand you, from them was that
they were to endeavour to get you the contract for the whole section
C, and that if they succeeded they asked 3 per cent. upon the whole
sum or 3 per cent. of the profits ?-No ; on the gross amount.

15419. And you offered them 2 per cent. ?-Yes.
15420. Did the negotiations all through on that account ?-Yes; they

did fall through.
15421. Was there any further negotiation between you and either of

those men upon the subject of either of those contracts ?-No; not
'When we were separate, that is after we joined Andrews, Jones & Co. in
thjeir tender.
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41 anîd *2 (C). 15422. For the present we will not touch that subject. I wish to
ascertain first of ail about your own firm's interest ?-There was nothing
further.

Amount of tender 15423. Speaking now of your tender for the whole line, or under
for bot sections forM C, do you remember the amount of your tender ?-I think I have

it here-85,937,732.
15424. Did you make two distinct tenders ?-I thought ail the time

that it was in one tender, but perhaps it was in two.
15425. Did you understand, when you were informed by Mr. Shields

and Mr. Close that your offer was the lowest on both, that it was this
offer for the combined section which was the lowest ?-Yes.

15426. You do not mean that you understood that your tenders were
the lowest upon each of the separate sections ?-No; I understood it

Understood that was the lowest tender.
tender was iowest
on combined 15427. On the combined section ?-Yes.

"ections. 15428. Did you understand at that time that, although your offer
was the lowest for the combined section, the lowest offers for the
separate sections when added together would be at a smaller
sum than you had offered to do the combined section for ?-I did not,
Sir.

15429. Did you understand the contrary to that, or did you hear
anything about it ?-L understood nothing about it; nothing more than
that our tender together was the lowest tender.

Did not know 15430. For the whole section ?-Yes.
that the tio 15431. Did you not understand from some one, either connectedlowest tenders for
the separate sec- with the Department or otherwise, that the two lowest tenders at thetions to finish In ihetrfo ti w
1881 amountedt highest rate, namely, for finishing it in July, 1881, upon the two
less than his separate tenders, when added together amounted to a smaller sum than
the sections you offered to do the combined section for ?-No, I did not.
combined.
Lowestooner for 15432. The Blue Book of 1880 upon this subject shows that for
section Atofinish section A, the easterly part, the Iowest offer of Marks & Conmee, to
and 'r1'cio2n 9 finish it at the earliest period and at thq most expensive price, was
19, making 82,300,196 ; and that for section B, at the highest price, to finish at the,7.,0, againette
theoffr'of wIt- earliest time,-the lowest offer was $3,467,506, those two together
nes'a frm of making $5,767,702 : now, you say your ofier for the combined sections

would be S, 9 37,732 ?-That is right.
15433. Now, if these were the lowest figures fbr the separate sec-

tions and at the highest pr:ce-because they were to be finished at the
earliest time-then the aggregate of these prices you understand to
be some $160,000 less than j our combined offer, do you not ?-I do.

15434. Thon yon do not urderstand, and, as I take your evidence,
never did understand, that the offers for the separate sections together
were higher than your offer for the conbined sections ?-No, Sir.

15435. Can you understand or explain now why in addition to
naking yonr offer for the combined sections, under form C, you made
the separate offer for section B, if you did not intend to take it alone
under any circumstances?-Well, if we made it of course we made it;
that is ail about it. There is nothing further to be looked at.

15436. Not to be looked at, but there is something further to be
explained ?-If we made them separate I suppose we made them
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separate; but I supposed we made them altogether. It is so long since
that I do not remember these things. After I got through with it I
thought I would turn my attention to something else. Cannot explain

15437. Although you do not remember it, perhaps your memory is separthe neade a
refreshed on looking at the documents, and I ask you why you made a section B, ai-

t-hongh his recol-
separate offer for section B if it was not your intention to take it lection la that
alone ?-I cannot explain it I assure you, because I do not remember it. innd take It

15438. After you declined to fulfil your tender for section B was it Having declinedto be Iiiterested
proposed that you should be intorested in section B; the same section, insction Bit was
at a higher price ?-Yes. poPo8ed that

they shouId be
15439. What was the nature of this negotiation, and with whom laers pice.t at

was it made?-With Andrews, Jones & Co.

15440, What was the substance of the negotiation ?-We made an
arrangement with them, if we would give up our section B -our
Contract-that if they got it we was to join in partners with them, and
they were to have one-half, and we were to have one-half.

15441. Then that was made, as I understand it, before you decided
to withdraw from section B alone ?-Yes.

15442. Now, can you explain your reason for withdrawing from
Section B ?-Well, it was because we thought as we put in for the two,
and we thought we was the lowest on both, that if we could not have
our choice we would not take the harder part and at the smaller price.

15443. But before you carried it into effect by withdrawing, as I
understand, yon made an arrangement with the Iiigher tenderer that
you should be interested in bis higher price ?-Yes.

-15444. And after making that arrangement yon decided to withdraw
from section B?-Yes.

15445. To what extent were you to be interested with Andrews,
Jones & Co., if they succeeded in getting the contract ?-One-half.

15446. Did you understand at that time that their tender was the
next highest to yours ?-Yes.

15447. How did you understand that ?-Well, just from common
conversation that was going about.

15448. Was it known at that time, or generally understood among
the persons who had been tendering, that there was no intervening
tender between you and them ?-Yes; that is what we all understood,
that there was no tender between theirs and ours.

15449. Then you thought it;safe to throw up your tender for section
R if they were to get the next highest price ?-Yes.

15450. With whom did you make that arrangement ?-With a Mr.
Jones and Mr. Smith.

15451. Was Mr. Smith present at the time that arrangement was
-nade ?-Yes; and a document was drawn up to that effect.

15452. Where was that ?-Down at the Windsor B ouse.
15453. In Ottawa ?-Yes.
15454. Mr. N. F. Jones and Col. Smith of New York ?-Yee.
15455. Were they both present ?-Yes.

Arrangement to
give up their
tender for seotion
B, and tojoin
with Andrews,
Jones & Co., and,
take- haf.

Understood that
Andrewý, Jones
i*c0.'tenderwas
next to theirs.

Made arrange-
metuith j®®
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Agreement
*drawn uP and
completed bnfore
they wlthdrew
from their posi-
tion of lowest
tenderer.

Nicholson repre-
ented joint nrm

-at Ottawa.

Immuediately on
tnåg ar-

ranlgement with
Andrews, Jones &
Co., recelved Inti-
mation that
-contrat had been
awarded them.

15456. Was any one else present on behalf of that firm ?-No.
15457. Who were present on behalf of your firm ?-Myself, Mr. Mar-

pole, Mr. Nicholson, and I fancy Mr. Thompson was there; I am not
certain.

15458. Have you that document ?-No, Sir.
15459. Was the substance of that arrangement with your firm, that

the firm of Morse, Nicholson & Co. should be interested in the Andrews,
Jones & Co.'s contract to the extent of one-half?-Yes; one-half.

15460. Irrespective of the number of individuals ; for instance if
your firm was to have a larger number of individuals than their firm,
you were not therefore to have a larger interest ?-No.

15461. But each firm had one-half ?-That is right.
15462. And this arrangement was completed before you formally

withdrew from your previous or lower tender ?-Yes ; we had a little
agreement drawn up first, and then we had one very fully drawn up
after-after we understood we had got the contract.

15463. After having made that arrangement with the New York firm.
of Andrews, Jones & Co., did you remain in Ottawa looking after the
interest of the joint firm ?-No, I did not; I went home that evening.

15464. Did any one else remain in Ottawa ?-Yes; Mr. Nicholson did.
15465. And the New York firm, or the members of it who had been

here, also went away I suppose ?-Yes; that evening.
15466. And who remained in Ottawa looking after the interest of

the joint firm ?-Mr. Nicholson.
15467. Did Mr. Marpole remain with him ?-No; he went home with

me.
15468. No person but Mr. Nicholson ?-That is all.
15469. Do you know whether there was any arrangement at that

time, that Mr. Nicholson, or any one else here in Ottawa, would have
the right to use the name or sign the name of the whole firm of
Andrews, Jones & Co., in negotiations with the Government ?-No; I
should think not.

15470. Will you look at this letter dated March 5th, and say if you
know whose handwriting it is ?-I do not know whose handwriting
this is.

15471. Will you look ai, this letter dated March 3rd, and say if you
know whose handwriting it is ?-I do not know the handwriting at all.

15472. Look at this letter dated March lst, and say if you know
whose handwriting it is ?-No, I do not.

15473. Do you know how long it was after you had completed this
arrangement with Andrews, Jones & Co., to share with them,
before you received the intimation that the contract had been awarded
to them ?-I think it was the same afternoon ; it was a very short
time, I know.

15474. Do you know what day of the week, or what day of the
month it was ?-I think it was on a Thursday ; I could not say what
day of the month.
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15475. At that time Col. Smith and Mr. Jones were still in At that time
Jusand Col.Ottawa, I suppose ?-They were; but they left that evening for New I"Ih at Ottawa.

York. r" h ler mmediately for New
15476. But I mean at the time that they were first informed that York.

the contract had been awarded ?-Yes.
15477. And they left the same evening ?-The same evening as I

did.
15478. Do you know whether, on that same day, any one on behalf of Thinks Jones

the firma of Andrews, Jones & Co. wrote to the Department asking for an mronte tea°nfr-extension of time ?-I could not say ; fancy that Mr. Jones did, but I extension oftime.
au, not sure.

15479. Do you know whether any arrangement was made that the
answer to that application-if there should be an answer-could be
Opened by the member of the firm who had been left, Mr. Nicholson ?

-No; I do not think so.
15480. Do you know of any arrangement by which the answer to

that application could be opened by some person here at Ottawa ?-
No, Sir.

1a481. Do you know whether the Government was asked to direct
their answer to any particular place or person here, for Andrews,
Jones & Co. ?-No; for I am not perfectly assured that there was a
letter written to them, asking them to do so.

15482. When you were informed that the contract had been Three days given
aWarded to Andrews, Jones & Co., were you also informed of the time tu put up the
during which they had the opportunity of putting up the deposit ?- mouey.

Yes; I think it was either three or four days -three days, I think it
was.

15483. Do you know of any steps being taken, either by the old The Toronto and
Inembers of the firm of Andrews, Jones & Co., or by those new members New York men
of your firm, to put up the deposit within the time mentioned ?-Yes; mo°ney to put u.
they went home for that purpose, to put Up $100,000, and we went
home for the same purpose to Toronto.

15484. When you say they, do you mean the New York mon ?-Yes.
15485. When you say we, do you mean the Toronto men ?-Yes. TheTorontomen

15486. What was done ?-We put our money up, and on a Saturday u mornin gatr-enorning, I think it was, or Friday night, we got a telegram from this celved telegram
Mr. Smith, that they had declined going into the arrangement. t°e ork

declined to
15487. Was that on Friday or Saturday ?-I think it was Friday m whereupoa

evening; I put up 850,000 more then. wltne" put Up
$000O more.

15488. IIow much had you put up before that Friday evening ?-
*100,000.

15489. Do you think you had put up $100,000 before that Friday
'ev8ning ?-Yos.

15490. And after this, do you think you put up another 850,000 ?-I
o not think anything about it, I know I put up $50,000, and would
ave put up another 850,000, but I had got word up from Ottawa that

'OuIr time had run out.

15491. Did the putting up of this deposit, which you speak of, occur
Toronto ?-Yes.
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15492. Through your efforts ?-Yes.
15493. Wore you looking after that part of the business ?-I was--

that is, Mr. Marpole and I were looking after it.

15494. With what bank did you make the first deposit ?-The Bank
of Montreal.

15495. Who was the manager of that?-Mr. Yarker.
15496. Have you the telegram you received from Andrews, Jones &

Co.?-No; I destroyed everything in connection with it myself.

Saturday at four 15497. L)o you know what day 'vas mentioned as the limit of the
r six1o'cth time during which a deposit could be put up?-I think it was on Sat-

before whichtime urday at four o'clock-either four or six o'clock. I think it wa8 Sat-
wlirtness thinka he udy
ha® d deposited urday.

15498. And how much do you think you had deposited before that
time?-4150,000.

First de sit. 1st 15499. In this Blue Book to which I have before alluded, at page
March, b,90' 21, appears a copy of a telegram from Mr. Yarker in these words

" Otawa, Lt March, 1879," that being as I understand it, the date of
receipt here in Ottawa :
"To the Hon. ROaIVaR GENERAL:

" A deposit of $48,950 has been made by A. L. Thompson for your credit, account
contract section B Pacific Railway."

Do you think that is the first deposit that was made ?-Yes.
15500. That was made by Mr. A. L. Thompson ?-Mr. A. J. Thompson.

15501. That-is the first deposit to which you have alluded ?-Yes.

3rd March (two 15502. Now the next deposit which appears to be mentioned in this
daysafterwitness Blue Book is communicated by Mr. Yarker in the same way, and isthinks It was
raade> second dated on the 3rd March, that is two days aiter the time you think it
deposit $48,950. was deposited, and it is in these words:

"BHn. Ruomivun GINRAL.
" A deposit of $48,950 bas been made by G. D. Morse for your credit account,.

contract section B, Pacifie Railway.-AEDEws, JOUs à 02o."

That is dated as being received in Ottawa, on the 3rd of March ?-Yes.
15503. Have you any receipt or any evidence to show that this sum

was deposited before that time ?-No.
15504. Because according to your recollection that was also deposited

on the lst March ?-I have nothing to show that it was deposited
either on the 1st or 3rd.

The third deposit
not sent. la a&
word came it was
too late.

15505. But you did state a little while ago, that you had $150,000
deposited on the Ist of March ?-The other $50,000 was not sent for-
ward, because they sent word that it was too late.

15506. What do you say about the second $50,000, was it deposited
actually on the 1st of March, or two days afterwards ?-I would not
say it was on the ist of March, or two days afterwards, but I know it
was deposited within the time-that deposit was.

15507. Is it your recollection now that you had depos;ited as much
as $100,000 before the time named by the Government had expired?
-Yes.

15508. And do you say you have no receipt, or other evidence of
that, so as to show the exact time ?-No, not one.
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15509. Why do you think now that it was on the 1st of March, or
before the time namod by the Government had expired ?-1 could not
say it was on the Tst of March. 1 do not renember having said it was
the Ist of March.

15510. Or bofore the time named by the Government had expired ? As to whether
-Because, after I got this money put up, I got a telegram from Mr. poswas put np
Smith that he had declined-Mr. Smith and Mr. Jones-and then we la tioegae. on
had not time to get the balance of the money up to secure the matter, the lot of Maroh.
and I completely gave it up for some few hours. My partners came
back to me and wanted me to try again and get the money up, and I
made the attempt, but did not get through with it. The time was
too short.

15511. Assuming for the present that your recollection is correct,
as to the tact of your depositin g the money-the second $50,000-
within the time named by the Gvernment, that is to say the 1st of
March: are you aware whether the fact of that deposit was
communicated to the Government by yourself or any one on your be-
half ?-It was, by Mr. Yarker.

15512. Well, in the same Blue Book, at page 22, appears a letter
in these words :

"BANK OF MONTREAL, ToRONTO, 3rd March 1879.
"Sm,-I have the honour, at the request of Mr. G. D. Morse, to enclose our deposit

receipt $48,950, wbich confirme my telegram of this date. In the event of your not
using the receipt, I have to request you to retura it to me.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
" Your obedient servant

"To the Hon. Receiver General, "GEORGE *. YARKER.
" Ottawa."

Letter from
Manager, Bank
of .ontreal, oon
firming telegram
of the Srd of
March.

In that he mentions the fact ho had telegraphed on the 3rd of March, Not aware that
which is two days after the time named as the limit by the Govern- ou°to the tele.
ment : are you aware that before that any communication had been gram of the 3rd

arch e ver sent
made to the Government of this fact of the deposit by you ?-No. to Government.

15513. Have you any means now, beyond what appears in this
Blue Book, ofshowing when the Government were informed of the fact
of that deposit of the second 850,000 ?-I have none whatever.

15514. In this arrangement between your Toronto firm and the New
York firm known as Andrews, Jones & Co, was any person to become
interested besides the persons whose names you have given ?-No, Sir.

15515. Was Mr. F. Shanly at any time interested ?-Yes, he was F. Shanu Inter-
with oui party in Toronto. Toronto ftrm.

1551. Then you were mistaken in saying that no person else was
interested ?--Yes; ho was to become interested at Toronto but there
wa8 nothing fixed.

15517. Do you know of any arrangement by which Andrews or
Jones, or any member of that firm, agreed that Mr. Shanly should be
interested in their tender ?-It was not in their tender at all, it was on
our behalf. They had nothing to do with our share of ii, I do not
suppose, and there was nothing definite about Mr. Shanly's. He was
merely to become an engineer on the staff.

15518. Was he to be interested in the partnership as a partner?-No,
Sir; at least I did not understand it as such, for there was very little
spoken about it.

7*
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15519. You say you were about pre ared to deposit the third
$50,000 when you got some telegram ?-That it was too late.

15520. From whom did you get that telegram ?-The Minister of
Public Works.

O h March, 15521. There is a cop of a telegram on the 25th page of that samensfied th&& co-P B oo lue 3?sewo
tract was award- Book in these wor s
-nd to Frasor .OTTAwA, 5th March, 7.30 p.m., 1879.Gràant & P1tb'lo. Id G. D. MORsEt, Esq., Toronto.

"Council to day awarded section 8 to Messrs. Fraser, Grant à Pitblado.
" CHARLES TUPPER."

Is that the substance of the telegram that you received ?-Yes.

1552. Now that appeared to be on the 5th March, four days after
the time named ?-Yes.

This telegrram
received beore 15523. That must have been before you were prepared to put up the
ey wer p thr third $50,OoO ?-Yes; if that is the case it must be so.

15524. I understood you to say, in the earlier part of your evidence,
that you had put up about $150,000 within the time named by
the Government ?--Yes, i suppose it was; but I am wrong, as
it was $100,000 up and $50,000 ready to go up.

15525. The fact of this $100,000 being up at the time would depend
upon your recollection being correct as against Mr. Yarker's letter,
because he names the 3rd and not the 1st ?-I do not recollect the
date the contract was awarded to Jones, nor do I remember how many
days we had to put tho money up.

15526. Do you remember what day of the week it was which ended
the time limited by Government ?-I fancy it was on Saturday, but
what date I could not tell you.

15527. That agrees with the story in the Blue Book ?-Yes.
As towhetber the 15528. The 1st of March was on the Saturday : now do you say that
second $50 00<) was
deposited Ïn tima, you deposited that second $50,000 with Mr. Yarker in Toronto, on the
Le. on the lst Saturday ?-No; 1 deposited it with the Imperial Bank.
of arch. .tra eoîe

15529 By the notice of it you say it came through Mr. Yarker?-
No, not from the Imperial Bank ; the first was deposited by Mr.
Thompson.

15530. In the Montreal Bank ?-Yes; and the second was deposited
by myself, and the third I had ready in the Imporial Bank.

15531. Now let us go back to the second deposit, yon say you made
that yourself ?-Yes.

15532. With whom did you make that deposit ?-With Mr. Yarker;
the second 850,000 1 mean. Do yon mean that or the one Mr. Thompson
deposited ?

15533. The second $50,000 by any one ?-Mr. Thompson's was
deposited first and mine second.

15534. Let us spoak of yours: with whom did yon deposit it ?-
With Mr. Yarker.

15535. I thought you said it was with the Imperial Bank ?-No; I
am not speaking of the third 850,000.
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1553. Then as to the second, you deposited that with Mr. Yarker ?
-Yes.

15537. Do you say that was deposited on the Saturday ?-I think it
'Was deposited either on Friday night or Saturday morming, I do not
know which.

15538. Was that deposited the same day as you deposited the first
$50,000 ?-I think the first was de posited either Thursday or Friday,
I do not know which ; that was Mr. Thompson's deposit.

15539. The first telegrarm on the subject of any denosit made by
Mr. A. J. Thompson was from Mr. Yarker,according to the Blue Book,
and it was received in Ottawa in the afternoon of the lst of March:
now do you know whether the second deposit made by yourself and not
by Mr. Thompson was made on the same day ?-I think it was made on
the very same day; I am not positive on the rnatter.

15540. Did you take any steps to communicate the fact of that deposit,
or indeed of the first beyoüd what Mr. Yarker did-No.

15541. Did you leave the communication of the fact of the deposit Len commubiëà-
entirely in his hands ?-Yes. taind of rer

15542. Have you any writing or letter on this subject which you can
produce ?-No.

15543. Either connected with the arrangement between you and
Andrews, Jones & Co., or the negotiations with the Government ?-No;
I have not a scrap of paper in connection with that.

15544. Are you aware that any others of your firm have any such
paper8 ?-No.

15545. After making those deposits Which you have described, did
you take any further part in the negotiations on the subject ? -No.

15546. Do you know whether any members of your firm or any one
of them did ? -I fancy that Mr. Nicholson did; I am not sure.

15547. Is he here ?-I think he is in the town: in this city.

15548. Did Mr. Shields or Mr. Close, when they were speaking to
.you about your tender- the lowest tender on the combined section C-
tell you how they were informed that yours was the lowest tender, or
'did either of them ?-No, Sir ;not that I remember.

15549. Did you s5y that one of your reasons for withdrawing your Neverunderstood
separate offer for section B-I mean the firm of Morse, Nicholson & Co., tha prea in-

alone-was that you understood your p- ices were too low ?-No ; we B were too low
never understood that at alil.

15550. In your letter on page 17 of the Blue Book of 1880 you say
that in view of the decided opinions of the engineer of the Dep6rtmant,
that your prices for rock work on section B are below the actual
Cost, and that therefore you have concluded to withdraw so much of
your tender as relates to section B: now, did you get any such infor.
mnation as that from the engineer of the Department?-I could not
say. The party who wrote that letter could answer that better than I
-could.

15551. Who wrote that letter ?-I stppose it was Mr. Nicholsön ; he
¶Vä the than who *as conddbting the whole m'atter here, and that is
the reason why I khow veij" little about this matter.

7 1*
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Marpole a rail- 15552. Had any member of your firm been previously engaged upon
way man and

icholson a contracts on railways ? -Mr. Marpole had been a railway man, I sup-
contractor. pose, all his life, and Mr. Nicholson has been engaged in contracts all

hs life.
Witness flot a
contractor. 15553. Have you been yourself ?-No; I have not.

15554. And you would not be able to give any information about the
ordinary mode of working contracts and so on ?-No; not the slightest.

Contract. w... 1a555. When I was asking you before about your tender for the
41 and da (O). combined section C, I had not the original document; it is here now,

and I will show it to you: is that the tender which you made for sec-
tion C ?-Yes.

15556. Is the amount which you have named the correct amount ?-
There are two different numbers.

Tender for the 15557. Read distinctly please the separate amounts for which you
two sections A
and B to finish In offered to do the work, finishing it at the different times named ?-One
lm88, *5l9 W4; to is to finish it in 1883 for $5,699,645, and the other is to be finished infinish In 19ï2,
35,987,670. 1882 for $5,937,I,70.

15558. You speak of those dates as the respective times at which
each was to bo finished at the respective prices, but an earlier date, 1
believe, was named to finish it so far as to permit of the passage of
trains, which was one year earlier than each of those dates ?-I think
it was. That would be in 1881 and 1882, respeetively, ready for the
passage of trains only.

15559. Is there any other matter connected with this section B or
section C, which you wish to say. either by way of explanation or in
addition to what you have already said ?-No; I have nothing further
to say about it.

15560. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadian
Pacifie Rtailway upon which you can give us material information ?-
No; I am not posted enough to give you anything further than what
I have told you.

Contract No. 49. 15561. Were the members of your firm, Morse, Nicholson & Co., men
pitnes an bi of capital?-I had a little capital myself, and I think we were both
means. pretty well fixed.

15562. Do you think there was strength enough to carry on the
business ?-I think 8o; otherwise we would not have undertaken it.

15563. And some of the members had been accustomed to works of
this kind ?-Yes; two of thom. The other two was not.

15564. Did you take part in the negotiations with Mr. Close as to
his being one of the sureties ?-No, Sir.

Negotiation with 15565. Who negotiated that with him ?-Oh, that was just at the
®rsest very last day; the only negotiation we had was with regard to his be-

coming surety.
15566. Where was that negotiation ?-In Toronto.
15567. Who took part in it ?-l did, and Mr. Marole. I could have

had the security from another party, but ne seemed to be anxious to
go my security for a small amount. It was only for $10,000,
and he wished me to wait a few minutes, and that few minutes
turned out to be three or four hours, and then it was too late for the
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bank. Then he came back and said if I would sign this paper to give
him 2 per cent. on the whole-2 per cent. I think it was-on the gross
amount of section B, that he would become my security; otherwise he
would not. So that was the end of his friendship and mine.

15568. Was NMr. Shields with him in that?-No. Mr. Close went up
from his own office; we were remaining in his office at the time; and
he asked me to wait two or three minutes. He went out, and I supposed
he would be back every minute, and he went up to Shields' office and
remained there until it was too late.

15569. Was that, as you understood it, the last day upon which you
could put up the money upon the Government terms?-This was on
the Saturday, I think. I am almost certain it was on Saturday. It
Inight possibly be on the Monday.

15570. But he was leading you to understand that he might possibly Nicholson tele-

help you in the amount of security required until the last hour was goaud t noere
Up ?-Until the last moment; yes. If this was Monday, I understood cultyingettlng

from Mr. Nicholson if I had got the security up I would have been im they had the
time-that was my partner-if it was Monday. You say I am two or money up.

three days out, because I remember giving it up two or three times on
account of the short time, and he telegraphed up from here for me to
go on and get the security, as there would be no trouble getting the
Contract if I had the money.

15571. Who telegraphed you that ?-Mr. Nicholson.

15572. I understand you to say now that you are not quite sure
whether you made these deposits within the time which was originally
named by the Government, or within the time which you thought
afterwards Mr. Nicholson had informed you would be sufficient ?-
Both of these deposits was in the time.

15573. in the time named by the Government ?-Yes.

15574. And you were preparing this third deposit in consequence of
Nicholson's communication that the time might be extended ?-Yes.
If Jones and Smith had gone on we would not have had any trouble at all.
I just want to say that I made a mistake respecting Mr. Shanly. I
said he was not a partner; but I find I made a mistake.

By Mr. Keefer :-
15575. He was to have been a partner ?-Yes. He was to have $10,000

Out of the profits. and we were to pay him 85,000 a year, that was it;
and I wish to state that I never received a cent on account of the
Pacific Railway and that I never paid one.

F. Shanly was to
have been a parfr
ner wpth 410,00
out of the profita,
and $5,000 a year.

By the Chairman:-
15576. Do you mean that you never paid for any information derived Never paid

fromi any person connected with any of the Departments ? -No; not money for any

one fraction. information.

15577. Or any assistance of that kind ?-No; not a cent.
15578. Did I understand you correctly when I supposed you said,

that after you got information from New York that Andrews, Jones &
Co. would not go into the transaction, that you proceeded to put up,
Or to prepare for putting up, some of the deposit which they were
to have provided ?-Yes; that is the last $50,00 that I was telling
You about; that was their money that they ought to have put up.
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15579. Why did you think that you had an opportunity of putting
up their part of the deposit ?-Because, as I told y ou, Mr. Nicholson
was here, and ho sent me word to put the money up, and that we would
get the contract.

15580. I understood that you and Mr. Nicholson were both prosent
when you arrangod the terms of this matter with Mr. Smith and M[r.
Jones ?-So we were.

15581. Well, in that arrangement, was it understood that when they
failed to put up the deposit required from the New York branch of the
firm that you were to become interested in the whole of the contraet?
-I could not say. It will show itself in the writing.

15582. Where is the writing ?--L could not tell you; but it is likely
Mr. Nicholeon can tell you all about it. I did not keep track of it; but
he was here.

15583. You arc aware that Mr. Nicholson has the writing ?-I do not
know that ho has it; but ho knows where it is. I do not think lie has- it.

When New York
branch of ftrm
backed out bo-
Ileved that hlm
firm etood to get
the whole con-
tract.
Necessary there-
fore to put up
$M00)

15ê84. But did you not know, when you proceeded to put up the
balance of the depçsit which the New York branch had failed to put up,
that it was on the understanding that you ehould take their interest in
the whole of the contract?-t understood it from my own partner, Mr.
Nichols.n, but nobody else.

15585. Then you believed, in consequence of the failure of the New
York branch of the firm, your old firm became interested in the whole
of the contract ?-Yes.

15586. In fvet that you stepped into their position ?-Yes.

15587. And in order to secure the advantages of the position, it was
necessary foi you to put up the wholo of the deposit, net only the first
half, which you, originally proposed, but the whole amount ?-Yes; the
$200,000.

15588. And by doing that you would thon become the sole proprietor
of the tender and the contract on it for section B?-Yes.

15589. Is that understanding in accordance with what you considerQd
took place when you and Mr. Nicholson, and Colonel Smith, and Mr.
Jones, were all present negotiating on the subject ?-Yes.

15590. Is there anything further which you would like to explain?
-Nothing further that 1 eau think of at alil.

15591. Do you remember whether, at this negotiation between your-
self and Mr. Nicholson, and Colonel Smith, and Mr. Jones, there was
any understanding that if they fAiled to put up their half, and you, in
consequence, became entitled to the whole of the contract, that they
should, nominally, be still the contractors in entering into any agree-
ment with the Government ?-No; they were not.

15592. Were these details not diseussed ?-l do not think so.
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RIcaAan MARPOLE, sworn and examined;

By the Chairman:-
155U3. Where do you live ?-At Barrie.
15594. What is your occupation ?-A railway man.
15595. Do you mean contracting for railways ?--No, not contracting,

runnirig chiefly-at present as agent.
15596. Have you had any experience in contracting or constructing ?

-Not in this country, I haven't.
15597. In any other country ?-I was connected with a contracting

firm in England.
15598. Have you been long in this country ?-About eight years.
15599. Were you one of the firm of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole ?- Member of arm

Yes; that is my name connected with them. sore N Mol1-

15600. You were one of the firm tendering for sections A and B? saend aered o
-Yes.

15601. Iad you any interest in any transactions of the Pacific Rail-
way before that timo ?-Nothing before.

Original firm
15602. Who composed the firm ?-G. D. Morse, Frank Nicholson, A. More, Nicholson,

J. Thompson and myself, at that time. Thompion*&

15603. And afteirwar ds ?-Mr. Shanly ; Mr. Thomas Watts was un- F. Shanly and
derstood to have an interest with us. hoae an tes

15604. Were not these two last named gentlemen interested originally
when you tendered for the two sections?-Mr. Watts was, but not in
any capacity, and not to any extent.

15605. His interest was undefined?-Undefined.
15606. There was an understanding that he was to have some sort of

interest ?-Yes, some sort of interest; he figured up the tenders.
15607. Do you mean that he attached the prices ?-Well no; I as-

sisted him in attaching the prices, but he made out the tender as it vas
put into the Department. It is bis handwriting that you have there.

15608. You mean this tender for section B ?-Yes; that is Mr.
Watts' writing.

15609. His name does not appear on this tender: he was not an ac-
knowledged partner at that time ?-He was not acknowledged, of
course.

15610. You were present to-day when Nr. Morse was giving his
evidence ?-I was.

15611. The Mr. Thompson you name is the same Thompson who
appears as one of the sureties t-Yes; A. J. Thompson, of Toronto.

15612. What is that first name before Thompson's, as one of the
sur eties ?-P. G. Close.

15613. Is that the Mr. Close mentioned by Mr. Morse ?-That is the
same Close.

15614. Then, in addition to the arrangenent of putting up the close originaiiy
money about the time that the Government period was expiring, he had the..
been originally one of your sureties upon the tenders ?-Exactly, yes.
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41 and 42. 15615. Did you take any part in arranging with him to become one
of these sureties ?-No further than what Mr. Morse has told you; I
was preseit at the tirst interview that I am aware of between Mr.
Morse and Mr. Clc se.

15616. Was that at the time the period named by the Govern-
ment was expiring ?-No; tha.t is before we put in the tender at all.
Mr. Morse was under a misapprehension there.

Negotiattons 15617. Thon, according to your recollection, there was some arrange-
with Close. ment with Mr. Close about heingla surety before the time that Mr.

Morse describes ?-1 cannot say exactly that he was to become a
surety, but I was present the day that same subject was brought up, as
to his receiving 2 per cent. on the gross amount of section B; but I
unlerstood the matter had been discussed before between Morse,
Nicholson, Close and Shields. I do not live in Toronto, and I was
only present at that one interview.

15618. Was that interview before the Government had named any
time for the putting up of the deposit ?-It was before the tender was
put in.

15619. Mr. Close was present on that occasion ?-Mr. Close and Mr.
Shields were both present.

Negotiations 15620. What was the - understanding on that occasion when Mr.
w °thi®e Shields and Mr. Close were present, besides other members of your
Shields. SilsadM.Coewr ioet eie te ebr fyu

firm ?-They asked us to sign an agreement giving 3 per cent. on the
gross amount of section B, and we declined it. Afterwards, on consulta-
tion, they agreed to give him 2 per cent.-Morse did.

15621. You agreed to offer them 2 per cent. ?-We agreed to offer
them 2 per cent.

15622. Was that offered ?-Yes; it was offered.

Agreement with
Close & Shields.

15623. And accepted ?-Yes; and accepted.
15624. Then they agreed to become sureties upon the understanding

that they were to get 2 per cent. ?-Excuse me, I do not know anything
at all about the surety as far as Mr. Close was concerned, but I under-
stand that to be the matter, that he would not become surety unless
a quid pro quo was made in some form.

15625. Were you present at any interview with Mr. Close and Mr.
Shields, when it was arraiged that either of them was to be a surety
upon any condition whatever ?-The question of suretyship was not
discussed when I was present, but the agreement was drawn up for ait
that.

15626. There is a written agreement ?-There is a written agree-
ment.

15627. Who has that ?-That is more that I really can tell you, but
Mr. Nicholson has a copy.

15628. When did you see it last ?-I have not seern it since I was
in Ottawa, nearly two years ago. I have taken no interest in the matter
silice.

15629. Do you say that your understanding is that that agree-
ment referred not only to being a surety but to having an interest in
return for their influence in getting the contract ?-I understood that
to be the matter.
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15630. Did you understand it to refer to Mr. Close and Mr. Shields, a1 and 42.
Or only to one of then ?-Mr. Close and Mr. Shields.

15631. That they would be able to influence some person-the Govern-
MOnt or some one on behalf of the Govern ment-to procure this contract
fOr Mr. Morse ?-I fully understood that when the agreement was signed.

15632. In return for that influence they were to get 2 or 3 per Shields and Close
cent. on the gross amount ?-They were to get 2, decidedly. to get 2 per cent.

15633. And that agreement was reduced to writing ?-It was reduced
to writing; yes.

15634. Did you see that agreement yourself?-I signed it as one
With Morse and Nicholson.

15635. Was it also signed by Close or Shields ?-It was dictated by Agreenient sign-
Shields and si ned by Close. but not by Shields. bClosenot by

15636. You were present when Shields dictated it ? -I was present
When Shields dictated the whole substance of it.

15637. Do you remember whether Shields appeared as a party in
that document, or whether Close was nominally the only one of them a
Party in it ?-Close was the whole party mentioned, Shields took care
to keep himself out of it.

15638. Was not your firn mentioned ?-I am speaking of Shields.
156-.9. I am asking you whether Close was the only person men-

tioned on that side ofthe bargain ?-No; Shields was mentioned in the
first negotiation we had.

15640. But in the writing was Close alone mentioned as the party
Who was to procure the cuntract for you, and get the 2 per cent. ?-
Close alone.

15641. And the other side of the bargain was made by your firm, as The two parties
to the bargaina whole ?-As a whole. Close and wit-
ness's farm.

15642. Was the bargain mentioned contained in that wr iting carried
Out ?-It was not carried out, we never got section B.

15643. It fell through ?-It fell through, of course, when wo rejected
the offer of the Government.

No claim has
156,4. Then no claim upon either side of the bargain against the arlsenonagree-

Other side bas arisen ?-No claim at all has arisen. tet as thnon
taken.

15645. I see the name of Mr. Walker Morley, of Toronto, as one of
the sureties to this tender: was there any bargain with him of any
kind ?-No bargain whatever, he was simply a surety.

15646. Did you understand which portions of this work you tendered
for-I mean your firm ?--Yes, I think I did.

15647. How did you understand it ?-We tendered for section B by Tendered for
seto seVar-itself, and also sent in a tender for section C, which embraced both atelyalao forbOttt

sections east and west. ®c orrtih A and
15648. That is both A and B?-Both A and B.
15649. Did you understand that your tender for section B was a con-

ditionai one that you should also get with it section A, or drop it ?-
Oh, no; we never understood anything of the kind.
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Fies.
•0 15650. You were present to-day when Mr. Morse said ho thought

that was understood at the beginning ?-Yes; I was present when .l r.
Morse made that statement.

Morse not correct
In describing the 15651. Was ho correct about that ?-He is not correct; of course hi&
sectioner as mistake is a likely one, under the circumstauces.
conditional. W1652. Then your understanding is that, at the beginning, you made

two distinct tenders: one for the whole dimtance which is called C, and
the other tender for the westerly portion called B ?- Yes.

15653. And that the portion called B was not subject in any way to,
any condition that you must necessarily get section A with it ?-It
was not on the face of it.

Understood early 15654. I suppose you understood early that the letting of the wholethat the work
was not to be let work in the shape of the tender C was not to be carrie< out ?-We
as section C. understood that very early; yes.
First officiai ln-
tormatioL which 15655. What was the first intimation you had upon the subject of
reached frm was your tenders from the Government ?-The first intimation I arn awarethe announce-
ment that section Of, from official sources, was the awarding of section B to us; anythingB had been else was mere rumour carried through Shields and Close.awarded them tîog adCoe

156 6. Were Shields and Close in Ottawa at the time the
îMvarding of this contract was going on ?-They were here some weeks
before, and I faney they were here some three weeks afterwards.

156i7. They gave considerable attention to the matter ?-Yes; they
gave considerable attention to the matter.

Relative position 15658. I suppoýse, before you got the official !ntimation that the
&Hoverottawa. contract was awarded to you, you had some idea about the relative

position of the tenders ?-It seemed to be pretty generally known all
over the city how they stood.

1565". Where did you first get any information on that subject ?-
From Mr. Shields.

15660. Did ho tell you how they ranked?-Well, ho merely told us
so far as our own tender is concerned; I understood him to say we
were the lowest for section B and lowest for the whole.

15661. Did he state to you how ho got that info-mation ?-Well, ho
professed all along to be in close communication with the Department,
the first interview I had with him. That was the night before the
tenders were put in ; I was only here some two days.

Shield , knew the 15662. How long after you first heard from Mr. Shields of the rank
tendersthesaine of the tenders did you get the official communication upon the sub-
broac ed the ject ?-1 should fancy it was fully a week. Mr. Shields, if 1 remember
street. aright, had it the same night the thing was broached on the streets.

15663. Do you mean the same night that the tenders were opened ?
-That same evening the matter was discussed on the streets.

15664. And was the information which was to be had publicly upon
the streets correct information ?-It turned out to be so afterwards.

15665. Was it upon the same day that you say Mr. Shields told you?
-That same evening.

Thinks the facts 15666. Was it after the information could be got upon the streets
tersl neg that Mr. Shields told you, or did you hear from him before the informa-
known through tion cou Id be got on the streets ?-I would not like to charge my mind



With that; but I fancy the thing was known through the Russell House
before ho spoke to me, to the best of ny recollection. er elds

15667. Have you any re&on for any opinion as to the manner in spoke to him.

Which this information was communicated from persons in the Depart-
tnent to persons in the Russell House or on the streets ?-I bave not
at all.

15668. Do you remember the day of the month or the day of the
Week up to which tenders were to be received ?-I think iL was up to
the 30th of-January they were to be received, to the best of my
recollection.

15669. And was it on the 30th of January that this information dthe ene tr
could be had upon the streets, or in the Russell House ?-It was the beeput In

Xkight of the day we put in our tenders, whatever day that was. known on the
streets.

15670. In a paper printed by order of Parliament in 1879, relating
to those t wo sections, on the first page appears a report from the En-
gineer-in-Chief, dated February lst, 1879, in which ho says that
these tenders were opened at two o'clock in the afternoon of the 30th
January, 1879, in the presence of Mr. Trudeau, the Deputy Minis-
ter, Mr. Marcus Smith and Mr. Braun and himself-Mr. Fleming :
havo you any reason to think that any information which you des-
cribe as having been circulated as early as the evening of that day-I
Inean the 30th of January-came from any of these parties ?- I have
n4o reason whatever to believe it. We accepted Mr. Shields' story as Accepted as cor-
being true, of course. rct elas

their tender was15671. Then what was Mr. Shields' story ?-That our tenders wero the Iowest for
the lowest for section B and for the whole. setn and for

15672. But ho did not state to you how ho received that informa-
tion ?-No; ho did not volunteer any statement ofthe kind.

WILLIAf'MCRAE, sworn and examined MoRAE.

By the Chairman 60 tad,

15673. Where do you live ?-Lockport, New York.
15674. What is your occupation ?-Contractor on public works.
15675. Have you been long engaged on such business ?-Yes, for a

great mar.y years-over thirty years.
15676. Have you been interested, or are you interested in any

Works connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-I am not now,
Sir. I was interested in one contract for a short time.

15677. W hich was that ?-I think it was sections B and C of the eIade en n-
Canadian Pacific Railway. tract for B and 0

[reany iA ad B1
15678. In British Columbia ?-In British Columbia. Yes. Britis Columbl
15679. Did you become interested at the time that Mr. Onderdonk

becane interested ?-I became disinterested when ho came in. I was
One of the parties that sold out to him.

15680. With which of the original tenderers were you interested ?-
I -was with A. P. Macdonald, Duncan McDonald, L. M. Loss-my
partner. There were ton of us altogether.
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0 and 62, .C. 15681. Did you take any part in 'making up the tenders originally ?
-Yes.

Tenders made up 15682. Where were you at that time ?-At Montreal. We all met
In the Windsor
BoteI, Montrea. at Montreal at the Windsor Hotel.

15683. You did not become one of the actual contractors thon, you
parted with your interest before the contract was signed, as I under-
stand ?-Yes.

15684. You disposed of your position to Mr. Onderdonk ?-Yes,
before the contract was signed.

15685. In making up the tenders had you any information from any
one connected with any of the Departments here as to the expediency
of putting down particular prices, or as to the prices attached to other
persons tenders ?-Not any, Sir; no.

No assistance
from anyMenber
of Parliament or
any one co nnect-
ed with Govern-
ment or empioyed
in the Depart-
inents

15681. Had you any assistance of any kind, diretly or indirectly,
from any person connected with the Government or Parliament, or
any of the Departments. upon that subject ?-Not any, Sir. We made
our tender in Montreal before we came up here, several days before we
came up. I had no acquaintance with any members of the Depart-
monts.

Contract assigned 15687. We do not wish to enquire into the way in which your firm
o0nderdonk or divided among themselves any consideration that was paid for this

transfer to Mr. Onderdonk, but we wish to know upon what values, as
a basis, the whole contract was assigned ?-8100,000.

15688. Was any portion of that $100,000 to be given to any person
outside of the contract, for any assistance of any sort ?-I could not
speak for the others ; there was none of mine. I got mine in a draft
on the Bank of Montreal, and I went down there and got it cashed and
took it home with me. What the others did I do not know. But I did

$10,000 each. not learn of any. I think they all got their money, $10,000 apiece.
There was ton of us; and I do not think there was any of it paid out to
anybody, except our expenses coming up here.

15689. Is there any other matter connected with the tender for this
section, or for the disposing of your interest to Onderdonk, from which
you can give us inftrmation ?-I cannot think of anything, Sir, at all;
any more ihan after we were notified that we were the lowest tenderers
on two sections we learned-I did not myself, 1 did not speak to On-
derdonk at the time-but I learned from some members of our firm that
Onderdonk wished to buy out our interest in the work, and he otfered
a less amount than $100,000 in the first place, but finally he came up
to $100,000, and on that basis we all agreed to sell. Some of us hung
out at first, but finally we all agreed to come in at $100,000.

One contractor

cheaper than
three or four
contractors ean
do the saute
work dvided
Into seetionb.

15690. Have you given your consideration to the subject of letting
contracts in smail portions, or in large portions, so as to be able togive
any information as to which is the least expensive to the contractor;
for instance, in this matter, do you know whether it was likely that
Onderdonk, by having all the sections together, could save as much ex-
enditure as the bonuses he paid to all the contractors whose position
e bought ?-Tbat would be my experience, that he could. If we had

received all the work I do not think we would have sold out; but he
having a section between us, or some other party having a section be-
tween us, we were not so anxious to go there as we would if we had
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succeeded in getting the whole work; and ho represented to us, and I 0 "od an2,B.o.

do not know but what it is truie, that he could do the work cheaper
than us, having been acquaint(d with railway work on the Pacific
lope, and knowing how to manage the Chinese labourers,that ho could
inake money out of it when we could not. I think that is the main

talk I had with him after we had sold out to him, when we were talk
ing of the large amount of money that ho had given us; ho thought it Onderdonk's
was more than it was worth to us, but ho could get it out of the con- M®the trans-
tract, knowing the work in that country and having facilities for doing
it, and great wealth.

15691. Irrespective of his peculiar advantages can you offer any
opinion on this question, whether one man, having the whole four
sections, could probably do the work at less expense than four indivi-
duals having the four separate sections ?-My judgment is that ho
could.

15692. Could you say to what extent, or what percentage, or nearly?,
-I could not safely say that, but I know that there would be a great
advantaga in it, for various reasons.

156J3. Did you visit the ground yourself before making any tender?
-No, Sir, I did not; some of our company were over the ground before.

15694. Is there any other matter about those particular sections, or
any other matter connected with the Pacific Railway, upon which you
can give us information ?-There is nothing that I can think of, Sir.
I am willing to answer any questions that you ask me, but I cannot
think of anything, and I do not know of anything.

15695. You say that you could not name with accuracy the saving
that would be effected by one man having the whole work rather than
four men having it in separate portions : could you give us anything
like an idea of the percentage, or something near it ?-I might make
an approximate guess at it-merely a guess-and that would depend
ome on the situation. Altogether I should think it would be a difference

of about 5 per cent.
15696. Is thee anything further upon which you can inform us on

those sabjects that you know of?-Nothing that I know of, unless you
draw my attention to somethirg. I do not know what you want really,
and I know so little-

15697. We hardly know ourselves, for we are depending a good deal
iupon the witnosses telling us what we have to learn : is thore anything
else that you think of?-No ; there is nothing.

R. T. SUTTON's examination continued:

By the Chairman

15698. Could gou state more definitely than you did, when you were
last giving your evidence, the time at which you rame to Ottawa,
together with Oliver and Davidson, intending to carry ont the Sutton &
ThirtkelLtender ?-Well, I think I stated yesterday that it was the 17th
or 18th, and I am almost positive that is the date; it is in the neigh-
bourhood of the 17th or 18th.

The Concentra-
tion of work In
hand of one con -
tractor would
save 5 per cent.

SUTTON.
Te'egraph-

Tendering.
Contraet ào. de

On the 17th or
18t'. or D)ecember,
1874, came to Ot-
tawa with Oliver
and Davidson.
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Telegram from
Judge McMahon.

Telegra from
Braun to Sutton
& Thirtkell.

Telegram from
8utton te Braun,
6th December,

1874.

Almost certain it
was on 18th De-
cem ber, 1874, ho
visited Ottawa
with Oliver and
Davidson.

Oliver the princi-
pal mn to
arrange with
Government.

15699. Was it shortly after Judge MeMahon telegraphed in your
behalf to the Government that he wanted a day or two, or a short timo,
to put up the deposit ?-Tt was immediately after that, at least two or
three days. I think you will find Mr. Braun's telegram to me giving
me my short notice to carry it out.

15700. In one of the Returns prepared for the House of Commons, a
telegram from Thomas B. McMahon appears dated 9th December 1874,
in these words:

"I fell on Monday afterroon and sprained my ankle, but the doctor says I can go
out to-morrow. Will leave to-morrow by afternoon train for Ottawa."

And that is directed to Mr. Braun, the Secretary?-Yes; I am almost
sure it is about the date I gave you.

15701. I will also mention some other dates and communications
which will perhaps make you even more certain. I wish you to give
us the best information you can ?-Thank you.

15702. On December 12th appears a telegram to Sutton & Thirtkell,
Brantford, from Mr. Braun, Soecretary, in theso words:

"Unless you come between this and Wednesday next, Minister will pass to next
tender. "

-That is the telegram I referred to.
15703. Then, on 16th of December, 1874, a telegram appears to have

corne from you, in your own name, to Mr. Braun, Socretary, in these
words :

" In consequence of personal and family illness of one of my partners, I would
request Minister to allow three days to replace them. Will close this week, sure.
Answer."

You said yesterday that in consequence of one of the persons being
associated with you not being able to come forward, yon went to To-
ronto to look up some person in his place ?-Yes.

15704. And that having found another person you came on to Ottawa?
-Yes.

15705. Can you say now, in view of those circumstances, with accur-
acy, the time that you visited Ottawa, in company with Mr. Oliver and
Mr. Davidson ?-I cannot give you any hetter information than I have,'
and I am almost sure it was on the 18th.

15706. At what hotel did you put up ?-I think it was at the Daniel's
Iotel.

15707. Did Mr Oliver and Mr. Davidson put up there at the same
time ?-I think so, at Daniel's Hotel-the Windsor.

15708. How long did they remain here ?-I do not think we stayed
longer than one day, I think we left the same night.

15709. There appears to be no document among the records of the
Department assignmng your interest to Oliver, Davidson & Co. : do you
know whether there was any such document, or anything of that sort ?
- I think not. We first went into partnership together>in the arrange-
mëtit. Mr. Oliver was to carry it on, and I was to hold my interest.

15710. Then with whonm did you leave it to arrange with the Govern-
ment to get the contract ?-With Oliver âtnd Davidson. Mr. Olivèr
was the principal man in it.
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15711. Ho arranged whatever had to be done on that subject ?-Yes ;
nd I do not know but I signed an agreement. I am not sure as to that;

but if it is, it has slipped my memory. I do not know but that I
eigned sucb papers, as it was in the interest of the parties to sign,
because they asked me to sign them.

15712. Is there anything further that occurs to you as being proper
to mention?--Nothing that I know of.

RICHARD MARPOLE's examination continued:

15713. Witness:-I might add, Mr. Chairman, from my knowledge
'f Mr. Shield, as to his veracity, I do not think he was in possession of
41y decided information, except what he gathered round the hotels, and

ihuch as I had got myself before I met him.
By the Chairman:-

15714. Do you mean to lead us to understand that although he
represented that he had some advantage in the shape of information,
Which others had not,that you do not believe he had any such advantage ?

I came to that conclusion after I met him the second time.
15715. Do you remember about what time you, being away from

Ottawa, were first officially informed that the Government had awarded
you the contract on section B, or were you aware of it from some other
source at the time that you were so officially informed ?-t was advised
direct by Mr. Braun by wire.

15716. Were you aware at that time ?-I was at Barrie. I returned
to Ottawa two days after the tenders were in.

15717. Had you made any arrangement by whicb you, individually,
8*1ould be advised in case your firm should be awarded the contract j-
Xo, I had not.

15718. Do you know how it happened that you had a communication
of that kind ?-Well, I understand that Mr. Braun enquired for Mr.
eiéholson as to where Morse was. Morse was in Toronto and I was in
barrie, so that ail the members of the firm received the intimation.

15719. Do you remember the date ?-I really could not charge my
ilind, but I fancy the 18th of February to the best of miy recollection.

.15720. In the Blue Book of 1880 upon the subject, the first commu-
"'cation to that effect appeal s to be dated the 20th of February, if you

il look at it, page 17 ?-That would be the correct one. That would
O t1e date of my message that came to me from Toronto afterwards.
t,was the 18th or 20th. I have seen the Toronto one, but I never

saw the one that was delivered at Ottawa.
16121. Did you take any part in discussing the matter with other

boiùters of your firm before yon gave the formal intimation to the
inister of Public Works that you withdrew your tender and decliËed

to 6jnter into the contract ?-We bad several conversations as to the
tender, or as to the opinion of the engineers that we were too low,

nlerally expressed by ail the contractors; and I might add that the
guTyes that were in were none of mine, nor were they put in with my

:sanction either. Properly the tender for section B-the figures that

Tele i -

contr et 6 . 4'.

MARPOLE.
Teindering--
Contracta Non.

41 and 42*

Believes that
Shields had no
advantage in
s1hape oil nforn""-
tion which others
had flot.
First informed
that is tlrm hi4
recelved contMe.t
by telegram from
Braun.

Before withdraw.
log dlscuused
prices fully.
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41 and 42. were brought to Ottawa-were considered higher than those. I have
them with me-the very sheet.

Actual figures 15722. Who was it took it upon themselves to alter these figures ?-
filled in by Watts. Mr. Watts filled them in, but so far as I can learn it was at the insti-

gation of Mr. Shields who appears to have been mentor in the whole
transaction.

15723. Where does Mr. Watts live ?. -In Winnipeg, at present-Mr.
Thomas Watts.

15724. He was one of the partners ?-He was, in an undefined way,
as I said before.

15725. Who else of your firm was down here at the time the figures
were finally put to the tenders ?-Mr. Nicholson and Mr. Watts were
here and Mr. McCormick, but ho was not a partner; he was interested
with us in a sense.

15î26. Had the tenlers been signed in blank so that other figures
could be added to them ?-Yes; the tenders came up here in blank,
signed. I brought the figures with me here, and I have them here with
me now.

Witness had
destred to have 15727. W hat would be the resuit of the figures which you thought
other figures put were the proper ones if put in the tender?-It you will allow me I willin tender whlch
would have produce them. They would be $4,022,158.80. That is the original as
amounted t it was done in Toronto.
$4,022,1W5.80.

15728. Wili you produce the original document in which those
figures appear ?-That is it with the figures on it as they were doue in
Toronto. They were actually figured from it as you see on the back.
(Exhibit No. 218.)

These figures are 15729. These figures which you have named are only intended to-
Scompieon byapply to one column of the schedule, that is for the completion by the

1st of July 1883, and ready for the passage of through trains by the lst
of July 1882 ?-Yes; that is the only one we intended putting in at the
time.

Conjectures that 15730. Have you ever understood why it happened that in Ottawa your
Shields led the mfimdc
to tender under firm decided otherwise, and made their tender for both columns, that
both columns of is to be furnished one year earlier than the time which you had decided.schedule. to apply for ?-My impression is that it was from the representations
Shields advised made by that man Shields. I was told so repeatedly. In fact, I was
tbem te lower
tÎeiroontract. present one night when he came there'and advised us to put it down.

15731. Whore was that?-At the Windsor Hotel.

15732. In Ottawa ?--In Ottawa; the night before the tenders
went in.

15733. What reason did he give you for advising you to alter the
figures and put it in in this way ?-His chief reason was that the agree-
ment we had with Close would be ail right, even supposing we were
very much lower than any one else ; that in the working of it we would
have advantages which he never described to me, but which were
considered by Mr. Nicholson as sufficient.

15734. He led you to understand that he would bring influence to
bear by which you could get advantages over other tenderers ?-Yes,
in construction.
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countract No. 42.
15735. And in addition to construction also in the acceptance of

tenders ?-Yes; also in the acceptance of tenders.

15736. Did ho explaiti to you how this was to be accomplished ?-
Not to me.

15737. Do you know whether ho explained it to any of your firm ?
-I believe he did to Mr. Nicholson.

157à8. Has Mr. Nicholson told you so ?-He told me nothing to the
point. He never defined it as I wish he had done.

15739. Do you know from what engineers the information came that
your prices were too low ?-Before we were awarded the contract ?

15740. Yes ?-Some of our engineers had an interview with Mr.
Shanly (referred to in the Blue Book) before we were awarded the
contract at all; so, of course, the thing would be openly discussed
there, and the opinion of engineers would be very easily got.

15741. But Mr. Sbanly was not one of the engineers in the Depart-
ment ?--No.

18742. In your letter you say that the view of the.engincers of the
Department was that your prices were low for rock work ?-Exactly.

15743. Which engineers of the Department ?-Mr. Fleming and FlemingandMar-
Mr. Marcus Smith. I think the Blue Book contains a reference to "SaiL'eh hadi
that; or rather Mr. Fleming's tirst paper in this connection. That is were too 1ow.

the one, Mr. Chair'man (handing in a printed return).

15744. On page 11 of the paper printed in 1879, by order of
Parliament, Mr. Fleming alludes to the extreme lowness of the rates
in your tender ?-Exactly.

1574à. Besides this allusion in this report, had you ascertained that
ho had given the same information to any person on your behalf ?-
EXcept from what took place, and the conversation he had with our
engineers.

15746. This letter which appears on page 11 is a report by Mr.
Fleming to the Minister of Public Works: it does not follow that that
?Pinion would be expressed to other people ?-No; but then, of course,
Ii the questions that were put to the enginoers they had no doubt in
their own mind that they considered the figures too low, both Mr. Smith
a8nd Mr. Fleming. The engineers of

15747. Then you think that the engineers acting en your behalf in Mr®e t°Com
coOnversations with Mr. Fleming came to the opinion that ho thought Fleminglcon-
they were too low ?-Yes. rerNation tha

15748. Then is that what you alluded to in your letter of the 25th, OW e

When you declined to go on with the work ?-That is what we illuded
to.

15749. Was this letter of the .25th of February, declining to go on
With the work, written with your concurrence ?-I wrote it myseif.

15750. Where were you at that time ? -I came to Ottawa exprossly
to Withdraw.

15751. For that time did this letter end your interest in section B as
a Party interested ?-No; it did not. If I remember aright that letter
Ws fot ut in until the following day.
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Before declining
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their tender
which was higher

15752. Before putting in the letter, I suppose you mean to the
Department ?-To the Department.

15753. Had you some understanding with Andrews, Jones & Co. upon
the ,iubject of being interested in their tender ?-We had on the night
of the 25th-the night I arrived in Ottawa.

15754. Who took part in. those negotiations ?-Nicholson, Morse,
Thompson, myself and Mr. Jones and Col. Smith.

15755. What was the substance of that arrangement ?-That we
were to join in in their tender, which was a higher one.

It was $418,436 15756. Do you know about how much higher: do yon remember the
higher. amount?-J make it $448,436.

Witnvý';çs's firmn to
have had a haif
interest.
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bor wlngas ell
as excavaton>
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15757. Thon, before withdrawing formally from your own lower
tender, you had agreed to become interested in the higher tender to
the extent of $448,000 and over ?--Yes, we had.

]5758. To what extent were you to be interested?-To one-half.

15-59. When I say you, I mean your firm, is that what you
mean ?-Yes.

1576i>. The number of per-sons composing each branch of the firm
made no difference in the whole proportion; you were to get one-half,
the Toronto branch and the New York branch one-half ?--Yes.

15761. You have mentioned particularly as a reason for withdrawing
froi your lower tender that the rock prices were very low ?-Too lo v.

15762. Do you know how much higher this other tender which you
agreed to take was as to the rock price ?-Taking the borrowing as
well as the excavation proper, I think it was somewhere about 36 or
38 cents.

15763. Difforence ?,-Yes, that is the average rock borrowing and
actual excavation. I have not figured it up, but to my mind it will run
that way.

15764. Thon, on that one item alone there would be a large differ-
once in the aggregate ?-A very large difference.

15765. Was the agreement by which those two firms were to be
combined reduced to writing ?-Yes; it was reduced to writing that
very night.

15766. Have you a copy of the writing ?-I have not. In fact I
made a copy myself. but I never saw it since it passed ont of my hands
into Mr. Nicholson's.

15767. Who dictated that agreement ?-Col. Smith was there,
and Mr. Morse. It was all discussed between US.

15768. It was signed upon that occasion; but after that was it
reduced to a more formal agreement ?-It was reduced to a more formal
one afterwards, and we also bound Mr. Jones that in the event of his
not putting up their deposit the whole contract would be ours. In fact
it was equivalent to an assignmept.

15769. Do you mean this: that if the New York branch failed to pqt
up their share, which was half the deposit, that the Toronto braoclb
should become the sole proprietors of the contract, and might put up
the whole of the deposit and own the whole eontract ?-Tbat was
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fully understood when we left here ; that was the full intent of the cotiiitt ]4..
4agreement.

15770. Was thore any arrangement made at that time as to this
6vent happening: whether then the New York firm should lend you
their name to complete the contract with the Government or not ?-
No. Mr. Jones and Col. Smith were very sanguine; but as they were

muericans, we thought we should Mna them before we parted, having FyromZith Feb.
ho bold otherwise. rugye aa day

15771. Then from that evening of the 2ith February, which, a i contrac under

Understand you, was the day before you notified the Departmont that witness's firrn
.You would not accept your own tender, you became interested to the halUtln a htgher
Sxteat of one-half in Andrews, Jones & Co.'s tender, with the chance of tender witb he

heing mterested to the whole extent ?-Yes, to the whole extent. Interested soiefy.

1.5772. How soon after that evening of the 25th of February did you larned th
learn that the contract was awarded to Andrews, Jones & Co ? -It was tract had been
On the 26th. I received intimation just immediately after our with- r'e'dno.
'rawal went in-the same evening.

15773. On page 18 of the Blue Book of' 1880, appears a letter signed
by the Minister : please look at it, and sa if that is the substance of
the notification to you, or rather to the firm of Andrews, Jones & Co.?
'Yes; that is the substance of what I saw in the Windsor Hotel, in

Col. Smith's hands.
15774. Can yoa describe shortly what was done by the different mem-

bers ofthé new combined tirr after getting that notice ?-Asto security?
15775. Anything that you think proper to describe ?-I left bore
Company with Mr. Morse and went to Toronto and assisted him

there in getting up our portion of the security.
15776. Did both leave the same evening ?-Yes.
15777. Do you know whether the New York branch of the combined

firrm also left ?-They left the same ovening as we did-I should say
r1e. Morse, Mr. Thompson and myseIlf.
15778. Then you proceeded to Toronto to procure the deposit, I sgeyeaed tUt

SUPpose, as quickly as you could ?-As quickly as possible. Iy as possible.
15779. At that timo of leaving your object was,. I suppose, to get

'Ore-half of the whole deposit ?-Col. Smith was so sanguine, and
M1r. Jones, that we never expeuted to receive any more than one-half

the whole contract.
15780. Were you aware before leaving for Toronto, on the 26th, that

4 letter was written from Andrews, Jones & Co. asking for an extension
'f tim1e ?-Yes; I was aware of that the same evening, before Mr. Jones
aeft for New-York, that a letter was written by Mr. Jones, as he con-
*idered the time was too short after their arrival in New York.

15781. Did you understand, before Col. Smith and Mr. Jones loft
the evening of the 26th, as a matter of fact, that no person had ever
e to put up their share of the deposit, and that it depended upon
rePort which they would personally make whether adecision would

raMe by any one to help them to the deposit ?-You mean their

t682. Their half?-When they left bere the full understanding was Wheu Jon
tbi thy would put it up. There was no question at aIl as to their understood ther

ity to do i±o, uleUOUt y.

8b* tor»ulY
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157S3. Col. Smith in his evidence says that at the time that he left,it
had never been decided by any one in New York who was able to put
up the money, that it would be put up, but that that decision would
depend upon the report which he would personally make when he
arrived in New York, and upon that report some person would decide
whether he would furnish the de posit for their part of it, was that
contrary to your understarnding ?-Very contrary.

15784. You supposed at that time, that there was no doubt upon the-
subject, that it had been previously arranged ?-We thought it had
been previously arranged.

15785. Without conditions ?-Without conditions, as Mr. Smith came
over for the purpose of putting up that deposit.

15786. Were you aware that Andrews & Jones had written two days
before that, to the Secretary of the Department, that they were pre-
pared to put up their 5 per cent. deposit immediately and commence
operations at once ?-No ; I was not aware of it until I saw it in the
Biue Book.

15787. Do you know whether any arrangement was made as to the
answer of the Government upon the application for the extension of'
time, being left at any hotel or other place for Andrews, Jones & Co. ?
-I under:tood that Nicholson was to take charge of any communica-
tion. Looking at the assignment that we had fron Mr. Jones-I
should saîy conditional assignient.

15788. Did Mr. Nicholson remain behind you in Ottawa ?-He
remained behind here for several days.

15789. Can you say now how soon after your leaving for Toronto
you became aware that the Government declined to extend the time ?
-The time was up on Saturday at four o'clock to the best of my
recollection, and I left Toronto on that Saturday afternoon, when I
heard that the American element had not come forward. In fact I
gave the thing up, I was not in Toronto then until the Tuesday foilow-
ing, so that anything that occurred in the meantime was without my
knowledge.

15790. What time on that Saturday did you leave Toronto ?-I think
it was three o'clock when I left Mr. Morse. ,

15791. Did you sec Mr.Morse shortly beforeyou left ?-[ left him thon-
somewhere near the Bank of Montreal. The train leaves very near there.

15792. Were you aware how much had been deposited on account of
your firm up to the time that you left Toronto ?-In the morning of
that Saturday Mr. Thompson had $50,000 or close to that, and Mr.
Morse was negotiating when I left for another $50,000 with Mr.
Yarker, of the Bank of Montreal. This was on Saturday and after bank-
ing hours, so that any notification from Mr. Yarker would not reach
here until Monday, 1 should say, the 3rd.

15793. Did you understand before you left, about three o'clock on
Saturday afternoon, that anything more than one deposit of 850,000.
had been made on account of this contract ?-There was only one when
I left, but the other was fully arranged for.

15794. Do you mean arranged for between Mr. Morse and some of
his friends, or arranged for between him and the banker ?-Between
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him and the banker as I understood it. I was not present with him
With Mr. Yarker in the last two hours in Toronto.

15795. I understand you to say that you gathered from Mr. Morse's
account of it that he had arranged with the banker to secure-the second
deposit of $50,000, but you did not understand that from the banker
himself ?-No; [ never had any conversation with Mr. Yarker.

15796. Did you know whether there was an arrangement as to com-
municati)g the fact of that second deposit to the Government, made
for that day ?-1 did not, for the reason I explained, that I had given
the thing up from the moment I discovered that the American element
bad dropped out, and returned home.

1579à. Do you mean that you did not think it was likely that the
'balance of the deposit would be secured ?-No, I did not think that ;
but I did not think that the balance of the security could be secured
On Saturday, and it struck me that the Government would not grant
any extension to us, who were supp'osed to have no connection with
Andrews, Jones & Co.

15798. Do you mean to say that from the fact of Andrews, Jones &
Co. no longer appearing as a firm interested in the contract that it was
not likely that the Government would award it to your firm-Morse,
Nicholson & Co. ?-That they would not grant any further extension
or any further favour.

<'ontraCt Ç 42.

Witness dId flot
think baiance or
securlty conld be
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15799. Do you say you took this view because Andrews, Jones & Co.
were no longer interested under thoir own name ?-Exactly.

15800. Why do you think that the effect of that firm dropping out When the Gov-
Of it, in name, would affect your chance ? -Well, I presumed that the ®r entV ue
Government would not very likely agreo that the lower tender for original ten-

should be interested with the higher one, particularly in a matter thou ht they
of that kind. When Mr. Morse received an intimation from Mr. would hardiy ex-

Nicholson that the Government would not grant Andrews, Jones & Co. tenderr whohad
aRny extension, it struck me that they would not give it to us, when {°ger.
they would not give it to the original tenderers.

15801. When do you say you next saw Morse, or learned anything
further about the matter?-I saw Morse on the Tuesday following; we
received au intimation from Ottawa, whethor anthorized or not I do
lot pretend to say.

15802. From Mr. Nicholson ?-From Mr. Nicholson, that if we put graphed that If
Up the money before four o'clock on Wednesday, there would be a ro neyr utp
chance. If I remember aright it was Tuesday night I arrived in o'clockW wed-
Toronto. I then discovered that Mr. Thompson had gone on to Ottawa, "® 'daereance
fhich lessened our chances of making the neeessary deposit. of ge®ting con-

15803. Do you mean that you counted upon his assistance in Toronto
as being more effectual than in Ottawa ?-Exactly, for the second
deposit; that he should do what he had done before-that is, raise
450,o0o, and Morse and myself would look after the other.

15804 Do you know whether any further deposit was actually Deposit not ar-
'tade on that Wednesday ?-No; but it was arranged for with the r§nead for until

perial Bank on the Wednesday night solely through Mr. Morse. meanwhile tele-
ult Sir Charles Tupper telegraphed Mr. Morse that the Council had r"tha,n1fOn d

%warded the contract to Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, and the matter was had given éon-

«lropped. I think you have a copy of the message there, Mr. Chairman. tract to others-
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15805. You will find on page 25 a message from the Minister to G..
B. M orse, and it is dat ed on the 5th of March ?-I rather think it would,
be on Wednesday to the best of my recollection.

15806. Did you say that was the day upon which you had been led
to understand from Mr. Nicholson that it was possible for .you to make
the deposit and still bave a chance for the contract ?-That was the-
day-on Wednesday.

15807. But the deposit had not been made before the telegram was
received ?-That was in answerto Mr. Shanly's message to Sir Charles
Tupper, asking him to direct his answer to Mr. Morse. Wednesday was.
the 5th.

The third deposit
gr *50 000 neyer
actualy made.

15808. Then, as I understand you, the third deposit of $50,000 never
was actually made to the credit of the Government ?-No, it never was
actually made. It was arranged for, as Mr. Shanly says in his message.

15809. Mr. Shanly's message, as I understand it, is that this deposit
will be made the next morning, which would be the 6th ?-" Witl be.
ready to complote the required deposit."

15810. That would be on the morning of the 6th ?-Yes.
F Shanly 15811. Had Mr. Shanly become interested by some arrangement
interested. with your firm ?-Yes.

F. Shianly tobave 15812. Is your recollection the same as Mr..Morte's, that he was to
profiand $5whave $10,000 of the profits besides $5,000 a year ?- $10,000 out of the
ayear. profits, not as a bonus; the figures were submitted to him» for his

approval, and he fully coneurred in the opinion of Toronto friends,
that it was safo, and he decided to go in with us.

15813. If there were profits h; was to get $10,000 out of them, and
at ail events 85,000 a year ?-Yes; 810,000 out of the profits, and at
all events $5,000 a year.

15814. This arrangement with Mr. Shanly was made, I suppose,
entirely with your Toronto branch of the flrm?-Bntirely with the-
Toronto branch.

15815. You supposed, did you, at that time, that under your previous
arrangement wth Mr. Jones and Mr. Smith, in Ottawa, you had become
interested in th% whole of tho contract, and you could deal With any
portion of it aq you thought proper ?-Exactly.

15816. That is, provided the extension of time was granted by the
Government ?-Yes, if the extension was granted.

15817. Can you produce the letter of the Secretary of the .Depart-
ment acknowledging the notification that you declined to enter into-
the contract?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 219.) You will observe,
Mr. Chairman, that he has the 25th on that, which shows that our letter
did not reach him until the 26th.

Took no further 1581t8. Then did you take any further steps towards procuring this
iepon t* otan contract after you got that notification of the 5th of March, from the
receiving Mints- Minister ?-No, I did nothing further; in fact I- returned home that
theran on same Wednesday night.

15819. Had you acquired any personal knowledge of the work on
the ground, before you made the tender ?-No, I never wassthere, but
Mr. Watts had been all over section B.
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15820. What was Mr. Wati' occupation ?-I could not tell you, but
I think he was in the Government service at the time that he went
over the gr'ound.

15 21. Do you remember in what capacity lie was in the Government
service ?-No.

15822. Is there any further information about this contract B which
you can give us ?-No; nothing further, except to say, as Mr. Morse
has said, that we received nothing and gave nothing to anybody, and
that the mishap that occurred to us is perhaps more through our own
fault than anything else.

15823. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadiau
Pacific .Railway upon which you can give us information ?-No; I have
tendered two or three time since, and that is all.

15824. Have you any complaint to make upon any of the tenders at
any time not being accepted ?-No; they never were the lowest, so
that I could not make any just complaint.

15825. Is it upon the British Columbia sections that you have ten-
dered since ?-No; it was on the first 100 miles west of Winnipeg, and
on the second 100.

15826. And in either instance were you the lowest tenderer in your
opinion ?-No.

15827. Is there anything further ?-No.

ANDREW MCCORMICK, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
15828. Where do you live ?-Toronto
15829. Wbat is your occupation ?-Builder.

Witnes's's firni
neither reeet ed
nor gave in"oney
to any one.

No complaint to
make.

Centract No. 4%s

McOORMICKÉ

Contat No. 42,

15830. Have you had any experience in railway works of any k ind ?
-No, Sir; I have been working on them. I never had any job uf may
own.

15831. Bave you had any interest in any of the transactions on the
C8nadian Pacific iRailway ?-There was nothing definite settled on
between the firm and myself.

15832. Were you present to-day when-Mr. Marpole and Mr. Morse
gave their evidence ?-I was.

15833. In what sway were you to be interested ?-I wa8 to get a Witness had an
>oition on the road, something concerning my own buginess, on salary, "ef®aned inre

te teest In Morse
and, I suppose, some part of the profits if there had been any ; there Co.'s tender.
Weas nothing definite settled, but there was some understanding to that
efreet.

15834. With whom was this understanding made ?-With Mr. Morse
nd Mr. Merpole and Mr. Nicholson-verbally.
15835. Was it decided what proportion you should have of the profits ?

15836. Was it decided in what shape you should be interested> Thinks he was te
'whether as a person employed, or as a partner ?-I understood I was 'teerti of
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to go in partly as a partner like, to get part of the profits, besides being
paid for my services.

15837. Did you take any part in making up the tender ? -No ; I
was by when they were making it up, and had some little to say in it.

15838. Do you mean the one Mr. Watts made up ?-Yes.
15839. Were you in Ottawa ?-Yes.
15840. Was it made up in Ottawa ?-It was made up in Ottawa, in

the Windsor Hotel.
15841. Did you take any part in the bargaining with Andrews,

Jones & Co. ?-None, Sir. I was not there at that time; only what I
heard, that is all I know about it.

15842. Had you any right to decide whether any contract should be
taken or not upon any of these tenders ?-No; my name was not
ment ioned on the tenders.

15843. But by the understanding between you and those other gentle-
men, Mr. Marpole, Mr. Morse and Mr. Nicholson ?-I had a voice in it.

15844. But was it agreed between you all that you had any right to
decide whether any contract would be taken at all, or not ?-No; I
suppose not. My name was not mentioned on the tender; of course
they could sell, or do as they liked without me.

15845. Can you give us some information upon the subject of these
negotiations or bargains ?-I was by when Mr. Shields and Mr. Close
made this suggestion : that if they gave them 3 per cent. on the gross
amount they could secure the contract, and have the job in their own
pocket, then it would be their own fault for losing it. Three per cent.
on the gross amount, and besides the supplies. Groceries is their own
line of business, I think. I was by when Shields and, I think, Close
and Boultbee was by with this document. They had this document. I
did not read it, but I heard it read-to that effect-that 'they wanted 3
per cent. on the gross amount of the whole contract.

15846. What part was Mr. Boultbee taking in the matter ?-I do not
know whether he done it in his profession, but he was by, and he and
Nicholson had some words, and he got up and said: " lie would leave
the hotel if he was to be insulted that way."

15847. Who said he would leave the hotel ?-Mr. Boultbee.
15848. What did you hear Mr. Boultbee say on the subject ?-I heard

them reading this paper over, wanting this before they would secure
the contract for them-Nicholson and Marpole.

15849. What did you hear from Mr. Boultbee ?-I heard hin say ho
would leave the hotel, the same as if some insuit had been offered to
him.

15850. Did you hear him say he had been insulted ?-No; I could not
say. I was not paying particu!ar attention at the time.

15851. Did Mr. Boultbee make any proposition as to the terms of
this bargain which was proposed ?-I do not think they did; they did
not at that time in my hearing.

15852. You say they did nothing: I am asking you about Mr.
Boultbke ?-No; nothing in my hearing.
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15853. Did you understand my question ?-Yes. " Did Mr. Boultbee
make any suggestion to thom as to what he was getting or anything,"
and I said: " Nothing in my hearing."

15854. That was not my question : about what Mr. Boultbee was
getting. I arm asking you whother he made any suggestion as to what
any pers on should get ?-Nothing more than what was on this paper ho
had; whether ho wrote it himself or not I do not know.

15855. )o you mean that he made any suggestion before ho read
the paper, or was it in only reading the paper ?-Ho had the paper in
his hand reading it.

15856. Did Mr. Boultbee appear to you, as a looker-on, to be taking
any part in this matter on bis own account ?-No ; perhaps lie might
be in bis profession, for all I know, as a lawyer.

15857. Of course ho might be: I am asking you whother he
appeared to you, as a looker-on, to take uny part in this transaction on
bis own account-on his own behalf ?-He seemed to be the party who
beld the papor in his hand reading it.

15858. Well, knowing as you do that ho was reading it, did ho
appear to you, as a looker-on, to be taking any part in this bargain
en bis own behalf? -I do not know whether ho was there on Shields and
Close's bebalf, or ho was acting as a lawyer. I could not say.

15859. Did you not hear the paper read ?-Yes; but I did not under-
stand it.

15860. Were you not sober at the time ?-I was sober. I never was
drunk in my life; but I did not pay much heed to it.

15861. Were you paying any heed to what was going on ?-Not after
i heard whaL it was.

15862. While you were hearing what it was, did you pay heed ?-
Yes; I hoard that it was to give them 3 per cent. on the gross
arnount,

15863. To give whom ?-Those parties that were buying-Close and
Shields.

15864. Then don't you know now, when you say Close and Shields,
whether any proposition wasmade by Mr. Boultbee on his own behalf?
-No, I do not.

15865. Did you hear any proposition made on bis own bohalf?-No;
all I heard was that ho threatened he would leave the hotel if ho was
to be insulted, but what the insult was I could not say.

Tenderfig-
Contract No. 4ae

Boultbee held
paper In hli hand
and read It.

He may have
been acting as a
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Heard no proposi-
tion made by
Boutbee on his
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15866. Have you ever seen a copy of this document since ?-Never
since.

15867. Have you any means of knowing what wero the contents of
the document, except your memory ?-In fact, I never bothered any
More about it.

15868. Do you mean to say you never bothered any more about it?
-- No, I never did.

15869. Wats the document signed upon that occasion ?-No, it was
mot.
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Tupper that they
would nottake
section B without
section A, but
that they would
t.ake A alone.

15870. Then did the parties part from each other withoult coming toý
any ïnderstanding ?-Ibelieve they did. Morso and Nicholson said
they would not be a party to it, and I advised thern not to m'yseif.

15871. HIad this paper been prepared before you went there, or
was it prepared while you were there ?-No, they brought it prepared.

15872. Who brought it ?-I think Mr. Boultbee and Mr. Shields and
Mr. Close. I do not know whether it was prepared at the Russell
House or not, but they came to the hotel wbere we were staying, at the
Windsor, with it.

15873. Had you heard before that meeting at the hotel that night
anything of this subject, either as to the preparation of the paper, or
as to the substance of the agreement ?-No.

15874. That was the first and the only occasion upon which youi
heard them talking about it ?-Oh, I beard talk among themselves that
these men were to have some interest, but I did not know what before
that.

15875. Among whom was that talk ?-Among Marpole, Nicholson
and Morse, that Close and Shields were to have some interest for their
influence for trying to secure them the job. I do not know exactly
what it was, but at that time when they thought that they were the
lowest tender I suppose they wanted to get it sigued and made satis-
fhctory, that such would be the case.

15876. Do you know whether that paper was afterwards signed ?-
I do not think it was, Sir.

15877. You never saw any paper signed concerning this subject ?-
1o, I did not.

15878. Is there any other matter connected with that transaction
which you can explain?-There is about the letting of the contracts.
Mr. Nicholson told me to go over and see Dr. Tupper and notify him
verbally that we would not accept one section without the both; but if
they were going I0 divide it we would take A, and aiso they were
notified by the solicitor. The firm never intended to take onle part.

15879. Who was it told you to notify Dr. Tupper ?-Nlr. Nicholson,
15880. And did you do as you were told ?-Yes, I saw Dr. Tupper

and Sir John Macdonald.
Gave the notIfica- 15881. And what did you notify them ?-I notified them that the

noan swreceived firm would be satisfied if they were going to divide it, and to take A; but
that they would not tako B without A, verbally.

15882. Did they answer you ?-Well, I could not say ; one way I
suppose they spoke to me, but not offeially.

15883. Did they answer you upon this subject, whether you could
get A ?-No; they did not.

15884. Where were they when yon notified them ? -Dr. Tupper was
in his office, in this building over bore, and Sir John was in his offie
in the other building.

15885. Do you know what time that was ?-I think it was in the
forenoon.

15886. Do you know what time of the week or month ?-I could
not say.
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15%S7. Do you know what month it was ?--I think the contract was This notification
let some time in February, and it wa some time in January, it was. mae smetime

15888. You think it was sone time in January that you notified Sir
Charles Tupper and Sir John Macdonald ?-Yes.

15889. And you say you went to notify Sir Charles Tupper and Sir
John Macdonald at the request of Mr. Nicholson ?-Yes.

15890. And to the effect that you have mentioned, that they would
take A if they wanted to divide the sections, but they would not take
B ?-Yes.

15891. Do you know why he thought it was proper to send you with
a verbal message instead of sending it in writing ?-I do not know, but
I suppose they thought that we were pretty well acquainted.

15892. Who were pretty well acquainted ?-Sir John, Dr. Tupper
and myself. I told them after that 1 thought it would be botter to
notify them by letter.

15893. Did you understand that he,Nicholson, thought that the effect Reasons why he
of your being pretty well acquainted with those gentlemen, would thh"k NIcht&ow
enable you. to convey the fact, that the Nicholson firm did not meanu to through him In-
take B, botter than if they had notified them in writing ?-Yos; I sup- stead of writing.

pose so.
15894. He thought they would understand it botter, because you

were pretty well acquainted ?-Yes.

15895. Do you know whether it was suggested that that perhaps
woald be a good plan to get A,because you were pretty well acquainted?
-No; I did not suppose it would.

15896. Do you know of any other proposition made on the part of
Nicholson & Co. to get section A, except in this conversation ofyours ?
-No.

15897. Was nothing more said in this interview between you and Nothing happen-
those Ministers, except what you have described ?-Nothing more to , wltnir-
Iny knowledge. ters save that he

gave I hem notice
15898. I suppose you do not know whether they got section A, do o igthdawal

you ?-I do not think they did. frow section B.

15899. Do you know whether that conversation at the botel, when conversation at
Mr. Boultbee was present, was before Col. Smith went to New York? "wa prent took
-Oh, yes ; it was before ever there was any of thoir names mon- gl ber o.
tioned in the firm. New York.

15900. Was it before the tender was put in ?-No; I think it was
after the tender was in. Shields and Close came down and told them
that they were the lowest tender, for the whole, I think it was.

15901. Thon it would be after the date for recieving the tenders ?
-Yes.

15902. Did you ever see that document since, that was read over
that night ?-I did not to my knowledge.

15903. Is there anything further about this negotiation or bargain,
Or anything connected with sections A or B, that you can tell us ?-
eot that I am aware of.
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15904. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway
upon which you can give us imformation ?-No, I never bothered about
any of them since.

15905. Did you say that Mr. Marpole was present at that meeting ?
-I believe ho was, to the best of my knowledge, in the hotel.

MARPOLE. RICHARD MARPOLE'S examination contipued:

Contraetà Nos.
41 and 42.

By the Chairman:-

15906. Have you heard the evidence of the last witness ?-Yes.
15907. Were yo presont at that meeting when Mr. Close, Mr.

Shields and Mr. Boultbee were there ?-Yes, I was.
The proposed 15908. Will you describe what the arrangement was which was pro-
,,th"åIose posed to be entered into then ?-It simply relates to that agreement
$hields. that Mr, Morse referred to in his evidence as an agreement made in

Toronto covering the tender for the whole of' C. I must explain to
you, Mr. Chairman, the agreement in Toronto related to C only when
it was discovered that we were the lowest for section B, or previous,
they wanted us to alter the agreement to cover the whole section.

Understood that 15909. Will yon explain what part Mr. Boultbee took in that mat-
drl,"nt saig ter ?-I fancy, from what I understood froin Mr. Shields, Mr. Boultbee
ment. simply drew out the agreement. A new agreement would, of course,

have to be drawn out. As far as I can learn, ho took no further part
than that. They would require a witness at the Windsor, Mr Morse
declining, and Mr. Nicholson and Mr. Boultbee had some words about
it, but I do not remember exactly what was the tenor of it.

Boultbee made no 15910. Was any proposition made by Mr. Boultbee on his own be-
protoon half ?-No, never; he said very little, except ho stood there with the

agreement. Mr. Shields did all the talking as he bas always doue.
15911. Was there any other proposition at any time, to your knowl-

edge, either upon that occasion or any other, to the effect that Mr.
Boultbee should be interested in any way in this transaction ?-Not to
my knowledge.

15912. Or that the result of them should benefit him ?-Not to my
knowledge. I never spoke to Mr. Boultbee until thon concerning the
contracts.

Not aware of any
benefit to a Mem-
ber of Parliameut

r ofleer et the
Departanent.

15913. Are you aware of any offer in any shape, directly or indi-
rectly, by which any Member of Parliamont, or any officer of any of
the Departments could be interosted in this contract or in any other
contract of the Pacifie Railway ?-No; not at all.

15914. Or in any tender ?-No ; nor in any tender.
15915. Is there anything else that occurs to you which ought to be

explained ?-Simply that 1 have beard Mr. McCormick's answers, and
I fancy his visit to Sir Charles took place after the tenders were in,
and not in January as ho states. Of course, that is the only correction
I have to make.

15916. Is there anything further that you wish to state ?-Nothing
further.
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CTTAWA, Friday, 19th November, 1880. ac .

FRANK NICHOLSON, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
15917. Where do you live ?-In Toronto.

15918. What is your occupation ?-Contractor. Contractor.

15919. In what kind of work ?-General road making, sewer bu d-
ing and bridge building, &c.

15920. Have you had any experience in railway matters ?-I never
had any experience in railway matters, but the work is similar.

15921. Have you been interested in any transactions on the Canadian
Pacifie Railway ?-Yes.

15922. Which was the earliest ?-Sections A and B.
15923. East of Red River ?-From English River to Keewatin.

15924. How were you interested in that ?-I was interested with Member of the
Messrs. Morse, Marpole and Thompson, in the contract for the two sec- ficholseo®
tions taken together, forming section C. Marpoie.

15925. Did your firm tender for all the sections ?-Yes. Tendered for B
and C, and notia-

15926. A and B and C ?-A and B-no; let me see-B and (j, and ed nepartment
then we notified the Department to the effect that B taken from C tendered for B
was our tender for A. The prices were the same, but the amount of B taken fron the

deducted from C the amount remaining would be our price for A. for 0 would be
their tender for A.

15927. What way did you notify therm of that ?-I think it was by
letter.

15928. Was it after you lad put in the tender that you sent that
letter ?-Yes.

15929. Was it after the time for receiving tenders which had been
named in the advertisement ?-Yes.

15Ï-30. So that before the time named as the last day on which ten- Made no tender
ders would be recieved, you had not made any tender for it ?-A for A separately.
alone? We did not think it necssar'y.

15931. I am not at present askingyour reasons, but I want to know
the fact decidedly ?-No ; we did not.

15932. Will you look at this tender for the whole distance called C,
and say if that is the tender to which you refer ?-Yes; that is the
tender. (Exhibit No. 220.)

15933. Was the firm which tendered for the whole section C, com-
posed of the same members as the firm that tendered for section B?-
The same.

15934. And who were partners in that firm, by arrangement among
yourselves, besides the three mentioned in the tender: Morse, Nichol-
son and M arpole ?--A. J. Thompson.

15935. Was any one else a partner ?-1'4o one else.
15936. Where were the tenders made up: I mean the figures finally

put to them ?-At Ottawa.
15937. Were the tenders signed in blank and the figures added after-

Wards ?-The sureties, I think, signed in blank.
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da An" 4. 15938. Did not the members of the firm ?-I could not say positive-
surelr'ran tge ly. They may have done so, because I recollect we knew that we
In Toronto, the could not get the sureties here, so that we had the sureties sign in To-

iañi n. ronto. We might have signed in Toronto.
15939. Do you remember whether the figures for the prices had

been arranged at Toronto at a higher rate thon the figures that were
finally put in ?-Yes.

fb940. Does that help you to say now, whother the figures were left
blank and they were put in here afterwards, when it was signed by
the firm ?-I think they were.

Marroeles esti- 15941. Was Mr. Marpole's idea of the price considerably bighermate of Prices
higher than those than the figures that were finally adopted ?-Yes.

15942. Then, have you any doubt that the figures as adopted were
put in after Mr. Marpole signed the tender ?-Oh, I think Mr. Mar-
pole was aware of the alteration in the figures.

15943. Aware when ?-At Ottawa.
15944. Was ho at Ottawa whon the tender was put in ?-Yes.
15945. Did he take part in the final adoption of prices ?-He was

here. I cannot say whether he took part or not. Well, I should say ho
did. We were ail present with the exception of Mr. Morse, I think,
and Mr. Thompson.

Tender for seo- 15946. Can you remember the anount of the gross sum at which you
. tendered for the whole section C?-Yes, Jean. (Looking at a paper):

onshort,$5,937,670 On the long time, $5,699,645.
15947. And at the short time ?-$5,937,670.
15948. Can you give,the, figures at which you tendered for section

B ?-Alone?
For section B
alone $3,384,2 15949. Alone ?-83,364,274 for the long time.
long time •

33,47 5M short 15950. And for the ahort time ?-83,467,506.
tinte.

15951. In tendering for section B alone, did you understand that you
tendered with any condition, or unconditionally ?-In what respect.?

15952. As to whether some otter section might or might not be
added to it ?-Yes ; we fully expected, in tendering for section B, that
our tender for the whole would be favoured, and that we would have both
sections if our tender was lowest.

15953. But besides the tender for section C, you did make an offer
for -B alone ?-Yes.

15954. In making that offer for B alone, did yon attach any condi-
tion te it, or did you understand that it was a conditional tender, and
net an absolute tender for section B ?-I do not understand you.

Tenderforsectuon 15955. Well, it turns out that after tondering for B and being offered
B eotra 4di. it, you declined totake it?-We made no conditions with the Govern-

*lonal. ment whatever.

15956. It was au unconditional tender for section R?-Yes.

15957. Were you at Ottawa at the time the tenders were opened ?-
I was.
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15958. Did you understand that.they were opened the same day that
they were to be received: the last day for receipt ?-Yes.

15959. Were you informed of the rank of the different tenders on Tenders.opened

that day ?-I was. I was informed at four o'clock that our tender for aiae,
the whole was the lowest. 0 (ronuem

15960. Who gave you that information ?-I think it was John Shields, tend wa fo*w
now of the firm of Manning, McDonald, Shields & Co. onthe whole

15961. Was any one else present wben he gave yxu the information ?
-I think Mr. Boultbee was present.

15962. Any one else ?-I do not recollect.
15963. Was any other of your firm present do you think?-No;

I think not. I might say now that Mr. Watts was to bave an interest
in the firm; but that interest had never been arranged. He may have
been present on that occasion.

15964. Besides the information that you were the lowest on the whole, Also heard that

section did you get any information as to your rank on section B ?- Ifor section
Ys; we were informed that we were lowest on section B. B.

15965. Did yon learn how Mr. Shields had got the information ?-
Well, he said he had got it from the Department.

15966. Which one in the Department ?-1 do not know, he did not
s'ay.

15967. Did he name any one ?-No.
15968. low soon after that did you get a formal communication to On 2Oth februarY

the effect that the contract was awarded to you on section B ?-About that contract for
two or three weeks; I think it would be probably the 20th of February. d®isi", ward

15969. A letter appears in the Blue Book addressed to your
firrn by Mr. Braun, the Secretary, dated on the 20th February ?-I
think that was the letter. Yes, I have got the letter.

15970. Have you it here ?-I think I have it here with my papers.
did not bring it up. I sent for those papers yesterday, it is at the

botel.

15971. Is your recollection that this is the-substance of the letter you
tot ?-Yes; that is correct.

15972. Did you accept the contract upon tbat tender ?-No.

159,73. Did you communicate formally with the Department that
Jou declined to accept the contract on that tender ?-Yes.

15974. In writing ?-Yes.
15975 Before that communication to the Department to that effeet,
dyou enter into any other arrangement with Andrews, Jones & Go. ?

ffÔt.definitely before that, we had talked the matter over.

14'4. Do you remember whether you sent the notification to the
partiment the same day on which it was written ?-Yes, I thinkwe did.

15977. Who took part in the nogotiations with Andrews, Jones & Co.
t; to the interest which you were to have in their tender ?-Mr. Morse,

* Thompson, Mr. Marpole, Col. Smith, of New York, and myself.
15978. And Mr. Jones ?-.And Mr. Jones.
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1-579. Where was that ?-At the Windsor fHouse, Ottawa.
Ar*ement made 1598o Well, although it was not reduced to writing y îu came to anw th Andrews,
Jones&Co.pre- understanding about it, did you not?-Previous to our refusing the
vtously to nottry-cntatorB
Ing Department contract for B?
thattheydeolined.
section under 15981. Previous toyour notification to the Departm'ît ?-Yes.
their own tender. 15982. What was the substance of that arrangement vith your firm ?

-That each pirty would find half the security, and take equal partsin
the contract.

15983. When you say each party, do you mean each firm ?-Yes,
each firm.

15984. So tha* the members in each firm would not alter the propor-
tionate interest of the firm ?-No.

159S5. The New York branch had one half, and the Toronto branch
had the other half of the who'e contract ? -Exactly.

15986. That understanding, was arrived at, although nit reduced to
writing, before you notified the Department that you would not accept
the contract on section B, was it not ?-Yes.

15987. How long after that arrangement did you sen1 a notification
to the Department that you declined section B contract ?-1 inmediately
after receiving notice that the contract would be awarded, provided we
furnished the security.

15988. You mean after the 20th of February ?-Yes, within a day or
two; I could not be positive.

15989. How soon after you arrived at the understanding with
Andrews, Jones & Co. did you notify the Department that you declined
to accept the contract on your own tender ?-Well, it was about the
same time-within a day or so.

15990. How soon after that was the understanding with Andrews,
Jones & Co. reduced to writing ?-Weil, probably within a day.

15991. Have you the writing?-Yes, I have got it.
15992. Will you produce it ?-I do. (Exhibit No. 22L.)

papers will be returned to me, of course.
Ail these

15993. Unless something turns upon the genuineness of the signa-
tures, which is not iikely, a copy will answer our )ulrp ,se as well as
the originals, and aftW keeping them some time we will return them,
perhaps not immediately to-day, but we have no intention of depriving
you of the final possession of them. Read the agreement ?-

Agreement be- " Memorandum of agreement made this 26th day of February, A D. 1879, between
tween Andrews Andrews, Jones & Co. of the one part., and Morse & Co. ot the other part:-Whereas
Jones & Co., ana the said Andrews,Jones & Co. hve been awarded the contract for the constructionMorse & Co. of the
26th February, section B of the Pacifie Railway of Canada, and whereas, un ler an agreement
1879. between the said parties, bearing date the 24th of February instant, one-half interest

in the said contract was to be assigned to Morse & Co. as soon as the same should be
awarded by the Department of Public Works. Now, this agreement witnesseth that
the said Andrews, Jones & Co. have assigned (for good and valuable consideration
and in pursuance of the said last-mentioned agreement of the 2 ith instant) and
hereby do assign and convey to the said Morse & Co. one-half part and interest in
the said contract with the Department of Public Works : and they hereby agree with
the said Morse & Co. to make and execute, witbin ten days after tue saii contract is
executed by the Department, a more formal and effectual transfer of the one-half
interest therein to the said Morse & Co., and will enter into proper articles of co-part-
nership withbhe said parties for the performance ot the said contract, pursuant to
the terms of the said agreement of the 24th instant. And it is bereby agreed, by and
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between the said parties, that each of them, that is to say, the said Andrews, Joues
& Co. of the one part, and Morse & Co. of the other part, shall, within the time
required by the Department of Public Works, deposit with the Receiver-General of
Canada the 5 per cent. in respect of their interest in the said contrat-that is
to say, the said Andrews, Jones & Co. will deposit $100,000 and Morse & Co.
$100,00, or so much thereof respectively as may be demanded by the Department.

" Signed, seaied and executed by the said firms in our presence this 26th day of
February, A.D., 1879. NDREWS, JONES A CO.

"G. D. MORSE & GO.
"SAMUEL E. St. O. CHAPLEAU."

15994. This refers to a previous agreement dated 24th of February;
that was a written agreement, was it fnot ?-I have no recollection of
that, still there may have been sucb an agreement in existence.

15995. If there was one it was intended to show this understanding
which you had previously described, was it not: that in the event of
the contract being awarded this should be the arrangement which is
embodied here ?-Yes.

15996. Can you produce this previous agreement of the 24th of cannot produce
agerent of theFebruary ?-I cannot. F®®r®a-yt

15997. If there is such an agreement, do you know who has it ?-I
do not.

15998. Was there any further understanding upon the subject, beside coi. smith was to
what is contained in this written document ?-There was an under- ®nd.anaer fJor
standing that Col. Smith, of New ýYork, was to be the manager for & c.
Andrews, Jones & Co. le was to take the leading part for the New
York part of the firm.

15999. Was there any other understanding upon the subject of the If New York firm
New York branch failing to put up their share of the deposit, as to their hal of
what would become of that one-half?-We were to have the whole security witnes's

firm to have the
work. whole work.

16000. There was an understanding between you to that effect ?-
Yes.

16001. Was that reduced to writing ?-I think it was.
16002. Do you know where that writing is ?-I do not; 1 do not

recollect.
16003. Then do we understand that the substance of all the under-

standings together was this: that if the contract should be awarded to
Andrews, Jones & Co., upon your failing to take it upon your tender,
that then it should be for the benefit of the two firms combined-the
New York branch and the Toronto branch-supposiDg each put up
their share of the deposit ; but in the event of the New York branch
failing to put up their share of the deposit, then you should be the sole
firm interested in the contract ?-Exactly, that was the understanding.

16004. Did that event happen: did the New York branch fail to put
up their security ?-They failed to put up their security.

16005. Then do you understand, in pursuance of this agreement
Which you have described, that the interest in the whole contract
1became the property of the Toronto firm, Morse, Nicholson & Co. ?-
It did.

16006. Aud you understand that this would be the result of the
Previous agreement, not that it was transferred to you by any written

9*

New York firm
failtfl¶to put up

of above agree-
ment the Interest
tu the whole
contract b°ame
the property of
Morse là Cop.
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document at the moment, but because of the New York branch failing
to put up their deposit ?-Yes.

16007. Was there any formal assignment from them to you of their
interest in the tender ?-Not excepting by telegram.

16008. Did the telegram contain a formal assignment of their interest,
or only a notification of the fact ?-A notification of the fact, and say-
ing that their interest would be transferred to us provided we made
the necessary deposit.

16009. Have you that telegram or a copy of it ?-I think I have.
16010. Will you produce it ?-I produce it. (Exhibit No. 222.)
16011. Read it?-

"Hon. WU. MACDOUGALL, Russell House. ''NEw YoRK, 28th February, 1879.

"Evident hostile attitude fatal to project with friends here forces us to withdraw.
Use our rights as if all were held by friends there and they will be fally transferred.
Particulars in letter.

"N. F. JONES."

16012. Was this communication in accordance with a previous under-
standing with that New York branch, that they should notify you to
this effect if they failed to put up the deposit ?-They were quite
positive that there would be no failure on their part, but still it was so
arranged that in case of failure that this should be done, that their
rights should be transferred to us.

16013. Was there any formal document, as far as you know, which
afterwards transferred their interest to your firm ?- No.

16014. Did you communicate the substance of this telegram, or of the
arrangement between you and the New York branch, to the Govern-
ment ?-I did.

16015. In what way ?-Personally, and I think by letter.
16016. To whom?-To the Minister of Public Works at that time.
16017. Who was he ?-Sir Chariles Tupper.
16018. Where did you see him ?-At bis office.
16019. Do you know at what time this happened ?-I could not be

positive.
16020. Where were you when this telegrani was received in Canada?

-1 was here, at Ottawa.
16021. Did the substance of it become known to you on the same

day on which it was dated ?-I think so.
16022. Does that help you to say when you saw the Minister of

Public Works ?-Well, it may have been the next day after the receipt
of this telegram. I think probably it was too late that evening.

16023. The next day after this was the last day named by the Govern-
ment for the receipt of the deposit, was it not ?-Yes.

16024. Do you say that you communicated this position of yours, as
the holder of the whole of the rights of Andrews, Jones & Co., by writ-
ing as well as by verbal communication ?-Not as a whole. It was as
Andrews, Jones & Co. ; that is the way I communicated it, as Andrews,
Jones & Co.
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16025. What 1 meant to ask you-I am not sure whether my ques- Dianotconmuni-
tion covered it-was this : whether, when you became by the arrange- eaent the fact
ment with Andrews, Jones & Co. the sole proprietors, you comm uni- that they had

becomne sole pro-cated that circumstance to the Covernment ; that you had becoime the prietors or Au-
sole proprietors ?-No. drews, Joes

16026. Did you withhold that from them ?-I communicated the fact sadtherevras
that there was some difficulty in the New York party raising the the New York

prinof flrm
security, and asked for an extension. raùimng o ecurity

and asked for
16027. Did you do that entirely in the name of Andrews, Jones & exteusionoftlme.

Co. ?-Yes.
16028. Thon did you withhold from the Government the fact that Withheld from

you had become the proprietors of the contract by virtue of the circum- fotthatleyhad
stances which had happened ?-We did not commun icate that fet to hecome the pro-

prietors of
them. Andrews. Jones &

1602). Then you withheld it ?-We withheld it. Co' s tender.

16030. Do you know the difference in the figures of the whole sum
mentioned in your tender for this work and the whole sum mentionod
in Andrews, Jones & Co.'s tender ?-I do not know the exact amount;
somewhere about 8400,000.

16031. It was given yesterday as $448,436 or thereabouts ?-That is
about it as near as I can remember.

16032. Do you remember when the members of the New York bran ch
left Ottawa ?-The exact date would be about the 24th February, or
thereabout.

$448.436 differ-
ence between~Morse & (*o.'s
tender and
Andrews, Jones
& Co. le tender.

16033. I will mention the date of the letter, which will perhaps
refresh your memory. It was on the 26th February, 1879, that Andrews,
Jones & Co. had notice that the contract was awarded to them ?-It
Would be on that day, I think, they left.

16034. You think they left on the evening of the 26th ?-Yes; I
think so.

16035. After the 26th of February, and up to the time that the con- Neither Col.
tract wa, iith nor N. Y.tract was finally awarded to Fraser & Grant, do you know whether ,es In Ottawa

aly one of the original firm of Andrews, Jones & Co. was in Ottawa: hetween the 26th
either Col. Smith or N. F. Jones, for instance ?-1 do not. coena rt warde

them, and the5th.
16036. Did you see any of them ?-I did not. of March, when

contract given to
16037. Were you here yourself ?-I was. 1i raser G Urant.

16038. Do you think that if either of them had been here you would
have met them ?-I think so.

16039. A letter is dated on the lst of March, and signed by Andrews,Jones & Co. (Exhibit No. 223), please look at it and say if you know
Who wrote it ?-(After looking at the letter) : I cannot say.

16040. Do you know agy person who would be authorized to use the
'namre of that firm, and who was in Ottiwa on the 1st of March ?-I do
'Ot know, except their sureties. They had one surety here.

16041. Who was he ?-I think Mr. Ileney was one of the sureties,
a1d there may have been other parties authlorized that I am not aware
Of.

16042. Do you know whether Mr. Heney took any active part in the
%atter after they had left for New York ?--I am not aware of it.

9†*
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16013. Did you write any letter in the name of Andrews, Jones &
Co. ?-1 may have done so.

16044. Look at this one, dated March 3rd, and say if you know whose
writing that is (Fhibit No. Z24) ?-l do not know.

1i045. lere is another letter, dated 5th of March, and signed
Andrews, Jones & Co., please say if you know whose handwriting it is?
-That is mine.

16046. Had you any authority, on the 5th of March, to use the name
of Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-It was decided when they left that I was to
use it in any communication with the Government.

Does not know If 16047. Then you do know that there was some person authorized toany one except p
binseif was au- use their name besides Mr. Heney, if he was authorized ?-There was,
thorized to use , O
the sty"e of the myself. Outside of myself I do not know of any, although there may
13rn of Andrews, have been others.
Jones & Co.

Letter dated 5th 16048. Read your letter ?- OTTAWA, March 5th, 1879.
March, from wit- I< SIR,-We have the honour to inform you that the balance of the 5 per cent. re-
Minte tt ie quired to be deposited to the credit of the Receiver-ieneral on our tender for section
balance of securi- 8, Pacific Railway, has this day been provided for through our agents at Toronto, of
ty had been pro- which you will receive notice through a bank in Ottawa before the day closes.
vided and Mins- ''"We have the honour, Sir, to be,
ter would be ofm- "Your obedient servants,befly nothfied of "ANDREWS, JONES & 00.
day loed. " To the Hon. The Minister of Public Works."

16049. Do you know now whether that fact which you state there
was as you stat ed it, that the amount had been provided through a bank
in Toronto ?-The $ 100,000 ?

Balance not tir- 100
raged for when 16050. The balance of the 5 per cent. ?-I am not awa re that it
this letter was was arranged for at this date.

16051. Then when you wrote that letter you were not sure that the
fact was as there stated ?-I was informed by telegram that such was
the case.

16052. I have understood from Mr. Morse that he was to make ar-
rangements, but that the arrangements had not been completed for
that purpose, and in consequence of the telegram from the Department
of that same date, he did not proceed to make an arrangement with any
bank ?-Well, I think that they had proceeded to make arrangements
up to the time that they received the telegram from the Minister of
Public Works that the contract had been awarded to Fraser, Grant
& Pitblado.

Minister's tele- 16053. This telegram which Mr. Morse alludes to was dated Wednes-
acannoct day, the 5th of March, at 7:30 p.m., and I understood Mr. Morse to

given to Fraser& gay that after the receipt of that telegran lie ceased to make arrange-
-Co. dated 5th
March, 7.30 p.m. ments, and that those arrangements were made with the view of the

deposit being completed the next morning: on the 6th ? -Yes.
16054. Now, you write your letter on the 5th, and say that the

arrangement has been completed ?-I had written this letter on the
strength of the letter received from Toronto.

16055. But you had no other knowledge of it ?-No other knowledge.
Witness's letter 16056. So if Mr. Morse had not completed his arrangement on the
saytng balance
was arranged for 5th, then this letter of March the 5th from you is not correct ?-It
not correct. would not be. (Exhibit No. 225.)
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16057. Are you aware of any further negotiations, or notice, or com-
munication of any kind, between your firin and the Department after
the 6th March ?-There may have been other communications. I think
one of our firm, that is Mr. Thompson, communicated with Sir John
Macdonald in reference to the matter.

16058. In writng ?-I think so ; yes.
16059. Have you any copy of that ?-I have not. I suppose Mr.

Tbompson would have it.
16060. That, I understand, was after the 5th March, was it ?-Yee.
16061. Are you aware of any communication or notice upon the sub-

ject, between your firm, or any of them, and the Department, except
what we have alluded to now in evidence ?-Not at present; I have
not.

16062. Is there any other evidence which you can give upon the sub-
ject of your dealings with the Government about this section B con-
tract ?-In what respect ?

16063. I do not know; I am asking to sec if there is in any respect?
-Not directly with the Government. We had some dealings with Mr.
Close and Mr. Shields, of Toronto. 1

16064. Please describe those dealings ?-We had an agreement that Agreement with
we were to give them a certain percentage on the gross amount of the to°g"e ax<es1a
contract for influence that they were to use with the Government on certain per-
our behalf. centage.

16065. When was this agreement made ?-I think it was made on
the 30th of January, or thereabouts.

15066. Was that the day named for the last receipt of tenders ?-No;
it would not be on that day. It would bo, probably, on the 23rd
or 24th of January.

16067. Something like a week before that ?-Yes.
16068. Who took part in those negotiations ?-Mr. Morse, Mr. Mar. Parties to nego-

pole, myself, P. J. Close, and John Shields. titions,'Morse,

16069. Where was it that you had the interview ?-In Mr. Close's ICoean, hs e dse,
store in Toronto. Toronto.

16070 Was that reduced to writing ?-Yes.
16071. Have you the writing ?-1 have a copy of it.
16072. Will you produce it ?-Yes. (Exhibit No. 226.)
16073. Please read it ?- Agreement.
" This agreement made this 22nd day of January, 1879, between G. D. Morse, of the Date 22nd

City of Toronto, in the County of York, contractor; R. Marpole of the Town of January, 1879.
Barrie, in the County of Simcoe, contractor; G. F. Thompson, of the said City of Morse, Marpole,
Toronto, contractor; and Frank Nicholson, of the said City of Toronto, contractor, Thompson,
Of the firet part, and Patrick George Close, of the said City of Toronto, merchant, of Nicholson,parties
the second part: of the first part;

".Whereas, the said parties of the first part are tendering for the construction of seSartofsection B of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and have requested the said party of the
second part to assist them in obtaining the said contract for construction and to Close agrees not
YaiVe and abandon ail efforts to obtain the said contract on his own behalë, which, rac orstegetcton
'J Consideration ad after-mentioned, the said party of the second part has agreed to: B for himself.

' Now, therefore, this agreement witnesseth that the said party of the second part
o exert his utmost and his ail legitimate endeavours to procure for the said parties of

the first part the contract for the said section, and act in their behalf for this special
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And to act as purpose as their agent or broker, and abandon al] application for the said contract
broker to aid upon bis own personal behalf or upon the behalf of any person or personus other than
Morse & Co. to the said parties of the first part; ani provided ihat the said prties of the first part or
get contract. any of them obtain the said contract, or any portion or part thereof, then it is aiso
Morse & Co. to a greed and understood as follows, thit is to say : the said parties of the first part
pay Close 2 per covenant to pay to the said party of the second part, as brokerage or commission, in
cent. brokerage relation to the contract, an amount equal to 2 per cent. of the amounit of the said
on the anotnt of contract to be paid to the said party of the second part from time to time upon the

amounts paid to the said parties of the first part under and by virtue of the said contract,
and at the times when such amounts are paid to the said parties of the first part ;
but it is understood that the first three monthly payments under such contract shall
be paid to and received by the said parties of the first part, free and clear of any
deduction by or payment to the said party of the second part ; nevertheless that the
said brokerage or commission upon the said first three monthly payments shall be
charged against and payable out of the fourth monthly payment along with the said
brokerage upon the said fourth monthly payient to the said party of the second part :

This brokerage to " It is also agreed that the said brokerage be the first charge or lien upon the
be a first charge amounts so paid from time to time to the said parties of the first part save as aforesaid.
upon the month- And the parties of the firsc part do grant and assign the said 2 per cent. u.nt the

paymenas - said party of the second part, and authorize and direct the Government of Canada, or
tors. r whomsoever pays the amount of the saut contract to the said parties of the first part,

to pay the said brokerage to the said party of the second part :
This agreement L it is also agreed that this covenant and grant and assignient shall be binding
to bind the as- tpon the amount coming from time to time under the said contract to the said parties
signees of Morse of the first part whether the said parties of the first part keep the said contract or
& Ce. should they assign the saine And iltit tbis assignment is considered as bing made under the

statute to render choses in action assignable.
Close to have pre- " It is also agreed that the party of the second part shall have the preference of
fereciee tri supply- supplying to the parties of the first part such goods as tbey may from time to time
ing goods to require in relation to the said contract, that is to say, if the said party of tite second
contractor, part offers to supply said goods of as good quality and for as low prices as can be

obtaineu, then the said parties of the first part shall be bound to purchase the same
frein him.

" lu witness where f the said parties have set their naines and seals the day and
year first above written.

(Signed) " G. D MORSE,
"Signed, sealed and delivered " R MiA RPOLE,

in the presence of A. J. THOUPSON, G.D.M.
"JoHN A. PATERSON. " FRANK NI.HoLSON,

"P. J. CLOSE "

16074. Where was this agreemont signed ?-In Mr. Paterson's office.

16075. Toron to ?-Yes.
16076. Did you understand, at the time of making this agreement,

that Mr. Close was tendering, or about to tender, on his own behalf for
this work ?-No.

16077. Did you understard that ho had any interest in any of the
tenders which were being made in any other persons names ?-No.

16078. In the recital at the beginning of the agreement it is suggested
that he was about to make, or was making, some effort to obtain the
contract on bis own behalt ?- I have never heard of it.

16079. It is written in this document : did you not read the docu-
ment before it was signed ?-I did rend the document; but previous to
the agreement I had never heard of such a thing.

16080. Then this written agreement did not express what you had
previoubly understood to be the reason for the bargain ?-Certain!y
not.

Caled on Close 16081. What did you previously ur.derstand to be the reason for the
for a lIsîter of
recomendatoon bargain, or the reason Why you should pay him something ?-We called

on him for a letter of recommendation, supposing at the time that he
had considerable influence with the Government-
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16082. Is that Mr. Close ?-Mr. P. J. Close. He then said that he
would give us such a letter to Sir Charles Tupper and Sir John Mac-
doniald ; but that, in order to make the thing sure, ho would introduce a
friend that would put the contract past a doubt, if we could secure bis
influence with his-Mr. John Shields. Thon, he stated that the Govern-
ment had been under great obligation to Shields and himself, and ho
thought that if we could secure Shields' interest with bis own that our Close suggests
chances would be good, and it was in consideration of that that this Shielda' name.
agreement was given.

16083. Then you believed his representations in that matter, did
you ?-Well, we supposed that there was something in it.

16084. Wore you led to understand by what ho said that you would
be able to get the contract, whether your tender was the lowest or not ?
-- Yes; ho intimated-both intimated such a thing.

16085. That without your tender being the lowest you would be
able to get the contract, through their influence?-Yes; they said
that if there was not too much difference that any firm with whom.
Shields was associated would be sure to get the contract.

16086. You say if the difference was not too much. Was a limit put
to it beyond which they could not effect it ?-I think they mentioned
*50,000 or £60,000; or, perhaps, up to $100,000.

16087. You were led to believe that the Government would lose that
much rather than that their friends should not get the contract?-We
were led to believe that they had sufficient influence with the Govern-
ment to obtain the contract for us, provided there was not more than
that much difference in the price.

16088. Thon that was the real reason for your agreeing to give them
this percentage ?-That is the real reason.

16089. The reason mentioned bore is not the true reason (pointing
to the document) ?-No ; it is not the true roason. I might say
that although Shields' name is not mentioned ho was present at the
time and dictated this agreement.

16090. You mean although his name was not mentioned in the
Writing ?-Yes.

16091. Thon it was understood that Close was really acting for him-
8elf and for Shields together ?-Yes ; for himself and Shields.

16092. But in the name of Close alone ?-Exactly.
16093. Was there any verbal understanding, or any other under-

standing, except what is expressed in this writing, as to any other
imterest yon might obtain through any other tender but your own ?-
Yes.

16094. What was that ?-Not through any other tender but to the
agreement. All the further conversation that took place roferred to
section A as well as section B. This only covers the contract for
-ection B.

16095. But there was a similar understanding in reference to section
, was there-verbal ?-Well, no; not verbal. Before leaving Toronto,

u4t after coming to Ottawa-I mig ht say previous to leaving Toroto-
we received a circular from the Engineer-in-Chief stating that the

Led te believe
that t.hey cou Id
get contract even
though their ten-
der nt the
lowest.

Consideration
mentloned in
agreement uot
the real consider-
ation.

Contract No. 41.
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Government would favour a tender for the whole work rather than a
part, and after coming to Ottawa we decided to tender for the whole
work, and when Shields and Close found that our tender for the whole
work was the lowest they made a demand for a similar amount on
section A as we had agreed to pay on section B.

16096. Then, in other words, they claimed that this agreement
should apply substantially to the whole of section C, which combined
A and B, as well as it applied to section B alone ?-No; they wanted
us to execute a further agreement covering section A.

16097. Well, that would, in effect, make the agreement apply to the
whole section C?-Oh, yes.

16098. Had you any understanding with them as to any percentage
or any benefit being given to them in case you should obtain an
interest in anybody else's tender or contract ?-None, as far as I am
concerned.

16099. Are you aware that it was made with any other member of
your firm, so as to apply to any other work but that of your own ten.
der, either section A or B, or both of them ?-I am not aware of it.

16100. Did this agreement between your firm and Close take effect ?
-No; it never took effect.

16101. Why not ?-Because we did not receive the contract.
- 161Ô2. One or two of your firm mentioned an interview at some
hotel in Ottawa, when Mr. Boultbee was present, and when some such
agreement as this was spoken of: can you describe the circumstance ?
-That would have reference to this same demand made for a further
agreement covering section A. I think on the evening of the 30th,
on the day the tenders were opened, Shields and Boultbee called
on me at the Windsor House and asked for such an agreement. I
told them then that I was acting for the rest of my partners, and I
could not agree to anything of that kind until such time as I communi-
cated with them. I notified then by telegram, and they came down
next morning. That was when Boultbee and Shields called on me at
the Windsor.

16103. Then that interview was had upon the subject of the new
t agreement to be applied to section A only, and like that which applied

to this previous agreement for section B ?-Yes.
16104. Who was present at the interview ?-Mr. Morse, Mr. Mar-

pole, and I think Mr. Watts was present; Mr. McCormick, Mr. Shields,.
Mr. Close, Mr. Boultbee and myself.

ta s pr16105. Was that the Mr. Watts who was interested with you ?-Yes.
16106. Did you describe his interest before ?-Yes; his interest was-

not defined.
16107. He was to have some benefit from the contract, but it was

not clearly settled ?-He was a practical man; he vas an engineer.

16108. What was his occupation up to that time ?-He had been
engineer of the Credit Valley Railway.

16109. Was he connected with any Department ?-He had been on
the Canadian Pacifie Railway, I think, in the capacity of an engineer
previous to bis joining us.
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16110. Ilis connection with it had ceased at the time y->u speak of?
-Yes; his connection with the Pacifie Railway.

16111. At that interview at the Windsor-I think you said at the
Windsor-was it suggested that any one else should be interosted in
the benefits of this proposed agreement in addition to Close and
Shields ?-No.

16112. Was Mr. Boultbee to have any interest, as far as you know ? &tatusot
-Well, not that I am aware of. was to have an

16113. Did lie propose upon that occasion to take any interest in the
matter himself personally ?-Well, I was not aware up to that time
that Mr. Boultbee had any interest; but when these gentlemen called on
us at the Windsor House, Mr. Close and Mr. Shields came into the room
and, of course, we refused to execute a further agreement, stating at
the same time that we thought they were very well paid, but in case the
undertaking proved profitable that we would be willing to do what was
fair. Then Mr. Boultbee came in. He was outside the door in the
other room. Then some words took place. I think he insisted on the
agreement being signed, or something to that effect ; and I said to him
that I was not aware at that time that he had anything to do with this
thing, that I thought I was dealing with Shields and Close. I forget
the exact words that he used: but lie said ho had been interesting him-
self on our behalf, and that ho did not wish to bo treated in that manner.
I think I said he had perhaps better wait outside until he was called,
or something of that kind; that I was not aware that he was interested
in the concern. Thb was the reply I made. I cannot recollect the
exact words.

Boultbee Insisted
on tne sgning of
agreeent, this
wlt'ness resented.

16114. I understand you to say that ho alleged at that time that he
had been interesting himself on your behalf ?-Yes.

16115. Is that what you mean when you say that he had been
interested?-Yes.

16116. Was there any suggestion made by him that ho was in-
terested in it pecuniarily himself ?-No.

16117. Was that arrangement ever carried out, as to section A, the At a late period
percentage going to these people, Close and Shields, or did you refuse to arrangement

agreod to and
sign it ?-I refused to sign it on that occasion. I think there was an signed.
arrangement at a later date.

16118. Reduced to writing ?-Yes.
16119. Have you that writing or a copy of it ?-I think I have.
16120. Will you produce it ?-I produce it. (Exhibit No. 227.)
16121. Read it?--
" This agreement, made the 31st day of January, in the year of our Lord 1879, between

George D. Morse, A. F. Thompson, and F. Nicholson, of the City of Toronto, and
Richard Marpole, of the Town of Barrie, contractors, of the firat part, and P. G. lose,
Of the City of Toronto, merchant, of the second part :-Whereas the said partiesentered
ito an agreement bearing date the 22nd day of January, A.D. 1879, respecting the

tendering for and doing the work of section B of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
whereas it has been thought desirable to tender also for the work efsection A of t e said
'ailway, and also to tender for both the sections together, now this agreement witneueth
that the said parties agree that in case they, the said parties of the first part, should
Obtaii the contract for either the said section A, or the two together, that then all the
Provisions and stipulations contained In the eaid recited agreement shall extend to and

Agreement.
Morse & Co. of the.
first part; Close
of second.

Provisions the
same as section B
agreement and to
relate to section A
or te sections A
and B combined.
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include the contract for said section A or the two together, as if said section A had been
originally included in the said agreement of the 22nd of January, 1879, excepting only

Save that broker- that the brokerage or commission which shall be paid to the said party of the second
age would be one part li respect of the amount received on account of said section A shall be only ne
per cent. nstead per cent. instead of 2 per cent. And this agreement shall be binding on the heirs,
of 2 per cent. executors and administrators of the said parties. Witness our hands the day and year

first above written.

Signed in presence of
" THoKÂs WATTs."

"G. D. MORSE, per bis Attorney.
F. NICHOLSON,

"A. J. THOMPSON,
"F. NICHOLSON,
"R. MARPOLE,
4P. G. CLOSE.

16122. Where was this agrement signed ?-At Ottawa.

16123. What place in Ottawa ?-The Windsor House.

16124. This is the original agreement is it not: it is not a copy ?-
No; that is the original.

Watts prnpared
second agreement 16125. Do you know who prepared it?-I think it was Mr. Watts.

Coitract No. 42.

No Memiber of
Pariament nor
any person con-
nected with De-
partinents to
have benefitted
pecuniarlly.

Close and Shields
professed to have
special Informa-
tion.

16126. Do you know who prepared the former agreement as to sec-
tion B-I mean the percentage on it?-It was Mr. Paterson, Mr.
Shields' solicitor.

16127. In Toronto ?-Yes.
16128. Do you know who prepared the first agreement between your

tirim and Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-I cannot say.

16129. Do you remember whether it was writton upon the occasion
upon which it was signed, or was it prepared before ?-I do not.

16130. Did this last agreement, as to percentage on section A, take
effect ?-No; it never took effect.

16131. Why not ?-Because at that time we considered that the con-
tract for the whole work would be awarded to us, but it was not; that
was the reason.

16132. Was there any understanding, as far as you know, that any
Member of Parliament should be pecuniarily interested in the result of
any of those transactions ?-Not as far as I am aware of.

16133. Are you aware, or have you reason to believe, that any inform-
ation was obtained through any Member of Parliament, or through
any person in the employ of any Department, which affected this
transaction ?-Only from what Mr. Shields and Mr. Close said.

16134. And was that to the effect that they would be able to influence
Members or Ministers in the way you have described ?-Yes; they
pretended to be on very intimate terms with several Members and
some Ministers, and pretended to say that they could get almost any
information that they wanted. This was what they told me; of course
I do not know it to be a fact.

16135. Did they mention any particular Minister or Ministers ?-
Oh, yes ; they mentioned Sir Charles Tupper, Mr. Pope, Mr. McDonald,
Minister of Justice, and I think Mr. Haggart, M.P., that they could get
information through them.
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16136. Any others: Members ?-They may have mentioned some 1 nd 42.

others.
16137. Do you remenber any others mentioned by them ?-Well,

perhaps M.r. Boultbee. I do not remember of any other, excepting those.
16138. Did they mention any officers in any of the Departments

from whom they could get information ?-No.
16139. No officer ?-Not that I recollect now. Of course it is so long

ago that I bave not taken any particular interest in the matter since.
16140. I understand you to say substantially that it was because they

promised to exercise this influence to obtain this advantage for you in
this way that you agreed to give them the percentage ?- Yes.

16111. And that the agreement did not take effect because the tender
was not accepted either for section A or B ?-Yes.

16142. Are you aware whether it had been at any time arrangod by
.any member of your firm, or by any member of Andrews, Jones & Co.'s
firm, tbat any officer in any Depart ment was to be pecuniarily interested
in the results of any of those transactions ?-I think there was a name Cliapleau's name
mentioned at one time, but I cannot say what. That was in Andrews re"ilvsome
and Jones' company, but I cannot say what was the amount he was thing. Dese ot

to receive.
16143. Who was the person ?-Mr. Chapleau, I think.
16144. Was ho to be interested, as you understood it, in the

result of the contract, or in consequence of something that he was to do ?
-No ; in the result of the contract.

16145. He bas himself given evidence to this effect: that it was at one
time proposeÀ that he should leave the Department in which ho was
and take an interest with Andrews, Jones & Co ?-- Well, he was a
particular friend of Col. Smith, and I suppose it was in that way
the thing was arranged.

16146. Is what you remember substantially what I have related ?-
Yes.

16i47. And is that what you allude to when you say ho might become
intorested in the resuit of the contract ?-Yes.

16148. You mentioned Mr. Pope as one of the persôns who might be
influenced by Close -and Shields?-I do not know that ho would be
influenced, but he was one of the men they mentioned as a particular
friend.

16149. Which Mr. Pope was that ?-I think it was the Minister of
Agriculture.

16150. The original figures in your tender upon Section B were Original figure-
reduced at the suggestion of some person, you said ?-Yes. ed at sugestion

16151. At whose suggestion was that ?-At the suggestion of Mr.
Shields.

16152. What reason did he give you for reducing the figures ?-So
that we would be sure not to miss the contract.

16153. Did ho lead you to understand then that the amount of the
oentract was a material question ?-No; ho said it did not matter very

tnuch. It could be made up in other ways, that is by getting favour-
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Tenderinir-
Cont ract Mo. 42.

Suggested that
even If prlees
were Iow It could
be made up by
gettn" favour-
able engineers.

Suggesting that
tender sbould be
10w and that the
contract could be
got whether ten
(ter lowest or flot
Inconsistent.

Shields did not

rove able to get
foMorse & Co0.
any position tA)
whIch they had
not a right.

able engineers, and tho Goveinment furnishing rails for construction
purposes, and so forth, that the difference could be made up in that
way.

16154. Was it then that even if your prices were too low to make a
profit upon them you could afterwards arrange with the Government
officers to get a profit in another way ?-IHe did not mention Govern-
ment officers, but lie mentioned by getting favourable engineers, which
ho claimed to be able to do.

16155. But as to the acceptance of the tender by the Government, I
understand you to say now that it was suggested that it was desirable
to have the figures low enough ?-Yes.

16156. Is that consistent with the other idea, that you could get the
contract whether your figures were low enough or not ?-It does not
seem consistent.

16157. Did you believe both of those propositions ?-Well, towards.
the last I had not much faith in anything he did say.

16158. Why not ?-Becanse I found that he was working for other
parties as well as ourselves, at least I was told that Le was.

16159. What do you mean : that Le was giving his best help to some
other firm as well as yours ?-Yes.

16160. Did he undertake to get each one the contract ?-I suppose;
I do not know for a fact, but I was told so.

16161. And is it because you found that ho was helping some other
person that yoii lost your faith in his statements: is that the only
reason ?-Well, I consider that he did not act in accordance with the
agreement, according to his word.

16162. Did you ascertain at any time that ho was able to get for you,
a position, or any rank, or any favour which you wore not entitled to.
as a inatter of right ?-No.

16163. ilave you any further papers or letters relating to any of
those transactions in your possession ?-I may have, but I bave not got
them here.

16164. Could you state what they are ?-1 could not, till I iut my
bands on theni. It is alnost two years since the thiig occurred, and
they are scattered around, and I may not have anything of any inport-
ance.

16165. Is there anything further whieh you think ought to bo made-
known to us, in order to enable us to understand the different bearings
of these negotiations on the transactions ?-Nothing that I am aware
of.

16166. Is there any other evidence that you wish to give, either by
way of explanation or in addition to what you have already said ?-
No; I think not.

16164. I am not sure that I asked you before, but at all events I will,
ask you now: did Mr. Shields or Mr. Close at any timo name to you-
any officer in the Department through whom either of them expected
to get any advantage in the shape of information ?-No.

16168. Or in any other shape: either information or documents, or
any other benefit ?-No.
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6169. Is there anything further which you would wish to say on the
subject ?-No.

16'70. Have you been interested in any other transaction of the Contct Ne@.
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes. 4sai fe.

16171. Which other ?-I have tendered with others for the first 100 T°ndered for firt
.and second 100 miles west of Winnipeg, and for some canal work. mlesoesf

16172. Have you any idea as to whether you were the lowest tenderer Not the lowest
uipon those railway works, or either of them ?-No; we were not the tendaerer ndd ld

lowest tender. tract.

16173. Have you any complaint to make on account cf the manner
in which the contract was awarded in either of those cases ?-No; not
that I am awaro of.

16174. Is there anything that yon know of, which would lead you to
think that the contract was not awarded properly ?-Not that I am
aware of.

16175. Is there anything further upon either of these works which
you consider it proper to state by way of evidence ?-No.

16176. Have you been interested in any other matter connected with
the Pacitie Railway ?--Nothing further than what I have stated.

16177. Is there anything f urther which you wish to say by way of
evidence ?-Nothing that I can think of.

[At the request of the Hon. Wm. Macdougall, who was present, the
examination of this witness was continued as follows]:-

16178. In what capacity did you understand the Hon. Mr. Mac-
dougall to be connected in the receipt of this tolegram which you have
produced ?-Well, Mr. Joseph Macdougall, of Toronto, acted as solici.
tor for George D. Morse, and I consider that the Hon. Wm. Macdou-
gall acted in Joseph Macdougall's interest here. I might say that
Joseph Macdougall is Mr. Morse's solicitor.

16179. Thon who engaged Hon. William Macdougall to take any part
in this matter, as far as you know ?-lie was not engaged that I
know of.

16180. You are aware that he received this telegram from N. F
Joues ?-Y es.

16181. Have you any idea that in doing so ho acted in any other way
except as a professional man-a lawyer ?-I have not.

contract No. 42.
Capacity In
whtch Hon. Wm.
Macdougall acted
in relation to
A ndrews, Jones &
Co. and Morse
& Co.

Acted as a lawyer

16182. Rave yon at any time had any reason to think that ho was
interested in any other cbaracter, or had any pecuniary benefit from
the transactions themselves ?-I have not.

16183. Hlad it ever been suggested that ho should have any interest,
except as a lawyer ?-No.

16184. las it been suggested in any way that any influence which
he might possess as a Mem ber of Parliament should be made use of to
bis advantage by being paid for it in any way ?-It has not.

16185. Has ho at any time proposed to use such influence as a
Member of Parliament, for the benefit of your firm, or any of them, or
of Andrews, Jones & Co., or any of them ?-Not that I am aware of.
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Contract No. 42. 16186. Did you say that you understood that ho and some members

of the firm of Andrews, Jones & Co. were friendly ?-No, I have not
said so.

Macdougall acted 16187. Do you know whether, as a matter of fact, he is well
as so eltor for acquainted witlh any of them ?-I have heard that he acted as solicitor

for Col. Smith, of New York, in somu matters connected with the
Canadiin Pacific Railway.

16188. Is this telegram from the partner of Col. Smith, N. F. Jones?
-Yes, the thon partner.

161S9. Is the substance of this telegram in accordance with what
you understood to be the relation between them at that time, as a pro-
tssional man : this is directed to lon. Wm. Macdougall by N. F.
Jones ?-It may be that.

161iO. Have you any reason to think it is otherwise ?-No; unless
as Mr. Morse's sclicitor.

16191. Thon do you mean that it is either as the solicitor for Mr.
Jones, or Mr, Smith, or Mr. Morse ?-Yes.

16192. But do you say in no other character than as a lawyer?.-
No other character as far as my knowledge goes.

16193. Do you know whether Mr. Macdontgall was solicitor for
Col. Smith at the time of this telegram ?-lI d, not. I do not know
it now, only from hearsay.

16194. Was it in connection with the claim arising out of the
Georgian Bay Branch that yon understand that ho was solicitor for
Col. Snith ?-Yes; so I have heard.

Honi. Wm. Mac-
dougail ated In
Vace of Joseph

acdougall as
solletor for

Maedougal
neither asked ner
ebtalned any ad-
vantage because
of his being a
Member oe Par-
anament.

Firm of Morse &
Co. neer offered
te seli nor receiv-
ed any inoney.

WADDLE.

Toegraph-
TenderlnK.

Contract No. -1.

1,'195. Is that how you allude to him as being his solicitor ?-Yes.
I have said that he acted in the interest of Mr. Joseph Medougall, of
Toronto. Perhaps I might correct that by saying that lie acted in his
place as solicitor for Mr. Morse.

16196. Throughout all those transactions, have you any reason to
think that Mr. Macdougail obtained any advantage, or asked for any
advantage, in consequence of his being a Member of Parliaient ?-1
have no reason whate. or to think so. I might say before closing that
our firm, although having offeris to sell out, never offered to sell, nor
received a cent in any way directly or indirectly, in connection with
the Pacifie Railway, although our firm was offered by Mr John Leys,
of Toronto, $50,000 to drop out; but we tendered for the work and
expected te carry it out. We wanted the contract and did not enter-
tain the offer.

16197. Do you know for whom ho was acting?-î do not ; I have
asked Mr. John Leys, but ho would not disclose the name.

16198. Is there anything further ?-Notbing further that I can
think of now.

JOHN WADDLE, sworn and examined:
By the Chairman :-

16199. Where do you live ?-At Kingston.
16200. What is your occupation ?-Contractor.
16201. On what kind of work ?-Different kinds of works. Building.
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16202. Have you had any interest in any contracts on railway works COtract N
or telegraph lines ?-I have tendered for the tolegraph line on the
Pacifie Railway. I have built telographs-a great many miles of it-
previous to that, but not for the Government.

16203. Have you been interested in any ot the tenders or works of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-I tendered on behalf of myself.

16204. For what work ?-The whole of the sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and Tendered for all
6. My tender is in the Department, I suppose, some place yet. I and the sections.

George Smith were in the tender, and I bought him out afterwards; I
made him sign off.

16205. When your tender was made was it on your own account or Smith no interest
on account of a firm ?-I made it out principally myself, and then ho I® aontaacta av
was used to being in the bush, and I took him in as a partner. He signed îractical man.
the tender with me. He had no further interest further than at the
rate of $4 a day.

16206. Look at this document (Exhibit No. 4) and say whether that
is the tender to which you refer?-That is the document, Sir.

16207. Was the contract on either of these sections under this tender
awarded to you?-No. 5, Sir. I got notice of No. 5, and I got
notice of No. 6 also, afterwards.

16208. Have you the notice which you got on No. 5 ?-Yes, 1
think so.

16209. Can you produce it ?-Yes. (Exhibit No. 228.)
16210. Did you come to Ottawa in obedience to this telegram ?-Yes.
16211. And what took place between you and the Government?-I Went to Ottawa

Came to Ottawa a day or two afterwards to see Mr. Mackenzie miner a
the Premier, and ho was not in Ottawa. He had left and gone to
Montreal or some place. I saw Mr. Scott then. Mr. Scott was acting
in his place while he was away.

16212. Which Mr. Scott ?-The Hon. Mr. Scott. I think he was in
the Senate thon.

16213. Did you see some one ?-Yes, I saw him of (ourse. He spoke
first about the amount of the security, the amount of the bond, and
talked about $20,000.

16214. Did ho not first speak of the section that you were going to
get ?-It was No. 5 tender that I was to get.

16215. Was section 5 for the whole telegraph froin one side of the
continent to the other ?-Section 5 only from Thunder Bay, or Prince
Arthur's Landing as they cali it, to Winnipeg. It is the same section
as Oliver and Davidson got afterwards.

16216. Do you say that you were notified that you were to have that
contract ?-Yes, Sir.

16217. Have you that notification ?-That is the telegram I got to
come down.

16218. Whore is that notification ?-Is that not it ?
16219. No, it is not; this contains these words: " Could you imme-

diately corne to Ottawa about your tender for Pacifie Railway Tele-
graph. Answer."-Yes, that was the section that was awarded to me.
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contract No. 4. 16220. There is nothing about section 5 hore: how did you got in-
formation about that ?-Mr. Scott and Mr. Trudeau told me. He was
the Deputy Minister at the time.

Trudeau told hlim 16221. What did ho tell you ?-He told me that section 5 was
sfection 5 was
awarded to him. awarded to me and Smith.
Hon. A. Macken- 162d2. What else ?-He wanted to know if I was prepared to enter
zie t"d witess into the contract. I said it would take some time to look up thelie waa satisfied
with $10,000 as amount of the security. Mr. Scott said it would be $20,000. I said:
security. "The Government bas laid down a schedule of 5 per cent., and I am

not sacisfied with that $20,000." I said I would be satistied with the
5 per cent. " Well," said ho, "you will let it stand until Mr. Mac-
kenzie comes home. I will not take any active part until Mr. Mac-
kenzie returns." About the week following Mr. Mackenzie came home,
and I wrote him a letter stating the amount that I considered ho was
entitled to. Five per cent. would come to $8,500 on the tender, but I
was willing to make it $10,000 and say no more about it. The day
after I sent the letter, I saw Mr. Mackenzie coming from one wing to
another, and ho told me ho was satisfied with $10,000, and ar anged on
the amount it would be-

16223. Have you this letter which you wrote to Mr. Mackenzie ?-
I produce the letter which I wrote. (Exhibit No. 229.)

Contract signed
by tw> sureties
ad security sent
to Ottawa.

16224. Proceed.-Thon when I arrarged on the amrount of the
security, the party that was going in with me on the contract-there
was one or two of us at the time-I was to give a mortgage as soeurity.
The party that was to value the property was appointed by Mr. Mac-
kenzie. His solicitor and architect in Kingston was to go and value
it, and then was to report to the lawyer, Mr. Brittain, and Mr. Brittain
approved of the security to the contract, and I came down again and
showed the certificte to Mr. Mackenzie, and ho said it was all right. I
stayed bere until the contract was drawn out, and took it up to get it
signed in Kingston. It was signed by the two sureties, and the mort-
gage was registered and sent down to Ottawa. I came down and left
it behind me in Mr. Brittain's bands for that purpose; so I carne down
bore the next day to the Deputy Minister of Justice's Department.

Agreed to take in 16225. Who was that: Mr. Lash ?-No, Bernard was his namo-Sir
Smiths andAve John's brother-in-law. He was Deputy Minister thon and he got it,
him one-third and he said that there was a previous mortgage on it, and that had to
patde e Puty be released. Well, in the certificate it also showed that it was quite

sufficient for the security, independent of the mortgage, but to have it
removed. Then the Government did not sign the contract and I went
away, and Mr. Mackenzie told me I would have time to have it removed,
or get other security, whichever I liked. Then I went up to Toronto
and I arranged with A. M. Smith, of Toronto, and took in his nephew
or some relation with me, and made him pay, and ho was to make the
necessary deposit with the Governmont and do away with this mort-
gage altogother, and I was to give him one-third of the contract, and
ho was to give all the security which was required, which papers I
have got hore to show.

16226. Have you any written communication to show that you were
awarded the nontract for section 5 of this telegraph line ?-Well, now,
I don't think it mentions section 5, but I was looking after the latter.
I think it mentions in the telegraph that I would see a letter, and I
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was looking about it, but I could not find it. These papers, I think, Contract Nt'. 4.

have been mislaid. I ought to have the letter, but the contract will
show-it is in the Department some place-that No. 5 is mentioned in
the contract, and it is in the Department some place, signed.

16227. Did you get somo other section awarded to you afterwards ? Informed by
-Yes. There is a lotter from Mr. Fleming notifying me that I Ws Flasneg hat s
the kwest for No. 6, and that the Government was prepared to go on tender for section
with it-that I was the lowest, that I might hold myself in readiness .
to go on with it, and I will produce that directly. Here is a letter
dated August 12th, showing section 5 (Exhibit No. 230), and here is
the letter showing section 6. It was wrotè to Dr. St. Jean by Mr.
Fleming, and I got a copy of it from Dr. St. Jean. lIe was friendly to
me at the time, and he was acting for me in my absence.

16228. Were you ever awarded any contract for any section of the
telegraph lino except section 5 ?-No, Sir.

16229. That was the only section upon which you had a chance of
fulfilling your tender ?-Yes; that is correct.

16230. Do you know what reason was given at last for not letting Never found out
you have the contract for that section ? -I never found out any reason, awhredcot
and they kept me here for three weeks after I came down, when Mr. for section 5.
Mackenzie spoke about not taking the mortgage as satisfactory, and
giving me time to go and get any security I required. Here is the
agreement I entered into in Toronto. (Exhibit No 231.)

16231. This is an agreement between yourself and Robert D. Perry,
is it not ?-Yes.

16232. The Government is not a party to this agreement?-No; but
you see I have produced that to show you the reason how the thing
came.

16233. How what thing came ?-How that document came. Of
course, I took Perry in, you know, he gave us A. M. Smith, of Toronto,
as security to me for $30,000 to carry out the contract, and I had half
of it in that document, and he makes a deposit with the Government
of $10,000, and he wants Mackenzie to transfer the contract to him-
the son did any way.

16234. I do not want to investigate, at present, your arrangement Hon. A. Maeken-
with Perry: I want to know what took place between you and the a ol n
Government ?-Perry and I both came down on the 6th or 7th of the geuing secnrity
nonth of December, 1874, after the date of that document, and Mr. paty anoortmea
Mackenzie said, says he: " You were so long I have notified another
party, but he is not likely to take it up; " and, said he, " wait, and ifhe
does not sign the contract you can have it."

16235. Can you tell me whether you ever got a notice from the
Government that your time was up'%, and that you no longer had any
chance to get contract 5 ?-In writing or verbally I never got one.
It was quite to the contrary.

16236. Did you ever get any notice that unless you finished putting
Up your security by a certain time that the Government would pass
Over your tender and go to the next man ?-No; that is what I asked
Mr. Mackenzie why he didn't notify me when he found ont I had signed
it, and give me a chance before he gave it away; and he told me that
Was his own business.
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Contract mo.*• 16237. In putting up your security did you not understand that it
was necessary that Mrs. Sellick, or some person of that name, should
reloase the claim upon the property offered as security ?-It was Mrs.
Sellick's property, but there was a mortgage on it, and he wanted that
released or a cash deposit.

Security. 16238. Then you understood that it was necessary to get that reloase
before your security was perfect ?-Yes.

16239. Did you get that release ?-No; that was not done, but this
other was done in lieu of it.

16240. What other was• done ?-This agreement was entered into
between Perry and 1, and I got a letter ot credit for $10,000 with A. M.
Siith, of Toronto.

16241. Who got the letter of credit ?-Mr. Perry took it back to
Toronto. Mr. Mackenzie had it in his hand and kept a copy of it, and
he had nothing to do but to send it down to him when the contract was
Bigned.

16242. Who had nothing to do but to send it down ?-If the Govern-
ment signed the contract the money would have been deposited.

16243. You expected that the Government would have signed the
contract before you deposited the moncy ?-No, I didn't think they
would ; but they would give me some satisfaction that they would do it.
I didn't want them even to do it, but to say yes instead of putting off
and putting off from day to day.

16244. Did you not get information at that interview with Mr.
Mackenzie that ho had already awarded the contract to somebody else ?
-No; nor I didn't for inonths afterwards, and I never knew until it
was fetched up in Parliament that it was. When I was here and when
it was fetched up that the contract was signed on the 9th of February-
and ho kept me here for three weeks waiting day after day to have it
signed, and promising- -

16245. Did Mr. Mackenzie give you any reason, at the time that you
showed him that letter of credit, why you could not get the contract ?
-No.

16246. Did ho load you to understand that you might get it?-Yes.
Hon. A. Macken- 16247. What did he say ?-He said that those parties-Sutton-zie told hlmx
suttop & Co. would not likely take it up, and I should likely get it, it would be the

m1egonratta e, first chance; he told me so most distinctly more than once.

16248. Did ho tell you they had the chance of taking it up ?-They
came here and went away again.

16249. Then ho told you that before that day ho had given Sutton
the chance of taking it up ?-Yes.

Interview with 16250. Can you niame the day upon which you had that interview
A. Mackenzie on
the th or 7th o with Mr. Mackenzie ?-It wvas either the 6th or 7th day of December,
December, 18.. 1874.
On the 20th Nov-
ember, Sutton &
Thirtkell were
notifled that they
could have con-
tract.

16251. The official documents show that on the 20th of November,
1874, Mr. Braun, the Secretary of the Department, had notified Sutton
& Thirtkell that they might have the contract: can you now understand
why it was that in Decomber, Mr. Mackenzie could not say positively
that you should have it ?-I don't know, because they never lot me
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know what negotiations they were going on with. He said that they contiacÉ N.
were not likely to take it up, and Mr. Braun also told me that it was
not likely they would take it up and I had botter stop, and I remained
until the day before Sir John's election in Kingston-until the night of
the 27th or 28th of December.

16252. This proposition which you say you made about the 7th of
December ?-Yes.

16253. Was made only verbally to Mr. Mackenzie ?-Mr. Perry and
I were together.

16254. But it was made verbally, vas it?-Yes; and he produced the
letter of credit to him.

16255. Was that iri writing?-The letter of~credit was in writing.'
16256. Was the notice to the Government in writing ?-Yes; ho got

a copy of the letter.
16257. Who wrote the notice or the letter to the Goverument that Notice toGovern-

you were ready to do the work ?-I copied it myself-that is the letter aet that heh;as
of credit. work.

16258. I am not asking about the letter of credit, I am asking about
this notice to them that you were ready to do the work ?-1 didn't give
them notice, I told them that I was ready. 1 told Mr. Braun, and ho
told me to go to Mr. Mackenzie, and I went to Mr. Mackenzie. The
only notice they ever got in writing was when the House sat to fetch
it up. Kirkpatrick advised me to give them notice when I asked him
what was best to do. I asked him to fetch it up in the louse, and
then there was notice given to them. I believe the contract was signed
then, but it was after that they were served with the notice.

16259. If the contract for this section bad been offered as early as
November 20th to Sutton & Thirtkell, you can understand why the
Government could not give it to you in December?-I could unýder-
stand it, but I never did understand it, because [ didn't know it.

16260. You can understand it now?-Yes; but I didn't know it
thon, because Mr. Mackenzie lot it to me. The day was appointed on
which ail the contracts should b. signed.

16261. That was on the former occasion when you were to have the
security ready in Kingaton ?-No; on the Friday before the election
in Kingston. That would be about the 25th of the month.

16262. What month ?-No; it was after Christmas.
16263. What month ?-December. A day or two after Christmas Dr. On the saturday

St. Jean and I went up to Mr. Mackenzie, and ho told us to come on 'e * .¿iftckzetold witneea tc
Saturday, and, said ho: " I will let you know what day yon will come on Monday
have the contract signed." We went up on Saturday, and, said tgienirn about
he: " As there is only half a day the clerks will be out at one o'clock, tract.
and come on Monday." On Monday Dr. St. Jean and I went up again,
and ho was gone to Montreal, or some place else. Of course I was
interested in Kingston a little and I left. I told Mr. Braun: "JI would
go to Kingston but I would be back in a few days. " I went to Kings- Witness Ieft for
ton and voted, of course, and when I came back I could not get the Kingston to votew
Contract. He put me off and put me off, and told me to go to Mr. Tru- whenhegotba*
deau and find out ail I wanted. I saw Mr. Trudeau, and ho said ha n¿t ge cora
Could do nothing about it, and said I would have to see Mr». Mackenzie,
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contract No. 4. and they kept me paddling backwards and forwards two or three weeks
that wav, and I could find out nothing about it.

16264. Before you made this arrangement with Perry in December
liad you understood that yon had failed to put up your security in
Kingston ?-No; beeause I had got time to commence in the spring.
Mr. Mackenzie and tho Minister of Justice told me I would have two
or three months if I wanted it.

16265. Did they tell you that in writing ?-No, in their own office;
and the work was not to commence until spring.

16266. Did you know before November the 20th that you had failed
to put up the security in Kingston which you had tried to put up ?
-No.

16267. Did you not know that Mrs. Sellick had refused to release
her land ?-No ; she didn't refuse to release it.

16268. Didn't she telegraph to the Department that she had with-
drawn ber security ?-I did not know anything at all about it.

16269. Do you know now ?-I know since, by report.
16270. Has she told you ?-She never told me. She left the city

shortly after and went away; but I did not care at the time because I
was negotiating and had this partly done whon she done that.

FalIed to ut up 16271. Do you understand now that you bad failed to put up the
his Kings Kingston security that you started to, put up ?-Yes; that failed, nosecurlty. 

doubt.

16272. And it was after that failure that the Department awarded it
to Sutton & Thirtkell, on November 20th, was it not? -According to
the accounts which I saw since fetching it up in the House, but I did
not know it before it was forced out of them in February-the latter
part of February, for they still held out that the contract was mine.

Never informed 16273. Were you ever informed, either in writing or by word of
that un less he put muhb
up hn secnrbtyue mouth by any one, that unless you put up your security within a given
would not be able time you would not be able to get the contract ?-I neither got itto get contract. verbally or any other way, and that is what I found fault with ; and I

spoke to two or three Members cf Parliament to see if they could not
find out what the reason was I did not get notice. I never got it one
way or the other, because here is telegrams to me wanting me to sell
out the contract before I had it a week.

Glass offered wit- 16274. Telegrams from whom?-From Glass, of London. Ie cameness IO,ooo for bIs Kio-t
Contract and to to K igston and offered me $ 10,000 for it, and he would make up all the
put up deposit. necessary deposit and would go to Ottawa and bave the contract.

16275. Will you produce the telegram ?-Yes, there is the telegram
to meet him at such a place, but there is Do price in any of them.
(Exhibit No. 232.)

16276. Where did he see you and make this offer?-At the City
Hotel, Kingston. le wanted me to meet him, and I told him if he
wanted to do anything to come to Kingaton.

Iefused offer. 16277. And did you refuse to sell out your interest to him ?-I
refused to sell out until I would see Mackenzie, and I told him there
was more than that in it, and I did not want to let it go.
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Telegraph-
Tendering.

16278. Was that on section 5?-That was section 5, Sir. His offor Oontract No. 4.

was made to me in the presence of witneises. There were a lot of
other gentlemen there.

16279. Have you seen any account of these notices in print after
they were returned to the House ?-Which notice, Sir ?

1628). Any of the notices concerning this matter; you say it was
brought up in the HoLise ?-Yes.

16281. Did you ever see anything about it in print ?-I could not
be positive about it. I got a circular from the Senate, and when I got
that circular, as far as the print is concerned, it showed where Sutton and
the Minister was communicating at the same time that he was corres
ponding with me.

16282. But the communications that were going on with you at that
time were not in writing were they ?-No; I was there every day-
sometimes twie.

16283. It was those conversations which you have spoken of that
you call correspo)nding with you?-Yes.

16284. And you say that at the same time that was going on the
printed papor- show that they were communicating with those people
in Brantford ?-Yes; and I didn't know a hap'orth about it until Senator
Aikins sent this paper down to me. I never knew it until that came
to me.

ALFRED BOULTBEE, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-

1628à. Where do you live ?-Toronto.
16286. Are you a Member of the Ilouse of Commons?-Yes.

While verbally
communcating
with witness,
Department com-
municattg with
Sutton & CJo., of
Brantrord.

BOULTBEE

T endertng-
Voutracts NoS.

41 mmd 42.

rio interes wMa16 ) 7. Have you had any interest in any of the transactions of the evar in an
Canadian Pacitie Railway ?-None whatever. Railway transao.

44
16288. Have you taken any part in any of the transactions in which.

others were interested ?-I came bore before some of the tenders-I for-
get what they were called, sections A and B, I think, Canadian Pacifie
Railway-were awarded last year, or last spring I think it was, before
they were opened for tender. I came here with Mr. Shields.

16289. In what capacity did you act with Mr. Shields ?-Well, I carpe
as it were as bis solicitor, though I was making no charge against him
for doing so. I was under some obligation to him-considerable oblig-
ations,in fact, when he asked me to come down. He said ho was going
to tender with some others parties.

Came to Ottawa
am goliitor t°
Shield who wa
going to tender.

16290. Are you a practising solicitor ?-Yes.

16291. Were you present with him at any of bis negotiations with
other pai ties in connection with that section B matter ?-Yes, I was.

16292. Who else were present ?-Well, that I really could hardly Present atan
tell you now. 1 was present at a great many meetings he had with Ite1i®eean
other parties that he was proposing to take an interest with or the Morse & 0o.
that were proposing to him to take an interest. They extended over farm.
6ome weeks. I was present at one transaction (which was referred to
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Tender-ing-
Coetracts ios.

61 anta 4 -

ThInks he wrote
memorandum of
agreemenit.

They au quarrel-
led and disputed
sud witness left.

Prepared a mem-
-orandum of

tween ShIeld.
and Fraser, Man.
iiing & Co.

in evidence) which brought me here to-day, where I met, I think,
a Mr. Morse and a Mr. Nicholson and a Mr. Marpole. Weil, I
am not sure whether.any others were present or not, but these four
were.

16293. Mr. Thompson ?-I think not; no.
1694. Mr. Watts?-Weil, I think a man named Watts was there,

but I would not he clear on that. I think he was an engineer. I do
not know but that ho was going to do engineering work for them. I
am not sure as to that.

16295. What part did you take in that interview?-I went down
with Mr. Shieldsto meet these gentlemen at the hotel they were at-I
think it was the Windsor Hotel they were at--to settle the terms of a
miemorandum of agreement that they were going to enter into if they
got the contract.

16296. Was there any written agreement ?-Yes there was a written
nemoiandum of agreement drawn. I am not sure, but I think Mr.
Shields and I had it with us when we went there. I am not perfectly
sure whether I p repared it, or whether he had previously prepared it,
or had it preparod. L rather think I wrote it.

16297. From whom did you get the particulars from which that was
drawn ?-From .Mr. Shields,

16298. Was that document executed at the lime of this interview ?-
When we went there at first we found that it did not contain what they
thought wore the termnus at ail. They ail quarrelled and disputed and I
left. That is ail I had to do with it.

1('299. Did you appear there on account of any interest you had
yourself in the transaction ?-No, not the slightest.

16:.00. Was it suggested there, or at any other time, that in that
transaction you should Lave some personal interest. or peeuniary inter-
est ?- Not the slighest; there never was such a suggestion nale at ail.
Thero was no conversation which took place, except as to the ternis of
this agreement. It grew to angry words directly. It did not last
long; they were widely divergent and did not agree at ail in fact.
That was the whole of it. Mr. Shields said they had, and they said
they had not; it got into that shape and I came away.

16301. Were vou present at the previous interview when the terme
of this previous agreement were discussed ?--No; I did not kiow any-
thing about it at ail. I was told by Mr. Shields it was settled, and
either ho gave me a memorandum or 1 drew it. I rather think I drew
it. It came in the shape of a memorandum froin Mr. Shields, and I
drew it.

16302. Did you. take part, as his attorney or otherwise, in any othor
negotiations about this matter with these same people, or with others ?
-No; 1 did with others, but not the same people. Weil, we may per-
haps have discussod it with other people. There were twenty or thirty
such discussions took place on parties proposing to take the contract.
Some were willing to go in with Mr. Shields, and Mr. Shields was
willing to go in with others, and so on. I do not recolleet anything
definite except with Fraser, Manning & Co. I drew a memorandum b-
tween them once that they should go in together.
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Temdes'asg~
Untrate Noms.

.16303. Had you at any time any pcuniary interest in this section B, '*"d .

or section A, or section C ?-None whatever, neither in those nor in Neyer aad any
any others. est in thia or anyother Canadian

16304. Had you any other transaction conected with the Canadian Paofic Rallway
Pacifie Railway ?-No; not in any shape connected with it, in any contract.

ssible way, and no arrangement or agreement that I made with any- Nothlng carried
y took effect. In these large arrangements, as soon as they agreed, on atn-ehdanythiug to,

they broke promptly. Nothing was carried out that I had anythingto do with.
<Uo with.

16305. Was it proposed at any time that you should have yourself Alleged napre-
an interest in any transaction connected with the Pacifie Railway ?-No. per ranmenet.

16306. Was it proposed that any person connected with any of the
Departments should have any interest in any of these transactions ?-
I never heard such a thing suggested myself.

16307. Are you aware of any Member of Parliament being interested
in the pecuniary results of any of these transactions ?-Not one.

16308. Or obtaining any benefit for any advantage given to any
person ?-No; I do not know of any advantage, either directly or indi-
rectly, given to any Member of Parliament, or myself.

16309. Are you aware of any benefit or advantage given to any
person for influencing any Member of Parliament ?-No.

16310. Are you aware of any person in any of the Departments
getting any advantage or interest out of any contract ?-No; I never
met a member or person belorgiug to any of the Departments; never
saw one in connection with these transactions.

16311. Are you aware of any proposition made to any of those
parties in connection with those contracts by which any official of the
Departments should get any benefit arising out of them ?-Never heard
of it, und never knew it myself.

. 16312.. Are you aware of any person obtaining any advantage from
any person in any of the Departments over the general public ?-No.

Aware of no
benetlt conferred
on an Ne>mber
of Par iamentor
on any person to
Influence any
Meniber etPar-
liament;

Nor any officer
of the Depart-
ment.

16313. I mean in connection with the Canadian Pacifie Rail- Heard that the
way ?--I never heard a suggestion of any kind thrown out, except that fa teers oudIa
it was suggested it was possible to obtain information of the height of be found out.
the tend ers-that it could be found out who was highest or who was
lowest, &c. Then I heard the same men announce within a few days Heard afterwards
that this turned out to be impossible-that it could not be discovered. Ipossias

16314. Do I understand you to say that you heard that such inform-
*ation could be obtained from some particular person ?-I hoard it talked
of by persons desiring to get the contract. They were discussing their
tenders-not discussing the amount, but discussing being tenderers. I
heard it suggested there wero means of finding out how the tenders
stood. I recollect hearing that discussed.

16315. Did they define the means in any way ?-No; and I may say Tod sr cat es
Ibat I told Sir Charles Tupper that I heard it, and lie said he thought had heard that

information re-they would find it a little difficult to get any information of this kind; garding position
Mid I fancy they did, at loast he gave me to understand it would of tender could be

had; Mlnister
be quite impossible, that it could not be reached in any way. said it was Im-

possible.16316. Have yon any reason to believe 'that any advantage was
Obtained by any person over the general publie ?-I don't believe there
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Constract No. 49.
Ali eed Impe-

per tauene. was ; I had every reason to believe the contrary. 1 may say that I
was friendly to Mr. Shields and was anxious that he should get an
interest in the contract if he could. He had been of great assistance
to me, and i would have been glad to have been of any assistance to
him in the matter. It became quite evident to me, being here a fort-

Sir Charles night, that it was perfectly impossible for any person to get advantage
ms at not ony from the discussion that was going on by men who knew far better than

couldno spectal 1 did-the contractors. I remember, when 1 mentioned to Sir dharles
hal but that the Tupper the assertion that was made when those tenders were in, that
contracta would it could be understood how they stood, he not only negatived the matteràe given In a
jhoroughly busi- but gave me to understand that it would be done iu the most business-
nes&l.kemanner. like manner possible, and could not be donc in any other way.

16317. Is- there any other matter connected with either of these
sections, A or B, on which you can give us information ?-No; [ know
nothirig of it since, in the slightest.

16318. Is there any other niatter connected with the Canadian Pacific
Railway on which you can give us evidence ?-No; I never had any-
thing to do with it in any shape since.

Merely acted as 16319. Is there anything further you wish to say ?-No; only I saw
aithearr a e- that the witness McCormick tried to put forward in a suggestive sort

ment was put n of way that the inference might be drawn I had an interest in it. I
proper shape. wish to say that I simply acted for Mr. Shields, and sceing that any

arrangement he had was put in proper shape.
16320. Is there anything further you wish to say?-Nothing fnrther

I wish to say.

WADDLE JOHN WADDLE's examination continued:

relc.g•ph-
Coa&tract 9..

$ecurity.

By the Chairnan:-
16321. Is the letter which you have produced from Mr. Fleming to

yourself dated August 12th, 1874, the first communication to you that
your offer for section 5 would be accepted ?-Yes, that is.

16322. What did you do on receiving this letter : did yon write to.
the Government saying that you would carry out your tender or did
you go down to Ottawa?-I went to Ottawa, and 1 might cor rect my
statement by saying that 1 went to Ottawa before receiving that letter,
because that letter was posted, but the letter had not arrived in Kings-
ton when I left. When I returned from Ottawa I got it.

16323. How long did you stop in Ottawa on that occasion ?-I went
away that same afternoon.

16324. Did you see anybody here ?-I saw nobody but Mr. Scott and
Mr. Trudeau and'the Secretary.

16325. Did you get any information from them ?--Mr. Scott told me
the contract was mine, but he wanted $20,000, and he said: " Leave it
there until until Mr. Mackenzie comes home."

16326. Then did you write your letter which you have already
described-I mean the one dated 24th August, offering to give 810,000
security?-That was when I came back again and offered security.
That was on the return of Mr. Mackenzie I came down here.
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Talegiraph-
Tenderlmg.

16327. Do you remember that shortly after that letter you telegraphed cntaene.
that on account of some death you would not be able to leave for
Ottawa ?-Yes; he told me the contract was ready for me, that it was
something new to them, this section. By the circulars that were sent
out each man was to make a tender with a specification attached to his
tender. I had been so much connected with the telegraph that I
wrote one and so I came down. I telegraphed in consequence of death
I could not come down.

16328. Did you not get, in answer to that telegram, a telegram from
Mr. Braun, the Secretary, that what was wanted was Mr. Britton's
approval of your security ?-Yos, I got a telegram to that effect.

16329. From that time, which was the 27th August, until the time
that you say you came down early in December, did you ever have
any official communication or information connected with the Govern-
ment on this subject ?-I could not say what time I came down with
the contract. I left the contract drawni up and signed with the sureties
on it with Mr. Britton.

16330. But you understood that would not be carried ont unless your
security was accepted, your Kingston security, in wbich Mrs. Sellick
had soniething to do?-Yes.

16331. Your signing the contract would not b enough unless your
security was right; you understood that?-I understood perfectly well
that they had the amount of security in her mortgage independent of
the mortgage that was there.

16332. But did you not understand that it should be not only satis- Britton certifled
factory to your mind, but should be also declared satisfactory to the o.security was
mind of the person who had been appointed to decide ?-1 was satisfied,
and Mr. Britton was satisfied with it too; but he said he would report
upon it, and let the Governmont do as they liked. lie gave me acerti-
ficate, but I lost it, certifying to Mr. Mackenzie that t he security was
good; that it was over and above the amount required.

16333. Did you not come down atter you had found that the security
was not approved of, and propose verbally that to make it good to the
Government you would permit them to retain 810,000 out of your first
estimates ?-There were two ways of doing it, and that was one of my
proposais.

16334. To whom did you make that proposai?-It was to Mr.
Mackenzie.

16335. Was that accepted ?-The anwser was, I had time enongh to Hon. A. Macken-
zetoid hlm hoget it arranged, either to take up the mortgage or got new security. had lime te

In consequence of doing that I went to Toronto and arranged with Mr. arrange for
n Scurtty, where-

A. M. Smith, of Toronto. Mr. A. M. Smith was going to deposit the upon h' wenl te
money with the Government. Toronto.

16336. After that when did you next communicate with the Govern- Previously to 7h
-ment to say you wero ready to put up your security ?-I ciuld not Do°amker, ote
state the day of the month. The 7th of becember, when I came down, that he would be

wrote to Mr. Mackenzie-what time I could not say, but previous to with neceusarY
that-that I would be down shortly with the necessary security. security.

16337. Have you got a copy of that letter ?-No.
16338. Because no such letter appears in this report to Parliament?

-No; I sec there is no sign of the letter of credit either in that report,
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WADDLE

'Tel.gvmph-
Teudortog.

Contract o. 4. 16339. Did you hand in this letter which you have last Ppoken of
notifying him that you were ready with your security, or did you send
it by mail ?-I sent it by mail from Toronto.

16340. But you have no copy of it ?-No. I think it was written
in Mr. Coopor'is office, and I posted it.

16341. There is no such letter in this report to Parliament: are you
sure you sent such a lotter ?-I am quite sure 1 posted it; quite sure.

16342. About what tirme would that be ?-It may have been two
weeks previous to coming down with the Perry contract.

16"43. And that was about the 6th or 7th of December, was it?-
The time ho came down was about the 6th or 7th.

16314. So the mailing of that letter would be about two weeks before.
-Yes, about a fortnigyht.

16345. Did you get any answer to that letter which you say
you sent about a fortnight before the 6th or 7th of December?-I got
no answer from the Government. I got a telegram from Dr. St. Jean,
the Member for Ottawa.

16346. Can you produce that ?-No, Sir. I was down at his house to
seo about some papers but ho was not in.

St. Jean acting 16347. low wculd ho he able to get any answer from Mr. Mackenzie
aoent "nss emîn to a letter from you to Mr. Mackenzie ?-Well, I will tell you, Sir. fie
Ottawa, and told was acting for me when I was away from bore. He was communicat-
him Honl. A.
Maekenzle had ing with me; anything that happened ho would let me know; and ho
got his letter. called upon him, and ho said that Mr. Mackenzie had got my letter,

and when I came down no doubt I would have the contract settled.
After that we had to go back and forward, Dr. St. Jean and myself,
from day to day for weeks after I came here-from the 6th to the
28th.

16348. You mean from the 6th to the 28th of December ?-Yes;
long after this letter ho was stili promising it would be executed, and
all 1 wanted was him to say what to do and it would be doue, and I
would go up to Toronto and send the funds down.

16349. Do you say that after the 6th of December and up to the 28th
of December, Mr. Mackenzie, or some one in the Department, told you
that all that was wanted was for you to get your scurity ready ?-He
did not say to get the security ready for ho knew it was roady.

Told from day to 16350. Don't give me the reason, but tell me what ho said ?-Fromday that if sut.
ton & Thirtkeii day to day ho told me to wait and se whether Sutton & Thirtkell had*dId mlot take the
eontract It would executed or not, and if Sutton did not take it, it was to be handed over
be handed over to to me as it was originally.wltness.

16351. Was any person present with you when Mr. Mackenzie or
any one in the Departments told you that ? -The doctor was with me.

163,2. What doctôr ?-Dr. St. Jean; he lives here in Ottawa.
H1e went with me different times himself; ho went in the office and I
would be in the hall.

16353. Is ho bore now in Ottawa?-I presume ho is in the city. I
was at bis bouse this morning, but ho was not in.

16354. Was ho with you on more than one occasion ?-Yes, I
suppose more than two dozen times; we would be up every other day.
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16355. Did it never occur to you that it would be a good plan to Contract so.4.
have some of those communications on paper instead of talking bc-
tween you and this Member and Mr. Mackenzie ?-No; I thouglit
there was some honesty ab'ut the thing. I never had official commu-
nication with him, only I would go in the morning and send him in.
Sometimes ho would go and see Mr. Trudeau, and sometimos ho would
say ho would go in the morning. That was the answer ho would give,
just according as ho was busy.

16356. How many times do you think altogether ho did see you on
this subject ?-About a dozen or more inside of theso two or three
weeks. Dr. St. Jean and I went on a Friday. We saw him that day. We
wore to come the next day, Saturday, and ho would let us know what
day the con tract would b uigned, and I could go and get all the money
and sond it down to him. On Saturday we went up again, and ho told
us to let it stand until Monday. I stoppod over Sunday, and Monday
the doctor and I went up again. At 11 o'clock Mr. Mackenzie was Told Braun he
gone away, we heard, to Montreal. I went in and told Mr. Braun that Eag,"ngo
I was going up to Kingston. I said: "I am going up to Kingston to who td hin he'
vote." le said: "You had botter stop." main. re-

1'357. Do you not understand you are telling me aRl this time that
Mr. I.ackenzie had only to tell you the time the contract would bo
signed, and at the same time you tel me ho said it could not Le signed
because Suttin & Thirtkell had the offer?-He was keeping it back.

16©8. You are not consistent in what you say : you said thore was Hon. A. Macken-
nothing to bo done but just name the time of signing the contract. 'e wanted hlm
Another lime you say ho told you to wait until Sutton & Thirtkell were sutton & Thrt-
settled with ?- I thinik yon do'not understand me. He wanted me to co®ntelwd take
wait until I would see if Thirtkell & Sutton would take it.

16359. Thon thero was something besides the contract to be signed ?
-That was the main point. I was to go ther&and get the information.

16'0. Now didn't ho tell you this in substance: that ho could not
deal with you until he knew whether Sutton & Thirtkell would tako it;
was riot that the substance of what ho told you ?-He could not give
me a decided answer.

16361. But ho could not give you a decided answer because of Sutton
& Thirtkell ?-He would tell me to come one day after another.

1636. Was not the substance of what ho told you, that ho could not
deat with you until ho ascertaincd whether Sutton & Thirtkell would
take the contract ?-The answer ho gave me was that if they did not
take it that I should have it.

16363. Didn't ho tell you that that had to be found out first: whether
Sutton & Thirthell would tako it ?-I do not know whether he said
that, but that would b3 the substance of it.

16364. Thon why do you tll me that all that had to be done was to
name the- day to sign the contract?-That is what ho told me, what I

.am telling you.
16365. Before naming the day ho wanted to know whother ho could

name a day ? -I should think so, but I found out-perhaps ho did not
tell me that though-from a gentleman who was stopping at the Russell
]Rouse, that Sutton had thrown it up, and would not have anything to
do with it.
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Contract %o. 4. 1636d. Who did you find that out from ?-From a man from Brant-
ford who was there.

16367. Who?-He has movei up from Toronto to Brantford, and he
told me Sutton wanted him to go security and he would not.

16368. Can you name him: was it Oliver ?-No.
16319. Or Davidson ?-No; neither of them.
163i0. Was it Brown ?-No. Oh, I forget his name.
16 i71. Thompson?-The name is in my head. H1e used to keep a

large saloon on Yonge Street, Toronto, and sold out, and was living
private in Brantford. It was be that told me; at any rate I know
Sutton was here, and I went to sec him, and did not sec him.

Sutton in Ottawa 16372. Then you understood while you were here, and while these,
conversations were going on with Mr. Mackenzie, that Suttori was here
trying to complete bis contract, did you not ?-He was here.

16373. Trying to get security and do something to complete his con-
tract ?-That is what I understood-Mr. Fleming told me he was here
himself, and I went to see him, and did not see him. He had gone
away the night beforo.

16374. HBad you any other communication with other persons besides
those connected with the Government on the subject of this contract-
such persons ai Sutton <r those who got the contract?-Not, thoso that
got the contract. I had no eonversation with them. I had communi-
cation with other men that wanted to find the money for me, and
would fork up all the money that was required. I had communica-
tion with Mr. iarper, of London.

16375. We do not think it proper to enquire into your private nego-
tiations ; we do ne ebQose to enqu ire into what bargains you made
with peoplo about helping you ; that has nothing to do with the
transaction as far as the public ere concerned: the question i;, whe-
ther you were entitled to any rnore than you got froin the Government.
That is what I understand your compliaint to be; that you o(uglht to-
have got something that you did not get: is that right?-That is
right.

Nature of wit- 16376. The preparations you made to get your security would not
ness'. complaint. therefore affect that question. Now, I understand you to iy substan-

tially this: that after you got notiee that -ection 5 was awarded to you,
you endeavonred to put up security upon real estate in KingIton, and
without your being informned by the Minister that an"y given time-
would end your opportuniity of doing this the contract was offered to
other persons, no notice being given to you when the time was over ?-
That is exactly so.

16377. Then later than that, in December some time, you came-
down here and offered to put up security in a different shape: you
were informed by the Minister that it had been offered to another per-
son, Sutton or to Sutton & Thirtkell, and if they failed you were to.
have an opportunity of getting the contract by putting up different
security: is that the meaning of your story ?-That is the substance
of it.

16378. Is there anything else about the story that you wish to inform
us of ? - Well, as you remark, there is no use of going into anything to.
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Telegraph-
Tendering.

show that I did not know anything about it. Mr. Harper, of London, co.tract Xo. 4%

and I, on the strength of going to get No. 6-I was sending up No. 5
to him-he was going to give me $6,000 in cash and put up the $0O,000
for the Government, and give all necessary securities, wherein 1 have
his letiers and telegrams up to February, and that shows I did not
know it was given to any one else.

16379. You have already sworn that you did not know it ?-In sup-
port of that I have these papers.

16380. Assuming that is a fact, that you did not know, is there
anything else you wish to inform us of ?-Nothing further. I suppose
that is ail that is necessary, when it is not necessary to go into showing
that there were others besidea the Perry contract.

16.381. We do not care to enquire into the manner in which you pre- Interview with
pared yourself to put up the security ; the point is whether you were wrght who told
prepared finally at the right time, and if not whether you ought to have him he should
had an extension of time ?-Yes; I may state, when I come to think of ha.gone to
it, that amongst the rest I went to Mr. Cartwright, being a Kingston
man, and I felt that perhaps he would give me some information on it,
I told him how I was used, and that Mr. Mackenzie would give me no
eatisfaction. " Well," says he, " why didn't you go to work on your being
awarded the contract, and before you got any money the contract would
be signed, and according to the act you had the right to go to work on
the notification you got, but I will go and see Mr. Mackenzie and you
can call to-morrow." Be seen Mr. Mackenzie, and Mr. Mackenzie told
him if these men didn't take it I would get the contract.

16382. What men ?-Those Brantford men.
16383. That was in December ?-Yes.
16384. Were you present when Mr. Mackenzie told Sir Richard

Cartwright that ?-No; that was Mr. Cartwright's answer to me, and
Mr. Cartwright was very angry with me for not going to work.

16385. Perhaps he meant to go to work to get the security ?--No;
i have gone on with other contracts since then in the same way.

16386. Did you ever get the second opportunity, which you say ,ro slbper.
was promised you, namely, that if Sutton & Thirtkell failed to put up untityti Up
their security and take the contract, you should be permitted to do so ? case sitton &
-No, Sir, I never got it direct nor indirect. htke d fa to

16387. If you had got the con tract, had yon pecuniary assistance or if contract had
means of your own to enable you to fulfil it ?-i have any amount. b ,enwarded
After two or three found out what contract it was, I had any amount of pie means to go
money at my back. There were half'a-dozen, ready to go in with me on with work.

after it was settled. I could give them one-third of contract or what-
ever was reasonable. Mr. A. M. Smith, of Toronto, said: " After you
have it fixed and signed I will give you 820,000, and give it up alto-
gether; " and it was his advice to me to go and sell No. 5 and take No.
e, as soop as the Government was ready to go on with it. At that time
we thought the Government were going on with it right away (No. 6). I
May also state, too, I went and purchased 200 pairs of blankets in
Montreal and tent equipages for 200 men to go to work in the spring,
and went to work and got the telegraph spoons to make the boles. I
sold the blankets afterwards by auction when I did not get it.
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16388. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway
in wbich you have been interested?-I have tendered for other con-
tracts since thon.

16389. What sort of contracts ?-l have tendered for those tank-
houses, but they did not decide on doing them that way, and it
was arranged some other way.

16390. Do you consider that your tender for any of these works bas
ever been passed over improperly ?-Nothing more than I never ton-
dered under tho same Government since they fooled me in - this. I
never tendered with them only once in Kingston, and I tendered there
and got the job.

16391. On the Pacifie Railway?-No, not on the Pacifie Railway.
16392. Is there any further evidence whieh you can give connected

with the Pacifie Railway ?-Yes; I unierstoodthat No. 4 section-that
my tender was the lowest as well as -No. 5, but I got no notice of it
from the Governmet.

16393. Which was section 4 ?-Section 4 would be west of Winnipeg,
because No. 5 is this side of Fort Garry.

16394. Where was the section you think you tendered lowest for?
-No. 4.

16395. Without numbering it can you tell us what part of the world
it was in ?-It would be going west from Winnipeg up.

16396. Do you know where the section you are speaking of lies?>
-I cannot remember it now, but I will look it out; it is in the specifi-
cation-Lac La Hache is the commencement of that.

16397. Where is that ?-In British Columbia.
16398. Is that the one you 'endered for?-Yes.

16399. Is that the one you are speaking of, the British Columbia,
section ?-Yes.

16400. As to that section the Engineer-in-Chief reported to the
Government that your tender was the lowest after that of W. R.
McDonald ofYale, and he reported that Mr. McDonald's prices were too
low to enable him to complete it with certainty. That is Mr. Fleming's
opinion, and thon as te your tender he reports that it was not advisable
to give to one contractor two different sections, and having given you
section 5, ho advised the Government not to give you aiso section 4 in
British Columbia; was that the way you understood it?-No, that
was not the way I understood it. All I could find out was, I was the
lowest tender for it. I never could find out any reason why I did not
get it. I could have done it for the amount I tendered for, and done
something at it, and handed it over to another.

16401. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway
or telograph which you wish te explain ?-Nothing that I am aware of.
I may state I suppose that I notified this Government, as quick as the
Ministry was formed, that I was awarded No. 6, and was prepared at
any time to put up the security and go on with the contract.

16402. Did they let it to you or any one else ?-No; I got a reply
from Mr. Braun that they had received my letter. I kept that. Any
letters that come I keep them now so that I notify them in time.
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16403. Is there anything further you wish to say ?--No ; there is no
use in showing you those transactions in which I got the cash.

16404. I don't know what it is, but I can tell you we don't care to
know what your arrangements were for getting the security: have yon
anything further to say by way of evidence ?-Nothing further.

GEORGE CAMPBELL, sworn and examined: CAMPBELL.

By the Chairman of sptati*

on Lake
16405. Where do you live ?-I live at Windsor. Staperior.

16406. What is your occupation ?-Lumberman, and in the vessel
business.

16407. Have you had any active experience in the management of
vessels or in freighting vessels ?-Yes.

For twenty years,
16408. For what period ?-For a number of years-twenty years. has had experi-

ence in freighting
16409. Do you know anything about the vessel business on Lake organlzed a Une

Superior ?-Something; yes, Sir. I organized a line that run there, o freight and
commencing in 1873, 1 believe. lia878,which

ran on Lake
16410. A lino of freight vessels ?-Freight and passenger vessels. superor.

16411. Did this line transact business on Lake Superior ?-They did.

16412. At what time?-1873 and 1874, I think.
16413. Have you been up on Lake Superior yourself ?-I have.

16414. Frequently ?-Not very frequently ; I was there about two
nonths ago.

16415. Had you any means of knowing during the year 1874 or 1875 Knows iiow
of the prices of freight from different points on Lake Superior ?-Yes, Prie,,, or freight
i had- 1874-75 ? 1875.

16416. Yes ?- Yes, I had.

16417. What opportunity had you of knowing ?-Well, I ran a line
there, competing for freight, and took freight, and contracted for it.

16418. What sort of freight ?-All sorts of freight.
16419. What sort of vessels were comprised in this line that you

speak of ?-Two steamers, rated high-A 1 vessels.
16420. About what tonnage ?-About 400 tons each.

16421. Did you compete for the transportation of any rails over
Lake Superior at any time ?-I did not.

16422. Could you say what would be a fair price, if there was com-
Petition, for the transportation of rails from Fort William to Duluth in
the fall of 1878 ?-Yes, I think I could.

SX.50 a grose ton16423. What would you say would be a fair rate ?-I should think a a fair rate for
fair rate would be about $1.50 a ton-a gross ton-that is an iron rail ton. tran"°rting rails

think I could have got them carried, or could have carried them for Willia to
at, very easily. 184-8.
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16424. Do you say that, in the absence of any special agreement, a
ton of rails is understood in transportation to be a ton of 2,240 lbs ?
-I always understood it so; that is the rule in the Amet ican Marine,
and also in al1 marine service, i think.

16425. Have the rates for the transportation of such material varied
very much from year to year, within the last three or four years ?-
Not since 1874. They have been uniformly very low until this year,
they have advanced a littie, but not much.

16 126. What have been the rates this year ?-I think iron could
have been taken from the foot of the lakes, at Kingston, op to Duluth,
for about $2 a ton, a gross ton. I think it has been carried for that.

16427. What would be a fair rate in this year of 1880 to carry rails
from Fort William to Duluth ?-I should think $1.50 would be an
extra good price. It could be easily done for that.

16428. And how would it be in 1879 ?-It would be a good price
then.

16429. How would it be in 1878 ?-It would be good ail those years,
because they were dull years.

16430. llow far back was it when the price would bc higher between
those two points ?-In 1871 and 1872, freights were higher then. In
1873 there was great depression in the carrying trade. 'They have ail
been cheap years.

16431. Does your line transact its business under any corporate
name ?-The Vindsor and Lake Superior Line. I carried the mails
for three or four years. I got a trip subsidy foi carrying the mails in
1874 and 1875 from the Department here.

16432. Was there any dissatisfaction on the part of the Govern ment
with the way you fulfilled your contract ?-Not at all. I think we did
the work to their entire satisfaction. We carried the last mails on
Lake Superior after the other boats had stopped running.

16433. To what part of Lake Superior ? -All the way to Duluth
fromi Sarnia.

16431. Stopping at Fort William?-Yes, at Fort William and all the
places. We became amalgamated with the Beatty Line, cîlIed the
North-West Transportation Co.; it was the amalgamation of these two
lines that formed the North-West Transportation Co.

16435. When did this amalgamation take place ?-I am giving you
1874 and 1875, and I run the boats. I think it was in 1875-1876, or
1876-1877, 1 think.

16436. Is there any other line doing business over these lakes now
besides the North-West Transportation Co. ?-There is a lino run-
ning through, a regular line running through.

16437. Over Lake Superior ?-Yes.
16438. What lino is that called ?-I think it is called the Collingwood

and Lake Superior Line; I do not know just the name of it. It is
called in common terms the Collingwood Line through Lake
Superior.

In fali of 1878 the ueir

Collingwood bin 16439. In the fall of 1878, do you know whether there was any other
could have trans- line besides the North-West Transpor tation Co. which could tran-ported rails as
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sport rails from Fort William to Duluth ?-I suppose the Colling- asupter.ir
wood Lino could have done so. Dwel a taheNorth-

West Transporta,
16440. That lino was in existence thon ?-Yes. and has always been. tion Co.

16441. Are you aware of any actual transactions at about the rates There could be no
which you have mentioned-for instance, iron material-being carried wPee Fort
somewhere about $1.50 or $2 per ton to those two points ?-There william and
are no transactions that I could name but the one referring to these Duiuth.

two points; but I am taking the distances and time of carrying, making
my prices by them. Of course there is only the rails at Fort William
to go to Duluth, and there could be no competition there.

16442. What would be considered a fair day's pay for a boat of the $100 a daygood
size that would carry say 400 or 500 tons ?-I should think $100 a day farab eaorearry-
would be good pay ; they are willing to work for that even this year, ing 5otonS.
and freights have advauced.

16443. How many daya would it take to load and go from Fort Wil- From Fort
Williama to

.liam to Duluth and back, supposing there was no return trip ?-Six Duluth six days
days to load, unload and return. toa a u

16444. Thon, assuming there was no return load at the rate you $00 would be
name, would $600 be a fair compensation ?-Oh, yes; $100 a day 0°?o a en
would be very good. would make.

16445. And at 400 tons, that would be $1.50 a ton ?-It would make
those very figures.

16446. In stating this day's compensation as a fair one, do you mean
for a vessel which would carry 400 tons of iron ?-I am speaking of that
kind of vessel-400 to 500 tons.

16447. If it carried 500 tons less than $1.50 would yield a botter com-
pensation ?-No; I do not think it would. You would have a larger boat,
-you would have to use more fuel, and there would be a larger invest-
ment in it, of course you would expect more a day for a larger boat.

16448. Do you know whether there was any difficulty in that fi
of 1878, in getting freight carried ?-I do not think it. I am in the
business chartering for freight, and I had no difficulty in getting
vessels that year.

16449. Do I understand you to say that $600 would be fair compen-
-sation ?-I should say so.

16450. Although no return freight was given ?-It the boat was Would be willing
loaded lighter it would go quicker. I would ho quite willing to charter °, ® a boat
a boat with all the good prospects of next season at $100 a day, and it next wenon.
would be quite good pay.

16451. Have you any means of knowing the rates of freight inland,
from Duluth to Red River for instance ?-I have none at alIl.

16452. About what is the distance from Fort William to Duluth ?- Fort William to
It is called 200 miles-204 laid down-about 200 miles in round num- Dutdi ce
bers. It would run twenty hours each way, about twenty-two hours.

16453. And how long do you say it would take to load and unload
a vessel, and go from Fort William and back ?-I am giving six days
as pjlnty of time, making allowance for something in weather and in
delays.

11*
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such as 1,500 tons, would that be a fair allowance, do you think, or iW
it too much or too little-I inean six days for the round trip, carrying
400 tons ?-I should think that would be good pay.

16455. Would it be a fair allowance for time ?-I should think it
would be about right. This very thing of time between Fort William
and Duluth, is canvassed among sailor men and men having boats, and
it is about that. I have had means of knowing what the time is, and
I spe.-k readily on that account.
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16456. What do you say the work would be worth from Kingston
westward to Duluth ?-I should say in 1877 and 1878, and even in
1879, it could have been carried very easily for $2 a ton.

16457. Is there a return freight generally coming eastward ?-Yes;
they have timber and grain-timber on Lake Superior.

16358. Is that the reason why you think it would be so low ?-Yes;
and because I understand it has been.carried for that this year, and
was offered for that last year.

16459. What kind of iron ?-Railroad iron. For instance, a vessel
going up there for timber would carry about 500 tons-that would be
$1,000. I could have got twenty vessels last year to take it at that
rate from Kingston, because they go from Kingston to Lake Superior
light for timber at a certain time of the year-July and August-
because it is a very desirable kind of freight.

16460. Is it that particular time of the year when you think it would
be as low as $2 ?-Yes ; that is the time the timber is carried.

16461.' Later on than August how would it be ?-As you know, later
in the season all rates harden, and tend upwards.

16462. In September, 1878, an offer was made to the Governmentto
transport 1,000 tons of rails, more or less, from Fort William to Emerson.
We have reason to think that the rate from Duluth to Emerson was
about $13.50, Canadian currency : now, assuming that to be the rate
from Duluth to Emerson, what would you say to be a fair price to pay
for the whole distance from Fort William to Emerson ?-Well, there
may be something connected with the management of railway freights
and loss of interest in collections and something of that kind that I
could not speak of. I can give you what the additional freight from
Fort William to Duluth would be added to that.

16463. The loss of interest would not be much where the Govern-
ment was paymaster. Assuming it to be a Government contract what
would be in September, 1878, a fair paying price from Fort William
to Duluth?-I think $1.50 would be a good rate, a very good rate.

16464. Would that include the charges for loading and unloading,
piling, wharfage and harbour dues, storage and insurance ?-No; simply
freight.

16465. Well, add the charges for loading, unloadirig, piling, wharfage,
harbour dues, storage and insurance ?-I do not know what they would
amount to in dollars and cents. Of course, you must give me an idea
of what they are and I will tell you thon.

16466. Have you any ideaof the value of loading and unloading?-
Yes.
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16467. What would that be on this item of rails ?-It is supposed, O *Lke
of course, that in freighting, a boat will use her own machinery and
men for loading. The matter of loading does not amount to a great 2> a cargo would
deal-probably $2- a cargo would load the vessel-the extra labour. load the vessel.

16468. Do you mean loading and unloading ?-No; the loading
would be about $25.

16469. For each trip ?-Yes; and unloading rerhaps a little more,
for they would have to pile it far back. I assumc, of course, that they
would get it within reach of the ship's tackle, well piled and in a
proper shape to load.

16470. Would the unloading include piling the rails ?-No ; it would
include piling convenient to the ship, but not to carry it back any
great distance. If you were shipping large quantities and had to take
a field for it where it would have to be hauled it would not.

16471. Have you any idea of the rate of insurance for such property ?
-Some idea.

16472. What would the rate of insurance be flor rails ?-It would be Rte or insurance
a nominal sum for that distance with a gooi vessel. good vessel a

nominal sum.
16473. What do you call a nominal sum ?-Perhaps not an eighth ofn

a cent.
16474. Do you know what rate rails are generally valued at for pur- Rails ror insur-

poses of insurance ?-They are valued at cost. anee valued at

16475. Do you know what that would be in Soptember, 1878 ?-
Steel rails?

16476. Yes, steel rails ?-I suppose they would cost $58 to $60.
16477. Do you know anything about the harbour dues at Duluth ?-

No; there is nothing of any kind. Thero is nothing, I think.
16478. Would storage come in as a charge against rails ?-I do not Anything more

think it would. I suppose they would be landed on the railroad's pro- ofan at d ran
perty, unless there was some extraordinary piling or the rails lay veying thern and
very far back. Of course there would be nothing additional, because dokaiaIn,woud
the boat is supposed to take them off the dock and land them on the have to be added
dock again. If there is anything additional to that it would be an extra ton.
charge on the 81.50, 1 should s-ay 20 ets. a ton. 15 or 20 ets. would i5 or 20 ets. a ton
pay the whole thing-insurance, piling and all I should say. ance, p zg &cr

16479. Have you an opportunity of judging of the rate for trans- From Mentreal
portation from Montreal westward ?-Yes; all the time. Wet.

16480. Do you know whether it is more or less expensive to transport No difference be-
rails from Montreal westward than from Lachine westward, or is there Ing ransort-
anydifference?-Oh, there would be no differenco. I should think there from Montreal
would not be any difference of any kind-about the same. Lachine.

16481. About what difference would there be in transporting rails Abouts$.25more
from Montreal to Duluth and from Kingston to Duluth ?-It would be ' tNh'anrom
about 81.25 more from Montreal in ordinary times, which would mean KIiton to
the transfer and handling at Kingston. Duluth.

16482. Do you know whether in September, 1878, or October, 187î,
there was any scarcity of vessels to transport rails on Lake Superior ?
-I don't think there was. Idon't think it was known the business was
there. If it was known I dare say there would have been vessels to do

11*
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the work. I judge from the fail being a very dull one for work in other
places.

1r4S3. Do you mean that that fall it was an object to get freight:
that vessel owners were anxious to get freight ?-Yes; 1878 was a
dull time for freight, and so was 1879.

16484. Don't you think that you are mistaken about the freight
from Kingston westward being as low as $2 ?-No, I am not; not a
bit.

16485. What time would it take a vessel to go from Kingston to
Duluth ?-About eighteen days. I am speaking of a sailing vessel-
that is the average time. It is the same as going to Chicago.
There is no difference in time. Of course, you can get freight to
Chicago for $2 a ton.

16486. Are you speaking of sailing vessels to Duluth ?-Yes.
16487. How about propellors ?-I should think it might cost a little

more.
16488. How much more ?-Perhaps 50 ets.

16489. How is it that it costa more to be taken by propellors ?
-Propellors are not running on that lake for down freights; sail-
ing vessels are. For that reason there is a large amount of light ton-
nage in the shape of vessels that are not propellors.

16490. Theo it would be worth more to take it from Kingston to
Dultih than the price you have named ?-A little more, not much.

16491. I do not quite understand how it is that if the price from
Fort William to Duluth would be about $1.40, that the price from
Kingston to Duluth would be only $2, because the distance is so muth
greater ?-Well,[ am giving you a very large price from Fort William,
because it is a distant place, and a man would have to send specially
there for it, and could not depend upon any down freight. When I
inean up from Kingston $2, I look for return freight, which would
lower it considerably.

16492. That would be equivalent to double, if you had a return load?
-Yes. The reason I say $2.50 is because I have offered to carry iron
for that this year.

16493. From Kingston to Duluth ?-Yes, by steamers; and I have
heard of offers to do it for $2 by vessels. I have not had it myself, but
the steamer 1 have.

16494. Does this Collingwood Line comprise steam vessels or schoon-
ers, or both?-No. Steam vessels altogether. There are no lines of
regular traders, sailing vessels, to Lake Superior.

)ifficult to get 16495. Would it be difficult to get sailing vessels in the fall ?-Yes,
siingvessels very hard in the fali on Lake Superior, although some do. I had
In ran or iM no freight to go to Fort William this fall, and I had no difficulty in get-
difcultyIn get- ting a steamer to take it at a freight equal to about S1 a ton from De-tlga steamer to
take Iron from troit for iron.
Detroit to Fort
william at $i a 16496. Freight from Detroit to what point on Lake Superior ?-
ton. Fort William.

16497. At $1 a ton ?-Equal ta $1 a ton on iron.
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16498. Did that include loading and unloading ?-It was put on the
rail of the vessel and discharged iii the same wav. The vessels stowed
it themselves and delivered it on the dock at Fort William. They
would have donc it for the same to Duluth. I can give you the name,
if you wiish, of the boat.

16499. You may name it ?-The steam barge " Van Allan."
16500. In these prices which you have named from Kingston west-

ward, do you include the canal toIls or sbould they be added ? -It is
assumed that iron taken at Kingston bas the Welland Canal tolls paid.
Of course freighters taking iron understand that. Sometimes they
split it though.

16501. Then the Welland Canal tolls should be added ?-The tolls
are all supposed to be paid through. That price i have namt d would be
supposing that they were paid.

16502. But if they had to be paid it would be added to the price you
have namcd ?-Yes; unless there was a large contract; a fine could
divide the tolls on a large contract. It is only a smal item the
Welland Canal toils. It ought to be added to that price of $2.

Traspratieu
of-Itails-
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i ,vereditondok,
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carried, Il to
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but shou be
added to the $2.

16503. I suppose the prices which you are quoting from Kingston $2 the pIcee In
are the summer prices, not the late fall prices ?-Summer prices. summer.

16504. As a rule, hov much would'be added for the fall prices ?-
That is a very bard matter to say.

16505. It varies from year to year thon ?-Yes; it is not much
navigated in the fall, Lake Superior.

16506. Is iron a more troublesome cargo than most cargoes in rough
weather ?-No; it is not a bad cargo at ail if it is properly stowed.

16507. And no extra prico would be added on that account ?-No; lron an acept-
it is a good cargo for many reasons. It is agood general cargo in case aways crred
of accident. It is very acceptable freight on that account. I would cheaper.
rather have iron than perishable freights. It is a favonrable freiglt or,
that accouit, and it is always carried cheaper on that account. It is
not ,damaged by wef or anything of that kind.

16508. Have Mu had any interest in any transactions on the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway?-1 have not.

16509. Are you able to give us any information upon any of them ?
-I am not.

16510. Is there anything further which you wish to say in addition
to what you have already said upon the subject ?-Nothing.

OTTAWA, Thursday, 25th November, 1880. -DAVIDSON.
JOSEPH DAVIDSON, sworn and examined: Td. frph-

By the Chairman:- c"u'.*et n.
16511. Where do you live ?-I live in Toronto.
16512. What is your business ?-Lumber merchant.
16513. Have you had any connection with any of the transactions on

the Canadian Pacific Railway, or with the telegraph connected-with
it ?-With the telegraph line, I have.
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16514. What was the first transaction in which von were interosted ?
-We had a contract with the Government to bauild a telerraph from
the head of Lake Superior to near Winnipeg, or about Winnipeg.

16515. Was that the section which was known as section 5 of the
Canadian Pacific Telegraph Line ?-I am not certain about the section,
but we had the whole of that part of it to build-from the head of Lake
.superior to Winnipeg.

16516. You mean to Red River ?-To Red River, somcwhere in that
neighbourhood-about 420 miles, I think.

16517. Was the work lot by public competition ?-Yes; it was ad-
vertised, I think, by the Government.

16518. Do you moan advertised asking for tenders ?-I think so.
16519. Were you one of the parties who tendered ?-No; I was not.

Bought out 16520. Then how did you become interested ?- am a member, or
Button. used to be a member, of the firm of Oliver, Davidson & Co., and we

bought out Sutton's tender.
Member of the 16521. Who, besides yourself, were the members of Oliver, Davidson
Oliver Davldson & Co.?-Adam Oliver, of 1Y gersoll ; and P. J. Brown, of Ingersoll; and

I think his partner was a silent partner in it.
16522. Who was that ?-Mr. Wells.
1653. What is the occupation of Mr. Wells ?-He is a barrister.
16524. Where (oes ho live ?-In Ingertoll.
16525. With whom did you first have any communication on this

subjet?-I think it was with Mr. Sutton.
16526. Where ?-Toronto, I think.
16527. Was it by appoint ment with him, or did he cone there to find

you?-I think lie carne there to find us.
16528. Did any person come with him ?-I think not.
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16529. Do you know about the date of that visit of his ?-I could not
tell you to give you the exact date; but he could not put up the money
with the Govern ment, and when his time was about <4pt he came to us
and sold us his interest, and we put the money up. I suppobe it would
be in 1873, or 1872, or 1874, or somewhores along there.

16530. Doyou niean that time had been given to hlim (uring which he
could put up the deposit and that tine was about expiring and he was
not abie to put it up ? I think that is what ho said to us, that the time
was about expiring-that it hadn't expired, but it was about to expire.

16531. Do you know how much longer he had, after the time he
saw you, during which ho could put up the deposit and secure the
contract ?-I vould not charge my memory as to that positively, but I
think he said the time was nearly out.

16532. Did he show you any piper on the subject: any letter,
telegram, or (iher document ?-1 think he had soie papers or tole-
grams from the Governrment, notifying him that it would be re-let or
something if ho did not put up the money. Of course I would not be
positive about that, it is so long ago.

16533. Did you decide to belp him-to become interested with him?
-We bought him out, and I think he had a quarter interest.
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16534. You bought out three-quarters of his interest ?-Yes; we had Contract N, 4.
the entire management of it. ie had nothing to do with the manage-
ment of it.

16535. Only interested so far as the profits were concerned ?-Yes, se
far as the profits were concerned; I would not be positive, but I am
almost sure he had.

16536. Were the terms to that effect arranged at Toronto, at the Oliver Sutton
first meeting between you and him?-Oliver & Sutton and I were meavngmet at
together the three of us, and we talked the matter over and then we Toronto went
came down to Ottawa. down to Ottaw.

165p7. Bofore you left Toronto, I am asking you whether you and Arranged tbat
Oliver and Sutton had come to any arrangement by which Sutton was to aueone-fourth,
retain one-fourth and you were to have three-fourths of this contract ?
-I think there was something of that kind arranged, provided we got
the contract from the Government.

16538, As far as your firm and Sutton was concerned, did you
arrange the basis of this matter before you left Toronto to go to Ottawa?
-I think, if I remember right, that Sutton had some other parties that
were interested with him, I forget the name, and it was arranged I
think so far, provided that the party that was interested with M r. Sutton
would be satisfied with the arrangement lie was making with us. I
think he had somebody to consuit if I remember right. I would know
the name if it was mentioned over to me.

16539. Thirtkell ?-I think it was Thompson was the name, up near
Brantford somewhere; but there was nothing reduced to writing at
that time.

16540. Was there any difference of opinion between you and Sutton
at the time you met in Toronto, or were all the terms agreeable to
you provided that certain conditions were fulfilled ?-I do not remember
of any disagreement. I think it was all arranged verbally. I think
so-at least the basis of it. There may have been some of the details
.afterwards arranged.

16541. How long after that first meeting in Toronto was it that you
came to Ottawa?--I think it was immediately almost-I think so-
within a few days.

16542. Where did you put up at Ottawa ?-We put up-I think it
was at the Marlborough fouse. I think I came down with Oliver,
and I renember him saying that he didn't like the Russell House, and
he said he would go to the Marlborough House.

16543. Do you mean the Daniel's House: the Windsor ?-Yes, that
is it; I think so. I am not much acquainted with the hotels here and
I do not remember exactly the name.

16544. Do you know what time it was you arrived in Ottawa on
that occasion ?-No; I could not tell you. I have no date of it.

16545. Do you know where the Windsor House is now: the same
hotel that you stopped at ?-It was a block or two this way from the
Russell House, and down a few blocks this way.

16546. Do you think if you saw yourname in the register you could
tell at which hotel you stopped and what the date was ?-I think so.
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' lcoiitract --.,. 4. 16547. The Chairman:-Then we will give you time to go and

examine the register and we will wait until your return.
[Witness here left the room and on his return his examination was

coiitinued.]

By the Chairman:-
16518. Have you been to this hotel ?-Yes.
16549. Have you found the register ?-Yes.
16550. Do you know now upon what day you came to Ottawa on

that occasion ?-Yes.
Arrivedrin

Otawoma .or, 16551. What is the date ?-The 19th of December, 1874.
16552. Who came with you on this matter ?-Mr. Oliver.
16553. And Mr. Sutton ?-I think he did. I would not be sure; but

the book would show I presume. I think we all came together.
16554. Didn't you look 'in the register to sce ?-I did not. You

didn't ask me about that.
Oulverandsutton 16555. Do you think he was with you on that occasion ?-I think he
with him. was. I am almost sure he was, but I would not swear positively.

16556. Have you any letter or any paper connected with this mattèr
in your possession or control ?-No.

16557. Did you get any paper from Sutton upon the subject ?-I
have somewheres amongst my own papers the contract between Sutton
and Oliver, Davidson & Co. I have that, that is all.

16558. Did you not think it necessary to bring that with you ?-
Well, I never thought of it; but I can tell you what is in it mostly.

16559. Do you know the date of it?-No, I do not; but it would be
somewheres not far from this date I presume.

Arrangements 16560. Knowing the date of your visit to Ottawa, can you tell usith 8UDn meo- what was the date of that contract?-I should say I presume it
]y aer arriving would be about the same time, because I know it was closed up to

Sttawa. within a short time of when it was talked of.
16561. Give us your own measure of the time. *I do not know what

you mean by that expression : a short time ?-I mean from the time
that we first broached it, it was a very short time to the time we
closed it up with the Government.

16562. Will you swear as to what was the date of the agreement ?-
I will not swear positively.

16563. As near as you can ?-Sometime within a mouth or three or
four weeks of this date afterwards.

16564. When you say this date, do you mean the 19th of De-
cember?-Yes. You know he came down with us, and when we
arranged with the Government, I presume, naturally, our contract with
him would follow immediately afterwards. That is all I base it on,
but it is easy ascertaining that. Mr. Brown has a copy of it, and I
have a copy of it among my own papers.

16565. That does not make it so easy for us to ascertain the date,
because they are a long way off: did you have no written agreement
before you came to Ottawa?-No; not a thing, to my knowledge.
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16566. Did Sutton sign any sort of paper upon the subjeet before
you came down to Ottawa, as far as you know ?-Not that i am aware
of. Mr. Oliver and he might have done some business, of course, with-
ont my knowing it. Oliver wai rather the acting man of the firm.
Of course he consulted me on everything ho done in reference to it, but
he used to have the management.

T. -

Contract No. 4.

Oliver the acting
man of the tlrm.

16567. If he consulted you did ho ever tell yu that ho had any
document signed by Sutton before he came to Ottawa?-No; the docu-
ment, if I remember right, was drawn ui in Brantford by a friend of
Sutton's-a big, fleshy fellow-I don't just remember his name, but he
came with Sutton. As far as I can remember, I would not swear
positively, it was done in Toronto almost immediately after this date,
to the best of my recollection.

16568. I understood yon to say that when you arranged in Toronto
to come down bore and get a share in this contract in which Sutton
was interested, that he led yon to believe the time was nearly up which
the Government had named for his depositing his security ?-That was
what I uriderstood from him.

16.69. Did you go to Ottawa before that time was altogether up ?-
I think it was that day.

16570. Why do you think that : what do you remember upon the
subjeet ?-I think we would not have come if the time was up and
there was no prospect of getting it.

16571. Did yon see any one in the Department which had charge of
this matter, when you came to Ottawa ?-Yes.

16572. Who did you see ?-Sandford Fleming. Saw S. Fleming.

16573. Where did you see him ?-In his office.
16574. Who were present ?-Oliver was present and myself.
165'75. Who else ?-I don't remember any one else.
16576. Did you discuss the matter with Mr. Fleming in the presence

of Mr. Oliver ?-I think the matter was talked over.
16577. What do you think was said ?-Well, I don't know hardly

what was said thon; we just talked the matter over about the tele-
graph line-about the price and so on. I think we told him that we
were thinking of beying ont Sutton.

16578. Did you think that Mr. Fleming was the proper persoui to
discuss that matter with : did you think that ho represented the
Government in dealing with this contract or with this tender ?-I
didn't give it a thought at ail.

16579. Well, did he discuss the matter as if ho had that right ?-We
talked the matter over, and I think he said that it was a very rough
country to build a telegraph through, and that was about all. There was
nothing very much said one way or the other.

16580. Were you aware, before Mr. Fleming told yon, that it was a
pretty rough country to build a telegraph in ?-Oh, yes; quite aware.

16581. Then did ho give you any new information on the subjeet ? Knows the coun-
-Well, I had been up there myself and I know that country pretty try pretty well.
well.
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16582. Did Mr. Fleming give you any new information upon the
subject, of this tender or this contract ?-No; I don't know as he did
particularly. I can't remember.

16583. Then it was not from Mr. Fleming that you obtained any
information ?-No; only that it was a rough country.

16584. I am speaking now about the arrangement with the Govern-
ment for the building of it: did you get any information from Mr.
Fleming on that subject as to your position or Sutton's position ?-I
think that he said, if I remember right, that the Government always
fell back on the lowest tender, or something to thateffect-that Sutton's
tender was the lowest, and we just simply bought his tender out.

16585. Have you been in business long ?-I have been in business
twenty-seven or twenty-eight years.

16586, What sort of business ?-I have been in the lumber business
for the last twenty-four or twenty-five years.

16587. Have you been the managing man in that firm in the lumber
business, or have you some person else who acts as manager ?-I
have a large business of my own in Toronto.

16588. Do you manage it yourself?-I manage it with four men and
book-keepers. Yes, I manage it myself.

16589. You understand the ordinary bearings of a business transac-
tion ?-Yes.

16590. Then please tell me what you learned from Mr. Fleming about
the ordinary bearings of this transaction ?-I think he said there was a
good many mires or swamps, that it would be difficult to build.

6591. That would not give you the right to get the contract in
preference to any other person ?-I do not think we did.

16592. I am speaking about that part of the matter, as to what your
chance was for getting the contract: please relate what you understood
about that in your interview with Mr. Fleming ?-I understood when
we bought Sutton out that we stepped into his shoes.

16593. Did you not go to Mr. Fleming to learn something about your
position: that is to say what your position would be if you got Sutton's
rights ?-I don't hardly understand the question, Judge.

(To Shorthand Writer) :-
16594. Repeat my question, Mr. Holland. (Question repeated.)-

I cannot say that we did.
16595. Please tell me what you know about that subject before you

went to see Mr. Fleming ?-Well, I saw the advertisement; I knew
the distance of the road we had to build, and I knew something about
the country, having a large interest up there previous to that-having
been up there, and taking all my own knowledge and what I had seen
of the blank forms to be filled up for the tender i had made up my mind
perhaps we might be safe in taking this contract.

16696. You thought you would be safe in taking it ?-Yes.
16597. Did you think you were safe in getting it ?-We are never

sure uf a contract until we get it.
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16598. Then tell me what you knew on that subject-about your ot*** -N ·
,proba bility of getting it before you saw Mr. Fleming ?-Why, I supposed
that if the lowest tecnderer·,assigned the contract to me I would stand a
good chance of getting it from the Government.

16599. Then that depended upon this, as you say now, whether what
you were getting from Sutton was the position of lowest tenderer at
that time ?-That is what I understood; yes.
' 16600. Now how did vou learn that that was the lowest tender at
that tine ?-I learned that from Sutton.

16601. IIow did he convince you of that ?-1 think, if I rcmember Sutton told him
right-of course it is a long time ago, and I have no minutes Of it-Il tenderer had
·am only speaking from memory, and I want to speak the truth as far la'led toput up
as I can-I think he said the tender that was the lowest had failed to secnrity.
put up the security, and hence the Governmont had written to him-
the Minister had-that he was the next lowest, and asked him to put
up the seeurity.

16602. Did ho mtntion the name of the tender below his ?-I don't
know.

16603. Was it Waddle's ?-I don't remember.

16604. Were you satisfied from what Sutton told you that his position
was what he said it was ?-I had no reason to doubt his word.

16C05. Did you doubt it ?-I cannot say we did.

16606. Did you pay him the money upon what he said without
knowing ?-I didn't pay him anything further.

16607. Did you enter into an agreement with him to get a threo-
quarter's inter est, and that ho was to retain one-quarter interest in the
contict only, on the information ho gave you?-That was verUally,
only on coisideration that we got the contract from the Government.

16608. Then what steps did you take to find out whether you were
going to get the contract from the Government ? -Then we came down
bore and he came with us, I think.

16.09. T;hen what happened ?-Well, then we went to Sandford
Fleming, I think.

16610. Then what did Sayidford Fleming tell you upon this matter Thinksoliverhad
to which I have directed your attention ?-We talked the matter over, hadomeom-
and then we went home, and I think Mr. Oliver had some communi- Fleming.
cations from Mr. Fleming. I am not sure about that though, I didn't
see them.

16611. Do you say now that you got any information in any of those
Conversations from Mr. Fleming which led you to understand whether
you were going to get the contract or not ?-I did not understand that
the letting of the contract was in Mr. Fleming's hands at all to give to
us. I didn't suppose it was.

16612. Whose hands did you suppose it was in ?-I supposed it was
in the hands of the Government.

16613. Who represented the Government ?-I suppose Mr. Macken-
7ie did.
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16614. Did you take any steps to find out from the person who
represented the Government, what your chances were to got the con-
tract ?-No; I did no such thing.

16315. You came down to Ottawa for that purpose?-Yes.

16616. And you saw Mr. Fleming and got no infbrmation-from him?
-1 did not >ay that, I said we talked the matter ovor.

16617. What information did you get ?-1 think ho tol us the char-
acter of the country and showod us the forni of the tenders.

16618. You know that is no answer to my question ?-I am trying
to answer it as far as 1 can.

16619. I am not asking you about the character of tho country, but
as to what information you got with the view of finding out whether
y ou could get the contract whatever the charactee of the country might
be. Now you say you came down to Ottawa to get information on that
subject, you had a talk with Mr. Fleming, who, you tell us, toli you,
nothing, and you say you did not see Mr. Mackenzie, or any other per-
son representing the Governmenit, and you went home : did you go
home without getting any informt*ion on that subject?-[ think Mr.
Oliver had an interview with Mr. Mackenzie. I may say that I feel
pretty sure he had.

16620. Have you any doubt of it ?-That he saw Mr. Mackenzie ?
16621. Yes ?-Very littie doubt about it.
16622. Have you any doubt that the matter of this contrar-t was

talked over between him and Mr. Mackenzie ?-I cannot say what waa
talked over privately between thom.

16623. Do you mean to say that your partner never told you what
he and Mr. Mackenzie talked over on this subject ? - I would not like to
say that.

¡6624. Will you tel! us what ha did say to you on the subject?-
What Mr. Oliver told me what Mr. Mackenzie said to hia ?

16625. Yes; about your business-t ho firm's business in relation to
this contract ? -l do not think that he gave Mr. Oliver any encourage-
ment the tirst time that we came down. Mr. Oliver had to go back
again on the same business.

16626. low long after ?-I could not say.
16627. Were you not watebing the transaction to know whetberyou

were going to havo an interest in it ?-Certainly I was ; I was looking
after it. It would be natural to do that.

1b6.:. Then it being natural for you to do it, did yon look after it,
so as to know what time he enme down to get further information ?-
I am niot positively sure whether ho did come down, but I think ho did.

166,-9. Who else did you ,ee besides Mr. Fleming on this subject ?-
Not anybody.

16630. Did you not see Mr. Braun ?-Mr. who?
161131 Mr. Braun, the Secretary of the Department ?-I do not know

him at all.
166.32. Did you see any other secrotary or person in that Depart-

ment ?-1 am very little acquainted with any of the officials.
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16633. Being very little aequainted might not pi event your seeing contrae .

some person and speaking to some person on the subject ?-I don't
remeiber seeing any other person but Mr. Fleming on the subject.

16334. Did you speak to any Member of Parliament on the subject ?
-No, not a word.

16635. With whom did you understand it was finaly arranged that
you shoul i have the contract : was it with Mr. Fleming, or Mr. Mack-
enzie, or Mr. Braun, or any other person, or was this arrangement made
by yourself or by your partner ?-It was with my consent, I suppose.
Of course I agreed to what Mr. Oliver was doing, and I presume that
ho got it from the Government on the assignment of Satton's contract.

16636. With whom did you understand it was arranged that he was
to get the contract ?-I sh~ould presume from the Government.

16637. Who is he: what is his name ?-There is a good many
members in the Government.

161;38. Will you tell me on your oath who it was that you under- supposes Oliver
etood arranged with your firm that you should have this contraet?-I ro,,Aeken-
should suppose naturally from the consent of Mr. Mackenzie. zie.

16639. Why would you suppose so ?-Because ho was Minister of
Public Works, was ho not?

16640. Have you no other reason for supposing so ?-No other reason
at all.

16641. Did vou never see any communication on the subject in wri.
ting ?-Between Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Oliver ?

16642. Any one ?-No, not that I remember of, except there 'might
be letters between Sutton and us-between Oliver and Sutton.

16643. Did you ever see any writing which led you to understand
with wnom this arrangement was made on the part of the Government ?
-No, nover.

16644. Then what is your understanding on that subject : with
whom did you say the arrangement was made, as far as you know ?-
The contract entered into ?

16645. The arrangement made that you should have the contract ?
-I should suppose it would be by the solicitor of the Government here.

1664S. You think he bas the power to decide who is to have the
contract ?-No, I do not think anything of the kind, but he bas to draw
up the agreement.

16647. I am not asking you who drew up the agreement, because
before there is an agreement made there must be an arrangement
between at least two minds that there shall be an agreement : now
I am asking you whose minds were those two minds which arranged
for thie agreement i-Mr. Oliver did that part of the business, but I am
not sure about that.

16648. Do you mean that at the time you came to Ottawa yon left
without boing informed whether any person, on the partof the Govern-
Tuent, had said anything on the subject of your getting the contract ?-
I may say this: that when we came to the city bore on the 19th of
December, 1874, the thing was, not finally arrangod, We did not know
Whether we was going to get it or not.
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16649. That is what I am asking you, if it was arranged before yoa
came to Ottawa ?-No ; it was not arranged while we wer- at Ottawa.

16650. Do you say then that you left Ottawa without knowing
whether any person on the part of the Government had said anything
upon the subject as to whether you should get the contract or not?-
I think Mr. Oliver had a tulk with Mr. Mackenzie in refèrence to it.

16651. What makes you think so ?-It would b3 very natural for
him to do so when ho came down on that subject.

16652. Is that the only reason you had ?-I suppose he might have
told me so.

16653. What makes you think ho told you so ?-Because it would
be a very natural thing for him to do.

16654. It would not be a very natural thing for him to do if he had
not talked with Mr. Mackenzie, would it ?-No; I presumo he would
tell me ho had it.

16655. Which way did he tell you as to his having had a talk with
some one on the subject: did ho tell you ho had talked with some one,
or that he had not talked with any one on that subject ?-I think ho
said that ho had talked with Mr. Mackenzie on it, if I remember right.

16656. Is this the first time that vou have come to this conclusion on
the subject: that he did tell you that lie had a talk with Mr. Mac-
kenzie ?-It is natural that he should do so.

16657. Did ho tell you that ho had a talk with Mr. Mackenzio ? -I
don't remember. It is a long time ago.

16658. Do you remember that he did?-I cannot, it is too long ago.
16659. Seeing that you took the trouble to go from your home to.

Ottawa to ascertain whether you had any chance to get this contract,
it does not seem reasonable to think that you learnod nothing on the
subject ; in fact it is unreasonable to suppose that you did not hear
soinethîng about it ?-I remember when we came the tirst time it was
not finally settled-that we didn't get the contract.

16660. Can you tell me what negotiations took place afterwards
which led to the settlemont in the other direction that you did get it?
-With whom?

16661. With any one ?-With Sutton?
16662. With any ono?-I think that after a short period after the-

first visit here that the thing was arranged with Sutton verbally, and
thon I think Mr. Oliver came here to Ottawa, and I think the contract
was given to us the second visit. That is as near as I can remember.

16663. You say that during your visit you now remember that it was
not arrangod that you should get it ?-It was not finally arranged.

16664. Was it arranged in any way that you should get it ?-I think
the writings would show that. I think the contract that I have would
show the time between the 19th and the time that we got it.

16665. I am not speaking of the writings. I am speaking of the
arrangements in other people's minds, because you have stated that you
have done business for some years and understand the ordinary bear-
ings of a business transaction, that before there are writings there are
minds that make the agreements first-the minds of mon ?-It is an
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that.
16666. Now you say that when you came to Ottawa there was

no mind on the part of the Government that had agreed that you
should get the contract, and you went away without knowing that you
were to get it ?-Yes.

16667. Will you tell me what negotiations led to some mind on the Oliver acting
part of the Government coming to a different conclusion on that partner.
matter, namely, that you should get the contract ?-As I told you
before, Mr. Oliver was the acting partner of the concern. He spent
most of his time up there giving bis time exclusively to it, and I
simply spent my money and carried on my own business in Toronto,
and he carried on the details of this contract.

16668. That was before the contract was signed ?-Yes.
16669. Did you pay him a salary before this.was arranged ?-He

had a salary from the company at that time, and had previously to that.
16670. Can you tell me what negotiations led to the decision upon

the part of the Government that you were to get this contract, and
with whom these negotiations took place ?-I was not present, but I
presume it was Mr. Fleming and the solicitor and Mr. Mackenzie.

16671. You still speak of the solicitor: do you think ho was present
when the parties made up their minds as to what they werc going to
agree to ?-I don't know as far as that is concerned.

16672. Why do you mention the solicitor ?-Because I presume he
drew up the agreement.

16673. I am not askingyou about drawing up the agreement; I have
endeavoured to have you separate that part of the matter fron the
preliminary matters involving the agreement in people's minds; I have
Only asked you for the present about the agreement in people's minds,
and why bring up the name of the solicitor?-I cannot say that we
had any business at all with the solicitor in that light.

16674. Why do you bring in Mr. Fleming's name as the person who
Would take part in a preliminary agreement ?-I should suppose, from
the nature of his office, that ho would probably advise Mr. Mackenzie.

16675. Did you ever hear from any one that he had done so on this
occasion ?-No; ho might have done it•for ail I know.

16676. Then do you mention bis naine because ho might have donc
it for ail you know: is that your only reason for mentioning bis name ?-
I should suppose Mr. Fleming was giving the Government an estimate
of all these works before the contracts were advertised for; it would
Cone under the nature of bis office.

16677. Do you think that is what I am asking you about ?-I thought
that was what you were asking me about.

16(678. Well, I will endeavour to make it plainer to you: you say that Witness and
Oliver Ieft Ottawa,You and Mr. Oliver left the city of Ottawa without being informed as without knowing

to whether you were certain to get the contract ?-Positively ; that we they were going
didn't know positively that we were going to get it at that time. to get contract.

. 16679. Had you any reason to think that you would be likely to get?-I thought the thing was looking that way.
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16680. What part of it was looking that way ?-That we would
get it.

1668 . What about it looking that way ? -Because the other man
had no money to put up the deposit and we had the money.

16682. You knew that before you came to Ottawa ?-Yes.
16683. Thon what did you come to Ottawa for : you knew in Toronto

that he had not the money ?-We knew we could not get the contract
without the consent of the Government.

16684. Well, knowing that, you came to Ottawa to find out whether
you would get the contract ?-I presume it was.

16685. Don't you know it was ?-I would almost swear positively it
was.

16686. Have you any doubt that is what yon came for ?-N o ; I have
not, in my own mind.

16687. Do you know whether you learned anything upon that subject
after yon left Ottawa the first time: whether yon would get the con-
tract or not ?-I think, if I recollect right, Mr. Fleming had said that
ho wished the Government could let it to some responsible parties ;
that ho didn't want to be bothered with men who had no noney, to
give them trouble. I think there was something ofthat kind.

16688. Did yon hear him say that ?-Yes; I think I did. I think I
heard him say that he would recommend that we should get it. I
would not swear poitively.

16689. Was that at one of those interviews that you speak of ?-
That was the first time we came down on this date.

16690. Thon you did learn on this first visit that the engineer was
going to recommend that you should get the contract?-1 thirik so; I
would not be sure.

16631. Did you learn anything else which made you think it probable
that yo would get the contract ?-No; I did not. I know we didn't
get it at that time.

16692. Thon did you learn something afterwards which niade you
think it more likely that you would get it, made it more sure iii fact ?
-Well, I think the next thing we knew about it we had it.

16693. Don't you know anything that happened between the time
that Mr. Fleming said ho would recommend it and the time you got
it?-No; I think Mr. Oliver came himself after that and got the
contract.

16694. Did yon learn before Mr. Oliver came down that second time,
that it was promised to him that he should have the contract, and that
ho came down for the purpose of closing it ?-It seems to me that ho
did have something from some of the officors telling him to comp down,
or ho would not have come down I suppose. I didn't see anything.

16695. Was it a telegram or a letter ?-I could not tell you that.
16696. And dò you know nothing more about the manner in which it

was arranged between you and the Goverument than yon have already
told us ?-No; I didn't learn the first visit, ard the next time, when
Mr. Oliver came down, I think ho had the contract, thon I frnew ail
about it, becauso the contract specified it.
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16697. Did ho bring back the contract ?-I think he did, but I wil °""" S- 4

not be sure.
16698. Did he sign for you as well as on bis own part ?-I think he

signed for us.' He might bave brought it up and I signed it above.

16699. Did you help to put up the security before you signed the con- Helped to put up
tract ?-Yes. security.

16700. Where were you when you put up that security ?-In Toronto.
16701. Then ?-I suppose we would know thon.

16702. Was not that before he came down to get the contract ?-That
ve put up the security ?

16703. Yes ?-I could not say, but I think it would be.
16704. Don't you remomber, as a matter of fact, that yon did put up

the secnrity before you got the contract ?-Cortainly; and I know how
we put it up.

16705. Iow did you put it up ?-In Foderal Bank stock, $10,000.
16706. Was not that donç before you came down the last time to get $10,000 put up or

the contract: didn't you take part in putting up that security ?-I put ch° wias'"
,my $3,333.33* in it. ,S33.31.

16707. Did you do that before ho came down a second time to get
the contract ?-I am not sure.

16708. At the time you did that, whatever time it was, were you not
then led to believe, more strongly than upon the first visit, that yon
were going to get the contract?-I should saythat the office would
show that. You would have the date of the contract, and the date of
the money being put up, and net ask me to swear to a thing that hap-
pened six or seven years ago, when I haven't the particulars.

16709. The office bas net been able to give us those particulars, and
I am asking you for them ?-I could give them to you when I go home.
I bave the particulars thore, and I am trying to tell you the honest truth.

16710. I am asking you whether, when yon took part in putting .up when putting up
the security, you had a stronger reason to believe that you were going er1ti rad >
to get the contract than you had when you first came down with Mr. for belleving theY
Oliver hore ?-Most assuredly we had, because we would net have puctrthan wh~n
the money up if we hadn't. t de rt

16711. Now eau yon remember in what shape that information had
reached yon which induced you to have that stronger belief?-If I
remember rightly, Mr. Oliver got some information from Ottawa here
that we were te have the contract, and to put up the securities. That
is my conviction, but, of course, I do not state it positively; but it runs
in my mind that way.

16712. Can you not remember more particularly than that from
whoi' that comiunication came ?-No, I didn't soe it. Mr. Oliver lived
in Ingersoll, and I live in Toronto.

16 Ï3. Have you talked thia matter, over lately witl any person
who was then connected with the Governmont ?-Lately?

16114. Yes ?-Mr. Oliver has been very sick the last couple ofyears.
16715. He was not connected with the Government then ?-I think

he was in the Local Houso then.
12*
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contratho. . 16716. It was not the Local Government that let the contract ?-He

£as not lately was as well then as I am.
talked over this 16717. I am asking you whether you have lately talked over this
una any matter with some gentleman who was, in December, 1874, connected

ember of the with the Dominion Government ?-No.]DominIon. Oov-
ernment in 1874. 16718. With Mr. Fleming, or Mr. Braun, or Mr. Trudeau, or any

person ?-No; I have not seen any of those gentlemen. The last time
I saw Mr. Fleming he was giving his lecture before the institute some
years ago.

16719. Have you not endeavoured to refresh your mind by conver-
sation with sone person on the subject lately ?-No; it did not interest
me.

16720. After you were subpenaed, it might interest you to tell all
you knew about it ?-I did not know what you wanted me for.

16721. Do you mean that when you were subpenaed to tell all the
facts you knew about the Pacific Railway that you did not think that
this particular contract was going to be investigated ?-I supposed it
was to be a general review of the evidence taken in 1876 or 1877 be.
fore the Senate.

16722. Did you not understand, before you left home, that you were
likely to ho questioned about this telegraph contract ?-I supposed I
would, because I saw Mr. Brown's evidence in a paper, taken in Win-
nipeg.

Felt no interest 16723. Thon did it not interest you when you were subpænaed, so as
frery wh en to prepare yourself to4e able to give full information ?--No, it didn't

suýVenaed. interest me ; because I had sold ont my nterest.

16724. You think that a- person can only be interested when he
makes money : could not a person be interested in telling the truth ?
-Yes; and I think I am telling the truth. 1 always calculate to tell
the truth, Judge.

16725. Were you not interested in that direction ?-Yes; I suppose I
would be.

16726. Supposing you would be, I am asking you whether you had
any conversation with anybody to refresh your memory, so as to be
better able to do so?-No.

16727. Did you look at any papers ?-Yes ; I looked at the report
before the Senate.

16728. Did you look at any papers or any information about the
telegraph contract ?-I see the papers every day.

16729. The papers that you have in your pocket ?-No; the Globe
and Mail, and other papers.

When subpœnt- 16730. I am speaking of other papers besides the Mail and Globe-
ed only read over papers that are written by people, papers between you and Sutton, for
berore senatel instance ?-No; I didn't read them over. I read over my own evi-
Committee. dence before the Senate Committee, and some of the others.

16731. Mr. Oliver, your partner, I understand, is very ill, too ill to
give evidence, is ho?-Oh, yes; the doctor says it is softoning of the
brain, and ho has to have some person to take care of him.
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16732. Would ho not likely be able to remember, so as to give satis- Contract No. 4.

factory evidence now ?-No; you could not do anything witl4 him at
ail. I think tho last few linos I had from him ho was going to some
water cure, and ho has to have sonebody to take care of him.

16733. Did you ever understand, at any stage of these negotiations, Knows nothing
that the contract which was first offered to Sutton was not the sane Tiiirtkeiis tender
contract which you afterwards got, that the first one was a contract
offered to Sutton & Thirtkell, and the one you got was Sutton & Thomp-
son's ?-The one we got was Sutton & Thompson's. I don't know any-
thing about Sutton & Thirtkell's contract.

16734. There never was one :I am asking you about the offer of
one ?-I don't know anything about it.

16735. Did you never hear that Sutton & Thirthell were the parties
when Sutton went to Toronto to offer you the contract, and Thomp-
son was not in it ?-1 don't know. I don't remember anything Does not re-
about it. member.

16736. When ho came to Toronto to offer you a share in the
matter which the Government proposed to give him, did ho
want to put up the security in the name of Sutton & Thirtkell, or
was it in the name of Sutton & Thompson ?-1 always understood it
was Sutton & Thompson. I did not know anything about the other. It
might have been you know, I could not say.

16737. Did Sutton state to you when ho rame to Toronto the reason
why ho had failed in getting up his security ?-He said that ho hadn't
the money.

16738. Did ho say that some-person else had not been able to do
what was expected of him ?-I don't remember.

16739. Did ho mention the name of Mr. McMahon ?-I could not say,
ho may have done so.

16740. Was Mr. Oliver in Toronto at that time ?--Yes ; he was with
me. The first time I ever saw Sutton was that time when lie came and
wanted to soli us that contract. I never saw him before that time.

16741. Now it happons that a firm called Sutton & Thirtkell had made
a tender which the Government proposed to accept, but they did not put
Up the security; and it happened that a higher tender was made by a
firm called Sutton & Thompson : I want to know if you first learned that
there was no tender between those two so as to enable Sutton & Thomp-
Son to get the contract if Sutton & Thirtkell failed to put up their soecu-
rity ?-[ suppose it would be about that date.

16742. About what date ?-The 19th of December, 1874.
16743. lIow did you learn it thon ?-Because that was the first time

We learned of it, and we came almost immediately to Ottawa nextday.

16744. low did you learn that there was no intervening tender, so
that the dropping out of the Sutton & Thirtkell tender would put Sutton
& Thompson's next in order ?-low did I learn that ?

16745. Yes ?-I haven't said I learned ;t at ail. I have heard lots of
rumours, but I didn't know anything about it; as I told you betfoe, I
vas not the acting partner in these affairs.

16746. You might have learned ?- I might, and I might forget. M learn and

12½*
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16747. I an not asking you what you have forgotten : I am asking
you only to swear to what you know ?-I have heard ruiours of one or
two contracts,and they failel to put up the security, and they kept going
back on the next lowest tender.

16748. If you had taken the Sutton & Thirtkell contract, which was
the only oie which Sutton had any interest in when you started from
Tor<.nto, you would have got it nearly 630,000 less than if you had
taken the Sutton & Thompson contract ?-I never knew what others
was. I never heard.

16749. I am endeavouring to ascertain from you when it was
that you fourid out that by dropping the Sutton & Thirtkell tender
you could get the Sutton & Thompson one ?-I didn't know that the
Sutton & Thirtkell one was in the way. I never saw Thirtkell.

16750. You might have heard without seeing him ?-I might have
heard rumours that there was one or two that failed to put up the secu-
ritv. That was not my business, I suppose. It was my business only
when I bought out Sutton.

16151. At the time that Mr. Sutton met you in Toronto and proposed
to take you in as a partner, or to sell ont a share in the matter, ho had
no interost and no chance in getting the Sutton & Thompson contract;
the position of the matter was changed before the contract was actually
signe, and I wish to ascertain from you, as a party interestod, if yon
can tell us how that matter was brought about and witli whom ?-I
cannot tell you.

16752. Do yon remember what the gross sum was that Sutton first
offer ed you a share in-I mean the gross sum of tbe contract price ?-
What we had for building the whole line from the Government ?

16753. What he offered you a share in when he came and talked to
you in Toronto ?-WelI, there was two or three little things in con-
nection with it: in the way of maintenance, and keeping in repairs, and
so on, that 1 think came in afterwards.

16754. Can you tell us the amount that ho proposed you to share in
there ?-Sutton never was a partner with us in the world.

16755. Didn't he get one-fourth of the proits ?-He was to get one-
fourth of the profits, but ho had no say in the iatter.

16756. Not in the management, but ho had in the receipts ?-If
there was any. We did not know whether there would be any; but ho
had no contrclling interest.

16757. Whatever the position was which ho proposed to sell to you,
please state what your recollection is as to the gross amount that was
to be p aid by the (Government for the whole matter ?-För furnishing
the w ole line ?

16758. Yes?-Somewhere between 8242,000 and $246,000 was the
whole amount that we got.

16759. I an not asking you what you got aftorwards, I am asking
you what Sutton proposed to sell to you ?-It would' be something less,
bocause we had a lot for maintaining and repairing and other things.

16760. Can you tell me about the gross sum which Sutton named to
you as the contract price for the work in which ho was willing to give
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you a share ?-I cannot teil you that. It will be easy to ascertain that nte o .

from the papers here.
16761. I want to get it from your memory. You will understand

that those papers do not tell all that took placo between yon and Sutton
in Toronto: I am asking yon what took place between you and Sutton
in Toronto?-What was said between us and Sutton?

16762. Yes, as to the amount which the Government was going to
pay him?-L do not remember.

16763. Are yon aware that by the arrangement that was finally Thinksthey gota
closed with the Governmentyou got a higher price than the price which th.n w*a fi.t
was first talked of between you and Sutton in Toronto?--L think we tamef bewa"
did. in Toronto.

16764. Can you say about how much ?-I cannot remember.

16765. Is it in the*neighbourhood of $30,000 ?-I could not say that.
I do not know, because there was something to do to it afterwards,
that is, in the way of maintaining and keeping up the poles, and offices,
and so on-so much a mile.

16766. Are you aware that the contract wbich was finally made with
the Government was a more favourable one to the contractors than the
one which Sutton first of all propo>ed to you to take a share in ?--I
could not say. It was taking out the .preliminaries, the working of
the line, keeping up the offices, putting in operators, and so on.

16767. Are yon aware that the contract as it was first signed with
the Government, between your firm and the Government, was a more
favourable one to the contractors than the 'one which was at first pro-
.posed to be made between the Sutton firm and the Government ?-You
niean the Sutton firm and the Thompson firm?

16768. Yes ?-No; I am not aware. It might be though.
16769. Then do you mean that yon are not able to say now what the

gross amount of the contract was which Sutto offered a share in in
Toronto before you came down ?-Not without referring to the papers
-the contracts-because I have not charged my mind with it at alt. I
have sold out my interest to them nearly two years ago, and I haven't
bothered myselt with it in any shape or form.

16770. Did Mr. Oliver ever tell yon that Le had any communication Oliver told him
uipon this subject with Mr. Mackenzie ?-[ think he has told me. ma a o°m-

16771. Did ho ever tell you that he had any communication on the tract wlth Rao4

subject with Mr. Buckingham ?-I don't remember that he ever did. A. Mackenzle.

Mr. Brown would be more likely to have communication with Mr.
]Buckingham, because they were personal friends, I don't think Mr.
-uckingham and Mr. Oliver were friends at all. I don't kncw that he
was.

16772. Did he ever tell you that he had any personal communication
with Mr. Trudeau ?-No.

16773. Or Mr. Braun ?-No.
16774. Is there any other matter connected with this telegraph con-

tract, which I have omitted to ask you, which you can inform ts upon ?
-- In what light?

16775. Any ?-I don't know of any in particular.
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16776. Is there any other matter connected witlh the Canadian Pacifie
Railway in which you have been interested ?-Oh, yes.

16'77. What is the next?-The terminus and right of way at Fort
William.

16778. Is that the matter which bas been investigated by evidence
under oath before some Parliamentary Committee ?-Yes.

16779. Is there any besides that?-I don't know of any. Theygot a
good part of the land from me for the terminus.

16780. I do not propose to take up that subject at present, but I wish
to know if there is any other muatter which bas not been investigated
by any Parliamentary Committee, in which you have been interested ?
-No; I think it bas been pietty fully investigated-everything that I
was connected with.

16781. Do you say there is no other matter ? -Not that I can think
of at the preent moment. There might be.

ALEXANDER BoWIE, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
16782. Where do you live ? -At Ottawa.
16783. What is Your occupation ?-Forwarder, and captain of a

steamer.
16784. Have you had any interest in any of the transactions con-

nected with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-I have had some interest.
16785. Which was the first transaction in which you have had an

interest ?-In section A.
16786. What interest had you in that ?-I was one of the outside

parties interested.
16787. Interested with whom ?-With Charlebois and Shanly.
16788. Were vou one of tho sureties, or did your name api car in the

tender ?-I think my name did not appear in the tender, I think I was
one of the sureties.

16789. You say section A : do you mean section A between Lake
Superior and Red River, or in British Colurmbia?-In Thunder Bay
district- 118 miles, I think.

16790. Was your tender among the lowest ?-It was the second low-
est.

16791. Mr. Mallett's name appears also as one of the sureties; was
he one of the parties interested ?-He was one of the parties.

16792. Do you mean that he was to have a share in the contract ?
-Yes; lie was to have a share in the contract.

16793. Were you prescrit ivhen the tender was made up and the
prices fixed ?-I was present when the tender was finally completed.

16794. Where was that ?-In town here.
16795. Do you remember where ?-I think it was at tie Russell

House.
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16796. Who else were present ?-Mr. Charlebois and myself.
16797. Any one else?-No; it had been signed previously by Mr.

Mallett before we came here.
16798. Had it been signed before that by Mr. Charlebois and Mr.

Shanly? -Mr. Charlebois signed for himself, ho was the contractor
with Shanly.

16799. Did ho sign the names of both membors of the firm ?-I do
not know that he did sign Mr. Shanly's name. 1 know he signed
his own name.

16800. Do you say that you took a part in making up the prices to
be attached to this tender ?-I did not.

16801. Who did that ?-Mr. Charlebois.
16802. What is his business ?-A contractor.
16803. Of some experience ?-I presume so; ho was then completing

*a large contract on the Lachine Canal.
16804. Is it your recollection that ho alone fixed upon the prices ?-

I am not prepared to answer that.
16805. Thon you wero not present when the prices were being cal- was not present

culated and arrived at ?-No; I was not. That was done in Montreal. calla e re

16806. Does Mr.Charlebois live in Montreal ?-He lives in Montreal.
16807. Was that donc before you saw the tender ut the time you

speak of ?-It was.
16808. And were you willing to abide by whatever prices on'tenders

-they arranged without your seeing them yourself? -I was.
16809. Did you communicate with him at all upon the subject of

,prices before ho fixed them ?-No.
16810. Did you talk with him upon the subjeet ?-We had numbers

if conversations upon the subject.
16811. Did you suggest any figures to him ?-I have forgotten if I

did, but I think not, because the tender was made out when ho came to
{Ottawa.

16812. But before that did you not suggest figures to him ?-No. 'agres to °ai le-
bois.

16813. Thon do you say that yon took no part in exercising youri
own judgment as to the prices to be attached to the different quan-
tities of the work ?-I read them over before I signed the tender and
was perfectly satisfied.

16814. Was your part then only that of approving what other
persons had done, and not taking auy part in arriving ut them origin-
ally ?-Judging from what I said, it must have been, of course.

16815. I wish to make it plain in the evidence beyond any doubt Took no prt in
whichever way you choose to say: i8 that what you mean that you arrivIng at prices
-took no part in arriving at the prices ?-I took no part in arriving at
the prices.

16816. Have you any reason. to think that you were entitled to the
contract on your tender ?-We were not the lowest.

16817. Is there any reason why you think you were entitled to it?-
,NO.
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16818. You have nothing to complain of on that ground ?-Nothing
to complain of.

16819. Do you know of anything connected with the successful
teuderers offer, as to how they arrived at their prices?-No; I do not.

16820. Have you any interest in the matter with them ?-No; not
at all.

DSB Dot know of
® Information 16821. Do you know of their receiving any information from any

being given by person connected with any of the Government Departments ?-No; 1praonti connect- conce anDeamnt
ewith the do not at all.

Departments. 16822. Is there any other matter connected with that contract,
section A, which you can explain ?-Nothing.

Tendered with 16823. What is the next matter in which you were interested ?-I
friends for second think I tendered with friends for the second 100 miles.100 miles west of
Red River. 16824. lis that the contract known as the Bowie & NcNaughton

contract?-Yes.
16825. That is contract No. 66 for the second 100 miles west of Red

River ?-Yes ; west of Red River.
16826. How were you interested in that tender?-Well, as I was in

the other. I was an outside party.
16827. The persons signing the tender are George Bowie and Mr.

McNaughton: do you say that at the time of the tender being put in
there was an understanding that you were to be interested jointly with
them ?-Yes.

16828. To what extent ?-Well, there were four of us-one-fourth.
$*829. Who was the other person ?-G. S. McTavish.
16830. Had you had before that any experience in contracting or ii

railway works ?-Being the son of a contractor I have heard a great
deal of discussions about railroads all my life, and was with my fathe-
for some years.

16831. On railway work ?-On railway works, and also on canals.
McTavish no ex-
perience lu rau- 16832. Mr. McTavish had no exporience in that sort of work ?-No.

16833. Had Mr. McNaughton ?-I do not know I am sure.

,Narerona 16834. What is bis business ?-Forwarder.
16835. Is George Bowie your brother ?-Yes.

George Bowle an 16836. Had he any experience in contracting ?-He has been con-
tractor. tracting all bis life.

16897. Then he would have a good knowledge of such matters ?-Yes.
16838. Would his prices be more likely to be correct than those

the four gentlemen would name ?-I do not know that his judgment
wonld be any better than mine.

16c39. I think you said that he had more experience ?-I do not
know that his judgment would be better than mine.

'Wltnee and Me- 16840. Who was selected among you four to arrive at the prices in
out tender. the matter ?-I think I made out the tender with Mr. McNaughton.

16841. And where was that ?-In Ottawa.
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16842. Where was your brother âeorge then ?-IIe was in Montreal.
He sent bis form of tender filled with bis figures, but we altered it to
ours; made different changes where we thought proper.

16843. Did you use the tender which he sent up, or did you get an
entirely new one to fill up ?-An entirely new one.

16844. Then, in the first place, he exercisod bis judgment as to
prices ?-Yes; in the first place.

16845. He being in Montreal ?-Yes.
16846. And he forwarded to you the tender, according to bis judg-

ment, to be put in on the part of the firm?-Yes.
16847. And when it reached you here you decided that it was too Witnes and Mc-

high, I suppose, and lowered your prices, or did you decide that it was thought the prices
tWo low ?-Some points too high and some points too low in our judg- tooge sowl®
ment. and too low in

other cases.
16848. As to the total, was the alteration made by you in Ottawa

bigber or lower than what he had offered ?-Lower.

16849. Do you remember about how much lower?-I do not; I have
forgotten it.

16850. Do you remember in what particulars your judgment as to
those figures differed from bis judgment ?-Ithink in the grading, prin-
cipally, and in the lumber, I think, I am not sure; I think those were
the two.

16851. When you say the grading, you mean the excavation of
earth work ?-Yes.

16852. Do you remember what difference you made per yard ?-I
have really forgotten, not over a ent I think.

16853. Do you say you do not remember the difference in the totals ?
-I do not remember them.

16854. Could you tell about the difference ?-No, because bis was
never added up, and I could not possibly tell the differencewhen I nover
added up his amounps after the extension had been mode.

16855, Do you say bis was never extended ?-No it never was
extended.

Does not remem-
ber the difaerence

16856. Did you not know the result of his tender in the aggregate
before you altered yours?-No; it was not necessary.

16857. It might have been necessary ?-Well, we didn't think so.

16858. It might have been necessary if you wanted to know how it
nore upon the wholë amount ?-Oh, no, it was not necessary, we knew
exactly the difference - that is, our redacód rate was so mueh lower than
his it was not necessary to extend bis when we were not going to ten-
der at Ihis prices.

16859. Where do you say this altered tender was prepared ?-In
Ottawa.

16860. What part of Ottawa ?-In my house.

16861. Do you remember who were present ?-McNaughton and
myself.

16862. Any onie else ?-No ; I do not think it-no stranger.
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16863. Was Mr. Chapleau there ?-No.
Had many gener- 16864. Had you no conversation with him upon the subject of this
aonvrsationa tender before it was put in ?-Oh, I have had as a publie officer, not
wlth Chapleau on otherwise.
ithe subject of
public works. 16865. Upon this particular offer for works of Bowie & McNaughton's

tender?-We have had a conversation as we have had many conversa-
tions on all works, but never anything private or special.

16S66. Where were you when you had that conversation with him
on the subject of this tender ?-I think I must have been in the Russell
flouse.

16867. What was the nature of the conversation ?-Oh, general.
16868. What was the general nature of it: please describe how you

would converse with him about this tender you were putting in ?-
Well, I cannot remember what our conversation was, we were speaking
of this contract as well as other contracts.

16869. It was just before the putting in of this tender, was it not ?-
Oh, io ; it must have been ten days before.

Spoke with Chap- 16870. What was the nature of the conversation about this tender ?
ractuas eOfas -About that, among others, we were speaking about the genertl cha-

other contracts. racter of the country.

1(;871. What was bis position in the Department at that time ?--At
that time I do not think he was in the Public Works Department. I
think he was. I do not know I am sure, I have forgotten.

16872. On the 9th of April, 1880 ?-I think he was in the Publie
Works Department then.

16873. Iad you a conversation with him after you received the
tender froni Montreal that your brother forwarded ?-Nothing about
the prices.

Character of con- 16874. Had you spoken about prices with Chapleau ? -Very possibl y
versatlon with
Chaplea. from the fact that I had mentioned-now I remember-I mentioned

that my father had built the Caughnawaga Railway at 12½cts. per yard
(71d. in those days) an: that he had made a large amount of money
out of it. I remember that perfectly wlil.

16875. EBow did that bear upon this matter ?-I thought that the lay
of the country was something similar, soft sandy soil-loamy.

16876. Was this after your brother had sent up the tender ?-No,
before.

16877. Did you ever tell any person that you and Chapleau had
discussed this question of prices before you had put in your tender ?-I

May have told do not remember.
George Mclavlsh
tat e and Chap- 16878. Did you ever tell George McTavish so ?-I may possibly have]eau had discuse-
ed the question doue so.
-of prics. 16879. Why do you think it is possible that you did so?-Because I

just related the reason wby. I must have been speaking to him about
prices when I told him about what had been done.

16880. Did you ever tell him that the tender which your brother
sent was altered in the gross amount in consequence of talks, or a
talk between you and Chapleau ?-If I did so I have forgotten.
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16881. Do you say it is probable or improbable ?-It is very hard to
say whether it is probable or improbable when I have forgotten the
transaction. Mr. McTavish and I had a good many discussions on it
before the tender went in.

16882. Before the tender went in ?-Not as to prices; we had a good
many discussions before we formed the partnership to go into the
eontract.

16883. Were these discussions with a view to getting him to go in ?
-No ; it was he who proposed.

MeTaviah propos-16884. He proposed ?-Cortainly. ed to go in wi h
witness and his

168C5. To whom?-To me. partners.

16886. Where was he whon he proposed that to yon ?-At the
Windsor Hotel in Montreal.

16S87. Was your brother George there ?-No.
16888. Was it proposed to go in with you alone, at that time, or

with your brother ?-With me alone.
16889. And was the tender to be made in his name or in yours ?-

In neither: in the name of Bowie & McNaughton.
16890. Then at that time it was intended thatyou and Mr. McTavish

alone would be interested ?-No; we were to take them in afterwards
if we got the contract. We were then to form a partnership of four.

16891. At the time Mr. McTavish talked to you that was discussed ?
-Yes, that was discussed.

16892. Was that after the deposit had been put up ?-No; pre-
viously.

16893. Did you mention to him any reason why you would be likely
to be the successful tenderers ?-No; that would be impossible. Of
course not.

16894. Did you mention to him the name of any person in Ottawa
vlio would be likely to belp you in putting in the lowest tender ?-I

have forgotten our conversations, we had so many.
16895. Do you think you mentioned any person's name on that occa-

sion connected with the Department -Not that I remember of. I may
have.

Does not rernem-
ber mentioning
name of any per-
mon in Ottawa
1ikely todhephim
la putting In the
lowest tender.

16896. If you did mention any, can you say whose name you did
nention ?-1 could not possibly do that, because I don't remember.

16897. Do you remember who had the next highest tender above ichosn& Mar-
yours?- Nicholson & Marpole; $10,000 was, I think, between us. gigher thanBowie

& McNaughton's.
16898. Was that spoken of as a Barrie firm ?-As the Barrie firm;

yes.
16899. Do you know whether the alteration of the tender which

came from your brother from Montreal would have been higher than
this Bari e tender ?-Really I could not answer that question, not hav-
ing gone into the details.

1b9o0. The principal difference, as I understand, was one cent a
,Yard in George Bowie's offer ?-I think it would. 1 would not be
positive.
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16901. Have you that tender which your brother George sent?-
No; I destroyed that long ago. It was of no further use.

16902. Do you remember any othor item in which a material change-
was made ?-1 think it was on the lumber. I have forgotten now the-
ditirence; it was on the lumber. By the figures at that one cent they
would be above the other tender. I don't know what the other tender
w as.

89,oo or $10,000 16903. I thought you were suggesting it would be above ?-I think
difrence be-

tween the tender it was 69,000, or $10,000 differenco betwen the two.
peared by Geo.

lumneand ha!t 16904. Tho difference, according to Mr. Fleming's report upon the
n.sequeny put subject (Exhibit 82) is $16,011 ?-At one cent on $1,600,000 would

make it $16,000.
16905. It is 1,630,000 yards ?-That would be $16,300.
16906. Now do you understand that the effect of this alteration of

yours was to put the tender of your firm just below the tender of
Nicholson, Marpole & Co.'s ?-I do not know anything about Marpole's
tender in the first place.

16907. But do you not see that now ?-We would be about the same.
I see it is 1,630,000 yards, that makes $16,300.

Effect of changes 16908. The effect of that is to make the Bowie & McNaughton ten-
loake tnda der $289 below the Marpole tender. Then there was an additional.

Marpole's tender. alteration you say in lumber ?-Yes.

16909. At all events this change from your brother's figures wbich.
you made in Ottawa here, had just the effect of putting your tender
below any other ?-Yes.

16910. Otherwise it would have been higher than Marpole's ?-Oh,
yes, it would be by the change in the lumber.

No knnwledze of
amount of Mar- 16911. Had you any reason to know about the amount of the Mar-

efore puttng pole tender before you put in your own ? -No.
their own. 16912. Did no person make any suggestion to you upon this subject?

-No; in fact, I didn't know them.

Fogxotten if he 16913. That would not prevent some person else from telling you
mrrrflioned to

eoge MTavlsh what the amount of his tender was. Do you think that you told any
that he had an one that you had some impression about how much George Bowie's
impression how tender ought to be reduced in order to make it successful ?-No.rnuch George edro,
aowîe'a tender
should bereduced 16914. Did you not mention something of that kind to Mr. George-

11°®e McTavish ? -1 have forgotten it if I did.
1915. Did you afterwards dispose of your interest in this matter to

sorne one ?-1 did.
Witness disposed
of hi. interes4t to
George Bowie &
GFeorge MeTavlah.

Witness refuses
te say how much
he rece.ved for
his interest.

16916. To whom ?-To Bowie and McTavisb.
16917. That is your brother George and George McTavish ?-Yes.

16918. How much did you receive ?-I have not received anything-
yet.

16919. HIow nuch was the -note for ?-Well, that is a private matter
between Bowie and McTavish, and myself. That has nothing to do with
the Government.

16920. The public may have some interest in it?-They have no,
interest in my private business.
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16921. Was aniy portion of the money that you received for disburse-
ments ?-L have said I have not yet received any.

16922. Well, when they pay you ?-They have not paid me yet.

16923. Was it understood between you that any portion of it would
be for disbursement ?-I decline te answer any question relative to my
private affairs.

16924. Did you not claim, in settlement with George McTavish, that Never claimed la
yon had disbursed sums for information which you had received ?-For neobrga
information which I had received ? Tavish ta he

never.sains for Infor-16925. Yos ?-No, never. mation recelved.

16926. Did you not lead him te understand that your tender was
.successful, because of the alteration made in it, which alteration was
based upon information got from somebody in some of the Depart-
ments ?-No, never.

16927. Did you net lead him te understand that the amount for
whieh he gave you the note, was partly to c'ver disbursements upon
auch a subject? -The subject of information ?

16928. Yes; or assistance from some of the Departments ?-No,
never.

16929. The arrangement between the members of your firm are not
of publie interest, unless they involve some such subject as I have been
speaking of, and I wish to question you again upon that matter,
because it has been reported to us that the clai m paid to you was based
partly upon such a consideration. I wish te give you an opportunity
te explain fully?-There never was, that I remember of, any such con-
versation with McTavish or Bowie with reference to having paid any
person, or given any remuneration whatever to any officer of the Civil
Service, for 1. never gave them a cent, and never expect to.

16930. Do you say that you did net base your claim against George
MuTavish upon moneys paid for some assistance either from members
of the Government or persons connected with the Department ?-I beg
to state distinctly that ne Minister of the Crown, or Member of Parlia-
ment, or any Civil Servant, ever gave me any information, or received
from me any remuneration for any contract which I was conneeted
with on the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

16931. Did you state that you had disbursed anything on such a
subject ?-I have already stated exactly what I mean.

16932. I am net sure whether you have stated it : I am asking te Never to his
knowl.dge fitated

ascertain whether you have at any time stated te George McTavish, or t any on t
any one else, that you disbursed sums of money for such assistance or hea tsbursed
information ?-1 never said so to McTavish or any person else that I get theeontract.
know of to my knowledge.

16933. Did yen continue interested in this tender up te the time that
the contract was signed ?-Yes.

16934. Then your disposal of your interest to Bowie and McTavish
Wva actually after the contract was executed ?-Atter the contract was
executed.

16935. Ws the deposit required by Governmet put up.by the other tg

neoabers of the firm, by Bowie, McTavish or McNaughton ?-No; it Tavish.
ws put up by Bowie and McTavish.
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16936. You put up no part yourslf ?-No; I offered to put up my
share. lave you refèrence to the first deposit of $5,000, because
the first deposit was a cheque of G. S. McTavish-the tirst deposit of
$5,000 ?

First deposit of 16937. Not entirely :I mean ail the deposit which was required
$5,00 ® a chque of before the contract was signed ?-The first deposit that was required,
George McTavlsh Îthe rest was real $5,000, was a cheque of McTavish's. The other, you mean the part of

lu Mon- the security now held by Governnent, was put up by real estate in
Montreal.

Cheque of $17,500 16938. But at the time of the contract being signed do you know
payabl or pt~ what security was put up by the contractors ?-There was a cheque of
up at tme of G. S. McTavish and a cheque of a friend of mine payable to my order
signing contract. of 817,500, making the total amount S22,500.

16939. Do you mean that choque of the friend of yours was put up
on your behalf ?-Well, I don't know on whose .behalf it was put up.
The choque was payable to my order-McTavish and mine I suppose.

16940. Do you say it was McTavish's cheque ?-No, it was not
his cheque ; the first was his cheque.

16941. I mean the second one ?-No, it was not his cheque; a friend
of his.

16949. Do you mean that the deposit which was put up at that time,
Was put up altogether by Bowie and McNaughton, or did you take part
in furnishing that security ?-I stated that 1 got a cheque for 817,500
and gave it to the Department as a security for the amount.

16943. Do you mean that you got it on your own behalf ?-Well, it
was payable to my order, and it was on my behalf.

Donald A. Smith 16944. Not necessarily. It might have been as a friend of McTavish's,
gave the choque. and might have been payable to your order because McTavish was

away ?-Well, place it to the credit of whoever you ploase, it was a
choque given by Mr. Smith ; itis in the papers there. Donald A. Smith
gave the cheque.

16945. What I am endeavouring to ascertain is whether you con.
tinued to be interested in the contract, in this far, that you put up
security on your own behalf, or whether you were acting as an agent
for G. McTavish and he furnished it all ?-I don't kInow whether ho
did or not.

Witness
ed no se

Mignin
Contrat

One of
head's a

furnish- 16946. Did you furnish the security ?-1f you put it that way, I did
urity. not furnish any security.

16947. Then whatever security you put up was irrespective of your
estate or your funds ?-Yes.

16948. What was the next transaction in which you were interested
connected with the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Nothing further that
I know of than that security with Whitehead, if that is what you bave
reference to.

Bond- 16949. I had not reference to any particular thing, I wanted you to
t No. 15. state what was the next transaction in which you were interested ?-

That is all.
Vhite- 16950. Do you mean that you were one of the sureties on Whitehead'surettes.

tender ?-No, one of his sureties for that $70,000,or whatever the amount
was-the drawback.
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16951. That was a bond in which you and Mackintosh joined, was
it ?-Yes.

16952. For what object ?-I have really forgotten it. If you have
the paper there I can tell you.

16953. Do yon remember the circumstance which led to you giving
such a bond ?-It is some time ago; I have forgotten the whole transac-
tion; it was a mere matter of form; there was nothing very binding in
the matter.

Both Whitehead
16954. From whom did you understand it was only a matter of and Mackintosh

form ?-Both Whitehead and Mackintosh-both of them. toldhln twas a

16955. Are they the only persons whom you saw on the subject ?- form.
They are the only persons who ever spoke of it that I know of.

16956. Had you any conversation in any of the Departments with
any of tho Ministers or clerks ?-No, never.

16957. Do you happen to know whether any member of that Barrie
firm of whom yon spoke was in Ottawa at the time their tender was
put in-Marpole, Oliver & Co ?-Marpole, Nicholson were the firm.

16958. It is the Barrie tender I speak of?-Nicholson & Marpole.
16959. Was either of them here in Ottawa at the time the tender

was put in ?-I think Nicholson was here; I have heard so; I did not
know him.

16960. Do you remember from whom yon heard that ho was here ?
-1 think I beard at the Windsor Hotel.

16961. That is where ho was; but from whom did you hear that ho
was bore ?-Ob, I do not know; I have forgotten ; there were so many
contractors here at the time. They were speaking of one another.

16962. But ho being the one with whom you were actially compet-
ing?-I was not aware ofthat fact. I did not know I was competing
with him any more than I knew 1 was competing with Charlebois & Co.
or any other tendorer.

16963. Afterwards you became aware of it when the tenders were
opened; thon the circumstance would become fixed in your mind that
you knew ho was in Ottawa ?-After the tenders were opened 1 heard
that ho was the next tenderer to me.

16964. Did you hear that ho was in Ottawa at the time the tenders
were put in ?-No; I did not.

16965. Returning to this matter of Whitehead's, do you say that
you do not remember the reasori why it was requisite to put in such a
bônd as you signed ?-I remembered at the time, but I have really
forgotten it. I considered at the time it was a matter of form. I
did not consider it was a matter involving 870,000.

16966. DiU you getany benefit for signing that security?-No.
16967. No direct or indirect advantage ?-No, none.
16968. Were you promisei any ?-No.
169;9. Did you take any part in getting that money from the

Government for Whitehead besides signing the bond-i mean did vou
have conversation with any of the Ministers or Menbers on the sub-
jeet ?-No ; I did not.

Tendering-
Contract Lo..66

Does not know
who told hlmii,
Nicholson ww In
Ottawa.

Slgniug Blond<-
Ventrart No. 15t

considered sign-
Ing Whltehead's
bond a matterof
forni.
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16970. Or any other person ?-No; I did not.

16971. Was there any understanding between you and Mr. Mackin.
tosh, or between you and Mr. Whitehead, that Mr. Whitehead should
pay something for having any influence usel witb any member of the
Govern ment on the subject?--No ; 1 never had any conversation of the
kind.

16972. Are you aware of any instance where any Minister of the Crown
or any Memiber of Parliament has been benefitted or promised any
benefit for favouring any person in connection with these contracts or
tenders ?-No; I have no knowledge whatever-no personal knowledge.

16973. You say personal knowledge, do you mean yon have any
other sort ofknowledge ?-Well, general newspaper rumours. There has
been so much said of Mackintosh.

16974. I am not alluding to any rumours or surmises, but anything
which would amount to knowledge ?-No; nothing.

16975. Are you not aware of any circumstances-actual cincui-
stances--which would lead you to believe that some Menber of Parlia-
ment bas been benefitted or promised some benefit in consequence of bis
favouring some of those contractors ?-Nothing further than rurmours.
Nothing but what the public press says.

16976. I was asking you about your knowledge of some actual
circumstances which would lead you to believe that: are yon aware
of any actual fact ?-Not that I remem ber of.

16977. Have you seen any writing which would lead you to that belief
-any document, I mean ?-No; I have seen the newspapers.

16978. Putting that altogether out of the question-of course I am
not asking for that as a basis of evidence-I am asking whether yo
have seen any document, or any writing, or whether you know of any
fact which leads you to believe that any Member of Parliament has
been benefitted or promised any benefit for favouring any contractor or
any tenderer ?-No; I have not. I have never seen any such paper and
know of none.

16979. Do yon know of any fact apart from papers ?-No; I do not.

16980. Are you aware of any member of the Civil Service being
benefittet by any arrangement in connection with any ofthebe contracts
or tenders for any work on the Pacifie Railway ?-No; I am not.

16981. Are you aware of any member of the Civil Service belng
benetitted or promised any benefit on account of any transaction of the
Pacifie Railway ?-No.

16982. Is there any other matter- connected with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway whieh you can explain by way of evidence ?-Not that I
know of.

ToUSSAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
16983. Can you inform us now of the amount expended upon con-

tract 18 and upon 'contraët 28 for the transportation of rails, and per-
centage taken off on account of the price being in Amerlcan currency ?
-Yes. In American currency the amount is $237,331.04; in Canadian
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currency it is $215,679 52. I produce a statement showing the pay- Centc go.

ments in detail. (Exhibit No. 233.) Canadian curren-
1698 4. This sta aemen t shows the total amougit paid on these two con- cy, $215,79.-2.

tracts to be nearly $3,000 less than th e amount which Mr. Fleming enre between
reports to be involved by bis special report of 1880; what is the differ- "bv'®m land
ence for as far as you know ?-The ditference between the two amounts in Fleming's Re-
has not yet been paid; it is in connection with unsettled accounts. porett" ".n"

1985. What unsettled accounts : for transportation ?-Yes. It is °°"" tg
in reference to some slight difference in quantities I believe.

16986. It is not for bonding charges and outside expenses thon ?-
No.

16987. The numbers of tons mentioned in this statement I take it Ton: short ton.
from your previous evidence to be the short ton, 2,000 lbs ?-Yes.

16988. Do the dates in this statement which refer to the time of the
respective payments give approximately the time of the different
dates of the transportation itself ?-Yes, approximately.

16989. According to this statement which you have produced, no contract 18 for
more than about one-half of the first contract, No. 18, had been per- b,000 tons-
formed during the first year, that year of 1875; I believe the first con-
tract was for 5,000 tons or thereabouts ?-Yes.

16990. Then the second contract, No. 28, covered the balance of
this amount ?-Yes.

16991. And about what time was it considered advisable to incur
the expenditure on the second yenr's contract ?-In the winter of 1876.

16992. What month ?-I find a report on the subject by Mr. Fleming,
dated May 13th, 1876.

16993. Does bis report recommend such a contract as was entered May 13th, 1876,
into for the transportation of 10,000 tons or more additional to the first ®eprts

contract, No. 18?-The report recommends that arrangements be moving a further
entered into for removing a further quantity this year, 1876. The 5,000 tons of rails.
quantity mentioned in hie report is 5,000 tons.

16994. That is in addition, is it not, to the first 5,000 tons which
were supposed to be covered by the previons contract, No. 18 ?-Yes.

1699à. This contract, No. 28, as I understand it, was arrived at upon contract is not
an offer upon the part of the contractor and not by public competition ? th®e "ut ofe
-It was not by public competition tion.

16996. Does his offer cover more than 5,000 tons, and if so, how April 19th, 1876.
much ?-In his letter, dated 19th of April, 1876, Mr. Kittson uays that X41 t8otrana-
with a fair stage of water in Red River he could transport from 8,000 port from 8,oo to
to 10,000 tons during the season. th, arng

16997. Have you any letter, or a copy of a letter, showing the terms
on which bis offer was accepted ?-Yes.

16998. Does it state the quantity which the Government contracted
to pay for being transported ?-It does not.

16999. Have you now the contract with the Dominion Bolt Co., flta and Nu#-"
No. 51 ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 234.) Contrat No.

17000. Have you the contract with Miller Bros. & Mitchell, to supply «anway Plates
700 tons of railway plates, contract No. 50 ?-Yes; I produce it. *o*tract o. 50

(Exhi bit No. 235.)
.3*
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17001. Have you now the comparative statement of tenders for steel
rails of June, 1t79, showing whether the different prices offered for
bolts and nuts and fish-plates alone affected the relative position of the
whole tenders?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 236.)

17002. Does it affect the relative position ?-It does not.
17033. What is the next contract that you can explain ?- Contract

No. 58 for the manufacture of four iron turn-tables. Contract with
W. Hazlehurst, dated 26th of February, 1880.

17004. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes; tenders were
received in answer to a circular sent to makers.

17005. There was no advertisement ?-No.
1700'F Çan you state to whom they were sent ?-In a report dated

14th of February, 1880, Mr. Fleming gives the names of the Hamilton
Bridge Co., the Toronto Bridge Co., the Kingston Engine Works, and
W. fazlehurst, of St. John.

17007. Was the contract let to the lowest tender ?-Yes.
17008. What is the rate named in the lowest tender ?-For decked

table, the rate named is $2,0 16.

1-009. Open table ?-And for open table, the rate is $i,360.
17010. fias the work been performed under the contract ?-No; the

work has not been completed yet, because the pits are not quite com-
pleted.

17011. Was the work in progress during last June? We do not
propose to enquire into the facts that have happened since that, unless
they are connected with what took place betore ?-One of the turn-
tables was made and erected last summer, and is now finished.
The others are prepared by the contractor and ready for delivery, and
will be accepted by the Government as soon as the pits are completed.

17012. Is there any dispute or difficulty about the matter which you
think requires explanation?-There is no difficulty.

17013. Is there anything further about that contract which you
consider requires explanation ?-No.

17014. What is the next contract which we have not yet considered?
-Contract No. 60, with Andrew Onderdonk, for the construction of
the line in British Columbia, extending from Emory Bar to Boston
Bar. The date of the contract is the 23rd of December, 1879.

17015. Was that work let by public competition ?-Yes.
17016. By advertisement inviting tenders ?-Yes.
17017. Have you a copy of the advertisement ?-Yes; I produce it.

(Exhibit No. 237.)
17018. Have you any report upon the tenders themselves ?-I pro-

duce the schedule of tenders received.
17019. Does that advertisement and this schedule cover the tenders

for any of the other contracts besides No. 60 ?-The advertisement
does, but not the schedule.

17020. Have you the original tenders mentioned in the schedule ?-
Yes.
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1702L. Please produce them ?-I now produce them. (Exhibit No. Conatract No. e.

238.)
17022. Is there any other repout than this schedule on the relative

position of the different tenders ?-Yes; I produce a report by Sand-
ford Fleming, dated the 22nd November, 1879. (Exhibit No. 239.)

17023. As I understand it, this report covers the tenders for three
other sections-B, C and D-does it not ?-Yes.

17024. Is there any further report relating to section A alone ?-I
,do not think of any other at this moment.

17025. Will you please say on what day the time for receiving the 17th November,

tenders ended. and also when they were opened, and who reported on celvidna toer's;
them ?-The time for receiving the tenders was fixed by the advertise- ogneonthe
ment at noon, the 17th of November, 1879; the tenders were opened on o pwitness, vieno
the 20th of November, 1879. Ing and Braun.

17026. In the presence of wbom ? -They were opened in the presence
of Mr. Fleming, and Mr. Braun, and myself.

17027. At the time of opening them did you notice any circumstance Two of the ten-
which appeared suspicious or which called for explanation as to the ®: ®e aer-
manner in which any of the tenders were put in, or as to the amounts noon *f Novem-
of them ?-Yes; we noticed that two of the tenders were received at ber 17th.

3:30 in the atternoon of the 17th of November.

17028. Whose tenders? -One tender was from Battle, Symmes,
Wood & Jackson, and the other was Brown & Corbett.

17029. Was the amount of either of them lower than the amount of Battie & Co.'s
the tender that was finally accepted ?-The tender by Battle & Co. was Brown& Corbet «
for $2,634,120: the one by Brown & Corbett was $2,598,480. They 2,,48 bth
were both lower than the contract which was accepted. tender accepted.

17030. Was either of these tenders taken into account in deciding
who should receive the contract ?-They were considered, but rejected.

17031. Were they allowed to compete with the other tenders or
were they rejected entirely on account of being received too late or for
some other reason ?-They were not allowed to compete with the
others.

17032. Is there any reason which would apply to either of them for
not allowing them to compete, besides the fact that they came in the
afternoon to the Department ?-One of the conditions on the printed
form of tender was that each offer should be accompanied by an
accepted bank cheque for 85,000. Brown & Corbett had no cheque in
their tender.

17033. Was their tender accompanied by anything else equivalent
to a cheque or similar security ?- No. They simply stated on their
tender that security by bonds or cash would be given if their tender
was accepted.

17034. Was there any other circumstance connected with that parti-
cular tender which excluded it from the competition, as you under-
stood ?-No.

17035. Was there any circumstance connected with the other tender
which you say arrived after time and was not considered, and which
excluded it from competition ?-No.

13.*

These tenders not
allowed to
compete.

Brown& Corbett's
had no cheque for
c.nd, one of th
condition.
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17036. Then one of the tenders was not considered solely upon the
ground that it reached the Department in the afternoon instead of at
noon, or before it ?-Yes. •

17037. Where did that tender come from ?-It was mailed in the
Ottawa post-office, about five hundred yards from the Department.

17038 las there been any complaint, so far as you know, on the part
of this firm-Battle & Co.-on the subject of this tender and their not
getting the contract ?-Yes; I produce a letter from Mr. Symmes, dated
28th November 1879. (Exhibit No. 240.)

17039. Is the envelope in which the tender came, now extant ?-Yes;
it is attached to the tender produced.

17040. Will you look at it and say if it bears any other post mark
besides that of Ottawa? -It does not.

17041. Then, in your opinion, did it come through the post-office at
Ottawa ?-Yes.

17042. Will you please hold the document itself up to the light and
see if you notice in it that the figures have been altered, erased and
written over again ?.-Yes; the prices for earth excavation have been
erased and altered.

17043. Is that noticeable upon both pages, the first page and the
second ?-Yes.

17044. Is it beyond a doubt thon that the figures have been altered ?
-Yes.

17045. Do you know whether that circumstance was considered at
all when you decided to reject the tender, or is this the first time that
it has been brought to your notice ?- do not recollect.

17046. Besides the duty of opening these tenders and recording the
contents, which I gather from Mr. Fleming's report was done at the
time, had you yourself any duty to perform beyond recording the
substance of them at the time-1 mean did you take part in deciding
who should be offered the contract ?-I had no other duty to perform
but to open them and lay them before the Minister.

17047. In this report which was laid before the Minister, do I under-
stand you that this particular tender was treated as irregular and not
competing with the others ?-It was.

· 17048. Do you know who bad the custody of all these documents or
tenders between the 17th of November, the time named for receiving
them, and the latter date on which they were opened ?-To the best of
my recollection when these tenders were received the Minister of Rail-
ways was not in Ottawa, and an order was received from the acting
Minister, the Hon. Mr. Langevin, to tie the tenders up in a sealed
package and place them in a safe until the return of the Minister of
Railwµys, and this was done. They were under my charge and kept
in a safe in my room.

17049. At what time were they so sealed up, as far as you know ?-
On the 17th.

17050. Is there an envelope attached to the successful tender ?-
Yes ; it is attached to the tender produced.
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17051. When was it received in the Department?-It was received Contract No.O.

on the 17th of November.
17052. Ts the bour named ?-It is not.
17053. Is the hour named in the one which was said to have been

received at three o'clock in the afternoon ?-Yes.
17054. Is it usual to name the hour at which they are received,

when they are received before the hour mentioned in the advertise-
ment ?-It is not. Aséinota o

17055. Then do you mean that the absence of any special notice of i *es tha
that sort indicates that they were received regularly before the time they were recely-ed before trne
named in the advertisement ?-Yes. named in adver-

17056. Is it usual to stamp the day on which they are received on tisement.

the envelope ?-Yes.
17057. Is the next highest one above the successful tender stamped

in that way ?-Yes.
17058. What day was it received ?-On the 17th.
17059. Is the next highest one marked in the same way-C. Peter-

son ?-Yes; it is stamped the 17th.
17060. Is there any other matter connected with the receipt of these

tenders for section A, in British Columbia, or in the opening of them,
which could throw any doubt upon the right of the person to get the
-contract who did get it ?-No.

17061. Has there been any complaint upon that subject by any of
the parties excepting this firm whose tender was nêt allowed to coin
,pete ?- No.

17062. Has there been any complaint by the other firm whose No complaint
tender was not accompanied by a security, on the subject ?-No com- .ave Batle &
plaint that I can recollect.

17063. Do yon remember whether this tender of Battle & Co.'s was
opened, although it had been received after the hour, before it was
-decided that it should not compete; in other words, was it decided
that it should not be allowed to compete after it was discovered to be
a lower tender than some other one, and only then so decided ?-As
far as I can recollect, it was the opinion of Mr. Fleming and myself
that it should not be considered .from the very first, before it was
>pened.

17064. Then do you mean that, as far as your judgment was con- Deeloion adverse
-cerned, the decision did not depend upon the amount of it, but upon °nder depende4
the time at which it was received ?-Yes. on the Urne at

17065. Do you say that Mr. Fleming expressed a similar judgment
upon that subject ?-1 say to the best of my recollection.

17066. Would Mr. Braun, in pursuance of his duty, take any part Braun a record-
in a judgment of that kind, or is his office more that of recording ?-It Ing ofmcer.
is more recording and witnessing the operation.

17067. He is not one of the administrative officers of the Depart-
ment ?-No.

D. McDonald &
17068. What was the name of the firm who made the successful o.theairmwhich

made successfuttender in this instance ?-D. McDonald & Co. tender.
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17069. Was the contract executed with them ?-No; the contract
was entered into with Mr. Onderdonk under the authority of an Order-
jn-Council dated 22nd December, 1879, wbich I produce. (Exhibit
No. 241.)

17070. Do you know what led to the substitution of Mr. Onderdonk's
name instead of the persons of the original tendering firm ?-The
firm to whom the work was awarded requested the Government to
pass the contract with Andrew Onderdonk. I produce a copy of the
company's letter. (Exhibit No. 242.)

17071. This letter speaks of awarding the contract for sections A and
C, in British Columbia: I suppose the same firm had been awarded
the contract for section C as well as A ?-Yes.

17072. Ant the Order-in-Council relates to both sections, I see?-Yes.
17073. The letter is marked with your initials, as being received on

December 20th, the Order-in-Council on the 22nd of December: do you
know whether there was any discussion in the Department, or any
difficulty about the transferring of this contract from the original tend-
erers to Andrew Onderdonk ?-I do not think there was any difficulty.

No difficulty 17074. Was there any doubt raised as to the expediency of the trans-
about thetraneMferf iiohew
to Onderdouk. fer : in other words, do you know of any negotiations or anything else

connected with it before it took place, which I have not asked about?
-No.

17075. Is there anything further about section A in British Columbia
which you wish to explain ?-I do not think of anything else at this
moment.

Onderdonk re- 17076. Do you know personally anything about the standing of the
putedn m cted different parties; for instance, whether the first firm was as able as
larger means Onderdonk to carry on the work ?-Onderdonk has the reputation of
than, thoee whoL

aold ut to him. being connected with men of larger means.
17077. How long have you been connected with the Department of

Public Works?-About twenty years.
Better that ir 17078. Have- you ever given your consideration to the question

laced In the whiether it is desirable. iii the interests of the public, that contracts
1uandsofoneeen- should be given over larger distances to one individual rather than to

several individuals over separate smaller distances, prices being in the
aggregate, for the smaller distances, equal to the price for the larger
distance ?-If a contractor has large means, I think it is botter that
large woiks should be placed in the hands of one single firm as much
as possible.

17079. Do you mean that the works are more likely to be con-
structed effectively for that reason ?-Yes.

17080. What leads you to that conclusion ?-There would be a cer-
tain unity of action in the preparations and in the manner of conduct-
ing the work, in the purchase of provisions, and in the plant required.

17081. Would there not also be less competition for labour: that has
been mentioned before as one of the advantages of the larger contract?
-Yes.

17082. It bas happened that all the four sections in British Columbia
have been finally contracted for between the Government and one indi-
vidual ?-Yes.
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17083. Have you given your consideration to the question, whether Contract .0.o,

that it is better for the inte'ests of the public than giving it
to separate individuals ; I mean in this particular instance, not in
the abstract, is there any reason why it should be taken out Of the An advantage to
ordinary rule on which you have already passed your opinion ?-My iertishn thombla
impression is it was an advantage to place all these works in the hands work in hehands
of a single firm. ofone man.

170M4. Have you any reason to think that in obtaining this contract suecessfui lirn
the successful firm had any improper advantage over any other person tage.
tendering, as to knowledge oi prices, or any other way ?-No.

.17085. Or the time of putting in their tender, or information from
any one in the Department, or in any way, directly or indirectly ?-I
have no such knowledge.

17086. Did you take any i art with the Minister at the time that it
was finally de ided that this successful firm should get this contract-I
mean McDonald & Co., for section A ?-t certainly had some conver-
sation with the Minister on the subject, and the firm being the lowest
there was no question as to what should be done.

17087. Was there any room for discussion, or was there any discus- No room for dis-
Sion on the question who should get the contract by right ?-I do not Ssig on wohad

think there was any room for discussion about it.

17088. Did there appear to be any doubt, or any wavering upon the
subject, as far as you kiow, in discusming this matter with the Minis-
ter; for instance, whether one of these rejected tenders ought not to be
allowed to compete, or any other matter pertainiig to the subject?-
The i ejected tenders were fully considered, but there was no doubt in
the Minister's mind that they could not be received.

17089. In speaking of the comparative advantage of letting this work
in British Columbia under one contract, or under four separate co!l-
tracts, would it not be a very materiul matter that ail the plant and
supplies for the whole of the work would probably have to come to the
work from one end only ?-Yes.

17090. And that therefore it would save trouble and dispute anong
the different contractors with the Government, by having it ail in the
handi of one contractor ?-Yes ; that is one of the advantages of giving
the work all to the one firm.

17091. Has it not happened in other portions of the Pacifie Railway
that although the Government has not undertaken to have particular
portions finished by specified dates, still the contractors for adjoining
Portions complained that the piece next to them bas not been fimshed
in order to give *hem the advantage of using it for their purpose ?-Yes.

17092. Have claims for considerable amounts been made against the
Government on this subject-I do not mean allowed by the Government,
but urged on the part of the contractors as reasons why they should be
favourably considered in some way or other ?--I do not recollect whether
any actual claims have been presented,but complaints have been made.

17093. Is there anything further about section A ?-No.
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41 snd 42. OTTAWA, Friday 26th November, 1880.
P. G. CLOSE, swot n and examined:

By the Chairman -
17094. Where do you live ?-In the city of Toronto.

Retired from 17095. What is your occupation ?-Well, I am not in any business at
wholesale present, but 1 was in the wholesale grocery business, but i havegrocery. retired.

17096. Have you of late years had any other business but this ?-I
had been operating considerably in lands.

1 î097. Have you had any experience in contracts for railways or
other large works?-No; i have never had any.

17098. Have you been interested at any time in any of the trans-
actions connected with the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Yes; I have
beon connected with it.

January 7t, 1879  17099. What was the earliest transaction in which you were inter-
nl" to be onerof ested ?-Some time in January, 1879, Messrs. Morse & Nicholson cane

their surettes. to me to my office and asked me to be one of their securities for put-
ting in a tender and to take an interest with them in it. I told them
Mr. Shields and I had been talking the matter over some time previous,
and that I did not see my way just then to join them, but that I would
see Mr. Shields, and if ho had not assoeiated himself with anybody else
in the meantime that perhaps we might make an arrangement. They
asked me to see Mr. Shields, which I did, and brought about a meeting
between Messrs. Morse, Nicholson, Shields and myself, and af ter one or
two meetings we arranged on a basis by which I was to become
security for the tender going in.

Morse & Co. 171011. That was the Morse-Nicholson tender ?-That was the Morse-
ant sore one Nicholson tender. That was the first I had to do with. The reason

known to Gov- they wanted to get me associated with them was that they said it wasernient. merely to put in the name as security, as they were unknown to the
Government, and that the parties that they were going to, if they got
the tender, would put up. I said I did not feel like putting up security
if they did get it. They said they had parties to put up the security
but that they were unknown to the Government, and they were
afraid if their tender was as low as some ·others they might be over-
looked, and they wanted some one to be associated with them who was
known to the Government.

17101. As I understand you that was to be on the original tender?
-Yes.

.7 102 . Not on the final security when the contract was closed ?-
No; it was merely to use the name in putting in the tender. If they
got the contract they had friends to put up the money.

17103. Are we to undorstand you now that this was in order that
their tender might be considered in competition with others ?-Yes.

17104. Not excluded for want of sufficient surety in the first
inw tance ?-No; none of them were personally known to the Govern-
ment that were tendering, and they were afraid if others should be on
the same basis as they were they might get the preference, unless some
one was associated with them that they knew were substantial and
could recommend them.
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17105. Were you to have a sbare in the profits for doinag this, or was 41 and 4S.

vour compensation to be in some other shape ?-The compensation was umennaio er
to be in the shape of a commission. In shape of com-

mission on
17106. A commission on what: when you say commission I sup- amountof tender.

pose you mean a percentage on some amount ?-Yes.

17107. Upon what amount?-I think il would be on the amount of
the tender, 1 am not sure. It was Mîr. Shields that made the final
arrangements with them, and the documents I never had in my posses-
sion. Mr. Shields, I think, had the documentp.

17108. In these negotiations between Morse and Nicholson on the one Shields acted for
part, and yourself on the other part, do you mean that Shields took a aisonesa s
share in them ?-Mr. Shield& acted for me.

17109. Only on your behlf?-No.
17110. Or was he personally interested in the result ?-He was per-

sorally înterested in the result.
17111. Then you were in partnership in the same matter ?-Yes.
17112. Whose nane was used to represent this partnership of Shields

and yourself?-My namie was used alone.
17113. Where did that negotiation take place ?-In Toronto.
1ili4. At what place in Toronto?-Well, we had several negotia.

tions. Once or twice, perhaps more, in my office, and perhaps once-or
twice in Mir. Shields' office. The final negotiation was in Patton &
Macdonald's office-their lawyers.

1711à. Were the terms arranged before they were reduced to writ-
ing ?-Yes.

17116. Where did that happen, I mean the final arrangements in
your own minds about this matter ?-1 cannot say; it might be at Mr.
Shields' office or mine. We had a good many interviews before it came
to that.

17117. Respecting what work was that arrangement made in the
first place: was it for the whole section known as C, or either of the
separate sections known as B or A ?-1 could not say positively. My
impression is it was for the whole work, but that I am not clear on.

17118. Was that matter reduced to writing before that tender was
put in and signed by you ?-Yos.

17119. Wili you look at this copy of an agreement (Exhibit No. Identifies copy or
226) which was put in by one of the members of the firm, and say ®,e.t a
whether that is as far as you remember substantially a copy of the
agreement to which you reter ?-Yes; as far as I recollect, I think that
is a copy of it.

17120. In this agreement there is a recital which is stated appar-
ently as a reason tor the bargain, and that recital suggests that you
were making efforts to obtain the contract on your own behalf at that
time ?-Ves; I was going to take an interest with Mr. Shields, and he
wasgoing to associate himself with some contractor, and I told him
that when he came to me first.

17121. Mr. Nicholson's recollection is, that there was no such reason
as that for the bargain, but that it was entirely for some interestyou or
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41 aud42. Mr. Shields were to exert on behalf of that firm of Morse, Nicholson &
Toad Nicholson Co. ?-No; 1 told him distinctiy that Shields and I hai been talking thethat hie andy
Shields had talk- matter over before, and in case he got the contract I was to take an

r t that interest with him, and suggested if he had not made arrangements
he was commit- already, if they could arrange to get him to go in I would go in with
ted to'Shield. them; but I would not take any part with them unless he could go in, as.

I had committed myself to him previously.
17122. This arrangement is dated on the 22nd of January, and the

last day for receiving tenders was the 30th of January : had you, up
to the time of this agreement, negotiated with any person who was
making a tender ?-No; I Lad not.

17123. Then there was no actual agreement with any other per-
son that you should be interested with him, it was only a probability?
-Only a probability. Mr. Shields was making the arrangement.

.An understand-Wasoeoer-Tewt
"ug with tihierds 17124. Was some other person tendering ?-The understanding with

that he should Mr. Shields was that he should try to get an interest with some of the
try and get an bt
lnterest wth parties, but, as far as I know, he had not made any arrangemerts, but
some of the I think he had been negotiating with sone of the parties before that.
totiderers.

17125. Do you know with whom?-I do not.

Agreed that wit- 17126. Was there fot some other consideration for this promise of
ndto Morse & Co. to give you a percentage on the amount of the whole con-

tender was as low tract, or tender, besides your withdrawing from any effort on your own
as that of others
show the Govern behalf?-Yes; we were to come down here and assist them, and if
nient that they their tender was as low as the others, to show that they were mon
were capable of
carrying on the capable of carrying on the contract. They felt their weakness was
work. they were not known, and not having carried on a job of that kind

befôre, and they felt if their tender was as low as others they might not
get the preference on acceount of ibat. We came down to show if their
tender was as low, or equal to others, that they were men capable of

meason why it carrying out the eontract. It was known at the time that the Minis-
'was th ought de- t
it-able to have ters were very anxious that the ien who should get it would be able

witness's name in to carry on the contr act, and they understood that unless i hey had somethe tender. friends to speak for them they might be thrown overboard, and we
came down here to show that they liad men at their baek-Gooderham
& Worts, and the Taylors, the paper mon-as their sureties, and would
be thoir backers; but as the Taylors were not supporters of the present
Government we did notthink it advisable to use their names at the first
instance, and that was why they asked to have my name in the con-
tract, so that they would be known to the Government.

17127. Was your standing known to members of the Government?
-1 was personally known to members of the Government for some
years.

At the time wit- 17128. Were you at this time a person of capital and means able to
rIeféssa man of u n
capital and able back up any tenderer ?-Yes.
to back up a ten-
derer materiafly. 17129. Materially ?-Yes.

Never undertook
eo secureforMorse

& Nicholson some
advantage over
the other ten-
Lierers.

17130. In addition to making this representation of their ability,
and also as to this withdrawing froin all efforts to obtain the contraut
for yourself, did you not undertake that you would so influence persons
connected with the Government that Morse & Nicholson should
obtain bome advantage over rival tenderers even if tieir tender were
higher than some others ?-No; certainly not.
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17131. Had you any conversation in that direction either with
Morse, or Nicholson, or Marpole ?-That if their tender was higher I
would use my influence to try and get it. ?

Tendering-
Contracta Nos.

41 and 42.

17132. Yes ?-No, certainly not; but ail things being equal if their
tender was on the same basis as any other we would try and get them
the tender in preference to the others ; that as Toronto men we would
use our influence to get the tender for them, but not if their tender was
higher.

17 133. What do you mean by your influence as Toronto men ?-As
Torotto men we would be anxious to see that our section of the country
Would get a share of it, and if their tender was about the same as some
other tender we would try and show the justice of getting it for the
Toronto men.

17134. In undertaking to advocate the interest of the Toronto locality,
do you mean that was only upon an understanding that some other
tender should be exactly in the same figures ?-Or in the neighbourhood
of the same figures.

17135. Well, then, yo mean if there was aslight difference in favour Would consider
of some other section, you would still use your influence in favour of thatlIn a large

the Toronto men ?-Well, I would consider, in a tender of $5,000,000 or ernmentwouldbe
$6,000,000, for only a few thousand dollars I think the Government usi rl givng
Would be justified in giving the contract to parties who would be likely abe to carry it
to carry it out without failure. faulure even

though they were
17136. Having that opinion, as you say you had, did you undertake a few thousand

to tht vnier n tel£ G r t fornur o f these men ?-1 dollars higher.
pressn a p e, z1q-L

nay have said to them if it was in that way, I would use my influence.
I do not recollect saying so ; I won't say that I did not.

17137. Some of the other firm have sworn that you did ; does that
refresh your memory ?-I have no recollection of having made such a
promise; but I will not say that I had not conversations to that effect.

17138. Did you, as a matter of fact, press those views on any member
of the Government ?-No; I did not.

17139. Why not, if you entertain them, and were down here to help
Your friends- why did you not press them on the Government or some
]Member of it ?-Well, I did not come in contact with very mamy met-
bers of the Government. Mr. Shields was looking after that depart-
Ment, and besides when the tenders came out, I think theirs was the
lowest and it was not necessary to press that view of the matter.

17140. Had you, before it was known that they were the lowest,
endeavoured to influence any member of the Government to favour
their tender in case it should not be the lowest ?-No, never.

17141. Did you attempt to influence any Member of Parliament to
*use bis influence in that direction ?-No.

17142. Ai e we to understand from you that one of the principal
r'easons why you did not press this view upon the Government was
because their tender was already the lowest, and there was no occasion
to ask for any favour ?-No ; that was not it. Any conversation I have
bad in reference to the tender with any members of the Government
Iwas to show that if Morse & Nicholson's tender was as low as any of
the others the Government need not hesitate to award the contract to

Did niot press
his views on any
Member of* the
Goverument.
Moreover their
tender was the
lowest.

Before tlts was
known mrade no
effort to nfluent.
the (loverunent.

Anly Influence lie
exerted was In
the shape of as-
surlng the Gov-
ernment that
Morse & Co. were
Men of means
and ciipaclty.
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41 and 42. them; that they were men of means and capable of carrying out the
contract.

17143. You say that any influence you used was to that effect ?-Yes.
17144. Did you use it to that effect ?-l may have spdken to some

members.
17145. To whom may you have spoken ?-I may have spoken to Sir

Charles Tupper.
17146. Did you ?-As a matter of fact, I don't know whether I did

personally, because if 1 went I would go with Mr. Shields and I would
be merely there. I think Mr. Shields did most of the talking.

17147. Did you go with Mr. Shields and did he do most of the talk-
ing ?-Yes; I have gone.

Pressed the view 17148. Did you suggest the idea to Sir Charles Tupper that if these
on Sir Vharles
Tupper that the men were about the same as any other tenderers they should be
Governmentneed favoured, because they came from the Toronto section, or for any otherflot hegitate to
give these men reason ?-Yes ; we pressed that the Government need not hesitate
the coetar If though those men were not known as large contractors ; that they
low because they were men of means, and that they would be capable of carrying out the
webcapable and works; but any influence I used with the Government was for the pur-

pose of showing that the Government need not hesitate, if their tender
was low, to give them the contract, because they had backers and were
capaible of carrying out the work.

Neither witness
nor Shields 8ô far 17149. Did you, or Mr. Shields, in your presence, or at any other
as he knows ever time, pres this view on the Government that although their tenderpressed the vlew
-on the Govern- might not be quite so low it would be proper for the Government to

metha even give it to them ?-No; Mr. Shields never pressed that in my presence.
Co.'s tender was I don't know what he might have done at any other time.
not qulte so low
ts otshr etu 17150. Did you press it ?-No.
the contract. 17£51. Don't yon know that you had an opportunity, if yon thought

it advisable, of pressing on the Government the view that their tender
for the whole section C was (taking into account the magnitude of the
transaction) only a small amount beyond tro aggregate of the sepa-
rate tenders for A and B, and that if the (Government had chosen to
favour any person they had as far as they could an opportunity of
doing it then : were you not aware of those circumstances ?-No ; I
cannot say that I knew exactly how that was. I went home. I was
not here all the time.

17153. It turns out, upon comparing the amoutint of the different ten-
ders for section A and section B, and the distances covered by these
two, which is known as section C, that the tenders for the whole dis-
tance was between 8100,000 and $200,000 more than the aggregate of
the separate tenders for A and B, and that if the Govenment had
chosen to favour the combined tender, they had an opportunity to do it:
did you not hear that discussed between your tirm, or between Shields,
Morse Nicholson and Marpole ?-1 have no recollection of it.

Morse & Co.
would have pre- 17153. Were you not aware that Morse, Nicholson and Marpole were
two) sections very anxious to get the whole section ?-Yes; I was aware ot it.
A and B.

17154. That their main efforts were directed to that object ?-Yes;
they would have preferred the whole, I believe.
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17155. Did you never hear any discussion on that subject of any '1 and 4a.

attempt to influence the Government to take up the whole distance prersea t
in one contract rather than two separate d istances in two contracts ?- ernment to give
No; I have no recollection of it. I don't think I was in Ottawa at the them the whole.

time that disoussion was going on.
17156. Are you aware that any such discussion took place ?-No,

I am not, as a matter of fact.
17157. Were you here at the time of the awarding of the contracts ?

-I was here at the time the tenders were opened.
17158. That was about the 30th of January, but they were not

actually awarded, as we learned from the report on the subject, until
about the 20th of February ?-I don't think I was here then; I am sure
I was not. Shielda remained

17159. Did Mr. Shields remain at Ottawa after you went to Toronto ? I" Ottawa to Te-present hie own
-Oh, yes ; for weeks. and e's

17160. And was he representing the interests of your firm-1 mean
Mr. Shields and yourself ?-Yes.

17161. Do you know whether after the contract was awarded to
Morse, Nicholson & Co., about the 20th of February, for section B.
that they, or any one on their behalf, or on behalf of your firm, notified
the Governmont that they would not take section B alone, but if they
were to be separated they would prefer section A?-No. I was not
here. I do not know what happened then.

17162. Were you here when Andrew McCormick was here ?-I was
here when ho was here the first time. I think he was here before me
and after me.

17163. Then you were not here all the time that he was here ?-Oh,
no.

17164. le says that lie took some message of that kind and delivered
it verbally to one of the Ministers, but he is not able to fix the date:
do you know whether such a thing happened while you were here ?-
No; if it is in February I was not here, because 1 was at home.

17165. He does not say it was in February :his recollection is that
it was in January ?-I have no recollection of it.

17166. Ie is corrected in that matter apparently by Mr. Marpole, Knows nothing
who thinks it was later; now, considering these statements by Mar- aouî an mess-
pole and McCormick, is your memory refreshed on the subject : are YecCormtcÃ.
you able to say whether you were in Ottawa ?-No ; I don't know any-
thing about it.

17167. Who was the person next yourself best acquaiuted with all
the arrangements about becoming security for Morse, Nicholson &
Co. ?-In the first place do you mean ?

17168. In the first place ?-Mr. Shields.
17169. All the way through was he n$t the person best acquainted Shielda negotiat-

with your arrangements ?-Yes; he negotiated al tho arrangements a
with them for me.

17170. Did Mr. John J. McDonald at any time know any more
about your arrangements for becomingsecurity than Mr. Shields knew ?
-I am not aware that Mr. McDonald knew anything about them at all.
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17171. Is it possible that Mr. Shields could obtain from Mr. John J.
McDonald any information on the subject which ho, Mr. Shields, had
not of his own knowledge ?-In reference to Morse & Nicholson ?

17172. In reference to your beconing security for this firm -No; I
don't know how.

17173. Bosides being interested in this tender for section B upon
the part of Morse, Nicholson & Co., you also became interested with
some other firm, a rival tenderer, did you not?-No; not until they
were out altogether.

After oted a° 1-174. Well, did you after they were out altogether ?-The 6th of
arrangement March I had an agreement with Shields and Manning, giving me an
Maingtng interest in section B.
an intereéjt in
sectIon B. 17175. Where did that agreement take place ?-In Toronto.

17176. What place in Toronto ?-In Mr. Shields' office.
17177. Was Mr. Manning there ?-He was.

17178. Was it reduced to writing ?-It was.

17179. Have you the writing ?-I have ; yes.

17180. Will you produce it?-I now produce it. (Exhibit *No. 243.)
Agreement
drawn by 17181. Who drew up this agreement ?-Mr. Manning.
Manni ng.

17182. How long before it was drawn up did you first negotiate upon
this subject ?-That same day.

17183. Was that the beginning of the negotiation upon this subject
that you should be interested in the Fraser-Manning contract ?-No; I
had some conversation with Mr. Shields before that.

17184. How long before ?-Oh, perhaps a day or two before.

When Morse & 17185. Mr. Shields was still interested with you in Ihis matter ?-
Co. were ln witb No. When Morse & Co.'s own tender was drawn out, and they wereAndrews, Jones ot
& Co. they pro- going to associate themselves with Andrews, Jones & Co., they made a
W p °"" proposition to me, asking me if I would put up some security for them
security for them -real security-and take an interest with them. I asked them on
were not apted what terms, and Mr. Morse asked me what I wanted, and I submitted

my terms, and ho would not agree to it, and I abandoned having any-
Shields not inter- thing to do with them. Mr. Shields was iot interested in the matter
ested in this. that I know of.

17186. Nor jointly with you ?-No.

17187. But ho had become interested in the Manning Co. ?-
After the Morse affair fell through he associated himself, down here in
Ottawa, with them, I believe.

17188. This was closed by document on the 6th of March: you were
on one side of the bargain, and Shields and' Manning and these other
parties were on the other side of the bargain ?-Yes.

17189. You are not in-the same ranks with him ? -No; oh, no

No arrangement 17190. What arrangemånt you had made before this was reduced to
wfie Mann ng, writing on the 6th of March, with Mr. Shields representing the firm of

.until 6th March. Manning, McDonald & Shields, or some other parties ?-No arrange-
ment at all. Mr. Shields said he would try and get me with them if
he could, and ho talked the matter with Manning, I believe, before I
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went there; but there was no arrangement as to the amount I should
get, or whether I should get anything at all until after I went there
that afternoon, and it was reduced to writing.

17191. What was it you propoeed to get from them ?-I wanted a
large interest. Wanted one-

17192. How large ?-I think I wanted one-twelfth. welfth from

17193. Andwhat were you to do in compensation for this one-
twelfth interest?-Well, if I got it, I was to put up my share of the
security and do myproportion of the work.

17194. Was there not something else: were you not to withdraw
from your proposition to be surety for Morse, Nicholson & Co. ?-
I had withdrawn.

17195. [lad you withdrawn before that time ?-Before that was Had wtrhdrawn

written ? Yes. Jones & Co. before

17196. Before the time that yon and Shields were disciissing the aeretemn bt wa.s

share that you should have in the new firm of Manning & Co. ? before Shields
3~OU and he had dis-

Before Shields and I-no ; I don't think I had before Shields and I cussed matters.

had the conversation.
17197. But before you withdrew from becoming surety ?-I never

became security. Morse and I never agreed upon the basis on which
I should become surety. I proposed to become surety on certain basis
which Morse would not agree to.

17198. Look at this Exhinit No. 70 and see if you ever signed it ?-
'This was the surety put in at the first, but it was not on that surety
that Morse ard I were nOgotiating then. It was, however, put up, the
surety, and it was on Andrews, Jones & Co.'s tender, I believe.
This was withdrawn. lie was awav at this time. When I signed
this it was understood that Taylor Bros., the paper men, and Gooder-
ham & Worts were to be the real sureties; that was a matter of form.

17199. That surety you understood to be only for the purpose of
enabling the Government to consider the tender that was put in ?-
That was all ; that was the only basis and it was distinctly understood.

17200. And if the Government required a larger or difforent security
at the time the contract was awarded some other person should furnish
that ?-They represented that Taylor Bros., the paper men, and
Gooderham & Worts, would furnish the security if they got the contract.

17201. Do you mean to say after that there was further negotiation
going on with this same firm by which you should become one of the
subsequent securities if they got the contract ?-Yes.

17202. But you withdrew before you and Shields made any bargain
about your interest of one-twe!fth or one twenty-fourth in the new
firm?-Not before Shields and I had a talk about it, but before that
document was written.

17203. I want if I can to get the evidence upon the time when you
and Shields discused the probability of your retiring from your surety-
ship for Morse, Nicholson & Co,, and on what terms you should do so ?

-- About the 5th I should fancy-the 4th or 5th. What day of the
week it would be on I cannot state.

17204. Do you not know what day of the week ?--No; I do not.
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17205. Well, that will not be material. Was this the state of affairs
before you made this arrangement upon the 6th of March with Man-
ning: that upon some provious occasion, a short time before it, you
had the choice of two alternatives, either to become surety for Morse,
Nicholson & Co., upon terms which you and they were discussing, or
to drop them and to become interested with Shields in his new firm:.
had you those alternatives before you ?-No ; not at the same time.

17206. Weil, which did you abandon first ?-I abandoned the Morse-
& Nicholson thing, but Morse wanted me to put up a certain amount
of security. I went to a friend and asked him dbout it, as they wanted
me to put up some security. I think they were short some 850,000 or
860,000. He would let me know whether he would go in for a certain
portion. They got A. M. Smith & Co. to go in for a certain portion of
it. Then they said if I would go in they could manage it. They
asked if [ should go in, on what basis I would go. We talked that
over and disagreed on it, and I refused to become security.

When witness 17207. Did you not keep hini in doubt whether you should remain
os°toorset~he or become security for him until after you had arranged to go

lattd sao the in with Shields, McDonald & Co.?-When I made the proposition
whole thing up- of what I wanted with him, if I went the security, he said he would
nes left, tellng throw the whole thing up. I said very well, you can think the matter
Morse to think over, and 1 left.the matter over.

1720. When you told him to think the matter over and left, did you
not think he might possibly come to your terms?-Yes.

17209. And if ho did you might romain security for hi m ?-He did
not come to my terms.

17210. Did you come back after that ?-I did.
Before concludino'
wtthShelds wen 17211. Before you docided to go in with Shields?-Yos; before I
back and gave concluded with Shields I came back and gave him a chance.
Morse a chiance

17212. Had you and Shields come to a verbal understanding before
you decided you would not support Morse ?-So far as Shields was con-
cerned, he wished to give me an interest, but there was no undorstand-
'ing at ail with Mr. Manning.

17213. Had you and Mr. Shields come to an understanding, as far as
Mr. Shields was concerned himself ? -It would give me an interest in
their firm if ho could accomplish it.

17214. Having the probabitity of that in view you decided ?-No; I
would still, if Mr. Morse had accepted my proposition, have went in,
bocause I was not committed to Shields in any way. I had no cer-
tainty I would get into their firm, and when I came back, if Morse
had agreed to my proposition, I would have become his security.

Morse &Co. de- 17215. Do we understand that you state in your evidence that the
his terms before ending of the negotiations with Morse & Co. was upon their part: that

e dec.ded to go they declined to accept your terms ?-They declined to accept my terms.in wlth Shields.
17216. And before you decided to go in with Shields ?-Yes.
17217. Is that the substance of your evidence ?-Yes ; that is it.

In the agreement 17218. How is it, if you had before this agreement with Shields ended
tipulated hat all negotiations on the subject of your becoming security for Morse,

witness shall Nicholson & Co., that you put these words in your bargain with Manning
nobe scurity for
Morse & Co. & Shields: and believing that it, will he in the interest of ail the partieï
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with whom we are associated in said contract, that the said P. G. Close
shall not be security for said Morse & Co." Now, that speaks on the
6th March, of a future possibility that you shall be security ; it does
not state hore that you had already given up the arrangement for beiing
security ?-Morse & Co., up to that time, had never given up the hope.
They were still trying to obtain the contract.

17219. But their trying to obtain the contract does not affect the A reement word-
question of your being security ?-I suppose that was worded if they ®st m®®t the
came back to me again that I would not make any new negotiations to morse & o.
go into the security. You see Morse & Co., until after that date, had m an.
the idea that if they put up money they would get the contract, and it
was worded that way I suppose. If they came to me I would not become
their security.

17220. There is another matter in this same agreement of the 6th
March which requires explanation. It is this: the wording toward the
end is in this language : " ie," meaning yourself, " shall have a one-
twenty-fourth part in same contract if the same is awarded to Fraser &
Co., or that it comes to our tender, the said Close to bear bis share of
the security, and to do bis portion of the work ; " now that speaks of
the decision respecting the disposul of the contract being ascertained at
a future time, while as a matter of fact the contract had been awarded
on the 5th March : how do you explain this feature in your agreement ?
-Well, I really don't know; Mr. Manning worded the agreement.

17221. Do you remember how soon after the contract was awarded
you became aware that it was awarded ?-On Saturday, I think, because
I came down Saturday night. I may have known before that. I know
that we came down Saturday night, but I don't know when I heard it.
I may have heard it on Friday, but I don't know. I know we came
down on the following Saturday night whatever date that was on.

17222. One of the fi:m of Morse, Nicholson & Co. las said, in
substance, that you led them to remain in doubt as to whether
you would be a surety for them or not until after tho last hour
had passed, and then it was ascertained that you were interested wit#
this rival firm : what do you say on the subject ?-I led them to
remain in town ?

17223. In doubt ?-Well, it is just what I say. I made a proposition Witnesmade a
whieh Morse would not agree to, and I left them. whiehforse

would not agrec
17224. Did you leave him in doubt on the main question, whether to-

you would be surety for him ?-He knew that unless he came to my
terms I would not be surety, which ho would not do, and I left him to
think the matter over.

17225. Was the hour up for putting up the security before you went
back to him to ascertain whether ho would corne to your terms ?-I
think the hour for putting up security was passed before that. I think
the hour for putting up the security was passed the day before ho
M'ade negotiations, but they still thought that if they bad the money Morse Co. seek-

came down they would be able to get the contract. Of course I am "r i°y"h or
'lot now speaking positively, but I think the time was past for putting gettin an eXtn-

Sn oflme front~
UP the security before the negotiations with Morse commenced. the Government.

17226. Is it to your recollection that they were attempting to put
up the security in the hope they would get an extension from the
Government ?-That is it. But as a matter of fact, I believe their time

14*
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etili had hope of
getting time
extended.

Thinks Morse &
Oo. had put up

had expired before Mr. Morse and I had the negotiations, and it was
only in the hope of getting the time extended to put up security that
they would get the contract. That is my recollection of it-that the
time was really past; but they still had the hope to get the contract.

17227. Do you remember how much security had been put up on
the part of Morse, Nicholson & Co. at the time that you differed with
them about your becoming security for some of the balance ?-I think
from their statement that they had put up $150,000, and they were
trying to make up this $50,000 the day I speak of.

17228. With whom had they acted in getting up the last $50,000 of
that $150,000 ?-Well, they had been with a good many parties.

A. M. smnith 17229. Did you know with whom they had finally arranged for that
on ofuy 850,000 ?-I think A. M. Smith was putting up a portion of it.

17230. Do you know whether Mr. Shanly was connected with it ?-
That security ?

17231. Yes?-I don't know whether he was. I know they had tried
a good many people. Mr. Shanly may have been applied to, but I am
not aware of it.

A lleged.ilipro-
per Inffuence.

Took rt In no

'any Mlinitrthe C ro > th
rei°rence to
either contracts
A or B or of the
whole work C.

17232. Did you take part at any time in any negotiations with any
Minister of the Crown or any Member of Parliament on the subject of
either of A, B or C ?-No.

17233. Are you aware of any Minister of the Crown or any Member
of Parliament being interested in the results of any of these contracts ?
-No.

17234. Directly nor indirectly ?-Neither directly- nor indirectly
that I am aware of.

17235. Do you know if any person in th'e employ of the Govern-
ment, or any person in any of the Departments was interested ?-No.

17236. Do you know of any of them giving any information to
parties tendering?-I never gct any information.

17237. Do you know of any of them giving information to any one
else ?-No; I do not.

17238. Did you, at any time, have any negotiations with any of the
original firm of Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-I never saw any of them in
my life to my knowledge.

17239, Is there any other matter connected with this contract for
section B whioh you can explain besides those matters which I have
asked you about ?-No ; I don't know of any other matter.

17240. Were you interested in any other matter connected with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-No.

17241. Is there any other information on the subject of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway upon which you can give us information ?-No; I don't
think there is.

17242. Did you, as one of the original sureties for Morse, Nicholson
& Co., learn the reason that they refused to carry out their tender for
section B ?-No; I don't know why they did not carry it out. I was
not here when they throw it up.
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17243. Were yoa down in Ottawa at the time the tenders were PerbuDaeemw•

opened-1 mean the last day for receiving them: the 30th of January ? was a
-I think I was. were opened.

17?44. Do you remember how long you remained here upon that
occasion ?-I think about two weeks. I amnot exactly sure of the time.

17245. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacific Railway
upon which yon can give us information ?-No; I don't think there is.
I don't know of anything.

FREDERICK FAIRMAN, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
17246. Where do you live ?-Montreal.
17247. W hat is your occupation ?-Merchant.

FAIRMAN.

Purchase of
Rtatil-

Contract No. S.

17248. What class of goods do you deal in ?-Railway supplies prin-
cipally.

17249. Have you had any interest in any transactions connected with
the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-1 have.

17250. What was the earliest?-I don't remember the date. It was First connection
the letting in connection with the first rail contract that was let by the ia" PEcana-
Governmént. iallwaythe tiret

17251. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes. by the Govern-
ment,.

17252. Do you remember about the time named for receiving tenders
by the first advertisement ?-I cannot remember dates. I hardly
rememaber the year I was born in-dates or figures.

17253. Do you remember the circumstance that tenders were in-
vited by two advertisements ?-Yes.

17254. Do you remember about the time that elapsed between the
appearance of the first advertisement and the time named in that ad-
vertisement for receiving the tenders ?-No.

17255. Do you remember whether it was considered a long or a Time given In
short time for the purpose of inviting tenders ?-It was considered too for utinin
short a time-that is, the flrst advertisement. At least, I considered teners conslder.

it Bo.ed too Mhort.
it so.

17256. Did you make any representations upon that subject to the
Government ?-No; I knew that other parties had done so.

17257. Other parties in the same business as yourself?-Yes; that
intended to tender. I heard so, at least.

17258. Were these persons in business in Montreal ?-Yes.
17259. Why did it require, in your opinion, a longer time than was

given by the advertisement ?-Well, it required time to make arrange.
mnents on the other side. It was hardly possible to give full particu-
lare in Englatd, to get ont quotations and figures and so on, in the
short date which was given.

17260. When you say the other side, do you mean the United
States, or the other side of the Atlantic ?-The other side of the At-
lantic.

14j*
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17261. Where is the principal source of supply for such articles ?-
England.

17262. Does the United States compete at all with England in this
respect ?-Very rarely in this country.

17263. Did you make any tender within the time first named by the
advertisement yourself, or your firm ?-I think not.

17264. Were vou arranging to make a tender under the first adver-
tisement ?-Yes.

17265. You would not have been able to make a tender unless it was
extended ?- think so. I spent a good deal of money in cables. I
spent in the first cables over $50, in sending itover, and I spent over
$100 in cables immediately. I saw that was the only way the thing
could be done.

17266. Did your firm depend upon the English supply in order to fill
any tender which you would make ?-Yes; we did not intend- We
were acting with parties we represented on the other side.

Before this Gov- 17267. You mean in England ?-Yes ; in all cases in England.
ernment adver- 17268. Before this advertisement for tenders, had you made any con-
tisernent had no
contractof m- tract with any other party or Government for the supply of rails?-
potance wlt Not any large contract that I remember of.
for supplyof rails. 17269. Had you, before you put in the tender, undertaken to sup-

ply any other party with rails ?-It is very hard to remember that. We
have been in the habit of importing rails for a number of years. There
was no very large transactions that I remember of up to that date,
but there was always more or less doing in the way of tram rails
and light rails for branch roads, in some of those small quantities.

17270. Would they be rails of similar character to those which you
supplied the Pacific Railway ?-No ; they would be lighter rails, in iron.

17271. Not steel rails ?-Not in all cases, some steel.

17272. Was it understood in the trade before this advertisement
appeared that such things would be probably wanted by the Govern-
ment, for the Pacifia Railway ?-Oh, yes, I think so. It was a public
matter of public notoriety, at least known to the public, that this
Canadian Pacifie Railway had to be built, and it was also known that
they must have rails; that might have been known a year befere.

Yor nefhrl a 17273. In view of the wants for the Pacifie Railway had you been
advertlsement taking any steps to procure rails before the advertisement ?-Yes;

=pered had
suara aage- nearly a year before-some considerable time before. I think it was
ments so as to benearly a year. When I was in Englan,, knowing that this might come
able to handie
the supplyang of up, I had made arrangements then that in case it ever did come up we
steel rais wen- could handle it not only relative to this trade, but to the whole trade
Ihould be re- of the Dominion.

-quired.
17274. Had you, in view of the probable want of these rails, about

the time of this advertisement, made any efforts to obtain rails in this
country ?-No; I do not know that I understand that question fully.

17275. Had you, in view of the probable want of steel rails for the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, made any attempts, about the period of this
advertisement, but before it was published, to obtain rails in this
country?-There was no possibility of obtaining them in this country.
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17276. Were you aware that the Bank of Montreal had any lien
upon any ?-No.

17277. Did you take no part in any effort to obtain any rails which
were hypothecated to the Bank of Montreal ?-Not that 1 remember of.

17278. Do you know whether they had a claim upon any rails belong-
ing to any other railway in this country ?-You mean at that time ?

17279. About that time ?-I don't remember that.
17280. In case it was necessary or desirable to get a considerable

competition for the supply of rails, what would be a reasonable tirne,
in your opinion, to permit of necessary communications between this
country and England ?-Well, thirty days.

17281. Have you ever considered this question: whether a larger or
stronger competition could be obtained by advertising for rails in this
country or in England ?-I never considered it.

17282. Are you able now to give any opinion on the subject ?-I
think that we can get as much competition-in fact there is as much
competition-here as there could possibly be on the other side. At the
present time I am negotiating for rails, and there is a good deal more
competition than I like-there is both in the United States and here
as well.

17283. Why don't you like all the competition that can be had ?-
That is all very well, but the more competitors the less your chances of
getting it are.

17284. Don't you think it is a good thing for the public to get therm
as low as possible ?-Yes, I do ; if they get a good article.

17285. Is it because it makes more competition than traders find
beneficial that you think it is not dosirable to advertise in England ? -
In advertising in England, the usual course in England with makers
is to do ail this work with brokers in London; and, of course,
these brokers tender themselves. It is not very often that these people
tender direct. They very often tender through London houses, where
they have agencies, and even from this aide we can always get as good
figures from the maker. They will recognize intermediate men here
as well as they will in London.

17286. Upon the main question which I have asked, do you say that
it is better fbr the purchasers of rails not to [advertise in England?-
Well, that is a very hard question to answer.

18287. What is your opinion upon that in the interest, at present, of
the purchasers ?-Well, I think their chances would be just as good in
this count y. I know that parties who have been tendering for rails
MOW for the North Shore road, we competed there against several
London houses. The order was known to be open in London, and we
%ompeted on this aide, and we carried the order; but our prices were
les than London prices.

17288. Was that advertised in England ?-Not advertised, but it was
known in tho trade over there about there months.

17289. You carried it, but it was not advertised in England ?-Yes.
17290. Have you any reason to know that the resuit would have

been the same if it had been advertised in England ?-It was thoroughly
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known in England. It was known that one of the largest houses in
London, Naylor, Benzon & Co., wero compoting against us, so that it
was well known in London, England, that this offer was up.

17291. Do you say, as a matter of present opinion, that a purchaser
in Canada would be likely to get a large quantity of rails at as low a
price by advertising only in Canada as by advertising also in England ?
-Yes, I am satistied; in fact I know that has been the case.

17292. Are there agents in Canada for the principal rail supplying
houses in England ?-Yes, several of them.

17293. Are there for all the principal ones ?-Well, I may say not all
the principal ones, but there are agents here for a number of the very
largest there are in England.

17294. Don't you think that a purchaser would got a lower price by
letting all the principal bouses know of the demand ?-No, Sir; the
tendency of putting the thing before the whole of the makers in
England is to advance the price.

17295. iHlow do you account for that ?-It gives thom an idea that
there are more rails wanted than there really is-more enquiry.

17296. Would they get that idea if the exact quantity required
were made known ?-Well, if it came only through one source they
might not get the idea; but when, as it is often the case, it comes from
different sources, they would naturally get the idea that there is more
required.

17297. If the source from which the demand is made were
published, as well as the quantity required, would that information have
the effect of raising the price in the country where the rails are
made ?-It would bave the tendency; yes.

17298. How do you account for that ?-Well, if there is a large
amount it certainly would have the tendency of stiffening the market.

17299. Then do you think that the best plan for obtaining a low
price is not to mtike the want known to many persons dealing in the
article ?-That is put by the way of a tender. Put in the way of an
offer, yes; if by tender I don't know but it might act differently.

17300. If it were put in the way of a tender how do you think it
would act?-Would you mind putting that questio'n again ?

17301. If it were put in the way of a tender how do you think it
would act : you have just said if it were put in the way of an offer it
would act in one way, but iii the way of a tender it migbt act in ano-
ther way ?-It might act differently. But I do not know; but from my
experience in importing rails I have been enabled to compete against
quotations from England, and every time or nearly everytime carried
the order against them. At the present time Mr. Hickson is in England,
and he has issued a private note to all makers in England, asking the
prices of rails at a quantity delivered in Montreal. That is, I undorstand
he has. I learned that he is; and I am prepared to take the price that he
has got, and I can make a good profit on it. I can sell them less than
the figures he has got. That wiIl give you an idea probably of what you
are asking.

17302. Do you mean that other persons in the same trade in Mon-
treal could do this and compete successfully against the direct offers
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in England ?-1 do not know what other people can do, but I know
what we have done. I think that they have done the same. That latter
p art of it is mere guess work on my part. I do not think it ought to
be considered evidence. I don't call to mind any transaction just now,
but I suppose they can do as well as we can.

17303. Do you mean that the articles can be furnished at lower prices
than they have been offered to be furnished in England, at the time
that you are naming ; that they are in effect asking more profit than is
necessary, and consequently the prices are not reduced as low as they
ought to be ?-No; that is not it. I merely gave the facts, and I have
to leave other people to judge how it is so. There is the fact in connec-
tion with the case ; I give two points.

17304. I understand you to say that these offers made to the Gov-
-ernment, or to any other purchaser, as a rule, are made through
brokers in England ?-Generally.

17305. Is it not a custom in such matters that the brokers should get
a percentage upon the amount of the sale ?-Yes.

17306. Do you know about the general rate that brokers get upon frokersge a
such transactions ?-Well, sometimes they make special bargains, sale, generaly
generally from one half to one per cent. °n t Per

17307. Doos the same practice obtain in this country that trans-
actions of that sort are managed through brokers upon a percentage?
-Yes.

17308. Do you think that the manifacturing houses for these articles in somecases
supply them to their brokers in Canada at a lower rate than they do to rna enaimnga
their brokers in England ?-They might in some cases. That is a brokersehear
question that is very bard to answer without telling you the modUtS brokers.
operandi in which I enter in all the transactions, and I do not care to
let other people (my competitors) know how we do it.

17209. Wo do not wish to enquire into that. In fact I have been
asking my questions rather with a view to avoid it if possible; there-
fore I have asked you as to the general practice and not your own ?-
The general practice is to allow a commission of one-half to one per
cent.

17310. Are you aware whether it bas been the practice of manufac-
turing houses in England to furnish those articles at a lower price to
Canadian agents, I don't mean any particular house, than to their
English brokering agents ?-Well, 1 can answer and explain that to
.YQU, but I don't think that the Government have anything to do with
it. If the reporters will not take down what I state relative to it, if
You don't mind accepting it in that way, I will explain it to yon in
three words, but I cannot do it in any other way.

17311. I suppose from what you have said that it would be a great
advantage to the seller to know the probable amount that would be
required altogether by the purchaser, so th-t in making offers it would
be possible to throw off a percentage, and still, upon the aggregate
transaction, make as large a profit : in other words, is it not

kely that a person who knew that a purchaser desired a large
'quantity of any material would be able to give a lower price than a
IersEon who would suppose it was only a small quantity which was
4quired ?-That would depend altogether upon the state of the market.
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17312. Is not the system of selling these articles by the manufac-
turing houses, that as a rule they do it through brokers who get the
percentage ?-Yes.

A broker wil 17313. Is it not a temptation to a broker to lose part of his per-
take a lower per- centage upon a large transaction so that he might stili make as much
centage on a large Laeuo age- g smc
transaction than profit as he would by getting his whole percentage upon a smaller
on a emal. transaction ?-Yes.
Therefore ma-
terial that per- 17314. Then is it not a material matter to persons tendering to know
sons tendering
should know the probably the whole amount that would be required ?-Yes.

reuireamoUnt 17315. Is it not likely that an order for a large quantity will bring,
for that reason, a lower price than for a smaller quantity: that the
broker or agent may be tempted to throw off part of the commission?
-Yes, provided he wanted to adopt that course.

17316. Is it not the practice, in all these transactions, that a large
order will bring a smaller price ?-It is not customary. If a man can-
not get one per cent. he had botter leave the transaction alone. There
is too much responsibility and risk connected with it. One per cent.
is the usual thing.

Wituess's flrm 17317. Had you any means of knowing, yourself or your firm, at.
k niwat" this time, the probable amount which would be required by the Gov-

antitte' would ernment?-No.
be quired.

17318. Had you no means of knowing except by what appeared in
the advertisement ?-No; no means.

17319. Had you no information from any one connected with any of
the Departments as to the probable roquirements of the Government?
-No ; I did not know a man in the Department.

17320. Did you learn indirectly through any one else?-No.
17321. Do you remember whether your firm made more than one

tender after this advertisement for rails ?-I think we did.

17322. Among the tenders filed in the Department is one signed by
your firm, Cooper, Fairman & Co, for rails delivered f.o.b. at Liver-
pool : do you remember whether that was made entirely on your own
behalf, or were you then representing some other establishment in this
offer ?-I do not remember.

Does not remem.
ber whether they
reresented
themselves as
agents to, the
Government.

Purhame and

Tender put lu on
behalf of Mersey
Iron and Steel
Co. ofLiAVerpool.

17323. I do not wish to enquire into your private arrangements, but
did you represent yourselves to be agents to the Government ?-Well,
if we did we said so on the tender, I fancy. It is very bard to
remember these things it is so long ago. It is five or six ycars ago.

17324. There is another tender in your own name in answer to this
advertisement for delivery at Duluth or Thunder Bay, suggesting also
that you would tender for delivery at French River, at a reduction of
2s, a ton, this is signed by your own firm, not ostensibly as agents for
any other compary: do you remember whether you represented your-
selves in this matter to be agents for any other company ?- think we
were for another company for that.

17325. Do you mean that you represented -yourselves to be agents?
-Well, really I could not remember.

17326. Thore is a third tender signed in this way: "The Mersey
Iron and Steel Co. of Liverpool, per Cooper, Fairman & Co., Agents,.
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Montreal," this is for 5,000 to 10,000 tons of Bessemer steel rails
delivered at Montreal, that being the only point named in the advertise-
ment for delivery; in this matter I understand that you represented
yourselves to be agents for another company ?-Yes.

17327. Not dealing entirely onyour own behalf: can you say now
whether, as a matter of fact, at the time of your signing this tender in
the name of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co., you were authorized
to act for them in this matter ?-We were aithorized by them.

17328. Do you say you were authorized ?-Yes.
17329. Then this transaction was between the Mersey Steel and

Iron Co. on the one part, and the Government on the other part ?-
Yes.

17330. Accomplished through you as their agents ?-Yes.
17331. Do you know whether you had any written authority from

them ?-I don't know as we had written authority; we had coinmuni-
cations by cable,

17332. Do you remember where these tenders were made up and
finally signed ?-I do not.

17333. The envelopes in which they have apparently been enelosed
do not appear to have gone through the post office : would that refresh
your memory as to where they were male up ?-No; most of those
tenders we usually figure them up in Montreal, and then where there
is anytbing very important we bring it up ourselives and put it into the
Departmernt, so as there shall be no going astray or mistakes. We
make a habit of doing that.

17334. Just look at the original tender for delivery at Liverpool and
say in whose handwriting it is ?--It is mine.

17335. Look at the envelope attached to it and say in whose hand
writing that address is ?-It is mine.

17336. Can you say how that reached the office of the Department
of Public Works ?-I do not know, unless I took it myself.

17337. Do you remember whether you took it yourself ?-I don't
remember. I think it is very probable I did take it.

17338. Were you up at Ottawa about the time that these tenders
were put in, do you remember ?--Yes.

17339. Did you have any communication upon the subjeet before
they were put in, with any one in the Department ?-No. Well, I
might correct that. I may have asked questions relative to the require-
ments of the tenders from the Department.

17340. To whom did you ask those questions ?-I don't remember
from whom. I think Mr. Trudeau, th ough, was the party I got the
information from.

17341. Did yon have conversations with Mr. Buckingham on the
subject ?-I did not. I did not know Mr. Buckingham.

17342. Was there any person else at Ottawa about that time repre-
Senting your firm ?-I think not.

17343. Having seen those original tenders, can you say now whether
You were authorized by the Mersey Co. to make this tender on

Purchase and
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their behalf ?-I think that other letter would bear that out. In their
private letter enclosed with the tender they give all those particulars
to us.

17344. Will you please read from the letter to which you allude that
portion which authorizes you to make this tender ?--It is not alorie
this letter that I would rely upon for my authority. We had corres-
pondence, and we had cables passing, a good many of them, relative
to this whole subject. I got my figures and prices from them, and all
the particulars connected with it.

17315. Is there any portion of that letter which you consider author-
ized you to tender in their name?-Well, in this letter I don't know
that there is any. It says: "Should your friends place their order
with us, you may rely upon us giving it our careful attention. Yours
truly, The Mersey Steel and Iron Co." This is only an extract
from letters we had in connection with it, not a whole letter.

17346. Who did they allude to when they say "your friends ?"-
Well, I suppose that the parties with whom we were negotiating; we
told them that they knew the whole circumstance of the tenders being
out. It is the customary phrase in addressing commercial correspond-
ence.

17347. In this tender in the name of the Mersey Co. you included
an item for bolts, did you not ?-Yes.

17348. Was that authorized by the company ?-No; it was not.
that firm. 17349. Do you say now that your tender was made under the au-

thority of the company ?-Yes, as far as steel rails and fish-plates are
A prtion o concerned.
tendeautborized T
and a portion un- 17350. Then you mean that a portion of it was authorized, and a
authorized. No portion was unauthorized ?-Yes; I mean that the portion with re-
authority to
tender In name of gard to the steel rails and fish-plates was authorized, but the portion
Merse Co. for. relative to bolts was not. We assumed the position.

Purchase or 17351. Did you say that some time before this, in November, 1874,
cout ct No. s. when the advertisements appeared asking for tenders, that in the trade

it had been understood that a large quantity of steel rails would be
required ?-Well, I think that any one reading the papers could cone
to no other conclusion. I didn't go outside of the trade to make my
enquiries. I drew my own inferences from the fact of the Act being
passed, and that the railroad had to be constructed.

17352. Then, was it from matters of public notoriety that you drew
your inference that a large quantity of rails would be required about
that time ?-Not about that time; but sooner or later a large quantity
would be required.

17353. Was the time at which they would be required a material
matter in your consideration of the subject ?-I had no idea when they
would be required.

Important to in- 17354. But would not the probability of the time when they would
teat tnerers be required be a material matter for your consideration-I mean in
when steel rails deciding whether any stops should be taken for arranging for such
would be pur-
chased sbould be supplies with people on the other side of the Atlantic ?-Of course it
hald"y a is important that I would have to know the time, because if I did not
general Idea. I would not be prepared to be able to make any bids.
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17355. Do you remember whether, as a matter of fact, you did get Contract No. .

any information as to the time when these rails would be required ?-
No; I had no idea more than a general idea.

17356. Do you remember whether, as a matter of fact, before this He had however
advertisement appeared you had been preparing to get such a supply °frereen pre-
in case ot any invitation for tenders ? -1 had been preparing for nearly paring to get a
.a year before, when I was in England, to do that kind of business. tenders should be

17357. Had you made any arrangements as to the price ?-No. Invitd.

17358. Could you say about what time you began to make enquiries
as to the price ?-About a year before the tenders were out-not with
regard to prices. I made no enquiries relating to price. 2Made no enquiry

17359. I mean about prices ?-I made no enquiry about prices until adrtise"ent
the time that the advertisements appeared in Montreal. appear In

17360. Do yon remember about the date at which your tender, or
rather the tender of the Mersey Co., was accepted by the Govern-
ment ? -No; I don't remember.

17361. Doyouremember writing a letter about the 4th of December,
1874, stating that you were leaving for England, and that before
going you would like to know if the delivery of the rails would be
accepted at particular points, so that you night be able to reduce
the pressure on the Montreal freight market, by sending a portion via og egion writlng In
New York ? -I don't remember the matter. ettembr o af ng

17362. Will yon please look at this letter of December 4th and see whether delvery
whose writing it is ?-I wrote it. accepted at

different points.
17363. Who .took part principally in those negotiations between

your firm and the Government ?-I did.
17364. It appears from the Return to Parliament that two days

before this the Government had notified you that the Mersey Co.'s
tender was accepted, and articles of agreement were enclosed
with that notification for the purpose of having them executed : were
these articles of agreement executed ?-Yes, I fancy so.

17365. In the shape in which they were sent ?-1 don't remember
that. I know that articles were executed with the Government.

17366. Don't you know that a portion of the agreement was struck
Out-that portion relating to bolts?-The bolts were struck out; yes.

17367. How did you become aware that the Mersey Co. repudiated
the transaction as far as the bolts were concerned ? -I was there.

Two days before
Government
nottied wltness
that the Mersey
Co's tender had
beenaccepted and
enclosed articles
of agreemnent.

The part of agree-
ment relating to
boite struck out,
the Mersey (Co.
repudlating I.

17368. Where ?-In England.
17369. Did you endeavour to get the articles executed by them as

they were sent to yon by the Government, or was it on your own sug-
gestion that they might leave out the boits ?-No; I wanted them to
-execute it as it was sent from the Government, if I remember rightly;
but they claimed that they did not make boits, and consequently they
Would not execute that portion.

17370. Did they execute it then at that time, upon that occasion,
With this particular portion struck out, or was it sent back to the
Government for their approval, to know if the Government would
accept it with that portion struck out ?-I do not know.
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17371. Who bad charge of the articles of agreement after they were
sent to you up to the time that they were executed ?-They were sent
direct to the Mersey people from us, or I took them, I don't remember
which. I suppose, probably, I took them over with me. 1 may have
done so.

17372. I mean this: by whose authority was it decide'd that the-
articles might be executed in the altered shape ; that is, only for~part of
what was covered by the tender ?-That is, the articles ofagreement ?

Does not know by 17373. The articles of agreement ?-I suppose they must have sub-
%,hat authorlty mitted the matter back to the Government here. I do not know. Allthe mautilated
agreement was I know is that they did not execute it. That is, they would not sign
signed. it with that in.

17374. Were you present at the time that this was discussed with
the Mersey Co. ?-I think I was. No; I was not present at the
Board meeting. But the President told me that they had decided that,
they would not execute the order for bolts.

17375. Do you know whether there was any consent on the part of
the Government that tbey would accept the contract in its aitered shape
instead of the shape in which they originally forwarded it ?-I don't
know.

17376. Then, if that was executed in the altered shape, as far as you
know, there was no authority by the Government that it might be so
executed ?-I do not know.

17377. In making those tenders which I have shown to you in the
name of Cooper, Fairman & Co., who were the individuals interested in
the tender ?-The individuals of the firm ?

17378. Yes ?-Well, I cean answer, of course; but is it necessary to
go into all that old matter? It has been had over half-a-dozen of tmes..

17379. We think it necessarv, Mr. Fairman. I think it is necessary
for you to state who the individuals were who propo.e i tod with
the Government, because this is a formal proposition by sweeral indi-
viduals, not in their own nanes, but in the name of a irm ?-in other
words, yo want te know who were the members of the irm?

The members of
the flrm making 17380. Those were the words I made use of, possibly ?-The members
the above tenders
wertJa des of the firm at that date were James Cooper, myself, and Charles Mac-
CoopergCbarles kenzie.
wituess. 17381. In this first contract which is spoken of as the Mersey Co.'s

contract your firm appcared to be only agents in tertder'ing, but
I understand from what you say now that you were not agents so far
as the bolts and nuts, butonly so far as the rails were concerned ?-The
rails and fish-plates.

Not agent for 17382. As to the bolts and nuts yon were not the ag'ents of the
in tenderng for Mersey Steel and Iron Co.?-I said before that I assumed that addi-
boit aud auts. tional authority.

17383. You said yes to my question : did y>u mean that yon were
not their agents ?-No; we were their agents for their manufactures.
They manufactured rails and fish-plates, but we were not their agents.
for anything that they did net mannfacture, and they did not manu-
facture boits.
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17381. This tender of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. was the contract No. s.

first of those which were made through your firm which was accepted,
was it not ?-I don't understand that question.

17385. You made several offers, did you not, upon the subject of rails Tendersput in by
and nuts and bolts to the Government, either in your own namie or as ° C airman
agent for some other company ?-No; those were the only tenders I
-ever put in.

17386. These (holding up some documents) ?-Yes; that you have
in your hand.

17387. How many do you mean ?-I think there are three there- (1) Tender f. o. b.
different forms. (Looking at the tenders) : This is the tender f. o. b. in er,Fairm o.
our name, Cooper, Fairman & Co.; there is a tender in cur name again m'Tenri ame
for delvery at different points in the west; then we tender as agents of entpoints.
the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. ; that is all relating to the same nameofrMersei
tender, and it is all relating to the same enquiry that the Government SteelandIronc.o.
put forth at that date.

17388. Do you understand that they are distinct offers or not ?-
Yes; they are distinct offers.7 Of these tenders

17389. And of all these distinct offers the only one that was accepted that in the name
was that of the Mersey Co., was it not ?-Yes; the Mersey Co.'s -te and ron Co.
was the one that was principally accepted. t ey one ae-

17390. For what quantity of rails was that accepted ?-For 10,000 Thinks it was for
tons I think it was. 10,000 tons.

17391. At the time of putting in your tender had yon any reason to The Government
suppose that more than 5,000 tons would b offered to any one .5'cs fedror

contractor ?-I don't think I had. The Government only called for
5,000, and in my tenders I put in 5,000-five or ten; "five to ten " it
reads.

17392. Is there any other matter connected with this Mersey Steel
and Iron Co.'s contract which you wish to explain ?-1 do not know
of any other.

17393. Do you remember which was the next contract in which you
were interested, I mean on the part of the Canadian Pacific lailway ?
-No; I could not remember from memory at all.

17394. Were you interested in a contract with the West Cumberland
Iron and Steel Co. ?-I do not think we were.

17395. Nor with the contract with Guest & Co. ?-No.
17396. Nor with the contract with the Ebbw Vale Steel and Iron

Ce. ?-Ne.
Çontract Ne. 11.

17397. Were you interested in the one with Naylor, Benzon & Co. ?- Interested ln con-
tract with Nay-*s lor, Benzon & Co.

17398. Did that arise out of any offer made at the time that the
tenders were asked for by advertisement ?-Well, I don't think I can
answer that ; that is, I mean I don't know.

17399. Do you remember the negotiations, which led to the contract
w'ith Naylor Benzon & Co., being efected through you as their agent or
on your own account ?-Yes; of course I remember. There was such a
transaction, but I could not, without refreshing my memory by some
documents, enter into the particulars of it.
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17400. (Handing witness a Parliamentary Return): Do you remem-
ber how it was brought about that the contract with the Mersey Steel
and Iron Co. was for 29,000 tons of steel rails instea I of the 5,000 or
10,000, which were mentioned in their tender ?-1I think that Govern-
ment asked if the Mersey Co. would accept another 10,c 00 tons.

17401. Was that through negotiations of your firm ?-Yes.
17402. Who made the proposition ?--The Department. I think it

was Mr. Trudeau or Mr. Braun.
17403. Did your firmr make any proposition to the Department that

this quantity should be increased ?-I think not.
17404. The proposal came from the Government as far as you

remember ?-As far as I can remember.
17405. Are you able to say now, after looking at this printed report,

how the contract with Naylor Benzon & Co. was broaght about ?-Well,
it was Mr. Cooper. I see bis naine in the correspondence in connection
with this. I would suppose from his letter that he lad received an offer
from the other side, that he submitted.

17406. You think it was Mr. Cooper who wrote that letter ?-It is
signed James Cooper.

17407. This is the original letter dated 29th of December (handing
a letter to witness) : is that Mr. Cooper's writing ?-Yes.

17408. Looking at that letter, do you remember any of tihe circum-
stances ?-The offer must have corne through me, I was there in Liver-
pool.

17409. Do you remember what the offer was which vou commu ni-
cated to your Montreal firm for the purpose of being forwarded
to the Government ?-I do not remember ; only what he says here,
£10 10s. I suppose that was probably the amount.

17410. That offer was not accepted, was it ?-Well, I don't remem-
ber that.

17411. Do you remember sending a telegraph message to your firm-
about the beginning of January, 1875, to the effoct that the Mersey
Co. had signed for delivery at Montreal only, and referring to
additional 10,000 tons required to be delivered at Liverpool ?-I don't
remember such a telegram, Sir.

Tran.portation 17412. There is a letter reported, dated on the 4th of January, 1875,
coraE 9'-.'.ir from Cooper, Fairman & Co., for the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.,
Cooper & Fair- and directed to the Minister of Public Works, suggesting that to facili-
man (January, tate matters, the firm will be glad to have bis instructions with refer-1875) write to
Ministerof Public ence to this quantity required at Liverpool, and the delivery of it at
Worke, offerng ancouver Island; and that freight could be secured at £2 pe ton,to catry rails to acue sad n htfegtcudb etrda 2'rtnVancouver although £2 10s. had been asked : do you remember auy of that mat-Island at £2 pei ter being dealt with by you in England ?-I remember only the ques-ton.

tion of the frcights.
17413. What do you remember about that ?-The freight was to be

£2. The first eiquiry was £2 10s., but we finally succeeded in getting
it at £2.

Anderson,Ander- 17414. With whom?-I .think it was Anderson, Anderson & Co.,
pe s (°.•sip~ some firm in London, shippers.
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17415. In getting the price for this freight, were you acting on °ontact No. 17.

bebalf of the Government or on behalf of Anderson, Anderson & Co ? acted as
Well, I merely acted as a go-between. ln the Interest of

actedAnderson, Ander-
17416, In whose interest ?-In the interest of Anderson, Anderson son & CO.

& Co.
17417. Then if you were acting in their interest your object would

be to get as much freight as possible, and as high a price as possible ?
-Yes.

17418. Was it ever understood that you were acting for the Govern-
ment during this communication ? -Yes.

17419. Your firm makes use of this language: "l We can probably Witness'sinterest
secure frcight at £2 per ton: " do you think your firm meant by that, lnthe transac-

that acting in the interest of Anderson, Anderson & Co. they could
secure freight at £2 per ton, which was lower than £2 10s : was that
acting, or did you understand it to be acting in the interest of the
Government to get it as low as possible ?-Of course I was desirous not
to pay more than was necessary in connection with the inatter, and if
I understand right there was some counter proposition from this side
that they would take a certain quantity of rails if the freights could be
arranged at some certain figure, and I may have had an interest in it
in that way. This was a good while ago, and it is very liard to
remember the reasons that prompted me to this.

17420. Did you have any personal interview with the firm of Ander-
son, Anderson & Co ?-Yes ; a good many.

17421. With whom of that firm ?-I think it was Anderson.
17422. One of the members ?-Yes.
17423. Did you arrange with him the price at which this freight wItA onnesi

was to be carried to Vancouver Island ?-I think it was I that the priceat which

arrang.ed for it. cariedto an

17424. Have you a doubt about it ?-Well, probably not.' It is very couver Island.

hard, as I say, to remember back and call up all the incidents in
connection with those subjects. I interviewed him and tried to get the
best offer, and spoke to other parties also.

17425. Do you remember that you did interview him and arrange
any price ?-1 remember that I did interview him, and asked him bis
figures as well as others.

17426. Was it not your firm who finally agreed with the Govern- Thinks the agree-
Mnent as to the price to be paid for this transportation of rails to Van- neuge"
couver Island before it was reduced to a formal agreement in the
lame of Anderson, Anderson & Co. ?-Well, I suppose, probably, it came

through us from me.
17427. Do you think that it was arranged directly between Ander-

bon, Anderson & Co. and the Government, and not through you as
their agent, or as somebody's agent ?-I do not know whether they
had direct communitation with the Government or not. I know that
I interviewed them.

17428. Are you aware that it bas been said that the freight paid for Doenetremem-
thi8 was less than what the Government paid: are you aware tha t t gested that
Anderson, Anderson & Co. were paid £1 10s. and not £2 ?-No. ,athees tpanthe

17429, Have yon heard that suggested as a fact ?-Ido not remember. pade
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Contract o. 17. 17430. Did you take any part in the arrangement for the freight: I
mean with any vessel or vessel owner ?-No.

17431. Was this the price that Anderson, Anderson & Co. were
paid by you ?-They were paid nothing by us.

17432. In this matter of freight« to Vancouver Island had you no
interest ?-No interest.

Interest of wit- 17433. Neither as principle, nor as brokers, nor as commission agents ?
®attrm in the -Our interest was to get it as reasonable as we could.

17434. The object of getting it as low as possible was, I suppose, to
induce the Government to order the rails ?-Was it to make the offer as
tempting as possible ?-I really don't remember.

17135. Would it not be more likely the Government would order the
rails if the freight was made as reasonable as it could be got ?-That is
a very natural conclusion to arrive at.

Purehase of
Baliq-

Contract No. Il.

Does not remem-
ber whether he
put In a formai
tender or merely
wrote a letter.

Witness's prin-
cipal object,
profft,

17436. In communicating with the Government about these rails,
which were afterwards supplied by Naylor, Benzon & Co., wero you
acting on your own behalf, or as agents for them ?-Agents.

17437. Did you put any formal tender before the Government, or
was it by letter?-Well, I don't remember that-what way it went
before the Government ?

17438. For whom do you say you were acting in that matter ?-
Naylor, Benzon & Co.

17439. Were you consulting their interests in the transaction, or
your own, or were you acting in the interest of the Government, as
you say, to any extent?-I was consulting their interest, and my
interest.

17440. You were not endeavouring to get the price as low as it could
be got for the Government ?-Certainly I was.

17441. Do yon consider that you were acting in the inter-ests of the
Government thon ?-No, I do not. I would naturally want to make an
offer, if there was anything of that kind to be offered, as low as possi ble
in the hopes that the Government might accept it. It was a very
natural thing to do.

17442. However, your main object was the profit to yourself ?-Cer-
tainly.

17443. That was the principal object of the transaction ?-Certainly

17444. The interest of any other parties would be secondary to your
own thon ?-Certainly.

17445. Were you employed in any way by the Government to make
the purchase as low as possible, on the understanding that you were to
get a commission from the Government ?-No, Sir.

17446. If you did get any compensation for bringing about the trans-
action, from whom did you get it ?-From the parties for whom I
worked.

17447. That would be Naylor, Benzon & Co. ?-Yes; Naylor, Benzon
& Co.
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17448. Do you remember what the price was for which the Mersey
Steel and Iron Co. tendered in November, 1874, delivered at Montreal ?
-1 do not remember the figures.

17449. Your tendei names £11 3s. sterling per ton of 2,240 lbs.?-
That must have been the price then.

17450. Can you say how much of that was for freight across the
Atlantic, between Liverpool and Montreal ?-I cannot say.

17451. Have you any idea of the price of this freight at thi.s time ?-
Well, I have a general idea.

17452. What -would you say upon your general idea ?-Well, first-
class steamers- It is very hard to give any figures so long ago as that,
six years.

Purehase andT rans rfa.
Contracts No.

s ftad 11.
Mersey Steel and
Iron Co. tendered
November, 1874,
at £11 3-t. per ton
of 2,240 lbs. de-
Ilvered at
Montreal.

17453. Your own offer for rails delivered f. o. b. at Liverpool, W eslr" o er
made at the same time, in November, 1874, was £10 10s. sterling ?-Yes. at LverpooI

£10 10s.

17454. The offer made by the Mersey Co., delivered at Montreal,
was £11 3s. : do these two things enable you to remember what the
freight was ?-No, not at this late date.

17455. If at the same date you put in these two offert you ought to NevertheIess
be able to say ? -I cannot say. These people may have got freights ennot sa how
that I do not know anything about. Under our own name we offer
f. o. b. at Liverpool, because we would escape all responsibility by that.

17456. Do you know the tendency of the market between November, Tendencg of
1874, and January, 1875: was it downward or upward for the price of war et we
rails ?-Well, I think that the market dropped after-probably after November, 1874
three months or so. I don't remember the date, but the market did and January,187,

ease away some time during that year, and eased away afterwards.
17457. Could you compare the prices between November, 1874, and

January, 1875 ?-I have no means of comparing it now.
17458. Do you recollect whether, when this transaction took place

with Naylor, Benzon & Co., the price was understood to be lower than
when the offer was made in the November prece4ing ?-I do not
remember that I nerely submitted it.

17459. Do you remember the time you returned from England in
that year of 1875 ?-I do not remember the date; it was somewhere
about April I should think.

17460. If you returned to this country in April, thon this negotiation
between your firm at Montreal and the Government was carried on
by Mr. Cooper, was it not ?-During what time?

17461. While you were away ?-Yes.
17462. I mean about this Naylor, Bonzon & Co.'s contract ?-He would

be the only one who would have authority to act.
17463. Do you remember that there were some conflicting state-

nents as to the price paid or to be paid for the fi-eight to Vancouver
from England ?-I don't remember any.

17464. Had you some difficulty about that in England ?-No; not
that I am aware of.

Does not think
17465. Was it always £2 that you agreed to pay, or less or more ?- he even agreed to

They wanted more. fhey wanted £2 10s. from some of the parties. £rper ton for
15*
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17466. Had you ever agreed to pay more than £2 ?-I don't think it.
17467. Had you ever agreed to pay less ?-I don't think it.
17468. Well, is your recollection then that all the way through that

price was to be paid for transportation ?-I wish to say I do not
know that it was even £2 I don't remember that it was even £2, only
I would infer that from some correspondence that is before me.

17469. Do you remember having any trouble in consequence of
freight with Anderson, Anderson & Co., or any other firm you were
negotiating with on the subject ?- don't remember any.

17470. Before you went to England at that time do you remember
whether you were informed that a further contract would be entered
into for rails to Vancouver Island ?- don't remember.

17471. Do you remember when you first got that information that it
was desirable to negotiate for a further supply of 5,UOO tons or there-
abouts for Vancouver Island ?-No; I don't ever remember. I don't
remember the time I got it. I suppose I must have got it, but I don't
renermiber where.

17472. Do you remember whether, in negotiating for this new supply
of rails for Vancouver Island and for the freight upon them, your firm
were authorized to act for the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. in any way ?
-1 don't remem ber.

17473. Do you remember whether in that transaction you alone-I
mean your firm-got the pay ?-I don't understand your question.

The money never 17474. I mean was the price paid for the rails and the transportation
palne t,4rrgh paid by the Government to you or through you on behalf of any one

their commis- else, either Naylor, Benzon & Co. or the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. ?
so"meane dieet -N ver through us.
Engi and. 17475. Whatever gain you had you got from the parties on the other

sidý of the Atlantic ?-Yes, the customary way.
17476. Then do you say that in this particular matter-I mean the

supply of an extra quantity for Vancouver and the freight upon them,
that you were not acting for the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. ?-Well,
what extra quantity do you refer to ?

17477. I refer to the quantity which the Mersey Steel and Iron
Co. would not supply; they had only contracted to deliver at
Montreal and they would not undertake to deliver any at Liverpool ?-
And did I what ?

17478. Did you, or had you any authority to act for that company
in the additional supply which was got afterwards, and which went to
Vancouver Island ?-L don't remember the Mersey Steel and Iron
Co. sending any to Vancouver Island.

»oe, not remem- 17479. Do you remember whether you were interested in the pur-
ber any more cas
than one lot of of any more than one lot for Vancouver Island ?-I don't remem-
rails for Vancou- ber any more than one lot.ver Island.an

17480. Had the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. any interest in this
contract for the transportation to the Pacific coast ?-I don't know
of their having any.

17481. Had they any as far as your firm was concerned ?-No, not
that I remember.
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17482. Will you look at this letter of the 4th of January, 1874--it is
written in January, 1875, evidently-and say whether your firm were
authorized to acu in that inatter for the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.?
-We mst have had the authority to write that letter or we would
not have written it.

17483. Do you say now that offer was made apparently on behalf of
,the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. ?-Apparently.

174s4. Had you any knowledge of and authority from that company
to offer to tender for the transportation to Vancouver Island ?-[ sup-
pose we must have had authority, or we would not have written that
letter.

17485. Is iL only from this letter that you think so ?-That is all.
17486. You have no other reason for thinking so ?-No other; I

-don't remember the transaction -the particulars of it.
17487. I understand that you, yourself, while in England took the

principal part in the negotiations ?-Yes, I did.

Purehae am
Transpe.ta-
tien et Rails-

Contracta Nied.
S ald Il.

Witness bas no
knowledge of any
authority fron
the Mlersev Seel
and Iron Co. to,
his firm to write
the letter of the
4th January, 1874,
tenderinrg for
transportation or
ratIs.

17488. Was there any person who would know more than you did ? No person could
-No person else. nw more than

17489. And you say you don't know anything of this authority ?-I
-don't remember. Six years have gone by and the thing bas been ont of
nly mind. After it was over there that was the last of it, and there is
:a good deal coming up that I cannot remember. A great deal that
transpired between those parties was conversational with the president
Of the company and other parties.

17490. It is not improbable that you may have forgotten some of the
ýircumstances, but still it is our duty to find out what you remember:
had you ever any negotiation with the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.
upon this subject of transportation to Vancouver Island, or purchase of
rails for Vancouver Island ?-We were acting as their agents, but I
Il1ust say I certainly do not remember this Vancouver transaction that
is referred to there. I do not want to appear to shirk the question
because I certainly do not romember the transaction. I do not believe
that the Mersey Co. ever sent any rails there.

17491. At the time that this letter was written that I have shown
,You, in January, 1875, who composed the firm of Cooper, Fairman
4 Co. ?-James Cooper and Frederick Fairman.

Remembers no
negotatons witii
Mersey 4 o. for
transportation to
Vancouver
Island.

C. Mackenzie9s

freim lrinef.
UVoopcr, Vair-
mal & Co

In January, 1876,

17492. Do you say that the partners in the firm were not the same .arnthe
Partners who were interested in November, 1?b74 ?-Not the same Fairmn ° COr,

rnrtners.
17493. Why not ?-One had retired.
17494. How was that retiring accomplished ?-Well, [ would rather

%lOt answer that question. This thing has already been gone into, and
do not think it neceseary for me to take it up and go over it again.
17495. Have you given ovidence upon it ?-Not on that point. 1The reUrig Ofa
17496. Is the retiring of a member of a firm a record in your pro- m ebe&of,,.lr
ceO ?--Yes. in Provinoe of

Quebec.11497. Do you know whether the change of the members was accom-
PrlhOd before it was recorded ?-Sometimes ; it is not a necessity to
e 15)rd it.

1.4 *
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Cooper,. Pair- 17498. We have been led to understand, from evidence already given
Man Co. before us, that the retiring did not take place while you were in

England : now if that refreshes your memory you can state more
fully ?-Is it necessary that we should enter into the question of a
party retiring from the firm ? Does it affect the question of our dealing
with, and completing contracts, &c., with the Government so far as we
carried on the contracts fairly ? Of course, I can answer it. This
thing has gone through the country everywhere, and our firm has been
dragged before the public in every shape. This is not a very pleasant
thing and I want to avoid it, if possible.

17499. Is the statement of facts calculated to do barm: if so, I can
understand why you would not wish it ?-That very point I have no
objection to speak of, but that opens others that I have objection to
discussing.

17500. Perhaps we had better deal with them as they arise : at
present I ask who were the parties that were making this offer to the
Government ?-Under that letter ?

17501. Under that letter ?- James Cooper and Frederick Fairman.
A member of the
arm said dissolu- 17502. Now I am willing to refresh your memory, if there is any
lon could flot msaeaot kta n f fr is i
take place In mistake about that, by saying that one of your firm has said, in giving
consequence of evidence, that the dissolution could not take place because of your ab-
In England. sence in England ?-Yes.
Legal carrylng 17503. Now, do you say that it did take place notwithstanding yourout could not take ta ae~yu
place witness absence in England ?-The legal carrying out of it was impossible
the aysoution until my return. My return was delaye: very long, but the dissolution
ha4 neveribess had taken place from the lst day of January.

.aluarY. 17504. How could the dissolution take place without your being a
party to it ?-We had consented. The parties in connection with the
partnership had consented to the dissolution, and that dissolution was
to date from the 31st of December, and the only reason that the papers,
though they were drawn, were not executed, was because I was absent.
Ail te signatures, except mine, may have been on the document. I
don't know about that, but my final signature was attached on my
return. That is why I state in January there were only two partners in
the firm. Stock was taken in January, and it was closed with my
assent and the assent of the partners here, dated the 31st day of
December.

17505. Had you agreed before the 31st day of December, 1874, that
the partnership should be changed, and that Mr. Charles Mackenzie
should no longer be a partner in it ?-He did about that date. I had
agreed to that-I don't remem ber the exact date. That was the under-
standing that existed between us.

The dissolution 17506. But you have said positively at the time of this negotiation in'vlrtual but flot
ggi bt. January, 1875, the dissolution had been accomplished ?-Well, you can

take it had virtually, but not legally.
17507. For the present we will leave out the legality. I am asking

now for my present purpose about the agCreement among your own
minds: when did that agreement take place ?-Well, it was on or about
the lst of January-I don't remember the date. If I remember exactly
there was a letter on the other side the time I got there stating that
Mr. Mackenzie wanted to withdraw. Of course I answered it agreeing.
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17508. Yon say that the partnership war to end on the 1st of January, C°'"o" Fa,.
1875 : do you not remember whether that agreement that it should end mao & ..
then was made after that date or before it ?-Oh, I think that the Written docu-
written documents were executed after that. I know they wore. partnershp

should end on Ist
17509. For the present I am not speaking about the written docu- of January. 1875,

ments: I am of speaking of agreements in people's minds ?-As I state uhat date.
it is impossible for me to tell the exact date, in cither December or
January, in which ny consent was given to the dissolution, but it was
somewhere about that date.

17510. Of course you cannot be in doubt about this: that until you
had given your actual consent in some shape that it was not a binding
dissolution. I am not speaking of the lawfil document which evidenced
the ag!eerent, but the assent in your mind and signification of the
assent to your partners have you any doubt about that,that your assent
was necessary before there could be a dissolution and that irrespective
of formal documents ?-There is a point tbere. I don't remember the
wording of the original partnership, but that would depend altogether
on the wording of the original partnership. Mr. Mackenzie was a special
partner, and there were special clauses in connection with it. T here
might have been a clause by which he could go out because he was
determined to go out. I did not want him to go out. 1 was not anxious
for him to go. Ie insisted upon going.

17511 il Have you any doubt in your own mind of the existence of
such a clause in the original agreement, namely, that he had the option
of bis own accord to consummate such a dissolution ?-I do not
remember hardly any particulars in connection with that document.

"The document was drawn some eight or nine years ago.
17512. Have you the document itself or a copy of it ?-No; I do not

think so. We may have it among the old papers somewhere in Mon
treal.

17513. Is your recollection of the way in which the dissolution was Witness ve his
accomplished that it was done by Mr. Mackenzie of his own accord, cn assoon

.and without your formal consent ?-Well, they got my consent. I as he heard of
igave my consent from England as soon as I heard of his desire.

11514. And when you speak of dissolution do you speak of it as
being accomplished at that time that yon gave your consent ?-Yes; it
Was virtually dIssolved.

17515. Will you say whether you had given your consent at that Thinks his con-
tine or in that month before this arrangement about the Naylor, ®ent ghvena
Benzon & Co. tender was consummated ?-I cannot remember the dates. and the New
I know the letter followed me almost immediately, and I answored it. Year,
I should think my consent was given somewhere about the last of
becember, between Christmas and New Year.

17516. Of course you are aware that there has been a great deal of
«dt1sussion in the press.and in different ways upon this subject, and itMa Our duty, among other things, to see wbat, there is in this talk or
*dramour ?,-Well, those are the facts in connection with it.

17517. Can you not define more closoly than you have the time that
-YOu gave your assent to the dissolution being accomplished ?--No; it is

Very bard to define it nearer than that. I arrived! there before Christ-Maas, and, if my memory serves well, the letter followed almost the
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next, if not the next, steamer that came in, and I answered it at once,
so that if that is the case the letter would be sent between Christmas
and New Year. I do not state that time positively, but the incidents
connected with it would lead me to give that date.

17518. Have you since that time endeavoured, by looking at papers,
to fix the date of this dissolution ?-No; I never turned to a paper.

17519. Have you intentionally avoided that subject ?-No; I did not
think it necessarythe papers were pitching in right and left. I let them
go on, they did not affect me materially.

17520. Do you know whether formal dissolution has been registered
in the way that such things are usually done in your province ?-Oh,
yes; that is, my lawyers tell me so.

17521. Do you know about what date ?-No, 1 don't remember it; it
was immediately after I came back.

17522. Where was that registered ?--In Montreal, in the prothono-
tary's office.

17523. The same prothonotary's in which the partnership was regis-
tered ?-No ; I think the special partners are registered in a different
book, or difforent place, from general partners. We are general part-
ners now, but before it was a special partnership, and there is a separate
place, I believe.

17524. Perhaps you are speaking of the new partnership between you
and Cooper?-No, I am speaking of both: the dissoition and the new
partnership.

17525. I am asking, at present, about the document which is evidence
of the dissolution : has that been recorded ?-I think so.

17526. Could you say where it is recorded ?- No; it is easily ascer-
tained. It is recorded in the regular court in Montreal.

17527. Then, besides that document of the dissolution, there is another
document: your new partnorship with Mr. Cooper alone, is there not?
-Yes.

17528. Do you say then, that after that consent was given by you to
the dissolution asked for by Mr. Charles Mackenzie, he hs not since
been inter<sted in these offers made ?-Not since interested.

17529. Then, of course, there is no understanding that though ho
formally dissolved ho is substantially still a partner?-No; no under-
btanding.

17530. And no opportunity or option for him yet to come in and
share in the transactions of the firm in the meantime ?-None.

17531. I think you said before that the payment for the articles sup-
plied for Naylor, Benzon & Co., and the transportation of them to Van-
couver, was not made in any way to your firm, but to those parties who
made the contract ?-We had no part after the opening up; everything
passed to them. I think even the documents passed direct to them too.
Nothing passed through our hands.

17532. Could you say about how long after you arrived in England
you first became aware of Mr. Mackenzie desiring to retire from your
firm ?- It was almost immediately, if I remember correctly.
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17533. You think probably that it was the next steamer, you said. Cooper. Fix-

-Yes. man & C.

17534. You had not heard it before you left for England ?-I do not
remember; I do not think I had. I left very quickly. I went out
immediately.

17535. Is there any other matter connected with this contract with
Naylor, Benzon & Co., or Anderson, Anderson & Co., which you wish to
explain ?-I do not think there is anything.

17536. What is the next contract in which you were interested?-
Well, I do not really remember. I have nothing to refresh my memory
on the subject. Trangportation

17537. Were you interested in the contract for transportation in the contractNo.20.

name of the Merchants Lake and Steamship Co. ?-Yes. I don't &oIe® esed
know whether that was the next one, but I was interested in it. I g<a t iLt
think that was the next one. and Steamshlpco.

18538. In either of the accepted tenders made by your firm in the
name of any other parties-either the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.

*or Naylor, Benzon & Co.-was there any contract entered into by the
Government for the transportation of rails in Canada?-There was a
contract entered into with the Lake and River Steam Navigation
Co. through us as agents.

17539. In either of the tenders which you made about November, Tendered for de-
1874, did you make a.ny offer for transportation in Canada in a ai uth
which was not accepted ?-Yes, we had made an offer for transportation nanes.
through to Duluth in the round sum.

17540. What tender was that ?-That is in a tender relating to
deliveries at Duluth and Thunder Ray.

17541. Is that in your own name?-Yes ; that is in our own name.
17542. That is not in the name of the Mersey Co?-No. We

offered in the name of the Mersey for the steel and iron, but the tender
for delivery at those points was in our own name. Understood this

17543. Was that tender accepted ?-We understood'it to be accepted tenr to ,e ac-
in connection with the other. tion with tender

made for supply
17544. low did you understand that to be accepted ?-From the oerus l.

Wording, of the letteis we received from the Department. I do not
klow.whethor we had just cause to consider they were accepted, but
We certainly thought so.

17545. Are you aware of any letter upon that subject-I mean the
subject ofthe transportation in Canada, other than the letter which was
sent by Mr. Braun to your firm concerning the acceptance of the Mer-
By Steel and Iron Co.'s tender : that letters appear upon page 31 of
the Return ?-I do not remember any letter.

17546. That tender of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co., which was But the tender
c<epted lias no reference whatever to transportation in Canada, lias a no reference

t ?--No; not this particular letter. in Canada.

17547. Has that particular tender of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.
any reference to the transportation in Canada ?-No.

17548. Was any other tender than that of the Mersey Co.'s
a'18.de by you in November, accepted by the Government ?-Other than

the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.?
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Contract No. 20. 17549. And made by you ?-I don't think there was.
The onîy explan- 17550. If no other tender than the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.'saion witness can

ive is that sis made by you was accepted, and that tender made no reference to trans-
rm supposed portation, how do you co'ne to write in April to say that your tenderthat the Govern-

ment bad accept- hwving been accepted, including the transportation, you had made
®ra thpttion",f arrangements to carry it out ?-The only answer I can give to that is

that these tenders went in together, and that in accepting we supposed
that they had accepted the question of transportation.

Does not know 17551. How could you understand that, when they went in in sepa-how they came to tt noe adwr aei
erstandtis. ° ate envelopes and were made in separate names, one made in your own

nane, and the other in the nane of the Mersey Steel and Iron Co.,
how could you understand they were all deait with alike ?-I
don't know how we understood it, but ] know that we did.

17552. Were you aware that advertisements were published calling
for tend'ers upon this subject of transportation from Montreal west:
Fort William and Duluth ?-Yes; I don't remember the tenders, but I
suppose there were.

They thought 17553. Did you put in any tender upon the strength of that adver-
t>elrvaa rght tisement ?-I don't think we did. I doni't remember the circumstances
rails. exactly. I think we thought we had the right to deliver them-our

rails.
Advertisement 17554. There is a copy of an advertisement which calls for tenderscaiied for tenders upon this subject up to the 19th day of April, 1875, and on the 23rd ofu l I 9th A pril, .1i'.;on rdA pr, April, 1875, you write a letter apparently-1 mean your firm-men-CoeFaIrman
4o. wrote a tioning that the advertisement, or some other reason, gave you to
h-uer gaying ihey understand that the Governnment required cartage, handling and piling,iinderstood cart-
age. handlingand which was not included in the tenderof November, and that you would be
tioned lu tender pleased to attend to those additional matters for the suin of 60 ets.
of November, and per ton : now didn't you understand thât in writing this letter youKaR 1 Pg filrraaldtedr
woid attend to were embracing services which were called for by tender, and which
other matters 8t you were seeking to obtain nerely by a private letter ?-We con-64) et s. per ton. tend that we weie entitled to the transportation of oui rails to the
'What witneus west. I think the tone of the letter will bear that out. I do Dot re-
sue a letter. member the particulars in connection with it, but I know that is my

i m pression.
1-555. Did you decline to tender, knowing that these items were in-

cluded-I mean cartage, handling and piling ?-Did we decline to
tender ?

17556. Did you decline to tender, knowing that the Governnent re-
quired other services to be pe-formed, besides those services which you
say you supposed you had previously arranged for ?-I don't remember,
I don't think we did. We may have done so; I don't think so.

Witness does not 17557. In this same letter, after the time for receiving the tenders,,know how his
liram knew that which letter is dated 23rd April, 1875, you use these words: 4 We also
cartage, handling understand that you require eartage, handling and piling to be done byand piling were
required. the shipper, which is not included in the tender, but we will be pleased

to uttenid to these for an additional sum of sixty cents per ton : " now
how were you aware on the 23ird of April, 1875, that these services
were required ?-I suppose we discovered them from the tender.

17558. What tender ?-You say that the Government advertised.
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17559. Do you mean from the advertisement ?--The advertisement ContractNE.o20.
-- the date of the advertisement. I don't know any other way we
discovered unless it was from that.

17560. If you knew it from the advertisement you would probably Reason why
know it before the time for putting in the tender : why not put in a & Co. did lot put
tender embracing these services?-1 consider that the Government in tender,thought
were already-so far as our rails were coneerned, that we brought out comritmen was
-were already committed to us, and that is the very reason why we did them.
not propose to tender.

17561. Yoir whole price for this work and transportation and these Price with these
extras amounted to $6.20 per ton, I believe, did it not ?-I don't extras $6.2o per
remember the exact figures.

17562. Were you aware about that time that any person else had
tendered to do it including all those extras at a lower price ?-I sup-
pose that other parties tendered ; I don't know.

17563. Did you know that a Mr. Saniuel tendered ?-I don't think
so. Of course those thines all came out at the time in the papers, and
I knew it from that; but I don't think that I knew at the time that
Mr. Samuel tendered.

1756 t. Did you have some arrangement with him afterwards on ther
subject? No, I don't think I spoke three words to him.

17565. Was any arrange-ent made afterwards by your firm with
him ?-I don't think so.

17566. Were you aware that before you actually got the contract he
withdrew bis tender ?-I don't think so.

17567. It appears by the official d9cuments on the subjeet that the The withdrawa.
decision of the Government was that he should not get the contract, of amuela'0on'
and about a week after he put in 'a formal letter withdrawing his ten- action on art ôr
der ; we thought that probably might be explained in some way. Do witfleam'u
you know anything about that?-No, I don't know anything about that.

17568. That matter was accomplished without your taking any part
ii it in any way ?-Yes. whu w

17569. Were you, at the time of writing this letter, in April, 1875, letter o prni,
,Owners or part owners of any steamboat line ?-No. 1e75, ha an-

17570. One of the reasons for not dealing with Mr. Samuel appears steamboat lino.

to be that he was not proprietor of any vessels of that kind ? · Mr.
'Samuel was clerk in a store in Montreal. He had his office next door
to Jacques & Co., forwarders.

17571. After your writing that letter in April to which we have Does not remem-
alluded you appear to have got a communication from Mr. Braun, h r eadafthatr-
Secretary of the Department, on the 30th May, 1875, that the cartage wards proreed
Of 5,000 tons of steel rails and accessories'from Montrelai to Duluth or quantty aer
-Port William was awarded to you : do you remember that after that
You inade another bargain with the Government to carry a larger
quantity ?-No; I do not remember.

17572. Do you remember about June of the same year you proposed
in youi own name, but speaking as agents for the same company, to
-carry from 10,000 to 20,000 tons of rails on the same terms and condi-
tions ?-Well, I suppose we must have made the proposition. Our
letter is there. 1 do not remember the letter.
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contract Ne. 2o. 17573. Do you remember having made such a bargain ?-l don't

remember the letter, and I don't know that we ever carried the extra.
amount.

17574. The first contract, which was apparently for 5,000 tons at th e
price, you Dame, $6.20 a tcn, would be only about $31,000 ?-Yes.

&°Co.®ra r an 17575. Now Mr. Fleming states in his report of 1880 that the whole
that they wanted amount paid on those two propositions of yours was $67,126 : does
tonselver2,OO that help you to remember that second transaction ?-Well, that must

have been a continuation of our 20,0 tons. We clained thAt we
In both proposi- wanted to deliver 20,000 tons. We always claimed that.
tions ostensibly
acting for Mer- 17576. Butin both these propositions of yours you say you are acting
chante Lake and
ktiver Steamship for the Merchants Lake and River Steamship Co. ?-Yes.
(o.
The above steam- 17577. Now do you think they ever made any offer in 1874 about
shlp Co. witness rails and the transportation of them : that bas nover been in your mind
thinks construc-
tively offered in at any time bas it ?-They were working in conjunction with us. I
187-.got the prices from them and they held me to do the bargain, or would
Tht rgeM lm have done so I suppose where I signed Cooper, Fairman & Co.
Though he never 17578. Do you mean that you actually entered into a binding agree-
ageeebIndwih ment with thom ?-No; I got the prices from them.
themn. 17579. Well, how would they hold you because you got the prices

from them ?-They thought that we were held.

17580. Why do you think they thought so ?-Because they spoke t(>
me about it.

17581. What did they say when they spoke to you ?-They asked
why we did not carry the matter out.

Made a bargain 18582. Do you mean that you believed that you had ever made a
wIth that Co. n
case their tendr bargain with them to transport those rails ?- made a bargain with
was accepted. them that, if our tender was accepted, they should carry the rails.
But it was the

derf,®' "o' a¶p" 17583. It turns out your tender was not accepted ; the Mersey Steel
Still understood and Iron Co.'s was accepted ?-We consider our tender was accepted
their tender was for carr-yinï20,000 tons of steel rails that we brought out.
accepted for
carrying wOO 17584. It is very singular you should consider it accepted unless
ton». there is some other document which does not appear bore or some

understanding that doos ý ot appear on the paper ?-We considered it
that way. Our letters all through bear out that.

'No daoent on 17585. Are you aware whether there bas been any document on that
do not appear subject which does not appear in this report to the House of Commons?
In the liepof T.
the aou"o°f -No; 1 don't know of any.
commune. 17586. Are you aware of any understanding between yourself, or any

of your firm, and any one in the Department of Puble Works other
than what appears in writing or in this report ?-1 don't know of any.

17587. Does your firm keep a record ofits correspondonco on business
matters ?-Most of the correspondence, yes; that is the largest trans-
actions.

17588. On such a subject as we have been speaking of to-day ?-
Generally, yes.

17589. Have you ever looked to see if there was any letter or tele-
gram in any shape beyond what we have spoken of which would give
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you a claim such as yon speak of?-1 don't remember looking. I may contract m.o..
have done so.

17590. You never found anything if you did look ?-I may have
found it if I looked. It is five years ago. I merely remember the
impression on my mind.

17591. Do you remember the fact of the Government entering into
anagreement with Patrick Kenny to transport some rails from the
ship's side to a point near it-the Lachine Cut, I believe it is called ?-
I believe he did transport some rails, but I don't remember what it
was.

17592. Do you remember while the work was going on writing a
letter to the Government on that subject ?-I don't remember writing
one, I may have done so.

1- 593. Do you remember writing in July, 1875, to Mr. Trudeau, the Remembers July,.
Deputy Minister, to this effect : that the extra carriage on rails after 187,rtng aletrpropoeing
they bave been once loaded will be very little to Kingston, and will be to transprt and

allowed t o parties carryirg them from there west, and that as nearly ° tous orstSl

half the last rails for Duluth and Fort William were sent by barge to rais at $1.30 at

Kingston, the canais only taking or allowing eight feet, and that you Kngston.

understood that the Government had largu grounds and docks at
Kingston, and that you therefore undertook to deliver and pile at dock
in Kingston, say 10,000 or 15,000 tons of rails at $1 30: do you
remember writing any such letter ?-I remember the substance of the
letter.

17594. Do you remember that your firm wrote such a letter ?-I
suppose they wrote the letter.

17595. What led you to make that offer spontaneously apparently ?
-Well, I don't remember the circumstances that led me to make it,
but I suppose that there had been a block in Montreal, the rails
arriving too fast, and that it was necessary that something should be
done. i do not give this as the reason why it wasdictated, but I would
naturally suppose that was the reason of it.

17596. Do you know whether in moving rails from Montreal west-
'ward to any point on Lake Superior, for instance, that a transshipment
is generally necessary at Kingston ?-Not in all cases.

17J97. Do you know whether it generally takes place ?-It does
8emetimes.

17598. In this same month of July, 1875, it ap ears by the printed Remembers July,
.Return that your firm addressed the letter to Mr. Trudeau, the Deputy- remove str"3ai
Ifinister, to this effect: That you understood that the Government tocanal bank
Purposed removing steel rails to the canal bank, near Lachine; that you near Lachine.

'Would, the next day, tender for transportation there, including carting,
freight and piling, and trusting he would kiidly not close the matter
l1mtil be heard from you : do you remember anything of that matter ?

I remember that there was some correspondence relative to that, and
I have no doubt we wrote such a letter.

17599. How did you know that the Government proposed to remove
those rails to the canal bank near Lachine ?-I don't remember.

17600. There was no advertisement on the subject, was there ?-Well,
ldon't remember that either. We were receiving those rails on behalf
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<jontract No. 29.

of the Mersey, that is looking after them, seeing to the checking, and
so on, and getting proper receipts for the Mersey people, and we would
naturally know they were getting bocked there, and very apt to know
something would have to be done for them; but I would get the infor-
mation from the Government agent there that something had to be done
at once, and 1 would naturally make a proposition to do it.

17601. Do you know whether the movement of these rails to the
Lachine Cut diminished the cost of the transportation of them to the
west, or was the cost just as great from this point where they were
moving to as if they had been lett in Montreal ?-1 really do not know.

17602. Did you make an offer to the Government on that subject
afterwardb ? -I really do not remember. I may have done so. If I
remember correctly, there was a jam in Montreal, and there would
have to be something done, either put them in store or something else.

17603. After this letter of yours of 14th July, 1875, proposing to
remove all rails to Kinsgton, Holeomb & Stewart made an offer to the
Government : were you interested in any way in that transaction with
Holcomb & Stewart ?-No; not that I remember of.

17604. In the following year, on 16th May, 1876, a subsequent cou-
tract was entered into with the Merchants Lake and River Steamship
Co., for the transportation of rails from Montreal, Lachine and
Kingston, westward: had you any interest in that contract ?-I don't
think we had.

17605. That appears to have been submitted to public competition,
and Jacques & Co. appear to have made the successful tender : do you
know who they are-whether they are connected with that line ?-I
think they were.

17606. Your firm appeared to have tendered, naming $5.40 per ton to
Fort William, $5.40 per ton to Duluth, 85.40 per ton to Fort William,
and 85.40 per ton to Duluth again, the first two being from Montreal
and the last two from Lachine ; so you appear to make no difference
in the price of transportation from Montreal and Lachine : do you
know now whether there was any difference in the cost ,of transporta-
tion from these two places we8tward ?-Well, it is a veéy bard ques-
tion to answer because some bargemen or propellors might be willing
to take them at a less price from Lachine bank than they would to go
down in the basin and take them among the ships there. I should not
think there would be very much difference at any rate, if any.

17607. Do you remember the next contract in which you were inter-
ested ?-I do not.

17608. In Jaly, 1876, there was a contract with your firm for spikes
for Fort William ?-I know we had a contract with the Government for
spikes.

17609. Do you remember whether that was let by public competition?
-I think so.

17610. An advertisement appears to have been dated July 7th, 1876,
calling for tenders up to noon the 24th of July ?-What is the- date of
our tender ?

Witness's tender 17611. The tenders were opened on the 25th July, 1876; in this
t"e.*ton matter your tender appears to be the lowest, 857 per ton: is thiere
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any explanation which you wish to give in this matter ?-None. i Contrac No. 29.

thmnk we executed the order ail right and got our pay.

17612. The next one appears to have been contract No. 30, for bolts Bous anl Nats-

and nuts: have you any recollection ot that matter ?-I have. Contraî NO. 30.

17613, What about it?-If I had anything to give me any reminder
on the subject- 1, of course, remember we had a contract for bolts
acting for parties.

17614. Do you know whether that was submitted to public competi- Dee",4ot kisu
tion ?-I don't know. mitted to publie

comnpetition.
176i5. Do you remember that in consequence of not fulfilling the

contract with the Mersey Co., as far as it related to bolts and nuts,
it became necessary for the Government to get the same quantity or
about that from some other parties ?-Yes.

17616. Who supplied these boits and nuts in the name of the Bolt Robb & Co. sup-

and Nut Co. ?-The Toronto Bolt and Nut Co. puied articles.

17617. Robb & Co. ?-It is Robb & Co ; the Toronto Bolt and Nut
Works 1 suppose would be the proper title. We wore their agents in
Montreal.

17618. Where were they made ?-Their factory was in Toronto.

17619. Were the bolts and nuts supplied there under this contract?
-I don't think they were.

17620. Whcre were they supplied ?-If I remember right the factory
burned down before they executed the order.

17621. How was it carried out ?-The Patent Bolt and Nut Co. andNuPtsn of-
of London got the contract ultimately. London, got the

17622. Who managed that transfer from the name of Robb & Co. to
this new firm ?-The new firm, the Patent Bolt and Nut Co. ?

17623. Yes?--I think it was myself. 1 think I notified the Depart- Witnessmade
ment of the fire, and that they would have to get the bolts and nuts a nts

somewhere else.
17624. Then where were they delivered under this new contract ?- Had to pay duty.

They were delivered in Montreal. I remember we had to pay the
duties on them. I objected to paying the duties, but they said no
mratter where we got them the duties had to be paid. All the other
bolts that came in. I was told so by the parties who delivered them-
the parties delivered them in bond in Montreal. We had to pay the
duties.

17625. If these had been delivered as was originally intended in the
Mersey Co.'s tender, would duties have been paid ?-No; they would
have been in bond. The Government would have to pay the duties.

17626. And why was it you were called on to pay the duties : was it
because the new contract was made to deliver them by Robb & Co. in
Toronto?-I suppose so. The Government were very arbitrary and
they just notified us to pay the duty. I protested against it, but they
Paid no attention to the protest and made us pay it.

17627. I sup se Robb & Co., had no connection with the Mersey
Steel and Iron G. ?--No; I think not.

RadOan why they
had to PaY dutY.
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17628. The whole thing was arranged by you for your own benefit
and on your own behalf as a commission merchant ?-Yes; we knew the
Govern ment had to bave these things, and, of course, we tried to secure
them for them through our friends-that is, the parties whom we
represented.

-Contract brought 17629. This contract appears to have been brought about in conse-
abu ato r quence of a letter from your firm, and not by public competition: is
Fairman & Co. that as you understand it ?- Well, it was on account of the Mersey

refusing to carry out the-refusing to supply them.
17630. That is the November tender you mean of the Mersey Co.?

-Yes.

17631. But in March, when this new arrangement was made, there
was no competition was there ?-I do not know.

17632. Did you take part in any competition, or did you just make a
spontaneous offer ?-I made an offer-at least 1 suppose I did. I don't
remember the exact wording of the letter. I made an offer that they
should transfer that order to Robb & Co., whom we represented. We
were agents for them.

17633. Do you remember whether the prices of those articles had
fallen since November ?-1 do not remember.

cannot remem- 17634. Cannot you tell now about what you gave for these, whether

the a e®° the market was really lower at that time than in November ?-I really
could not tell.

Does not remem- 17635. If the tendency of the market had been downwards from
ber whether November to March, it would probably fix itself in your'memory whenmarket went
down between you took part in a transaction in March based on the November offer:
November and
March. don't you remember whether it was more profitable than the offer you

made in November ?-I do not. I remember we had to pay duties; that
is the strongest thing impressed on my memory. We sent in a protest.

17636. You have told us that already ?-It cost us some $1,200 or
$1,500, I do not remember the exact figures, but between $1,200 or
82,000 duties, we had to pay on them, so that, as far as we were
concerned, we had not much profit left.

17637. You say that you considered it a hardship to have to pay the
duties ?-Yes.

17638. Don't you know that in March, when you made the offer to
supply them, you proposed to pay the duties ?-Yes, I remember that.
That was the trouble. We supposed and intended, and Robb & Co.
intended, that the bolts should be made in this country, and being made,
in this country, they would have to pay duty on the iron coming in,
and there would te the employment of the labour, and to emphasize it,
that they should transfer to Robb & Co. I very foolishly said the duty
should be paid-that is on the iron. Then when the factory got
burned down that thing came against me.

17639. Do you reinember the price you got for these bolts ?-I do
not.

$io per ton, price 17640. $101 per ton appears to be the price named in the records ?-
for boItsand nuts That would be probably correct. I do not remember the figures.

17641. Are you aware whether other persons had, either in
November or before that, or any time up to March, offered to supply
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boits at a much lower price ?-At the time I don't think I had a know- Learned since
ledge of it; but, of course, afterwards ail this became public property, thato e0rpa es
and I did know. That is, I don't think at the time I entered into that bolta and nuts at
arrangement there I knew anything about the figures of other parties. a lower figure.

17642. Do you know any reason why your tender for 8101 a ton was
accepted in March, if those lower offers had been previously made?-
That is the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. ?

17643. No; I am speaking of your offer in March: the Mersey Co.,
as I understand it, made no offer on the subject?-My offer in
March for Robb, is that the one you refer te now ?

17644. Yes; I am asking if you know of any reason why your offer
in March, at $101 per ton, was accepted in preference to these previous
offers which were made at a lower price ?-I did net know at that time
that they were lower.

17645. They were known to the Govern ment: have you any explana- No explanation
tion of that matter ?-No explanation, other than they were the boits e3rnentoud-
that belonged to these particular rails, and it is usual in ordering rails have accepted his

offer hlgber as it
te order the fish-plates and bolts. They must correspond ; and it is was tha others.
usual te order them from the same parties.

17646. Is that the reason you got the order for Robb & Co. when the
rails were supplied by the Mersey Steel and Iron Co. in England?
-We applied for it and got the rails from the Mersey Co.

17647. Does your explanation fit in this transaction do you think ?
-Net very well. That is the way 1 would likely do it. The Govern-
raent do as they like.

17648. Is there anything further about that particular contract, the
Itobb & Co. contract, which you wish te explain ?-No; I don't know
of anything else.

17649. Your next contract appears te be in the name of the Patent Contract No. 39,Bolt and Nut Co. for some bolts and nuts for the Vancouver rails: Boue
'do you remember how that was brought about ?-I do net. I Coper,F Fnaran
s3uppose we acted for them, and they :id business direct with the In the name or
'Government. We opened the negotiations, or something of that kind. and ut oB
We were their agents here, yen know.

17650. There appears te be an offer on March the 2nd. 1875, as you Offer or Cooper,
Yill see by looking at Exhibit No. 149, is that your writing ?-That is Fairman'& o.,
'y writing. In March, 1875.

17651. How did you corne te quote or make any propositions te the Does not know
%Vernment on this subject in March, 1875 ?-I don't know, unless I how he came to

Ould naturally know they were shipping rails there and must have a this pro-

17652. Was there any invitations for offers on this subject as far as
OQ know ?-There may have been, but I do net remember any.
17653. As far as you are concerned, do you think it was spontaneous? Offer apontane-

-I think se. It is a proposition I would make te any company on ou°.
'[Ything of that kind.

17654. Do you consider it usual that offers of this kind should be
e to the Government without advertisement or request for tenders ?

tInever thought a moment on this subject. They had my proposi-
*tl% and they were accepted, and that is all I wanted.
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B.• 17655. This particular lot had not been included in any previous
offer, in November or any other time, had it?-I don't think so.

17656. This was the first and the last of the transacios as far as
you know, that you made a spontaneous offer at this price and the
Government accepted it ?-I don't know whether the Government
accepted it.

17657. Don't you know it was carried out ?-I don't remember.
17658. Don't you know about. that transaction of the Patent Bolt

and Nut Co. being earried out ?-1 remember we had a transac-
tion with the Government in connection with the Patent Bolt and Nut
Co., but I do not remember the particulars of it. I suppose we got
our commission and that was the end of it.

Couldnot say if 1765e. 1 think I asked you before if you were aware, about the time
the market had u
thwe n n you made this offer in March, 1875, whether the market had gone:

1arch, 1875. down since November ?-I could not say.
17660. Do you remember this impression on your mind: that in

March you got a higher or a lower price than would bave been got in
November? -You see, steel and iron they don't always run in the
same direction, particularly steel rails. It is hard for me to say. I
do not remember how the iron market went. Of course the prices of
bolts are regulated by the iron market.

Would not like 17661. We had been led to understand by a previous witness that
to "Yone way or in March, 1875, the market price for bolts was considerably lower than

in November, 18i4-perhaps £2 sterling per ton: does that statement
refresh your memory at all on the subject ?-No, I would not like,
to say either one way or the other on the subject.

At Department 17662. In this contract, or in all these others that I have spoken
dai ,r iMr. about, had you communication, by private interviews, with anyperson

Braunand Hon. connected with the Department?-Not private. I went to the Depart-
A. Mackenzie. ment when I wanted to make any special enquiry, and talked prin-

cipally with Mr. Trudeau.
17663. With whom else did you discuss matters ?-Well, Mr. Braun;

and I may have had one or two interviews with Mr. Mackenzie.
17664. With any one else ?-Not that I am aware of.
17665. There are some letters here addressed to Mr. Buckingham:

did you address any letters to him on the subject?-Not that I
remember of.

17666. In any of those interviews did you discuss these offers that
you have put in writing, and which we have been enquiring about? -
No, I do not remember of ever haviig done so. If I had anyenquiries,
or any conversation with him, it would be relative to some points in.
some contract I bad on hand, or was to tender for.

17667. Something in reference to matters you had already contracted
for ?-Yes.

In his converea-
tion with persons 17668. Do you mean that you had no discussion as to the expediency
connected wl oth
coepartmenthad of the Goverament accepting any of these contracts which you ask for
no discussion as by a spontaneous letter ?-No.to contracts not
completed. 17669. Nor as to terms being discussed after the letter ?-Not that I

arm aware of. I generally wrote those letters from Montreal, and they
were answered.
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17670. Mid you nfot sonie one hore who was een lueting these nego-
tiations on behalt of your firi ?-No ; never. Ottawa conduct-

ing negotiations
17671. The next controet is one with you in yoiir owni name, not as on hegarorhis

agents for any tirn, but only yourselves apparently, and it 'om mences ""'
witih at letier from you ou the 19th Jauuairy, 1877, to Mr. Trudeau, to Railway
this e.îect : "Tpikea-this e~eet oztract Ne. 82-

" We understood last fill that the Dep-rtment wîs in want of a further supp'y of Letter of January
railw.ay spike tor DulJth, b it ow'ng to the advance il freiglts aid inlsiurnce we 19th, 1877, offering
were not able to sniply at the same ptice as contract for Fort William which was to supply iron
taken verv low. We ure now, however, prepared to deliver 100 tons or more ut Uu- apite pt57 per
luth, at the opening of nang dion at the same contract (above m ntioned "). in July, 1876, and

whlch is describ-
That contract was about July, 1876, and the price was $57 per ton : do ed as low.
you remember thesee custances ?-I remember from your reading
that letter. I do not rk mem ber the letter.

17672. Do you renmernber proposing such a thing to the Government
as this : that they should, in January, 1877, allow you to furnish spikes
at the priee of the previous contraetwhich was a very low price ?-
Well, I have, since you have read it, a very faint recollection of it. If
I bad the letter (Exhibit No. 153) I could probably confirmit.

17673. Here is the letter ?-Yes; this letter was written by us.
1767 1. By yourself ?-By myself.
17675. Now, looking at the letter, can you give any further explana-

tion of the matter : can you say, for instance, how it is that you came
to know that they wanted 100 tons at Duluth, if there hal been
no public competition on the subject or no advertisernent ?-I am sure
I do not kuow. I remember one incident, that of Ryan. Either
Ryan told me or some other parties told ne that they had bought
some spikes in Toronto. I do not know whether it refers to this parti-
Cular time or not. That is all the impression I have on my mind rela-
tive to spikes up there.

17676. Do you think now, when you stated in that letter of January,
1877, that the price in the previous contract was a very low one, you
were correct ?-I probably was, or I would not have said so.

Cannot expiai n
how he came to
know the Govern -
ment wanted 100
tons of spikes
there havang
beeun no cail for
tenders.

17677. Do you think you proposed shortly afterwards to supply them
considerably less?-If I did I succeeded in getting them from the
Inakeus for considerably less.

17678. As a matter of fact, do you remember whether this supply
Was submitted to public competition ?-I do not remember. May I
Cali your attention to this letter. It does not state that I offered to take
it at a very low price, but I morely said that the contract taken the
previous year, at S57 per ton, was very low. There is no douht but it
Inust have been very low at that time, and I offered in the following
sPring to supply some more at the same price. .

17679. But didn't you offer then, in January, 1877, to supply some
More at the same price ?-Yes.

17680. Do you mean when you offered to supply them at the former
Price that you did not intend to indicate that it was a low price for
that time?-Well, it might bear that construction, but the intention
lhere is, 1 merely made the statement that that figure of $.a7 in the fali
Previous or the summer previous was a low price.

17681. A low price for that time ?-Yes.
16*
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<Ontract No. 32. 17682. But not for the time you wrote this letter ?-It would bear
that construction.

Wrote the letter
wlth the Inten-
tion Pf suggeting
that $57 per ton
^was a low prie
In 1877.

*Soon after lie
tendered at 454.95.

Before putting in
tender rfay have
,found out iliat
P'iIlow, Hersey &
Ca. tendered at
$55 per ton.

Has worked ten-
-ders together
wlth PilIow,
Hiersey & Co.

Prices may have
failen bet.ween
19th .January, 1877
and 30th March,

n877 but he does
not nw

17683. Did you write it with the intention that it should bear that
construction, that $57 was a low price ?-Yes; it would bear that
construction.

17684. Do you say niow it was a low price then ?-I cannot renember.

17685. Tenders appear to be called for on February 19th, 1877, for
the supply of from 100 to 30v tons of these spikes, and you appear to
have made tenders upon the subject?-What date : under what date
did we tender ?

17686. The time for receiving tenders was Tuesday, the 13th day of
March, s it inust have been no later than that date : do you
remember anything connected with this tender as to the price ofit ?-
No; I do not.

17687. The prices among the differpnt tenders range from this which
is the lowest, $54.95, up to $75 : do you remember whether about that
ti me there was any very close competition in the prices of these things?
-I do not. I do not know I ever heard before any figures excepting
my own.

17688. There was another tender of 5 ets. a ton above yours: do
you know whether you found out their price in any way before you put
in your tender ?-We may have done Fo.

17689. Do you remember how ?-No; I do not. Who were the
parties?

17690. Pillow, Hersey & Co. ?-I do not remember that we did, but
I say we may have done so.

17691. If you did do so, do you know through what channel you
would have done it?-I would do it from Pillow, Hersey & Co. them-
selves. We were on very intimate terms.

17692. Were you rivals of theirs or were you interested in their
tender?-We were working with thern.

17693. In this matter ?-I don't know as to that matter, but I know
we have worked with them in other transactions.

17694. Was this putting in of the tenders in these two names, one
Pillow, Hersey & Co. and one Cooper, Fairman & Co. for the benefit of
the two firns ?-I cannot tell. We have worked tenders togethez in
that way not only in this case but in other cases-if this is one case,
which I do not know. If we worked together in that matter we had
an understanding before we made out our tenders that we would put in
the tenders so.

17695. The price which you received is, you see, somewhat less than
the $57: do vou remember whether there was any decided fall between
the time you wrote that letter and the time you put in that tender ?- I
do not remember; but you name some parties and quote $75, so there
was not a very great decline. $57 is a low price to-day for good spikes
delivered up there at that point.

17696. I am asking about the fali, so as to account for this difference
in your view between 19th January, 1877, and the 30th March, 1877,
at one date you suggest $57 as a very low rate, and in the last that
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:154.95 is sufficient ?-It may have been, because iron moves very
rapidly sometimes.

17697. Of course we understand it may have been, but I am asking
how it was ?-Oh, I don't remember. We have a great many transac-
tiOns passing through our hands ail the time, it is perfectly impossible
!or me to remember ail the circumstances and particulars unless there
'F Something marked.

17698. We were in hopes, after you were subpænaed, you would
refresh your memory so as to give us ail the information possible ?-I

ad not the slightest opportunity to do so. I left Montreal to move
est unexpectedly, and then I supposed you had ail the correspondence

81ld printed forms here, and that would give me ail the points I would
want.

Railway
Spikes-

contract No. 32

17699. Were you interested in a transaction between the Govern-
ITient and the North-West Transportation Co., moving rails from
Ringston to St. Boniface?-I don't think it.

17700. Do you remember what was the next transaction in which
Your firin was interested ?-L do not, unle3s it would be some more
18piles.

17701. There was one, No. >5, for spikes, Fort William and Duluth, contract No. 35.
o oui remember whether that was submitted to public competition ?-
Ithinkl so.

17702. Thore is an advertisement on the 21st of February, 1878, Cooper, Fairman& o t.atonalling for tenders up to Tuesday, the 19th March following ; in this owe'r than the
11atter I think you were successful by about 5 cts. a ton do you next lowest ten-
remmber whether you had any arrangement such as you spoke of derer.

th the other firm ?-Ithink it is probable we had with Pillow, Hlersey Thinks Itinay
. We have a great many. transactions with Pillow, Hersey & Co. aranen.

e buy very largely f rom them, and they buy very largely from us.
tir transactions amount to a good many thousand dollars per year.

17703. Doyou know whether in this matteryou had such an arrange-
n'a1t; they appear to be 5 ets. a ton over your tender ?-I cannot
t6 Positively, but possibly it was so.

1 77 04. Upon looking more carefully at the list of tenders, I find that
p reWas an intervening tender, Lee & Leys, 5 ets. a ton over yours,

0w, Hersey & Co. being 20 ets. over theirs : do you remomber
-etheDr you had such an arrangement with Lee & Leyis ?-Never.

1705. Da you know whether you had any information as to the price
ueir tender before you put in yours ?-No.
706. Have you at any time received such information upon any
subject from any one in the Department ?-No.

17707. I mean the price or substance of any other party's tender ?

17708. Are you aware of any person in any of the Dopartments obtain «cainforima-
anyany advantage or pay for any information or assistance given to nar oDOr

one in connection with any contract or tender ?-No. Le to anY
17709. Neither yourself nor any of yon,nor any other person ?-No. one'

obta710. Are yon aware of any Member of Parliament or any Minister
in any advantage for any such assistance ?-No.lu~i*
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Tendering-
contract e. 61,

Contractors:
Purcell, R an,
Goodwin tz o.

Tenders opened
2Oth November,
1879.

17711. From any firm or any member of a firm ?-No.
17712. Aro you aware of a member of any firm or any individual get-

ting any advantage aboe their actual rights through any Member or
any Minister ?-I do not remember of any.

17713. Are you aware of any such person getting any such advan-
tage or any favour through the assistance of any person connected with
a Department ?-I do not know of any.

17714. Are you aware of any promise being made to any Minister
or Member or any one connected with any Dopartnent to compensate
them l'or any favour or advantage given to any one?-I do not remem-
ber of any.

17715. Is there any other matter connected with these contracts in
whieh you have been interested, that you wish to explain ?-I do not
.remember anything just now.

17716. Have you been intere3ted in any other transaction which I
have not mentioned in connection with the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?
-I think not.

17717. Is there any other matter connected with the Canadian Paci-
fie Railway which you can explain by way of evidence ?-I am not
aware of any.

17718. Is there anything further that you wish to say upon the
subject, cither of the connection with the Canadian Pacific Railway or
the arrangements between your firm, or auy other matter which has
been alluded to in this evidence ?-I do not remenber anything just
now. I suppose I will remember after I go away plenty of it.

17719. Have you nothing further to say on the subject?-Nothing
further.

OTTAWA, Saturday, 27th November, 1880.

TOUsSAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:
By the Chairman:-

17720. Wliat is the next contract?-Contract No. 61. It is for the
construction of twenty-nine miles of railway in British Columbia,
between Boston Bar and Lytton. The contractors were Purcell, Ryan,
Goodwin & Co. The date of the contract was the lth of February 1880.

17721. Was this work let by public competition ?-Yes.
17722. At the same time as the last contract ?-Yes.
17723. [ mean was the advertisement for tenders issued at the same

time ?-Yes.
17724. Have you a separate report on the tenders for this section,

and the time of their being opened ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit
No. 244.)

17725. Who were present at the time of the opening ?-Mr. Fleming,
Mr. Braun and myself.

17726. At what date was that ?-On the 20th of November, 1879.
17727. That is some days after the time named for receiving tenders?

-Yes.
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17728. Do you remember wby the opening was delayed?-Because "''
the Minister of Railways and Canals was absent, and the opening was
delayed until his return.

17729. Were theso tenders in the same parcel as the ones you
described last time you were giving evidence as to section A ?-Yes.

17730. At that opening did you find any tenders which you excluded
from the competition as 7ar as this section B is concerned ?-There was
one tender from Brown & Corbett which was received too late, and
besides had no cheque in it.

17731. Was there any other security with it equivalent to a cheque ?
-No.

17732. Have you that tender which was so excluded, as well as the
Othci tenders ?-Yes; I produce fifteen tenders. (Exhibit No. 245.)

17733. If this tender had been allowed to compete, would iL have
been suc2essful over the one which was accepted ?-No; it was not the
'owest.

1773 . Was the onedwhich was accepted the lowest of all the tenders ?
'-Yes.

17735. Was the contract exeeuted finally with this same firm who
1ade the lowest tender ?-Yes.

177î6. Have you the contraet or a copy of it ?-I produce the
Original; and a true copy of it is to be found on page 36 of the Blue
Book of 180.

17737. This printed copy will answer cur purpose without the filing,
Of the original : do you know whether this contract wa afterwards
transferred, or whether another was substituted for it ?-Yes; on the
10th of Fb: uary, 1S0, it was transferred to Andrew Onderdonk.

17738. IIave you the iransfer ?-Yes ; I produce it. (--hit No.
246>

17739. Was this transfer from the original firi to Mr. Onderdonk
ý8Sented to by the Government, and was he accepted as the contractor
'ri lieu of ilie original firm ?-Yes ; it w.as asented to by Order-in-
1Ouncil, whieh I produee. (Exhibit No. 247.)

One tender from
Brown & Corbett
rccelved too late
and had no
cheque.

This late tender
not the lowest.

The lowest tender
accepted.

10tb February,
Th80, transferred
to Onderdouk.

17740. This Order-in-Coun eil i4 dated in June, 180, wh ile the transbr nerore assenting
b Ortderdonk is dated, as you said, in February, 18-0 : do you know to proposition

Wh Department re-
ether there was any doubt or delay in the recognition by the quired time for

ov 1ernment of Mr. Onderdonk's position as assignee? ln the Blue Book consideratlon.
f 1880 there is a short correspondence between the Minister of Rail-
ays and Mr. Trutch upon the expedier.cy of tbis transfer, perhaps

t iay assist you in explaining the matter ?-efore assentingr to
' Proposition the Department rcquired time for con>ideration.
17741. Do you know whether there was any hesitation on the part

to th 0s original contractors to carry ont the propo>ed transfer uni that
tat led to some delay; although the document is dated on the 10th of
]Pruary, it may not have been execnted so early as that ?-I find
14thing in the correspondence on the subject.

17742. Are you aware of any personal interviews, or did you tako
Pt in any, in which that matter was discussed by any of the originaluntractors ?--No.
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B.

contract No. 62,
n.c'.

Contractor: An-
drew Onderdonk

Tender from
Brown & Corbett
recelved too late
and wlthout a
cheque. i,

17743. This Order-in-Council which you have produced, dated in
June, authorizes not only the transfer from Purcell, Ryan & Co. to Mr.
Onderdonk, but another assignment by Onderdonk to Mr. D. O. Milis:
have you any correspondence on that subject? There are some letters.
printed in the Blue Book of 1880, if you can say whether that contains
ail the correspondence it will answer our purpose: it there is anything
to be added to it please let us know ?-As far as I arn aware, the Blue
Book contains all the correspondence on the subject.

17744. Are you aware of any interviews upon the subject, the effect
of which would not be given'in this Blue Book ?-No.

17745. Do you know whether there was any report from the
Engineer-in-Chief upon the subject of this transfer of the contract from
Pureell & iRyan to Onderdonk: there is one on page 190, apparently,
but I wish to know whether there is anything further than that ?-
There is no other repoit from the Chief Ergineer, except the one
printed at page 190.

17746. Is there any other information which you can give us respect-
ing the letting of this contract for section B, or the transfer of it,
besides what appears in the Biue Books, and what you have already
stated ?--No.

17747. The report which you spoke of when giving your evidence
upon section A, made by the Engineer-in-Chief in 1879, covers this
section as well as section A, does it not ?-Yes.

17748. What is the next contract?-Tt is contract No. 62, for the
construction of twenty-eight and a-half miles of railway in British
Columbia, between Lytton and Junction Flat, and the name of the con-
tractor is Andrew Onderdonk, and the date of the contract is the 23rd
of Decem ber, 1879.

17749. Was this work let by competition, and invited in the same-
way as the work upon the last two contracts ?-Yes.

17750. Have you any report upon the tenders for this particular sec-
tion ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 248.)

17751. When were the tenders for this section opened, and'in pres-
ence of whom ?-They were opened on the 20th of November, in the
presence of 3 r. Fleming, Mr. Braun and myself.

17752. Were tbese tenders also in the parcel which you before
described as being put away in the absenée of the Minister ?-Yes.

17753. On opcniig the tenders did you find any which you con-
sidered it necesary 0 reject and exclude fron the competition ?-
Thes e was one froin Brown & Coi bett reccived too late, and without a
cheque.

17754. Was it accompanicd by any other security equivalent to a
cheque ?-No.

17755. Would that tender have been a siiccesful one if it had been
received within the time and accompanied by proper security ?-If the
extensions made by the persons sending in their tender are correct, it
would be the lowest tender.

17756. Do you remember whether it was decided, before opening the
tender, by the persons who were present that it ought not to bG
allowed to compete, or was it after opening it, and knowing the
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figures that it was so decided ?-It was laid aside, before we com- La ide berore
menced opening the tenders. tenders opened.

17757. Wben you say it was laid aside, do you mean that it was the
opinion of the officials present that it ought not to be allowed to com-
pete ? -Yes.

17758. Was the contract awarded to the lowest regular tender?- Contractawarded
Tes. tenderer.

17759. This tender was made by the same persons who were suc-
cessful in tondering for section A ?--Yes.

1760. Was this contract transferred to the saine person who ob-
tained the transfer of section A ?-Yes.

17761. Were there any dealings with this contract for section C in a
different way from the dealings for section A-I mean by the
Government and the successful tenderers or any other person ; or did
it follow the transaction connected with the contract for section A?
There was no difference.

17762. Then the arrangement for transferring this contract was
really included in the arrangement for the transfer of section A, was
it ?-Yes.

17763. Do you know whether it bas been necessary at any time to
come to any decision, or to have any transaction with either of those
Sections, separate from the other of them after the contract was once
awarded ?- There were two separate contracts, but I think the corres-
pondence refers to the two sections.

17764. las there been any dispute, that you are aware of, upon the
subject of the awaiding of the contract or contract B in British
Columbia, or any complaint by any unsuccessful tenderer ?-No.

Arrangements
regardlng this
contract I n ail
respects the sam
as those In regarl
to contract 60.

17765. lis there anything further which you can state by way cf
evidence upon the subject of this contract C, beyond what appears in
the BIue Books ?-No.

17766. All these contracts for the four sections of British Columbia contracts 6o-63
Inclusive, trans-

have not only been transferred to Onderdonk, but by him transferred ferred toayndi-
to a Syndicate represented by Mr. Mills, is that not so ?-Yes. ye resented

17767. And that has been approved of by IlisExcellency in Council? A roved
-Yes.

17768. What is the next contract ?-The next contract is No. 63, it ContractiNo.£3a,
iM for the construction of forty and a-half miles of railway in British
Columbia between Junction FIat and Savona's Ferry: the name of the
Contractor is Andrew Onderdonk, and the date of the contract is
December 15th, 1879.

17769. Tenders for this work were asked by the same advertisement
to which you have already alluded were they not ?-Yes.

17770. Have you any report upon the subject of this section ?-Yes;
I produce it. (Exhibit No. 249.)

17771. When was this opened and before whom ?-They wero
Opened on the 20th of November, 1879, in presence of Mr. Fleming,
Mr. Braun, and myself.

1772. Were the tenders for ibis section included in the parcel to
'Which you have already alluded ?-Yes.
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"-G
Irregular tender
not allowed to
compete.

Not as l0w as
nucessful tender.

Ravanagh the
lowest tenderer.

At Kavanagh's
requet work
awardd to
Onderdonk.

Onderdonk
deposited Z90,000.

Extension of trne
g tdby M In 18-

r and approved
by Order-In-
Council.
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17773. Upon opening the tenders did you fini any which you did
not allow to comipete on accoint of any irregularity ?-There was one
froin Brown & Corbett whieh arrived too late and in which tiere was
no choque.

1774. Was there any other security equivalent to a cheque in it ?
-No.

17à75. Was there any decision arrived at as to whether it should be
allowed to comjete before it was opene t anl the figures known ?-It
was thought by us that it should not be allowed to compete.

17776. Was it as low as the successful tender ?-No.
17777. Was the contract awarded to the lowest tenderer ?-Yes.
17778. Who made the lowest tender ?-T. & M. Kavanagh.
17779. Did they execute any contraet in the first place before Onder-

donlk became the contractor, or was tleir right transferred so that he
becane the original contractor ?-There was no contract exoeuted with
Kavanagh, but at their request the work was awarded to Mr. Andrew
Onderdonik.

17780. Before the contract was thus awarded, had they put up the
securitv neces-wry to entitle then) to deal with it?-They had sent in a
cheque with their tender, but had given n1o other security.

17781. What time was given to them, when they had notice thatthe
contract was awaided to them, within which they might put up the
further security ?-In a letter from the Departnent te M r. Kavanagh,
a copy of which is prinied at page 147, Mr. Kavanagh is requested to
make lis finial deposit on or before the 8th of December, and at page
150 of the same Blue Book is a copy of a lettei from the I)ep.rtment to
Mr. Kavanagh extending the tine to the llth of December.

17782. Did they put up the security by the llth ?-No ; but on the
1lth they adldressed a letter to the Department a.king that the work
be awarded to Mr. Anmdrew Onderdonk; and Mr. Onderdonk made a
deposit of $90,000 on the next day-the 12th.

17783. Then had the time been extenided bevond the llth to enable
this to be done ?-The time had bee, exten led up to the 13th.

17781. Bv what authority had i u b extended ?-The extension
was granted by the Minister approved of by an Order.in-CUuneil.

17735. Do vou mean that when you say that the extension is approved
of by Council that the tr itself is approve of ; anit that
that involves the extension iupon wiah the transaction is base1 ?-Yes.

17786. 1 there any other d'ument heyond what appears in the
Blue Book upon the subject of exension as far a- you know ?-No.

l 7787. )id you take part in anry discussion tipon the subl'ject of this
extension eit her with the Mini-ter or with any other official, or with
any other peron 7 -1 arm not awaro of any other discussion further
than what appears in the Blue Book.

1778. Have you any means of knowing the reason why this
extenion was granted to iavauagh, either the first or tsecond
extension ?-Nc.
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17789. Do vou know whether there was any difficulty about the
ecesary s -.ît-:y being given before the contract wai conpleted in

.any of ie :eutions in British Clumbia: on page 149 there is a report
upon thtis subject, but it may be that you know something more than
18 state I tihmr, ? -No; the report on page 1.19 cntains ail the iniom-ina-
tion which I an give.

1779). I G you have alrendy sait that this contract, after being
given to Oujerdonk by virtue of this transfer from Kavanvgh, was
afterwards assigned by himi to Mills as well as the contracts for A, B
and C ?-Yes.

17791. Have you the oriinal tenders in this case ?-Yes; I produce
tWelve tenders. (Exhibit No. 250.)

17792. Have you the original tenders for section C ?-Yes; I produce
twelve. (Exhi bit No. 251.)

17793. Is there any other matter connected with this section D on
Which you can give us information not contained in the Blue Book ?-
.o.

-JAMEs (iooDWIN's examination continued:

By the Ch irnan:-

1à71 à,. It i, not neeessary that you should be sworn again as you
have bI·e:dy been sworn in this natter: do you so understand it ?-

17'95. HIad you any arrangement, before you tendered for the British
SColumbia sections, with any other person who was tendering, for the
Purpose oi elîung out afterwards to him, or make any other arrange.
ment by which a tender should be put in at a particular rate, either
higher. ir w e than any other persons ?.-No; Ryan and myseif and
Col. Smitih ima;le up our tender and put it in, not with the intention
at tht timue of selling out.

Tendeel
contract .. 8,

O 0.

CODDWIN.

Contract No. 6

Witnessandpar&-
ners tendered
wthout any In-
tention of "eUng
out

1776. Wzs there any arrangement existing at that time between No arrangement

1our 0 irim anîd any one else as to pices ?-None ut all. ny2"efIrm, Mg
to pricesi.17797. Di you know of any such arrangement existing between any

other persons tendeiing?-I du not. I may state 1 did not see Onder-
dolk until alter the tenders were in-nover seen him or spoke to him.

OUSsAINr TRUDEAU's examination continued: TRUDEAU.

By the Chairman :-
11798. Wiat is the next contract ?-Contract No. (4, it is for the

6eetiotn of a temporary bridge over the Red River at Winnipeg. The
eontlat was entered into on the 18th of March, 1880, with Ryan, White-
t'ad & Ruitan.

11799. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.
11 00. Advertisements asking for tenders ?-Yes.

17801. Where were the advertisemuents published ?-In Manitoba.

Bridige over
gea Ruver-

Contraet No. 6&
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Bridge over

Red River-
contraet No 64.

Contract let to
lowet tenderer.
$7,%% amount of
tender.
Work completed.

]PmisngerC&rn-
IsMtract lyo. 65.
Contract with
James cri osseunlor construction
of four first-class
.passenger Cars.

Eeparate arrange-
ment for omeia

eIar.

17802. By whom were they opened ?-A list of tenders received was
Eent in to the Department in a report by Sandford Fleming dated the-
6th of April, 1880. The report does not state by whom they were
opened.

17803. Have you the report ?-Yes.
17804. Who is reported to have made the lowest tender ?-Ryan,

Whitehead & Ruttan.
17805. Is this the same firm who got the contract ?-Yes.
17806. What is the amount of their tender ?-87,350.
17807. Do you know how far the work had progressed in June lest.

or can you say whether it bas been completed ?-The bridge has been
completed.

17808. Has it been settled for ?-Yes.
17809. Without dispute ?-Yes, without dispute.
17810. Has there been any complaint or dispute on behalf of the-

unsuccessful tenderers, or any of them ?-Not that I know of.
17811. Will you produce the report to which you refer ?-Yes; I pro-

duce it. (Exhibit No. 252.)
17812. Is there any other matter connected with this contract which,

you wish to explain ?-No.

OTTAWA, Monday, 29th November, 1880.

ToUSSAINT TRUDEAU'S eXamination continued:

By the Chairman:-
17813. What is the next contract ?-Contract No. 65, with James

Crossen, for the construction of four first-class passenger cars. The
date of the contract is the 15th of March, 18e0.

17814. Was the work let by public conipetition ?-Yes.

17815. Have you a copy of the avertisement and any report upon
the tenders ?-Yes ; I produce it. (ixhibit No. 253.)

17816. What is the time then for the receipt of tenders ?-Monday,
the 23rd February, 1880.

17817. When were they oper e 1. and before whom ?-They were
opened on the 2nd of March, 18-0, in the presence of Mr. Sme le, Mr.
Braun and myself.

17818. The description of this contract in Mr. Flening's report of
1880 gives four first-class passenger cars and one official car. This
report of the tenders put in and the advertisenent together show that
the invitation wats only for tenders for the first-clus cars and other car&
but no official car: was there a separate arrangement as to the official
car ?-Yes.

17819. How were tenders obtained for the official car ?-A report
from the Engineer's Departrrent, dated 15th of March, 1880, show&
that when the tenders for the first-class cars were received the drawinge
for the official car were not ready. As soon as these drawings wer&
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ready the builders who had sent in tenders for first-class carriages were
asked for tenders for the official car. Tho same parties sent in tenders
and the lowest was accepted.

17820. Were all the parties who had previously tendered for first-
class cars invited to offer for the official car ?-Yes.

17821. Was the contract given for the first-class cars to the lowest
tender ?-Yes.

17822. And for the official car ?-Yes.
17823. What is the whole amount involved in this contract ?-About

$24,900.
17824. Has it been performed ?-Yes.
17825. Is there any dispute upon the subject ?-No.
17826. In this report of the different tenders which were sent in in

answer to your advertisement, I notice seven firms have made offers,
but I gather from it that only two made offers for the first-class cars?
-Yes.

17827. The othor offers were for the other cars, such as baggage cars,
box cars, &c.?-Yes.

Passenger Cars-
Contract No. 65.
Lowest tender
accepted for
officiai car and
for firat-clas cars.

$24N 00nvo1ved
ln isis contract.

17828. Was any other contract based upon these offers for the ordi- anmtcaran
nary cars ?-Yes; there were contracts for postal, box and platform cars. Contracte Non.

67 and 68.
17829. With whom was that made and what was the number of it ?

-The box cars and platform cars are known qnder the name of con-
tract No. (i7; the postal and baggage was contract No. 68.

17830. Was the contract No. 67 given to the lowest tenderer ?-Con-
tract 67 is for sixty box cars, and sixty platform cars. The contract is
with the Moncton Car Co., and is based upon a tender which is the
lowest lor the platform cars, but not the lowest for the box cars.

17831. What is the difference between the successful tender and the
lowest one for the box cars ?-85 per car.

17832. By whom was that tender made : $685 was the lowest ?-By
Simon Peters. The advertisement asked for tenders for sixty box cars.
Mr. Peters offered to furnish from fifteen to thirty cars only.

Contract 67 for
slxty box and
sixty platform
car- based on a
tender the lowest
for plaform, but
not the lowest for
box cars.

Simon Peters
otiered to furnish
from fifteen to
thirty box cars at
5 Iower, but ad-

vertisement
cal ed for sixty

17833. Then do I understand that it would have been necessary, at
all events, in order to get the required number, to go to Mackay &
Elliott, known now as the Moncton Car Co. ?-Yes.

178:I. Was there any complaint on the part of Simon Peters because simon Peters
he did !t et the contract for the portion which ho offero to supply ? awste er.
-No; on the contrary, there is a letter from him asking to withdraw
his tender. I produce the letter. (Exhibit No. 254.)

17835. Was there any complaint in any of those car contracts upon
the part of persons who were not awarded the contracts ?-ýo.

17836 Were all the tenders which were put in considered and allowed
to compete, or was there any one irregular and rejected ?-They were
all allowed to compete.

17837. What is the amount involved in contract 67 ?-$70,800.
$70,M00 invoIveal
In contract 67
whicl 18 in
nrogregs.

17838. las that contract been fulfilled ?-Not yet; it is in progress. Incontract8

17839. What is the amount involved in contract No. 68 ?-$6,230. 46,280 Involved.
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Postal and
Platform Cars
67 " 68.* 17840. What is the date of contract No. 68 ?--The 8th of May, isso.

17841. HIave you the original tenders wiiclh were paut ii on these
diferent car contracts ?-Yes; I produce seven. (Exhibit No. 255.)

17842. Thece do not irclude the tenders for the official car do they?
-No; 1 now produce the tender for the oilicial car. (Exhibit No.
25G.)

OMciai car order- 17843. Was ithe contract for the oftiial car ordered by Council or

Councder-in- by he Minister ?--It was ordered by Council the 18th of Mach, 1880.
1 produce the Order-in-Council. (Exhibit No. 257.)

1844. Is there anything further in conncction with these car
Tendering- contracts which you consider necessary for you to explain?-No. -
sotract No.66. 184. W l at is t he next contract ?-Continct No. 66, for the construeSecond 100 miles
west of Red tion oftthe second 100 miles of line west of Red River.
River.

Under Order-In-
Couincil, George
McTavish's name
added to the firm
of Bowe & Mc-
iÇaugliton.

Transportation
ot auils-

Contrace No. 0.
From \Iontreal
to Emerson and
Fort William.

Henry Beatty, of
North -West
Transportation
Co., iowest
tenderer.

23,000 tons.

17-4C. Livc you a ny report by ftl eigineer Lpon the tenders for
this becond :00 miles west of' Red Rivcr?-Yes; I produce a reportb<
Sandford Fleming, dated 13th of April, 188o. (Exhibit No. 258.)

17847. The contract was originally awarded to Bowie & McNaughton:
was it transferred by them, and if so who became the conti actor ?-
Under the authority of an Order-in-Council, dated the 22nd of May,
18 0, the niame of George S. McTavish was added to the firm of Bowie
& McN aughton.

17848. Theni did the firm iemain Bowie, McNaughton & MCTavish,
or was MeNaughton also dropped out ?-The new firm is known under
the name of Bowie, lcTavish & Co., and consists of Bowie,
McNaugthton and McTavish.

17849. iIave you a copy of the Order-in-Council which you can
pioduce ?-Yes; i produce it. (Exhibit No. 259.)

17850. Can you produce the next highest tender for this work above
the one that was accepted ? I think it was made by a Barrie firm-
Marpole & Co. ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 260.)

17851. What is the next contract which we have not investigated ?
-Contract No. 70, with the North-West Transportation Co., for the
carilage 01 rils from Montreal to Emerson and Fort William.

17852. HIow w,.s this contraet brought about: was there any
competi*tion?-An advertisement was issued and tenders received. I
produce it. (Exhibit No. 261.)

17853. When were the tenders opened and before whon ?-They
were opened on the 13th of May by Mr. Fleming and mysell.

17851. Were all the tenders received allowed to compete ?- Yes.

17855. Who made the lowest tender ?--Henry Beatty, of the North-
West Transportation Co.

17856. I see that the advertisement calls for tenders up to noon on
Saturday the 8th of May for the transport of about 23,000 tons of rails
and fastenings, part to be delivered on the e s at Emerson and the
remainder at Fort William: was this about the quantity that was
finally contracted for ?-Yes.

r long ton 17S57. What is the rate named in the contract for delivery at Fort
William. William ?-85 per ton.
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17~>S. This is the long ton, is àt not ?-Yes.

17859. And the transportation wai from Montreal ?-Yes.

TRUDEAU-

Transportatiou-
of Miais-

Coa-tract Xo. 70.

17860. What is the price named for transporting the long ton from su pertonto
Montreal to Emerson in the lowest tender ?-$14.50. Emei son.

17861. Then the difference betweoen the delivery at Fort William dferene
and at ECmerson is 89.50 for the long ton, is it not ?-Yes. William und

Emerson.
17802. IIow does this price crnpare with the previous contracts for

the sarne work ?-It is lower.

1782. By how nuch ?- 88j.50 per ton between Fort William and Tis contract
Emerson. $8.,50 lower tagn

was pad to
North-West178S4. To whcm, or unler what contract, was this price--the highr Transportation

price--paid for traispo;ting rails from Fort William to Emerson at Co. under con-
tract 3L.$18 a ton ?-It was under contract 34 with the North-West riansporta-

tion Co.

17865. Then, comparing these prices all the way from Montreal to
Emerson, how do you find that the whole )ri(ce compares with previous
contracts for the same work ?-It is lower by about $4.8J per ton.

17866. Do you find that upon any previous occasion that the trans- Previously paid
portation of rails from Montreal to Emerson cost you $4. 6O more than a.0me om
this ?-Yes. Emerson.

17867. Do you remember by what contract you paid that higher
price for this same work ?-Under contract 22 the sum of $ 1.20 was
paid for the carriage of rails from Montrent to Kingston, and under
contract 34 $18 from Kingston to St. Boniface.

17868. Was this contract which we are now considering let to the
lowest tenderer ?-Yes.

17869. Was there any complaint upon the part of other persons who
had tendered on the ground that they did not get the contract ?-No.

Contract22, 1.20
from Niolitreal to,
Kingston; Con-
tract. :4, 1iS from
Kinguton to 8t.
Boniface.

Contract let to
owct tenderer-

ne coînpIalnt.

17870. Was this contract, No. 70, authorized by Order-in-Council?-
Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 262.)

17871. ilas the work been performed under this contract 70 ?-This Coniraet in
contract is in progress of execution. progress.

17872. Was there a contraet before this on the same subject, No. 69 ?
-No. 6) is not a formal contract. In the summer of 1879 the North-

West Transportation Co. were to carry 11,000 tons to Manitoba for Mr.
]Ryan, the contractor of tie first 100 miles west of Red River. The
North-West Co. had also a contract with the Department for the
transportation of some 4,000 tons to Fort William. Late in the autumn
of 1879, it was found that the makers in England were sending more
rails than the 15,000 tons expected, and Mr. Beatty was ordered to
Carry this extra quantity, the rates being the same as those rates paid
by Mr. Ryan, who was the contractor for sectiôn 48.

17873. By what authority was this arrangement made: by the
. inister or by Council ?-The case is reported only by Mr. Flem-
l1g, and is approved of by Order-in-Council, both of which I produce.
(xhibit Nos. 263 and 264.)

17874. What was the price paid for this work ?-816.

c.ntract No. 69..
Not a formai
contract.
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Transportation
of Bails-

Contract No. 69.

$3.30 less than
*previously paid.

Iren Super.
structure-

Cnrae¯t No. 71.
Toronto Bridge
Co. contractor.

17S75. How does this $16 compare with the prices which you have
been formerly paying for the same work ?-It was less.

17876. How much less per ton ?-Taking contracts 22 and 34 as a
basis, it was less by $3.30.

17877. Has the work been done under this arrangement ?-The
work has been executed, but the aceounts have not been quite settled.

17878-9. What is the next contract ?-Contract No. 71. It is for the
furnishingatid4recting of iron superstructures over the eastern and
westerputlets of the Lake of the Woods. The contract was with the
Toronto Bridge Co.

17880. Was the work submitted to public competition ?-Yes.
17881. Have you a copy of the advertisement and the report upon

the tenders ?-Yes, and I produce it. (Exhibit No. 265.)
17882. From this report it appears that two tenders were sent in.

They were opened by yourself and Mr. Smellie two days after the date
named for receiving them: is there anything further about the matter
than appears from this report ?-No.

17883. Were all the tenders that were received allowed to compete ?
-Yes.

Contract given to 17884. And the contract awarded to the lowest tender ?-It was.lowest tenderer.

S50,OOO involved
In contract.

Wire Fencing-
Contraet No. 77.

17885.. Was there any complaint by the unsuccessful tenderers ?-No
complaint.

17886. What is the total amount involved in the contract ?-About
850,000.

17887. The decision to award this contract was arrived at, appar-
ently, before the date of our Commission, but the contract itself was
executed afterwards: is that correct ?-Yes.

17888. Is there anything connected with the proceedings, up to the
awarding of the contract, which requires further explanation ?-Nothing.

17889. What is the next contract ?-Contracts 72 and 73 were entered
into in July and October.

17890. Had any of the preliminary steps-such as advertising or
awarding the contract-been taken before the 16th df June ?-No.

17891. What is the nex, contract towards which any steps were
taken before the middle of June last ?-On the 17th of May, 1880,
tenders were received for tanks and pumping machinery required to
supply water for the use of locomotives, but nono of the tenders were
accepted.

17892. What is the next matter before the middle of June last ?-
Nos. 75 and 76 are contracts entered into after the month of June. No.
77 is a contract for fencing. An advertisement was published, dated
the 26th of April, 18S0, calling for tenders for wire fencing. In the
advertisement it was stated that the parties tendering should furnish
specifications, drawings and samples of the fence, or different kinds of
fence, they proposed to erect. Tenders were received on this advertise-
ment, and a comparison of tenders involved a comparison of the plans
proposed.
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Contraet No. 77.

17893. Have you a report upon the subject ?-Yes; I produce it.
gxèibit No. 266.J
17894. By whom were the tenders opened ?-They were opened on

the 1st of June, 1880, by Mr. Smellie, Mr. Braun and myselt. I pro-
duce a certificate of the opening. (Exhibit No. 267.)

17895. Was there any decision arrived at as to awarding the con-
tract before the middle of June ?-No.

17896. Were any of the tenders rejected on account of any irregu-
1 rity so as to exclude them from the competition ?-No.

17897. What is the next matter before the middle of June ?-In the
rder of dates this is the last.
17898. Is there any other matter which we have not touched upon

that you think requires explanation as to these which were not com-
%pleted before the middle of June ?-No.

17899. Could you say whether there had been any expenditure on
<ecoUnt of any of them-I mean those which were not carried so far as
cortract before the middle of June ?-No; there was no expenditure.

17900. Are there any of the former matters which you can speak of Subsidy te
oW ?--Contract 16 with Canada Central Railway for a subsidy. Central-

Contract No. 18.
17901. Upon the last occasion on which you were examined about President orthis natter you were asked to produce the correspondenco which led Canada Central

P to the transaction: have you that correspondence at present ?-I or$12,oooper mile.
ov produce a letter from the President of the Canada Central Rail-
e ,o. dated 22nd August, 1874. It is addressed to Ris Excel-
eY the Governor-General, and prays that a subsidy of $12,000

q ile be granted on the line to be built up to the village of Renfrew
the astern terminus of the Canada Central Railway, subject to the

t'isions prescribed by the 14th section of the Canadian Pacifie
Way Act of 1874. (Exhibit No. 268.)

17902. What is the next step after the receipt of this letter ?--The
hter was referred to the Chief Engineer who sent an assistant over
t "ile to examine the country.

903. le the result of that examination reported by the Engineer?
M* eleming reported on the 6th of October. I produce the report.

This is the one attached to the letter which youi have already
is it not ?-Yes.
And the next ste ?-The next step was the passing of an order- n-counci

*l2G"-ouncil on the 4t of November, 1874, granting a subsidy of 4raNovenr,

Or . 8ibject to certain conditions, and to the ratification of the subsîy orfs$ioo
whî-in-C0uncil by resolution of the House of Commons, a copy of

Order 1 produce. (Exhibit No. 269.)

11906. This Order was ratified, I bolieve, by a resolution of the
e of Coimons ?-Yes; on the 13th March, 1875.

S 07. 'What was the next step ?-On the 24th of March, 1875, the 21th Mareh, 1875,
bAent 'b Of the Canada Central Railway Co. informed the Depart- et rcoe

at the Company had entered into a contract with the Hob. Mr. ad ente rn
raet. fr the Construction of the line, and enclosed a copy of the con- Foct with

COPY of the contract is included in the paper already filed as
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Subsidy to
Oanada

ccenra.. 1. Exhibit No. 269. The receipt of this communication was acknowledged
by Mr. Braun on the 27th of March, 1875.

17908. This contract of which you have spoken is only between the
railway company and Mr. Foster : was there any contract between
the railway company and the Government ?-There is nothing beyond
the Order-in Council granting the subsidy on the conditions named in
the Order-in-Council.

Onecdndition of 17909. One of the conditions in this Order-in-Council is, npparenily,
ganting subsidy that the company shall, within one monthi of the ratificatioi of the
month, copany Order-in-Couneil, satisfy the Minister of Works that they have entered

aie entrat into a bona fide contract, or contracts, for the building of the railway,
for butding the and have provided sufficient means for the completion of the lino
rallway,&c. within the time named: do you know whether they satisfied the

Goverinmeit upon the other subject, that is, they had provided suffi-
cient means, as well as that they had entered into the contract with
Mr. Foster ?-At that time it was thought they had.

17910. Thought by whom ?-By the Minister of Public Works.

17911. Was the matter considered and decided in any formal way:
is there any correspondence or any documents on the matter ?-There
is no correspondence on the subject.

17912. 1is there any record of the fact that the company did within
the time named satisfy the Minister of Public Works on the subject ?
-There is no written record.

Foster thought a 1-7913. Is there one in some other shape?-Nothing, beyond my
rich man. recollection that Mr. Foster was thought to be a very rich man at

that time.
17914. Do you mean that this circumstance was taken iùto account,

and upon that reputation of Mr. Foster it was decided that the com-
pany had sufficient means ?-My impression is that the Minister was.
satisfied that the company had sufficient means.

17915. Was it so stated to you by the Minister formally, or were
you present when it was decided, or do you mean that it was only the
rumour of Mr. Forster's standing which leads you to think that it must
have happened ?-I cannot recollect that.

2fth October, 1875, 17916. What is the next step ?-The next important step was that.
rost sentin a Mr. Forster sent into the Department a report by Mr. Walter Shanly,
out diffleulties in dated October 26th, 1875. The subject of the report are the difficulties
astruetgÍicn- to be encountered in the construction of the line. I produce the report.

(Exhibit No. 270.)
Fleming reorted 17917. In this report Mr. Shanly suggests that permission be asked
in rvouror
further examina- to change the location of the lino: was that done, and if so what was
Mon. the result ?-Mr. Shanly's report was referred to Mr. Fleming. Mr.

Fleming reported on the 17th of November, and again on the 22nd of
November, 1875. The principal recommendation in Mr. Fleming's
report was that further examination should be made. I file the two-
reports. (Exhibit Nos. 271 and 272.)

17918. At the time that Mr. Shanly's report was submitted for the
consideration of the Government, was any application made by the
contractors of the Canada Central Railway Co. ?-There was no formai
letter accompanying Mr. Shanly's report, nor was any written aboutl>
that time.
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17919. Was an application made to be allowed to change the line, or
make any material change in the contract ?-A formal proposition was
made by Mr. Foster on the 20th of December, 1873, which I now pro-
duce. (Exhibit No. 273.)

17920. What was done by the Governnent on the subject of this
application as far as the Canada Central Railway Co. was con-
cerned ?-The matter was referred to Mr. Fleming, and on the 23rd of
December, 1875, Mr. Fleming sent in a report which I now'produce.
(Exhibit No. 274.)

17921. Was any action taken by the Government upon Mr. Fleming's
report ?-In a report to Cou neil, dated the 26th of February, 1876, the
Minister states that ho will report on the application of the Canada
Central Railway Co. at some future time. On the 23rd of March,
1876, Mr. Foster, in a letter to the Department, proposed to explore
the country between Pembroke and Lake Nipissing, which letter I
produce. (Exhibit No. 275.)

17922. This letter refers to a report from Mr. Shanly, apparently a
report later than the one you formerly produced: have you that
report ?-It is a report addressed to Mr. Foster which I have not got.

17923. Do you mean that it was not on record in the Department?
It appears to have been enclosed in this application from Mr. Foster,
and expresses a doubt of the possibility of obtaining a practicable lino
on the route originally contemplated. That is, of course, somewhat
the tenor of his report of October. I only wish to know whether he
made a subsequent report to the same effect or whether this alludes to
the former report of October ?-The date of Mr. Shanly's report not
being given and there being no report enclosed in the letter, I cannot
say.

17924. What is the next stop ?-A letter dated February 10th, 1877, February lth.

signed by the Vice-President of the Canada Central Railway Co. -luPrenidento
Was received proposing that the company should extend the lino at Cnda Cenr.
their own cost up to Pembroke and that the subsidized lino instead of posing further to
Commencing at Douglas and going up the Bonnechere, should com- e**m", o
maence at Pembroke and go up the Ottawa Valley, the number of miles sugesti that
in each case to be subsidized being the same. Mr. Fleming on the 16th hould (rom
of February, 1877, reported on this matter, and recommended that the Pmbro e up the

P!0posal be favourably entertained. I file the two letters as Exhibit O Valley.
o.276.

17925. This proposition of February, 1877, is, in eft'ect, abandoning
the lino contracted for, is it not ?-Yes; it is a proposai to abandon that
lino.

17926. This proposition of 1877 comes from the company as a Letter from
Corporation; the last one which you mentioned came from Mr. Foster, Itein same
the individual-some eleven months between them: had any material
Change taken place in the position of the parties during that time ? I
mlean was the Government still dealing with Mr. Foster, as in March,
Or did anything else happen which transferred the whole matter to the
'onpany ?-I produce a letter written by Mr. Foster in January, 1877,i the same sense as the letter sent in by the Vice-President of the
eomfpany. (Exhibit No. 277.)

17927. The date of January in this letter appears to be a mistake:
il you please look at other marks on the letter-endorsements and

17*
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stamps-and say when it was received ?-I find that the Secretary's
stampindicating when the letter wasreceived by him on 19th May, 1877.

17928. And what would the endorsements indicate according to the
practice of your Department ?-This letter, after the 19th May, was
probably folded inside of some other document, and only received a
separate cover on the 17th December, 1877.

17929. As the proper date-I mean the date at which it was actually
written'do you say you think it was in January, or in May, 1877?-
There is no other date on the paper except January and the date of the
Stamp.

17930. In this letter from Mr. Foster he speaks of a report of Mr.
Murdoch's which had been transferred to the Department the month
previous; have you that report of Mr. Murdoch's?-I find no record of
the report having been received.

Order-in-Councti, 17931. What is the next step in the negotiations?-The next step

pri,187o, ap- was the passing of an Order-in-Council, dated the 18th of April, 1878,
posion. approving the proposition made by the Canada Central Railway Co.

that the subsidized line should begin at Pembroke and extend to
a point near the crossing of the Nipissing Road at the south-east corner

Total subsidy to of Lake Nipissing, and that the total subsidy be $1,440,000. Other
be0tMJO. conditions are also named in the Order-in-Council. I produco the Order-

in-Council. (Exhibit No. 278).
17932. Have you no record of any steps in this transaction between

the report of Mr. Fleming, in February, 1877, and this Order in 1878 ?
-No; I have only before me the papers having reference to the con-
tract.

17933. Do you mean that there are papers in your Department, which
you have not now before you, referring to the steps which led to this
final contraet on the changed line ?-No; I do not think there is any-
thing leading to that.

Therefore appli- 17934. Then this Order-in-Council of April, 1878, as I understand it,
catio" to change is granting the application of the company to change the line entirely,eg and to adopt a new course for the subsidized railway ?-Yes.

17935. Was there any arrangement made by which the Canada Central
Railway Co. were reimbursed in any way for their expenses in their
attempt to fultil the contract upon the first line ?-No.

20th April, 18, 17936. Was there any formal contract entered into betweei the rail-
Mcent"trew &t way company and the Govern ment based upon this new arrangement?
Worthington to -Yes; a formal contract was entered into on the 20th of April, 1878,construct une. between the Canada Central Railway Co. and Messrs. McIntyre

& Worthington for the construction of the line.
Sixth clause em- 17937. Was there not between the company and the Government?
gy*conrarct- As I understand you now this contract, of which you are speaking, is
ly wlth Govern- one in which Mr. Meintyro and Mr. Worthington undertake with thement. railway company to build this line; but I am asking you for one-if

there is any-between the railway company and the Government ?-
The sixth clause of the contract between the Canada Central Railway
Co. and Mr. McIntyre and Mr. Worthington empowers the con-
tractors-McIntyre & Worthington-to deal directly with the Govern-
ment; and an Order-in-Council was passed on the 17th of June, 1878,
approving of the contract on certain conditions. These conditions had.
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been communicated to the Canada Central Railway Co. and 'e' .
accepted by Mcliityre & Worthington in acknowledgment, and a lot-
ter sent in to the President of the Canada Central Railway Co.

17938. Well, in any of those papers to which you have alluded, do No contract with
you find any iindertaking with the Government that the Canada beyondOrder-in-
Central Railwaiy Co. will have this lino built: you say that Councui.
they may deil with the Government, but have they so dealt ? The
clause to whieli you refer seems only to authorize the contractors to
receive money from the Government, or something for their benefit;
there does not appear to be anything in that clause alluding to an
undertaking wîth the Government ?- There was no contract entered
into beyond the Order-in-Council.

17939. Iave you a copy of that Order-in-Council of the l7th June ?
-Yes; I prodce it. (Exhibit No. 279.)

17940. Will you produce the agreement between the company and
MeIntyre & Worthington ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 280.)

179 41. T ihat arrangement still existing: 1 mean the one accomplished
by the contract between McIntyre & Worthington and the company,
and this Order-in-Council ?-Yes.

17942. Ilas the work been progressing under it ?-Yes.
17943. Po you know, in round numbers, what sum has been disbursed

under the subsidy up to the 30th of June last?-About $850,000, up to
the 30th of June.

17944. About what length of the line has been completed according
to the terms of the arrangement ?-About seventy miles. The payments
to the contractor include the advances on rails. The rails for the whole
line hav#' been purchased by the contractors and delivered on the
ground.

$880,000 paid

uton doth JuLed, 1.

Seventy miles
compLeted.
Payment te con-
tractors included
advance on rals.

17945. Can you furnish, underdifferent headings, the amount that has
been expended on this contract up to June last?-Not this moment,
but I can on some future occasion.

17946. There was an item of $68,000 which was paid for rails early sea,oo pald at an
il the history of this Canada Central Railway transaction, was there early perod for

rails part of total
no0t ?-Yes. expenditure.

17947. Is that part of what you now call the total expenditure ?-
les.

17948. Is the work being prosecuted to the satisfaction of the Depart-
Unnlt under the arrangement ?-Yes.

17949. Do you know of anything further about this matter which
should be explained ?-No.

OTTAWA, Wednesday, 1st December, 1880.

onIIQR RYAN, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
17950. Where do you live ?-In Perth.
17951. What is your occupation ?-Contractor.

17à*

HUGH RYAN.

T "nderin -aComtract le- mb
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Contractor for 17952. Have you had much experience in that line ?-Well, over
twenty-six years. thirty years-that is thirty years railroading altogether. I have been

contractor for twenty-six or twenty-seven years-twenty-seven years.
17953. Of this has much time been spent on railway works ?-All

of it-all with the exception of two years.
17954. Have you had any interest in any of the works of the Cana-

dian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes.
17955. Which was the earliest in which you were interested ?-

section 25.
17956. This work was offered to public competition, was it not ?-

Yes.
17957. Were you interested in any of the tenders at the time they

were made ?-I was.
nterested In 17958. Which ?-I was interested in the tender of Brown, Brooks &tender of BrownBrooks & Ryan. Ryan, when the tenders were put in first.

17959. That tender was not amongst the low tenders ?-It was not
accepted.

17960. Did you understand that there were several tenders lower
than that ?-At the time I did.

17961. Did you become interested in the Purcell tender before the
contract was awarded ?-No.

17962. Did you take any part in making up that tender, I mean
afflixing prices for the quantities ?-For the Purcell tender ?

17963. Yes ?-No.
17964. Did you know anything about the figures up to the time the

tender was put in ?-1 knew nothing about the classes of prices. Of
course, as a contractor, we were talking a good deal about the char-
acter of the work, but it was only general conversation that took place
among the contractors.

After work was 17965. How did you become interested in the work at first ?-After
awarded 'u, the work was awarded to MX. Purcell he asked me to join him in thewitDes jolned
him by request. contract, and I done 80.

security au 17966. Did you take any part in putting up the security which was
Pureell's required te he made before the contract was finally executed ?-Mr.

Purcell had put up all the security before I joined him, and the security
was all his.

17967. Were you a party to the formal document, the contract,
when it was executed ?-Yes.

17968. Has the work under contract 25 been finished ?-It has.

RauÎwey co.- 17969. About what time was it finally completed ?-Well, in 1879-structi n- the end of October, 1879. With reference to that question I may say
Work ®ompleted that last year the Government intended to put on more ballast (I don't
October, 179 know that it is part of the answer to the question) to make the road

more thoroughly complote than it is.
17970. That is, additional work; was it beyond the contract ?-It

would be. We really put on more ballast than was required by the
contract. More would be required to make the road complete than was
called for by the contract.

HUGH RYAN 1220
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17971. lias there been any dispute between the contractors and the CoutrainNo. 26.

Governmont on the subject of this contract 25 ?-Well, the contract is
not settled up for yet. There is some dispute.

17972. What is the nature of the dispute ?-The quantities overran Disputeregarding
the origmal estimate of the quantities ; and in the winter of 1878, the quantie.
engineers tbongbt that the quantities-I don't know which of them-
overran so much that they sent out another set of engineers to
re-measure in 1879.

17973. Who made the original estimate of this work which was con-
sidered too high ?-I could not say. I understand the late Mr. Hazle-
Wood was the district engineer of the work, and I presume had charge
of the work, getting up the quantities.

17974. Was he district engineer at the time that the quantities were
considered to be excessive ?-Mr. Hazlewood was district engineer up
to the time of his death, which occurred in January, 18 78 -yes, Janu-
ary, 1878.

17975. At what time then did the Department inform you that the December, 1878 or
quantities estimated were, in their opinion, too high, and that they formed th-t the
would not make the payments on that basis ?-After the work was al quantitles were
done- that is after the grading was ail done-in about December, 1878, higli.
or January, 1879.

17976. That would be nearly a year after Mr. Hazlewood's death ?-
Yes.

17977. Were the quantities ascertairied by re-measurement ?-I pre-
Fone they were.

1i978. Have you been informed what the result of that re-measure-
Inent was ?-We have not.

17979. By whom have you understood that the new measurement Quantities re-
'as pmae ?-It was made by Mr. Bell. There are two Mr. Bella-Mr. measure by t.
Leonard G. Bell.

17980. Was that alter the completion of the work-what is called a
final estimnate-or was it before the final estimate was made ?-It was
after ail the gradirg was done, and after all the track was laid over the
.whole road, and after, I may say, the ballast was ail donc. It was dur-
lng the time we were completinig the ballast.

17981. WIas it, at all events, after the completion of the work upon Rn-measurement
which the excess of ineasurement was supposed to be made ?-It was made alLer work
after it was ali doue; a good deal of it three years after it was done- completed
that is, three years after we commenced it.

17982. Do you remember about the time that you were first informed
by the Department that they were not satisfied with the previous

e'auremnents?-Itwas the beginninc of the year 1879-January or
uuruary--alorg through there.

17983. In which of the items was the excessive measurements sup- h work nd
Posed to be ?-In earth work and rock. which excess of

17 measuremente
11984. Solid rock ?-Solid and loose, I think. e ed. 

t7985 In the earth work, was it the ordinary line excavation, orwas
Q fOff-tke ditches ?-I could not say where the excess occurred,
beeause we were not furnished with the report of it, but it was in both,

1221 HUGH RYAN.
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I fancy, but mostly in the ditches; I think there was very little in the
ordinary line cuttings.

17986. Were these estimates actually made by some person subordi-
nate to the engineer, for instance, the assistant engineer ?-You mean
the first measurements ?

17987. Yes ?-Yes.
17988. Who was that engincer ?-There were several. There was

the division engineer, Mr. McLennan, had charge of the whole section
under the district engineer, and he had assistants, one every ten miles
of the road, who made measurements of every portion of the work he
had charge of.

17989. Have you ascertained as to whose fault it was said to be, if
there was any fault, that these measurements w ere excessive ?-L
could not say. I suppose I may say they were not excessive in my
opinion.

17990. Was your contention that they were right from the begin-
ning-that there never was such an excess as the Government claimed ?
-Yes.

17991. Nor any excess?-Nor any excess.
17q:92. About what time did the re-measurement take place, as you

understood ? I think they went there either in June or July, and they
worked there until October.

17993. Is that 1879 ?-In 1879; yes.
17994. Not this present year ?-No, in 1879.

Earth and loose 17995. Were the works, as finally executed upon this contract,
rockeomdray much in excess of those estimated at the time of putting in the ten-
in eXetse ofetti- mc nees ftoeet
mate; the former ders ?-The earth material was considerably increased, and also the

4ocuble, the mottr oOse roc
very much mote k. The solid rock, I think, was underneath the estimate a

good deal.
17996. As a whole how would the quantities compare ?-I cannot

remember to a yard; the earth work, I fancy, pretty nearly double,
and the loose rock very much more than that.

17997. Had you been over the country at all before putting in your
tender or becoming interested in the Purcell contract ?-No.

17998. Had you no special knowledge before entering into the
arrangement with Purcell as to the character of the material which
required to be moved, or any of the other particulars upon which
the tenderb were made ?-None other than what I got bore in the
office.

17q-99. Was that information the same as was furnished to other
persons, or had you any particular information yourself beyond what
others cou Id get ?-What was for the publie there. The same informa-
tion, Sir, that was given to all other parties that was making up their
minds to tender.

Price for solid
rok and piling
too 10w.

18000. Has it turned out that any of the prices in this work were
very much lower than they ought to have been, or considerably higher
tban was expected to be correct when the tenders were made ?-Well,
I may say there were two items in the tender for which our prices
were not enough and one of them was solid rock. Our prices for solid
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rock was below the character of Lhe work, and also our price for
piling.

1800 1. Upon these items was the executed work less than the Ten times as
estimate of the work ?-On the solid rock it was; on the piling it was "eht"mh ng as
very much greater, ten times as much.

18002. Upon those two items as to which you say your prices were
too low, the whole effect of the alteration of quantities was to make a
greater loss to you than was expected, or than would have happened if
the quantities were adhered to ?-Let me understand your question.
I do not understand it clearly.

18003 Was the effect of these alterations in the quantities of the roing increased
solid rock and of the piling to make you suffer a greater loss than you .a on g
would have suffered if the original quantities had been adhered to?- work.
Undoubtedly. I may say, as far as the piling is concerned, the piling
was caused by changing the work from Howe truss bridge work, with
abutments and piers, to pile trestle work, and while they doue away
with the work that we had a fair price for, they substituted work for
which we had a very bad price-rather, a low price than a bad price is
a better word for it.

18004. I suppose this loss lias been compensated by the increase of
the quantities on which you had a good price, was it not ?-Well they
could n:t have built the road without the increased quantities, because
the original estimated quantities were ncarly doue by the time that a
little botter than half the work was completed.

18005. But the effect of the increase was to make a greater profit
upon that particular item than if the original quantities alone had been
executed, was it not ?-Well, if we made a little profit on some of it we
would make more upon the greater quantity, of course.

18006. How do you account for the great increase in the quantity of DIscre1pncy In
earth excavation ?-On account of the original estimate not having uamwtiro"
been correct, and another thing a want of knowledge upon the part of knowledge of
the men that made it of the kind of country and work that was there. country.

18007. In what respect do you consider that the knowledge of the
country was defective ?-I understand that the location was made in the
Winter season, when it was covered with snow, and they could not see
what the ground was like; and another thing, to a great many of them,
that class of country was a new country for them to build a railwav in

-that is the nature of the soil. There was no provision whatever
Mnade for the muskeg work, for the shrinkage that would naturally take
place in it.

18008. Do you think that much of the excess over the estimated
quantity is to be attributed to the inuskeg country ?-I do; nearly the
Whole of it.

18009. Did it turn out that the filling was deeper than was origi-
11ally shown by the profiles, or, if not, for what other reason were
greater quantities required ?-In some cases the whole surface of the
ground settled down two, three and four feet, as high as four fet, and
a1 the way down to one foot. The whole surface for a long distance on
both sides of the road and where the grades wero kept up to the
>riginal sub-grade levels as a matter of course that caused a great

haeight of embankment to be made. Where an embankment was

Location made lit
wtnter when not
possible t~o see
muskegeharacter
of ground.
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originally intended to be two or three feet high the whole surface of
the muskegs settled down three feet below what it was originally, and,
of course, it made it that much higher, and the material itself shrinks
very greatly indeed.

Increase due to 18010. Yoi mean that the quantity excavated when placed in the
"brinkage and road-bed shrinks, so that the road-bed requires more yards of materialthe uildes In cm-

bankment. te fill the same space than those which were taken out of the rspace in
the side ditches and other places ?-Yes ; the material shrinks after it
is taken out. It is perfectly saturated with water when 1ying in its
normal state in the ground; thon when it is taken out an placed in
the embankment,of course it dries up like a sponge, and presses down
and part of the increase is caused by the slides iii the embankment.

18011. Do you mean embankments across fills ?-Over heavy fills.
Off-take ditches 18012. Was that from the defective foundation, or was it from the
very argeiy nature of the soil in the embankment, which did not keep the shape ?

-Both. In oee or two cases from bad bottom alongside of an old
stream, and in two or three cases, from the nature of the materiai
itself; and part of the increased quantities was caused by a change of
line after the original estimate was made; and another portion-a
largo proportion of it-was catised by off-take ditches being very
largely increased over the original quantity that was estimated. There
were more ditches put in for the drainage of that country.

18013. Did these changes to which you refer affect principally the
earth excavation ?-You mean the change in the lino ?

18014. You were speaking of the increased quantities being due, to a
considerable extent, to changes in the line: I am asking you whether
these changes affected principally the earth excavation, or if they
affected also the rock, either solid or loose ?-It affected the rock-the
change of the lino did.

Change ornine 18015. Was the result of that change thon to increase the cost as a1 nereased cost but
hortened and whole ?-I think it slightly increased the cost of the road, but it very
miuapved aUne• materially shortened it and straightoned it-made a very much botter

line of it.
18016. About what spot is that particular change to which you refer,

or are there more than one, and if so state the dittrent spots ?-Well,
the principal change was made at one place, that is about forty miles
west of Fort William.

18017. By what name does that place generally go ?-We cross a
stream there called the Oscondega. We gothrough a tunnel on the
line immediately after we cross the river.

18018. You said that the increased quantities were to be attributed
partly to the difference in the character of the country from that which
it was supposed to be, and partly from insufficient information or
incorrect information, as to the quantities : do you mean that the cross-
sectioning had riot been sufficient to enable the engineers to say what
the quantities were likely to be ?-The cross-sections before thoy made
out the original estimates ?

inateq nantlt 18019. That is what I allude to ?-I don't think they made any cross-
weretent from sections. I think they took their quantities from the centre levels.the centre leve!.

18020. From the profiles ?-From the profiles, yes. I am not aware
there was any cross-sections, 1 was not there.
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18021. You were not informed of any quantities being obtained by
cross-sectioning bofore you took the contract ?-No; I do not think
there were either. There was no time to do it in. The thing was done
s0 very hurriedly, and a great portion of the line was afterwards
changed from the original location on which the original estimates
were made.

18022. What is the nature of the country : is it rather flat, or is it
hilly ?-Well, a portion of it. After we pass the height of land it is
flat, but until we get to the height of land it is a broken country.

18023. Over the country, which is tolerably level, the centre lino
would give a pretty fair indication of the proper quantities ?-Yes.

18024. So that cross-sectioning would r.ot be very necessary in that The greater partkind of country ?-To arrive at approximate quantities for the purpose 'thecountry
. giving you an idea about quantities to be done the centre lino levels centre uneievois

to give approxi-in an ordinary country should give it to you near enough for that pur- mate quantities.Pose.

18025. Was there any part of this country which was of the char-
aeter which would require a more careful examination in order to
ascertain approximate quantities ?-Yes, a portion of it. About one-sixth

Inuet have been18026. About what proportion of the whole ?-I think about fifteen cross-sectioned
miles of it-about one-sixth of it. cacuat "gpose or

18027. Then as to five-sixths of the whole work, do you think the quantities.
country was of that character that a fair estimate of the approximato
quantities could be ascortained without cross-sectioning ?-I think so,
foM the centre-line levels, provided the soil and material were the
suame as we have in this country here.

18028. The quantities could be ascertained even if the character ofthe mterial could not be ascertained ; for instance, the rock might be,More or loss, but the quantities as a whole would bo approximately
correct? -In an ordinary country they could.

th.18029. I am speaking of five-sixths of this lino ?-The five-sixths of
18 COuntry, on which the centre-lino should give the approximate

qialtity, wais that portion of the work over which the greater excosa
k Place afterwards, in the excavation of the quantities.

18030. Then upon the whole question of the excess of quantitios Fxcess of quanti-
ovothose which were estimated at the beginning, is your explanation tieoverestimate-
that thaL excss is to be attributed more to the muskegs and tle devia- engineers being
tlins than to the want of sufficient information in the beginning: is ate thetohrnkogt what you mean ?-Yes, undoubtedly; but what I mean by want age on muskeg.
t UficiEnt information in the beginning, is this: that the engineers
t the time of making up these quantities did not fully appreciate the

aS.t shrinkage that would occur in this material. Now, I wish to Le!¡inctly understood, and if I don't give my idea I want to be puth t on it. I do not wish to say that the engineers erred becauso
ia t did fnot try to do what was right, but there was so much muskeg
In that country, and they were not aware that the shrinkage would begreat as it was, and they did not allow for it and therefore it

18031. Do you mean that if the material found there was of theoharacter as that found in other portions of the country, then
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their approximate quantities would be very nearly right ?-Yes, very
nearly.

18032. Then the want of information was really as to the character
of the material, both that which had to be moved and that which
remained there as foundation for the lino ?-That which remained as
foundtion-I don't understand the drift of it.

18033. I mean thiEi; you say that when the embankments were put
into places where they were directed to be put, that the foundations
gave way and shrunk ?-Precisely.

Presumies that 18034. So much so that the material at the bottom turned out to be
when location
made ground nas of a different character from what was expected ?-I fancy so. I
covered with presume when they made the location the ground was covered with8lnow, and the
nature of the snow and they didn't see the nature of this muskeg country. It looked
nuskeg country like a level.country which they probably thouglit was hard material,dld not appear. although there was a great deal of muskeg on that section-miles and

miles of it-and the shrinkage took place just in proportion to the
quantity of muskeg there was, or rather the increased quantities. I
ha'd better put that riglit. The increased quantities on each ten mile
section, as it were, was precisely in proportion as there was muskeg on
that ton mile division over the original qantities estimated.

A more careful 18035. Have you had sufficient experience in railway works to be
txamniation of able to say now whether a more careful examination of that countrythe country
would have given could have been made so as to ascertain the character of the material
aete infor- and probable quantities better than they were ascertained ?-Yes; I

done a great deal of that class of work before in other places, and the
same shrinkago took place there that we found took place up here.

18036. Where was that ?-Well, we did a great deal of it on the
European and North American Railway through the State of Maine
and a portion of New Brunswick.

18037. Do you know by what means the character of the material
was ascertained in those places which you have described ?-Do you
mean down below ?

18038. I mean on the railway you have described : by what means
did the engineers or any one else ascertain the character of the mate-
rial before thô work was let ?-You cannot help but see it; you walk
over the ground and it is bog-muck. If the ground was bare you must
see it.

In bad bogs the
practiceto drive
J& rod down and
sec how far to
solid bottom.

18039. Do you know of any other mode being adopted, beside walk-
ing over these places which you describe, to ascertain the character of
the country and the material ?-In bad places, in bad bogs, they gene-
rally sound them, and put a rod down to see how far it is to solid bot-
tom.

18040. Do you know of it being done in any instance before the works
were let ?-Up here?

18041. Anywhere ?-I think in the last lettings that took place on
the Canadian Pacific -Railway, I think it was done in some places.

18042. Which do you mean by last lettings ?-I mean in sections A
and B.

18043. Do you know of it being done in any other of these places
where you have seen such work in the United States or New Bruns-
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wick ?-îi -New Bruniswick we built that road by the mile-we took it
on the lump sum to build it by the mile. It was not donc then, but after
we had the contract we had it done ourselves.

18044. Is there a regular method understood to be applicable to ibis in most cases a
kind of exanination :I mean is it done by rods or iron spiked instru- ron antsaedt
Ments of any sort ?-' he bog is of such a nature that the most of it touches solid
,you can take a pole or iron rod in your hand and press it down through
it until it cornes to solid botton.

1S045. Would there be any way of doing that, or examining foi' the tod can be forced
purpose of finding out the depth in winter ?-In winter it could be donc asownwl nater
the sane thing. You can drive the rod down in winter by breaking the summer.
frost on top and then forcing the rod down the same as in summer.

18;W6. Thon do you attribute this mistake as to the quantities, to the
fact that tiis kind of examination was not made ?-Yes, undoubtedly.

18047. Did you sav that could have been made without much diffi.
'Culty in winter as well as any other time ?--It could have been made
in winter, but I do not know that they were aware in winter that it
Was ail bog they were going over.

18048. I am asing whether you think it could have been found out Cou®dhavetound
Whether it was bog or not ?-Unquestionably it could; yes. whether it was

bog or not.
18049 Such frosts as they have in that country are no obstacles to

the sufficient exarnination of muskegs ? -No; not a permanent obstacle,
lot an obstacle that could not be overcome, but it would tako a little

T iore time todoit, thatis all. You will allow metosay this: thatunless
the engineer has had some experience of work of that kind betore, he
Would not be aware that any such shrinkage would take place in it.
They kçnow a great deal more about it now than they did then.

18050. Do you know as to the character of the bottoms through the Bog in ail cases
rnuskeg country, whether, when you reached the first bottom which aytna i.hard

'appeared to be solid, it was actually solid, or whether it was a mere
'lrust, and that there was softer material below it?-In all cases the bog

ig lying on hard matorial, either on gravel, or generally a clay bed.

18051. So that when you once strike - bat appears to be a solid
bottom, there is no danger of its further sinking ?-No danger then.

18052. Have you any information as to this question: whether the Satisfied that
uslllkegs might have been avoided to a greater extent without injury to aignment le

the allignment of the road ?-I am satisfied that they could not. I am r
Satisfied of one thing, that the allignment is right, and that the road was
b1lilt as cheaply as it could be, and the engineers were not to blame, and
'Obody else. This material was there, and no other material could be
got Or used uinless you hauled it miles and miles.

18053. Do ou know whether, over those muskegs which, I under-
s6tand, forme a considerable portion of the country, the grades might

ave been 10ered beyond what it was originally intended in consequ-
ence of this sinking, so that the road, as finally executed, might not
lie s0 high as was intended when the foundations were supposed
to be flbrm ?-I cannot speak positively as to that. I think, in >omees, they follow the depressions of the ground with the grade. I do
14ot know if it was done in all cases. I will not speak positively of it,
bat i funcy it was so.
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Obliged tolower 18054. Do you know any place whore the grade might have followed
grades by the the depressions without any injury to the efficiency of the road, andnatureofcountry. where it bas not followed the depression ?-Well, I cannot say that I

do. In fact they were obliged, the depression was so great, they were-
obliged to lower the grades, very nearly all of them. We had to lower
the bridges in those places two or three times, most of them. When
the bridges were built- It takes a great deal more to explain this
properly than to say yes or no to understand it.

Brid es had to be 18055. We wish you to give us all the information you thinik proper
sentence of Con- on this subject ?-A great nany of the little bridges crossirg streams

tanti shrInkage. and swamps were made of pile trestle work. The piles were driven
down into the solid, bard bottom, below through the muskeg, and the
banks would thon be made up to the level of the stringers on which
the track was to be plaeed. Atter a time these banks wou:li settle
down so that wo could not get over that bridge without coming up one
side and going down on the othor side. To save money in putting the
bank up again we would eut down the bridge, eut the heads off the
piles and lower the whole structure to the level of the batik. The
next seaFoa we would have to repeat that operation on the sane bridge
again.

18056. The shrinkage was going on then from time to time ?-
Constantly going on up to this last summer. and the sanie thing had to
be done last year. The deeper the bog the greater the shrinikage, of
course, and depression.

More off-take 18057. In the off.take ditches you say there was a considorable
acesn o cråary excess : did it appear to be necessary to make these off-take difches to-

contemplated. a greater extent than was originally intended ?-In all case it was
necessary; yes.

Reason of this. 1S058. Why was that ?-Well, as I said before, the location was
made in the winter when it was impossible to see where the water was,.
and it was impossible to tell where Iho offtakes were requh ei For
instance, we made off-takes, one single off-take, in whieh thl qiantity
was greater than they originally estimated for the whole line.

1059. In your opinion was thut off-take necessary to drain the
locality tliough which the road passed ?-Yes; it was, undni>ultedly.
That oíf-take lowered the water in the streai four feet, anrd leped to
solidify the muskeg or ma eral around it. We could not have got over
that portion of the road without that otEtake.

Number of off- 8IC60. The necessity for that then was traceable, us i Ulderstand
tauirteso ui>n you, to the nature of this country which was not und.rs.od at the
be arrived at as beginning ?-The necessity of ail the off-takes was ,,o. 1 w-,i it to be
work wenton. understood, Judge, that it is impossible for any mani, or ny >et (f men,

to go over that country in the winter time and tell what nîumber of
off-takes would be required. It could only be arrived at as the work
was gone on with.

18061. Is cross-logging sonetimes resorted to in a country of this
character to save sinking ?-It is.

No crossalog- 18062. Was it resorted to on this occasion for this purpose ?-No;
Ingon sectIon there was no cross-logging done on section 25.

18063. Would it have the effect of saving in the amount of excava-
tion or embankment effectually ?-Well, I think in some cases, in some-
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of the bogs, that possibly it might to some extent; but the bogs up
there are, a great many of them, so bad that tho whole thing goes
down together--cross-logging, muck, sand and gravel and all.

18064. As to the portions of the lino which you say were finished to
the level of the bridges in somo places. and which shrunk again, were
theso ballasted before the shrinkage ?-A greater portion of the
shrinkago took place beforo the ballasting, but they have'been shrink-
ing since also.

Tenderting-
Contract -So. 25.

Most or the
shrinkage took

Saliasting.

18065. Is that one reason why the ballast has been put on to a
greater extent than was originally intended, such as you mon tioned
earlier in your evidence ?-To a certain extent it is; but the original
-quantity of ballast contemplated to be put on was not sufficient; that
is, as it was originally intended. It was only what is called the first
lift of ballast.

18066. Has the road been made generally up to the width that was Road somewhat
mentioned in the specifications ?-No; in some cases the embankmont ,parowerthan
made from the muskeg was made purposely narrower and a little low, of this.
so that it would be covered with gravel afterwards to prevent it from
taking fire, and also to save the quantity there was going in.

18067. Then in those places is it intended to complete the width a-i
originally estimated, or are they left in that shape to be covered with
ballast as a protection against fire ?-Well, but the ballast itself has
-nade the width, because when it is shovelled off the cars it goos out
over the side, and brings the road up to the width intended to bo
originally in the same places.

18068. Then, generally speaking, is the road constructed as wide as
originally intended ?-Yes.

18069. But the width is made up of different material ?-Precisely.

aenerally speak-
ing road as wlde
as contemplated
from the firot, but
more of ballast
than orij iatly
lnten(led

18070. More of ballast than was at first intended ?-Yes.

18071. Is there any other matter connected with section 25 which
you think ought to be explained, including, if you like, the effect of
building the road in the place il was built, and upon the final cost ?-
Xo. I think that, no matter what the examination was before, or what
the quantities made out in the original estimate was, it did not affect
the quantitices finally in the least. These quantities would be there no
Inatter what quantities were set down in the original estimate. The
rOad could not have been built with less quantities than it was finally
built with. I think the location is as good as could be got in that
Country. The allignment is right, and the men in charge of the work
took every pains and every trouble to have the road built as well as
they could, and keep the quantities down to the lowest possible quan-
tity that they could do the work with.

18072. Is there any further matter connocted with section 25 which
Yo wish to state in evidence now ?-I don't remember. I may say
to you that Mr. McLennan, the division engineer-the engineer
who> worked under Mr. Hazlewood up to the time of Mr. Hazlewood'sdeath, and who had charge up to the time the work was completed-is
lu the city here now.

18073. Is there anything further on section 25 ?-Not that I
reinember of.
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18074. What is the next work of the Canadian Pacific Railway in
which you have been interested ?-Section 41.

18075. Was that work submitted to public competition ?-Yes. Par-
don me, before closing what I had to say on section 25, I nust say
this: it was utterly impossible for any man or set of men to arrive at
anything like an approximately correct estimate of the quaritities by
the re-moasurement.

18076. Are you stating this with a view to establishing the correct-
ness of your claim upon the original estimates ?-Well, I state it for I
know it to be a fact, in answer to the question, as to whether there is
anything else about section 25 that I should wish to say.

18077. We do not propose to try the question whether you are
entitled to any more money than the Government are willing to allow
you, or, if so, how much, so that if this evidence is directed to that
question it will not be properly receivable at this stage ?-Very well,
Sir.

18078. If it is for any other purpose than for supporting your claim
for money then wo will heur it; if it is to inform us how the work was
done for instance ?--I gave it, in answer to the question whether there
is auything else in connection with section 25.

1L079. Perhaps it would be well to say, now that you bave said this,
why the re-measurement could not be correct ?-Because the side
ditches from which the substance was originally taken to make the
embankment were, ut the time the second measurements were made, in
some cases one-half and in other cases two-thirds filled up again.

18080. Would they be filled up with the same kind of material as
was there originally ?-It would come this way, or because in this way.
There were two causes why they were different. In the first place the
ditches were originally made, as a rule, about three feet deep. It
would depend upon the height of the embankment when the material
was put into it; but as a rie they were three feet deep, and when they
were dug out and the material put into it the water ran away from theý
surrounding country, and the surface of the muskeg settled down about
a foot or a foot and a-half.

18081. The water would run out of the material, which you say is
sponge-like, would it?-When the water ran out of the surrounding
country into those ditches then the pressure upon the centre of the-
road between the two ditches caused the material to settle down in the
centre and it pressed up the bottom, forced up the material from the
bottoms on both sides so that the ditches would look so much shallower
when tliey were re-measured than when they were taken out. And it
was from those two causes, settling down on the top and pressing up
from the bottouà, that an accurate re-measurement could not take place.

18082. Is there anything further in connection with section 25 that
you think of ut present ?-No; not going into that question I don't
think there is.

18083. Do you mean the question as to the validity of your claim on
the first measurement ?-I do.

18084. We do not propose to try that: now returning to this section
41 which you say was the next in which you were interested, were
you one of the original tenderers ?-Yes.
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18085. Under what name ?-We tendered in the name of Purcell, Tenderez i nname
Ginty & Ryan, I think. I am not quite certain, however. of Purcell, ai nty

18086. Was it not Marks & Con rnee first, or did you make a separate
tender in the name you have described ?-We made a separate tender
in the names I have described.

18087. Did you understand that there wero several tenders lower Several tenders

than the tender made by that firm ?-By Purcell, Ginty & Ryan ? o'>fPr'&nty
18088. Yes ?-Yes.Ryan.
18089. HIad you at the time of making that tender any interest in

any other tender ?-None.
18090. Wben did Mou first become interested in the tender of Marks eda®i ntereof

& Conmee: was it liefore the time was up for receiving the tenders ? Marks & Conmee
aftertUrnewas up.No; it was after. for receiving

18091. Was it before awardingthe contract to Marks & Conmee ?-It tenders.
Was after-but no, that was not the way it was. I think there was sone
Objections to giving the contract to Marks & Conmee unless they could
associate themselves with others in whom the Government had more
confidence in completing the work.

18092. Are you aware of any negotiations to that effectbefore the
awarding of the eontract to Marks & Conmee ?-I am aware there was
lnone.

18093. I meanu negotiations to the effect of their associating thom-
selves with some other contractors ?--I do not know of any.

18094. Why do you say thon that there was some objection to giving
to them in their own name alone ?-There was; after the tenders were

0 Pened those objections were raised.
18995. Thon was there such objection raise(d before the contract was awardedtoMarks

awarded to them, although their tender was the lowest ?-[t was befbre & Conuce they
b were told tbxLt lt

the contract was finally awarded to them that, I think, they were told would be neces-
that it would be necessary for them to associate themsclves w-ith others. sary e assoclate

theniselves wiltlx

18096. Were you aware that any such information vas given to them, others.

or of the way any such information was conveyed to them ?-I am
aw'are that Marks came to us and asked us to join him, and offered us a
certain interest in the contract if we would join him in the contract.

. 18097. Did he lead you to understand chat he was not likely to get
it although it was the lowest tender, because lie was not associated with
onie more experienced contractor ?- I think so.

t. 18098. From whom did you first learn that there was such an objec-
hotogiving itto Marks & Conmee alone ?-Well, I could not say from
1hMom I first heard it, but it was publicly stated that that was the case

down here.
18099. Was it openly stated that any one connected with the Depart-

1Ient Of Public Works had notified that to the public ?-1 never heard
any person's name mentioned. I never heard any person's name in
Conection with the Public Works Department, or any other -Depart-Aeat, ixentioned in connection with the inatter at all.

18100. But you heard this, as I understand you, before Marks came
e"Y ?-Well, I am not positive about that, but probably we did how-6veir. Marks was in close-well, I won't say in connection with others,
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but lie belonged to Prince Arthur's Landing, and came down here ard
was an old aequaintance, and, I think, he told us a great deal more about
the thing than he told to any one else.

18101. Do you know any reason why he approached you on this
matter ?-Well, yes. The reason is this: that we had been up there,
and Marks supplied us with a great deal of goods; ho is a merchant in
Prince Arthur's Landing, and was before that, and we were intimately
acquainted with him and done a great doal of business with him ; he
asked us, if the contract would be awarded to him, to take the work
and give him an interest in it with us.

Witnessladdone 18102. HIad you been doing the work on the adjoining section ?-
wg ectadjoin- Yes; we had doue the work.

Mo attemptmade
to Influence any

pesnconnected
with Government
not to give It to
Mai*s & conmee
alone in order
that witness
might become
Interested with
them.

No hi her prices

witne's associa.
lion with Marks
& Conmee.

Item for liauing
(10 ts.) too low.

18103. Had that anything to do with his approaching you to make
this offer ?-I suppose it had everything to do with it. We had the
plant there necessary for the construction of the work on the unext
section and the whole organization complote.

18104. Was there any attempt on your part to influence the Depart-
ment, or any one connected with it, to make this objection to give it to
Marks & Conmee alone, in order that you might afterwards bocome
intorested ?-Not the least, Sir. We nover spoke a word to any mem-
ber of tho Government, or any person in the Government, or any one
else connected with the Department, about the awarding of the con-
tract whatsoever until we learned from Mr. Marks that the contract
was likely to be awarded to him, if ho could make satisfactory arrange-
ments to carry on the work and complote it.

18105. And that intimation came to you through Marks without
your having made any previous efforts in the same direction; that is
about associating with him ?-Quito so; wo made no efforts whatso-
ever. We hesitated a good deal about going into it at ail, because we
considered the prices in his tender were too low, and were it not for
the advantages we had by being there at the time, and having al our
plant and inaterial there, we would not have gone into the work and
undertaken it at the price we haa-at the prices rather that were in
Marks' tender, the price he had for the contract.

18106. It was the lowest tender, you understood, vas it not ?-I
expect so. I understood so.

18107. In this arrangement were the prices adopted in the contract
those of his tender ?-Undoubtedly.

18108. They were not any higher prices in consequence of your
being associated with him ?-Not a cent.

18109. So that the Government lot the contract on the lowest
prices on their tender, as you understood ?-Yes ; but if you choose to
take it down, I will tell you, upon prices that were actually too low.

18110. Yes, we will take it ?-That is the case. I am sorry to say so.

18111. Were you aware, at the time that you joined with Marks &
Conmee, that some of his prices were remarkably low-for instance,
was not his price for earth borrowed and hauled very low ?-There
was an item in the schedule where the material had to be hauled from
a long distance by trains in which ho was too low.

18112. That was 10 ets. only, was it not ?-10 ets. only.
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18113. That was in fact, a lower price than he was getting for exca-
vation on the line ?-Yes.

18114. Was there not another item that was very low ?-In connec-
tion with that, Sr, I would like to say that Marks claimed that he
understood that this 10 ets. was to be given in addition to the price
for ordinary excavation on account of the haul, and the Departmenut
claimed-the engineers claimed-that that was to coverthe whole thing,
and that is the way it was put in the contract.

18115. You understand, I suppose, that he was formally notified that
if he took the contract it must be upon that low price and not upon the
addition of that to the ordinary price ?-Yes.

18116. And he decided deliberately to take that aloue and to enter
into the contract ?-Yes.

18117. Was there not another item, for instance iron tubing, very low Prices for Iron
in his tender, or did you investigate that before you joined with him ?- "bing low.

Well, as to the question of iron tubing, we paid very littie attention to
it, because we felt perfectly satisfied that we could put no iron tubing
there.

18118. You were aware that his prices for iron tubing were very low ?
- Yes, they wero.

18119. What was his price for that ? -1 don't remember exactly his
price, but I know it was too low.

18120. Has there been any of them used on the contract? -No.

18121. Are you aware of any negotiations between Marks &
Conmee with the Department, or between yourself and the Depart-
Inent, on this question, whether the work should be let so that it
should be finished at the short or long period- mean before the con-
tract was finally executed ? - The tenders called for had stated two
prices, one to be done on what is called the shorter period, and the
Other on the longer period, and the contract is based upon both sets of
prices.

18122. So that you get the higher price if you finish it at the shorter
period, and the lower price if you finish it at the longer period ?-Yes.

Contract based on
price" for short
and long period.

18123. Do you know what the expectation was at that time as to the
probability of its being finished at the earlier or the later period ?-
Well, owing to the advantages that we had by having our plant there,
and having a great many people there at the time, we felt satisfied we
cOuld do it in the shorter period ourselves.

18124. And have you still that expectation ?-Yes.
18125. Then, in substance, the expectation was that you would be Practically got

getting the price for the shorter period ?-Yes. period.

18126. Because you would be able to complete it in that time ?-Yes.
18127. Do you know how your price for the short period compared

With any other tenders ?-Even then, it was the lowest. Allow me to
Correct that, please. I never saw any of the other tenders I don't
knIow what any other tender was, with the exception of Marks' tender,
and the tender that was put in by Purcell, Ginty & Ryan. I never saw
any other tender, either before the tenders were put in or after they
Were put in, nor since.

18*
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Marks & Conmee 18128. Do you remember what your tender was for the short time
tender $2,3,W00 -I mean the Marks & Conmee tender ?-82,300,000 is the bulk.for short lime.

Andrews, Jones
Co. tendered at

-$2,25,00.

18129. You don't happen to know what the tender of Andrews,
Jones & Co. was for the short period ?-No.

18130. By the Blue Book return they appear to have been the next
lowest tender to Marks & Conmee: they gave no price for the longer
period, but for the shorter period they gave a price less than 82,250,000,
so that a trille over $50,000 would be the difference between your
price for the short period and theirs for the short period, theirs being
the lowest ?-I knew nothing of that.

18131. That matter you say was not discussed at all before the docu-
ment was finally signed or closed with the Government ?-What
matter is that?

18132. This matter about the comparative price under your tender
for the shortest period and Andrews, Jones & Co.'s tender for the
shortest period ?-Not that I know of.

Allignment 18133. Has there been any material change in the work under this
cehanged consider.
ably. contract ?-Yes, the allignment has been changed very considerably.

18134. Any other material change, grades, or any other matter ?-
The grades are carried out according to the specification, but the line
itself has been changed, and there has been a great saving made as to
quantities and in distance.

Work when
ffnlshed wiIl cost
lqss than

etmated.

18135. Do you mean that there is a probability that the work itself
when finished will cost less than what was expected at the time the
contract w as made ?-Yes.

18136. Have these changes been made at the expense of the
efficiency of the road, or do you think the road will be still as efficient ?
-I think it will be better. It will be shorter, with equally good
grades and easy curvatures, I fancy.

18137. I am only asking you to give
you to state that it will be positively so
as to the saving-I mean the amount
itself ?

your opinion. I don't expect
: could you form any opinion
of it?--Caused by the change

Changes wmn 18138. Ciaused by these changes ?--Well, I heard them estimated at
effeet a saving of about $300,000.300000.

18139. ls that, in your opinion, anything like an approximate
estimate of the saving to be effected by these changes ?--Well, I am
satisfied that the work will be done very nearly that much under the
original estimate of the value of it or cost of it.

pri LM, Bell 18140. Were these changes made by the district engineer or by
ran tne over the Engineer-in-Chief, or do you know how it is the changes wereagain. made ?-Yes, I do. Mr. Bell was sent there in the spring upon a por-

tion of that work-in the spring of 1879-and he ran the line ovèr
Middleton engi- again ; that is, he re-located and he made some changes. Mr. Middle-
neerinfai of 1879, ton, Mr. Bell'e division engineer, has charge of some 40 miles of road.made great egne, c~reo o..
changes. Mr. Middleton, another engineer, was sent up in the fall of 1879,

over a portion of that where the greater changes had been made, to
lay out the work, as I understood it, and ho made very great changes

Bell changed road there. Mr. Bell changed the road in several places and shortened the
ash nce. distance. Mr. Middleton went on and changed it again, and shortened
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the distance stil, greater, and reduced the quantities still more. Mr. Middleton short-
Cuddy was the district engineer. I suppose this work was done under red°d ®oan
his direction or with his approval. titqe.

181 i1. Is the character of the country through which this section
bas been built similar to that which you describe on section 25 ?-A
portion of it is.

18142. The rough portion, or the more level portion ?-Well, I
think the more level portion.

18143. You think that this is about similar to the level portion of 25 ; The proportion of
is that what you mean ?-There is not so much muskeg on section 41, rest of the work
in proportion to the length of the road and the amount of work, that on section 41 not
there is on section 25. There is more gravel and earth-that is, clay. secai on

18144. Do you know whether before this work was let it had been Quantities takea
cross-sec tioned and quantities taken out correctly, or approximately °out eron centre

correct ?-No; I think they were taken out the same way they were
in 25-from the centre levels.

18145. Have you any means of knowing whether the quantities
were ascertained by cross-sectioning, or is it a surmise : for instance,
-did you ask for any such information as would be given by cross-
sectioning ?-I did not.

18146. Are you able to say whethor it could have been furnished at
the beginning by the engineers if asked for ?-I cannot say.

18147. Is there anything further about this section 41 in evidence ?
-No. Gontraet No. 61g

1814P. What is the next work in which you were interested ?-We
Were interested in section B ot the British Colunbia work.

18149. Was that work submitted to public competition ?-Yes.
18150. Were you interested in the original tenders ?-Yes.
18151. Under which did you make your offer-under the name of

what firm ?-If I recollect correctly I think it was Ryan, Goodwin &
0o. I can tell you the names that were affixed to the tender.

18152. Well, mention them ?-There was James Goodwin, J. M.
Bmith, I think, Patrick Purcell and Hugh Ryan.

18153. Where does Purcell live ?-Purcell has been living mostly
for the last four years, on the Canadian Pacific Railway at Fort William.

Interested ri
section B, Britlsh

Nanes amkea te
tender: James
Goodwin, J.M
Smith, Patrick
Purcei and Iugh
Ryan

18154. He is described of Williamstown, where is that?-Hishome is Williamstown, Glengarry.

18155. Before making this tender, had you any understanding with No und ria
Mr. Onderdonk, who afterwards became interested in it?- -Understand- d"n teneore
ing with Mr. Onderdonk about the work? making tender

18156. About any of this business ?-No.
181à7. Then do you mean that at the time that Purcell, Ryan,

win & Smith put in this tender, there was no understanding as faras You knew that O nderdonk should subsequently become interested init ?-None whatever.
181tS. Was there any. understanding with him of any other kind atdn*qltIected with the British Columbia work, before you put in this là or t tender ?-There was no understanding or agreement with Mr. Onder- a o! the

18½*
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Bo' donk, or anybody else whatsoever, in connection with the work before-
we put in the tender, nor since we put in the tender.

Pr tocontraot 18159. Was there, between the time of your putting in the tenderbeing awarded
witness's firm and the time the work was awarded you, any understanding with Mr.
had no under- Ondordonk ?-None whatever.standing with
Onderdonk. 18160. Do you say that any understanding that was arrived at, was

arrived at after the work was awarded to you ?-Yes.
18161. It appears from the returns that your firm made the lowest

tender for this work ?-Yes.
18162. And that the contract was awarded to you : will you state

what led to your parting with your interest in it, and Mr. Onderdonk
becoming interested in it afterwards ?-I don't know that I have any
objection to answering the question, but I must say I do object some-
what to having to answer questions that relate only to things that took
p lace between myself and my partners, or matters outside, which the-
Government was not interested in, and which they could not be inter-
ested in.
. 18163. We think that this question is of public interest: we do not
ask to know how you divided amongst yourselves-the partners of
your firm-any money which was obtained from Mr. Onderdonk; but
it is necessary to know, we think, what negotiations led up to your
parting with it, because it may be that in these negotiations some per-
son took part who ought to look after the interests of the country, but
looked after private interests instead; therefore we ask for a descrip-

Onderdonkbefore tion of them ?-Mr. Onderdonk, before having any conversation with
conversfing with
witness's frmn us, nad already obtained the other three sections. This section B lay
had obtained the in between them in the middle, and he was anxious to get that section
other three
sections A,C &n. so as to have complete control of the whole work. That is the reason
Onderdonk why be said he wanted to get that section ; and another reason for our
wantd to control considering them was, when we tendered, we thought we would get thethe whole work.
witness's firm whole work if any. Our firm was a large one We thought we could
entertained bis command plenty of means to control the work, and when we were
propositions
be'ause they had awarded only one section we thought it was too little -too small work
boped to get the for so many partners.
whoie work.y

18164. Do you remember whether the negotiations led quickly to
the bargain being made, or was the final conclusion delayed a consider-
able time after the offer was made to get your interest ?-It was
delayed for a few days.

Government 18165. Was there any influence brought to bear by any Member of
eoui dt•aliow the Government, or any Member of Parliament upon you, with a view

contract to On- to inducing you to consummate this agreement with Mr. Onderdonk ?
derdonk, compel.
led then to uign -We signed the contract ourselves. The Governmont refused to
It. allow us to transfer the contract to Mr. Onderdonk, and compelled us

to sign the contract ourselves, which we did.

18166. Well, having become interested iii the actual contract, was
there any pressure, at any time, brought to bear upon you upon the
subject which I have mentioned-that is the transfer to Onderdonk ?-
Pressure from wbom ?

No person In any 18167. From any Member of Parliament or any Member of theway connected
withpublic Government: I am not asking now about any disagreement between
Interes h put o l m
pressure on them yourselves, 1mean any person connected with the public interests of
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the country ?-No ; we were told we could sign our contract and go on B.c.
with the work. We did so sign the contract, but we gave Onderdonk conitrant r e
power of attorney to carry on the work, which he is doing. igo, on ett anr

18168. We have understood from Mr. Goodwin and Mr. Smith that
your interest in it was actually transferred to Mr. Onderdonk for the
consideration of $100,000, and I am asking now whether that assigu-
ment or transfer was brought about, as far as you are concerned, by
the pressure of the views of any one connected with the Government?
-My reasons for transferring the contract to Mr. Onderdonk were that
there were too many of us in the contract for the quantity ofwork to
be donc, and it was the view of my partner that was with me, that is
Mr. Purcell, as well.

18169. Do you mean that you finally consented to this transfer to Transfer to
Onderdonk without any pressure on the part of any one in the Govern- voe,® u
ment ?-1 mean to say it was the voluntary free act of mine, with the fluenced t.
advice of my partner who was then in Fort William. He telegraphed
-me we had better make arrangements to get rid of the work as there
were too many partners in it for one section when we did not get the
whole of it.

18170. I am asking this question for this reason : it has been How witnen.'e
suggested that you held out longer than your other partners before you r cme to take

would consent to transfer to Onderdonk, and that finally you were led
to consent to it not from the views of your partners, but by pressure
from some one on the part of the Government, and I am wishing to
put that fairly before you and get your evidence on the subject ?-
When we met to decide upon what we would ask to transfer the
Contract to Onderdonk, we decided upon asking to get $120,000.
'Onderdonk would only give 8100,000. Mr. Smith, in the meantime, I
understood from him, between the time we tendered and this time,
had been awarded some work in the United States which he had ten-

-dered for, and he wanted to go there and look after that work, and he
Was pressed upon by his associates to go there, as I saw by the tele-
grams to him myself. Mr. Goodwin was not anxious to go out so far as
British Columbia for his interest in that one section, and they were
more desirous probably, than I was to get rid of the work. They
Offered to take the $100,000; I said we ought to have the $120,00.
Then Mr. Smith was so desirous to get away to his work in the United
States that he said to me, if I would come down to 858,000 that they
wOuld make up the difference, so they paid Purcell & Ryan $58,000 for
their interest in their share of it, and they made it up themselves
between them.

18171. You have described these negotiations between your own
partners which I have not intended to ask you about : my question
Was directed to this: whether any person connected with the Depart-
-ment of Railways, either the Minister or any officer, or any Member
Of Parliament pressed you to transfer this interest to Onderdonk?
'We were not forced to it by any outsider. Those were the motives

that led to it, and the cause of it.

18172. Then, do yoi say that no one connected with the Govern-
Ont caused you to make this transfer ?- We made this transfer solely

for the causes I have stated to you.
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18173. At the time that you made the tender for this work, had you
any knowledge; or information, as to the figures adopted by other ten-
derers ?---None whatever.

Iqever had any 18174. Had you, at any time, any information from any one con-
apecial Informa- nected with the Department on such subjects, so as to enable you toMon. have any advantage in putting in a tender ?--Never.
To witness's
knowledge noone 18175. Are you aware of any one connected with the Departments,oonnected wIth
any of the ,e- either as Minister or as a subordinate, gotting any advantage on account
partments ever of any of these transactions connected with the Pacific Railway ?-I

ageor pro- never knew of any one connected with the Department to get any
mise lu conne- advantage whatever, as far as I know.lion with the

rk .o pUbne 18176. Are you aware cf any promise being made to them that they
would get any advantage ?-Not that I know of. I never got any in-
formation with regard to any work to be let down here, or anything to
be done in connection with the works, that we don't get in letting rail-
way contracts, whether it is by a company, or by the Government, or
anybody else.

18177. You mean such information as is advertised and the usual
information from the engineers and the specifications ?-Precisely; I
inean that only.

Work better and 18178. Have you given any consideration to the subject of letting
fwreeconomnial- such works as the British Columbia works under one whole contract
eontractor than rathor than in separate contracts, and can you tell us what your

y t In such opinion is on that subject ?-Welt, in some cases the work can be more
British Columbia. economically doue and better controlled where one party controls the

whole work, and that is one of the places, I think. I think it was a
decided advantage to Onderdonk to have the whole work when he had
a portion of it.

18179. Do you mean that one person is likely to finish the wholo of
thatwork in British Columbia at a lower cost than four persons having
four separate contracts could do it ?-I think if it is really well
managed, yes. Ie has more advantages by having control of the
whole work than by baving control of one portion and other parties
having control of other portions.

qeeessity of cen-
Iralization
greater in this
case because the
«work lasapproach-
able only In one
quarter.

Competition for'
labour done away
with.

18180. Is there anything which could increase that advantage on
account of the peculiar circumstances of the locality over works of a.
similar character and length of distance in other countries?-Well,
yes. It is only approachable from one quarter, and everything for the
work and everybody to be employed on the work has got to go in the
one way and in the one direction you may say, and any one having
control and direction of the work can do the work more economical
than if the work was divided into different interests. For instance, he
controls wages when men are scarce and labour dear; it does away, of
course, with the competition there would be if the work was in the
hands of several contractors. I have no doubt but Mr. Onderdonk
would have to pay higher wages if there were two or three contractors
there instead of the works being controlled by one party.

system of let. 18181. Have you given any consideration to this question: whether
tingeontracts. it is of more advantage to the public to let works upon a bulk sum or

làtttng contracte upon a schedule of quantities and prices ?-I think it would dependby bhedule and
b>' bulk suni have some upon the nature of the work8. In some cases it is very difflouit to
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arrive-almost impossible to arrive in the bulk sum way-at what would
be a fair price for the work, because a great many contingencies will
arise during the construction of the work, that cannot possibly be
foreseen at the time of taking or letting the work. In ordinary works
perbaps there is some advantage.

18182. You say there is some advantage, in what way: in which
method is there an advantage ?-Weli, if I were taking a certain dis-
tance of road to build I would rather take it to build by the mile and
give the full control of it than I would any other way.

System of let-

each their advan-
tages accordtig
teh te nature of
the work.

18183. Then do you mean to say that is the best way for the con-
tractor ?-Well, it is from tbe contractor's point of view we generally
look at those things. An advantage tothe contractor to18184. I am asking you whether it is an advantage to the contractor have a bulk sum
to have it at a bulk sum ?-Yes, provided lie is given control of the work. pr ided he ha@

18185. Can you tell us which you think would be best for the public No injustice cau
interest, whether generally speaking it is better to let railway works b be doneo the
the bulk sum as a price or by a schedule of prices attached to quanti- work on a sche-
ties?-Well, I cannot see what injustice could be done to the public by dute of prices.

letting work upon a schedule of prices, because contractors are only
paid for what they actually do, and it is supposed nothing will be done
but what is actuadly necessary to be done to complete the work.

18186. To return to this transfer from your firm to Onderdonk, Was Ale-ed impro.
there any consideration promised to you on the part of any one con- 'r Innaence.
nected with the Government if you would accede to this transfer to
Onderdonk ?-No, Sir; none whatever.

18187. Was there any promise that in dealing with other works you
should receive favour or advantage of any kind ?-None.

18188. Is there any other matter connected with the British Colum-
bia work which you wish to state in evidence ?- don't know of any.

18189. Is there any other matter coniected with the Canadian
Pacific Railway which you can give in evidence ?-1 may state that
With regard to section 25, Purcell's' tender, that I joined him in after-
Wards, and for w hich we done the work, was more than $100,000 lower
than any other tender that was in for that section.

Con*ract No. S5.
Pureell's tender
mrore than$oe,0ower than any
other tender.

18190. Is there anything further connected with the Pacific Rail- Contract No. U.
Way ?-And also that with regard to section 41,that we should not have Wouid not have
joined Marks & Conmee in their contract as we considered their prices nmeoarks &

really too low, only we had a large amount of plant, a large amount of they bad a large

"'aterial and a number of people we had in our employ for years, and onnte spoant
We wartted to continue them in work.

18191. Can you give us any other information connected with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-1 don't know of any, Sir. •

:ARLES HORETZKY, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
18192. Where do you live ?-In Ottawa.
18193. What is your occupation ?-Nothing just now,
18194. Rave you a profession ?-No; I cannot say that I have.

HORETZKY.

Expiermtery
Surveys.
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Between Part
Garry and 18195. What occupation have you been following of late years ?-
a O.Un- As exploring engineer for the Canadian Pacific Railway.

From 1871 until 18196. From what time have you been so engaged ?-From 1871.Spring 1880, ex-

aoring enineer 18197. Until when ?-Until 'last spring, with the exception of a
Railway,with the season in 187a, and in part of 1876.
exception of the
season of 1s73 and 18198. We have been led to understand, from a letter from you, that
Wtness prepared have prepared a statement which you wish to give by way of
a statenent. evidence ?-Yes.
4th August, 1871, 1h-199. You may give that now if you wish: of course, you under-
with oberly left stand that it is given as part of the sworn. testimony ?--Undoubtedly.Fort Garry to
explore a Une for I have made a statement of it and made it very brief, so that you may
Railway. amplify it yourself-so that you may cross-question me on the state-

ment. On the 4th of August, 1871, being attached to Mr. Moberly's
exploration party, I left Fort Garry to explore a line for the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Our course lay along the River Assineboine to Fort
Pelly and north of Quill Lake, in a direct line for the South Sas-
katchewan, which was crossed in latitude 52° 22', thence to the Elbow
of the North Saskatchewan, and along the latter to a point some sixty
miles above Battle River, and thence on a nearly due west course to

The line to Hay the Hay Lakes. The line explored there is, with but a few trifling
ls practaly deviations, that now laid down upon the most recent maps. During

down. this journey, frequent branch or side examinations were made to the
At Edinonton north and south by Mr. Moberly, Mr. Nichols, and myself. Lpon reach-
party broke up, ing Edmonton the party was broken up, the major portion returning to
Mnherly and wtt- Winnipeg, while M r. Moberly and myseif went south to the Howse Passne-s went Southtete Ps
to Howse Pass. and the Kootanie Plains. We returned to Edmonton early in December.
2it1 December, This mountain journey was accomplished very expeditiously, and the
te 4,-iaror party was composed of five men altogether and ten horses. About the 20th
frou Edmonton December I took charge of the examination from Edmonton to Jasperto Jasper Bouse. House. This was accomplished within a month, the party being com-
Exam'inatlon posed of three men, three dog teams, and myself. In May, 1872, Mr.

Lak ulrtr Fleming asked me if I could take him over the line examined by Mr.
tAb Plalne by Moberly's party during the previous season. I replied that I could,

May, 1872, asked and it was forthwith arranged that Mr. Fleming should make a
to take Flemilng personal examination of the hne from Winnipeg, westward to Jasper
e®yoeerlan-yHouse. All the arrangements were entrusted to me, and upon the 2nd

2nd August,1872, August, 1872, the expedition left Fort Garry. Previous to our
expedition iert departure, Mr. Fleming decided not to follow the line proposed for theFort Garry. railway, but to take the shortest or most convenient route to Fdmonton.Toiusual cart btt
ioan oanot te We accordingly followed a cart trail, via Rat Creek, Shoal Lake, Fort
ineofrrailway to Ellice, the Touchwood Hils, and Careton, thence to the north of the

North Saskatchewan by the usual cart road, and from fifty to seventy
miles from the line of the Canadian Pacifie. Neither the Saskatchewan
nor any other' stream crossed by the line was seen, excepting at the

From Fort Garry cart crossing of the south branch of the Saskatchewan, and at Carleton.
to nronton at The journey from Fort Garry to Edmonton was made with exceptional

ies a day. speed, and at the average rate of fOrty miles por day. A pressing
Staternent rade engagement of one of the members of the party to be at Halifax by
by Feming In his the 15th November following was urged as an excuse for not carryingRteport, of >,72,
tbat lie had pass- out the ostensible object of the journey. At page 3 of the lasteti over the report
froam Lake ne railway report Mr. Fleming has made the statement "The
.Sperlor to the first examination under my direction was made in 1872, whenPacile mslead-
Ing. 1 passed over the line from Lake Superier te the Pacifie."
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That statement is entirely a misleading one, as, firstly, Mr. F. EfLinnaton
IMoberly, Mr. Nichols and 1, made the first examination in 1871, Lake Superior
between Winnipeg and Edmonton, and, in justice to Mr. Moberly, it may tFemin.

be remarked that subsequent examinations by other engineers
have failed to show any better line, excepting, perhaps, in a few local
deviations; and, secondly, Mir. Fleming, in his journey of 1872, followed Fleming's course.
the usual canoe route between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg, and thence
across the prairies to Edmonton, only crossed the proposed line in one
place, viz.: in about latitude 52° 12' west longitude 1050 12', as I have
already shown. Before reaching Edmonton Mr. Fleming asked me to Peace River

erform a journey of reconnaissance thence to the Pacifie Coast, via the Page.River PassBefore reachingeace River Valley Pass; he also prevailed upon Mr. John Macoun to Edmonton, Flem-
accompany me as botanist to the expedition. I undertook charge of Ing asked witness

the Peace River expedition, and, after speeding the Chief Engineer and journeyofrecon-
his attendants towards Jasper louse, left Edmonton on the 4th Sep- pacsanc to tve

tember for Lesser Slave Lake. At page 46 of the Pacifie Railway the Peace River
report for 1874, a brief report of the Peace River journey will be found. Valley Pass, John
Therein, without actually reporting against the route through the Peace eompan hlim asy boLanist.
River Valley, I hazarded some statements as to the advantages of a
line through the more southern pass of the Pine River. This proposition Witness in his
was, however, regarded as visionary, and my advice to have the Pine rert ponted
Pass systematically examined was completely ignored by the Chief "'ares of a line
Engineer, and, until the latest examination of the Peace and Pine Rivers thrn tas mofI
by Messrs. Cambie and MacLeod, the former route, the Peace Ri ver the Pine River.

route, bas been doggedly adhered to from sheer obstinacy, and disincli-
nation to admit the soundness of my judgment [ Vide page 10, Rep.
1878] in which Mr. Fleming still adheres to his idea regarding the Fleming adhered
Peace River. At pages 72 and 97 of the report for 1874, Mr. John to h views re-
Macoun took upon himself to report upon the engineering features of R hver.

the Peace River, and in this bas apparently misled the Chief Engineer
'by certain statements antagonistic to mine, touching the feasibility of
a road in the low level of the Peace River Valley east of the Rocky Peace River Pass
Ifountain Range, where no sane person would bave dreamed of locat- impeacticabe.
ing either a waggon road or a railway. The last examination by Messrs. Reportof Mac
MacLeod and Cambie bas, as already remarked,completely eorroborated Ld ud Camb

any views; but, when I desired to point out this fact, in my recent views of wltness
reepoit for 1879, the Chief Engineer forbade any reference to it, and Passageln wit-

Caused a passage in my report alluding to this circumstance te aiuing5repo rt
'expunged. above expanged.

18200. Is that passage now] extant ?-No ; it was expunged. It was
not allowed to be placed in the report at alil.

1801. Have you a copy of that passage ?-I cannot say that I have;
but I can give it to you almost verbally.

18202. Please do so ?- It affords me pleasure to see that the explo- Oives from mem-
-rations of Messrs. Cambie and MacLeo I bave fully corroborated my "rYt"he page
views regarding the railway route from the Peace River region by the alleges Fleming
Pine Pass. It was to that effect-I cannot say those were the exact suppressed.

Words.
18203. Is not your original report on file in the Department?-Which

report do you refer to ?

18204. The one out of which that passage has been expunged ?-On
file: the manuscript ?
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Fý .aM 1ver 18205. Yes?-Oh, no; the manuscriptwas never on file. The manu-
script was returned to me.

18206. Is not a copy of it kept in the Department ?-l fancy not.
There may be; some one may have copied it, but if so it is without my
knowledge. The manuscript was returned to my hands, and when the
proofs were shown to me I asked Mr. Smellie why that passage was

Smelie said expunged ? And he said Mr. Fleming did not judge it necessary Mr.
Fleming would Smellie informed me that Mr. Fleming had taken that passage out-itflot ailow the
passage to re- was at his instigation. Seeing that there had been so much antagon-
main. isn to the Pine Pass, even by Mr. Marcus Smith, until of late years, I

thought it was but right to myseif to make the remark that the exam.
inations made by Mr. Fleming's own chosen engineers-Cambie and
MacLeod-corroborated my experience. It was a perfect matter of
justice to me, but it was not allowed. Mr. Fleming would not allow it
to appear in the report.

18207. Do you know whether the copy set up in print was from your
manuscript ?-I think it was. It must have been from my manuscript.
Mr. Smel lie will give you ail the informatiou regarding that, because it
was from himself that I had the intimation.

18208. I understand you to say that you looked at the proof of this
print before it was finally adopted, and that you called Mr. Smellie's
attention to the omission of this passage ?-Yes; I looked at the print.
I had the proof shoots handed to me, and the passage was in the proof
sheets then, but when the corrected proofs-whether they were correct-
ed proofs, or the actual proofs in book form, I forget which-it was
omitted in this, and I asked Mr. Smellie why it was omitted. It was
too late to alter it then.

18-09. Did you find any other matorialdifference between the report
as printed and the report as contained in your manuscript ?-Nothing,
except as contained in that instance- that single sentence.

Tue rest of report 18210. And the rest of it you corroborate now ?-Oh, the rest of it is
tmpered exactly as I gave it-that is 1879, the last.

18211. And do you now corroborate that report, except with the
omission of this passage ?-Certainly; that has been printed exactly as
my mannseript.

0f the %ame
1pinion as when 18212. But have you changed your opinions, or is that report substan-
he wrote hie tially your "iew ?-It is quite correct; yes.report

18213. Proceed.-The passage of the Peace Iiver was made at a
season so late that certain officials of the Hudson Bay Co., bound for
the same destination as myself, turned back. I pushed on, however,

November, 1s72, and reached Stewart's Lake about the middle of November, and there
reae.edstewart's detached the botanist from the expedition. This is in 1872 I am speak-

ing of. An irksome and hazardoas journey upon snow-shoes enabled
me to reach Port Simpson, on the coast of the Pacific, in January,

Beturned to 1873. I returned to Ottawa two months later, and, I must suppose, inOttawa eariy In
1>73,and left consideration of my discoveries, was forthwith discharged from the

.overnment 6overnment service. I should bave made no allusion to the Pine
nervie. li River route, and should have known that opposition to the Chief
Pine ulver Engineer's pet theory, regarding the Peace River Pass, was the signal
renlte deneone-
d by Fleming's for my disnissal. Thenceforth, any allusion to the Pin River route

engineers. was systematically denounced, not only by Mr. Fluming's engineers,
but by others; and I have reason to believe that a series of denun-
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ciatory letters, published in the Montreal Gazette by Mr. MacLeod, of '""A...f
Aylmer, were inspired by Mr. Fleming. In May, 1874, after the ede Mane.
change of Administration, Mr. Alexander Mackenzie caused me to be In May 1814, re-

theiBrtis Coumba castengaged and'wentre-engaged, and I was sent out to examine the British Columbia coast eto xamine
from the fifty-third parallel of latitude upward, the main object being British columbia
to determine the altitude of the various passes in the Cascade Moun- 58rd parralUel
tains, and the nature of their approaches from sea level. A garbled "pward,
report of that work will be found at page 137 of the Chief Engineer's
Report for 1877. In this regard I am obliged to complain of the unjolst Passages of his
suppression of important passages in my report,relating to the Northern eport suppress-
coast of British Columbia, and particularly to the Kitimat Inlet, and
to the Kitiope. In fact, the last seven pages of my report were com- Gamsby's Ex.
pletely suppressed, and to this most extraordinary circumstance, Mr. °ri., *iiop.u
Gamsby's trying, expensive, and abortive expedition of February, 1876, Suppression or
up the River Kitlope, in search of a route to Lake Tochquonyala, is, passages he
doubtless in great part due. For had the officer responsible for that plain aboxie-
expedition been in possession of the facts detailed in the suppressed n amsby's
portions of my report, it would have been seen that the search in ques-
tion was a needless one, its utter uselessness being plainly pointed out
at page 30 of my original manuscript.-

18214. Who was in charge of that expedition by Mr. Gamsby ?- Mr.
Gamsby himself.

18215. Who was the Engineer-in-Chief ?-On the British Columbia Engnasr-Ce
side Mr. Marcus Smith. on Britiah Colum.

18216. Then you mean Mr. Smith had not the advantage of the
report which you had previously sent in on this subject to Mr.
Fleming ?-That is my meaning, Sir.

18217. As to that report, do you know whother any copy of it was
retained in the Department ?--I cannot really say, there may be a copy
and there may not.

18218. Was the original report returned to you ?-I think the
original here, that is to say this report,was written by myself at Bella-
Bella, north-west coast, on the 15th November, 1874, and a clean copy
of this was also written there and sent by mail to Victoria to Mr.
Smith.

18219. To Mr. Marcus Smith ?-To Mr. Marcus Smith here. He
was the person in charge of the surveys you understand. Mr. Fleming
was here. It would be to one or the other. It is addressed to Marcus
Smith, but in the printed report it is addressed to Mr. Fleming.

18220. That has been altered: do I understand you to say that your
first report was sent to Mr. Fleming, and that Mr. Marcus Snith hadnot the advantage of that afterwards, and therefore made the mistake
Of sending the Gamsby expe-dition ?-This report was sent to Marcus
Smith.

18221. The original ?-Yes ; and a clean copy too.
18222. Then why do you say lie had not the advantage of that Gamsby's expedt

'eport ?-Because two years elapsed. This report was not printed tion in 187&
«ntil two years afterwards. It was in 1876 Mr. Gamsby went in. Mr.
Brnaith was back in British Columbia, and he had probably for otten then
all about my report. I do not say that they do not know the contents
ot my whole report, but it seems they did not, because they sent an
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orvai'E expedition into the place that I had distinctly reported as being
River Kitiope. i mpracticable.

18223. Then you do not mean to say that Mr. Marcus Smith, in decid-
ing to send out the Gamsby expedition, had always been in ignorance
of your reports sent in ?-1 do not mean to say that.

18224. But if he had read it he had forgotten it ?-He had forgotten it.
18225. And that because it was not in print before him ?-I infer

that, as the last seven pages of my report were not put in print, they
considered them immaterial, or for some other reason. I inforred Mr.

Thinks Marcus Marcus Smith had lost sight of my statements.
Smith must at 18226. Do you mean to convey this idea: that he had, at one time,
one time been ac-

ainted wthits knowledge of your full report ?-Certainly he must have.
U1 report.

18227. But afterwards acted as if he had forgotten it ?-He or Mr.
Fleming. Mr. Fleming was always the chief, and it was he, I presume,
gave Mr. Smith instructions what to do. Of course, I cannot say any-
thing about that. i know this, and may as well mention it now: in
the spring of 1877, it must be renembered, my report was manipulated
and corrected by a person called Dixon, of the Public Works here,
and this Dixon may have taken upon himself to make this sup res-
sion, to cut these pieces out. I don't know who did so, but it bas boen

Complained to done. I complained to Mr. Smith in 1877 of the suppression of my
emin report, and Mr. Smith said to me: "They have no right to do that,eupression, Whorptabsafit was or no you should complain to Mr. Fleming." Well, I did complain to Mr.

""*"<e®e Fleming, and Mr. Fleming said it was of no consequence.

18228. Could you file the original report as you have it now, which
you had sent in on a previous occasion ?-No; I have not got that.
This is the only thing I have- my original manuscript. The clean
report from which they printed, I do not know what has become of it.

16229. That was not returned to you ?-No ; that was not returned to
me, and, moreover, when I arrived in Ottawa in March, 1875, I made
some addenda to my report-some interpolations which I handed in to
Mr. Marcus Smith. Those interpolations do not appear in the printed
book ; but I by no means blame Mr. Smith for the suppression of the
report because he told me they had no business to suppress anything.
I cannot say who is to blame-it may have been Mr. Dixon and it may
have been Mr. Fleming.

,Gamsby's expedi. 18230. Proceed.-As a matter of fact, the expedition went astray
tion went astray from the outset, and, instead of ascending the north-east fork of the

Kitlope, took a branch- the westerly one -which led to the very core
of the outer range of the Cascade Mountains, a result which might have

Kiirmat Intet been known by reference to my report. As regards the Kitimat Inlet,Vlley. the valley of which leads to the Skeena River through a remarkably
Nothing sald o~f
Kitimat Iniet in easy pass in the eoast range, nothing has been made publie in the offi-
a >ahough witnes cial reports, although I drew particular attention to it in my report of
drew attention to 187t. Upon the 9th March last I addressed Mr. Fleming in this con-

his Report of nection [ Vide page 46 of my pamphlet "Startling Facts"), and reminded
him of my report upon the Kitimat; but he had evidently forgotten the
matter entirely, and requested me not to allude to it again. Strange to
say, however, notwithstanding Mr. Fleming's injunction to say nothing
about the Kitimat ; Mr. George Keefer who was then in the next room
correcting the proofs of his report upon the Skeena, alludes twice to
the Kitimat at page 74 of the report of 1880, and the next day Mr.
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Fleming addressed me the letter quoted at page 47 " Startling Facts." Kit. "'®*
What I wish to point out is, that I handed that letter to Mr. Fleming
himself; ho read it, and appeared to be very much struck with the infor- Witness's theory
mation ; went to the map, and after I exilaind the circumstance, said to ea to the origin ofto te ~ exjlatied ~ sai <the flrst officiai
me :" Say nothing at ai1 about this, it wil embarrass the Government." recognition of the
"Well," I said, " all right." As I say, Mr. Keefer was in the next office Kitimat Valley.
correcting his proofs. Mr. Keefer never saw the valley ofthe Kitimat,
but yet ho alludes to it in his report, and says ho saw it there. My
impression is that Mr. Keefer never saw the valley of the Kitimat, but
Mr. Fleming primed him to allude to it (that is my impression) just
to show that the thing had not been overlooked. The Kitimat Valley is
the finest valley from British Columbia to the sea-board, and until that
letter of March addressed by Mr. Fleming no official recognition of the
existence of that valley has been made; it is like the passage of the
Rocky Mountains-

18231. Is the Kitimat Valley that valley through which the Kitimat Kitimat River
descends throughRiver descends to the sea ?-Yes. Ritimat Valley
to the sea.

18232. It empties into the Douglas Channel ?-Yes, the Douglas
Channel-otherwise called the Kitimat Inlet; and, to show that Mr.
Keefer was writing about what ho knew nothing of, if you have the
Report of 1880, I will point that out. Mr. Keefer made a mistake on Alleged mistake
page 'i3. Mr. Keefer says: of Keefer's.

" My intention was to continue my examination some miles further east, or as far
as Kitsalas ; but on learning that an ice jam, immediately above the mouth of the
Zymoets, some two miles ahead, was moving, made further delay a risk I did not care
tO incur, as the jam, once below me, and a change in the weather-of which there was
every indication-our eit would have been rendered a matter of some difficulty, if
nlot imiossible, in canoes. This state of affairs entirely prevented the possibility of
aa examination of the valley of the Lakelse to the head of the Kitimat."

That is the Kitimat Valley ho is referring to.
" But from all the information I could gather from the Indians, and from my own

Observation, I infer there is no difficulty, should it ever be desirable, of carrying a
"ine through this valley to the head of Gardner Inlet."
Xow, Sir, it is a physical impossibility to carry a railroad from the Keefer's idea
head of Gardner Inlet. Gardner Inlet is away from it altogether, as impossible.
YO will see by the map. That shows ho did not know what ho was
Writing about. He repeats it at the second last paragraph of his
report, recommending,

"'8hould any further necessity occur for reaching Gardner Inlet as a terminal
Pa1t the valley of the Lakelse offers easy access to that point, from the valley ofth, Èàeena"

I have a little map which shows it.

n RYA&N's examination continued: HUGH RYAN.

By the Chairman:- stico-

18233. I understand you wish to add something to the evidence Co oe.
trven by you this morning ?-What I wish to say, Sir, is this: that as No allowanoe in

r as I know, and I think it is correct, that when the quantities were estimates for
estimated for Section 25, that is before the work was let, there was D no B aiagenwhe
allOWance made for shrinkage over muskeg and any other material, was made in
While the estimates that were made for Section 41, or the adjoining regard to41.

setion afterwards, there was a very liberal allowance made for
shrinkage, from what was known of section 25, which would go to
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-ContIrace Nos.
25 and 41. show to a great extent the reason why the work on Section 41 should

run under while the work on section 25 should be over.
18234. Is there anything further ?-No; that is the point I wish to

establish.
18235. You spoke this morning of some papers which you wished

to produce ?- Those papers would be in connection with what you
asked me about, whether there was a dispute between the Government
and us about section 25.

18236. If they only relate to the validity of your claim for money,
then we do not propose to investigate them ?-That is all they do.

ST. JEAN. ST. JEAN, sworn and examined:
Tel #phr-

!l?:1deïd, . - By the Chairman -Coutret No. 4.
Remembers 18237. Mr. Waddle, who gave evidence before us, mentioned your
wh 1~adie 1nd name as a person who had accompanied him in some of his interviews
saw either 'r, with either the Minister or Deputy Minister of Public Works regarding
Mackenzi5 or Mr. froe te~ -wrs teued
Trudeau. his tender for one of the telegraph works on the line: do you remember

anything about such a matter?-I remember, your Honour, that I have
been with him. I could not exactly say whether it was to Mr. Mac-
kenzie or the Deputy; I think it was rather the Deputy, but
I could not say exactly what was said because I thought it was
of very little importance. What I remember is so vague I am not

Waddle could not positive what it was; however, I can tell you, if I remember well, lie
give security In could not give the necessary security in time, and he was with a Mr.

Smith, if I remember well, and there was some misunderstanding
between him and Mr. Smith. He came here several times to see the
Minister to that effect, to try and get the contract, but if I had time tp.
reflect on the question I might have been able to say a little more
although nothing of importance could be made of it, because I am under

The Government the impression he did not get the contract, for two reasons--one the
"otouwtretion Government were not, I believe, prepared to go on with that section,
4. and he had not the necessary security. I am not positive, your Hongqur,
How witnesu in what I say, because I just went there to accompany him. Ie thought
-came to go to cod
Department wît 1 could be--I suppose being deputy of the city and a friend of the
Waddle. Government-he thought my presence might help hirm. He was taken

to my place by a friend of his-I am- not quite sure, but I think it was
Mr. Coffey-Mr. Thomas Coffey-I am not sure, but it was some person
that brought him to my place. 1 used to go very often with people I
had never seen. I had the reputation of being very kind to go with
people, and he thought I could help him to get the contract. That is
all I can remember. It is about six years ago, I think.

18238. Why do you think one of the reasons was that the Govern-
ment were not prepared to go on with the contract ?-I could not say,
i never took any interest in the question, and never asked Mr. Mac-
kenzie about it, neither did I care whether it did go on or not. [ devoted
all my time during the time I was in Parliament to trying to get work
for the poor people, so I did not examine, nor seareh, nor reflect on the
question at all.

18239. Do you remember now what was said by the Minister or
Deputy Minister to Mr. Waddle on the subject of ainy extension of timue,
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se that he could put in his security later than was at first intended ?- Contract No. 4.

"Weil, your Honour,it is so vague in my mind what reason Mr. Trudeau
gave to Mr. Waddle. I know at the time I was satistied Mr. Trudeau
gave him a satisfactory answer. This is. all I can remember; but Mr.
Trudeau could explain before this Commission botter than me, because
ho is the ?arty charged with these things. It is so vague in my mind,
it is just like a dream

18240. Then, do you mean you have no recollection of the circum- No sufcient re-
stances sufficiently to be able to state them by way of evidence ?-No, Inrvie be-
your Honour. I do not remomber sufficient to say why the work was tween Waalie
Mot gone on with, nor why Mr. Waddle did not get the contract It is or Deputy Min-
just as vague as the fact of Mr. Smith and him having the tender, and ieter.
that there was some misunderstanding between the two, but I could not
say what the misunderstanding was, or what the reason was. Last
sammer I met him on the street, he came and shook hands with me
and spoke about that contract, and ho said: "l It is a pity I didn't get
the contract that time." I said: "l It would have suited you; I don't
know anything about it." So I know so little about it that I do not
kniow what to eay.

18241. Mr. Waddle said that at one time you were present when he Trudeau'told
Was informed that if some other person to whom the contract had been WaddIe®that f
'Offered failed to put up security ho should have a further opportunity ers dld not come
te put up security on bis tenders: do you remember anything about "eceryh w®l®w
that sufficiently to be able to give it in evidence ? -I think Mr. Trudeau get contract.
told him something to that effect-that if they did not come up to time
he would get it. To the best of my knowledge and belief that was the
ýswer, but anything further I do not remember, unless it js brought to
Iny mind.

18242. Do you know anything else about the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
ay which you can give by way of evidence ?-Nothing ,at all your
nlour-nothing at all.

CARLEs HORETZKY'S evidence continued: HORETZKY.
Exploratery

Ry the Chairnan Surveys Bu0 -

18243. As to this report which you think was partially suppressed, me nm et.
nlladerstand that it was made by you in the fall of 1874 ?-Yes. wh w ,arti

18244. Do you remember whether it was addressed to Mr. Marcus aa siwessed

11ith or to Mr. Fleming ?-It was addressed to Mr. Smith, but in the addressed byhirmn

a»luted copy the address was changed to that of Mr. Fleming, as you appreu Smithe'
by the heading. Printed report as

i'3" ~ue ~~îng.addreased to

18245. Clearly the beginning of your letter is to Mr. Marcus Smith, Fleming.

e0use you make use of those words: "having in view the verbal
)hstructions of Mr. Fleming and written suggestions made by yourself,"
r4eaning, I suppose, Mr. Smith ?-Yes; that shows it.

18246. Do you remember to whom yo ave that report ?-That Reprt maniet
vPort was mailed by me from Victoria, in ebrua, 187o, anThen m .
dh home I found Mr. Smith had already received it a few days

'p1'ýott10uly.

18241. Where was Mr. Smith thon ?-He had already returned from
ritish Columbia. He had returned before I had.
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Rit®epe Vlley,
Kitimat1lillet.

The Gamsby ex-
pedition prohably
a resuit of parti-
ally suppressiflg
his report.

But the partial
suppression
havtng taken
place In lt77could
flot affect what
took place ln 1876,
the year of Gams-
by's expedition.

Not until he saw
printed report of
187 did e know
his own had been
mutulated.

18248. So you found, on arriving at Ottawa, that Mr. Marcus Smith
had possession of your report ?-Yes ; excepting those addhenda.

18249. Those were made here at that time ?-Yes; they were made
here-one addendum was mado.

18250. Do I understand you to say that the consequence of this report
having been partiall) suppressed, or ignored, was that it possibly led
to the starting of the expedi tion of Mr.Gamsby ?-That was niy meaning.

18251. And that the expense of that expedition would have been
avoided if your report had not been suppressed ?-Might have been
avoided if he had taken notice of it.

18252. When did you say that your report was partially suppressed ?
-Not until 1877.

18253. How do you think that could affect the operation of 1876 ?--
Because the report was in possession of the authorities of that period.

18254. But as they had the report in 1876 it was perfect, was it
not ?-It was perfect.

18255. Then the leaving out of portions in 1877 could not have
affected their minds in 1876 ?-It might not.

18256. Do you think it was possible?-Not at all-no; but I draw
the inference that as the last seven pages of my report were omitted
in 1877 they were not taken notice of or attended to in 1876. Of
course, I do not know who did it. I lay the blame to nobody, but Mr.
Marcus Smith told me they had no right to suppress any portion of
it; and when I spoke to Mr. Fleming about it, he pooh-poobed it. I
want you to understand, also, that the report, at the ino it was being
printed, was in the hands of Mr. Dixon, who cou'd have no local
knowledge of the place, so I do not know why he should have omitted
it. With reference to the question you have asked me, I stated: " In
fact the last seven pages of my rep:rt were completely suppressed, and
to this most extraordinary circumstance Mr. Gamsby's trying, expen-
sive and abortive expedition of February, 1876, up to the River Kit
lope, in search of a route to Lake Tochquonyala, is doubtless in great
part due." You observe, I do not make a downright assertion.

18257. I understand. I am only investigating the reasons for your
opinions; I am not taking them as statements of fact, but as proba-
bilities : at the time that this expedition of Gamsby's was started, you
hvd no reason to think that any one in the Department had inten-
tionally suppressed any portion of your report ?-No; I knew nothing
at ail of it.

18258. It was only from the incomplete shape of the printed report
of 1877 ihat you supposed they had not paid proper atî.'ntion to that
portion which does not appear in the report ?-That is aIl In fact, in
1877 I had quite forgotten all about the report-the details of it.

18259. Does the suppressed portion refer principally to the Kitimat
locality, as fvr as you recollect?-The addendum is certainly not
included ii the printed report. I am not aware whether this para-
graph is in the report: "l It is needless to lengthen this report by
more than a passing allusion to the Kitimat Iniet-a huge water-filled
indentation like the others of the coast." Does that passage appear in
the printed report ?
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18260. I an not aware at this moment ?-After that the suppressed I t ane7

addendum follows. I shall read it :
" At the north-east corner of this arm of the sea, there is, however, a long and Suppressed ad-

narrow bay, which, were it dredged, would aff c- i ai excellent harbour. There is dendnum in whlolo
ample room for wharfage, but to deepen this the Kitimt River would require to be witness states
diverted to the west aide of the inlet. A micronetrical survey has been made of this from the upper
place by Mr. Richardson, during my absence in the interior, while in search of passes Skeena the valley
to the eastern plateau. Had I been successf0 in this respect, soundings up the upper of the Eitimat
end ot the niet wolld have been taken, and, in f tet, a minute hydrographic exami- without parallel.
nation would have been made. As an outlet fr m the Upper Skeena, the opportunity
afforded by the maguificent ialley of the Kitinat, of connection with the interior
from that quarter, is unparalleled on the c.iasts."

That is the addendum, the interpolation, which I hando in, I think,
to Mr. Smith's office after mv arrival in Ottawa.

18261. Was that somewhere about Jantuary, 1875 ?-Somewhero Other passages
about February or March; 1 fbrget the d·by I arrived here. It Was aes of report
probably March. That is the addendun that was omitted. There are omnItted which
other parts and paragiraphs and passages all through the report omit- conaine'd"vINa
ted, and the last sovea pages entirely. ble information.

18262. As to those omissions. I und rstand you to say, in effect, they
gave siibsiantial information to the D3partment which would have
saveýd some expense and surveys whieh afterwards took place ?-That
is my supposition.

18263. That is your view of the matter ?-Yes; that is my opinion.
18264. And for that reason you think this allusion to the omission is

material ?-Yes
18265, Do I understand you, that those omissions bear particularly

upon the Kitimat region, the valley of the Kitimat River, and on
the probability of that course proving a good one for a railway ?-he
addendum refers to that.

18266. To the portions that had been omitted; are there any other
portions ?-The portions which refer to the Kitlope.

18267. Is there any portion which refers to the Kitimat, so far as
You know ?-No.

18268. Where is it that Mr. Gamsby made this exploration, and Vi*yop""
Which was unnecessary in your opinion ?-Up the Kitlope, in search of 1n search of
a pass to Lake Tochquonyala. a pass to Lake

Tochquonyala.
18269. You have, as I understand, the original of this report which

You have retained possession of from the beginning ?-Yes; it is here.

18270. Would you refer to that portion of your report which you
think has heen omitted ?-With reference to the Kitiope ?

18271. With reference to that ?-With reference to the Kitiope
Iiver no actual exhaustive exploration of this stream was made.

18272. You are speaking of the examination whieh was made under
Your superviion ?-Yes; these are my own remarks:

No actual exhaustive exploration by me was made of the stream for the reason Concludes for
t it was proposed to examine it from the source downwards, and thet towards the reasons stated

aid of the season, the knowledge of the country acquired by a visit o the region that there is
ere t'w of its three origins lie made a journey down the stream a matter of supere- route for a rat!-'gation. At its mouth tie Kitlope entera the sea through a flat, swampy bottom, way along the

loapassed by huge glacier-capped mountains. A few miles bigher up, report says KitLIoPe.abdian report] that the valley improves, and that the mountains recede and are less
ruPt. I can readily beleive this, and know that adding a distance of six or sevea

19*
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miles from the actual water-shed of the Cascade Range, the north-west branch of the
Kitiope River does really flow through a valley of moderate extent, but, untortunately,
at au tlevation above the sea of less than 1,100 feet ; and that, moreover in the
direction of its source, that is to say, to the north-west, there is nothing visible but a
perfect sea of glacier-capped mountains. It is possible, but very far from probable,
that th- branch in question roay lead to a pass. Such a pass, if there be one, cannot
be much less than 3,000 feet above the sea, and considering the close proximity of the
water-shed, or summit [at Lake Tochquonyala] to the low valley which i saw, I
think the inference may be safely drawn, that, in this quarter, no practicable route
is to be looked for."

That is the paragraph to whieh I refer, Sir.

18273. Are you still of the same opinion as expressed in that para-
graph ?-Decidedly of the same opinion. I consider there is no way of
going up there to the Kitiope from the head of Gardner Canal.

1827 1 Then the final decision not to adopt that lonality as one to be
crossed by the railway was a good decision in your opinion ?-Certainly.
It was never foilowed out by Mr. Gamsby.

18275 Then what was the result, as regards the public interest, of
this omission of part of your report, which part you think has been
su)pressed : is it the expense of this survey ?-Certainly. If Mr.
Smith or Mr. Fleming read this carefully, I think probably they
would not have sent that expedition.

18276. Is there any other result which you think is to be attributed
to not roading that report?-Nothing else.

18277. Is that the portion which you have read which you say points
out the sudden rise to this lake, and which would have satisfied any
person that there was no pass open there ? -Yes; what I have read.

18278. I understood it was the omitted portion ?- This is the omitted
portion.

18279. But is that the portion which you say or think would have
informed him it was useless and hopeless to send out that expedition ?
-Yes; that is the portion. I may not have made it perhaps
sufficiently plain, but it was my intention that was to be understood
from it.

18280. But it would have been useless unless it was plain for the
purpose for which you say it was intended ?-Certainly.

18281. Do you think, having read that now, that it would point out
to Mr. Smith or any person reatding it the hopelessness of such an ex-
ploration as Mr. Gamsby made ?-I think so.

Kitinaat Valley. 18282. As to this Kitimat Valley, do you complain that any portion
Considers there
was nooffncial of your report was omitted which would have shown that to be a more
recognition or favourable route than it bas been held to be in the opinion of the Depart-Kitimat ValleyIl
bis reportrespect- ment ?-Yes; I say that no official recognition has been taken of the

ung rit ese. Kitimat Valley whatever by any one.
18283. Do you mean in no document ?-No; it lias not been

referred to in any printed reports I have seen, and my report of it bas
been suppressed.

18284. Does not the report of 1877 at page 139 refer to that ?-Ter'
are a few opening remarks on it.

18285. Is not most of the page taken up on the subject ?-That has
no reference to the valley of the Kitimat leading to the Skeena. A.
reference to the map would enable you to understand it.
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18.:86. (s there any other portion of your report referring ta the
Kitimat locality or valley which has been omitted, and which would
affect the question beyond that addendum which you have read ?-No,
Sir; no other.

ExploratoryNurveya, I.C.-.
Kitimat VaHey.

18287. Proceed with the statement.-Besides the examination of %*t*',£°e.
the Kitimat and its branches, the work of 1874 comprised an explora- quoi, «ems-
tion of the head waters of the River Kitlope, a survey of the Dean Arm a.bag
Çanal and its affluents, the Rivers Tsatsquot and Kemsquit, of the River What was con-
Kimano, and of the entire water-shed of the Cascades from Dean Canal ariroaor "i-
to the head of Douglas Arm-an accurate description of all this work nes'is report
was given in my suppressed report.- pressed.

18288. When you speak of the suppressed report, do you mean that a 1
whole repo't bas been suppressed ? -No; I mean a suppressed portion explore region
of that report. At the conclusion of the season's operations, I was "gr
-ompelled to find my way back to Victoria, by making a most hazardous
canoe voyage of eleven days duration down the Pacific Coast in the
middle of winter. InI 1875, I was again sent out to British Columbia, for
the purpose of exploring the unknown region near François Lake.-

18289. To go back to that lait sentence, you say you' were com-
pelled to make a hazardous voyage down the coast ?-Yes; from the
force of circumstances. There were no steamers.

18290. You do not complain of that ?-No; not at all.

18291. Youa mean that it became necessary ?-Yes ; it became noces-
sary. I do not blame the Department for that.

18292. Proceed.-In 1875, I was again sent out to British Columbia
for the purpose of exploring the unknown region near François ExPl-res FVB-

Lake, and also to perform other work. In 1876 and 1877, I was country north of
-employel in the examination of the country to the north of Lake Lae Hr,"" o
Huron. Iu 1879, I was sent out to British Columbia to survey the between the
unknown region lying between the River Skeena and the Pl e River; and P °.'"
an account of this work will he found in the general repol of 1880. River.
In this connection the Chiot Engineer's memorandum of instructions InH79 snt
for Mr. A. J. Cambie, regarding the explorations in Northern British skeera and the
Columbia dated 12th Ntay, 1879, particularly paragraphs nine and ton, Peace miver.
are worthy of notice.

18293. You are speaking of the report of 1880 ?-Yes; the report of
1880: Exploration be-

tween Skeen&A
(9) '' It is the desire of the Government that tbe country should, with as lit tie Peace and

delay as possible, be thoroughly explored, so that the shortest eligible route between Plue Rivers.
the River Skeena and the River Peace, or its tributary, Pine River, may be fully de-
termined.

(10) '' Instructions have been sent to Messrs. MacLeod and Gordon to accompany
Mr. Oambie and to co-operate with him in this examination."

Prom the above it will be seen that Mr. Cambie's duty was to
thoroughly explore the region referred to in paragraph nine, with the
View of finding the shortest eligible route for a rai way between the
Skeena and Peace Rivers. I shall now show the farcical manner in
Which that exploration was carried out. About the 24th June, 1879, witness's views
Mr. Cambie and his staff left the Forks of Skeena for Lake Babine via (el"CYforatIn
the valley of the Susquah. In my report of 15th March, 1873, I gave a betweel the
erude account of the Susquah Valley, and pointed out the heavy nature mivers.
-of the work, and grades to be encountered in using it as a communica-
.tion between Lake Babine and the Skeena River. Messrs. Cambie and

191*
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Exploration be-.
tween skeena,
Peace and MaLo
Plce ivera. MacLeod entertain similar views of the difficulties of that route. Mr.

Cambie reached Lake Babine and thence, with the exception of
two short walks of about a dozen miles in the aggregate, over excel-
lent trails, performed the entire distance to Fort St. James, at the
lower end of Stewart Lake, by canoe and boat. From Fort St. James
he travelled overanother excellent tiail to Fort MacLeod, with ninety-
five animals and twenty-one hired servants, besides his secretary and
other members of his statf. An inspection of the mp of British
Columbia will show what a perfect farce this journey was, as an
exploration, for upon his arrivai at Fort MacLeod, Mr.Cambie knew as

Cambie's explor- much about the country which he had been instructed to explore as ho
on perun- did when leaving the Skeena. He looked, and in imagination saw

"practicable lines ;" he heard descriptions of severl routes by parties
who knew the country well ; and os Mr. Horetzky had been specially
detailed to make a thorough examination of that region, an under-
taking, by the way, utterly impossible of fulfilment by one man during
the short northern season, ho was content to record a fanciful examina-
tion on paper. I may also remark here, that in order to obtain even
rough estimates of the elevation of mountain passes, it is not simply
sufficient to send an untutored Indian to the point of observation with
an aneroid, and to trust to his index finger to show the reading of Ihe
instrument. A conscientious engineer would go in person, no mat-
ter what obstacles lay in the way.--

182.4. Of whom are you speaking ?-Of Mr. Cambie. Mr. Cambie's
party did that.

18295. Did he state anything whatever of those things in his history
of the subject ?-No; but the memorandum of instructions tells him to.
make a thorough examination from the Skeena to the Peace River.

18296. Do you think his report on the subject shows ho did not obey
his inst etions?-Oh, no. In that portion of his report it entirely
agrees th me, but Mr. MacLeod, whoaccompanied him, tells me that
he did not go himself to the summit, but sent an Indian there. I say-
if he had been a conscientious engineer ho would have gone himself.

18297. What summit?-On the summit of the Babine Pass.
Contends that 18298. Do you mean that you gather from his report that he intended
Oamble Intendedte' h
to deceivethe to deceive the Department as to the progress ho made, or the stops ho
Department. took to make this exploration ?-I do. I endeavour to show that the

exploration he did was a perfect farce.
18299. Bosides that, does his report mis-state facts, as you under-

stand it ?-No; itdoes not mis-statefacts, but it allows people to take it
forgranted that he did make an examination.

18300. And you have learned from some one who accompanied him
that he did not make the exploration, though his report says ho did ?-
That is it. He sent an Indian to the summit of the Pass to find it out
with an aneroid.

18301. How do you state that he sent an Indian: what is your
authority ?-Mr. MacLeod's statement to me, who accompanied him.

18302. Does Mr. MacLeod himself make a report on the subject ?-
Yes.

18303. Does he mis-state the facts ?-He does not, of course. But ho
does not make that statement that they sent an Indian to the summit.
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18304. Does he suggest facts, or does he state them positively, which rine Rivera.
facts you take to be untrue ? - No; I cannot say that he does.

18305. Proeeed.-I have referred very briefly to this matter and
inerely desire to point out that the slovenly, expensive, but remarkably
easy mode of exploring a rough country just described, is possibly not
the only instance which might be recorded. Reference to paragraphs
five, six, seven and eight of Mr. Fleming's instructions will show what
the Chief Engineer expected me to do. To perform ail the examina-
tions entrusted to me would have been impossible ; but, in self-
justification, I will say that what I did was of an exceptionally difficult
and ardnous character. It involved a survey and the determination of
a chain of' levels across three mountain ranges, over a perfectly
untravelled and unknown country, where horses could not be used, and
where everything required for the service hal to be carried upon men's
backs or by canoes upon streams never before navigated even by the
Indians of the coutiry; and, although the work was performed in the
best and most economical methoi possible, the Chief Erigineer, while
perfectly cognizant ot the reasonableness of a claim I have put in for a
salary equal to that paid to Mr. Henry MacLeod, and notwith-
standing his promise to recommend to the Minister of the Railway chiefEngineer
iDepartment that it should be fitvourably considered, now refuses to give refuss t® assent
his assent, which, the Mnister has stated is ail that is necessary to certain salary.
enable him to make a settlement. In self justification, I would there.
fore most respectCully suggest that the salaries paid to Mr. H. J. Cambie
and his secretary, to Mr.H. MacLeod, and to the Rev. D. M. Gordon and
myself, be made publie, also the cost of the various expeditions of 1879.
Mr. Cambie's exploration of 18-9 was outfitted in the mostextravagant
tnanner. In conclusion, I wish to point out in the most unmistakable Contendsthatthe
maanner that, from the very initiation of the surveys, Mr. Fleming has the acar e HÍet
designedly burked enquiry into the character of the Peace River line, une was Ignored

from the com-
and that, until the results of the journey of Messrs. Cambie and mencemntby
MacLeod in 1879 were made known to him by telegraph, he dogzedly Fleming.
refused to accept reliable testimony in favour of that route. [ Vide Pine River
page 9, Rop. 18781. That my opinion expressed in 1871 and subse- Route.
9uently, in favour of the Pine River route, and adverse to that of the of ®e iv"er
Peaee River, bas been fully endorsed by Mr. Hanter, and by Messrs. route enders.e

yHuter, Cam-
Cfttabie and MqacLeod; and I again have no hesitation in saying that the bieand r MacLeo.
Pine Pass is the key to ail pos.ible termini from Bute Inlet northward.
1 also make the statement that the examinations of 1879 could have been
nlore satisfactorily performed at half the cost; that the expedition under
)Ir. Tupper was unnecessary; and that, apart from the valuable workdone by Messrs. H. MacLeod and Dr. Dawson of the Geological
turvey, the knowledge obtained was but an unnecessary repetition of
that eontained in Mr. Elunter's report of 18-8, and in mine of 1873.
Mlr. Hunter performed the examination of the Pine River in 1878, with Hunter'sexamia-
' Pack train of twenty animais, under peculiar difficulties. I made the atl ofPine

&t examination of allunder stili more disadvan tageous circumstances,
and at a very trifling cost, and found ten horses, whilo in the Peae

eir region, amply sufficient for any work, protraeted or otherwise.
by the enormous train of men and horses aiready rererred to should

aVe been necessary to Mr. Cambie under the most advantageous of
Srcumnstances (that is to say the summer season) can only be expiained
fro himself. Mr. Fleming having, during 1h long series of years
Î% 1873 to 1879, refused to entertain suggestions proffered in good
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faith upon such an important subject as that of the passage of the
Rocky Mountains, and regarding the country to the north of the Yel-
low Head, it can no longer be a matter for surprise that, at the last
moment, he should have addressed the Minister of Railways, and have
stroigly urged delay in construction upon either the Burrard Inlet or
Bute Inlet routes. In my letter of 29th October last, addressed to the
Secretary of the Royal Commission upon the Pacific Railway, I drew
attention to Mr. Fleming's report of 1877, in whieh a classification of
the North West lands, by Mr. John Macoun, botanist, will be found, at

b!acoun's classfi- page 336. [ stated that Mr. Macoun's estimates were purely conjec-
«Weto th- tural, and, consequently, unreliable. 1 now repeat that statement, and
Fleming's Report call Mr. Fleming to witness that he euntertains precisely similar views
u ral. c°"e~ regarding those estimates as myself. I here produce a press copy of a

memorandum, addressed by me to thq Minister of Railways in the early
part of 1879, in which, alter discussing Mr. Macoun's Peace River in,
1875, the remark occurs:

" We have, however, at present no authority to make pseudo-statistical aspertiouse
regarding the extent and value of the )ominion lands in the North-West, and Mr.
Macoun's classification at page 336 of the report for 1879, must, for lack of sufficient
evidence, be regarded as purely imaginative and unreliable."

Fleming of the After carefully perusing this memorandum (Mr. Fleming was parti-
wness res>ct- cularly careful to see everything I wrote for the Minister), the Chief
ing North-West Engineer remarked to me: " I quite concur in all you have stated."
lande. The press copy I refer to is hure.--
Wltnessadvo- 18306. Do we understand that you advocate the practicability of theeales Plue River
Pas» ln refer- Pine River Pass in preference to the Peace River Pass ?-Yes; that la
eneeto e ce id.
R iver Pams. my

18307. Is that the main view you are supporting now in this
pamphlet of yours and in this statement ?-It is not the main view, it
is one of the views.

18308. Do you understand that to be now a material question for
consideration in the Department ?-No; i presume the question is past
and gone; it is a dead issue now, I presume.

18309. Do you know if it was at any time a serious question for
consideration which of these two passes should be adopted ?--I think
that, as far as the interests of the country is concerned-as far as the
opening out of the best lands in the North-West is concerned-that a
route via Pine Pass would lead the way through them.

Peuace and Pine 18310. At present I am asking whether you have ever understood
River Passes. that the choice of one or other of these passes was a material matter

for the consideration of the Department ?- -1 think it would have been
a material matter.

18311. But was it : I mean did such events bappen as made it
a material matter for their consideration ?-Not that I am aware of.

18312. Then which of these two passes would be the best is not of
much importance, according to your idea at present ?-No; not at
present. It is not a material matter, of course.

18313. Was it at any time of importance. so far as the affairs of the
Department were concerned, to know which of these two passes would
bu the best ?-I think ft was, seeing that the engineer in charge of
the western section, Mr. Marcus Smith, advocated it himself.
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18314. Advocated which ?-The Pine Pass. Marcus Smitb
advocated Ploie

18315. Do yon mean as against the Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes. RivPr Ps
18316. Do you understand that at any time it had been decided to 0w Head Pa*.

adopt a more northerly terminus than the one which has been since Bute Inlet at one
adopted ?-Bute Inlet was at one time in question as a terminus. tem sib e

18317. And was it in reference to that terminus that you considered i"yto'the*®
that the question between Pine River Pass and Peace River Pass through route to

became material for consideration ?-Yes; I always considered it. In Bute Iniet.

fact, when I first pointed out the Pine Pass I pointed it out as the key
to the through route to Bute Inlet. Burrard mUet

18318. But if the selection of Burrard Inlet in preference to Bute Inlet once adopted the
was the correct decision, then this question beiweeni the Pine River Peace andltone
Pass and Peace River Pass was one of no importance ?-No. t r so n.

18319. So that it resolves itself into the main question: whether it
should be Bute Inlet, or some other northern port, as against Burrard
Inlet ?-Yes; as against Burrard Inlet.

rnh, adoption or183z0. Do you say you think that this question was of consequence P®ue Pass depend-
because the railway could have been botter constructed through the Pine ed on the western
River Pass, to a more northerly terminus than the one which las eaminus select-
been adopted ?-I have always thought that the Pine Pass
afforded the best route; that in the event of Bute Inlet. for instance,
being adopted, the Pine Pass offered the best and cheapest route, and
also that it would open up the finest and most available lands in the
North West.

18321. Do you mean that this question of the availability of the
Pine River Pass was always subordinate in its importance to the main
question, whether Buriard Inlet should be ádopted in preference to
Bute Inlet or some more northerly one ?-Of course the adoption of
the Pine Pass rested entirely upon the question of the western ter-
m in us.

18322. Yon mean the northerly terminus ?-Of westerly termini.
It Was none of my business to say that the Burrard Inlet, or the Bute
Inlet, or any other northern port should be adopted ; but I maintain that
if the Bute Inlot or any other northern terminus were adopted, that
the Pine River Pass is common to any of them and to all of them.

18323. Well, for present purposes I am not suggesting any argu-
ment as to the correctness of your views; it is not with that intention
that I am asking you these questions. I am asking you your opinon
on this question now : assuming that it is quite right for you to have
forlmed these opinions, I want to ascertain what route you mean to
suggest. Do you mean that the route through the Yullow Bead Pass
tO Burrard Inlet, is not, in the interests of the public, such a good one
as a more northerly one through the Pine River Pass ?-As far as I
am concerned I do not think the Bute Inlet is the proper place for the
terminus.

18324. Well, does that not dispose of the question of the importance
of the Pine River Pass and the Peace River Pass ?-There are other
14ortherly termini.

18325. Please state which of them you think would be better than
the On1e adopted ?-In the interests of the country, as far as economy
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of construction, :ind as far as the settlement of the Country is concerned,
I think that the best route, the best Imperial route and Canadian route,
would be by the Piie River Pass to the Kitimat, or possibly to Port
Simpson.

.1S326. Will yen describe the course of that route from Pine Pass to
the sea-board ?-From the Pine Pass that route would follow down
the tributary of the Parsnip River, would, erossing the Parsnip River,
pass somewhere near Lake MaeLeod, running in a southerly direction
te a crossing point upon the Stewart River, some few miles below Fort
St. James; thence up the Fraser River to Lake Fraser; thon to the
summit between the Wastonquah River and the river flowing into the
Fraser Lake; thon foliowing down the Wa-tonquah into the Skeena
Valley, and down the Skeeoa Valley to a point opposite KitsumLallum
River ; thence southerly up Io the divide between Lakelse Lake and
Kitimat Valley, and therice d'wn the Kitimat Vaiiley to Douglas
Channel-or to Port Simpson, if it happened that the cost of construct-
ing harbour accommodation at Kitimat happened to be too great,
though my opinion is that an excellent harbour may bc made at the
head of Douglas Arm.

18337. What are the considerations, the main ones, whieh lead yon
to think that this route which you describe would be better for
the publie nterest than the route which bas been adopted ?-
Well, Sir, for one reason that from the Kitimat to the Pine Pass,
accepting the estimates of Messes. UacLeod and Cambie, the cost would.
be very mach less than on the Burrard Inlet route.

18328. You mean for the (oïrreponding distance ?-The eost of con-
struction from salt water to the aummit of the Rocky Mountains on
the northern route would bc very much less than between Burrard
Inlet and the Yellow Head Pass-that is, accepting Mr. Cambie's esti-
mates.

18329. What do you consider the summit upon this route which you
prefer?-Tho summit is the Pine Pass.

18330. Do you know how much less that would cost?-Well, roughly
estimating it, $10,000,000, according to the estimates of Messrs. Cambie
and MacLeod. That is to say, taking the heavy w ork-puttingtheheavy
work all at the same price; that is the only way you can get at it.

18331. Have you nny means of forming an estimate upon this sub-
ject from your own knowledge ?-No; I have taken their estimates
entirely. I have made n, assertions upon my own estimates. My
assertions are entirely based upon the estimates of Mr. MacLeod and
Mr. Cambie.

18332. From the eat to the summit, either at this pass or at the
Yellow Head Pass, can you state the difference in construction?-I
could not state that, because no systematie surveys have been made ;
but I know that the topography of the country points, no doubt, to the
faet that a much less costly lino can be mado north than south. The
rivers are fewer and less diffleult to be crossed, the country is more
level and it is easier in that respect.

18333. As to the length of the lne, irrespective of the mileage cost,
have you formed any opinion ?-Yes; the northern lino is 100 miles or
thereabouts.
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18334. Then, in regard to the construction and working of the line, Witness'sreasona
you think you are justified in saying that the northern line would be for beleving lesa
less expensive ?-Much less expensive. I would also remark something expensive than
more about that. May I ask you if you have a copi of my pamphlet southern Une.

here ? (Chairman hands witness a copy of the pamphlet "Startling
Facts.") You ask me w'hat I think of the country on the northern line
east from lthe Pile Pass, as to the expense. I shall here quote fiom the
telegraphic report on explorations fiom Port Simpson, on the Pacific
coast, to Edmonton via the Peace River Valley and Peace River Pass,
by Messrs. Cambie, Macleod, Daw4on and Gordon :

" Red line letter A, to Slave Lake, direct and generolly eaey, Pine River 5OOfeet wide;
height of bridge, seventy feet; gradients leaving the river, one foot per 100. Summit
-eastward, 900 teet lower than Hunter's, and fifteen miles further north. Mud River,
400 feet wide; height of bridge, sixty feet; gradients on west side, very easy; on east
Side, or:e foot per 100. 1) Echafand River, 300 feet wide; bridge, sixty feet high; gradi-
ents moderate; work occasionally heavy three miles on each side of bridge. River
Brulé, fitty feet wide; bridge, seventy teet hi gh; valley, narrow; gradielts, easy.
Smoky hiver. 750 feet wide ; bridge, 100 feet h igh ; valley, almost 500 feet deep at
trossing; gradients, slightly exceeding one foot per 100; works, very heavy for three
tniles on each side. Goose River, 400 feet wide; valley, 100 feet deep: bridge, fifty
feet high: gradients on each side easy. Wbole country from Pine River to b1ave
Lake, witn these exceptions, favourable.

These exceptions are twelve miles of heavy work, altogether from Pine on c-ountry from
River Summit to Slave Lake, by the esti mates of Messrs. Cambie and elow 1 ead Pau

MacLeod,whereas, on the corresponding portion from Yellow Ilead Pass cannot speak
to MacLeod River-I cannot speak aut horitatively, but I cati refer you to authoritatvely.

the writinLs of Messrs. Uuireus Smith and others-upon that portion of
it the work is very much more diflicult.

18335. More difficult on the southerly line ?-On the southerly line, Country on north
and passes throughout an utterly worthless country, whereas on the line very good.
northern line the good country is entered some forty or fifty miles east
of Pine River summit and eastward from Lesser Slave Lake. The
8outhern shore of Lesser Slave Lake is a dead level for railway con-
1ruction, and the country thence to the Athabaska Pass is !evel. low

anI flat ; thence to Lake Babine the country is level. Taking the
eslirnates of Mr. Gordon, who I thInk is the only one who has pI'sed
throngh there, he tells us that the country is sligbtly hilly elose to the
Athabaska, but afterwards walked into a gently urdiilating country
then eastward we liave the reports of Mr. Marcus Smith of 1878.

18336. Have you passed over this country yourself east of Pine
]River Pass ?-East of the Pine River Pass I have passed over the Pine
hiver country right along, I may say a great portion of that route to
Bear the eastern end of Slave Lake.

18317. And then south-easterly ?-Not on the line. I struck Lesser
Slave Lake from Fort Assineboine, struck due north to Lesser Slave
lake about the ll5th meridian.

Country be-
18338. What sort of country is it between Fort Asineboine and ® Vert

lessîer 8lave Lake ?-It is very rough and rocky. It anpears to be a anad Lesser
la1rge tract of rough mountainous country situated between south of Slave Like.

Laesser Slave Lake and west of Lesser Slave River and north of the Atha- Veryrougis and
baska; but I believe a litile to the west of Fort Assineboine there Alittle westof
la low depression u:unning into the Peace River country. Fort AsslnebOifl*

18339. You have not been over these two tracts of country which aanwe en-
have been traversed by these rival liies, so as to form your own ' **

QPinion as to the relative value of the country for seulement or its
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bearing on cost of railway construction ?-I have been over the sou th-
ern lino as far as Jasper House; I mean the first expedition to Jasper
House in 1871. I followed that line, or very nearly that lino, al[ the
way from Edmonton. I reported upon that line to Mr. Feming, and
upon that report Mr. Fleming caused surveys to be made. The line
located here (pointing to the map) deviates a few miles north or south
of the lino I reported.

18340. What about west from Jasper House ?-I have no personal
knowledge west from Jasper House, except from-if you will observe
on the Thompson River-a place called Cornwall's. I have a kuow.
ledge of the Lower Fraser River. 1 have walked right down those
canyons on foot, and I have a knowledge of that place from the
vicinity of Cornwall's. I have a knowledge of the part of the route-
that includes.

18341. That is the portion of the line now under construction ?-
Yes ; a portion of the Onderdonk contract.

18342. Besides this question of routes, cost of construction, and of
operating, are there any other matiers for consideration affecting the
comparative expediency of the two line, ?-Well, as regards the
coast of' British Columbia, my opinion is that the northern coast is
more easily accessible than the ?outhern eoast, that is to say, I believe
that the Biirrard Inlet is much more difficult of access than Port Simp-
son ; or Kitimat and Capt. Brundrace, who was sent out there last
summer he was sent out there in 1879-reported upon the coast. Capt.
Brundrage says so. He corroborates what I say, and he says the
northern pait of the coast is much more accessible for sailing vessels
and :hips thai the southern. lie says ihat Port Simpson is the nost
accessible place on the whole coast line, and by similar reasoning-
Kinimat-the passages are the same.

1834 . In addition to the accessibility of the harbours and the cost of
the line, are there other matters which you think shouild weigh in
considering the subject ?-No; there are no other matters that I
am aware of.

18344. Do you think that these two matters should decide the
question as to whieh lino ought to be adopted : the cost of construction
and working, and tie accessibility of the harbours ?-It is not for me
to say that.

Witness's reasons 18345. I am asking your opinion. I understand your theory to be
-forrfr that upon the whole the northern route would be preferable. and I an
stated. asking you if this opinion is formed solely on the advantages you

mention ?-There is one considoration which I had forgotten. One
consideration in favour of the northern lino is that I believe, first of aIl,
that this Fraser River line, when carried down to the valley bolow
Yale to a point near the Sumas, will be tapped by an American line
from Holmes Harbour; and I believe that eventually the port of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway will be at Holmes Harbour practically
spebking, because from Sumas to Burrard Inlet on the Canadian line
upon the north side of the Fraser River, presents works of n formidable
character. The works are heavy, and Burrard Inlet is not very readily
accessible from the sea as the intricacies of the navigation are many.
Besides there is the San Juan passage. That is immaterial ; but IthinkI
am corroborated by able authorities that the navigation of the Georgian
Strait and these passages are extemely difficult and hazardous for sail-
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ing shi ps, and steamers also. That is the reason why I think, eventually, Beasons for pre-
if the Canadian Pacifie is carried to Sumas, a branch lino will be carried ferrng a more
over the country between Sumas and Holmes Harbour on United
States territory. The lino would be almost sixty or seventy miles in
length, and Holmes Harbour is acknowledged by many authorities to be
easily transformed into a magnificent harbour. It only requires a short
canal of about two miles in length to connect its waters with the waters
of Admiralty Inlet, and in that case our Canatian Pacifie Railway and
the Northern Pacifie Railway of the United States would have, practi-
cally speaking, the same terminus, because Holmes Harbour will event-
ually become the terminus ofthe Northern Pacifie Railway. The pre-
sent terminus of the Northern Pacifie Railway is at a p lace called Taco-
ma at the head of Puget Sound, but it would not be difficult to carry
a line down from Tacoma to Holmes Harbour if found desirable. At
any rate these are my views regarding the two lines. The Canadian
road and the American road would have the same western terminus to
ail intents and purposes.

18346. Do you think that would be worse for the American road or
the Canadian ioad?-Realiy I do not know, I cannot say. It would be
Worse for the Canadian road I should imagine, because freight or
passengers bound from China landing at Holmes Harbour, would
Iaturally choose, I should think, the American line to the east instead
of making a long way round to the north. Tien when the Sailt
Branch is completed and connection made with St. Paul, there will be
a perfect air lino from the Rocky Mountains, by the Northern Pacifie
and St. Paul by the Sault, te Montreal.

18347. Do you think that these advantages to the American lino Thinks northerrm
Uino would coni-Would be counteracted in the attempt to gain the through trade from pete better than

China by having a more northerly terminus ?-I think that if any soerua ine
counteraction could be formed at ail the northern terminus would have statesadvan-
been advantageous for this reason : that the nortberni terminus is 300 tagos.
tmiles nearer to Japan than Holmes Harbour is. The ocean passage is Nrt terninu

a day and a-half bhorter as matters are now. Admitting that my toJapan than

estinates of the difference in distance between the northern line and Holnes Harbour.
the Burrard Inlet line-admitting that the difference is only 100 miles
in favour of the Burrard Inlet line-there still is now an outside
difference of OO miles in favour of the northern lino in consequence of
the shortness of the ocean passage. So between Yokohama and
tivingstone-Livingstone is the common point between these two rival
lifes-this northern lino is 300 miles shorter.

18348. Would the northern port be open as long during the year as Port Simpson
the southern one ?-Port Simpson is open al] the year round. As to ouj. arlt
the Upper Kitimat I am in doubt. As I have already remarked in my aboitupper

amu h et, a little ice does form in the sheltered harbour of the Kitimat,
Ut believe that does not amount to anything. The head of the

Ritirnat Inlet is never frozen-never; and Port Simpson is always open.
?ort Simpson is the finest bai bour of the.British Columbi coast with-
Out anay exception.

18349. And you think there would be no disadvantage in selecting linate onthe
that On account of the climate ?-No; not at ail. I think not, as far as be a luttie wra
the harbour is concerned. Probably the climate, sav from the Isthmus than on the
of the Simpson Peninsula along here (pointing to the map) might KamlooPs.

a trifle worse than on the Kamloops lino owing to its altitude; but
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after all, I think there is very littie ditference. It is an extremely
rainy, liumid climate on both of these linos throuigh the Cascade Moun-
tains.

18350. Is there any other roason that you think of, which should
lead to the selection of the northern route and outlet rather than the
southern one ?-The question of a country fit for settlement on the eust
of the Rocky Mountains by the northorn line.

Character ot 18351. Upon that, what is your opinion as to the comparative expe-
.countryon diency ?-I think upon the northern line the conotry from, say thenorthern Une. meridian of 121- would be a great deal lower than the southern line.

The country is lower all through; il is a partially wooded country. The
soil is infinitely better along the northern line as far as Leýser Slave
Lake tlian on tho other line : and from Slave Lake eastward to Bab-
ine Lake to Fort La Corne, the line would be through a wooded cotn-
try and would not lie exposed to the toi rific winter blast ofthe plains.
I maintain that upon the southern line, between the meridian of 112
and the Saskatchowan, I believe that settlers will find it very hard to
live, owing to the want of wood, and theexposed nature of the country.
I have been over it and I know what it is. It is an exposed country,

Country in part with hardly a partiele of wood to be found on it. whereas on the corres-
weandfie, ponding portion of the northern lino the line would run partly through

lakes. woods and at a lower level, and through a lake country where there
are fine fresh water lakes. I think that in this north-west country
there has been a great deal too much enthusiasm about the amount of
available lands, and about the glorious propeets tor settlers upon those
p.lains. I know, for one, I should not like to se tle there, and 1 doubt if
Mr. Macoun would like to take a gift of 500 acres of land and settle
there, or any one else.

18352. You think that new countries are genorally settled by per-
sons in the circumstancos of yourself and Mr. Macoun, to whom, 500
acres of land would be no inducement ?-1 do not think that new coun-
t ries are generally seule i by people who would disdain a gift of 500
acres of land, but it is the case to-day that many settlers of the yeoman
class have alrcady gone away from Manitoba in disgust, if I am vol
informed.

18353. Do you mean by that opinion that it would bo better not to
build any railway at all through that country ?-No; but I think the

'Thinks the northeru route is preferable, from the fact of there being more wood.
morthern Une
wuld attract 18354. You think it would attract more settlers ?-I think so.
more settlers. 18355. And it would open up a country more likely to be sottied ?

-That is my idea. I think the settlers would naturally prefer
a country partially wooded and partially prairie, to one that is quite
open without wood. That is the idea 1 mean to convey. I havo
travelled over this country a good deal, and I know what the hard-
ships of winter are, and I have no doubt I can stand them as well as
the average of those people, bint I should not like to do it. I see every
day that sett*ers who go int<f that country always choose the parts
that are wooded in preference to the unwooded parts.
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OTTAWA, Thursday, 2nd December, 188).

SiR CHARl:s TUPPER, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
18356. About what time did you first administer the affairs of the

Pacifie Railway ?-As Minister of Public Works ?

Railway Côn-
struetiom-

Poliy of Gov.
ernittent.

18362. The first tenders actually received were about the 30th
Jarnuary ?-The 30th January. No tenders were received previous to
the 30th January, nor any information of any kind given by the
bpartment to the contractors.

18363. In asking for these tenders was there any change in the
t'ystem upon which they were invited-I mean were they invited for
the whole distance, in the first instance, by the former Government, or
IVfas that a new feature ?-I do not quite remember at this moment

Tenderlng-
Contracte N...-

41 and 42.

126 1

Minister of Pub-
18357. Yes ?-I think I entered the office about the 1l7th of October lie Works, 17th

forrmally, then went down to Nova Scotia to my re-election, and Get°uìrnfro m
returned about the 7th November, 1878. reieeton87t

18358. Can you describe the first action taken under the policy Firstwork take<
which had been adopted by you in reference to the construction of the uPb Govern-
works ?-Well, the first matter that was taken up by the Government uneromThun-
was the importance of completing, at the earliest possible date consist Rivertt the
ently with reasonable expenditure, the line from Thunder Bay to earilest possible

Red River. There were about 185 miles of a gap between the pOr- '
tions under construction at the two ends ; the one running from Red
River eastward, and the other running from Fort William west-
Ward ; and the Government decided that it was of the greatest
possible importance to put in this intervening section at the earliest
possible date. That was the first leading natter of policy that engaged
iny attention in connection with the work.

18359. Had not that already been advertized and tenders invited by Tenders Invltedby previous
the previous Government ?-Yes; in August, if I remember-in the Government in

A gsl;ten-pr'evious August-tenders had been invited to come in on the 1st day ders to ome In
Of Januarv. I think. onst January,

18360. Were tenders received as early as the 1st ?-No. Consist- Urged eey
ently with the policy which I have just mentioned, I drew ®ians

the attention of Mr. Marcus Smith, who had been acting as Engineer- cations so as to
in-Chief, and immediately afterwards of Mr. Fleming, who, 1 think, "rntens gent
Wa not here for a few days, to the importance that we attached to
getting this work under contract at the earliest possible moment, and
directed that every possible exercion should be made to got the plans
41)d sperifications in such a position as to enable parties to make an
intelligent tender. When Mr. Fleming informed me that it would not
be possible to do that, so as to have the tenders in by the 1st of Janu-
ary, the time was extended for the shortest period that we considered
It possible to do it in ; and, subsequently, when he stated that it could Time twice ex-
lot be done, they were again extended. I think they were twice ex- tended In order~o ednte eeaanet>dd hn hywr wc x to have full In-
tended for the reason I have mentioned. formation.

18361. I suppose, as a fact, no tenders were put into the Department
at either of the two tirst-named dates ?-No person had the means of
PUtting in the tenders, because it was the absence of data and specifi-

aQtions, on which tenders alone could be offered, that caused the delay,
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Il and 42.

what the first advertisement was-in what form they called for the
tenders; but, if I recollect rightly, my impression is that they divided
it into three sections. My impression is that the first avertisemenit
divided it into three sections; but I know that the subject-
how the tenders should be dealt with in such a way as would be best
calculated to carry out our design of the earliest possible completion of
the work-received the very earnest consideration of the Govern-

l tovernnent r ment; and having discussed that very fully with Mr. Fleming,*deolded to call forhvn ht flywt r
tenders for two upon his advice I recommended to my colleagues, and we decided, to
sections and also
for"work asa asask for it in not more than two tenders, and to intimate at the samie
whole- time that a favourable consideration would be given to a tender for the

work as a whole. The reason for this, as I have stated, was that Mr.
Fleming was under the impression that if a sufficiently strong
organization, possessing resources, means and skill sufficient to grapple
with the work as a whole, had it in hand, they would be able to secure
its construction at an earlier period than if it was divided into
two tenders. But, for fear the work as a whole should be too great to
invite sufficient competition, we decided to ask for tenders for it
as a whole, and also in two parts, which would divide it into
two sections, 118 miles on this side where the work was easy, and
sixty-seven miles on the other where the work was harder.

It was considered
that Government 18364. Was it considered that anything in the shape of additional
wld enwa-Ing price might be paid by the country to gain a compensating advantage
more for the in building it by one contractor ?-It was discussed fully, and it wasadvantage of get-
ting wor doue considered that we should be quite warranted-and I may say here, at
byonecoutractor. the Outset, while I am quite willing to be held personally respon-

sible for everything which has been done in my department in connec-
tion with the Canadian Pacific Railway, that I considered the matter of

Witness took no letting such an important section of work so grave as to warrant my
stepwithout con- taking no stop in connection with it, except after the fullest consulta-

acltoe agel tion with my colleagues. Al the information from the beginning
to the end relating to it was submitted to my colleagues for
discussion in Council, and the cour#e taken was not the result of any
action of mine, but of the united opinion and decision of the
Council. I may mention here that I could not say this, but that I have
received permission from Ris Excellency the Governor-General to
state filly everything in connection with this work. We were of the
opinion-because I will use the proper terms, including my colleagues
and myself-after full and careful discussion, that the importance of
getting this work immediately constructed at as early a period as
possible, would warrant us in the expenditure of a larger sum of
money than it might be accomplished for in another way.

Tender for cou-
structing work as 18.365. Upon the opening of the tenders it seems, according to the
a whole a little Reports, that the offer for the whole section was at a price considel ablfover the aggre-

aiehofathe gowest higher than one for building the two separate sections : do yo
-enders. remember the amount ?-Not very much, I think; not very much. I

think the tender for the construction of it as a whole, was a little over
the two lowest tenders to which the contracts were awarded.

18366. Was it not above 150,000, or something like that ?-Well, it
was something, I think, in that neighbourhood. I (o not remember the
figures at this moment.
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18367. Was that considered too large an extra price to pay for the 41 "aid 42.

advantage of having the work done under one contract ?-No, it was de m tenaderi
not; and had that tender emanated from contractors of sufficient ofrsufmelent
strength and resources to secure the construction of the work within have bee ravour.
the time named, I think it would have been favourably considered. ably considered.

But you wilil ee by a reference to Mr. Fleming's report on the ten-
ders, that he stated that the advantage of letting the work as a whole
depended entirely upon the resources and means and prospects of the
parties to whom it was let; and upon a careful examination of the
whole question, and after the best enquiry he could make, ho was not
able to recommend placing it in the hands of one contractor-a con-
tractor who had made the lowest bid for the work-as likely to secure
that result ; and my colleagues and myself, after careful examination
:and discussion. decided that that opinion was correct, and therefore we
"would not let the contract as a whole to the lowest tenderer. bowest tender for

18368. The lowest tender for the whole distance was from the firm fore
of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, was it not ?-Yes. NIchoson & Mar-

18369. Then they were not known to be contractors of standing and onenquiring asD an etinn a
strength ?-Well, 1 may say that the usual course was pursued-whatI toca Pa tysoMortie, Nicholson
understand to be the usual course in the Department. Immediately & MarpoIe the

upon the tenders being received, and opened, and extended, and their ueparnnte
relative amounts stated, the practice has been then that if the parties follW°d.

offering and the persons whose tenders were the lowest were not well
known to the Department, the practice has been for the Minister to
instruct the Deputy Minister of Public Works (who was then Mr.
Trudeau, and of Railways and Canals now) and the Chief Eigineer, to
obtain in the best way that they could, sometimes by sending for the
parties, but at all events to obtain all the information that would bd
necessary to guide the Government in the awarding of tenders. That
is the course which Was pursued. Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, I may
say, were not known at all to the Department as contractors, and under
these circumstances-feeling the very large amount involved and the
great imp;ortance of the early construction of the work-a very con-
siderable time was spent, and every means possible was exhausted in
getting the fullest information with reference to the parties who had
sent in the lowest tender ; and you will sce all this detailed in the report The Chtef Engi-
of Mr. Fleming, who had, under instructions from myself, taken that nee did aot feel

hisl beto,course, and the result of enquiry and investigation was that the Chief recommend plae-
Ing contract forEngineer was not able to recommend the Govern ment to place the the wthole work

whole contract in the hands of that firm as a course likely to secure the in the hands of
objects we had in view. Morse a Oo.

18370. Do I understand that for these reasons yon resorted to the
separate contracts ?- We laid aside the combined tender on the ground
that it was not calculated to secure the object: the earliest and most
vigorous prosecution and completion of the work. I may say that this
was the subjeet of very considerable discussion with my colleagues
and myself. We felt, on the one side, the great importance of having
the contract placed in the most vigorous and efficient bands, and,
On the other, of securing the construction of the work at the smallest
amount of money that it could possibly be done for; and though there
was a recommendation of the Chief Engineer to pass over several of the
)Owest tenders, and award it to the first parties that he should, after
enquiry, recommend as having the skill and resources necessary to

.- ecure the prompt construction of the work, we felt embarrassed in
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41 and 42. taking that course, by the fact that the Government had in the specifi-
cations opparently tixed a test of qualification for the work, and that
was, requiring the parties, in the tirst instance, to deposit a security of
$5,000 for the bond fides of their tender, and in the seco)nd place to show
their ability to deal with the work by dopositing 5 per cent. of the
bulk sum of their contract. We felt, under those circurm-tances, that
although we were even risking the execution of the work as profitably
as the interest of the country demanded, we were obliged to decide
that the best course that we could pursue was to adopt the principle of
taking the lowest tender, provided the party could (omply with the
terms of the specification and put up the 5 per cent deposit promptly.
The moment that decision was arrived at-anti it was not arrived at, as

Government I say, until after considerable lime, because we were, in the first place,after much con-
siderationhaving investigating the resources and qualifications, as far as we could, of
decid stotake the parties who made the lowest tenders, and, in the next place,the tenders In
order,notifiedthe deciding the very important question whether we should pass over
twoowestten- the lower tenders on the report ofthe engineer or take therm up con-
tenderswereac- secutively as they were presented-we notifled the two lowet ten-
eepted. derers that their tenders were accepted.

Marks & Connee 18371. As to section A, Marks & Conmee appear to have made
told that the De-
*artent waa - the lowest tender, but there has been an intimation by Mr. Ryan, who
isappinted to joined them afterwards, that although the contract, was awarded to therm

find tney had flot
suffielent stand- there was some hesitation before finally deciding to place it in their
Ing as contrac- hands, because they were not known to be a firm of sufficient strength,

which ultimately led to their negotiating with him, a more experi-
enced contractor: this does not appear in the Blue Book. Do you remem-
ber how it took place ?-1 can readily understand how it took place.
Of course Marks & Conmee learned from us that we were very much
disappointed to find that they had not sufficient standing as contractors
to warrant them in taking such a work, and they learned this from Mr.
Fleming and Mr. Trudeau by whoin they were called upon to state the
means and resources they had,while the Government were dealing with
the question as to whether we would take up the lowest tenders, or
whether they should be passed over until we came to persons possessing

Doubtless inti- skill and means and resources. No doubt it was intimated to them, as
tba e t eght it is intimated constanily by the Department to persons so situated,
strengthen them- that they would strengthen their hands very much if they could get
selves by associ-
eting theismeves some contractor of standing and means associated with them. In the

wtetor oan- first place, it would be a guarantee to the Government that the work
Ing. would be accomplished, and, in the second place, it would be evidence
Reasons for such that their prices were not so inadequate as to make it im probable thatIntimation. the work could be done, and [ have no doubt that under the circum-

stances they learned it. We had no negotiations with the individuals
further than stating that it would strengthen their hands in getting
the contract awarded to them, if they got some contractor of standing
with them. Morse, Nicholson & Marpole had a similar intimation.
I was aware that they were making efforts both the parties - from
rumour and from communications with themselves to secure the
co-operation of other contractors.

18372. Do you remember whether there was any understanding
between you and this firm who were afterwards associated with tbe
successful tenderers, that efforts should be made to induce Marks &
Conmee to join with them ?-No; no intiiation was made to indace
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Marks & Conmee to do so, but the intimation to Marks & Connee was 41 a'a42.

that they would better their condition as tenderers if they could get
some strong contractor tojoin with them in their tender.

18373. Was the result acconplished by the pressure of the Depart- No pressure put
ment on Marks & Conmee in favour of Ryan ?-Not the slightest. No madeto ugetiars&
intimation was given to Marks & Conmee, or any other tenderer, of the Cg1ee to unite
desire of the Department that they shoulid associate with any contrator. tr anycontrao-
I may say this at once, because we should have considered that entirely
beyond the L-gitimato influence of the Departnent.

18374. After having committed the Government to the tender of Noknowledgeof
Marks & Conmee, upon the day upon which these tenderers were »r"n e"" teer-
notified-that is the 20th of February-could you say how long it was ers ror section
before you became aware that the tenderers for section B, who in the ou thdrawal.
ordinary course would be awarded the contract.declined to accept it ?-l
have no knowledge whatever of any intimation from the tenderers lor
section B until the receipt of the letter from them declini.g to take
the contract.

18375. That is probably the letter which is published in the Blue
Book ?-Yes ; that is the letter which is pubbshed. It was on the 25th
if I remember rightly ; I am not certain. It was on the 25th or 26th'

18376. It appears to be dated on the 25th, but the person who wrote
it, Mr. Nicholson, or Mr. Marpole, stated in evidence that according
to his recollection it was not handed into the Department until the
next day, the 26th ?-I am not certain about that. To the best of my
recollection that was the earliest intimation we had that they did not
intend to take the contract.

18377. Then if the 26th was the day on which it was received, that The disposai of
was the day on which it was awarded to the next lowest tenderer, the tenders

.urgent as the
Andrews, Jones & Co. ? -Yes. You will observe that the Chief Engi- seuson in that
neer, in his report on these tenders, expresses the great urgency oi eu eabroke
having them disposed of, for the reason that the season broke up very
early in that country, and that to secure the progress of the work, or
any hope of accomplishing it before the time stated, it was indispens-
able to get supplies in during the frost. And I may say, that in
addition to what you find in the report there, when I informed him, as
I did, that Morse, Nicholson & Marpole had duclined to take the
tender, he said to me: " This is a very seri>us inatter, because if yo>u Fleining said
lose another week you may lose another year. There is not an hour Ilel",a C'
to be lost in bringing the matter to a conclusion, with any hope of the another week was
parties getting in the supplies to enable them to carry on the work lost Iintgls re-
this year."' So that in my mind not a moment was to be lost in deal. another year.
ing with it. The Government having decided to take up the tenders
In order, the moment that was reccived the decision was of course Next iowest ten-
settled-it was to go to the next lowest tender, and they were at once derer therefore

notified. at once notlfied.

18378. Before notifying the next tenderers, Andrews, Jones & Co,
On the 26th February, it appears by the Blue Book that you rceeived
two letters from thein speaking of their readiness to comply with the
conditions. Only one of these is publishedin f ull-that of the 24th of
February-the other, I believe, is the 6th of February ; have you that
letter ?-That letter exists, of course, or it would not be referred to
there, and I am surprised to find, on looking over the Blue Book,

20*
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41 and 42. that it is not there, because I see by the report to Council which I
prepared that I gave an extract from it. Thi's, of course, I could not
have done unless the letter had been before me.

Three days given 1837e. The time named within which Andrews, Jones & Co. were
toAndrews permitted to put up security appears to be about three days : please
putup security state why you name that period ?-I have already stated the reasons-
nastauement that when I communicated to Mr. Fleming the fact of parties to whom

as to the great the coniract would have been assigned abandoning it, he informed
rgecsoeng me, that the loss of a week would probably entail the loss of a

before ueason year; that this was not unlikely ; and that if we were going to let thebrou e up.
eontract with any hope of carrying out the work, no time must be lost.
The three days were held to be sufficient. I submitted this statement
of Mr. Fleming's to my colleagues, as to the amount of time we should

Ail effortsto get give Andrews, Jones & Co., and we decided that if their pOsitiOn-I
Inforymation of M
Andrew, lones & 1aàY Say ail our efforts to get information as to Jones & Co. had been
Co. abortive. very abortive. In Mr. Fleming's report to me on the subject you

wili find it stated that, although he had made enquiries at St.
Catharines, from which source ore of the letters appears to be dated,
and other sources, he had been unable to get any satisfactory informa-
tion respecting them. I am not aware,up to this moment, of ever having
seen either of the members of the tirm. I will not say that I did not,
I ecause I was constantly seeing so many persons, but I do not remember

.Andrews, Jones & having seen them, and the efforts we made to get information were
C.sstatemnent v
tit®®ey were very unsuccessful. The statements, however, that I had before me in

prepared to put witirig,twice from them, that they were prepared at once to put up the
rmedi"te, gave de po>it-I think they use the word " immediately "-and go on with
ru oa beiev- the contract, satisfied me that if that was the case, if they had command

capacity to go on Of resources that would enable them promptly to put it up, there was a
with work. fair prospect of the work being accomplished; but if, on the other

'fu, hot, putey hand, they were not able to make the deposit with the aid the tele.
the capital in graph furnishes-because it is ail that is really neessary-in that
wouid be r prose. time, there would be no prospect of their accomplishing the work ; so
pect of their ac- hat after full consideration of the subject, it was decided to limit the
coinplishing the t.
work. 1ime to three days.

Three days fixed 18380. Then do I understand you to say that these two letters before
on bescans of r the awarding of the contract and in which they state their complete

claration tha readinesas to fulfil the conditions, were partly the reason for
they could put up deciding the lime ?-Certainl There was the declaration that
the security lm- eiigtetm -etil.Teewstedcaton ht

medathe they were prepared to do it immediately ; there was tho urgent
irgencyof lhe necessity of not losing an hour in getting the contract made; and

wrand be-
cause morne time there was the fact that they had received notice from me, some time
before witness before, ttiat their tender would receive due consideration, which
had caused a
letter to be writ- you will find in the papers I have just handed to you. It
ten te them was an answer which had been sent some time before in reply tosaying their ten-
der would receive thel r first letter.
due considera-
ion. The Chairman handed the letter to the Secretary who read it aloud:

Andrews, Jones "ST. CATHARUBs, February 6th, 1879.
& Co.'s letter to aiSir letter t "Sm,-It havin g been rumoured that the tenders in the neighbourhood of $6,000,000
Tupper. for that portion of the Pacific Railway between English River and Rat Portage-185

miles-will not be considered by the Department, we desire to state that we have
every confidence in the figures that we have submitted, and that if the contract is
awarded to us we are prepared to furnish the 5 per cent. required by the Govera-
ment for its fulfilment, and to proceed with the work immediately on being ordered
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to do so. We cn also satisfy you as to our ability to cirry out the works to a suc- 41 and 41.
-essful completion. All we ask is that our tender mry be c>nsiiered on its merits,
and if it is lowest ,hat it will receive at your hands favourable consideration.

'We have the honour to be, Sir,
4Your obedient servants

"ANDREW~S, JONIES & 00.
" Hon. Dr, Tnpper,

" Minister of Public Works, Ottawa."

(Exhibit No. 282.)

The Secretary also read the answer OTTWA, February 2tb, 1879. Letter from

Braun to An-
" GNTLUMN,-1 am directed to acknowledge the receiptof yoursof the 6th instant, drews,Jones&O%

with respect to your tender for the construction of that portion of the Canadian
Pacific Railway between .English River and Rat Portage, and to state that your ten-
der will receive all due consideration.

"I am. gentlemen,
"Your obedient servant,

"A ndrews, Jones & Co., (Sïgned) F. BRAlrg.
" St. Catharines, Ont."

(Exhibit No. 283.)

18381. Do you know whether, at the time of awarding the contract No doubt that
to Andrews, Jones & Co., and naming the limibs of the time within And, onege
which they could put up security, there was any reason on the part of they werethe
the Governmert to believe that they were aware that theirs was the ,®rr oaw '
next lowest tender after Morse, Nicholson & Co. ?-I have no doubt of Morse, Nicholson

that whatever. Tho fact is that, by some means, the public know almost 0°'
as early as the Department the relative state of the tenders. My solu- Reason for this
tion of this is, that the moment the hour for receiving tenders has opin°o-
expired, every contractor knows that he has nothing to lose, but per-
haps something to gain, by discussing his relative position with other
tenderers, and that they discuss the matter, and make comparisons
between themselves. I know that every possible care [ could take was
taken, yet the relative positions of the tenders was known outside.
Andrews, Jones & Co.-if I am not mistaken, it was a matter of Position of
publie notoriety what thoir position was; and I have no doubt the £," ®m'a",1·,oia

persons representing the.m were watching, from day to day, the public notoriety.
efforts that parties who were before them were making to put up
the deposit required, and perhaps they knew before I did the proba-
bility of the tender below being withdrawn. We have now, of course,

oitive evidene-it has been taken by yourslf-to show that they
did know long before I did, because they were in negotiation with the
Parties below them. Mr. Smith was the only person here-the only col.smithhaving
Person I saw, or whom the Department saw, in rjlation to Audrews, ®;tad .a the
Joues & Co.-and I think he had stated that if the tender was awarded awarded to them.
to them, the necessary means would be promptly forthcoming. Feeling seeurityworadbe
the great urgency of the case, and not knowing any other person here Promptly put'o
With whom to communicate in relation to their tender, I sent a notifica- htm of the thrfe
tiol of its acceptance promptly to him, immediately on the Council da aglven hia

deciding that course should be adopted, and informing them of the three
Nya given them for the deposit to be made.

18382. You are correct in saying that we have had evidence on the In evidence that
8ubject. It has appeared by the testimony of one of the witnesses that mors a e. non-
the day before the information was given to the Deparment that iDeparfl

orse, Nicholson & Co. would not accept the contract, they had not take the cou--
<3oalesced with Andrews, Jones & Co., the next lowest tenderers. I tract, they ha&

20)*
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41 aond 42. am alluding now to the letter of the Secretary of your Department to-
aeee wnes Andrews, Jones & Co., refusing to extend the time : you say that for

a co- some days previous, they were aware that they were likely to be called
upon ?-Yes.

Col. Sinith's 18383. I am asking whether they were aware of it from some infor-
knowee th mation that had come to them fro1a you ?-The ground on which I
Morse a Co. could said that is the fact that Mr. Smith who represented thcrm being on the
flot get the securi- r
ty, Must have spot, and being aware of the efforts that Morse, Nieholson & Co. were
kept bis frni in making, and the inability, I may say, of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole
e I don to put to secure the assistance and co-operation of other contractors to go into
nþ their security. the work with them, this would no doubt leave them in a position

to prepare for the emergency whenever it occurred.

18384. Do you mean by this intimation to them that they understood
pretty well the probabilities ?-Yes, I regarded it so.

18385. It was not then only the ordinary knowledge that every
tenderer would get from the beginning, that he might possibly be called
upon ?-No ; it was the fact of daily discussion among the contractors,
and intercourse with myself in relation to what would take place in
certain events, because from the first a number of those tenderers were
making enquiries as to the probability or possibility of their
being called upon and the character of the security, and everything of
that kind, so as to make due preparation.

No knowedge of 18386. As to the tender of the first firm to whom the contract had
Xng & Cher been offered, I mean Morse, Nicholson & Co., were you aware at
Shields or Close any time during the negotiations thatthey had promised to Mr. Shields,
°at nio for or to Mr. Close, or to any one, compensation for influence to be used
influence. by thern in acquiring the contract for Morse & Co. ?-No; I do not

remember having seen them or having had any intercourse with Mr.
Close at all. It is possible amnong the number of persons who came to see
me he may have visited me, but I do not remember it. Mr. Shields I
remember seeing several times, but I had no intimation whatever of
anything furtheri than the interest he professed to take in having a
Toronto firm secure a contract.

18387. I understand you to say you were not made aware that
Close and Shie:ds were interested pecuniaiily in any one acquiring the
contract ?-No; I have no recollection of any information of that kind
having reached me.

ometime earlier 16388. On the 27th of February, aceording to a letter published, itthan the letter of
Fraser, Grant & was decided not to extend the lime as asked for by Andrews, Jones &
Cjo. ofthe 29th of Co, ; there is a letter of the 29th of February, from Fraer, Grant &
that the contract Pitblado, notifying you that if the contract for sec ion B should be
f "llid o- t awarded to them that they would be prepared to associate with thom
ciate with them Shields, Manning & McDonald: were you awarc before that letter of
Sh®cdal annwg the 29th of February, and as early as the 27thà of February, that the
ness knewtrast result of that refusai would be to give Shields and Manning an interest
er, Orant & Co. in it ? -I have no doubt. I am now speaking from recollection, because
gatting co trt I have no data to go upon. But ny impression is that Mr Fleming'swould ontrie
]anning & ble- report, in which ho spoke very highly of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado as

na1d an inter- experienced contractors-but raised a doubt as to their resources to
carry through such a large work-led to an intimation to them
wheni the matter came upJ, whether it would not be desirable
that they should strengthen themselves. I am now speaking entirely
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-from recollection, and from the general scope of the question. The pecu- 41 sud 4-.

liar circumstances which Mir. Fleming had again and again forced upon
-ny notice, that the parties not only required resources sufficient to enable
them to put up the deposit necessary to secure the contract, but the
command of a very large sum of money immediately to be expended
for supplies to bc put in without loss ot time-this I have no doubt led to
an intimation from Mr. Fleming, Mr. Trudeau or myself, that, in the
event of their taking the contract, they should be prepared to meet that
,emergency with ample resources; and my impression is that it formed
a subject of conversation-not their associating with Mr. Shields The letter of the
(because I never heard him mentioned in connection with it) but with 29th February,
Mannirg & Co.-Manning & McDonald-who we e known to be men of aaston that
high standing as contractors and mon of resources. Certainly the sug- Shieldgwas the
gestion was not new of the conibination with Manning. I think that & MeDonald.
letter of the 29th was the first intimation that Shields was in the firm

,of Manning & McJ)onald ; but rumours had reachod my ears of negotia-
tions between Fraser, Grant & Pitblado and Manning & Co.-in case
the contract should go to Fraser.

18389. Thon do we correctly understand that at the time of refising
this extension to Andrew:, Jones & Co., you had reason to th' k that
not only Fraser, Grant & Pitblado would be interested in the c ntract,
but also Manning & McDonald ?-I think so. As I say, I have no data
to go on, but my recollection is-athough [ have no positive informa-
tion-it would be intimated that those parties would be likely to
combine.

18390. But the first intimation of Shields being in it'was the 29th ?
-Until the letter of the 29th, I had no intimation of his going into
,the contract at all.

18391. The letter is dated on 29th of February; in that year there
'vas no 29th ?-I have no recollection. It did not oven attract
tny attention that there were not twenty-nine days in February. I
should think that most likely it would be the 1st of March ; but there
is nothing to show, except that. I think it most likely to be the lst
ýof March. I may mention here, if you will allow me, that although
We refused the extension of the time in my letter, practically they
had eight days in which to put up the deposit. The time expired.
if 1 remember right, at four o'clock or. Saturday : the lst of
March was, I think, on Saturday; yes, four o'clock on the
lst of March. No action was taken, No communication was
had with my colleagues on the subject; but between that time and the
assembling of Couneil on Monday, Mr. Macdougall-the Hon. William
-Macdougall -called upon me, in company with Mr. Goodwin, pnd
asked me'if Mr. Goodwin shoutd join Andrews, Joncs & Co. in the ton-
tract, whether we would not give them a day or two longer to make
the necessary arrangements. I told Mr. Macdougall, representing, as
I Considered he did, Andrews, Jones & Co.-for it was in that capacity

r eceived his visit, as ho did not ask anything for Mr. Goodwin, but
a8ked what would be the result if they could obtain the co-operation of
Mlr. Godwin-I told Mr. Maedougall I had no hesitation in saying I
'WOuld advise my colleagues, I had no power to do so myself, but if
-Aldrews, Jones & Co. could obtain the co-operation of any contractor
of standing and resources,or gave the Government reason to believe that
8nch would be the case, they would receive a day or two longer, because

29th of February,
really the Ist or
March.

Practically An-
drews, Jones &
Co. had eght
days to put up
the deposit.

Before meeting of
Council, Mionday
srd March, Hon.
Wrn. -Macdougalt
representlng An-
drew, Jones & Oc.
caIled wiLh Good-
win and aaked for
time.

Told him if Anr
drews, Jones &
Co. could obtaiD
co-operation Of a
contractor or
standing, he
W"OUd aavi" his
coleagues t give
& day ortWu
longer'.
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41 and 41' then we should be satisfied we had an adequate guarantee of the suffici-
ency of their resources and the prospect ofthe work being accomplished.
I reported to my colleagues in Council what had been done; the con-
munication I had received, as I held it to be from Andrews, Jones & Co.
that there was a prospect of Mr. Goodwin .boing induced to go in; and

wnen in counen that I had said, if they could get any contractor of standing to go in
® e romaGood. with them I would ask My colleagues to agree to extend the time for

vin declvning to a day or two for the purpose'of enabling the arrangements to be made.
°o "'rete pono°" They at once concurred, and I think it was on Tuesday, wben I was in

unieueioodf Council, Mr. Goodwin wrote a slip of paper in pencil that he had de-
Andrews,Jones& clined to go into the contract-that the figures were too low. I com-

°mtlsngriaito municated it to my colleagues, and that there was no prospect of their
take upthe work- being able to take up the contract satisfactorily.

18392. That, as I understand you, is not a part of your formal report
to Council, but a verbal statement ?-A verbal statement. We were.
discussing it from day to day, and every particle of information I could

.t a obtain upon the question was submitted to my colleagues and discussed,.
No action taken and the course decided upon was acted upon. As you will see from

tarche. my report, no action was taken until the 5th, although the time which
had been given to them in the first instance was up at four o'clock

bansierned tne on Saturday ; but I considered it had been extended, and extended by
ed by notification notification to them, when I informed somebody on their behalf that
to thlir repre-

t ve®® additional time would be given.
18393. Do you remember what led you to believe that Mr. Mac-

dougall was representing the firm of Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-His
coming to ask me the question if they could induce- I knew that Mr.
Macdougall, I think ho was representing Mr. Smith, who had been
acting for Andrews, Jones & Co. in some other matters, if I remem ber
right-and then when he came to me ho canie to me ostensibly on the
part ot Andrews, Jones & Co., because ho asked me if I would extend
the time to them if they could induce Mr. Goodwin to go into the
contract with thom.

18394. Do you remember whether ho said that he had lately
received any communication from them on the subject ?-I am inclined
to think ho said he had received a telegram from Mr. Smith, but I an
not certain, there are so many things occurring in connection with it k
but I received his visit and bis communication as the representative of
Andrews, Jones & Co., because it was on their behalf he applied to me,
and not on behalf of any other person, and I took it for granted hb
was making an effort on their behalf to get such assistance as would
enable them to put up the deposit, and had applied to Mr. Goodwin for
theipurpose and Mr. Goodwin had said: "If I have time will see
whAt I can do ;" and ho had come to me to get the time to secure that
object. I recommended to my colleagues that Andrews, Jones & Co.
should have that time, and, as I have said, we waited.

Beceived a tele- 18395. Between the time named at first in the notification to An-
ÇV amnying drews, Jones & Co., namely Saturday the 1st, about four o'clock, and

that Thompson this meeting of the Council on the Tuesday following, had you -not been
(0f Morse & Co.)lad deposited notified of some deposit ?-Yes; I had received notice, I think,

e,95 o the from Mr. Yarker, that Mr. Thompson, one of the firm of Morse,
. es Nicholson & Co., had deposited some $48,950 to the credit of section B,

but ho did not stgte it was for Andrews, Jones & Co. I had no doubt
it was intended for Andrews, Jones & Co., or on account of their tender,.
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but bis commnication-noilher telegraphic nor written-woild have 43 ' e"' .
enabled me to hold that money on account of Andrews, Jones & Co, iher ® egg
because there was no such authority given. It was simply on account have enablel
of section B. I recoived, however, a communication from Mr. G. D. the mon on
Morse, stating that he had deposited $48,950 on account of Andrews, account of An-
Jones & Co-'s section B, and that is ail the doposit-that $48,950 is aill Í r ay
the money that I am aware that was ever deposited to the credit of beee,9Oed to
Andrews, Jones & Co. The other I had no doubt was intended for that account of An-
purpose, but owing to oversight it was not stated so. n lsall the

tmIoney, so far s
18396. Do you meani that when you received the communication that wItne-s Is aware,

Morse & Co. had deposited $48,950, or a similiar amount, that you were ther edI o
not informed then whether it was the same deposit or was an additional drews,Jones&Co.
one ?-I have no doubt it was an additional one, but what I say is,
that the communication from Mr. Yarker of Mr. Thompson's deposit,
did not state it was for Andrews, Jones & Co., and, therefore, I was not
able to hold it for Andrews, Jones & Co., because it said it was for sec-
tion B, but did not say it was for Andrews, Jones & Co. Morse & Co.'s
I took to be a different one altogether of $48,950. It did state dis-
tinctly il was for Andrews, Jones & Co., and, therefore, I say it was the
only deposit i could bold to the credit of Andrews, Jones & Co. There
were two deposits undoubtedly made, and 1 have no doubt they we-e
intended for Andrews, Jones & Co. It was probably an oversight that
only onte was deposited in such a way as. to hold it for Andrews, Jones
& Co., the other was on account oft section B, and Mr. Thompson could
have said, if he so desired, it should tot be for Andrews, Jones & Co.

18397. The second deposit was from Morse, Nicholson & Marpole ?-
Yes.

18398. Were you aware of that at the time ?-Yes; I took it that G.
b. Morse was Morse, Nicholson & Mai-pole.

1Q399. Do you mean that this absence of notification as to the Absence or notifi-
account on which the other deposit was made had anything to do with auntowhlC
the final decision awarding the contract ?-No, I assume it was prob- first deposit was
ably an oversight; but I merely state the fact that up to the eight h day nothing to do
from the tirne they received their notification ail the money I was in a with final deci-

Position to hold as for Andrews, Jones & Co., was $48,950. That there sion.
Was another $48,950 which had been deposited to the (redit of section
B whieh I assume was for them, but whieh I was not in a position to
bold as against the depositor, and I, therefore, detailed ail the facts
Seriatim in my report to Council in order that my colleagues might
have before them the facts of the case as they existed. Alleged impro-

18400. Tho result of this final decision being to give the contract to p l"n"'-.''

Praser, Grant & Pitblado, and, as you understood it, to Manning, Shields ueve that ae-
& McDonald associated with them, will you say if you ai-e aware bgntead
whether any Member of Parliament has been benefitted directly or in- by Fraser, Orant
directly through any of these people in consequence of their getting îng a ê9 getting
the contract ?-I have not the sligb test knowledge of anything of the thecontract-
kind, and T have no reason to suppose that any Member of Parliament
Lad any interest in the disposal of the contract or tender.

18401. Have you any reason to think that any of the officiais in theJ)epartmnent have been benefitted in consequence of this contract having
een allotted as it was ?-I have not the slightest suspicion of any official the epeartmlenft.

<1onunected with the Department ever baving been benefitted in the least
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Inlluencing degree, or having the least interest in these contracts except what has
No suspiion transpired in reference to Mr. Chapleau, and of which I had not the
Chapleau's rela- slightest knowledge or suspicion until it was made public in the
tion to contrae- netiaif
tors unitiIt came investigation.
out in evidence. 18402. At the time of receiving tenders for this work not only on

° section B but section A, could you state the conditions of the plans and
profiles and the information to be offered to the public generally ?-
No ; I can state nothing more than that I had requested the engineers
and Mr. Fleming, the Chief Engineer- The two postponements took
place in order to bave sufficient data to put before the conitractors so as
toenable them to make a thoroughly intelligent tender, and to enablethe
Department to make what they could assure me was an appioximate
estimate, one that, at all events, would fully cover all the expenditure
cornected with the contracts.

Informed by en-
gineers prior to 18403. Do you remember whether the quantities were ascertained
t ractstht in the by what is known as cross-sectioning ?-Well, I am not able to say
case of sections A that exactly; but I am able to say that the information given to me
and B the infor-y
mation more fuli was that much more information had been accurately detailed than in
and accurate
than cu the case previous contracts, and the Chief Engineer and acting Chief
of previous con- Engineer, Mr. Marcus Smith, both assured me that I need not be afraid
tracts and that lie
ineed notfear that of the quantities being exceede.l, as had been the case in previous
quantities would contracts.
be exceeded.
As a fact the 18404. Have you been informed as to the work executed, whether
work i and wll up to this time it bas exceeded the estimate ?-It has been largelybe conslderably
less than the lessened. The work, as provided for by the specifications and as esti-
estimated. mated upon when the tenders were let, vill be very greatly decreased.

The Chief Engineer is in a position to assure me-and the Division
engineers, the persons immediately in charge of the work, all join in
assuring me-that a very great reduction in the work will be made,
both in contract A and contract B.

18405. Have you discussed this matter ?-I have discussed this mat-
ter exhaustively witb Mr. Jennings on the spot, who is in charge of
section B, and with Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Fleming, and have gone
fully into the reports of Mr. Caddy, who is in charge of section A, and
who gives data for the very large reductions that have been made.

A very great re- 18406. I understand that the result, so far-that is, so far as the
dction effected work has been executed-has been to diminish the work that wasbyre-location, &c. expected to be required on those sections ?-Very greatly By a care-

ful re-location of a certain section of the line, a reduction of work in
othere, a very great reduction will be effected on both these, below wbat
was anticipated when the contracts were let.

Characterofwork 18407. Has this been accomplished as you understand by making a
not deterlorated. less efficient railway ?-No; it bas been accomplished without at all

deteriorating the character of the railway work, in some instances by
Distancelessened. lessening the distance by several miles. The line at present being

constructed is shorter by some four miles I think than at the time the
work was let.

18408. Is there anything further in connection with Section A or
Section B-that is to say contracte 41 and 42-which occurs to you as
necessary to be explained in evidence ?-I don't know. Nothing
occurs to me that I think bas not been very fully investigated as far as
I have had any opportunity of judging. If there is any point that
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eccurs to you that is not fully dealt with I shall be very glad to answer 41 and 42.

any question and give any explanation in my power.
18409. At the time you received these notices of deposits made in

Toronto had you become aware that Andrews, Jones & Co., the
principals in the transaction, had retired ?-Not at all. I never
suspected such a thing. What I did suspect was that they were
obtaining the assistance connected with the firm of Morse, Nicholson
,& Marpole to put up the deposit. I had reason to suspect that only
from the fact of the deposit being notified from members of that firm.
Of course that was simply a suspicion. I had no knowledge or
intimation from any source whatever of the combination between
the parties.

18410. The evidence shows that as early as the 2Sth of February
the New York branch of the firm which had been formed hore had
decided not to have anything further to do with Morse, Nicholson & Co.
and the telegram to that efdect from N. F. Jones to Mr. Macdougall is
already in evidence: do I understand you that this was not at all in
.your mind at the time ?-I had not the slightest knowledge of such a
thing. I had no knowledge of any such thing having occurred until I
read it in the evidence taken before this Commission, nor did I ever
suspect it.

18411. One of the witneses has mentioned that he brought a verbal
-message fr ,m Nicholson, one of the firm of Morse, Nicholson & Co., to
you to the effeet that they did not intend to take section B if it wvas
offered to them, but if the whole distance was to be divided they
would take section A at the price arrived at by taking off section B
from the whole tender for section C : do you remember anything of
the kind ?-I have no recollection of anything of the kind. I saw it
stated that Mu. McCormick, who says ho is acquainted with me, states
it, but I do not recollect who ho is, nor do I remember any sueb com-
inunication having been made to me. The intimation I had of their
refusal to take section B is contained in their written communication
1

t m f r e ll ti

At Urme of notice
of deposit to
credit or An-
drews, Jones & Co.
ixever suspected
that Andrews,
Jones & Co. had
retired.

Recollects receiv-
ing o verbal
message frorn
Morse, Nicholson
& 'o thatthey
did not lnterid to
take section B,ý
but wouid take
section A.

No pronise or
18412. Was there any understanding or promise, before the final "nd E ing or

awarding of this contract, between yourself and any person who after- cnid 'p thought
p ~ such hi'tweenwards became interested in these c:>ntracts, A or B ?-Not the slight- wites, ad eany

est promise, or anything approaching it, or any such intimation to any ""a®ner
person living, interested in

sections A and B.
1841d. 1 think it appears from the figures that Marks & Conmee Whether short or

offered to do the work on section A upon rates applying both to the long perlod
short period and to the long period, while Andrews, Jones & Co. pro- caiefulleonsi-
eOsed to do it only at one of these periods. The effect of Marks & conciuded ttwas
'uofnmee doing it at the shorter period would be to pay them a higher impoIbe to
Price than Andrews, Jones & Co. offered to do it for at the same period: guream In
do you remember whether that was discussed or had any bearing on hort period.and
the decision ?-That vas the subject of careful consideration, and you iower price and

tind that the grounds of the action taken are stated very fully in onger peid an

Mr. Fleming's report. Mr. Fleming reported that he had about come price in the shape
to the conclusion that it was impossible to secure the construction of gn n aiy
the work at anything like the figures named by the short period; that copletion or
011 that could be hoped for, therefore, would be to accomplish it by the
long period, and the effeet of making the contract for the short period
Would be to pay high prices withont accomplishing the object; that,
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41 and 4S. as the work proceeded, we would bave to pay the higher pi ice,
and that it would be better to take the low tender, and put
in the form of a bonus that in case the road was constructed
in the shorter period that then they should be paid at the
high rate. I may say that the great object the Government had in
making that arrangement for section A was in consequence of the
greater difficultv in section B and the aceess that would be secured
to it from this end of section B, so that we could be able to get the road
opened by the time provided in the contract.

Assuming that 18414. if you understood that the deposits which were made in
Co. had put up Toronto had been made by Morse & Co. or on behalf of their firm, with

'100,000 as Part Of the idea they would be associated with Andrews, Jones & Co., how wastheir deposit, two
days elap-ied it, assuming that 8100,000 had been put up as part of the deposit, that
nore blnn yut, no further negotiations took place with them ?-Two days had

though their re- elapsed after the last deposit had been made, without any additional
Wn todthat ia deposit before the Government took action. Both the deposits, assum-
they could get a ing them bothto be credited to Andrews, Jones & Co., were on the 3rdstrong contractor
In with them of March, on Monday; and the intimation havirg been given to a
witness would
ask Councl t person acting on behalf, L suppose, of Andrews, Jones & Co., that, with
watt. the hope that they might obtain t he co-operation of some strong con-

tractor, I would ask the Council to delay a littie longer, we waited
until the 5th-that is Wednesday-and between Monday and Wednes-

If witb a week day youi will observe that no additional deposit was made. There
more te thadn could, therefore, be but one cobclusion arrived at, and that was that
theycould not Andrews, Jones & Co. were not able to obtain from any source the

ut up dpoait. means of putting up the deposit, and if with a week more time
goon successfuuly than they had evei asked thîenselves they could not put u) the deposit,ivith a workwh ch would how could they possibly proceed with the work with any chance of
bave required accomplishing it when it would have required a largeadditional capital
capital at once? at once at their command; so that the evidence to my mmd and to the

mirds of my colleagues was conclusive that there was no objeet in
waiting longer than we had waited with the hope that it would be
accomplished by Andrews, Jones & Co. Of courbe, we were not in
communication with Morse & Co. at all. They had gone out. Ali
that we did was to receive the money from whatever source it was
offered on behalf of Andrews, Jones & Co.

18415. It appears that Mr. Shanly telegraphed to say that arranigç-
mente were made but he would not be able to forward certificates uutil
that evening's mail: do you remember whether his telegram was con-
sidered before the final conclusion on the 5th ?-That telegram
was not received until the action of Council directing me to notif)rFraser, Grant & Pitblado that the contract was awarded to them, and
as Mr. Shanly asked me to reply to G. D. Morse, I immeoiately
replied to him on the receipt of the telegram that the contract had
already been awarded. We had no intimation whatever that Mr.
Shanly had been asked to identify himself with Andrews, Jones & Co.
until the whole thing was concluded.

A year's delay in 18416. Would the delay of a year, which you say might have been
would have been the result of not completing this contract as early as possible in the
ofthe most seri- spring, have been considered a great loss to the country ?-We, as Ious damage
to development stated at the outset, arrived at the conclusion that it was of the mdst
of North-West. vital importance to the development of the North-West that we should

get this link put in and the road opened between Lake Superior and Red
River at the earliest possible heur consistnet with anything like a
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reasonable expen:iiture, and that it was a matter of the very gravest 41 a.4 42.

moment to the country. The difficulty we experienced in getting nIficulty or get-
immigration into the North-West through the United States was such Í" ation
as to lead ns to believe that it was of the greatest consequence to the through United
whole country that we should get this road opened, and that a yarst
ýwas of the most serious importance in the mterests of the country.

18417. I suppose it would be difficult to naine any amount by which
the country would suffer in consequence of such a delay?-I should be
afraid to venture upon any amount, but I would naine a very large
sum if I named any amount at ail.

18418. As to section A, which was awarded to Marks & Conmee, whetherMarks&
there is a letter from a Mr. Wardrop stating that the tender was was Informai de-
informal: was your attention directed to that ?-That question of cidea by Trudeau,

informality was decided by Mr. Trudeau, Mr Smith and Mr. Briaun Brau an
when the tenders were opened, and they only furiisbed me with the
list of tenders that were held to come within the terms of the specifi-
cation that they regarded as formal. There were manifest errors in
the tender, but that would not ,mount to anything like informality.
That was a matter for the contractor, but not for the Government.
The attention of the Government was drawn to anything which would
lemt-en the amount which they were likely to receive. Our attention
baving been drawn to it by the Chief Engineer, they were informed,
on the acceptance of their tender, that the contract must be made
Etrictly in conformity with their tender.

18419. They did actually take the contract, I bolieve, at the lowest took contractmat
price named ?- At the lowest price named, but subject to errors which aneaprlcear
they had made as against themselves. Ing the Ioss of any

t of their own
18420. They bore the brunt of that mistake ?-Yes. errors.

18421. Could you state any reason for abandoning the Georgian Bay Georgian Bay
Branch, which was under contract with Heney, Charlebois & Co. ?- ce " n' .a
Well, generally the poli'y of the Government. The Government arrived Contract canceu-
at the conclusion that the public interest would not be promoted by that edbecause 0U -
expenditure; that it was not desirable to go on with it; that there tha, going for-

Would be a large expenditure of public money without commensurate waira wlth thiscou tractLon whioh
roturn if that contract were carried on. Very little progress had utue progress
been made up to the period that the contraet was cancelled, and the wo1d en taI1la r
a.signment, if I remember right, of the contract had been made exPentiturErwlt -
contrary to its terms, without the consent of the Government. ate advantage.
I think 1 was not here when the contract was absolutely

ancelled; I think I was in England; but my recollection is that the
Papers show that a question was raised as to the forfeiture of the con-
tract on the ground of assignment, without the consent of the Govern-
'lient, as the contract required. I am speaking, however, from memory
Of circumstances which occurred a good while ago. Purrhase of

18422. In the summer of 1879, some contracts appear to have been mati-D.
brought about through Mr. Reynolds, in England : did you take any 53-556

Part, personally, in the arrangements, or was that matter left to him Course pursuedla
alone ?-You are speaking of contracts for 50,000 tons of steel rails ? par"hasifg steel

raio in summr

18423. No; I am speaking of the first smaller lot ?-In the first Of17.
arnali lot the course pursued was this : I think they were required for
.Erince Edward Island, were they not ? I am not quite certain, but at
a1 avents some 5,000 tons were required-no, it was for another pur-
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5a-5116 for the purpose of receiving tenders, and communicate the resuit to

the Department, and having done so, and the Department being
satisfied-having obtained a number of tenders-reported the resuit.
He was instructed to accept the lowest. He acted under the directions
of the Department.

60,(<) tons. 18424. There was another large quantity obtained upon which
matters were closed while you were in England?-Yes. 50,000 tons.

Directedtoadver- 18425, Do you remember what part you took individually in the
Ise for 5,0 0 tons arrangements ?-I, betore leaving here, directed advertisements to beso as flot to 8tiffen '
the narket. published calling for tenders for 5,000 tons. The reason of asking for

the small anount, of course, was obvious, as an advertisement asking
for tenders for a very large amount would be calculated to put up the
price. I went over to England in eompany with Sir John Macdonald and
Sir Leonard Tilley, and at the time when these tenders were received

Tenders opened I was absent in Italy. The tenders were opened by Sir Leonard Tilley and,In England dur-y
ing witness's I think, Mr. Fleming, and perhaps Sir John Macdonald. I do not
absence bySir remember about that, but they were opened and simply laid asideLeonard Tiiley
and Mr. Fleming. until my arrival in London. When I returned I carried on all the
On witness's re- communication, with the parties tendering, through Mr. Fleming and

ronZmuae- Mr. Reynolds; and having examined the tenders, and having arrived
tionswith the at the conclusion that it would be in the public interest to secure attenderers throughlat ûf( t
Fleming and least 50,000 tons of rails upon the terms on which we had the oppor-
Reynolds. tunity of purchasing them, I accepted the lowest tenders. I then
Aceepted lowest asked the tenderers if they would double the amounts, or increase the
tenderers and
then asked them amounts, without, of course, communicating to them there were other
to double the tenders; and I was thus in a position to get them to increase the amounts

in such a way as to enable me to obtain the 50,000 tons of rails at the
anounts I stated. My communications with the *nderers and the
parties who became the contractors were through Mr. Fleming, and
that mainly by correspondence, and through Mr. Reynolds. Of course
when they called to see me personally, or any one connected with
them, I saw them in conjunction with Mr. Fleming.

Order-in-Councui 18+26. There is an Order-in-Council of the 13th of June, 1879,
<lSthorJune, 1879)authorized . authorizing the purchase of about 30,000 tons; the quantity was con-
chase fSOeasosiderably larger than this: can you explain why it was considered,tons; the reason
more bought the necessary to obtain a larger quantity ?-The reason for obtaining alowness of price. larger amount was this: when we received the tenders they were so

very low that upon consultation with Sir John Macdonald and the
Minister of Finance, Sir Leonard Tilley, we arrived at the conclusion
that it would be greatly in the public interest to avail ourselves of the
opportunity to secure a larger quantity, and that we should by so doing
effect avery considerable saving of public money.

Purchpse of 18427. I think one of the witnesses stated that, in addition to those
Revnc du Loup required for the Pacific Railway, a considerable quantity wasline neeessitated qie o
gettng steel rails required for the Intercolonial Railway : do yo.u remember whether
toreay thetrack. this was so or not?-The purchase of the Rivière du Loup

line, some 126 miles, involved the necessity of getting steel rails
sufficient to relay the track for that distanoe, and of course made
it more desirable for us to secure a larger quantity. But the quantity'
secured was a larger quantity than even with the rails required for
the Rivière du Loup Branch and the road under contract, was needed.
It left a margin, but not a very large margin, over what was required
for the road under contract and to be placed under contract.
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18428. The decision was arrived at, I understand, in consequence of 53-5* 5.a*
a report of Mr. Fleming on the subjeet; the quantity recommended by
Mr. Fleming in that report, as I understand it, is entirely for the
Pacifie Railway ?-Yes. Well, Mr. Fleming, of course-we telegraphed
to Mr. Shiciber to know the quantity that would be required for the
]Rivière du Loup Branch in addition to these.

18429 We are not enquiring into the necessity of those for the other 2ooo tons requir-

road ?-30,000 tons was the quantity obtained for the Canadian Pacifie ed for Canadian

Railway in round numbers, if I remember rightly-some 29,000 Pacifie iiailway.
tons.

18430. Do you remember whether there was an Order-in-Council for The opportunity
the quantity over the first amount that was expected to be required ? ble "avoura-

-I do not think there was. I think that was decided when the market

tenders came in. We found the opportunity was so favourable, and wc Sir John Mac-
satisfied ourselves so entirely that the market was likely to become donald, Sir L.

inuch less favourable, that, I think, on the receipt of the tenders, aud ir. Fleming

Sir John Macdonald and Sir Leonard Tilley, and myself, in consultation decded to accept

with the Chief Engineer, Mr. Fleming, who wrs also present, decided larger quantity.
to accept the larger quantity.

18431. It appears that no contract was accomplished with one of the
lowest tenderers, Wallace & Co.: do you remember the circumstances
connected with that matter ?-Yes; I remember the circunstances.

18432. Will you say why there was no contract ?-They declined to Wallace& Co. de-

enter into the contract. lnto contrac.

18433. They had an opportunity ?-Yes.

18434. There was no default on the part of any one acting on behalf'
Of the Government ?-They had the opportunity and refused.

18435. Were the contracts awarded to the lowest available tenders? contracts award-

-Yes, ail. The rails were obtained from the lowest tenderers. tenderers.

18436. Have you any reason to think that any Member of Parlia- N. Me'mber of
tent was benefitted, directly or indirectly, in consequence of any of a»Y otho. per-

these contracts for rails obtained by you ?-I have not the slightest. soi directlyorin-

In fact I don't know of any Me mber of Parliament that knew anyth ing ail"y doetIn"
about the negotiations except the three Members of Parliament I have cgnsequence of

named, and I am quite sure that no Member of Parliament nor any contracts.

individual benefitted in the wijghtest degree from the contracts that
Were made.

18437. There was an application made by Mr. Whitehead, who had Railway Con-
contract No. 15, to obtai n from the Government a payment out of contract No. 15.
the money which bad been retained in the shape of a drawback ?-Yes. Whitehead appli--

18438. Was the application made to you ?-Yes.

18439. Will you describe the negotiations on the *subject ?-There
*e*e no negotiations that I could call such. Very shortly after my
eitry into the Department, Mr. Whitehead applied to me to pay him
41n amnount of drawback-in fact, the drawback-to pay him the draw.
baek on his estimate, which was then to be paid. I enquired from
Mr. Trudeau what the practice was in reference to that. Mr. White.
head stated that it was of great importance for him to get an additional
8 of -money over and above his usual estimates, and Mr. Trudeau
told me that when the work was considerably advanced it was custom-

Witness asked
Trudeau what
wat4 the practiCe
or Department.

Trudeaui sald that
when contract
was considerably
advanced It wa
cuatoara toa

, a w-thework
progressed.
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contraet No. 15. ary to yield up the drawback as the work went on, if it was going on
at all satisfactorily, and that my predecessor, Mr. Mackenzie, had con-
sidered Mr. Whitehead's contract in such a position as to quite warrant

Whitehead had him in adopting that course. Ifound that Mr.Whitehead had receive I
recetved from hmi dpigta ore
Hon. A. Macken- the drawback at that date-the date at which I entered the office. It
zie in drawback had anounted to about 879,000, and of that ho had received from Mr.
S'Mr. eSe:la. Mackenzie, in some ton different payments in the way of advance of
nzie eally drawback, $70,000, so there was only about $9,000 remaining. Find-

ing that was the course adopted by my predecessor, I gave instructions
Only $9,Ooo re- he should be treated as my predecessor treated him, and as I had no

a eve'I doubt he was warranted in treating him. I therefore gave him the
89,000 drawback, as it had been given to him in the other cases.

Whitehead re- 18440. Do you mean that the amount which you gave up was only
®ion ®or van e- about 89,000 ?-I mean to say that Mr. Whitehead's first application

on his rolling -you observe the drawback that had accumulated u) to the
whiea 'fhad On date of the first estimate I was called to pay was about $79,000.
made eo H on. A. Of that there was only about $3,000 drawback on hand.Mackenzte. And the case being, as Mr. Whitehead represented, urgent,

I adopted the course of my predecessor, which had been to give
him the drawback on bis ostimates in some ton different payments,
amounting to $70,000 in all. Mr. Whitehead thon made an application
for an advance on his rolling stock of $100,000. I felt that this was a
more serious matter, and required a closer investigation, and I referred
his application to Mr. Fleming. I may say he had made, I think, the
first application for an advance to my predecessor shortly before my
entry into office-in fact shortly after the defeat of the late Govern-
ment, which, I assume, was probably the reason for its not being dealt
with. The application, however, was renewed to me, and Mr. White-
head stated to me the fact of the position in which his principal backer,
Senator McDonald, was -I think he was thon at-the point of death-
and circumstancos rendered it highly important that ho should have
that advance, and he furnished as a reason why that advance should bo
given, the enormous amount he had been obliged to invet in rolling
stock and plant. I referred the application made by Mr. Whitehead
to Mr. Flemino, and as MIr. Smith had been acting as Chief Engineer,
and had been out recently over Mr. Whitehead's work, Mr. Fleming

Marcus Smith referred the application to Mi. Marcus Smith. Mr. Smith reported
reported strongly very strongly indoed in favour of giving the $100,000 asked by Mr.ln f'avour of e' tog
lvingWhitehead Whitehead, that his work was going on very favourably, that his

the $1o0,No. arrangements for carrying it through were very good, that ho had been
obliged to go to an enormous outlay for plant, that it would assist
greatly the progress of the work, and that it could bedone with safety.

Flel" report- Mr. Fleming reported on this report of Mr. Smith's, embodying it in
reportand recon- his own, showing the character of the work, and recommended that
of 40oa0n mrt- 840,000 should bo advanced to Mr. Whitehead on a mortgage on the
gage on rolning rblling stock, which, under the contract. for the construction of section 15,s°e'k. the Government were empowered to take at a valuation on its conclusion.

The amount of expenditure for the rolling stock and plant was very large,
and on the report of Mr. Fleming and of Mr. Marcus Smith, strongly cor-

Order-n-Council roborated by him, who had made an inspection of the road, I recom-Daaeed à§urrender- iseto
ûg '$100,0O draw- mended to Council that all the drawback thon on hand, covering ail

wat had over- that Mr. Mackenzie had advanced, so as to embody it in an Order-in-
bonadvanced by Council, for it was the first one passed, I think, under whicb the draw-on. A. Macken- back was surrendered, should bc given up to the extent of $100,000.
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That involved a drawback of $11,000, and that Order-in-Council was A ce 5.
passed, covering the whole of the drawback that had been given to Mr.
Whitehead; and I also recommended, on the report of the engineers, And $40,000 on a
that he should receive an advance of $40,001) on a mortgage on the mortgage on the

rolling tock which was to become the property of the Government on rolling stock.
the completion of the work under the contract. That Order-in-Council
was passed.

18441. Do we understand that all the drawback which has been sur- Drawback sur-
rendered amounts to $100,000 ?-No; I think the drawback surrend- rener1dpt
ered up to the prebent time is $148,000; but I am niow speaking ot the
tstate of the case when Mr. Whitehead made this application.

18442. Then when the Order was passed the whole surrendered
drawback amounted to $100,000 ?-The passing of the order sur-
rendered in all 8100,000; or it gave $11,000, which made 8100,000
in all.

18443. It confirmed the previous advances?-Yes, and extended
thom. Mr. Mackenzie had given Mr. Whitehead about $70,000, and I
covered that by the order which, up to the date of its passage, covered
some $30,000 more.

18444. At that time there was a provision made for an advance in
another sha1 e, that is by taking security on his rolling stock ?-Yes.

18445. Was that advance made ?-Yes ; we advanced $40,000. I
think it was some time afterwards, but the authority to make it was
given upon the report, as I have stated.

18446. Wero there further surrenders of drawbacks after that time?
Yes; further surrenders of drawbacks, and further advances made from
t itne to time down to the period that the work was taken out of his
hands.

18447. Couild you state, in round numbers, about the amount of
'drawback wbich was surrendered after you first admintistered the
affairs of the Department ?-I think down to the period of the work
being taken out of Mr. Whitehead's hands, the drawback in il from
the first would be about 8118,000.

18448. Of that you directed or advised about $78,000 ?-Yes; there Witness directed
'a8 about $9,000 'drawback on hand when I entered the office, the about 7s0of
'Other 870,000 having been surrendered by Mr Mackenzie, from time >148,0w. (See
to time, in the usual way. question 18454.)

18449. In the arrangements or negotiations which led up to this Shortly after
nrangement for this a ivrance to surrender the drawback, did Mr. witness entered

,ackintosh take any part ?-Mr. Mackintosh called upon me somne olackintoish cau -
short time after I entered upon the duties of the office, and stated that 'd , h"i and

was the agent of Mr. Whitehead here, and spoke very strongly in the agent for
> favour as a very honest and capable contractor, and expressed the whose favo' ie

e I would do all I could to assist him in his work, which was a very spoke strongly.
*hulC1it one; and Mr. Whitehead wrote te me subsequently, in making Whitehead wrote

application, that he was obliged to leave town, and that he would to witness asking
very glad if 1 would communicate the decision of the Government cate deision Of
en arrived at, to Mr. Mackintosh. Mr. Mackintosh, as the agent of Mk toh

•'Whitebead, called, not very frequently-I think three or four times
2all--to see me in reference to his applications and his work.
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18450. Did he take an active part in bringing about this favour to a
great extent ?-Well, I nust take exception to the use of the term
favour. Mi. Whitenead bas never received anything that I would
put in that way. It might be a favour to him, but he lias never
received a dollar of drawback or advance from me, or from the Govern-
ment, that was not made as I believed, and as the Government believed,
in the public interest. le had a very large and important work on
hand It was of the greatest possible consequence that that work should
advince as rapidly as possible, because the contractors on section
B-his contract was the key to a certain extent to the work on section
B-until a track could be laid over section 15, must be at an enor-
mous cost to put in supplies for their work, increasing inmensely
tie difficuity ofcompleting their contract. It was a matter of the greatest
importance therefore, not in the interests of Mr. Whitehead, but in the
interests of the country, to strengthen Mr. Whitehead's hands, as far
as it could safely be done, in order to give him the increased means for
prosecuting the work. The course pursued, therefore, with Mr. White-
head is the usual course pursued with contractors who are making
steady progress with their work, and that is to give them every aid
that can safely be given, for the purpose ofassisting them in the progress
of their work, as if the contractor breaks down and the work has to be
re-let, it usually involves a large expenditure over and above what
otherwise would be the case.

18451. I thought if Mr. Whitehead asked for something which ho
could not demand as a matter of right it would be a favour ?-It might
in that sense be termed a favour ; but it is not done as a favour, and at
all events in no sense of the word at the expense of the public.

Mackintosh took 18452. I do not mean that : did Mr. Mackintosh take an active
rolative et in part in regard to this advance ?-Mr. Mackintosh took no ac-
advance. tive part in relation to it at all. lie came to me, as I have

said, and spoke in friendly terms of Mr. Whitehead, said he was his
agent, and would be glad to have us do anything we could for him. I
told Mr. Mackintosh that the application would be referred to the
engineer; that Mr. Whitehead would be treated in the way the interests
of the country demanded; that so long as ho was doing his work ho
would get all the assistance possible, as every contractor would receive,
and there was nothing further than that.

Never knew there 18453. Wore yon aware, during the time that Mr. Mackintosh acted
was any relation
between ack.n- as agent for Mr. Whitehead,that he was to receive by way of compensa-
tosh and White- tion any of these amounts? I never knew there was anything of the'

a cha kind, nor did I know there was any relation between Mr. Whitehead
strictly business and Mr. Mackintosh that was not of a strictly business character. He
character informed me that he was Mr. Whitehead's agent, and when Mr. White-

head told me to communicate the decision of the Governrnent, in his
absence, to Mr. Mackintosh, I assumed he was acting as agent for him.
In faet I knew nothing of the relations between them. nor that it was
of aiy interest whatever to Mr. Mackintosh that Mr. Whitehead should
receive asAistance or favour.

$40,OO additional
advance made to 18454. You speak of a further advance, upon security, to Mr. White-

w®stIt3îîO head on his plant, besides the $4U,000: can you say what that amount
England, a consi- was ?-That advance was nade while [ was in England, aud in connec-
derable portion
ofpreviousad- tion with it, the first advance, I think, was cancelled, but I think it
yance baving bah
been refunded. brougLIL up the total amount. Mr. Whitehead had reduccd it. This-
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ýfirst advance was to be refunded in a certain ratio out of the regular Contract no. 1s,

estimates; the payments, as they became due, and a considerable por-
tion of the advance, had been thus refunded. An additional advance
was made to him, for which a mortgage was taken, which amounted in
ail, I think, to some $40,000 of additional advance. But we had, as I
have stated, the fact that the progress of the work was such as to
warrant it; that no loss would arise under the contract; that the Gov- oovernment heId
erument held land valued at some $131,000 which had been given to land val"ed at

the late Government in lieu of some $80,000ýdeposited for the fulilment
of the contract, and we had the security of the rolling stock and plant Also the securlty
which, I think, was valued at $200,000, so that there was no advance oftae rnlin
made that was not warranted by the great outlay that he.had been valued at $»20,000.
obliged to make to prosecute the work and by the condition that the
contract was in, nor anything that was not deemed necessary by the
ýGovernment to advance the work in the interests of the public. I se 9,ooo in shape of
that I was not quite correct in stating the amount in drawback paid by vancedby Mr.
my predecessor to Mr. Whitehead. The amount, I find, that had then Mackenzie.
been advanced by Mr. Mackenzie in aIl, was $79,800. I think I said
iZO,000, and a little over 89,000 remained on hand.

18455. Would the effect of this be that the amount surrendered in
your time would not be quite as great as you thought ?-The amount
surrendered in ail is about 8148,000, as I stated before; and the custom
is as the work proceeds to surrender the diawback as far as can safely
be done in the interests of the public.

18456. You remember, prohably, the circumstance of a bond being No bond given by
given to the Government by Bowie and Mackintosh at the time that a andh G V
eurrender of some of this drawback took place : do you remember whe- ernment, these
ther at that time it was considered that any substantial security should ®s"tea .sete,
be given to the Government for the payment of that drawback ?-That or hoi
is quite an erroneous impression. There was no bond given by Bowie and ply wlth the
Mackintosh to the Government. Messrs. Bowie and Mackintosh were routine ofthe
accepted as sureties for the whole contract. The circumstances were Mackenzie
these: when I had the Order-in-Council passed roviding for the pay- havi®n &eleaae4
inent of the additional 811,000-the advance of ll,OQO -to Mr. White- son, the origiuat

head, the endorsement was put on the Order-in-Council authoriz'ng the sureties

advance of this additional $11,000 over and above what lie had received
up to that time, provided that the assent of his sureties should be
obtained. The reason of that is, as you will see, that sureties might
raise a question as to thoir liability if they were not consulted as to
the surrender of the security that the Government had. It was conse-
.quently endorsed to Mr. Bain that the sureties were to give their assent,
Mr. Bain drew Mr. Whitehead's attention to the necessity of getting
the assent of his sureties. Ie then addressed a letter to me, stating
that he had no sureties, and to say that an Order-in-Council had been
Pamsed on the representation of my predecessor, accepting him and
re6leasing Sutton and Thompson as sureties. Therefore, when I found
this to be correct, that Mr. Whitehead was sole contractor, that his
Partners and their sureties had ail been released by the passage of this
Order-in-Council, and Mr. Whitehead asked me to accept Bowie
and Mackintosh as his sureties, I accepted them, and they became
sureties on his contract, to comply with the ordinary rcutine of thebepartment, which required the assent of the sureties. They gave
no bond for an particular advance. That was done upon the security
taken by the Government, and required no other security whatover.

21*
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They were simply substituted at bis request, and I had no hesitation at,
ail in accepting them as bis sureties from the simple fact that I regarded
it as a matter of form. The practice of the Department is, of course, to
look to the contract and other means of security furnished by the con-
tractor, and not to persons whose names are used as sureties ; and I
may say since that period, and in accordance with that policy of taking
substantial security instead of nominal security by the way of sureties,
an Order in-Council has been passed doing away with sureties, and pro-
viding that the security shall be 5 per cent. of the bulk surn, instead of
the old practice of nominal sureties in the names of individuals, and
not taking money security.

18457. I did not mean to convey the idea that thîis bond from Bowie
and Mackintosh was to re >ay in any way the amount of money which
was then conceded to Mr. Wvhitehead : at the time this surrender was
acceded to, they gave something in the shape of security, and I wish
to know whether, in the opinion of the Government at this time, it
vas considered necessary to take substantial security ?-The Govern-

ment had ample security. They had substantial security, and the other
was niever referred to at ail. What I mean to say is, that the impres-
sion that the bond was given by Bowie and Mackintosh for the repay-
ment of the advance by Bowie and Mackintosh was quite a misappre-
hension. No security was taken, nor was any additional security
required, because he was simply getting an advance; it was complying
with the Order-in-Council that required suretios to be obtained, and it
was ascertained by me, for the first time, Mr. Whitehead had no sure-
ties-that by the Order-in-Council that had been passed he stood sole
contractor, and on being called on to obtain the assent of bis sureties,
he wrote a letter stating these facts, and offering Bowie and
Mackintosh for the persons who had been released by the Order-
in-Council. They were not exchanged for any others, they simply-
tilled the void which I found to exist, and which I regarded as only a
matter of form, because we had, as I said before, land valued at
8 131,000 as security for the contract. And we had the plant which was on
the contract valued at (I am speaking from memory) $200,000, and the
advances, of course, were very insignificant as compared with these
sums, and the condition of the contract was such as to cause no appre-
hension as to the amount of money remaining under the contract to
complete the work.

18458. Then I understand that the Government did not at that time
consider it necessary to obtain substantial security in the shape of a
bond, but only such a document as would comply with the literal
terms of the Order-in-Cour.cil ?-Yes. The question of suffieiency of.
the security offered, therefore, or the sureties that were offered to
replace the others, did not arise.

18459. Did we correctly understand, from your evidence this morn-
ing, that there were two distinct advances secured by the property of
Mr. Whitehead, each of them $40,000, the first one being partially
repaid before the second one was made ?-Yes.

18460. About the time of this second advance, do you remember any
conversation upon the subject of the partnership ?-I was in England(
when the second advance was made. That is my impression.

18461. Do you remember about the time of the first advance ?-NO.
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18462. Was there at anv time such a conversation between Mr. Contract Neo. 15.

Whitehead and yourself?-Yes, the facts were these: As I say, while in theinterest of
Mr. Whitehead was, as we considered, carrying bis contract on vigor- t,®pbeGov
ously and successfully, we felt it was in the interest of the public ei Whlteheaaa
to strengthen bis hands as much as possible, and to give him every much as possible.

assistance in surrendering his drawback, as fast as we could with safety
and propriety, and to aid him in meeting the liability ho had incurred
in buying bis plant, by naking the adva;,re. This policy of strength-
ening his hands and giving him all poýsible assistance was carried on
down to tho time that %e regarded his management as not beinr
successful. Strikes occurred, owing to difficulty in paying his nut, ond that,
labourers. The money we gave him in his estimates we found he was ni"ue whlch
compelled to use to pay off pressing creditors. We found he was to pay his Iabour-
heavily involved in debt, that his creditors wore pressing him, and that ÎÏrwaïrdabe work
he was, therefore, unable to apply the money i eceived for the work for ";ent Lo pressing
the purpose of carrying it on. lie came to me for a faurther creditors.
advance, and I said: " No, Mr. Whitehea-l, ve have given you every When Whitehead
possible aid and assistance while we founid the work was vigorously cv,e fo h
proceeding, but it is obvions to me that you have a heavier load on must get strength
your back than you can conveniently carry, and I do not think it safe f or ome
to go on asking the Government to make further ad% ances under the partner.

circumstances. What I think you will be obliged to do will be to
either get some bank to corne to your support and strengthen vour
hands financially, or you will be compelled to get some contractor of
ability and resources to come in and sharo your contract with you. It Governnent
is impossible for the Government to become your banker. You have 'ue "be ion
got a good contract, and I will give you every assistance in my power. banker.
It is financial strength which you require. Get a bank to cone to your
aid and give yon the financial strength, without which, in my judg-
nient, it is impossible for you to carry on the work." Mr. Macdougali
came with Mr. Whitehead to sec me in relation to the matter-the
lIon. William Macdougall. I told him exactly what I had told Mr. Toid Hon. W.
Whitehead, that for ithe purpose of facilitating Mr. White- uaedougail l'ýD ~samne tblng, and
head, to get the assistance of a bank to give him the financial strength orered togive a
ho required, i would give him a statement of Mr. Whitehead's s t nt
position, which I considered a very gqod one, and one that position, which
would warrant a bank in coming to his assistance. Mr. Mac- wan wamrnt a

dougall subsequently telegraphed to me to say that if I would to bis assistance.
communicate that the Ontario Bank, with which he vas negotiating
for Mr. Whitehead, would give him the assistan2e ho required and
enable him to go on. I gave him a memorandum showing the amount
of the drawback we still held in our hands, showing the amount we had
advanced to him which at that lime was reduced by bis payments (botlh
theseadvances wer reduced to$15,000) and showing the way the accoun t
then stood we had only advanced on bis rolling stock and plant $45,000,
al the rest having been repaid, and that there was so much drawback. I on memorandum

ut W hitebead'sdon't remember now how much, but it was about $20,00of drawback thon oiion, Ontario
due him. On the representations I had made; Mr. Macdougall or Mr. eank carne to 0hs
Whitehead was able to make an arrangement with the Ontario Bank, ort]Y'aft'er
lWhich went on for a short lime, and then the bank refused to continue to refused to

sustain hilm.s!ustain him. They found, I suppose as I did, that his liabilities were too ThereuPon wIt
ressing and refused to sustain him,and Mr.Whitehead came to me again. ness again sug-
said: " The only thing you can do is to get a bank to assist you, and if Witdeha

Yon cannot do that get some able contractor with large resources to aid shnuid aet in
You in it, and you will Le able to make more out of il than in any other able contraetor.

21j*
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Centract Ne. 15. way, because this work has to be done, and if you are not able to carry
Told Whitehead it on, it is so important to have it completed in time, being as it were
noafhe ryounl<rk a key to the other works, and I have pledged myself that the rails will
with gr ater be laid by October next, that if you are not able to get assistance to
ment would have carry on the work with greater vigour we shall have to take it out of
totakeit ont of your hands." That is the only reference that I made to a partnorship,his bands. and in that I put it ho should get the assistance of a bank first, and that

I would give him ail the aid I could if ho was successful.

Never direct Ivor 18463. In any of these conversations did you direct his attention to
Indlrectly tuât-
eated any parti- any particular person or persons as suitable partners ?-I never made
euar person he the most remote allusion to Mr. Whitehead, directly or indirectly, that
hend to take in. I wished he should take any one in particular, for I had no one in

particular in view. All I wished was that he should get persons of
contracting ability and resources. I told him it was impossible for him
to carry on his work with the contractor spending bis time in Ottawa
and Toronto, and endcavouring to finance bis operations.

Far fr m leading 18464. Could you say whether you ever led Mr. Whitehead to under-
Whitehead to
helleve that Mac- stand that his interest would be advanced by the influence or assistance
k i i tosh's or of any individual, such as Mr. Mackintosh or Mr. Tuttle ?-I not only
Tuttle's Influence
would advance never did anything of the kind, but I went out of my way when I read1
lit Interet, he in the Toronto Globe newspaper that Mr. Mackintosh and Mr. Tuttletoki hlm. that if
lie was paying were receiving largesutns of money from Mr. Whitehead-I went out

nder t®e.n of my way to say to him that I saw those statements in the papere,
presion that it and if they were true he was paying away large sums of money under,%ould be of use to
him in the De. the impression that it would be of assistance to him in the Depart-
partment he was ment, he was throwing it away-that no such expenditure would be of
money away. the slightest advantage to him whatever.
H1ow the work 18465. Could you state about what time the work was taken out of
rame to be takren
ont (f White- bis hands ?-I do not remember exactly the time the work was taken
head's hands. out of bis hands, but the steps that were taken were these (we were

very reluctant to do it) : In the first place I may say that subsequent
to ibis Mr. Whitehead, probably influenced by the statements I
had made to hLim and the position in which he found himself,
madj an arrangement with Fraser & Grant at Winnipeg to become
pairtners in bis work. They came down-sent down, I think, in the
first instance, and came down for the purpose of getting the Govern-
ment to assert to the partnership that had thus been made. The first
intimation I had of such a thing as that of his forming a partnership
with these gentlemen was the communication to me that the thing had
been done-that the agreement of partnership had been signed, and
they came to the Government to get us to accept them as partners-to
consent to the creation of this partnership between Whitehead, Fraser

rtfused to assent & Grant. We were obliged to refuse, and we did refuse, and weto partnership ddi ea
hetween white. ,did it because we found it would complicate, as wo feared, the security
head, Fraser & that had been given by the late Senator McDonald or what was now thetirant fearing It
would imperîl estate of the late Senator McDonald. It was valued at 8.38,000, it was
-hesecuritygive landed security. If wo allowed the formation of a partnership underby.Senator
Macdonald. the circumstances, it might complicato this security, and we were con-

sequently obliged to refuse to ratify the agreement that had been made.
However, it fell through, the arrangement between them was broken up.

Schreiber report- Mr. Schreiber was sent up to report on the condition of the work, anded work embar-
rassed, men he reported that it was very much embarrassed, that the men were

n"i"sd," fot sufi unpaid, that Mr. Whitehead was not putting in the amount of supplies
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that would be necessary to secure the vigorous prosecution of the work contraetmo. .

during the winter. I think that must have been late last season.
Under the circumstances, we authorized Mr. Schreiber to purchase sup- Schreiber au-
plies on account of Mr. Whitehead, so that if he was able to carry on th°a.. uppouron
the contract they would be simply charged to him, but they would be accountof white-
on the ground, and thus enable us to prosecute the work vigorously if head.
the contractor broke down. The thing went on from bad to worse,
the men were unpaid, the amount coming to Mr. Whitehead was not
enough to enable him to relieve himself from such debts and obliga-
tions as were pressing upon him, and we were forced reluctantly to the Work had to be
conclusion that we were obliged to take the work into our own hands ern ent bands
in order to secure what we bad undertaken to do, and had announced In order to secure
what wewould do-the laying of the track by the lst of October-and track bylst
which was iecesiary to ensure the completion of the other sections October.

under the terms of the contract. Since that time the work has been
carried on directly under the Department, Mr. Whitehead being in Whitehead left In.
charge of all the expenditure under the contract. I could ascertain the pend1tureunder
day that was done by sending to my office for it. lt was 13st season. the contract.

18466. The time is not material ?-Well, it was last season.

18467. After taking it out of his hands, had you the use of his
inaterial and plant ?-Everything ; we took immediate charge, as we
were entitled to under the contract, of everything pertaining to it, roll-
ing stock, horses and everything pertaining to the contract, and the
supplies on hand.

18468. Are you still of opinion that this move, the taking the work
ont of his bands, was an advisable one in the public interest ?--There is
1o doubt whatever that it was absolutely necessary, to secure the objects
to which I have attached such great importance, the getting the
through line opened at the time stated in the subsequent contracts.

18469. Were these objects secured in the main ?-I have no doubt
tbey will be. I have no doubt-it is placed beyond a doubt the secur-
ing of the opening of the line at the time we bad stated or that it will
lead to that.

Taking contrict
out of White-
hea'la hands
absolutely
iecessary.]

18470. The line through from Red River was opened
sone time in October was it not ?-We had this track laid in time by
working night and day, and we were able to secure the object we aimed
at up there; but, of course, that was only a step to the greater object of
getting the whole lino opened at the time we proposed, and it was No hope of coni-
essential to that. There would have been no hope whatever of the Pletln section B

completion of the contract for section B even in our own bands, if iS had not been
We had not been able to get the track laid through to that point. laid.

18471. At the time you took charge of the .Department controlling
the railways, do you remember whether there was then a doubt as to,
the change from trestle work to embankments having been finally
adopted on this section 15 ?-No. As far as I was aware, that matter
had been disposed of. Upon taking charge of the Department I called
for a statement of the works under contract between Fort Wil-
liami and Red River, and I called for a statement of the
amountis that they were estimated to cost, and the amount
'of expenditure upon them. Finding a very large excess in
the expenditure over the estimates I asked Mr. Fleming if he

When witneu
took charge of
DepartmenL the-reicy of Chang-
Ing trmuUe for

.mbakisl.
t

had been carriett
out.

.A.ked Fleming
for explanattol
why there was so
grest an sricrease

f expenditure.
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ContraeiNo.15. could state-if ho could give me any. reason for this groat
increase of expenditure. lis reply was, that so far as section
15 was concerned he could. le was not able to explain
w'ith the data that ho then had the great increase of expenditure on
the other sections, but so far as section 15 was concerned, he could,

It had been con- because there had been an entire change in the work-that it was con-
templated t0 use templated in the first instance to use trestle-work to a very largetrestle; subse-lag
quently decided extent, and that it had subsequently been altered and decided to havato bave sflid
embaakinets. solid embankments, and that that would account for it, so that when I

entered into the Department all parties concerned, so far as I am aware,
were under the impression that change had been made. It subse-
quently became the subject of investigation, when it turned out that
the report which Mr. Fleming had made recommending that. change,
and which ho had discussed with Mr. Mackenzie, and as he supposed
with Mr. Mackenzie's approval (of which I beliove there is no doubt)
previous to his going away to England, had been assumed to be done.

lion. A. Macken- A report had been made to Council by Mr. Mackenzie with referenceto iound re to hspooe hagbtn y J3MdWlI l
oaCeunr red to this proposed change, but no action had been taken thereon ; but on

é;pecting change the wjkfrom trest e th works, o far as I have been able to ascertain, the work had been
embankment, carried on the same as if it had been duly authorized, and Mr. Fleming
aretnthe rO" was under that impression from the condition in which he found the
had been carried work, nor was it until this investigation that it was ascertained

en dilrhad that that change had never been formally authorized by the action of
authorized. the Government.

18472. fias there been a formai authority given since you have had
charge of the Department?-Yes ; since Mr. Fleming renewed bis
report, setting forth the facts on which ho recommended strongly the
change should be made, and the additional fact that, owing to the
change being supposed to have been made, the contractor had been
obliged to obtain a great amount of rolling stock and plant that would
not otherwise have been required, and the preparation had not been

The change duly made for doing the work the other way. The effect of it would be to
authorzed on cause a very considerable delay in the construction of the work if the

proposed change was not carried out as recommended, and the Govern-
ment being of the opinion that Mr. Fleming was, that the change was
greatly in the interest of the public, I reported his reconmendation to
Council, and the change was duly authorized.

18473. Then there is no longer any room for doubt ?-No longer any
room for doubt. It has been done by Order-in-Council as originally
submitted by Mr. Mackenzie to Council, but on which no action was
taken.

Contracts Nos.
SO-6s, B.C.

Pollcy of the
Govertnhent to
give assurance
that the rapd
developuient of
the cçuntry and
the speedy con-
structiton of the
Canadian Pacifie
Railway would
be carrted ont
with as much
depateh as was

®onsigtent with
the publie
resources .

18474. Would you explain the reason which led to the contracting
for work in British Columbia ?-I do not know that I quite understand
that.

18475. Was there any particular reason which made it necessary that
the works should be undertaken there at the time they were under-
taken ?-Yes. We felt that it was desirable to deal with the. whole of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway in such a way as to give assurance that
the policy of the country, of extending it as rapidly as was possible
with a due regard to the publie resources, from Lake Superior to the
Pacific, should be carried out. We found a portion of that road had been
located, and the quantities taken out with sufficient accuracy to submit
it to competition, and we stated to Parliament what our policy was,
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and that so soon as, by a survey through the Pine and Peace River Contmets ir.
,ountry, we had definitely settled the best route for the Pacific Rail- 60MO3, B.
way, we pledged ourselves to place a portion of the work under
contract, and took authority from Parliament to place 125 miles in
British Columbia. We took authority to place as much as 125 miles. We Received authori-
were not pledged to place that quantity under contract, but that we woud le®s Irtish
tommence and make substantial progress in British Columbia during Columbia under

the season or during that year. Under these circumstances, so soon as tract.
we received the report from the exploration we had sent through the Assoon as Bur-
Pine and Peace River Passes and Port Simpson, and decided to adopt decidedon con-
the line to Burrard Inlet in accordance with the pledge we had made igsf to Yale
to Parliament in the previous Session, we let the contracts from were let.
Kamloops to Yale.

18476. Are there any reasons for the adoption of the Yellow Head Railway Loca-

Pass, and the more southerly terminus beyond those which have been t'on
mnentioned in Parliament ?-No; I am not aware of any that have not much lu favour
been mentioned in Parliament. Everything has been exhaustively of Port1smatn'
stated. There were a great many things in favour of going to Port the great rain fan
Simpson in our judgmnent-of going in the northerly direction, but t Port Smpson,
there were other circumstances which induced us to decide, al[ things of route and it
considered, the most judicious location was Burrard Inlet, and the the north ofthe
principal reason that operated in our minds was the unfavourable sereine"tiounba
tharacter of the climate in the northern portion of the country-the turned the seales
great rainfall at Port Simpion, the proposed terminus-and, the BurrardInÍet.
additional fact that the entire population and settlement in British
Columbia would have been some 500 miles south of it. The line
was longer. There was a greater length of line to build, although it
would not have involved probably a greater expense-perhaps not s>
great.

Original cost of
18477. You mean no greater expense in the original construction ? north Une would

-In the original construction. not have been
greater, but the
working would

18478. It might be more expensive to work it ?-Yes; you would haeeen 11e"
have to run over an additional distance of 100 miles, and we were miles more to
disappointed in the character of the country through which the road run over.
Would run before it struck the Prairie region.

18479. ID deciding to invite tenders for the works on this portion of Tendering,

the country which you describe, was the matter discussed as to the of work an British
oxpediency of letting it by one whole contract rather than by separate Uolumbia made

contracts ? -Yes. When we decided to let the 125 miles from Kam. order to secure
OOps to Yale, the Chief Engineer was sent for to Council, and in what dî,"de ¿irfur-

rfode it was best to invite tenders was discussed, and it was, after sections.

discussion and the statemuit of the engineer, decided to divide it into
four sections. The work was considered too beavy for one contract.
It Was eonsidered from the expense involved, and considering the very
heavy character of the work, that it would be a contract so large
a8 to limit competition to very few, and that therefore it was
searcely worth while to offer it as a whole, and that one would be
likely to get the work performed at a smaller cost by dividing it into
four sections, as the competition would thereby be increased.

18480. We have gathered from the evidence and the papers pro. contract in each
duced, that in each of those cases in British Columbia the contract was ° ovweneteS
*ctually let to the lowest bidder ?-Yes, in every case. gidaer.
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Never heard anyIntimation tisai
Onderdonk was
It become nter-
ested wtth any of
the contractors.

Two irregolar
tenders, ne ot
accosnpanied by
a cheque and
another mailed
Jv Ottawa and
.received too late.

18481. Were you aware of any negotiations at any time between
Mr. Onderdonk and any of those persons who obtained the award of
the contract, to the effect that he should afterwards become interested ?
-No. I had not any knowledge wbatever, nor bad I heard any inti-
mation that any kuch thing was in contemplation.

18482. Do you remember whother you wore in Ottawa at the time
these tenders were opened ?-1 think I was absent. If I remember-
rightly they wore opened by Mr. Langevin, who was acting Minister at
the time-I am not certain. No; I do not say they wore openod.

18483. Mr. Trudeau says they were opened in the presence of him-
self, Mr. Fleming and Mr. Braun, and ail put away in a package ?-
Yes. When I spoke just now 1 was not quite certain they were put
away, open or unopened, but I think they were oponed and then put
away.

18484. Did you take any part in the decision upon which the con-
tracts were awarded, or was that done by Mr. Langevin ?-No; all the
action that was taken with reference to it was taken by myself.

18485. It appears by the evidence that among the tenders were some
which were not considered regular and which were not allowed to
compote : do you remember anything of that circumstance ?-Yes, I
remenber it very well. If I remember right there were two. In one
case the tender was not accompanied by a choque. In that case it has
always been considered fatal to the tender. It is an instruction
Io those who open them that unless the tender is accompanied by si
cheque it is not to be considered at all, because, I need
searcely say, to do so would be open to a great many objections..
Thero was another case; it was set aside by the parties who were
entrusted to open these tenders as informal, and not entitled to compete
-a tender which was mailed at the post office in Ottawa, but was not
received until some hours after the time for opening the tenders.
1 submitted that question, as it was a new one, to my colleagues, and
atter full discussion we decided that it must be rejected, because we
considered it possible that the moment the hour for opening the tenders
was concluded-the moment that hour was passed-contractors spoke
freely of what their tenders had been, and that would enable a person
to correct his figures and post the tender, and thus defeat the whole
object of the tendering.

18486. It appears, as a matter of fact, that this tender whieh was
received some three bours or more after the time named for receiving
tenders, was altered in its figures, and thatwould perhaps cast still further
suspicion upon it ?-I was not aware of that until I read the evidence
taken before this Commission. The tender was never examined by me,
because upon my reporting the facts to mf colleagues, it was decided
that the tender could not be regarded as a tender.

18487. Do you mean that the decis.on to reject these tenders and
prevent their competing was made by you aler you had returnèd to
Ottawa, or had it been made by the subordinates in the Department ?-
The subordinates in the Department in giving the list of tenders did
not enter this one, but mado a note of such a tender being received,
and that, of course, brought it under my notice. While it was not put
in the list of tenders there was that note, and that was submitted to my
colleagues for the decision of the Government.
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18488. Then the question was not finally decided by the subordinates, 0-e3, B.O.

but was considered by you ?-Not at ail. It was treated by them as
informal, but treated by them in that way. They had no power to
do more than make the report as to what in their judgment was
correct.

18489. Did you make the acquaintance of Mr. Onderdonk before or Onderdonk intrn-
after the awarding of the contracts ?-I an not quite certain at what ,u anageYr*
time Mr. Onderdonk brought a letter of introduction to me from Mr. Bankofmontreal,.
Drummond. I think it was certainly after ail the tenders were in, but Net oa romg
I a m not very certain as to the day. Mr. Onderdonk brought a letter teimon r
of introduction to me from the Manager of the Bank of Montreal, at donk and stated
Ottawa, enclosing strong recommendations from the Manager, I b aisred .
think, of the Bank of Montreal in some part of the United States, and
giving a very high character to Mr. Onderdonk as a contractor, and
ample certificates from leading firms and individuals as to his ability to
execute works of that kind, and stating that $500,000 had been depo-
sited in the Bank of Montreal to bis credit, to be used as his security
for any work he might undertake. That was my introduction and
the circumstances under which I came to know Mr. Onderdonk.

18490. The tenders appear to have been opened on the 25th Noveni The letter intro-
ber; the letter from Mr. Drummond in the Blue Book appears to be n noender
the same date : as you were away from Ottawa at the opening of dated and receiv-

rd after the
the tenders that may refresh your memory ?-It must have been after tenders were
the tenders were received. It is probable I may have seen Mr.Onderdonk opened.

before he brought that letter. I could not say positively. I do not
at this moment remember.

18491. Can you say whether any negotiations between him The frst inter-
and the Goverriment were entered into before the contracts were vit Oidneroan
awarded to other parties ?-I think not. I think the first inter- was one In which
view I had with Mr. Onderdonk was an enquiry on his part as to ed"whetherthe
whether the Government would have any objections to his taking an v n e
interest in these contracts. I told him that, so far as I was concerned, his taking an
the Department was always anxious-and I had no doubt the Govern- cotracta.
ment would be, provided the lowest tenders were acted upon-to secure
the strongest and ablest contractors and persons of most means they
could have for the purpose of carrying them out, and highly recom-
mended as he was to the Government, both as a contractor and as to
resources, I should regard his naine as increasing the strength of the
contractors and satisfying the Government in the carrying out of the
contract.

18492. Did you undertstand that he was supported by largo means?
-- Yes; he gave me the names of the syndicate he represonted, and
those associated with him.

18193. Are these the same names to whom the contracts were after-
wards assigned ?-Yes, the same names, and ultimately to D. O. Mills.
In fact, I think Mr. Drummond furnished me, if I remember right, with
the names of the parties who were associated with Mr. Onderdonk.

18494. Do you understand that up to thistime, ho is still supported wit D. . Mils

by these parties ?-The contract is with D. O. Mill@. repreenting asyndicate having
large meansa.

18495. Representing the syndicate ?-Yes ; representing the syndi-
cate of those gentlemen.
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6o-6a, B.C. 18496. And the strength of that syndicate has not been weakened
since ?-The syndicate has not been weakened, so far as I know, in the
least degree.

18497. I mean by some of the parties dropping out ?-No ; not in the
slightest degree, that I know of.

Witness not 18498. Could you say whether there were any special negotiations
waeoia neia, Vith any of the original contractors-Purcell, Ryan & Goodwin, for
ons with Pur- instance, before they agreed to transfer it to Mr. Onderdonk ?-

ain before None on the part of the Governmont. All that I said to these gentle-
they agreed to men was that the Government did not want any botter con-transfer tA)
Onderdonk. tractors than they were, and all that we required them to

do was to sign the contract that had been awarded to them, and it
was ultimatoly done. When they applied to have their contract
transferred, I referred their application to Mr. Fleming for his report.

Fleming recom- He reported recommending it, and pointing out the advantages that
er, poin ngrut there would be in having the work in the hands of one contractor,

heavate provided, as appeared to be the case in this instance, the party had
workinthenns sufficient resources and means, because it disposed of ail the difficulties
o ® one contractor as to access to the works. Mr. Trutch who bad been appointed the

ent meanis. agent of my Departnent in British Columbia being hore, I sent Mr.
Fleming's report, and their application to him for his opinion, and ho
reported very strongly as to the advantage of having the work in the
hands of one contractor with sufficient resources to carry it on, and the
difficulties which were likely to arise with reference to access to those
works if it were not done. I think you will find Mr. Trutch's report
in the Blue Book; I am speaking from memory, but I have given you
my recollectious of both these reports.

No negotiations 18499.. Could you say whether there were any negotiations with A.
Donald¿C P. McDonald and others for the purpote of hastening the arrangement -

with Mr. Onderdonk ? -None that I am aware ot. They were told
what security was necessary to place in the hands of the Government,
in order to execute the contract, and of course after that was done the
contract would be executed with them.

18500. As to Kavanagh & Co., it appears from the report in the Blue
Book they were not able to put up their security at the time named
by the Government ?-Yes.

'Time granted by
the (ooverfment
to Kavanagh
with the vIew of

1850 1. What were the reasons for extending the time ?-Mr. Kavanagh
came to me and asked if I would extend the time. I said : No; I have
no power to extend the time, because it has been fixed by the Govern-
ment, but I will recommend, under the circumstances you name, a
person you may rely on, to assist you to carry it through (and whom
he named to me). I wili recommond that you have two additional days
for the purpose of making your arrangements. I made the recommein-
dation accordingly, and those two days were granted, and he subse-
quently, if I remomber right, asked for two days more. This I a'gain
referred to my colleagues, and they said if we were likely to save
$33,000 by waiting twodays we bad botter wait. I think the tender next
to Mr. Kavanagh's to which we should have had to pass, if we refused
Mr. Kavanagh's, was, if I remember, $33,000 higber than his; and
we granted the two days extension of time with the result of his
making the arrangement with Mr. Onderdonk.

18502. Was it understood by the Government during the time of
extending the poriod for putting up the deposit that if the time was
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,extended Mr. Onderdonk would be likely to get the whole of the o-6a, .C.

section ?-No; Mr. Kavanagh's was, if I remember correctly, the first No understand-
disposed of. I am not quite certain, but it appears to me that it was I,",tndhed"r®
the first one that was transferred to Mr. Onderdonk. I had no know- that onderdonk
ledge that ho intended to-I did not know whero he was going to obtain getthe whole of0
the assistance that was necessary in order to make the deposit, or what the sections.

stops lie was taking until, having received the two days, he asked to
have it transferred to Mr. Onderdonk, and Mr. Onderdonk was then
willing to enter into the contract; but the Government knew nothing
of the intention to make the transfer until we were notified in the terms
there stated, nor did I myself.

18503. In this instance the Government granted two distinct Distinction be-
extensions to Kavanagh & Co., while in the Andrews, Jones & Co.'s Andrews,Jones &
case they declined to make any positive extension : will you describe Co., and Kavar-

h'lis case. de-
the diflerence in the two cases ?-The difference appears to me to be a eds on urgency
very obvious one. In the one case there was no urgency as to time. of time.

We were anxious to place a certain amount of work under contract, but
there was no urgency as to the contract being made or the work being
entered upon; and, in the other case, I was notified by the Chief
Engineer that the loss of a few days in letting the contract was going
to involve the loss of a year in ail probability in getting the line open
from Fort William to Red River. Had there been no such urgency as
that I have n, doubt at all that Andrews, Jones & Co. would have
received quite as much consideration. They did receive in the end ail
the consideration that Mr. Kavanagh received because it was practi-
eally extended. While they were making efforts to put up their
deposit we waited from four o'clock on Saturday until six o'clock on
the Wednesday following, and during the last two days of that time,
though knowing that everything depended upon promptness, thby
were apparently unable to add to the deposit that was made on the
3rd.

18504. It does not appear that in each of these cases the parties Case of Andrews,
received precisely the same opportunity; for instance, in the case of JOhes5 & Co. and

that of Kavanaghi
Andrews, Jones & Co., there was no formai notice that the time would in no way alike.

be extended to a fixed date, while in the Kavanagh case they were
formally notified and were given time to put up security, so that they
were not treated exactly alike ?-I do not say they were treated
exaetly alike, but they were treated as nearly alike as the cir-
cumstances would warrant. The cases were not, if you will allow me
to say so, in the least degree paralle]. In the one case the ability of the
tontractor, not only to put up the deposit, but to supply the large
amaount of capital to enable him to put in supplies for the great work
Which was then roundly estimated at $4,000,000, and for which the
time was comparatively short to execute it, was the one case, and the
other was a case in which the failure of the contractor to accomplish
anything for a year would not have been, in the opinion of the Govern-
Ment, very material. A great deal depended upon securing the
prompt completion of the contract in the one case, and the declaration
before me of the engineer that the loss of a few days-and I had every
.reason to suppose if they could not promptly put up the deposit with
the notice they had, and the expectation they must have had, of the
contract coming to them, or the probability of it-if they did not put
ttP the security, there was no probability of the work being carried out
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eo-6a, s.c' by them so as to get the road opened as the Government desired. ln
the other case, we were to accept a tender $33,000 higher, or wait and
see whether the tenderer could comply with the demand to put up the
deposit, or make arrangements for a section which could be much more
easily executed and in a much shorter time than other works required
to reach it.

18505. I understand you to say that in the Kavanagh case there was
no risk to the public in granting the time asked ?- There was nàue.

Order-in-Councul 18506. While in the other it would jeopardize the public interest and
deallng wlth

estion of ex- probably delay the completion of the work ?-That is it exactly. That
tending time. is the difference, as I take it, between the two cases. I may mention

here that, feeling the invidious character of the duty as to deciding the
question of time and its extension, the Government have passed ain
Order-in-Council, which is stated te all-these contractors, that if they
fail to make their deposit within eight days from roceiving notice
that the contract bas been awarded to them, their deposit, with their
tender, is absolutely forfeited; but in all these cases there was no such
notification.

18507. There was no such rigid rule ?-It was administrative.
18508. t vas left to the circumstances of the time ?--Yes ; it was

left to the circuinstances of the time, and no time was fixed in the
specification at which the deposit with tho tender would be forfeited
if they did not comply with the specification, and put up the 5 per

Alleged Improm cent. security on the bulk of the contract.
peir laiuence. 18509. Rave yon reason to believe that any Member of Parlia-Not aware that

any Member of ment, or any official in any of the Departments, got any benefit,}>arliarnent or
public officia directly or indirectly, in consequence of any of these contracts in
receved any Bi-itisli Columbia ?-No; I have not the slightest krowledge of ar.y-
benefit directly or

endirectly In thing of the kind, nor had I any reason to suppose that any Member
con iutria of Parliament was in any way interested in the disposal of the con-

contracts. tracts to Mr. Onderdonk.
msilway voa- 18510. Is there anything further about the British Columbia works
struetien. which you wish to explain ?-I would merely say that the Govern-

The Government
In nttng On- ment decided to allow Mr. Onderdouk to become the sole contractor
deroec to under the impression, that having the command of great resourees,becorne sole con-
tractorinfiuenced and being a skilled contractor, the work would be executed in a more
by the enviction - .i * .-
that e worn satisfactory manner, and probably at much less cost to the country
would be done than it would be done if the original contractors, or several of them-
better and
heaper. whose means were not very large-had themselves undertaken the exe-

cutiôn ofthe works ; that it would be more promptly done and at proba.
bly a smaller expense to the country, because if parties undertake those
works at such a great distance, and requiring very expensive plant,
without very large resources, they very often became involved in
difficulty, and that results not only in delay but in the works ulti-
mately costing the country much more. We believe the course we pur-
aued ip the matter was eminently in every way in the interest of the
public, and, so far as I am aware, that was the sole and only reason for
inaking the present arrangement.

18o11. Is there anything further which you think it proper to add te,
the evidence upon any of the subjects upon which you have been
questioned to-day ? -I do not know of anything further that requires
to be added, but I am prepared to state on my oath, as I arn making
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these statements, that I do not believe it would be possible for the
transactions to which this investigation has been directed to have been
carried on more honestly or with a more sincere desire to look solely
to the public interest than they have been doue under the Department
of which I am the head. So far as I am concerned myseif, and
I believe so far as all my colleagues are concerned, we have simply
-desired to accomplish these works at the lowest possible cost, and in
the way most advantageous to the public interest, without the slightest
favouritism or desire to benefit any individual.

18512. Is there anything further you wish to add ?-There is nothing
further that occurs to me.

OTTAwA, Tuesday, 7th Decem ber, 1880.

ION. JAMES MACDONALD, sworn and examined: HON. J. MACDONALD

By the Chairnan:- - Allere Impre-

18513. You are a Member of the House of Commons and of the pe lule.

Ministry ?- I am.

18514. Residing in Ottawa ?-Yes.
18515. Have you had any interest in any of the transactions of the No personal

Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Not the slightest in any form, excepting Inirec t or
the interest attaching to my position as a Member of the House of actionto<% cte
Commons and a Member of the Government. Paciac iauway.

18516. Have yon derived any personal benefitdirectly or indirectly?
-Not the slightest; not the most remote.

18517. Are you aware of any Member of Parlianent Leing Notiaware of any
pecuniarliy interested in any of them ?-1 am not. nam'"er ofr.p9î

18518. Are you aware of any persons connected with any of the oonal Ire
Departments as subordinates bPeing interested in them ?-1 arn not, In mattecon-

except with reference to Mr. Chapleau; that appeared in evidence Canadian Pacifle

before this Commission. kalway.

18519. Are you aware of any persons not 'connected with the Nor or any person
bepartments, or with the Government, receiving any pay for influence o,si(de reoetvlg

with any of the members or officials ?-I arn not. pay for luence.

18520. Do you know whethir a Mr. Shields derived advantage Contract No.4S
from any influence, which he alleged he possessed, beyond what bas }Iad no convera-
appeared in evidence here ?-Not to My knowledge. If you will per- r e ypetM.
muit me: 1 became acquainted with Mr. Shields for the first time at the ing tenders.
time the contracts were being tendered for. He was down bore, and
introduced to me, I think, at the Club, and I met him occasionally as
I meet people going in and out of the Club, but I do not recollect on
any occasion having had any conversation whatsoever with Mr. Shields
on the subject of the tenders he was making.

18521. Are you aware that any of the transactions of the Canadian No transaction
Pacifie Railway were arranged differently on account of Mr. Shields ca'naian Paie
taking some share in them than they would otherwise have been Riwa ang.
arranged ?-No; I·am not aware of any such event whatever, nor do I because o
believe it. sbleldb' actiOn.

18522. Have you at any time had any reason to believe that any
Private interest was consulted instead of the public interest in any of
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those arrangements ?-I have not. On the contrary, I believe on no
occasion was any interest consulted but that of the public. If you will
just permit me to say one word: There was some gentleman-Mr.
Close, was it not-examined before you, who said that Mr. Shields
mentioned my name in conreetion with some influence. I jist want
to say, though I do not think it of any importance, i don't think I
ever saw that gentleman. 1 am quite sure if I did sce him I would not
if I met him recollect him to-day. So that personally, so far as I am
concerned, he and 1 could have had no intercourse on this or any other
subject.

1'523. Is there anything further in connection with the Cana3ian
Pacitic Railway that you wish to explain ?-Nothing; my knowledge,
as a matter of course, came in the regular report of' the Commissioner
of Railways, and in his reports to the Executive Council.

18524. I do not wish to ask you for that information which you
derived as an Executive Councillor, 1 do not think we have a right to do
so unless you desire it ?-I merely say I had no intercourse, and I might
almost say no conversation with any person during the period at which
these contracts were in abeyance after the tenders, excepting, to be
strictly accurate-perhaps I ought to say there were one or two persons
from my own province, who were persona!ly comparative strangers to
me, and who occasionally asked me when the tenders were to be opened,
or anything of that kind; but they never had any conversation what-
ever with reference to obtaining any information which was not per-
fectly legitimate.

18525, Did you use your influence in any way in order to get them
some advantage over any other person ?-Never; I am very thankful to
you for asking that question. 1 have been particularly careful that no
such accusation could be made against me.

RICHARD FULLER's examination continued:

By the Chairnan:-
18526. Hearing that you were in town, we thonght it

call you again to explain part of your previous evidence.
stand that you are already sworn as a witness ?-Yes.

advisable to
You under-

18527. How was it that you were able to make a competing offer
witb that of Kittsoi's for the transportation of rails in the season which
you spoke of whirn giving evidence on a former occasion ?-There was
an opposition line of boats that year. The opposition was very keen,
there has been none before or since.

18528. Between what points ?-The competition was on the Red
River with the boats.

18529. In bringing the rails from Duluth westward would you be
obliged to use the Northern Pacific Railway ?-Not necessarily. There
were two ways to get to Red River.

18530. There were two competing lines of railway as well ?-Yes,
at that time.

18531. Were you aware that in any large transactions the pricOs
were very much lower that season than usual, or was there any com-
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bination by which those boats kept up the prices ?-No; the prices Contra$cVo.s.
were down that year. Ail the prices of carrying were affected by the
competition that year.

18532. Could you give any idea of the ordinary rate between
these points on the Red River, between whicli the rails had to be
carriel ?-Weil, it would be very hard to tay what the rates were, you
know, because it was governed altogether by various circumstances, I
presume, so that you could not get at it very closely. Goods and pas
herigers were carried very cheaply that year to what they were before.

18533. Then they were lower that year ?-Yes.
18534. Materially so ?-Yes.
18535. Do you remember about what was; the price-for carrying rails Rails carried

by rail between Duluth and points on the Red River ?-The rails were beande" Rui at
carried, I understand, for $50 a car load. $50 a car.

18536. And how much in the car ?-Ten tons. The railways had
very little to do that year.

18537. Was that American currency ?-Yes; it is ail American
currency.

18538. When you were examined before you said you understood Considers the
your offer to be for the long ton at the rates named in your proposal, °atn "aInss
and I gathered from what you said that you supposed the usual under- when short tont

standing was that when no mention was made the long ton was under- oa unde-
stood ?-I always looked upon a ton of rails as 2,240 lbs. every-
where, except when specially understood otherwise.

18539. Since you have given your evidence, have you made any
enquiries, as to how other people consider it?-Oh, I have made
enquiries, of course, wbat other people consider a ton.

15510. What do you find to be the general impression ?-2,240
]bs. is the custom, so far as rails are concerned, all over the con-
tinent. They are sold by the 2,240 lbs.

18541. Have you made any enquiry as to the understanding for other
purposes-1 mean transportation or handling ?-No; I do not know of
any.

18542. It is only buying and sellirig ?-I know they are sold at the
Inills for 2,240 lbs. Bar iron and such like is sold by the pound;
but I never dreamed of 2,000%bs. for a ton of railway iron.

18543. Are you still of the same opinion as you were when you gave
evidence before, that your offer was not discussed in any way with you;
that all you received was a bare notification of its having reached the
Department ?-I have seen the letter since, acknowledging the receipt
of our letter, that is all. Tþat is ail ever occurred between me and
the Department about the matter.

18514. There was no questioning what ton you referred to, whether
short or long, or any other particulars ?-Oh, no; that was the last we
heard of it.

18545. Is there anything further connected with this matter which
You wish to explain ?-No.

18546. Is there any evidence respecting the Canadian Pacific Rail-
Way which you wish to give ?-No.
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OTTAWA, Wednesday, 8th December, 1880.
D. O. MILLS, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
18547. Where do you live ?-New York and San Francisco.
18548. Have you any interest in any of the transactions of the

Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Yes, Sir.
18549. What is the interest?-I am one of the syndicate formed to

carry out those contracts-to take them-to carry them out-A, B, C
and D.

18550. You mean in British Columbia ?-In British Columbia, and
as a representative of that syndicate, they are all in my name.

18551. We understand that they were assigned to you, as a repre-
sentative of this syndicate, by Mr. Onderdonk ?-Yes.

18552. Has the work progressed according to the requirements of
the contract, as far as you know ?-As far as I know.

18553. Would you describe shortly, and as far as you can conveniently,
what bas been done since the beginning, under the contracts ?-Work
was commenced immediately after the taking of the contracts, and it
bas been prosecuted with all the diligence that was practicable in that
country. The tunnels have been well attacked, some of them, two of
them at least about finished, nearly finished, and the plant is upon the
ground for the whole work, that is nearly all of it. It was found
necessary to do a great deal more in the commencement of this work
probably out there than up here, because the work had to be carried on
entirely on its own resources, as it were, in that country for machinery.
We required to procure men from a distance, and the plant had to be
more complete than any plant of the kind that I have had any know-
ledge of. For instance, we found it necessary to put in our own powder
work, and hire explosives and steam machinery for working the tunnels,
and so on. The question of supplies had to be brought thne for the
entire forces, and the work bas been commenced and laid ont so far
with a view of prosecutiag all the sections vigorously-at least to
endeavour to have them finished by the end of the time given in the
contracts.

18551. Have you seen any reason to doubt that you will fulfil the
contract as was intended ?-I think not. i is only a question of labour.

18555. Do you mean procuring the labour ?-Procuring the labour;
that is as far as we can see.

18556. Have you had experience in railway works yourself?-I
never had much experience in the construction, I have only had
experience as a proprietor, and furnishing money for building rail-
roads; but that experience has been more lor the construction of roads
that I was largely owner in.

18557. Have you had an opportunity of judging whether it is expe-
dient that large works should be carried on by one contractor or by
several contractors ?-Only, perhaps, as a matter of business judgment,
that I could bring to bear on the question.

18558. To what conclusions would that lead you?-To state the
question in my own way, perhaps it would be as well that I should
give a little statement of how this work was taken up.
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18559. If you please ?-Mr. Onderdonk, as an engineer, presented 60-63, B.o.
this work to a few of his friends, of which I was one; and having full Hlow witness and
confidence in Mr. Onderdonk as an engineer, an able worker, and iecaeagtuerest.
practical man to carry out the works, we consented to go in and form ® I these
what we called a syndicate to avoid the name of partners. We formed contracts.
a syndicate, and M1r. Onderdonk came to Canada to procure those con-
tracts-that was, to tender for them, and I facilitated Mr. Onderdonk
in the plans he had formed. Mr. Onderdonk came up here with our autho-
rity to procure these contracts. At the saine time we instructod
him that we did not think it was desirable to have one of then; that
it was very important all these contracts should go into the hands of
one party, and if that should prove impracticable, why we did not think
it was so desirable to have anything to do with the work. We conceived
this-at least our opinion of this matter was -that those sections heing
close togetier, and all of' them very heavy work, the competiLion for
labour and in other ways would be very detrimental to any individual
interest. They could all be prosecuted under one head with much A.Ithe contracts
greater economy and without competing with other people who wanted under one head
to do the same thing that you did in a small community, as it were, or with the maxi-
in a community where you bad to draw labour frion outside plhices, per- eomour.
haps at great expense to get it. When you once got it there, the oiher
contractors would be competing for that labour. All, as a matter of
course, would find difficulty in getting it on the ground. That was one The severai con-
of the points, and the question of working the different sections te tran ole %ot
advantage was another-that you could not get from one section over to advat--ge

uniese the cou-another, the location was so difficult, without having possession of the tractor had
lower onees. For instance, if you did not have possession of the lower rolnmandoftbe
ones to work on, you could not take the upper ones to advantage, or if
you had A and C, as was the case in our case in the first instance, B
and D would be, if not in harmony with you, very damaging, as we
thought. This and other arguments led us to the belief that it was
very important, whoever had one or two of those sections should have
all of them, and once getting into the project we were very anxious
then, of course, to acquire the balance.

18560. Are yo aware of any negotiations before tenders were finally Tendering
reeoived, with a view of getting tenders in for any particular object,
such as selling out to Mr. Onderdonk, or any other object different from
that of each person tendering for his own interest ?-No; I have no
knowledge of that subject. Whatever was done here Mr. Onderdonk
had it in charge, but I do not presume there was. Mr. Onderdonk
certainly came up here with independent bids entirely, which were first
submitted to us, and we agreed to them as bids to go in on account of
the syndicate.

18561. Were those tenders in the first instance, or were they bids
for contracts after somebody else had got the contracts ?-As I under-
stand, tenders for the contracts in the first instance.

18562. My question was for the purpose of ascertaining whether Aware ofno
you are aware of any offers or arrangements before the tenders were nlegrt't"tl"r
finally received by the Government for the purpose of other parties were In
making tenders apparently on their own behalf, but really on behalf
of Mr. Onderdonk or the syndicate ?-1 am not aware there was any
negotiation until after the bids had been put in, or tenders put in.

22*
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18563. Do you intend us to understand that upon the whole subject
your opinion is that the work would be more efficiently done by having
one contractor, or one firm of contractors, than having separate con-
tractors or separate firms for the different portions of the work ?-
Most decidedly, that was my opinion in the first instance, and it has
been fully confirmed by subsequent works.

18564 Has there been any change in the state of affairs since you
first became the assignee of these contracts by which the position of
the Government is in any way weakened-I mean, for instance,
whether any member of the syndicate has retired, or whether the
security is less than it was in the beginning ?-The se2urity is cer-
tainly very much larger than it was in the beginning, and the Govern-
ment must have been strengthened, because there has been a large
amount of money that bas goae into this. There is plant there-a
very much larger amount than was anticipated by the syndicate.

No rson orgro- 18565. Has there been no formal arrangement by which the Govern-
er 'y release ment has released any person or- any property ?-No, Sir.

185J6. Is there anything further which you would like to add by
way of explanation ? -1 do not know of anything, with the exception
that having taken these contracts the syndicate is fully determined to
prosecute them, and we expect rapid progress, provided labour can be
procured which we are reaching out for. Certainly there will' be no
lack of means to push the work to completion.

NICHOLSON. F. NIcHOLsoN's examination continued:
c'nder.ng-

Coî,tract No. 4%.

Telegrarn to
Morse saying that
Andrews Jones &
C'a wou k ot
take the work.

By the Chairman :-
18567. You were examined before and you understand that you are •

still under oath ?-Yes.
18568. When you were giving evidence before, you had not all the

papers present which you thought were in existence : have you
obtained possession of any since ?-Yes; I have got some telegrams.

18569. Will you produce them ? If you will, let us have them in the
order of time. Read them in the rotation or order in which they were
sent ?-This is dated Brooklyn, March lst ;

'To GEORGE D. MORSE, Toronto :
"Andrews Jones a Co. have decided they will not take the work, as they think the

time given was not enough.

(Exhibit No. 286.)

Wltness's flrm
notwlthstanding
urged them to
inke their de-
Posit.

(xgne5 Il J. N. SMITH."

18570. Do yon know whother any answer was sent by any of your
firm, or on behalf of your firm, to that telegram ?-Yes; I think there
was an answe-, but I have not got the copy.

18571. To what effect ?-Urging them to deposit their socurity.
18572. Notwithstanding this first decision, do yon mean that you

urged them to go on and make the deposit ?-Yes; that it was placing
us in an awkward position, that we have already arranged for our secu-
rity,and then at the last momept, having arranged for the other $100,000,
the time had expired.
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18573. From whom did yon learn that an answer had been sent to o
that last telegram ?-I think it is from Mr. Morse.

18574. Was there any reply received by your firm ?-Yes; I think
I have a reply. It is dated Brooklyn; March 1st, 1879:
'To G. D. MoRsE, Toronto : Smith's reply.
" Will see the parties Monday, and will telegraph what they will do."

(Exhibit No. 287.) (Signed) " J. N. SM[TH."

18575. What is the next communication that you are aware of, either
to or from J. N. Smith, or any one on his behalf?-None other from J.
N. Smith. I have got another from Mr. Marpole to myself which
probabj> bears on the same subject. It is dated Toronto, March 6th.
I have got another to J. N. Smith.

1856. What is the date of the next communication after the first,
between your firm and the NTew York branch ?-This is to J. N. Smith
from our firm, dated Toronto, March 3rd, 1879 :
"To J. N. Sui ru, 23 Nassau Street, New York, or 265 Olinton Avenue, Brooklyn: Telegram from

" Morne & Co.'s deposit made ; urge your friends to put up at once. Meet Morse & Co. toJ.
Nicholson at Ottawa Wednesday." N. Smith.

(Exhibit No. 288.)
18577. Nicholson means yourself?-That is mysolf; yes.
18578. Were you at that date, the 3rd of March, in Ottawa or in

Toronto ?-I was in Ottawa at that date.
18579. Do you know whether any answer came to that from the

New York branch of the firm ?-Not that I am aware of.
18580. What is the next communiotion on the subject between

either the New York branch and yourself, or between any members of
Your own firm ?-The next is a communication from Toronto to A. J.
Thompson, who was one of the firm.

18581. Where was he?-He was at Ottawa. This is dated March
6th, 1879 :
"To A. J. THoMPsoN, Windsar Hotel, Ottawa: Telegram from

' Imperial Bank telegraphed Tupper. Money up in the morning. I telegraphed Morse to ThompMacdougall and you same time. Do your best. son.

(Exhibit No. 2,9,) "G. D. MORSE.
1858!. Do you know whether any answer went from Ottawa to Mr

Morse on the matter ?-I think it is altogether likely there was.
18583. Have you found any copy of it ?-I have not got any copies

of it, but I am pretty well satisfied there was a reply sent.
18584. Could you say to what effect ?-Well, to the effect that every-

thing was done that could ho done here in the way of getting
'extension.

18585. That was on the 6th of March, was it ?-On the 6th; yes.
18586. Have you any other ?--I have got another dated 6th of Nîaohon, Marh

March, 1879, from Toronto: :, idbn
4
1To F. NicHoLSoN, Windsor House, Ottawa: an use O Put «P

4' the reat of theAny use in putting up money arranged for yesterday. Answer quickly. money.
" R. MA ROL E."

(Exhibit No. 290.)
22j*
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18587. What money did you understand that to refor to?-The-
balance of the $200,000.

18588. Was that the same amount that Mr. Shanly had telegraphed
about ?-That is the same amount ; yes.

18589. Was not this telegram about the third $50,000, not the fourth
and last ?-I think his was the hast. If you will look at the Blue Book,
I think you will find " balance of security arranged for."

18590. I don't think that is quite plain, the first two $50,000 deposits
were made at the Bank of Mentreal on a Saturday, although not
communicated to the Government until Monday, which would be the.
3rd ; I have understood, from what has been stated by other 'tnesses
and from the Blue Book, that on the 5th of March, Mr. Shanly teleXraphed
that Morse & Co., with whom he was associated, "will bo ready to
complete the required security and deposit to-morrow niorning," of
course allading to the 6th, " arrangements all made, but will not be
able to forward the certificate by to-night's mail. Will this be satis-
factory. Please reply. G. D. Morse ? "-Yes.

Marpole's tele- 18591. That may have been the last $50,000 or the last $100,000 ?-
Maay's arrange. I could iot say as to that, but I am quite satisfied this tilegram referred

nts tofut up to that.
moourity. 18592. To Mr. Sbanly's you mean ?-Yes.

18593. Whatever amount Mr. Shanly was arranging for you think
is the amount covered by that despatch ?-I think so; yes.

18594. So that communication was made to you on the 6th, and he
then asks if it will be any use putting it up ?-Yes.

Understood from 18595. Well from that did you understand that it had not yet been
ft.,thaao the put up on the 6th-that an arrangement had been made, but the money
moneyhadmet had not actually been deposited ? -Yes. I received a telegram the
becU put up but ta a en adta
that ana.ge- night previous, that arrangements had been made, and that they had

ent telegraphed t Sir Charles Tupper te that effect, but I cannot put my
muade to put at tlgahdt i hre uprt htefcbt1cneptM
p. hands on that telegram. I think that telegram to Mr. Thompson

would show the arrangement had been made the night previous.

18596. Do you mean us to understand that, as far as you know about
the transaction, the ability to put up the deposit on the 6th was
arranged for but actually no deposit was made ?-Well, as far as I can
understand, the arrangement was made with the bank.

18597. That they would put it up ?-That they would put it up ; but
it was too late for that evening's mail, that it would be completed the
following morning-the certificate would be forwarded to Ottawa the
next morning.

18598. Don't you know now whether, as a matter of fact, the money
had actually been deposited at all-I mean the last $100,000-or
whether it had only been arranged for ?-I could not swear whether iL
had or not, because I was at Ottawa.

18599. But would it not be part of the arrangement with your firm
to meet any engagements on account of that $100,000 that had been
provided ?-I always understood it was provided.

18600. Do you mean actually deposited in the bank in the shape of
noney ?-Ready; the arrangement was made.
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18601. Of course you see there is a difference, do you not ?-The The second
amoney was not deposited. dep¿sited.

18602. Was any deposit made on the second $100,000, as far as you
know ?-No ; there was no deposit made.

18603. But arrangements had been made, if the money was wanted,
that it would be deposited afterwards-is that what you mean ?-That
is what I mean.

18604. Then do you wish us to understand this: that, as far as the
actital facts are concerned, $100,010 had been deposited in the Bank of
Montreal, and that an arrangement had been made by which the other
4100,000 could be deposited if it was of any use, but as it was not of
use it was not actually deposited ?-I could not say whether it was
$100,000 or 8150,000 that had already been deposited.

18605. Well, as far as the deficiency, whatever it might be, is it your
.understanding that it was not actually deposited, but arrangements
were made by which it was to be deposited if required ?-Yes; I am
satisfied that was the case.

18606. Are there any other telegrams or communications in writing,
ýor anything of that kind, bearing up on this matter which you think
are material to the investigation ?- ot that I am aware of-not that I
can lay my hands' on now.

18607. Is there anything further ?--Nothing further that I can
-think of.

18608. By looking at this telegram to J. N. Smith, dated 3rd of
March, I see no name to it : by whom do you understand that it was
sent ?-G. D. Morse, or Morse & Co , I am not sure which.

MON. JOHN HENRY PoPE, sworn and examined: HoN. J. H. POPE.
By the Chairman:- Anieged impe..

per Influente.
18609. Do you reside in Ottawa ?-I do just now.
18610. You are a Member of the Government, I believe ?-Yes.
18611. Have you had any interest--pecuniary interest-in any of Nopecuniary

'the transactions of the Canadian Pacitic Railway ?-No. the®nsations
18612. Are you aware of any Member of Parliament being interested Can'adaenacnifo
any of them ?-No. aaiwa mer

186 13. Or of any officer in any of the Departments ?-No; personally :," ®"r

alm not. or any offeer f
the Departennt

18614. You mean personally you are not aware of any ?-No. hain auch an

18615. Are you aware, from any source other than the evidence
'before this Commission, of any person being interested in any of the
results of the transactions ?-No; I do not know of any. -

18616. Have you, yourself, administered at any time the affairs of
the Department of Public Works ?-Yes.

18617. During that time did you take charge of any of the matters
'Oncerning the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-I did.
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maiIway Von-
strurttou-

«eatrae Ne. 42' 18618. Could you remember which of them ?-Ryan's

nterea"d Let, west of Winnipeg, during that time-100 miles.
Dep rmentcon- from Fraser & Co. to Manning & Co. of their interost in
the transfer from 18619. As to this last transaction, do you mean the tiFraser &Co.o WcoadÎ~~1
Manning &Co. 4ing, McDonald & Shields became the sole owners of

2ae instead of the combined firm of which they had been on
-Yes.

contract was
The transfer
section B.
me that Man-
the contract
ly a portion ?

18620. So that Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, the Nova Scotia branch of
the firm, went out during the time you were administering the matter ?
-Yes.

18621. Is there any other matter of any importance ?-No; I
do not know of anything in particular attaching to the Pacific Rail-
way.

TuedervaI- 18622. At the time that this Ryan contract was let, did you under-
e.utractrk.. 4s. take to award the contract ?-After the tenders were opened I did.

18623. I bolieve in that case there was only one tender below that
of the person who got the contract ?-One.

18624. Mr. Hall's ?-I forget the person now. It was some person
in the neighbourhood of Three Rivers. I don't know.

Hall the one 18625. Do you know why Mr. Hall did not get the contract?-
tenderer lower Because ho felt himself ho could not do it, and ho wrote me a
than Ryan, de- letter.elined to take the
contract. 18626. Are we to understand that iL was entirely a voluntary act on

his part ?-Certainly.

BaIls figures o 18627. Are you aware of any arrangement by which ho obtained
o tht could some benefit for withdrawing ?-No. I know there was none. In the
the work. first place he seemed to be a man who did not know anything about

what ho was doing. It was the tender of a man who did not know
at all what he was doing. His figures were too low, and I was perfectly
satisfied ho could not do the work. He had never been anything but a
foreman. I enquired what capital ho had, and ho said ho hadn't much
-S2,000 or $3,000, or something of that kind. It was three
or four days before I could find out who ho was or where ber was.
Nobody knew anything of him, until I found out who ho was and got
him up, atter waiting about a week, and ho made up bis mind that he
could not do it. With reference to that contract there has been some

niumurs of a misconception. Reports went out there was a change in the contract
taater after first advertised-the fencing was taken out, and lhe building

advertised wore taken out and not let. It was rumoured that taking these outno as to alter ea
tive position of changed the position of the tenders, which was not the case. These

®tded. two tenders would remain the same whether they weie out or in.
18628. The relative position was not altered by the change in the

works required to be done ?-Not so far as these two tenders were con-
cerned. If you had gone a little further it would have changed, but we
had no call to look further.

18629. Ryan's would have been the lowest excepting Hall's ?-Yes.
18630. And Hall's would have been the lowest whether they were

changod or not ?-Yes.
18631. Are you aware whether Hall complained at any time of his

not getting the contract ?-No ; he never complained.
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s~trueon-
18632. As far as you know could he take the contract at any time? °>*f"***°.42

-,-Hie was quite satisfied himself ho could not. Hall qute satiafi.
take cont ract.

18633. As to the Manning & McDonald matter-that is section B,
contract 42-was the position of the Government weakened in any way
by the change in the firm ?-No. I do not know that it was. There
were some others came in as well as these going out.

18634. It was a substitution not an abandonnent of some of the The transter to
parties, was it ?-That was it. There was a man we supposed to be of dia mot weake.i
as much means or more-I forget whether there was one or more-but the firn.

Peter McLaren came in. He was not in before.

186à5. Thon, do you say the position of the Government was not
weakened in any way by this change ?-No, it was not.

18636. Was there any other matter which you remember having
controlled as acting Minister of the Deparlment?-In the Pacifie
lRailway ?

18637. In the Pacific Railway ?-No; I do not remember any other
low, particularly.

18638. Had you any part in the advance of any moneys to Mir. Contract xo. aS
Whitehead under contiact 15?-Yes.

18639. It appears that he applied for a surrender to him of some of Took a billofsale
the diawback which was held by the Govern ment ?-Yes. I don't p°ant

think ho got any of that from me, but we bought-if I remember
right-took a bill of sale of a portion of his plant. I would not like
to say positively about that without refreshing my memory, but I
think it was during that time.

18640. The Minister of Railways has explained that upon two occa- Whitehead had

Sions Mr. Whitehead got advances to the extent of $40,000 ech. and "ne oyalfi0
that at the time of the second advance, the first was partially repait1 ? bforehereceivel
-- Pretty much paid. This was not an advance, properly speaking.
It was a pur chase and a bill of sale. Plant not taken

*ecrlty, It
18641. Bu~t it was by way of security only ?-It was a regular w'asreuay sold

Sale, to the Govern-
ment.

18642. We have gathered from the evidence that it was not so much
an absolute sale as an advance upon his plant, for the reason the first
One was spoken of as being partially retuined ?--The usual way to get
an advance is to take the plant as security. I would not do that.

1643. Then did you manage only one of those advances, or more ?
'-I am inclined to think that I managed one.

18644. Your recollection is that in the case which you managed you
'rOquired a transfer-not a conditional transfer ?-Not a conditional
transfer-an absolute transfer.

18645. Do you remember whether that matter was negotiated by Mackintosh
Mr. Whitehead himself, or by Mr. Mackintosh as his agent ?-I never respeetnig
Saw Mr. Mackintosh. I only saw Mr. Whitehead. i never saw any contraet 15.
Other one respecting it. He was bere a very long time in very great
trouble. He seemed not to be much of a business man, and seemed

.ot to know what ho was coming about, but wanted an advance upon
this plant, of which ho had not a single thing to show that ho had a bit
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Bainwae Con-
.trauede-

Contract No. 15. of plant there, only hi> own word, and, of course, I could not do it. In
the meantime his men had struck. I made him get from our officers, I
think it was sonething like 130 or 140 cars and five engines-I don't
know whether there was anything more or not.

18646. Do you know whether, in any of these matters connected with
Mr. Whitehead's transactions, Mr. Mackintosh obtained any advantage
on account of any influence which lie was supposed to possess with any
Minister or any Member ?-[ don't know anything at all about it.
Personally, I never heard any such thing from Mr. Whitehead. Mr.
Whitehead never told me that Mr. Mackintosh had anything to do with
him. I never saw Mi. Mackintosh in connection with it in any way.

18647. Then we understand you to say yon never knew from any
source that Mr. Mackintosh was expected to derive any advantage from
any influence he was supposed to possess with any Minister ?--Only
from this source-only from the evidence taken here.

h nie saeou-to 18648. But from any other source?- No ; .1 think that Mr. Mac-
M respecting dougall once spoke to me. I think Mr. Whitehead went to him.

18649. Do you mean spoke about Mr. Whitehead's intorests ?-I
think so.

18650. In what capacity do you understand that Mr. Macdougall
spoke to you about it ?-i understood that he was Mr. Whitehead's
attorney ; I did not know. I thought he was his legal adviser, but I
cannot say as to that. Mr. Whitehead was in great trouble at that time.
He was threatened by people he was owing down here, and his mon
struck above. He was in great difficulty.

Ad vanceto . 18651. Have you bad any reason, since this advance to Mr. White-
hea on the head. to think it was not in the interest of the public that it should be

public. made ?-No, I have not.

18652. Then are you stil! of the opinion that it was a proper thing
to do ?-Certainly.

18653. No unreasonable favour for him to ask ?-Well, perhaps it
was asking something that we were not obliged to do; but I think it
was what every Government should do, to assist, as far as they could
safely assist without risk, the c)ntractors. It is what I should do again
to-morrow if the contractor was in difficulties; and I was in hopes he
would be able to carry it out. I would assist him as far as he could
make us secure.

18654. Do you believe now that the public interest has not been pre-
judiced by the arrangement ?-Not the slightest.

allegcd impro-
p"r l"ti-ence.

Conairacts Nos.
41 and 42%

18655. Could you say now whether you were interested in the
contract for section A or section B, east of Red River, being acquired
by any person or persons ?-Section A or B ?

18656. I mean contract 41 and 42-the Marks & Conmee contract,
which 'was A, or the Fraser, Manning & Grant contract, which waa
section B ?-I don't think that is a nice question which you put to me:
to insinuate that in the face of my being an officer of the law and a
Member of the Government I could be interested in a contract like
that.

No Interest what. 18651. I have taken the responsibility of putting the question; you
c act®. may take the responsibility of answering it ?-Of course 1 had no
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Contracta Nos.
4 à aMd 49.

inteiest in it-could not have an interest; quite impossible I could. I Aueged Impro-
could not be a tenderer ; neither could I be interested in the slightest per*n""""°°

degree, personally, or for any one else.
18658. Now that you have answered the question, I may say this:

that noue of us had any idea, or wished to make an insinuation, to the
effect that you had an interest, but we wished to give you an oppor-
tunity of saying how it was ; we ask -uch questions after due con-
sideration, not with the intention of suggesting anything wrong, but
in the public interest, and with a desire to cover the whole ground of
Our enquiiy: are you aware whether Mr. Shields exercised any influ-
ence in obtaining either of these contracts with any Minister of the
4Crown ?-No; i don't know anything about it.

18659. Are you aware that any Member of Parliament was directly
or indirectly interested in any person obtaining these contracts ?-No;
I know nothing about it. I know nothing of that sort.

18660. Ai e you aware of any person having obtained any advantage,
-or promise of any advantage, on account of any influence which he
possessed, or said he possessed, over any Member of Parlianient or Min-
ister ?-No.

18661. ls there any other matter connected with this railway which
you wish to explain ?-No.

18662. Is there anything further which you wish to state ?-No.

Ottawa, Saturday, 9th, April 1881.

SANDFORD FLEMING, sworn and examined:

By the Chairnan:-

18663. During what peiiod were you Engineer-in-Chief of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway ?-From the spring of 1871 to the spring of 1880.

18664. Were you a resident of Ottawa at the time of your appoint-
I:ent ?-I was.

18665, Had you previously been in the employment of the Govern-
lnt?-I had.

18666. lI what capacity ?-1 was before, and then, Chief Engineer
Of the Intercolonial Railway.

18667. Was the appointment made by the Minister or by an
Order-in-Council ?-It was conveyed to me by the Minister of Public
Works. I think an Order-in-Council was passed, but I arn not fami-
liair with the contents ; I believe there was, but I donot remember the

fontents.

18668. Were any instructions given to you accompanying this
Oeder-in-Council concerning your work ?-No instruction other than
Verbal.

Not aware of
Shields exercis-
Ing any Influence.

Nor or any
Pl ember of Par-
lame.it or other
person obtaining
any advantage on
account f
Influence.

FLEMING.

"ruveys: 181-

Endineer-in-
Chief; Canadian
Paelic Itailway
fro!n spil ng of
1871 to sprlng of
18M0.

verawhn inst rue-

18669. What were they ?-The instructions were, generally speak- the tere nis out
ing, to carry out the terms of the Act of Union with British Columbia, ACtorUOnio
48 far as the Pacific Railway was concerned. Columbia.
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First to and
wbere the a rail-
way was pwscti.

anabe between
Ottawa and
Pacifie' second,
where
reet. oould be
had.

Instructions te
assume direction
of surveys and to
do the best be
eould.

James H. Rowan
next under
wituess.

18670. What did you understand that to involve ?-To find, first, if a
railway was practicable botween the seat of Government here and the
Pacifie coast, and, second, where the best route could be had. It vas
to ascertain whether the line was practicable or not. It was assuned
to be practicable when the Act incorporating British Columbia with
the Dominion of Canada was passed.

18671. Assuming that a lino could be obtained, were you instructed
in any way as to the final object of such a line-1 mean, whether it
should be a paying lino, or whether it should be only for the purpose
of connecting certain parts, irrespective of pecuniary results ?-1 had
no instructions of that kind. As far as I can recollect, my instructions
were simply to assume the direction of the surveys and do the best I
could.

18672. Had you the appointment of the persons next under you, or
were they appointed by the Government ?-The next under me were
appointed, with my knowledge, by the Government.

18673. Who was the next in command to yourself ?-First, James
lu. Rowan, who had previously been an officer of the Government, in
the Publie Works Department. He was transferred to me.

18674 Did you give him instructions from the beginning as to the
part he was to take in the matter ?- did.

18675. Do you remember what were the first principles adopted by
you for the purpose of governing operations under your contiol ?-1
would hke to explain to you (you seem to be aiming at that) the nature
of my first conncetion with the Pacifie Railway.

statement of 18676. Please do so.-In April, 1871, myofficial connection with the
einnes -r Pacific Railway project commenced. It was ut the close of the Ses-

b IR con® on sion during which an Act was passed admitting British Columbia into.
Pacife Railway. the Dominion. One condition of the union being the construction of

the Pacifie Bailwav and its commencement and completion within a
limited number of years, immediate action became necessary, and I
was asked to assume the duties of Engineer-in-Chief. My attention
had previously been directed to the question of ostablishing railway con-
nection through British territory between the Atlantic and Pacific. Ton

The public mind years before the period towhich I now refer, the press of the country had
°eupn itb the discussed the subject with power and vigour. Twenty years ago itattract-

Idenaof a trans- ed agreat deal of public attention. Some of the organsof public opinion
continental route. urged the immediate construction of a communication, while yet the

North-West Territories were under the control ot the Hudson Bay Co.
My own thoughts were turned to the question, and, as others did, I

Essayon the felt it a duty to give the public the benefit of my views. A paper of
subject Ifn 1s. mine was published in pamphlet form in April, 1f62, and it was subse-

quently published, along wi1h other documents upon the same subject,
in Sessional Paper li. 83 of the Province of Canada, for the year 1863.
I refer to this paper because it gave my then views of the grave diffi-
culties which presented themselves, and I may state that it has been
quoted by members of the Commons and Sonate alternately on each
side of polities every year since the Pacifie Railway began to be dis-
cussed. In this paper I gave expression to my views on the question
ofeommunication with the Pacifie, according to the light I had twenty
years ago. Then I had an imperfect knowledge of the intervening
country. While I advocated a continuous line of railway, I set forth
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Survt.: l8rI.
its gigantic proportions and pointed out the enormous difficulties to be Pointed out the
overcome. Having thus early given the subject my serious considera- n to he

tion, and endeavoured to form a due appreciation of the herculean task veroome.

proposed, it cannot be surprising that I hositated when the Govern-
Ment asked me to take the Pacific Railway under my charge. I felt Hexltated, as

myself quite unequal to the duty, seeing as I did the exceptional tuneua en e
Magnitude of the service and the obstacles that stood in the way. It to adian

was only after the office of Engineer-in-Chief was pressed upon me in In charge.
the most complimentary manner possible that I was induced to accept
it. I feh that the position was one in which a professional man might
well spend himself in bis country's service, and I assumed the onerous
duities and grave responsibilities of the office, determined to make every
effort to prove the practicability of the great national project and
advance the undertaking by every means within my limited power.
With these few preliminary remarks respecting my connection with
the Pacific Railwây and my appointment by the Government in the
Spring of1871, I am prepared to answer, to the best of my recollection,
every question that may be put to me, and it will afford me great
satisfaction to furnish the Commissioners all the information I possess.

18677. Do you remember whether any general principles were witness laid

adopted by you before your operations commenced, for the purpose of pi«for'contri-
governing them in this undertaking ?-Oh, yes; I studied the matter ling work.

out very fully, and laid down certain general principles.

18678. Could you describe, shortly, the princi pies which governed the
operations?-I might not at very great length or very accurately,
because it is a very long time ago, and without refreshing my memory
I do not know that I could at this moment.

18679. You mention in a report of 1874, the adoption of leading prin-
ciples ?-Yes. i suppose these are the prineiples which I laid down for
inyself: page 10 of the official report of 174. The first annual report
0f it may be called printed for the information of Parliament, is daîted
10th of April, 187l. The principles which governed me are, I fancy,
set forth there. Yes ; at page four of my report of 1872, they are
described at some length, beginning at the second paragraph from the
top.

18680. That, as I understand it, describes the operations, but I was
asking just now as to the general principles which .would govern the
oerations-I mean whether any principles were adopted before the
Work was commenced ?-The first thing vas to gain aknowledge of the
country. The country for hundreds of miles was a perfect blank on
the map. Our attention was first directed to ascertaining what was the
topOgraphical features of that country. That country, at the two ends,
w'as wooded-densely wooded-and it had to be pierced by instrumental
ineasfurements. That was my first object, to gain a definite knowledge
of the country.

18681. Was it considered advisable at once to make instrumental
exanbinations generally ?-Under the circumstances it was. Had there
been plenty of time given to make the surveys, I could have taken an
entirely different course; but I was informed that the construction had
to begin within two years, and looking at the great distance between
oe end of the line and the other, and the almost insurmountable
obstacles that stood in the way, as I was informed by the reports of
VariOus people, it became necessary to get definite information with

First thling to
gain a kflOw-
ledgçe of the
country.

Under crCum-
stances advisabio
to begin Wlth
instrumental
surveys.
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Pal]lser and regard to that country thi ough which the lino was projected. I was
thers had said it informed by the report of Capt. Palliser that it was needless to seekwas neediess tor r

seek a line of for a line of railway in British territory through the Rocky Mountains.
the ary rough I was informed by other reports that the country between the Ottawa
tains. and the prairie region was impracticable for railway construction, and

it was generally believed by not a few that these reports were correct.
It was necessary to ascertain the facts.

18682. Do I understand you to say that at the time you commenced
the system of surveys you·had reasor., from what you had seen in the
reports of Palliser and others, to doubt whether a lino could be obtained ?
-it was facts I wanted, not opinions. I wanted to learn the facts
regarding the country.

But witness had 18683. I thought you meutione<l just now an impression being on
no doubt a Une

.couId be aad. your mind from what other people had srid or written ?-I had no
doubt myself that a line could be had, but others said that a lino could
not be had,

18684. Do you mention that to show that you had an impression on
your mind from what they had said or written ?-Of course what they
said had weight on my mind.

18685. Did it impress you that it was doubtful whether a practicable
line could be obtained ?-It rendered it more necessary to have some
way of overcoming the difficulties they had pointod ont. Thecountry
was bound to build a railway of some kind.

18686. I understand you to say that the question was not so froe
from doubt, because persons had written in the direction of putting
obstacles in the way-insurmountable obstacles apparently ?-Yes.

Very desirous of 18687. You say Capt. Palliser and others had stated that this lineVroving that afine couad be was not likely to be obtained at all : am I right in understanding
ma®e ,"ou from what you say that that made an impression on your mind ?-I
tains, thisone of could not give a decided opinion as to whether they were right or
the reasons wby
he adopte i wrong, but being of & sanguine nature, I was very hopeful they were
strumental wrong; and was very desirous of proving they were wrong.
-surveys.

18688. Is that the reason why instrumental surveys were adopted
from the beginning 7-That is one reason.

18689. Because there was some reason to doubt that a line could be
obtained ?-That was ofte reason, but the main reason was the limited
time for commencing the work.

If time bad not 18690. If the time had not been limited what plan would you have
benlimited ho

would have com- adopted ?-If the time had net been limited I would have taken an
n"cedrth entirely different course, instead of putting in explensive (because effi-

surveys. cient I thought) surveying parties to make instrumental surveys, I
would have had explorations made-a reconnaissance of the whole coun-
try before going to the expense of making instrumental surveys.

18691. Wben you make use of the word exploration now, do you
inean it to be construed as in your report of 1877: you have given there
a technical description of different examinations ?-Precisely.

18692. Then, if time had not been so short that would have been the
best system to have adopted ?-Undoubtedly that would have been the
best to adopt.

exr*,"ogy 18693. Why would that have been a better system than the other if
have saved time had not been so short ?- It would have saved a lot of money-
a e sunf been less expensive.
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18694. In what way would it have saved money ?-Because an

exploration party is very much less expensive than a surveying party.

i8695. I suppose that is only one part of the question : would tþey
have been as effective: a saving of money, unless they were equally
effective,would hardly be a gain ?-For some purposes they would not.

18696. I ask, then, whether this system would have been more mxplorati.ns
advan tageous thani the other if time had not been so short?-The s°lhan hether
explorations would have given us a general idea of the country, and it woulâ bejuati-

nould have shown us where we would have been justifed in incurrg rin-
the expense of an instrumental survey. sur vey*.

18697. Would it have been any advantage to have ascertained that
before you commenced ?-Yes ; it would have been a great adivantage.

18698. What is the disadvantage of conmencing with instrumental Exploration.

surveys ?-Well, it takes longer to perform these surveys; and explor- been made much
ations could have been made much more rapidly than instrumental more rap t-dy
surveys. ai surveys.

18699. Do you say that it takes longer to make an instrumental
survey, and that the reason yon adopted that system was that the time
was short ?-It takes longer to get over a country, but the information
when it is obtained is of a kind that is much more satisfactory.

18700. Does it not often happen, if you commence the examination sometimes an
by instrumental survey instead of an exploration in the first place, that I"tru entalyntuetlsre survey where n
the instrumental survey is ineffeetive, and is altogether lost: that it is epIoradeon nas
of no value, because you meet with obstacles that are insurmountable ? out quîîeunetea
-Sometimes it does.

18701. Do you think that, in the instances where you did commence
With instrumental surveys, a bare exploration would have been suffi-
Cient but for the short time ?-I am not sure that it would in every
case, because these explorations could only have been made by the
niatural water channels, and these water channels do not in ail cases
run in the direction we wanted to go. If you take the country north
of Lake Huron, the rivers which exploring parties meet, pass at right
angles, as a rule, to the line of the projected railway, and we could not
get the information we desired between these rivers without going to
the right or left of those water channels.

18702. Do I understand you that you could not make what you call
simple explorations from one watercourse to another, and that it was
necessary always in examining that country to use instruments, and
that, therefore, you had to adopt the more expensive system ?-Under
the circumstances of this case, I thought it better to use instruments
fromû the first.

18703. And do I still understand you correctly that you mean the In the prairie
shot tmecouintry madeno

short time was the roason why you did that ?-Yes, that is the main nasrument
reason. In the open country where you could travel in any direction- surveys in fnrat
in the prarie country-I took an entirely different course. I made no
instrumental surveys there in the first place.

18704 I have understood from what you said, and also from what
Yu have written, that the object of an exploration is to ascertain
Whether it is desirable to make afterwards an instrumental examina-
tien; you might, for instance, find by a bare exploration such obstacles
as to show that it would be unnecessary to expend money on an instru-
Mental examination : did it happen that these instrumental examina-
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tions were sometimes of no avail because obstacles were met, which
obstacles might have been discovered by a simple exploration ?-It
did.

North of Lake 18705. Do you remember .any localities ?-Yes, in various localities;
Superioraipd Ines
British Columbla more especially in the couintry north of Lake Superior, and in British
some instrument- Columbia.
al surveys of no
avail, because oh- D
staes which 18706. Do you think those obstacles could have been discovered by
exploration a bare exploration? -No; not all of them. Some of thom might, butwould have dis-eovered were en- not all of them. It would have been impossible to have found ail the
countered. obstacles that were met at various points by bare explorations. I
In some cases should mention that we carried on explorations too, while the surveys
exploration went
on contempor- were going on. They were not simply instrumental surveys; we had
aneously with explorations ahead of the surveys to discover what obstacles might be

rveys.ea met with.
18707. Was that.a good plan: was it likely to save disappointment ?

-- Of course.
18708. Was it adopted in all cases ?-In nearly all, if not in all.
18709. If it was adopted in all cases to prevent disappointment

from instrumental surveys, how was it that disappointments did occur ?
-That is easily explained. The whole of the country, from the Lake
of the Woods, is a dense forest, except those portions covered by water.
It is not like the forests in this part of Canada ; it is very like an Indian
jungle, and you are groping in the dark, I may say, in that country.
There are no clearances and no roads. The only way in which you
could get definite information is to make instrumental surveys.

18710. That is what I understood a former witness to give as a
reason why instrumental surveys were conducted, as in consequenco of
the height of the trees it was difficult to see the surrounding country ?
-Yes; when a survey was going on very well and everything satis-
factory, the explorer ahead of the party would come on some obstacle
that would render it necessary for them to go back.

Some portions of 18711. I understood you to say that bare exploration could not have
countruntal taken place entirely by itself; it would have to be connected with an
survey would be instrumental survey near at hand ?-Tiiere are some portions of theindispensable. country on a line of 3,000 miles, of which it vould be necessary, under

any circumstances,to make an instrumental survey; in fact, it would be
in the interest of economy to make an instrumental survey-I refer
particularly to the country between the source of the Ottawa and the
Michipicoton. That country had nover been traversed by white men
that I know of. It was about as little known as the North Polo is.

18712. Of course those instrumental surveys, as well as others, were
much more expensive than a bare exploration ?-In that particular
section 1 don't know that it would be very much more expensive.
You would have to pack in your provisions, and the great expense of
the surveys was carrying in provisions on men'*s backs

18713. Would not the party who had to be provided with food for
an instrumental survey be much larger ?-Yes; but the information
obtained would have been far less satisfactory.

Instrumental
surveyg always
more expensive
thanexploratory

18714. But speaking in the first place about the expense: the instru-
mental survey, as a matter of fact, is invariably more expensive than a
bare exploration ?-Yes.
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18715. Sometimes very much more, and sometimes a little more ?

-Yes.
18716. And I understand that these more expensive examinations Instrumental

were made because you thought that the time was so limited that less ""Y® ma®
,expensive ones could not be made with advantage ?-That was the so umited.
general reason; but in some cases, as I have alreadv stated, it would
have been indispensable to make an instrumental survey.

18717. Have you ever male any calculation as to the diffe, ence in the
expense of a survey as it would have been if tine had not been an
object, and as it was actually accomplished where time was an object ?
-1 do not now remember. A large amount of money could have been
saved undoubtedly if time had been no object, particularly in British
Columbia.

18718. Had there been mueh information afforded by tho litera- Palliser'sexa-
ture upon the subject, as to the country north of Lake Superior, opaia rgaen
01 was it only of British Columbia and the western portions of the Une
that Capt. Palliser and others had been writing ?-It was in the
prairie region that his examinations wero made.

18719. Mr. iRowan mÉentions in lus evidence that in May, 1871, he instructedWas 3 k bo~I ~Rttan liook adwas instructed by you to see what had been written upon the subject al ,o oas er
and to prepare a report upon it ; atd that he spent a month at it and reports writtenontecountrylurnished you with a report which was substantially adopted - do you ad to report
'emember whether that was suggesting the system of surveys, or if resuits.
not, what was the main subjeet of that report?-I do not remember
that report at ail. I do not say there was no such report, but I do
nlot remember it. I instructed Mr. Rowan to gather together ail books
and reports that had been written on the country, and toread them and
to draw my attention to anything special 8o that I might read it myself,
for I could not spare time to read the whole. I was then very much
ongaged in connection with the Intercolonial Railway, as I have
alreadv stated, ar d I need hardly tell you that it was necessary for me
to work every hour in the day-sometimes seventeen and eighteen
hours a day.

18720. My object in asking this is to know whether he communicated
any information that might have been useful in a system of surveys,
and whether it was used or not?-I do not doubt that he did; but
I do not remember. If I had the report before me I might say.

18721. I think he had charge of several surveys ?-He had charge of
the surveys to the north of Lake Superior; .from the Ottawa to
Manitoba indeed.

18722. I wish, by my question, to ascertain whether it was in conse-
q4ence of his report, derived from those books and reports, that you
adopted the system of surveys which was adopted ?-I could not answer
that; I really could not say.

18723. About how much time was occupied exclusively, or almost
exclusively, by the survey before contracts were let and the work was
bOgun ?-The first contracts, I think, were for the telegraph. That
wa% in 1874.

18724. Then a period of about three years was occupied almost
'cluaively or quite exclusively, in examinations ?-Yes ; that is due
b the change of Government very much.

Three Years Oce-
m ionsbefore
first contract let.
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The fact that
work not started
earlier due t_
change of Gov-
erunent.

Responsibility of
expenditure
thrown on
witness.

William Wallace,
paymaster.

George Watt,
Ê1%master for

a olumbia.

Watt supplled
wtth $50,00 at a
time.

Witness nomin-
ally accountable
for ail sums.

18725. The fact of three years being taken for surveys ?-Yes;
there was a Company formed to carry out the railway under the
presidency of Sir Htigh Allan. That company did not go on.

18726. What did you say was due to the change of Government?-
The fact that the work was not started sooner.

187 27. I was not asking that: I was asking simply the fact how long
a time was occupied exclusively with tie surveys ?-Sone three years.

18728. Do you say now that the change of Government explains
why work was not begun earlier ?-It is a long time ago, anid I do not
remember, but I have no doubt the work was at some points far enough
advanced to admit of construction at an earlier date.

18729. Do you remember the system that was adopted about the
expendliture connected with the road in the beginning, and did you
take any part in it ?-I do. Unfortunately I had too much to do with
it. The responsibility of making the expenditure was thrown upon
me. I had to account to the Government for every farthing of expen-
diture up to a certain period, and I was supplied with largo sui-s of
money to be paid out, anl, of course, accounted for. I employed a
gentleman whom I considered in every way competent, Mr. William
Wallace, to assume the duty of paymaster and commissariat officer,
and depended largely upon him. Up to a certain period ho performed
his duties with great industry, and, I believe, efficiency, but he thought
ho would run f1r a constituency, and was returned a Member of Par-
liament and left his duties on very short notice, very much to my
disappointment and, I may say, disgust.

18730. Please explain generally the system which was adopted at
the beginning?-I think I would like to send for the documents them-
selves; they would explain all.

18731. Very well, we will return to that at another timo ?-Here i a
case: there was a gentleman named George Watt, appointed paymaster
for the district of British Columbia. Here is a letter I find addressed to
him. There are other letters in this bok (referring to a letter-book
which witness held in his hand) that I cannot at this moment lay my
hands on. He was sent out there to disburse moneys in connection
with the survey, and was supplied with funds, $50,00o or other large
sums at a time, and he was specially instructed how to account for
them.

18732. Was he sent and instructed by you ?-Be was sent and
instructed jointly by me and the Auditor-Gieneral, if my recollection is
correct, and I think it is.

18733. Thon the money for this expenditure would not be placed in
your control alone ?-Yes, it was. It was charged to me. I was
nominally accountable for this money.

18734. Please understand I am not asking for any particular trans-
action under this system, I only wish to know the general features of
it ?-In all my ovidence I speak subject to correction. My memory
may not b very clear on the point. I am giving it to you as it appears
to me at the moment you ask the question. Here is a letter which I
may read-I hardly know what is in it-a letter addressed to the
Auditor.General, showing, I have no doubt, a desire on my part to have
the accounts so that they would pass the audit.
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18735. Will youdescribe, shortly, the system by which you controlled At frut large

the ependiture connected with the railway from the beginning?- sum Put wit
Yes. The system changed from time to time. At the beginning, as I the Bank of
have already mentioned, large sums were put to my credit in the Bank !"n®pa1 awh bc
of Montreal on my requisition ; sums of perhaps $50,000 at a time. I ofmnial cheque to

paid these sums away by what yo may cadl officiai choques, to the the paymasters.

paymasters, who were held responsibie for the payments and the
accuracy of the accounts. These paymasters were, of course,
responsible to me. They were instructed with regard to their duties.
I place my hand on a letter to George Watt, dated 12th of June, the
paymaster appointed to attend to payments in British Columbia, which
will, perhaps, explain the system. I will read it if you desire

" GORGE WATT, Esq., Letter to George

"Sm,-You have been appointed to take charge of ail matters connected with the W nt oforming
Commiesariat Department of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Survey in Britieh pointment.
Columbia. The engineers in charge will confer with you respecting the procuring
and forwarding of ail camp equipment and supplies, and it will be your duty to see
that prompt attention is giveu to every requisition made by them necessary to push-
ing on the work Dlaced in their hands, to a successful issue.

" While fuît efficiency in every service is desired, you wilI exercise such control as
may be consistent with strict economy. You will account fully for ail expenditure
to me, returning regularly to me complete vouchers for the same. Ail accounts and
vouchers will undergo the strictest audit in the Government Departmentshere. You
wili be supplied with my officiai cheques from time to time for al] moneys required.
These cheques, by arrangements with the banks, will be made payable at Victoria or
New Westminster. Yo will be good enough to send monthly accounts to this office
with vouchera for payments made. Owing to the great distance and the liability of
papers to go astray, it is advisable that you shoull take duplicate receipts in each Chieques to
case, one to be mailed to this office with monthly acceunts, the other to be kept by amount of $8,000
yourself until required. I enclose with this ch.ques payable to your order as follows:- endorsed.
" No. 45, $2,000: No. 46, $2,000; No. 47, $4,000.

"I am, &c ,
"SANDFORD FLEMING."

Then, similar letters were sent to the banks-to Mr. Drunimond, Of Drummond in-
the Bank of Montreal-to open necessary credits in the bank in British "tructed tooen

Coltumbia. There were conferences with Mr. Langton as to the system. ln the Bank of
There is a letter which need not be read, but which may be appended, British Coltimaba.

if it is desired, to Mr. Langton, dated June 2drd, and another letter
dated June 24th, 1871.

18736. These letters, I understand, are ail in accordance with the
system you have described ?-They are ail explanatory of the system.
There is another letter to George Watt, dated August 18th; another to
William Wallace, dated September 4th, and so on.

18737. I think I undorstood you to say that you did not remember
having formed any opinion or estimate as to the extra expense which
was occasioned by the shortness of time, and which involved, conse-
quently in some cases instrumental surveys instead of explorations?-
t do not remember having made such an estimate.

Did not make an
etimate as to
extra expense
occasioned by the
adoption et ln-
strumentai
Inetead of explor-
atery surveya.

18738. Are you able to give any opinion now on the subject ?-No;
I am not.

18739. Have you formed any opinion whether the whole work of the rhere were cassa
surveys, which would include ail the examinations ofevery kind prepa- °fexravagaloid
ratory te actual construction, was done at as reasonable expense as witnems's control.
inight be expected considering the number of persons employed in the
Service ?-Weil, I am aware of cases of extravagance, but these were
eOntirely boyond my control. Everything was doue, as far as I am con-
<erned, with the strictest regard to economy, and I do not know a thing

23*
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that would have been done differently with the light we had at the
moment, because I know many things that would not have been done
had I at the time known as much as I do now.

Rome think that 18740. For the present I am not asking with a view of ascertaining
"eeoufmyn may® whother any particular person or persons were to blame; but I am

working for speaking about the general result of ail the whole surveys, whether,Oovernment. for instance, if they had been done for a private company, and the same
înumber of persons had been employed in the service, il would, in your
opinion, 'have been less expensive or much less expensive for
the Government?-Well, some people seem to think that eccnomy may
be disregarded when they are working for the Government. I do fnot
know that they are. I know that some do not think so-that they
believe one should act in every respect for the Government as they
vould for a private individual or company, but some think differently,
and I have no doubt some such mon were employed on the survey. I
cannot mention nanes.

18741. I am not asking for names, but speaking of the general
result of a large work which took somo years, whether, as
an engineer, you have formed any opinion as to this main question:
was that work less or more expensive than it would have been
to a private company solecting their own men only with a view to pecu-
niary results ?-It would have made a vast difference if it had been
done for a private company instead of the Government.

Work would have 18742. Do I understand you to say that the work was done at a much
1heen (louie forgrae
Very mach elss greater cost than would have been the case if it had been done for a
far a private private company ?-In my opinion it would have been done for very
company. much less for a company.

18743. To what do you attribute that greater cost ?-To various
things.

Men were not 18744. Would you please explain them?-Men often had to bc
Ioanyseir®mrit employed who were not too efficient, The different sections of the
but sometimeson country had to be considored in making the appointments. The men
i»gnaticonst- weie not employed solely on their merits. Different nationalities and
deratlons. different creeds had to be consulted in making appointments under

every administration that I have served.

Tpies 'ore 18745. Do these remarks apply only to the ordinary labourers or to
esectiany to the persons on the staff ?-To all, more especially those on the staff.

Appointments 18746. .olv were these appointments made on the staff ?-The
neariy alwRyn ut

®ade by Minis- appointments were in some cases nominally made by me, but always
ter or Govern- by the Minister or Government-at least nearly always.
ient..

18747. Do you mean that in the majority of cases the appointments
initiated with the Government or with some officer of the Government,
such as the Minister?-If you speak of a particular year I could
answer better.

18748. I am not able Io speak of any particular year, I am only
speaking of a system ?-Then I must speak of a particular year.

1)Infculty in the 18749. Take any yaar you like ?-I will take the first year. The
Il rot year Ini
gettlng a SUffl- difficulty the first year was getting a sufficient number of skilled men.
Ment number of The country was thon in a prosperous state. The Intercolonial Rail-
skilled men. way was going on, and the greater number of engineers with whom I

was acquainted were employed, and it was a difficult matter to get
competent mon that I knew-that I had a personal knowledge of-to
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undertake the survey. Others were recommended by Members of patroge•
Parliament and others, men whom I never heard of before, and these eomne by® ',
mon were employed. Memrao Par-

18750. Aftersuch persons came underyour control as the chief officer, go" "n
had you the power to continue them or remove them as you thought
best in the interest of the public ?-I suppose I could have assumed the
power. I must explain I never had any written instructions with regard
to the survey from any Government. I have conferred with the Minis-
ter of the day in all matters, but I never had any written instructions;
but what these conferences were it is impossible for me to rememiber
now.

18751. Do you remember broadly whether or not you did assume 10 Generally feit
suspend or remove thoe gentlemen from their offices, for inefficiency, tio s as
for instance ?-I generally felt that those persons employed through cal reasons had
political influence had to be kept at their work unless for something t*b*k*p on
notoriously wrong, and in such cases I would consult with the Minister
as to removing them.

18752. But if it was only a question of not doing sufficient work for
the pay-only a question of expense to the country-would you not
have considered that sufficient ground for removal ?-The circumstances
vere such that I had no chance. They got instructions from me; they
left and remained in the wilderness for a season, or more than a season,
and I had no means of ascertaining whether they did their work well
or inefflciently until they returned. I couldjudge from results whether
they did their work well or not-not always.

18753. I understand you have reached the conclusion that, on
the whole, the work was much more expensive, because of persons
being employed from political or party influences?-That the work
could have been done much more cheaply for a private company.

18754. You have reached that conclusion as to the whole service-
did you reach that conclusion from year to year as to the works of par-
ticular years ?-It was the same throughout.

18755. Then, at the end of each year, you would be of the same Attheandofeaeli
year feit that the

impression as to that year's work that you are now as to the whole; work for that
that is to say, it was much more expensive because it was done by the ýeaed hav

Government ?-I think so; the question has never been put to me before. cheaper for a
privatecompany.

18756. Having been of that opinion at the end of each year, did yOU Never ealled the
draw the attention of any Minister to the subject, that the work was Mintter's attenr
ceosting the country more on account of that particular kind of patron-
age?-I do not know that I did. I know that the patronage had to be
respected.

18757. You made no remonstrance and no report on the subject ?-1 Cannot recollect
do not say that I did not; I may have done so. I cannot recollect. havongstmaeany

18758. You do not recollect that you did ?-I do not recollect that
did; 1 do not recollect that I did not. The question has never been

Put go directly to me before. Certainly no Minister or Member of the
(overnment ever asked me the question that I recollect of.

18759. Do you remember whether there was any difference of
OPinion between you and any persons who had this patronage in their
rower, as to the employment of any particular individuals at any time;

aM not asking for the names of any individuals, if there are any ?-I
234*
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ERfecta or
patroaea-.' dare say there was. I do not recollect any particular instance now, but

I have no doubt of it.
- 18760. No doubt of what ?-No doubt of the fact that I was asked to
instruct mon to do work whom I thought were not able to do it.

18761. My question is intended to ascertain whother there was any
expressed difference between you and the Minister at any time on the
subject ?-I do not think there ever was any reduced to writing.

Appointnents 18762. But was there ever any expressed opinion ?-I bave no doubt
miade every year. wa ;Tdnoistce
If wetnes report. there was expressed; I do not remember any particular instance. Thé
ed against a man appointments wore made every year, and if I knew of any particular
M lu Jter would
generaIy sub- objection to a man, I would state it to the Minister, and in that case
itltute another. the Minister would substitute some other name.
Jnone case n 1  18763. Can you recollect any instance where a person wvas put on
e"aneoln h "i the staff, or in any situation upon this railway, contrary to your

recommendation opinion expressed to the Minister, or any one who bad the power to
to the contrary. put him there ?-Yes, I could name one; but I would rather not be

pressed to give the name.

18764. For the present I arm not asking any name, but I want to
record the fact ; you say you remember such instances: couid you, with.
out directing attention to the individual, name the character in which
ho was employed ?-That would be pointing to him, and I should prefer
not to.

18765. Was that before the appointment was made, Lefore the ser-
vice was done by the individual to whom yon allude ?-Yos; when the
name was suggested.

18766. Did it turn out that ho was not so efficient as you would have
liked ?-Yes; frequently.

18767. Then, in that particular instance, you think the public interest
suffered, becauso the Minister refused to adopt your expressed opinion
on the subject ?-Weil, 1 may have expressed no opinion, bocauso these
mon wore strangers to me.

18768. I have been asking whother you had any difference of opinion,
and expressed it, to the person who haid the patronage ?-Yes, cer-
tainly; but thore are many instances in which men were employed in
responsible positions, whom I knew nothing of, and who turned out to
be inefficient men.

18769. I gather from your ovidence now, that upon the whole ques-
tion, you think the public interest suffers by having persons employed
on this sort of work under the patronage of Ministers, or persons who
occupy a place in a political party ?-Weil, if they are appointed re-
gardless of their merits it is so.

18770. Don't you mean that they are appointed regardiess of their
merits ?-Some persons may be appointed by Ministers who are mori-
torious, and the result is very satisfactory.

18771. You mean, if they are as good as if they had been selected by
a private company, it is no matter whether they are employed by the
Government or not?- Yes; even if done by a private Company the
work was of such magnitude it might have been difficulit to have got all
the staff sufficiently up to the work, and in seome cases inefficient mon
might have been employed.
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18772. There is no object in avoiding the question; I wish to get Pa ng'e.

your opinion on this point: whether you believe, fron your experience "hdio"intture>t
in the management of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, that the public Sas suffered in
interest bas suffered on account of the patronage boing in the hands of ai i1g;
a political party from time to time ?.-No doubt of it. In te handix of apartypolitical party.

18773. What would be the remedy for that, in your opinion, or have
you any to suggest ?-l do not know that there is any remedy. One
of the greatest difficulties I had was the question of patronage, and
securing as good mon as possible. It was not easy to get inefficient
nen weeded out when once appointed.

18774. I think I understood you to say that one of the first objects The Route and
in commencing the surveys was to ascertain whether there could be goertaing
any practicable line formed through the country from the system of Govermanent.
railways in the eastern provinces to the Pacifie Ocean ?-Yes.

18775. In addition to that, were you given to urderstand that any
particular policy had to be pursued with regard to the selection of any
particular lino-I mean any Government policy ?-No, I think not;
I do not remember of any.

18776. I wish to explain to you bore that we do not propose to
enquire into the expediency of any policy adopted by the Governnent; Polley to get the
but having first ascertained what the policy was-any pronounced t and e eares
policy-we wish to enquire into the manner in which that policy has
been carried out by the Chief Engineer and others connected with the
railwayý; in speaking of a policy, I wish you to bear that in mind ?
-The policy from first to last, as far as I knew or understood it, was
to get the best and cheapest line-the line that would serve the publie
interest best.

18777. That is still not definite ; it may be impossible to give a defi-
nite answer, but it is my duty to press you further about that. You Ponlcies grew as
say the best and cheapest, and best in the public interest. I wish you work went on.
to say what you were informed the Government considered would be
the best in the public interest-what the object of the line should be,
Whether for pocuniary results at some future time, or only to fulfil the
agreement with British Columbia, or open up the interior of the coun-
try and furnish communication with other continents, or whether
therewas' any main policy to govern you as engineer in selecting the
route ?-At the first there was no policy laid down. I do not think
there was any policy. Policies grew as the work went on.

18778. Could you state now what the first policy was that was indi-
cated to you on the part of the Government, as one that ought to Pociles of vart.
goivern your action ?-I am not sure that I can at the moment. If I ua amns r-
could I would be most happy to do it, but I could not at the first resuits of the
oUtgo. I think the policies of the several administrations were based I,"formamin
very much on the results of the information that came in from time to from time to

Umne.timae.tme

18779. I assume (but I may not be correct) that your selection of
the route was sometimes in consequence of some policy of the Govern-
rnent; if not, then it was a purely engineering question for your own
deci8sion : how was that ?-Well, I do not remember a case in which
the Policy of the Government varied very much from my own views
util recently, where the policy of une Government was to have the
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line in one certain place, and tLo policy of this (the succeeding)
Government to reverse that.

18780. I do not know that you and I agree about the meaning of the
word policy. What I mean by the word policy is a governing
principle, not the selection of a particular place, but a principle which
will rule all the actions of the engineer ?-I laid down certain
governing principles in my reports; they will speak for themselves. I
am not aware that the Government by Minute of Council or in any
other way confirmed my own views, but they acted on them neverthe.
less. They adopted my recommendations.

18781. In order that we may pursue this enquiry, constitutionally,
I want to separate your action, which was the action of a portion of a
Department, from the action of the Government as a whole, which I
am not trying to enquire into : if your action was controlled by the
Governnent, I want to know it, if it was not, then we may enquire
into your reasons?-I wish to explain I have nothing to conceal; I
wish to answer your question if you have a case in your mind.

18782. I have no case in my mind, I am only endeavouring to get
the facts. i want to know what the facts were : whether or not
vou were directed, on the part of the Government, to pursue any parti-
cular policy or obtain any object in selecting the route ?-As far as I
remember I received no special instructions from any Government on
the subject.

-18783. Then, do you consider that the selection of a route,, when-
ever any selection was made, was made upon engineering principles ?
-Not invariably, but generally.

18784. Can you tell me the first instance in which you varied from
that ?-I can tell you one instance, it may not have been the first.,
where my views differed from the policy of the Government. It was in
the location of the second 100 miles west of Red River. I thought
it was a great mistake on the part of the Government to adopt the
>econd 100 miles. I thought it was not in the public interest, but
I was overruled.

18785. Do you mean the second 100 miles which was con tracted
for by McTavish & Bowie ?-Yes; I mention that as one instance that
occurs to me at the moment.

18786. That may help us to see where you differed ?-Tbat is one of
the most recent cases and it is fresh in my mind.

18787. Can you state in what respect you differed from the Govern-
ment on that subject ?-My views are given in a report which is
printed with other papers.

18788. But can you describe them shortly to me for the purpose of
clucidation ?-On engineering and on general grounds as well.

18789. Do y ou allude to the expense of crossing some of those rivers
at the west end of the section ?-I do; and the adoption unnecessarily of
extremely heavy grades.

18790. It was not making the road as nearly a first-class road as you
intended it should be as a whole ?-Looking to the future I considered
it a very great mistake; al[ the settlements in the west would bu
damaged to a certain degree by introducing heavy gradients and con-
sequently involving heavy cost of transportation for all time to come.
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18791. In that instance were you led to understand that the Gov-
ernment considered it better for the publie interest that the engineering
features should be so far overruled that the lino should go.there for
some other advantage, not an engineering advantage ?-Well, I under-
stood that seulement was advancing in that particular direction, and
settlers were very anxious to have the railway, and the Government
was naturallydesirous of meeting their views.

18792. Then you were informed that, irrthis particular case, they
adopted that route in deference to the governing policy of settlement?

-Yes.
18793. That was comparatively late in the history of the Canadian

Pacific Railway ?-Quite lately; within tifteen months, I suppose.

18794. Do you remernber a much earlier instance than that, where
your operatiens were ceontrolled by the Covernment policy ?-I do not
remember any just now.

ieurveys-
uRute-govern.

lait poiler.

l this case route
adiopted l n defer-
en°e tc> needs of
settlemient.

No earlner in-
stance l whel
lie was controlled
hy Government.

18795. I think you said that portions of the lino were ready for con-
struction much earlier than they were contracted for; or, at ail events,
sornewhat earlier ?-1 may have been mistaken as to thal. I said I
supposed there were some portions.

18976. I was referring to the period occupied by surveys ?-. have
nlot spoken very positively about it.

18797. Do you wish now to say anything on that subject ?--No; I
have nothing to say.

18798. I was asking only about that period, and I was not sure
whether you wished to say anything more about it : do you remember
What part of the lino was first ready ?-I am not very sure, after reflec-
tion, whether there was much, because we were even in advance of the
location of the line, in some portions, with the construction of the tele-
graph.

18799. Is it not a matter of fact that those portions which were first
Ut under contract were not quite ready, and in those cases damages
ad to be paid to the contractors, because they were not ready ?-In

somne sections.
18800. Were they in sections 13 and 14?-Yes.
18801. The first was section 5 ?-As I said more than once, I may

lot be strictly correct; my memory is not clear, and I could not say
Without looking up the documents.

18802. I was not sure whether I omitted something that required
ePlanation ?-If a list of questions had been prepared, I might have
refreshed my memory.

18803. I am only returning to it now because something might haverefreshed your memory ?-1 may have been mistaken in that state-Ment.

Some spetions
early put under
contract not
ready for the con.
tractors who were
pald damages ln
consequence.

18804. I am not sure whether I got a distinct answer from you as to if witness had
Your power to dismiss persons who did not prove satisfactory to you- the power or dis.
Wbether you had the power alone, or whethor it was necessary to used sparingiy,
Z ort it to the Department, and allow the Minister to interfere ?- 1nkue'e .wtel
. el, if I had the power, it was used very sparingly, knowing the appointed.

uences that appointed mon.
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Meute-govern-
log poney. 18805. Could you, from recollection, say what portion of the whole
nera ute line was first adopted as likely to bc the one actually put under coi-

Superor to struction ?-Well, I refer to my report to get information ; that is, it is
practlclly adopt given there. I may mention that the general route of the lino from
ed in 1s7. Lake Superior to the Rocky Mountains, was practically adopted in the

year 1872, that is, from the northern bend of Lake Superior to tbe
Yellow Head Pass. This side of the first-mentioned point and beyond
the second it has only been recently adopted.

in ls l catioun 18806. Dealing with that particular link in the chain for the presonto,
e. ®ei"""a -were there any governing points established as early as that in your
was made with mind ?-Just let me enquire. In the year 1874, it appears from my
ma'teonnection report of 18;7, page 9, that the location survey of the Pembina
with such rail- w~prinwsed frcn
way8 as should Branch was made, and, of course, that portion was ready for con-
come into exist- strution.
ance south of the
boundary uine. 18807. That was located with a view of connecting with the system

of railways south of the boundary lino, was it not ?-With a view of
ultimately connecting, but there %was no systei south of the boundary
lino at that time.

18808. There was no railway actually in existence south of the lino
with which it could connect ut that time ?-No ; not for some time
afterwards-not for some years afterwards.

First contract for 18809. In faet that led to your not carrying it all the way to the
Brana boundary lino, in your' first contract, as I understand ?-Yes; the firs
terminated north contract for the Pembina Branch torminated six miles north of the
lnutte b"ax . boundary line. Of course we did not know at what point it would con-

nect with the line that was expected to run south of the boundary lino.

18810. What was the principal object of that partieular portion of
the lino known as the Pembina Branch-the main object of that lino:
it was a branch in fact, it was not a part of the main lino ?-The main
object was to connect with the United States system of railways ulti-
mately.

Immediateobject 18811. And to assist in the present settlement of the country, I
et this brandli to
facilitate setti- suppose ?-Yes. We knew it would take many years to complote the
ment. lino and make it ready for trafflc between Lake Superior and Manitoba

through Canada, and this was to anticipate it.

18812. That Pembina Branch of wlhich we now speak was only
located at that time, I think, to a point south of Winnipeg on the east
side of the river ?-Yes; it was located to a point some miles north of
the boundary, six townships-one township south of Winnipeg, I
believe.

winnipeg a very 18813. Was serving Winnipeg one of the main objects of that branch ?
amat rpegardea -I do not think Winnipeg was regarded at all, because Winnipeg was
whenline located. a very small place-only a more village.

18814. But it was a distributing point?-Tt was the Hludson Bay
Co.'s fort.

18815. We are speaking now of the time you located the line, 1875 ?
-It was a very small place even then.

18816. You say you did not locate it north of Winnipeg even ut that
time, but you had devised it as far north as Selkirk, so it would appear
that Winnipeg was quite as far north as the terminus of this branch?
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-If you remember you will come to the same conclusion as I do on

flurveys-
eoute-gvewrn

log poiecy.

that. The Pembina Branch was divided into three sections, the Pembla
Barauchsouthern, the central and the northern. The first contracta were for divdedintothr#,

the southern and central sections, which sections brought it within sections, the
eight miles of Winnipeg. The northern section was from that point tO andnorrig
Selkirk. The service of

Winnlpeg as a
18817. I am speaking now of the portion of the lino or branch which distributing point

was pretty well settled in your mind as likely to bA built, and I think objetsini locat-
you have mentioned the South Pembina Branch : I am asking whether ing south branch.

'the service of Winnipeg, as a distributing point, was not one of the
main objects of the branch ?-I do not doubt it at ail.

18818. In locating any other portion of the line, was Winnipeg, or
the service of that locality, any object at ail in the settlement of the
lino to be adopted ?-The branch or the main lino ?

18819. Either of them, besides this particular branch ?-I considored
Winnipeg of importance, but not of sufficient importance to twist the
main lino out of its particular course to reach it. Winnipeg has grown
immensely since those days.

Winnipeg nlot
considered of
ufIeent Imper-

tane to turn
the main une ot
of its course.

18820. Then at that time the south part of the Pembina Branch was
pretty well settled upon ?-It was, in fact, fixed, except the immediate
termini near the boundary lino and near Winnipeg itself.

18821. Do you remember which was the next position of the line
that was adopted as the one that would probably be located and
worked ?-Ready for worx or adopted ?

18822. Ready to be put under contract for instance, or finally in 1875, location
settled upon ?-In the following year, according to the report which I suerIkk and Liv-
hold in my hand, the location surveys between Selkirk and Livingstone ig5tstle com-
were completod.

18823. That is in 1875 ?-Yes.
18824. Selkirk and Livingstone ?-Yes.
18825. Was that by the route north of Lake Manitoba ?-A route by Route )y the

the Narrows of Lake Manitoba. **rr°ws.

18826. Before that had there been a route adopted, or considered
likely to be adopted, to the south of Lake Manitoba ?-There was a
toute projected. I projected a route myself in 1872, south of Lake
Manitoba, but we found, as I considered, a better and shorter route by
the Narrows.

18827. The selection of this northern route in preference to the
southern route was an engineering question, was it not ?-It was, at
first, an engineering question, and the engineering aspect of the ques-
tion was thought of sufficient importance to justify its adoption by the
Government.

18828. I mean your selection of it was from engineering reasons,
and Dot from any Government policy ?-Not from any Government
Policy.

18829. What were your reasons for preferring that to the southern
lino ?-Because it was shorter and better.

18830. It was shorter ?-Yes.

Route by Nar-
rows selecwe mn
accordance with
engineerg r nul

considerations.
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18831. What would make it better ?-Tho gradients wore mach
better-much better grades could be secured. i do not remember on
the first 100 miles, but beyond the first 100 miles, the second 100 miles,
say-

18832. You mean beyond Livingstone ?-No, Livingstone is on the
table land between the Narrows of Lake Manitoba and the Sas-
katchewan.

18833. Do you mean that it would be a less exponsive lino to bauild,
mile for mile, or did it shorten the whole lino so much that it bocame
an object in view of pecuniary results ?-1 am not aware that estimates
wcro made at the time, but the difference in cost would not be great.
On what side the economy would be I am not at this moment prepared
to say; but thero would be no comparison, in an engineering point of
view, between the one and the other. By far the best lino would bc by
the Narrows of Lake Manitoba.

18834. You mean that better gradients could be obtained ?-Yes; no
comparison.

18835. Iad Selkirk been adopted as early as that for the crossing of
Ied River ?-I think so.

1883G. Because you spoke of adopting a lino westward from Living-
stone ?-Selkirk had been adopted on other grounds, which are fully set
forth in a late report.

18837. For the present we will leave the subject of the surveys and
proceed to the contracts : will you please say which was the first con-
tract which you took part in ?-Contract No. 1 is for the construction
of a lino of telcgraph from Winnipeg to Selkirk, thence along the
railway line to Livingstone 294 miles; the contractors were Sifton,
Glass & Co.

18838. The route adopted for that portion of the telegraph lino had
been just adopted as the probable lino for the railway, had it not ?-Yes

18839. It was intended to go over the railway lino for the purpose
of facilitating the construction of the railway?-It was intended to
build the lino along the route of the railway, and as near the precise
lino as could be ascertainod.

18840. Had you the responsibility of deciding as to the character of
this lino that was to bo built at that time ?-The telegraph ?

18841. Yes?-I had the responsibility of preparing the specificati9ns
and recommending what seemed to bo right and reasonable.

18842. What were the principles which led you to the conclusion
to which you came upon that subject: you will remember that as built
it was of rather a temporary character ?-The papers that were pub-
lished at the time will show botter than I can remember; but, as far as
my recollection serves me, it was done with the view of insuring
economy, and at the same time securing a telegraph. There was a
memorandum of information for parties proposing to tender prepared
by me, dated 18th of June, 1874, which memorandum set forth the
character of the country as far as we know it, and the leading principles
that were Io be expected in tendering for the work.

FLEMING 1322
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18843. I believe it was given out that the persons who were invited
to tender might make the tenders in any shape they liked, leaving it
to the Government to decide which they were to accept ?-Yes.

18844. They were not limited to any particular form ?-No; I enter-
tained the hope myself that perhaps the Montreal and Dominion Tele-
graph companies would make an effort to bauild it and save the Govern-
nient a great deal of trouble. They did not do so, however.

18845. It was not intended, as I gather from the particulars pre-
pared for the information of the public, that the line should be at all
permanent in its character ?-It was not intended, because I was quite
aware that if we insisted on putting up a permanent telegraph- a tele-
graph with cedar posts such as you sec in Ontario-it would cost a
great deal of money ; it would cost so much that we would not have a
telegraph at all, the tenders would not be accepted. It was, as described
bere in the memorandum, intended to be a pioncer line.

'Ielegraph-
TenderIng.

Coatract no. 1.
Tenderers were
told te make
their tenders In
any shape they
pleased.

LIne intended to
be a pioneer one,
110t, permanent.

18846. I suppose the difference is almost entirely in the poles of
which the telegraph was constructed ?-Almost entirely. Heore I shall
read one clause in this memorandum:

" On account of the difficulties in the way of transporting building material, it is
not expected that the telegraph will, in the first place, be so permanently constructed
as desired. The main object, however, is to provide a pioneer line throughout the
whole extent of the country to assist in the building of the railway and settlement of
the country. On the completion of the railway through any section the telegraph may
then be constructed under new arrangements."

New posts put up and the wire moved.
18811. Were you aware at that time of the kind of wood whicih was to

be found through most of that country ?-Perfectly aware.
18848. What was your opinion of the length of the life of the wood

in that country ?-I was aware of the absence of wood in large sections
of it.

18819. Then the wood which was likely to be used, was that specified f"t ° "a
in the memorandum for parties tendoring ?-No; the contractors were what proposai
nt liberty to make any proposition with regard to wood they liked. If ood.
they proposed to put up cedar poles just as we sec here, and the pro.
pcsal was a reasonable one,its acceptanco would, of course, be favourably
entertained.

18850. Is that what you expected would happen ?-I am not pre-
pared to say all that I expected. I expected that we would bave
various proposals-euch proposals as we did receive.

18851. I understand you to say that you did not expect that there
would be unything approaching a permanent line-that cedar posts
Would net be used-that it would be something more temporary : I
an a8king you whether you expected the wood growing in that
Part of the country would be used ?-I am not sure but I did. 1,
knew thero were groves of better timber here and there, because I had
seen them myself, and I expected these would be used te some extent,
bjt I am not prepared at this moment to say that 1 formed any
4ifferent expectations with regard to the timber; I left that to the
Parties tendering.

18852. Were you aware at that time of what was understood to be unie at oa
he life of poplar grown in that country ?-1 was aware that poplar was very short

Was very short-lived. I knew this : that the contractor, whoever he ed it would b
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Telegaph-
Tenderumg.

Contract If. . migh t be, would be bound under the contract to maintain the line for a
.eontaetorusp a term of five years, and it would be to bis interest to secure as good

Une whh would timber as lie could get-timber that would at least last five years.last at leastt fi ve
years. 188'3. Then securing that object was one of the principal reasons

for entering into contract at that time in that way ?--That was a sug-
gestion of my own. and concurred in by the Minister with the view of
having a line lasting five years.

Disappointed 18854. Are you aware whether this line bas answered reasonably wellwith line. the purpose for which it was intended ?-Some people have been dis-
appointed. I am myself disappointed; but it bas answered a good
purpose notwithstandingg. For instance, the present Government were
enabled to decide a very important matter -a matter that has engaged
the attention of the engineering staff for six or seven years-within
a few days after the parties reached Edmonton the year before last.

18855. You mean by telegraphing the report from Edmonton ?-
They sent a tolegraphic report from Edmonton to Ottawa. That was;
one instance,

Une not In oper-
ation soconLiniu-
ousIy a8 IL oighit
to bave been.

Present at o>penl-
ing of tenders.

18856. Speciat efforts were made to ensure that message coming
through-unusual efforts? -The only etfort that I am aware of was to>
make certain that there was a telegraph operator at Edmonton.

18857. Without speaking of that particular occasion, are you aware
whether the erection of this line served the purposes of the Govern-
ment ani of the public generally, as was expected ?-Not so satisfactory
as I expected.

18858. For what reason do you understand it bas failel ?-It has not
been in operation so continuously as it ought to have been, I think.

18859. And for what reason ?-I an speakiig of certain points -1
mean the points beyond Manitoba. This side of Manitoba it has
answered an excellent purpose. Without it the construction of the
railway-400 miles of railway from Selkirk to Fort William-could
hardly be carried on.

18860. As to the portion contracted for by this first contract, by
Sifton, Glass & Co., what is your impression about that: has that been
reasonably maintained and kept in running order ?-I have reported
on that over and over again, and I prefer referring to my reports.

18861. Have you no impression to express ?-I have none at present
without reading my reports.

18862. I believe this first contract wis offered to public competition
in the way you have doscribed, by asking people to tender in such
.shape as they thought proper : were you present at the opening of the
i enders which came in after that advertisement ?-I cannot say. If
you will allow me to seo the schediie of tenders I may be able to
tell you. (Schedule produced.) Yes; I think I was present. This is
a document giving a list of the tenders received for the erection of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Telegraph Line in my own bandwriting,
dated 7th of August, 1874, signed by Mr. Trudeau and myseif, and
Mr. Braun, as having opened the tenders.

18863. Do I understand that you prepared that statement yourself?
-It is in my handwriting.
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18864. Thon do you mean that you prepared it ?-I have no doubt at ""et*o. .

all that I entered on this sheet of paper the particulars with regard prt earored
areuars to each tender, as each tender was separately oponed. eas ender as t

18865. Do you mean that you entered your opinion of their contents ?
-There is no opinion expressed here, simply the names of the parties
tendering, their address, the section for whiclh they tender, the amount
per mile, and other similar particulars.

18866. Do you think those particulars that you have entered there
were the particulars which, in your judgment, the tenders justified ?-
I have no doubt of it at ali.

18867. Will you say what you have marked there concerning the
tender of Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-For what section ?

18868. Any tender of Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-Sifton & Glass's tender is
here, it is lettered " A 1."

18869. And what is yourjudgment concerning it as to the particulars?
-I have written on this shoot of paper that section 1 is to be com- Parulars of
pleted on the 22nd of November, 1874; section 5 is to be completed
by the 22nd of July, 1875; that under the heading of " the whole "-
that is'the whole line -there is written $1,290,000, I suppose including
maintenance, to be completed by the 22nd of July, 1876. The average
cost, $629 through forest, and $259 through prairie ; that is what is
written here.

18870. Looking at that writing, what would you say now was your Sifton, Glass
judgment at that time as to the nature of their tender ?-I would say Co.'s tender for
that this was a tender for the whole lino, and that they undertook to the whole Une,
complote certain portions of it by different dates: section 1, by Nov- tocyndperetak ne
,ember, 1874; section 5, by July, 1875; and the whole line by July, ta',, oso t
1876.

1e871. That saine document contains other columns, does it not?-
This document is ruled off into different columns, in which particulars
With regard to the respective sections are entered.

18872. That paper purports to give your judgment, among
Others, of the nature of the tenders for separate sections where
such tenders wore made ?-No; hardly. This paper is intended to
show the particulars of the tenders.

18873. Does it not purport to show the particulars of tenders that
Were made for a section only of the line: do you mean that the paper
is confined to tenders for the whole lino ?-It is intended to show par-
ticulars with regard to all tenders as they were opened.

18874. But if any tender contained any offer for one section as well Schedule pre-
as for the whole, does not that paper purport to give the particulars w¶Cndi bPur-
of it ?-Certainly. For example, tender "V," the Electrie Manufactur- ports to contain

offers made for
ing Co., of Toronto. They proposed to complote sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 parcular sec-
and 6, and the whole, for seven different amounts. frtheaswel a

18875. Thon it does purport to contain offers made for particular
sections as well as for the whole lino ?-Clearly.

18876. Doos it purport to contain any offer by Sifton & Glass for
SOtion 1 ?-All that is written in the column of section 1 are
these words: "Completed 22nd November, 1874."

132-5
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frenderIug.
Contraet No. 1.
Sifton, Glas &
Co. made no offer
for section 1.

As to whether lie
thought it InLublic Interest to

ulid Une by one
or by separate
contracta prefers
to read his report.

Contracts Nos.
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lieport, August
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Tenders by
sections.

Tenders for the
whole Une.

18877. Do you gather from that that it purports to contain any
offer from Sifton, Glass & Co. to build section 1 alone ?-It does not
appear from this that there was a distinct offer to complete that section.
There is no price given for that section in this column.

18878. After gotting in the different temders and considerino- the
anounts and other particulars, did you form any judgment as to>
whether it would be best for the public interest to build the whole
telegraph Une under one contract. or by separate contracts for separate
sections ?-I reported on the tenders, which report I have in my hand.

18879.-Does it touch the point about which I an enquiring ?-
think so.

18880. Can you say what your judgment was on that point ?-The
report is dated A':gust 12th, 1874. J will real the report:

" CAiADIAN PAciFi RAILWAY,
"'ION. A. MACKBE;Zis, OFFICE OF THs ENGNEER-IN-CHIE. J

"Minister of Public Works.
"Sla,-With regard to the tenders for the construction of the Pac!fic Railway Tele-

graph, the following are the lowest:-

TENDERS BY SECTIONS.

1 Main- 1
EConstruc- tenance Time for

tion. per Completion.
annum.

$ s
Section No. 1, 1. 1.. R. Fuller, Winnipeg ..... 38,750 6,000 This year.
Section No. 2, 1. 1.. IL. Fuller, Winnipeg . .. 90,000 12,000 This year.

1-- -

Section No. 3, J... R. Fuller, Winnipeg 156,000 19,000 November, 1875.
Section No. 4, E... Wm. R. Macdonald,

British Columbia....... 133,225 * 9 months.
Section No. 5, O... Waddle & Smith, King-

ston ................. 189,120 t5,040 500 miles per year.
Section No. 6, G. . Sutton & Thirth<ell, 

Lindsay ........... 249,780 ............... 2 years.

Total for the whole
by Sections .. ...... $728,125 $24,040

Included, except salary of operator. † And profits included in construction.

TENDERS FOR THE WHOL1| LINE.

TENDERS. Construc- Mainten- Time for
tion. ance. Completion,

Tender 0.............. Waddle & Smith, Kings-
ton................... 890,577 *27,758 500 miles a year.

Tender I........'ice iGrier &C.
Toronto............. 1,170,140 *70,000 September, '.876.

Tender A. 1. ........ Sifton, Glass & Co., Ot-
tawa .......... .1 1,2£0,000 † July, 1878.

Tender L. ......... Joseph W h i t e h e a d, 17.
Cliaton............... ..... 1,619,100 † 13 months.

And prctits. t Included in construction.
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"In order to make a more accurate comparison of these tenders the cost of main-
tenance for five years should be added to the cost of construction in those cases
where maintenance is not included in the sum for construction.

"Exclusive of interest, the tenders will, therefore, stand as follows:-
The whole line by sections...................................................... ...... $848,325

TENDERS FOR THE WHOLE LINE.

Tender O.-Waddle à Smith, Kingston,........ . ........ . ........ $1,029,357
" A.-Sifton, Glass & Co., Ottawa, .................................... 1,290,000
" I.-Mackenzie, Grier & Co., Toronto, ......... .......... 520,140
" L.-Joseph Whitehead, Clinton, ............... .... .. ............ 1,619,100

"l It l clear from the above that if the work can be completed for the lowest ten-
ders, it would be best to let the contracta by sections.

" As there is not the same urgency respecting section 6, this may stand over for
consideration.

"I would recommend. however, that immediate steps be taken to enter into con-
tracta for the construction and maintenance of the telegraph line on sections 3, 4 and
5. That section 3 be placed in the hands of R. Fuller, Winnipeg, and section 5 in the
hands of Waddle & Smith, of Kingston, provided these gentlemen can satisfy the
Government of their ability to complete the work with the necessary despatch, and
maintain it for the specified time.

" With regard to section 4-from the telegraph system in British Columbia to
Edinonton--it is most important that this portion of the work should be placed in
the bands of a contractor whose ability to carry it out cannot be called in question.
The lowest tender is that of Wm. R. Macdonald, of Yale; the price be asks for the
vork is, in my judgment, so low, and the time within which he would undertake to
complete it so short, that I have grave doubts as to the tender being bona fide. The
neit lowest is the tender of Waddle & Smth, of Kingston, but as these gentlemen
are the lowest for section 5, which, if awarded to them, would require all their ener-
gies to complete it, and as section 5 extends from Fort Garry to Lake Superior, while
section 4 is for a great extent beyond the Rocky Mountains, I do not think it would
be advisable to place both sections in the handa of the gentlemen last referred to.
The next lowest tender is that of F. J. Barnard, of Victoria. This gentleman is welt
and favourably known in British Columbia, and is believed to possess sufficient
energy and resources to carry out anything he may undertake. I have no hesitation,
therefore, in recommending that section 4 be placed in his bands. I observe, how-
ever, that he gives no price for maintaining the line after its erection. I would,
therefore, recommend that before his tender be accepted he be required to state some
reasonable rate for maintenance.

"The three tenders which I have recommended are as follows:-
Construction.

Section No. 3, Fort Garry to Edmonton, R. Faller, Winnipeg...... $1t6,000
Section No. 4, Edmonton to Lac La Hache, F. J. Barnard, Vic-

toria ......... ........ ......... ......... ................................ ...... ..... 272,250
Section No. 5, Fort Garry to Nipigon, Waddle & Smith, Kingston 189,120

(Signed)
$6 t7,370

"SANDFORD FLEMING,
" Engineer in Chief.
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The whole l1ne by
sections, $848,3s;by lump ( es
tender> et,029,!37.

Reconnenîs
placing section 3
in hands of Fuller
and section 5 ln
iniose of Waddle
& ksmith.
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Fiiiler to cou-I
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Edmonton; J.
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Nipigon.

t Recommendation is approved, and Mr. Fleming will communicate with the
Parties accordingly." (Signed) A. M.

18881. Before making this report, did you form a judgment as to
Whieh would be the most economical way of building the line, by sec-
tions or by contract for the whole : of course the report, as L under-
Stand it, says that if something does happen which you do not know
Will happen, a certain result will follow; but I am asking

sides putting it in that shape, whether you formed a judgment as to
hprobable result-whether you came to any opinion as to which

WOuld be the more economi'a1 way ?-I am afraid I can hardly give
you anything but what the report says. I may have formed a judg-
hIent as to different things under different conditions there Ihat I do
lot remember anything about now.

18882. For instance, you say in this report: "; It is clear from the
ove that if the works can be cornple'ed for the ]o.vest tenders it
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would be best to ]et the contracts by sections," but later on, in the same
report, you say : " The lowest tender for one of the sections is W. R.
Macdonald, and the price, in my judgment, for the work is so low, and
the time in which he would undertake to complote it so short, that I
have grave doubts as to the tender boing bonafide." Now this tender of
his is one of the set apparently upon which you came to the conclusion
that the " section" system is better than by letting on the " whole"
system, and materially alters the result if the next tender were consi-
dered the lowest?-It makes a difference of $139,025.

18883. That is taking the next one after Macdonald's as the one
probably to be accepted ?-No ; taking the one actually accepted,
Barnard's, which is still higher.

18884. Does that include maintenance, as you have put it down in
this calculation ?-No, just as it stands; including maintenance it would
come to more than the next lowest tender-it would come to
$1,115,225.

18885. That would turn the scale then in favour of building on the
" whole " system, provided the tenders were worthy of consideratdon ?
-Putting it in that way it would make the cost of the line by sections
more than the lowest tender for the whole lino.

18886. Was that particular feature of the matter considered by you
at tho ti me you apparently recommended the section systom as the best ?
-I do not think so, because I would certainly have alluded to it had it
been, because I did not know thon what the cost of maintenance would
bu. I said in the last clause in the last sentence:

" I observe, however, that he [that is Mr. Barnard] gives no price for main-
taining the line after its erection ; I would, therefore, recommend that before his
tender be accepted lie be required to state some reasonable rate for maintenance."

A rate was fixed upon-846.50 per mile per annum, as I understand
it-which rate, if added to the other sums, make the whole cost of the
work by sections what I have just named, $ 1,115,225, while the lowest
tender for the whole lino is Waddle & Smith's, Kingston, $ 1,029,357 ;
the second lowest, Sifton, Glass & Co., $1,290,000 ; the third, Mackenzie,
Grier & Co., 81,520,140; the fourth, Joseph Whitehead, $1,116,000.

18887. As to this section only of the tolegraph which was the subject
of the first contract, Mr. Fuller was the lowest tenderer apparently,
and it appears that after he had put in his tender he had a conversation
with you in which he intimated that ho wanted a considerable sum
more than lis offer, because a portion of the lino had to go through a
wooded country which ho did not expect, and you make a report upon
the subject saying that his new offer would amount to $50,000 or
860,000 more: do you remember anything about the circum-
stance ?-Nothing whatever unless my report brings it up. 1 see that
Waddle & Smith, in their contract, were to maintain the line for so
much, receiving also the profits, while Barnard undertook to maintain
the line without profits.

18888. Do I understand you to suggest that the offer by the contrac-
tor to receive the profits would be regarded by the Government as a
considerable advantage to him ?-I do not say what advantage it was-
I am here to give the whole truth and nothing but the truth, and I
would not be giving the whole truth unless I drew your attention te
the whole of the points as they went along.
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18889. I do not mean at all that what you say is not exactly right ? Contraci %u. 1.

-These figures are for the purpose of comparison, and the comparison
is not just unless this point that I speak of is alluded to.

18890. Do you mean to suggest, or is it your opinion, that the offer Receiving the
by the contractor to receive the profits of the telegraph lino is an Profisderabe
additional advantage to him ?-I should think so; whether it would be advantage to
large or small it would be some advantage. contractor.

18891. Is that a mere opinion now do you think, or is it one that
you have entertained for some time upon the subject of the telegraph,
that the profits would be an advantage to the contractor ?-From the
first. It stands to reason if it be only a penny a year it is a benefit of
a penny.

18892. In this particular case of which we are speaking, Sifton, Glass
& Co. a long time after their tender, had a conversation with you, and,
as I understand it, arranged that they were to get the profits of the lino
in addition to what they originally tendered : do you remember any
such conversation ?-No; I have no very distinct recollection of it.
Exhibit 18 is a letter from me to the Secretarv of Public Works with
reference to the Sifton, Glass & Co.'s contract.

18893. That is the first telegraph contract ?-Yes; the letter will
speak for itself.

18894. You will notice that in this letter of Sifton, Glass & Co. to
you on the 14th of October, 1874, they add to the end of it that "the
contractors are to maintain work, and receive profits of the lino:" did
you thon understand, and do you now understand, that this is a new
proposition of theirs ; an additional one to the one of their tender ?-
lere is the letter. I must read it before answering your question.

18895. Now this is the question: there are two documents bore No reference to
which have passed through your hands, and upon which you have profitein aiton,
given some judgment to the Department; the first is their tender in original tender;
answer to the advertisement, their tender being, in your first judgment, afåt*" r"tNof
One for the whole line, and the other of the 16th of October, being a recetve profits, a
nlew construction of the tender, in which they have added these words: new proposition.

" the contractors are to maintain, work and receive profits of the lino: "
look at these two documents, both of which have already passed
through your hands, and say whether this is not a new feature in the
contract ?-It is possibly as you say. I see nothing in the original
tender for receiving the profits of the lino. I see no reference to the
profits.

18896. Then do you think that the insertion of 'that feature in the
letter to you of the 14th of October is a now claim ?-It looks a littie
like it certainly. I see nothing in the original tender about mainten-ance, working, or profits.

18897. Do you remember whether, before the contract was entered
into, any discussion took place-I niean as to whether they were
enltitled to the profits in addition to other terms ?-No; I do not
rernember any discussion. I remembered very little about it until

lai8 letter was put in my hands.
24*
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OTTAWA, Wednesday, 13th April, 1881.

SANDFoRD FLEMING'S examination continued

By the Chairman:-
18898. In your last evidence, referring to the tender of Joseph.

Whitehead for the whole of the telegraph line, the reporter states
that you mentioned 81,116,000 : is that correct ?-No; that is not
correct-at all events, the figures are not correct. The figures should
have been $1,619,000.

Contract No. 1. 18899. As to this first contract, there are two principal matters
Cannotexplain(i) which seem to us to require elucidation. The first one is, how it washow Sîfton, (iiass
&°Co. should have brought about that Sifton, Glass & Co. should be treated as tenderers
benerers oras for a particular portion of the whole line; and the other is, being
part cularportion treated as tenderers, how it came to pass that they were permitted to
of (lie Une.
and (2 how they have the advantage of the profits of the line which was not mentioned
were permitted in their tender ?-I am not sure that I can explain any further than I
tage of profits. attempted to do the other day.
Took no part in
the negoti ations

rwith Sfton, Glass
& Co.

Remembers In
October, 1874
writing a let.er to
firm at that time,
Glass and Flem-
lng, in Ottawa.

18903. Do you remember whether you took any part in the
negotiations with any of that firm ?-I do not think I took any
part. My duty has not been to make contracts, but to see them
carried out.

18901. But have you not discussed the terms or alterations of terms
with some of the tenderers for part of the line ?-Very little
indeed. Proposals have been referred to me, and I have reported on
the proposals as a rule. That is about all that has been donc by me.

18902. But you have in some instances, particularly ut the beginning
of those contracts connected with the railway, had interviews with.
parties tendering, and discussed terms or alterations of terms ?-Yes ;
in some instances I have endeavoured to get fron them the meaning ot'
their tender when it seemed to be ambiguous.

18903. I think, in addition to that, there is an instance in which you
discussed a very decided alteration, to which I will call your attention
just now; but, in the meantime, speaking of Sifton, Glass & Co., had you
any interview with them ?- There may be isolated cases.

18904. I am speaking of this case ?-I remember Mr. Glass being in
my office some years ago frequently.

18905. At the time that this new construction was put upon their
tender, I mean in October, 1874, you write a letter to the firm and get
an answer upon the same day, leading one to suppose that some mem-
ber of the firm was then in Ottawa; do yoi remember if th'at was Mr.
Glass ?-I believe that Mr. Glass and Michael Fleming were then in
Ottawa; I think so, but 1 arn not sure.

18906. Could you say now the substance of any conversation between
you and them before the contract was finally decided upon ?-Oh; it is
utterly impossible. i have no doubt Mr. Glass, who was well able to do
it, pressed his own views very strongly, and I combatted them as well
as I could, as far as they were inconsistent with what I thought was
the meaning of the tender.

18907. Concerning this new construction by Sifton, Glass & Co. of
their tender, by which they claimed a rate for maintenance as well as
the profits for working the line, we have noticed that your report upon
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their answer is dated the 13th, although your letter asking them for an
answer, and their answer are both dated on the 14th : we assume that is
only a mistake, and your report was not really made until the 14th ?-
Yes; it is a mistake that will sometimes arise in dates.

18908. As a matter of fact, it was made on the 14th ?-Oh, yes; my
letter of the 14th was doubtless written the 13th, and should have been
dated the 13th. Their reply, dated the 14th, was doubtless written on
the 13th, and szhould have been dated the 13th, because my letter was
written and is 4ated on the 13th-all on the one day.

18909. Proen4ding noY4 to the second contract, for a portion of the
telegraph line (it was with Richard Fuller), are you able to say
whether that length of line between Livingstone and Edmonton
was tendered for separately by any one ?-I must refer to some
documents in order to be able to answer the question. Section No.
2 appears frorm these documents to cover No. 1, and the next distance
-the distanc from Fort Perry to the bend of the North Saskatchewan.

18910. My question is : whether the distance between Livingstone
and Edmonton was tendered for separately by any one ?-I do not
know. I do not know just now.

Telegraph-
Trenderingf.

Contract No. 1
Witness's letter
to eontractor and
their reply writ-
teîi on the 13th.

contract No. 2.

Distauce betweea
Livingstone and
Edmonton was
not tendered for
separately.

18911. Would you please refer to your report on the subject at the
time they were opened or thereabouts ?-It does not appear from these
reports that there was a separate tender for that portion, as Jar as I
can see. The tender for section No. 1 covered the ground from Fort
Garry to Livingstone; section No. 2 covered the ground from Fort
Garry to the bend of the North Saskatchewan ; section No. 3 covered
the ground from Fort Garry to a point on the longtitude of Edmonton,
so that there were no separate tenders for the section between Living-
stone and Edmonton. It will be understood that Livingstone is in the
neighbourhood of Fort Pelly.

18912. Can you explain how it came to pass that Mr. Fuller got a
contract for a portion of the line for which no tenders were invited ?-
That is explained in a report of mine which I hold in my hand, dated
Septenber 16th.

18913. Will you give, shortly, the points of the report ?-Mr. Fuller isti, september,
stated on the 14th September that this tender for the portion of the Falryoforon
line between Fort Garry and Livingstone was based on carrying the baianceofsection

line south of the Riding Mountain through a prairie country; that if aferr teuctlof
it was taken in the direction now required, by the Narrows of Lake amountofsection
Manitoba, through a wooded country, he would require to be paid $20 1Ãe;·a172 wor
per acre for all the clearing, and this would have the effect of adding betwee Living11stone and Ed.
from $50,000 to $60,000 to the sum mentioned in his tender. Mr. monton.
Fuller having been informed that the increased price could not be
allowed for that ortion of the work, a letter was received from Mr.
Fiuller dated 16th September, in which he stated he would have no
objections to carry out the work on the balance of section 3 for the sum
left after deducting the amount of section 1 from the whole amount.
Mr. Fuller's tender for the whole of section No. 3 is $156,000. fis
tender for section 1, a portion of No. 3, is $38,750, leaving $117,250 for
the telegraph work between Livingstone and Edmonton.

18914. Do you understand the effect of his proposition to be this : that
hIe declined to adhere to the whole of the terms of his tender, but that

24¾*
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withdrawing from a portion of it ho would rather adhere to the offer
for the balance of the ground covered by it ?-Yes.

18915. That. as I understand from our being askod to report upon
it, did not disqualify him according to the rules of the Department
from having a contract for a portion of it ?-Well, I (o riot know that
I was called upon to consider that.

18916. Are you not familiar enough with the ordinary practice of
the Department to say whether a withdrawal would generally be
considered disqualifying ?-Well, I was very anxious to sec the tele-
graph built in the best and cheapest way. It was a matter of no
moment to me who got the contract.

18917. Are you aware whether that transaction was according to the
ordinary practice of the Department or not-that a person might vary
bis terms by withdrawing from a portion of the line which ho con-
tracted for ?-It is not the usual practice I know, but it is sometimes
done.

18918. In this case vas it done because it was considored to be more
advantageous to the public interest?-I imagine that was the reason.

18919. Was it upon pecuniary grounds-I mean as to the cost of the
whole section for which ho had tendered?-I fancy that must have
been the roason.

18920. Is that the suggestion made by your report on the subject
-that by allowing him to withdraw from a portion of No. 3 the whole
of No. 3 could be built by two separate contractors for less money than
ho alone could build it ?-I suppose so ; but I do not know ut this late
hour the reasons why it was done.

18921. I am asking now whether those wero the reasons you set
forth, and whether that is substantially your report, as you understand
your report now looking at it ?-I will road the report and it will
speak for itself. The last paragraph of my report sets forth as fol-
lows:-" 1 find that H. P. Dwight, the second lowest tender for section
No. 1, tenders to do it for 856,250." This sum added to the $117,250,
Mr. Fuller's revised tender, makes $173,500 for the whole of section
No. 3. I find,farther, that the second lowest tender for section No. 3 is
Mackenzie, Grier & Co., $202,900; so that the giving of the work on
section No. 1 to Mr. Dwight, and the balance of section No. 3 to Mr.
Fuller, would stili keep the cost 829,400 under the second lowest ten-
der: that is to say, Mr. Fuller withdrew from the proposition to build
the whole of section No. 3 for the reasons given in these letters referred
to, 80 that what [ cali now the second lowest tender, that of Mackenzie,
Grier & Co., would become the lowest tender, and it would appear
from what I have reported here, by withdrawing the work and giving
a portion to Mr. Fuller on the terms stated, and the balance to Mr.
Dwight, we would have the whole of section No. 3 carried out for

Object of allow- $29,400 less than Mackenzie, Grier & Co.'s tender.
"Dg Fuler to
buidaprton of 18922. *Do yon understand now that your report on that section and
work might be that transaction about allowing Mr. Fuller to, build either the whole

®°heaper of section 3, or only a portion of it, was to this end : that section 3
Gr eken hoe might ho built at the least possible cost to the country ?-That was
price was se,900. the object, I believe.
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18923. Have you considered whether that was attained by the trans-
actions that actually took place ?-L have no reason to think it was not
attained.

18924. What do you make out that the country paid Sifton, Glass &
Co. upon section No. 1 by the actual terms of their contract ?-Sifton,
Glass & Co.'s tender for section No. 1, and I thirk the contract sum, is
$107,850 ; Mi. Fuller's price for the balance of section 3 is $ 117,250,
making altogether 8225,100.

18925. Does that include maintenance which was part of the work
tendered for?-Well, that seems to be an open question. There was
no remark in the abstract of tenders.

Tele vnh-

But as a fact the
eontract sun ln
Sifton, Glas@ &
Co.'s case was
$107,, makng a
total of 822,100.

1892d. I am at present endeavouring to ascertain whether the
Government concluded this transaction concerning section 3 by dividing
it between two persons so as to get the whole work done at a less rate
than they could have got it done by the revised offer of Mr. Fuller ?-
If we tako the tender of Dwight & Co. for section No. 1, 856,250, and
add that to Mr. Fulleî's price for balance of section 3, $117,000, it comes
to a very much smaller sum.

1 927. But you do not understand the drift of my question: Mr.
Dwight, as I understand it, dropped out of' the arrangement ?-Yes.

18928. I understand that all those reports and considerations by
yourself and Department were with a view to see how much the whole
of section 8 was to cost the country: they declined to give Mr. Fuller
the whole of the work because he wanted $60,000 more for clearing ?-
Yes.

18929. I want to find out now whether they actually did complete Fuller'stenderfor
the transaction so as to cost less than that revised offer : so we have to whOle ofsectionS,
consider, not what Mr. Dwight or some other person who did not fulfil $60,oa r clear-
the contract proposed, but what was done by the Department with lng woul a make
those persons who did make a contract ?-Mr. Fuller's tender for the
whole of section 3 was 8156,000, and if you adil to that even the largest
sum I have naned, $60,000 for the clearing on section 1, you have
$216,000 as the estimated cost of the whole of section 3.

18930. That was his revised proposition as you understand ?-Yes.
18931. Did the Department do better than that ?-They did not Whereas the

appear to do quite so well, because it has actually cost $225,000, $9,000 cost S,000, ormore than Mr. Fuller's tender. $9,00 more than
Fuller's tender.

18932. At the time the contract was closed with Sifton, Glass & Co. Witness thought
on the 17th of Ootober, that is the date of the contract, and that is the Fuler's tendera
samie date mentioned in your report of 1877, I understand that the owtdea1 too
matter was still open for the Government to have availed themselves
Of Mr. Fuller's tender, because that was not completed until the'30th of'
October: how do you understand that ?-I do not know at this date.
Ait I can say is. I thought Mr. Fuller's tender was a great deal too low,
and he was not sorry to get out of it. You will observe in looking
over the tenders that lie is very much under near'ly all the others. Iis
tender for section 1 is $38,750, and Mr. Dwight's is 856,250, which
telder was withdrawn. They found they were too low. Thon the
'lext tender is $ 106,250.

18933. You are making the comparisons now with Mr. Fuller's
tlelder ?-Yes.
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18934. Doos that touch this question ?-Add the cost of clearing and
it still makes a lower tender.

18935. You have done that and called it 4,000 ?-No.
18936. What do you call it?-I should say it is $50,000 or $60,000-

898,000.
18937. Is that for section 3 ?-No; section 1.
18938. You understand I am asking now about the opportunity the

Government had of getting the whole of section 3 done either by one
person or a set of persons, and I am trying to lind out if they availed
themselves of the best opportunity ?-It would appear from the way
you put it that the Government did not ; that they entered into an
agreement which was not so favourable as the offer made by Mr. Fuller.

18939. You sayfrom the way I put it: is it the way you now con-
sider it ?-The way it is now considered.

19940. Is it the way you consider it now ?-[ never considered it
that way before.

18941. As to the eligibility of these two contractors, I suppose the
Department had not much information at that time : are you aware
whether they had or not ?-They were all strangers to myself.

18942. I assume there was no objection to Mr. Fuller, because he got
one contract for part of the line. so le could not be objected to on the
ground that he was not a good contractor ?-Well, we thought in some
cases that one section was quite enough for some contractors. That is
a reason why Waddle & Smith did not get another section.

18943. Do you mention that now as one of the probable reasons why
Mr. Fuller did not get the whole of section 3 ?-Possibly.

18944. Do you mention it positively ?-No; but I say it is quite likely.
18945. And why do you think it is likely he was not considered an

eligible contractor for the whole ?-Because, as I said before, I think
bis tender was exceedingly low, and I do not think it is always right,
in the public interest, to let to the lowest tender.

18946. Do you give that now as a reason for considering at this
moment that he was probably not an eligible contractor because his
tender was so low ?-I am not giving any reasons; I am trying to
remember and to give the reasons which satisfied my mind six years ago.

18947. Do you say that was one of the reasons which entered your
mind ?-I do not speak positively; in fact I do not speak positively of
anything that is not before me in black and white.

18948. Do you think the amount of Mr. Fuller's tender for the whole
of section 3 was probably a reason why he was not considered at that
time an eligible contractor for the whole ?-I just repeat what I said
before.

18949. What is that ?-That it probably entered into consideration.
18950. And do you think that having entered into consideration,

that was the result of the consideration ?-The result is exactly as
shown by these contracts. Two contracts were entered into, one with
Sifton, Glass & Co. and the other with Richard Fuller, and it appears
from the figures that have now been worked out, as far as I know now
for the first time by me, that had Mr. Fuller's tender for the whole line
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been accepted and carried out for the tender, the cost would have beon FuBe tender
a little less. for the whole of

section 3 would
18951. Do I understand -you to suggest as one of the reasons why have been less

the Government may not have availed themselves of the lowest price, than It cost.

that perhaps the tender was not considered eligible because the price
was low: is that right ?-Yes.

189>2. You are speaking now of his revised offer being too low,
because he revised his offer by adding $60,000 to it ; does your remark
.apply to his revised offer ?-I suppose so.

18953. Did you not recommend persons who tendered still lower-
Dwight, or somebody else-as eligible ?-No; I do not think I did.

18954. I gather from your report that you suggested to the Govern-
ment they could get the work donc for less than Mr. Fuller's offer,
by letting part of the contract to him and the other portion to some-
body else ?-I stated what appeared to me clear, that if the work was
let to Mr. Dwight for the amount of his tender, the two sums together
would come to less than the next lowest tender.

18955. Do you not then suggest that the Government can get the
work done for less than Mr. Fuller's revisel tender?-1 used these
words: " I find H. P. Dwight's the next lowest tender for the section.
He tenders to do it for $56,250." This sum, added to the $117,250,
makes $113,500 for the whole of section No. 3.

The remark that
FuIler'@ price waas
too low applet
his revise offer
by which he
added $60,000 to It.

18956. Do you not suggest that the Government may safely, there-
fore, give the contract for the whole of section 3 to the persons who
will undertake to do it for $173,500 ?-I do not suggest anything in this.
I state a fact. It is a mere matter of addition.

18957. But do you not mean by offering that report to the Depart- When witness ln
-ment to suggest that they will probably get the work done for that mhrinerr'nt
amnount if these tenderers come forward and contract ?-Well, it may couldbe dore
be taken as a suggestion. It might suggest itself to the Minister's cheaper than
maind, but I do not' suggest anything. I simply state a fact-a mere tender, he thinki
Maatter of addition. he made no

18958. Do you know whether, at that time, you bad the impression
that no men would be eligible who would offer to do it for $173,500 ?-
I do not remember.

18959. You do not remember ?-I do not remember all my impres-
lions.

18960. Of course you do not remember that Mr. Fuller's offer to do it for
-*16,000 was so low that it would make him not eligible. I suppose you
have no recollection about that ?-I have no recollection about that.

18961. Can you say generally which of these contractors-I mean Neither Fuller
'Pller fdr the western portion of section 3, or Sifton, Glass & Co. for Co. have been
the eastern portion of section 3, which corresponds really with section satisfactory
1 -have turned out to be the most satisfactory contractors as to contractors.
Mlaintenance ?-I do not think either one or the other has been very
'satisfactory.

18962. Assuming that they were both unsatisfactory, which was
ost unsatisfactory ?-I cannot-indeed, I cannot speak positively on

the matter without reference to my reports. It is impossible to carry
'4l theso impressions in one's mind.
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contract Ne. 3. 18963. Proceeding now to contract No. 3, that appears by your
Edmonton to
telograph system report of 1877 to be from Edmonton westward to the existing system
British Columbia. of British Columbia, a length of about 550 miles; it was made with
Contract fot Mr. F. J. Barnard : can you say whether that contract was carried
carried out. out ?-That contract was not carried out; I can say that.

18964. Can you say generally the reason ?-Well, the reasons are
given at great length in a great number of reports and voluminous
evidence, which possibly may be before the Commission.

18965. In reality it has not been. We have not cared to examine
into the details, for the reason that we understand it is in the Depart-
ment of the Minister of Justice for settlement, but I thought you could
tell us, shortly,the cause of its not being completed ?-I might possibly
by referring to some late reports.

18966. Was he stopped by the Government, or did he refuse to pro-
ceed ?-Well, it is a very long story. If I could flnd my last report on
the subject, the whole history is condensed into the fewest possible
words there, and it might save the time of the Commission to lay it
before them.

18967. For the present we are not going into details ?-I should very
much prefer taking that course, because my memory is not very clear
about figures and other things. The history of it seems to be given in
the first three pages of this report. The report itself is very long.
The historical part is not very long, and I do not know that it can be
condensed, because it is somewhat complicated. The reference to the
dispute between Mr. Barnard and the Department need not be referred
to. I will be very happy to read the historical part.

18968. Read whatever you think necessary just to let us see the
reason for the stoppage of the work as you understand it ?-These are
quotations from a report of mine dated 19th February, 1879. In 1874
tenders were invited and received. On the 12th of August I reported
on the tenders, and, with regard to the contract subsequently awarded
to Mr. Barnard, I quote from my report as follows :-

Reports in favour " With regard to section 4, from the telegraph system in British Columbia to Ed-
of givingeontract monton, it is most important that a portion of the work sball be placed in the bande
to ardart. of a contractor whose ability to carry it out cannot be called in question. The

lowest tender is that by Mr. William R. Macdonald, of Yale. The price he asks for
the work is, in my judgment, so low, and the time within which he would undertake
to complete it so short, that I have grave doubts as to the tender being bona fide.
The next lowest is the tender of Waddle & Smith, of Kingston, but as these gentle-
men are the lowest for section 5, which, if awarded to them, would require al their
energies to complete; and as section 5 extends from Fort Garry to Lake Superior,
while section 4 is for a great extent beyond the Rocky Mountains, I do not think it
would be advisable to place both sections in the bande of the gentlemen last r4erred
to. The next lowest tender is that of F. J. Barnard, of Victoria. This gentleman
is well and favourably known in British Columbia, and is believed to
possess sufficient energy and resources to carry out arything lie may under-
take. I have no hesitation, therefore, in recommending that section 4 be
placed in his bande. I observe, however, that he gives no price for maintaining the
lne after itserection. I would therefore recommend that before hie tender be accepted
he be required to state some reasonable rate fo: maintenance,'" * *

Relative p001. "The relative position of the tenders above referred to was as follows:-Wm. R.
tionsoftenderers. Macdonald, $133,225, maintenance for five years included, except salary of operators;

to be completed in nine months. Next, Waddle & Smith, of Kingston, $224,500i
maintenance, $24 per mile per annum without profits, $12 per mile per annum with
profite; to be completed in eighteen months. The thirdlowest tender le F. J.Barnard,
$272,250; to be completed in two years.

Assumes the " It will thus be seen that I assumed the grave responsibility of recommending the
responsibtlity of acceptance of a tender more than double the lowest, in order that the work ma be
recommending a placed in the hands of a man who is believed to be possessed of ample resources, e ill,
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local experience and energy. Mr. Barnard was believed to be such a man, and it wams Contract No. 3.
thought that by placing the work in his bands the telegraph would have been salis. tender more than
factorily completed beyond a question by the time stipulated in the contract. The double the lowest.
contract was awarded to Mr. Barnard in September, 1874, and it was executed on the
10th of November following. He undertook to complete the telegraph from end ta Barnard under-
end by the 2nd October, 1876. It was understood that the work was to have been took to complete
commenced at both ends-Cache Creek and Edmonton-and pusbed as vigorously October, 186.as possible to a common central point, say the bonndary of British Columbia at
YellowHead Pass. To render the statement of facts clear, as well es brief, I shall
consider the matter in two parts, and refer first to the wesierly half, or
that portion within British Columbia second to the easterly lalf, namely, from 9th April, direct-
the mountains to Edmonton. First, the section in British Columbia: On the 9th Of ed to discontinue
April, some seven months atter the contract was signed, the contractor was directed work on the
by telegraph to discontinue building the telegrapb in British Columbia. British Columbia
At this date lie had performed work between Cache Creek and Kamloops, to the end.
value of $8,000, which amount was paid him by certificate. Mr. Barnard received no Between Cache
further directions until the 3rd of March, 1876, when he was ordered te proceed with Creek and Kam-
the work in British Columbia, but in a direction differentfrom that originally intende d. loops had per-
lie was directed to follow the line of location trom Tête Jaune Cache to Fort George. value of .8,000.
No change was made east of Tête Jaune Cache. A correspondence ensued, but it Mrch, 1876,
does not anpear that Mr. Barnard gave effect to the directions given him; noihing dircted to pro-
whatever has been done by him between TCte Jaune Cache and Fort George. On ceed with work tn
May 18th, 1878, Mr. Barnard was telegraphed to re-commence the work on the route British Columbia
originally intended, namely, via Kamloops to Cache Creek On June 8th, the con- but to follow lino
tractor demurs unless paid money alleged to be due him for losses sustained. On the from Tête Jaune

be s pepaedCache to fort10th of Febtuary, 1878, Mr. Barnard is called upon to state precisely if he is prepared Geor g.
to proceed with the construction of the line at the prices and terms of the contract.
On 30th of July, Mr. Barnard replies that he is prepared to go on: Mr. Barnard not hIn8
appears to have re-commenced operations some time in August last, and bas continued Barnar' directed
since. According to the last returns, he bas done work in construction of the line to recommence
valned at $21,531; wire delivered, valued at $21,456; potes replaced, $1,044; total, the work on the
$44,031; and he bas been paid this amount less a percentage retained of $2,131. original route.

" 2nd.-From Tête -Jaune Cache to Elmonton.
"It has been stated that the contract was awarded to Mr. Barnard in September,

1874, and that lie had until the 2nd of October, 1876, to complete it. At the latter
date nothing wbatever had been done on this half of the line. On the 18th of April,
1877, Mr. Barnard was asked if he intended proceeding with the work between Yel-
low Head Pass and Edmonton, to which he gave an evasive reply. On the 23rd of
April, 1877. the contractor was again directed by telegraph to proceed with the work
between Tete Jaune Cache and Edmonton. On the 4th of May, 1877, the contractor
was asked by telegraph: 'Are you going on with telegraph Tête Jaune Cache to
Edmonton this season? Answer yes or no immediately.' On the 7th of May, 1877,
If. Barnard replied that he was prepared to carry ont the contract, but so far as I
arn aware he bas, up to the present date, done nothing whatever between Edmonton
and Tête Jaune Cache."

That is the whole of the historical part.

nard went on
with work.
construettou.

Barnard has not
proceeded with
ilne from Tête
Jaune Cache to
Edmnonton.

18969. Was Cache Creek the western terminus of his contract origin-
ally, as you understood it, or in the neighbotrhood of it?-I think it
Was. When the contract was entered into the point was left open, if I
renember right. There was another point named, Lac la 11ache,
referred to in the memorandum of information for parties tendering
"Lac la Hache or other convenient part."

18970. Was it in the same part of the Province ?-Yes. It was found
that Cache Creek was the most convenient point to make connection
With the British Columbia system.

18971. Originally it was intended that the contractor should proceed
easterly from that neighbourhood ?-Yes ; from that neighbourhood.

18972. And how did you understand that the eastern portion of his xastern portion
e0lotract was to bc built: by commencing from the eastern end of the o tuo",racm e be
0ontract ?-By commencing at Edmonton and working west or at any ing at Edmonton
oth and working o ner place that he found most convenient. west.
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Conlract No. 3. 18973. Was it expected that the contractor would proceed gradually

from each of those termini towards a common central point ?-Yes; it
was expected by me that he would carry on work on both ends of his
contract : the easterly portion by starting from the easterly end, and
the westerly by starting from the western end. In the latter case, if
he brought men through British Columbia he would in all probability
begin work near Yellow Head Pass and work towards Edmonton.

18974. But at all ovents you expected that he would make some
preparations at the castern end and move westerly ?-Yes.

18975. lIe failed to do that, as I understand ?-Yes.
Bleves contrac-
tor's intention 18976. In the dispute between him and the Government, do you
[rom beginning understand that his contention is that he was only bound to proceed
was to commence
n British molum- easterly from the western end of the contract ?-I believe that he never

bla, and work intended to do anything else but begin in British Columbia, at Cachetowards the
North-West Creek, and work towards the North-West Territories.
'Territories.

When Barnard
airt stopped he
bad doue work to
the edtnmated
value of 8,000.

Subsequently
directe'd contrac-
tor to proceed
fromT ête Jaune
Cache to Fort
George.

18977. At the time you first telegraphed or wrote him to cease
operations, can you remember the proportion of the work that had
been done, or if it was commenced ?-Yes; it is given in a report or
schedule.

18978. Please state about how much of the line le had done when he
first stopped ?-He had done work to the estimated value of $8,000.

18979. Would you say in about what locality that was done ?-Yes;
between Cache Creek and Kamloops.

18980. At or about the time of this contract being entered into, how
far had the telegraph system of British Columbia extended, and in
what direction ?-It extended from Vancouver Island to the valley of
the Fraser ; up the valley of the Fraser to the Cariboo district.

18981. In a northerly or north-easterly direction from Vancouver?
-Yes.

18982. And it was intended that this work that was to be done by
Mr. Barnard was to tap that system at the most convenient point ?-
Yes.

18983. At the time that he was stopped, I understood you to say that
he had Dot proceeded further than somewhere about Kamloops ?-All
the work done by him was between Cache Creek and Kamloops, if my
memory serves me right.

18984. You subsequently directed him to proceed between two
points ?-Yes.

189c5. What were those two points ?-Tête Jaune Cache and Fort
George; on another route altogether.

18986. About how far would the starting point of that line be,
which you directed him to make, from the nearest work he had done at
the time that he was stopped ?-A long way.

18987. About how long ?-About 200 miles.
18988. In entering into the contract with these different parties, do

vou know whether it was expected or intended by the Government
that they should build portions of the lino-disjointed portions-from
time to time, or whether they should proceed gradually from different
termini or from one terminus ?-I don't know :that any particular
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'expectation was entertained; they were expected to finish the work C.ntract No. .

about the time which was stipulated in the contract, and in order to do edfotac
that they would have to do work at different points along the sections. tors.

189 39. In directing him to start then from Tète Jaune Cache towards Reasons for
Fort George, did you think that was in pursuance of the original tr ostart°ra-
intention as to the mode of building the line by the contractors ?-It Téte Jaune Cache
was due to a change of view on the part of the Government with res- to Fort George.
pect to the terminus of the line.

18990. What was the change of view ?-Rather, it was probably due
to sonething else. The telegraph was to be built on the route
of the railway, and the route through British Columbia had not
been formally adopted; but to comply with the terms of the Act, if my
iemory is correct, the Government of the day adopted the line from
Tête Jaune Cache to Fort George.

18991. You mean adopted that as the railway line, so as to comply Thae tel gaph
with the Act which required the telegraph. to follow the located line of route of ralway
the railway ?-Yes; I think that was probably the reason. It was then "odugh Bute
thought that Bute Inlet would be the terminus of the line. Inlet wonld be the

terminus.
18992. So that, according to your recollection, the line from Tète

Jaune Cache to Fort George was adopted as the located line of the rail-
way in order that the telegraph might be built over it ?--Yes; I think so.

18993. And in pursuance of that Mr. Barnard was directed to start
from that point and proceed towards Fort George with the building of
the telegraph ?-Yes.

18994. Did you take part in directing him to proceed ?-It strikes
mae I telegraphed him.

18995. Was that in pursuance of your views as the Chief Engineer Telegraphed in-
of the railway ?-It was simply carrying out my directions from the tår, tO

Bmirster.
18996. Do you consider that that direction to the contractor was originally idea

according to the original intention of the contract as to the method of a o to a
progressing with the building of this lino I mean that he should
Coînmence at a detached locality ?-It was quite well known that the
Contract did not contemplate the lino going in that direction in the
first place ; it contemplated going to Lac la Hache or Cache Creek,
or some othér convenient point, but the views of the Government with
regard to the probable terminus became matured, and the circum-
Stance I refer to rendered it necessary to make a change.

18997. What I mean by asking if this was in pursuance of the origi-
Sial expectation at the time the contract was made, is this : to see
Whether you think any contractor should be obliged to take up and
43uild his portion of the telegraph line, commencing at some point dis-
tant entirely from his base of supplies, and from any portion which he
had already completed ?-Of course Mr. Barnard would have a claim
for any loss sustained by him in consequence of any change.

18998. Thon if any losses were sustained in consequence of that losses conse-
uheg thha-nge they would not be covered by the original contract ?-No ; he qenat'onange

would have to be compensated. be borne by
Governuent.

18999. So that this particular direction that you speak of was not
absolutely within the original ternis of the contract?-I think not; it
Was lot contemplated when the contract was entered into.
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No n egotiation
has taken place,
between witnesa's
iovernment as

to the terms of
the settJement.

19000. I suppose you have taken no part in the settlement of thew
dispute since it has gone into the hands of the Department?-Miy last
action on it was this report, part of which I have just read.

19001. I mean no negotiation has taken place between you and the
Government as to the terms of the settlement, or anything of that sort ?'
-None whatever.

Tendering- 19002. The next contract, No. 4, was also for a portion of the tele-
Contraet IN.47 graph lin e, I believe ?-No. 4 was for cônst.ructing the telegraph from,

Fort William to Selkirk : 410 miles.
First tender 19003. Please state the first few tenders for the different sectioris:Waddle &Smith's e$1 ®sm0 for con- the amount of the tenders for section No. 5, which is contract No. 4,struction; for and the tenderers in the order in which you found them ?-The first.maintenance $12
per mile with, *24 tender was that of Waddle & Smith, of Kingston, $189,120.
per mile without
promits. 19004. Is that for construction alone ?-Yes; for maintenance,

$2,400 per 109 miles-$12 per mile with profits, and $24 per mile
without profits.

19005. That rate of maintenance which you mention would, of course,.
be per annum ?-Per annum, I fancy. The tender does not say so, but
it must certainly have meant so. 1 see it in pencil here (pointing to
schedule), but it is in my own handwriting-at least, it looks like my
own handwriting.

Grow offer with- 19006. Then what do you make out the gross offer of Waddle &
nesscomputesat Smith to be for that section, and the maintenance for five years?-
$39,MO. Without profits ?

19007. Without profits ?-8229,520.
Suttona Thirt. 19008. And the next lowest tender ?-The next lowest on the listkedlé 'offer
$214,9°i0nclud- here is that of Sutton & Thirtkell, Lindsay, $214,950, including main-
iug mainten- tenance.

19009. Then that is really a lower tender than the first named one?
-It would appear so.

Button & Thornp- 19010. Assuming that the tonderer did not get the profits, perhaps
s2n8,15 tn*cuding that is what turned the scale in this case, in your judg ient, wher you,
maintenance. made out the report ?-No; the construction-the simple price for con-

struction. without adding the maintenance-seems to haye beau the
way. The next tender is that of Sutton, Thompson & Co. It does not
state whether it includes maintenance or not, but the surm is 8243,150.

19011. Upon looking at the tender, will you say whethèr the amount
does or does not include the maintenance ?-Yes; this seents to include-
maintenance. It is an omission in the table attached to my report.

19012. And the Sutton & Thirtkell tender appears to couer the main-
tenance as well ?- Yes; that is mentioned in the table of tenders for
that section.

*as,2oo In fav-
Our of sutton &

tender.

System of deai-
ing with tenders.

19013. Then, as far as these two tenders are concerned, I understand
there is a difference of $28,200 in favour of the Sution & Thirtkell
tender ?-There would appear to be.

19014. That is to say, it is so much lower than the other ?-Yes.
19015. Did you, as a rule, take part in the negotiations with the per-

sons who tendered, as to their getting contracts ?-No; it was not gen-
erally done. The system may be described thus: the tenders were.
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received by the Secretary, Mr. Eraun, according to advertisement.
Tbey accumulated in bis draver until the time had expired upon which
they were to be received ; then a day was fixed soon after for opening
those tenders. They were generally opened by Mr. Trudeau, Mr.
Braun and myself, and sometimes a fourth person might be present.
Tenders were marked as they were opened, and as each separate tender
was opened a corresponding mark was put on each of the papers con-
tained in the envelope, and an entry was made on a sheet of paper
which was originally called the abstract of tenders. That being donc,
I wus called uplon to report lhe nature of the tenders to the Minister.
Ilaving reported on the tenders, I had nothing more to do, unless I was
specially requested, until the contract was entered into. Then it vas
my duty, as chief executive officer, to sec that contract carried out.

190 16. When you say you reported the nature of the tenders, do you
mean you reported their relative rank from a pecuniary potnt of view ?
-1 reported just in the way you see in these various reports befbre you,
some of which I bave bad in my hand to-day.

Teingraph-
Tensde=-ing,

conrtract ..

As a rule having
reported on
tenders to Minis-
ter, witness's
duty ceased until
he saw that oon-
tract was exe-
cuted.

19017. 1 suppose one of the main elements in your report would
be the relative merit of the tenders as to the money question ?-Yes; I
state the amount of each tender as you see in the reports on the table.

19018. After a particular tenderer was selected, who would open the Braun oficiai
negotiations with him, as a ule ?-Mr. Braun was the official mouth- mnouthpece.
piece of the Department, and he, I think, was always the person who
Communicated with the lowest tenderer.

19019. In this instance you appear to have comniunicated direct, in In this instaice
tlle first instance, with Waddle & Smith ?- Then I may have been gobMei
instructed snecially to do so. nerhaps under

19020. You commuuicated with thcm by letter and also by té1egram
-On the same date: do you know wby you, being Engineer-iri-Chief, did
what was usually done hy the Secretary of the Department ?-No; if I
Were specially instructed in this instance, of course I would obey my
instructions.

19021. Do you mean that whereever it appears you took any part in
the negotiations with the contractor. it was under special instructions
and out of your ordinary duty ?-It was not the common practice.

19022. Could you say from whom you would get instructions ?-
Yes, [ received instructions from the Premier, and Minister of Public
Works in this instance; and the letter itself bears on the face of it evi-
<1Blce to show I had simply discharged my duty in writing him, because
the last paragraph sets forth that the party " will be good enough to
onmunicate immediately with the Premier on the subjeet." I dis-
oharged my duty in writing this letter ; I.did nlot ask him to write to
,ne.

Instructions.

Letter shows
that he was
nstructed by

elâtaistev.

19023. The telegram which was produced by Mr. Waddle himself,
'ated the 12th of August, I think, does not appear in any of the printed
Correspondence, but it is in these words from you to him: " Could you
)nImediately come to Ottawa about your tender for Pacifie telegraph.

nea8wer." D you remember anything peculiar about the matter which
aVOiId take it out of the ordinary course ?-The Secretary may not

t eB been then in town. It was in the month of August I see, and at
tb&t Beason of the year sometimes a good many of the officiale are out
t town.
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Contrat Ibo. 4. 19024, But I understand you do not remember anything particular
about it ?-No; I do not remember. lI writing that letter and that
telegraph I was performing the duty of Secretary.

Can give ne 19025. The correspondemce which has been furnished to us concern-
reanoui why t-
ton & Thrtkel ing this contract shows that the persons whom you have named as the
were pasedover lowest tenderers did not furnish the security at the time that the
given to suwton Department desired, and that the Department passed over to the
& Thompson. next lowest tenderers, Sutton & Thirtkell, and a correspon-

dence goes on between the Department and Sutton & Tbirtkell
down to the 16th of December, 1874, at which time it appears they
were likely t-) get the contract nt the lower one of thcse two prices
which you have named, that is $214,950: can von give any reason
for passing over their tender and giving the contract to the,
higher tender of Sutton & Thompson, at an increase of $28,200 ?-I
renember no reasons. There mnay be some reabon. I do not see that
I had any further connection with the matter.

19026. I am asking you if you remember anything that led to Sutton
& Thompson getting the contract instead of Sutton & Thirtkell ?-That
letter and telegram, as far as I can see from the correspondence before
me, was the last of the correspondence that I had anything to do with.
I do not remember corresponding with them.

Apparently 19027. Now it appears that the negotiation which was completed
negotiatlon by the contract was really opened between you and Oliver, Davidson
tract opened by & Co. Oliver, Davidson & Co. write you on the 24th of Decem ber,
a letter froin
Oliver, D. vid- saying: " We now arrange to carry out the tender of Sutton, Thompson
sen & Co. to & Co. What time would be convenient to have the matter closed?

Could it stand over until after the Ontario elections?" And you
answered them, saying : " Any time that is convenient will answer ?"
-That appears to have been about five months after my letter and the
telegram to the lowest tenderer. There had been a good deal of
correspondence in the meantime that 1 had no connection with what-
ever, and why they wrote me I do not know.

Cagnot e pîain 19028. It appears by the official correspondence that Sutton & Thirt-
&o hen t oen kell werc offèred the contract at the lower sum of these two which you
about to get con- have named, that is, $214,950, and that down to the 16th of December,

aget aiver there was a probability of the contract being let at that, the lower of
Davuld g o. the two surs, but between the 16th of December and the 19th of
saying they had December something happened which led to their writing to you, say-
hgred ing that they had now secured the higher tender : I am asking you

for the explanation ?-I am afraid I cannot give you any. I have no
recollection of it, but J may possibly be able to show you where I was
during that period. NÏ.ry likely t was out of town.

19029. Mr. Davidson, or.e of the firm of Oliver, Davidson & Co., says
ho came to Ottawa with one of his partners, Mi. Oliver on the 19th of
December, which would be the end of the th'ee days allowed for finding
security, and Mr. Davidson says that he and Mr. Oliver saw
you in your office and talked over the matter, and that
in that conversation, if ho recollects aright, Mr. Fleming
said that Ue wished the Government could let it to sone responsible
parties, that ho did not want to bc bothered with men who had no
money giving them trouble, and he says that he thinks ho heard you
say that yo would recommend that they should get it. Now, if that
did happen, it would be some explanation of their opening up a corres-
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pondenice with you on the 24th, saying that they had now secured <ontract No. 4.

Sutton & Thompson's position ?-Yes.
19030. Does that evidence of Mr. Davidson recall this circumstance Explanation of

to you ?-I have sent to see if there are any documents that will indi- "l'ver Davldson
cate where I was at that time, or when I returned to town, or any- cating with
thing else that would bring it back to my mind. (After examining some wit"
letter-books) : It is not unlikely I said something of that kind ; I
do not remember.

19031. Can you explain why, if you were not the person to negotiate
with parties who were endeavouring to get contracts, Oliver, Davidson
& Co. should write you on the 24th December informing you that they
had now arranged to carry out the tender of Sutton, Thompson & Co. ?
-My office was a public office. I was acting in a publie capacity, and I
could not prevent any one coming to my office or writing or talking to
me on any subject they chose. I was obliged to acknowledge their
letters as courteously as I could.

19032. And in this matter you not only acknowledged the receipt of
their letter, but you answered substantially the question they put in
theirs ?-In order to enable me to answer that, in all probability I
went to the Minister, or Deputy Minister : some of the authorities who
had to do with the making of contracts. It is not unlikely I went in
to Mr. Mackenzie, or probably I sent a message to Mr. Buckingham
to enquire if this eould be done, so that I could answer this letter.
Probably I sent Mr. Buckingham or some one else to the Minister's
loom.

19033. You are mentioning these probabilities merely from surmise ?
-Merely froin surmise; I have no recollection of it. I am endeavouring
to answer you how it was done. I would like you to understand that
from first to last i had nothing toldo with the making of contracts,
linless I was specially asked to interfere.

19034. I gather that to be the substance of your recollection now ?
-1 had nothing to do with the contracts at all until they were
executed; then I was the executive officer to sec them carried out.

19035. I am calling your attention to this particular instance to see
if it recalls to your mind a different state of affairs ?-No. Oliver,
Davidson & Co. possibly thought I had more to do with making
0ontracts than I really had, and came to my office and lad some con-
versation. For the same reason they very likely sent nie this letter,
andof course, I was bound to acknowledge the receipt of the letter, and
give as good a reply as I could.

19036. It appears from the evidence that, down to the 19th of "il t0 nith Ie-
becember, Sutton and Oliver and Davidson were prepared to carry out 01v!vev Davd-their contract upon the basis of the lower tender, and that when they on",eg,,:tto
came down here they learned something from some one which induced on lower
them to go back and procure the Sutton & Thompson position so as to tenlr oftutoa
get a higher price ?-Yes. when they came

to Ottawa they
19037. Now, recalling that to your mind, do you remember whether i ,tO ge

.here was any conversation on that particular subject, on that view of tender: for this
it, in the Department ?-Not with me, that I have any recollection of. ,

19038. Do you remember the circumstance of any conversation with
r. Oliver or Mr. Davidson about this matter ?-I do not.
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ContractN°. 4.

BURPE.
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eronvetsatlofl
between Fleming
and contractor.

19039. Do you remember that yon had any conversation with any
person about the contract for that section 5, upon the question of the
tigures or amounts ?-No; I remember they were in my office more
than once-whether it was Oliver and Davicson or a gentleman named
Brown.

T. R. BURPE, sworn and examined

By the Chairman :-
19040. Were you present at any conversation between Mir. Fleming

and either Mr. Oliver, Mr. Davidson, or Mr. Brown, or Mr. Sutton, or
any other person interested in this contract for section 5 of the tele-
graph line ?-None that I remember now. I was in the next room. I
rernember seeing thôe gentlemen in the office, but I was not present
in ihe room.

19041. Then you did not hecar anything that passed betwveen them
and Mr. Fleming ?-Nothing.

F:LEMING. SANDFORD FLEMING's examination continued:

Pemsb. Branch-
-Contract No. 5.

,Une did not go to
boundary because
St. Pauil and
Manitoba Rail-
waY not located.

Price 22 ets. for
.earth work.

By the Chairman:-
19042. I understand the substance of your evidence upon ihis matter

to be : that you cannot explain how that happened at all, and you took
no part in it; I mean the transaction by which Sutton got the higher
priced contract, he being interested in both tenders ?-I state positively
that I know nothing about it.

19043. The next contrabct, which was No. 5, was for sone of the con-
struction 'f the railway, I believe ?-Contract No. 5 is for a portion of
the construction of the Pembina Branch.

19044. As to the contract No. 5, which was for the Pembina Branch
southward, I notice that in the advertisernent asking for tenders the
line does not go altogether to the boundary: will you explain why that
was ?-I think I did so yesterday, Sir. On account of the railway con-
noction in Minnesota not being established. The St. Paul and Manitoba
.Railway, now in operation, was not then constructed or located.

19045. And at the north there was a portion left not covered by the
tenders ?-Yes. Well we had not that portion of the lino located at the
time the advertisements were put in the papers calling for tenders. I
think that is the reason.

19046. The prices in this contract I think I understood you to say
were low ?-They were thought to be low. Indeed there is only one
price in the contract, that is the price for earth work, 22 ets.

19047. Do you know of any matter connected with that contract
which you think ought to be explained to us to understand the matter ?
-1 do not think there is anything.

19048. You do not remember any particular circumstance connected
with it?-No; it was a very fliat country to build a road through, and
it was raised a little above the surface to prevent it being covered with
water at times, and also to make it easier to work in winter.
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19049. There is another piece of work which is called contract 5 A
-that is the extension northward from Winnipeg towards Selkirk ?-
Yes .

Pemb. Bramch-
Contract 5 A.

From Winnpeg
to Selkirk,

19050. Was that work let by public competition ?-No. If I remem- Not let by publie
ber right there was some correspondence between myself and Mr. c°"P*""°"'
Whitehead and the Minister on that subject. There is a memorandum
prepared by me, dated 19th of April, 1877, which explains the matter
and which I will be happy to read. Rails had been furnished to the
contractors for the grading of the main line from Selkirk easterly.
There was some difficulty in getting those rails to Selkirk. It is Dlficulty in
suggested in this memorandum that a temporary track should be laid .t"rais to
from St. Boniface to Selkirk in order that the rails may be taken
overland instead of down the river, the river being difficult of naviga- Whitehead the
tion at certain seasons. The contractor for the Pem bina Branch -for theý oeractor for
central and soutlhern portion ofthe Peinbina Branch-Mr. Whitehead, Pembina Branch
offered to do the grading of the extension to Selkirk at the same rate one o Se
as his original contract, 22 ets., and to lay the track at the same rate kirkatssets.,and
as the contraet price for sections 14 and 15. It was estimated that c"Ênact prie for
860,000 would be sufficient to lay a temporary track. sections 14 and 1.

19051. That would include the furnishing of the ties besides the other sso,ooo calculated
three items you bave mentioned ?- Yes; do ail the grading of the as aayle for tem-
track, furnish ties and bridge streams between St. Boniface and Selkirk whereas it wonid
while the cost of taking the rails down the river from St. Boniface taare the ril
to section 14 would come to about $30,000, and it was considered fromSt. Boniface
in the publie interest to lay the track and save the $30,000 or a large to secuon 1.

portion of' it.
19052. I understand you to suggest by that report that the actual

outlay by the Government would be only $30,000 beyond the amount
required to transport them by the river ?-Yes.

19053. And that that would enable them to transport other material
as well as those rails on different occasions ?-It was estimated that
430,000 more than the cost of taking the rails by the river would be
Suficient to lay the temporary track spoken of.

19054. When you say temporary track, do you mean that it was to
be changed or was simply incomplete ?-Simply incomplete.

19055. It was not temporary in the sense that it was to be removed
again ?-It was to be laid what I call sub-grade.

19056. But it was to remain on the permanent location ?-Yes; on
the permanent location.

19057. It appears by the evidence that instead of the expenditure
being confined to this $60,000 which you suggested, it reached con-
Siderably over $ 100,000: do you know how it happened that more work
Was done or higher rates were given ?- -I was in England that year.

19058. It appears after your report on the 19th of April
that by order of the Privy Council, dated Ilth of May, it was4 ecided to have this work done and at about the cost which
YOU named: now can you explain how it happened after the
llth of May, 1877, that very much more work was done at a veryouch higher cost ?-I left Ottawa before the 1 lth of May and I am
4f!aid I ca nnot explain. I left Ottawa for England. I find some
letters here in my letter-book which were written in Montreal on the
'th Of May.

25*

Means by tem-
porary track a
sub-rade on a
? ermanentocation.

Expenditure
reached consider-
ably over$100,000.
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19059. It appears that Mr. Rowan, in Winnipeg, was instructed by
a telegram from Mr. Braun on the 1lth of May to authorize Mr. White-
head to proceed: was that done in any way under your instructions ?-It
wias not ; at least, I do not think so. It could not have been under my
instructions. I was not in Ottawa on the 1lth of May. I had left
before the 11 th of May, and did not return for some months atterwards.

19060. Could you say about what time it first came to your know-
ledge that the expenditure upon this North Pembina Branch was
much higher than you had recommended in your report of the 19th of
April ?-I think it was a long time afterwards, when I returned from
England.

19061. Do you remember the circumstance of your finding that the
expenditure was more than you had anticipated or suggested ?-I have
not a very clear recollection.

19062. Did you not ascertain on youi- return from England what
progress had been made on the North Pembina Branch ?-I had
returned from England for some time, but I think that particular con-
tract was under the management of the gentleman whom I had left in
my place.

19063. And do you think that it remained under his management on
your return ?-I think so, because 1 agnin went back to England.

19064. You returned the following spring, then ?-I returned the
following winter to Canada, and went back to England for my family,
I think.

19065. Do you remember that at any time you were struck with the
actual expenditure on the Nerth Pembina Branch, as compared
with the expenditure you had recommended ?-I can give you no
dates, but I was astonished to find it exceeded the estimates so much-
could not but be astonished.

19066. )id you enquire into the reason for it ?-No doubt I did to
some extent.

19067. Do you remember the fact that you made any particular
enquiry concerning it ?-I do not.

19068. Do you remember that of your own motion you ascertained
the reasons for the expenditure being so great ?-I have learned
something about it since I came to this room, by the paper that is
before me. The paper which is now before me contains, first, a
telegram from Mr. Braun to Mr. Rowen, dated 11th May, 1877, to
the following effect :-

" Authorize Mr. Whitehead to proceed with the Pembina extension as part of the
first contract at 22 ets. per yard for the earth work, and the other work at prices as
per hie contract 15."

Letter from That is one document ; and I find another, dated May 16th, from Mr.
Braun to MarCUs Braun, addressed to Mr. Marcus Smith acting Chief Engineer of theSmlath nottfylng 1maig ~ giero h
him that White- Canadian Pacifie Railway, Ottawa. It is a short letter, and Iwill read
le was toa"°" the whole of it:
ch rearth and "Sin,- beg to inforn you that on the 1 lth inst., Mr. Rowan was instructed by
at contract telegraph to authorize Mr. Whitehead to proceed with works on the Pembina exten-
pries of eon- sion as part of his first coatract at 22 et. per cubic yard for earth excavation, and the
tract 15. other work as per prices in his contract for section 15. I have the honour to be, &c."

19069. Had the matter ever been discussed with you as to prices
which he was to get for any work beyond these four items which you
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bave mentioned in your report of the 19th of April ?-Not that I have
any recollection of.

19U70. For instance, it appears that he has got for off-take ditches the
erice which he was getting on section 15 do you think that would be
a roasonable price to pay for off-take ditches on the Pembina Branch ?
-If it was reaenable on section 15, it would probably be reasonable on
5A.

19071. Do you say it would be a reasonable price to pay on 5 Beannouabe or
A, judging from the country and the nature of the soil ?-Well, reason- "agrian De
able or unreasonable, the engineer of the Department was authorized pariment au-,hertze to Cer-
to certify for work done at these rates. .tiy for work at

theerate.
19072. That would justify the Department in paying : I was asking

yoùr opinion of the work ?-I cannot give opinions hastily. I general-
ly weigh 'my opinions.

19073. Can you give me, as part of your evidence, an idea of what it Contractor had
would be worth: the off-take ditches on section 5 A ?-A good deal has °aoewodieut
been said, in my hearing, about the diffliculty of doing that work, by materia, being
the contr'actor himself, Mr. Whitehead. He explained it was extremely heavy "gumbo.O

difficult: that the soil in thoso off-take ditches was very much heavier
tha:n the soil anywhere else; and he spoke of it as being an exceptional
material. He called it "gumbo." Mr. Smellie bas information that
he can give you on that subject.

19074. Have you any means of knowing the nature of the country
friom.which you could give me an opinion as to the probable value of
off-take ditches on section 5 A ?-Yes.

19075. And what is your opinion ? -My opinion is, it is a large price Price ptl for off
for off-tike ditches. A large.

19076. Mr. Whitehead says that had these off-take ditches been let The whole thing
by public competition, they might have been done at from 20 ets. to 25 am.istake.
Cts. instead of 45 cts., which he got; that is his evidence on the sub-
ject ?-Well, the whole thing seems to be a mistake.

19077. A mistake by whom ?-By some one. There was no intention
Of doing off-take ditches in the first place.

19078. Then do you mean by some one in the Department ?-A
mi8take somewhere.

19079. Do you mean by the person who ordered the off-take ditches The mistake
to be done ?-Yes; there was no authority for making off-take ditches lbmo eho rder-
a t any such price, as far as I know. ®d fh off-take

J d1tchesý
19080. Ilave you, at any time, taken any part in authorizing this

Work on the Pembina Branch beyond that which is covered by your
report of the 19th of April?-Well, I may latterly; but I have no
recollection of taking any particular part in it.

19081. I mean those items upon which section 15 prices were Witness returned
Marged ?-I returned to Ottawa in October, 1878, and I was informed to Ottawa, Octo-
that the money had been expended. $141,000 had been expended at n'xornme that

tiat time in place of $60,000. 9 °1%00in
19082. Then do you think that this work, which was by mistake geen expended.

Ordered to be doie on 5 A, was not done at any time under your
%thority ?-It was not done under my direct authority that I know

25½*
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of. I find that that subject attracted early attention. On the 16th of
July, Mr. Smellie, who had charge of the head office here and saw that
the certificates in the contractor's favour were properly prepared, drew
attention to the matter by letter addressed to the Secretary of the
Department, Mr. Braun, on the 16th of July, 177, within two months
after the Order-in-Council was passed. It is not a long letter. I can
read it if it is the desire of the Commission; it meets the point that
bas been raised.

19083. Please read it ?-Mr. Smellie said

'' SR,-in the monthly estimate justreceived for work done on the extension of the
Pembina Branch there are several items of work returned which do not appear to
have been taken into consideration when the work was let and the appropriation
fixed at $60,000; for instance, in clearing and grubbing there is an expenditure for
month of June of $3,480; for loose rock excavation, $525; and for excavation in the
off-take ditches, $4,077. The quantity is 9,060 cubic yards, and the rate fix-d by Mr.
Rowan is 45 cts. as for similar work on contract No. 15. The price all<,wed to Mr.
Whitehead for this work in bis original contract was 33 et-s.; the ordinary excava-
tion being 22 ets. per cubic yard. I cannot form any idea of the extent of this
additional work, but I have asked Mr. Rowan to furnish an estimate. In the mean-
time 1 would recommend that the estimate for the month of Jane be paid, the price
for off-take ditches being made 33 cts. per cuibic yard.

"1 am your obedient servant,
"W. B. SME LLIE,

"For and in the absence of the Chief Engineer."
To tUis leterf i
Smellie no".p17 Mr. Smellie informs me that he received no reply to that.
W"s made.

19084. You find that letter in your Department from the Engineer
of the Department to the Secretary of the Department ?-Yes. Mr.
Smellie can probably speak on this subject more directly than I can
myself.

19085. Is there anything further about section 5 A that you could
explain ?-No; I say that Mr. Smellie could give, in a few words, any
further explanation you might desire.

8MELLIE. W. B. SMELLIE, called and sworn:

By the Chairman :-

Ne direct an-
.wer made to
witnes8'5 letter In
'which he pointed
out the bigh price

Soff-take

19086. You seem to have taken part in a correspondence concerning
this matter of the extra charges upon 5 A contract: will you please
explain what you did about it, or what you ascertained ?-It has
reference entirely to that item of off-take ditches mentioned in that
letter which Mr. Fleming has just read.

19087. Did you learn anything in answer to your letter to Mr.
Braun ?-I think, as far as I can remember now, there was no direct
answer made to that letter.

19088. Had you charge of the Department here in Ottawa at that
time ?-Yes; in Mr. Fleming's absence.

19089. Did you learn from Mr. Rowan, or any one else, any explana-
tion of the charges upon that contract: I mean those charges beyond
the ones mentioned in Mr. Fleming's suggestion of the 19th of April,
because by degrees you must have seen that the amount swelled very
much beyond the amount originally intended ?-This letter explains
that certain items were included in the estimates that came in that
were not evidently intended when the work was originally let to Mr.
Whitehead,
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Pemb. Braneb-
Contract 5 A.

19090. I quite understand what was said in the letter, but I do not
understand that the investigation by you should stop there, because
from time to time you must have seen that larger amounts
each month came in until at last you saw something considerably
beyond the $60,000 was involved, and I ask whether you pushed the
matter to ascertain the nature of the expenditure ?-I saw that in July,
1877-

19091. After that did you push the investigation any further, and After wrIting
ascertain where the expenditure began which was not justified by any fettir witness
Order-in-Council or by any proper authority ?-The matter was mon- mentloned the

tioned to the acting Chief.Engineer, Mr. Marcus Smith, and i remember cu. Smith who
specially bringing this niatter of the 33 ets. for off-take ditches before "e6e *h**
him, and in subsequent returns the figures of 45 ets. were restored, ho counclluantined
said, under the Order-in-Council. aoft3. ea

19092. Do you say now that Mr. Marcus Snith contended that the
Order-in-Council justified the price of 45 ets. for off-take ditches ?-Yes.

19093. And that ho decided to allow Mr. Whitehead that price ?- "n"re
le restore:i that figure because I changed the estimates. I altered the ets. and Marcus

festimates to 33 ets. and the figure was restored afterwards to 45 cts. s r e it

19094. Did you call the attention of any one to the other items, such
as loose rock ?-It is mentioned in the letter. I called the attention of
the Department to it.

19095. I understood you to say just now that your investigation
touched only the off-take ditches?-I made it known to the Depart-
tient.

19096. Beyond that letter to Mr. Braun that yau speak of, did you
imake any further investigation ?-Not except to Mr. .Smith.

19097. Did you speak to him as to loose rock and other items ?-I
do not remember particularly the instance, but I remember particu-
larly the off-take ditches.

19098. I am speaking now of the other items : do you remember
any item but off-take ditches?-1 could not speak definitely.

19099. Do you remember wbether there was any written communi-
eation to Mr. Smith, or whether it was verbal conversation, between
Jou ?-I am not aware of anything being written.

19100. You see this expenditure involves a great many more-items
than off-take ditches ?-Certainly.

1910 1. Every item beyond the four mentioned in Mr. Fleming's Every item u -yend the four In
report was, so far as we eau learn, beyond the authority ?-That is my rieming's letter
'View. beyou authori-

ty, but there waa
19102. And very much beyond the original estimate ?-Yes, Sir. "e.fure.rla-

19103. Then you are not aware of any other investigation, beyond
'the off-take ditches, except what is mentioned in your letter there ?-

oN, I do not remember anything.

19104. Is there anything further about this particular contract, 5 A,thatyou would like to explain now ?-I do not think of anytlIing.
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Contracts Ss. SANDFORD FLEMING's examination continued:

By the Chairman:

Prepared a mem- 19105. As to the next contract in order, which would be contract
orardum oanth® No. 6, do you remember how that was brought about : the origin of

18r. the matter ? -Steel rails. I ought to have some recollection about
that. I can give you, from a memorandum which I prepared on the
24th of March, 1876, some information respecting the purchase of the,
steel rails.

19106. Before we take up your memorandum of March, 1876, t&
which you allude, could you from your recollection say whether you
had made any report in writing, about the time of the transaction
itself, as to the necessity for rails, or as to your views upon the subject
in any way ?-It appears from my memorandum that my communi-
cations with the Minister were chiefly verbal.

19107. But not altogether, I suppose ?-Not wholly; because on a
certain day I submitted to him a draft specification and other papers.
recommending the purchase of rails.

I3th Ang est, 187,httnes snusnt' 19108. Do you say that you submitted to him a paper recommend-
edapaper redom- ing the purchase ?-Here it is. On the 12th August, 1874, I renewedmending to IMin-
Inter the purchase my recommendations and furnished a draft specification " to be acted
of rails,
Sees by memor- on if thought best ;" these are the words I find here. I see before'that
andum of March, date, early in August, 1874, I mentioned to the Minister that the priýe
Mentioned to of rails had reached what was considered a very low figure.
Minister that
prtce of rails had 19109. You are stating what you state now, as I understand, from.
ngaucred a 1o reading this memorandum of March, 1876 ?-Yes.

19110. Before we speak of the contents of this memorandum let me
know whether you remember having had any communication, either
verbal or in writing, with any one connected with the Government, in
which you gave your views upon the necessity of this purchase ?-I
am giving my opinion from a memorandum. I have no recollection of
writing on the subject at these dates.

Witness'srecel- 19111. Have yeu any recollection of any conversation with hiniletto. very anthsu o
°ahya,* and the substance of the conversation in that direction: I mean inde-

dom of ran- pendent of the memorandum ?-My recollection is very shaky, apairt
from the memorandum.

Bas a faint 19112. Thon, being shaky, do you say that you have any recollection
recoliecuo". or not ?-Well, I have a faint recollection.

19113 What doos that bring to your mind, the faint rceollection,
independent of the memorandum ?-I cannot speak independent of
the memorandum. 1 have read the first page of the nemorandum, and
I know the contents.

General recollec-
tion that h had
udvices from

¶agland from
raifl uspector
that price of rails
'was iow, and say-
Ing It would be a
favourable
tin for making
purchases.

19114. Can you say now, independent of this memorandum, that you
remember any particular view or suggestion made by you to any one
on behalf of the Government in respect to rails ?-I have a generàl
recollection that I spoke on the subject to the Minister of Public Works.

19115. Have you also a general recollection of the substance of what
you said then ? -Yes; I have a general recollection that I had advides
from England from our rail inspector there, and from others, to the
effect that the price of rails was very low, and it would be a very fav-
ourable opportunity for making a purchase.
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19116. Is there anything further that you recollect ?-I would very
much prefer speaking from my written memorandum, a paper that was
written when the matters were fresh in my mind.

19117. Of course we bave no objection to your reading from the
memorandum, but in order to ascertain the value, even of what is in the
memorandum, 1 would like to ascertain what you. remember ?-My
memory is a very poor one.

Purchase .*f
Raile-

witness's
memory a verr
poor one.

19118. You will notice that this memorandum was written a long
while after the transaction ?-It is only some two years afterwards, and
it is now seven years.

19119. I am aware that two years is not as long as seven years.
I am endeavouring to ascertain whether you have a recollection on
the subject. If you say you have not, why that ends it; if you
say you have, I wish to ascertain what it is ?-I prefer speaking from
the paper before me.

19120. Then, speaking from the paper, what do you say happened Contentsof mem..
about the origin of this transaction of rails ?- -n umade

" During the summer of 1874, advices from England showed a great decline in the
price of steel rails-

19121. You are reading now, as I understand, from your memorandum
of 1876 ?- -Yes; I am reading my memorandum:

"lIt was generally considered that they had all but reached the lowest rate, aid
that an excellent opportunity presented-itself of providing a quantity of rails, at
lower prices than they would in all probability be obtained for at any future perwd
Early in August, 1874, the Chief Kngineer mentionedthe matter to the Ministerof Plub-
lic Works, and advised that steps should be taken to secure such quantity as night
be deemed advisable. On the 13th of the samemonthhe renewed bis recommendatiun
and furnish d a draft specification to be acted on if thought best.

" The Chief Engineer was absent from Ottawa, until near the end of September,
When he again renewed bis recommendation to secure the rails. A notice calling for
tenders on the 8ih October was advertised on the 29th September; on the 3rd October
the time was extended for receiving tenders to the 16th November, and specifications
dated October 3rd were printed. By the latter, a copy of which is attached hereto,it was provided that tenders would be received on the 16th November following." It was felt that to advertise for tenders for rails for the Pacific Railway, or for
any considerable portion of it, would defeat the object in view, viz: to secure rails
at a low rate, and hence the character of the advertisement and specifi,-ation.

"'Pacific Railway' is not mentioned in either, and tenders for a large quantity
are not ii.vited.

"Tenders for the delivery of 350,000 tons were received, the prices ranging from
$53.53 to $82.73 per ton, delivered in Montreal.

'<The average rate was $57 per ton.
The lowest tenders were:

From Cox & Green, for West Cumberland Co .................... $53 53 perton.
From Joseph Robinson, for Ebbw Vale Go......... 53 53 " "
From Cooper, Fairman & Co., for Mersey Co............... ....... 54 26 " "
From Post& Co., for Guest & Co. (mean)........... ...... 54 62 " "

«Contracts were entered into with these parties at theabove prices for all the rails
they were willing to deliver, viz:

Wect Cumberland Co ........ ..................... ........... 5,000 tons.
Mersey CJo ........ .......................... .................... .............. 20,000 "
Ebbw Vale Co .............. .................. ,000 "
G uest & Co......... ....... .............. .... ...... 10,000

Total ... ........ ......... .......... ................ 40,000 tons.

t" In addition to the above it was arranged to accept the most favourable terms fore delivery of rails f.o.b. in England for transportation to British Columbia.
ecoordingly contracts were made as follows:-

West Cumberland Co., for 5,000 tons at $48.67, f. o. b.
Saylor, Benzon & Go., for 5,000 tons at $51.10, f. o. b.

According to
memorandum of
1876, early Ji
August, 1874,
witness mention.
ed to Minilter
thit. it wa8 a
favourabte tinie
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recel ved at pries
ranging betwe

-53.5I3 sud
S2.73 delivered

at Montreal.

Contracta made
wlih Jour parties
for ail the rails
they were willing
to deliver at
prices from à58.58
to 454.62.

40,000 tons.
Contracta also
made for delivery
f. o. b. in Vnglancd
for Britifih
ciolumbia fur
10,000 tons.
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CjontractasNos.
6-11. 19122. Do you remem ber how it was that in March, 1876, you came

now witness to make a written memorandum of the history of this matter ? Yes, I
came.to make a think I do. Parliament was then sitting, and I think the matter was
wrttten mernor-
andun March, then under discussion, and it was my duty to prepare this memo-
976. randum.

19123. At that particular time, 1876 ?-Yes.
19124. Do you mean that Parliament had not been sitting at any

previous time ?-Yes, it had.
Paeific Railway 19125. You mention that because Parliament was sitting it was your

sin Min1r d's- duty to prepare that memorandum; was that the first time that Parlia-
caneaonwitness ment had sat since the transaction ?-No. I suppose the matter was

under discussion. The Pacific Railway was under discussion in the
month of March, 1876. I suppose I was called upon to state what I
knew about the purchase.

19126. Do you mean called upon by the Minister ?-Called upon by
the Minister.

19127. Thon this nemorandum was made, as I understand you now,
in response to a request by the Minister ?-I think it is very likely.
I have no recollection of what was the origin of it.

19128. It does not appear to be addressed to any one: do you know
whether it was communicated to any one ? - Lt was made an official
document.

19129. Did you find that recorded in the Departmont of Publie
Works ?-I have no doubt it was furnished to the Minister.

Original memor- 19130. You find the original now in the records of the Department?
a rpi rda t6. -1 find the original in my band, which bas come from the records of

the Department. It is dated " Department of' Public Works, April
3rd, 1816. No. 11,160."

19131. In this memorandum you say that during the summer of
1874, advices from England showed a great decline in the priue of steel
rails: had you any means in your Department of Public Works, or in
your own branch of the Department, of knowing the general run of

Witnesas meanthe prices of such thîngs in England ?-Yes.
of knowing oW 19132. What means had you ?-I had correspondents in England inprices ran; cor-r
respondence with connection with the Intercolonial Railway, one of whom was Mr.~Sndberx who ofclnalRiwy
was pail by t he Sandberg, Inspector of Rails of the Intercoloniat Railway.
quantlty of rai 13. aouwa
e nspected. 19133. Was he an officer of our Government ?-He was employed

and paid by the Canadian Government.
19134. Employed, do you mean, for looking after the interest of the

public here ?-Employed for looking after their interest in England,
where the rails were being made for the Intercolonial Railway.

19135. In what way was he employed ?--He was employed as in-
spector.

19136. As inspector ?-Inspector of rails.
19137. Do you know whether he was paid by salary or by the num-

ber of rails he inspected ?-I think ho was paid by the quantity of rails
he inspected.

19138. And he was looking after the interest of the Canadian publie ?
-Yes; in connection with the manufacture of rails.
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19139. Was he asked, do you remember, to communicate the prices C6-11.tuo°
or to decide when it was a good time to have rails purchased ?-I think The information
it was voluntarily on his part. He isa man who is considered very taLt s
reliable, andi he furnished every information respecting the rails, their time td buy vol-
price and quality. partr on erg

19140. This information was voluntary on his part, as I understand accorn tothe
you ?-It was voluntary ; I thmk 1 may have asked him to do so, i do nu ®ber of rails
not at this moment remember. he lnspected.

19141. Ilad you any other person informing you upon the same sub- witness also
ject?-Yes ; a Mr. Livesey that I was in correspondence with-not coresonded
John Livescy who is well known here.

19142. What is his position ?-He is an engineer, and has had to do
with the inspection of rails and other railway property.

19143. Ilow was ho interested in this matter ?-He was not inter-
ested, he was a private correspondent of mine.

19144. Was he engaged in looking after the initerests of Canadians ?
-He was not in any way employed or paid by the Canadian
Government.

19145. Was there any other authority to whom you looked for an
opinion ?-I name those two; I do not remember others at this moment.

19146. Are there any periodicals in England published which would
give a tolerably fair idea of current prices ?-Yes.

Livesey a private
correspondent of
witnes.

19147. What periodicais ?-The various engineering papers: the Perlodlcals which
-Eigineer, Engin6eriny, Iron, and several other papers of that kind. curren dria o

19148. Do you know whether you had in your branch of the Depart.
Inent any such periodicals on file ?-No; I took the periodicalis at my
private house.

19149. You had them in your own control ?-Yes ; I took some of
them.

19150. Do you remember which periodicals you had control of at
that time ?-No; I do not remember. I remember one. i remember
the paper called Engineering.

19151. Do you think Engineering at that time gave the prices of
iron ?-L do not remember whether it did or not. I cannot tell you. It
is very likely there were articles in it referring to the downfall of rails.

19152. Did it purport to furnish from month to month, or from week
to week, or any other regular period, the changes in the market ?-I
Could tell you better4y referring to it.

19153. You do not remember ?- No; I do not remember at this
aomen t.

19154. Could you say from what source these advices came with which
You start your memorandum in March as being the reason for advising
the purchase ?-1 have already mentioned them.

19155. Do yuu mean Sandberg and Livesey ?-I mean more especially
•r. Sandberg.
19156. Were those letters to you official, as a person employed by

the Government ?-I should say they were officiai. They were notilarked not officiai.

Does not remem-
ber whether engî-
ncering furnished
the market
prices.

Acted principallr
on sadberg9
counseL.
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19157. Are they still on record ?-I have no doubt they are still inr
the office.

19158. You say that early in August, 1874, you mentioned the matter
to the Minister of Public Works, and advised that steps should be taken
to secure such quantity as might be deemed advisable: did you at that
time take the responsibility of saying what quantity it would be advis-
able to get?-I do not think I did.

19159. Do you know that before the transaction yon ever did report
to the Depairtment the quantity that you deemed advisable ?-I do not
think so.

19160. Thon, in your opinion, who decided the quantity ?-The
quantity was decided after the tenders came in.

quanity decid- 19161. And in your opinion, who decided it ?-It was decided by theed by the rima-
imter. Minister.

19162. Your memorandum mentions that on the 13th of the same
month you renewed your recommendation, and furnished a draft speci-
fication to be acted o.n if thought best : do you remember whether you,
at that time, offered any recommendation whether it would be best or
not, beyond what was said upon a previous occasion ?-Well, I cannot
say any more than is written bere.

Wltuess knew a
large amountwas
involved in pur.
chase of rafls.

Miitger ear
explain whet lier
there was any.
thlng more than
au informai

auve'u&ton
before entering

witopareports
by witness and
oommissloners
made before rails
were purchased.

19163. Did you understand as early as August, 1874, and while you
were sug' esting this pureluse, that a large amount of noney would be
involved in procuring tie material ?-Oh, yes; because I knew that
rails were expensive articles.

9164. In your experience, was it usual to enter into such a transac-
lion without more than on informal conversation betweo iho Minister
aid the Chief Engineer?-l ike it there were more frnal stops.
IIe would, in all probab:lity, consult his colleagues in the Government.

19165. That is your surmise ?-Yes.
19166. I was not asking about that, I was asking about your experi-

ence ?-This was an eeptional case. This was the first Pacific Rail-
way we had undertakenî to build.

19167. But you had other experience before the Pacifie Railway
was built ?-Yes, I had.

19168. I am asking about your experience ?-I do not say thore was
no more than an informal conversation.

19169. Are you aware that there was anything more ?-The respon-
sibility was with tho M inister, and ho can explen whether there was
anything more; I cannot.

19170. That is not answerirg my question, Mr. Fleming, do you
think it is? I am askinr whoether you are awareof anything ?-I take
it, if there had been anythiig more that I was aware of 1 would have
made a memorandum.

19171. Then what is your answer?-I have given my answer and it
is taken down. In the case of the Intercolonial there were reports o.n
the subject from the Commissioners as well as from myself.

19172. You mean written reports ?-Written reports advising tbp
purchase of rails. There w;is nothing in this case that I remember of



except the specification that I prepared. An order was issued to
advertise for tenders.

19173. That, I understand, was a stop in the actual transaction. I
am not asking you now as to the stops in the transaction after it was
commenced. I am asking you now for stops, if any, which occurred
before the transaction was commencedand which may have made an im-
pression on the Minister's mind ?-There may have been many Orders-
in-Council passed in connection with the Pacific Railway that I am
not aware of. This memorandum gives the history of it, as far as I
know, and I would rather trust to this memorandum than to my own
recollection a groat deal-very much rather.

19174. I understand that you have had experience in a position
somewhat similar to this in at least one 'other railway ?-Yes; I have
-had soine little experience in those matters.

19175. In your experience have you known transactions of this kind,
and for a large amount, to take place without anything more fbrmal
between the engineer and the Minister than a conversation or conver-
sations ?-When the conversation took place it was not known how
large or how small the transaction would be. We only asked for
5,000 tons of rails in the advertisement. The transaction grew a large
one at a later date.

19176. Do you mean that to be an answer to my question ?-Yes.
19177. Taking the quaitity to be only 5,000 tons, am I to assume

from what you say that you have known transactions of that kind-
5,000 tons transactions-without anything more foi mal than a con-
versation ?-The Government were not bound even to take 5,000
tons.

19178. Do you think that is an answer to my question ? Surely, Mr.
FIeming, you do not think I am asking what the Government were
bound to do ?-I do not know what you are aiming at. I am endeavour-
ing to give the thets as far as I can give them.

18179. And you say that in this case they were not bound to take
more than 5,000 tons, and that you assume tLat to be an answer to my
question ?-It is much easier to ask questions than to answer them
Sometimes. I am quite willing toanswer all questions that I can.

19180. I am sure of that, Mr. Fleming, and I have no-desire to get
more than your own recollection and view of the matter as you

emembor it. You have mentioned the fact that in this case the
Government was not bound to take more than 5,000 tons, as though
that were a material part of the answer to my question : now that
it is reduced to 5,000 tons, have you, in your experience, known of
5,000 tons of rails being ordered without aiything more than a conver-
Sation between the Minister and the Chief Engîieer ?-I do not at this
mI1oment remember any instance.

19181. Then the reducing of the quantity to 5,000 tons was not
riaterial ?-I do not know whether it was or not.

19182. In deciding to recommend a purchase of rails bocause the
price was low, did you take into account at that time the probability
Of the period at which they would be required for use ?-Doubtless 1
dkt.
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,Contracta NM. 19183. Do you remember at what time it was expected they

Principal reason would be used, or any conisiderable portion of them ?-The principal
why rails were i eason why the rails were purchased was the supposed low prices.
forchre, their That was the chief reason. The rails would be required some time or

other before very long.
Tlime when 19184. The time at which they would be wanted would be a material
reqred ca element in the problem ?-Yes ; L suppose it would.
Inaterial, but
w seted In 19185. Then, I am asking whether, it being a material element, you
transaction settled upon it in your mind ? - 1 settled upon it in my mind that the
was a good Onewhole transaction was a very good one.

19186. You do not mean irrespective of that element ?-Including
every consideration.

19187. Thon, as to that particular feature, how did you settle that ?
-It is impossible for me to tell at this hour. If you had asked me the
question seven years ago I miglt have been able to answer it.

19188. This is a very large tîansaction, or became a large transac-
tion, after your first recomnendation, and it evidently occu-
pied your mind as long ago as March, 1876, and you thon made a
formal memorandum of the circumstances which led to the purchase ?
-It has been banished from my mind for years until now.

cannot say 19189. Cvn you say now at what time you supposed they would
he rails oulght be required when you recommended them to be bought ?-I cannot

be required. say what my calculations were at that time of day. I cannot now say
what they were at that time.

quantity not 19190. I have gathered from what you said a littie while ago that at
the teunnt aere the beginning, when you recommended that someshould be purchased,
recelved. you had no idea of the quantity that might probably be purchased, and

that the quantities were settled upon afterwards; now, after the ten-
ders came in, and after the Government docided to make purchases,
I think that you added that even thon you made no recommenda-
tion as to the quantities: am I right as to that impression ?-You are
pretty nearly right. The quantity was not fixed until after the ten-
ders were received.

19191. Then after the tenders were received, did you take the
responsibility of recommending the quantities to be purchased ?-
Whether I did or not, I certain[y would have recommended the pur-
chase if I had been asked at that time.

19192. The purchrse of what ?-The rails.
19193. The purchase of what quantity ?-50,000 tons.
19194. As a matter of tact, do you know whether you did recom-

mend any quantities ?-I have no doubt whatever that I said to Mr.
Mackenzie : "You cauinot purchase too many rails at that price."

Thought the rails
had reached
bottom.

19195. And that recommendation, I understand, was based entirely
upon your idea of the price at that time being as low
a one as they would reach ?-From all I could learn, it appeared
that rails had reached bottom, and there would be a rebound immedi-
ately. I have no hesitation in saying that that was my impression at
the time, although it did not prove so. These rails had fallen from
£18 a ton down to £10 a ton, and remained at £10 a ton some six
months, and no one in the trade expected it would go any lower.
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19196. When you speak of no one in the trade expecting, you mean Vontrm"s Mo*.

according to the information you received ?-Of course.

19197. As a matter of fact you had not had communication with any
one ?-I only spoke through informa:ition in my possession. As far as
the information in my possession goes that was the fact.

19198. In this memorandum you say that in addition to the above
quantity of 40,000 tons it was arranged to accept the mostfavourable
terms for the delivery of rails free on board in England for transporta-
tion to British Columbia : how did you ascertain that those terms were
the most lavourable terms at that timo when this new 10,000 tons were
purchased ?-It will be stated in this memorandum. I cannot tell you
now.

19199. Did you take any part in ascertaining whether more favour-
able terms could be got for that second purchase for British Columbia?
-I do not remember.

19200. Do you think you took that as a matter of course, or do you
know whether you investigated before making that recommendation ?
-I really do not remember.

19201. It may have been taken for granted by you without making
any investigation ?-Possibly.

OTTAWA, Thursday, 14th April, 1881.

SANDFORD FL1MING'S examination continued:

By the Chairman :-
19202. We were spoaking yesterday of the transactions connected

With the first purchases of the steel rails: do you remember whether
You took any part in the making of the purchases beyond the reports of
Which you spoke yesterday, and the suggestion mentioned in your
memorandum of March, 1876 ; for instance, did you take any part in
deciding who should get the contracts, or how they should be fulfilled?

I think the abstract of tenders would give some information on that
Point. Looking at the abstract I see that I was not present when the
tenders were opened. They were opened by Mr. Trudeau and Mr. Tilley
on the 1lth November, 1874; however, they were passed over to me,
and on the 19th November I reported on them, which report I now
hold in my hand. (Exhibit No. 117.) I have no recollection of taking
an1y part in the arranging of the contracts.

19203. As far as you understand the matter, are you of the opinion
that the quality of the rails was according to contract ?-As far as I
know the quality was strictly according to contract. I see a letter dated
1lth February, 1875, from Mr. Sandberg,who was appointed to inspect
the rails; and my correspondence with Mr. Sandberg after that, I have
lo doubt ho was appointed on my recommendation.

19204. But on the main point you are of the impression that they
'Were satisfactory ?-Yes; I have no reason to think otherwise-no
reason at ail.

19205. I suppose that matter would be one within your jurisdiction
a8 Chief Engineer would it not ?-Yes; that came within my jurisdic-
tion,

Does not remem-
ber whether he
took any par In

whether more
favnurable terms
oould be t for
the rails ri
British Columbia.

quanty of rails
according to
contract.
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C@fc XOU• 19206 Does any other matter occur to you connected with those

The rails rails which you think ought to be mentioned by way of evidence ?--
thoroughly Nothing occuis to me. I may say that they were subjected to a very
""p®°ted' rigid inspection by one of the best rail inspectors in England, Mr.

Sandberg; and I have reason to think that the inspection was thorough.
Namples of the rails were sent out here and could be exhibited to the
Commissioners at any time. They were twisted about as if they were
made of lead instead of steel.

19207. It appears that at the first invitation for tenders the time
named was very short: did you take any part in settling upon the
opportunity that would be given to the public for competition ?-I do
fnot think I was consuited on that; I took no part in it.

cannotexplain 19208. Do you know how the time was so short, in the first instance,
whyMm was n
.ah*t at firat., and why it was enlarged t fterwards ?-No; I cannot explain that mat-
or whyftwas ter. I have in my han I and I produce a printed diagram furnished
*lAâ&ed , by Mr. Sandberg showing the fluctuations in the price of rails, both iron

and steel; in the case of iron since the year 1855, and in the caàe of
In price. steel since they were first made in 1861. It shows, among other things,

the great fall from the year 1873 to the year 1874, and thon the equally
great fall from the year 1874 to the year 1879, and the position last
year. (Exhibit No. 291.)

19209. This diagram is not dated, but from the shaded line it appears
to give information as late as the end of 1878: is that the way you
understand it?-It gives information to the year 1880 ; from 1878 up
to 1880 has been put on by hand, not printel.

19210. The printed Portion ends with the year 1878 ?-Yes.
19211. Was this part which was put in by hand put in before it

reached you?-I think it was put in by Mr. Sandberg.

Geoian Bsy 19212. As contracts Nos. 6 to il inclusive, touch only a subjecton
(."nraN .... which you have no more to say, we will proceed to the next

contract, No. 12, which relates to the Georgian Bay Branch : do you
remember what part you first took in that matter ?-I do not know, I
am sure; there is some correspondence.

Under 37 Vie., 19213. In the first place, do you remember that you understôod that
nhaay 1,gr.a to be part of the Canadian Pacifie Railway system proper ?-Yes ; I
sidered part of think under the Act it was troated as part of the system. Under theCanadianPcii
Railway syatem. Act 37 Vie., cap. 14, the Georgian Bay Branch was considered part of

the system.
19214. The termini of this branch appear to have been establishË'

by an Order-in-Council: do you remember whether you took any part
in recommending the termini as the best available ends of the
branch ?-I remember taking some part. I recollect pointing out we
could not exactly define the point, and it would be botter to make it
within the limits of four adjacent townships, which townships, if I
remember right, were lettered A, B, C and D.

Witness did not 19215- Did yon' recommend the general line which was lot to Mr.
recomimend theFotrabe
reraii ne letto Poster as being one desirable to locute for the purpose of this branch'?

steýr. -I did not.

This done by 19216. Do yoi' khiw' how th'e direction and location of that was
Order-in-Couneil. established;,abd"why the Engineer-in-Chief was not asked to report ?-

I.understand it was by Order-in-Council.
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19217. Do you mean that you were not consulted verbally or in Contriret Ki. ta.

-writing on the matter, nor asked to make any report ?-I cannot say I Haziew said
-was not consulted. If I remember rightly. Mr. Hazlewood, who had lin®cula be

finished bis connection with the Intercolonial Railway, was asked by
the Minister-but this is not of my own knowledge. It has come to
iny knowledge that Mr. Hazlewood was asked if a line coild be built
from one point to another, and he made a reconnaissance of the ground
and said that it could. On that information an Order-in-Council was
passed.

19218. That you understand to be the origin of this location ?-Yes;
these points are naied in an Order-in-Courcil, whatever date it may
have.

18219. Was Mr. Hazlewood under you at that time: was he of your
staff ?-Re hal been under me before, and may be considered under me
then, although I have no recollection of ail the circumstances that then
occurred. I do not know whether I instructed him, or whether he got
his instructions direct from the Minister.

19220. Do you remember whether+you were in favour of that branch, col, n
judging the matter from an engineering point of view ?-I never could necessaty for
see the immediate necessity for it, I must say. Georgian Bay

branch.
19221. When you say immediate you mean at the time it was con-

tracted for ?- I could not at tiat time see the immediate necessity
for it.

19222. Who was the person to whom the Government looked at that
time for engineering views on al] matters connected with the Pacifie
]Railway ?-They looked to myself.

19223. Did you give them any engineering views upon this matter ?
- am not sure that [ was in Ottawa at the time that the views were
Wanted, but the correspondence that I have sent for will probably
bring that matter back to my recollection.

19224. Were yýu then aware of any engineering reasons for the Lunerse1elftm
selection of Ibis particular line which was contracted for by Mr. Alt-9 6th pfu
-Poster ?-I do not think the line was selected on engineering
grounds-at least not altogether.

19225. Well, if it was partially so, the reasons upon which it was
Partially sr would be useful ?-It was ascertained by the examination
m»ade by Mr. HIazlewood that there were no special engineering objec-
tions, Mr. Hazlewood having been employed to walk over the
fountry.

19226. In fixing the contract with Mr. Foster, you are aware pro-
bab1y,that certain gradieits were made absolutely indispensable ?-There
'*ere certain maximum gradients stipulated in the contract. I read
fron the contract:

"Gradients and allignmentsball be the best that the physical features of the country in no case the1wil admit of without involving unusual or unnecessarily beavy works of construe- gradients to
ti th respect to which the eneeer will decide; but that in no case will the exceed 1fr100

lients exceed 1 per 100 ascending westerly, or 1 in 200 ascending easterly, 20 e per
and the engineer shal, in all cases, decide where the maximum gradient will be allowed."

19227. Are you aware whether there had been any such examination
of the country as would make it certain, or probable, that such
1i2iMurium gradients could be obtained ?-I think there had been such
l*8n examination.
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19228. Who do you think made that examination ?-Mr. Hazlewood,
a gentleman in whom I had the greatest possible confidence. Mr.
Hazlewood made an examination of the country in the summer of
1874. Mr. Hazlewood reported to me at different times during that
year: the 14th of July, the 5th of August and the 15th of September.
At the close of the season, on the 6th of October, when ho returned, I
reported the result of his examination to the Minister, and I niow put
in my report of the 6th of October, 1874. (Exhibit No. 29 .) I have
not, at this time, read over this report, but I see in one pairagraph, the
third last, the following words referring to what Mr. llazlewood saw:
" Ile thinks there would be no great difficulty in obtaining a fair line
with easy grades and curves between Pembroke and the Lake White
Partridge. at which lattér point the examination to Renf: ew branched
off." In another paragraph I see it stated : " The grads and curves
will be extremely easy." That is with reference to the valley of the
River Bonnechere.

19229. The locality you name is not affected at all by this contract
with Mr. Foster : my question was directed to that portion of the
country covered by his contract, and I ask if you are aware whether
any ipformation had been obtained which showed sueh gradients as the
specified maximum gradients were obtainable?-Th)se gradients were
fixed on the information furnished by Mr. Hazlewood. -He believed
that those gradients could be secured. I did not make the examina-
tion myself; I trusted to him and had every confidence in him.

1923dJ. Do you know where there is any evidence now that be made
such an examination as would give that information : up to the
present we have not had any ?-The paper I hold in my hand-

19231. But that speaks of country which is not a-ffected by this con-
tract. You have defined the linos between two points ?-I have men-
tioned two points, but the other points are mentioned in this letter-
that is the concluding paragraph. I have not been able to read it
through, but the words I have quoted caught my eye. I have now
read the ortion of the report respecting the country covered by the
Georgian Bay Branch, and I may quote, as follows, from the same:-

"Mr. Hazlewood proceeded first to Parry Sound district and travelled by the road
laid from Lake Rousseau to Lake Nipissing. le selected the corner posts b-tween
lots 158 and 159 as the initial noint, and started from that place on thp lst of July on
a direct course for the mouth of River French, a distance of about 60 miles. He
reports the country between these points as being favourable for railway construc-
tion, no obstacles of anyimportance presenting themselves, except near River French,
where the heaviest rock excavation will be necessary. 'i he streams to be crossed
are few and unimportant, and there isan ample supply of gool stone. The land, as a
general rule, is level, and, asfaras could be judged, much (if it adapted f"rsettlement.

he timber is large and valuable. Pine, apparently of a fine quality, is to be had in abund-
ance The mouthe of River French were reached on the evenii g of the 7t h ot July. * •
On the 17th of July he left the Nipissing road and walked in ai straight a course as
possible easterly towards Pembroke. About one and a-half miles fr m the road, he
crossed the River Comonda about twenty-five feet in width flowing in a northerly
direction. A short distance further up, he turned to the westward. For
the first eight miles some rough ground was encountered, but with a little
time and care Mr. Hazlewood is convinced that a good line may be
secured. At ten and a-half miles he crossed the River South or Namanitagong,
seventy-five feet in width, and eight feet deep; and at sixteen and a-half miles, again
crossed this river, fifteen feet in width. From the latter point he foil wed the gelieral
course of the River South to about the twenty-first mile. At seventeen and a-half
miles he came upon a large deposit of gravel, the first seen betw-î n this point and
River French, a total distance of seventy-seven miles. At the twenty-first mile the
River South was lost sight of, but at the twenty-fourth mile a brook was crossed
which he took to be one of its heads, and at the twenty-sixth and a-half mile crossed
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what he supposed to be the other head. This latter stream he followed to the
twenty-eighth mile, where it was finally lost sight of. The valley of the River South
from this point (twenty-eight miles) back to the eighth mile is wide, and offers no
serious obstructions to the location of an easy line ihrough it About the twenty-
ninth mile he reached the water-shed. Here the aspect of the country changes a
little; the ridges were less elevated and bis track crossed them at an angle, instead
of ruuning with them as heretofore. At the thirtieth mile he crossed a brouk running
north-easterly, and a mile further on passed a lake having its outlet in the sane direc.
tion. At the thirty-fiAh mile he reached Creek Nipissing, an important lumbering stream;
at the point of crossing it is fifty feet wide. All the streams from the thirtieth mile flow into
thiscteek. Mr. Hazlewoodsaid he would anticipate no difficulty in gettingfrom the
valley of the ativer 'South to the valley of Creek Nipissing, the water-shed between
thembeingqiite low. • * • Speakinggenerallyof the country walkedoverbetween
River Frenchand Lake Burdt"-

A little beyond the eastern end of the Georgian Bay Branch-some
twenty miles beyond the eastern end of the Georgian Bay Branch,
probably:-

"Mr. Hazlewood remarks that he feels quite safe in stating that the rail-
way could be located on a very direct course between these points-in fact, that the
departure from a straight line would probably not increase the distance more than
5 per cent. He reports a large quantity ot good land met with, covered generally
with a fine growth of timber, consisting of pine, maple -"

And so on. 'That is all that refers to the Georgian Bay Branch proper.

19232. You gather apparently from-Mr. Ilazlewood1's letter to you
that the line easterly from that initial point was over rather a level
country: that very few obstacles were presented ?-Yes; and I am still
-of the same opinion.

19233. Are you aware that after the contract was entered into with
Mr. Foster he stated to the Government it was impossible to obtain
these maximum gradients, and asked that the contract should be quali-
lied in some way, so as to relievehim of that condition ?-Yes; I think
I remember that, and [ am almost certain that I reported on the sub-
ject at the time.

19234. In a letter of the 20th of December, 1875, fron Mr. Foster
to the Minister of Public Works ho asks for concessions from the
Government concerning this contract. Among other things he states
that the surveys of the branch were commenced at the westerly end,
and such difficulties were encountered in obtaining thedesired gradient
of twenty-six feet per mile ascending eastward, that a re-survey of the
ground had to bo ordered, upon which a large party of engineers were
still at work ; and Mr. Shanly reported, as I understand, that it was
inipossible in that locality to obtain these gradients : have you any
reason to change the opinion which was expressed in your report
about that time to the effect that they could be obtained ?-Mr. Shanly
reported on the 26th of October, 1875, from information not obtained
personally, but through a Mr. Harris who was employed by Mr.
FOster. That letter was forwarded to me for my report. . reported
'on that letter on the 17th of November following, which report sets
forth the views I thon entertained. It is not long and I will be very
hapPy to read it. I will quote from the letter if you will allow me. I
Wili quote the second paragraph :

"I have given this subject my best attention and have had the advantage of the
«lewe of Mr. Ridont, the engineer in charge of the work, and Mr. Hazlewood, thehtleman who made the original reconnaissance of the country. It does not appearth the surveys made under the direction of Mr. Foster have yet extended over theWhole length of the proposed lino. They have, as far as I can learn, been confined
o ibh 'work of two survey parties, one working easterly from French River, theOther Workng westerly from Rentrew. When last heard from the two together bad made
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a preliminary survey of the extent of some 140 miles, while the whole distance between
French River and Renfrew is about 210 miles. It thus appears that about one-third of the
whole distance has not yet been surveyed in any way. It is frequently necessary
and always advisable to make exhaustive surveys before deciding on the rejection or
adoption of any particular line, specially in a country such as the one upon which the
proposed railway is to be built While I have no doubt that a line could be found on-
a lower general elevation in the direction indicated by Mr. 8hanily (that was a line
by the Ottawa and River Matawan, a considerable distance to the north), I am not,
by any means, satisfied that a line coming up to the condition of a contract cannot be
secured on the general route shown on the contract plan. The proper course, in my
judgment, is for the contractor to carry on the surveys with every possible energy,until a line coming within the ternms of the contract be tound. There is no necessity
for adhering rigidly to the exact line drawn on the contract plan. This was never
intended. That line was simply to show the general direction of the intended railway.
It would be sufficient, in my opinion, that the line, when found, should run in a fairly
direct course from the termini to a central point in the space lettered on the plan A,
B, C and D."

19235. I understand that you adhere to the opinion suggestid in this
letter, that there was no reason to abolish that contract upon the ground
that the maximum grade could not be obtained which was there pre-
scribed ?-That was then my opinion.

19236. Have you any reason to change it since ?-I am not here to
express an opinion. I am not expressing an engineering opinion now;
I am speaking of what I did thon.

19237. And you think you ought not to give an opinion now ?-J am
not prepared to give an engineering opinion on short notice.

19238. While you were Engin eer-in-Chief of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, do you remember that you came to a different opinion from
that explained in this report ?-I do not remnember that I ever came to
any diffèrent opinion.

19239. Upon the question which you raise now, as to the nature of
your evidence, I may say that as yon are subpænaed as a skilled
witness and at a higher daily allowance than an ordinary witness, we
think we are entitled to your opinion upon the matter upon which you
are skilled, that is, such ar opinion as you can give at the moment ?-
I am not in the habit of giving hasty opinions. To give an opinion
that would be worth anything I would require to consider the matter
very fully.

19240. I am only mentioning this so that we may understand each
other in the future : we do not want to get deliberate opinions from
you while you are in the witness box, but if there is any matter upon
which you can there give an opinion as a skilled witness we may have to
ask for that opinion ?-I am not at all desirous of concealing anything,
even my opinion if I have any opinions; but one cannot form opinions 80
rapidly as you would appear to imagine.

19241. I am only mentioning this so that you may be governed by it
in whatever way you think proper hereafter if such questions again
arise ?-I may say, I would like it to be understood I am not propared
to give any fresh opinions now without due consideration, and I do not
wish to conceal anything that has passed.

19242. Do you remember whether, while you were Chief Engineer,
you were asked for any further report on the necessity of cancelling the
contract on the ground of the difficulty of the gradients ?-The written
records may show, but I have no recollection of it.
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19243. It appears that this contract was at first cancelled by the Coltract Ne.1.

Government, and the question arose as to how much Mr. Foster ought
to get from the Covernment, if anything, on.account of his expenditure,
and I bolieve you were asked to give your report upon that matter: do
you renember the substance of that report, and the grounds which you
had for it ?-1o; I should like to see the report. There is an
Or'der-in-Couneil of March 8th, 1876, mentioned here in this report, I
would require to see. I have sent for some information on this point. I
think it is more- likely that Mr. Ridout, who was in charge of that partie-
ular work, will be able to bring with him the information that is desired.
It is only right that I should draw your attention to a letter of mine of in a letter dated
the 9th February, 1877, with regard to gradients of the Georgian Bay 9tbFeruthay
Branch. In that letter I give my hurried views with regard to the theigha enat-
survey made by Mr. Lumsden, subsequent to the other surveys, and I o.n.*&. aia
state in that letter that " the light gradients ascending eastward which notbeenobtaine4
they expected have not been obtained." That is the point that I wish au expected.

to bring under your notice.
19244. In this letter you intimate to the Minister that the gradients

which you had at first expected were not obtainable?-No; not that
they were not obtainable, but that they had not been obtained.

19245. This was on Mr. Lumsden's location ?-Yes.
19246. Was that nearly in the same locality as the one commenced

by Mr. iFoster?-Yos; 1 think it is over the saine ground, because it
refers to the terminus lettered A, B, C .and D, and on the opposite
page, No. 24, there is a description of that survey by Mr. Smith.

19247. If I remember, the line as let to Mr. Foster commenced at It having been
the mouth of French River and this commenced twenty miles oaste FrechRat
ward, avoiding some of the sixty miles of country whieh Mr. Shanly was navigable to
reported as being so difficult ?-That was an afterthought on the part acaN"nt knaas
of Mr. Foster or some one else. It was discovered that the French survey was made
River might be rendered navigable from Cantin's Bay, and a survey mouth of the
was made instead of from the mouth of the river from Cantin's Bay to river but fromi

the central point in the townships A, B, C and D. hi. point.

19248. The point to which I draw your attention now is that the
substance of Mr. Shanly's report is that the prescribed gradients could
not be obtained, and Mr. Lumsden's survey commenced twenty miles
further eastward, therefore the country between those two points,
twenty miles apart, is not affected at all by this new survey ?-No.

19259. I mean they do not touch the correctness of the report by
Mr. Shanly in any way ?-I am not at ail certain that you are rigbt in
that; because I am still of the opinion that the gradients could be had
Over that twenty miles if they were wanted.

19250. I am not saying that Mr. Shanly was right, I am only calling
Your attention to this: that the report of the survey commencing
twenty miles up the river may not affect the correctness of somebody
else's survey commencing at the mouth of the river ?-The difficulties
referred t byMr. Shanly, as I understand it, were not on the twenty
'miles extending from Cantin's Bay to the mouth of French River, but
at other points.

19251. That may have been so, but he alludes to the country starting
--or, in is words, " advancing eastward from French River? "-I
amQ very confident about that.

26½*
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Lumsden's
location. was over a portion of ihe sami e lino as that lot to Mr. Foster ?-Yes;

in fact this was still Mr. Voster's work-it was not out of his hands.

witnesswishesto 19253. I do tiot Fo understand it. I understand the contract with
conceal nothing. Mr. Foster was ended in February, 18-J6, and this report was in

February, 1.77 ?-1 tormed my prosent opinion from a letter addressed
to Mr. Foster. On reading the letter, however, I see it is on another
subject. The letter I refer to is on page 24 on the top of the page. I
mibstated it in that particular. I draw your attention now to this
letter because, as I inforined you, I wish to conceal nothing, and I dis
cover on lookinig over this paper that Mr. Lumsden had. not obtained
the gradients that we wanted to find.

19254. I wish to see whether that had any bearing on the previous
lino, because ifit was on a different lino it wili not enlighten us?-It
is practically on the same route, except on the western tventy miles.

Lumsden'ssurvey 192;,5. Looking now at your letter of the 9th February, 1877, are
certaitnly showed ztii o
itwoId be very you still of the opinion that the impression you got fromt. Mr. Hazle-
diffenl Ioget wood's letters was the correct one, that is to say, that the gradients
«rades. pretclribed in the Foster contract were obtainable ?-They certainly

showed me that the difficulty in getting them was greater thtn I
originally thought, but it did not prove that it was impossible to get
thein.

19256. Have you been over that portion of the lino yoursolf at any
time ?-I have not. I had very great faith in Mr. Hlazlewood, a faith
that is not easily shaken, and he expressed himself very strongly about it.

19257. Since that, howevor, you have corne to a different conclusion,
as I understand it ?-1 do not think so. I have not said so. I have
said that I learned from the survey of Mr. Lumsden that the diffical-
ties were greater than 1 originally thought. I have a recollection of
Mr. HIazlewood saying to me-[ think in the presence of Mr. Ridout,
but 1 am not very clear about that-" send me there, and I will gotyou
the grades."

19258. Are you able to say now whether this money that was paid
to Mr. Foster on account of bis explrations and surveys, at that time
when he had the contract for the Georgian Bay Branch, bas been
available to the G4overnment in subsequent transactions ?-To some
extent.

Foster claimed 19259. Can you give any further information upon the subject of
this expenditure by Mr. Foster ?-Yes; I have made onquiries since
the Court adjourned, and Mr. Ridout, who was in charge of that branch
of the service, has brought certain papers here which show, among
other things, that Mr. Foster had made a claim of some 863,000, and
produced vouchers for that exponditure in connection with the Canada
Central extension and the Georgian Bay Branch. There is another
paper dated 29th April, 1876, by Mr. Walter Shanly, addressed to the
Deputy Minister of Public Works, Mr. Trudeau, in which he says with
respect to the Georgian Bay Bay .Branch :

Walter Shanly, "I have the bonour to certify that I bave examined the accounts submitted by Mr.
-on Posser's A. B. Foster, contractor, for bis outlay and liabilities in connection with above, and
aceounts. amounting in all to $50,966.27. The first item in schedule of accounts submitted is

for construction of building wharf, &c., at mouth of French River, $9,424.83. Of
this I bave no personal knowledge, the work baving been done before Mr Foster had
engaged me as bis consulting engineer; nor have I since visited the place.
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"For surveys amount expended $31,838.15, the accounts for which I have examined
and certify to the whole baving been fairly incurred for the purposes detailed. In
some of the details the charges are perhaps open to criticism as somewhat high,
but taking the whole number of miles of line surveyed, 187, the total expenditure is
by no means extravagant or unreasonable. The remainder of the account is made
up of the following items: Head office and accountant's expenses, $2,500; consulting
engineer for service. $2,500; 10 per cent. upon whole account, $4,623.29, the last of
which only calls for special explanation, and is intended to meet the sundry and
various expenses incident to preparing for carrying ont a large contract, and which
though they cannot always be formulated into specifical accounts and vouchers, not-
withstanding, constitute a fair and first charge against the work. Taking the whole
outlay, exclusive of that at the mouth of French liver (which not having come under
my cogiizsuce I am unable to certify to), I consider it as fair and reasouable for the
work performed. Mr. Ridout, the Government Engineer, can bpeak as to the struc-
tures and expenditure at French River.

" I have the honour to be, &c.,
" W. 8HAN'LY."

Now it appears that I conferred with Mr. Ridout-who is here and
can give evidence if required-and reported on the 28th April. There
is a little difficulty ahout the dates. Mr. Shanly's letter is the 29th;
My report is the 28th April, and sets forth that I had made every
enquiry into the subject and satisfied mysof that in the event of the
Geergian Bay Branch being proceeded with, the expenditure incurred
would be available generally for the prosecuition of the work.

19260. Have you any means of knowing to what extent that expen.
diture was made available afterwards ?-1 require to consult with Mr.
Ridout before giving an answer to that.

19261. Perhaps it would be as well for us to call him at some future
time, if you have no means ofknowing now ?-I understand that a por-
tion of this was immediately available --what amotnt I do not remem-
ber. The balance consisted of expenditure on surveys, as explained in
Mr. Sha<ly's letter, and was reprosented by vouehers, pay-lists and
certified accounts for supplies purchased, &c.

Georgian 10ay
Branch -.

Contract No. 12

Witness reported
that expenditure
would be avalla-
ble for work.

19262. It appears ou page 17 of that printed Return,that the surveys
altogether clained by Mr. Foster amounted to an item of about
824,000 for the Georgian Bay Branch, and about $19,100 for the Canada
Central; now in this last account which amounts to something like
$41,000, exolusive of the buildings at the mouth of French River, ho
charg.s for >urveys $31,838 ; and I understand you to certify that the
eBxpenditireo incurred will generally be available in the prosecution of
the Geogian Bay Branch: now from his detailed account ho only
elaim, $24,000 to havue been spent for surveys on the G1eorgian Bay
Braneh ?-It may be a typographical error. That letter is dated Fe.
bruary; the date I refer to is iurther on. The date of Mr. Shanly's
letter is the 29th April, and possibly surveys may have been made in
the ineantime.

19261. It does not appear so from the general tenor of this printed cannot explain
Return. On the 8th February, 1876, Mr. Foster sent in an account for anhaowergt
63,489, and that included Georgian Bay Branch survey 824,532. and on witnesse

Canada Central extension survey $19,125. Subsequently he gets an ror sv1ys
aeeount passed which includes $31,888, for surveys alone, and that is whereasui hide-
Paid to him apparently, upon your letter that the expenditure incurred had claimed only
-vill be grenerally available in the prosecution of the Georgian Bay $24,5Z
Branch ?--I am not able to explain it. Possibly accounts may have
ome in after the 9th February, and ho may have been justified in

raaking that statement. Of course I attach great weight to the state-
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ment of Mr. Shanly, who had every opportunity of looking into Mr.
Fobter's acounts.

19264. Do you know why the lino from the mouth of French River
to Douglas which would include the Georgian Bay Branch proper, to
the extension of the Canada Central, was adopted on the lino which
was laid down in those two con tracts-I mean, for instance, going
through the centre or near the centre of those townships A, B, C and D ?
-I think that is due to some policy of the Government which was
nover, that I remember of, very fully explained to nie.

19265. It was not for any engineering reasons that that particular
route was adopted ?-It was not foi any engineering reasons. My
impression is that the Government-and 1 am merely making reference
to the impression that has been on my mind-the Government had
some idea of bridging the Ottawa so as to connect with the Occidental
lino on the eastern side of the Ottawa-bridging the Ottawa in the
neighbour-hood of Portage (lu Fort.

19266. That, yon think,might be areason for establishing the eastern
terminus in that neighbour hood ?-On the Georgian Bay Branch.

19267. It is not on the Georgian Bay Brancb ; it is, if anything, on
the Canada Central extension ?-Yes; I imagine that was the reason.
They desired to have as direct a lino as p,)ssible from the neighbourhood
of Douglas, whieh is nearly opposite Portage du Fort, across to the
mouth ofFrench River.

19268. Assuming the spot that ycu speak of to be a desirablo
terminus at the cawt, l'or this subsidized exttnsion of the Canada Central,
and the mouth of French River being a desirable western terminus for
the Georgiati Bay Branch, I wish to know if you are aware of any
engineering ieason why the line was taken through the centre of those
tour townships, and on the reute which is genci ally laid down in these
two contracts, one with Mir. Foster and one with the Canada Central
Riàlway Co. ?-I know of no engineering reason. I am satisfied that
a botter line. from an engineering stand-point, might have been bad
further to the north, but I imagine-and ibis must be taken as a surmise
on my part-that the Government were desirous of bringing the lino as
lar south as possible in order to make the connection with Toronto and
Ontario as short as possible.

19269. I un<erstand you were not asked to give any engineering
report on the subject as to whether that was a desirable route or not ?
-No; no other reports -han those I have already referred to to-day-
the reports of Mr. Hazlewood's exploration.

19270. Does any of them touch this subject: whether that is a desirable
route between Freneh River and the eastern terminus you have
described ?--I was not called upon to ascertain which was the best
route botweon the two points mentioned-Portage du Fort and the
French River. If that had been the object I should have ascertained.

19271. Then I amn to understand that that particular route was
adopted for other than engineering reaisons?-Yes; I think so.

contract let on a 19272. Do you know why in this case it was considered desirable
wakikng explora' to let the contract upon the route adopted without anything moretion to Save tlme. than a walking exploration of the country ?-1 suppose it was to

save time ; I know of no other reason.
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19273. And do you think it did save time ?-I do not know. The <*****®*t* 12.
lino has not been built yet.

19274. But do you mean that it accomplished the object, that it
saved the time by not having an instrumental survey ?-I do not think
it accomplished the object. It did not effect a saving of time at all
events, inasmuch as the lino is not now constructed, although four
or five years have elapsed.

19275. The next contraut is No. 13, for the portion of the lino com' nauway Lo®a-
mencing in the neighbourhood of Thunder Bay. Before going into the • o 13

particulais of this contract I would like to ask you if you would Firstefforttoana
explain the reasons why that was considered a desirable terminus to a route which
choose as well as the reasons for laying down the course of the tSup ateuioatka'
lino that was then adopted westorly ?-I think that is very fully pt on it nor-
explained in the printed report or printed evidence taken before the fohratern it
Senate Committee a year or two ago. My first effort was to discover a lake, faited.

route which would touch Lake Superior at a point on its northern side
eligtble for a terminus on that lake, and which would give us the
shortest'distance between the prairie region and the navigation of the
lake, while at the same time it would leave as little of the main lino to
be constructed casterly from the point referred to as possible. It
seemed to me that if we could get a lino direct from the prairie region
to Nipigon Bay that the desired object would be acconplished, and
every effort was made to discover a direct lino; but these efforts failed,
the country between Nipigon Bay and the interior directly west of it
being exceedingly rough. Efforts wore renewed to find other hles.
One was tried to the north, following by Lake Nipigon and thence by
Sturgeon Lake and other lakes towards Rat Portage, in fact exhaustive
surveys were made in that direction, none of which proved to be
entirely satisfactory.

19276. You are speaking now of the country, as I understand, Another erort
between Rat Portage and Lake Nipigon?-Yes; we were driven north lne southofth
of the rugged country that I have referred to. Another effort was rugged country
made to find a lino to the south of the rugged country by Shebandowan also rib8e.
and what is known as the Dawson route. That effort aiso failed.
Finally we found what scemed to be the best and shortest route
between the waters of Lake Superior and the north side of Lake of the
Woods, which route is practically the one now under construction.

'The surveys were not entirely completed at the time I refer to, but Finally route
sufficient information had been obtained to satisfy us that the route found.

was perfectly practicable; it would give us the desired easy gradients,
and it would be the shortest lino of communication between the points
referred to.

19277. Which points?-The navigation of Lake Superior, Rut Portage Raulwa Co-U
and the prairie region. At that time, if I remember right, the public "'"*î s

were impatient to have the Pacifie Railway commenced, and the Gov. eIncoupletur
-ernment appeared to be equally desirous. Although the surveys wero it asthought

Iloteom vasto a s~~toîîpossible te Put
no0tcompleted it was thought possible to put a short section under con- short section
tract. Hence section 13, I think it is named, on the one end, and under contract.

eection 14 on the other, were adopted and tenders were advertised for.

19278. I do not know whether it is generally considered that the cost
"Of the railway is a matter for consideration by that portion of the
Department controlled by engineers : how is that ?-Yes; it is a very
enaterial consideration.
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contraet- '" 19 79. It is within the jurisdiction of the Engineering Department
Costofria. as a rule ?-Yes,
witiîiui Englneer- a ueYs
Ing Department. 19280. Did you consider, in adopting the particular route which was

adopted in this case, the probable cost of making the road ?--I did.
19281. Did you consider that, at the time the tenders were invited,

the proper time had arrived, from an engineering point of view, to ask
for tenders ?-I considered that suflicient information had been obtained
to justify us in inviting tenders under the circumstances.

19282. From an engineering point of view ?-I preferred having the
commencement of the work postponed a little later, but I was aware
that the public were impatient to have the work started.

Work started 19283. Then do you mean that the work was started at the time it
boeaue publie o ~e h~ niern
was impatent. was for other than engineering reasons ?-Yes ;, to some extent.

19284. And those reasons to some extent conflicted with eiîgneer-
ing reasons ?-To some extent they did so.

19285. I am asking you what you thought at the time ?-I don't
remember what J thought at the time.

19286. I understood yeu to say just now that the probable cost of the
work was, within the Engineering Department, a proper question for
consideration by the engineers?-It certainly is.

Time had come 19287. Did you consider that the time had arrived when this work
to commence the h rbbe "

work on publi ought to be commenced, having duo regard to the probable cot of it ?'
grunde which -1 did, under the circumstances J have explained.
outweighed engi-
neering reaons. 19288. J do not quite understand what are the circumstances which

you have explained ?-Public grounds.
19289. Did those public grounds, as you understand it, make it desi-

rable to commence the railway when engineeringP reasons would rot
have made it desirable ?-Engineering reasons certainly weighed, but
public reasons were stronger than engineering reasons.

19290. Do you mean that they outweighed the cngineering reasons?
-Yes.

19291. Then I assume, from what you said before about your posi.
tion in relation to the Government, that you were informed by the
Government that those other reasons were to prevail over the engineer-
ing reasons ?-I do not think I was so informed. I think it was a
matter of publie notoriety.

19292. But public notoriety was not governmng the transactions of
the Department ?-The officers of the Department had to be governed
by the directions received from the Minister and the Government.

19293. Do you think that at the time section 13 was advertised
the engineers had obtained sufficient information to enable the contract
to be let at the lowest possible price ?-Information was not so full as
could be desired, and I do not know that they had obtained enough to
enable them to let it at the lowest possible price, but it was sufficient
for the purpose of letting it in the way in which it was let.

19294. At the time that the tenders were invited, I understand you
to say that this particular section was expected to go to Shebandowan
Lake, or further in that direction than it did go?-When this section
was let it was expected that we would get a line through by Lake
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Shebandowan to Rat Portage, and the first contract was to construct Contract No. 1s
Oi When cot was ex-the line from Fort William to a point in the neighbourhood of Lake ® lentract 

Shebandowan. That, however, was changed afterwards. I should pecedtoget a
also add. now that it comes to my recollection, there was some idea of Lakeshebandow-
utilizing the navigable stretches of the Dawson route, for a time at all e tomea Prt-
events, between Lake Shebandowan and Rat Portage; and it was using the water
thought important that one of those lakes-Lake Shebandowan or .hanged.;
some other lake-should be tapped by the first liik of tho railway. It
was, however, discovered that we could nut obtain a continuous lino of
railway in that particular direction without an enormous cost, and the
direction of the line was, some time after the work was commenced on
section -3, changed. A portion ofthe section was abandone4 and the
lne branched off from a point called, if I remembor rikht, Sunslhine
Creek, some fifteen miles to the east of Lake Shebandowan.

19295. I have gathered from what has already been said by other Rat Portage

witnesses and the reports, that before the letting of this contract Rat go,"rn.®.7
Portage was considered to be an objective point; at all events it was a Point.
governing point on this route westerly from Lake Superior ?-Yes.

19296. Then, at the time of letting this contract 13, it was under-
stood that the railway to be finally located would probably go to Rat
Portage ?-Yes; but it was thought we would get another lino to Rat
Portage than the one ultimately adopted.

19297. At the time of letting this contract 13 it was not known
whether the route of the railway from Lake Superior to Rat Portage
would be by Lake Shebandowan and the water. stretches, or by the
route which bas since been adopted ?-It was not known.

19298. So that the letting of this contract at that time was experi- Letting eontract
mental to some extent?-It was done before the route throughout was experimental.

known.
1929.. Do you remember whether the hope of getting a lineby Lake

Shebandowan to Rat Portage through the water stretches was abandoned
and ihis more northerly one adopted, for engineering reasons, or was it
for other reasons ?-Since the lino bas been all surveyed the Dawson
route was abandoned for engineering reasons and for reasons of
economy.

19.300. Were these reasons ascertained by a further exploration and
examination of the country, or were they from a change of policy
having reference to trade or settlement ?-My impression is that these
reasons were established by examinations of the country that wére
made. As I said before, we discovered that the lino projeoted front
Lake Shebandowan to Rainy River and thence aeross to Rat Portage,
or some other crossing point of Lake of the Woods, was impracticable
'within any reasonable expenditure.

19301. Do you mean a more southerly direction ?-A more southerly
direction; yes.

19302. Have you considered how Thunder Bay compares with the
mouth of the Nipigon as a terminus on Lake Superior, other things
being equal ?-My own prefereice bas been given to Nipigon Bay as
a terminal point on account of the botter shelter, and for other reasons.
Better shelter is found there, and there are other reasons ; but we could
not reach Nipigon Bay with so short a lino of railway as we could
Thunder Bay.

Nipi;on Bar
a better terminus.
than Thunder
Bay-but Thun-
der Bay reachcd
by a shorter
lime.
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contractNo.13. 19303. Do you know whether, in abandoning the mixed route ofWater stretches water and land that you have spoken of, the question of its boing avail-
able for all seasons was considered and was one of the grounds for
giving the preferonce to the more northern route ?-Well, I do not
know as to that. I have no doubt it entered into consideration.

19304. Your consideration ?-Oh, my own view bas always been in
favour of a continuous railway. 'I thought itdesirable to utilize these
lakes and navigable rivers as far as they could be rendered useful
during the construction of the railway.

19305. But not as a permanent part of the route ?-Not as a perma-
ient portipn of the route as far as the railway is concerned.

-renaerig. 19306. Do you remember whether you took any active part in the
letting of this contract, No. 13, originally ?-I find by the paper in my
haid (Exhibit No. 36) that the tenders were received on or about
March Lst, 1875, and were opened in the presence of Mr. Braun, Mr.
Rowan and Mr. Palmer. I was not at the opening of them myself, but
I reported on them the same day, March 1st, and furnished the Minis.
ter with a statement respecting these tenders. Thero were thirty-seven
in all, and the eight lowest are given here. Shall 1 read them ?

19307. No, not all ; read the first two or three ?-The lowest was by
K A. Charters & Co., $363,420; G. W. Taylor, $397,520 ; Sifton & Ward,$406,194; J. Wardrop, $410.025; Steacy &Steacy, $414,160; and soforth.

19308. Do you remember whether there was any decided change in
the character of this work shortly after the contract ?-The route was
changed, as I have already said, beyond a certain point-beyond Sun-
shine Creek.

Rxplains why he 19309. There is a short letter attached to the tender of Charters k
ote ho d Co. for this section, in which you suggest that he ought to be passed

be paysed over If over if Mr. Smith had not heard fronm him: will you please look at the
,heard fromhim. letter and explain the reason why you took any part in it, and what the

object was ?-I can only surmise what it means. I think it probable
that the Minister was then very much engaged, Parliament being in
session, in March, 1875, and the Secretary may have informed me that
Charters, the lowest tenderer, had not accepted, and asked me what
he had botter do. In all probability I volunteered to ask the Minister
if ho might pass on to the next tender. I may have been going to see
the Minister then, on other business at the House, or the Privy Council,
an;i not being able to see him I sent in this memorandum.

19310. As I understand, it was not usual for yo as the Engineer-in-
Chief to take any part in the letting ot contracts or the awarding of
them?-It was occasionally done, but it was not usual.

19311. Then this letter does not refresh your memory as to taking
part in any transaction which led to one party getting a contract ahead
of another ?-It does not.

anwiay con- 19312. Do you remember whether you ever had occasion to considerL sruction·- the arnount of expenditure which was lost by changing the route from
'Iffluks coitrac- Sunshine Creek north-westerly instead of pursuing it towards Sheban-tor had dons
pitie or no work dowan-that is to say, the expenditure w hich was occasioned by thebetween 8-un- n e t
hine creek and first intention to go to Shebandowan, and contracting for a part of the

bhebandowan at ]ine which was not used in consequence of the change ?-If there was
change of route. any it was reported on. My impression is the contractors had done little
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or nothing between Sunshine Creek and Shebandowan at the date at 13UtWBàtn .@*
vhich the change was made, and that the conteactors were asked by

letter if they would be willing to carry on the work on the new line or
-not. This 1 remember: the contractors preferred abandoning the new
portion and shortening their contract some fifteen miles.

193 13. According to your recollection, they had the option of con-.
tinuing the same number of miles upon the new route that they had
given up upon the first projected route ?-I may be wrong in this; but
1 think the contract would provide for a change of route, because when
it was entet:ed into in all pi obability it was thought to be possible that
the line would require to be altered.

19314. I think this is the first of a set of contracts, which were lot
upon) estirates of quantities which turned out toe ho not very correct-
13, 14, 15 and 25 ?-Yes; this is the first contract for grading, other
than the Pembina Branch.

19315. I tbink upon all these numbers I have named the quanti- Quantities
ties which are mentioned in the specifications upon whieb tenders were inaccurate.

invited turned out to be not very aiccurate ?-Yes; it turned out that
the quantlti(s of work paid for, on sections 14, 15, and 25 I think,
'were in exuess of the original estimate. I have made a report upon
that subjt, which I have sent for. I gave ny eareful attention to
the whole q:uestion of excess in qintities, and advised the Minister to
allow a re-neasurement ot the work to be made. A re-moasurement Re-measurement
Of the work was made-a vorification measurement-and it was reported made.
on.

19316. Are you speaking now of section 13 particularly ?-I am
speaking of the different sections that yon named. My report is dated
May lutth, 1880, and there is another of the sane date. These reports
will give all the information that I possess. There are three reports
dated May 19th, according to my own letter-book. Ono has refèrence
to section 14, another has reference to sections 14 and 25, and another
has reference to section 25.

19317. Do these reports touch sections 13 and 15 ?-They all bear on
the question of excessive quantities.

19318. But not particularly on sections 13 and 15 ?-There is another
kone somewhere else. I never understood the excess was great on sec-
tion 13, and the matter was settled in 1878, so that there was nothing
to be gained by opening it up. The final payments had been made, I
think, to the contractor. I an probably mistaken in supposing there
is another on section 13. I find by another document in my hands a
:statemient to this effeet: In the c<.se of section 13, the writor was not
called upon to take any action, as the work had been completed, the
contract closed, and the money puid before ho returned to Canada.

19319. The next contract in order is No. 14, whieh, I understand, to naiWay Locb-

be easterly from Selkirk ?-No. 14 extends from Selkirk to Cross Lake, entrct Ne..14
a dirtance of seventy-seven miles. Sifton & Ward were the con- sifton Ward
tractors. contractors.

19320. Would yon give a short explanation, somewhat similar to Red River
that which you gave concerning 13, aï to the reason for the solection°
-of this particular iocality or route ?-The crossing of Red Rivar was
chosen for reasons givenl iii my last report for 1880, page 2o4. We
-desired to get the most eligiblo line between that crossing-point and
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contract Ie. 14. Rat Portage at the mouth of Lake of the Woods, and every effort,

was made to obtain it, and, as far as I know, the line is nowconstructed
on the most eligible route.

crossing at 19321. Was the selection of Selkirkas the crossing-point of the mainSelkirk. line made, as you understand, from engineering reasons, or were yon
.governed in any way by consideràtions of a political character ?-It
was not for political reasons, that I know of ; it was recommended by
me for reasons set forth in the report I have referred to.

Reoasons for
chooling site of 19322. Are your reasons, as far as you remember witlwut going
crosalng based th rough the report, based upon an idea of floods damaging tile crossingmain ly upon the ' UOl-
idea of 11ood higher up the river ?-To a large extent, mainly.
damaging the
crostng higher 19323. Would a crossing at Stone Fort, or in that neighborhood,Up. obeto .raii

Stone Fort feasi- have been subject to the objection which you make to the crossing at
ble but not so Winnipeg ?-A. crossing could have been made at Stone Fort, but I do.
cheap as Selkirk. not know that it would have been so cheap. I do not know that it

would have been any better, and it would not have served the public:
interest so well.

19324. As at Selkirk ?-As at Selkirk.
19325. Then the selection of Selkirk in preference to some point as.

far south as Stone Fort was, at all events, due to some otber reasons
besides floods ?-There are various reasons given in this report I
refer to. The main reason is that which you named, the country
in the neighbourhood of Winnipeg being subject to floods, as com-
pared with the Stone Fort. I may be permitted to read one or-
two paragraphs at page 271, which would give the reply that you
desire :

Consideration " Wherever the railway forme a convenient connection with the deep water of the
controlling loca- river, that point will practically become the head of navigation of Lake Winnipeg.
tien of liver In course of time a busy town will spring ýîp and the land on the town site will
tlrossing. assume a value it never before possessed. To the north of Sugar Point, in the locality

designated Selkirk, a block of more than 1,000 acres remains ungianîted and under
the control of the Government-this is probably the only block of land along the
whole course of the Red River which has not passed into private hands or into the
possession of the Hudson Bay Co.

" Thie large block of land abuts on the river, where a bridge may be constructed
with least apprehension as to the safety of the structure in tin- of flood, and
where its erection could, under no circumstances, invoive questions of damages. Near
the river tbere is a natural deep water inlet, which can easily be reiachtd by a short
branch from the main line of railwny; along this inlet, and betw-en it ant the river
the land isadmirably suited for a capaclous pilingground, vessels lyin g in theinletare
in no way exposed to damage from floods, in proof of which it may be ncntioredthat
the Hudson Bay Co. have used it as a place of shelter for years p et. ) bey ha e no
land, or buildings, or other property here, but they have found no safety in the open
river near their establishment at Stone Fort, and at this moment the steamer Colville÷
and another vessel, ail the craft the company have in these parts, aie imooîed ior the
winter in the inlet, which indents the Government block of land. Thus there cannot
be a question as to the eligibility of this point for sheltering shipping in winter, aa
well as for the purposes of navigation in soummer.

"In conclusion, I may be permitted to say that these variousconsdierations, inmy
judgment, control the location of the railway, and, guided hy the facts I have
endeavoured to lay before ycu, I am not able to recommend the Government to,
assume the responsibility of bridging Red River at any point where the vroposed
structure would ns seriously imperilled, where prolonged interruption to traffic might
be looked for on the occurrence of a disaster, the imminence of which no one can,
judge. I am strongly of opinion that the Pacific Railway should be carried across
the river somewhere between Sugar Point and St. Peter's Church, and the circum-
stances wbich I have briefly described dictate that the crossing should be on the block
of the Government land at Selkirk."

In another letter of mine, dated the 10th February, in reply to a docu-
ment sent in by the Commissioner of the Hudson Bay Co., and printed
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at p'ige 279 of' the report for I880, I find some reference to the same contract '..

quest ion that you ae particu!ry enq uiring into now. IL is in retéen ence
to the difficulty ol bridging at Stone Fort and to the existence ol a block
of Public land ut Selkirk. I quo!e :

"l Itis statedl lat the Stone Forth ïs never been submerged. This agrees with the infor- Reasons against
mation I have already submitted. Une wituessquoted by Mr. salsillie (OIr.MIcDermott) crossing at Stone
1estifi-s that the water rose on one occasion to within several feet of the top of the banks. Vort.
Froni this it is clear that at extreme tl.ods the water rises more than thirty feet.
This is q ite enougi to indicate the difficulty there woull be in erecting piers that
would withszand the force of the swollen current; and in view of the causes and con-
sequerces <f the inundation. it would, in my judgient, be out of the question to aug-
ment the disasters, even in the very slightest legree, by placing obstructions in the
already too contracted water-w4y. There is nu loubt in my mind as to the most
-eligible site for the Pacifie Hailway bridge, and the documents now submitted only
confirm the view I hold ; but, for argument sake, if we assumed that at the Stone Fort
there existé a site in every respect as good as at Selkirk, there are otlier circum-
stances which the Government will recognize the importance of. At Selkirk there is
a large block of land (over 1,500 acri s) belonging tu the tirown. In my report of 8th
December I have said its area is over I,00 acres, but it is really more than 1,500
acres. This block is admirably adapted for a town site, and it would be greatly
euhanced in value by the location of the bridge witbin its liniits At Stone Fui t the
Government does not now control a single acre uf land, and any benefit io property
from the establishment of the bridge at that place would accrue to individuals, and
mainly to the Hudson Bay Co., where they bave 1,750 acres."

19326. Do you think that your judgment upon that matter, as to the The Govr.-
locality of' the crossing, would have been the sane if the Government lu"" st wntug
had not owned the land in the neighbourhood of' the crossing ? one of the ele-
-1 think the existence of a block of land was an element. In "e'sontIong
the quotations which I have just reud, I have said that a cross-
ing might be made within certain limits-between Sugar Point
and St. Peter's Church-how far apart I an not at this moment pre-
parcd to say, some miles apart, but the Government block of laid
exists between those limits.

19327. Am I to understand that the reasons would be convincing to
you witbout reference to Ihe ownership of the land ? -As to the rela-
tive merits of points south of 3tone Fort, it would-Winnipeg for
example.

19328. But, as between Stone Fort and Selkirk, suppose, for instance, if land at Stone
the owners of land near Stone Fort would give a grant of land to the Fort had beeri
-Government, would that change your views ?-l would see reason to eranent would
modify my views. I would require time to consider. If the Govern- aler îs1opiPon.
ment owned a large block of land at Stone Fort, it would alter the
circumstances a good deal.

19329. You see a block of land might be purchased at some other
locality ?-If you could purchase at a fair price, but even then it
would not do to have large piers in the river; you would require a
span.

19330. I want to get your judgment upon matters independent of
the owner'ship of the land, because that does not seern to me just now
to be a difficulty insurmountable. If the ownership of a large block
of land was desirable, it might be advisable to purchase it. I want to
know how far your judgment was based on the ownertship of the land,
whether that was a material part of the question in your mind ?-
It was an element, certainly.

19331. Speaking of land, I may as well ask here-because we have pet inlîace.
*asked other persons-whether you have any reason to believe that any
persons connected with the Department, or your stat, had any land in
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near the crossing
chosen.

Character of site
of the crossing at
Selkirk.

the neighbourhood,or whether that exercised any influence in the selec-
tion of the crossing ?-1 can speak for myself. I an interested in no
land except nt Stone Fort. 1 am* the owner of a few Hudson Bay Co.'s
shares, and if I am interested anyWhere it would be in enhancing the
value of land at Stone Fort.

1933?. Were there any persons at ail upon the staff, as far as you
knlow, who were interested in the selection of a locality ?-I have no
hesitation in saying I do not know any one; I do not at this
moment know who owns the land adjoining the block of 1,000 acres.

19333. Do you know whether a creek called Tait's Creek is a tribu-
tary of lRed River?-I do; it is a small stream which flows into Red
River.

19334. Near what point ?-It is above St. Andrew's-a little south of
the parish of St. Andrew's.

19335. Is it near the proposed crossing at Selkirk ?- Oh, no; it is
nearer Winnipeg thant Seikirk-at least it is just about midway between
Selkirk and innipeg.

19336. It runs southerly towards the point you have named ?-It
runs somewhat southerty towards Red River, from the interior of the-
country.

19337. Is there a low portion of the country through which that
creek runs, somewhero near the crossing at Selkirk ?-1 am not aware
that it is particularly low, but I am aware that the overflow from Tait's
Creek has passed north-east to the Red River; that is, perhap., what
vou have reference to.

19338. Not altogether; that is connected with it. It bas been sug-
gested that the land itself through wbich the creek runs, and the neigh-
bourhood of the creek, is so low that the bridge would have to extend a
great distance from Red River, and be built over this low land ?-1 do,
not think so at ail. I do nrt think it islower than a few feet under the
general level of the prairie-two or three, or five feet, just a gentie
depression.

No serlous engi-
neering diftlculty
in the way of
making bridge
anywhere be-
tween Wnnpeg
and Selkirk.

19339. My impression is that Mr. Rowan
feet which would require to be bridged over
1,000 feet in length, but it is perfectly flat.
lation in the prairie, as I understand it,
show

said it was about a 1,00>
the low land ?-It may be
It is a mure gentle undu-
and as the measurements

19340. Is there any serious engineering difficulty in making a
bridge over any part of the Red River between Winnipeg and Selkirk ?
-1 do not know any serious engineering difficulty. It is a matter
of expense-a mere matter of cost.

19341. Well, upon the question of cost, are there any particular
points where it would be very much more expensive than Selkirk ?-
It would be expensive to cross the river betweon Stone Fort and Tait's
Creek in a way which would not interfere with the flow of the current
through the Narrows there. It would be inadvisable to erect piers in.
the channel. It would require to be a clear span. 1 have not the plans
before me, bat they could easily be had, and the Commissioners could
see for thomselves the difficulty.

Thebridge at 19342. Do you think that at Stone Fort it ought to be a clear span ?
Snea Frt *Pau. -It ought to be a clear span.
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19343. The water rises so higb, it requires tall piers ? -The water Contract No. 1.

rises so high that, according to Mr. McDermott-perhaps one of the
oldest settlers there, and still living-it rose within a few feet of the
bank, a swollen current running like a mill race at high water.

19344. I think you mention in your report that that height of water
would probably require about thirty feot for the piers ?-No. r men-
tioned that if Mr. McDermott be correct (and I do not doubt it at ail)
the water rises about thirty feet. The freshet rises thirty feet above
its natural flow.

19345. Do youi remember what would be the length of the span if Span would be
the bridge were built in that shape across the river at Stone Fort ? t" 50"
-I do not reinember even to 100 feet-400 or 50U feet I should
think. It is probably given here in my report. I cannot find
the place, but the documents can be sent for. We have sections ot
every part of the river.

19346. Do yo think that Selkirk would have been selected by yon
if it was understood that the railway would go south of Lake
Manitoba, instend of north by the Narrows, as you intended ?-I
think so.

19347. That would have made no difference in the selection of the
crossing?- No; not with the information that came into my
possession.

19348. I do not know whether you mention it in your report, but
perhaps you could say whether the fact of its being navigable
from Lake Winnipeg to the crossing, in your opinion made
it more desirable to have it there ?-I read a reference to that, but I
did not read it ail. The river is actually navigable beyond Selkirk; it
is navigable as far as Stone Fort, but the navigation is not an easy
navigation. The river bends a good deal, and there is no fiat on the
margin of the river for erecting store-houses or piling lunber or any
other kind of freight.

19349. Do you remember whether at the time the water stretches Waterstretches
were considered available, it was contemplated in the Engineering Poiy.
Department of railway affairs that navigation might be obtained ail the
way to Winnipeg-through the River Winnipeg, for instance ?-I do not
remember having heard that that was ever entertained. The River
Winnipeg is not navigable.

19350. That was no part of the scheme at any time ?-I do not think The navigation
that formed a part of the scheme of any orie. The lockage would be so nipegv °Wnn-
tremendous that no one would ever entertain , I think, seriously. I peg River no part,
know that my views with regard to the crossing of Red River are snea -streteh
somewhat obnoxious to the people who live at certain points of
Manitoba, and I am sorry for it. I could not help it. I know also they
have no faith in what I say, or they wouid not ineur the expenditure on
buildings, &c., in Winnipeg that they do. They seem to think that I
am ail wrong, but, acting in the public interest, I could not havetaken
any other course.

19351. Instead of this location of the line which was covered by
contract 14, other lines have been suggested and spoken of in the
evidence before us : do you know whether there is any other line from
Rat Portage in a southerly direction ?-Yes.
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Contract No. IJ. 19352. Whicl night be made available ?-Various lines were run
through that country before we settled down on what appeared to me
to bc the best one-lines to the north and linos to the south of tho one
iow constructed.

Thesoutherlyine 19353. Thero was one line which was spoken of by Mr. Carre,
Carre csnt red starting westoly fromi Rat Portage, following section 15 a short
with present one, distance on the route now adopted, and thon oiverging southerly, byaîid fonind tbat
the rough land which a great deal of the rough country at the west cnd of
waslsst bu the section 15 and the east of section 14 could have been avoidedq.fuantities imiater'
and the total and the open country much more quickly reached than by the oro now
.mileage more. fullowed: do you remember whether that was considered by you ?-

Yes; very carefully considered. A comparison was made as to
the cost of that line with the one now constructed, and it was
iund that although the actual mileage of rough land was les.s in the
southern one thai the one constructed, the quantities were greater,
and, at all events, taken with the increased total mileoge, there was
no economy but rather a loss in adopting that route. That is my
recollection of it.

19351. I think he says in his evidence that against thirty-seven
miles of the present route, forty-one or forty-tvo of' that linc could
have been built at a saving of $250,000; and I think he intimates that
he as given the profiles and quantities to your i)epatrnment showing
that result?-All I can say is, it was from a careful consideration of
the information produced by Mr. Carre, laid before me, not over thirty-
seven miles or forty-two miles, or any limited section of either line,
but the whole distance frotn Rat Portage to Selkirk, that [ made up
my mind that the other line was the best and cheapest. The figures
may not have been accurate. I accepted them as being accurate, and
dealt with thom accordingly.

19355. Do you remember the circumstance of Mr. Carre mnaking a
report upon the line I speak of, and that being considered by you? -
I do.

WhcuCarrtnade 19356. And do you think that that consideration took plaee beforeïiis report the
work had not section 14 was settled tipon as it is now located ?-It took place while

as tm ake te section 14 was under contract, but before it had proceeded very far.
ainount executed The work had commenced at the Selkirk end and the contractors were

calinst arres working in an easterly direction, and whichever route had been
proposai had that adopted between the point on which they were working and Ratbeen otherwiso en
dlesirable. Portage, it woild have made but little difference to them.

19357. The fact of work having been proceeded with to some extent
upon the then section 14 did not govern your consideration as to the
expediency of adhering to the northern line ?-Not to any great
extent. It is just possible they may have done somé little work, but
it was not a very large quantity of work. I could not speak positively
to that without seeing the papers.

19358. Could you say whether your reasons for selecting the north-
ern route in preference te this southern one have been reduced to
writing at any time ?-I think a memorandum was prepared at the
time and submitted to the Minister, showing the different calculations
as to the cost of the several routes.

19359. Are you aware that there bas been considerable discussion
about the expediency of selecting the northern route as against the
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-southern ?-I am quite aware. It has come before me in the several 4°**
committees of the Senate and the Commons, and it is fresh in my
mind.

19360. Have you adhered to the opinion you express in this memo-
rgndum that the northern route was more economical than the south-
ern ?-I have never had any reason to change it. There was no object
that I know of other than the engineering one in adopting the north-
en route. Notwithstanding

1936 1. I understand you to say, substantially, that from an engin- th®reat differ-eneof opinion
eering point of view the selection of that route was the best ?--It was whch he know

1,* to exist, boldos
a judicious selection. that the selection

of route
19362. Now, as to the expediency of putting it under contract at the wasjudicious.

time that it happened : do you say that the information which the
Engineering Department had obtained was sufficient to enable them to
ask for tenders and get the best offer that could be obtained ?-I think
it was sufficient for the purpose. We had not all the information we
<desired, but it was sufficient to let the contracts in that particular way.

19363. I gather from your evidence before one of the committees
that you do not consider i t necessary to have very exact quantities before
calling 1or tenders ?-It is always desirable to have exact information.

19364. But it is not always necessary ?.-It is not always necessary.
19365. Why would it be desirable ?-Desirable so that there would DeuII., to

be no disappointment afterwards. We have had instances where the ha brace
supposed quantities were greatly exceeded in actual execution; that Yore
leads to disappointment and dissatisfaction. The contractors were, to wt WCW
some extent, disappointed. If we err in assuming the quantities to n be
greater than they actually turn out in execution, the contractor may
say that he expected more profit from bis work, and establish a
claim for not getting a profit on work not performed. For these rea-
sons it is desirable to have the quantities as exact as possible; but
when it is in the interest of the country to proceed to work earlier
than it is possible to get information, it is expedient to go on with it.

.17366. Assuming there are no other reasons than financial,
is it material that the quantities should be obtained with
agmething like accuracy ?-It is desirable; it is not essential. If
we had to wait until we had got the exact, precise quantities
over the whole line, from Selkirk to Fort William, I doubt very much
if the work would have been started to-day, or much before this
present year. Every year, even after the contracts are let and the
work half performed or well advanced, we make changes which are
desirable--changes that alter the quantities, improvements in the line
as we get information, as the country becomes cleared and we get
fresh information.

19367. Do you think that the quantities were ascertained as care- some su=s
fully as under the circumstances of that day was ssible before these made In ter
tenders were invited ?-Well, I can hardly say. y recollection does 1 round coudot
not go back to inform me whother the surveys were made in winter or reat deai of
in summer. 1 know that some of the surveys were made in winter which turnied onut
when it was impossible to tell the nature of the ground, when it might* to be iuikOg
have been muskeg or, in some cases, water, and if it turned out to be
ground of that treacherous description it might affect the cost a good
deal. On this very section-section 14-a good deal of it turned out to
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EaIIway Cea-
stuution-
entract n°.'. be muskeg, a great deal of it. If the survey was rade in winter you

would have some difficulty in telling how much of it was muskeg with-
out going to the expense of boring through the frozen crust and
ascertaining by that process.

19368. Besides the disappointment of contractors or owners of
property,does not the accuracy of the quantities supplied to the tenderers
sometimes affect the actual cost of the work, particularly where the
offers are not consistent in the prices ?-It would in some special
cases, but as a general rule it cannot make much difference whether
the quantities be strictly accurate or not.

19369. Do you think it would make any difference whether they
were not even approximately accurate-whether they were altogether
wild ?-Well, I mean quantities that are not what you call wild.

19370. Approximately correct ?-If you will allow me I will
give un example. Take any of those cases in contracts that have been
let on the Pacific Railway, I am not aware of a single instance where
the result has been as you feaîr.

There may have
been some delay
but ft la the habit
of coitractors at
the close of a con-
tract to magniry
aufmenimes,

Sifton Ward &
Co.'u clmlms on
work dons by
Whitehead.

uentract No. 15.

19371. You do not think, for instance, that that would alter the rank
of tenders ?-Not to any appreciable extent. That bas been tested in
every contract that has been entered into on the Pacific Railway, and
it has been found that therelis no great mistake committed.

19372. I think on contract, No. 14, that the contractor has complained
that the western end of the route was not located so that he could com-
mence work at the proper time, and that in fact he had to transport hi&
supplies over a link of five miles, or thereabouts, in order that he might
proceed with the construction of the line further to the east than that ?
-Very likely, there may have been some little delay, but at the close
of a contract I find contractors magnify those difficulties as much as-
they possibly can.

19373. Do you remember that the line was not ready next the Red
River ?-I do not say that it was. My recollection is not very clear
on the subject.

19374. Have you takon any active part in the settlement of accounts
connected with this contract?-I have taken some part. I have
endeavonred to find out why there was such a discrepancy between the-
quantities said to have been performed and the first estimates-the
assumed quantities on which the tenders were made.

19375. Are you aware that besides the difference in the ordinary
quantities over the line the contractor is making a very large claim for
the finishing of the work at the east end by Mr. Whitehead-that he is
claiming a large amount beyond Whitehead's price ?-Yes; I have heard
of that claim.

19376. Has that come under your notice for the purpose of settle.
ment ?-I have reported upon it, and I prefer to refer to that report
rather than trust to my recollection. The report is dated 28th
February, 1879, and in that report everything is considered. There is
a list of the claims submitted by Sifton, Ward & Co., some of which I
had dealt with by recommending they should be paid, but the majority
I have rejected as being inadmissible.

19377. As to the next contract in order, No. 15, can you say, in a
general way, what sort of information had been obtained before asking
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for tenders : this was somewhat later than section 14 ?-We had made ContraetN..le
various surveys through that section of country and arrived at what
we considered the best position for the railway, and had a location
survey made on that line, if I remember right, with cross-sections. I
think all that was done in this case before the tenders wore invited.

19378. Do you think that cross-sectioning had taken place before tine be e.
the advertisements ?-I think so. advertlsing.

19379. Do you mean that the quantities to be obtained by cross-
sectioning were available for the purpose of giving the tenderers
that information ?-- think in this particular case they were.

19380. My recollection is the cross-sectioning had taken place, but the
results had never yet been made known. They had not been calculated ?
Possibly that is the case. I know a great deal of time was spent in
making the location survey, and my instructions to the gentlemen who
made the location surveys was to make frequent cross-sections.

19381. The nature of that country required cross-sectioning to give Thinks eross-
anything like accurate or even approximate quantities ?-[ think these °ctons ade scouple of years
cross-sections must have been made a couple of years before the tenders before cal1ng ror
were invited. aus

19382. The centre lino would not give sufficient information to
ascertain the quantities for the purpose of inviting tenders ?-The
cross-sections were mainly for the purpose of securing the best location.

19383. What I meant was that the nature of this country was such
that it would require something more than a centre line to ascertain
anything like approximate quantities ?-Yes.

19384. In a flat country it is not very material; the centre lino
will give it sufficiently near ?-Yes; but in this country it required
some other means of getting approximate quantities. The cross-
sections are not made solely for that purpose, but for the purpose of
making a proper location. The changes from one hill to another were
so frequent you could not make a location properly without them.

19385. But independent of that matter, would it not be necessary
for the purpose of ascertaining the quantities to have cross-sections ?--
Not necessarily, because we had let contracts previously without them,
but we required them more in that country than in any portion of the
country we had let contracts in before.

19386. In a rough uneven cruntry like this was it likely you would could not in suc
give anything like approximate quantities without the resuits of cross- appront e
sectioning ?--You could not. n a ,itewi

ont cros&iectioft-

19387. Then, if the results of cross-sectioning were not known "''
before inviting tenders, there had not been suffioient inform-
ation to get approximate quantities ?-I do not say they were not
known.

19388. But if they were not known ?-They must have been known.

19389. But if they were not known ?-If they were not known the
quantities could not have been very accurate.

19390. Could they have been accurate enough to ask for tenders
based on the quantities ?-They could be well guessed; it was a mere
guess.

27à*
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etrutton-

dcontract No.se 19391. As a matter of fact, I believe it is well known to yourself as

As a matt dor well as to others who investigated it, that the quantities turned out to

erancys as to be very different fi om the specification and bill of works given to
ontracts. the tenderers ?-Yes; as a inatter of fact, it was so.

19392. How do you account for the discrepancy ?-It is accountea for
in some of my reports; I think I have mentioned them already to-day
-those of the 19th of May. I made a special report on that very
matter some time or other after investigating the matter. I find in
my own letter-book a report on the subject, I have not the least idea
of what it is, but I will bu happy to read it. It is dated 16th May, 1879,
and isas follows:-[Witness read the report.] (Exhibit No. 326.)
Here is a report on the very matter you have been asking me
about-the two lines from Rat Portage to Selkirk.

19393. What is the date ?-It is dated May 20th, 1879, and is as fol-
lows:-[Witness read the report.] A copy of this will be produced,
also copies of letters of Mr. Rowan and Mr. Carre referred to herein,
will be furnished. (Exhibit No. 327.)

rune went to 19394. I suppose many of the reasons advanced in these reports con-
linstead cerning the expediency of adopting the northern line,would not apply

goutherly line if you thought you could go further south than Selkirk to cross ied
thave been River-if, for instance, some point between Stone Fort and Winnipeg

had been adopted as a crossing ?-Of course that would materially
alter the conditions. If we were to go to Winnipeg, for instance, instead
of Selkirk, it would possiLly have been an advantage to take the
southern line. I do not say it would. It would have been a matter of
great consideration, at all events.

witness mis- 19395. Are you still of opinion that the information to be obtained
taken in sayhg by cross-sectioning was obtained before tenders were invited ?-It
cross-sectIoned appears from the letter I have just read that I must have been mis-
bere ntevnd taken with regard to the cross-sectioning of the ground before the

tenders were taken. In all probability my recollection is at .fault, with
regard to the cross-sectiouing of the ground before tenders were
received.

Filling at Crosa 19396. Do you know whether you have made any special report, or
'ke. given any special consideration to the question of filling Cross Lake:

whether a little divergence would have been more advantageous and
less expensive ?-Yes; I have given it some consideration. I shall read
you, in connection with that matter, a few paragraphs from:a inemo-
randum I prepared some time ago, and which I shall, if required, pro-
duce. It is as follows:-

Reasons for loca- "The question bas been raised that the writer caused needlese expenditure by an
tion of une in its ill-judged location ot the hne on pection 15, in the neighbourhood of Cross Lake.nelghbourhood There are points between the terminus on Lake Superior and the prairie e gion*hichof cross Lake. govern the whole location. The geographical position of i.ake of the Woods and

the international boundary define Keewatin at the outiet of the lake tobe one of these
points. Selkirk, in the writer's view, is clearlyanother. Theproblem wastoconrect
these pointa by the shortest, best and cheapest route. With the exception of a limited
area of prairie or thinly wooded country near Selkirk the whole distance is forest. A
great extent of the surface is rocky, broken and rugged, with manylongnarrowlakes,
some of which it is impossible to avoid. Oross Lake, met some thirty-six* miles west
of Keewatin, isof this class, The country here, and for alongdistance iserceedingly
rough, and when the surveys commenced, it was a wilderness wellnighimpenetrable.
It was necessary however, to find a railway line through it; not simply a line over
which trains could be taken, whatever the cost ofworking then, but a railway which
could be operated cheaplyand which would admit of the conveyance of farm produce
to the eastern markets at the lowest rates, a result only to be attained by limiting the
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gradients. This view bas governed the writer from the earliest inceptioni of the
ndertaking. In bis publisbed reports of January, 1874 he sets forth the paramount
importance of finding a location with the easieet possible gradients rucning easterly.
He directed attention to it again in bis report of 1877 and again in 1879. Extracts
from these reports are appended. This principle has been constantly kept in
prominence and its importance bas been generally admitted. It has been frequently
brought forward during the last six years. The writer dces not know any instance of
a public man having protested against it or of any newspaper having taken exception
toit although a great extent of the country between Lake Superior and the Red River is
verr rugged, the general elevation over long distances is not diversified. There are
no grent elevations or depressions to control the location and enforce the introduction
of heavy gradients. Cross Lake is probably the only place on the 410 miles where
any savng worth considerationi could have been effected by a departure from the
principle of light gradients, which it was found possible to applv generally. In the
neighbourhood of Cross Lake a number of liues were surveyed. Ultimately the choice
was narrowed down to two lines, connecting common points east and west of Cross
Lake, about six miles apart. No. 1 crossed the lake at a bigh level and gave the
desired easy gradients, none of which exceeded a rise of twenty-six feet per mile, and
the longest being about one mile. No. 2 crossed the lake at another place on a lower
level, but it involved a continuous ascent of two and three-quarter miles and sharp
curves, with arise cf forty-four feetper mile. The lake, at the crossing No. 1, lu 600 fees
wide, and that of No. 2 fully 900 feet. For five miles east of the lake, the work is
heavier on No. 2 than on No. 1; while at the lake, and for one mile west of it, the
work is considerably the heaviest on No. 1. Although No. 2 would, upon the whole,
cost less in the first place, No. 2 would undoubtedly in the end prove by far the most
economical. After full consideration, line No. i was selected, and it is on this line
that construction is now being carried on."

contract No. 15.

ReasonArr
locatiai lino in
nel Ioquod
of Crosis Lf"e.

19397. Do you still remain of the opinion that the line adopted iss9 oreasonto
upon the whole, the nost desirable one in the public interest ?-I think chnge hia
so. I have no reason to change my opinion. opinion.

19398. Procceding to the next contract in order, No. 16, with the
Canada Centrai Railway Co., did you take an active part in tho manage-
ment of that, or was Mr. Ridout the Government engineer ? -The
origin of tihis appears to have been an Order-in-Council, dated the 4th
of November. My rocollection of it is: that the Order-in-Council was
placed in my hand as an authority for action, and Mr. Ridout was
appoinited to look after the matter in detail, and still has the matter in
hand.

19399. Is there any matter about that which occurs to you as being
desirable to explain ?-Section 16 ?

19400. Yes ?-No; I do not think there is anything.

19401. The next contract in order is No. 17, with Anderson,
Anderson & Co.: that was for the transportation of rails to British
Columbia ?-I am afraid I cannot give you any explanation about that.
It was not done through me.

Contract No. .S.

Transportation
of maie-

CO]Mtract NO.17.

19402. The next is contract 18, with the Red River Transportation Tendern -
Co.: do von renember whether you took any active part in the VentractiO. I.

management of that ?-I think I bad very little to do with that.
19403. The first thing that bas corne to our knowledge on this subject

is a letter from Fuller & Milne, dated April, 1875, ai Iamilton, which
was referred to yon for your report ?-I do not remember writing a
lôtter, but this is undoubtedly my letter.

19404. Do yon remember anything about the matter?-No, I do
not; nothing more than is set forth in this letter. I acknowledge the
writing to be that of Mr. Burpe, who did all the writing for me.

19405. It appears by the correspondence that on the 21st April,
before you made this re)ort upon Messrs. Fuller & Milne's tender, the
Go'vernment had received a subsequent tender from Mr. Kittson, the
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Tendering-
Oentraet No.1S.

Cannot explain
how he reported
on ulere offer
and flot on
Kittoon'..

General Manager of the Red River Transportation Co., who afterwards
got the contract; in this he makes an offer to do the saine work but at
a slightly higher rate: do you know how it came to pass that you
reported on May 5th upon the Fuller offer of the 16th of April, and
that no report was asked for on the Kittson offer of the 2 1st of April-
does that refresh your memory in any way ?-There may be some
report that was not produced. I could not say there was any report.

19406. Do you remember, now that I have mentioned those circum-
stances, anything further about it ?-No; I do not. Unless they were
put before me, I do not know anything about it.

19407. Do you know any reason why at that time Mr. Kittson, or
the Red River Transportation Co., should get the contract at a
higher rate than Fuller & Milne ?-I do not know any reason. I simply
state in that report that their price does not seem to be unreasonable;
but before accepting it I advise the Department to look into certain
matters.

19408. Do you remember anything special about the contract with
Moses Chevrette ?-I think Mr. IIazlewood, who was resident engineer
on that district, had instructions to make the best arrangements he
could with respect to the erection of engineers' houses, and this is one
of the arrangements made.

contraetNo.O. 19409. The next contract in order is No. 20, with the Merchants
Lake and River Steamsbip Co.: it was for the transportation
of railsand fastenings from Montreal to Fort William or Duluth during
the season of 1875 ?-It occurs to me that tenders were invited for the
transportation of those rails. As far as my recollection serves me, I
had nothing to dowitb this, except, perhaps, the preparation of a draft
of the advertisement asking for tenders. 1 think I prepared that
advertisement, and perhaps I wrote a report pointing out the necessity
of entering into an arrangement of this sort.

Does not remem- 19410. The origin of the transaction appears to have been an offerber. from Cooper, Fairman & Co. in the spring of 1875, and was made
concerning 5,000 tons of rails or thereabouts. In, the following year
the transportation of a similar quantity appears to have been awarded
to these parties, as far as we cari learn, without coipli iIon : do you
know whether there was any competition, or why it was ncecaary to do
it in that shape ?-I do not remember anything about it.

entraetmo.a1. 19411. Is there anything special about contract No. 21, with
Patrick Kenny, for the removal of rails to the Lachine Canal
Cut from the side of the vessel, which you could explain ?-I
think that was done eutirely by Mr. Trudeau.

19412. You have nothing you wish to explain or say about it?-
No.

contract No.22. 19413. As to the next contract, No. 22, with Holcomb & Stewart, for
Explains. the transportation of rails from Montreal to Kingston, ar# you able to

explain whether you took any pàrt in ir, and if so, what part ?-It is a
matter that was reported on in September, 1875. It appeared advis-
able, from enquiries made by Mr. L. G. Bell, who furniisihed the Depart-
ment with a report on the subject the previous mouth, to store the
rails at the Penitentiary Wharf, KingKton, instef-d of at the western
end of the Lachine Canal, and I recommended that the forwarders in
Montreal and.Kingston be asked to state the rates at which they would
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:perform the service, so that the lowest offer might be accepted. I
think that suggestion was acted on, and on the 20th September, I again
reported on the subject, giving the replies received from different
parties, namely : D. McPhie offering to carry the rails for $ 1.35 per
ton; from Holcomb & Stewart, offering to carry the rails for $1.30 per
ton; from Miller & Jones, offering to carry the rails for $1.50 per ton.
Holcomb & Stewart was the lowest, and it was accepted. Holcomb &
Stewart proposed to make a reduction of 10 ets. per ton, provided
the Government would assume the expense of unloading and piling the
rails, and as the Penitentiary labour was available for that purpose, I
thought it advisable to accept their offer; and I further recommended
that a telegram be immediately sent to Holcomb & Stewart to proceed
with the loading of the barges with the rails, and also to notify the
Penitentiary authorities respecting the unloading of the rails by the
convicts.

19414. Is there anything further that you wish to state concerning
this contract ?-Nothing further.

19415. As to the next contract, bave you anything to say by way of contractmo es,
explanation?-1 have reason to believe that the cross tics were adver-
tised and tenders received in the ordinary way, not in Ottawa, but at
Fort William, by the district engineer, and the lowest tender accepted
and the matter duly reported.

19416. las it been fulfilled satisfactorily ?-As far as I know the
contract bas been satisfactorily completed.

19417. As to the next in order, No. 24, can you give us any informa- eenrf..,m'
tion ?-On the 15th of May, 1875, I was authorized to instruct Mr. c*n't0 ,.
Hazlewood to enter into arrangements, on the most favourable terms,
for the erection of a sufficient number of engineers' houses at points
where they may hereafter be utilized in connection with the operating
of the road, and I communicated that authority to Mr. Hazlewood. On
the 30th of September, 1875, Mr. Hazlewood enclosed to me a copy of
bond and contract for the erection of an engineer's bouse at the town
plot of Fort William, the contractors being Oliver, Davidson & Co., the
price being 83,000, with some extra for plastering, 883.70.

19418. fias the contract been satisfactorily performed ?-The con-
tract bas been completed.

OTTAWA, Tuesday, 19th April, 1881.

SANDFORD FLEMING's examination continued:

By the Chairman
19419. I understand that you have looked over the evidence reported Cerrettonu.

by the official reporters, and that you find one or two instances in
which you think it ought to be substantially corrected : I believe one of
those instances relates to the price of rails which had fallen from £18 Price or jaalb.
to £10, and that you are reported to have said it remained at the lower
price six months : do you wish to correct that answer ?-Yes; I
wish te leave out the word six. The rails remained for about six
months at the price named, but I think the advertisement was put in
the papers before these six months expired.
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19420. So that they had been at the lower price for a shorter period
than six months before advertising ?-Yes; that is my recollection of it.

TeJsg~ap- 19421. In speaking of the telegraph westerly from Fort George
. contracted to be done by Mr. Barnard, you said that it was then thought
that Bute Inlet would be the terminus: do you wish to correct that ?
-- I meant to say Bute Inlet or some point north of that.

19422. Is there any other part of your evidence that you think
requires correction ?-I think it is substantially as given.

Tendering-
Contract No. 25.

19423. The next contract is No. 25, that was for the construction of
a portion of the main line: the work on this section was submitted to
public competition ?-Section 25 was, I believe, advertised for in the
usual way. Acco ding to a copy of the advertisement in my hand, the
work was advertiïed on the 22nd of April, 1b76, and tenders were
invited on the 22nd of May following. Tenders were received on the
22nd of May, 1876. They were opened that afternoon in the presence
of Messrs. Marcus Smith, James H. Rowan and myself.

19424. At Ottawa ?-At Ottawa.
19425. Who appeared to have made the lowest tender ?-On the same

day, May 22nd, I reported to the Minister on these tenders:
Purcell the " Twelve tenders have been received accompanied hy a cheque for $1,000 in each
lowest. case ; the tenders stand in the following order - First, P. Purcell, $1,037,061, bonus

or penalty $10 per day ; second. Richard Nagle, $1,148,625, boinus or penalty $10 per
day; third, Hunter & Murray, $1,190,625, bonus orpenalty, $10 perday ; fourrh, Sifton
& Farwell, $1,245,600, bonus or penalty, $500 per day ; fifLh, J. O'Brien & Co.,
$1,247,830, bonus or penalty, $500 per day."

These are the five lowest tenders.
Bonus to hasten
construction.

Purcell's fgures
altered&

Opening tenders

19426. In the form of the tender which was given to persons appiy-
ing for it, there is some explanation of this bonus which you have
spoken of: will you please state your recollection of that ?-It was
considered very important to have the rails laid from the waters of
Lake Superior, to the navigable waters of Lac des Mille Lacs at the
earliest day, and the tenderers were invited to say what bonus in
addition to the contract rates they would ask as an inducement to have
the lino opened by the lst day of August, 1877, as far as Lac des Mille
Lacs, and by the lst day of August, 1878, as far as English River, and
they were to be bound under the contract to have the rails ready for
the use of trains by these dates, receiving the bonus referred to for
every day that they had the rails so laid before the dates named.
They were also to be bound under the contract to pay a penalty of
the amount stated for every day that the rails were not so ready by
the dates referred to.

19427. 'As you were present at the opening of the tenders, I would
like you to say whether you noticed that the tenders of this successful
party, Mr. Pnrcell,had been altered materially before that time?-There
is no reference to it on the abstract of tenders. (After looking at the
tender): I have no recollection of having noticed it. If the alteration
was made possibly I did.

19428. There are some initiais in pencil at the end of the
tender : do you know whose initiais they are ?-- may state
that before I reported on the tenders, as a rule I handed them over t
some one in the office to check the amounts, in order to ascertain
whether the total amount was correct or not. The initiais possibly
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refer to the gentleman who checked the amount in this tender. I
think they are Mr. J. I. Rowan's initials; he was at the opening of
the tenders.

19429. las it been the system in your experience to remark, at the
time of opening tenders, upon any peculiarity of that kind--any
alteration in them ?-Yes; when it appeared to affect the question in
any way. This tender, like all the other tenders, is initialled by the
party who opened it. I am perfectly satisfied that it never saw the
light of day in the office until it was opened by those parties. Braun the custo

Bran ofteso
19430. How could you be certain of that ?-Because Mr. Braun holds and erefnders,

these papers in his own castody, and is extremely careful to lock them ide" thernu
up in his drawer after they are handed to him. escape berore the

proper tine.
19431. Then I understand your evidence to be based on the idea that

he takes such care of them that they could not be opened ?-They
could not be opened by any one else but himself.

19432. It is on your idea of his carefulness that you are giving this
evidence ?-Yes.

19433. You are not aware, of your own knowledgo, of the
way in which he treats them after he receives them ?-No ; but I am
quite satisfied that he treats them in the way I have described to you.

19434. That is your belief ?-Yes.
19435. But not your knowledge?-It is my firm belief.
19436. But not your knowledge ?-Not my knowledge because I do

not stand by bis drawer.
19437. This tender appears to have been altered by a consile1-

able amount, but still so as to keep it a little below the rext competing
tender, Mr. Nagle's. My object in asking was to see whether that
circumstance had attraeted your attention at the time of opening
the tenders ?-Not that I know of. I have no recoliection of it
having attracted my attention.

19438. And yon say it is not the habit to make a record of any such
circumstance as that ?-Yes; it was the habit to make a record of every-
thing that it was necessary to make a record of.

19439. Was that recorded ?-It does not appear to have been
recôrded on the abstract.

19410. I asked yen whether it was the habit to record such circum-
stances-whether they were considered important or not-I mean such
as a material atteration in the body of a tender ?-It was the habit to
record everything on the abstract that affected the question in any
way.

19441. Was it the habit to record those circumstances whieh would
alter the position of the contract ?-Alter the contract amount ?

19442. Yes, or give the tenderer any new advantage -I mean, in Does not consider
fact, to record any peculiar circumstances connected with the docu- the y ofa
mrent, whether they should turn out to be important or not: was tender a very
there such a practice in ybur Department ?-Well, I do not serious mater.

know at all at this hour. I do not consider this is a very material
thing, because this man may have tendered a great deal too low before.
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19443. He evidently thought so, and that he might as well get
another 8100,000 as not ; but I am only asking at present whether
there was any system in your Department by which at the opening of
tenders such a circumstance would be recorded by any of the persons
opening the tenders ?-It was usually done in anything of this kind.

19144. Was it done in this case ? -It does not appear to have been
done in this case.

19445. Can you account why it was not done in this case ?-
cannot, except that it was in a hurry. There may have been similar
corrections in the other tenders that are not recorded.

19446. We have none of the other tenders in this case produced as
exhibits?-This was probably due to an error in the addition, which
the contractor discovered himself before he sent in his tender.

119447. If you will look closely at the document itself you will see
that that is not the explanation of it; that it is an alteration of the
price upon which the calculation was made. The moneyed ont
amotints are altered accordingly ?-The price of rock work ? I dare
say the contractor would be better able to tell than me-Mr. Purcell.
My attention has nover been before drawn to it in this marked way.
We frequently received tenders that were not very well made up.
The contractors are not always very good penmen, and there are
frequent corrections not unlike that made. If you examine numbers
of tenders you will find various corrections in them.

19448. I think you said on a former occasion that the rule was you
.took no part in the negotiations after the tenders were opened which
led to the completion of the contract ; in this case there are three
letters, each of them either to or from you, in connection with this
matter: I would be glad if you would look at them and say what led
you to take a part in this matter that you did not usually take ?-
These three letters are ail dated the 25th of May. I have no doubt
that this man was in Ottawa at the time, and that he had called at my
office, and that he had mentioned a fact that I communicated to the
Minister, which was that he was prepared to make the bonus and
penalty any sum up to $500 per day. Then, in the same letter
addressed to Mr. Purcell, I state that I am authorized to ask him
to inform the Department, in the event of bis offer being accepted,
how soon he would be prepared to deposit $50,000, in accordance with
the 115th clause of the specifications. Mr. Purcell replies that he is
prepared to make the bonus and penalty $500 per day; and having
reference to the deposit required by the 115th clause of the specifica-
tions, he says that he will be prepared to comply with the require-
monts of this clause on Monday the 29th-four days afterwards. In
these letters, one sent by nie and one received by me, I felt that I was
doing the duty of Secrotary, as I have already explained to you,
because I immediately enclosed both to Mr. Braun, the proper Secre-
tary of the Department. The letter I find here is one addressed to Mr.
Braun :

"I beg to enelose herewith a copy of a letter which, under the authority of the Min.
ister, I transmitted to Mr. P. Purcell to-day. I aiso enclose a copy of bis reply."

19449. I understood you before to sav, in effect, that after reporting
upon the position of the different tenders te the Department, that the
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negotiations were cartied on, and ought to have been carried on, between
the parties and some one in the Department other than you ?-Yes.

19450. The point of ry question is, to know why, in this case, the
parties negotiated directly with you, and not with the parties you
describe as being the mouthpiece of the Department ?-I did think so,
and think so still, but I could not prevent Mr. Purcell coming to my
office or addressing me by letter, and when he did so I had to acknow-
ledge the receipt of it and act under instructions.

19451. That is your explanation now of this ex ceptional negotiation ?
-That is my explanation. It is quite clear that that vas my idea at
the time, because on the very day that I received and sent those letters,
I handed them both to the proper Secretary of the Department.

19452. Do you remember whether you and Mr. Purceli did negotiate
anything furtner than appears in those papers ?- have not the least
recollection of it.

Ras net clear re-19153. Do you remember that it was considered that Mr. Purcell was collection ouir
not pec-uniarily strong enough to undertake the work-?-I think it beas thr
is very likely. fot strongenough

to, take the
19454. Do you remember ?-I have no clear recollection of it, contract.

19455. Did you take any part in the negotiations which led to the
introduction of Mr. Ryan as a partner ?-Not that I know of. I think
I can reply to a question which you put a little while ago, now. Refer-
ring to may lettoi-book, which is really my official memory, I discover
a recommendation which I made respecting.the acceptance of the
tenders for section 25:

" With respect to contract 25, I find that the bonus and penalty in the three last
·tenders is meurely nominal, and would not have the desired effect of stimulating the
contractur. I think the extreme importance of baving railway communication in
this section at as early a day as possible, justifies me in adviaing that the acceptance
of the fourth lowest tender, that of Sifton & Farwtil, for $1,245,600; or of the 5th,
that of J. O'Brien, & Co., for $1,247,830, with the bonus and penalty in each case of
$500, be favourably considered."

Now, I think very likely this had come to the knowledge of Mr. Aie®®of",¶®neda
Purcell, and possibly Puicell & Ryan, and that would lend to them robablyled
writing he letter in your hand, offering to inci ease their bonus from cruse their

10 to 500 per day. bonus and penal-$10 t ~50 purday.ty te $600 a day.
19456. That would probably not corne to Mr. Ryan's knowledge,

because the proposal to introduce him as a partner was five days later ?
-No; in ail probability it would come to the knowledge of Mr.
Purcell who writes that letter.

10457. If you will notice, that was brought to Mr. Pureell's know-
ledge hy a letter friom you, because on May the 25th he
commueces his letter to you in these wortls: " In reply to your letter
of tiis day, i beg to say that I an prepaid to make the bonus and
penalty $500 a day." Thus it still appears that you startvd the negotia-
tions with him on that subject ?-No; it does not follow at all. In ail
probability the matter which I have referred to in my report came to
the knowleoge of Mir. Purcell, and I surmise that he.called at my

-office and offered to change the bonus from $10 to $500, the same as
the others, and being desirons to have the matter put on record, in
fSome way or other, these letters passed. I think that is very likely.
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Doesnotreconlect. 19458. You mention these probabilities without recollecting thom ?
-I do not recollect them.

19459. Your official memory-that lis your letter-book--does not
show them ?-This shows nothing but what is recorded.

ei enen 19460. Do you remember whether the quantities upon this section
25 much exceeded in execution those which were estimated at the time
of asking for tenders ?-Yes; they greatly exceeded the originally
estimated quantities.

19461. Could you say, without looking carefully into documents,
whether that arose from errors in the original quantities orliom alter-
ations of the line or other changes made afterwards ?-I can give a
great deal of information upon that point which I will be most happy
to furnish. This report in my hands dated 19th May, 18-0, adressed
to the Minister of Railways and Canals, gives some information.
(Exhibit No. 294.)

19462. As to the probability of difficulties arising in the measurement
of earth excavation over this section, have you given any attention to,
this circumstance: that the surveys were mide in winter, and it was
difficult to ascertain at that ti me the nature of the groun(d over which
the parties were passing?-Yes; that was one of the difficulties.

einerda no-ty 19413. Before these contracts were let were you aware of the general
obtained from nature of the country there-I mean whether it was rock, or earth, orothers before
cantraet waalet. sand ?--I had a general knowledge, which knowledge I obtai ed not

personally but from others-- those who made the surveys anid who,
produced the profile ->f the projeeted line, and I niay say the
assumed quantity, or quantities that were announced to intending
contractors, were derived from that information.

19464. As to the question of the expediency of a different kind of
survey being ordered at a different time of the year, I am asking now
whether you lad acquired a general krowledge of the nature of the
country ?-Yes; I had a gencral knowledge of the nature of the caun-
try.

Thou!it at the 19465. Did you think that surveys in the winter would give you
tme therewas sufficient information on which to base these quantities ?-I thoughtat
ufflent infor- the time it Lavo us sufficient informa'tion for the purpose ot Ietting thisimaton for theM

pu se of letting work in the way in wNhich it was dorne. It was not nece-sary to have
con rat- exact quantities, and on refererce to the form of tender you will tind

that the estimate does not convey an idea of exact quantities. For-
example we have 10,000 yards ofroek excavation, 1,000,000 yards earth,
excavation, and so on, in round figures.

19466. I have already gathered, from what you have said, that you
do not consider it very maitr.iai whether the quantities ftlred W ton-
derers are correct or not: it, is not with a view ot : sking Your
opinion about that, but assuming that it was desirable, to give,
approximate quaitities, I am asking whether, knowing ih nture of
the countiy as you did, you were of the impression that su vcys made
only in winter could obtain those quii.tities-whether you c iihi suffi-
ciently ascertain the probable shrinkage of the ground ? -Oh, well we
could not state what the shrinkuge would be in soft ground We coul I
form an approximate estimate of the quantities required to fill up val-
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leys and remove hills and so forth, but we could not tell how much c tracts..as.

shrinkage there would be in places where the ground is very soft.

19467. In other words, you could-get the surface line, but you could Attimehadno
fnot get much knowledge of the material below it ?-Yes. We had not o e e"aar

ýat that date a very good knowledge of the character of the country. of the countiy.
We assumed it was like much of the country that we were faniliar
with in other parts of Canada, but it bas turned out that a great deal
of it was exceedingly soft and muskeggy, as it is called-fulL of muskeg.

19468. Would a botter knowledge than you obtained have been
deoirable for engineering purposes?-Yes ; very desirable.

19469. Could it have been obtained by surveys in summer instead
of winter ?-It could have been obtained to some extent by surveys in
summer, but not to a full extent, without spending a gre4t deal of time
over it. In some respects winter is a botter time for making surveys
than summer; you get over soft grounds and lakes and rivers easier.

194Ï0. That is where time is an object to get over it ?-Yes.

19471. But where a thorough knowledge of the country is requisite
,winter would not be the best time ?-No; unfortunately winter
occupies a very large portion of the year up there.

194î2. Was any portion of the survey donc in the summer, Ma sry
-or at a time when you could ascertain the nature of the ground? winter.
-We were engaged in making the survey summer and winter.

19473. In this portion of the country ?-Yes; that particular district.

19474. Then the nature of the country was well known ?-Not so
well known as it is now.

19475. Do you consider that the nature of the soil was pretty well The nature of the
zinderstood before these contracts were let ? -I do not think it was. understood.

19476. Do I understand you to say that there had been summer
surveys of this particular territory?-We had been surveying that
particular territory for several years before these contracts were let,
not over the sane line, but in different directions.

19477. But is the character of this particular section peculiar to
itself, or is it of the same character as the noighbouring country ?-Oh,
it is peculiar to the whole district.

19478. You say it is peculiar to the whoie district ?-Yes; I do not
.say that surveys were mado over the procise line that lias since been
constructed, but surveys were made in the district between Lake
Superior and Red River.

1479. Were any surveys made wvhich would ascertain the nature of
the country to b of the kind which it turned out to be ?-We had no

daccurate knowlodge of the nature of the soil before we commenced to Object of survOys
make the excavations and the embankments. The object of the surveys to ge the t
was for another purpose altogether. It was specially for the purpose respeftv r
of getting the most favourable line for a railway. nature of son.

19480. Irrespective of the nature of the soil?-Irrespective of the
nature-of the soil.

19481. la that not a material element in deciding the locality of a
'line?-Yes; but when the nature of the soil is the saine generally it
-affecta ail lines alike.
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Contract Ne.a5. 19482. Then the nature of the soil generally had been ascertained?
-The nature of the soil generally is the same.

Nature of the soil
had notheen 19483. Had it been ascertained ?-I say it had not been ascertained.
ascertained.

19484. But I thought you were making summer surveys as well as
winter surveys over the country ?-I say it had not been ascertained
with precision and could not be a,,certained until we began to work it.

19485. Is there no means of ascertaining the nature of the soil with-
out working it in construction ?-We have not in any part of Canada
had to deal with the same sort of soil that is there, that I know of.

19486. You give that as a reason for not ascertaining, do you ?-1
do not give that as a reason for not ascertaining; I give it as a reason
for not knowing its precise nature.

19487. I take it for granted that you thought it was the same as the
soil of other parts of the country ?-Ycs ; it comes to that.

19488. Does it come to this : that you had not ascertained the nature
of the soil ? -That is what I said throughout.

Nature of soli 19489. Could it have been ascertained by summer surveys ?-It
could have been
aoeltaned by could have been ascertained.
suminer surveys;
there were sum- 19490. Were there summer surveys ?-There were summer surveys.
mer surveys, but
the summer sur- 19491. I cannot'follow your reasoning - perhaps I have not gotyour

vYs flndroe rprysme uvy eefot directed
to disoover answer properly ?-These summer surveys were not directed specially
nature of son. to the discovery of the nature of the soil ; they were directed specially

to the dibcovery of the most eligible line for the railway.
19 192. Although there had been summer surveys precaution had not

been taken to ascertain the nature of the soil ?-There were no special
enquiries made into that subject.

Boring reco--
n1zed for asoer- 19493. Is there some recognized method for aseertaining ?-Yes.
taining nature of
soul was not
ordered to be 19494. What is the method ?-By boring.
done.

19495. Was that not ordered to bo done ? -That was not ordered to
be done.

19496. Is it to the omission of that you think that the disap-
pointment in the quantities is to be attributed ?-I do not think so. I
think it is mainly due to the system of measurements.

19497. Do yon mean the measurenent of the quantities as exccuted ?
-The measurement of the quantities as executed.

In paying con-
tractor a larger
quantitY of ma-
tral allowed for
than wals repre-
sented the
work.

19498. How do you mean that that system of measurement has led
to this disappointment: is it that a larger quantity was allowed for in
the measurement than was actually executed ?-According to the system
of measurement adopted in paying the contractor, a larger quantity of
material was allowed than is actually represented in the work.

19499. How was that ?-It was owing to the excessive shrinkage it
may be called, of the material itself. It has been found that the muskeg
material employed in making many of the embanknents is very porous,
was filled with water like a sponge, and after a time the water passed
away in the embankment, leaving very much snaller cubic contents
than was measured up and paid for.
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19500. Did this system of measurement accord with your views on Contract Mo. 25.

the subject ?-It did not.
19501. In your opinion, what would have been the correct system of

measurement ?-I felt that the spirit of the contract was to pay for the
work actually executed, and in cases where such material had to be
used I would have adopted a different systom of measurement.

19502. Had you not the control of the system of measurement at this
time ?-Not at this time.

19503. At what time do you consider that you are now speaking of, Work on this
when you say you had not the control ?-Tho contract was let in June, foracu certined

1876; I left early in July, 1876, and no work was then returned, so absence of
that I actually certified to Do work done on that contract. It was done Fleming.

by others during my absence.
19504. When did you resume the control of the work so as to be

answerable for the system of measurement after that ?-When I resumed
my duties in October, 1878, I found that the original estimate had been
very much overrun, and I declined to certify, and have not certified as
to the quantities of work done.

19505. I understand your objection to this system of measurement
to be in effect this: that the contractor ought not to be paid for the
full cubic measurement of the material which ho has moved. but only
for the quantity as it finally remained in the embankment: is that the
meaning of your objection to the system ?-My idea is that the con-
tractor should be paid for every solid yard of earth work executed by
him, or rock work, as the case may be.

19506. That does not quite inform me of your meaning, because you Contractorshould
make use of the word executed : now ho has executed the removal be Patd for ailmaterial taken
of it as well as placing it in the embankment, and I want to outoracuttin
know whether your idea is that ho should be paid for the quantity ho an te er* t
removed, or only for the quantity finally left after compression in the embankmentand
embankment ?-In cases where the work consists of makinz a cutting norhinfg more.

to admit of the railway passing through it, the contractor should be
paid by the yard for all the material taken out of that cutting. In
cases where he had to form an embankment ho should be paid for the
solid contents of the embankment and nothing more.

19507. Is that the ordinary rule of measuring to contractors ?-That
is the spirit of the contract, as I understand.

19508. I am not speaking at present of the meaning of the contract,
which would probably be a legal question, I am asking you whether
it is the usual custom of moasuring to contractors in practice, not in
law: is that the usual custom?-The usual custom in other parts ot
the country, is to pay for measurement in elcavation; but then the
nature of excavation is very different in these parts of the country
which I speak of.

19509. Then the system which you speak of would be exceptional,
would it not ?-Yes; and there is provision made in the contract for the
exception, if I am not wrong.

19510. For the present, I am not asking you to construe the Syste ofrcaea.
Contract, I am asking you of matters in your experience: am I tended forby

right in understanding you to say that the system which you suggest tion'.*.
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two and a-half

ards eof mskegtoiake one yard
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ls entitled o be
paid for only one.

19511. Then, in this locality do you think that the quantity to be
measured to the contractor would be the quantity left in the ombank-
ment finally ?-The solid contents of the embankment in this case.

19512. I understand that the difficulty in this particular locality,
not only regarding section 25, but some of the others in that neigh-
bourhood, was that the soil as removed contained a large proportion of
water which was afterwards not available in forming theembankcment?
-It turned out that the material employed, which was termed muskeg,
was very much like a sponge and contained a great deal of water-
more than 50 per cent. in some cases-so that it took from two yards
to two yards and a-half of this muskeg material to form one yard of
solid material in the embankment. The contractor was paid for the
two and a-half yards; I hold that ho is only entitled to be paid for the
one. The whole discrepancy between the original estimates and the
quantitios returned and paid for, arose in that way. The original esti-
mates were not so far astray. They were sufficiently near for the
purpose they were designed to serve.

19513. Then, I understand you to say this in effect : that in
order to make the embankments, it became necessary that
a very much larger amount óf material had to be excavated in
order to finish that embankment than was expected ?-No; it
was not donc. I do not say it was a sine qua non. Possibly not in all
instances, but in some instances it might be had in some other way.

19514. But as to the material that was used, was it not necessary to
remove a much larger quantity than was originally expected to be
removed, because it did not make the same quantity in the embank-
ment that it did in situ ?-It was necessary to remove with the solid
material a large quantity of water. The water was incorporated with
the material itself. In some places it was like thick vegetable soup,
and when this water drained ont, the two yards and a-half were
reduced to one yard.

19515. But at the time of estimating the quantities for the purpose
of receiving tenders, I undorstand you to say it was assumed that the
quantity to be removed would supply the same proportion in the
embankment that excavation generally supplies ?-I 4o not know that
the matter was thought of at that time. The estimate of quantities
necessary to lay before intending contractors, was ascertained in the
usual way, by computing the quantities from the profiles.

19516. Was it not thon assumed, as far as you know, that this exca-
vation would supply the usual proportion of embankment?-I have
already said we were not familiar with this material, that we had had
no experience-at least'only to a very limited extent-of that material
in other parts of the country.

quantiies it wa 19517. I ask was it not assnmed that this excavation would supply
assumed thre the usual proportion of embankment ?-It was amsumed there wouldwouid be no
marked differ- be no marked difference in the excavation in that section from exca-
ence in tbe ea-
cavation from vations in other parts of the country.
what was in other 158 hn~~ ap
part othe 19518. Then the disappointment which finally happened arose
country. really for want of knowledge of the material at the beginning ?-To

some extent.
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19519 I understand all this explanation to mean that the disap- contraetfi.'s.
C intent arose because the nature of the material was not known, ani

ause it had to be assumed that the ordinary proportion wouhl be
found in the excavations for the embankment that is generally found?
-- May I ask what disappointment you ream to ?

19520. That caused by the great disvrepancy between the quanti-
ties executed and estimated ?-No; it arose from the system of
tis measuring.

19521. Did it not arise because a great doal more material had to be How discrepanecy
excavated in order to supply the requiried quantity in the em'ank- arose.
ment ?-It arose from the measuring of the water in the material, as
well as the solid material itself.

19522. Is it not your understanding that it became necessary to take
out either in water and earth, or some kind of material, a much larger
quantity of material than would afterwaida be found in the embank-
ment ?-I am not prepared to say it was necessary, because the
material could have been taken in another way. It could have been
obtained from borrowing-pits of a more suitable character in some
instances at all events.

19523. Do you know whether a large portion of the embank-
ment, as executed in any of these instances, was made from the
muskeg instead of from borrowing-pits iii localities where it could
have been got from borrowing-pits?-It was borrowed from
the adjoining muskeg in many instances, and this unstable
material was used in that way. It was more convenient to the em-
bankment.

19524. Do I understand you to suggest that it might have been Thoughhe can-
obtained of a better quality, and more SUitable material, trom some partientar case
borrowing-pits, iii that neighbourhood ?-In another way. here endoneis

convinced suita-
19525. Do you rememb3r any marke 1 instances where that hap- ble borrowing-

pened, where the embankment was ma 1- from muskeg, and where it fn nasV
might have been made from borrowing- it?--I cannot point to any 102ao using
particular instance at present. I ko w perfectly well the material muskeg.
could have been taken forward by tr on from suitable borrowing.
pits.

19526. Have you investigated that 1a t of the question-I mean Took steps to
practically to ascertain that there were uor rowing-pits which would Pe'ent a oii"lar
have supplied this material in the ista i-- you conplain of ?-I have future.
investigated the matter and found in soe :tses there were, but I can-
not tell the precise places at present. I ver, I took every means in
my power to prevent a repetition of 1ho dli ·ulty, and instructed the
engineers in charge of the several se-4i up there, as soon as the
matter came to my knowledge, to adopt ' her conrse, and yOu wilt

nd my instiuetions in a letter addresei tins instance to Mr. Jen-
nings, in charge of section 42. Simi' -tructions were sent to
other engineers. You will find it in E jbit No. 293, pages 15, 16
and 17.

19527. You allnded a short time aio i a discretion which you
thought the engineer had over the mne siement of this kind of
mnatorial, and ty which the contrie would only be paid for
*hat was found in the embanket. I understand that to

28*
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whether the De-
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a large quantity
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be the substance of wL.. you believe to be the power the
engineer had over the mat r : would you Bay what clause of the
specdication leads you to th;k so ?-I think he had control under
chiuse 30, and under clause 3 1, a nd under clause 20, but more especially
under clause 30, in which the. words are used:

" The measurement of quantities shall invariably be made in excavation, unless in
special cises, if any, where this m y be foud impossible. In such cases the engineer
suall determine the quantities in emibankment, after making all proper allowances, of
which he shall be the judge."

191528. I understand you to say that at the time these specifications
were prepared to be subnitted to persons who were invited to tender,
there was no knowledge of the kind of material which would be
excavated, as for instance muskeg, so as to provide specially for it any
further than is provided in this clause ?-There was no precise informa-
tion with regard to the material to be excavated, but the specifications
wer'e ntended to cover every kind of material and every contingency.

1952J. Could you say whether it was known at the time that
these specifications were prepared that, in many instances,
the material would be of the spongy character yon describe, so
as to make it less available tha'n if it were more solid, and so that
the quantity excavated would not be represented fully by the
contents of the embankçment ? -I do not know as to that ; but I can say
that the spirit of it was given, and the intention of the contract was to
pay for solid work, not for water or air.

19530. That is hardly an answer to my question, because it is possible
that some court might say these documents do not contain the spirit
that you think they contain. I am asking you now about the
information that the Department had on this subject, and I ask
again whether, at the time that these specifications were prepared,
the Department or the engineering bratich of it had the information
that a large quantity of this material was of that character which would
make it impossible to get beyond perhaps two-fifths of its equivalent
in the embankment after removal ?-I can only speak with regard to
myseif and my own knowledge. I prepared the specifications, and it
never was my intention that anything further than solid material
should be paid for.

19531. You are still speaking of the intention of the document ?-Yes.
19532. What I was asking about was the information that the Depart-

ment possessed ?-1 have already said all that I can say about that.
19533. At the time that these specifications were prepared, had the

engineering branch of the Department of Public Works any knowledge
that the material which might be largely used in making this
embankment, was of the spongy character that you describe,
and contained so little solid matter that no more than two-fifths of
it would be finally represented in the embankment ?-We had
a knowledge of the country through which the line would pass, but we
had no precise knowledge of the character of the material you speak
of; and I, for one, certainly had no idea that this material would be
used to the extent which it has been used.

19534. Had you any idea that in that neighbourhood there was much
of that material which, after being moved, would not represent
more than tw o-fifths, or thereabouts, of its original solid contents ?-I
could not say that I knew what proportion of the material would be
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solid. I could not say at that time what has been the result of experi- ontract a..L
ence since obtained. I knew that the country was a very rugged one,
I knew there were a great many swamps and flat grounds, and that
swamps generally contained soft material ; but I had no idea then that
there was so much soft material-that has since been proved.

19535. Rad you the information that there was likely to be a con-
siderable portion of thEmaterial there of the quality you describe, that
is to say, that no more than two-fifths, or one-half, or somewhere there-
about, would be finally represented in the solid embankment ?-No
information of that sort.

19536. If you had no information of that sort at that time it would
not be likely that yof would draw up specifications to prepare speaially
for it ?-My impression is that that material has been much more
largely used than is called for.

19537. If you were not aware that there was this material in large
-quantities likely to be used, do you think it probable that you would
have providei specially for that kind of material in your specification ?
-Had I information that there was any possibility of using this
material to the same extent that it has been used, I would certainly
have made provision that it should not be used to that extent.

Rad he known
there was a posai-
bility of tht.
material being
extensively used
lie would have
made provision
againft this.

19538. But irrespective of the extent to which it bas been used, I
understand you say that you had no information about the character of
thia'material which was likoly to be used to soine considerable extent
-I do not mean to the great extent it has been used, but to any
,considerable extent-and I am asking you if you had not -that know.
ledge whether it is likely you drew your specifications so as to provide
particul, rly against the loss which will be occasioned by the use ofsuch
material?-It is very likely if I had had information such as I have
now, I would have made special provision against the use of this
material, or *ith regard to its proper measurement.

19539. I understand you to say that the contractors have been witness thinks
paid for excavation to a much greater extent than they have performed contractors hava
the work, according to your reading of the contract ?-Thev have not watis rn
been paid more for the work; they have been paid for what is not work.
represented in the work. They have been paid for movin g some sort of
substance that is not in the work at all-they have been paid for
moving water.

19540. Then they have been paid on certificates for much larger
quantities than they were entitled to ?-There is nothing to represent
on the ground in the railway mach that bas been paid for at this
moment.

19541. I understand that to be the result; but I am asking
now for this information : whether they have received certifi-
cates for a larger quantity of work than, according to your own
reading, they ought to have received under this contract ?-Clearly,
clearly. I might mention to you that the twelfth clause of the speci-
fication also bears on the question. It reads:

" The material to be placed in the embankment must be approved by the eng'neer,and any placeq where the natural surface of the ground upon which the embankment
in to rest is covered with vegetable matter, which cannot be burnt off in the clearing,
ad wbich would, in the opinion of the engineer, impair the work, the same must
be removed to his entire gatisfaction."

2%*
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atraction-antracto. 2. That goes to show, with the other clauses that I have referred to,

that the whole matter, as far as material to be used is concerned, was
in the bands of the engineer.

Witness reported 1954?. I understand that you made a formal report upon the subject
thwe tu"ed"fer- of the difference between the measurement by Mr. MeLennan, and by
ence between the gentleman who was afterwards appointed to revise it, Mr. Bell:

nueasand have you anything to say upon that •subject beyond what
mente. your report conttins?-It is simply a statement of facts. I simply

report the re-measorement of Mr. Bell's, and give the general result,
but I do not go very much into the question. I just imply sent it in
to close up my office work. I had censed to be Engineer-in-Chief
immediately after this report was written-the fdilowing day, in fact.

19543. Returning to the question of measurement in the embank-
ment as against the excavation, is it usual to allow contractors some-
thing more than the earth actually found in the embankment, assum-
ing that you had no means of measuring the excavation, and were
judging entirely upon the basis of what is found in the embankment ?
-It bas not been usual in my own case, and this contraet provides for
nothing of the kind. I shall read you another clause which bears on
the question-clause 89:

Contractor to be " The contractor will be paid for the work actually executed by him under the
pald for work engineer's directions and to his satisfaction, at the prices stipulated in the contract ;
actuallyexecuted but he shall not be entitled to any additional allowance by reason of any changes or

alterations."

Then again, in clause 90:
" But any work, material or thing of any description whatsnever that may be

omitted from the specification or contract which, in the opinion of the Pngineer, is
neceesary or expedient to be executed, the contractor shall, notwithstanding such
omission, upon receiving written directions from the engineer, perform the same, and
the payment.therefor shall be at the price for such work given in the schedule of
prices."

19544. In clause 89 you read that he will not be entitled to any addi-
tional allowance by reason of any changes or alterations; the words
referred to are in the section ?-Yes ; they are used.

19545. Do they not define the particular alterations therein alluded
to ?-I did not deem it necessary to use these words, because I had not
read the previous part of the clause, but I shall be glad to read the
whole, It points to the fact that the engineer will be at liberty to
make alterations which he may deem expedient in the grades, the line
of location, the width of cuttings, the fillings, the dimensions and
character of structures, or any othet thing connected wah the works,
whether or not such changes increase or diminish the quantities of
work to be done.

Ever clause in 19546. And the clause applies, therefore, to those particular altera-
points to the fact tions ?-Certainly. Then in clause 91, in fact almost cvery clause in
toa the conac- the contract points to the fact that the contractor is to bc paid for
for only what he what he does and not for what he does not do.

19547. That would hardly settle the question whether, when he
removes spongy material, he does not do something ?-It reters to
what ho does under the engineer's directions, and not what he does for
his own convenience.

19548. It is not necessary to discuss a question of law; I suppose
the point is, whether the contract promises to pay him for moving this
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kind of material by the yard ?-I bave no hesitation in saying that
had I been present he would not have moved very much of it, or if he
had it would not have been measured up in the way it was.

19349. It is quite possible that the engineer may control his move-
ments so that he night not have so large a claim for this inaterial
under the contract; bu.t that is a matter about which, as you were not
present, I do not wish to ask you, and I understand, that you do not
<consider yourself responsible for it ?-I took active steps to pu4 an
*end to it the tirst time it came to my knowledge.

19550. Now, as to the general principle, irrespective of this par-
ticular case: assuming that there may be cases where you have only
the embanikment from which to get data so as to aseertain quantities,
ie it not usual to allow the contractors something more than the em-
bankment actually showed ?-No; it is not.

19551. Speaking first of alt as to rock, is there any rule or practice
about that? -Rock is invariably measured in the excavation. There
is no difficulty in measuring rock in excavation.

19552. I believe a yard of rock excavated really makes more than a
yard of embankment ?-Yes; but the contractor does not get paid for
the spaces of air between therock; he gets paid for the solid rock in the
éock cutting.

19553. Could you say about how many cubie yards of ordinary earth
it takes to make any given quantity, say ten yards, in the embank-
nient : is there any understood rule in the profession about that ?-
There is. It depends on the material very mach.

19554. Of ordinary earth ?.-I cannot at this moment say.
1955à. I think you said, that of this muskeg which was objection-

able, it sonetimes took two and a-half yards to make one?-Two and a
half yards in some cases, and in other cases two yards to make one.

19556. And that in all cases it took a very much larger quantity
than is represented in the bank ?-So it is reported to me by those
persons who have spent a large portion of time investigating it on the
ground.

19557. Have you been over this contract yourself?-I have not been
on the ground.

19558. When did you first see that country over which those lines
run ?-In 1872, I think.

ilW B L" * S -

Not usual Vo aIlow
contractors more
than the embank-,
ment actanAli
showed.

It sometime.
tock two thd
a-half yards of
muskeg to make
one yard of eartb
in embankment.

Witunes ba not
been on te
ground himmeif.

19559. At that time did you see the neighbourhood of the country
where the line runs ?-Some part of it. I had just a general kno»-
Jedge of the country.

19560. About what part did you see ?-I could not without the map
t9l1 you, but I could sketch on the map about the position. I was in.

19561. Please look at the map and name the points between Lake . a
Superior and Red River that you touched ?-I passed fron Thunder botwen ake
.ay to the Kaministiquia, where the Mattawa flows into the Kami- River.
alistiquia-that is in the neighbourhood of Sunsbine Creek-
-and then passed up to Lake Shebandowan, from there to Lac
-des [illes Lacs, and generally over the Dawson route to Lake of the

, ,and thence to Fort Garry.
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e.aract meas ~19562. Then ytu have travelled yourself over the country betweený
Lake of the Woods and Fort Garry ?-I have.

19563. Was that in a tolerably direct course ?-A pretty direct
course.

19564. But between Lake of the Woods and Sunshine Creek, you.
had not seen any portion of this country, as I understand you now to.
say, before the contracts were let ?-Not any portion of the line that
has now been constructed. .

19565. Have you at any time seen that portion of the line ?-1 have
not seen the whole of it; I have seen very little of it in fact.

®tent of contry 19566. How much of it have you seen ?-I have seen the portionbtwSn LakeVO 
'Ofu tleo end that I have referred to, and I have also seen the whole of section 14

by witness. and 15, and par t of section 42.
19567. How far on section 42 did you proceed ?-Up to Rossland.
19568 Then between Red River and Rossland you have seen the

country over which the line actually runs ?-I have.
19569. When did you first see that?-I saw that in 1879.
10570. Is there anything further about section 25 that you think it

necessary to explain at present ?-It does not occur to me that there is
anything else.

Vrý°t WInIm- 19571. The next contract in order is James Isbester for the engineC)utraet 90.2. bouse at Fort William ?-It appears that the work was duly advertised
and tenders received on the 22nd of May, 1876, and I reported on that
date to the Minister that there were five tenders received,namely: James
Isbester, $30,989; John Steacy, $34,500, John Wardrop, 635,761.--

IOWest tenderer. 19572. There were none lower than the man who got the contract ?-
No ; James Inbester put in the lowest tender, and the tender was
awarded to him.

19573. I do not remember any point about this contraet that requires
any special explanation or elucidation: are you aware of anything ?-1
think the contract was properly completed and paid for.

tw aan.s- 19574. The next contract, No. 27, is with the Merchants LakeCe«traetNO.9. and Steamship Co., for the trans ortation of rails to Fort William,
or Duluth: do you remember anyt ing about it which requir-es explan-
ation ?-I take it that that work was done in the usual way. Tenders
were invited and received, and the lowest accepted, and the work was
done and paid for.

at°onoaie 19575. In your experience, do you remember whether, where no0
waysscons.'l descriution was given, a ton of rails contains 2,000 lbs. or 2,240 lbs.?-I thin rails are always considered to weigh 2,240 lbs., unless it be

specially mentioned that a ton only weighs 2,000 lbs.
19576. In the absence of any particulars they are usually taken in,the profession to mean the long ton ?-Yes; the long ton.

cwtract N.. g. 19577. The next contractis No. 28, with the Red River Transportation
Co. * do you. remember anythin about that contract that youmconsider ought to be explained ?-No; 1 do not remember much about
that.

19578. I think it rose from a recommendation of yours, that a large r-quantity should be provided somewhere on Red River than had already
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been provided; but the actual negotiations appear to I'ave taken place cIontrae No.S.
In orcler to take

through other persons ?-On the 13th of May, 1876, it appears that I advant|age |®
recommended that arrangements be entered into for moving a quantity high water
of railway material from Duluth to Selkirk, in order to keep the con- 31h ay, 1876,
tractors for the sections thon let going. They were not actually that ar ange-

ments shoul1b
wanted at that time, but I was looking forward to the time when they uade for movfng
would be wanted, and was endeavouring to make provision accordingly. Dtrlal oirk.

19579. Is tbere anything further about that transaction that you
Consider it necessary to explain ?-No; I see nothing. The railway
wasf not then established between St. Paul and Winnipeg or Red River,
and material of this kind could only be taken foirward to the point
required, auring a certain stage of the water which occurred once in a
year, and it was simply to take advantage of the high water that I
buggested this to be done.

19580. The next contract is No. 29, with Cooper, Fairman & Co., for Bauway
railway spikes delivered at Fort William ; as far as we know the only sPik-
part yoi took in that transaction was to prepare the specifications ? Cooe, Fairman
-I do not remember anything further. Co. contractors.

19581. Is there anything about it t)at you consider ought to be
expla!ned by you ?-No; I assume that those spikes were wanted, or
were likely soon to be wanted, and they had to be provided, and this
was the way of doing it. i prepared a specification accordingly; the
contract was entered into, I see, during my absence, on the 28th of
July, 1876.

. 19582. The next contract is No. 30, with Cooper, Fairman & Co.,
agents of Robb & Co., for boits and nuts: do you remember
anything, withoutiooking ut papers, about the transaction ?-The two
contrauts, 30 and 31, were with the saine parties for the sane
material.

19583. One was for boits and nuts in this country, and the other was
for bolts and nuts in Vancouver, and wero supplied from different
Sources; probably they were dealt with as separate contracts ?-1
understaind that these were to make good the same bolts and nuts
that were cor.tracted or arranged to be supplied by the Mersey Steel
Rail Mauufacturing Co., which company either declined or detsired to
Withdraw from that portion of the contract, was filled by those parties
At the same price as the Mersey Co., as I understand.

19584. It appears from the evidence that the Mersey Co. neverdid arrange to supply them, that they repudiated that part of the offer
'hich was made in their name; and assuming that the matter then
became an open one for the Government to deal with, as might be most
advantageous for the public interest, can you say how it was brought
about that this new contract was entered into with those contractors ?
-No ; I can give you no information on the subject. I am simply

givIng you the explanation as it has been given to me.
19585. This matter bas been spoken of by a former witness, Mr.-Trudeau, and in justification of the action of the Dcpartment he base*led our attention to the fact that on the 4th of March you recom-niended this, and so noted it on the back of the offer ?-Tese are thePêer that I said would speak for themselves. I have no knowledge

it these existed, but it seems that I have written the word "i recom-

Boita and N t.-
* ontract No. 3o.
Cooper, Fairman
& Co.

Can give no ex-
planaton how
contraet came to,
be made with
cooper, Fairnan
& CO.i
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mended " in penil on the back of the letter sent in to the Minister of
Public Works hy Cooper, Fairman & Co.

19586. Do y ou knwow 110w anything more of the matter than is
shown in that memorandum ?-No.

19587. Can you explain it in any way ?-No.
19588. Could you say that at that time you investigated the matter

so as to decide whether their offer was the best that could be obtained
or not ?-I think it is quite likely that I did not give it much attention.

19589. I find no report on the subject, no formal report, but that
memorandum written on the back of their spontancous offer which
appears to have been acted on by the Department ?-This was disposed
of' among hundreds of other papers referred to me in this manner in the
usual routine.

Cannot recollect 19590. We have some evidence before us to the effect that at the
hadr ferice tine that letter was sent and the offer was accepted the price of those

sterling, but must articles was something liko £2 less, than it was at the time
hgve looked into
Matter at the of the original otier in the name of the Merbey Co. : do you

ime. know how that was, or did you investigate it ?-1 have no recollection
of it at all. I have not the least recollection of it. I have no doubt I
looked into the matter at the time.

Thouglitit 19591. Could you say, looking at the matter now, whether that
roer an d te letter was sent to you to investigate the offer on its ierits or price,

or was it only to suggest the quantity required for ue ?-I really do
not recollect, but I have neo doubt at all 1 picked up thi> picce of paper
out of my basket, where thore were hundreds of others simiilar to this,
and looking into it thought at the time that was a very proper thing to
do, and wrote the word " recommended" on the backof it.

19592. Would you say, looking at this word now, that you had been
asked to investigate the murits or the price in any way. or that you
were asked to do anything more than to say whether the quantity was
required; in fact, had you, as a rule, the responsibility of deciding as to
the relative prices?-I had very little to do with the naking of con-
tracts. From the appearanee of that paper I should say my attention
was not specially called to the faiet that there was any intention of enter-
ing into a contract. You will observe that is not a report; it was simply
the way in which the paper was disposed of and sent back again out of
my office to some other office. I think Mr. Trudeau would be able to
give a more full explanation on that subject than I can.

°a°) Coor Fre 19593. Referring to this matter, a letter dated the 10th of February,
on lOth February, 1876, is written by Cooper, Fairnan & Co., asking to be allowed toe asigtoppey supply bolta and nuts, and is printed in a report in answer to an
boits and nuts; Address of the House of Commons, dated the 2nd March, 1876. On the(2) Braun on 12th
cf Yebruary, 1876, 12th of February, 1876, another letter appears from Mr. Braun to

uesote odnt Cooper, Fairman & Co. stating that their request could not be acceded
be granted; wit- to: do you know any reason whv, on the 4th of March, some three

ain ®annot- weeks after that, the offer sht;uld be recommended by you to beplhadingy non ac
ithta o nar, accepted ?-I do not know. This was six years ago.

theofferwas 1594. Do you remember whether you had a conv.ersation upon therecornmended
by him. subject of any of the contracts with the gentlemen who obtained

the contract, Cooper, Fairman & Co., or any of the members of the
firin ?-I dare say I had; but I could not tell at this hour.
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19595. Do you remember the substance of any conversation on the
pUbject?-No, I do not. I dare say they have been in my office very

often, but I could not even tell by sight the gentlemen themselves.
19596. The next contract, No. 31, is with Cooper, Fairman & Co., Contract No.31

for bolts and nuts, free on board at Liverpool, for Vancouver, and B.G.
appears to have been the result of a spontaneous offer of theit-s of oper,Fairman
the same date as that last one, which was accepted: do you remember
anything of that transaction ?-Nothing whatever.

19597. lI this case their offer appears to have gone through the
same process, to have been sent to you on March the 4th,
"recommended," on the same day, and approved of by Mr.
Trudeau on the following day: look at that memorandum, and see if
it refrehes your memory as to anything connected with it?-When I
recommended this, I have no doubt I considered that the proposal was
one that might be accepted in the public interest. I do not reniember
anything about it.

19598 Could you say whether you came to that consideration after Has no doubt ho
ipvestigating the merits of the offer, or whether you assumed it with. thatk the propai
out any investigation, or whether you took the responsibility of decid- was a fair one.
ing that ?-I certainly would not recommend without reading the
letter, but I have no recollection of what I did at the time. I took for
granted, no doubt, that the proposal was a fair and reasonable one.

19599. The next contract is No. 32, also with Messrs. Cooper, Fair- Hanway

'pan & Co., for 250 tons of spikes: do you recollect anything Oonl'c* ̄x.a3
about that ?-I see, by the papers placed before me, that I had some- Cooper, Fairman
thing to do with that transaction. & Co.

19600. What was it ?-The first document is a letter from Cooper,
Bairman & Co., dated January 19th.

19601. Alluding to that, can you say how it was that they under- cannotexpain
stood that the Department would be in want of further spikes: had tors rotean -
you any conveirsation with them so as to inform them of it ? -I do sent their propo*-
not think I had any conversation with them. I may have had, but I advertisemnt
have no recollection of it. 'I suppose that they were supplying spikes appeared.
before, and they were aware in some way or other that more spikes
would be wanted.

19602. Tbey wrote on the 19th and the advertisement appears on
the 21st ?-On the 19th of January a letter comes from them, which
1piter appears to have been referred to me, and on the 31st of January
I wrote to the Secretary of the Department, as follows:-

" With regard to Cooper, Fairman's communication dated 19th of January last,
having reference to spikes, I beg to say that the following quantities of spikes will be
fèquired to be delivered at the points mentioned on the opening of navigation,
namely: at Fort William, 75 tons; at Selkirk, 175 tons total, 250 tons."

" I amn,&.
"s. F."'

Some few weeks after that an advertisement appears dated the 19th
of February, I think it is, asking the public to tender for spikes.

19603. I understand that you recommended the purchase of 250
tons ?-Yes.

19604. The letter awarding the contract appears to be for 300 tons ?
ý-!. suippose they tendered for the larger quantity. The advertisemet
ÇeIa for 100 to 300 tons.
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19605. Is there anything further about this contract that you think
requires explanation ?-I do not think so. I see a correspondence
about the size of the kegs, but it is not of any consequence. They
wanted to put the spikes in a particular sized keg, and wrote several
times about it, and I insisted upon therm being put in a proper sized
keg.

19606. The next contract is 32 A, with LeMay & Blair, for station
houses: do you wish to give any explanation about that?-I think
Mr. Bazlewood, who was then resident engineer of the Prince
Arthur's district, had a general authority to contract for the erection
of a sufficient number of engineers' huts along the line, and under that
authority thìs contract was entered into.

19607. No part of it is within your own knowledge ?-No; I simply
had the matter put on record in this forn in my report for the year
1879.

Voutract No.3. 19608. Contract 33 is with Kavanagh, Murphy & Upper, for com-
pleting the Pembina Branch construction ?-Tbat cortract was entered
into during my absence, I think, and I am afraid I cannot give yon
much explanation about it.

ceutract No 3. 19609. The next one, No. 34, is with the North-West Transportation
Co., and as far as tenders and papers connected with the formal
arrangement show, it was for transporting from Kingston to St. Boni-
face, or Emerson, or between these places. In addition to the expenditure
under that contract, your répiort of 1879 shows an amount for the
transportation of 1,500 tons more : do you know anything
of that subsequent transaction ?-I am afraid I know very lit tle about
it. I sce there are two authorities to certify that the work was done
when done; one is dated 29th of May, and the other the 3Oth of Sep-
tember, The one of the 29th of May is, no doubt, the time the contract
was regularly entered into; what the second is I do not know.

cOntract No. a5. 19610. The next contract is No. 35, with Cooper, Faiiman & Co., for
spikes Io be delivered ai Fort William and Duluth: have you any
knowledge of the trans.action. Your name does not appear
among the papers that wo har- before us ?--No. I ee an advertise-
ment dated February 21st, inviting tenders for spikes, and I see a
printed specification signed by lr. Marcus Smith. I am under the
impression I had little or nothing to do with that transaction.

c.atract No. 38. 19611. The next contract is No. 38, for the conversion of a hotel
into offices: we are not aware that there is anything requiring explan-
ation, but if you know of any we will be glad to have it from you ?-
cannot give you any information in regard to this without making en-
quiry myself.

19612. But from your own knowledge you have no information to
give ?-No; I was not in Canada at that time.

cùatrect No. a. 19613. The next contraet is No. 39, with John Irving, for the trans.
portation of rails from Vancouver to Yale ?-I was absent on leave at
that time, and can give no information about that.

:m«à...ug 19614. The next is contract No. 40, with Gouin, Murphy & Upper,
<~mtraetN4. for the erection of an engine house at Selkirk ?-The same answer.

(Looking at the paper.) I am not, quite correct in saying that I had
nothing wbatever to do with that, the engine house at Selkirk, cou-
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tract No. 40. I find that I was responsible for the specifications before "out*t*No.40•
leaving. The specification is dated 20th May. I must then have been
in Ottawa.

19615. As to subsequent transactions and the acceptance of the work ?
-I had nothing to do with that; I was not here.

19t16. The next contract is No. 41, with Purcell & Co., for the con- T.udering-
struction of a portion of the main line ?-I know something about Contreet io. 41.

that.
19617. This work appears to have been submitted to public competi- Time was extend-

tion in August, 1878, and the time extended from time to time until the ewith a vlew togetting more ac-
beginning of the following year: do you remember why it was curatequantitie.
extended ?-On the 13th August, 1878, an advertisement was
put in the papers inviting tenders for certain sections. Among
others, tenders were asked for the section between English River 4nd a
point named Raleigh, a distance of fifty miles, and from Raleigh to
Eagle River, a distance of sixty-eight miles, and from Eagle River to
the easterly end of the 15th contract, at Keewatin, a distance of sixty-
seven miles. On the 19th December following, some two weeks before
the tenders were to be received, notice wrs put in the papers extending
the time for receiving tenders until the 15th day of January, 1879, it
having been deemed advisable to complete the information necessary
for parties tendering.

19618. Was this additional information to be obtained through th
Engineering Department as you understand it ?-As I understand it.

19619. By further surveys or examinations : is that what you allude
to?-No; I think it was with reference to tho more accurate computing
of quantities. At that time we were very muc'h astonished to find that
the original quantities on other sections had been so greatly exceeded,
and we wanted to be more particular with regard to the quantities to
be laid beftore contractors in this case. I think that was the principal
reason.

19620. You will probably remember that tbis portion of the country
not finished between sections 25 and 15 was offered to competition in
diffeient shapes, either as two separate portions or as one contract:
can you explain the reason for asking for tenders in that way ?-I dare
say I can. You will observe that the first advertisement I referred to,
that dated 13th August, divided the whole distance between English
River and Keewatin into three sections. It was thought that if the
work had been let in that way the contractor who would be awarded
the middle section would be dependent upon those who got the end
sections very much, and might be very much embarrassed, and it was
decided to divide it into two sections in place of three, so that these
two sections could be carried on from the two accessible ends, in faet,
that being the only way in which tley could be carried on; or it might
be stili more advantageous to put the whole in the bands of one con-
tractor, if P contractor sufficiently able could be found to undertake the
whole for a reasonable price. The tenders were received on the 30th
of January, 1879.

Contracte Nos,
41 and 4e.

19621. They were described by different letters, I believe, A, B and Tendersdescribed
C: A. being the eastern section of the whole distance, B the western by letter A, B, 0.

section of it, and C the whole distance: is that as you understand it?
-That is tha way, I think. There were three forme of tender prepared,
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Tenderig-
Cont.raéte Nos.

**d *- one form of tender designated A for the section between English River
and Eagle River, 118 miles; form of tender B was for the section
between Eagle River and Keewatin; form of tender C was for the
whole section between English River and Keewatin, 185 miles, and on
the 30th of January tenders according to these three different forms
were received.

19622. Can you explain the comparative merits of the different sets
of tenders, in the first place, as between the whole distance and the two
sectionsof it?-Yes; I endeavoured to do so in a report at the time,
dated February 1st.

M e °co 19623. Was the lowest tender for the whole distance less than the
Xor combined combined offers for the two sections in the first place ?-The lowest

°n tender for the combined sections was that of Morse, Nicholson & Mar-
pole, $5,699,707. The lowest tender for section 41 was Marks & Con-
mee's, $2,203,869 ; the lowest tender for section B was that of Morse,
Nicholson & Marpole, amounting to 83,364,336; making altogether
$5,568,205. I have given you the revised figures. There were some
slight errors in some of these tenders in moneying out the amounts, or
in the additions, but the revised figures might, I think, be taken as
correct.

19624. I understand that those figures which you have so far given,
relate only to the finishing of the work in 1882, the longer period ?-
They relate to the completion of the work in July, 1882.

19625. Then, as I understand it, there was another set of tenders for
finishing the work at an earlier period, but still in this form, A, B and
C ?-Yes; tenders were invited for the completion of the work, at least
to make it serviceable for traffic a year sooner, namely, by the 1st of
July, 1881.

morse, Nicholson 19626. Do you remember whether that altered the comparative rank
,& Marpole tender
for oombined of the tenders ?-I think it did. The last referred to tenders stand as
sections t537,7Z follows: for the combined sections, Morse, Nicholton & Marpole,

$5,937,732; for section A, Andrews, Jones & Co., $2,239,525; and for
section B, Morse, Nicholson & YIarpole, 83,467,568, together $5,707,093.

Tenders for 1g6g7. Then, according to this calculation, letting the work by
tecantembne dfor separate sections appears to be the least expensive to the country ?-
sections. Assuming the work could be done for the prices, letting it by separate

sections was the cheapest.

OTTAWA, Wednesday, 20th April, 1881.

SANDFoRD FLEMING'S examination continued:

By the Chairman:-

Eauway Von. 19628. It has been mentioned that some newspaper reports of your
"o '";V. 1 4 evidence upon a former occasion gave as an answer from yon, that

Whitehead In you always considered Mr. Whitehead a sub-contractor to Sifton, Ward
working on con- & Co. respecting the eastern portion of section 14: as far as I remember
rcontractor that was not the purport of your evidence, but I would be glad to h ar

acw In the from you now, whatever you have to say on the subject, and a fuUer
ard a 00. explanation, if you consider it necessary ?-What I meant was simply

this: that Mr. Whitehead did the work under contract 14, not under
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tho original contractors for 14, that that partieular portion of the contraetM@.14.
w)rk was transferred to him by ther, and approved by the Depart-
ment. He acted in their place as it were.

19629. Do you mean that you consider he was acting for their benefit
in this respect: that they were to get the pay, or any pay for the
work that he did ?--No; I mean that lie was acting for himself under
their contract.

19630. In fact, thon, he was a substituted contractor, and not a sub-
contractor in its ordinary sense ?-Yes.

19631. This correction of your evidence is made at your instance on
account of what you bave heard of some newspaper report ?-Yes; it
has been suggested to me, that I had made a mistake in stating that
Mr. Whitehead was a sub-contractor of Sifton, Ward & Co.'s, and what
I meant is as now explained.

19632. At our last meeting, just before we parted, we wero com- contract. os.
paring the tenders made for sections A, B and C, either separately or Il and 42.

combined, and either for the finishing of the work in 1881 or 1882 :
can you explain the relative merits of the different systems, and why
the one was adopted which was adopted ?-My recollection of it is
simply this: the tenders were received ; they were opened; they
were classified, and they were referred to me to report which course I
considered the best. I did so. If I remember right, I did not recomn-
mend that the lowest tender should be accepted. My experience goes
to show it is not always expedient in the public intérest to accept the
lowest tenders. I recommended that some other tenders, not qui te the
lowest, should he accepted, I think, but my recommendation was not
adopted by the Government.

19633. Irrespective of the question of price, as I understand it, there Deemtng it Im-
were two other main questions for consideration. In the first place, gos.b coeie

whether the work should be done under one single contract, or in accompilsh the
separate contracts for separate sections. That was one question. The 181 brecom end-
other was whether the work should be lot so as to be made useful in ed lat none of
1881 for trains, or not until 1882. These were the two main short ers or
questions that had to be decided upon while judging of the e enter
relative merits of the tenders, and it is upon these main questions
which I wish you first to explain the course which was adopted ?-I
felt it very important, indeed, that the line should be opened at the
earliest date it was possible to have it opened, but I deeîmed it next to
impracticable to have it opened by the lst July, 1881, unless the
parties undertaking to do it were not cramped for funds. If they had
the public treasury to draw upon it might possibly be dono, but I
thonght that it would not be possible to have it done under any of the
tenders tbat were received. The prices were, in my judgment, too
low to entertain that hope, so I recommended, if I recollect right, that
none of the tenders for the short period should be entertained. I
thought it would be simply giving them an enhanced price, and when
ail was over the work would not be done at the time that was
expected.

19634. These tenders that you have spoken of show that the prices
for the shorter period were considered higher than the prices for the
longer period, and, as I understand your reasoning, that higher price
Would probably be paid because they contracted to finish it at the
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C nttos. shorter period, but that the work would not be done, and therefore the

higher price would be paid without any corresponding advantage to
the public ?-Yes; and besides that, it would be disappointing. The
public would expect the road to be opened iu the shorter period, and it
would not be opened. I had no objections to the contractors being
paid a good price for their work, but I would rather see them get it in
a straightforward way.

Had men of 19635. Then, as to the next main question, which was between the
kno'wn caPcity two modes of letting work by one single contract or by two separate
whole work contracts?-Had exp)erienced contractors, mon of resources and deter-

e v t ge mination, undertaken to do the work for the lowest prices I would have
recommended that the whole distance, 125 miles, should be awarded
to them; but, unfortunately, parties tendered whom I never heard of
before, and whom I did not know would be compotent to do the work,
and I felt it unwise to put it in their hands. I feared that if the contract
was let to them for the whole that they would probably fail to do it,
and a great deal of time would be lost and the public would suffer; and
I deemed it best to put it in the hands of others who would be more
likely to carry it out. My recommendation in connection with this is
given in my report dated February lst, 1879. (Exhibit No. 66.) My
desire was to have the work placed in the hands of skilful, energetic
mon, so that there would be a reasonable probability of having it com-
pleted within the specified time, and at as low a rate as it could be done
for, hence ny recommendation to pass over the lowest tenders and
accept higher tenders than the lowest.

19636. In making a comparison of the price offered for these
different modes the separate sections apparently would cost less than
the combined work ?-The lowest tenderers for the separate sections
were the saine as the tenderers for the whole section, I think, in this
case.

19637. For one of the separate sections ?-Yes.

19638. Morse, Nicholson & Co. ?-Morse, Nicholson & Marpole were
the lowest tenders for the combined sections, for the whole work, 185
miles. Morse, Nicholson & Marpole were the lowest tenderers for B;
they were not the lowest tenderers for A. Their name is not on the
list of tenderers for A, but it was assumed that they would be willing
to carry out the work on A for the difference between their tender for
B and their tender for A and B together.

For contract 41 19639. That would in effect be giving them their price for
~Jo,.sýoooriowaer the whole distance ?-No; I felt that their offor for B alone was

tnd theext altogether too low. It vas something like $QO0,000 or $700,000 lower
lowest tenderer. than the next lowest tender. The next lowest tenderers were men

of experience, men whom I knew perfectly well, and whom I thought
would offer to do it as low as anybody, and I felt quite sure that
nobody could afford to lose 8600,000 or $700,000 on that work.

19640. In alluding as you do to the work on section A, and to
its being done by Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, what do I under-
stand to be your theory: that they would take it for the price?-That
although their name is not on the list of tenderers the difference
between section B and sections A and B combined made their price
for section A a low one, but not so much lower than the next lowest
tender.
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19641. You are speaking now of the difference between the offer à ad ..
made by Morse, Nicholson & Co. to do section B, and Morse,
Ni :holson & Marpole's offer to do the whole distance, and that
difference you assume would be the price ihey would take for sec-
tion A alone: is that what you mean ?-Yes, I think so; that is what I
mean. This does not bring them to the lowest figure for A, it puts
them above Marks & Conmee, but I thought Marks & Conmee were
much too low.

19642. Let us see how this reasoning affects the transaction. You
say you suppose that they would be willing to accept that difference
between the other two offers as their piice for section A: did you
wish they should be offered the work at that price ?-Yes.

19643. Were they offered it ?-I think so. The words I used were
these:

" I would rather advise relieving them of the difficult section of sixty or seventy Advised against
miles east of Keewatin, iheir price for which is $:3,64,336, and leave them the re- giving Morse &
maining 118 miles, from Eagle River to English River; this contract would amount eo. the whole
to $2,3,,371. and I am of opinion that this work will be sufficiently large to place in work.
their hands, and tiat it would be inexpedient to give tbem more unies& Morse & Co.
ean satify the Government that they control and possess greater skili and capacity
than I am aware of."

I found that their price for section A, $2,335,000, was not unrea-
sonably low. It was about the same as that of good contractors such
as Dennis O'Brien, Wardrop & Ross, and J. R. Macdonell. I may say
that I have always found it unwise to let work for less than it is worth
to do it. If there is not money in the work it will iever be satisfac-
torily aceomplished, and in many cases it bas cost a great deal more
in the end than if it was let at a fair price in the first place.

19644. In order to make that rule apply to this case it would be
necessary for you to arrive at some conclusion as to what would be a
fair cost for this work ?-Yes. Well, I judge from the tenders of such
men as those I have named-Wardrop & Ross, J. R. Macdonell and
Dennis O'Brien.

19645. Had you any other means of coming to a conclusion as to the
value of the work besides the offers of these well known contractors?
-- I have no doubt I had. My recollection is not so clear as to state
explicitly what I had, but I have no doubt at all that I had other
means. 1 had probably made my own calculations.

19646. Do you remember, as a matter of fact, that that process had
been gone through: that you had estimated the probab!e cost of the
different items, and the probable cost of the whole work, so'as to know
whether any offer was unreasonably low ?-Well, it is almost invari-
ably done, so I assume it was done in this case as well as others.

19647. Is it usual to keep a record of those calculations ?-Oh, it is
usual to keep ail papers and estimates that are made. Copies are not
always made; they are not always copied into the letter-books.

19648. Had that process been adopted as to these other works in General rule to
that section of the country before accepting other tenders: that is, to Rake a alc a-

tinof coit of
-ascertain by reliable data the fair cost of the work ?-I cannot say or not
more than I have done. I say it has been the general rule. I cannot out.
say it bas been invariably carried out; I assume that it has.

19649. Can you say whether it was done as to section 13 ?-I cannot
say positively with regard to any one section.
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41 ma 42i. 19650. You think it was done concerning more than one of the

sections between Red River and Lake Superior ?-I have no doubt it
was done in every case.

19651. Do I understand you to say that the engineering branch of
this Department ascertain, before deciding upon the expediency of
accepting any tender, something like the probable cost of the work
from other sources of information, and independent of offers made by
tenderers ?-That is the general rale.

Witness's recom- 19652. Ras it happened that the probable cost so estimated by the
®,nda o oon, Department has been made the basis of accepting or refusing tenders

mot In this in any of the other contracts independent of the relative prices ofInstance. tenderers ?-L cannot say that it has. It has been made the basis of
any recommendations that I have thought fit to make to Ministers of
the day, but these recommendations I have made have not been invari-
ably adopted. They were not in this instance.

Satisaed himself 19653. Do you think that you have, in speaking or writirg of the
that the work
could not be car- expediency ot accepting particular tenders or any tenders for any
rled out on con- particular contract, set out that the work was likely to cost more or
Nicholson& o. less than was specified in them: in fact, have you. reported

upon the probable cost of the work as ascertained by you in
the way you describe, as against the price of the work asked by
tenderers ?-I would, without doubt, satisfy myself a to the probablity
of the work being carried out under any one of those tenders. in this
very instance I satisfied myself that the work could not be carried out
by Morse, Nicholson & Marpole for section B, and having satisfied
myself on that point, I could not possibly recommend the Governinent
to accept their tender for that particular section.

19654. I do not think that the meaning of my question bas been
made plain to you (question repeated) ?-If I have made any reports
on the subject, the reports will speak for themselves, Lut the answer ls
just what ï have given you. I have no other answer to give.

19655. Well, I have to cail your attention to the point of
my question, which is not whether you had satisfied your own
mind on the subject, but having satisfied your own mind
whether you made a formal report to that effect to the per-
sons who should decide finally whether the tenders were to be
adopted or not ?-I have no recollection of a formal report in this case
or any other cases, but I would state frankly to the Minister, either in
a formal report or in rome other way, what my views were. That is
my invariable custom.

19656. Do you remember whether the estimate so formed by you had
been the fbandation of any recommendation, verbally or otherwise, to
the Minister, that the tenders upon any other portion ot' this work
between Lake Superior and Red River ought or ought not to be
accepted on the prices of the tenders ?-[ do not remem ber.

19657. Going back to the expediency of deciding, in the first place,
between these two modes, that is, letting the work for the whole dis-
tance or by sections, I gather from your report and the figures yon
have given, that the letting of it by sections would be the owest if it
could be done according to the tenders ?-The tenders were the lowest
by sections.
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19658. And do I understand that, notwithstanning the tenders by * ®.at»ou.

Sections being for a lower sum, you would hive preferred to let vouia have
the work as a whole at a higher price if the person who had tendered referred to have
for the whole had been a substantial and satisfactory contractor ?-Cer- work to one firni
tainly I would. tan g sci

19659. Why would you have selected that mode instead of the ahe n one
separate section mode ?-Because it would have simplified matters very airm was equal
much if we bad one contractor to deal with instead of two, and it would to the task.

have enabled th&contractor himself to handle his work in a more satis-
factory manner. Ho could work from either eni as he liked. If he felt
it to his advantage to do the greater part of the work from one end in
place of the other, he could do so.

19660. The adoption of that mode of letting the work by the whole
distance would, by comparison of the tenders, cost the country some-
thing like $131,000 more than this separate section system: do I
understand that you think the publie interest would have been best
served by letting it in that way although it did cost that much more ?
-I have already said that I thought at the time that the lowest tender
for one section, that of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, was a great deal
too low. I never expected the work to be done for their tender. They
were something like $700,000 lower on that single section than the next
lowest tenders, and the very fact that their tender was so very low
made me doubt whether they were men of experience or not.

19661. You are alluding now to their tender for section B ?-Sec-
tion B.

19662. Do I ut:derstand that you had formed a deliberate opinion, Did not beieve
based upon some such estimate as you have previously described, that & Marle coud
the offer made by Morse, Nicholson & Marpole was so low that it could have oneth

not have been done satisfactorily for the price ?-For section B? I 42 for the price la
have already said so. I did not believe it could have been done for thé Threoer -

noney. mendedthat the
larger offer of

19663. Then, in the public interest, do I understand you to say, that Faer, Grant &
your opinion, based on the same sort of estimate, was that it would be accepted.
more advisable to take the larger offer of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado,
than Morse, Nicholson & Co.'s ?-iFor section B, I think I recommended
that course to be taken.

19664. And in the public interest do you say now that was the best
course to take ?-I had no doubt as to the advisability of adopting that
course, and I have not been led to change my opinion by anything that
-has occurred since.

19665. I also understand you to say that that was based on some
-estimate made on your own behalf, ratber than on a mere comparison
of the offers for doing the work ?-Yes; I have no doubt I made some
calculations of the probable cost of the work before I made my recom-
mendation.

19666. Do I understand you to say now, as a matter of evidence,
that your present opinion that that was the best course to take is
based partially, at ai events, on your own estimate of the probable
cost ?-As I have already said before, in answer to half a-dozen ques-
tions, I could not give any other answer.

29*
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19667. In other words I am asking now whether you believe that
you did make such an estimate of the cost of this particular work,_
section B, as to lead you to the conclusion that it would be best in the
public interest that the lowest tender should be passed over, and the
Fraser, Grant & Pitblado tender should be received and accepted ?-I
have no reason whàtever to change the views expressed in my report
dated lst February, 1879.

196ß68. Would you please point out that portion of your report which
touches the previous estimate as made by yourself, 1%cause I do not
remember it now ?-I do not remember either.

19669. Then the reference to the report does not answer my ques-
tion ?-Well, you can hardly expect me to remember everything that
I did ard thought two or three yoars ago.

1t670. No ; I do not expect that?-I am telling yon what the prac-
tice is.

19671. But I would expect you to say that you do not remember, if
you do not?-Then I say I do not remember.

19672. It appears that your suggestion that the work on one section
might be offered to Morse & Co., although they were not tenderers, and
that a higher price than Marks & Conmee, the lowest tenderers, was
not adopted, but that instead of that the tenderers wore allowed to
take their position according to their rights: did you know those
people, Marks & Conmee, personally ?-I did not. If I remember
rightly, they associated with themselves the present contractors,
Purcell & Ryan, whom I knew and know.

19673. Before this association, do you remember whether you took
any part in objecting to the personnel of the original firm, Marks &
Conme, or their pecuniary standing ?-Well, it will be set forth in my
report if there was any objection taken.

19674. Do 3 ou remember ?-I do not remember.
19675. Then you think whatever happened on that subject, as far as

you are concerned, will appear in your report ?-Yes; whatever was
necessary to put on record was put on record at the time.

19676. But it is sometimes necessary for me to ask questions as to
things which, at the time, it may not have seemed necessary to put on
record ? -Yes; but I cannot answer until I read over the record.

19617. I am asking whether you remember taking any part ?-Then
my answer is very short. I do not remember having taken any part.

19678. I think you knew Purcell & Ryan before the time of their
association with these successful tenderers: do you remember whether
they had any interview with you at the time of the contract ?-I think
their interviews were mainly with the Minister's office. They may not
hai e been in my office more than once, but I have no recollection of
any conversation that took place between them and myself.

19679. Do you recollect any action taken which led to their
association with Marks & Conmee-I mean any action on the part of the
Department ?-No ; I think the whole negotiations took place between
the Minister's office, the Deputy Minister or the Minister himself and
the parties. My responsibility ended with these reports that I have
referred to of the lst of February and the 12th of February. I refer,-
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you te a correspondence published in a Blue Book dated January, 1879, Cmmt* i .
'n which you will see that I am right in stating that I had nothing te
do with that correspondence. There are no letters from me until the
1st of March, and that letter will speak for itself.

19680. That is on page 11 of the Blue Book published in 1880 ?-Yes; Pointed out a
that letter was written as soon as I ascertained that the tender of " a
Marks & Conmee for section A bad been accepted, and I there pointed & conmee.
out a mistake in the tender and suggested that the contractors should be
informed of the mistake before they signed the contract, I think. The
mistake seemed te me to be one that affected them very seriously.
According te the tender they were obliged te excavate earth and haul
it a distance of a mile or a mile and three-quarters for 10 ets. a yard.

19681. That included the excavation and haut together?-Yes, for
that long distance, white the price for ordinary earth excavation was
something like three times that amount. That is the only letter of
mi.ie that 1 see in this correspondence.

19682. Do you understand that they decided net te rectify what you But Minister In-
considered a mistake, but te adhere te their low price and retain their
rank among the tenderers ?-I understand that the Minister insisted tract according to
upon them executing the contract strictly according to the tender, or tender.
retire from the field. They executed the contract.I mean by " they"
the present contractors, Purcell & Ryan and Marks.

19683. What is the character of the country in which this work
lies ?-The two sections, A and B ?

19684. Work on section A, I speak of that just now ?-Section A is
a wild country full of rocks, and lakes, and swamps, and ferest.

19685. 1s it generally similar te the country of section 25 ?-[t is couaaryero
very similar te section 25. simnar tO con-

tract 25.
19686. Is there a difference between the eastern and western ends ?

-There is probably less muskeg on section A than on section 25
19687. But that portion next 25, the eastern portion, is not that

rather similar te section 25 ?-The features of the country do net
change rapidly; they change gradually.

19688. Then the eastern portion of this section A, or 41,
would lie somewhat similar to the country ofsection 25 ?-Somewhat
similar.

19689. Would there be a considerable portion of muskeg in it ?-
Considerable muneg; yes.

19690. Did you know after the experience of the work that was
doue on 25, whether the-e was any particular notice taken of that air-
cumstance in preparing the specifications for this work ?-When the
specification was prepared by me the facts with regard te section 25
were not well ascertained. If you refer te the specifications, you will
find them dated in 1878, I think.

19691. As I remember the first dates were in August, 1878. The
work was net let, however, until the beginning of 1879, in order that
full information and details could be obtained, se as te give full infor-
mation to the tenderer ?-The specifications were datod 30th of Nov-
ember, 1878; tenders were received two menthe afterwards.

19692. Contract 25 was dated apparently in June, 1876 ?-Yes.
29à*
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I**ls*". 1 693. More than two years had elapsed between the letting of con-
Although con- tract 25 and inaking the specificatioris for contract 41: I intended to
tract25let In ask whether during this period you had obtained such information of

eri e e ald"e~n the character of the country, and of the character of the material to
gained regarding be excavated on 25, as led to any particular notice being taken of that
niuskeg to guide
in hetting a peculiarity in these tenders tor work on 41, or in the spocifications ?-
eo:erme , had not, at the date of the specification brought under my notice-or at
ln a muskeg the date of reeeiving tenders-anything that seemed to call for any par-°°""*tY • ticular attention there than that set forth in the papers published for the

information of parties tendering for the work. I took care to have
very full information published at the time, so that intending con-
tractors would know exactly what they were proposing to do. A form of
the articles of agreement was aiso prepared and printed,and supplied to
parties intending to tender. To every one who applied for them the
following papers were furnished, namely: the form of contract, and a
memorandum of information dated the 30th of November, 1878, also
copies of form of tender A, form of tender B, and form of tender C.
There was also furnished an addenda printed on the back of the or igi-
nal memorandum, and the special attention of the contractors was
directed to that. Contractors were also intormed that they could see
profiles of the lino at the head office in Ottawa. Here are copies of
ail those papers.

19694. There had been a considerable amount of this muskeg work
on section 14 also, had there not ?-There had.

Coutract 14 let in 19695. That eontract was let in April, 1875; now the point to which
April. 1875, aiso
had ln lt consi- I wish to direct your attention is this: you stated in your evidence
derable muskeg, that the character of the country appeared to be f a kind which made
attentlondirected the material in the muskegs not very available for embankments; thatto this feature in t beam
the ontract. n became compressed,and this made the work more expensive than was

intended if it was taken out and paid for at the ordinary rates for
earth excavation. 1 wish to ask, whether after these contracts weFe
let and carried on to some extent on section 14 and section 25, the
attention of the Department was directed to this circumstance suffi-
ciently to induco them to inforn the public of this peculiarity of the
country, and to make special terms in the contract, or in the specifica-
tions regarding it ?-I do not remember that my own attention was
particularly directed to it. I fot that the papers that I have now
referred to were sufficient for the purpose that the specification would
cover ail conditions of the work.

19696. Then did you deem it necessary to make any change in the
form of the specification and information given to the public previously,
so as to draw any particular attention or make any particular condi-
tion upon this subject ?-If I did deem it necessary Imade a change.
The specification was a new one; what the change was I do not now
remember. The specification was prepared for this purpose.

19697. Can you not remember whether this matter passed through
your mind so as to leave an impression at this date-the muskeg
question ?-This specification embraces a great number of clauses, 96
in ail, and 1 cannot at this date remember what change was made in
any one of these clauses.

19698. For the present I am not speaking cf the wording of any of
these documents; I am now speaking of the impression made upon
your mind by the muskeg question, and I am asking you now whether
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you remember it occupied your mind sufficiently to make you deem it and42
necessary to call the attention of tenderers to that particular feature
of the country in the muskeg district ?-I do not remember that.

19699. As you say you have the papers there I will be glad if you
will take th> time to look at them and point out if there is anything
to be discovered in these papers upon t¼is subject different from
former specifications ?-I see in an addenda to the memorandum some
suggestions that may have a bearing on this. These addenda form no
part of the contract; it should have done so, but it was omitted. It was
nevertheless information supplied to the contractors.

19700. Do you say it was supplied to the contractors or to the
tenderers?-It was supplied to the contractors as tenderers. It was
supplied to every person who asked for information with respect to
the work that they tondered for. I shall, if you are willing to hear
me, read clause No. 20 in this memoranium which bears on the ques-
tion:

' Special attention is directed to the large quantity of earth reqnired in addition to Addenda to
that fron lin cutiings and from local borrowing-pits to complete the embankments, memorandum ho
chiefly on the scectio between Eagle River and Keewatin, as shown approximately in thnksmlg dbe
the sebedule of quantities. As it will not be pussible to complete some of the embenk- muskeg.
inents orie [y one from each borrowing-pit in the ordinary way within the specified
time, ternporary trestle or other staging will have to ne generafly used to carry
construction ir tins forward. The rates for excavation in a tender must include ail
snch temporary works in accordance with the 3lst clause of the specification. Special
attention is directed to the profile of the line where ail krown informati>n is given
respecting the character of the material available for forming embankments. It will
be observed that the localities so far discovered as likely to yield a considerable
quantity are limitebd. Accordingly, if no other more convenient localities are found
te hauis will be unusuaLy long at the undermentioned places, and parties tendering
may give spectal prices in their tenders for the work."

Then there is a list of points given here where the haul is expected to
be great, ranging from one mile to sixteen miles in one case

"<The attention of intending contractors is specially directed to this matter, as the
maximum rate of haul under ail ordinary circunistances is establisbed by the 18th
clause of the speciGeation. It is possible that material May be found as the work
progresses between the above mentioned points, and thus reduce the quantity
estimated for loug baul."

Then it goes on pointing out other points where material was known
to exist suitablec foi- ballast.

19701. Do you mention this that you have now read as pointing out But cannot say
the peculiarity of the muskeg material in any way ?-As pointing out ,afrKame tr
that the design was to use no muskeg-to use material from borrowing the vlew ofpoint-

pits hauled by train ; or, rather, it does not mention muskeg. It does asapeculîarityof
not indicate ttiat muskeg was to be used at all. that country.

19702. Do yon say that that clause was shaped in consequence of
the peculiarity of the muskeg localities ? -- I do not know. 1 do not
remember. Tbis clause was prepared from the information that was
brought before me to cover the circumstances of this contract.

19703. I understood you, yesterday, to say that it would be proper,
from the peculiarity of this material, and it being altogether different
from what you had previously known to exist in other portiçns of the
country, that instead of the ordinary rule being followed of measuring
the work in the excavation, that the work ought to be measured only
in tho embankment, and that the quantity which was finally avail-
able for the embankment ought to be paid for and no more. The
object of this questioning is to know whether you thought that
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t Ma. departure from the ordinary rule ought to Le pointed out in some of
the particulars given to tenderors, or in sorne portion of the contract,
so as to make it plain that the ordinary rule ought not to bo followed
in this particular locality ?-From the information furnished me I was
informed that the material was not suitable for the purpose, and it was
desirable to employ other more suitable material. On this papers were
prepared with that object in view.

Afterwitness 19704. Do you mean that after the information you had receivedIearned the char-
actero muskeg you had determined that it should not be employed at ail ?-I had not
material whether determined that; that was left an open question.It ahould or
usoud naosen an 19705. Then where it did happen to be used, what rule did you con-
open question. sider ought to be adopted ?-The rule as laid down in the intructions

which I forwarded soon after this to the engineers in charge of those
sections.

19706. You mean your instructions to Mi. Jennings ?-Yes, and to
other engineers ; but the copies of the instructions to Mr. Jenniigs are
those that are printed.

19707. What is the date of those instructions to Mr. Jennings ?-The
3rd of June, 1879.

1b708. As this contract was arranged for in the fall of 1878 those
instructions in June, 1879, would not throw any light on the question ?
-You are aware that winter prevails between March and May up
there, at loast the ground is not fit for railway operations, at toast
in the opening of the contract, and there was littie or no work done, I
think. when this letter of instructions was sent to Mr. Jennings and to
Mr. Caddy.

19709. But although the winter prevails, persons who were asked to
tender in the failt of 1878 night then understand any particular
explanation about muskegs. The point I am endeavouring to make is
this: whether you informed the public that the ordinary rule would be
departed from ut the time that th ey were asked to tender in the fail of
1878, and that they would be paid only for the muskeg as it stood in
the embankment and not as it stood when it was removed ?-I do not
know what other people understood, but I know what 1 understood,
that the work would be paid for by the yard at u certain price named
in the contract.

19710. But you understood whether that would bo muasured in the
excavation or in the embankment ?-That was a matter for the engin-
eer to decide, for if I found that the work measured in a particular
way would practically double the price of the coitr'act, it would not be
my duty to bave it measured in that way.

19711. Did you understand that the contractors did not agree with
your version of that ?-At the time ?

19712. At any time did you understand that this opinion of yours
was not the prevalent one among contractors at ail event ?-I think
it is very likely. I do not know that I had any correspondonce with
the contiactors.

19713. Therefore, I am asking you whether you considered it advis-
able to make it plainer than it had previously been by calling the atten-
tion of tenderers in the fall of 1878 to the peculiarity of the country,
and to the peculiar mode in which the measurement would be made ?
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-- had no consultation with contractors when these papers were pre c en ..
pared for public use before the tenders were received-none that I am
aware of-and these papers were prepared on information laid before
me by those acting under me as assistant engincers, to cover the case,
and I believo that they did.

19714. Do you understand whether any difficulty or difference of cannot say
opinion had occurred as early as the fall of 1878, between the Govern- fa,lor l, a
ment engineers or yourself as the head of them on the one part, and the differeceas to
contractors or any of them, on the other part, as to the mode of mea- suring muskeg
suring the muskeg material when it was removed from the excavation 'atal
and put into embankment ?-I cannot say. I was not familiar with and contractors.
the difficulty then. I had just returned from a long leave of absence.

19715. Then do you mean that your not being familiar with it is the
reason why it was not noticed in the new shape of the information for
the public ?-I do not really know. 1 cannot tell. It is not improbable,
had I known what I do now, that I would have drawn very special
attention to the matter, and set forth the view that I now entertain
in the specification itself. There is no doubt about it.

19716. Is there anything further about this particular section which
you think requires explanation-I mean section 41 ?-I have nothing
to volunteer.

19717. Then, as to the next in order, section 42, sometimes called
section B, I wish to call your attention to a portion of your own report
upon the subject ofthis and section A. At page 3 of the printed report
in 1879, marked 43m, the report to which you have alluded, I believe
you mention the firm of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, of New Glasgow, and
you speak of them in favourable terms: had you known this same firnm
in this shape before ?-No. I did not know them as partners, but I
knew Fraser as a contractor anid Pitblado as a coutractor. Grant I did
not know. I had formed a very high opinion of Fraser and Pitblado
as contractors.

1J718. Iad they done work under your supervision ?-They had and
had done it well and energetically, and they were meii that we had no
great trouble with after the work was done.

19719. Do you know any other influential persons who had any
favourable opinion about these gentlemen, who united with you in this
opinion, or was it your own independent opinion ?-This was my own
opinion. I do not know that I consulted any one about them, but these
men are well known.

19720. At present, I wish to know whether this opinion of yours
was an entirely independent one, or whether it was given in conse-
quence of any consultation, or conversation, or discussion, with any one
else ?-My opinion was entirely independent of the opinion of any one
else. I proba bly knew them better than any one in Ottawa at the time.

19.721. Do you remember whether their names were suggested to you
by any person ?-I do not remember. The name was suggested by the
tender itself.

19722. That is hardly a person : I wish to know whether any other
person, particularly any Member of Parliament, suggested to you those
names as people to whom it would be desirable to give the contract ?-
i do not remember any special reference to their names any more than

Tendrta- -
c.ntract li. 49.
Knew Fraser ancd
Pitblado of whom
he had formed a
higl opinion as
contractors.

No inauence was
used In favour o
Fraser Grant &
P1tbIai1o.
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to any other names. Tlhere the names were on a sheet of paper an<f
they were examined, but I had no recollection of any special reference
to these men.

19723. Do you remember any Member of Parliament mentioning to
you that it would be agreeable to him, or to any other Members of
Parliament, if these men should get the contract ?-I do not remember
any such statement being made. Their tender was viewed favourably
by Mr. Marcus Smith as well as by myself, I see by his report.

Witness Is confi- 19724. In my last question I was not speaking so much of the
dent he spoke mrt fh
Well ofitese men. merits of the tender as endeavouring to find out whether there was any

personal influence used in order to get these men favourably reported
upon ?-I have no recollection of any. There was a natural desire on
the part of the Minister to have the work put into the hands of good
contractors, and I have no hesitation in saying that I spoke well of
those men knowing them; but 1 have no recollection beyond that. I
have no recollection of him or any one else expressing any special
desire Io have the work put in their hands, except from the fact that
they were recommended by me as good contractors.

19725. I do not remember that in any of the papers before us you
are shown to have taken any part in the negotiation after this report
which led to their becoming part of the contracting firm : do you?
remember anything of that kind, that you took any part in the nego-
tiations which led to their getting the contract?-I do not remember
that I took any part in the negotiations. There was a good deal of
delay, telegraphing and writing between the Secretary and the Minis-
ter and various people. The correspondence is all given in this Blue
Book of January, 1879. I do not think I took any part whatever in
the negotiations.

Maifway vonu 19726. It seems that in awarding this contract finally, time was
utweoftr' considered to be of very great importance, and I notice the latter part

rtnce at of your re ort speaks of this feature: would you please explain what
oup) pesrefoe the difficu lty was in that country, and why time might be considered

th winter passed o important as you there state ?-I was aware that in previous years
'way. we had been caught taking supplies into surveying parties by the

rapid disappearance of the sleighing, and I thought it my duty to
bring this matter under the notice of the Minister, so that as little
delay as possible would arise in letling the work, and thus allow the
contractor, whoever ho might be, to take in all the supplies ho could
before the winter passed away. That accounts for the reference, in
my report of the 1st of February, to that point. I knew very well that
if the contractor did not get his snpplies, or a considerable portion of
them, in while'the sleighing lasted, it would be next to impossible to
get them in during summer on account of the absence of roads, and
the absence of other means of getting them in. There was no hay in
the country; there was no oats, and nothing at all to feed men and
horses, and there was no other way of taking them in except by
horses.

The beginning 19727. When you thus alluded to the time for procuring supplies.o Marcli too late being short, it was a month before this contract was finally awarded.to get in supplies. What would you say about the necessity for speedy operations then t
say the beginning of March ?- I should say it was too late to do much
in the way of getting in supplies after that. I felt it was somewhat
unfair to the contractor, whoever he might be, to postpone the execu-
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tion ot the contract until the only means he had of taking in supplies contraet a.42.
for both men and horses passed away, inasmuch as he was to be bound,
under the contract already prepared and printed, to have the work
doue by a certain time.

19728. Irrespective of any effect on the individual contractor, how Better in the
did you think it affected the public interest in March-the 3rd, 4th or public that the
5th March-as to the extension of time for deciding upon the con- workshouldhave

been let a month
tracts ?-I think it would have been very much better indeed in the soner.
interests of the public had the work been let a month sooner. It
would have been very much nearer completion to-day, and the sooner
it is completed the better in the interest of the public.

19729. That is suggesting that it would have been better to have
done something that was not done; but I am speaking now of the time
when there was an opportunity to extend the period for tenderers,
or to refuse it when there was an option, in fact the beginning of
March. 1879 : I am asking now how it would have affected the public
interest, in your opinion, to have extended the time for a decision in
awarding the contracts?-I can hardly say just now. I do not
remember all the circumstances. That would requird some little con-
sideration. The lst of March would not affect the public interest in the
same way that it would a month or two months sooner, because the
period for taking in supplies had passed away, or very nearly passed
away.

19730. What time does the mleighing generally end in that country ? Steighing in

-I think it is about the middle of March. It is not always the same Co at es
time, but the sleighing gets very bad indeed early in the spring up ends about
there, on account of the very powerful sun and clear sky that they middle of March.

have.
19731. Have you had under your consideration at any time this

question : whether it would have been a good thing in the public
interest to extend the time after about the 5th of March, 1b79, to
Andrews, Joues & Co., who wanted further time than had been given
to them to put up their deposit ?-I do not think that has been brought
under my consideration, and if I was to give you an answer now I
would have to consider it afresh.

19732. A good deal of that country, I think you say, was covered
with water: how would that affect the means of transportation after
the beginning of March ?-As I said before, the sleighing gets bad on
the water channels after the middle of March ; not always at the same
time.

19733. Without reference to any particular year as being different
from the average of years, what would you say about the expedie.cy
of extending the time for deciding upon the contract after the 5th of
any March ?-I do not know that it would make a great deal of differ-
ence after the 5th of March whether you let the contract immediately
or postponed it a week or two. The sleighing would be of very little
use to you before you ceould get your supplies forwarded to the neigh-
bourhood in some winters. I should add, of course, there may be
winters when the sleighing would last a month longer.

19734. Have yon heard how it is this year ?-I believe the sleigh-
ing has lasted until recently this year.
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19733. How recently, do you think ?-Until a fortnight ago, I
should think. If I am not mistaken the ice is still on the lakes there,
although it is not sound. Here is a letter from Mr. Lynch, one of the
engineers on section 42, dated 9th of April, in which he says: " We
have still sleighing, but the ice is none too safe, and the portage is
getting bare." That shows that the sleighing this year, at all events,
has been prolonged until quite recently.

Thinks he pressed 197'6. In addition to this report of yours made on the lst of
taemnportanceof February, 1879, respecting the time at which operations ought todespatch on
Minister. commence if possible: do you remember whether you made any verbal

communications to the Minister or any one who had control of the
matter ?-I have no distinct recollection, but I have not the least
doubt I pressed that view more than once.

19737. What view do you mean ?-I mean with regard to the pass-
ing away of the opportunity of getting in supplies.

19738. Do you mean that you suggested that no time should be lost ?
-Probably I saw the Minister :on other business, and this matter may
have come up, and I said to him : " I am extremely sorry this thing
bas not been settled, because our winter is passing away, and there
will be no good opportunity of getting in supplies until noxt winter."
1 have no doubt I gave expression to those views very often.

19739. The Minister, in giving his testimony, stated that you were
urgent, that the winter was passing away, and that about tliat time the
loss of a week might mean the loss of a year: that is the substance
of what he said upon the subject ?-I do remember writing a note
to him. I think I wrote a note to him when he was in Couneil one day,
when some of these inatters were being discussed, to draw the attention
of some of his colleagues to the fact that there was great urgency; and
I think I made use of the expression that the loss of a week might
mean the loss of the season practically.

19740. As to the manner in which this work was doue under contract
No. 42, did it meet with your expectation considering the previous
character of those contractors ?-It passed out of their hands, I
think, and passed into the bands of the present contractors,
Manning, McDonald, McLaren and Shields. I should mention to you
I was not in Canada that summer. I was obliged to go with three
Ministers, Sir John Macdonald, Sir Leonard Tilley and Sir Charles
Tupper, to Englqnd on public business, and I was unable to go over the
work, as I very much wisbed to do that year, and was not able to reach
the ground for various reasons-for various public reasons-until quite.
late in the season, so I cannot say much about how the work was done
during the summer. I reached the ground in October and went over it
carefully, and intended pursuing my journey through the whole length
of 42 and 41 to Thunder Bay, but I was telegraphed to come back to
Ottawa when I got to Rossland.

19741. Is there anything further about this contract for section B,
No. 42, which you think requires explanation, or upon which you wish
to give further evidence ?--Nothing occurs to me just now.

eontractNo.4a, 19742. The next contract in order is No. 43, with Upper & Co., for
the equipment of the Pembina Branch; that seems to h a temporary
arrangement lasting some nine months: was there anything con-
nected with that matter which you wish to explain, or consider it
necessary to state by way of evidence ?-Nothing that I know of.
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19713. The next contract in order is one about rails, No. 44, with the Gontracts eos.
West Cumberland Co. of England : do you remember how this trans- *
action was brought about ?--I remember that a necessity arose for a How contracta
supply of rails, but what it was at this moment does not occur to me, came to be made.
and I was instructed to cable a gentleman in England, Mr. Reynolds, to
ascertain what the rails could ho delivered for in Montreal-a
limited quantity-I think some 5,000 tons. le replied on
the following day, that is the 18th June, 1879, that they
could be delivered by the end of the following month and
in the month of August, for £5 sterling, if immediately ordered.
On showing that to the Minister I was instructed to send a cablegram
to Mr. Reynolds to receive tenders for 5,000 tons delivered in Montreal,
before the 15th August, and I requested him to cable the number of
tenders, and the lowest prices for rails and fastenings manufactured to
the standard rail that we had adopted. A few days afterwards, namely
on the 21st of June, Mr. Reynolds replied that eleven tenders had been
received, and that the lowest prices delivered in Montreal by the 15th
of August was £5. The same day he was instructed to order the rails 5,000 tons at from
and fasteninigs and to furnish manufacturers with the templet, and to £4 19s to £saton.
see that they were properly inspected. Contracts were sub.
sequently entered into with the West Cumberland Iron and
Steel Co., for the supply of 2,000 tons of rails at £ t 19s. per ton ;
for the supply of 1,500 tons of rails by the Barrow HSmatite
Steel Co., the price being £5 sterling ner ton; for 1,500 tons of rails
by the Ebbw Vale Steel, Iron and Coal Co., at £5 sterling per ton, all
delivered in Montreal, and with the requisite quanitity of fish-plates
and fastenings. These three contracts are numbered 44, 45 and 46. Necessity for
The necessity for these rails appears to have been pointed out in a rails poinitd out
report which I addressed to the Minister on the 17th of June of witnessaddressed

to the Ministerthat yeaîr (Exhibit No. 160). In that report I state to the Minister o e l7th of
the quantity of rails lying at diffèrent points and the quantity June, 179.

that would be required to carry oit the contracts then entered into,
showing thut a large quantity was needed-equal to about 25,000 or
30,000 tons, and as it took some time to forward the rails from the
nearest seaprt, Montreal, to the place where they would be required,
it was deeriied expedient to order a portion of tbem at once, in the way
just described.

19744. Tho original corresponidence upon this subject between the
Department aad Mr. Reynolds in London (Exhibit No. 159) has
been produccd lefore us . have you at any time seen the corres-
pondence and considered it?-The correspoudence was forwarded by
my sec etary, in all piobabi lity a1t my request, to the Secretary of
the Department of Railways and Canals.

19i5. Do you think that the mode adopted on this occasion by &tr.
Reyno!d', procuking effers for rails by private letters instead of by
public competition, was a good one for the public interest ? - I think ho
accomplished tle same purpose. He communicated with all the best
maanufacturinig establishments in England, some eleven in all, 1 think.

19746. Have you had, at any time, as far as you remember, any No reason wbth
occasion to be dissatisfied with these arrangements made by him on thearrangements
behalf of the Government ?-I have not. mod MY

19747. Is it your belief now that they were the best that could he
made in the public interest under the circumstances?-I think they
were the best that could be made. I have no reason to think otherwise.
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19748. In connection with these three contracts which you
mention there was another one for bolts and nuts, probably to
be used with these same rails, that is contract No. 47, and, as
I understand it, was brought about in the same way: do your remarks
apply to that contract as well ?-That is covered by con!tract No. 47.
Yes; these bolts and nuts were procured in precisely the same way and
at the same tirme. I see the contracts for the rails did not embrace the
bolts. The bolts had to be made at another establishment. The fish-
plates were furnished with the rails, but not the bolts and nuts.

Contract satis- 19749. Was the mode adopted by Mr. Reynolds, as to the bol s and
factory. nuts, as satisfactory to your mind as the other about the rails ?-I

think so.

19750. Do you remember anything in connection with tho contract
that requires further explanation ?-I have never heard any complaint,
and I have no reason to think they were procured in an improper
manner.

Tenderin-. 19751. The next contract in order is No. 48, for the construction of a
CentraetNo. s. portion of the main lino, with Mr. John Ryan; this work appears to

have been lot after public competition : did you take part in the
letting of the work ?-The Government decided to construct a section
of 100 miles to the west of the Red River in Manitoba, and tenders
were invited by publie advertisement on the 16th of June, ý879. Ten-
ders were to be received on the 1st of August following. A memo-
randum, or rather a special specification, was furnished intending con-
tractors. That document is dated 16th of June, the same date as the
advertisement, in which all the facts connected with the country known
were alluded to. The survey was thon in progress. Tenders were
received but I was not thon in Ottawa, I was in London. The result
of the tendering was commuiicated to the Minister and to myself in
London. Soon after that, I think a contract was entered into with John
Ryan. It appears, from the abstract of tenders placed in my hands
(Exhibit No. 131) that the tenders were received on the 1st of August

Smellie reported and opened by Mr. Trudeau, Mr. Smellie and Mr. Burpe. On the 8th
on tenders d of August, Mr. Smellie reported on the matter to th l ion. Mr.
Hon. J. H. Pope. Pope, who was thon acting Minister of Railways and Canals.

19752. Mr. Smellie, I understand, was acting in your nbence as the
principal engineer in the Departnent here? -In the offlee here. The
report gives full information on the subject. It would appear frorm this
report that Mr. W.C.lHall, of Three Rivers, had sent in the lowest ten-
der. In the last paragraph of Mr. Smellie's report I find theso words:

Agalnst Hail. " Taking ail these matters in coridpration 1 arm of opinion thatMr. Hall bas neither
the ability, rkill or resources for carrying on this extensive work, and do not think it
expedient that the Government should award hin the contract."

I find the correspondence is priited at page 44 and followirg pages of
the Blue Book, dated January, 18S0, respecting tenders sini(e January,
1879, and in that there is a letter from Mr. Hall, himself, which is very
short and I nay read. It is dated August, 1879, the same day as Mr.
Smellie's letter addressed to the Hon. the Minister ofPulic Works
and Railways:

Hall withdraws, " This being the first time that 1 tendered for any public works, I was not aware
not ready wlth that I would have to be ready with the deposit at once, and having partners in the
deposit. matter, although not appearing on the tender, and not being able to get them here
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for a short time, and being informed there is an alteration of the speoification, I
decline to accept the work and hope you will take me favourably into coasiderAtion,
and not compel me to forfeit the deposit I have already maie

" W. C. HALL,
"Winnipeg Colonization Railwav."

Then follow further letters which lel up to the letting of the contract
to John Ryan.

19753. Did you take any part in these negotiation.s ?-I was not here. Witness took 1o
I too no OIL.part in regard to,I tooi no par t. this contract.

W. B. SMELLIE'S examination continued: SMELLIE.

By the Chairman :-
19754. Concerning this contract No. 48, you appear to have inade a

report to the effect that Mr. Hall was not likely to be able to carry ont
bis tender, and that you had had an interview with him : can you tell
from recollection the substance of your conversation with him at that
interview ?-The purport of the cor.versation I had with Mr. ilali is
given in this report, and is as follows:-

"I have had an interview with Mr. Hall, who bas been summoned here in connec- Reports against
tion with his tender, and find that he can afford very little information as to the kialn.
basis upou which his prices were fixed, some of the other parties whom he names
having taken an active part in the same. Mr. Hall states that ho has for some years
been engaged upon railway works, and is at present foreman uf track-laying and bal-
lasting on the Piles Branen of the Quebec Government Railway, under Mfr. McGreevy.
I have no personal knowledge of Mr. Hall, but have communicated with the engineer
of the Government Railways at Quebec as to whether he knew anything of Mr. Hall's
abilities or resources, and he replies by saying that he has never heard ofhim.''

19755. Do you remember whether, at the time of this interview with
Mr. Hall, you were aware who was the next close tenderer ?-Oh, yes.

19756. Do you know whether you communicated that to Mr. Hall,
or whether ho was aware of it at that time ?-I do not think so. I did
not communicate to him.

19757. In his letter of the same day to the Minister, he gives, among
others, one reason for desiring to retire, that he was not aware that he
would have to be ready with the deposit at once; now, in your report
on the subject, you make no remark about bis not being ready with
the deposit: do you know whether you communicated with him at
that time so as to lead him to understand that if he went on he would
be required to make a deposit at once ?-I did not.

19758. Do you know whether he got that idea from yourself or any
one else in your presence in the Department ?-1 think he may have
been told that by the Deputy Minister.

19759. Do you remember that he had an interview with the Deputy
Minister ?-Yes ; I know he had an interview with the Deputy
Minister.

19760. Were you present ?-I think a part of the tirme.

19761. Did you hear that idea communicated to him, that if ho went
On he would have to make bis deposit at once ?-I think that if the
idea was given to him about a deposit at once, that meant some short
tme-some very short period.
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19762. Do you think ho was led to understand what it meant ?-I
think so.

19763. Or that that understanding was only in the mind of the
person giving the information ?-I think so.

19764. Think what?-That ho was given to understand it would be
a reasonable period.

19765. Do you remember the language that was used ?-No; I do not.
19766. Then, I suppose your impression is upon the probability of

the matter: that you do not know positively what was said ?-Yes;
and the term " at once " that was used meant some roasonable time.

19767. Do yon think that the term you speak of at once was
used ?-I could not say.

19768. Io it becauso you soe that term there, you think it meant a
reasonable time ?-Yes.

19769. And you think, then, that ho should have undorstood that at
once meant a reasonable time ?-I do.

19770. Among-othor reasons ho gives the alteration in the specifica-
tion as one which led him to docline the work: do you rememberwhat
that alteration was ?-Yes ; it was the leaving out of the item of
fencing and balf ballasting.

19771. Was that provided for as a contingency at the time the ten-
ders were invited, or was it a new arrangement altogether that such a
change might be made ?-That, was an arrangement that was made
just as mentioned in my letter, fourth paragraph.

19772. That fourth paragraph just states the fact that you were
instructed to deduet these items which Mr. Hall mentionel, that is to
say, the item for fencing and half of the ballasting: I wish to know
upon what principle it vas considered that you had the option, without
affecting the rights of the tenderers, to withdraw those items from the
work ?-Under a clause in the general specification.

19773. There was no spocifie information in the forms given to the
public that this fencing might not be required ?-No.

19774. But 1 understand there is a general clause allowing the
Governmenit to withdraw from the contract such work as they consider
not nocessary ?-There is.

19775. And it was under that general clause you thought proper to
withdraw those items from this contract ?-Yes.

19776. Did Mr. Hall protest in any way against the position which
you informed him ho had under bis tender-I mean as to the necessity
of putting up the money in a particular time, or as to the alteration in
the items that you speak of ?-Not to me.

19777. Are you aware that he expressed any dissatisfaction upon the
subject to any one connected with the Department ?-No, I am not.

19778. Have you any reason to think that there was any arrange-
ment made by which the next lowest tenderer bought out Hall's tender
or purchased his withdrawal ?-I have no personal knowledge of any.

19779. Is there anything further that you wish to say about this
contract No. 48, that you consider it necessary to explain ?-I think not..
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SANDFORD FLEMING's examination continued: CetactNo. 48.

By the Chairman:-
19780. It has been intimated to us that this contractor was not Delay in com-

enabled to proceed with the work as soon as he expected, because the ®ine. locaton
location of the line was not completed as soon as he was led to expect
it would ho : is there any information you can give on that matter ?-
There was a great deal of telegiaphing between Winnipeg and Ottawa,
even after I came back from England, in reference to that subject.
Probably a reference to the telegraph book will give the information
required. I have sent for that book, and, in the meantime, as a mat-
ter of information, nothing more, I wish to draw your attention to
some of the matters that have reference to the questions asked Mr.
Smellie. In the special specification, in the fourth clause, it is set forth
that the quantities are assumed in order to give intending contractors
some idea of the work to be done, and to admit of a comparison of
tenders. This is the point I wish to draw your attention to: " These
quantities may, in actual execution, ho diminished, and the contractor
will be paid accordingly, but on no account must the assumed quanti-
ties be increased." i draw your attention to that to show that the
Department bad power to reduce quantities to any extent they con-
sidered advisable in the publie interest. Then, again, in the 18th
clause it is pointed out that the printed quantities in the form of tender
are not from any measurement; they are assumed maximum quanti-
ties. The contract will stipulate that while the work on completion
may cost less than the amount of the tender, that amount shall not be
exceeded. In reply to the question respecting the delay claimed by Witnes address-
the contractor, I may say that I returned to Ottawa some time in ed a letter to the
September from England, and on the 18th of that month I addressed a Deoramet
letter to the Secretary of the Department of Public Works, referring respecting the
at length to the question of delay. This document, probably, had delay.

botter ho put in-a copy of it. It was done for the purpose of putting
the matter on record. It is as follows:-

"Sm,-For the information of the Department, I beg to hand you the following
copies of telegrams transmitted and received having reference to the colonization
line of railway recently contracted for from Winnipeg westerly."

I may state, by way of explanation, that Mr. Smellie was at this time minister teie-
in Winnipeg. A telegram was sent on the 25th of August to W. B. gapohave
Smellie innipeg, from the Hon. J. H. Pope: with without

delay.
"See without delay that Ryan commences immediately. There must not be an

hour's delay.
"J. H. POPE."

On September the 8th another was sent addressed to W.. B. Snellie,
Winnipeg :

"Commence at the point west of the city where the two proposed Unes on the plan
Sent by you intersect, and proceed northerly on the line recommended by you,

" .1. H. POPE."

The same day, 8th of September, another was sent to Mr. Smellie,
Winnipeg :

"Letter received: push the work under Ryan contract as communicated therein.
De not commence temporary station building on the spur opposite Broadway Avenne
till you hear forther.

"J. H. POPE."
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Contract No.4S. On the 1lth of September John Ryan sends the following to Hon.
John H. Pope, Ottawa:

"Have just returned from visiting portion of line. Find there cannot be much
done without rolling stock, which is ordered, and will be here shortly. Will write
you particulars.

"JOHN RYA N."
The next is as follows:-

"OTTAWA, 1lth September, 1879.
"JoHN RyAN, Winnipeg:

Ryan told to push "Push on your grading as fast as possible. Let there be no delay.
on without delay. IlJ. H. POPE."

Next, I find one dated:

M*o LoGAN, Winnipeg : ''OTTAWA, 15th September, 1879.

" Will the City Council furnish temporary right ol way free of charge from river to
Government reserve to enable contractor to proceed. If so, please describe the
starting point on river and the street or other line across city to reserve.

"CHARLES TUPPER."

The next is:
"WiNNiPEG, l5th September, 1879.

"SM CHARLs TUPPER, Ottawa:
SC "City Council have granted temporary right of way to Mr. Skead, free of charge,ty oncil of, from river opposite station, from Point Bouglas Avenue westerly to Dominion

granted tempo- Government reserve on Point Douglas Common.
rary right of way. "ALEXANDER LOGAN,

"Mayor."

The next is:
" WiNNIEG, 15th September, 1879.

"Si CHAR.Ls TUPPER, Ottawa:
" City Council to-night unanimously chose Point Douglas as location for bridge. 1

leave to-morrow for Ottawa as delegation from city.
"ALEXANDER LOGAN,

"Mayor."

A.,ain: 
WrNNIPEG, 17th September, 1879.

"HON. J. H. PoPs, Ottawa:
. Ras Sir Charles returned yet? Ryan has been here nearly three weeks and not

turned a spade. Working weather rapidly passing away. Waiting decisiun as to
route of line and where to start from. Is any decision yet come to?

"C. J. BRYDGES."

The next telegram is:
"OTTAWA, 17th September, 1879.

" JÂESs H. RowaN, Winnipeg:
17ti September "City has granted temporary right of way but cannot be accepted until the Privy
1879, witness tele! Council meets when quorum ot Ministers come to Ottawa. Meantime, if Skead has
graphed Rofan obtained right of way from common point,nearMcPhillips streettoward Penitentiary,coulda rght o way direct Rvan, contractor, to proceed on that line, and instruct Murdoch to the same.couid nul be
accepted until effect. h Kinister telegraphed Smellie on the 25th of Auguist to start Ryan with-
meeting of Privy out an hour's delay. Mr. Smellie probably did what seemed necessary. In his
Council took absence a in give positive orders to commence work on line communicated. No
place change wiii be made.

"SANDFORD FLEMING."

The next is:

tiMAYoR LoGAN, Winnipeg : OTTAWA, 18th September, 1879.

"Ilnform Council that the Government accepta the temporary right of way offered
by City Council, Winnipeg, ,from Point Dou las to reserve, to b. used if required
until permanent arrangements are effected. irections have been given to lay track
at once.

"CHARLES TUPPER."
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Next: Contract No. 4s.

'OTTAWA, l8th September, 1879.
"Jx~H. RowàN, Winnipeg:-

"Government accepts temporary right of way offered by city of Winnipeg, free of
charge, from Point Douglas, to be used if requireduntil permanent arrangements are
effected. Have track laid at once under Ryan's contract.

"SANDFORD FLEMING.?

The above telegrams on the subject of right of way across the city of
Winnipeg have been collected together and put in this form as a record
of the whole transaction to date.

19781 As I understand the delay alluded to in this correspondence causes of delay
was for want of a communication from the river to some starting point
on the outskirts of the city: is that correct?-L gather from these
that there were several things; first of ail, there was difficulty with
regard to right of way across the city. Second, that Ryan, in view of
that difficulty, was instructed to begin outside of the city; third, that
Ryan was not prepared to begin, that he had no rolling stock, as I
nderstand these telegrams ; and in one of bis telegrams he state. to the

Hon. Mr.Pope that he was expecting rolling stock up very soon.
19782. But would it not be possible to do some of the work without

rolling stock, such as ditching and excavation, and that sort of work ?-
Yes; and that was the object of directing him to begin outside of the
City.

19783. Are you aware whether there was any delay upon the part when contract
of the Engineering Departmont in locating a lino at which ho might l*to1nwasi
begin outside of the city ?-I am aware that the location was not com- anywhere.
pleted over the whole contract; indeed, that when the contract was
et the location was not adopted anywhere ; when the tenders were

invited the surveys were just then started The acting Minister fixed
the point of beginning as early as the 8th ofSeptember, and gave posi-
tive directions to have the work laid out at that time. On the 1lth of
Septembor, Mr. Ryan replies to Mr. Pope and says: " Have just
returned from visiting portion of lino; find there cannot be much done
without rolling stock, which is ordered and will be bore shortly." The
same day, as I have already read, Mr. Pope replied to Mr. Ryan, and
said: "Push on your grading as fast as possible; let there be no delay."

1784. Could you say whether, outside of the city, the line was Witness under
located as fast as was required so as to enable the contractor to proceed t * °w"
with the work as soon as he was ready to proceed, or do you know located faster
whether ho was delayed for want of the location of the line ?- than ntyan could
I am of the impression it was located a little faster than ho could go
on with the work. I was up there myself the following month, and
there was very little preparation for going on that I could see, and
very little done. It is only right, however, that I should say what I
remember. The ground was exceedingly wet over a great portion of
the lino adopted, and the contractor could not do a great deal on
account of its being so wet.

19785. It turned out that the work was delayed, over the
eastern portion of the contract, by a greater depth of water than
was expected ?-It was a wet season. The ground was very wet
over wide areas that season. The contractor was disappointed,
we were all disappointed, that greater progress was not made
Owing to the wet state of the ground for many miles out of the city of
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Contract No. 4s. Winnipeg; he could really do very little indeed. I think there was some
five miles of very wet ground there; so wet, I fantcy, that horses could
not go there.

Tenders were 19786. I believe, in the execution of the work, there was a material
r e ere change from the method originally intended for makinig the road-bed:

e, as It was do you remember that circumstance ?-I remember something about
necessary to watt it. I have already said tl4at the tenders were invited btore any survey
coutry eya te was made. It was not corisidered necessary to wait for the survey to
flat. be completed, inasmuch as we knew it was a very flat country over

which the lino was to be built, and I prepared, at the request of the
Minister, a specification in which the circumatances are set forth; and
I said in that specification:

"The Government had determined to construct a colonization railway to the west
of Red River in Manitoba, andin order that delay may be avoided, it has been decided
to invite tenders at once, the survey being in progress. Whatever improvement the
future may call for the railway shall in t he first place be of the cheapest description.
The survey not being made and the precise location not determined, it te nuot possible
to furnish plans and profiles and so on. The ground over which the railway will pasa
is for the most part level, and in many places the ,track may be laid aimost directly
on the level surface of the prairie, in other places a little grading will be required.
The road-bed can be formed with a little light grading, the material being generally
obtained from side ditches, the road-bed will thus be formed to a wi ith of 15feet, and
except when crossing streams or depressions, to a height averaging 6 to 12 inches
above the general prairie surface"

And so on, pointing to a cheap and what may be called a temporary
description of road-bed, at ail events.

Ground so wet 19787. Now it is in relation to that road-bed described in clause 5 that
and flat that I an asking the question. We have been led to understand that thisnothlng could be
doune but lay rails road-bed was not formed in the way mentioned here, with a little light
"roed last grading and the material being generally obtained from side ditcbes;

that in fact the ties were laid for a considerable distance on the surface
and only ballasting put on; that no excavation took place in that
neighbourhood, and it was by putting on an extra amount of ballast
that the road-bed was made, and the question of the expense of that
bas been one of the questions between the Government and the con-
tractor : it is upon that feature I wish to know if you have given the
matter consideration, and what the explanation is ?-The explanation
is that the ground was so wet that the men could not work, and could
not get the water away; attempts were made by ditches to get the
water away but the country is so exceedingly flat,and the soil I suppose
had something to do with it also, they could not easily drain such an
extensive area. The winter season approached and it was utterly impos-
sible to do anything after the frost came, except in the way you have
just mentioned, by laying the ties on the frozen ground or on the ice as
the case may be, laying the rails and drawing ballast by train to the
spot. That is the explanation of it.

19788. Do you think that the road-bed formed in that way will be
as efficient as if formed in the way that was originally contemplated ?
-Oh, I think quite as efficient; it is a more matter of opinion. I have
not been there since it passed ont of my bands. •

19789. I do not know whether this ehange took place altogether
since you gave up the charge ?-Not altogether.

19790. Have you bad occasion to consider the relative cost of the
work as done in this way by ballasting, and as originally intended by
material from the side-ditches ?-I have not.
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19791. Is there any other matter connected with this contract, No. Consrae Iwo. 4,
-48, which you think requires explanation, and which you eau give ?-
INothing more occurs to me.

19792. The next contract in order is No. 49, with Richard Dickson, StationHouea-0
for building station house, Pembina Branch: do you know anything c°ntract me.4
that requires explanation about this matter: we have nothing parti.
cilar to enquire into ? -The erection of this building may have been
authorized before I left for England in 1879, but the contract was not
entered into until the 15th of August, during my absence.

19793. Are you aware of any matter connected with the manner in
-which the work was done, or the closing of the transaction which
requires explanation ?-No. I understand the work was done and the
-contract closed.

19794. The next contract is No. 50, concerning some railway spikes aanwar
with Miller Bros. & Mitchell, in September, 1879 ?-These spikes were cnt"N.s
-ordered during my absence in England in 1879. I understand that
they were found necessary and advertised for. This transaction was
carried on in my absence.

19795. Is there anything connected with it which you think re-
quires explanation ?-Nothing. The same may be said with respect
to the next contract, No. 51. Both these contracts were entered into
after the matter was duly advertised and tenders received.

19796. Is there anything concerning contract 5. that you think
,you can explain, or that you think requires explanation?-There is
net.

19797. The next contract is No. 52, dated September, 1879, concern-
ing the transportation of rails, and was made with Henry Beatty T'anspertatlu
on behalf of the North-West Transportation Co. ?-I can give ne c male -
explanation with regard to that from recollection. There is a letter
of mine to the Minister dated the 24th September, 1879, giving the
facts with respect to this contract. It appears that eight different
parties were invited to say at what rate per ton they would take the
material forward. Four out of the eight sent replies, and the tender of
one of these four was accepted, and the contract entered into and the
work performed.

19798. Did you, beyond this report, take any part in the nego-
tiations which led to the conclusion of the contract ?-I do not Thinks ha

geâted Inatmd 0 rremember now. I think I suggested to the Minister that inasmuch advertistng senà
as the season was passing rapidly away, it would be inexpedient for°ardr.
to advertise in the publie papers inviting tenders in the ordinary
maanner; it would be quite sufficient for the Secretary te send a
circular to a number of forwarders asking them to tender. This
circular appears to have been sent by the Secretary of the Department
to the eight gentlemen referred to :

"I am directed by the Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals to enquire atWhat price per ton of 2,240 Ibo. you will b3 willing to undertake the transportation of
steel rails and fastenings from Montreal to Fort William this fail, you roceiring the
rails at ship's tackle at Montreai, paying harbour dues and insurance on $5 per ton,*nd piling the rails at Fort William. Au early answer is requested."

As I said before, four tenders were received on September 25th. I
have already referrel to a letter which I addressed to the Minister on
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Corntraet No.ss' the 24th of September, and Ôn the following day I sent him this

letter:
"Rpferring to my report of yesterday's date on the tenders for transporting rails

from Montreal to FortWilliam, I have discovered that the harbour dies in Montreal
are 25 ets. per shor- ton. This is equal to 28 ets. per 2,240 lbs. This makes the
tenders stand as follows:-

Rate.

1. Calvin & Breck Kingston ....... $5.75
2. Smith & Keighley, Toronto 6 00
3. Henry Beatty Sarnia..... ......... 6.00
4. Folger Bros , kingston ............ 5.75

Inclnding Harbour
Dues Montreal.

$6.03
6.00
6.00
6.03

19798J. Then it made an alteration in the rank of the tenders. It raised
two of them from being the lowest to the highest ?-That is the effect it
had. It showed that the actual lowest were those of Smith & Keighley, of
Toronto, 86; and Henry Beatty, of Sarnia, 86; the others being 86.03
in both cases, and my impression is, that Smith & Keighley and Henry
Beatty went into partnership and took the contract between them.

The owest tender 19799. The lowest price was the one accepted ?-Yes.acoepted.
19800. l there anything further in connection with this contract

that you wish to explain ?-Nothing further.

Purchase ot 19801. The next three contracts concern steel rails, they are·
C.Etms M. s. numbered 53, 54 and 55 : will you state, shortly, why the negotiations

53-5s. were entered into concerning those rails, and in what way ?-Early in
Drew Minister's June, 1879 I drew the attention of the Minister to the faet that it would
attention to the >
fact that it was be necessary to pî¶vide for a supply of rails for the portions of the rail-

for mj' ro- way under construction, and for the additional sections immediately to
raIs. be put under contract.

19802. Did you draw his attention to it by writing ?-In writing,
yes ; by letter under 7th of June, which is before me. An Order-in-
Council was passed soon afterwards, in reference to the same matter,
authorizing the advertising for tenders for the supply of rails and a
sufficient quantity of fastenings to be delivered at Montreal, one-third
of the quantity by the 1st of October, 1879, one-third by the 1st of
June, 1880, and one-third by the 1st of October, 1880. The advertise-

Advertisement. ment was accordingly put in the English papers. The advertisement
is dated 13th of June, inviting tenders to be received on the 15th of
July, at the Canadian Emigration Cffice, 31 Queen Victoria Street,
London, England, and informing parties that specifications, conditions,
forms of tender, and all other information would be furnished on appli-
cation either at the office in Ottawa or at the said Canadian Emigration
Office. The tenders were opened on the 21st of July following, by the
Hon. Finance Minister, Sir Leonard Tilley, in presence of Sir John
Rose and myself, in the Emigration Office, Queen Victoria Street,
London. Abstracts of all the tenders received were made as they were
opened, the tenders were properly classified, and a complete history of
the whole transaction, from first to last, is given in the report of mine
dated October lst, 1879. (Exhibit No. 205.) Which report was
addressed to the Secretary of the Department, and enclosed with it
were all the letters and telegraphs and other documents referring to

Besult of negotia the matter, numbering thirty-three in all. As the net result of ail this,
t1ons it appears that contracts 53, 54 and 55 were entered into; No. 53, with

the Barrow Hematite Steel Co., for, I think, 30,000 tons; No. 54, with
Guest & Co., for 10,000 tons; No. 55, with the West Cumberland Co.,
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for 5,000 tons, which, with the 5,000 tons previously referred to as c5 te lie.
having been procured through Mr. Reynolds, made 50,000 tons in all.

19803. Of that quantity 11,000 tons finally went to the Interco- Of 50000tons,
nood went to

lOnial Railway ?-Yes; I think 11,000 of that 50,000 tons were to be Intercolonlal.
delivered at Quebec for the Intercolonial Railway. I think it is
referred to bere " for relaying the Rivière du Loup section of the In-
tercolonial Railway."

19804. Was there any formai report made of the contents of the ten-
ders at the time they were opened ?-When they were opened in
London it was done in the presence of at least one of the Ministers, Sir
Leonard Tilley, and tbey were ab4racted and classified; beyond that I
think there wab no formai report, because the Minister of Railways
and Canais returned to London soon afterwards and dealt with the
matter. Acting under bis instructions, I sent and received the letters
referred to in the appendix to my report of the lst of October, 1879.

19805. Have you that abstract, or any copy of the original ?-I have
it before me.

19806. Would you please state who made the most favourable offerp
.and for what quantity ?-The lowest offer?

19807. The lowest offer ?-It would be necessary to expiai n to you Tender for rails
that we asked rail manufacturers to state the price at which they would delivered at
deliver rails in Montreal. Indeed, if I remember right, a form of ten- MontreaL
der was prepared which they were called upon to fill up. Here is a
copy of that document (pointing to circular). Twenty-one tenders for
delivery at Montreal at the tbree dates I have already alluded to were
received. Of these the Barrow iematite Steel Co. put in the lowest
tender; the next lowest was Guest & Co.'s tender ; the third lowest was
the West Cumberland Co.'s tender.

19808. Are not these the three lowest who fulfilled their tenders ? Tenders for ratte
Was there not one from Wallace & 'Co. ?-There was another class of -0- b.
tenders for delivery f. o. b.; there were seven ofthem altogether, none
-of which were accepted. There was still another class of tenders in
which the parties did not state that they were to deliver in Montreal
unless under certain conditions. There were four in that class. The
lowest was that of the Ebbw Vale Steel Co.: they proposed to deliver
them Lt Newport, Monmouthshire; the second, Fred. Krupp, he pro-
posed to deliver the rails at Rotterdam; the third was a tender from
John Wallace & Co., he proposed to deliver them at Montreal, but
local dues and duties were to be extra; the fourth was from Panteg Steel
Works Co. : they were to be delivered f. o. b. at Panteg, f. o. b. New-
port, 3s. extra per ton. It was discovered some time after the open-
îng of the tenders that John Wallace & Co.'s reference to local dues and
other things in Montreal would not materially affect the price
he proposed to deliver the rails for, and bis tender was then accepted,
after a good deal of correspondence, ail of which is with the other
pfapers. In the meantime the price of rails went up, and John Wallace
declined to carry out the arrangement.

19809. I understand that with these special conditions attached to
his tender, bis offer seemed to be the most advantageous one for the
Government, and that it was accepted in the shape in which he made
't?-Without regard to the conditions, bis seenied to be the most
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advantageous-it was the lowest tender; but even having regard to-
them, I believe it was still considered more favourable.

19810. It was 2s. 6d. a ton lower than the lowest of the other ten-
ders, which was the Barrow Hæmatite Steel Co.'s tender ?-He had,
the opportunity, as I understand it, of fulfilling the offer he made.

19811. le had an opportunity to carry out the proposal ho made ?-
Yes.

19812. Did you take any part in the subsequent negotiatiuns which
led to a settlement of the transaction with him? I understand that
the Government commenced proceedings against him for not
fulfilling his offer?-I must refer to my letter. The whole corres-
pondence with John Wallace & Co. is alluded to in my report dated
cber 1st.
19813. What I wish to know now is whether you took any part in

the negotiations concerning the settlement of the claim ?-I do not
remember that I did, that was done after I returned to this country.
The correspondence that I refer to as being mentioned in my report
of the 1st of October, is the correspondence in England with John

&Wallace & Co.
19814. And yourself?-And myself.

An action
brought aganeL
'Wallace to com-
pel hlm to deliver
rails at the price

quoted.

19815. What I wish to learn is whether you are aware of enough.of
the circumstances to say whether this offer made by Wallace & Co.
was accepted with the view of making it available for the Government,
if possible: it was not overlooked or neglected in any way, being a
more favourable one than that of the persons who supplied the
material ?-On the contrary, Mr. Wallace's offer was accepted, but he
declined to carry it out. and an action was brought againist Wallace to
compel him Io deliver the rails at the price named in bis tender.

19816. Then it was not from any negligence of the engineers or the
Ministers, or any one acting on tlhe part of the Government, that this
ofller was not finally available ?-I think not; it could not possibly be.
An action was instituted in the Law Courts in London, against John
Wallace & Co., to compel him 1o carry out the terms of the tender;.
but he remoistrated, and in lact ho sent in a memorial to the Govern-
ment praying that the action might be withdrawn, inasmuch as it
would drive his firm into insolvency, or something of that kind.

Lowest tender 19817. As to these contracts which were actually completed, do you
ri understand that in each instance the lowest price was given that the

material could have been got.for ?-The lowest tender was invariably
accepted, and very low tenders they were.

19818. And were these quantities supplied at the lowest price, as
you understand, that they could have been got for ?-As I understand,
they were the most favourable tenders that were put in.

19819. I notice that a higher price was given on contract No. 55 for
the rails to be delivered in October, 18î 9, than in contracts Nos. 53
and 54, by le. 6d. per ton : do you know how that happened ?-Accord-
ing to the tender.

19820. Was it because the persons who contracted for 53 and 54
would not supply any more at the lower price, as you understand it ?
-As I understand it we took from the party who put in the lowest
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tender all that they would furnish. We accepted the lowest tender Oggtu N.••
before going to the next tender, and asked the party if he would furnish From those who
double the quantity at the same rate. I think the letter will show put ln lowest
that-at least that ia my recollection of it. The tender received from taken whachthey
the Barrow Homatite Steel Co. was for 15,000 tons. That was the would furnIsh.
v ery lowest tender for the delivery in Montreal, with the exception of
John Wailace & Co.'s tender. The contract entered into with the
Barrow Hoematite Steel Co. was for 30,000 tons, showing that double
the quantity was secured from them at the same rates, £4 17s 6d.
delivered the 1st of October, 1879; £5 delivered the 1st of June, 1880;
£5 2s. 6d. delivered the lst of October, 1880. The company offered
to deliver, in the first place, 5,000 tons; we secured from them 10,000
tons at the same rates. The highest tender of the three was that of
the West Cum berland Steel Co. They offered to deliver us 10,000 tons
in their tender. We only took from them 5,000 tons.

19821. So that the Goverunment obtained an advantage in increasing Ever advantage
the quantity upon the first mentioned offer, and in diminishing the Pseecrewas
quantity in the last mentioned offer: taking, for instance, double the
quantity at the lower price, and only one-half the quantity at the
higher price ?-Yes; every advantage was se-ured that it was possible
to secure.

19822. Are you able to say, from your knowledge of the market,
whether the,:e contracts resulted in a favourable bargain for the
Governmeit ?-I think it was a very favourable transaction. I thought
the first puirchase of 50,000 tons was a good one, but this was very
much better.

19823. Do yon know of any other transaction in such material
bought at lower prices than these ?-I do not remember any. 1 dare
say some lots may have been purchased at a shade lower prices, but
not of rails manufactured for a special purpose on a specification, and
of a special description. These rails were every one.of them made to
order and sbljected to a very rigid inspection.
. 19824. Would any different course, as far as you are able to say,
have resultert in a more advantageous con tract for the Government ?-
Not that 1 am aware of.

19825. Is there any other matter connected with either of these
three contracis which you can explain and which you think ought to
beexplained ?-I have nothing further to say. I was particularly
careful to have every matter bearing on the purchase of those rails put
on record in the papers in the office of the Secretary, and they will
speak for themselves. Here they are (banding over papers).

19826. The next contract in order i,3 No. 56, with the Kellogg Bridge
Co. for the iron superstructure of a brido-e: do you remember any-
thing about lie contract ?-Yes; I remem>er something about that,
When I went over the Pembina Branch in the autumn of 1879 I found
that the structure over the Rat River was a very temporary one indeed,
and liable to be washed away by the freshets. Among other things it
became necessary to get an iron or wooden bridge to span from one
Bide of tho stream to the other. It was only 60 feet, but when I
reported the matter to the Minister ho said: " You will have to invite
tenders in the usual way." The matter seemed to me so urgent, I
Wanted to get the bridge manufactured without tender at some good

The transaction a
most favourable
one.

Dro= Bridge-
conmtract qF.se6.
Lowet tender
accepted.
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estallishment, but it could not be done. Tenders were invited and
received. The lowest tender was that of the Kellogg Bridge Co., at
Buffalo. The bridge was erected and paid for. There was sone delay,
and we had to send a gentleman to Buffalo to secure the bridge and
take it forward and have it erected, charging MeBride & Co. with the
cost of moving it forward. Tho tender, in the first place, was very
low ; it was only $1,384, vhile the one tendered for by the Hamilton
Bridge Co. was $2,798, while that of the Toronto Bridge Co. was $3,403,
the lowest being double that of the Kellogg Bridge Co. Some months
after this I was getting alarmed about the state of the temporary
bridge, and fearing an accident, communicated with the Kellogg
Bridge Cio. repeatedly. A great many telegrams passed. Finally it
was necessary to send ooe of our own people to Buffalo to get the
bridge and take it forward and erect it.

Bridge erected 19827. Has it been received and utilized ?-Yes, it was erected by
and satisfactory. days' labour.

19828. Is there anything about it which requires explanation, in
your opinion ?-I do not think so; I need not read the telegrams that
were sent on the matter.

19829. Has it answered the expectations of the Department, as far
as its efficiency is concerned ?-1 have heai d nothing to the contrary.
I have not seen it since it was erected.

Svitch Fogs- 19810. The next contract in order is No. 57, for some railway
ContractNo.6?'switch frogs?-There is some report on that contract which will

explain the transaction, I think.
Frogshad prevl- 19831. The only point that struck us when hearing the evidence of
°rso RIs Mr. Trudeau was that there was a contract without any public com-
penitentiary. petition ?-I think, perhaps, the papers will throw a little light on that.

I do not remember very clearly. If I remember rightly, we were
getting frogs made at the penitentiary in Kingston befoi e, and there
was something said about infringing a patent, probably; and those
people themselves offered to make the frogs at a price that was less
than we had to pay at the penitentiary for them.

19832. Do you remember who took part in the negotiations with
these contractors ?-I think it was done through me. I think a letter
was sent them, asking at what price they would furnish-a letter or
telegram-the frogs and switch frames and gearing, &c., complote.
Here is an account of the transaction. It was on November 11th, 1879:

ro Po.ltr to "It became necessary some two months ago, during the absence of the underigned
supply froga at a in England, to procure a number of irogs and switch gear for use at Fort Williamand
lower rate. Manitoba, for the track about to be lai in both districts. Mr. Smellie, on the lst of

September, wrote the Department, pointing out the fact that these articles should at
once be manufactured and delivered before the close of navigation. The frogs pre-
viously made at the Kingston penitentiary, cost as follows:-Frogs, $80 each; con-
necting bars, $16 50; switch gear, &c., $40 ; making in ail $136.50. The Truro Patent
Frog Cuo. offered to supply the same articles at a less price, as per the following
telegram :-' We will furnish 120 ditarratt's patent adjustable steel rail frogs of the
angles mentioned in your message, for the sum of $65 each, switch frames, signal
posts,connecting bars and gearing complete, which includes woodwork, head blocks,
and sliding chairs, $35, every switch complete.' With the approval of the Minister,
the order to manufacture ail the frogs that were required was given to the Truro
Patent Frog Co."

lere is a memorandum on the side of this document:
" Mr. Schreiber has brought under my notice a frog made by the Truiro Patent Frog

Co., which lie considers better than the Mansfield frog, which we have hitherto used,
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for the reason that the rails are perfectly interchangeable, and it bas more inherent
stren.gth ; and as it bas been in use for some time on the Intercolonial Railway, he is
satisfied that it is all that can be desired."

It would appear from that that there was a saving of $36.50 a set of
frogs and gearing by getting them from the Truro Patent Frog Co.,
and although there was no public competition the Minister concurred
in the propriety of getting ther from thein.

19833. Did you think then, or do you think now, that the public
interest would have been botter served by offering this to public com-
petition ?-I think that is a complicated question, because it was
answering a good purpose to employ the prisoners of the penitentiary.
The prisoners of the penitentiary were employed at manufacturing
frogs no longer.

19834. Well, ceonsidering the interest of the Pacific Railway alone ? Obtalned better
-- There is a charge of $36 50 less for a set of frogs and gearing than article for less

we had been previously paying, and, according to Mr. Schreiber's
account of the article-and ho had experience of it on the Intercolonial
Railway- he considered it a botter article for a less price. We were
obtaining a better article for a less price.

19835. Iad you any reason to believe that you would have obtained
them at a still smaller price by public competition ?-t had no reason
to believe that. Of course there was a difference in the geographical
positioni of the two places. The Truro frog was chargeable with the
cost of bringing it as fitr as Kingston. What that was, at this moment,
I do not know, but it was certainly less than $36.50.

19836. The point to which I wish to draw your attention, and on
which I wish to get some information, is this: whether upon the
whole the transaction was a proper ene to be carried out without public
comfpetition, and whether, as it was carried out, it was as favourable
as yon could expect under the circumstaices ?-I think it was quite
proper. L do not know any other place in the country where these
frogs could be made. Of course they could be made almost anywhere
if arrangements were made with the patentees. The patentees being
the Truro Patent Frog Co., or at all events they had secured the right
to manufacure the frogs.

198'17. Do you know of any influence being used in any way to have
this transaction carried out in this shape instead of by public
competition ?-There was no special influence that I know of.

19838. Is there anything further about this contract that yon think
fnecessary to explain ?-No ; I do not think there is. I think it is a
very proper transaction-just such a transaction as a business man
Would enter into.

No influpnce
used to prevent
publi competi-
tion being 1nvIted

19839. The next in order is contract No. 58, for turn-tables, 'with Turn Tables-
W. Hazlehurst ?-I do not remember very clearly. VontaeNo..

19840. Tenders were received in reply to some invitation ?-There Tenders invitea
Inust have been somoe invitation for parties to tender. Here it is. A by circular.
circular seems to have been sent out by me with my name attached to
it. It was sent to several parties-among others the Hamilton Bridge
CO., Hamilton; the Toronto Bridge Co., Toronto; the Kingston Engine
Works, Kingston. The circular is in these words:

"Several tirst-class iron turn-tables, fifty feet in diameter, are required for theacific Railway; the first in the engine bouse at Selkirk must be erected and placed
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by the 15th of March next. This must be decked, the deck supported in centre for the,
other tables required, separate prices are invited for deck and open work. Proposals
will be received up to the 30th instant, February, 1880. Drawings shouldaccompany
proposals."

At the saine time a telegraim, in fact the circular, was telegraphed to
Mr.Hazlehurst at St. John. Tenders were received fron the four parties
mentioned, and I reported on them on the 14th of February as
follows:-

Recommends " I beg to enclose herewith a list of tenders received for the erection of the tirn-
acceptance of table at Selkirk; also copies of letters sent to tbe following parties inviting then toazeburst's tender for this work:-Hamilton Bridge Co., Toronto Bridge Co., Kingston Enginetender. Works, and Hazlehurst, St. John. Four tenders were received and are enclosed here-

with. The lowest is that of W. Hazlehurst, St. John. The deck table,. $2,016, and I
would recommend its immediate acceptance."

Enclosed with that report is a list of the tenders.
19841. What appears to be the lowest tender for the open one?

-The lowest price for the open one was that of W. Hazichurst, $1,360,
and for the deck table $2,016. We wanted a deck table for Selkirk.
I recommended the acceptance of that tender and it was accepted.
The tenders were opened by Mr. Trudeau, Mr. Braun, and myself.

19842. Was the lowest tender accepted in both instances-that is for
Lowest tender the deck and open turn-tables ?-Yes ; we gave orders to have a deck
accepted. turn-table manufactured at $2,016, and three open turn-tables at

$1,360 each. The next lower tenders were, for the deek table, $2,350,
by the Hamilton Bridge Co., and foi' the open table by the Hamilton
Bridge Co., $1,700.

19843. Why was this mode of inviting competition adopted-I mean
by circular instead of by public advertisement ?-It was necessary to
have at least one of the tables, the decked one, provided at an early
day, the earliest day that we could have it, in connection with the
working of the line in Manitoba.

19844. Is that the reason that you -give for not inviting publie
competition by advertisenent ?-That is one reason. It would take
much longer to invite conpetition by public advertisement.

19845. Would it not have been possib!e to have had it advertised
earlier than the circulars had been sent ?-It would have cost more
money, and would not have obtained cheaper tables.

19846. Do you think you got as good articles at as low price as by
public competition ?-It would have cost a large part of the cost of the
table to advertise.

Tinks adver- 19847. 86,096 is the amount involved: do you think the cost of thetWang would have ayer
been tSeo peo advertisement would have altered materially the result of that trans-
nive. action ?-We appealed to everyone in the business likely to send in a

tender, and we saw no need, under all the ciriumstances, for inviting all
the world to tender when we kntew only a very few would tender for this
particular article.

19848. I understand you to say now you think Vo got as much
competition by this mode as by advertisement ?-I think so; in Canada
at al[ events. Possibly we might have got some competition from the
United States, but the previous transactions did not result very
salisfactorily. We had to take measures for putting up the bridge
ourselves.
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19849. Is there anything connected with the manner in which this
contract has been fulfilled which you think requires explanation ?-
Well, I left the public service not mauy months after this, and I cannot
tell you.

19850. The next contract, No. 59, was for the supply of 100,000 rail- Ties-
way ties, I think for contract 14, and was made with Whitehead, e.ntra ae.se.
Ruttan & Ryan ?-It was deemed expedient to secure ties for at least a that district en-
portion of the second 100 miles west of Red River before the ice gu3rh uidala
bridge broke up. I felt that if the matter was put off until the contract vertise for ten-
for the second 100 miles west of Red River was ]et it would be too ers.rorloo,000
late for the contractor to secure the tics necessary to enable him to lay
a track, and the Minister concurred in the proposal to invite tenders for
100,000 ties before the winter passed away. I find a letter on the
subject dated January 23rd, which will probably confirm what I have
now said. I will read this letter addressed to the Minister :

"In view of the extension of the railway west of Manitoba, with as little delay as
possible, the difficulty to be met in procuring ties along the first part of the line
of the second 100 miles, the necessity of getting them on section 14, and of
baving th-m cut and conveyed across to the west side of Red River, while the ice
bridge at Winnipeg is firm, I would recommend the folluwing stepe be taken:-first,
that the district engineer be authorized by telegraph to advertise for 100,000 ties, to
be delivered at convenient points along the track on section 14, tenders to be received
at an early date, that he report by telegraph the nature and number of the tenders
received. Second, that a contract be at once entered into with the parties sending
in the lowest acceptable tender. Third, that arrangements be made immediately on
the Une being operated by the Government officers to transport the ties as they are
made to the west side of Red River by the ice bridge, and there piled at convenient
places until wanted."

The suggestion was concurred in, and I was authorized to send the Rowan authoriz.
following telegram to James IL. Rowan, Winnipeg, on the 29th eto°recelveon he 9thtenders for 100,»0January:- tamarack ties.

" Receive tenders for 100,000 tamarack ties, to be delivered along track sectio-n 14 in
time to be taken across ice bridge to west side Red River. Telegraph particulars of
tenders on receipt."

On the 5th February, James H. Rowan telegraphed me as follows:-
"Ten tenders for ties received to-day. The following are the lowest, the price

covering the Government charge for stumpage; deduct 3 ets. in all cases if
stumpage will not be charged."

Bere are the names.
19851. Give the lowest ?-Charles Whitehead and Ruttan, 27' cts.,

and a number of others.
19852. These parties appear to be the lowest tenderers, I understand ?

-Yes; the others were all over 27-¾ ets. They ranged up to 33 cts.
19853. These wore the parties who got the contract, and wo under- Tender of Whit j

head & Ruttanstand that the contract bas been fulfilled and the amount settled ?-On accepted.
the following day I was authorized to felegraph to Mr. Rowan thatthe
Minister accepts the tender of Charles Whitehead and Ruttan for 100,000
tics at 27 ets., and instructed him to make a contract to ensure
delivery in good time. I believe Mr. Ryan's name enterei into the
contract with the approval of the Minister on being appealed to.
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B.c. OTTAWA, Thursday, 21st April, 1881.

SANDFORD FLEMING'S examination continued:

Though the work By the Chairman
ln h Coi"r" 19854. The next contract in order is No 60 ;in the officia list it is
bia flrst adver- 184 h etenre nodri .ýo 0-i h fiills ti
t1sed on the ith stated to be with Andrew Onderdonk : can you ex plain, shortly, what
of Atgust, 1878, It
was not until Ïrd led to these British Columbia contraets ?-The work in British Colum-
October, 18'e9, bia was first advertised on the 13th of August, 1878. Tenders were thenthat tenders were
defintely called invited for the distance between Yale and Kamloops Lake, 125 miles.
for to be reeeived O h
on the 17th ;ov. the 9th December a notice was put in the papers to the effect that

the time for receiving tenders for these sections in British Columbia
would be ex ended to the 12th day of January, 1819. When the 12th
day of January, 1879, arrived, I think no action was taken. The Govern-
ment deemed it advisable to have some fresh investigations made with
regard to the route in British Columbia, and it was not until the 3rd of
October, 1879, that an advertisement was puL in the papers definitely
calling for tenders to be received on the 17th November following, for
the works of construction required to bc executed on the line from
Yale to Lake Kamloops in four different sections, namely: from Emory
Bar to Boston Bar, 29 miles; from Boston Bar to Lytton, 29 miles; from
Lytton to Junction Flat, 28J miles, from Junction Flat to Savona's
Ferry, 4N- miles. Forms of tender were accordingly prepared for the
use of contractors proposing to tender for these different sections, also
a memorandum for the information of contractors dated the 3rd Octo-
ber ; also a specification and a form of con tract which the parties sending
in the tender to be accepted would be required to execute. Al theso
documents were furnished intending contractors.

19855. Before recording the particulars of the transactions connected
with these contracts, would you explain what led, as far as you know,
to the decision that they should be entered into or asked for ?-Yes; I
have a distinct recollection of it. I returned from 1ngland in Septem-

A telegraphed ber, early in September, after the purcha:e of 50,000 tons of rails, and
report from it was my desire and intention to have proceeded immediately to FortEdmnton re-Y
s cting Peace William and go over the line to Manitoba; but I was not allowed to do
River route. so until we heard from parties who were engaged in making explora-
aOdepInCnen ions by the Peace River. Towards the end of the month (the exact
route for ranlway, date can easily be ascertained) I received a telegraphic report from
Burrard Inlet be- Edmonton respecting the operations ot the exploring parties, andIng the obaective te3iho unse
point. immediately thereafter, namely, on the 30th of September, I furnished

the Minister of Railways and Canals a report on the question of route.
Immediatoly thereafter, an Order-in-Counicit was passed adopting the
route for the railway through British Columbia to Burrard I nlet. The
same day, if I remember rightly, the advertisement which I have just
spoken of was put in the papers calling for tenders.

19856. After the tenders were received I believe you made an official
report on their comparative merits ?-Tenders were received. They
were opened by the Deputy Minister, Mr. Trudeau, the Secretary, Mr.
Braun, and myself. As they were opened one by one the particulars
of each were recorded on sheets of paper. The tenders were classified
into regular and irregular tenders. All the particulars are given in
my report dated 22nd of November.

19857. Whose tender do you find to be the lowest in your report for
section A ?-They were not designated by letters, if I remember right;
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they were called by their names-from Emory Bar to Boston Bar. Bac*

The tenders themselves were lettered.
19858. Well, from Emory Bar to Boston Bar ?-The lowest tender

was that of» D. M4cDonald & Co , $2,727,300.
t9859. In the record of the opening of these tenders/lthere appears Irregular

a tender by another firm for a lower sum: will you explain how it ten rer.
was that that was not considered or allowed to compete ?-There was
a tender sent in by J.Battle, Symmes, Wood & Jackson, 82,634,120. This
tender was received through the post on the 17th, at half-past three in
the afternoon, in a registered envelope. There was another tender
from Brown & Coibett, Charlottetown, received by mail at half-past
three on the 17th. This one contained no cheques, and no sureties
were given. The former one, that of Battle, Symmes, Wood & Jackson,
contained three cheques for 85,000 each. According to the advertise-
ment and the other papers, the tenders had to be received before noon
on the 17th, and ail the tenders but the two last referred to, were duly
received according to the notice given. There were fifteen regular
tenders and two what we call irregular tenders.

19860. Do you remember whether it was considered by the persons Ruled out
who were present at the opening from the beginning, that these two
irregular tenders ought not to be allowed to compete, or was that
opinion arrived at after noticing the amounts of the different tenders ?
-Before we compared the amounts we ruled them out of the regular
class of tenders, as far as my recollection serves me, and we simply
entered them on the abstract of tenders, because they were received
and opened. Pardon me, I see a third $ender received from a person
named David Oppenheimer. It was notin accordance with the regular
form of tender. He offered to complete the four sections for the lump
sum of $12,000,000.

19861. Do you know whether your attention was called to Battle's
tender so as to discover that there had been a material erasure or
alteration, at the time that they were opened ?-I remember when the
tenders were opened, before any reference was made to the amounts,
we first ascertained if everything was perfectly regular. If there
was any irregularity or singularity we could lay that tender to one
side, and deal only with those that were perfectly regular. This was one
that was laid to one side.

19862. In addition to the irregularity of the time, or the reception of Erasure.it, do you reinember vhether that erasure was noticed-whether it
cast any suspicion on the reason why it was sent in late, or in fact
whether any notice was taken of it ?- do not remember that. I
remember that we saw by the post-mark on the envelope that it was
posted in Ottawa, and we felt it would be no great trouble to the party
who posted the tender to have left it at the Secretary's office three
hours and a-half sooner when it was ready.

19863. According to your understanding of the transaction, do you Tender of D.
conclude that the lowest regular tender was accepted and acted upon th,"l.a1 cos.
and led to the contract ?-Well, the lowest regular tender was that of
D. McDonald & Co. There was a good deal of delay and a good deal
of correspondence I think between the Department and various parties,and that work was finally put in the hands of Mr. Onderdonk, the
present contractor.
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n.o'e 19864. Did you take any part in the negotiations between the time
of deciding upon the different tenders and the final conclusion of the
arrangement by which Mr. Onderdonk became the contraetor ?-- took
no part whatever that I remember of. The tenders were reported on
by me on the 22nd of November, and the first letter that I have any
knowledge of of my own is dated the 28th January following, which
will speak for itseolf. Between these dates I have no recollection of
having taken any part in the negotiations.

19865. Was that letter in regard to this same section of which you
are speaking ?-It was with regard to the section from Boston Bar
to Lytton. It is not the same section; it is the next section above.

19866. It does not appear to be the same one we are speaking of
now ?-No.

19867. As to this section do you say whether you took any part in
the negotiations which were consummated in the transfer of the
contract to Onderdonk after making your report ?-1 took no part
whatever.

19868. Is there anything about this particular contract which you
think requires further explanation ?-I do not know that there is.
There was nothing done or very little done more than entering into the
contract when I ceased to be Engineer-in-Chief. Any work that has
been executed within the limite of the contract has been done since. I
only remember having sent ont the engineers to superintend the work,
and writing elaborate instructions to them how to conduct operations.

omtract No. 61, 19869. The next contract, 9To. 61, is also for a portion of the
fl.O. construction of the line in British Columbia, and was at first made

apparently with Ryan, Goodwin & Co., and subsequently transferred
to Onderdonk : upon that I assume that you made a similar report as to
the merit of the tenders ?-The tenders for that section are referred to
in the same report of the 22nd of November, and from that it appears
that the tender of Purcell & Co., $2,573,640, was the lowest. There
were fourteen regular tenders for that section and one irregular tender.
The last was sent in by Brown & Corbett. It contained no cheques,
and no sureties were offered, and it was received after the hour.

19870. Was that for a smaller amount than the successful tender of
Purcell & Ryan ?-I cannot tell. The amount does not seem to be
given in the abstract. No, the amount was $,2,642,888.

19871. So that if the tender had been allowed to compote it would
have made no difference in the result of the transaction ?-It would
have been about the fifth lowest.

Contract based 19872. This contract seems to have been based upon the lowest
on lowest tender. tender thon, as we understand your report: is that as yon understand

it ?-The contractors wereor inally Ryan, Goodwin & Co. The tender
appears to have been Purcell & Co. Referring to the abstract I find
that the names of the parties who sent in the tender were Purcell,
Ryan, Goodwin & Smith. The present contractor is Andrew Onder-
donk. I understand Ryan, Goodwin & Co. transferred the contract to
Andrew Onderdonk. This transfer is referred to at page 190 ofa Blue
Book giving a list of tenders since January, 1879, and on the same
page there is a communication from mysoelf on the subject dated 28th
of January, 1880.
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19873. Can you say whether you took any part in the negotiations Bo.
Which led to this transfer of the contract from Purcell, Ryan, Goodwin
4 Smith to Onderdonk ?-None whatever.

19874. Have you any knowledge of the way in which it was brought
about ?- have not. I have no personal knowledge.

19875. Have you any personal knowledge of the manner in which
the transfer of the former contract from McDonald & Co. to Onder-
donk was brought about ?-I have not.

19876. Is there anything about this contract fOr section B, from
Boston Bar to Lytton, which you think ought t.o be explained by
you ?--Nothing beyond what I have said respectirng the other contracts.
One of my last acts was to instruct the engineer how to conduct the
measurements and operations connected with construction. These
instructions were dated 19th March, 1880, and they may be put in as
an exhibit. It will be seen from these that I took every cure to pre-
vent anything going wrong, as far as I could then foresee, and I hope
these precautions, or better ones, are being carried out.

19877. The next contract refers to section C, from Lytton to contractmo.%,
-Junction Flat. and appears to have been made with Mr. Onderdonk: 0."•
that appears, also, to, have been reported upon by - ou as far as the fGin..* lowet
relative merit of tenders is concerned ?-Tenders for that section were
referred to in my report of the 22nd November, 1879. There were
twelve tenders. I think, altogether-eleven regular tenders and one
irregular. The irregular tender was from a firm of the name of Brown &
Corbett. No cheques were enclosed and no sureties were given, and it
was received after the hour appointed. The amount of the irregular
tender was $2,020,350. The lowest regular tender was that of D.
McDonald & Co., $2,056,950. There is no marked difference between
the last two referred to.

19878. The contract with Mr. Onderdonk appears to have been based
on this tender of McDonald & Co.: did you take any part in the arrange-
ments which led to the transfer to Onderdonk of the rights of those
parties ?-None whatever.

19879. Have you any knowledge of the way in which it was brought
about?-I have no personal knowledge. I may have heard it explained
on the streets, but if I did it has passed entirely out of my mind.

19880. Ia there anything about this contract which you think ought
to be explained by you ?-Nothing special.

19881. The next in order is with Mr. Onderdonk for another portion contracte.63,
of the British Columbia work, No. 63: that was, I believe, reported on
ln the same way, upon i enders received at the same time as the last ?-
I reported upon the tenders sent in for thatsection in the same report,
'dated 22nd November, and according to that the lowest tender was the
tender sent in .by T. & M. Kavanagh, $1,809,150. There were eleven
regular tenders for that section. There was also an irregular tender
sent in by Brown & Corbett. It contained no choque and there are
-'O Sureties given, and it was received too late. The amount of that
irregular tender is not given in this abstract, but on reference to thetonder I find the amount to be $1,822,410.

19882. Higher than the tender which was accepted ?-A little bigher
than the tender that was accepted.
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*o.s, fl.o. 19883. In this matter it appears that the successful tenderer asked
for a short extension of time: do you remember whether you were con-
sulted upon the expediency of granting that; they got on one occasion
some days, and a further extension of some days ?-I have no recollec-
tion of anything of that kind. I think I took n9 part whatever in
the negotiations that took place between the receiving of the tenders
and my reporting on them and their final acceptance.

19884. Do you remember whether you took any part in the negotia-
tions between the final acceptance of the tenders and the transter of
the rights of these parties to Onderdonk, and the contract with Onder-
donk ?-No part, so far as my memory serves me.

19885. Have you any personal knowledge of the way in which the
transfer was brought about ?-I have no personal knowledge.

Results favoura.
ble to the public.

f great advan-
tgeto have the

whole o a great
work In the handa
o one capable
contractor.

19886. Is there anything in connection with this matter relating to
this last section D that you think ought to be explained by yon ?-
Nothing special.

19887. Have you considered whether the result of this asking for
competition was one as favourable to the public interest as might be
expected and under all the circumstances ?-1 have no reason to think
it was in any way whatever unfavourable.

19888. Do you think that the prices were as low as might be expected
for work in that country at that time ? -I think they were.

19889. Have you given any consideration to the question of the expe-
diency of putting so much work into the bands of one contractor or
firm, instead of into the hands of four separate contractors or firms ?-
I have referred to that point, I think, in my letter dated 20th January,
1880, page 190. I said there, that

" As the other three sections in British Columbia are already awaried to Mr. On-
derdonk, and the one section intervenes between them, it would result in censider-
able avantages to have the whole in the hands of one contractor of sufficient strength
to carry on the work, and from the letters furnished from the general manager ofthe
Bank of Montreal and others of high standing, there would appear to be no doubt of
Mr. Onderdonk's financial ability and experience."

19890. This opinion, however, as I understand it, touches only the
last state of affairs, that is after Onderdonk had got the other three sec-
tions, and the question was whether he should get the fourth ; but 1
intended to ask you the broader question, whether, when the work was
in the hands of four contractors, it was advisable to amalgamate the
whole and place them under one contractor ?-I have stated in what I
have just read you, it would result in considerable advantages to have
the whole in the hands of one contractor.

19891. That is, as I understand it, after the other three sections had
been acquired by Onderdonk ?-I think I have reported on that point
somewhere else, but I cannot see it at this moment.

19892. Without reference«to what has been formally reported, what
is your opinion now upon that subject ?-I would rather refer to my
opinions as they were given when I was an officer of the Government,
than to furnish fresh opinions at this time.

19893. Would you have any objection to say this: whether you have
seen any reason to change the opinions which you gave then ?-I have
no reason to change the opinion. I have seen no reason to change the
opinion.
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19894. So that, as far as you remember the contents of the report, 61-03, B.c.

you are still of the same opinion ?-Yes.
19895. I think you alluded to this subject at a former stage of your

-evidence when you were discussing the expediency of letting the work
upon sections A and B, between Thunder Bay and Red River, con tracts
41 and 42 ?-Yes.

19896. I understood you, then, to give this opinion on the subject: ther thina it ls
other things being equal, that you thonght it would be as well for the besor publie

thton twag
interest of the public that one strong firm should bave the work ?-Yes; firmn should have
1 think I did give an opinion of that kind. are w or a

19897. Have you any objections to say whether that is still your
opinion upon the question in the abstract ?-Oh, I think it, as stated
here, resulted in considerable advantage; but I must say to you, that
one is not in a frame of mind to give any deliberate opinion as I am
now situated in the witness box, excited by the numerous questions
asked me. When I give an opinion upon a question of such import-
ance, I desire to give it deliberately.

19898. Then I understand you do not desire to be asked anything
further on the subject now ?- I do not object to give opinions on that
or any other subject, but I cannot give a deliberate opinion on that or
any other important subject situated as I am at this moment.

19899. Is there any other matter connected with this work in British work let at very
Columbia, either as a whole or any section of it, which you.think ought e a a
be given to us by way of evidence from you ?-I know of nothing. instance to the
The work is extremely difficult. It seemed to me at the time to be let lowest tenderer.

at very low.prices, lower in fact than I thonght it would be let for, and
if I am not entirely wrong, I think in every instance it was placed under
contract at the lowest price offered.

19900. That appears so from the report furnished us ?-Except, per-
haps, one irregular tender I had referred to to-day. One by Brown &
Corbett; they offered to do it for a very little lower than somebody
else-the lowest regular tender.

19901. The next contract in order is No. 64, with Ryan, Whitehead Brige aerosa
& Ruttan, for a temporary bridge across Red River: do you Contraito.64.
remember any special circumstance connected with that ?-Yes ; I How the work
remember something about it. Mr. Collingwood Schreiber was then was undertaken.
at Winnipeg in the capacity of superintending engineer, I think; and
on the 3rd of March I telegraphed im as follows :-

" If you think It advisable and practicable, while river is frozen, to construct tem-
porary pile bridge at Winnipeg, you can invite tenders, giving a week's notice."

The object was to secure railway connection between one side of the
river and the other, to facilitate intercourse between the Pembina
Branch and the town of Winnipeg and the country west of Winnipeg.
Mr. Schreiber replied to that telegram on the 4th, the following day :

" It is advisable, in the interest of speedy construction westward, to have a bridge,
but what about its obstruction to navigation ? if it is to be built the piles and timber
must be delivered at once; but I do not consider it would be prudent to erect it until
after the ice flows."

On the 6th of March,. having received authority, I directed Mr.
Schreiber to get out piles and timbers while the snow lasts,
and on the 10th of March I requested Mr. Schreiber to
nake application to the corporation of Winnipeg to allow

31*
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(Jentract No. 65.
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-owent ten-erer.

Contract me. 61.

Contraet based
on Iowest
tender.

a temporary fixed bridge to be erected ; and that I con-
sidered it best to postpone erection until the ice moved, but that
the materials should be obtained at once. According to the instruc-
tions referred to, tenders were received for the erection of the
temporary bridge on the 10th of March, and I reported on the fact
some time afterwards, on the 6th of April, the lowest tender having
been accepted under the authority of the Minister by telegraphing in
the meantime. The lowest tender was that of John Ryan, Charles
Whitehead and H. N. Ruttan, 87,350. The work was undertaken and
completed after I ceased to be Engineer-in-Chief.

19902. Then the contract appears to have been based upon the
lowest tender: do you know wbether up to the time that you ceased
to have charge of the work it was progressing satisfactorily ?-I hoard
nothing to the contrary up to the time I left.

19903. Is there anything special about the contract which you think
it necessary to state ?-Nothing at all that came under my knowledge.

19904. The next contract in order is No. 65, with James Crossen, for
some rolling stock ?-The rolling stock referred to vas advertised for
on the 19th of February. Tenders were invited and received on the
1st of March. The tenders were opened on the 2nd of March by
Messrs. Trudeau, Smellie and Braun. The contract appears to have
been awarded to Crossen, of Cobourg, his tender being the lowest, for
four first-class cars. There was an official car added to the contract
afterwards. The information with regard to the official car will be
found in the correspondence.

19905. Did the manner in which this contract was fulfilled come
under your knowledge officially ?-I do not think it did. I think that
contract was filled after I left.

19906. Is there anything connected with the contract which you
think it proper to mention ?-No; there is nothing that I desire to say,
or that I tbink attention should be drawn to.

19907. The next contract is No. 66, with Bowie & McNaughton, for
the construction of a portion of the main line, the second 100 miles
west of Red River : that, I understand, was submitted to public com-
petition ?-This work was advertised on the lst and 1lth of February,
1880. The reception of tenders was postponed by a second advertise-
ment dated the 22nd of March, until Friday, the 9th of April. Speci-
fications and memorandum of information and forms of tender and all
necessary documents were prepared and printed,and furnished to intend-
ing contractors. Tenders were received. Tenders were opened on April
12th, in the presence of Mr. Trudeau, Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Braun,
and on the 13th April I reported on them to the Minister. From this
it appears that the lowest tender was one sent in by George Bowie and
Mr. MeNaughton, the amount being $438,9 14. A contract was entered
into with these parties on the 3rd of May, but I have no personal
knowledge of wbat bas been done in the way of carrying out this con-
tract.

19908. The contract appears to be based upon the lowest tender,
according to your report at that time ?-Yes.

19909. Is there anything further in connection with this contract
which you can explain ?-I do not think it is necessary to state that
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this second 100 miles section was located in a position that 1 did not contractmeN.6.
think the best. wiatitnesg

19910. Who decided upon that location ?-The Government. would approve.

19911. Contrary to your recommendation ?-Contrary to my recom-
inendation.

19912. In what respect did it differ from the lino which you recom-
mended ?-It went over ground that involved very severe gradients,
unnecessary as I thought.

19913. Do you mean that a lino with lower gradients could, in your 'Wtresg belreve
opinion, bave been obtained between the same termini ?-By a different 1o0er gradients
route. However, my views were overruled, and the contract was jet. egl®hae

]route. Iloweewr wbaier buter-

19914. Was there any Governmental policy involvet in the adoption r®uîs were over-

of that line, or was it merely from engineering views different from
yours?-I dare say a question of policy had something to do
with it.

19915. What was that Governmental policy ?-I am not prepared to
say what their policy was. It was not very fully explained to me. I
could not see it myself.

19916. Do you mean that you did not agree with tho Government in
their policy ?-I was not called upon to agree or disagree; I simply
stated my views with regard to the advisability of building the lino on
that particular route.

19917. Of course we have no wish to enquire into the expediency of The sane resuit

any policy which was adopted by the Government, but we wish to 2aineav on a
enquire into the engineering features of the transaction: do I under- better route.

stand you to say that the same result could have been obtained, in
your opinion, by following a different route ?-Practically the same
result could have been obtained on a botter route.

19918. Could you explain, generally, the main features of the differ- Explains.
ence between your opinion and the other engineering opinions which
prevailed ?-1 think my reports that are printed will partly explain it.
At all events you will find rny report on the subject at page 246 in the
Canadian Pacifie Railway Report for 1880 ; you will find a reference to
it also at pages 23 and 24, in which I say:

" In Jane lat surveys were commenced to establish the route from the western
boundary of the Province of Manitoba, and thence north-westerly towards the River
Saskatchewan. A general reconnaissance of the district has been made, and two
Unes surveyed-one running west, and terminating four miles beyond Fort Ellice, on
the Assineboine; the second on leaving the Province of Manitoba, taking a north-
westerly course to Bird Tail Creek ; a third was projected to rua from the common
starting point to the confluence of the Little Saskatchewan and River Assineboine.
This line gave promise of favourable gradients on a section which ultimately might be
used for coal traffic; but the first had the advantage with respect to mileage on the
other route. The Government held that it was more important to continue the Une
Which followed the geneial course of settlement along the western siope of the
Ridig Mountain, especially as it proved to be twenty miles shorter than the southern
route. The north-westerly route was therefore adopted by Order-in-Council dated
22nd January last, and tenders were invited for the second 100 miles section
West of Red River."

That is the point that you refer to. Theline that I favoured was the
one leading from the western end of the Province of Manitoba to the
Valley of the Assineboine, by the mouth of the Little Saskatchewan.

19919. Is that the one that you allude to as likely to be used for coal
traffic ?--Yes.

31j*
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contract o.66. 19920. I suppose the work on this section was not much more than
commenced at the time that you left the railway, and that therefore
you are not able to say how the work was done on this second 100
miles ?-1 doubt if anything at all was done when I retired from
the field.

mling toek- 19921. The next contract is No. 67, with the Moncton Car Co. : had
4 *tracNo.*67. you anything to do with that ?-These cars which are contracted for,Simon Peters under contract No. 67, were advertised for at the same time as the pas-Iowest tenderer
for box cars. senger cars furnishod under contract No. 65. For this particular kind

ofcars-that is to say box, and freight and platform cars-the prices of
the Moncton Car Co. were the lowost but one. They offered to furnish
the box cars at $690, and platform cars at $490. They were ac-
tually the lowest for the platform cars, but there was a lower tender
for the box cars-that of Simon Peters, of Quebec.

19922. By how much was that lower for the box cars ?-85.
But I think, on reference to the tender, you will find that Peters did
not undertake to furnish the fuill number required, not more than half.

19923. He is reported to have offered to furnish only from fifteen to
thirty instead of sixty ?-Yes.

19924. Then I understand you to suggest that the offer of the
Moncton Car Co. was the best in the public interest ?--Here is
a letter addressed to Simon Peters on the 3rd of March, by
Mr. Braun, informing him that his tender for the box cars was the
lowest-but it was not made on the proper printed form-and enquiring
if he had seon the drawings and specitications, and if he was sure that
the cars were to be delivered at Emerson, Manitoba. Mr. Peters was
furthor asked to state if his tender was made on the conditions con-
tained in the plans and specifications, to telegraph the fact at once and
confirm the telegram by letter. le was also informed that a deposit
of 5 per cent. would be required. On the 4th of March I see Mr.
Peters telegraphed that he would proceed to Ottawa. On the 5th of
March I find a letter from Mr. Peters, dated Ottawa, March 5th, stating
that when he made up his mind to tender for the cars it was too late to
procure copies of the specifications eilher from Ottawa or Moncton :

Peters with- "l 3elieving that the said cars would be the same as those 1 had previouely tendered
draws. for for the lutercolonial and Grand Trunk Railways, I tendered upon those plans and

specifications. Upon examination of the plans and specifications for cars for the
Pacific Railway, made by me this morning, I find that those cars are much more expen-
sive to bnild than the ones I have estimated for. I beg, therefore, to withdraw my
tender, with the hope that it will not be prejudicial to me in the minds of the Go.
vernmer.t."

nti es ..° Mr. Peters' tender being withdrawn the Secretary was instructed to
orerte Mon - notify the parties in Moncton that their tender was accepted, and the

eontract was entered into, as 1 understood it.
19925. Did anything further come under your notice with respect to

this contract which is necessary to be explained ?-No further explana-
tion is needed, I think. Nothing occurs to me as being necessary.

contract No. s. 19926. The next contract, No. 68, is with the Ontario Car Co., for
two postal and baggage cars ?-Two postal and baggage cars were
advertised for at the same ime as the cars last referred to. The
lowest tender received was that of the Ontario Car Co., and the tender

Contract given to of the Ontario Car Co. was accepted. The price was 83,115; the pricelowest teuderer.--
theOntario Car of the next lowest tender was $3,303. The contract entered into was
C°- dated 8th of May. I ceased to be engineer before the end of May, and
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the contract has, doubtless, been completed since. I know nothing of it contrace a.ee
of my own knowledge. The next contract was entered into after I
left. I find in my letter-book a memorandum giving the required
explanation of contract 69. It sets forth as follows:-

" With regard to the letter of Mr. Henry Beatty of the 13th instant, returr.ed here- Explanation why
With, I have made enquiry and learred from the Hon. Mr. Pope, that he bas no com peition not
recollection of having asked a rate for 15,000 tons as claimed by Mr. Beatty. On Sep- 'v'*

tember 301h, 1879, a letter was sent Mr. Beatty accepting bis offer of $6 per ton, for
the limited quantity of 4,000 tons, from Montreal to Fort William, the rate toinclude
harbour dues at Montreal, canal tolls, insurance to the value of $25 per ton, and
Piling at the point of delivery. Late in the season 3,000 tons in addition to the 4,000
tons arrived in Montreal, and it was necessary to have them removed from the
Wharves and forwarded. Mr. Beatty was the only party available for this purpose,
and he offered to take them to Emerson at the same rate as he had contracted to
convey 11,000 tons for contractor John Ryan. This offer was informally accepted,
and Mr. Beatty acted on the acceptance, but no payments have yet been made. As
the snm is large, before cert!ficates are issued, it would be necessary to have the
Understanding for the transportation of the 3,000 tons confirmed and approved."'

'What was done after that I do not know, but I have no doubt at all
an Order-in-Council was passed and the payments made.

19927. The arrangement made, as I understand you, was a desirable The.arrangement
one for the Government to make ?-I think it was quite a desirable public interest.
One.

19928. The fact of no competition being invited was not material to
the public interest in any way ?-We got the rails carried at the safne
price that contractor John Ryan got his carried for, and it is natural
to assume that John Ryan made the best bargain he could with the
Transportation Co.

19929. Have you any reason to think that it could have been done
cheaper than it was done ?-I have ni reason to think it could be
doue at any cheaper rate.

19930. The next contract, No. 70, is with the North-West Transpor. ContraetMo.to.
tation Co., represented by the same Mr. Beatty of whom you have been
speaking, and is also for the transport of rails: will you say what you
had to do with that contract ?-I do not think i had anything to do
'with that. The tenders were received just before i loft, and I do not
see from the papers before me that I had anything at all to do with it,
beyond probably preparing the advertisement and specification and the
form of tender.

19931. Iamnot awareofany other contractin which youtookany part: arigel ov
are you aware ofany that has been omitted ? -I th i nk wo have gone over all. w.ereno.
Yes; thereisoneother. Thereisacontractentered into with the Tororito at*eg*"
Bridge Co. By advertisement dated lst of April, 1880, tenders were ontractx.o71
linvited for furnishing and erecting iron bridge superstructures over the
eastern and western outlets of the Lake of the Woods. Specifications
and other particulars were propred and printed and furnished for the
use of intending contractors. Tenders were received, and on the 20th
of May I reported on them to the Minister of Railways and Canals.
My report is available. They were also invited to tender for other
8 pans at the same time. The tender of the Toronto Bridge Co. I Toote *es

found to be decidedly the lowest, and I recommended the acceptance tenderers, Rot
of the tender of the Toronto Bridge Co. for the two bridges at the out- the contract.

let of the Lake of the Woods. The acceptance of .the tender of the
Toronto Bridge Co. involved an expenditure of 851,264.80. That
seems to be all.
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ontraeto.14. HENRY CARRE'S examination continued:

By the Chairman:-
19932. Did you locate the lino as at present adopted on section 15,

and the eastern port.on of 14?-Not the eastern portion of 14.
19933. How far did your work extend easterly ?-My location only

extended to the west side of Cross Lake.
19934. You mean on that point of land thon that extends into the

lake ?-Yes; at that station 1912.
19935. Is it upon that well known projection of land ?-Yes; that

was the end of my locatior. I thon ran a trial lino of my own after-
wards to Red River.

19936. Which line was adopted first, that of 14 or 15 : I mean had
you to work so as to join with some lino already located, or had you
the whole field open to you so as to select any lino you liked, anc some-
body else would afterwards join with your line ?- had the whole field
from Rat Portage to Red River, foilowing the general direction of Mr.
Jarvis's lino run in 1871-72-the winter.

Laid out twonInes 19937. Do you remember whether you laid out many lines about the
In neighibourhood
f Cro> Lake. neighbourhood of this crossing of Cross Lake ?-I laid out two; that

is ail. The present one is the first one.
19938. Was the other one the alternative line of which Mr. Fleming

speaks in his report: have you seen his report upon the advisability of
selecting this line in preference to the other one ?-I have just seon the
report for the first time now.

19939. Is the alternative line, there spoken of by Mr. Fleming, the
one to which you are now allud·ng when you speak of the other lino-
I mean the one not adopted ?--Yes; that is the other lino at that point.

19940. Did you make any other locations in order to see what was
the best lino to be obtained, excepting the one that was adopted, and
this other lino of which you speak ?-Yes; I made another line along
the south of Shoal Lake and Lake of the Woods.

19941. That is still further outh than this other line of which yon
first spoke ?-Yes.

19942. How much further south ?-Some ton miles I should say.

douthe a 19943. So far that it could not come into comparison in any way
which dld not with these two routes in this locality-I mean the crossing of Cross

nta cros Lake Lake ?-No; it did not touch that lake at all.
19944. Are you aware of any other projected locations but these

two ?-Mr. Jarys ran a line a httle to the north of theSe.

Jarvis rau a une 19945. A little to the north of what ?-A little to the north of the
a haif a Mile
north of present present crohing ; about half a mile t the north.
crossing.

19946. A re you aware of any other locations than the one you speak
of.by Mr. Jarvis to the north of the present lino, and that one you
speak of ton miles south of the present lino, except these two that are
compared in Mr. Fleming's report ?-No; there are no locations, but I
ran a trial lino to the north of Cross Lake altogether, called the
Dalles line.
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19947. Will you look now, at a map (Exhibit No. 100), V4Utraetan.
-and say whether you ran any of those other lines that are
shown there besides these two that you speak of as being reported on
by Mr. Fleming ?-Well, there is only one line marked on that map
Which I have run.

19948. But there are several other lines : did you run any of these ?
-- No; no others marked on that. I remember that Mr. Fleming pro-
posed -sent up a sketch proposing-

19949. Although you did not actually run any of these lines was
any suggestion made to you that any of them should be run that you
find marked on this Exhibit No. 100 ?-Yes.

19950. How&is that one marked on the exhibit ?-No. 4, in red chalk.
19951. Now, what have you to say to that proposition ?-It was

referred to me in the office at Winnipeg by Mr. Rowan. I was asked
what I thought of it, and I gave him from memoZy a profile of what I
considered would be obtained if that lino was adopted-a profile which
would be obtained if that lino was run. I handed it to Mr. Rowan and
that was the last I heard of it.

19952. Could you say now how the profile of that would compare One of the Unes
with the line actually adopted as to the probable expense or feasibility, ("ae% aoul
in fact?-It would have made the crossing-as far as I believe it would much heavier
have made a much heavier crossing of the lake, because we would have crossing.

had to keep a higher level-the cuttings on cither side would have
been greatly in excess of what we have at present.

19953. Then it was not so desirable as the one adopted ?-Not there; Points out in map
but I think I could point out-there is a line marked on that which tis wuihe
I think would be more dosirable. have been better

than that
19954. A lino marked on this exhibit ?-Yes. adopted.

19955. Have you ever seen this exhibit before ?-No; but I know the
country so well.

19956. Have you been questioned on this subject by us before ?-No,
-'never.

19957. Could you describe, so as to go down on the reportor's notes,
the lino that you think would be more desirable there than the one
adopted, taking any means you think proper of identifying it either
by numbers ot the stations or otherwise ?- I think No. 2 would have
been botter.

19958. Do you mean the red line here marked No. 2?-Yes. I have
been told there was a line run through this valley on No. 2, and coming
Out to the easterly po'nt of the promontory on which the line is now
actually located.

OTTAWA, Friday, 22nd April, 1881.
]ENRY CARRE's evidence continued:

By the Chairman :-

19959. When were you first connected with any work on sections
15 Or 14 ?-In the spring of 1874.

19960. In what capacity ?-Engineer in charge of a party.
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Instructed to run
from Rat Portage
1.0 Red River.

19961. Surveying party ?--Locating party.
19969. That was before construction took place ?-Yes; three years,

before.
19963. Over what part of the country had you charge ?-My instruc-

tions were to run a line from Rat Portage, crossing the eastern cross-
ing of the Winnipeg River, eastern outlet, to Red River at or near a
place called Sugar Point, following the general direction of a line run
by Jarvis in 1871.

19964. Is that in the same general direction in which the line is now
being built ?-The same general direction, yes; but a little to the
south of Jarvis's line.

19965. Over what extent of country did you locate a line, then, on
sections 14 and 15 ?-1 located from Rat Portage to the west side of
Cross Lake, and from that to the eastern boundary of the province I
ran a trial liune.

Though fIrst 19966. Would you describe to me what you mean by the work
"o red Rivr sugb- involved in a trial line, as distinguished from the work in locating a.

sequently ordered line ?-Before answering that I wish to say that I was instructed to
to joi l with
Bruuel. join in with a line of Mr. Brunel's at this point, though my first

instructions were to go to Red River.
19967. For the present, the location west of the province line will

not affect the line we are considering, so that may be dispensed with;.
I remember what you said about that on a previous occasion. Will
you describe, shortly, the différence between the work involved in.
locating a line, as you say you did, up to the west side of Cross Lake,
and making a trial lino, westerly f rom that ?-In locating the line
between Rat Portage and Cross Lake, I had first to rn a trial line
before I could run the location line.

Ilow a trial une 19968. Well what is done in running a trial line ?-In running a
" "-f. trial line you run any number of lines in different directions, taking

the angles or courses of those lines and chaining and levelling. Thon
when that work is completed, I would lay down the location line
which would have to be run, putting in all the curves, stakes and every-
thing, in exact position as the track would be laid or the grading would
be done.

19969. In making what you call a trial line, is it done by instru-
mental examinations ?-I did it with instrumental work all through.

19970. The trial line ?-Yes; sometimes the trial line is run by
compass measurement, compass bearings, sometimes astronomical
bearings taken with a transit. In this case it was astronomical bear-
ings taken with a transit.

Having run a
trial lin you o-
ceed to locatebY
puttlng curves
where there are
angles.

19971. In making a trial line, do vou follow a straight line through
the country ?-Straight lines and angles.

19972. Then, afterwards, when you adopt a location, you put in
curves where those angles are, and otherwise shorten the length-is
that what yon mean ?-Yes.

19973. I want to get upon the notes of evidence a description from
you, so that persons not connected with your profession will under-
stand the duties which you performed in this portion of the country ?'
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-As I say, between Rat Portage and Cross Lake I had both to run a C"f*m es.
trial line ahead of location, then back up and locate.

19974. With the same party ?-With the same party. If the trial Difference be-
line did not suit, I would have to try back again, so it was double tcatrial a
work-double distance work. After passing Cross Lake I had
nothing but trial lines, taking the best direction I could, going ahead
and getting the direction, directing the transit men to keep on what
course I wanted them to keep upon. In fact, a trial line is more like
a ship tacking against a head-wind; it is back and forward, trying to
steer clear of rocks, swamps, lakes, and every sort of obstruction.
With the location of a line you know what is ahead of you, but you
have to be more accurate and run all the curves, and put in all the
stakes, so a true profile of the line can be had.

19975. In locating a line for a railway in the first instance, is it
considered necessary that you sbould get the best possible lne before
adopting a location ?-It is generally done. The best line is found, but
you cannot know the best line, until the whole line is completed-
until you have got the work finished and calculations made.

19976. Does it not happen that a line is sometimes run or a location
adopted with the distinct understanding that it may be very much
improved by subsequent investigation ?-Certainly.

19977. Then is it necessary, in the first instance, to adopt what is
considered the best line or only a line that is practicable ?-Well, in
that case I would understand you to mean the best route. If you take
a line, you take a line that must be established, but you may take a
route through a country-two routes-and adopt one as being generally
the best, and then try and improve it as far as you can.

19978. You make a distinction between a route and a line: now What witness
speaking of a general course as a route what would be the technical means by a route.
Word to express an exact allignment ?-What I mean by a route is
following the general direction of a country-following wator-sheds,
crossing lakes at certain points that are the only points can be used.

19979. I understand now what route means ?-But a line is the A Une the exact

exact centre of the road-bed. cnre of road-

19980. Now you say what a line means; then is it necessary,
in the first instance, to adopt what is considered the best line or only a
line that is practicable ?-It is usual to adopt the best line after all lines
have been tried-all means have been tried to obtain that, to find what
is the best line.

19981. That is usual, in the first instance, in locating a line, is it ?- one must locate
In locating you cannot tell actually what is the best line until it is toudge whether
located. n fact you must locate to be able to judge. lta the beat

located.amolig rival loca-
19982. Then I repeat my question : is it necessary, in the first tions.

instance, to adopt what is considered the best line, or only a line that is
practicable ?-It is usual to adopt the best line, certainly.

19983. Do I understand that you refrain from locating any line until
You have so thoroughly examined a country that you know which is
the best line ?-No.

19984. Then it is not necessary to find out the best line before you late l im mst

locate at all ?-You must locate both lines before you can tell which is onecansaywhich
the best. is the better.
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14 ran 1.' 19985. Well, that reasoning seems very plain to me, but it is not -

plain to you. I will repeat my question : is it necessary, in the first
instance, to adopt.what is considered to be the best line, or only a lino
that is practicable ?-Where does the location come in ? That is what
is bothering me. There is something said about location in the
question.

19986. In other words, do you refrain from locating any lino until
you have made such a thorough investigation that you can say which is
the best line?-In some cases we do; in other cases we do not.

Not necessary in
ail eases to make 19987. Is it necessary to be done in all cases ?--No; it is not noces-
a thorough sary.
investigation.

19988. Did you adopt the location of this lino which you say was
done as far as the west side of Cross Lake, without making such a
thorough examination of the country as would enable you to say which
would finally be the best lino ?-I did not adopt it myself.

19989. Adopt what ?-I did not adopt the lino.
19990. I mean adopted for the work of your party. I understand you

were a locating party ?- My instructions were to run a trial location
lino and to do so I had to locate.

19991. I understand you to say that you made not only a trial lino
but a location; as far as your party and as far as your duty went you
exercised a judgment and located a lino as far as the west side of Cross
Lake ?-Yes; a trial location line. You had better put it that way.

19992. Was the first investigation and examination you made with-
out instruments, or was it with instruments ?-Yes.

(1) First walked 19993. You say your party backed up and went through another
ax run-eiphlor. process; what was the first process ?-There were three processes. I
atory. walked over the lino first with my axe men.

19994. What do you call that technically ?-Wo picketed and chopped
out the lino.

(2) Transit men
ivent over and
took ail the
angles; chaîn
mcan chalned (t;
levellers levelled
It

<3> TrIal location.

19995. What would you call'that ?-It is a trial location or explora-
tion : an exploratory lino.

19996. What would yon call that operation technically ?-A
rough exploratory lino.

19997. What was your next course ?-The next thing was the transit
men went over that picketed lino and took all the angles; the Chain
men followed and chained it; the leveller came afterwards and levelled
it, and then it was plotted.

19998. What would you call that second operation ?-Tbat is a trial
lino: an instrumental trial lino.

19999. Yon say you went through a third operation ?-The third
operation we went back and I ran in the curves: straightened up the
angles and ran in the curves.

20000. What would you call that ?-That was the trial location.
20001. That was as far as you went then in establishing the lino to

the westerly si] e of Cross Lake ?-Yes.
20002. Was that done and decided upon because you considered that

was the best line that could be eventually got, or because it was a lino
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good enough to be adopted for that occasion ?-I did it because it was 14 & ...
the only practicable lino in that direction I could find; that is, in that
direction or on that route.

20003. Do you still th ink that was the only practicable line could be lis ine the most
found in that direction ?-On that route ? practicable.

20004. On that route ?-With the grades I was given.
20005. You say you are still of the same opinion ?-I am still of the

same opinion. There were some slight deviations that could have
been made.

20006. If you are still of the same opinion, that disposes apparently
of the whole question of a botter line being found crossing Cross
Lake ?-Crossing Cross Lake ?

20007. Crossing in that locality ?-With those grades.
20008 So you are of the opinion thore is no better lino to be

adopted ?-In that direction ?
'000). Going east and west in that direction ?-I consider there is a

better line east or west from Rat Portage.
20010. Where is it ?-According to this south lino I ran ?
20011. Assuming that you were going to Cross Lake, is there a

better lino in your opinion now?-No; not with this grade. I could
not get a better lino-at least I do not know of a better lino.

20012. I understood you, in your conversation yesterday, to say that
from your knowledge of locating, and what you could see of the
,country now since it has been cleared, you are of the opinion there is
a botter line there ?-That is west of Cross Lake; that is not what I
was talking of. I am talking of east of Cross Lake now.

20013. Do you mean this botter lino must diverge from the estab-
lished lino at, some points west of Cross Lake? You do not consider
there is a botter lino which can be found, starting from a point
east of Cross Lake and crossing Cross Lake ?-Yes; that is always
qualified with the instructions as to the grades I received to work
.on.

20014. What were those instructions ? - A list of grades was given List of grades.
to me. Gradients between Red iiver and Lake Superior: ascending for
tangent and one degree curve, ascending westerly 1 per 100 maxi-
inium; : tterly, -5 per 100. For a, two degreo curve, -9 per 100
ascending westerly ; and .45 per 100 ascendirig easterly. Three degree
Cuive, -8 per 100 ascending westerly; -40 per 100 ascending easterly.
Four degree curve, -7 per 100 ascending westerly; -5 per 100 ascend-
ing easterly. And at the foot of these instructions there was a note:

" In iaking the trial location endeavour to get the above maximum grades. In
some ca-se it will be sufficient to ascertain that it ean be had without going over the
ground again until the final location."

That note was put in in consequence of the question which I asked
-Mr. Fleming, as to whether I shocld back up and try another lino
through the country altogether, if we were unable to get those grades.
Mr. Rowan asserted that they could be got, and as I knew that Mr.
Jarvis had no idea of using those grades at the time ho was making
the survey, I thought it was rather doubtful that they could be got
thrcuglh buch a rough country. I found out that this was the case
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When locating

afterwards by following up Mr. Jarvis's lino, and finding old stations
bore and there and old bench-marks. I found that ho was running to
a different grade altogether, and that those grades were totally impos-
sible and impracticable.

20015. You mean tho Fleming grades?-Yes; these grades that I
have read were totally impracticable on the line rua by Mr. Jarvis.

20016. Now, I understand you to say that you made what you call
your trial location as far as the west side of Cross Lake ?-Yes.

20017. Did it go beyond the bay which is now upon section 14, or
did it end at the crown of the promontory ?-It ended on the crown of
the promontory.

20018. Before adopting that as the end of your trial location, did yon
make examinations of the country south of it, within a quarter of a
mile or half-a-mile, to any great extent, to see if any other crossing
could be made ?-I did to a slight extent.

20019. To what extent: could you describe it ?-I climbed over the
hilis as well as I could, and worked through the bush. It appears
that I missed a valley which I have seen since I missed it. I was run-
ning then a trial lino to see whether a line was practicable at all, and
if I could get through the rocks, but I did not think it was worth
while to waste the time on the locating of it until I knew whether
I could possibly get through.

20020. You say you missed a valley that you discovered since ?-
south of station ÂOs.

on contract 20021. Where is that valley: how far south of the present line?-
South of station 4000 on contract 14.

Took for granted 20022. For the present I wish to confine your attention to the part
he d ud bet of the country covered by 15. I understand you to say that you

Lake. adopted the terminus of section 15 on your trial location at the crown
of this promontory: I am asking now whether you investigated the
question as to the possibility of getting a better line on 15, towards
the west end of 15, or whether you took it for granted that that was
the best point for the terminus ?-[ took it for granted that that was
the best point I found for crossing Cross Lake. We did not know any-
thing of 15 or 14 at the time. I had got out of the worst part of the
rough, bad country. There was an open country thon. The snow had
fallen deep and the ground was frozen, and it was difficult and more
expensive locating. I thon deteqmined, as I had a long distance to go,
and the season was getting late, to rush through with the trial line on
which I knew I could lay down a location lino.

Chose Cross Lake
as an objective

ponMerely
use he had

f o across thefake on the first
Ice.

20023. How did it happen that you ended your location at that par-
ticular spot when your work was to cover all the country,
not only there but westerly ?-Beoause I knew I had not time,
and I had received-I did receive-a very sharp letter from Mr.
Rowan saying that I had spent too long over it, and asking for an
explanation why I was so long getting through.

20024. Can yon say whether at that time there was any intima-
tion to you that that was to be an objeotive point or governing
point on the crown of the promontory ?-Certainly not. Nobody ever
spoke to me on the subject. It was meroly because I just got acrosa
that lake on the first ice that the men could travel on, and then I under.
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Stood from my Indians that I could thon get ahead a little faster, and I cUntraet No. 15.

thought that the trial lino would be sufficient to give all the intbrma-
tion necessary at the time, and I thought that the lino 1 had run was
such a rough one that it was most likely there would be another trial
made-another lino tried.

20025. Thon that location whicb you say you had made up to that
time was, in your Opinion, but a temporary one ?-Certainly ; it was a
mere trial location. I did not back up to improve little spots here and
there. I krew I could improve in certain spots. If I were making a
final one I would have backed up. If a curve did not fit the ground or
suit the ground exactly as I wanted it I would have turned back and
run it over again; but in this case I kept on with the work if the lino
was at all practicable.

20026. Did it happen that there was a more thorough investigation, Tendering.
such as you say you expected would take place, before the lino was ferore second
finally adopted : did such an examination take place before this section another Une as
15 was advertised and competition invited for its construction ? -Not run to the south.

before the first advertisement.
20027. Was there a more thorough investigation before the second Rallway Loca-

advertisement ?-There was another line run. 4°o-

20028. By whom ?-By me.
20029. Where was that run ?-It was run to the south.
20030. low far south ?-It followed the first line, the lino of 1874 I

c5all it. It followed it for five miles.
20031. From Keewatin you mean ?-From Keewatin, and thon

branched off to the south following the general course of the shore of
Lake of the Woods, Crow Lake, and the north side of Shoal Lake.

20032. Our prosent object is to ascertain something about the
possibility of a botter lino crossing Cross Lake, and when I ask about a
Most thorough investigation, I mean in that neigh bourhood : was there
a more thorough investigation such as you say you expected would
take p!aee before the final location of the lino, and was it before the
construction was offored to publie competition ?-No; not before it was
offered-not before the first offer.

20033. Was it before the second ?-No ; but there was before the
thira.

20034. Who made it ?-I made it.

A more thorough
Investigation
before tae third
cati for tenders.

20035. Where was it ?-I re-located the lino I ran in 1874.
20036. And in making, that investigation for th urpose of final

location, did yo'u examine the country thoroughly on e east side of
Cross Lake ?-Yes, I examined it.

20037. Did you find any rtion of that country through which you
think now a better lino cou d have been obtainod oast of Cross Lake,
provided that as good a lino west of Cross Lake could have been
obtained as was afterwards adopted; in other words. irrespective of
the lino west of Cross Lake, could you for that portion of the main
lie of the Pacifie Railway, east of Cross Lake, have found a botter
line to locate than the one which was located ?-No; not with these
grades.

With radescould
have oundno
better Une than
the one located.
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20038. Then the question of a better lino in that locality will depend,
according to your opinion as you have now expressed it, upon
the possibility of getting a better lino west of Cross Lake than the
one which was adopted ?--I did intend at one time to run to the south
of Ilawk Lake, and I believe I could have got a lino passing at the
south end of Cross Lake, which might have been as good or better
than the present one, but I could not find at tho time a lino on the
west side of Cross Lake. 1 remember now I worked hard at that, and
examined it in every phase.

20039. That does not lead to an answer to my question. Da you under-
stand that we are trying to find out whether proper attention has been
given to getting a good line in the locality of the crossing at Cross
Lake ? Our attention is now directed to that point, and, among other
things, we want to see whether proper care bas been taken by you
and other persons to examine all that country before this line, whieh
has been adopted, was utilized, and the money spent on it : do you
understand ?.-Yes.

20040. Do you say that east of Cross Lake you examined the country
so that you are satisfied that no botter lino could be got there, and that
consequently the question of a botter line across Cross Lake in that neigh-
bourhood must depend upon the possibility of getting a botter line west
of it than the one that was adopted west of it : do you say that the ques-
tion, in your opinion, turns upon that point now ?-1 say that the lino
as located to Cross Lake was the best lino that could be adopted in the
interest of contract 15, as a contract separate from 14; that had I
known of a botter lino on contract 14-on the east end of contract 14
-1 might have varied the lino on the western end of 15 slightly, so as
to have met an alteration on contract 14, and made a connection with
it. It was possible to swing the lino and move the lino on the west
end of 15 so as to meet a lino at the east end of 14, if it was a better
one, and which I considered would be a better one. It has been proved,
I think, to be a botter one.

20041. Without at present asking your opinion as to whether there
is a botter one west of Cross Lake: do you understand that the
question of a better lino in that locality crossing Cioss Lake depends
upon a botter lino being found west of Cross Lake ; in other words, that
unless there is a botter lino west of Cross Lake than the one adopted
there could have been no botter one for the crossing of Cross Lake ?-
That is what I have said.

20042. That is not what you have said; it may be what you intended
to say?-That is what Lmean; that I could not have got a botter one,
and my reasonr saying so is that on eitter side 1 had firm rock
foundations for the structure-for the foundations of masonry structure
had that been put in, and I had the shortest possible water streteh.

20043. When you say you had those desirable features, you mean
you had them at the crossing which bas been adopted ?-Yes ; and that
is why I stick to that crossing.

20044. Now that the question of the botter lino there has been
reduced to the question of a botter lino west of Cross Lake, are you
aware of your own knowledge whether thore is any botter lino
west of Cross Lake than the one which bas been adopted ?-In tra-
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velling over the line last fall, I think, with Mr. Forrest, I pointed ,-
out a valley to him and I said : "Why, Forrest, we might have got a had
better lino through that valley." He said: " I tried that line." " How nd a btter
did it turn out?" I said. lHe said: " Splendid." I said: " Did Mr. Une on contract

Thompson approve of it?" "Yes," he said " Mr. Thompson approved '
of it." I asked thon why it was not adopted, and ho said that Mir.
]Rowan would not adopt it, or had not adopted it, greatly to his disgust
and Mr. Thompson's. That was the impression left on my mind. I
afterwards have seen the plan here showing that line, and it is
exactly as ho described it.

20045. Who was Mr. Thompson ?-Mr. Thompson was the engincer
in charge of contract 14.

20046. Will you look at these plans marked 112 as exhibits, and say wunes recog-
whether if these plans are proper plans of the location of this line and nizes on map a

of the profile of it: whether it is a better lino in the public interest thanthat adopted
than the one that has boen adopted, as far as you can judgo in a know of t until

hurried examination of them ?-I ceonsider that the lino marked on arter the crossIng

these plans you show me, and called trial location line A and coloired oeCrosisaîk had,

black, is a much superior line to the one which has been built. The located by him.
profile of it is better, and I have been told by Mr. Forrest that the
second heaviest cutting, or that cutting at station 3985, is all earth or
principally earth. On the presont line there were very heavy
rock cuttings and bad intervening hollows, and a great deal of waste,
but I think that black lino could have been still further improved had i
known of it. The crossing of Cro3s Lake was finally located by me in
October-in the early part of October, 1877. I see by these plans that
this lino was made something about the same time, the date on the
profile beng November 13th, 1877 ; but I did not know of it until
long afterwards. It was not reported to me, and I never was asked
whether I could do anything towards assisting them-whether I could
assist them by altering my line in the least to help to improve it.

20047. I understand you still to say that the improvement of which
this was capable was only upon a portion of the country west of Cross
Lake ?-That is all.

20048. On the profile of this trial location line A, do yo sec another
profile: I mean a profile of another lino ?-Yes ; on the same sheet as
the profile of the lino which has been built.

20049. Looking at these two profiles, are you able to form any com-
parison of the cost of the two lines: I mean oily from the profiles and
without the knowledge which the actual construction has since given
you. Assuming that those two profiles were before you to judge from
in November, 1877, before you found out by actual work the nature of
the muskeg, for instance, or other localities on the line, would those pro-
files give you materials enough to judgo of the relative merits of the
two unes ?-They do, with the description given me and my own know-
ledge-with the description given me by the gentleman who ran line
A and my own knowledge of the country-original surface of tho
country-on the present lino.

20050. That information, I understand, is simply the tact that the
Cuttings between stations 3835 .and 3990 would bo principally
earth and not rock: is that the information that you mean ?-That is
One portion of the information.
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20051. What other matter does your information cover? Understand
that I am asking you whether this paper gives you sufficient materials
upon which to form anything like a comparison of the relative merits
of these two lines; you say it does if you add to it the information that
Mr. Forrest gave you, and you say, among other things, that he told
you the heavy cuttings were earth: is there still any other information
that you would require so as to be able to make a comparison of these
lines ?-I do not think there is any o:her information that I require. I
know that myself of my own personal knowledge.

20052. In what respect do you say that this trial location line of Mr.
Forrest's is a botter one to be adopted than the one which was adopted ?
-There is far less rock excavation on it-much less I should say-and
it follows a botter line of country. It is a few hundred feet longer,
some 300 feet longer, I see by the chainage.

20053. Could you state what advantages the profile shcws on this
trial location lino over the adopted line ?-It shows less rock cutting.

20054. Is that al ?-And less filling also.
20055. Do you mean that the natural surface of the ground is more

level, and that there would not be so much cutting and filling either of
earth or rock ?-Not so many heavy voids to be filled, and that bay of
Cross Lake, which has swallowed up a great quantity of earth, more
than was expected, is less on it-smaller and easier to fill, shorter dis-
tance, and it would require less quantity.

20056. Is there any other point in the comparison which the profile
shows you to bu in favour of the Forrest line ?-Both cuttings and
fillings. From the appearence of the plan, both cuttings and fillings
are less in quantity.

20057. Is there anything further ?-And I believe there is less rock
on the Forrest lino than on the other, from my own knowledge.

20058. Is there anything further that vou can gather from the pro-
file ?-On the other side there is about '400 feet more in length -in
distance.

20059. On the other side of the question ?-Yes; on the other side of
the question.

20060. Is there anything further that the profile will enable you to
say by way of comparison ?-No; I do not think so.

20061. Please look at the plan of location and see if it enables you to
form any comparison of the relative merits of the Forrest lino and the
located lino, as far as the allignment is concerned ?-The one is just as
good as the other. There is a little more of the four degree curvature
on it, but there is a longer portion of it straight. Thero is also another
point in favour of the Forrest lino; tbere is a portion of it on an easier
grade. It breaks the long heavy maximum grade from station 3984 to
station 4022. It is on an easier grade than the present lino.

20062. That comparison you make from the profile ?-Yes.
20063. Now, looking at the plan of location, is there anything further

which you could remark upon as to the relative merits of these two
lines ?-I consider one location asgood as the other if it were not about
400 feet longer.
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20064. You are speaking now of the allignmont only, not of the ContracttNo.14.

whole merits ?-Of the* alligument only.
20065. Is there anything further that you could state by way of Forrest'a une

o0mparison between these two lines, either from your own knowledge crsse e
or from what these maps show ?-There is another point I observe stream oftener.

bore. There might be a little more stream diversion necessary.

20066. On which lino ?-On the Forrest line. It crosses and
re-crosses the stream often.

20067. Is that a disadvantage ?-It increases the work.

20068. It is a disadvantage ?-It is a disadvantage; yes.
20069. Is there anything else that you could state by way of com-

parison ?-No; I do not think of anything else.

20070. Then I understand the result of this examination by you of No better ine
these plans and of your knowledge Io be that tbere is no better lino ueth re ''

than the one adopted for the crossing of Cross Lake, unless this For-
rest lino is a better lino ?-Nono that I know of.

20071. It turns upon that question ?-Yes. I may remark that I
speak very positively, because I know Mr. Forrest Well. I know what
he is capable of, and we had a long conversation on the subject. If he
were a man I had no copfidence in, and I did not know, I would not
speak so distinctly about it; but having been on my staff for a long
time, I know thoroughly what 'ho is, and he and I understand each
other as far as talking over a matter of that kind. I understand how
much reliance I can place on anything he says.

20072. We have gathered from you that this opinion which you have
been giving is based entirely on what these profiles show and your
Own knowledge of the country, with a single exception, and that is
that certain cuttings are of earth : is there anything else that your
opinion is based on besides what this plan shows and your own know-
ledge and statement by Mr. Forrest about the material in those cut-
tings ?-The information from Mr. Forrest is one item.

20073. I uuderstand it to be one item, and I understand that you
have mentioned this earth cutting to be the only matter, but I am ask-
ing you whether your opinion now, in favour of the Forrest lino, is
based on any other information from Mr. Foi rest beyond that about the
mnaterial in the cuttings ?-No; that is the only information I base
it on.

20074. When this work was contracted for it was in two sections,
one known as 14 and the other as 15, was it not ?-Yes ; it was.

20075. Which was first put under contract ?-14 was first put under Contract No. 14
contract. rat beforeonn

tract Neoe eo5.

20076. After that was put under contract were lyou engineer upon tract No. 15.

14?-No; I had nothing whatever to do with it.
20077. Was it part of your duty, then, after that was put under con-

tract, to revise any location of the lino on the ground covered by 14 ?
-- No; it was not my duty.

20078. Your duty as to 14 had ceased then at that time ?-Yes; it
had. The only thing I did was to advise Mr. Forrest when he was
laking the location, as Mr. Thompson had never seen the ground.
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eontract No. 14. Ho would consult me on different points, and I gave him my advice,
not as a rtion of my duty, but as I had connection with it, and
underst the matter; he would advise with me instead of Mr.
Thompson, who had never seen the ground.

Mallway Von- 20079. After that period, I understand you were engaged as engi-
o nrat No. 15. neer upon section 15 ?-Yes; next year I was engaged in running

another lino for 15; that was in 1875. Contract 14 was let in the
spring of 1875; work commenced on it; and during that summer I was
running another lino for 15.

20080. Then since that time you have been connected with 15 alone ?
-Yes ; up to the time that I left the contract.

After contract
wag let, was re-strained from
making devia.
tions unless with
sanction of supe-
rior oflicer.

EaILMwy Loea-
tion.

Thompson was
worktng on 1.1,
and witness had
noright to Inter-
fere with him.

20081. I undorstand that your duty, as the engineer on 15, would
require you to make such deviations as you thought advisable, which
would be improving the line, as long as they were within the termini?
-If I obtained permission to do so after the contract was let. I con-
sidered thon, but I didn't consider it my duty to make alterations-in
fact I was instructed not to do so without permission.

20082. Is that not over part of the line ?-Yes.
20083. You were restrained from making deviations, except with

the consent of some superior officer ; is that what you mean ?-Yes.
20084. That of your own accord you could not adopt what you con-

sidered a better lino ?-No.
20085. How were those instructions conveyed to you ?-Verbally.
20086. By whom ?-By Mr. Rowan.
20087. That lino that you spoke of having surveyed in 1875 was not

adopted, I believe, as the one to be constructed ?-No; it was not.
20088. Thon did you return to the prosent located line ?-Yes; in

the spring of 1876.
20089. In what character ?-As engineer in charge of construction.
20090. From that time, I understand you to say, you might suggest

deviations, but had not the power of making them without the
approval of the superior officer ?-What I said was after the contract
was let; but at this time the contract was not let. I was placed in
charge of it, and I thon considered I had a right to make those
improvements which I had seen were possible, vhen I was making the
trial location, because my first lino was only a trial line.

20091. Is this what you mean: that while you were engineer in
charge of the survey of the country you might make deviations with-
out any superior authority consenting to them ?-Yes; that is it.

20092. But after you became engineer on construction you could not
do so ?-After the contract was let I did not consider I could do so.

20093. While you were engineer of the surveys, did you consider
that you had any right to endeavour to get a botter lino which would
extend beyond the meridian of this end of 15 ?-No, I had no right;
because Mr. Thompson had parties in the field locating contract 14,
and they might come out at any point on Cross Lake-might find a
botter lino than I had ever found before, and as soon as they found that
I would then try to work and connect with them; but I had no right
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to go in and say: " [ don't consider you eaun find this lino; I will go in c.traS .15
and try and find it,"-until they had failed.

20094. You mean on thoir territory ?-Yes; I had plenty of other
work to do.

20095. I am not speaking of your disposition to do it or not to do it,
I am speaking of your authority what you considered to be your
authority, on the subject?-I had no r-ght to trespass on the other
Inan, no more than he had the right to come in on me. If he had
chosen to do it, I would have been very glad to have him help me, and
I suppose ho would have been glad to have me help him, but we did
not interfere with each other.

20096. Do you mean to convey this idea to us: that, because the
terminus had been temporarily fixed at what you say was the crown
of the promontory of Cross Lake, that it would not have been proper
for you, by new surveys over the lino you had adopted as a trial loca-
tion, to investigate whether a better lino could have beer. adopted,
if such botter line took in any portion of the country west of
that terminus ? -It would have been proper to have asked about it, and
have irvestigated it.

20097. Asked whom ?-Askei any party who was working there.
20098. A party where ?-On contract 14.
20099. You do not understand that I am asking you whether you

consider it would have been proper for you to have investigated the
territory within which No. 15 lay, so as to say whether a botter lino could
have been found which, by joining some line, possibly a new line on
section 14, would have been, as a whole, an improvement ?-I knew I
had done all that, and I knew I had the best as far as I could find out
at that time.

Knew he had the
best Une whih
could be got on 15.

20100. I am asking you whether you consider you had the authority
to find ont whether it was the best if further investigation was noces-
sary to find it out?-I did not consider it was my business to enquire ;
there were other men employed at that work, and wore working at it.

20101. But they were doing it on 14?-That was 14. I could not do
botter on 15.

20102. I am asking you whether you had the authority to do it if
you could have done botter ?-In 1876 I had.

20103. Then if you did not make any investigation it was not for
want of authority to do it, but because you considered you had made

iufficient investigation ?-Yes.

20104. You did not refrain because you considered you had no autho-
rity ?--No.

20105. Did you ever refrain from making an investigation up to the
neridian, up to the end of 15, because you considered you had no
authority to make it ?-No.

20106. Although it might go farther west than the terminus adopted
for 15, you considered yourself at liberty to come down half way on
Cross Lake, for instance, if that would make a botter lino on 14 and 15
together ?-Certainly I did.
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14, could have
thaoged hue on

15 to nicet IL

Repeats that up
to end of 15 a
located, nothlng
coua t>e better.

20107. Because yesterday in our conversation you led us to understand
that you refrained somewhat from making as full an investigation as
cou Id h ive been made for fear you would trespass on some person's
rights on 14?-if I had kniown of anything botter on 14 I might have
changed the line on 15 to meet it.

20108. But it is possible for a man to make an investigation without
knowing what is ahead of him; you seem to think it was necessary
that you should know there was a better lino to the west of Cross Lake
before you made further examinations on the east ?-Certainly it was
necessary.

20109. Thon did yon refrain from making further examinations
either for the waînt of that knowledge or for the want of requisite
authority ?-No, there was no want of authority; there vas no other
place that I could cross than that, to get a botter lino. After you
crossed there then, I say now that I believe it could be improved.

20110. For the present I am not asking you about anything west of
Cross Lake ?-Then I say that up to the end of 15, as it is located now,
I could not have done better.

20111. You consider you got the best location on 15 ?-Yes.
20112. No matter how good a one could have been got on 14, you

eould not have got any botter on 15 ?--You mix it up with 14; I can-
not understand it. If I knew there was a botter line to be made on 14
I might get as good a lino to connect with it for 15.

20112. If you had had the charge over both 14 and 15 as the engineer
responsible fer the whole matter. would you have made any further
investigation on the east sido ot Cross Lake than you have made ?-
Yes, I would.

20114. Thon why wore you restricted in consequence of having only
the charge of 15 ?-Because I was ignorant of there being any better
line to be found at the time, and I considored I had no right to go on
-1 had no authority to.

20115. Thon I understand you to say this: that because the authority
happened to be divided botween two persons, one person on section 14
and one person on section 15, the country bas been examined to a
smaller extent than it would if one person had had charge over both?
-1 say that it has been examined sufficiently.

20116. I will repeat my question: ifyou had had the charge over both
14 and 15 as the engineer responsible for the whole matter, would yon
have made any further investigation on the east side of Cross Lake
than yon have made? I understand you to say that. the country bas
not been so fully examined as it would have been, because yo say you
would have m'ade furthor examiiations, and that that omission to
examine it as fully as it would have been has happened because two
soparate persons were in charge of these two separate sections: is that
what you mean ?-I cannot say so, because I know that the examination
which I think I would have made if I had full charge of both sections,
has been made-was made.

20127. By whom?-By Mr. Forrest.
2011P. On the east side of Cross Lake ?-On the east side.
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20119. When did you examine it on the east side of Cross Lake ?_ conttaet No. 15.
In running that lne A.

20120. I thought that was west of Cross Lake ?-West of Cross
Lake I mean.

20121. To Reporter :-Repeat my question.
20122. Reporter:- If you ha1 had the charge over both 14 and 15

as the engineer responsible for the whole matter, would you have made
any further investigation on the east side of Cross Lake than you have
Mnade ?

Had he charge of
By the Chairman:- the two sections

he would not
20123. Now, remember that is the east side of Cross Lake ?-I beg have madeany

pardon, I misunderstood the question. I would not have made any tionhorai rete-
tfurther examination east of Cross Lake than I hud made, even if I had lnseast ofCross
been in charge of both sections. But there coula

20124. I wish to ask you whother, from your knowledge now and the ii®e;"niave
informa tion gained from any source whatever, you think a better line been nagthe
Could be got crossi ng Cross Lake than the one now adopted, and eastern enà of à
irrespective of the question whether it would come upon 15 or 14 or couhve ®®n

part upon one and part upon the other ?-I believe that it could, as I
have stated ; there could have been a better line.

20125. Is that the west one: the Forrest line ? -The line on 15 could
bave been altered slightly to allow of as good a crossing of Crois Lake
-that is as good in the interest of contract 15 -as the present line, but

Which would have improved the eastern end of 14.
20126. Would that crossing have been further south than the present

crossing ?-It would not, have been 100 feet off it at one end.
20127. Would it have been further Fouth ?-No; it would lave been

a little to the north. I have sketched it on the plan. It would have
given a little better swing to the line, and would not have injured 15
1m the least.

20128. Is that improvement which you spenk of in effect a continua.
tion of the line suggested by Mr. Forrest, or-nearly that same line ?-It
18 a slight improvement on the present location on the west end of con-
tract 15, and alo a slight improvement on the eastern end of contract
14 as proposed by Mr. Forrest on that line A.

20129. If you had had charge of both 15 and 14, would it have been
'Witbin your authority to make that improvement which you now say
'could be made ?-1 consider so.

20130. Would the probability or possibility of it have engaged your
attention ?-Certainly.

20131. Thon if you had been in charge of both 15 and 14, would you Rad he been in
bave made any further examination east of Cross Lake, or of any p or- o Ÿ4an
tion of the line east of the terminus of 15 than you made ?-No; made the change.
I Would not have made any more examination, because I knew it

lffileiently.
20132. Would you have made any change ?-Certainly I would have

BIade a change ; without any doubt I would have adopted that line.
20i33. Would that be any better line in the public interest ?-I

believe it would.
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14 and 13. 20134. Then do you say that the public interest bas suffered because

one person had iot charge of both sections ?-I say that it bas suffered
because that alteration was not made. Whose fault it is, i itnother
ques*ion.

20135. I understand you to say that you would have investigated
the probability of that improvement if you had charge of both sections ?
-I would.

rest a s red 20136. Then bas the public interest suffered because some one man
bcause one man -either yourself or some other person-had not charge of both sec-
the two sections. tions ?-Because some one man did not do that work ?

20137. I understand you to say that if one man whom you name
(Mr. Carre) had had charge, it would have been done ?-Yes.

20138. Then has tho public intorest suffered because some one man
had not the charge ?- should say so.

20139. Why do vou say now, after all this questioning, that you did
not make that investigation and suggest that improvement ?-Because
I did not know of it until too late.

20140. What was it that you did not know of ?-I did not know that
there could be an improvement made.

20141. Do you mean on the west side of Cross Lako?-On the west
side of Cross Lake.

20142. Then I understand you to say that the suggested improve-
ment on the west side of Cross Lake is what leads you to think that
this improveinent might be made from the western terminue of section
15 easterly ?-Yes.

20143. And that that improvement even, which you have last men-
tioned, depends entirely upon the question whether tie Forrest line is
an available line, or a better line than the adopted one ?-Yes.

Ajuestion of pos- 20144. So that the whole question of improvement comes to bo nar-
abe ntproe rowed down at last to the question of the Forrest line ?-Yes.

nro wtedown 20145. How would this deviation to the north from the west end of
of te line run by section 15 affect the cost of the filling of that portion of Cross Lake ?Forrest on 14. -Of the main lake ?

The change
would bave made
'Very littie dtffer-
ence in the an at
Cross Lake.

20146. The main lake ?-You do not mean the bay ?
20147. No; that could not possibly be easterly from the west end of

15, because it is westerly from the west end of là ?-The alteration that
I propose would make very litte alteration in it. The east shore of
Cross Lake is nearly at right angles with the line, and a short devia-
tion to one side or the other would make a very slight increase in the
quantity of filling. It might increase a little the excavation on the
main line below the western end of 15, but any increase that would be
caused by that would be saved greatly ii the filling of the bay.

20148. I think you said you had some memorandum in a diary as to
the feasibility of this terminus, in connection with any work that might
be done upon section 14: will you read the note in your diary ?-I
will:

" October 10th, 1877, Wednesday-Walked over line to Ingolf; saw gang of Mr.
Sifton's men burning on the line. Oannot see any improvement can be made in loca-
tion of that portion 1 that is, of the line] can juin in with any location on 14 [that is,
contract 14] which may be made to present crossing of Orces Lake."
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i read this to show that I had thought over tho matter of a slight
change being made in the last portion of the location, of the easterly
end of contract 14.

20149. Have you seen the printed memorandum by Mr. Fleming
addressed to the Minister of Railways and Canals, speaking of these two
lines, the one adopted and another one to the south of it, which ho calls
No. 1 and No. 2 ?-Yes; I saw it yesterday.

20150. Do you know who ran the lino which ho describes as No. 2?
-One of my assistants, Mr. Louis Watters, who was drowned.

20151. Was ho under your control at that time ?-Ho was under my
control, and I gave him the general course and directions.

20152. That is a lino which takes in part of 14 and a considerable
%part of 15 ?-Yes, it is.

20153. So that, at all events, one other linecovering portions of both
,these sections and the one adopted have been subjected to comparison ?
-Yes.
. 20154. Have you any knowledge of another lino being called to your

'attention through the suggestion of Mr. Fleming-I mean one which
started somewhore about station 1860, on 15, and deviating in a
direction to a point on the east side of Cross Lake and then westerly
to strike a portion of section 14 ?-I remember that Mr. Rowan placed
in my hand a tracing of a portion of my location with a lino as you
describe it traced on it by Mr. Fleming, and asking for my opinion as
to the feasibility of that lino.

20155. Did you give him any opinion on the subject ?-As well as I
remember, it was two years since I had seen the country. I made an
approximate profile of what I considered would be the effect of the
change.

20156. Was it considered to bo a botter lino than the one which was
adopted ?-I do not think so.

20157. Was it in your opinion a better lino ?-It was not.
20158. Then that was another alternative lino which had been con-

si<ered, taking in also a portion of 14 and a portion of 15 ?-It was.
20159. Are you aware of any other lino embracing portions of both

14 and 15 which were compared with the one now adopted ?- At Cross
take ?

20160. At Cross Lake or anywhere else, as long as it comprised
Portions of 14 and 15?-None at Cross Lake that I know of. There
Was another one much to the south that I have spoken of before.

20161. How far south of Cross Lake crossing was that line that you
now allude to? I suppose you mean your location of 1875 ?-Yes; my
south lino: about ton or twelve miles.

20162. I understand that you did not locate that lino the whole way
to the westerly limit of it ?-It was located to what was then known

-A the end of location on contract 15.
20163. About what place ?-About three or four miles to the east of

Bog River.
20164. And what is the westerly end ?-There was another lino

'tried to a point noar Brokenhead.

RaIlway Loca-
tieft-

C*UBu.ct« Non.
14 nd 15.

Lino.No. 2 run by
Wattes .

Rowan pointed
out to him a th1ircg
Une and asked
his opinion.

Not a better line
thantivi one
adopted.

There was yet
another line to
the ontth of Cros4
Lake.
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J4 * la 1. 20165. And did you locate the whole of this 1875 lino ?-No; I had

nothing to do with that line ending at Brokenhead. That was a trial'
lino run by Mr. Farrest and Mr. Armstrong.

sixty-four miles 20166. As to the one which you ran yourself can you say now the
" engtwi ®ne whole length of it ?-About sixty-four miles I see marked here or-

seventy miles-seventy miles from Rat Portage is marked hore. I
cannot remember, the profile is in the office. I also ran a lino from the
Dalles to the north, ending about the same point as the lino of 1875,
that is at the end of location on contract 15.

20167. How much of section 15, as now located, is common to that
and this lino which you now speak of?-280 chains-280 or 290 chains.

20168. That is at the easterly end of section 15 ?-Yes; from Rat
Portage westerly.

20169. How much longer is this southerly location than the one-
actually adopted ?-To the end of location ?

Southerly line 20170. Between the two nearest common points ?-I think five and
about five and a- af miles
balfmlesilonger a-half miles was the difference as well as I can remember. It is marked
than the one six miles: five and a-half miles, I think, according to the chaînage.adopted. t1

20171. Would you describe, generally, the country through.
which this southerly location passed ?-For the first five-
miles it was identical with the present lino. After that it passed, up
to the twenty-fifth mile, through a very broken country-as broken, in
fact, as any portion of the present location; but, in my opinion, a more-
favourable country for the construction of a road.

But more favour- 20172. In what respect more favourable ?-In one respect as it was
sble bein more more accessible for the contractor to bring in supplies; and had a con-accessible, botter

for roade and for tractor been estimating for that section, I wonld bave told him that ho
rock work. could plant his supplies on the line at almost every three miles within

the whole distance with about an average of half a mile to a mile of
]and haul from the waters of Shoal Lake and Lake of the Woods; that.
ho would have a botter country to make roads through; that the rock
was more favourable for working, and that the quantities as given I
considered woufld be more accurately obtained-could be more closely
given and estimated from the information that we had.

20173. Was that from some peculiarity of the country that you could
calculate more closely ?-Yes; that there was ]oss steep hill-sides ; that
there was also less of thoso bottomiess water stretches. I think there-
were thirteen on the lino first adopted, and on the south lino there were
only six.

Dii not know 20174. Was it known as early as the time yon made that survey that
w ade sttr there were bottomîess water stretches on the lino of 15 ?-We did not

ie water know that they were so bottomless, but 1 knew they were pretty bad,ritretches on
teon 15was, "go looking at the holes to fill. I had no means ofsounding.
bottom)em,, as
Ih oved but 20175. At that time your comparison could not bave been based in any
were rthaty bd,way on the bottomless character of the water stretchos that you des-
and therefore cribe ?- Yes, I think so.
preferred the
south line. 20176. I thought you said you were not aware of that ?-Yes ; because

I knew it was more expensive to make an embankment in water than
on dry land. It would require protection work of some kind, and also
that the quantities, as I calculated them, were less. That was another
feature in favour, I considered, of the south lino.
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20177. Less on the whole line or per mile ?-Less on the whole 1 *Md*15..
line-that is on an equivalent distance.

20178. Do you mean the same mileage ?-On a greater mileage on
the south line they were less than on the straightest line. They were
less on a distance which would leave contract 14 the same longth as at
present.

20179. So tbat if you added the excoss of distance, which you call South line would
five and a-half or six miles, altogether to the eastern end of your new have cost less.

survey, still the mileage covered by that would cost less or would re-
quire less quantities to be executed than on the northen line ?-It would.

20180. Youhavebeen describing the character of the country on the Many uttle
eastern portionofthislocation: willyou please continue now the descrip- Ileands oa roce

tion ofthe country on the westerly portion ofthis location of 1875 ?-From avoidedby8wing-
aboutthe forty-second mile, the pointat which I finished estimating for a Ingthe lne.

comparison between two lines, toits junction with the contract 14location,
thegronnd was broken bya numberofhillocks ofrock. Theline that was
run was a perfectly straight one for a long distan ce, over twenty miles, and
it crossed a great number of little isiands of rock in the level country.
These could have been avoided by swinging the line-curving the line
to pass round them. It was not a very favourable country. It was
not a very difficult one, nor was it a favourable country; not so favour.
ale as the one that was afterwards tried as far as Brokenhead, as far
as I have been informed of it.

20181. As to that westerly portion of your 1875 location, was it upon Judgingbyproiie
the whole as favourable a country as the equivalent length upon the as od ave Ilen

present section 14?-I may say that I never myself travelled that, obtained on the
because I was then engaged upon the Dalles linetrial locations, and th "he presnt ason
location was finished by Mr. Fellowes, one of my assistants. From the tract 14.

profile I should say as good a lino could have been obtained upon the
westerly portion of the south lino location as upon the present line.

20182. Have you seen the profile of that westerly portion of what is
called your 1875 location ?-Yes, I have. It is some years since I have
seen it.

20183. Where did you see it?-I saw it in the office here, in Ottawa,
after it was made up. I assisted in making it up.

20181. Wag there a profile made of the lino which you located from
IiCeewatin westwar4 to the neighbourhood of Falcon Lake ?-Yes.

20185. Then a profile has been made of the whole of that 1875 loca- witness's une or
tion ?-Certainly ; it is in the office. I saw it in 1879. IgÛ¿'an enhge

20186. Would that profile give an engin eer data sufficient to make comparethat
a comparison between the availability of that line and the northorn one l ge with the

Whieh was adopted ?-It would give him the same information- ,which was
equivalent information to the lino with which it was compared. adopted.

20187. Are you aware of the result of any comparison of those two
locations ?-I am.

20188. By whom ?-Comparison by whom ? By myself.
20189. Did you, yourself, compare the result of these particulars

uIpon the two different locations ?-I made the quantities out for forty-
two miles of the south line, against thirty-six miles and three-quarters
of the north lino, and also with the same description of grades, and
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Trial location of
1874, data as to

aittes on
oted ne, but

with a two feet
lower grade than
was decided on
uittmately.

also with grades raised on both lines. I made a comparison, compara-
tive quantities, got the original schedules which I made out at the
time and submitted to Mr. Rowan.

20190. Have you had the means before you of forming an engineer-
ing opinion upon the comparative merits of these two locations--I mean
for construction merely irrespective of the operating in future ?-Yes; I
have.

20191. What was tho result of your comparison ?-The first calcula-
tions were made by Mr. Frank Moberly and his party. The quantities
were taken out by scaling from a copy of my profile of 1874. These
calculations were made, and I was instructed to put them in schedule
form, and the result was, as the bill of works gave at the time: 600,000
cubic yards of rock, at $2.75, would be 81,650,000; loose rock was
estimated at 40,000 cubic yards, which, at Mr. Whitehead's rate, would
be 670,000; earth estimated at 900,000 yards, at 37 ets., 8333,000-
total, $2,053,000 for- a distance of thirty-six miles and three-quarters ;
rate per mile is $55,864.

20192. Is that upon your 1875 location ?-That is the 1874 location.
20193. That is the adopted line ?-That is the adopted line nearly.

There have been some littie alterations made since.
20194. I was asking you a little while ago what you found on this

location of yours of 1875: you appeau to have been giving the quanti-
ties of the existing line ?-I thought you were asking me what c1ompar-
ison 1 had made between the two quantities.

20195. Are you stating now, what you have stated as a portion of
the comparison ?-Yes; that was the first estimate..

20196. Proceed.-After this tenders were called on that bill of
works, but none were accepted.-

20197. Then these were the quantities which were estimated at the
time of the first advertisement ?-Yes.

20198. Was that at a higher or lower grade than the present one ?
-It was about two feet lower grade.

20199. Thon the cuttings would be groater ?-The cuttings wouldbe
greater; yes.

20200. Thon the data you have so far given concern' the present
location of section 15, but at a lower grade than wa finally adopted?
-That is right.

s; location. 20201. Well, proceed.-In the spring of 1875 it was determined to
try for a better line, and I was instructed to proceed to make another
trial.-

Southern une,
42 5-100 miles;
northern 3675-100.

Quantities on
located une of
1875.
Difference In
total cost in fav-
Our of southern
flue it,72,9Sti.

20202. Is that the trial of wbich you have been speaking, and which
is called your 1875 location ?-Yes; with the same sort of grades, that
is, grades to equalize cuts and fills as I have laid them down on the line
of 1875, which was 42 ,i miles in length.

20203. That is, against the 36M of the present location ?-Yes. The
quantities I returned wore: rock, 445,261 cubic yards, estimated at 82.75,
the same rate, is 81,224,467; earth, 960,936 yards, at 37 ets., $355,546,
leaving ont cents-total, 81,580,014; the rate per mile is $37,574,
showing a difference in total cost of building forty-two miles of the
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-south lino against thirty-six miles and three-quarters ofthe present lino Contract No. 15.

of $472,986, and in the rate per mile of $18,290. The grades in both
Cases were intended to balance cuts and fills, and in this latter case
the centre heights were Malculated accurately from the level and grade
book instead of being scaled from the profile. I was then instructed
to raise the grades on the line of 1874 an average of four feet through-
out-

20204. That line of 1874 is the presont line ?-Yos: an average
of four feet throrghout the whole distance, which I did ; and
calculating from centre heights, as in the last case, returned the
quantities as follows: rock, 369,390 cubic yards, at the same rate, is
481,015,822; the earth I returned at 1,979,506 cubic yards, at the
same rate, $732,418-total,$L,748,240; rate per mile, 847,571, showing
a differenco in favour of the south lino in total cost, of $ 168,266, and of
810,000 in the rate per mile.- Comarisonmade

20205. Now was that comparison made between these lines upon on theabasin of
the condition that the voids should be left and not filled with trestie or soltid embank-
embanknent ?-No; that is for solid embankments in both cases.
iThere was no talI of trestle work then.

20206. Then that was not on the terms of the second advertisement
for section 15 ?-No; these were my returns that I made myself.

20207. These were made for the purpose of comparison, and not as
they were submitted to the public ?-Yes.

20208. In order to ascertain the relative merits of the two lines ?- Anothercom-
Yes. This I considered was scarcely fuir by the south lino, as the soutern Une ran
present route had the grades raised and the quantities diminished frm" kne®
-greatly, so I made another estimate of the south lino, raising the 404-loomileslong
grades on it only an average of two fet instead of four, a s 2,7inre
on the present route, and having calculated the quantities our orsouthern
in the same manner as the last case, but for a shorter U
distance, I obtained the following. It was made a shorter distance,
because it was then intended to try and run for Brokenhead, and
we calculated what the distance would be, and it would make con-
tract 15 4horter, so we only calculated for 4 0r4-u miles. I returned
the quantities as: rock, :356,558 cubie yards, calculated at the same rate
.aa beforo, $980,534; earth, 1,427,000 cubic yards, equals $527,990-
total, $1,508,524; rate per mile, 83i,6'5, making the difference in
favour of the south lino still greater, beiig $239,716 in the total cost
-of building forty miles of the south lino, against thirty-six and three-
-quarters of the prosent route.-

?0209. Were the cuts and fills equalized in this last comparison ?-
'They were rai-sed two feet.

202 10. Would that leave voids ?-On the south lino it was raised
two foet, on the north lino four feet.

20211. Would the effect of thus raising the grades be to leave
voids unfilled ?-No; ihat was a calculation for solid bank throughout.

20212. That would have given a solid bank?-That was the calcu-
lation.

20213. Wopld this first calculation you speak of, when the grades
were raisod, have given a solid embankment on the two linos ?-Yes;
that was the calculation.
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Coutract No. 15. 20214. Then, if the comparison was made upon a condition of solid

embankments in both cases, why add another height to this lower line
in order to make a different comparison: what was the object of add-
ing two feet to the lower line for the purposq of comparison, if you
had already, in your second comparison, obtained a lino that was effi-
cient with full embankments ?-I thought I might gain a little more
than I did.

20215. Gain a little more in what ?-Make it a little cheaper, that
the lino might be built a little cheaper than with the first grades put
in-two feet less cutting.

20216. Would that have accomplished the object of having solid
embankments on the southern lino ?-Yes.

Still further com- 20217. Have you made a stil1 f urther comparison between these two
parison made. routes ?-Yes.

20218. Explain upon what foundation ?-The item of loose rock does
not appear in any of the above calculatinns. As it was necessary to-
have a price for this class of work a nominal amount was put in the
bill of works.

20219. What bill of works ?-Thie bill of works presented. I have
not given you the bill of works yet, but I will ; and as it was con-
sidered I had over-estimated the quantity of solid rock in cuttings, it
was decided to deduct this nominal sum of loose rock from my solid
rock quantities. Billis of works were therefore made up from calcula-
tions Nos. 3 and 4 above mentioned, quantities put in f£r clearing, close
cutting, grubbing,, &c., &e., and moneyed out at the average price-
obtained from all the tenders recoived from the first bill of works -

Quantities in
original bill of
works he gives
from memory.

Estimate of cost
of preeent lino
over section 15,
*1,540,150

20220. Tenders received for what section ?-Section 15. That is
600,000 yard-i of rock. The original bill of works made out for this
time (winters of 1875-76) 1 deposited with the Engineer-in-Chief, May,
1879. and can be obtained by the Commissioners. Some notes of these
calculations were also deposited at the samo time. I can, therefore,
give the quantities only as iear as possible from mcmory, as these
papers were refused when claimed by me, and I give the quantities as I
remember they were calculated-rock, 340,000 cubic yards, at 82.40,
equals $816,000; -

20221. On which lino was that ?-That is on the present route,
thirty-six miles and three-quarters long: loose rock, 30,000 cubie
yards, at 81.05, $31,500; earth, 1,979,000 cubic yards, at *5 cts.,
$6 9 2 ,6 5 0-total, $1,540, 150; rate per mile, $41,909.--

20222. That is your estimate of the cost of the present lino over
section 15 ?-Yos.

202 3. Is that for solid enibankments ?-Thot is what t gave at the
time as well as I can remenber: that is for solid embankients. I
should like very much to see the other three which I deposited with
Mr. Smellie. There is one of them (Exhibit No. 295) hcaded by Mr.
Rowan in Mr. Rowan's handwriting.

20224. Do I understand you to say that the estimate of which you,
are now speaking was an estimate based upon quantities with the
prices averaged upon the tenders made for that work, and with a view-
of making solid embankments ail through ?-Yes.
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20225. No trestle work and no voids ?-No rough trestle work and bi'ftseNO*-
'no voids.

20226. When was that estimate made? -That was made in the This estimate
sprin of 876.made in spring

spring of 1876."'s'. of 1876.

20227. Now, I understand that to be your estimate in the spring of
1876 of this work which you have described, and for the wholu of
-section 15 ? -Yes.

20228. Solid embankments ?-Yes.

20229. l round numbers $1,500,000 ?-Yes.

20230. Proceed.-On tho south lino the quantities in a siniilar bill of $24,61o in favour
works were calculated as: rock, 311,600 cubic yards, at $2. 0, equal to of south Une.

$747,840; loose rock, 45,900 cubie yards, at $1.05, $47,250); earth,
1,427,W0 cubic yards, ut 35 ets., 84J9,450-total, 81,294,540; rate per
mile (that line was 40,4 miles in length) $32,331, being a ditference
in favour of the south lino of $245,610 in the total cost, and 89,578 in
the rate per mile in these three items oly.--

20231. Thon I understand you to say that, according to your calcula-
tions at that time, the southerly lino, although more than three and a-
quarter miles longer than the northerly line, would cost upon these items
alone, in round numbers, $250,000 less than the northern lino: is that the
conclusion you come to?-Yes.

20232. iave you any further particulars of a compai ison between
theso lines ?-Yes. I would wish to explain some evidence that I gave
before a Committee of the Senate in May, 1879. I was then asked to
-state from momory whît the result of the calculations was. I thon
stated the anount to be $560,000, which was the sum spoken of at the
time the calculation was made. I also stated that thero was against
the southern route, the cost of building and equippingof three and a-half
miles of line and the maintenance of it. I alto nentioned that were this
line adopted, a large sum of money expended on conti act 14 would be
lost, that is on works between Brokenhead and what was called the end
of location, I think that was the place. I stated these thirgs because that
8360,000, as I considered it, was to build nearly the saine length of lino
on both routes from Rat Portage westward, and therefore I gave the
items that were against it. My impression now is that the sum of
8360,000 was roughly arrived ut in this way, as the difference in cost
of building thirty-six miles and three-quarters of the present route
against the same distance on the south lir.e. The real difference, accord-
ing to these figures whieh I have given, is: the cost of building
thirty-six miles and throo-quarters of the present route, ut $41,909 per
mile, 81,540,150 ; the cost of thirty-six miles and three-quarters on the
south lino, at $32,331 per mile. is 81,163,916, and the difference is
8376,234, and that was called, in talking over the matter, 8360,000.
Thero was almost a difference of $10,000 y or mile between the two
routes. There were thirty-six miles at $10,000 a mile talked of,
aund that was put at $360,O00, and that was the way it came.

20233. This difference of $360,000 woild be reduced, as I undorstand
it, bocause you only gave mile for mile, when, in fact, it took more
miles on the southerly lino to reach the meridian on the end of 15 ?-
Yes.

Explains evi-
dpnoe given
heore Coninittee
of the 4enate In
May, 1879.

IIad stated that
the (Ilfferexice
would be $6,~
In favour of
Southerly Une,
the real difference
*376,284, but this
was on a mile to
mile comparison,
and would there-
fore be reduced
by the longer dis-
tance to $2.,610.
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Contracta Nos. 20234. And that reduces this difference from the amount you now
name, $360,000, to the sum of 8245,000 ?-Yes; but if you take the
8245,600, that is the calculated difference in the cost of construction of
the two lines, this is the difference in cost, minus three and a-half
miles. I might here state that in reading up this matter i find there
is a great difference of opinion among engineers as to what the actual
cost of running and maintaining a mile of road for ail time to coue i8
worth. It has been stated by one man that it is as much as four hun-
dred and odd thousand dollars-it was worth that to save one mile in
distance where the traffie was very heavy. If it was worth that to do
it we could build a straight line over almost anything.

20235. In comparing these lines, or rather the probable cost of
them, did you take into account the cost of ballast, ties and rails ?-No;
oh, no; there was nothing.

Cost of ballast,
ties and rails on 2023U. Is that to be added to the cost of this three and a-half miles
three and a-half of roaa ?-Yes ; that is to be added.
miles to be added.

20237. That would diminish the difference you now leseribe as
$245,000 ?-Certainly.

20238. What difference would that make in hie cost of ballasting,
ties and rails for three and a-half mile ?-I have not made the estimánte.
I would not like to say it without knowing the cost of rails.

20239. In order to make a comparison merely in the cost of con-
struction, the cost of these items woul(l have to be deducted from that
$245,000?-Oh, yes.

20240. Then, in addition to that cost of construction, for the pur-
pose of comparing the expediency of adopting one of these two linos in
preference to the other, you would have to set against the south line
whatever the amount of operating and maintaining three and a-half
miles for ail time would cost ?-Yes.

Would have 20241. Did you stato that you would have to cross more water
crossed fewer stretches on the southerly lino or fewer, as far as you remember now ?water-stretches
on southerly Une. -I stated we would have crossed fewer.

20242. Do you remember whether there was any great difference in
masonry in these two lines ?-I made no calculations fori masonry.
There was no masonry intended that was not common to both linos.

20243. You think the expense of masonry would be about equal on
the two lines ?-Yes; according to the bill of works of Mr. Whitehead.
If it was let on the same bill of works as Mr. Whitehead's, I wish
to correct the cost of the thirty-six and three-quarter miles of the south
lino at $32,331. It is $1,188,168. The difference is $351,982 instead
of the figures I gave you. I did not calculate the three-quarters of a
mile.

SMELLIE.

112 a750 cost er
mile for ba last-

M"tes, rolling
rsk, LC., at

Cross Lake.

W. B. SMELLIE'S examination continued:
By the Chairman :-

20244. Could yon state, in round numbers, the cost per mile for the-
ballasting, ties, rails, track-laying, rolling stock and everything con-
nected with the construction and equipment in the neighbourhood of
the Cross Lake locality ?-I estimate $12,750.
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20245. That is per mile ?-Per mile.
20246. At what price have you put the rails ?-877.
20247. That was the cost of those got about that time ?-Yes.

20248. Could you state the probable cost per mile of operating with
such a business as might be calculated on with tolerable certainty in
that locality ?-Not at the present moment.

P4ailway Loca&-
tion-

Contracta Nos.
14 and 15.

20249. Is there no well understood rule about that ?-I do not
happen to remember.

IIENRY CARRE'S examination continued : CARRE.
By the Chairman :-

20250. Had the present line of 15 been adopted as a final location at Whenabove com-
the time that you made this comparison and submitted these views to Pa"" made the

the Department ?-It had not. not been adopted.

20251. How do you explain the fact of your getting the prices from
some set of tenders then ?-Mr. Rowan had a copy of all the tenders,

ll the prices in his letter-book, and from these ho struck an average
for every item.

20252. What prices had ho: you say he had the prices in his letter-
book ?-The prices received for the first tenders asked in the first bill
of works.

20253. Do you mean at the first advertisement for section 15 ?-For
section 15,dated some time in the wintor of 1874-75-the spring of 1875.

20254. Do you say that at the time you submitted these views some These views sub-

work had been done on section 14 ?-Yes. Those were submitted in "lttedtoDepart-
the winter of 1875-76-that comparison was made then. 1815-76. *65,(m

had. heen expend-

20255. Do you remember about tho amount that was understood to cd at that time
have been thon expended on section 14?-I overheard Mr. Rowan wiXen would
talking to Mr. Thompson on the subject, and to the best of My hathe s"
recollection it was some 868,000 had been expended in clcaring and lnebeenadoptr

work between Brokenhead River and the end of location.

20256. That would have been lost if this southern route had been
adopted finally ?-Yes, it would.

20257. Thon that sum has also to be taken from the difference of
8245,000 ?-It has.

20258. 1 understood you to say the whole length of the line would
have been increased by some five and a-half miles if the location
which you made in 1875 was adopted ?-Yes.

20259. Thon taking 812,750 per mile, the amount which Mr. Sinellie
gives as an estimate, and multiplying that by five and a-half, we get at the
actual outlay in construction for this increased distance ?-Yes; but it
Was intended thon to run a line which would be only three and a-
quarter miles longer, and these estimates were made on that calculation
of distances-comparative distances.

20260. Is there any porson who can tell us now as to the compara-
tive merits of that extended line which you say would only have
increased the distance by three miles and a-half as against the equiva-
lent distance on the present located distance of section 14?-Yes.
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à actd 15. 20261. Who is that person ?--Ur. Forrest ran half of the lino and Mr.
Armstrong met him.

20262. Are you prepared, as a matter of evidence now, to say whether
that was as cheap a line as the present section 14 ?-I am not, froin my
own personal knowledge.

20263. Thon, according to the data we now have before us, we must
assume the lino was that which would increase th> distance five miles
and a-half. That is the only evidence we have, and that is why I take
the length at five miles and a-half : the result of this gives 8 138,125,
to be taken from your difference of $245,610 ?-Yes; if I am rigbt about
that $68,000.

sio#,ooo net sum 20264. That leaves, in round iumbers, 8100,000 in favour of yourin yound numbers
in favour of southern route, and against that bas to be put the costof running for al[
southern une, time to come five and a-half miles of road : is not that the generalwhtch huwever,
would be fnve and result of the comparison as far as the evidonce now beforo us goes ?-

r.gmes Yes; that is it.

20265. So that unless it is wise to run five and a-half miles of road
for all time tô come rather than spend $100,000, then the selection of
the present lino is the best; is that the result of your calculation ?-
No; I will not go that far, because I say it was found impossible to
budd the lino by the grades on which these calculations were Made oi
the present route. They had to be lowered two feet.

20266. But I am speaking of the judgment at that time ?-Yes;
according to those calculations that is it.

20267. Those calculations were all that any one had before them at
that time to lead to that judgment ?-Yes.

20268. Thon the judgmont at that time was this: that the country
bad cither to run five and a-half miles of road for all time to come, or
to spend an additional $107,000 ?-If you stick to the five and a-half
miles of course it kills it; but we knew it was possible to bring itdown
to three and a-quarter miles, and the calculation, $245,610, is made ont
the calculation as forty miles compared with thirty-six miles and three-
quarters. There is another point I wish to bring out if there is a coin-
parison with the other route.

.Tullus Muskeg 20269. Proceed.-I say had forty miles on the present route, which
avolded by adpt would have taken in one and a-half miles of costly work on 14, west of
ing the south Une• Cross-Lake, been esti mated against forty-three and a-half miles on the

south lino, or had the total distance on the present route between Rat
Portage and Red River been estimated against the total distance
between the same point by the south lino it would have been much
fairer, but would have shown a much greater difference in the cost of
construction. The Julius Muskeg would also have been avoided by
adopting the south lino. That mile nd a-half of expensive lino, and
the Julius Muskeg, as far as I understand, had no equivalent by adopt-
ing the south line.-

20270. 1 understand you to suggest that the judgment made by the
Engineering Department in 187ô, was not a good judgment ?-That
the comparison was not a fair one.

20271. Do you mean to say that at that time they could form a judg-
ment based on the result of the Julius Muskeg tilling, or the filling
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of the bay of Cross Lake, or on other il t MsF which you mention now as Cotrt *.

being so objectionable in the present l ation ?-No.

20272. Then how could they form a judgment on it if they had not
these data?-They had a portion before them ; they had the soundingè
talken in the Julius Muskeg, and they bad also the approximate profile
of that mile and a-half of expensire work.

20273. Do you mean the approximate profile of that expensive
ption of 14 gave them any adequate i jea of the cost as it turned out
in execution ?-It turned out a great deel more, but it gave them a
good idea ot what it was supposed to be -as good an idea as any other

rtion of the line. The last ten miles of the south lne was easy work.
he last five miles, I may say, was almost as easy as any portion of 14,

but here was a mile and a-half left out of that calculation altogether at
the rate of $41 ,909 per mile, for a mile and a-half of difference, which
ouglit to be added on the total cost instead of the average cost of 14.

20274. Do I understand you to suggest that a portion of section 14
westerly from Cross Lake would cost a good deal more than the same
distance on your southerly route ?-I believe it would. I know it
would.

20275. How much more ?-According to these calculations about
$30,000 a mile, I should say-that is, $45,000 for the mile and a-half

20276. That is the additional expense as I undarstand it ?-Yes. Th above 1 O,

20277. So that this difference of $107,00 ought to be increased by s re.
$45,000, in your opinion, to make a fair comparison ?-It would. ed by s4,oOU.

20278. That would give the difference in favour of the southern
line at $152,000 ; and the question then presented to the Department
was, as I gather from your evidence, whether it would be better to
spend an additional $152,000 or to work five and a-half miles more
for all time ?-That wae the question at the time.

20279. And you think their judgment was wrong ?-I am not pre-
pared to say. At the time I stated more distinctly that I considered those
estimates made on the north line-the present route-were not correct,
and could not be expected to be correct on account of the roughness of
the ground; but that those on the south ine were far more accurate,
and ha the grades on the south line bee n raised four feet it would have
made a wonderful difference in that estimate; had they been raised a
similar height to the others, I think it would have made a great dif-
ference. The comparisons were not made in the same way from the
same data. I wish more particularly to show that I was perfectly
correct and honest in the statement 1 made before the Senate Com-
mittee, as it was called in question, and I was blamed for giving
inaccurate evidence. I have been told that the Minister was not satisfied
with my evidence in some case or other, and I want to find out what
that evidence was so that I can correct it.

20280. There is another matter upon which I understand you wish Eatiway Cou-
to explain your views more fully-that is to say, the estimates of 4r"t.°o.,
the quantities submitted to public competition of section 15, and to witnea sas he
explain how it was that those quantities differ so much from the quan- Is not responsible
tities as executed finally: could you state, shortly, your views upon that quantties aa the
matter ?-I can. I first of ail wish to say that in my opinion arn not gradwere
responsible for the actual quantities, as the grades were altered mate- altered.

33*
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4°"***** * rially in the meantime, betweei the time of letting and after the con-
tract was lot. I have been accused of making errors in my calculations
to the amount of $763 000, being the discrepancy betveen Mr. White-
head's bill of works f - quantities for earth, rock and loose rock.

20281. You mean the line that he got at the time he tendered for
section 15? -At the time he tendered for section 15, and the estimate
which I made in January 1879.

Epasdscre- 2022. What was that estimate in 1879-I mean of what works ?-
earth, rock and Of those three items : earth, rock and loose rock.loose rock.

20283. On the same section ?-Yes ; on the same section.
20284. And were they of the works then executed or to be exectited,

or both ?-Partly executed, and partly to be executed.
20285. You mean of the total work which would be accomplished

when the work was finished ?-All the cost to complote the work
when it was finished.

20286. The cost from the beginning ?-Yes; from the beginning. I
was to show how that discrepancy occurred. I have given, I think,
the evidence all in different torms at different times, but I do not think
it was ever moneyed out so as to make it plain. I may as well state how it
came about-how the quantities in the bill of works were first of all
estimated. In the summer of 1876, before the location was finished, I
was asked-that is b9fore the re-location was finished-I was asked for
a new estimate of the quantities on contract 15. I was asked whother
I had reduced the rock cutting in any way.-

20287. Was that between the first and the last advertisement for
tenders ?-Yes; that was in July or August of 1876, while the re-location
was being made. The bill of works dated April 18th, 1876, was
made out from my calculations. No. 3 gives the quantities as
320,000 cubic yards of rock, 30,000 cubie yards of loose rock, and 80,000
cubic yards of earth. My estimate above mentioned was for 369,390
cubic yards of rock. This amount was reduced to 320,000 yards as in
the bill of works.--

20288. Why was it reduced to 320,000 in the bill of works ?-The
30,000 cubic yards was deducted for loose rock, and some 19,390 yards
wore thrown out altogether.

The wbole of the 20289. By you ?-No; they were left out in making out the bill of
qatities etati-

mated by witness works.
were lot put lu
the published bil 20290. Do you mean that the whole quantities which you estimated
of works. were fot mentioned in the published bill of works ?-They were not.

20291. Will that account for the disappearance of the 19,390
cubic yards ?-Yes. In the summer of 1876, before the re-location of
the line or the cross-sections were completed, I was asked by the
district engineer to assist in making up the bill of works,-

agiven by 20292. Who was he ?-Mr. Rowan : with trestle work to fill up
-o wtor a tb large gaps for whieh material could not be obtained from the cuttings.
Au tgi8t 1876, No time was given for calculations, and the only question asked was:Bo an. " Have you reduced the rock work?" By applying a tracing of the

new lino as far as located to the old profile, I showed him that great
reductions had been made in the quantity of rock at several points,
which I roughly estimated at 20,000 cubie yards. On this information,
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anwa.vy c
staSuetion-

the bill of works dated August lst, 1876, was made out, Mr. Rowan contraeSo.15..

,calculating the quantities of timber in trestle work from some plans Pock sooooo;Ioos
he had made. The items were rock, 300,000 ; loose rock, 30,000; rock Oe -eartb
earth, 80,000 cubie yards, no alteration being made in the quantities 80'
of loose rock and earth.

2029?. Then this estimate still omitted the 19,000 yards of rock Rowan'sestimnt
which you had formerly mentioned as part of the expected work ?- yards o rock.
It is a new estimate altogether, and that 19,000 yards I suppose, was
cast out.

20294. I understand you to say it was cast out in this way: that
Mr. Rowan first of all took it out upon his own responsibility fron
Your estimates, and that ho afterwards reduced that amount by 20,000,
Yards because you said the profile showed that that amount would not pro-
-ably be required, so that the original deficiency still continues in this
new estimate without any fault of yours: is that what you mean ?-
I forgot about that 19,00a yards at the time, and so I suppose I am
responsible for it-for that error. I said 20,000 was the difference,
and 320,000 yards of rock having been considered the original quan-
tity, or the quantity in the last bill of works, I knew I had reduced
-about 20,000 yards by the line I had located up to that time, and there-
fore i gave it as 300,000 yards.

20295. Proceed.--The earth quantity given in this as well as in the Eart i Bi or
former bill of works, that is Whitehead's bill of works, being onlly 1 okgiajO
that calculated as coming from cattings, no provision being made for for shallow voida
earth to fill voids too shallow for trestle work, or for the grading of fd ading for

long low banks which had to be made either from borrow-pits or side
<litches.-

20296. Why did it not include that earth as well as the earth fron
the cuttings: if you were asked to make out a bill of works why did
You not put in the earth from borrow-pits as well as from the line
Cfuttings ?-In the last bill of works, that is in the one of 1876 (of
April, 1876) the intention was merely to take out the excavations-
the cuttings-and make as much bank as possible from these.

20297. Then do you say that your instructions were only to mention nrre o hier
-80 much earth as you suppoed would cone fronm line cuttings ?-That tmeanhotly
is as I understood it at the time. woul come ftrom

20298. And is that the reason that you kept it down to the 80,000 une cuttlngi.

-Yards ?-That is the reason it was kept down in April, 1876. I
received no instructions to make any calculations for any other in the
Onle Of August-the following August.

20299. Thon you repeated your calculations of the April estimate
because you had no fresh instructions upon that subject ?-Yes; I did
!ot really know how the work was going to be done. Mr. Rowan had
it all in his own hands and ho asked me the questions and told me what
tO do, and I did it.
. 20300. Did ho ask yon them in writing ?-No; ho did not. Working

an office toe ther a man does not write a question and band it to you
toanswer. You are asked to do a thing and it is done, and nobody ever
thinks it will be contradicted, or denied, or anything.

20301. Thon you say now that, as far as this earth item is concerned,
3'Ou never had instructions to estimate more than that which would

33½*
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RaHlway Cou-struction- come fi om the line cuttings ?-No; I had not. The lovation and cross-
contract No. 15. sections being finished a plan and profile showing the changes made

and also the cross-sections of tho whole line, was forwarded during the
winter of 1876-77 to the head office in Ottawa, in order that the grades
might be finally adopted and sanctioned. On the cross-scetion sheets I
showed the advantage of making some slight alterations in allign-
mont.-

No cross-sections 20302. I understand that these quantitieswhichyou have ramed so
that he could une
on wich to base far were arrived at onlyfromthe centre line, the protile line, without
his estitate o cross-sections?-There were no cross-sections in existence at the time
tonished there- that I could use. As the contract was thon let I wished for permis-
fore when toldmaeteebt asao-
that tot asta ke sion to make these alterations, and fully expected it, but was aston-
was to be moved. ished on being told that not a stake was to be moved.--

20503. Who told you that ?-Mr. Rowan.
20304. Verbally ?-Verbally, on the lino.

20305. On what part of the lino ?-Walking over the line. H[e has
referred to it in difforent instances since. I think he told Mr. Smellie
so; I think I heard him. I counted on being allowed to do this-that
is, to make those alterations-and thus make a reduction in the work
when I was making the estimate for the bill of works. I knew that
it was possible by slight alterations, after the work was thoroughly
cross-sectioned and cleared, it was quite easy and quite possible to
make a number of changes so as to reduce the work materially, and on
that I felt more certain in reducing the quantity down to 300,000

The 800,000 yards Yards*

by rock e tuas e 20306. That is a new explanation : do you say now that yoi
probable resultof returned this 300,000 yards as the probable result of the work when
atons- et ater- these alterations were to be allowed, which you say you expected, and

e'pt' which were not permitted ?-There was only one-half of the road
located at the time. I had made great redactions on that half, and I
expected to make more, and did make more, on the remainder, and in
making a hasty calculation of that, I said to myself: " Well, I know
two or three places where I can knock ont a lot of work," and I thought
I was safe enough in reducing it 20,000, and I know I was, and I know
I reduced it a great deal more than that. On the 9th of March, 1877,
I mailed tho last of the cross-sections to Ottawa, and received from
time to time the revised grades on short portions of the line; but it
was on the 29th of June before the final grades were received,-

20307. How were they received ?-First of all they were received by
telegraph, and afterwards by letter.

20308. By letter from Mr. Rowan to you after the telegraph from
head-quarters to him: is that what you mean ?-I don't know how he
got them.

20309. To whom was the first by telegraph : to Mr. Rowan ?-No; to
me. I received them first by telegraph, and afterwards by written
direction. I think I have it here, a copy received from Ottawa, dated
June 21st,1877,statement ofgrades. (Exhibit No. 296.) After completing
these grades I found that on tho average they were some two feet lower
than those which I had sont down, and from those on which the bill of
works was calculated. In every case where work had been laid out by
the old grades, or work done by the contractor, ho had to také up
bottoms and lower dumps, &c. As I have been taxed with the difference
in quantities between the original bill of works and the estimate made
by me in January, 1879, after this lowering of the grades was decided
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on, I therefore beg leave to ask, was no calculation made of the effect
Of lowering the grades to this extent when they in Ottawa had every-
thing in their possession necessary, except test-pits, for obtaining
acCurate quantities, while the estimate made by me was calculated
Without this information, that is, without cross-sections. 1 contend
then, that the final determinirig of the grades determined the quantities
irrespective of any calculations made by me; that it was possible to
arrive at somethng like accurate quantities before the final seulement
Of the grades, and if it was deemed of such importance that the
quantities in the bill of works should not be exceeded, then a calculation
of some kind ought to have been made, in my opinion.

20310. Made by whom ?-By those who arranged the grades-deter-
mined the grades.

20311. Who were they ?-Mr. Smellie signed the list of grades, I think.
In February, 1878, I was asked for an estimate to complote the contract,
and for the first time, calculated total quantities from the cross-sections,
the esult being, rock 526,646; loose rock, 30,000 (put in at the same
Ilunount) ; and earth, 1,657,000. This was to complote the grading
with solid earth banks. I was also asked for an estimate
to complote with earth banks, and protection walls across
all water stretches, with earth banks over heavy land fills where mate-
rial could be obtained from local borrow-pits without extra haul, and
then for trestie work to fill all voids for which material could not be
obtained from cuttings or borrow-pits. In order that everything could
be made as clear as possible, I sent a sehodule giving the quantities in
every eut and fill on the contract, and a statement of the comparative
Cost of completing the heavy land voids, either with earth or trestle
work. I will put in a copy of the schedule of quantities that I sent
down at that time. I have not got it with me now, but I will put it in
to-morrow morning. I put in a written estimate of the comparative

eost of earth work and trestle work on section 15. (Exhibit No. 297.)
That is a copy of what I sent to Mr. Rowan at this time. I sent this
estimate in this shape, so that everything might be laid before the
district engineer as plainly as possible, at the same time calling his
attention to the fet that the superstructure alone was so expensive in
the plans for trestle work sent by him, that it would in all cases be
cheaper to build solid earth bank where the fill did not exceed eighteen
feet, than to put in the superstructure alone without the bouts to
support it.-

20312. Do you mean that the superstructure of the trestling de-
signed at that time by the Department, was of a very expensive cha.
racter?-i think so.

20313. Was it more expensive than that which is now in use on the
lino ?-Vastly more expensive. The earth work in that statement was
calculated at 37 cts. a yard ; the superstructure cost $9.83 a foot.

20314. Do you mean over the whole line ?-Those were the plans
for all heights of structure.

20315. Do you mean that it averaged that over the whole lino ?-Yes.
20316. Wherever the trestles were used ?-Yes.

By 4fr. Keefer :-
20317. That is for superstructure alone? -Yes; the schodule

that I sent gave also the cost of the bent for every height. I called

RaHlway Ce
atrucetleu-

q@ftract No. 15.

Contends that the
determlnlng the
grade deter-
mined the quan-
tities Irrespective
of any calcula-
tion made by
hlm.

Estimate orquan-
tties lu 1878: rock,
526,646; loose rock,
30 000; earth,

Superstructures
deslgned by De-
partment very
expensve; eart
work, 37 a. a
yard; su pe rnfruo-
ture, $9.8 a foot-
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contracto.1s. his attention to this fact, expecting that at least a cheaper style of
trestle work would be adopted for low fills-shallow fills. By reference
to this statemeit he could have seen that out of the twenty-six voids
calculated only twelve could be filled with trestle work at a les cost
than with earth, while in the remaining fourteen voids the trestle
work would cost just double the price of solid earth banks at 37 cts.
a yard. Mr. Marcus Smith, acting Engineer-in-Chief, walked over the-
whole contract with me in September, 1878-Mr. Rowan having
returned to Winnipeg a day or so before he arrived-and to
him the question of loose rock estirnates was referred ; as he
walked along the line places were pointed out, and the proportion
of stones and boulders to earth discussed, in presence of the con-
tractor's agent and engineer. After Mr. Smith's return to Winnipeg,.

A new definition I was sent written instructions to increase all previous estimates
ge°n itness. of loose rock, and a new definition of loose roek was given me, which

will be found printed on page 113, Evidence taken before the
Public Accounts Committee, May, 1879. I pointed out several devia-
tions in the line to avoid heavy water stretches and steop side hill fils,
which I told Mr. Smith I would have made had I not received
instructions from Mr. Rowan in no case to increase the rock excavation
a yard. Instructions were given, and these deviations were made in

In January, the fall and winter following. In January, 1879, I was called on for
1879, cal led on tC>oteos f ofcmlLnsd

ply °nother a estimate of cost of completion, and returned the quantities as:
mate o rock, 516,226 cubic yards ; loose rock, 69,945 cubic yards, in earthquantities. cuttings, as computed in accordance with Mr. Smith's instructions;

loose rock, 25,811 cubic yards, being solid rock outside slopes returned
at loose rock prices; earth, 1,720,714 cubic yards, to form solid banks
throughout. I purposely divided the loose rock quantities into two classes
as above and in making up the approximate estimate increased the first
class to agree with the new definition. The second I kept separato, as
it never was intended to pay for this work, and as the specitication
distinctly states that it shall not be paid for, no calculation was made
for it. Rock-borrowing was also ordered by Mr. Smith at several
points, and the estimated quantities of this work, together with the
increased quantities of solid rock, caused by deviations referred to above,
are included in the total quantities of solid rock excavation. On the
other hand, many of the cuttings had turned out less rock than calcu-
lated in 1878. These are alL the calculations made by me up to
May, 1879, when the examinations were made before the Com-
mittee of the Senate and the Committee of Public Accounts. A
number of' estimates were put in by the district engineer which are
printed in the published acco\mits of the proceedings, and are, with the
exception of that on page 109 of the Senate Report, compiled by him
from the estimates made and given by him in this statement. That on
page 109 is a copy of mine made in January 1879. A comparison was
made between the quantities given of rock, loose rock, and earth in the

.bill of works, on which Whitehead took the contract and those given
Lowering grades in the estimates of January, 1879, and the difference was found to be
arter contract 8763,025. I will now show how the principal portion of this large

a trhreas- sum may be accounted for. By a calculation which I had made by my
XCavatutiic'yards assistants, the lowering of the grades, alter the contract was let,

ats2.75, 1311,308, increased the rock excavation, 113,203 cubic yards, at $2.75, $311,308;
ane candn ecn changes in line and rock-borrowing amounted to , cubic at
borrowin 60,000 $2.75, $165,000. This was brought about by the rock. Borrowing

a,oo. was made to assist in forming the protection walls which had beon.
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decided upon, or was supposed to have been decided upon at the time cou=tJt s.
Mr. Smith passed over the line.-

By the Chairman:-
20318. Do you mean that was some work that could not have been

estimated by you in the original bill of works?-Yes; it was never
intended, and therefore I would never have estimated for it.

20319. It was the result of a change adopted after the contract was In consequence of
let ?-Adopted after the contract was let. In loose rock the increase 8" Intrcr
duo tosolid rock outside slopes, returned at loose rock prices in accord- in lense rock

b*25,911 cubie yard%~ance with instructions received from the district engineer, 25,811 cubic at y.7a5.
yards, at $1.7à, $45,169. That is the amount as I returned it in this
estimate of January, 1879. The solid rock outside of slopes was ordered
to be returned at loose rock prices by Mr. Marcus Smith, and that also
was never intended in the specification made by me, and I was
instructed to deduct it by Mr. Fleming and only pay it at earth prices,
so I now deduct it or use it to show it was an item I never ought to
have been charged with.-

20320. Chargecd with having estimated you mean ?-Charged with
having estimated. That amount, $45,000, was charged to me as an error
in my estimates.

20321. I understand you to say it could have formed no part of your
estimate ?-No.

20322. Because it arose from what took place after the contract was
let ?-Certainly.

20323. Proceed.-There is another item: loose rock and cuttings, due
to changes in detinitions given by Mi. Smith. At the time I was
making the e-stimate I said it would increase it some 40 per cent. I
think that was a very low estimate indeed taking the two definitions,
40 per cent. on 69,915 cubie yards, is 27,978 cubie yards, equal to
$48,961 at the contract price.-

20324. Should you not charge yourself against that item with the
quantity represented by it against the earth embankment?-Yeý; I
should. No, no. I beg your pardon. I should charge myseif with
25,811 cubic yards at 37 ets. a yard.

20325. It took the place of some earth which you ought to have
estimated at the beginning ?-No, it is returned at earth prices instead
of at loose rock prices, as I estimated it. but in no case ought I to do
that, because it was never intended tiat that item should be in it at
all, either paiid as earth or any other class. Then there was an in-
crease in earth due to lowering the grades, 144,138 cubie yards,at 37 ets.,
35 3,332-total, $623,770. I give myself eredit for that earth due to
lowering grades, because in the two estimates w-hich are compared
together, there is only the earth estimated, which we supposed would
be found in excavation in the cuttings.--

20326. This excavation was of a grcater depth ?-Yes.
20327. And turned out more earth to that extent ?-Yes ; turned

out more earth. The total of solid rock given in the estimate of 1879
Waa purposely kept some 12,000 or 13,000 cubie yards in excess of
what we expected, in order that there might be no more underestimat-
ing of quantities ; and through fear that some heavy cuts, still to corne
Out, might overrun our expectations and turn out more rock than we

Thus an error of
$45,(X), apparently
In his estirnates,
for which he was
In no way re-
sponsible.

Itern due to
chvsnges In de-
finitions gven by
smith, $48.961.

Increase in earth
In Consequenc of
lowerlng grades
141,138 cubic y«de
at 37 ets. $53,3
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MaIway Con-
sotruction-
ontractio.15. expected, we wishod to be safe. That our expectations were fully

realized, I think will be proved when the final estimate is received. I
bave not seen what the final estirmate of rock on the contract is, but I
think it vill be a good deal under 500,000 yards. I only asked for
12,000 or 13,000, which I put on to make myself safe. I think I can
then fairly claim a still further reduction of 12,00 yards of solid rock,

alms raotr equal to $33,000, making the total arnount accounted for, $656,770, and
#«r,770 leaving a leaving a balance of $106,255, or a little over 6j per cent. increase onbalance of Whitehead's bulk sum-I am not sure, but I think about 6½ per cent.
$106,255. htha' uksm- n o ue u hn bu 1 e et

That the amount of solid rock due to a lowering of the grade of
two feet is not excessive, may be proved frcm the calculations
already given. The first calculation with grades to balance cuts and
fills was 640,000 cubie yards of rock. I am only taking the rock
quantitios now; I know very well the loose rock was deducted from the
quantities I returned then. The second calculation on the same lino
with grades raised four feet was 369,390 cubic yards. The difference
is 270,610 cubie yards. The grades were again lowered on the same
line some two feet, and the difierence claimed now is 113,203 cubie
yards, not half the amount of the four foot change. Of course the
second foot, if it had been again lowered two feet, it would have been a
larger sum than I claim. The second two feet would have made a
larger difference. Again, the calculations made for south lino, the rock
excavation, is given as estimate No. 2, 445,261 cubic yards; No. 4,
356,558 cubic yards; total difference, 88,703 cubic yards. The amount
of increase due to changes of lino and rock-borrowing is, I am
certain, below the mark, but can be easily verified. Solid rock
outside of slopes returned at loose rock price, has been deducted by
order of Mr. Fleming and paid for only as earth. The loose rock in
cuttings was increased by Mr. Marcus Smith's definition, and again
decreased by Mr. Fleming's instructions to measure inexact accordance
with the specification. I deduct earth in cuttings because in both bills
of works the amount of earth only in excavation is estimated. I would
also draw attention to the fact that Mr, Rowan gives the same bill of
timber for trestle work in his estimate given on page 126 iith the
increased quantities ofexcavation as that given in Mr. Whitehead's bill
of work, so that according to him it would appear that ho considered
the lowering of the grades merely increased the cost of the work,
without giving any more material to form banks or reducing the

Table of wituess's quantity of trestle work to complote the grading, il. I compared
and Rowan's
entimate. the two bills of works thon as follows:-

- Bill of Works. Mr. Rowan's Estimate.

Rock ... .................... 300,000 825,000 516,226 1,419,621
Loose rock........... ....... ,........, 30,000 52,500 95,756 167,563
Earth... ................................. 80,000 29,600 224,138 82,93)
Trestle work .................. ........ ....... .. . 380,700 ...... ..... ..... 380,700
Extra baul..-.......................... ................. ..... ..... .... .. ............... 18,000
Wages ..... ........... ................ ,........ ......... ................. 2,500
Items common to both ..... ...... ............... 306,285 .... 300,784

1,594,085 2,372,099
1,594,085

Total difference.............. . .. 778,014
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liilway con-
struetion-

There is another item that 1 want to call attention to. There is contres.o15.
nothing in the bill of works for extra haul ; that is $18,000 in the Points out that

ln bIIt of woricsestimate made by Mr. Rowan. There is nolhing in the bill of works on are netherextra
which Mr. Whitehead took the contract for wages, and in the other haul nor wages,
there is $2,500. It makes a total accounted for of $677,270, and the thatconly $100,744
balance unaccounted for is only $100,744. Now, I say, that taking it froru a nd a e
at a low estimate, the enormous increase in the quantities is worth 8 increasein the
per cent. on the cost, and would decrease the cost of the trestle work Maes this m to
some 8 per cent., and if I am allowed that the whole discrepancy is $70,288.
reduced $"0,28'8, or about 4 or 5 per cent.. on Mr. Whitehead's
bulk sum. Mr. Fleming in his evidence before the Committee of the
Senate, states distinctly that the quantities given in the bill of works
Were never intended or supposed to be perfectly accurate. The data
on which I had to work bas been admitted on all sides to have been
very inadequate for making either of the calculations between which
the comparison bas been made. The country was the roughest and
most diffieult that it has ever been attempted to build a line through
in the Dominion at that time. I ask, then, is 5 or 6 per cent. a
very large discrepancy taking all things into consideration. I am pre-
pared to verify my statements and make any further explanations
necessary.

20328. You speak of the superstructure of the trestle work as
originally described by the Department as being worth some $9.83
per foot run ? -Yes.

20329. How much per mile would that superstructure cost-the Treste worksueh
trestle work ?-That would be $52,180 per mile. arin ly apae.-

ment worth
20330. That would be say $52,000 per mile for the superstructure 2,18oper mile.

alone ?-Yes.
20331. About how many miles was it designed to cover with trestle

work ?-The first estimate was for some sixteen miles, I think-no,
eight miles-sixteen miles of lineal feet of 15 x 12 timber.

20332. Have you any means of stating now the mileage of the
trestle work ?-I can tell it on the estimate that I made myself. I
anake it about 1,550 feet in length, what I estimated for after lowering
the grades.

20333. Is that the whole length of trestle work intended to be built
originally by Mr. Whitehead ?-No; estimated by me. The total cost,
according to this, of the trestle work, is $206,955.

20334. A quarter of a mile of trestle work could not cost that ?-
Yes ; but there is founidation and bents.

20335. Do you mean that a quarter of a mile of trestle work was all Calculated
that you thought would be necessary at the time you made this calcu. °,"le of trestie
lation ?-That is all, because at this calculation the water stretches were work.
thrown out.

20336. Can you tell me how much was estimated for trestle work whenworgven
when the contract was given to Mr. Whitehead ?-I could not from thought there

anything 1 have now got. I think myself it was about four miles, but would e aet
I would not like to say. trestle.

20337. Did you notice that the original design of the work, and of
the filling, was impracticable ? Mr. Whitehead bas mentioned to us at
Winnipeg that, from the way it was designed, it was impossible to do



1mtr..esNo. a. the work as was originally intended : now you were on the spot as
engineer of construction, can you say how that was ?-It was quite
possible, if he could find the timber to build it in accordance with the
specification.

20338. Well, irrespective of the timber, was there any difficulty about
making the rock bases that were required according to the directions
of you or your superior officer?-It would have been difficult for him
to have formed the full rock bases from actual line cuttings.

20339. Originally it was not intended to put a rock base for the
earth embankment?-It was not.

20340. As the contract was let, all that was designed was a rock base
wide enough to support a trestle structure ?-That was all.

can"oene from 20341. Was that portion of the work changed in its character so as
embanknent a to make it necessary to provide a much larger amount of rock for
much larger bases ?-It was.
anount of rock

Ired for 20342. How was it changed; by what order ?-By Mr. Rowan's ordors.

20343. In writing ?-I have not got it exactly in writing, but I have
got references to it and telegraphs of my own to him and of his to me,
and in calculations he has made and in letters which I have written to
him to show him that this was intended at the time.

20344. Was it a positive direction, or one contingent on some eveùt
likely to happen ?-It was a general direction for ail cases.

20345. That all the water Ftretches were to have rock bases wide
enough to support earth embank-ments ?-Yes; except where it was
found that the rock bases would require as much rock as would make
a fuil solid rock embankment. Then I was to make the solid rock
embankment to grade.

20346. The same amount of rock that would be necessary for a base
for an earth embankment was required in all these fillings, either in
the shape of bases for that purpose or in the shipe of aù embankment
itself?-It was.

20347. Coupied with that change in the character of the work, was
there any direction as to where the roek should be taken from or should
be retained in case it should be wanted ?-The instruetions were these:
in no case shall rock from cuttings be used to make up land voids until
the water stret-hes bases are fully (oipleted to three feet above water,
and wide enough to receive an earth top with a three feet berm.

Changes In quan- 20348. How would the carrying out of those instructions affect the
te contractor prosecution of the work by the contractor ? Would it hasten it or
eriously. delay it, or make it more diflcult ?-The changes in the quantities

would delay the contractor seriously.
20349. Why?-Either delay him or cause him a very large amount

of extra expense-put hini to an immense deal of exira expense upon
it, because he would have either to take out the cuttings all from one
end and wait until a cutting wais out before he could commenee the
next one, in which case he would loe a great deal of tine, or he would
have to commence all the cuts at the same time, making tote roads and
haul the material over the intervening hills and through the hollows.
A horse would not be able to haul anything like the load in that way
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that he would be able to haul in a dump. That would be another cause c.nt.aetA..15.
of increasing the cost.

20350. Was there any complaint by the contractor against these
instructions ?-Yes; I notified Mr. Rowan that the contractor had
demanded a return of all the rock that was put into water stretches
over and above the quantity sufficient to form a base to carry trestle
works, as he intended to put in a claim for extras for that amount.

20351. Do you mean in consequence of the work ?-Yes.
20352. lHow was that difficulty obviated at last ?-I wrote to the

district engineer, Mr. Rowan, and suggested that instead of using
such an immense quantity of rock as was necessary to make the full
rock bank, we should make a rock tip or protection wall at the toe of
the slope on either side. I calculated that the amount of rock as a
general rule necessary to make those two tips would ho equal to the
amount necessary to make the base for trestle work. On this recom-
mendation or proposal of mine being laid before Mr. Marcus Smith it
was adopted. After some dis-

20353. Then the work progressed from that time upon the condition putes work
of no more rock being required for these stretches than was originally condtiondo*no
contemplated for the trestle base ?-About that In some cases it would more rock beingrequtred for water-
be les., in some cases it would be more, but it would average th:,t. stretchesthan

would have been
20354. Was there any muskeg work on your section 15 ?-A lit tie. necessary wtth

trestie.
20355. Had you any special instructions as to the mode of measuring

or certifying to work done in muskeg locality?-No special instructions.

',0'56. What is this nuskeg material ?-In some placcs it is nothing
but the old Irish peat-turf. It would make splendid fire. In other
places it is so soit that it is more like pease soup in consistency.

20357. Have you seen any excavation going on, on your own or any
other section, in this material ?--I have.

20358. What section ?-Both on my own and on contract 14.
20359. Would you describe what you saw in connection with the

work of removing it ?-I saw on my own that atter the ditches were
taken out the bottom rose slightly, so that we had to cut a water table
again to let the water pass, and that a heavy percentage ought to have
been allowed in calculating to make a certain amouriL of embankment.

20360. You mean to say that a cubic yard of this excavated will not
Inake a cubie yard in the embankment ?-No; it will not.

20361. And that in order to provide for the quantity required for an
embankient a heavy percentage ought to be added to the amount
excavated ? Yes ; in ither plac: s I saw where a rock dump was made
across a piece of muskeg ; the whole sui face of the muskeg sank with
the weight of the dump, and that there was clear water right through
the dunip-that is, that the bottom of the rock dump sank far below
the original surface or level of the niuskeg. On contraict 14, I have
se0n the men taking it out with a broad axe in large pieces over a cubiz
foot in size and pitching it on to the barrow with a prong fork instead
of a shovel. I have seen a man wheeling a barrow full of this stuiff out
of the ditch placing it in a dump, and when he was running up the
board, the plank on which he was wheeling, the top of the Joad was
higher than his head. It had no consistency, it was more sponge.

Muakeg like
Irish peat;
like a sponge, nok
conststency.
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20362. Had it any substantial weight ?-Well, it had the water in it
and it made the greatest portion of it. It was frozen the time I am
speaking of. I have been told by the assistant there that some of those
ditches were taken out three different times, and there are some of them
now that are on the level of the muskeg. You would not know there
had been a ditch dug there except that the grass is all gone and there
is nothing but a black streak.

20363. Was it good material for an embankment ?-No; it was not.
If there was enough of it it would make a good embankment. In some
cases I consider it is botter, as in the Julius Muskeg, where it is 19 feet
deep. The lighter the bank you can put upon it with consistency to
carry the ballast, the better it is, and as far as I have been told on the
Northern Pacifie, they made banks across these sort of places, and they
worked and held first rate when the trains were running. A new
engineer came along and he thought he was going to do wonders, and
raised the grade and put on two or three feet of earth, and broke the
bank and the whole thing went down; and they had to leave it altogether
-nothing but fresh water.

20364. This latter part of your evidence, I suppose, is not within
your own knowledge ?-No ; it is not. I give it as my opinion and
from what I have heard-the experience of others, and what I con-
sider te be correct.

30365. la there any other matter connected with this section or
your experience in the affairs of the Pacifie Railway, that you think
proper to give by way of further evidence ?-1 think se; I think there
are other matters.

20366. What are they ?-I do not remember just now; I do not
remember anything just now.

OTTAWA, Saturday, 23rd April, 1881.

SMELLIE. W. B. SMELLIE'S examination continued:
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By the Chairman :-
20367. I understand that you have some communication which you

wish to make to the Commission ?-I have, Sir.
20368. What is it ?-A letter that I received from Mr. Fleming in

reference to the evidence that was taken yesterday. Mr. Fleming
informs me that he addresses the letter to me in the absence of the
Chief Engineer.

20369. Are you the chief officer of the Engineering Department in
the absence of the Chief Engineer-inside service ?-1 am.

20370. Read it please ?-I will.
OT TAWA, April 22nd, 1881.

"DEAR SIR,-I feel it due to the Department of Railways and Canals to notice the
evidence which Mr. Carre bas just given before the Royal Commission. Some years
ago I had formed a favourable opinion of Mr. Carre, as a locating engineer; he had
considerable experience on the Intercolonial Railway. He was familiar with my
system of operation or. difficult ground and had, under my direction, carried out in a
very satisfactory manner one ot the most difficult location surveys on the Intercol-
nial. Mr. Carre was selected to locate section 15. Two liaes were surveyed. A
comparison was made. Estimates of the relative cost were prepared, and all the
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Information acquired by Mr. Carre was gone over by Mr. Rowan, and I had, or
believed I had, the benefit of every particle of information in Mr. Carre's possession.
MIr. Carre bas now come forward and voluntarily produced elaborate calculations and
arguments to prove that the line selected and constructed on the information formerly
furnished, is a mistake, and that the selection is a very injudicious one. I need not
say to you, that the selection of the lines was made with a strict regard to the public
interest, and the Department was governed by the data supplied by Me.ssrs. Rowan and
Carre, and laid before the Minister by me, as Engineer-in-Chief. I am not now an
officer of the Government, and I am riot in possession of the documents which would
meet the statement made by Mr. Carre; but as Mr. Carre bas challenged the judg-
ment of the Department and its officers, it appears to me necessary that you sboald
send for Mr. Rowan, that is to say, if the Royal Commission attaeh any weight to
the evidence of Mr. Carre. I deeply regret the course taken by Mr. Carre. If his
calculations just given to the Commission, are recently made, they are too late to
effect any good purpose. If they were made long ago, before construction commenced,
and he was sineere in the belief of their accuracy, it was bis bounden duty to bave
submitted them to the bead of the Department ; and I feel strongly that the relations
between Mr. Carre and myself rendered it imperative on bis part personally to
submit tbem to myself.

" I amn yours, &c.,
"SANDFORD FLEMING.

"W. B. SELLIE, Esq.,
" Canadian Pacific Railway."

20371. Were you present when Mr. Carre was giving the evidence
to which Mr. Fleming alludes ?-The greater part of the time.

20372. How have you always understood Mr. Carre to have been
employed in the location of the lino up there-I mean over what sec-
tion ?-Since I became connected with the railway Mr. Carre bas been
almost entirely on construction.

20373. What construction, ?-Section 15.
20374. During bis evidence did he describe lis duties, so far as stating

the section over which he had charge: you say you were present while
ho gave bis evidence ?-So far as construction was concerned his duties
were confined to section 15.

20375. And before construction ?-And before construction his sur-
veys extended from Rat Portage to Red River.

20376. Did you nnderstand from his evidence that so far as that por-
tion of the lino is concerned, which is west of Cross Lake, ho
only made a trial location ?-Oh, yes; ho made a trial location
and made the subsequent revision as well.

20377. On section 14?-No; on section 15.
20378. I am speaking now of west of Cross Lake, I confine my

question to the portion west of Cross Lake: I ask whether, during bis
evidence, he did not plainly indicate tbat west of Cross Lake he bad
undertaken no more than a trial location ?-Certainly.

20379. That was the substance of bis evidence ?-That was the sub-
stance of bis evidence.

20380. Did he also, during bis evidence, indicate that as far as section
15 was concerned ho had as yet found no botter lino than the one
located ?- He said that most positively.

20381. Then what part of his evidence is it that Mr. Fleming com-
plains of, for the reason ho had withheld information from the Depart-
rnent which ho ought to have communicated ?-The knowledge which
he now possosses relative to a line in the neighbourhood of Cross Lake.

20382. West or east of it ?-Just in its neighbourbood.

Ralway LoeaM
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20383. Has lie said that in his evidence: has he not plainly said
that the whole question of a better line depended on the possi.
bility of a better line west of Cross Lake on section 14?-Yes;
but Mr. Carre has also explained that a better line west of Cross Lake
would necessitate the alteration of a short portion on section 15.

20384. But did not that alteration all turn upon the feasibility of a
better line west of Cross Lake boing first discovered ?-Yes; altogether
mostly.

20385. Then, unless Mr. Carre now shows there was all the tirme
within his knowledge a better line west of Cross Lake there is no point
in this letter, is thero?-I think there is not.

20386. You think there is not any point ?-No.
20387. I will endeavour to make my meaning more plain to you:

Mr.Fleming now complains that Mr. Carre has withbeld, until this period
of investigation, some information which, on account of Mr. Carre's
official relation to the Department, he ought to have communicated to
Mr. Fleming long ago?-Yes.

20388. Now there is no point in that, as I understand you to say,
unless Mr. Carre bas withheld some information either relating to the
construction of section 15 or relating to some knowledge which ho had
during the trial location of section 14, because those are the two offices
and charges which ho undertook to fultil at that period of the service ?
-Mr. Fleming, in my view of the letter-I have not read it very often,
but he seems to understand, and I understood from Mr. Carre that Mr.
Carre now gives to the Commission information, and states that there
is a better lino than the one now adopted.

20389. Where does he say that better lino is ?-At Cross Lake.

20391). But on which section ?-Well, you cannot separate the
sections.

20391. Does he not say that everything connected with this section
about a botter lino turns upon the question of the Forrest line being a
botter one than the one on section 14 ?-Yes ; I think he does.

20392. Then doos it not follow as a certain sequence, that if that
was not known to him during bis official connection with the Depart-
ment he withheld nothing he ought to have communicated ?-I think if
lie did not know it during bis official connection with the railway ho
could not have communicated it.

ýCarre had said
that the Une ho 20393. Does he not say, in his evidence, that it was long after the
-considered bettr period of location of section 14 that it came to his knowledge ?-Hehad come tobbisP
knowledge long said that it came to his knowledge before he left the service of the
after the perlod Government.
.ofjocatton.

20394. Was that while he was locating engineer that it came to bis.
knowledge ?-Yes; locating engineer. I do not know what you mean
by locating engineer.

20395. I understood you divided his services into two poriods, the
first when lie was appointed to locate, or survey, or examine the section ?
-In 1874 ?

20396. And afterwards he became engineer of construction on section
15 alone ?-Yes.

SMELLIE 
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20397. The suggestion, as I take it, in this letter is that he bas had
SOme knowledge of a botter line which turns out to be the Forrest lino
On section 14, and that he bas withheld that information until now when
It May damage some person's reputation, because it imputes negligence
and want of care in surveying the country ?-That is what is indicated
lfn that letter.

20398. Do yousay now that he gave evidence at any time which
aPpears to show that ho withheld inforimation of this Forrest lino at a
titun when it was bis duty to communicate it ?-I think it was his duty
O communicate it at any time that ho discovered it.

20399. Do you think, while he was engineer on construction of sec-
tlion 15, if he had been told that the persons in charge of section 14-
&Ir. Forrest for instance, who was a subordinate to Mr. Rowan-was of
the opinion that ho bad discovered a better line, and Mr. Rowan or bis

isuperior officers had rejected it, it was still the duty of Mr. Carre, who
'Was constructin, engineer on section 15, to communicate that fact to
the Departrnent ?-1 do not.

20400. Well, is not that in substance what he said yesterday in his
evidence ? It is.

Railway Loca

tontr-ete Neu.

Witnes thinks
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20401. Then do you sec that he bas been guilty of any breach of
1duty by witbholding information ?-Mr. Carre, as an officer of the
Governmont, bas given to the Commission information regarding the
location of section 14 as an officer of the Governmont. That letter
soems to convey that if Mr. Carre had any information in his posses.5ion, while in the service of the Government, that ought to have been
Conveyed to the Chief Engineer.

20402. Is that your opinion ?-I think if I had been in the position
Of Mr. Carre, and I had known there was a botter lino there, even if it
was off my section, I would have communicated it to some person to
cOmne to the knowledge of the Chiet Engineer.

20403. Would you have considered it your Auty, although informed
by the person who knew of the botter lino that he had communicated it
to a superior officer and he had rojected it ?--No.

20404. Is not that the state of affairs that Mr. Carre describes-when
he discovered it he was told in the same breath that the superior officer
had rejected it?-Yes.

20405. Thon, do you see, according to your knowledge of the practice
and etiquette of the staff, that he has been guilty of any negligence in
Mot communicating it ?-No; I do not think ho has.

20406. Do you understand that this letter alludes to the Cross Lake
Crossing or not, after what has been said, or that it relates to a com-
Parison between the 1875 survey, the Carre survey, which was a devia-
tiOn from a point near Keewatin ?-I understand this to be the existing
line.

20407. At Cross Lake ?-At Cross Lake.
20408. But Mr. Fleming doos not complain of his withholding infor-

1 4tion respecting the lino surveyed in 1875 ?-He does not, not to my
nowl1edge.
20409. When,did you enter the Department ?-In 1876-I mean Entered De rt~

'On the Canadian Pacifie Railway. ment In
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centracU No. 20410. Was it at that tine you had first any knowledge of the plans14 and 15-. &
and profiles connected with the Pacifie Railway ?-Yes ; the first time.

20411. Do you remember whether any plans or profiles connected
with this line near Cross Lake have come under your own notice ?
-Nothing but what is before the Commission.

20412. Have you not had occasion at any time to supervise calcula-
tions or plans sent in by Mr. Rowan to the office ?-Yes; generally
anything of that kind always came under my observation.

Never saw the 20413. Do you remember whethor those plans which were before us
asFrrest'sUne yesterday-I mean the plans of the lino west of Cross Lake-were

until yesterday. more closely examined into than they appeared to have been from the
evidence ? -1 never saw that lino that Mr. Carre calls A, to my know-
ledge, before yesterday.

20414. That is identical with the Forrest line ?-Yes ; I never saw
it before yesterday.

20415. Could you say whether any of the particulars respecting that
other survey of 1875-the more southern line, some ten miles south of
Cross Lake crossing-has corne under your knowledge in the Depart-
ment ?-No; it never was dealt with in my time.

20416. Have you found any records connected with it, although it
was not dealt with: for instance, have you come across any plans, cal-
culations, profiles or locations of that particular line ?--No; nothing.
I never had occasion to refer to it in any way, the line having been
definitely settled at the time when I first became connected with the
Department.

Cannot sa 20417. Are you aware that there are, among the records of your
weitrsrans of Department, either plans, locations or profiles of that southerly line-

Carre are In office the 1875 survey by Mr. Carre ?-I dare say thore may be.or flot.

20418. Are you aware that there are ?-I am not aware; I could
not state.

Witness under- 20419. It is quite possible that this letter of Mr. Fleming's may
stands Fleming allude to a comparison made by Mr. Carre of that southerly (1875) sur-te compiain of
Carre withhold- vey with the present located lino, and not with a line so immediately in
ng lnformation the noighbourhood as you allude to, namoly, the Forrest lino: can youregardlng theborod audhveo AForrest line say whether, in any conversation with Mr. Fleming, you have been led

tion Carre did not to understand which of these two comparisons it is ho complains of-I
recelve until long mean as now being made on data which ought to have been furnished
struction of sec- to the Department long ago ?-So far as I understand, Mr. Fleming
tir 5or long. does not complain of any information concerning that southerly lino

bilit of adoting having been withheld at the time the route was finally concluded.the Forrest line. He had all the information that Mr. Carre had, or any one else.

20420. Then it is with regard to the other lino more immediatoly in
the neighbourhood of the crossing ?-I understand that to be so.

20421. Is it from conversation with Mr. Fleming, or from this letter,
that you understand·it ?-Yes ; from the letter and from the conversa-
tion f had with Mr. Fleming here, yesterday.

20422. Could you say what impression you got from Mr. Carre's
evidence, as to the time when he was first made aware of this Forrest
lino which he considers to be a better lino than the one adopted ?-I
understood it to be a very short time before Mr. Carre leh thie service.
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20423. That was really, then, long after the construction of 15 had
commenced ?-Oh, yes.

20424. Was it not long after the construction of section 14 ? - Yes.
It may have been long after the construction commenced.

20425. Was it not long after the possibility of adopting the Forrest
line that he was made aware of the existence of it ?-Yes, it was. I
understood it to be so.

20426. Then hiswithholding information obtained at thattime could
do no wrong to any other person, even assuming it had îot been
communicated by Mr. Forrest or by any person else ?-It could not
botter anything.

20427. Did you notice, during the progress of Mr. Carre's evidence,
that he volunteered statements without questions being asked on tbe
subject ?-I did not hear the beginning of Mr. Carre's evidence yesterday
after recess.

Railway Locam
tion-
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20428. Mr. Carre, who is present, seems to think that this is an
insinuation against him, as if he were showing some animas in the
matter; when Mr. Fleming speaks of his volunteoring information,
that is hardly correet: I ask you whether you were present during
his evidence, and whether you know if ho volunteered statements with-
out first toing questioned on the subject ? -Yesterday afternoon, so far
as I heard, Mr. Carre's information that he was giving to the Commis-
sion was entirely voluntary, what, I heard of it.

20429. Did you not understand that he was asked from time to time
to proceed with the subject, and that he had a prepared statement, but
that before he began he was also asked to give all the evidence he cou Id
on the subject covered by that statement ?-I did not understand it.

20430. Is there anything further about this matter which you would
like to add ?-No; I do not wish to add anything.

HENRY CARRE's examination continued:

By the Chairman

CARRE.
Railway Oe-
<.rntraet No. là.

20431. I understand that you wisb to make some correction about corrections:
figures given by you yesterday ?-I do. I was asked by you what was Total engthof
the length of trestle work, the lineal feet of superstructure for tre-tle neal leet at $9.
work, for which I made calculations. I ran up a long tot hore and a foot.
some of the figures were very badly copied, and I gave a wrong result.
The total distance, as 1 make it, is 11,841 lineal feet of superstructure at
$9.83 a foot run. I also made a calculation of the cost per mile for
superstructure, and there was a slight error in that calculation also.
The true amount is $51,902.40. You also asked me the length of Cost Per mile

trestle work, calculated in the first instance and for which bills of really $51,902.40
timber were made out in Mr. Whitehead's bill of works. You asked
me the total distance of trestle work, which was as closely as I could
make it, eight miles in length; that was to cost $380,700, according
to this estimate of Mr. Rowan given on pige 127 of the evidence taken
before a Committee of the Senate in 1b79 ; lie tots it up $380,00 for
eight miles of line of trestle work. The calculation sent him by me in
February, 1878, was for nearly two and a-quarter miles of line

34*
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struetan-contrat o.xs 15according to new plans or the plans which he sent me. The cost

would be $206.955 for two and a-quarter miles in length; that is
over $90,000 a mile. I would call attention to the fact that it was from
calculations based on these trestle plans that the Government were
induced to substitute rough trestle on contract 15.

20432. Do you make out that Mr. Rowan's calculation of $380,000
for about eight miles is about the same in substance as what you have
described-that there is no great difference between your calculation
and Mr. Rowan's ?-[ think there is a great difference.

20433. In what respect ?-In the cost.

Thinks Rowan's 20434. Wili you explain how you make the difference ?-I think the
ýc&lcu1atonsust plans must have been different on which he made the two calculations;
on less expensive that is, that the plans on which I made my calculations in 1878 were

atnse. an more expensive than the ones which ho used in 1876.
20435. In the first place, as to the two calculations, yours, I under-

stand, is some tifty thousand odd dollars per mile for the superstructure
alone ?-Yes, $52,900.

20436. While bis for the whole work, the foundation and ail of the
superstructure, is $47,500 per mile, assuming it to be about eight miles ?
-Yes; in the bill of works.

20437. So his estimate differs from yours to the cxtent of $4,500 a
mile, and also an additional amount, whatever it might be, which would
be required to furnish ail below the superstructure ?-The sub-structure;
yes.

Rowan's calcula- 20438. And how do you explain this great différence in your
ade on i- estimates?-I cannot explain it otherwise than their being made upon

®re lana o different plans of trestling. Mr. Rowan, in bis evidence before yon
in Winnipeg, is reported to have said that he nade ail these improve-
ments.

20439. Do I understand you to say that your estimate of $9.83 per
running foot was for the cost of the superstructure which ho had des.
cribed ?-Certainly ; according to his own bill of timber.

20440. Then bow could there be that difference; he appears to be
making a calculation for a different superstructure white you say this
was for the superstructure which he had designed and planned?-But
he did not make any calculation, I think, of the cost by bis new plans
*n 1878. I am talking of my estimate by bis plans in 1878, and I say
this plan must have been different from the plan in 1876.

20441. Is this what you mean: that when ho estimates the whole
cost at about $380,000 ho was basing that upon a different superstructure
from that which ho had first designed and which you had estimated the
cost of ?-lie was. I believe so.

20442. So that in order to arrive at this $380,000 he bas taken a less
expensive superstructure than that which was first designed and on
which you made your estimate ?-I believe so. That is ail I can gather
rom the estimates that he has put in-from the work that he bas put in.

20443. In calculating the cost of your superstructure at $9.83, could
you give, shortly, the items which made up that 89.83 ?-I can give
some of them. There are six pieces 15 x 9-I am speaking from momory
now of a very complicated plan-
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20444. You understand we are only questioning the superstructure? conrat a..1s.
Yes ; six pieces of 15 x 9 stringers; there are corbels, I am not exactly8ure of the length, but I think they are 12 x 12 inches and 17 feet long.

It took two of those to each bent. The ties there, I think, were 20 feot
long. I think I have got the original plans, and I had botter deposit
them with you; that would be more satisfactory.

20445. There has been some mention made of the information which Ranway Loca..

You had concerning the survey of 1875-the alternative. line which t'"-
Was some ton miles south of Cross Lake crossing-and yesterday you
fulrnished us particulars of a calculation at different grades: did you
furnish any such information as you gave us yesterday on any previous
Occasion to any one connected with the Department ?-I did.

20446. To whom ?-They were made under Mr. Rowan's instructions calculatons at
hn January or February or March, I think, of the year 1876, and the fnsheta
result was handed to him signed by myself. Rowan.

20447. Did you give,upon that occasion, ail the particulars as fully as
.you have given them now in your evidence ?-I did ; yes, more fully
than I have given them now, because I gave them fuit bills of worka
sim:ilar to that in which I put in to you, headed in Mr. Rowan's hand-
Writing.

20448. Have you at any time withheld from the Department any DId not withhola
information which you furnished to us on the subject of that southerly an"yIno®ain
lile-.the alternative line of the 1875 survey ?-No; I think not. In rurnished to
anRwering that I might be allowed to say that, had I been asked further, Commission

I night have given more information. I did not withhold it. I knew
it and I gave ail I was required to give.

20449. In addition to the written information, did you give any
information verbally to any one connected with the Department upon
the same subject ?-I did.

20450. What was the nature of that information ?-I spcke very
strongly in favour of the location of the south line. I described the

0untrv as accurately as I could. I stated that the estimates made on
the data which I had in my possession were, in my estimation, far more
accurate than any I could make on the northern line, because the
Ceuntry was more level at right angles to the direction of the line.

20451. Cross-sectioning was not so necessary in order to arrive at
accurate information ?-Just so.

20452. To whom did yon give that additional information ?-I gave
't to Mr. Rowan.

20453. Where ?-In the office and out in my camp, after the work
Was done. After the present line was adopted, I spoke very strongly,
and at ail times I have spokon so.

20454. While you were surveying that southerly line, in 1875, was
Mr. Rowan with you on the ground at any time ?-No, never.

20455. Are you aware whether he has any personal knowledge of
the features of the country ?-He never walked half a mile of either
ine until after the present route was adopted. H1e never even called

tat MY camp during the time that those surveys were made, or up to the
timTe that the lino was adopted.

34j*
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contract No. 5.20456. At what date do you consider the line was adopted when you
Line adopted, speak of that ?-It was adopted about March-either March or April,
March or April 18-66. I think I state se in My statement.
ird6.

20451. You have heard read this letter from Mr. Fleming to Mr.
Smellie, which Mr. Smellie has read beforethe Commission : is there
anything you wish to say concerning the charge there made against
you as to witbholding information from the Department which you
ought to havecommunicated ?-I do not wish to lie under the imputa-
tion that ho would seem to convey, that I was doing things in a spiteful
manner, volunteering information to injure others that would do no
good to the country. I was asked a question about that line to the
north and I answered it. It was contradicted, and I still asserted and
I proved my statements by the plans and the data of the time at which
the work was made. I stated also that Mr. Fleming knew nothing
whatever about it, as far as my knowledge went. I saw Mr. Fleming
last night and had a talk with him, and I cannot understand how he
would write that letter after the conversation we had.

20458. When you say you think Mr. Fleming knew nothing about
it, what do you mean by that ?-That he was never informed of any-
thing wbatever about that line. I stated so very publicly yesterday.

20459. You think the matter did not pass under his individual
judgment that ho never had the data on which to form an opinion : is
that what you mean when you say he knew nothing about it ?-Yes;
ho spoke to me and told me last night that, speaking candidly, ho did
not see any advantage in bringing up that old matter. I said I was
asked the question and I stated what I knew.

20460. Has this information been given by you in obedience to the
wishes of the Commission ?-It was in direct answer to one question
which you asked me: whether I knew of any line on the west side of
Cross Lake that was botter than the present one; but it was never
spoken of or mentioned by me to you or by you to me before that
question was asked. 1, therofore, deny that I volunteered any informa-
tion about it.

20461. Is there anything further that you wish to say upon that
subject ?-Which?

20462. The subject of this letter of Mr. Fleming's which has been
read to-day to the Commission ?-No; nothing further. I deny it.

Neyer withhelâ 20463. Deny what ?-Deny that I have done anything, or withheldanything from
Department that anything that was of any use.
was of Use.

20±64. You mean withheld from the Department or from the Com-
mission ?-From the Department; and that I had no right whatever, or
that it was none of my business to interfere with the matter. It did
not lie in my province.

20465. If it had been your business, was- there anything that would
have helped them to decide the question at the time when it was open
for decision ?-No; there was not.

20466. Is there anything further that*you wish to say upon the
general subject, I mean the Pacific Railway, which you have not yet
said, which yon think ought to be communicated.in the publie interest ?
-I might say something, and it would be told I was volunteering
information.
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20467. Well, you understand you are now under oath, to tell every- Contrac No. 15.
thing which you are aware of concerning this subject, and what3ver
you May think about being accused of volunteering will not in any
'Way relieve you of the responsibility which you have assumed as a
'Witness : I ask whether there is anything further which you can com-
n1unicate of publie interest -we do not wish to open up any
personal controversies ?-Well, I have been informed that a great
handle has been made over changes and the cost of construction of 15,
Which have been made since Mr. Schrei ber took charge ofthe work;
that trom the 1st of January up to the end of June, when I was dis-

aged--
20468. Do you iean, when you say that a handle has been made 'of

this, that accusations have been made that the work could have been
and ought to have been donc cheaper under your supervision ?-The
1ine could have been altered and changes made in the allignment so as
to reduce the quantities very materially; that this has been done
uInder the new regime, and I amn accused of not having done this before.

20469. You mean that you have omitted to take advantage of the
sane opportunities which some other person is now taking advantage
of, in the public interest, and lessening the cost: is that what you mean ?
-That would be what it would appear to imply, and I would like to

explain why I did not.
20470. Please proceed.- I will just say. shortly, that I never was witnes never

allowed to use the grades and curves that have been used since. H grades and eurv
I been allowed to do so, I coull have built the road for many hundreds tniateY
Of thousands of dollars less than it is at present.- schreiberle

20471. Do you mean that these grades which have been since
adopted, and these curves, enabled the line to be built at a smaller cost ?

-Yes; that the maximum of grades and curvature has been increased
Over and above Mr. Fleming's instructions and Mr. Fleming's maximum,
and that, therefore, any man with a knowledge of engineering must
know that great reductions were possible under the present grades and
Curvature. I wish to state, now have been placed in this position, I
have been working out in the woods there attending to my business,
whilst stories have been circulated which I hear on every hand bere,
stating I was not doing this and doing that, and injuring my character
Professionally ; and it is a more matter of protectiug myseif-defending
'nYself--that has caused me to say anything before this Commission other
than that which has been drawn from me by direct questions. So that
anything that I might say, volunteering evidence, that might be called
Volunrteering evidence, is merely in self-defence so that I may be able
tO earn my living. I have been told distinctly and plainly that Ishali
not be employed by different parties until I defend myself and explain
to the public how it is that these things have occurred, and how it is
that 1 am not to be blamed for it, and show that I am
'lot to be blamed for it. My professional character has been
assailed, and my means of earning a livelihood have been injured seri-

usly. I have been thrown out of employment for a whole year, and
have been told by Mr. Schreiber, when I asked why [ was dismissed,

that there was a strong feeling in the country against me.- *
20472. It is not necessary for us to listen further to your resons for

telhing the truth; we only say to you to go on and state what is within
your Own knowledge: as to these grades and curves, do I understand
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e..trÙt e. à. you to say that since you left tlhe work less expensive grades and!
curves have been permitted than befbre ?-Before I left the work they
were permitted.

20473. At what time did they first take place ?-I cou)d not say
exactly; in the spring of 1880-May or June.

20474. Under your superintendence ?-Yes.
Z0475. By whose directions ?-By Mr. Schreiber's directions.

Maximum 20476. What difference was made in the grades, for instance ?-The
grades ncreased maximum grades were increased from -35 per 100 up to -50 per 100.
Imom -5jer 100 to
O per 100. 20477. In more than one place on section 15 ?-Yes.

20478. How many places ?-Well, there were two places that I
know. I cannot tell exactly what the grade is now, but I got instruc-
tions to increase them in one place to that.

20479. From whom did you get the instructions ?-From Mr.
Schreiber himself.

20480. And as to curves, were you permitted to allow the contractor
to make less expensive curves-I mean curves which would lead toý
less expense in constructing the road ?-I was.

20481. In more than one place ?-Yes.

At station 45 20482. By whose directions?-Mr. Schreiber's. I am just think-
erear'' direc- ing whether it was not in more than one place. I will just mention

tionsa 4-30curve one place in particular : station 435. There was a 4-30 curve put in.
put In.

20483. And before that what was the maximum?-The maximum
was four degrees; since then I have been told that shorter curves have
been put in.

20484. I would rather you would not give us, by way of evidence,
matters that have leen told you by other persons: I understand you
to say that is far as grades are concerned, you know, within your own
knowledge, of two instances where grades were permitted whieh would
lead to less expense than those which you were formerly allowed to
permit?--Yes.

20485. And that a curve in at least one place was permitted bocause
it would lead to smaller expense ?-Yes. Had I been allowed to adopt
those in the original location and construction of the work-

20486. And you mention this now, I understand, to show that you
were not to blame for the expense of the road being kept up in your
time and diminished since ?-Yes.

20487. Is that what you say ?-That is what I say. I do not
deny the propriety of any instruction I recoived, but I show the effect
that was produced by it.

20488. In other words, you were originally obliged to insist upon the-
contractor making a better road than he has since been permitted to
make ?-Yes.

20489. And that is the reason why it was more expensive in your
time ?-Yes.
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20490. When you speak of this -35 per 100, do you mean easterly contraet .o.S&
Or westerly ascent ?-Ascending easterly. It was increased from •36 Grade IncreaMd

to .50 per 00-that is from three inches to six inches going eastward. naÊwxard.
going eastward.

By Mr. Keefer
20491. It did not exceed the maximum ?-Yes ; because the maximum

on the four degree curve was originally -35, and it is now permitted at
•50. There were also some changes made in the structures: dry stone
maasonry was adopted in lieu of stream tunnels.

By the Chairnian :-
20492. Is there any other matter in which the efficiency of the road

was diminished in your time so as to make it less expensive than you
were originally instructed to have it ?--There are some other minor
things. I did not like the way in which the work was done. In fact
it was taken out of my hands altogether, and I refused to certify to
some of the wprk-some of the kinds. I stated in my official diary
that I could not pass some of the work.

Z0493. Over what length of the line has this grade been altered in Grade thus alter-
the way you describe ?-Without the profile I could not answer very edonabout haif

distinîctly; about half a mile in one place.

20494. And in the other ?-Tha other under the curve.
20495. I understood there was another alteration in the gradient ?- Bottoms left in

There were several places in which bottoms were left in the cuttings, pces in
and yet on maximum grades, gnd were not taken out, and the gradient
was increased to get over them. What the final gradient is now I do
not know, but it was an increase over the maximum gradient at the
time.

20496. Leaving the bottoms in the cuttings?-Leaving the bot-
toms in the cuttings and filling in the cuttings, and tilling in rock cut-
tings that wère excavated out-filling it to assist in climbing over this
portion of the bottom,

20497. Do you mean that in some of the rock cuttings the bottom has Explains.
been raised by putting in earth filling in order that they may be on a
fine with some higher point at another place so as to raise the grade
in the way you describe ?-Yes.

20498. And the necessity of filling in that rock cutting with earth
arose from the fact that the grade was increased in the way you
describe: if it had been kept down there would have been no occasion
to fill that cutting ?-According to the old contract, I would have com-
pelled the contracto- to take out that bottom-to take it down to
grade.

20499. You do not mean that bottom which was filied with earth
but you mean some other higher one: you understand that you are
speaking of two kinds of bottoms,. one that had to be filled up, and one
that had to be taken out to make it lower ?-What I mean by it is this:
a portion of a cutting which is not down to grade is called a bottom-
that is, the contractor, in going over it first, has not taken it down to
grade, and he is ordered to take up the bottom.

20500. There is a rock bottom left there which ought to be
removed ?-No, there is no rock bottom; there is a clay bottom that
he put in in one case. He was taking out on a down grade and the
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contract No.15 water was following him, and ho had great trouble to keep it pumped
Contractor, a-, he
tookout rokon out, so he filled in as lie went-as he took out the rock he filled in
a down grade, with earth to make the water run up bill as it were.
AlJed In with
earth te prevent 20501. To prevent it going down hill ?-To prevent it going intothe water foIlow-
ing him, this bis cutting he filled im, and that was ngt taken out as I would have
earth fileng made the contractor take it out.whtch witaess
could have coin-
pelled him to 20502. It was allowed to remain there, which had the effect of rais-
remove, had been ing the grade at that spot ?-Yes ; it raised the grade at that spot, andallowed te re- so
main thus raising the remainder of the cuttings where that did not occur had to be filled
the grade. in with sand to lift the track, and in that way increased the gradient

-I don't know how much exactly.
20503. Has that work which you describe as leaving the bottom in

the effect of increasing the gradient itself, or only increasing the length
of the line at which the particular gradient is used-I understand
gradient to mean a slope ?-Yes, and in one case that I have in my
mind at present to make a parallel grade there would have to be a dis-
tanve of about over four miles raised some two feet to make a parallel
grade to the old one. I cannot say that was done, and do not believe
it was done, because it would be a most expensive piece of work to
make a parallel grade to the present one. This case that I speak of
occurred in the centre of a long maximum grade of nearly, I believe,
four miles in length.

20504. About what station, in round numbers?-I would rather
speak accurately from the profile. I do not believe it was done; I
know it was not done while I was there, and the track was laid and
ballasted there. The place I speak of occurs at about 1760 and 1763, or
somewhere there. There is a maximum grade from 1635 down to 1830.

A maximum 20505. What distance would that cover?-195 chains-19,500 feet;
freoe r r ,0 between three miles and a-half or three miles and a-quarter. In this

case I would say to adopt the plan alluded to by Mr. Smellie, the grade
might be raised about two and a-balf feet for about seventy chains.
That would overcome, by putting in a little piece of level, the difficulty.

Was not satisOed 20506. Is there anything further that you have to say concerning
wh®the masonry the manner in which this work has been executed on section 15 for somefor some trne
before he left the time belore you left the service ?-1 did not like the way in which thecontrat. masonry was put there-the style of the masonry-nor did I think the

style of masonry was in accordance with the specification, and I did
not couider the foundations in al[ cases to be such as were safe.

20507. Did you complain of this to the contractor? -I complained of
it. I reported it in my diary.

20508. To whom ?-To my superior officer.
20509. Who was that ?-Mr. R -w an.
20510. In writing ?-In writing; yes.
20511. Was it in the shape of a letter or formal document?-A

formal document: a diary which I was bound to put in every week.
20512. Then I understand that you kept a diary of the transactions

under your notice, and that you forwarded that diary to your superior
officer at the end of each week, or at some particular period ?-A-
synopsis of it.
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205 [3. And you did transfer a synopsis of those opinions of yours?
-Some of them.

20514. Did you of the opinions that yon are describing to us now ?
-Yes; I did.

205 5. In fact you conveyed those ideas to Mr. Rowan ?-Yes.
20516. And before you left the service ?-Yes.
20517. is there anything further in connection with the manner in

which this work has been donc under your notice ?-No; I (o not
remember anything. There are a great nunber of minor things that
Would take up too long to speak of.

20518. Is there anything further connected with this Pacific Rail-
way that you can communicate in the public interest ? - I do not
recollect at present.

W. B. SMELLIE's examination continued;

By the Chairman :-
20519. Being present you have heard this evidence which has been

just given by Mir. Carre ?-Yes.
20520. Have you anything to say by way of explanation on behalf

of the Department or the engineers concerning this work whieh ho
<describes to have been done so as to make the line less efficient than
was origina!ly intended ?-I do not know, of any own knowledge, what
changes have been, made, as described by Mr. Carre. This increase of
grade can only extend over a very short portion of the lino, and can
bave but a very light effect in deteriorating it.

20521. For what distance do you think the line would be affected by
the transaction which he has described : naine the length, the profile is
Il)W before you ?-I do not know the points. I am not aquain'ted with
the points.

20522. Assuming that there was a bottom left in of aibout two feet
nine inches in height at station 1760, being used as a dam to
prevent the water from the east flowing over the work done by
the contractor, what distance of the line would be atfected by that
inatter, this bottom being about that height at the westerly end and
sloping gradually to nothing in a length of about 300 or 400 feet ?-
1fI were asked about such a thing as that I mhould say it was only put
over it for a temporary purpose, and that it would eventually be taken
Up. I may say that when the rails were being laid over this line such
Obstacles as this were got over in the way Mr. Carre describes, by
laying rails over the top of it for the purpose ofgetting in the supplies
for the section east of this, and such obtacles as this were not allowed
to interfere with the track-laying.

20523. Then, I understand you to say that this has been permitted
Only as a temporary arrangement, to hasten the construction of the
work ?-It may be explained in that way. It seems a sensible view to
take of it.

20524. Then it is not a permanent deterioration of the line ?-I
think not.

RaHIway cou-struction-
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20525. It will explain, however, the reason why the work is hastened
and finished at a less cost, in the first instance, than would have hîp-
pened if the strict construction of the contract had been continually
enforced ?-Yes.

20à26. So that the saving in the expense which Mr. Carre speaks of
is not a permanent saving-the work must yet be done in order
to make it according to contract ?-It would be much the
cheapest way of doing it, to take the rails up and take the rock out,
because it would really take but a very short time.

20527. Yes, but the saving of the expense which Mr. Carre speaks of
is not a permanent saving ?-No; not at ail.

20528. In the meantime the work lias been done less expensively
and less efficiently, but with the probable view of having the bottom
eventually taken out and thereby the cxpense increased so as to make
the work according to the original intention of the contract ?-I have
no doubt that that is the explanation.

20529. And up to the originally intended cost at the saine time ?-
Of course.

20530. Is there any further explanation which you would like to
give of these matters spoken of by Mr. Carre ? Of course I understand
that these are only theories ofyours: you have no practical knowledge
of the circumstances ?-I am aware that a number of changes have
been made in the location of the line, merely moving it a few feet in
some places, and introducing slight curves in some places where there
has been a straight line,. but on those places the lino is not materially
deteriorated because the curve would still be withip the figures desired
by Mr Fleming.

20531. But I understood Mr. Carre to speak of an instance of curva-
ture where it was in excess of the maximum, so that this explanation
of yours would not affect that locality ?-It would not; Mr. Carre, may
be quite right.

A grat reductjon 20532. Is there anything further that you wish to add by way of
haS been muade b y
movlng the Une a explanation of this matter ?-I was going to say just in that way, that
fewfeet on one a number of changes have been made where the line has been moved

a few feet one side, and by that change a very great reduction has
been made in the cost of the work.

20533. Those changes then are, in your opinion, changes whieh might
have been made by Mr. Carre within the limit of his jurisdiction ?-
Yes.

20534. And they affect the efficiency of the work or the maximum
curves permitted by the contract ?- Yes.

7 la saving, an 20535. The omission to do so, to save that cost in the way described
opportuntty lost by you, has been an oppportunity lost by Mr. Carre ?-Yes.5y Carre.

20536. Is there anything further that you wish to say ?-I do not
think of anything.
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HENRY CARRE's examination continued: Centraet Ie. 15

By the Chairman
20537. You have just heard Mr. Smellie's evidence?-I have.

20538. Have you an ything to say with regard to any of his explanations
or suggestions ?-IIe ha stated that a great number of changes have been
made that I might have made. I wish you to ask him whether he does
not know that I was continually making changes after I got permis-
sion to do so, and that many of those changes that he speaks of could
not have possibly been known or made until after a certain amount of
work had been donc; that is, until the rock had been stripped, it was
impossible to know how to change the line these few feet in a great
number of places.

20539. You are asking me to question him, but at present -I would
prefer that you should state yourself what you know about it instead
of depending on the answer of any one else; please give your own
evidence?-As far as within me lay, wherever I found a chance of
decreasing the work I did so to the best of my ability, after I received
permission to make those sort of changes. I proposed many changes
on the line, a great many of them were adopted. In fact I proposed
most of the changes, and made many changes, very serious changes, up
to the time I left. Those changes, Mr. Smellie speaks of, are slight
alterations.

Insists that
wherever It was
possible after he
received permis-
sion to, make
changes, lm-

aments were
made.

20540 Are they alterations which you might have made within
your jurisdiction as you understood it ?-Yes; they were at the time,
and many of them would have been made when the work commenced,
and when the work was in a state to admit or necessitate the alterations
being made.

20541. Do you mean that the opportunity for making thern arose 1empportunity
after you had lost cortrol of the section ?-Yes; a great number of changes referred
them-at least it wam not necessary to make them until after. to®by Smeie

neese ifte wrk.
20542. Then the opportunity arose afterwards ?-Yes. ness lert work.

20543. The best opportunity for making them arose after you lost
control ?-Yes.

20544. While it was within your control had you not the opportunity
of making those alterations which Mr. Smellie alludes to ?-In some
cases I had not the opportunity ; in other cacs I had, but it was not
lecessary because the work had not progressed that lar.

20545. The best opportunity had not arrived ?-It had not arrived.
In taking out the cuttings, when the earth was taken off the rock, I
found in several cases that I could change the line and decrease the
rock in the bottoms, and I telegraphed to Mr. Rowan to be permitted
to do those things, and he has given me, in many cases, permission. I
can show I have made far more changes and said nothing about them
than all those that have been made so much of since I left the line.

20516. Is there anything further that you wish to say in answer to Grd m asedm
Mr. Smellie's evidence ?-There is a case which I did not mention at station7oo
before, in which the grade has been raised above the maximum; vehr rea
lessened the quantity of rock to be taken out of the cuttings, and a witbout taking

portion of the rock cuttings filled in with sand that had been taken buta rock
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out, and the old grade bas been filled in with sand to raise it. In that
case it can never be altered hereafter without taking out heavy rock
bottom some three feet.

20547. About what station is that ?-Station 700.
20548. Has it increased the maximum grade formerly permitted ?-

It bas, I think, from station 720 to 793; the grade has been raised
above the maximum to reduce the quantity of rock in the bottom of
the cutting at station 700.

20549. What distance of the line would be atfected by that deterior-
ation ?-About half a mile. 1 would also state that in that very cut-
ting, 700, I twice or three times altered the line as the rock was
exposed and reduced the quantities. Since I gave up control of the
work, the stripping has been more accurately done. There was more
of the sand taken out of the bottom, and I believe it has been again
altered, and I bad altered it three times before to get it as near as
possible. It is very heavy sand cutting. I had altered it three times
to get it to the right place, and it has been again altered, and this is
one of the places, I suppose, that Mr. Smellie refers to as being a
serious omission on my part.

20550. You say before you gave up control: when did you give up
control ?-The end of June, 1880.

20551. Then this last matter you allude to happened since the 16th
of June, 1880 ?-Yes ; I have been informed that there have been
changes there.

20552. If they have been made since the 16th of June, 1880, they
are not within our enquiry ?-It is in answer to Mr. Smellie's state-
ment that there has been a great number of changes.

20553. i understood you before to say that you really gave up con-
trol at a period much earlier than June, 1880 - that is to say, you had
not the saine charge and supervision over the work that you had
originally ?-I had not.

20554. At what time do you uniderstand that the control was in
effect taken out of your hands?-About February or March, 1880.
First a man named Haney was sent on to take charge of the construc-
tion. and he stated, and showed a letter to a person that spoke to me
of it-a friend of mine-in which ho had received instructions to go
ahead and do just as he liked.

20555. You would not depend alone on what some friend of yours
told you he had seen in a letter to Mr. Haney ?-No; I asked Mr.
Schreiber whether Mr. Haney had anything to do with the engi-
neering. Mr. Schreiber told me no, he had not, but stili he did do the
work, and he was supported in every case.

20556. Was he supported contrary to your representations on the sub-
ject ?-Yes,

20557. To whom did you make any representations ? -I made reports
in my diary.

20559. To whom did you submit them ?-To Mr. Rowan.
20559. And did you find out that matters upon which you had made

suggestions were done in a way different from your suggestions, and
in accordance with Mr. Haney's wishes ?-Altogcther in accordance
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with Mr. Haney's wishes and instructions. In fact, I was told by Mr. Contract No. 15..

Schreiber to give no instructions to the foreman on the line; that all
instructions must come through Mr. Haney, who was a great portion of
the time in Winnipeg, and it was impossible to give instructions through
him-that is within a reasonable time to carry out the work. The
control was virtually taken out of my hands, there was no use in my
saying a word.

20560. Are you awaro of any occasion upon which Mr. Haney's sug-
gestions and wishes were followed and yours were rejected ?-He would
send his ownŽ engineer on and make alterations on the line without
consulting me in the least.

20561. Did you make any representation on that subject to your
superior oflicer ?-On that special subject?

20562. Yes ?-No; I admitted the correctness of the work that was
done when I adopted the line.

20563. Do you remember any instance in which you made one sug-
gestion or expressed one wish about the engineering, and Mr. Haney Witnes'a In-
expressed another, and on which his was followed and yours WaS structions In re-
rejected ?-There was one case of a mattrass that had been ordered in ato Fellowe
Fellowes Lake. 1 gave instructions that it should be loaded evenly, out.
and the sand and gravel put upon it-carried into it by a temporary
bridge. There was no attention paid to my instructions, and the work
was carried on-the dump carried on ahead in such a way that it sunk
both ends of the mattress and destroyed the utility of it. My instruc-
tions were laughed at apparently. They did not carry them out at all.

20564. Who laughed at them ?-I do not know that they were
laughed at; they wore not obeyed.

20565. Who refused to obey them ?-I believe that Mr. Heney said:
"Go ahead and dump away," and James M. Ross, another man, was
there, and he didn't follow my instructions.

20566. Who was Ross : was he one of the men under your control ?
-- e was walking boss.

20567. Under whose control was he ?-Under Mr. Haney's control.

20568. Was he the contractor's man or a Government man ?-He
Was the contractor's man.

20569. Had you the control over the contractor's mon ?-Yes; the
contract says that the contractor shall keep a certain number of men
steadily in the field, so as to receive instructions from time to time
fron the engineer.

20570. In the instance that you describe, did you report to your supe-
rior officer that the contractor's man refused to do the work as you
directed, and that it was made less valuable on that account ?-l reported
the circumstance.

20571. To whom ?-In my diary. I cannot remember, but I know in another in-
there are a great number of circumstances. There is another place in as put In p rt
which a culvert was put in contrary to the way my assistant laid it trary tothewar
ont. It was put in in accordance to Mr. Haney's instructions, and the ant laid it out.
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4contract No. 15. end of that culvert is now located on the top of an old pole drain that
choked up. There are lots of things.

20572. Who did you understand employed Mr. Haney ?-Mr.
Schreiber. I was told he was recommended by Mr. Ryan, on the first
100 miles west. He told me he had recommended him to Mr. Schreiber,
and Mr. Schreiber had employed him.

20573. At this time the work was being carried on by the Govern-
ment, and not by the contractor ?-It was carried on under the Govern-
ment's supervision.

20574. So the Government had the management of the work as well
as of the engineering ?-Yes; I will give you the station for that culvert
-station 492. There was a pole drain put in according to specifica-
tion. There were two drains. There was another at station 401.
These were to carry a very small supply of water around a point of
rock which was covered by the embankment. The pole drain at 401
kept open and carried the water to another at 402, which had to pass it
back again to the same side from which it came. It choked up; the
water collected on the north side of the bank and washed the whole
bank away-or a great portion of the bank away. I gave instructions
to have a dug stone culvert put in at that point, and [ gave instructions
to my assistant to have the foundation taken out to solid bottom.

20575. You mean the foundation of the old pole drain ?-No; the
foundation for the new culvert.

20576. Prepared for the new culvert ?-Yes; to get the best founda-
tion possible my assistant had laid it out at an angle with the line of
about, I should say, 45 degrees.

20577. Crossing the embakment ?-Crossing the line instead of at
right angles, at an angle of about 45 degrees. This was objected to by
Mr. Haney, and a great how-do-you-do, and it was ordered not to be
put in.

20578. You mean ordered by him ?-Ordered by him. The whole
work was changed by him, and my assistant's work was not adopted
because it would save some small distance in the actual length of the
culvert. To save that distance it had to be put in at right angles at
almost the same spot on the centre line, and the south end of the
culvert is now located on the top of the old pole drain that originally
cboked up, and the foundation is now partly in rockand partly on the
old, washed out dump.

20579. When did this interference with your duty happen ?--That
was in about May, I think, 1880.

Hanef signed as 20580. Mr. laney was then a Government ofticer ?-He signed him-
uoernbeh®Lf self as superintenent of the work in the interests of the Government,

-orGovernment. and in the interests of the contractor.

20581. Is there anything further which you wish to say concerning
that work as to matters which happened before the 16th of June last ?-
There were other cases in which Mr. Schreiber gave instructions con-
trary to mine which I do not know whether I have any right to object
to. I did object at the time.

20582. He was your superior officer ?-Yes.
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20583. Is there any other matter ?-I objected to signing the esti- Cloiitract N°" * . .
Mnates for work done in this way, which I considered was done contrary a
to the specification, without written instructions to do so. These were
Mny private reasons for giving up the work-leaving. I was told
verbally to let these go.

20584. Who told you ?-Mr. Schreiber told me to allow Mr. Haney
to do just as ho liked. If I had wished to romain there and certify to
the estimates I might have been there still drawing my pay.

20585. Did ho tell you that, or is that your own opinion ?-He told
Ine so; he asked me if I would allow these things to go on.

20586. Did he tell you that you could romain there if you did ?-No;
he did not tell me that.

20587. That is a matter of your own opinion then ?-Yes.
20588. As our enquiry ends with the 16th of June last, your opinion

ati to the probability of your being employed there now, is not mate.
rial : is there any other matter which happened before the 16th of
June last which you wish to speak of?-Nothing else, except this dif-
ference of opinion between myself and Mr. Schreiber, which, I suppose,
I had no right to object to.

MARCUs SMITH, sworn and examined : MAROUS SMITH.

By th Chtairman :- ' • yB.V-Z

20589. When were you first connected with the works of the Pacifie
Railway ?-I find, on referring to my papers, that in March, 1872, Mr.
Fleming, by the authority of the Minister of the Department, proposed
that I should take a position on the Pacific Railway. I was then
eOngaged on the Intercolonial Railway. After some corresporidence I
accepted the offer that was made to me in April - April the 8th I find
it is dated-that an engagement was concluded to go to British
·Columbia to take charge of the surveys there for the beginning of the
Pacific Railway. That was the first office under the engineer.

20590. Did you go to British Columbia ?-I went there immediately Arrived in
afterwards. I went over the Intercolonial Railway and delivered over BritishOolumba,
my work there to my successor, and I think I arrived in British 2sth May, 1872.

'Columbia in May. I think I will find it in my report here. I find
that I arrived in Victoria, British Columbia, on the 26th of May, 1872,
and immediately entered upon my duties.

20591. H1ad you before that been long In the employment of the
Cainadian Government ?-Yes; 1 had been in the employment of the
Canadian Government since September, 1868.

20592. In what capacity ?-As district engineer on the Inter-
colonial Railway. The Intercolonial was divided into four districts.
I had one of those districts-the Restigouche district-that is the
second one travelling southward. The first one was the St. Lawrence
district, the next one was the Restigouche district; it was just one-
foulrth of the line.

20593. Before your connection with the Intercolonial Railway had
YOu been in the service of the Canadian Government ?-No; I had not.
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20594. Blad you had much experience in engineering before that ?-
Yes; I had had many years experience. I came to Canada in 1h50 and
was engaged on the 'Great Western and Hamilton and Toronto, which
was a branch of the Great Western, and also on the Canada
Southern lino up to about 1860.

20595. What is your standing in the profession ?-I entered on the
Great Western first as a draughtsman. After being a year there, I
was appointed associate engineer on the Hamilton Railway. Associate
means assistant to the engineer-in-chief. I remained there until I
completed that work ; about 1856 I think it was completed. I then
went on the Canada Southern line, and while I was connected with
it, I was in the same position there -I was associate to the chief
engineer. I stayed there untii the spring of 1860 when the work was
stopped. They did not succeed financially in getting funds to go on
with it. I left Canada and went to England. After being, I think, a
week or so in England, I got an appointment to go to the Capeof Good
Hope. It was a very important appointment: it was to act as a'rbi-
trator between the contractors for the construction of a railway, and
the financial company who had the contract from the Government.
It was a Government railway. I remained on that until it was nearly
finished, two years, and I was appointed chief engineer of a railway of
a private company in the same colony, Cape of Good Hope. I remained
until I finished that, and left there in September, I think, 1865. From
that time for I should say about three years, I was engaged in varions
railways in England, and had offices of my own in general business.
In 1868 I came out to Canada again under a promise of employment
on the Intercolonial from Sir John Macdonald, who had known me.
many years before, and was accordingly appointed as soon as the work
commenced. From that time to this-that was in September, 186S-
from that time to this I have been continuously in the employment of
the Government.

20596. Are there any recognized ranks in the profession of Civil
Engineer ?-No; there are no legally recognized ranks; but in Eng-
land there is an Institute of Civil Engineers who have a charter from
the Government of their own body. They have no legal rights to pre-
vent any one from practicing; but of course any one who is admitted
there has to be a man of some eminence in the profession, and it gives
any one belonging to it some standing.

20597. Have you been a member of that Institute ?-Yes; I have
been a member for many years.

20598. How long did you remain in British Columbia before return-
ing to this part of the country ?-I had charge, general charge, of
the works there from the time I entered in May, 1872, until 1876. I-
spent all the summer scason there, and as long as we could remain out
of doors. I came home every winter.

20599. Do you mean to this part of the country ?-Yes; I came home
to give all the information that had been obtained from the engineers,
and complete the plans and get instructions for the next season. I had
instructions from season to season what was to be done.

20600. When did you say your connection with British Columbia
ended in that capacity ?-It has never yet ended. I am still in the
position to which I was appointed; but from circumstances I have
been called to act in different parts. I am under still the same engage-
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eont. 'l bore has been no change in my appointment since thon ; but
inb the spring of 1876, Mr. Fleming, who was in ill-health, got leave of
absence for a period, I understood of half a year in the first instance;
and, as his first 'fficer, he requested me to take his place during his
absence, and conduct the works as acting Engineer-in-Chief.

20601. Did that necessitate your remaining in this part of the
country ?-It necessitated my remaining here while in that office. I
Still had the general charge of the works in British Columbia, and the
surveys that had been projected by me were carried out by Mr. Cambie
in my absence. 111 ry absnce.Cambie the stipe-

20602. Was he the superior officer in British Columbia in your rioroffiCerIn
absernce ?-[n my absence ; yes. i asen C bia

20603. Since you came to Ottawa, in the spring of 1876, have you
gone back to British Columbia?-Yes. In 1876 I endeavoured to make
myself acquainted with as much of the country on this side of the
Rocky Mountains-on this side of the boundary of British Columbia-
as possible. I went to Lake Nipissing, travelled round the lake and
explored a good deal of the country north of Lake Huron and Lake
Superior, and went over those sections that were under contract west
of Lake Superior, from Lake Superior to Red River. As much of them
as were thon under contract or under survey I examined, and I
extended my examination some distance further west as long as the
season lasted and returned again. I did not go to British Columbia in
1876, but in 1877 I extended my explorations from Red River west-
ward, examining the country westward to Red River. You are aware Discontent pre-
that the lino had been located-the lino from Red River westward-- valied regarding
through what they called the Narrows of Lake Manitoba, and near wetward frorn
Port Pelly, just a few miles north of Lake Pelly. There was a good Winnipeg.
deal of discontent with that location. The people in Manitoba
petitioned the Government to have a further examination of
the country. 1 was sent out to make that examination. I
had an assistant with me, Mr. Lucas, who had charge of one
party. I went with another, and made a general examination,
and examined generally the crossings of the valleys. We did not
nake a continuons survey. We examined the crossings of the Little
Saskatchewan, Bird Tail and Assineboine. The lino had to cross
all these. Al those valleys are of considerable depth, 200 to 300 feet
below the general level of the prairie. It lad been reported it was
impossible to get a lino there. I extended my examination. When
I reached Edmonton I went as far as Lac la Biche.

20604. That was in 1877 ?-Yes. When I started I had no instruc- in iss7, with
tions to go beyond Battleford, or the elbow of the Saskatchewan-not Lucas re-survey-
quite Bo far west as Battleford-but when I arrived at Carleton, 1 and instead of
found a steamboat was going up to Edmonton, and that it would enable ttaarngoteede
Ille to extend my observations further, and I did so as far as Lac la via Yellow HeadPas& to tho PacifieBiche, almost due north from Edmonton, some 100 miles or more. coast.
Thence I went ta Edmonton; 1 waited there some time. The steamer
did not come; at last a mail arrived saying the steamer would not
corme. There was a pack train of horses and mules which had come
from British Columbia, and which was about to return to British
Columbia, and I took advantage of that, and instead o returning
home by way of the plains, I went direct by the Athabaska and the
Yellow Ilead Pass to the Pacific coast.

36*
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20005. That was in 1877 ?-I arrived in British Columbia in the
fali of 1877, at Victoria, so that by that means I examined the whole
of that route, in fact, from Edmonton. I was close to the route from
iRed River; I saw portions of it here and there, but from Edmonton I
examined critically that route, and one reason I went that route, a
re-survey was being made of that route that year. I' saw ail the
different surveying parties on my route and saw their work, and gave
instructions how to finish the work.

20606. Were you still acting as Chief Engineer at that time ?-Yes.
20607. How was it you were able to be away from the capital while

you were Chief Engineer ?-That was in the summer season. There
was very little to be done here in the summer season-simply the
estimates for the payments to contractors. I signed some of those
myself on the road, and Mr. Smellie was authorized to sign them for me
in my absence. These estimates are made out by the resident engineer
in charge of the section under construction, and ho is really the respon-
sible party. It requires the signature of the Chief Engineer or one
acting for him. By law it requires that, but really he has no control
over the estimate: it is the engineer on the ground who makes ont
the certificate.

20608. Do I understand you to suggest that it is not necessary
for the engineer to reside at the capital during the summer as a
rule ?-Not so much as in the winter. Of course it is an incon-
venience for the engineer to be away any part of the year, but it is less
in summer than in winter.

20609. Why is it more necessary for him to be here in winter ?-He
has everything to prepare for the report of the Minister, and ail the
information that bas been obtained in the field during the summer has
to be prepared for the report to the Minister of Railways and Canals for
Parliament.

20610. The office work of the Engineering Department is done
principally in the winter?-Principally in the winter. I returned,
and that same season I returned by way of San Francisco back to Red
River and examined the works under construction.

20611. Without;coming to Ottawa ? -Before I returned to Ottawa.
20612. That was the fail of 1877 ?-Yes. So that from the spring of

1877 to the fall I really examined every work,whether of surveys or of
works under construction, during that year. I saw every portion of
the work where operations were beiug carried on.

20613. Then I suppose you remained in Ottawa during the winter of
1877-78 ?--Yes.

20614. And the summer of 1878, did you still romain ?-Mr. Fleming
returned-[ do not remember the date exactly when he roturned-in
the spring of 1877 Mr. Fleming returned to Ottawa and remained
several months in Ottawa. He was engaged principally writing his
report of that date: it is a very large report, if you remember. He
did not interfere with the active operations of the staff during that
time, but he acted in other respects as the Chief Engineer, in the
matter of appointments and communications with the Government. I
did not communicate with the Government while ho was present.

20615. Then, perhaps, that would account for your being away from
Ottawa so-much that summer, Mr. Fleming being here and acting
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formnally ?-Just so ; so everything was arranged that was necessary witn. ,ent out,
that required the Chief Engineer's sanction before Mr. Fleming left. He againin3uy,Ims.
left again some time in May or June, I think, 1878. I went out again
in 1878.

20616. Over what portion of the country ?-I examined the works
chiefly under construction between Thunder Bay and Red River.

20617. Do you remember what portion of that season you occupied went over eon-
in that country ?-It is in the report for 1878. I left here in tracts18,14andA

July, 1878, and went direct to Thunder Bay. In July, 1878, I
was directed by the Minister of Publie Works to make a careful inspec-
tion of the works under construction on the Pacifie Railway and
ondeavour to discover the cause of the quantities exceeding the original
estimates on some of the sections. I accordingly went over these
sections, 13, 14 and 25-I think they were under construction at the
time -and I examined them very carefully and gave the result of my
examination, which I also gave in my evidence before a Committee of
the louse of Commons and the Senate two years ago.

20618. About how long were you out that summer inspecting the Aiso contract L5.
works under construction ?-I was out to the end of the season, up to
the end of October, when I returned. I also went over section 15 that
season. There were sections 13, 14, 15 and 25 under construction. I
examined all those. You will understand that they do not come on
the map consecutively.

20619. Those sections would embrace all the works then under con- Also inspected
struction between Red River and Thunder Bay ?-Yes; there was an °°racts Nos. 41

intervening portion not under construction at that time. It is called
sections A and B at the present time. The survey of those sections
was going on at that time. and I also gave some written instructions
With regard to that section.

20620. You mean A and B, or 41 and 42 ?-Yes.
20621. Did you return for the winter of 1878-79 to Ottawa ?-Yes ; I

returned to Ottawa in that winter as usual.

20622. And after that winter ?-That would be the spring of 1879.
During the winter I was.doing various duties-making plans.

20623. The usual office work ?-The usual office work in the winter. Witnes wanted
lu the spring of 1879, when I had got through with the office work, I B. . In 1M,
iuformed. the Chief Engineer of it and asked for instructions; I asked but w °s Infore«

that not muchto be allowed to assume my work in British Columbia as ho had returned would be done
Permanently. Mr. Fleming had returned to Ottawa from England to there that year.
remain, in November or December, 1878. I was informed that there
was not going to be much work done in British Columbia that year -
that was the season of 1879-only some explorations in the northern
part of it,, in the neighbourhood of Peace River, and that there was some
'ery important work to be done in Manitoba and the North-West

'Territories-that the Government had determined to change the line
from Red River westward to the south side of Lake Manitoba. It had
beon understood before, and, I believe, the Cbief Engineer repeated,that it would be impracticable to adopt that route for the main line-
that it would only be a branch lino for the Province of Manitoba, andthat west of that it would be impracticable to continue the main lino;
but the Minister, in conversation with me, when speaking to me, said

35j*
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20624. South of Lake Manitoba ?-South of Lake Manitoba; and I
was instructed to take charge of those surveys and examine the whole
country out west as far as the North Saskatchewan, and to use my
discretion in reference to the line, to search the whole country in search.
ofsome practicable lino. The field extended from Red River westward
to the North Saskatchewan at the elbow near Battleford, and trans.
versly from the Assineboine and Qu'Appelle on the south to the Riding
and Duck Mountains on the north. That was the extent of the field.
It embraces a length of between 400 and 500 miles and a
breadth of about 200 miles possibly. There was the whole of that
country to be examined to endeavour to get a practicable lino through.
I did that accordingly, and I had two surveying parties under me. I
went in advance of those and selected the country for them to survey.
The result was that the first 100 miles through the Province of Mani-
toba was decided or nearly so, and that the second also was decided.
We had two surveys of the second 100 miles, one called the north-
western line, which took a north-west course and went ni) very near-
some distance up-the stope of the Duck Mountain, and struck the Bird
Tail pretty well up north towards its source

20625. Did that lino go north or south of the Riding Mountains ?-
South of the Riding Mountains.

20626. Both of those lines were south ?-Yes ; all the field I had to
examine was south of the Riding Mountains. It crossed the Little
Saskatchewan where the northern cart trail crosses ; it is called Tanner's.
Crossing from the name of a man who lives there and used to keep a
ferry there. The other line went further south, in a course nearly due
west, and terminated at the mouth of the Qu'Appelle River near Fort
Ellice where the Qu'Appelle and Assineboine join. You will find the
report of that season's survey at page 251, report of 1880. You will find
a report of the result of that season's work. But I must state that
although I had found a good lino for 200 miles, in fact two linos, the
season closed before we could extend the surveys further westward into
the third 100 miles, and there were some difficulties in that third 100
miles. We had the Assineboine to cross. It was a difficult country, so
we could not decide which line to adopt until further examinations were
made. But the Government had to let a contract, and let a contract on
the north-western lino. That was in the spring of 1880.

20627. That is generally known as the second 100 miles west of
Winnipeg ?-The second 100; they let the contract.

20628. Then did you return to Ottawa in the fail of 1879 ?-I
returned to Ottawa in the fall of 1879, and was engaged that winter in
making out this report, and the quantities and plans and profiles and
other information for letting the contract. The contract was accord-
ingly let, I think, in May, 1880-the date is given here somewhere. I
find that the contract was let on the brd May ; that was lec on the
information that I had obtained from the surveys of 18-9.

20629. After the winter of 1879-80 did you remain in Ottawa ?-I
remained till the season for field work arrived, and I wrote to the Chief
Engineer reminding him that the contract was let for the construction
of that work, and that the lino was not thoroughly located ; there
night be changes necessary after the surveys were extended further
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Westward, and a few days afterwards I had instructions from the in 180, instructed
Miinister. My instructions were from the Minister that time to take continue tesur.

,charge of that work and continue the surveys westward. veys westward.

- 20630. Do you mean to take charge of construction on the second Location of
100 miles ?-Both the construction and extension of the surveys Endeand hrd
Westward from that. We immediately located a sufficient portion ed with; a part of
Of the east end of that second 100 miles t- enable the contractors ae, and to g0v0 e
to go on with their contrâct without interruption, and then proceeded a choice of Unes

to extend our surveys westward. I made a thorough examination of tion from Fort
the country. I had three different surveying parties with me, and Elllcenot a
from that examination I projected a new line for the third 100 common pointoa
miles and a portion of the second 100 miles, an intermediate lino Une. ocata
between the two that had been surveyed the year before. This was in
connection with that line. The location of the second 100 miles
Was continued east-that was Messrs. Bowie's contract-and the loca-
tion of the third 100 miles; also made a part of the fourth
100 miles, and I also, so as to give the Government a choice of
lines, continued the location from Fort Ellice or the mouth of the Qu'
Appelle, north of Fort Ellice, north-westerly from the mouth of the
Qu'Appelle to a common p oint with the other line, meeting on the old
located line -the originally located line on which the telegrapb line
was put.

20631. You mean the second location by the Narrows of Lake Man -
toba ?-Yes ; these two lines converge to a point a little north of Quill
Lake. If you wish to go more particularly into that I have a map to
show tho points.

20632. Our enquiry will end with the 16th of June, 18.30, so thatwe
shall not probably ask you the particulars of that survey ?-I got the
particulars last season and since that the Syndicate got the plans. I
<elivered them over a week or tw ago.

20633. Your first work was in British Columbia ?-Yes. samyu, n.c.
20634. And you had charge of all the work in that section, the

mountainous section, the work at that time being only surveys ?-
Only surveys ; yes.

20635. Had you the responsibility of deciding in what way the
examination of the country should take place, whether it should
be instrumental suryeys or simple explorations?-Yes ; that was
arranged before I went out. Eah season the work to be done was
arranged.

20636. Was that portion ot the work arranged in Ottawa ?- T anne la
_Arranged in Ottawa; yes. tions .hould be

conducted deeld.20637. By whom ?-By the Chief Engineer. ed by the Chier
Engieer.

20638. Then, so far as your charge of the work is concerned, it was
following out the directions which came from the head of the Depart-
ment here ?-Jast so. It seems to me those directions were based a
good deal on the information I had given from year to year, from
Season to season.

20639. But for the first season you would not have that infor- surveys in
'nation ?-No ; I had not. I might explain to you that surveys had eBlten mau
been commenced in British Columbia before I went out there; they fore witnes went
were commenced in British Columbia in July, I think, 1871. If you ont there.
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turn to my report, the appendix with this, page i05 of the report of
1874, that gives an account of the position of the surveys when I
arrived there, and the result of the surveys during the season. I may
state now that-
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20640. At present I arn endeavouring to ascertain who was respon-
sible for directing the method in which the surveys or examin-
ctions were made ?-The Chief Enginner, Mr Fleming, was res.
ponsible in the first instance. When I arrived in British Colum-

ia, I found that the surveys were under three different officers
who were called district engineers. Each of them had more
-one, two or three-survey parties under him, and they were making
surveys as directed, in writing, by Mr. Fleming. There had been
originally two lines marked out for survey, or at least one line branch-
ing into two; that was up the Fraser River to Kamloops, and from
Kamloops the surveys branched one following the south branch of the
Thompson River. When I say up the Fraser River to Kamloops, up
the Fraser River to Lytton, and from Lytton thence up the Thompson
River to Kamloops-two branches of the Thompson River there--one
survey was carried up the south branch of the Thompson River to
Lake Shuswap, the other survey was carried up the north branch of
the Thempson River towards the Yellow Head Pass. In continuation
of that survey of the south branch of the Thompson, Mr. Walter
Moberly who was one of the district engineers in charge of the
surveys, was making a survey through a pass in the Rocky Mountains,
called the Howse Pass.

20641. Had be received instructions before you took charge ?-Yes;
I found them employed under the directions of Mr. Fleming when I
arrived there.

20642. So that his operations of that season when you first went to
Br-tish Columbia were under the direction of your superior officer, and
not controlled by you at ail ?-Not controlled by me at ail.

20643. Were there any of the operations of that season controlled,
or rather directed, by you as to the method in which the examination
of the country should be made ?- No ; not during the first season.

Dut of witness 20644. Then are we to understand that your duty that first season
ao "to sNe at was to see that the previous directions of Mr. Fleming were properly

Flemlng'e direc- carried out, as far as the surveys were concerned ?-Yes; I may state,
ewerecarried however, that before I left Ottawa some plans and profiles had arrived

in Ottawa from Mr. Moberly, who was engaged in surveying the
Howse Pass through the Rocky Mountains.

20645. Had he been engaged the previous season in that same work ?
-Ie was engaged the previous season. Hie was one of the district
engineers who had been engaged from the beginning.

Before he left 20646. Then do I understand that his operations of 1872, in the
Fletan n ie direction of Ilowse Pass, were really the continuation of the work of
cided to abandon the previous season ?-1 was going to explain that to you; that before
Mowse and adopt I left Ottawa some of Mr. Moberly's plans and profiles of the HowseYeIIow Head smo r oel' ln n rflso h os
Pass. Pass-of the surveys through the Howse Pass- had arrived in Ottawa,

and were considered by Mr. Fleming, and Mr. Fleming decided to
abandon that route and directed ail the surveys to Yellow Head Pass,
and I believe the Goverument, I suppose through the advice of the
Chief Engineer, adopted at that early period the Yellow Head Pass-
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at least all the surveys were directed to that, and Mr. Moberly had
instructions, in the spring of 1872, to abandon the Howse Pass and take
his parties to the Yellow Head Pass to make surveys there.

20647. As I recollect Mr. Moberly's evidence upon that matter
lie was directed to withdraw from his investigation of the Howse Pass
locality, and to retire over some of the ground that he had previously
passed over, and to direct bis attention to a point further north by the
Athabaska Pass towards the Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes.

20648. Do I understand that that movement was directed by you-I Moberly's with-

mean his retiring from the investigation of the Howse Pass and taking owe Pas@
Up the line of country through the Athabaska Pass towards the Yellow directed notby
Head Pass ?-It was not directed by me except by letter from Mr. ottawa.
Pleming. I do not remember whether the direction came from him
through me, but I was not the controlling power. It is very possible
as 1 took charge. When I was sent out there I took the direction of the
whole of the surveys, and all the parties there thon acted under me,
and in that position all the instructions from the engineer would come
through me; but my impression is-I know it was directed from Ottawa
that Mr. Moberly was directed to withdraw fromn there

20649. Are we to understand that the method of the opera-
tions of that season of 1872 for the examination of the country
in British Columbia were not controlled by you ?-Of 1871 they
Were not; of 1872 they were. I had charge of all the surveys of
1872.

20;50. I understood yon to say that the method of them had
been arrived at before ?-Yes.

20651. Then I am asking you whother the method was prescribel
by you ?-It was Mr. Fleming's method. I was carrying out Mr.
Pleming's instructions for that year.

20652. Do you remember what your own operations were for that
year : what portions of the country you visited, and what course
you took?-Yes; it is given very fully in the report of 1874, in
appendix E of the report of 1874. My operations and journeyings
are given very fully.

20653. Did you return to Ottawa in the fall of 1872 ?-No; I At ce eof seaou
did not. After the completion of the season in 1872-they cannot In 1872, direoted

to remain Ini
continue working there in the winter-after the parties completed British Columbia
their season's work, several of them went home to Ottawa to make or.® n th®
their plans thore; but I had a telegram from Mr. Fleming to remain Watt,
there; that there was a very large expenditure up to that date-it
Was the fall of 1872-and much of it was not accounted for, and he
Wished me to remain and examine the accoants with Mr. Watt. lie
Was the accountant and commissariat officer for British Columbia.
Accordingly I remained and went over the whole of the accounts with
hima to find out how the money was spent.

20654. Where were your headquarters that winter ?-In Victoria.
20655. And Mr. Watt's headquarters also ?-In Victoria. 1 re- In March, 1873,

imained there until March, I tbink, 1873; I do not know exactly the ame tott
time I did return, but I know it was the spring of 1873 before I got condition of the
through with those accounts. I find that I was still in British Colum- work
bia the 1st of March, 1873, and it was during that month I came to
Ottawa to report on the condition of the work. I remained but a very
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short time, and went back to British Columbia. I think I only re-
mained a few weeks in Ottawa, and went back again to take charge of
the surveys again.

In is, only two 20656. How was the system of the survey for 1873 arranged: was
puarstuipp®ed; it arranged before or after you left Ottawa, or by you in British
mentary survey Columbia ?-It was arranged in Ottawa. There was very little done in
made. 1873. There were only two parties engaged, and it was simply making

a supplementary survey or deviation on one route that had been sur-
veyed in 1872.

20657. Do you remember who were the district engineers in charge
of that, or weré there more than one ?-There were two, Sir. There
were two parties, Mr. Jarvis was one and Mr. Gamsby was the other.

Otthe method of 20658. As to their operations, who had the direction of the method
thls survey wtt-plc
ness had direc- in which the examination was to take place ?-1 had the direction of
tion; it was n- it. It was an instrumental survey. It was made from Howe Sound,
was made from which is a little north of Burrard Inlet, made up by a pass through
Howe Sound to the Cascade Mountains, and up to Lillooet, and from Lillooet acrossLillooet thence toayn booh
Cariboo waggon what is called the Marble Canyon. That brought us to the Cariboo
road, thence to
the central waggon road. Thence the survey followed up the valley of the Bona-
plateau. parte River up to the plateau-the central plateau we generally call

it-then across the same, joining the survey of 1872-which joined the
survey of 1872 at a point almost seventy-five miles from Kamloops, some
little distance below Clearwater. I may tell you that it was not until the
fall of 1873 that I met Mr. Moberly, although he had been under my
instructions, the distance had been so very great. He went to the
Yellow Head Pass and made some surveys east towards Edmonton,
and Mr. Fleming came through there. He travelled through the
country by the Yellow Head Pass to the Pacific in the fall of 1872.
lie saw Mr. Moberly on his road and gave him directions, and I met
Mr. Fleming myself. I was going to meet him, anl I met him some
150 miles up the North Thompson.

Moberly's 20659. Then do you mean that the Moberly operations for 1873
movements. had been previously directed by Mr. Fleming in 1872, and were not

controlled at all by you in 1873 ?-NO; in fact I had very little control
of Mi. Moberly at all until I ordered him to come home in 1873,
because he had his first instructions to go to the Howse Pass from Mr.
Fleming. He left the Howse Pass by instructions from Mr. Fleming
to go to the Yellow Head Pass. He made surveys in the Yellqw Head
Pass, and eastwaid from the Yellow Head Pass, and it was not until ho
returned that he got his instructions from me in 1873. I had not met
him before. He returned to Kamloops under my instructions.

20660. He had,during the season of 1873, made some survey towards
Cedar Lake from Albreda Viver ? - He had made surveys
on the east side of the mountains towards Edmonton, and from the
west side towards Cedar Lake, and that was under my instructions.

20661. Did you direct that the examination should be an instru-
mental or an exploratory one ?-1 thiik it was exploratory. I directed
that.

Parties under 2662. Beside these two parties which you have named as being
authority In 187. under your authority in 1873---that under Mr. Jarvis, and that under

Mr. Gamsby-there was therefore another district engineer under
your control, Mr. Moberly, ?-Yes; up to the end of 1873--the fall of
1873.
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20663. This examination of the country between Howe Sound and
Lillooet was not made under Mr. Jarvis's authority ?-One part of it.
Mr. Jarvis had charge of the party as the division engineer.

20664. Was not his charge from Lillooet north.westerly ?-Yes ; the
first was Mr. Gamsby, from Howe Sound to Lillooet, or some point near
Lillooet, and Mr. Jarvis took up and connected with him there. His
Was the most north-westerly part of it.

2066f. Then the first portion of the exploration was under Mr.
Gamsby's charge alone, and not under Mr. Jarvis ?-It was under Mr.
Gamsby alone.

20666. What was the nature of that examination ?-It was an
instrumental survey through a very rugged pass. Through all the
Cascade Mountains the passes are so rugged that a simple exploration
with an aneroid to get the height would not be sufficient data from
which to make out any approximate estimate of the cost.

20667. Could you not ascertain the feasibility of the line from a bare
exploration ?-Yes; we could find the feasibility by travelling through
it; but we wanted more than that-we wanted a comparative estimate
of the cost of different passes.

2066-<. Had the feasibility of this particular portion of the country
been established before by exploration or any other examination that
you know of ?-Thore had been parties through it that got information
from people who had travelled through it, and it seemed feasible.

20669. Then this was, in tact, a continuation of the previous exam-
ination, but a closer one ?-It came through a different pass.
The first survey was by the Fraser River to Burrard Inlet. This
examination was also from the Fraser River from a point farther up,
through a different pass to Howe Sound. It was a branch of the same
lino I may say, a deviation, an alternative line.

20670. And the Jarvis exploration was also instrumental ?-Yes.
20671. Were quantities taken out from those surveys and exami-

nations ?--Yes.
:.0672. So as to make a close com parison between the cost of that

lino and the Burrard Inlet line ?-Well, quantities were taken out of
all the different surveys through the Cascade Mountains, the Cascade
Mountains being the more diflicult of the two. The Rocky Mountains
Were much more easy of the two.

OTTAWA, Thursday, 28th April, 1881.

IRODERICK McLENNAN, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-

2067Ï3 You have had some connection with the works on the Pacific
Railway ?-Yes.

Gamsby and Jar-vis's surveys.

Camsby's from
Howe Sound to,
Lillooet Instru-
mental through a
rugged pasa.

Quantties were
taken out fron
ail] the surveys
through the Cas-
cade Mountaina.

MoLENNAN.

20674. In what capaeity at first ?-I first went on the surveys in On survey In
Britilsh Columbia, in 1671. British Oolumbla

,in 1871, as district
20q75. lu what capacity ?-As district enigineer of the Yellow Head yeo®® amPass region. I was the first man in the Yellow Head Pass on the survey. region.
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20676. How many district engineers were there in British Columbia
that season ?-Two.

Moberly wa8 dis- 20677. Who was the other ?-Mr. Walter Moberly and myself. Mr.
e nneer inl Moberly was in the Howse Pass and I was in the Yellow Head Pass.

20678. Where did you begin your operations that season ?-I began
at Kamloops-Fort Kamloops.

Witness in is7, 20679. With what sized party ?-I had between thirty and forty
began at Kam- Uaoops with aout men with the party that went up the North Thompson River, to explorethirty-five men the Yellow Head Pass, and there was another party that went up to

, "rwhTmp- Cariboo to intercept my way going northerly. They were to meet me
apogexlore the at Tête Jaune Cache.Ye lw Hed
Pes, and anent 20680. When you speak of the size of your party, do y ou mean the
up to Cariboo. combined party ?-No.

20681. That is, the one that started from Cariboo as well as the
other one that started from Kamloops ?-No; the nature of that service
was to explore that country, to get a way through it, and a number of
packers with animals took through our provisions.

20682. What do you say was the size of your party ?-From thirty-
five to forty men, all told, packers, axe men and all.

20683. How many of the engineering staff ?-Well, with me, going
up the North Thompson, there were two assistant engineers and one
or two younger men in the position of rod men.

Of the North 20684. Then, for the purposes of the survey there were five menThomnuron party,
aye be onged to employed ?-Five mon actually- that was, men supposed to use instru-
the ngineering ments or anything of that kind,

20685. They were examiners of the country?-Yes.
20686. The rest of the party, as I understand, was made up of

persons who were required to carry provisions and to do other work
necessary to your efficiency and comfort ?-Cutting trails through the
country. You see there had never been anybody through the country
and we had to cut our way thr'ough it.

20687. Then, botween twenty-five and thirty men, besides the
engineering staff, were employed on road making and taking forward
supplies ?-Yes.

20688. Were they ordinary labourers ?-Yos.
20689. Had you animals also connected with your party ?-Yes; we

bad nearly as many animals. We had forty animals, all told.
20690. What time in the season did you start from Kamloops, your

base of operations ?-It was about, as near as I can recollect now,
the Lst of Angust, 1871.

20691. Who had the responsibility of making up your party ?-I had
myself of making up the labourers, but not the staff.

20692. Who selected the staff ?-Mr. Fleming.
20693. Did they go from this part of the country, or did you get

them in British Columbia ?-Some of them went from this part of the
country. There were one or two, however, 1 took up there at Mr.
Fleming's suggestion-that is giving me a number of names of parties
who were there. They were reported by him as residents, and would
be available for that service.

Forty animals
',mU party.

Started from
Kamloops Ist
-August, 187.
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20694. Thon you selected on the spot some who were suggested by

Mr. Fleming ?-Yes.
None of the staff20695. Did you select any entirely on your own responsibility ?- eeectei on wit-

No ; none of the staff that I recollect at all. nespi obi

20696. The labourers, I understand, you selected entirely on your own
responsibility ?-Oh, yes.

20697. Who decided upon the number of persons to be engaged in Number of other-
your party and the number of animals ?-Well, 1 decided myself PImndeidea
-- that is, based on the information I could get of the country bywitness.
(of course, I never was in that country before), after consulting with
people who had been, as to the nature of the service, which was
unknown to almost everybody, and on consultation with Mr. Moberly,
who had been in that country for some years; and, of course, I formed
ny party with a view of the certainty of getting through to Tête

Jaune Cache, or Yellow Head i'ass, because it was important to get
through before the winter set in, otherwise the exploration would
extend over another year.

20698. Where did you meet Mr. Moberly to consult with him ?
-Mr. Moberly was on the train with me going to British
Columbia. He was here at the time I started for British Columbia.

20699. Would you please commence with the description of your Witness left
operations by stating when you left Ontario, and how many went with (s"1a tu mune
yeu, and so on ?-I left Ontario about the beginning of June, early in ed in Victoria
June, and with me, as one assistant, I had W. W. Ireland, that went upply" p*
from this place, and another, L. N. Rhéaume. Those were the only a ddnuIn-
men of the staff that I had, 3 nd accompanied by Mr. Moberly who had Ion Day for the
one or two other men with him, and we went to British Columbia- Cariboo district,

Went to Victoria-and we were also accompanied by Mr. George Watt, menced their
Who was commissariat officer. operations.

20700. How long did you stay at Victoria ?-Some days, long enough
to supply the'party that was sent out under Mr. Mahood.

20701. Was that party going out to the Cariboo district ?-Yes.
They left Victoria on Dominion Day.

20702. But Mahood's party, as I understand it, were making their
way as quickly as possible to start an casterly exploration from that
peint to Cariboo ?-Yes; but they started for their operations from
Victoria.

20703. They did not make an examination of the country frion
there ?-They made no examinations until they reached Cariboo.

20704. What was the base of their operations ?-That was the base of
their operations.

20705. You stayed long enough in Victoria to get supplies for Mr.
Mahood's party and your own ?-To get supplies for Mr. Mahood's
Party, see theom off and prepare for the party that went by Fort
Kamloops.

20706. Was the Mahood party under your charge ?-Yes.

207o7. Who was the next in command under you in the Mahood
party ?-Mahood was the next, and a young man named Dickey-I
oerget his Christian naine now-from Sackville, New Brunswick.
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20708. What time did you leave Victoria: do I understand that Mr.
Moberly accompanied you from Victoria up to Kamloops ?-No, not ail
the way; he sent some of his men up. At Hope he took a short cut
through the country to try and pick up some pack animals, and some
of his men went up with me to Fort Kamloops, and he there joined me
with some pack animais. We divided-at least, I got some that I
wanted.

20709. What time did you leave Victoria ? -We left Victoria some-
time in July. It was a few days after Mir. Mahood left.

20710. What timedid you reach Kamloops: did you say in August ?
-No; we went there before the end of July, but we were there some
days organizing and getting the horses and pack saddles and outfits
necessary to carry supplies to the mountains, and some time was spent
there getting packers for the horses, that is, men skilled in leading
horses over the moun tains.

20711. Were these animals horses or mules ?-We had some of both.
Watt, supposed to 20712. Who had the responsibilityof purchasing and fixing the price

ober y boug"h of those animais on behalf of the Government ?-Mr. Watt made the
some afso. purchase, or was supposed to be the man who supplied us with those

animais. In some cases he did, but he could not be with us in ail cases,
and we had to pick them up. You see, we were hurried, and Mr Moberly
went through the country, and knowing the Hudson Bay Co.'s
agents, he bought some.

Witness also 20713. As to those which Mr. Moberly did not buy, did Mr. Watt
bought some. buy them and fix the prices ?-Mr. Watt bought some and I bought

others.
20714. Then you did buy some and fix the price, on your own

responsibility ?-Yes.
Bought a pack
train of twenty

;Mulea.

Watt responsible
for purchases.

20il5. About how many of the animals were mules?-I think I
bought one pack train, they call it there-about twenty mules, as near
as I can recollect the number now.

20716. Have you any recollection of the price ?-No; I think it is
something like 110 or $120 apiece.

20717. Did that cover anything more than the animals : did it
cover the harness ?- li that case it embraced the apareos, as they call
it. Those are things that are put on the animals backs to protect
them carrying packs.

By Mr. Keefer :
20718. Pack saddles ?-No; the apareos is distinct from the pack

saddle.

By the Chairman
20719. As to the supplies, who had the responsibility of purchasing

them and fixing the prices ?-Mr. Watt, as a rule, had the responsibi-
lity of purchasing supplies and fixing the prices.

20720. Did he purchase what was necessary for your party that
season ?-He did. I do not know but we might have supplemented it,
some, with supplies at Fort Kamloops-some things we needed there.

20721. Who would have the responsibility of buying those supple-
mentary articles ?-Well, anything that was purchased in Mr. Watt's
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absence, I would, of course, have the resposibility of. Those were
unimportant. The staple articles were purchased by Mr. Watt.

20722. Would you describe, shortly, the object of that season's opera-
tions as you had planned them at the time you left Kamloops ?-Well,
in accordance with instructions I had from the Government, they
thought it very desirable that a lino should be had from Yellow Head
Pass in the first place, that Yellow Head Pass should be well tested,and
that being fourd satisfactory, the line should be continued westerly
from that through the gold region through Cariboo to Fraser River.

20723. Via Tête Jaune Cache?- Tia Tête Jaune Cache. If Tête Jaune
Cache was found practicable it was highly desirable a line should be
extended west to the gold fields.

Instrueted to test
Yelw Head Pasa
andÜfnding Il
matisfaectory to
run a Iinethrough.
Cariboo to Fraser
River.

20724. That would be crossing what is known as the Cariboo range
of mountains ?-Yes.

20725. And, as far as your party was concerned, I understand that
you were not to survey westerly from Tête Jaune Cache, but the
operations of your party proper were confined to this north-easterly
country ?-Could I get to Tête Jaune Cache and it be found practica ble,
I would have done so. My instructions were to examine Yellow Head
Pass, and that being found good for a line, to run westerly, but I had
no means of getting there.

20726. I am asking 'what was your plan of operations when you
slarted from Kamloops ?--ly plan of operations was to get to Yellow
Iead Pass by the North Thompson River, the only supposed way I
could get there.

20727. Did you expect to take all your party by the North Thomp-
.Mn River to Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes.

20728. In a body ?-In a body.

20729. Were there roads along the North Thompson ?-There were
none.

20730. Then you had to make your roads as you went on ?-We hIad waythrout the
to cut our way through the forest. forent f Kae 

20731. It was not a travelled country on either side of the river ?- went along,
There was a settlement five or six miles beyond Kamloops, on the
Isorth Thompson, and then we got out into the vast wilds.

20732. Had you formed any idea at the time of starting of the pro.
bable time it would take your party to reach the Yellow Head Pass ?
-I had hoped to get there early in October-as early in October as I

could get there.
20733. in doing that you would necessarily pass through a part of

the country which, you say, would form a part of the location after-
wards-I mean from Yellow Head Pass westerly-Tète Jaune Cache all
the way to the Cariboo district ?-I would simply have some know-
ledge of the grades adjacent to the vallev that I went through up the
North Thompson River, but would have very little knowledge of the
interior.

20734. You mean you would have some knowledge of the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the river ?-Of course I would have a good
knowledge of that going up the heights on each side as we went to the
Imorth; but the interior, west of that, I could not explore very much,
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I did not have the time, and Mahood was working to meet me, was
expecting to meet me at the Tête Jaune Cache.

20735. Did you take your party to the Yellow Head Pass ?-I took
the party to Cranberry Lake. The season was pretty short, and I sent
back as many packers-in fact all the packers-and as many of the
animals as could go back, Some of them were reduced and could not
go back. I then took a few men from the party and went to the
Yellow Head Pass myself, accompanied by Mr. Selwyn,Director of the
Geological Survey.

20736. Who else ý-One or two other men I took to take animais
and carry supplies, bedding and tents.

20737. Any animals ?-Yes ; we had some six or eight animals.
20738. How far is it from Cranberry Lake to Yellow Head Pass, in

round numbers ?-Oh, I suppose it is about fifty miles.
20739. About what time did you diminish the party, as you say, at

Cranberry Lake?-Well, it was early in October, very probably the
5th-about the 5th of October. Then, having reduced the party, I
kept a sufficient number there to explore and examine that country
and use the instruments there as much as they could through the
winter, and not any more men than I was assured could be fed with
the supplies we brought there until the spring.

20740. Was Cranberry Lake reached before Tête Jaune Cache ?-Yes.
20741. Was it on any part of the line which might eventually be

located between Kamloops and Tête Jaune Cache ?-Yes.
20742. lu round numbers, what is the distance between Kamloops

and Cranberry Lake ?-I forget now-something like nearly 200 miles.
20743. In round numbers, what would you call the whole distance

from Kamloops to Yellow Head Pass ?-I think it is something like
nearly 250 miles.

20744. You say that you retained enough supplies and men and
animals to carry you through the winter season, in making a closer
investigation of that country ?-I retained what supplies I brought
there, and reduced the men so as to have no more than could subsist
well until the next spring.

20745. And you thought that the supplies which you had left would
be enough to carry you through uuitil spring ?-Yes.

20746. When you started from Kamloops did you expect that you
would be able to discharge a portion of the party as soon as you reached
this lake ?-I so expected.

20747. So that was carrying out your plan of operations ?-Ye s.
20748. It was not found to be necessary in consequence of something

which happened on the journey ?-Oh, no.
20749. It was part of your original scheme ?-It was part of my

original scheme, winter setting in as I expected it would.
20750. Did you think it was necossary to have taken so large a

party of men and animals, in order to carry the supplies from Kam-
loops up to that point ?-Yes.

20751. Did you find that there was as much necessity for a
large party as you expected when you started ?-It was quite necessary
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te take thoso animais to take the supplies for the men there, although
at the timo I did not think it was necessary to take such a party. My
oWn opinion was, only a skilful party with Indians and packers to
Imake an exploration through the country and acquire information
Would be botter.

20752. Did you mention that idea to anybody?-Yes; I think I Asmaller bodyof
spoke of that idea to Mr. Fleming when I returned. Taking a number men would bave

Of men into an unknown country, of course you have to provide them same renul wth
'with supplies and provisions, and you don't know what the country lesu expefe.
Will be. A smaller body would accomplish the sanie result with less
expense.

20753. Are you speaking of your opinion before you left Kamloops
or after the event ?-It was after the event. I knew nothing of the
Country at all.

20754. I was asking whether the event turned out as you had
anticipated at the time you left Kamloops ?-I simply required to take
the transit men and levellers, &c., a full party of men, and, therefore,
I had to take provisions for them.

20755. Who settled, before you started from Kamloops, upon the size
of the party-I mean the number of men and animals that you were to
take ?-I settled, to a great extent, that myself; that is, getting advice
from others who pr-etended to know something about the country and
the requirements of the work.

20756. Was the price of supplies and animals a matter left to your
4liscretion ?-of course I was not directed as to the price, I was left to
My own discretion.

20757. The , in adopting the number of men and animais for the
Party, you acted on your discretion ?-Certainly.

Witness responsi-
ble for size or

arty and price
Of Provisions.

20758. When you discharged a portion of the party, did you find
your judgment had been a good judgment as to the number of mon
and animais required, or at the end of the season did you think

on1 had employed more than was necessary ?-No; i found I
iad barely enough provisions to keep a small party (somewbat
reduced, but not to destroy their efficiency se much), I had scarcely
enough to supply an ordinary surveying party until spring. What
Wth getting them up there and cutting roads to get them up there,"nd making bridges and boats and othor things to get across streams,
it constituted a great part of the work and took up a great part of the
titne. When I arrived thore I had no more than sufficient provisions
tO Supply an ordinary party. I would run no risk until June, as the
tne would probably be nearing to get fresh supplies. Whenhe sent

20759. I understand. when you reached Cranberry Lake, or before bac ai' the

JYoI proceeded farthe, ou discharged ail your party and animais, &anberrY Lake
xccept one or two other men of the staff, and six or eight Yellow Hed

assistants ?-I beg your pardon, I sent back all the packers and all the PaS he e fite
innelghbonrhood ofaliuals they could take back; I left an ordinary surveying party in Cranberry Lake

te ur ey that1he neighbourhood of Cranberry Lake to survey that country and con- ountry îto ai.-
inUe examinations during the winter. I then left with one or two aistant engineers,

pack animals, accompanied by -Mr. Selwyn, of the Geological Survey, ameuind abroud
r e t peght or ten axeei9that far beyond where the party wero loft, uvy men.adabu
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Four or six of aI~r htwent
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turned.

Had he known
the country
might have gotthe informa on
at legs coat.

Nevertheless
thinks that the
imber of men

and animaie em-
ployed by hlm in
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operations were
neoemsary to the
actuai result.

20760. Please describe to me the party you left in the neighbour-
hood of Cranberry Lake for operations there ?-I left two assistant
engineers and one or two younger men for rod men and chain men and
about eight or ten axe men.

20761. That would be a party of somewhere between twelve ard
fourteen altogether ?-Yes.

20762. Please describe the party which you took with you further
northward and easterly ?-I took two men with me and Mr. Selwyn
took two others. I think we had tour or six of a party that went to
Yellow Head Pass and returned.

20763. That would be fourteen and six-somewhere about twenty
altogether of your original party that did not go back ?-No; did not
go back, and the rest were all sent back, packers and all.

20764. Do you think now, after the event and after the experience of
that season, that it was good judgment to take the party as large as
you did originally, in order that in the fall you might have the twenty
men yon describe for the operations near Cranberry Lake and more
easterly, and the provisions for them that you did, or do you think
that you could have started with a smaller party and accomplished the
work as efficiently ?-If I contemplated supplying a party for the
winter I had barely enough, but if I contemplated the risk of taking
one or two men and going lighter, much less would do. But that was
not the plan of the survey. The plan of the survey was to make au
instrumental examination.

20765. Assuming the object of that season's explorations to be just
what happened, namely, in October, when you got to this lake you
kept two parties of about twenty mon and provisions about enough for
them: I am asking whether, in your present opinion, that object
could have been accomplished by having started with a smaller party
than you did from Kamloops ?-Oh, I would have acquired the infor-
mation that I hed up to that time with les expense by arranging and
planning differently, but that was simply on the basis that I knew the
country, which I did not.

20766. I understand that the object of this season's operations was
two-fold: in the first place that you should acquire a knowledge of the
country up, we will say, as far as Cranberry Lake along the river, and
that from Cran berry Lake you should have party sufficiently large and
supplies enough to enable you during the winter to make further
explorations ?-Yes.
. 20767. I am asking whether you think that that object, or those two
objects, could have been attained by having started with a smaller party
from Kamloops than you did ?-No; I could not have changed it with
any different results.

20768. Then you think the number of men and animals employed by
you in that season's operations and the expenditure connected with
them were necessary and material in order to reach the result which
yon did ?- I do.

20769. What was the name of the person whom you left in charge of
the party near Cranberry Lake ?-F. W. Green.

20770. What were his duties after the fall of 1871 ?-His duties were
to examire the country thoroughly around that region and explore
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both north and west particularly with a view of finding a valley or a
Pase through into the Cariboo country westward.

20771. And what was the object of the party under your immediate
charge ?-There were only a few men. I left only a few men more with
Mr. Greon, and when I came back from Yellow Head Pass-

20772. That is the return. I am speaking now of the time you Accomplished
Started northward and easterly from Cranberry Lake with Mr. )bJe2t of examin%
$elwyn : what was the object of that examination ?-To examine the
Pass and to acquire some knowledge of its character.

20773. Did you accomplish that ?-Yes.
20774. What time did that take ?-That took- I recollect distinctly

now. we returned on the 26th of October.
20775. What time did yon leave Cramberry Lake on that little expe-

dition ?-We came down in four or five days.
20776. I am speaking of leaving Cranberry Lake on that expedi-

tion ?-It would be after the 15th-perhaps the 15th to the 18th.

20777. When you left for Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes.
20778. And when do you say you returned ?-We returned on the Returned on 2Eth

26th of October. ha"Eg exa'ine

20779. So that in eight days, you and Mr. Selwyn and your explor- th'au ln elght
ing party of one or two other men accomplished the investigation which
you started to make ?-Yes.

20780. And that was fifty miles to go from Cranberry Lake, includ-
ingthe Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes.

20781. That was not an
êimply with an aneroid.
acquire a knowledge of the

instrumertal examination ?-No; it was
I carried an aneroid in my pocket to

grades.

20782. And the distance you estimated as you passed over it ?-Yes;
we just estimated the distance as wl.1 as we could at the tirme.

20783. That party was the first, as I undorstand you to say, who had
examined the Yellow Head Pass under the Canadian Govern ment for tho
Purposes of the Pacific Railway ?-Yes.

20784. low far easterly did you proceed on that occasion ?-We went
Very nearly to what is called Yellow Head Lake, not far from the
suminmit.

20785. Is that east of the sumrit ?-No; it is on the west side of
the summit.

20786. Did yoiu not go farther east than the west side of the
summit ?-No.

20787. Did you not go over the summit ?-No.

20788. Then you did not actually go through the pass ?-No. Through Did not go
the pass is ninety miles. We went to that part of it which is conmIdered t'"brU h*
and is the roughest part on the west side.

20789, Then yon did not make the first investigation of what is
called Yellow Head Pass proper ?-Up to that point only, subsequently
followed by Mr. Moberly in 1872, who was sent to that part.

36*

simgir an an-
tion to aequire a
knowledge of tho
grades.
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20790. llow near on the westerly side did you come to the pass
proper ?-I do not know. I suppose, may be, ten or fifteen miles, where
the water turns the other way, as near as I can recollect now.

20791. Where the water turns which way?-To the eastward. You
see the water flows both ways through the pass.

20792. Did you go to that point ?-No, within ton or fifteen miles. You
see we went as far as we could to tako the risk of coming out for the
winter. When it commenced snowing on the 26th of October we
returned. Mr. Selwyn was anxious to return, and I- thought so too.

20793. What was his office connected with the survey ?-It was the
geological examination.

20794. Thon you returned to Cranberry
October ?-We returned back on the 26th
Cranberry Lake, I suppose, about the end
the end of October and the lst of November.

Lake about the 26th of
of October and came by
of the month-between

Got to Cranberry
Lake about st or 20795. And then how did you proceed ?-Then we retraced our stops
November,ti
thence retracing by the trail and got to the mouth of the Albreda River. This is one
b the Albreda of the tributaries of the Thompson. It is a short streamn.
]River.

20796. That is near Cranberry Lake ?-Yes, very noar it. There
is a divide there. The waters of the Albreda River go into the North
Thompson and the northern stream goes into the Canoe River.

20797. And what were your next operations ?-After getting to the
nouth of the Albreda River we stopped there a couple of days to make

c anoes.
20798. Did you take up your other party that you had left in the

neighbourhood ?-No; 1 left the party with Mr. Green and went down
with Mr. Selwyn, taking a few men with me. Mr. Selwyn's men we
had left with Mr. Green. We got to the mouth of the Albreda River
and made canoes with pine logs.

From Albretia 20799. And then ?-Worked our wvay down to the mouth of the
lpsr ohr ey Clearwater River, where there was a man left for the winter to take
rvemd bth charge of the stores that could not be got up that winter. They were

sent there anticipating the wants of next spring. They got there
about the time the river was frozen up.

20800. And then ?-We made our way to Fort Kamloops.
20801. What time did you get thore ?-I forget; about the middle

of November-the 15th to the 2Oth of November, as near as I can
recollect.

20802. And then ?-Then, I think, we made some small settlements
with the Hudson Bay officers there, and then went by the Cariboo
road, to the telegraph office and telegraphed Mr. Fleming at Ottawa,
who answered by requiring me to come to Ottawa and bring a report
of my explorations, which I did.

20803. About what time did you leave British Columbia for Ottawa
that fall ?-It was very near-it must have been about the beginning
of Jahuary. I was waiting some time to hear of Mahood's party, who
did not get through to Tête Jaune Cache as I expected.

20804. Where were you waiting ?-I was part of the time at Cache
Creek on the Cariboo road, telegraphing to Cariboo to see if I could
get any tidings of thom, which I could not; and thon, after getting the

Left for Ottawa
with report of
explorations.
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order from Mr. Fleming to come to Ottawa, I still waited for some time
to get information of Mahood and see what success ho had, until
finally ho got out to Cariboo.

20805. Who ?-Mahood, and telegraphed me where his party were;
and I asked him to bring in his maps and sketches that ho had with
him, so that I could take them to Ottawa. He was unable to go
through that country. He went over glaciers-one he estimated was
2,000 feet in thickness.

20806. Thon, of the party which you originally started with, there
were left only those in the neighbourhood of Cranberry Lake, some
fourteen altogether, in the charge of Mr. Green ?-Yes, and sone of
Mahood's men, who ran bis party somewhat in the same way 1 did ;
that is, by sending out ail the men ho could send for the winter. After
getting to a certain point and finding ho could get no further, ho
adapted bis party to the supplies ho had.

20807. These dotached parties were instructed to investigate the pheearties in-
country as well as they could by way of explorations, not instrumental simple explora-
surveys ?-Exactly. Wherever they found anything promise well, to Ms, and where-

evranythingexamine with instruments ; but, of course, to make explorations first looked promseing
before doing so. te ie gith

20808. Thon you reached Ottawa about the middle of the winter of
1871-72 ?-Yes.

20809. Next after that, how were you employed ?-Next spring
again I went back, and after leaving here I went back, as I supposed,
to continue my operations in Yellow Head Pass, and try if possible to
get to Cariboo.

20810. You say you supposed you went back for that purpose: did spring of 1872, in-
You not know for what purpose you went back ?-I started back for acroc th toco-
that purpose, and at Toronto I was intercepted with different instruc- tin Plains.
tions. Between the time of leaving here and going to Lancaster to
pack up my traps, Mr. Moberly's report on Howse Pass came in, and
I suppose the plan of the surveys was changed, and I was telegraphed
ut Toronto to wait for instructions there, which I did ; and the instruc-
tions wero that I should take my parties and try and work through
across the Chilcotin Plais, across the interior of British Columbia, and
allow Mr. Moberly, who was supposed to be in Howse Pass, to take bis
men on the east sido of the range. Thore was no place he could find
more accessible than that ground.

20811. Then your.instructions were to examine the country between
the two main ranges ?-Yes; to see what was the best line I could get
'vest towards the Chilcotin Plains.

20812. West from what point ?-A supposed continuation, making
Tête Jaune Cache the gateway or a central point, by which a line
could diverge either down the South Thompson River and thon to take
the first ready means of getting to the western country by the Clear-
Water River, the first good ground we found to offer any opening
to that country; soI took the parties out and got down to the Clear-
water, and commenced work westerly, which was the only point I
found presented any opening at ail. Other parts have been tested
since and they had to come back to that. In 1872 I worked from
Clearwater.

36%*
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of Clearwater
with the North
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Party numbered
about thirty men.

20813. When you say from Clearwoter, do you mean from its junc-
tion with the North Thompson ?-Yes; Dr very near there. Taking
the parties out, I brought them down there.

20814. You worked westerly from that point ?-Westerly from that
point.

20815. Where was your base of operations that season, 1872 ?-1
had fixed that as the only point by which there was any hope ofgetting
a lino through the country at ail, westerly.

29816. Did you start with a party from that point-the junction ?-
Yes.

20817. What sized party ?-Well, I should say about medium sizod;
about thirty mon, aq near as I can recollect now.

20818. Including the ongineers ?-Engineors and overything.
About twenty- 20819. And how many animals ?-Animals: we had about twenty or
flve animals. twen ty-five.

20820. Was that the size of the party under your immediate
charge: twenty men and twenty-five animais ?-Yes; or Mahood's
party. Mahood, the man that went from the Cariboo Mines easterly.
I got him out aud started him there at Clearwater, and then I took the
Green party, the party I had brought up the previous summer to Cran-
berry Lake. I took that party and got them out into the interior about
100 miles, and started them oporating westerly.

20821. Where did you get charge of these two parties in the spring
of 1872, less the Green party and the Mahood party, so as to be able
Io direct them ?--I had to go for thom. I had to got Green's
party from Cranberry Lake, and Mahood's party, who had at tbat time
inade their way up to Tète Jaune Cache, I got them out there.

20822. About what t time of the year ? -That was in June some time.
20823. Was Forrest under your charge that year ?-He was.

Forrest went 20824. He went westerly past the lake now called Mahood Lake ?-
L®etrIasL Lake Mahood, he did.

208.'. Did the Grecn party and the Mahood party come down
southerly so as to be under your imnediate obarge at the junction of
the Clearwater with the Thompson, or did you direct their operations
by letter ?-No; I got both parties down and got Mahool's organized
and started at Cloarwater. Having done that, I got Green and his
party, and worked round and got in about 100 miles west of Mahood
and started them there.

Mahond's party- 20826. First, about the Mahood party, what size was it ?-About
about thirty men. thirty men, as near as I can recollect now.

20827. Is that the party yon have just described as your own ?-No;
I beg your pardon, Green's was mine.

20828. Then the Mahood party consisted of thirty men ?-Yes.
Directed them to
lind the best
country they

nilngte at
the same time he
wàaa going to start
with Greemis
part.y 10 miles
west,

20829. And how many horses ?-Twenty or twenty-dive animals.
20830. What operations did you direct them to undertake that

season ?-To endeavour to find the best country that they could going
west, and as near that parallel of latitude going nearly due west. I
told them where I was going to start with the other party, some 100
miles west of that and to form a junction.
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20831. Was Forrest with the Mahood party ?-With the Mahood
Party.

20832. Now the Green party, where do you say you started them
from ?-The Green party, I started them. I took them out and got
them on near what is called the Cariboo road and not very far from
the 150 mile house.

20833. Near the Big Bend on the Fraser River ?-No; oh, no. It is
lower down.

20831. Is it botween Lillooet and Big Bend ?-About latitude
51° 30'-between 51° and 52°.

20835. You say you took them out, but I do not know to what point.
Now that is the latitude: can you give me the longitude or some point
well known on the river or somewhiere ?-No; I do not sce any marks
on this map (looking at one).

20836. Was it on the Fraser River ?-No, Sir.
20837. Was it east of that?-Some twenty-five miles east of Fraser

River.
20838. Was it anywhere near the junction of Big Creek ?-It was To work down

near there. the Fraser liiver.

20839. In what direction were they to move ?-They were to move
down the Fraser River to ascertain what gradients could be had going
down Fraser River. That was near the height of land. They were to
work down to Fraser River.

20840. Then you say you took them out from tho Thompson River
to a starting point further west ?-Yes.

20841. How did you get them to that starting point: was the
country well travelled or easily travelled ?-No, Sir. I got some
Indians to guide me through. There were some few Indian trails
and I got some Indians to guide me and went through there.

20842. Then that was the Green party ?-Yes.

20843. That is the party you describe as yours ?-Yes.

20844. How long were you getting to this starting point ?-I think
EOme fifteen or twenty days.'

20845. Was it along the Blackwater Valley, or anywhere further
north that yon travelled to get to that starting point ?-We went to
the Blackwater and over some high ridges thero. We took as
fnearly a direct course as we could.

20846. Did you expect the Mahood party would join in with the line
You were then taking ?-I expected it would serve them to some extent
in making their camps.

20847. What I am asking is: whether you expected the result of their
exlamination to be that they would find a country which would make a
line available somewhere about the starting point which you then took ?
.- Exactly.

20848. And you, would be continuing the same course ?-Exactly.

20849. 'So that the line from this starting point westerly, yon sup-
Posed would be nothing more than a continuation of the general course
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of the examination which they were making in effect, although not
exactly to the point of junction ?-Yes.

Mahood's Party 20850. What was accomplished by the Mahood party that season:
got througb to
where wtnes they were under your charge and, I suppose, reported to you ?-Yes.
started Green's They got through to where I started Green's party, and Greon's partyparty, whlch met Te o
one ofMarcu e met with one of Mr. Marcus Smith's party, from Bute Inlet, on the west
Smtth's on west side of Fraser River, near Tatla Lake.s4de of Fraser
River. 20851. For the present we will confine our questions to the Mahood

party ; you say they reached the starting point of your party, the
Green party: how far was that from the starting point of the Mahood
party ?-I cannot say with certainty now.

20852. Could you not say in round numbers ?-Well, I suppose it
would be between sixty and seventy-five miles-perhaps about seventy-
five miles would be something near it.

20853. What was the nature of their examination during that expe-
dition ?-They had gone up a chain of lakes and outiets from those
lakes.

Mahood's survey 20854. That is the result of their examination : I am speakinr of
instrunentaI. the nature of it, whether it was instrumental or not ?-It was explora-

tion and instrumental, both.
20855. Did they take such close examination as would permit of a

profile being made of the country ?-We did. We made a profile. We
ran a transit line and level line-some levels over it. We examined it
with the instruments.

20856. About what time did they complote that work ?-The begin-
ning of the winter.

20857. That was the result of the whole season's operations of the
M.ahood party ?-Yes.

Made an instru- 20858. They made an instrumental examination over seventy-fivemnental aurvev
over seventy-five miles ?-Seventy-five miles, as near as I can recollect now.
miles.

20859. And their party was composed of about thirty men and
twenty-five animals ?-As near as I can recollect now.

20860. What is your opinion about the necessity of a party of that
size for that work ? Does the result show you whether it was too
large a party ?-They could not have got along with any less-that is,
using instruments-than they had.

20861. You think the size of the party and the expenditure occa-
sioned by it were both justifiable considering the operations ?-They
wqre gauged according to the supposed wants of the country as near as
possible.

Fleming directed 20862. Were you directed to make an instrumental survey ?-Ob,an instrumental
survey. yes.

ExaminatIons
showed that a
lino, but an ex-

Snalve one,could
e ad

20863. Was it not a matter of discretion with you whether it should
be a bare exploration or an instrumental examination ?-No, no.

20864. Who directed you to do that ?-Mr. Fleming.
20865. What was the result of the examination, as to the feasibility

of the line ?-It demonstrated the possibility of getting a line, but it
was expensive. Some of that country was very rough; but it showed
a line could be had there.
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20866. Wore the gradients extreme ?-No; but about thirty miles of

the line would be very heavy.
20867. Cuttings and that sort of work ?-Yes: ravines and rocky

Points.
20868. As an engineer would you say whether it was an expedient It would bave

thing, considering the state of the undertaking at that time (the |ave etterow

Pacifie Railway) to make that examination in the way it was made- ror two or three
I mean by instruments through that section of the country, or whether befèremairinga
it would have been a more expedient thing to have explored the ln"stm me
{ountry without instrumental examinations to ascertain the character iirvey.
and probability of a lino being located there ?-I have always main-
tained it would have been botter to have explored for two or three
desired or desirable points before making instrumental surveys at all.
I have always maintained that.

20869. Had you communicated that idea before this year's opera-
tions to any of your suporior officers?--Yes; I think I spoke to Mr.
Fleming about it-about making explorations first.

20870. That would be botween 1871 and 1872 ?-Yes.
20871. Was that opinion based in any way upon the experience you

liad gained during the previous year of 1871 ?-It was.
20872. Was it based upon the general character of the country, the

roughness of it, and the probability of encountering obstacles ?-lt
Was, for this reason: that a few men with Indians can get through a
Country well, because the Indians, as a rule, are very good packers ;
but when you get a large party for an instrumental survey, that you
have to fit out for surveying, you increase the weight of the whole
expedition, that is, without knowing you can get a line through at all.
You simply get routes without a certainty they will even be utilized.

20873. What experience have you had as an engineer before your
'cOnnection with the Pacific Railway ?-I was sixteen years in the
United States, and the greater part of that time with a pupil of
Col. Whistler, of Massachusetts, who built the St. Petersburg and
koscow Railway.

20874. What length of exporience do you c>nsider you have had
in your profession ?-Altogether?

20875. Yes ?-About thirty years.

20876. Have you anything more than the ordinary standing in the
profession-I mean have you any particular rank ?-No; I made no
application to the Institute of Civil Engireers of England. I have been
part of the time in the United States and since thon bore.

Witness has han
thirty years ex
perience as an
engineer.

20877. When you laid these views before Mr. Fleming in the winter of
1871-72, as to the expediency of exploring the countrybefore surveying
it More closely with the aid of instruments, do you remember what his
views were, or did he express any upon the subject ?--Well, I do not
know that he expressed anything very pointedly; but this I gathered
from him, of course, that he wanted to see the section of the country
for himself here.

20878. What section of the country ?-That is what is acquired by
rtunning levels.
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20879. When you say section you mean technically a cutting of the
country horizontally-a profile plan of the country ?-Exactly. I saw
he was desirous to get these things himself in the head office to judge
that way; in other words, he seemed to hesitate about detailing discre-
tionary power to the man to select the ground to survey-at least that
was my construction of it.

20880. Do you mean that he wished to guide from Ottawa the
operations exactly, and not to leave it to the discretion of persons on
the spot ?-Not exactly; but he wished to acquire a knowledge of the
ground by getting a profile of it at Ottawa for him to judge and compare
the difforent lines. Well, of course, that in the main would do, but
sometimes these lines were run where they would never be any use
except to show it was impossible to build a railway there.

20881. That information you could get by a bare exploration?-
Yes.

20882. Without instrumental examinations ?-Yes.

20883. And that exploration would be very much less expensive ?-
Precisoly.

20884. I suppose you are aware there has been a good deal of discus-
sion about the expediency of this examination of the country having
been made in this particular way ?-Yes.

20885. And that I am asking your views becauso you have had some
experience on the spot ?-Yes.

Witness made an 20886. Now, as to your own party's operations for that season, from
Instrumental the end of the Mahood examination westerly, will you describe whatexamination
acros the Fraser was accomplished that season ?-Well, we made an instrumental sur-
River Imb the
Chilcotin Valley. vey from that point at which we started down by the San Lozé

Valley, crossing the Fraser River, going into the Chilcotin Valley,
and ending a little to the east of Tatla Lake, where we met one
of Mr. Smith's parties, formed a junction with a party that came up or
that had been working between Bute Inlet and Tatla Lake. We
covered a good deal of ground.

20887. That was a longer stretch of country that you examined ?-
Yes; you see it was the Chilcotin Plains. It was partly open, and
there was not the labour of getting through it, and measuring it there
was in the other. I was between the two parties, largely with Green's
party, for the reason I wanted to make sure of meeting the parties from
the west side and I counted on Mahood coming to our initial point, so
I pushed on the party as fast as I could.

20888. Was the nature of your examination the same as Mahood's.
entirely instrumental ?-Yes.

20889. Preceded by a detailed party for explorations ? -Yes.
Valleys semetimes fix yon there. You get into it and yon cannot get
out of it until you are near the end of it. How to get out and where
to get out into the next valley is, of course, a subject for exploration to
determine.

Got such a profile 20890. Did you complote such an examination as would enable you
as eming to furnish such a profile as Mr. Fleming said he would desire of thezequiured. country ?-Yes.

20891. And you did get a profile of that work ?-Yes.
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20892. About what time did these operations end ?-With the begin-

ning of winter-the second winter.
20893. That was the fall of 1872 ?-Yes, the fall of 1872.
20894. And then what did you do ?-Then we got the parties together Paid off th rt

on what is called the Cariboo road, or the only road in that province, employed arta
and paid off all the axe men and everybody we did not employ in Vie- ma n
toria-paid them off in the interior, and brought the rest down to Vie- February, 173.
toria, and paid the remaining axe men there, bome few we had taken
from the town, and employed the staff until some time in February,
some two months, making up our plans and profiles of the survey, after
which I came to Ottawa.

20895. What do you say as to the necessity for the expenditure
made by you with your own party-I mean the Green party, suppos-
ing it to have beon necessary to accomplish what you did accomplish,
that is to make such an examination as to get a profile of the .country:
could that have been done, in your opinion, with good management,
at any materially less expense ?-No; not a profile based on accurate
levels-you could not.

20896. Thon I understand the doubt, if there is any, in your mind
as to the expediency of your expenditure, to rest on this question :
whether the examination ought to have been an exploration, in the
first instance, or an instrumental survey ?-Yes ; exactly.

20897. But if an instrumental survey was the proper one, then all the if an instrument-
expenditure was noecessary ?-Yes ; of course we could not have done neesaryaexpen-
anything else than we did. aure euens

2,898. That has brought you down to the winter of 1872-3: what
was your next operation ?-Then I came to Ottawa with the plans and
profiles of these surveys, and I think it was about June of 1873 1 left
the service of the Canadian Pacifie Railway.

20899. When did you return to it ?-In 1875.
20900. Had you in the meantime been engaged in your profession in

other places ?-No; notin my profession.
20901. Where did you go in 1875 at the time of your next connee- Uemmau da.

tion with the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-I went up to Lake Superior. c w a
20902. Upon what section ?-Beginning on section 13.
20903. As construction engineer ?-Yes; in charge of that section

uder Mr. Hazlewood who was the superintonding engineer or district
engineer.

20904. lad he more than one under his charge ?-Yes.
20905. Thon you were resident engineer?-Yos, resident engineer

of that section.
20906. At the beginning that lino was projected to Shebandowan At n p

Lake was it not ?-Yes. jdwan Lake.

20907. Then you wore engaged before the western end of that sec-
tion was abandoned ?-Yes.

20908. It was finally constructed only as far as Sunshine Creek on Fnnally cou-
that particular location ?-Yes. ine Creek.

2b909. The continuation of it really bocame the subject of another
Contract ?-Yes.
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20910. Contract No. 25 ?-Yes, No. 25.
20911. Had you the responsibility of taking out the quantities in the

first instance ?-No; I had nothing to do with it.
20912. It was after the contract was lot ?-It was after the contract

was let I went out there.
20913. Would you describe, shortly, what you found necessary to be

done as constructing engineer, and whatever you think proper concern-
ing the way the work was done ?-I got up.there on the 19th of May,
1875, and after waiting a few days for some men to join me as assistants,
I went to work locating the lino for that contract. Thero was a line
that had been previously located or run, I do not know what they call
it, and they claimed it was a location. Anyway I started a lino to set
the men to work, of which there were 150 men on the boat with me
going up.

20914. Do you mean the contract was let before the lino was located ?
-The line the road was built on was not located at the time of the
contract.

20915. When you say there were 150 men on the boat, do you mean
150 men belonging to the contractor's party ?-Yes.

20916. When you got to the ground, did you find any work laid
out so that the contractor could take proceedings at once to do his
work ?-No.

20917. What was the state of affairs there ?-Well, those 150 men
were there a few days. They utilized them putting up camps, store-
houses, &c. While I was waiting, or rather while some assistants were
coming to join me-some few I expected to join me there-I took
occasion to go some twenty miles over the ground myself, taking an
axe man that was living there, who carried a blanket and axe and made
fires; so I went through the woods, and by the time those men had
arrived, some few days, I had acquired some knowledge. I had never
seen it before. As soon as those assistants cagie, I went and located a
lino just as rapidly as I could to set these men to work.

20918, Was it over the same ground over which there had been a
trial location, or did you take new ground ?-Took new ground. I
found my own ground.

20919. How near the water was the point at which it was possible
for the contractor to commence the work at that time-the first of his
work: how near Fort William ?-There was about a mile and a-half
there that was very wet-at Tamarack Swamp. It was wet up to very
near the middle or end of June.

20920. Over that wet ground there had been a location previous to
this ?-Yes.

20921. By whom was that made ?-By Mr. Murdoch or Mr. Hazie-
wood-some one who had been there beforo I had been. Mr. Murdoch,
I think, was the man.

20922. Do I understand you that, at the time the contractor first
commenced work, you put ihem upon a locatidn of your own, and one
which had not been adopted by any engineer previously ?-There is a
little piece there that is common to the two lines, but at the first place
the contractor commenced work at the Kaministiquia River, twenty-
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two miles out, the Kaministiquia River crossing, because it was dry coe®ta.a.
ground, and as soon as we could make a line to start them to work we
did.

20923. Then do you say the contractor commenced his work at
a point twenty-two miles away from Prince Arthur's Landing ?-
Yes; he divided the party and sent them twenty-two miles up where
it was dry ground, and kept a few at the dock at Fort William.

20924. But the main body was twenty-two miles out ?-Yes, at the
crossing; the others continued. Some kept at Fort William, and they
kept increasing them thore and extending them both ways.

10925. Where they commenced work twenty-two miles away, was it
on a lino previously located, or a new line ?-[t was very near. I
found I was going to be pressed for time and I changed the line as little
as I possibly could so as to set those men to work. I had only a day or
two to do it, and after changing the line I set therm to work. Then I
went to the other end and began regularly to continue the line from
the lower end. I went near Fort William and commenced locating the
line regularly and continuously bn.

20926. You say at the point at which they did commence you did
the location very hurriedly ?-Yes.

20927. If you liad had more time would you have made a better
location there ?-Possibly some better, but I was in a groat hurry.

20928. I am not speaking now of the reason why you did not get
the best location, but I am asking whether you could have got a better
location ?-Oh, yes. I could have got a better if I had not been so
hurried, but not a great deal.

20929. In what respect would it have been better ?-The work would
have been some less.

20930. You mean the cost of the work ?-Yes.

20931. How much less ?-I could not make a comparison of that
without having a line run.

209à2. Would the better line have been north or south of this ?-
There was a valley there which would have been by shifting the road. A
combination of lines and curves would have made a difference.

20933. Is it not the experience of engineers that if time is taken in
locating, money can be saved in the location ?-Yes.

20934. Is it possible to get the very best line in the first instance ?-
It is not a possibility in a wooded country to get the best line in the
first instance.

Contractor com-
menced hie work
twenty-two mies
away fron Prince
Arthurs Land-
Ing.

Couid have got a
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he had had more
ti e.

No osible In a
woddcountry

to get the best
Une In the first
Instance.

20935. Then time is required before construction to make as full an
exploration as possible, in the interest of the country or the proprietors
who have to bear the cost ?-It is.

20936. In this case was there sufficient time taken before contracting
to secure the best location ?-I cannot say; I was not there.

20937. After you got there, do you not say you were hurried ?-The
contractor was there on the spot with me with 150 men to set to work.

Witness's line
20938. The line you got was a better line than the previous one ?- better than the

It was a littie over a mile shorter. loeev®ously
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20939. Is there some corresponding disadvantage in your mind ?-
The grades are not exceeding one in a 100 in my line-less than on the
previous line.

20940. Thon do you mean that your lino was botter than the pre-
vious one ?-Yes.

20941. I understand you to say that you think your lino was a botter
one in the interest of the country ?-Yes.

20942. Because it saved the cost, and was as good or a botter lino:
is that what you mean ?-Yes.

20943. Is there any question that that is what you mean ?-No ; I
do not think there is any question about it.

20944. The lino is quite as easy, less expensive, and just as efficient?
-Yes.

20945. And I understand you to say that even when you started
them at work you did not secure the best location at that point, because
you were pressed for time ?-Just at that point I had to do the beat I
could at the start. I had to look at it from a local stand-point.

20946. I repeat my question. I understand you to say that even
when you started them at work you did not secure the best location
at that point, because you were pressed for time ?-Yes ; at that point
I could have done better if I had had more time.

20947. Do you know that a claim was made by the contractors for
damages, because they lost time in not being able to go on at once
with their work ?-Yes ; I do.

20948. Who had the settlement of that claim ?-Mr. Mai-eus Smitb.
20949. Thon, I suppose you kept abead of the working parties as

well as you could with your locating party ?-After the firet twenty-
two miles, after we got that doue, of course we kept ahead of them

20950. Was there any further complaint after they once got to work
that they were delayed for want of location or anything else ?-No; I
have no knowledge of anything else.

20951. For how long was the work continued uIp on the supposition
that it would go to Shebandowan Lake ?-After I made that location
of the twenty-two miles-about twenty-two miles to the Kaministiquia,
River crossing-Mr. Hazlewood notified the contractors not to work
beyond that, although we continued our locatioh north or north-
westerly. le notified them not to do any work beyond that for some
time.

20952. When you say you continued your work north and north-
westerly you mean towards Shebandowan ?-Yes. He notified them
not to go beyond that, I think it was until about September or <otober
of that year. Subsequently he gave thom permission to extend it to
Sunshine station, whieh is thirty-two and a-half miles, at which point
their operations stopped.

20953. Did the contractors do any work west of Sunahine Creek ?-
They did not.

20954. Then whatever work was done at any time was by the
engineering staff, in the shape of surveys and locations ?-Yes; west of
Sunshine Creek.
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20955. Going back to your surveys in British Columbia, for a Green'sgarty
roment, I think you omitted to describe what the Green part did ter alored anct
luring the first winter that you left them in the neighbourhood of Tête. instrumentaiysurveyed from
Jaune Cache ?-They had made some explorations and made some Aibreda Laket
nstrumental survey from Albreda Lake to and beyond Canoe River. ano Rear.
l'bat is about the extent of their operations that winter.

20956. Would you describe a little more circumstantially the extent
>f their exploration first ?-In the first place, they tried by several
valleys for about twenty to twenty-five miles westerly, one or two
places that seemed to promise an outiet, tried those in succession, and
subsequently being driven out of that, they commenced an instru-
montal survey from Albreda by and beyond Canoe River. That
ambraces about the operations.

20951. Then that instrumental survey was northerly ?-Northerly;
yes. It was going northerly looking to an extension through the
Canoe Pass.

20958. Was it looking to the exploration you had made with Mr.
Selwyn ?-Yes.

20959. And what did that instrumental survey show ?-It showed Surveyshowed
ror that distance a very favourable ground. five miles a

favourable coun-
20960. About what distance ?-I suppose about twenty miles or try.

something. I would not be positive about the distance-twenty to
twenty-five miles.

20961. Were prfiles taken out ?-Yes.
20962. Is that a portion of the line that has been adopted so far as

the lino through there has been settled ?-Yes.
20963. And the Mahood party, what did they do: I understood

that he had pursued the same course, detaching a portion of the party
for winter operations ?-He reduced his party and made explorations
looking for a way out to Fraser River towards spring. They made no
instrumental survey.

20961. Within what limits did they make that exploration during
the winter of 1871-72 ?-They came out at a place called Camp Creek.
It is the first stream on the south-we8t side of Fraser River. Going
down from Tête Jaune Cache they got to the first stream, some thirty
miles from Tête Jaune Cache. They went up that stream some thirty
miles.

20965. In what direction ?-South-westerly.
20966. That is towards the crest of the Cariboo range ?-Yes.

Having crossed the crest of that range they went down that river
some distance. Winter set in. He reduced his party and retained all
he could there for the winter. His explorations consisted in examin-
ing both down strea'n-down the Fraser as well as up, towards Tête
Jaune Cache, for a valley looking westerly back from the direction he
cane-south and north of the route he took.

20967. Then the exploring operations of both those parties were not Neither party or
Successful to the extent of finding any practicable country ?-No; they ga°d nor
-Were not. in fanding a pws

ticable counlry,20968. Neither the Green party under you ror the other party
under Mahood ?-They were unable to get any outlet west that was se,
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much desired, so the result of the winter's operation was a failure of
getting any pass there.

20969. But they showed that it was unnecessary to proceed to
instrumental examination ?-Exactly; oh, yes.

20970. They were effective so far as that ?-Yes.

a a dLof 20971. Did you continue as the engineer on construction
atruction- of section 13 until the end of the work ?-tJntil the work was

contract. Ne.' finished.
3aad25.•

20972. Before it was finished did you take charge of any other divi-
sion or section ?-Yes.

Whii eengneer 20973. Which ?-The winter of 1875-76 I was ordered to make aon construction
of18 ordered in trial survev to see how best I could get in a westerly direction going
winter of 1875-76 ta
make a survey somewhat north of Lake Shebandowan, still running the direction that
nhebh ofdoae way, but some miles further north.

Lac des Mille 20974. What was the nearest objective point in all this
Lacs and English locating of lines ?-Sturgeon Falls at that time-an arm of
points. Rainy Lake at that time, was an objective point up to the

winter of 1875-76. I was extending the survey on different ground,
looking westerly in that general direction and leaving Lake Sheban-
dowan, the east end of it what was first fixed as the terminus of con-
tract 13, to the south. That is taking the parties that were detailed
for section 13, as many as were available that winter. In the month of
November, somewhere about the end of it, I was instructed from
Ottawa to commence a survey from Sunshine station, looking for a
more northerly line to touch at Lac des Mille Lacs, and the other point
was English River where the survey had been made before. Those two
Points were named, and I was askod to see what the country would
admit of there, so 1 took the party and started a hurried lino over that
eountry. I was urged very much to ascertain the grades the country
would admit of as soon as possible.

20975. Instrumental ?- A fair trial line.

20976. Trial location ?-Scarcely a trial location. A trial line istho
first lino run. Trial location is reducing that somewhat more until
improved by a permanent location, but this was a trial lino which we
had made to see what grades it would admit of, so I took the party and
turned them in that direction, and turned the lino to a place called
Fire Steel River, passing Lac des Mille Lacs. I sont a profile of that
survey out to Ottawa to meet an urgent request for it to sea what the
country was like, and on that-which is some twenty or twenty-five
miles short of English River the point we were making for-on that
1.suppose in the head office here they made out an estimate ofquanti-
ties for section 25, and the work was let on that.

20977. During that time ynu remained still the engineer on can-
struction of section 13 ?-Yes.

20978. Until the finish of section 13 ?-Until the finishing of 13.

81fton, Ward &
c. contractors

for 13.

20979. Who were the contractors for section 13 ?-For 13: Siftone
Ward & Co.

20980. Did you know them before they were contractors ?-No;
never saw them before.
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20981. You bad no part in any of the negotiations which led to their c*r'".l.,
getting the contract ?-No ; I did not know the men. a ana s.

20982. Who were the contractors for section 25 ?-Purcell & Ryan : contractors for
Patrick Purcell and Hugh Ryan. Byan,wite

WaS t ?YeS; 1knew for number20983. Did you know them before the contract was let ?-Yes ; I cfyears.
knew them for a number of years. I know them on the Intercolonial
Railway.

20984. Did you bave any communication with them before they got
the contract ?-L did not.

20985. Neither directly nor indirectly ?-No.
20986. Did you take any part in the negotiations which led to their

getting the contract ?-I did not.
20987. Ilad you communicated to them in any way, directly or in-

directly, any information as to the probable quantities on the lino ?-I
did not.

20988. As to section 13, do you remember whether there was aly on la clalmed
great difference between the quantities as executed and those estimated that executed

quantities In
at the time tenders were called for ?-Yes ; there was some. It was excesa f estimat-
elaimed there was an excess in the quantities executed over those esti- ®d'

nated.
20989. That would be, i suppose, between Sunshine Creek aid the

eastern terminus? -Yes.
20990. What do you say about that matter: was there much

difference in the quantities do you think ?-Well, 1 never had anything
to do with the making up of the original quantities, and I do not know
how they were made ont.

20991. The contract was let on the quantities made out of Mr. Hazle-
Wood's survey ?-I suppose so. We put the line on lighter ground.

20992. That would diminish the quantities thon ?-Yes.
20993. That would not have the effect of explaining the increased

quantities ?-No.
20994. If anything it would show the first estimate was materially

incorrect if it exceeded the quantities, notwithstanding your lighter
Work ?-Yes. As an instance of that, one great complaint with Sifton,
Ward & Co. was that I had roduced the work s0 much on the first
fifteen miles that it almost made their contract worthless as they
claimed.

20995. What do you say about the quantities on 25: the estimate
apParently was made up upon your trial line, as you call it-that is a
hasty survey, less accurate than the trial location ?-It must have
been, for they had no other data that I know of in Ottawa to make it
out Of.

20996. What sort of country is that : rough or smooth ?-It is
not very rough. There is a good deal of it that is flat, but dotted with
rocky islands, like smalL hills.

20997. In a country of that kind can you make any accurate
estimate of quantities without cross-sectioning and taking out the
quantities from cross-sections ?-No. Taking out quantities without
cross-sections assumes the normal condition of the ground to be level.

A good deal of 2
fiat but dotted
wIth litte
Islands.
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*t am K. 20998. In such a country as you are describing, covered by 25, was
In Such a country it possible to take out accurate quantities or approximate quantities
acarate quanti- without cross-sectioning ?-No; it was not.
ties canne& be
laken out without 20999. Was crose-sectioning done before the tenders were asked for?

-Oh, no ; the lino was not located when the contract was let.
21000. You had merely, as I understand it, decided upon something

like the approximate quantities ?-Something new- the ground we
would go, to the extent of sôomething near sixty miles, whereas the
distance was eighty-one or eighty-two miles, and we had only gone a
part of,the way.

21001. Do you say, from what you know of the examination of that
line, before the tenders were called for, that approximate quantities
could have been ascertained so as to offer them to tenderers for their
consideration ?-No; they could not be ascertained with anything like
approximate accuracy at all.

9quautit1es Prov. 21002. Did it turn out that the quantities were very different from,ed ydfférenttromr those given those mentioned in the information for the tenderers ?-It did.
in tenders.

21003. And to what do you attribute that fact that they were very
different ?-There were one or two factors that operated in that. In
the first place, I take it that the grades put on that for construction
were somewhat higher than those that were assumed in making out
the quantities on those sixty miles, or nearly sixty miles, and it must
bave been assumel that the rest, in continuing that lino, would be like
that, or very near like that, and the grades put on for construction
were some higher than those on the first sixty miles.

21004. That involved greater quantities in the embankments ?-Yes.
21005. But less in the cuttings ?-The quantity that goes to miake

up the cavities. to make up the voids, regulates the quantities in the
work.

21006. You mean that when the voids are filled there is no occasion
for any more material ?-No.

21007. You take all you can for that purpose out of the cuttings, and
the rest you borrow ?-Yes.

21008. After this work was let for construction-I mean section
25-did you make any material changes in the location fron the line
which you bad first laid down at the trial location ?-Yes; in one
instance. The nature of our instructions was to see what was the bet
and easiest line and work we could make amongst those hills. In
some of those hills we made quite a detour-made an S shaped lino to
get through some gaps between rocks. With reforence to that I wrote
to Ottawa stating that I was going to examine that lino so as to make
a cut-off that I expected to make of from one to two miles, and stated
that it would be considerable cost and would be worth doing it; that I
expected to reduce the distance one to two miles. I was not sure at
the time. So in the spring, prior to Mr. Hazlewood getting out (Mr.
Hazlewood was in Ottawa at the time), I arranged it by getting Mr.
Middleton to go and examine that ground and see what was best to be
done with it. By the time that Mr. Hazlewood had got out we had
commenced those examinations, and had a pretty fair idea of what
could be done, and I showed it to him, and he said, of course, it was a
very proper thing to do, and that it was worth a trial, and ho submitted

Material changes
made In location.
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that change of line to Ottawa, which was accepted by the Government; cv miÂ a s,
that, in money value, enhanced the cost from something like $90,000 to shortened the
8100,000. We shortened the lino a mile and seven-eighths, but increased 1ne one mile and

Sv-eghthsbutthe cost from 890,000 to 8100,000. increaed the coSt.
from $90,00 to

21009. Thon did you consider it expedient, for the sake of the future 1100,0W.
operation of the lino, to lay out this $90,000 or $100,000.in order to
Save this mileage in working the road ?-1 did.

21016. How much a mile do'you think it would be justifiable to lay Every mile by
-out in the case of work through that region, and for the traffic which whice' stanc-
is expected ovor such a line, in order to save the future operation and ed as worth from
working expenses of that mile ?-It is ordinarily estimated in locating $sO to $ooOO.
a lino that every mile we reduce in distance is worth from $50,000 to
$60,000.

21011. That would depend, of course, upon the amount of business to
be done over the road ?-Yes; where there would be a small traffic it
would not be so valuable.

21012. There would be less wcar and tear of rolling stock on the
road if there were fower trains per day ?-Yes.

21013. Therefoe the more traffic the greater the expense there
would be in working the lino ?-Yes.

21014. Therefore, I ask you, in that country and with such a business
as that road was expected to do, how much might be laid out per mile
to save the working of a mile; in other words, what would be the equi-
valent of the working exponses ?-I should say at least 850,000 or
860,000 a mile.

21015. Then, in this problem that you speak of, you thought that a
saving of $90,000 to $100,000 would be effected in the working expon-
ses of the road, although it added to the first coit ?-Yes ; exactly so.

21016. Then that would make the matter financially about equal to
the longer distance ?-It would about neutralize the thing.

21017. Thon what would be the gain if the matter was equal, as far As the work was
as money is concerned ?-Another feature in the gain would be this: rock work this

change by whieh
that a great deal of that work being rock, and carrying on that work, une wau ahorte-
which they did, in the winter continuously without any break, whereas ,p.i
if they were in ordinarily light soil two or threo feet deep that would line.
be frozen up and they could not do it in winter.

21018. So it hastened the work ?-Yes; it hastened the work.
21019, Does it not save the time in which a train can go from one

point to another, and so make the road more attractive to business ?-
Yes.

21020. Wore there any other material changes in that contract ?-
No; not to add to the cost, there was no change. Any change that was
Made other i han that change alone was made with the view of reducing
the cost. After the lino had been botter known and botter examined,
changes were made that it admitted of. For instance, at the footings of
hills or rocky points which at first held the grades np, and involved
heavy banks, approaches were subsequently reduced by changing the
lino to admit of bringing the grades nearer the original surface.

21021. Were you the resident engineer ?-On section 25, I was.
21022. Who was the district engineer ?-Mr. Hazlewood.

37*
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U .as e y o n . .
21023. His authority covered 25 and 13 ?-Yes.
21024. And no more ?-Some surveys that they were making west

of that.
21025. But not on construction ?-No ; not on construction.
21026. In making those changes which you say decreased the cost,

had you the responsibility of deciding upon thom, or did you suggest
therm and Mr. Ilazlewoôd approve of them ?-I suggested them, and
often made them where I found it was very palpable.

Generally the 21027. To what extent, do you think those changes, all of them put
lanve neareied together, would decrease the work on that section-I mean the cost of
cobatconsiderably. that work ?-I do not know. I kept no tabular account of the reduc-

tions at all.
21028. iavo you no rough general idea what the saving vas in the

cost ?-It must decreaso it very considerably. There was one point ton
or twelve miles near the west end, where we had estimated the approxi-
mate valie of the work $30,000 to 840,000 near the west end, near
English River. That is the only point I recollect, or can figure in at all.

21029. Could you give any sort of a rough o:timate of the other
changes--I mean to the extent to which they would save the cost ?-
No; 1 would not pretend to say now, because it would simply be
guessing.

21030. Do you feel pretty sure your saving was as much as $10,000
on the rest of the line ?-I should suppose so.

21031. Have you a doubt whether it was as much as that ?-No ; I
do not think I have any doubt about that.

21032. Have you some doubt whother it was $20,000 ?-Perhaps not
that much, and for the reason that we kept no record of quantities
where we throw out the lino or reduced it very much. Of course wo
never footed up quantities for that. Of course where a thing wasvery
marked and palpable we ran the lino.

21033. Those were reasons for doing the work ?-Yes.
21034. But I am speaking just now of some kind of estimate of the

probable saving ?-No; 1 would not pretend to say; that is one point
upon which wo countod.

The saving$40,000 21035. Then you feel pretty sure it was 840,000 at least upon the
w eon th whole ?-I should say, perhaps, yes.

21036. Your extra expenditure upon that point where the cost was
increased, i think you said was from 890,000 to $100,000 ?-Yes.

Ths the extra 21037. So that the extra cost upon the whole construction, if your
on changes was ideas now are nearly right, would bo somewhere between 850,000 and

orne $00,OO. 860,000: is that right ?-Yes; that is right, if you start out with the
assumption that the quantities were right originally.

21038. I am speaking now irrespective of the quantities being right:
I am asking as to the result, in your mind, upon that work which you
directed, whether you bad saved, in your opinion, $40,000, and had
expended $90,000 to 8100,000, whether there should be debited to the
changes $30,000 or 840,000 ?-Yes ; I think it probable.

21039. Then, if the difforence between the cost of the executed work
-ind the cost of the estimated work should be more than that, to what
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Would you attribute that circumstance ?-In the first place there was a contract O..a 5
great deal of that country - as I said one of the reasons of the change, A great deal of

get the grade as near the surface as possible, was a great deal of niu"gtry
that country was swamp or muskeg, and it was desirable to get the
grade low down, for the reason that the greatly accumulated weight
Placed on the surface by embankrment only tended to depre-s the
Original suriace down.

21040. I understand there bas been a serious difficulty between the
cOPtractors and the Government upon the subject of the measurements
o'n1 this section : do you so understand it ?-Well, there was.

21041. What was the nature of the difficulty or difference of opinion ?
The quantities of the constructed work largely exceeding those that

Were estimated for in the letting of the work. Quantities ex-
21042. Was there any other difficulty: was there not a difficulty c°'dihdn n tes

that the works executed and measured and certified to appeared upon gexecu a r-
revision to be estimated more than the locality then showed ?-Yes. be less than was

certliaed for.21043. The appearance of the locality subsequently gave rise to the
oPinion that the first measurement was too bigh ?-Yes ; that was the
cause of the difficulty.

21044. In other words, the engineers in charge were said to have given
the contractors too favourable measurement, more than the work
executed justified : was that the nature of the difference between the
Government and the contractors ?-Yes; I think it was something of
that character.

21045. I understood you to say that the increase of the cost of this
section was to be attributed to some extent to this muskeg locality,
and the way that the work affected the general surface?-Yes; very
largely to that.

21046. Would you explain, so that a person outside of the profession The material
Would understand, how the mking of the embankment of that materi1 taken out oft<e

mukeg borrow-WouQld affect the general surface of the locality, and so exhibit after- pits compressed
when In theWards perhaps a different state of affairs from that which existed at embankxent,

the time of the first measurement ?-In forming the road-bed through and this havingt'-ied there
the muskeg originally the material that was taken out of the borrow- was nothing
Pits, orý side ditches, a good deal of it was of a wet nature and in sdowte yonnsome light; when placed in the embankment, the embankment got excavated.
cOmpressed within itself and subsided on the original surface of the soil.
Those are the main reasons for the inability of any person going sub-
8equently to make measurements to determine where ail the lnes
'Were lost by changes of position in both lines, side ditches and enbank-

21047. Do I understand you to say that placing the embankment
over a muskeg would cause the immediate locality to sink, and also the
surr'ounding surface ?-I do.
. 21048. To what extent would a bank, for illustration, say of five feet
l height, cause the surface to sink immediately under it ?-There has
been instances in which it sank from three to four feet.

21049. Would that be a sinking only of the surface immediately The muakeg un-
under the embankment, or would it carry with it the surface of the d®r ewaenlgmhnt
eighbouring muskeg on cither side ?-It would, for a distance varying used to subsde

from 100 to 150 yards, affect the whole neighbourbood from 100 to 150
37½j*
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Contract No. 25. yards on the immediate sides of the road-bed, giving the appearance of
The subsidence o the road now and embankment, giving it the appearance as if it hadmuskeg suoh as8
to give the Im- been formed or made in a valley.
ipression th'ct the
Ine had been 21050. Thon, in effect, the top of the embankment after the sinking,

a would be somewhere near the horizontal lino of the original surface ?
-Yes ; of the original surface.

21051. In sinking, would it retain itsoriginal sharp angles of surface
line, or would these become changed and rounded ?-The embankment
itself would become somewhat rounded; in fact all the lines, both in
formation and surroundings, would bo changed.

21052. Was this sinking, which was the result of this weight of em-
bankment being placed on the original surface, immediate or gradual ?
-It was gradual. To some .extent it was immediate; but thon it is
continuing, I have no doubt, yet, but not so perceptible.

21053. More rapidly at first ?-Yes; more rapidly at first.

21054. But more graduai, or more slowly at the last ?-Just so.

21055. Have you known of other localities where the drain by off.
take ditches or otherwise would have the effect of making the sur-
rounding surface to a great distance sink to a lower level than it was
originally ?-Yes; but I could not say with accuracy to what extent.
1 have noticed in a number of places where off-take drains wore made
that the surface became generally sloped towards the system of drain-
age-towards the ditch.

When water 21056. Thon your explanation appears to be that the original sur-
surface sank. face of that sort of country, muskeg country, was kept up to its

first levyl by water, and that when an opportunity was given for the
watei to get away, the whole became compressed, and the surface sank ;
is that your conclusion ?-Doubtless to some extent it was, and thon
the cuttings of the sides allowed in some cases the bottoms of the side
ditches becoming convex instead of being horizontal or flat, as origin-
ally eut out.

21057. Is that owing to the consistency of the material being partly
liquid-more liquid than material whieh is ordinarily excavated ?-
It is owing in part to that and to the pressure that is on it on the sur-
face; but in another place that will not apply to that kind of material.
On the fortieth mile out from, Fort William, there is an embankment
that is made of clay and gravel, that when we put heavier material,
loose rock and gravel on it, the sides went out from 100 'o 125 feet;
there was a widening out of the foot of the embankment-the em-
bankment spread out to that, and rose up again, forming a valley
between that and the general body of the embankment. That was
clay. That was done by the weight. Of course it was a heavy
embankment. You see the material came up; it took a shape some-
thing similar to those ditches.

' 1058. To what do you attribute that ?-That was due to some ex-
tent to the character of the clay, I think-in the spring time absorb-
ing water and thus heavy gravel material forcing it out, and making
a way for the sand-the sand and gravel taking its place and pressing
this clay out. A noticeable instance of that is the fortieth mile from
Fort William, where any person at all can see it.
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21059. Do you know whether any person was employed to supervise
Your measurements and to ascertain, if possible, whether there was any
mistake in them ?-I do. I was notified bye the Department of Rail-
Ways and Canals that Mr. Bell had made a re-measurement of the works
On contract number 25, and that he failed to verify my original
measurement of the work.

21060. Did ho find the quantities less ?-le found the quantities less.
2106 1. Was ho alone, or was any one associated with him ?-Mr.

HIill-Albert J. Hill, I think, was with him, and I think Mr. Mortimer
was with him part of the time, but not ail.

21062. Voie you asked to go upon the lino with him to ascertain
whether they were meaouring correctly?-No.

21063. IIad you any opportunity to go with him ?- had not.
21064. Were you informed of the result of their examination ý-I

w'as on asking for it first, and thon subsequently notified by the Secre-
tary of the Department.

21065. This discrepancy which you explain as likely to happen in
the muskeg material would not explain ail thatdifference in the measure.
ment, would it?-No; there was some differenco in the classification of
miaterial as well.

21066. In which classification ?-The classification of loose rock and
solid rock too, I think.

21067. In what respect did the Bell party measuro that differently
from you ?-I do not know.

21068. Could you explain how the difference of opinion arose about
the classification ?-In the first place the road-bed, as formod in a great
mnany instances-or at least in a number of instances-two or three
places that I recollect-I don't recollect the mileage without the profile
-where there was no soil on the surface and we bad a filling of from
two to three feet in getting over it, thero was nothing but loose rock.
We were going over a country of broken rock with no soil on it. WC
had nothing to form a road-bed there, in the first place, except to take
those stones and make a road-bed about ton feet wide and putting tics
On them to get up to grade, and thon takingthe train and filling up
this embankment.

Railway cen-
struetion-

Contrat No. 25.
Wltnem notified
that Bell had re-
measured work
and failed to
verilfy his ea-
s®rement of the
work.

lifference or
opinion as t<
elassileaolmn of
matertial an how
It arose.

21069. You would make a foundation for this embankment in the
first instance of loose rock ?-Exatly.

21070. Thon I understand you to go on with constructing trains and
cover that with gravel or clay ?-Yes.

21071. In their moasurement do you understand that they Insomeinstances
mlleasured the whole of that embankment as being made only of the "met wmane
mnaterial that showed on the top ?-Of course. They had no know- of loose rock and
ledge--they could not have hlad any knowledge-of the dimensions of evthterevising
the bank, bocause they could not see it at all-the material in the bank. e'tie" mea-

embankment as
21072. Do you suppose that to be one of the reasons why they make being made or

less loose rock than you do ?-1 think that is probably one of them. earth.

21073. You understand, I suppose, thnt they make a difference of
sornething like 103,000 yards in loose rock alone ?-Yes.
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Contract No. 23. 21074. Would that explanation of yours, do you think, cover as
much as that quantity of loose rock ?-L do not know whether it would
or not. Another feature ih it even without those embankments that
were formed first, the heart of them with rock, all the embankments
where tje loose rock were put in they had nothing to guide them in
forming an estimate of the rock except what they could sce on the
slopes. They knew nothing of the stone part of that, the track was on
it, the ballast was on it, and the train running over it.

21075. Do you think they may have been misled as to the real
quantity of loose rock by supposing that the embankments they saw
were composed of the materials they saw on the surface ?-I suppose
so.

21076. And therefore they did not give you credit for correct judg-
ment, although you measured the loose rock now out of sight: is that
what you mean ?-Exactly.

21077. Then, assuming that to be the explanation, that quantity as
earth ought to be added to the discrepancy that they found in your
earth, should it not: suppose, for instance, the earth discrepancy is
305,000 yards, and without this loose rock which they struck off your
loose rock, because it was earth embankment, how would that affect
your measurement : would not that add the same amount to the dis-
crepancy in your earth ?-Yes, it should; it should, provided tbey had
the measurements throughout, bat---

21078. In other words, let me put the question in this shape: if they
found in the actual quantity now executed 103,000 yards less of loose
rock, and 305,000 less of earth, could you say that the fact of the lonse
rock being really under the earth explained that item ?-They don't
give loose rock enough by that quantity.

Revingeng - 21079. Do they not in effect find that yon are short 408,000 yards in
nes had allowed your measurements altogether of some kind of material ?-Yes.
408,000 yards of
materiallunexcess 21080. Do you remember about the discrepancy in the solid rock as
of what theb
work howed. found by Mr. Bell ?-I forget: 24,000 yards.
Explains 21081. 24,000 yards: how do you explain that ?-I suppose that a
discrepane. great many of the surfaces of the rock and rock cuttings had been

effaced, and they could not get the cross-sections in the shape they
could when the work was first clean made, because the face of the
cuttings got covered in with washes and you cannot see it in the same
shape as originally. When it was executed, everything was taken out
and the levels taken. Subsequently, the washes came down and covered
up the rocks. I don't know that that was the reason, and I 'don't know
how literally they tried to get the rock linos.

21082. Do you think there was any possibility of their making that
correction because they did not classify it properly, or that the dispute
is only one of classification and not one of actual quantity? -WeIl, of
course, there is a dispute of actual quantity to some extent, and classifi-
cation as well.

21083. Should that quantity be a-Ided to your 408,000 yards in order
Io show the difference between your measurements and theirs of somo
kind of material ?-No; the 408,000 is the total quantity.

21084. That is the total in lino cuttings and borrowing, but the solid
rock item is an addition of 24,000 yards to yours: have you any explana-
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tion about that ?-I cannot give any explanation except as I said, that C°"'o O." w 5.

in a great many places where there was solid rock they could not see
very well. In some places we had solid rock in off-take drains and ii
diversions, and those are all washed over. Two years after the work
is executed they pretend to re-measure it, and I think it would be v
most miraculous thing. In a normal condition of ground there should
nlot be so great a difference, but where there was such a vast change in
parts of it, it would be a venture to undortake to do it.

21085. There is another item of off-tPke ditches, in which they found Dlscrepancy la
a discrepancy of about 31,000 yards: how do you explain that-is that on °mrorafeng
the explanation of the muskeg material ?-That is from the now ap- tosi,OOO yards
parent depth of the ditch as distinguished f rom the appearance of it dfférene be
long ago-from the depth as executed. tween the appar-ago-roment depth of dite

21086. The apparent depth now is difforent from the depth as son, and the
originally executed ?-Exactly. actual depth of

lt. two years
21087. And the depth now is not so great ?-It is not so great. before.

21088. Have you any idea, in round numbers, of the whole amount of
earth excavated and certified byyou on that section ?-I have not now.
Of course it is two years since I saw any of those things at all. I
think I have the paper though-I have Mr. Bell's report.

21089. Could you say, in a rough estimate, about what proportion of
the work on that line was excavation in the muskeg district or
districts ?-Well, I should say very nearly one-half.

21090. Looking at a portion of the return made by Messrs. Bell and
11ill I find that the quantities certified to up to the 3lst of )ecember'
1878, according to the returns of the engineer in charge, were 1,93P,546
yards, of earth, which would include the line cuttings and borrows
and off-take ditches; now, if your estimate is right, there would be
somewhere, altogether, about 1,000,000 yards of muskeg material, in
its original shape, excavated and used in those localities: do you
think that is anywhere nearly correct ?-I suppose, assuming that they
would be half the distance, and that this muskeg material-in a great
rany instances it took two yards to be equal to one-even in half the
space there would be two yards-it would require two yards to be
equal to one of gravel or other material.

21391. I do not know that my question was put in proper shape, but
I want to ascertain whether you thought there was about 1,000,000
yards of excavation of ordinary earth, for instance, or sand, irrespec-
tive of muskeg material ?-That might bo so, but I would not pretend
to say with any certainty.

21092. Could you if you had the profile now take out the quantities?
-1 returned all the quantities. There is a schedule of quantities in
1878. I could not tell exactly where that muskeg country is, but I
ould get pretty near it by saying there is about half of it muskeg.

21093. The whole discrepancy in the measurements between Mr
Bell and yourself is about 439,000 yards, irrespective of solid rock,
that is assuming the explanation which you give to be correct-that
the embankments wore made partially of loose rock and that they
Ought to be called. loose rock and not earth ?-Yes.

21094. And if the whole quantity of muskeg used would b
1,000,000 yards, then the discrepancy between the amount used and the

About half the
countrytnuakegý,_
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would be somewhere about half ?-Yes.
Tnstances In 21095. Do you think that the muskeg material itself became coin-

th ore tuan pressed to that extent so that on an average each yard taken ont of
-one-bator what the excavation, and measured in the ordinary way in the excava-
baaacedn tien, would not exhibit now more than one-half of its cubie contents

in the embankment: do you think that is anything like a fair propor-
tion ?-I know instances in which you could not get, by any measure-
ment you would make now, over one-half of what was originally placed
in that embankment.

21096. When you say you know now instances of that kind, do you
mean that that would be a fair average estimate of the whole ?-1 do
not know that it would be of the whole. It would be different in degrec,
but there would be some cases in which there would be more, but I
know of places--

21097. Could you form any opinion now about what woull be an
average of the quantity which would be shown in the emnbankment, as
compared with the quantity which was put into it ?-I suppose, to take
the whole muskeg, about an increase of from 60 to 70 per cent. woukt
probably be a fair average of the whole of it.

21098. You mean an increase from the amount now shown in the-
works ?-Yes.

Of 160 yards ex- 21099. So that 160 yards excavated would now show in the works
eavated onlIy 100 n.
yardwoudshuw about 100 ?-Yes; I suppose it would average about tic muskeg region
in works. something like that.

21103. The embankments made of muskeg material would now
represent, in other words, ten-sixteenths of the cubie contents of the
original material as it stood before removal?-Exactly.

Material measur- 21101. Was this material measurel by you in excavation or in em-
ecavation*.* bankment?- In excavation.

21102. Did you over get any instructions from ariy one superior te
you in rank that you should measure it in any other way ?-I did not.

21103. Did you ever understand before you left the works that there
was any opinion in the Department that it ought to be measured
except in the excavation ?-I did not. I an going back to say that
so well was I aware of this state of things, or se great the excess
would be in 25, that I took occasion to talk to Mr. Jiazlewood, who
was then in very poor health, and te take him out te see the way we
were treating that muskeg district, to see if ho could advise any remedy,
and telling him that I then knew there were instances in which
it would take double what it would be representing in future
years in the work. Some of the engineers wrote me, for instance,
about decaying long roota, that were found in the muskeg. They com-
menced piling them up on the outside and taking them out, but it
occurred to me that was just the place to put them, into the embank-
ment, for the reason they would subside with the rest and hold them
together, and I told them the common sense way of dealing with that
was to put them in the embankment. Then, aftergetting down te Fort
William, I told Mr. Hazlewood what I had done, and he thought se
too; but I insisted upon his coming out with me to see the lino and to
see the muskeo, and we got him over all the ground where the ground
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had been broken, and in fact had a fair sample of the whole thing, and Contrat No. as.
he said: " In fact, I have no suggestion to make. I can suggest
Iothi-ng further." Tho engineers along the line we called upon them

i person, and on speaking to some of them about the mode of making
the embankments, small roots and things that I instructed them to put smai roots put
in, and there was a question about putting them in, and they showed it in embankment.

to him, and ho, in fact, endorsed my course-in fact, thore was no
alternative than to put that material in the embankment.

21104. To the extent that they were put in the embankment that
was a saving, was it not: they would otherwise have been wasted on
the outside of the ditch ?-Yes.

21105. So that whatever space they took up in the embankment
was a saving against the habit of throwing them outside the ditch ?-
Yes.

21106. Do you know whether in the r-e-ncasui'ernents Mr. Bell
had access to the original cross-sections of that country, for I
assume that yon made cross-sections at some timo before the work
was actually done ?-I gave ail the books and measurements, cross-
Rections and everything elso when I returned. T handed over to the
office here in January, 1879. They had ail those things.

21107. What do you say now upon this subject of over measure- Does not think ho
ment: do you think, after careful consideration (for I have no doubt made any serious

over metisure-
you have given it that both now while under oath and on previous ment.
occasions) do you say that it is likely that you made any serious over
measurement ?-1 do not think so at ail, for the reason that I was alive
to those things ail the time; and I charged most of the engineers, and
they were good men, to be particular about the thing, for I foresaw
there was going to be this grave question. We were not insensible to
it at all, and every man was on the look out, and every man deprecated
the large quantities that were shown, but they were powerless or help-
less.

21108. Who actually made those measurements in the first instance:
did you or somo one under your charge ?-Some few of them I made,
and some of them were made under my charge by my assistants. There
were some of them on the ground al the time to give the foremen
Ineasurements,

21109. Were your measurements arrived at principally from data
furnished to you by your subordinates ?-Yes.

21110. Mr. Bell mentions that in numerous places the enginecrs in
charge have made allowances, many of which ho bolieves ought not to
be admitted : do you know te what subject that alludes ?-I do not
know. Those are all minor; I do not know what he alludes to there.
It is net expressed. He says some small things that I don't know.

21111. Were you called upon to give your explanations as to these
Over measurements shown by Mr. Bell's re-measurement ?-I was.

21112. In what shape: by letter?-By letter. There is one of my
replies I brought to show, and here is a letter that I got from the
Department; there are one or two others. I have not got them by
me, but I have them in the city, I think.
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Letter from De.
partment exoner-
ating witness
from all blaine.

An ex pensive
tunnel whlch
formed no part of
estimated work.

Total cost of
tunnel fromn

n$90,U to 00,04(.

Length of tunnel
50 feet.

7,700 cubie yards
iu "onte"ts.

21113. Please read the letter that you got from the Department?-

"OTTwÂ, 10th February, 1881.

"S,-With reference to the two letters addresed by yon to the Department,
dated the 15th and 21st ult. respectively, in relation to the re-measurementof the
work comprised in contract section 25 of the Canadian Pacific Railway, I am directed
to say that the explanations farnished by you are satisfactory to the Minister, and
that you are exonerated from any imputation of an improper motive in the making of
the measurements of the works referred to. I enclose for your satisfaction a copy of
the report made by the Chief Engineer upon the subject."

21114. Are there any other documents or letters between you and
the Department which you wish to put in as exhibits ?-This is the
letter that Mr. Braun refors to, froin the Chief Engineer, from Mr.
Schrciber. (Exhibit No. 299.)

21115. Is there anything else that you wish to put in ?-No; I think
not- nothing that I have here.

21116. On section 25 I believe there was an expensive tunnel; was
there not ?-Yes.

21117. W'as that part of the originally estimated work ?-It was not.

21118. At whose suggestion was that built?-The line for the tunnel
was first run at my suggestion to make a cut off in an S shaped line
that vas round and near the tunnel, a very ugly looking tunnel, but
making light work, for the reason we were unable to go near the
surface, and I suggcested the advisability of cutting that off.

21119. Was it to connect two waters, or was it only for drainage?-
It was to connect two valleys; in other words, there was a ridge; there
was two streams at some distance from that point. Here is a valley on
one side, and here is another, and they both ultimately fell in together,
and there is a point between those that we rounded so as to make light
work, and when I saw the shape of the line in the shape of an S I pro-
posed to cnt that right off, and made a survey for that purpose, and
submitted it to Mr. Ilazlewood, having notified him in the first place
that I was doing that, because I saw the thing was promising well,
and I assumed the responsibility of deciding it in that way, and by the
time Mr. Hazlewood got out the work was under way ; and in a faw
weeks after ho got out from Ottawa I had a profile and plan, and, of
course, ho approved of it and sent it to the Department of lRailways
and Canals for approval.

21120. Who was Chief Engincer then, do you remember ?-I am not
sure whether Mr. Fleming was in Ottawa or not.

21121. What was the total cost of that tur.nel, in round numbers ?
-The total cost, as near as 1 cari recollect now, was from $90,000 to
$100,000.

21122. What was the length of it ?-That includes the approaches.
21123. What was the length of the tunnel ?-The length of the

tunnel was 515 feet.
21124. And the dimensions ?-The dimensions fifteen cubie yards

per running foot. It was about twenty feet wide, I forget the hoight,
a single trak tunnel.

21125. You say about fifteen cubie yards per running foot ?-About
that for 515 feet in length.

21126. That would be about 7,700 cubie yards in contents ?-Yes.
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21127. Who fixed the price for that tunnel work ?-It was fixed by contactN.is.
the Government, I think-fixed here in Ottawa by the Department at
the hoad office.

21128. It was not one of the items on which the tender was based ?
-No.

21129. It was a new item ?-It was a subsequent item.
21130. Do you know what the price was ?-$9 a yard, I think.
21131. When you designed the tunnel as an expedient piece of the

work, did you expect it would cost 89 a yard ? -Well, no; I did not.
21132. What did you expect it would costN becauso I suppose the

cost is one of the elements on which you based your calculations ?-I
think $8 is what I based my calculations on.

21133. What was the greatest depth of rock over that tunnel : was
it rock all over it?-Yes; very nearly. There was a littie soil in some
depressions in the rock.

21134. What was the greatest depth ?-Something like fifty-one or
fifty-two feet. I would not be sure, but I think it was something near
that.

21135. Did it slope off gradually from that height ?-Yes.

$9 a yard paid for
tunnel.

Greatest depth
about fity-wo
feet. (Sée Ques9.
21111.)

21136. An ordinary curve ?-Yes; something like an irregular curve.

21137. Would you please make up an estimate of the quantity Of 40,000 cublc yards
rock to b taken out to make that an open cutting instead of the tunnel of rock wouldhave had to be
from your knowledge of the country, and as closely as you can ?- taken out to

From memory, as near as I can judge, there would be about 40,000 cake an open
cubic yards of rock excavation to make it an open cutting.

21138. Why do you say from memory-do you mean from your
nemory of the depth ?-Yes.

21139. Then from your memory you have assumed a certain depth?
Yes.
2114). What have you assumed ?-Fifty feet.

21141. I thought you said fifty feet from the top of the tunnel-you
mean from the bottom of the tunnel ?-Yes; the tunnel itself is twenty
feet high.

21142. In that tunnel what would the width of the open cutting have
been at the bottom if you had made it an open cutting instead of the
tunnel ?-Twenty-two to twenty-four feet.

21143. At the bottom ?-Yes; at the bottom in the open cutting.

21144. Since your last answer have you made a calculation based
upon the length of this tunnel, the average width and the average
height, so as to ascertain the probable quantity of rock which would be
excavated in case it had been an open cutting instead of the tunnel ?-
I have assumed for the length of the tunnel 515 feet, and an average
width of thirty-four and a-half feet, and an average depth of forty-two
feet.

21145. And have you made your calculations upon that basis ?-I
have.

Depth of tunnel
°rom ,loor to

roof twenty feet.
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contract ..25. 21146. Are those as near the correct length, height and width as
you can estimate them ?-Yes; it is as near as I can now recollect, in
my judgment.Solid contents of

open cutting 21147. Then what do you make the solid contents of the open
ad cutting in case that had been adopted instead of the tunnel ?-I make

ds -274Mcuole it 27,640 cubic yards.

$1.50 for solld rock
cutting.

Hence open eut-
tlun! would have
cos$41,500.

So that,according
to lowest estinate
tunnel would
have cost $20,00
more than open
euttlng.

Contrattors In-
structed from
Ottawa to go on
wlth tunnel.

21148. Do you know what the pricd per yard for solid rock cutting
vas between the contractors and the Government ?-$1.50.

21149. What would that have cost the country if it had been an open
cutting ?-In round numbers, $41,500.

21150. I understand when you designed the work that you supposed
it would not cost as much as it did cost; you estimated it to be worth
about $8 instead of $9 per cubic yard: is that right ?-That is what
I estimated it.

21151. What would that have cost, then, if your estimate had beou
adopted instead of the higher price by the Government ?-86 1 ,800.

21152. Then, according to your estimate and your design, you ex-
pected that it would cost about $20,000 more than the contractors'
price would have been if it had been an open entting ?-I think so
now.

21153. Is an open cutting as effective for railway purposes as a
tunnel ?-It is, with the exception of the objection to snow. It fills
up a deep cutting like that. Of course they put snow sheds or houses
in it to keep the snow out, but it accumulates snow greatly, a place
ike that, whereas in a tunnel there is no snow can get in.

21154. Is it expected that there will be srow sheds in that part of
the country wherever there are cuttings as deep as this ?-It is likely
thero will be when they commence to keep up the permanent way.

21155. Can you give any other explanations of your renson for
designing this tunnel to cost about $20,000 more than whatyou supposed
it would cost as an open cutting ?-As far as the design is concerned,
of course when I made the survey and showed the profile, it was left
optional with the district engincer to take an open cutting or a tunnel.

21156. I understand you to have said a little while ago that it
scemed so natural that it should be dane that you went on with the
work ?-Certainly, so natural that this cut-off should be made that I
went on with the survey.

21157. Did the contractors go on with what you had said ?-No.
21158. How did they get their instructions to go on ?-In accordance

with instructions that were sent from Ottawa.
21159. Who came to Ottawa to see about this work being done, and

to have the plan chan ged ?-I don't know who came. Mr. Hazlewood
wrote and sent a profile and plan of the line to Ottawa.

21160. Don't you know there was some negotiation with the Depart-
ment whether it should be done or not ?-Yes; he referred this thing
to the Department at once, just as soon as I made the plan and profile,
and the question of tunnel was left between him and the Departnent.
It was a thing I did not interfere with. I left therm to decide them-
selves what they should do.
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21161. Did you make no recommendation on the subject ?-No; ContractNo.a3,

never. I did not.
21162. Did Mr. Hazlewood lead yon to understand that he had done

so ?-Yes.
21163. Did ho tell you so ?-Yes ; if my recollection is good, he told

me that he recommended the tunnel to be made.

21164. Did you see any authority from the Department to him to
authorize its being done ?-I would not charge my memory with it.
I think it is very likely that they did. I think it is highly probable
that the first authority ho had to make a tunnel instead of the open
cutting was from the Department; but still I have no recollection of
soeing the letter.

21165. By giving the $9 a yard, instead of $8 you supposed would be
the price for it, the country were giving $7,725, or thereabout, in addi-
tion to the loss of $20,000 which you have already spoken of ?-Yes.
Of course there is the difference between $8 and 89 a yard.

21166. It is an addition of 81 a yard for about the quantity of 7,725 Thework was
vards is it not ?-Exactly. The contractors worked night and day y theontrao-

gangs in taking out the tunnel, and by this mean8 were enabled to tors, thecountry thus
make double time. galned in time.

21167. Do you mean that that hastened the completion of the whole
work ?-Yes.

21168. To that extent then the country gained sone equivalent
advantage for the extra cost ? -Yes; for the extra cost.

21169. ILow much do you think that would save in the completion
of the whole work ?-Well, it might possibly affect it for six months
or half a-year.

21179. Do you mean that the whole of this work of 25 was finished
six months sooner thari it otherwise would have been, because of this
passage for the trains being in the shape of a tunnel instead of an open
cutting: is that your ovidence upon that subject ?-It might at such a
season of the year. The actual circunstances-of course I do not know
it vory closoly, but it would certainly expodite it three rnonths; but it
inight have been at such a season of the year as to affect it a greater
length of time.

21171. What time of the year was this tunnel eommenced ?-It was Tunne m
commenced either in September or October. temberor

21172. Whon was it finished ?-September or October, 1876. I for-
got when it was finished.

21173. Could you say, in round numbers, about how many months-
wa8 it a year ?-I should not like to state that without being satisfied.

21174. How do you make out that you can tell how mueh the
completion of the line was affected in time without knowing about
when the tunnel was finished ?-Simply from recollection of the
work, and talking of it at the time when the work was being carried
on-my observation of it at that time; but the dates and things I have
not here. Of course I have no books or reference.

21175. Was that the last work done on that contract?-No ; that was
forty miles out; it was about ton miles from the east end of the
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contractLo. 26.
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w rf by three
months.

As a rule ln win-
ter fnot work
enougb for men.

contract. I would simply say, if my memory serves me well, it was
about a year they were at it.

21176. Would you explain how that affected the time at which the
whole work on the contract would be completed ?-It would affect it to
at least three months, for the reason that they worked gangs night and
day continuously, summer and winter, whereas, in the open cuttings
they would-I do not say they could not-they would only work day
gangs and probably only for the summer months. I do not know that
there is anything else I can say.

21177. At what time in that country does the main work cease in
the year ?-Generally about the end of October.

21178. Thon, from that time until spring what is generally donc ?
-Well, they ordinarily work. In some instances we have had winters
where there was very littie snow, and in which they did a good deal of
work-earth work and rock work as well.

21179. What sort of rock work do you mean: open cuttings ?-Open
cuttings.

21180. Could they have donc it during this winter that you speak of
this work going on ?-I forget, particularly about the depth of snow,
that winter; I am not clear about that.

21181. As a rule, is there enough work on any of those works dur-
ing the winter to keep the contractors' men fully employed ?-Ob, no.

21182. They, as a rule, have more men to do work than they bave
got work for the men: is that the rule ?-Yes ; as a rule, they
have to reduce their forces at the beginning of the winter.

21183. How does that state of affairs affect this work : I understood
you to say that this tunnel was completed about the end of the yeur ?
-It was comnenced thon.

21184. But you say it took a year ?-Yes.
21185. Thon it was ended about the same time of the year that it

was commenced ?-Yes.
21186. Thon it was completed at a time when the contractor had

more men thani he had work for them to do ?-I don't know that he
had more mon in the summer.

21187. You say the object of getting this tunnel comploted was to run
trains through it, because it was necessary to have trains through ?-
le got his track through the tunnel, and run trains some distance west
to eupply camps west of the tunnel for the winter.

21188. As far as the railway work is concerned, I understand you to
say that it is no advantage to a contractor to have an opportunity of
going on with work from October forward, because there is always more
ready for him than ho can do ; the mon do not work, as a rule,
do they, during the winter, froin October forward ?-Most of the men
who can goet work do.

21189. Is it not a fact that contrators cannot get their men to work
during the winter and make much progress? -No; they cannot.

21190. Thon it is no great advantage to have an opportunity of
doing work from October forward-to have work laid out for them ?-
Oh, if thore is work there men could do they could get men to do it.
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21191. But they cannot do it, you say?-No; they cannot do all Coni4-4ie#.
kinds of work in winter like summer-certainly not.

21192. Now if this work had not been done by tunnel, you say it
would not have been finished for three months longer ?-Yes.

21193. Then when would it bave been finished: if the tunnel was
finished in October, 187-, and the open cutting would have been
finished in January of the following year, whaLt advantage was it to
the contractor to have it opened in October ?-There was this advan-
tage: we have got the track thraugh the tunnel and a number of miles
that bad been gr4ed on the other side. Just as soon as they were
through with the t#nnel they extended the track. They sent supplies
up there some fifteen miles and made a depot to distribute from the
next season.

21194. Then, it was preparation for construction work, but not work
itself?-W hich? The tunnel?

21195. This work that the contractor was enabled to do by having
it finisled that fali: it was preparation ?-Preparation for the next
season and getting the supplies up for the men as well.

21196. Was thero any other work done by the contractors for section
25 which was not properly chargeable against section 25 : for
inetance, raising embankments on section 13, or cuttings ?-There was
some ballasting. In ballasting 13 and 25, there was some ballast used
in making up embankments on contract 13. In another place, I spoke
of the excess of quantities eliminatiug about 3 per cent, on 13.

Tunnel enabled

pre araio o be,
aeason, and to

have supplies got
up.

2119.. Do you mean by this to say that 3 per cent. of the whole 3 per cent. of tho
work charged to section 25 was really donc by the contractors for 25 co°arachare fo
on section 13 ?-Yes. contract 25hould

be charged to
21198. What is the nature of that work ?-Widening embankments contract 13.

and raising then up as well where the track came on Sifton, Ward &
Co.'s work. Before they had completed their work they had, of course,
to step aside and give way, leaving the work imperfectly finished.

21199. The contractors of section 25 had also the work of track-
laying section 13 ?-Tr'ack-laying and ballasting section 13.

21200. And before they finished track-laying and ballasting they
had to do some work on the emba nkments ?-On the enbanknents of
Section 13.

21201. Which ought to have been donc by the previous contractor
for section 13, or might have been ?-Which might have been donc.

21202. Does it follow that section 13 ought to be charged with that
3 per cent. of the whole cost of section 25 in order to ascortain
Wvhat the real cost of section 13 was ?-Yes; the quantities taken off
25, ballasting, put on 13.

21203. Now what did that 3 per cent. anount to, in round
Inmbers ?-3 per cent. would amount to something like 830,000.

21204. That is to be added to the cost of section 13 -Should be
added.

21205. That makes so much more discrepancy between the cost of
section 13 and the estimated cost of it at the time of the contract, doesit lnot ?-Yes.
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21206. That increased cost of section 13 has only been ascertained
since tho completion of section 25 by deducting so much from 25 and
adding it to 13, which could not have been ascertained, or had not been
ascertained previously, for the reason, as I understand it, that all the
certificates for that work went in and were settled through the con-
tractors of section 25 ?-Yes; it is in this way too : that there was
more material taken to ballast 13 than would have been had the work
been finished before Purcell & Ryan commenced track-laying it, and
they, having the contract for track-laying and ballasting 13 and 25, it
is grouped in that way; section 25 constituted the gading of eighty-one
miles west of Sunshine Creek, the track-laying anda-tallasting of section
13, thirty-two and a-half miles, and extending it over their own grade of
the section eighty-one miles, so that was really the contract 25.

21207. I understand you now that, in addition to the work which
they had contracted to do over section 13, they did some additional.
work on section 13: did they not do some work in addition to the
ballasting and track-laying ?-Yes.

21208. What was that : was that embankments and generally
raising the grade level ?-That was one or two cuttings that were left
unfinished, that they took out. When the track got up there, Sifton,
Ward & Co. hadn't them done, and more, they were intercepted there
going back.

21209. Who were intercepted ?-Sifton & Ward were intercepted by
Purcell & Ryan ; in other words, crowded out and hurried off the con-
tract. There was a cutting near the Kaministiquia crossing left un-
finished that was taken out by Purcell & Ryan and other cuttings
dressed.

21210. Who certified for this work to Purcell & Ryan-this on
section 13 ?-I did.

2121I. Did it not go in as part of the charges against this new con-
tract of Purcell & Ryan's; because, if it did not, there is no reason in
your saying that it should bo diminished by 3 per cent. ?-You see,
this is not the ballasting; this is dressing and widening cuttings.

21212. Is it not chargod through your certificates to contract 25 ?-
No; that widening and dressing of cuttings was charged to section 13.

21213. Originally under your certificate ?-Yes. It was for work
done on 13. It was for work donc, some of it by measurement and
some by days' labour.

21214. Is there anything more that you know and consider material
concerning either section 13 or section 25 ?-Tbere is nothing that
occurs to me now, Judge Clark.

Surveys, B.o.- 21215. I think you said that you had ascertained the practicability
Y.iIw n.ad of the Yellow Head Pass in your first season's explorations ?-Yes.

21216. Did you consider that to be ascertained at that time ?-Yes,
so far as the west side of it was concerned ; and, subsequently, the next
spring, Mr. Fleming had returned or directed Mr. Moberly to leave the
Howse Pass and go to that region of country and get a line looking for
an outlet-looking for a northern line. Howse Pass is a good deal
south of the Yellow Head Pass. He was recalled from that.

212i7. Of course, when you say that you had ascertained it at that
time, it was only by a bare exploration: there had been no instra-
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Surveys, B..-
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iental examination ?-No; but I was satisfied with the grades, and 1 Pa
knew the character of the country too. The grades that I reported
have since been verified by actual measurements.

21218. Do you know whether the eastern slope had been examir.ed
at that time ?-It had not.

21219. And you did not examine it ?-I did not. lno

21220. So that the feasibility, as far as you ascertained, was that of as far as ascer-
the western slope ?-Exactly. tinet ltne

21221. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway western silope.

which you think it proper to explain by way of evidence ?-I do not
know that there is anyth ing particularly that occurs to me now.

21222. Is there anything further thatyou wish to say on the subject?
-No; I think not. I think I have said all I wish to say.

OTTAWA, Wednesday, 4th May, 1881.
MARcUs SMITH's eXamination continued: MAROUS SMITH.

By the Chairman:- ,rvey, , B.e.
21223. Is there anything that you wish to say by way of addition or

explanation to your former evidence ?-No ; I think not.
21224. Is there any matter which you wish to call attention to upon

the subject or any ot them upon which you have been previously
examined ?-No, not so far; there may some questions arise as the
evidence goes on.

21225. Is there any matter connected with your first duties in British
Columbia which you desire to explain ?-My first duties were to find
out the position of the different parties that had been sent there the
year previously (these are described in the report), and also to en- .
quire into the cause of the large expenditure.

21226. Are you alluding now to the instructions which are described
on page 105 of the report made in 1874 ?-Yes.

21227. Will you read what portion of it you think bears on the
subject ?-

" My position and duties in regard to these surveys and the lines to be explored, Instructions to
are clearly defined in your letter to me, of March 30th 1872, offerng me the appoint- witnes for seasout
ment, and that of May 8th, received on my way to British Columbia, of which the 827&3,
followin g extracts give the substance, vis:

" ' lu the event of your accepting the position offered, it will be expected that you
will proceed to British Columbia with as little delay as possible, and immediately on
your arrival take under your special charge the surveys deemed necessary between
Victoria, Vancouver Island, Bute Inlet sud the Fraser River, at the sane time assum-
ig general charge as-my principal resident assistant, of all the other surveys now
going on in British Oolumbia.'

I may state to you generally that the great object of the important service upon
which you will be en gaged je to determine-aPProimately at all events-the most
practicable line or lines from Tête Jaune Cache, to such point or points on the Paci-

e coat, as may be co nsidered most eligible for the terminus of the Railway.
" You will see Mr. George Watt, commissariat and paymaster at Victoria; hie

duties are, as you are aware, in connection with the furnishing of supplies and the
paTments of accounts.

'The expenditure li British Columbia has already been great, perhaps unavoidably
so ; but I muet impress upon yon the importance of seeing, as tar as In your power,
that no expenditure is incurred that cannot be fully justified bythe circumstances."

These are my instructions.
38*
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Aoeunts 0f 21228. I u'iderstood you to say, in your former evidence, that you had

Watt. taken pains to invostigate these accounts at the end of the operations of
1872 ?-Yes ; that was later in the season.

21229. That was when yoa returned from the field work to Victoria ?
-Yes ; before returning to Ottawa.

21230. Did you make any written report on those investigations of
the accounts ?-I did not make any report of the accounts themselves,
but I wrote a letter very early in the season-in fact the first I ever
wrote after getting to British Columbia. It is dated 14th June, 1872-
a letter to Mr. Fleming.

21231. Would you put that in as an exhibit ?-I think I may as
well: it will lead to further questions. (Exhibit No. 300.) You

Cliaraeter of see the first part is the only really important part. The first part
Survey. describes the mode in which, in my judgment, the surveys ought to

have been made, by exploring simply at first. The latter part has
reference simply to details.

21232, Please read that portion to which you allude ?-
Points out that it "It is impossible now for me to reduce the expenses very materially, as ail the par-
ls impossible for ties are in the field at a great distance, and the mistake was made at first in placing
him zo reduce large surveying parties in the field They ought to have been simply exploring par-

ne as ties, each party consisting only of two thoroughly competent engineers, each having
were in the field a mountain barometer, compass, and tape-line, and a few guides and horses, altogether
whereas expier- not over one quarter the size of the present parties, as these could have made surveys
tng parties (if done with judgment) sufficiently close to determine the general route of the rail-
would have been way which would have left only one line with minor deviations to be surveyed orsufncient. located; but as it is I can only reduce the expense by pushing the work through as

rapidly as possible and disbanding the parties as they each complete their taak,
retaining the best assistants."

21233. You appear to have arrived at this opinion very early in
your experience in British Columbia, because your letter is dated in
June, 1872 ?-Yes; after finding out what the parties had done the pre-
vious year I came to that conclusion at once. I found, for instance, that
two parties under Mr. Moberly had been travelling all the time and
had done very little work, because they had scarcely commenced work
-or had done very little work-at Howse Pass before they were recalled
to another pass, and it took them the whole summer, the next summer
-- in 1872-it took them the whole of that summer to transfer the par-
ties and supplies from the Howse Pass to the Yellow Head Pass, and
it was nearly eighteen months before they did work of any importance.

Information ob-
tained byMober- 21234. Do you mean that the information which was obtained under

ght have Mr. Moberly might have been accomplished with much less expenseben accomrdlsh- Mbrym htcc plseepes
ed at much le. and with a smaller party ?-I think so.
expense. 21235. Assuming that it was necessary to ascertain the practica-

bility of the Howse Pass, what would have been your plan of gaining
that information ?-1 should have sent out a small party of one or two
engineers, with guides and pack train for carrying their supplies, and
they could have examined the most diffioult portions of that route by
taking the bearings with a compass and the heights with the aneroid
barometer, and an experienced engineer could have judged then of the
character of the line, in the same way that the country had been

anisers explored in 1858, 59 and 60. It was, I think, by the Palliser expedi-
edition. tion, they made such explorations as I am describing.

21236. With what object were those explorations made at that time ?
-To ascertain the practicability of a railway to the Pacifie Ocean.
within British territory.
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21237. Those explorations were not satisfactory, were they ?-I seekag a Peo

think they were. They were very well done, exceedingly well done; but
if you will observe, in the instructions to Capt. Palliser, the field was
limited. It was limited on the north. It extended from the interna.
tional boundary on the south, northward to the Saskatchewan River. ThefeldofPal-
That was the northern extent of the field of their operations. Up the umiteï.
Saskatchewan River from Lake Winnipeg to Edmonton, thence from
Edmonton to Fort Assineboine on the Athabaska River, to near its
source, and across the Rocky Mountains to the bend of the Columbia
River called the Boat Encampment. That is the trail travelled by the
Hudson Bay Co. That was the northern limit of their explorations
according to instructions, so that they did not know anything of the
Yellow Head Pass. The Yellow Head Pass is north of the field in YeIlow Head
which they were instructed to explore, and I may say, of course, that fiel orthiser
all the other passes north they did not explore at all. In erted to

21238. What do you understand to be the latitude of the northern
limit of that field of exploration by Capt. Palliser ?-The most
northern part of it touched the 54th parallel of north latitude.

21239. Was that in the neighbourhood of Vermillion Hills and
Moose Hills ?-No; that is at Cumberland House, not very far from
Winnipeg, and again at the Moose Hills it touches the 54th parallel.

21210. And then in the westerly direction, how were they circum-
seribed ?-Travelling westward, following the river, it bears more to
the south. Fort Edmonton is about 53ý north latitude. Then,
in the instructions, they were to take the trail travelled by the
Hudson Bay Co. to the bend of the Columbia River-to the
Boat Encampment, as it 'is called. That trail is usually called the
Athabaska trail. That cornes further soutk.

21241. Does that go to the south from the neighbourhood of Henry
House ?-Yes; almost direct south from Henry louse-in fact from
Jasper House.

21242. And takes the direction of what is known as the Athabaska
Pass ?-Yes; and touches the Columbia River at the bend called the
Boat Encampment.

21243. Do you intend to say that this Palliser exploration was not Pallier expedi.
effective in finding the best pas@ (that is the Yellow Read Pas), as far tion falled te fni

as we know yet, bocause they were restricted in their instructions ?- Ha eno
Yes; because they were restricted in their instructions. The Howse Pass ftret re-

was the most northerly pass through the Rocky Mountains which
they examined. The next is the Yellow Head Pass, which is 1,000
feet lower, and which they did not explore, nor any of the passes
further north.

21244. Would you please name the different passes which were the The passes best
most known at the time of this first exploration, beginning from the known at°r rlo
southerly portion of the country, on the boundary line, for instance? tion
-The most southerly is the Kootenay Pass on the boundary line-
very near the international boundary line, I mean; then the next
prominent paus northwards, explored by the Palliser expedition, was
the Kananaskis Paus. Still going northward, the next one is the Ver-
million Paws; then the next is the Kicking Horse Pass; then the next
pass is the Howse Pass. These are the main passes; there were some
transverse passes between these. I may state-probably it will explain
'why the Howse Pass was surveyed so expensively in the first instance,

38j*
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Seeklng a Fans. instead of being simply explored -1 may explain that of all the passes

examined by the Pafliser expedition, there were two of them that
seemed very feasible for taking a railway through, that is, the first
most southerly is the Vermillion Pass. That is approached from the
east by the South Saskatchevan, the Bow River, which is the same
river in fact; it is callcd the Bow River, as it issues frorm the Rocky
Mountains. The Ilowse Pass ssems rather, according to the descrip-
tion in the reports, more favourable still. That is approached from the
east by the valley of the North Saskatchewan. I have not the report

Aecording toPat- here -Mr. Palliser's report. However, here is an extract from it,Iiser'a reýport
Howse Pas which will perhaps be enough, from the report of 1860. It is the
aeemed favour-
able. report of Dr. Hector, one of the parties employed on that expedition

-page 26. Hie gives the height ot« land at the summit of lowse Pass
at 4,800 feet. lI descending the west side of the main range the
descent was made by the Blaeberry-the descent on the west . side
of the Rocky Mountains to the Columbia. Dr. Hector says that
the descent is throueh a contracted valley thirty.five miles Ieg a, in
which the fall is 2,000 feet. That gives an average gradient l i Jout

Anaverage gra- sixiy feet to the mile, whieh is not excessive for xhoun-
<ient of stxty feet tain work, and it is a really practicable pass for a rail-
*o the mile whicli
le no excessive. way p but Dr. Hector ·went no further than the Columbia River, and

westward of the Columbia River (I must get the map to show it) you
will tind that on descending the western slope of the main range of the
Rocky Mountains you strike the Columbia River almost at right angles
to the general course of the line. The river there takes a great bend
to the north and north-west up to the Boat Encampment and then turns
to the south. Erelosed within that bend of the Columbia River is a
very high range of mountains called the Selkirk range. No pass has
ever been found across that range. Mr. Moberly could not find a pass

But Moberly through it, so the line had to be deflected when it struck the Columbia
could not find a River away to the north-west to the Boat Encampment, seventy-five

miles.

Palliser expedi- 21245. Which line are you speaking of: the Palliser line ?-No.
further than the Palliser did not go beyond the Columbia River.
Columbia River.

21246. When you speak of this line being defiected, which line do
you speak of ?-I am speaking of the line which Mr. Moberly suggested.
Perhaps I ought to have stopped at the Columbia River.

21247. You were speaking of the Palliser expedition : how far did
they go ?-They went no further than the Columbia River, but
some parties in British Columbia-in fact I think Mr. Trutch, who was
the delegate from British Columbia in 1871, when the province was to be
entered into the Confederation, suggested that he knew a line from

Trutch the Pacifie up to lowse Pass to connect with the line the Palliser
mu®tedinehat he expedition had reached from the east, and 1 have no doubt on that

naroug HoweÎ assurance Mr. Fleming considered that line practicable, and intended to
seems to have make a complete survey of it,
acted on this.

21248. I understood you to say that the reason for this expensive
examination by Mr. Moberly was because the llowse Pass had been
recommended or suggested by th.e Palliser expedition ?-I do not know
that it was recommended, but it appeared to be feasible.

21249. It recommended itself in consequence of their report?-It
recommended itself as a feasible line.
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21250. Do you give that as a reason for the particular manner in which Thinks from the

the examination was made by Mr. Moberly ?-I think so. I think that Information
from the information that Mr. Fleming had derived from the Palliser fron the Palliser
reports, and information received from parties in British Columbia for ot pare o
the extension westward of it, that he must have felt that the lino was Must Lave

practicable and required a thorough survey. P," la was
practicable, and21251. Then this particular expedition of Mr Moberly's was not one therefore worth

of those which you considered had been made in too expensive a manner, a thorough
because I understand you now to say that it wasjustified in consequence
of this hope being held out by the Palliser expedition ?-It may have
been justified by that; it turned out afterwards that the line was not
so good as expected.

21252. But just now I am directing your attention and my own to Vharacter of
the que tion of the manner in which the Moberly expedition was started Survey.
and the number of people attached to it, because not long ago I under-
stood you to say if you had been starting that expedition you would
have started it with a much smaller number than he did, and now I un-
derstand you to say he was justified in 'tarin'g it in consequence of
the examination of Capt. Palliser suggesting the feasibility of the route
shown ? -It was the best line known at that time.

21253. You understand now the bearing of my question; con-
sidering what was known at that time of the results of the Palliser
expedition, was the expedition justified in your opinion ?-I think
it may have been justified in consequence of the short time allowed.
It was intended to commence the construction of the railway-
in fact it was a condition of the agreement with British Colombia, that
the construction of the railway was to be commeneed within two years
from the date at which the Province entered the Confederation-from
the 20th of July, 1 71. That left very little tinie for many explorations ;
and I suppose Mr. Fleming seized upon the bet route that was known
at that time-the most feasible route that was i<nown at that time-and
made location survevs or instrumental survevs with the expectation
that that route woudd turn out practicable. It would have been better
if more tinie had biet granted to make explorations before surveying
any route. I do not blame Mr. Fleming for making the surveys; he
was placed in that poition in consequence of the shortness of the time.
It is isossible that be was determined to make a thorough instrumental
survev to commence work. Had there been more time it would have
been better to have had explorations made of other routes.

The pressure of
time may be held
tOjustify Flem-
ing In drectng
an Instrumental
survey.

21254. Do I understand you to say that if you were plaeed in the
position of Mr. Fleming in the season of 1871, you would have
takein the same course as to starting Mr. Moberly with the party
he was sl arted with ?-I do not say that: it is not my way of doing it. witness'sown
I generally prefer, however short the time may be to make some plan el as t
preliminary explorations first, to see which line is worth surveying. y exploration.
Surveying is very expensive work.

21255. I may have been misled as to your opinion on the subject,
but as I understand it I have got two opinions from you: one that if
you had been starting Mr. Moberly's expedition at the time it was
started you would have taken the course of sending out one, perhaps
two ergineers and a sufficient party to support them ?-For that I
Would have sent out several different parties, each party being very
amall.
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21256. To the Howse Pass ?-Yes.
21257. Making the Howse Pass the objective point, you would have

started several small parties ?-That and another pass I would have
explored with several small parties.

21258. Assuming now that fuller information as to the feasibility of
the Howse Pass was the object of the expedition, I understand you to
say you would have started a much smaller party than Mr. Fleming
started ?-I think I should.

21259. Again, I understand you to say that Mr. Fleming having got
the idea that was naturally to be drawn from Palliser's report, it was
quite justifiable to send out the large party he did ?-He may have
considered himself justified.

21260. Do I understand you to say that he was justified ?-It is not
for me to say whether he was or not.

21261. I understood you to give that opinion ?-That is my opinion:
I would rather have made explorations first. Another engineer might
have thought differently. I am only telling you that there were good
grounds for expecting a good line there, and that may have induced
Mr. Fleming to commence the survey earlier than he would have done.

21262. Now, assuming these data which you describe, that is to say
that the Palliser expedition had exhibited the feasibility of a route
through the Howse Pass as far west as the Columbia-River, and that it
was desirable to ascertain the feasibility of a line from the Pacifie
easterly to that point, and that the time was limited, as it was by the
agreement with the Province of British Columbia, do you say, as an
engineer, that it was an expedient and proper thing to send out Mr.
Moberly to ascertain the feasibility of that line easterly to Howse
Pass with the sized party that he took with him ?-I should not have
done so.

21263. What, in your opinion, would have been the proper course ?
-In my opinion ? I expressed it: I would have explored that and
other routes before making instrumental surveys. I give my opinion
in a letter to Mr. Fleming.

21264. But if your object was only to ascertain the feasibility of a
route from the Pacific Ocean to Howse Pass it would not have been
necessary to send out other parties, if that was the single object of the
expedition ?-I think not. Porhaps I did not understand you exactly;
please repeat it.

21265. I wish to get from you an expression of your opinion as an
experienced engineer: whether or not, under the circumstances which
existed at the time that the Moberly expedition was started, it was a
proper course to.take from an engineering point of view ; but, first, I
will repeat what I consider to be the data at that time-that the Pal-
liser expedition had exhibited the feasibility of a railway line over the
North-West Territories as far west as the Columbia River throurh the
Howse Pass, and it became necessary, in order to decide whether that
could be continued to the Pacific Ocean, to ascertain the feasibility of a line
from the Pacific coast easterly to that same pass; now, that being the
single object of the Moberly expedition, as I understand it was, I ask
you, asan engineer, whether Mr. Moberly, in taking with him the party
which he did. took a proper course ? -If that had been the only
object of the expedition perhape the course was correct, but that
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'Was not the only object. There were other passes being examined character of
at the same time. The Yellow Head Pass was being examined the same ""07"
year, and I would not have made any instrumental survey until all the
feasible passes were examined.

21266. Then do I understand you to say, that inasmuch as that was
not the only pass, at least, not certain to be the only pass, that it was
desirable and necessary to ascertain whether other passes would compete
with it before it was decided to survey the route through that particular
one instrumentally ?-Yes ; I should have waited till the results of the
Oxploratory examination of the different passes were ascertained, and
then surveyed the best one-only the best one.

21267. Do I understand you to say now, by way of evidence, that there It turned out to
be amiatalke; but

'was a mistake made, from an engineering point of view, in starting an t mlght have
expensive expedition to find out the feasibility of a route from the turned out the
Pacific Ocean tothe Howse Pass, wvithout first ascertaining the value of reverse.
that as compared with other routes, by some simpler and less expensive
mode ?-Well, as it turned out the better pass was found ; it was there-
fore a mistake, but if a botter pass had not been found it would not
have been a mistake.

21268. Then, you think the answer to the question 4l mistakp or no
fnistake " depends upon the result ?-Yes; but the certain way is to
examine all the feasible passes before surveys are made. Then there is
no necessity in that case for making more than one survey-the survey
of one route.

21269. You mean an instrumental survey ?-Yes.
21270. Please understand that I wish to get from you now an expres- But witness

sion of your opinion as an engineer, an experienced engineer, on the ad°frerentcore.
propriety of the course which was adopted in this case-I mean sending
Out the Moberly expedition. I wish to ascertain whether you, as an
engineer, consider the course which was taken to have been a proper
one under the then existing circumstances ?-I said I should have taken
a different course. Thore were two passes being examined, and I should
fnot have made an instrumental examination of either of them until
the result of those examinations was discovered.

21271. Then do you say that the course which was taken by whoever
was responsible for it in this matter, was not a proper one under the
circumstances ?-You may infer that I think it was not the proper one.

21272. Notwithstanding the result of the Palliser exploration?-
'The Palliser exploration was only partial; and it was not, I believe, as
far as the Pa'lliser exploration went, that the feasibility of the line was
to be proved, but it was west of that that the difficulties were found,
between the terminal point of the Palliser exploration and the Pacifie
Ocean. That is were the difficulties were found.

21273. I wish to have this matter very plainly down in the evidence,
and I may not put the questions so as to make you understand
'what I intend: but, to my mind, it does not appear that the
result in any way affects the expediency of the expedition. I do not
see that the discovery afterwards that one pass is better than another
in any way touches the question whether the exploration or examina-
tiona was made in the way it should have been made. I wish to have
recorded, beyond any doubt, what your opinion is on the subject-I
Ànean, after thelPalliser exploration had shown that there was a possi-
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character or bility of a route through the IIowse PaQs as far west as the Columbia

""ar"y River, and the country being under contract with British Columbia to,
commence the railway within a limited time, whether it was necessary
or desirable that this particular exýpedition of the Moberly party should

So large a party be made in the way it was made ?-I do not believe il was necessary.
as Moberly's flot
necessary. It would have been much more economically done in the way I have

just stated, by making simply an examination by small parties of differ-
ent passes before any instrumental survey was made. The satre result
could have been obtained with regard to tho pass from an examination
without an instrumental survey as Mr. Moberly ascertained from a very
expensive one.

21274. What is the engineering force required to make such an
instrumental survey as Mr. Moberly started to make ?-I do not
remember the number of the party, something between thirty and
forty altogether.

21575. But that would not be the engineering force ?-No.
21276, I ar speaking now of the engineering force ?-There was the.

engineer-in-chief, Mr. Moberly; there was the transit man, two level-
lers, I think ; then there were picket men, chain men, and the number
of packers, of course, was increased.

21217. But they are not engineers-I am speaking just now of the
engineering staff: what would you say, in round numbers, would be
the number of the engineering staff for such an examination as he
started to make ?-Well, the staff, there is only the engineer in charge,
the two transit men, and two levellers-only four on the staff. The
picket men and chain men are not considered part of the staff,

21278. I mean the persons who would take charge of the examina-
tion of the country for engineering purposes, and putting out of the
question at present those persons who transport the provisions, or do
any ordinary labour ?-Do you mean in an instrumental survey ?

asuoheaparty 21279. I mean Mr. Moberly's survey ?-Well, I have described them.
mon woun4e There would be four engineers, two picket men, two rod men and two

mes. chain men, at least.
21280. Then, to do the surveying or engineering work about ten

men would be employed, irrespective of labourers ?-Connected with
the instruments ; yes.

For an exploring 21281. For such a party as you describe as a more expedient party
rwort deo iie under the cireumstances, please say how many would be required,

work ; two irrespective of labourers, for the purpose of engineering, surveying, or-ample. examining ?-I made a great many examinations of that sort. The
whole party consisted of myself, besides Indians. Two would be I et-
ter. There ought to be two engineers. You ought to use two aneroids
to get the levels properly.

21282. Then, for such an exploration as you consider to have been a
proper one to make under those circumstances, two of an engineering
party would be sufficient, and under the other which was made, about
ten ?-Yes.

Every man added 21283. Do you say that the party would be correspondingly increased
utare san tåra for transporting provisions and other purposes ?-Yes; oh, yes. It

horseand packer. would be correspondingly increased, perhaps more so; for a large
party it takes more men to transport luggage. Every man added to a
party requires a horse and packer extra. The provisions had to be
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Carried some 600 miles into the mountains, and supplies had to be Character of
taken for six months. There was betwen thirty and forty people con- Survey.
Inected with Moberly's expedition.

21284. How many, altogether, do you think would have been a party
Sufficient to serve the purposes of such an exploration as yous Fay would
have been expedient ?-Ob, certainly under ten: two engineers and
half a dozen men probably-packers.

21285. Do you mean to convey this idea to us as part of your Cvi- The result ouglit
dence: that this result could have been ascertained, and, under thO certained by a
Circumstances, ought to have been ascertained by a whole party coin- party of ten men
posed of not more than ten men, rather than by a party of somewbere 0"")fea by one-
about forty?-Yes; I say that the comparative advantares of different
passes could have been ascertained in that way. You could not ascer-
tain the details, of course, the same as you could by an instrumentai
survey, so as to give an estimate of the cost; but an engineer with
judgment could ascertain with a very small party, from an examination
Made in that way, the comparative advantages of different routes.

21286. But I have understood that this particular expedition of
Moberly's was directed entirely to the object of ascertaining the feasi-
bility of a route east of the Howse Pass, and that the doing so in the
expensive way in which it was donc did not operate as preventing a
difièrent exploration of another pass, so that, in effect, if I am right in
understanding what you say, all this expenditure was created for the
purpose of ascertaining the feasibility of the Howse Pass line ?-All
the expenditure of Moberly's parties ?

21287. Moberly's party I mean ?-Yes.
21288. It did not stop the exploration by other parties ?-They went

on all the same, but you will observe that the result of Moberly's
surveys could have been arrived at at much less expense. It was found
that a better pass existed farther north, and it was abatidoned. That
Could have been found by a simple exploration without an instrumental
survey.

21289. Do I understand you to mean this: that the expenditurO on The comparative
the Moberly party, which was apparently incurred upon the supposi tion deeret h

that an instrumental survey was necessary, ought not to have taken should have been
place until after bare explorations had exhibited the feasibility of that a eansr
a8 compared with other passes--that the comparative merits, in fact mental survey or
Of the different passes ought first to have been ascertained before an any was directed.

Instrumental survey of any pass was resolved on ?-That is the method
I should propose in all cases.

21290. I am dwelling upon this because I am not quite sure that I It was premature
have got your opinion down exactly as yo intended it; the expenditure ,e g"vo,,rey.o
Was a large one and I wish to have down unequivocally what yon think
Of it as an engineer : will you please say, after discussing this subject as
we have donc, what is your opinion, as an engineer, of that expedition
of Moberly's in 1871 ?-I think it was premature going into such
expensive surveys as he did. It must have been assumed that that
would be the line. I think it was generally assumed that that would
be the line te be adopted, but it was premature to assume it.

21291. Was that good engineering judgment to assume that that
Would be the line before other passes had been examined further north?
-I think it was net. I think it is very wrong to assume any line if
there is time to examine other lines.
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McLennan's 21293. Do you remember any other feature of the first year's opera-
party. tions which took place before you went to British Columbia, but

which were shown in some of their bearings at all events by the
accounts ?-Yes; thore was a Mr. McLennan had two parties under
him. With one of those parties ho went up the North Thompson
River to Tête Jaune Cache to examine the country there. Another
party was instructed to go from the mouth of the Quesnelle, on the
Fraser, and go up the Fraser by Fort George to Tête Jaune Cache.

21294. Thon easterly from Fort George, do you mean ?-South-east-
erly ; to follow the Fraser to Tête Jaune Cache and to meet the other
party there.

Mahood's party.

Expedition badly
managed and
large es
Incurrec'"

Of mules and
horses something
like ninety bat
between the two
parties.

Mismanagement
hief In the delay

in starting.

21295. That is the Green party-the other party ?-That is Mr.
Mahood's. The first party I mentioned was Mr. Green's. Ie went up
the North Thompson.

21296. He was detailed in the neighbourhood of Cranberry Lake ?
-Yes ; the other party was Mr. Mahood's. He was instructed to go up
the Fraser from the mouth of the Quesnelle to Tête Jaune Cache; but
on arriving at the mouth of the Quesnelle, he was advised it was too
late in the season and it would be botter for him to go overland to Rich-
field, the principal town in the Cariboo district. From Richfield he
went in a genorally easterly direction towards Tête Jaune Cache. He
found the country very rough. One ridge was something like 9,000
feet high, and covered with snow.

21297. Was that in the Cariboo range ?-That is in the Cariboo
range. There was a very large expenditure incurred on that expedi-
tion. It was very badly managed. Mahood had delayed on the road
before starting, and got into difficulties on account of the climate. He
lost a great number of mules and horses, and the packers had large
claims. He engaged packers, and the packers presented large claims
for loss of animals and packing. I think between the two parties
there was something like between eighty and ninety mules and horses
lost-perished.

21298. Do you mean between Green's and Mahood's parties ?-Yes;
the Mahood party wintered on the Fraser River at Castie River, a few
miles below Tête Jaune Cache. The Green party wintered at the Lake.
Thero was very little feed for the animals, and I think they lost
between eighty and ninety horses and mules that winter.

21299. Do you know whether that loss was to be attributed to bad
management: did you find that from the accounts ?-There was bad
management, and I reported that to Mr. Fleming, partly in consequence
of the lateness in starting. The country was un k nown, and perhapa
they did not expect the climate would be so rigorous. The larger part

21292. Having gone over these accounts at the end of the first
season, could you say, even in round numbers, what was the amount of
expenditure incurred during that year of 1871 by the Moberly party ?
-No, I could not. I examined the accounts item by item as vouchers.
These vouchers were sent to Ottawa, and Mr. Watt, the accountant,
went home with them, and I never knew what the totals were. I
simply knew them in detail, and a great many of the accounts came
in long after. In 1873 accounts came in for the survey of 1871, and
these I certified if they were correct, and sent them on to Ottawa, and
the ledger was kept here, I have no idea of what the amount was.
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of the loss was from the rigour of the climate; there is no doubt of that.
There was some mismanagement in delay in starting.

21300. Then, do yen not think that fair ordinary precaution would
have prevented a good part of the expenditure ?-Not if they

'Dre obliged to ]eave so late in the season as they did-
in September. I think it was far too late. If they had known more
-of the country I do not think they would have done so, but the surveys
Were pushed with great haste immediately after the confederation of
British Columbia.

21301. Is there any other matter connected with that first season's some of the sur-
operations which was disclosed to you by the state of the accounts, or by ',®Ç"u on
the reports to you from the persons connected with them ?-There is those employed.
8one part of the Lower Fraser survey, from Yale to Lytton, and from
Lytton to Shuswap Lake on the North Thompson, that the parties em-
Ployed had not the necessary experience. The surveys were not worth
rauch, but the expenditure was not large. Parties in British Columbia
had no experience of engineering-railway engineering; they were
Put on the parties and the surveys had to be done over again afterwards.

21302. Is there any other matter connected with that first season's
Operations which wasdisclosed by that investigation of yours?-I think
those are the main points that account for the large expenditure; a large
number of animais was lost in Mr.Moberley's party, and provisions too,
that were too expensive to go and bring afterwards.

21303. I think, upon a former occasion, you gave as the particulars of
Your operations in British Columbia between 1872 and 1873, or was
there any portion of 1873 not finished ?-I think so. They are very
fully given in the report of 1874. An account of the operations in 1872
w'as given in the report of 1874, page 105 te 156.

21304. That report was made for the public, I suppose ?-Yes.

21305. But sometimes things occur which are not considered desir- The fire which
able te mention te the public-I am speaking of these : are there any ace
-Other matters connected with that year's operations which bear on the another cause of
subject we are examining ?-Nothing of special interest. Of course I expenditure.
had very frequent communications with Mr. Fleming. Everything
Was discussed and every effort was made to reduce the expenses and te
do the work as economically as possible. Frequent confidential com-
rnunications took place between Mr. Fleming and myself, both verbally
and by letter. I may state that enother cause of increasing and in-
-creased expenditure afterwards was the fire that took place in the
Offlces here.

21306. At Ottawa ?-At Ottawa. That was in the spring of 1874, I This fire destroy-
think. That burned up ail the papers in the office-destroyed, I think edali the workor

)1872.
the Whole work that was done in 1872. It was burned up except one
Plan, and subsequently had to be re-surveyed.

21307. After your operations in 1873 in British Columbia, did you
0ne directly to Ottawa ?-Yes; I came home te Ottawa. I left Vic-

toria on the 12th of December, 1873, and returned to Ottawa.

21308. And after your arrival here, how were you occupied in con-
ection with this railway ?-Superintending the making of the plans

'dUring the winter.
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Left Ottawa 15th
Masy, 1874, wlth
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tions were made.
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Coast examined.

21309. Until about what time ?-I left Ottawa on the 15th of May,
187-, taking three parties with me. You will find in the report of 1874
that there were several examinations of the country made in the
manner that I had suggested in my first letter to Mr. Fleming ; some
in the neigh bourhood of Blue River and Clearwater. and also thero was
an examination made from Fort George up the north branch of the
Fraser and across the Rocky Mountains, by two engineers-Mr.
Jarvis and one assistant-and a few Indians.

21310. You had charge of the eperations in British Columbia in
1874 ? -Yes.

213 11. Yeu were there ?-Yes ; 1 was there that season.
21312. Were the examinations principally by the help of instrumonts,

or in the shape of explorations ?-The first operations iii 1874 were
examination, flrom the valley of the North Thompson up t) Clearwater
River, and thence north-westward towards Lake la Hache ; and another
examination up the Clearwater River to Lake Clearwater, and along
the side of the same, thence easterly across a part of the Cariboo iange
into the valley of the North Thompsou; at the last part being very
nearly ihe same line that Mr. Moberly had partly examined -in 1t8,73.
These examinations showed tha no feasible line could bc obtained in
that neighbourhood; consequently the parties went on up the North
Thompson River and Albreda, until they arrived at Tête Jaune Cache.
Then they made an instrumental survey down the Fraer rValey from
Tête Jaune Cache to Fort George.

21313. Why an iustrumental survey ?-It was the oîly line left
from the Yellow Head Pass that was feasible then. It was the only
feasible ine leftgoingtowards Bute lnlet, the othershaving benci proved
impracticable.

21,04. Thon had Bute Inlet been adopted as one of the probable.
termini on the Pacific?-Yes; one of the probable termini. Yau will
find in my instructions of the tirst year, 1872, my speial work was
the survey from Bute Inlet up to Tête Jaune Cache. While these
instrumental surveys were oeing made. I chartered a steairer and went
along the eoast examining numerous inlets from Burrar'd Inlot north-
ward as far as Port Simpson, at the saine time Mr. Hoietzky was
employed naking examinations of two of those pae-, ono from
Gardner Inlet eastward aeross the Casende Mountains, the other from
Dean Inlet eastward.

21315. These IIoretzkv examinations were simple expi lortions I
understand ?-Yes; simple exploritio.s. After I returned from the
coast examination, i went and exin ed a large part of the southern
part of British Coumbia, from Fort Hope, I think it was in that year.
My exploration from Fort Hope is described in the report of 1877,
page- 115 to 118. After that I continued with my simp'e exp!oring
out on the route to the mouth of the Quesnelle.

21316. From what point did you start with that exploring party ?-
I started from where I left off the last exploration The tisi explora-
tion was to the south-east by Similkameen and the Okanagan Lake. and:
back of Kamloops and Lake Nicoha by the Cariboo wagion rad, near
Lytton. Froin that point I followed the waggon road up to the nouth
ot the Quesnelle, and across the river there, and made an exploration
northwards parallel to the coast on the inner flank of the Cascade
Mountains, as far as Lake François-about the 54th parallel. From
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that I went to Fort Fraser and down the Nechaco River to Fort survey., ».c.

George. There I met the instrumental parties.
21317. Under the chaige of Mr. Jarvis ?-Under the charge of Mr.

Jarvi. Mr. Jarvis's party had corne down the Fraser. There was
another party under Mr. Bell that I employed from Fort George south-
Westvard up the Chilaco Valley towards Bute Inlet-on the line
t owards Bute Inlet.

21318. Was Mr. Horetzky under your charge that season ?-Yes;
all the parties were undcr my charge while I was in British Columbia.

21319. You heard him give some evidence concerning one of those
explorations, did you not ?-Yes; a very small part of it. I think he
Was giving his evidence about an inlet that I saw there, the Kitimat
Ihver. I was at that point and saw the pass that ho nentioned, but it
'was going northward towards the Skeena River, and 1 saw in a direct
lie eastward from the Kitimat.

21320. I think he said that he had come to the conclusion that there A good pass from
was a pass from the Douglas Channel up through the Kitimat Valley Douglas Channel
to the Skeena River; he had not actually traversed it, but he believed Vaney to the
there was one: do you say you were through that pass ?-l was not Skeena River.

through it, but I saw it from the head of the Douglas Channel. There
is a broad valley extending as far as the eye can reach from the high
bills.

21321. Was it your conclusion that there was a good pass through
there ?-Yes ; there was a good pass through there to the Skeena in
that direction. As fur as the eye could reach the valley was very
broad and level. I mention it in my report. You will find on page 111
I state this :

" The Kitimat Valley at the head of the channel appears to be three to four miles
'ide and very low. It stretches away to the north affording an easy route to the
Skeena River. On the west the hills rise to an altitude of from 1,000 to 3.000 feet
Covered with the irrepressible fern. On the east side the hila butting on the chan-
nel are of a similar character, but through low gaps in the range we got glimpses of
Iligher mountains capped with snow, leaving scarcely a channel of a practicable
rOute for road or railway tbrough the Cascade chain to Lake François or the River
sechaco."

21322. I think that inlet is sometimes called Kitimat Inlet, is it not:
at is marked on the map the Douglas Channel ?-It is the head of the
Douglas Çhannel.

21323. Then I understand the result of this exploration by Mr.
-lOretzky, corroborated by your view, to be, that if this Douglas
Channel was available for an outlet, it could only be approached from
the Skeena River and not direct from the François Lake ?-That is my
-pinion.

21324. Was it considered one ot the robabilities at that time that
thi8 Douglas Channel might be made available for a port on the
Pacific ?-That was the object of my exploration, to examine all theChannels and survey the most feasible ones.
. 2132à. As a port then, this was considered feasible, was it ?-Yes; it
18 a pretty good harbour there. It might be made a good harbour in the
Kitimat River.

21326. Did you aseertain whether the Douglas Channel was, as auile, frozen in winter ?-No, I did not; not at that time. It was foundafterwards the Douglas Channel was not examined in winter.
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21327. Do you know whether it is, as a rule, frozen in winter :

have you had sufficient information on the subject ?-I have i:ot.
21328. Have you information that it is not frozen, as a rale ?-No; I

have not any information about its position in winter.
21329. Was it adopted as one of the probable outlets or ports with-

out ascertaining that fact ?-No; it was not. A channel branched out
of it called the Gardner Channel. That was one of the channels to,
which the surveys were mainly directed.

21330. But that could not be approached from the Skeena River
through the Kitimat Pass ?-No, it was approached by a different pass.

21331. I understood you to say that this Kitimat Pass was explored
with a view to having a port possibly in the Douglas Channel ?-1
explored all the different inlets with that object, but from my state-
ment, which I have just quoted from the report, that did not appear so.
feasible on account of no approach being obtainable between it and
Lake François.

A port which 21332. Were those explorations on the land going on to ascertainseemed eligible Inhthrter a
the®rdnerInle whether there was a feasible Une for a railway without first ascertain-
and Horetzky ing whether there was any port proper to be adopted ?-No; the
was exploring
across the rnun. channel was examined first, and there was a port that seemed feasible
tains with aview in the Gardner Inlet, and Mr. Horetzky was making an examination into ItL connection with it across the mountains.

21333. Was it in connection with the Gardner Channel that the-
Kitimat Pass was examined ?-No.

21334. How did it come that the Kitimat Pass was examined, if the
port was to be first ascertained to be feasible and the Douglas Chan-
nel was not feasible ?-The Kitimat Pass was, not examined; it was
only seen from the hills. I looked up it from the hill at the head of
the inlet.

21335. Then there was no land exploration made from Gardner
Channel, that being the channel that Mr. Fleming had selectod as a
feasible point for the harbour: is that called Gardner Inlet in the
general description in your Department ?-The route is called'the-it
was not from the head of the channel. It is the Kimano Pass. That
is a little elevation that comes into the Gardner Inlet, some twenty
miles from the head of it on the north side.

21336. Then I understand you to say, that before these land explora-
tions, that inlet was approved of as affording a sufficient port for rail-
way purposes ?-Yes, it was. It was adopted for survey. Several were
selected. That one was selected for surveying on account of its
position. At that time it was thought to be very desirable to get as
straight a route as possible to China and Japan, and that port lies in a,
very good position for that purpose.

21337. Was it ascertained to be a good port, if a good railway could
be got to it ?-Soundings were made in the Kimano basin and it
seemed to be feasible.

cooper's report of 21338. Have you seen the report of James Cooper on page 307 of
noweale was the report of 1877 ?-I nay say that I pay very little attention to Capt.
not first hand, Cooper's report. He really knew very little about it, except what he

ndhldinn had gathered from the surveys, and he was interested in the Burrard
land In the neigh- Inlet-he had a land interest, and his report had very little effect. Itbourhood of
flurrard Inlet. was not raliable at ali.
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21339. Do you know whether the land explorations were carried on

with the view of carrying the road to particular points on the coast
without first ascertaining whether those points could be used as ports ?
-No; they were carried on simultaneously. In 1874, I examined the pmina°tie*o
coast, and I also examined the mountains parallel to the coast in the land and ofr>0-
interior, and Mr. Hortezky was examining two passes, one to thb the ast r n
Gardner Inlet and one to the Dean Inlet, at the same time that I was on simultane-
maaking those explorations. From the result of our general explora- ouly.

tions a survey was made the following year, and the Dean Inlet seemed
to be the most feasible. I may suggest that, after the surveying parties
of 1872 came in, on all subsequent surveys my suggestions of examin-
ing the country before making instrumental surveys was generally
taken. We generally made examinations after the explorations. Mr.
Pleming agreed with me at once that that was the best way to do after
I had written to him. All subsequent surveys, after 1872, were exam-
inations made in advance of the instrumental surveys, and from those
examinations instrumental surveys were never made at all when we
found that they were not worth surveying.

21340. Did you say that more than one instrumental survey was
made in 1874-that by Mr. Jarvis ?-Yes; Lr. Gamsby had a party ;
it was on the same route. The instrumental survey of 1874 was maide
to connect the Yellow Head Pass with Bute Inlet. Mr. Jarvis had thie
surveys from Tête Jaune Cache down the Fraser, and thon there was
Mr. Bell had part of the survey and Mr. Gamsby another. There was
a complote survey made during that year from Tête Jaune Cache to

the head of Homathco Pass, which leads to Bute Inlet.

21341. Sufficiently close to permit of profiles being taken ?-Yes;
and quantities have been obtained from that survey.

21342. Then have you described that season's operations as you
understand ?-I think so.

21343. Where did you winter after that season ?-I roturned to Returned to
Ottawa again in the fall of 1874. Ottawa ln fal of'

21344. When did you leave Ottawa again ?-I left again in the spring Iett Ottawa in
of 1875. I find that 1 arrived in Victoria on the 13th of M ay, 1875. spring of 1575.

21345. Was Bute Inlet considered a probable terminus at that time ? Principal surveys
-It was considered a probable terminus at that time, so that the for e'v Improv-

surveys of that year were nearly all directed to there. There was one surveys and dl-
survey directed to the Dean Inlet; but the principal surveys of that r."te° ""Bt

year in British Columbia were improving the previous surveys and
directed to Bute Inlet.

21346. These surveys were over lines that had been explored before ?
-- Yes, and partly surveyed instrumentally.

21347. So that they were closer examinations than you had made the
previous season ?-Yes, much closer. In fact the work then lay
between, I may say, the Bute Inlet and the Dean Inlet. The Burrard
Inlet had been given up almost at that time.

21348. Will you describe, shortly, the operations for that season : I surveg of 1875,
have your report before me, but I wish to get down in evidence an descri d.

outline of the operations ?-I find a very important survey was made
that year from the pass across the Cascade Mountains. The first
survey was made by the northern pass. The Homathco leads from the
head of Bute Inlet into the interior of the country eastward. Some
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Surveys, B.GC. .IM§7a. forty miles up from the head of the inlet it divides into two branches.
The survey of 1872 was made up the north brauch of the Homathco;

Survey on the in 1875 it was made on the south branch, after an exploration by my-
South branch of
the Iornatlico. self. I went through with some Indians and found it a feasible route,

and had an instrumental survey made of iL. Then east of that towards
Fort George the line was made-deviations were made, and the line
generally improved by good instrumental surveys, and a re-survey was
madle from the Yellow lead Pass down the Fraser to Fort George.
The flrst survey was a rapid survey--a flying survey, as we call it.

Re-survey from This was a thorough survey from whieh quantities c:uld be obtained.the Yellow Head Ti Usre
PasadownFraser Mr. George Keefer had charge of one portion of the survey, Mr. Trutch
to Fort George. ofanother, Mr. Gamsby of another portion, Mr. Cambie of another

portion, and Mr. Jennings also. There were a number of parties-in
fact the whole survey was made complete that year from Yeltow Head
Pas down to the head of Bute Inlet.

21349. That was the principal object of that year's operations ?-Yes.
21350. It had been ascertained by previous examinations tlat such a

route was feasible ?--Yes.
21351. And this was for the purpose of examining the quantities

necessary to estimate the works ifdesired ?-Yes; necessary to estimate
the cost of the works.

Fron the end of 21352. Is there anything particular connected with that season's
veys made with operations which you think necessary to explain now, beyond what your
greatjudgrnent. report mentions ?-There is nothing special any more than the general

fact that the parties were very greatly improved. We had an excellent
staff for the first year (1872) that I was ont. The best parties for the
succeeding year were selected, and the staff was really a very excellent
staff. From the end of 1872 up to 18 76--coming to the end of 1875-
surveys were made with great judgment and as economically as could
possibly be done. The parties worked very hard.

21353. Were the operations in British Columbia directed by yourself,
or under the directions of the superior officer after 1872 ?--l had the
general direction, but the officer at the head of a party received bis
instructions from me, and he directed the operations of his own party.

21354. [ mean, did you select the locality for the examination; for
instance, as you say in the year 1875, the principal object was to get a
closer knowledge of this route to Bute Inlet : was that done upon your
responsibility, or was it under the directions of the su perior officer ?-
It was on my responsibility, but before starting from Ottawa the whole
subjeet was discussed between Mr. Fleming and myself, and thegeneral
course of the work selected; but in British Columbia I had the direction
of the whole, and I used all my time in examining the country ahead of
the survey parties, and sent them back sketches and instructions as
far as I was able. I was responsible for the work.

The instrumentai 2135 5. Were you responsible for the selection of that particular workexamination of rsosu L aLcLrwr
the route to Bute for that season-I mean the instrumental examination of this previously
*ie endg " explored route te Bute Inlet ?-I was just saying that that was decided,

by Fleming be- eýoe ot oBt ne - a utsyn htta udcdd
frre wntness left before I left Ottawa, by the Chief Engineer.
,Ottawa.

21356. Did you return to Ottawa that winter ?-I may state, besides
the line to Bute Inlet, there was a line branching off in the neighbourhood
of Fort George to the Dean Inlet. That was also surveyed that year,
a good instrumental survey made of it, that is a little further north,
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these being the two objective points for the termini of the railway, of
that season.

21357. Then there was very little simple exploration in the seaqon of Most of the sim-
1875 ?-No ; most of the explorations had been done in 1874. nt Ia o 4

21358. Was it considered that you had discovered enough feasible
routes to be examined more closely ?-Ycs; just so.

21359. Did you say you returned to Ottawa in the winter of 1875- Returned to
'6 ?-Yes ; I returned to Ottawa in the end of 1875, I do not know 0tawagrist-
the exact date. It was about the end of 1875 that I returned to Ottawa.
I find that I was stili in Victoria the 29th of October; it was about the
end of the year, about Christmas, I arrived in Ottawa.

21360. Then, in the following spring, the spring of 1876, what Ranlway I4ea•
was your occupation ?-The first thing I did I went out to the Q0 ,"in0 Bay
French River to examine the route generally called the Georgian Bay Branche
Branch. I started a party to work there, and started a party under In 177 started a
Mr. Lumsden to locate that branch from a point on French River to ade'n t
Lake Nipissing, near South River on Lake Nipissing. l0rttethat

21361. That was a different route from the one which had been
adopted some years before and contracted for by Mr. Foster ?-It was
a little further north.

21362. Did it commence at the mouth, or further inland ?-About
twenty miles from the mouth of the river at an Indian reservation.

21363. Why was a pointtwenty miles up the river selected instead of
the mouth of the river ?-Because the country is very rough towards
the mouth-rock, in fact, with hardly any soil whatever, and the French
River has several branehes, four or five different branches, and we
could not have continued the line westward from a point any lower
down the river than that point-Cantin's Bay. Survey con-

mne ced at Can-21364. Was it considered that the river might be made navigable tnl''Baytowhich
from that point to the mouth ?-Yos; made navigable with some oghit thwea river
improvement, but it would have required one or two locks. couldbe rendered

navigable.
21365. So that that branch mlght be made available for the

Georgian Bay traffic by improving these waters between the point you
name aud the mouth of French River ?-Yes.

21366. Fad you given up charge of the operations in British Colum-
bia, or how was it that you came to have charge of this portion of the
country ?-The surveys in British Columbia were continued, and Mr.
Oambie was sent out to take my place temporarily.

*urveys.
Cambie sent out
to take wltnews
place tempor-
arlly In British
Columbia.

21367. 'But did you not occupy a different position, in respect to this
railway, after the spring of 1876, from what you had oceupied before ?
-There was no difference made in my appointment. I had no official
notice that any change had been made in my status in the staff, but as
first officer, next to the Chief Engineer, I took charge in his absence.

21368. Whose absence ?-Mr. Fleming's.
21369. What absence was that?-He left Ottawa and wentto England. Fleming wenttê

H1e got leave of absence, and he asked me to take charge in bis absence, Engian; witnesa
which I did, and it was approved of by the Minister that I should take In charge.
that charge temporarily.

21370. Then, at this time, the spring of 1876, you were acting Chief
Engineer, I understand ?.,-Yes.
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21371. In addition to your ordinary duties ?-Yes; I had the general
direction of the whole works on the lino, both under construction and
survey.

Went westward. 21372. Will you proceed, please, after this examination of French
River ?-I went westward, north-westward rather. I went up the Wah-
napitaepee River, and thence across to the Long Lake, White Fish
Lakes and Vermillion Rive-that is, a general north-west course.

Examined works 21373. Toward Nipigon ?-Yes; towards Lake Superior. I went by
oIr"t"1 a" Encanoe up the Wahnapitaepee River and across to Long Lake, to the White

westward. Fish Lakes and to the Vermillion River, and down the Vermillion
River and Spanish River to Lake Huron. [ made a great number of
portages in that distance, some seventy I think, and then J took the
steamer at a point on Lake Huron, and went up with my party to

Railway Con- Thunder Bay on Lake Superior. I examined the works that were
struction. going on there then from Fort William westward.

Contract No.13. 21374. The first contract in your course would be contract 13 ?-Yes.

Found line partly 21375. In what state did you find the work ?-It wýas partly graded.
graded. I walked over twenty miles of it. I walked over it from Fort William

to the crossing of the River Kaministiquia, I think it is about twenty
miles. Portions of that distance were graded, and some portions above
that point.

21376. Was the work then understood to end at Sunshine Creek, or
was it projected as far as Shebandowan ?-I think it was to end at
Sunshine Creek ; 1 am not very sure though.

21377. Do you remember that the work, as originally projected, was
shortened ?-The original contract went to Lake Shebandowan, and
then it was shortened by stopping at Sunshine Creek.

Work shortened 21378. Deviating north-westerly ?-Yes; I think at the time I went
tn a he-wedry. over it it had been shortened. They had instructions to stop there;

but I am not quite sure.

21379. Who were the con tractors ?-The 'contractors were Messrs.
Sifton, Ward & Co.

21380. Who did you find in charge as engineer ?-Mr. IIazlewood.
Mr. Hazlewood was in charge as the district engineer.

21381. I suppose you had some consultations with him on the subject
of the work ?-Yes.

Found work pro- 21382. How did you find the work progressing ?-It was pIpgressing
gressiflg very :
we . very well. There had been sorne changes made in the location of the

line-slight change, deviations.
21383. Did you consider that the lino had been well selected ?-Yes;

it appeared to be very well selected, what I saw of it.
21384. The work was satisfactory, you say ?--Yes.

Not satisfied with 21385. Was there anything about that particular contract that
jneasurements. attracted your attention ?-No ; there was nothing to call My attention.

I gave them instructions about the measurements of the works; I do
not know whether that was that year or the subsequent year. I did
not think the mode of measuring the works was satisfactory, and I
gave them other instructions. I am not sure whether that was the
succeeding year.
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21386. In what respect was it inexact; do you remember any par- Contract No. 13.

ticular feature about it: was it rock, or loose rock, or earth ?-No; it was
the mode of keeping the books. You understand that measurements
are made monthly to pay contractors on account of their work. These
lTeasurements are not so close as the final moasuroment.

21387. But they are made always to show the total quantity executed
up to that time ?-Approximate.

21388. But I mean they are not made from what¯was measured one
Tnonth up to the next month ?-The total quantities are returned up
to date.

21389. And the quantity for the month is ascertained by deducting
the amount shown by the previous measurement Irom the last ?-Yes.

21390. In these measurements, which you say were not accurate Foundmeasure-
enough, were they made too much in favour of the contractor or too ®swere

much in favour of the Government ?-No; I could not state that. tante.
When I say accurate enough I do not know that the measurenents
were inaccurate; but I found they were boing left to minor assistants,
and I gave instructions to the engineer in charge to be careful and
superintend the re-measurements himself, that ho was responsible for
them.

21391. Thon it was not becaqe you discovored errors in the quanti-
ties ?-I discovered nothing wr ng.

21392. But they were a little lax ?-They were lax, I think. The Lax.
subsequent year I gave them little instructions,, very close in detail,
respecting all the details.

21393. Did you notice any reason why their measurements were not Supplied them
likely to be correct finally ?-There were some portions where the cut- iabmore. exact
tings were on sidling ground, and the tables that they were getting t

the quantities from, they simply took them from the average height,
or the average depth of these cuttings. That does not give the exact
quantity if the depths vary very rapidly. I supplied them with tables
that were more exact.

21394. Is that difficulty in ascertaining quantities where the ground
is rapidly falling ?-Rapidly falling each way ; rapidly falling length.
Ways and sideways as well-what we call sidling ground-where one
part of the cutting may be two feet at one end of it, and the other
Would be twenty. The average of that is eleven, but taking the aver-
ages from that quantity does not give the quantities. The tables are
Constructed from the prismoidal formula, which gives exact quantities
under any conditions.

\21395. What do they require then for data to apply to these pris- Prismoidal
Moidal tables ?-They simply look at the ends of the stations. The tables.
stations are 100 feet apart, and they note the height or depth at each
end of the 100 feet, and these are marked on the tables, the line of
Igures on the top of the table horizontally, and the other vertically.
llunning your finger down to where these moet gives the quantity
exactly.

21396. Was the inaccuracy of the tables which were in use in favour
.f the Government or in favour of the contractor ?-It depends. Somo-

times they might be one way, sometimes the other. There was nothing
iltentional to make matters wrong.
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an-ract NO.m 13 21397. It was not because the tables in use were in favour of the
contractor ?-No.

21398. The ones that were in use might as weli favour the Government
as the contractor ?-Yes. In fact I think generally in the cuttings
they would favour the Government; the table would not give such
quantities as those I supplied them with.

Trhe principal 21399. As to measurements. I understand that the principal change
arments was was that you directed the engineer in charge to look after them him-

self in8tead of trusting them to subordinates ?-That was the principal.
tharge should Mr. Hazlewood was the engineer of the district, but Mr. McLennan,lookr ftr hem

imself. m under Mr. Hazlewood, had charge of the operations.
21400. Of this particular locality ?-Yes.
21401. Mr. HTazlewood's district was a more extensive one than Mr.

McLennan's ?-Mr. Hlazlewood's district extended a very considerable
distance, and more than one engineer was employed under him at
different lengths. Mr. McLennan had a sub-division of Mr. Hazle-
wood's district.

21402. Was there at that time at that end of the line any more
work under construction besides this section 13 ?-I am not sure
whether contract No. 25 was under construction. If it was, it was
just about the time it was begun I think. You will find by the date of
contract No. 25.

By Mr. Keefer .
Potraet let at 21403. It is dated June, 1876 ?-The contract was let but there wasthis tine, but

ery Itte work very little done when I was there.
one.

By the Chairman:-
21404. How did you proceed westward from this point ? -I went by

canoe over what is generally called the Dawson route.

lIaIIway Loca. 21405. And where did you strike the present line of railway ?-1
,erota~t No,. went to Rat Portage-that is the outlet of Lake of the Woods. They

were engaged making the final surveys then for section 15-location
surveys.

21406. That was bofore the contract was let ?-Before the contract
was let.

21407. Who was in charge of that particular section ?-Mr. Carre
had charge of that section.

21408. Did you stay long upon that section ?-No; Mr. Carre was
absent, and one of bis assistante, Mr. Fellowes, was on the ground. I
examined a few miles of it, the roughest part of that end.

21409. Which end ?-The east end, at Rat Portage. I then pro-
ceeded to Winnipeg where I met Mr. Carre and Mr. Rowan. Mr. Rowan
had charge of the district. His district extended from Rat Portage west
to Red River.

21410. Speaking of section 15 alone, at present, Mr. Carre was the
engineer who had charge of it ?-Mr. Carre bad charge of that section.

21411. You did not see him until you arrived at Winnipeg ?-Not
until I arrived at Winnipeg.
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21412. How many miles of section 15 did you traverse at that time ? *f***No-15.

-I did not traverse many. I examined a small portion of it.
21413. What was your opinion about the location adopted ?- Fo hat h

My examination was to get a general knowledge of the character heavy, and asked
of the line, and after having done that I examined it on the rofile Carre to improvethe ue. haing them,'who sald it
with Mr. Carre. I found the works were going to be very heavy, could not be done

. ithout makingand I asked Mr. Carre if he could not improve the lino. He grÛae steeper.
said he could not do so without making the grades steeper than those
which ho had been instructed to keep to, by the instructions of the
Chief Engineer to him.

21414. Did you take any stops towards improving the location
or otherwise benefitting the work ?-I asked him to make a survey of
six or seven miles, especially at the wost end, where ho thought the
greatest improvements would be made, and to get the best gradients;
natural gradients, that he could-gradients that would give less work.
I telegraphed to Ottawa that I had done this, and there would probably
be a change in the quantities.

21415. Was that before the contract was let ?-Before the contract When profile was
was let. Mr. Carre went on and made that survey,. and it was sub- ea eratouns

nitted, I think, to-this was in the autumn of 1876, in October, I Instead oftwen-
think. Mr. Carre made the survey, and in the ensuing spring the pro- Efote aMlae
file was submitted, I think, to the Chief Engineer at Ottawa. The ere about fortv

gradients, instead of being twenty-six and a-balf feet to the mile,
rising eastward, were about forty feet.

21416. You have seen the profile of the trial lino maide by Mir.
Carre ?-Yes ; I saw it then.

21417. Not that fall ?-I saw the first lino, the lino that they had
surveyed.

21418. I am askiig about the trial lino, the grades of which you
say reached forty feet per mile ?-No; I did not soe it there. It took
some time to make it.

21419. Did you see it afterwards ?-I saw it some time afterwards.
The report was these wers the gradients, and they were objectionable
to the Chief Engineer and no change was made.

21420. Had you ever considered to what extent it would have saved
the cost of the line, if the gradients had been forty feot instead of
twenty-six and a-half feet to the mile in this particular location ?-No.
I suppose there was an estimate made. There was a saving, but I do not
recollect what it was.

21421. Did you go over the portion of the lino now adopted near
Cross Lake, or over Cross Lake, at the time that you took this trip ?-
I did not then ; subsequently I did.

21422. But not in 1876 ?-No; not in 1876.

21423. Was it during 1876, while you were acting engineer, that the
terminus of this section 15 was fixed upon ?-The western terminus

•?
21424. The western terminus ?-Yes ; 1 suppose it was. There were

tenders asked for and the profile submitted, so it must have been fixed
before that. The tenders were called for construction of that line before
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Contract No. . Mr. Fleming loft, or about that time-before I had anything at all to do
with it.

21425. The contract is dated in January, 1877 ?-Yes; but there wero
three different sets of tenders called for. The first two were withdrawn.
I am speaking of the first-the first advertisement for tenders.

21426. Perhaps this will help you upon the point to which I am now
giving my attention-that is the western terminus of section 15. is it
not a fact that that was established because section 14 had been pre-
viously lot, and the east terminus of section 14 had been established ?
-Yes ; the lino was run to meet the end of 14.

Terminus of 15
practically estab-
Jlshed by ettLng
14.

21427. So it was established, in effect, by the letting of section 14
previously ?-Y es; perhaps the exact point might not have been estab-
lished.

21428. The longitude ut all events was ?-Yos; it was practically
establishod by the lettirg of 14.

21429. On this occasion, 1876, when you went over the lino did you,
in Winnipeg or any place, have any conversation with Mr. Rowan on
the subject of the crossing of Cross Lake, and did you-consider the point
at which it could be best crossed ?-I do not recollect exactly.

21430. You are aware that there has been a good deal of discussion
about the expenditure at that crossing, both on the west end of section
15 and the east end of section 14-the filling-and I wish to find out
now whether you had giveh your attention to that subject at any time
up to the end of 1876 ?-I did not see it until 1877-until the
end of 1877.

wIunes was not 21431. But I thought you passed over it on this trip of 1876 ?-No; I
1a cross Lake I" was not at Cross Lake.

21432. I thought you went by Rat Portage ?-I went by water by
the Dawson route to Winnipeg, and thon I went over the western por-
tion of 14.

21433. Then you were only on that portion of section 15 close to
Rat Portage during that season ?-Yes.

-. 21434. Thon going east from Winnipeg you saw a portion of section
Centract No. 14. 14 ?-Yes.

21435. Hlow much of it ?-From the western end of it. I do not
recollect how much. I suppose about twenty miles-about as far as it
was constructed at that time.

21436. Do you remember who was engineer in charge of tbat ?-
Mr. Thompson.

21437. How did you find the work progressing, and what did you
think of the location ?-The work was not progressing very rapidly.
The engineers complained-the resident engineer, Mr. Thompson, com-
plained of it going on too slowly, and there was one part of it very wet,
over a muskeg, called the Julius Muskeg. The location had been
approved. I made no remarks about the location, it had been
submitted to Mr. Fleming, and the grades laid down and approvod by
me previous to the time I saw it.

Location not,
lmprovable by
deviatton.

21438. Was it not susceptible of improvement by deviation, or some
change in the location under your own eye ?-Not as far as I could sec.
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I gave some instructions about the embankments. They were making c No.a.

the embankments, I thought, higher than necessary, and I gave instruc- Instructed them
tions to lower the embankment and follow more nearly the undula- b°n°mentse em-

tions of the ground, as the naturai gradients wert very easy; but I
could not judge of the location of the line from merely walking along
it, as there was a great deal of brush and it was a flat country.

21439. But they were constructing; they were taking out the
material from the Julius Muskeg and putting it in the embankment?
-Yes.

21440. Did you give any attention to the kind of material that was
being used ?-There was a good deal of it black soil, almost peat, and
it was tolerably firm what they were using.

21441. What time of the year was that ?-It was in the fait of 1876;
it must have been in October or the end of September.

21442. Do you think it was good material for embankment?-It was
not the best, but there was nothing very objectionable to it. It was the
only thing they could get at all events for mileage.

21443. Did you give any consideration at that time to the mode of Muskeg can only
measuring that material, whether it should be in the excavation or in measu rom

embankment, or whether any change should be made in future contracts
over similar ground ?-In the specification of the contract it is stated
that measurement must be made from the cuttings. It would not be
possible to make even an approximate measurement from the embank-
ment, because the embankments sank down in the swamp, in the mus-
keg, when the weight was put upon it.

21444. Was that because the material was very open, subject to be
compressed by weight?-The material was open, and the top part of
it was, a great deal of it, moss and grass, like a sponge, that sank down
very considerably, but that was not allowed to be used, to be put in the
bank. That was stripped, and the material that was put in the
embankment, that was stripped off first, at least I ordered it to be
stripped off, and the better material under it was used. Still when
that was put on the natural surface it sunk down. Some of those
muskegs will sink down two feet in matted grass like a sponge before
you come to the water.

21445. When you came to the natural surface of the ground as
distinguished from this moss, did you consider then the material to be
fair material to be used for embankment ?-It was fair material that
they were using when I saw them.

21446. Did it become compressed very much after use--after being
put in embankment ?-Not very mach if they carried out my instruc-
tions by taking the mossy part off the top. Thinks the ma-

21447. There has been a good doal of evidence before us to the effeoct te®a authn otea

that this material became compressed very much after it w as in the embankment
embankment, perhaps four-tenths or more ?-I do not think that the ress nuco -e
material that was authorized to be put into embankment would compress d1fllculty ofrnea,

much, I think it is more from sinking down. ar1se rom 1Its

21448. For both reasons it appears that a great deal more was used sinklngdown.
to make up the embankments than was expected, for the reason that it
sank and became compressed ?- believe the greatest portion was due
to subsidence more than compression, but the reason why so much
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more was used than expected was this: that line was located and the
levels taken in the winter time when the surface was ail hard, whereas
it was afterwards fqund that in some parts of that muskeg you could
put a rod down eleven or twelve feet.

21449. Then, in taking out the original quantities, it was not supposed
that the embankment would go deeper than what was then the surface?
-That is what I mean.

21450. So that ail the embankment that went below that surface, as
shown in the winter, was so much in addition to the estimated work ?-
Yes; the original quantities were very far from being correct. There
had been no allowance made for anything of that sort. Those muskegs
ought to bave been sounded, and allowance made for subsidenco.

21451. Cotld they have been sounded for engineering examination?
-Yes.

2145:. In what way ?-They could have been sounded with an iron
bar. The best way is to bore where the muskeg is very deep, but you
ean sound to a considerable depth with an iron bar-what they cali a
jumping rod-and get approximate quantities, depths, from that.

21453. le that the ordinary way ofascertaining depths of such locali-
ties in engineering, or is it something very unusual ?-It is altogether
usual in England and in Europe at any rate. I never knew any work
to be let without every information possible being obtained beforehand.
In this country the surveys are much more lax, and there is no care
taken to ascertain what works are required beforehand. There is a
difforent mode of measurements. They pay them by the yard here; in
England the quantities are ascertained and the contractor puts his
prices to them, and ho undertakes to build a railway so many miles in
length in the same manner that he undertakes to build a house-to do
everything that is specified.

21454. Then there is a maximum price fixed lby the contract ?-Yes ;
unless there are extra works.

21455. Assuming no change to be made for the contractor, they fix
a limit of total cost ?-Yes; and I think it is a very good thing, in this
way, because it settles ail questions about measurements. The measure-
monts made during the progress of the work were simply for the
payment of the contractor on account. The ultimate snm is fixed.

21456. That would involve, of course, the necessity before contracting
of very accurate information as to classification of the different kinds
of matorial, not only quantities but classification ?-It is usual to dig
test pita, and the contractors are invited to examine the ground for
themselves, as they are to be responsible for the material. The engineer
is not responsible. They get the best information they can, and the
contractor is responsible for the material himself, the nature of the
ground and everything.

21457. After seeing this locality as you did on section 11, particularly
the Julius Muskeg, which has given rise to a great deal of discussion,
did you thon come to the conclusion that a proper examination had
been made in order to ascertain the nature of the material, and the
probable quantity to be executed ?-It was very evident that a proper
examination had not been made.
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21458. Did you give any directions about the method of dealing with *en xo. 14.

this muskeg material, or was it permitted to go on as you supposed the e®i a
contract required ?-I ordered a better examination to be made, and be made, and
after that had been done we knew pretty well the depths of the muskeg, depth o the
and altered the plans with regard to the off-take drains accordingly. "d®og mae

CSfor ofi-take
rains accord-

21459. Did you, in that season of 1876, have an examination of this ingly.
muskeg, or any others ?-In 1876, the examination was not made in
muy presence.

21460. Was it made under your direction in 1876 ?-lt was made
subsequently. There may have been some examination made then.

21461. What I mean by my question is this: whether you, after
having ascertained, either through your own or your subordinates
examination, the depth of the muskeg material, decided on a different
course respecting off-take ditches ?-Yes; we changed our plans to
suit the better information we had obtained.

21462. Cculd you describe the principle upon which you made the
change ?-Wo ascertained the depth that the off-take drains would be
required, and the proper place to make the off-take drains.

21463. Do you mean that you found that the ground subside 'more
than was originally expected, and that the off-take ditches that would
serve a shallow surface would not serve a deeper one, and you had to
make deeper off-take ditches ?-The first examination that was made,
it showed afterwards the muskeg to be very deep. Subsequently it was
found to drain it, it dried up so much that we did not make the off-take
drains-it was not necessary to make the off-take drains so deep as was
expected after the first examination had'"een made. What I mean by
the first examination was after the contract had been -let-the first
thorough examination-these were varied from time to time. The thing
came very often before me. The offect of the drainage was closely
watched and reported to the engineer, and every attention was paid to
keep the work secure, and to keep the quantities as low as possible.

21464. Did you consider, at the time that you were at the Julius Excavation of
Muskeg, whether the material which was beng moved was as expensive Julius muskeg
to the contractor as ordinary material called earth excavation ? asexca-
-No; it was fully as exponsive. A good deal of it was water, the water tion.
had soaked in.

21465. Did you think that in moving that material a cubie yard
it would cost the contractor as much as moving a yard of ordinary
earth to the embankment ?-I think it would ; most of it would cost
the contractor as much. I am supposing that my instructions were
thoroughly carried out, to take off the top part which cost them a

good deal and which paid nothing, the top mossy part.

21466. Could you tell, by looking at the embankment, whether the
mnossy part had been kept out or not ?-Yes ; you would see it unless
it were buried up.

21467. Did you ever see an embankment made through muskeg,
in which this mossy part had been used ?-Yes.
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21468. On the Pacifie Railway ?-I don't remember on the Pacifie
Railway, but in the course of my practice I have had to order the dis-
continuance of material, and had it taken out.

21469. Do you know, from your own knowledge, whether this mossy
material was ever put into embankment on the Pacifie Railway ?-Not
to my knowledge.

21470. But you think that this material, irrespective of the mosiy
top portion, would cost tho contractor as much per yard to move it as
ordinary earth ?-I think it would. It is pretty solid. It is a good
deal the nature of peat, and it is pretty solid, and came out in square
chunks.

21471. Then it was kept together by fibres or some other material ?
-No; there was not so much fibre in it. The fibres were not visible.
It was more like marl. The top part of it was fibre, but lower down
there was not much fibre visible.

21472. Then, was it nothing bu«t earth and water below ?-It is that
substance called peat. There is no fibre visible in it.

21473. No woody fibre ?-It is all woody fibre, but is not visible
much. It was pretty solid what I saw being put in.

21474. Then, I suppose; from what you saw, you never considered it
necessary to suggest any change in the specifications, or in the particu-
lars about this material ?-In subsequent specifications I suggested
changes to meet the difficulties of this mossy ground. I suggested a
platform of kgs and brush. In the subsequent contracts-I do not
know the numbers-intermediate between Lake Superior and Rat
Portage, I made out the quantities for these, and I put in a consider-
able quantity of what we cail " logging " across marshes.

21475. WhqF' I speak of suggestions, I do not mean so much in the
method of making the bank as in the mode of measuring this material.
It has been suggested before us that the measuring of this material in
excavation, as it is ordinarily done in common earth, is not the proper
way, and according to the nature of it it ought only to be measured
in embankment ?-It is impossible to measure it in embankment. It
is measured in the best way that could be done. It was measured
according to specification. I do not know whether any reduction
should be made.

21476. Then it did not occur to you that, because of its nature, there
ought to be any reduction from the ordinary price paid for common
earth excavation ?-I do not know that we had power to make any
reduction.

21477.No; but speaking of future contracts, of tenders and of specifica-
tions, did it occur to you that it would be proper to say to the public
that this material would not bring as high a price as ordinary material
when excavated ?-No; it was determined not to use any material that
was not fit for embankment. That is the reason I substituted-in future
bills of work-I substituted logging to cross swamps and did not allow
them to take any out of the side-ditches at al!, but to bring the
material from a distance, from each end, to go over those logs.

21478. That wvould be the better way ?-Yes.
21479. But assuming that this old way was to be continued, and I

suppose there would be places where it may be necessary to be applied ?
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-Yes ; there may be places where there are long stretches of water and contract No. 1.

black soil, and nothing else in the country but that.

21480. Then assuming that that is the only material available,
I am asking you whether it occurred to you, on account of its nature
and quality, that its removal ought not to bring as high a price in

future contracts as ordinary earth excavation ?-I did not suggest any-
thing of the sort. I do not see how it can bu done. It will have to
be under agreement with the contractor. The engineer has no power.
It might have been put in a specification in the bill of works ; a price
might be asked for black material-swamp material.

21431. That is wlhat I am calling your attention to; and I am asking wouid suggest no
whether, from what you saw on the ground, you thought it would be a t "Z rattåe for
good thing for the future for the Government to offer this work as a
separate work from earth excavation, and to ask people to tender at a
separate price for it, or take any other step so as to cost the country
less on account of its compressible quality ?-I do not think it would
operato satisfactorily to ask two prices for the excavation of earth.
They would not be twenty-four hours at work before there would be
disputes between the engineer and the,contractor, as to whether the
stuff came within the specification or not. I think the best way is the PBest way to cross
way I suggested, to cross the swamps with logging. oggg. wlth

21482. And where this is used to pay full price, as for earth excava-
tion ?-Yes, to pay full price. I may state the reason w hy I do not
think it would cost the contractor less, is that the matenial is
surcharged with water, and the shovelling of this material with water
in it would cost quite as much to take it out as solid earth; but, of
course, it costs the Government more, for after it is put into the bank
the water runs out and it requires to be repeated as the bank subsides
and as the material shrinks.

21483. One of the engineers has mentioned here in his evidence that
he saw, upon contract 14, some of this material being excavated and
moved, and that, after being chopped out with a broad-axe, it was
pitched on a barrow with a pronged fork, and the barrow moved to the
embankment with a load as high as the man's head; that could not
have happened if the material had been ordinary earth ?-Some ofthat
is of a very tough nature. It is very tenacious.- You could almost take
scme of it in a lump after being disposed of with the pitchfork.

21484. If it was very heavy a man could not wheel a barrow load of
it as high as his head ?-There must have been a good deal of the top
part of the soil, the mossy part, in such a load.

21485. This may have happened before you were up there ?-These
things happen before the engineer; it is done very quickly sonietimes.

21486. Do you remember whether upon that trip over 14 you Suggestednoitn-
suggestod any imp rovements in the location ?-No, I did not; no provement I
Material change. I do not remember any, but if there were they were
immaterial changes.

21487. Was Mr. Rowan with you while you were visiting 14 ?-Yes;
I think so.

21488. Did you Lave any conversation with him as to the nature of
this muskeg material and the depth of the muskegs?-Yes, it was
discussed very thoroughly with Mr. Rowan, and Mir. Thompson too,the
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centaeat No. 4. division erigincer. I know the contractors complained, subsequently,
when the claim came up that the first location trial lino was on much
botter ground-that is further north, but this location for construction
that was made before I was there and approved by the ongineer. Tho
lino was considerably shorter and straighter.

21489. Did you find that the located lino was a better one than the
trial location ?-I did not see the trial location. I never went over iz.
It was a longer lino with more curves in it.

21490. J think you said that you understood that the line, as adopted
at the time of the contract, was changed ?-Yes; it was changed.

21431. For a botter lino ?-It was straightened and shortened.

21492. It was a decided improvement ?-In that respect it was an
improvement.

21493. Was it not an improvement in some other respect ?-Subse-
quently I learned-at least the contractors insisted, that the previous
lino was a botter lino for them-that there was no muskeg in it, it was
on a drier ridge-in fact they made a claim. They said this muskeg
filling cost them more than the earth on the original lino would havo
done.

21494. As far as the railway itsolf is concerned, do you considerthat
this change that was made after the contract a beneficial one ?-
All changes that shorten the lino reduce the expenses both in con-
struction and working, provided that there is nothing against them
otherwise.

Returned to 21495. Thon, after that examination of 14, what did you do next ?-
Ottawa. I returned to Ottawa. It was the end of the year thon, late in the fali.

Whlle Fleming
wriltng hie

wi oeaaattended
to the supervi

of the rallway
generally.

Balway Loca-
tl,n-

,e.tracte Nom.
14 end 15.

21496. Did you continue to be the acting Engineer-in-Chief from that
time forward ?-Yes, until Mr. Fleming returned to Ottawa in February,
I think, 1877. Of course ho assumed the duties of Chief Engineer while he
was in Ottawa, but ho was chiefly engaged in writing this large report
(1877) whieh I have before me here, and I attended to the supervision
of the works.

21497. Were your views subordinate to his still ?-Subordinate ; yes.
21498. Thon did your authority diminish after his return to the

country, as you understood it, or did you remain in charge generally ?
-When Mr. Fleming returned I did not rely entiroly on my judgment
for changes that were required, or any instructions to be given to the
staff under construction-any special instruction-without consulting
the Chief Engincer while ho was present.

21499. Do yon remember whether you had any conversation with
him upon the subject of reducing the gradient, or rather increasing it
on section 15 : I think you said that you proposed to Mr. Carre to make
a new lino and that ho had found one, but it was not adopted, because
Mr. Fleming would not consent to the grade ?-I cannot recall to my
memory exactly the particular time, but I remember seeing the plans
and profile that Mr. Carre had made, and I think it was, in presence of
Mr.PFleming, discussed verbally, but there was no report about it, and it
went further south than the other lino. It crossed Cross Lake at a low
level, about six feet above the level of the lake insteud of about sixty
as the constructed lino does.
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21500. Then that line must have been a change both on 14 and 15 if %*2* S*s
it crossed Cross Lake ?-No; it came into 14 very near the eastern end

<of it-within a mile or so of the eastern end of it join 14. If I explain
the nature of 14 you will understand it botter. Generally speaking the
end of 14 is laid on a level or prairie undulating sort of country, until
it comes within a short distance of Cross Lake where it is very rocky,
and the grade had to be raised from that point-run up to meet that of
section 15. But that deviation that Mr. Carre made would have met
section 14 on a lower grade, and consequently there is a considerable
saving in it; but it did not give such a good grade rising eastward. It
made forty feet to the mile instead of twenty-six and a-half. Line suggested by

21501. Do you remember how far east of Cross Lake that touched w®tness would
15 ?-1 think it commenced to deviate from the located line some six iocated une some
miles east on 15-east of Cross Lake-and it rejoined the line on 14 siroM"s ®akand

about a mile and a-half west of Cross Lake. I am speaking from Joiit abouta
memory, from my recollection of it. west of Cross

Lake on 14.
21502. It was not during this first season that you visited section 14

that the bargain was made between difton, Ward & Co. and Mr. White-
head, about finishir.g the eastern end ofit ?-No.

21503. That was the followi ng season ?-My impression is it was
two years after that.

21504. At all events it was not the first season ?-It was not the first
season.

21505. I only want to get your story for the first season now: at the Profite on 15
time of that first visit do you know whether you considered that ®howed®y

aufficient time had been taken in locating a line through that kind of cient time 'ad
country ?-I did not. The profile showed very heavy work-that is 15 lo°atethe line.
you are speaking of?

21506. I am speaking now of 14 also, and of the Julius Muskeg;
vou visited 14 because it was then under contract : I am asking
whether at that date you took into consideration the nature of the
country, or had you seen the eastern end of' it at that time--did you
know much about the nature of the country ?-No; I did not.

21507. Then during that season yon did not take into consideration
the nature of the country, and the question whether a full and proper
examination had been made before locating the line ?-I did not take
it into consideration; it was too late for it thon. The contract was
let, and the work was being commenced at different points on the line,
extending a great distance over the lino.

21508. That was on 14 : I am asking, while yo were on 14, whether
you had seen enough of that country to give consideration to the
question as to whether a proper examination had been made before
locating that line ?-I had not sufficient knowledge at that time to give
any opinion about it.

21509. Is there anything further connected with 14 and your opera-
tions of that season which you think it proper to explain now before
we leave that subject ?-I do not remember anything special.

21510. lad yon formed any opinion while you wore in Winnipeg,
or in the neighbourhood, as to the proper point for croessing lied
River ?-Not at that time.
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21511. Then we come to the winter of 1876-77: I think you said
that Mr. Fleming returned early in 1877, and took charge as your
superior officer ?-Yes.

21512. Although to some extent you had the management, becauso
ho was eniployed in office work making up the report?-Yes; that is
right.

OTTAWA, Thursday, 5th May, 1881.

MARcUs SmIITR's examination eontinued:
By the Chairman :-

21513. Is there anything that you wish to add to your former
evidence by way of explanation ?-I think I may explain the reasons
why the survey of the Howse Pass route was abandoned after consider-
able expense had been put upon it. At the commencement of the
surveys it was supposed that that was not only the best route, but that
it would be much shortor than any other route.

21514. You mean in 1871 ?-In 1871; and I believe it was the general
impression that that would be the lino adopted. However, after Mr.
Moberly's surveys it was found that the illusion with regard to the
length at all ovents was dispolled, that in coming to the Columbia it
was found impossible to get across the Selkirk range, across the arm
of the Columbia lying west of the Rocky Mountains. The Selkirk
range lies between the arms of the Columbia River, but it is west of the
main range of the Rocky Mountains. No pass could be found througlr
that.

21515. The Selkirk range ?-The Selkirk range. Consequently a
long detour had to be made north and north-westerly to the bond of
the Columbia River at the Boat Encampment.

21516. You are spepking now of the course from the east ?-Coming
from the easi. I am continuing Palliser's exploration.

21517. Not the Moberly ?-No ; not the Moberly, because it was not
continuons. Arriving at the Boat Encampment the river takes a sharp
bond southward, in fact, a little to the cast of south. The lino would
have to follow that until it comes to the Eagle Pass, that is a pass
through another parallel range of mountains-the Gold range lying
between the Columbia River and the Shuswap Lake.

21518. Then this detour which you describe would bring one back to
a point almost opposite the Howse Pass?-Just so.

21519. Upon the Columbia River ?-Yes; but you see it made the
difference I suppose three times as great as if it had gone straight
across. 1 get that by the eye, looking at the map. If a pass could
have been got straight through to the Eagle Pass the lino would have
been very short, the conclusion that Mr. Fleming came to after seoing
Mr. Moberly's plan. They were sent home in the winter of 1871-72.

21520. Had you the opportunity also ofconsulting with Mr. Fleming
and looking at those plans ?-Yes; I was about to ho appointed then, and
Mr. Fleming showed me these plans so as to make me acquainted with
everything that had been done as far as possible. This is Mr. Fleming's
conclusion-
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21521. In his report of 1872 ?-Report of 1872, page 11. It is very

short, and I m ill read it:
" Kamloops is an important point on the line which was being surveyed from New Distance really

Westminster through the Eagle Pass to Howse Paso. The distance from Kamloops not greater by
to a common point near Edmonton House is not greater by the North Thompson and yeneî,w Head
Yellow Head Paso than it is by the Eagle and Howse Paso, while all information goes tan tha
to show that a very much better and less costly line can be had by the former than Pase while the
by the latter route. Finding that Kamloops could be easier reached from the eastern route by It Is
slope of the Rocky Mountains by the Yellow Head than by the Howse Paso, there was better and less
no longer any object in continuing operations east of Kamloops on the latter route. Costly.
This led to the adoption by the Government, on the 2nd of April, 1872, of the Yellow
Head Paso as the gate to British Columbia from the east."

i may say that I concurred in those conclusions from the information
we had then before us.

21522. That information was derived from an instrumen!al examin-
ation by Moberly's party ? -Yes ; detached portions, not a continuous
line; but the difficult points were surveyed instrumentally.

21523. With profiles of them ?-In fact the governing points and pro-
files made of them.

21524. Then you and Mr. Fleming had those profiles before you ?-
We had them before us.

21525. I understand that you and Mr. Fleming, early in the year
1872, both concluded that it was advisable to abandon the Ilowse Pass
and to adopt the Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes.

51526. Deciding upon the comparative merits of these two passes ?
-Yes. Of course Mr. Fleming had given far more consideration to
the matter than I had. It was just about the time I was appointed, and
I had only a cursory glance at the plans sent by Mr. Moberly. From
that I agreed with Mr. Fleming. I did not suggest the abandonmont,
Mr. Fleming had concluded to abandon it and I concurred in his views.

21527. Does your judgment also accord with his as to the manner in
which the expedition was started from the beginning ?-No; I
explained that yesterday.

21528. Thon what you are explaining now is that 'the conclusion
reachod after Mr. Moberly's expedition, namely, to abandon Howse
Pass, was one to your satisfaction as well as to Mr. Fleming's.; but you
say you do not alter the opinion you expressed yosterday as to the
expediency of starting such an expedition as he did ?--No; I think the
same result could have been reached by a small party instead of a
large one.

215ý9. While on this subjeet, I would liko to ask you whether you
have ever given your consideration to the course which was adopted in
directing Mr. Moberly to retire from the examination of the Howse
Pass, and take up the ground towards the Athabaska instead of going
easterly through the Rocky Mountains to the open country ?-I had
nothing to do with these instructions, but I learned that Mr. Moberly
had received such instructions. I ihink it was by telegram to Mr.
Trutch, if I am not mistaken. I do not recollect exactly how it was
Conveyed; but Mr. Moberly had instructions from Mr. Fleming. Mr.
Moberly had two parties. He had one party at the Eagle Pass. He
directed that to return to Kamloops and go up the Thompson ; but the
larger, the main party, with which Mr. Moberly was himself, were at
the Blaeberry River, that is the western end of the Howso Pass, whero
the Blaeberry River joins the Columbia. le received instructions

Witness had
nothlng ta, do
with the instrue-
tions to Moberly
to retire from
examling
Howse Pass.
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from Mr. Fleming to take that party down the side of the Columbia
River to the bend of the river called the Boat Encampment, thence up
what is called the Athabaska Pass, between Mounts Brown and Hooker,
to Henry House, in the Jasper Valley.

Directing Mober- 21530. Knowing what you do of the country, do you think
°t°oto ti® that was the best course at that time ?-We did not know

nent and the anything about that country at the time but it turned - out
Athabaska PeBSagabuthtcuryimUi
lurned out a be to be a very bad course. There is no trail down the river aide.

instake. It is very rocky and a great deal of timber, and the party wasted a
great deal of time and suffered great privations from the difficulty of
getting a trail down that way. It took all summer, and it was winter
before they arrived at their work in the Yellow Head Pass. Mr.
Moberly himself had intended when he ge-t instructions to cross to the
east side of the mountains and follow the trait down the Saskatchewan
to Edmonton, and thence go westward from there by the trail. That is a
longer route, but it is a route known. It was an actually existing
trait; it is much longer of course.

21531. Would it have been a less expensive proceeding as you under-
stand now ?-Mr. Moberly alleges it would be so; but Mr. Fleming, in
giving those instructions to Mr. Moberly, whon Mr. Moberly objected
to this and proposed to go eastward across the mountains and thence
to Edmonton-Mr. Fleming telegraphed him back that they had
information that these traits were in very bad condition at that time
and reiterated his instructions to go to the Boat Encampment and the
Athabaska Pass.

21532. You said in one of your late answers " we had no information
at the time :" whom did you mean when you said we ?- mean the
Chief Engineer-I mean tho Department.

21533. Did you mean that Mr. Moberly had no information ?-About
what ?

21531. About the nature of the couritry there ?-Between the Howse
Pass and the Boat Encampment on tho river side ?

21535. Through that country generally over which ho was directed
to proceed ?-He had no information except on the narrow line he had
surveyed; but he knew there was a pass eastward-he saw the pass.

The tral Moberly 21536. The Howse Pass ?-I mean the trail leading towards Edmon-
o"e anted ton; but if you look at the map, you will find it is a very long journey

longer than the to Edmonton and back again to the Yellow Head Pass. It is three or
e ere by four times the length of the route Mr. Fleming ordered him to go by.

B3ut the engineer 21537. Do you think that looking at the map is a fair criterion, or id
o":.ut, . b. information of the country itself better? - Cortainly it is botter. The

t isrcin engineer ough t not to be trammelled by instructions from Ottawa-from
from Ottawa. headquarters-unless they had it from actual knowledge.

21538. The map does not afford the best information to enable one
to judge of a route ?-No; the map only shows a few passes, it does not
show the topography of the country.

21539. Have you considered the subject of the expediency generally
of directing operations in a difficult country, from a distant point, by
persons who have not a personal knowledge of the locality ?-The
engineer in charge of the party in the country should have full liberty
to act in governing the movements of the party, provided ho carries
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'ut the gencral instructions. Instructions from headquarters ought
to be very general. Ail the details of governing the party ought to
be left entirely to the engineer on the ground.

21540. Would you say that these directions which were given to ThinksFleming
Mr. Moberly to retire from the lowse Pass and proceed northerly by distances as
the Athabaska, were given on sound or unsound principles ?-I1 think shown on map.
Mr. Fleming must have been deceived by the apparent difference of
distance on the maps. I think it would have been botter to leave the
matter to Mr. Moberly.

21541. Then do you say it was given on a sound principle or an
unsound principle ?-It is not a sound principle to give directions in a
country that is not known. It is botter to leave it to men on the spot.

21542. Do you know of your own knowledge whether, on this parti.
cular subject, I mean the movement of that party on that occasion,
Mr. Moberly bad the advantage of any other person who had a know-
iedge of the country: I think ho mentioned another gentleman who
agreed with him in the proposai to go oasterly instead of retiring
-northerly ?-I am not awaro he had any.

21543. I think he mentioned Mr. Trutch, an ongineor, and a man
accustomed to the country ?-That is the late Lieutenant-Governor.
He was one of the delegates over bore, Joseph Trutch. He knew
nothing of the country whatever, except from hearsay.

21514. Is there another Trutch?-Yes; John Trutch, his brother.

21545. What is bis profession ?-Surveyor; but he had not been in
that part of the country. Al the knowledge they had was from hearsay.

21546. Is there anything further about that British Columbia section, Corrects his pre,
the mountainous section, which you wish to explain ?-No; I think not. vio" evidene.

In readingover my report 1 find some discrepancy. I think I stated that
the surveys in 1875 were completed between Yellow Head Paes and
Bute Inlet round by Fort George. J find they were not completd.
Preliminary surveys were completed, but the final surveys for the
location of the line were not completed until near the end of 1876.

21547. In 1876, you were at this end of the country ?-Yes.
21548. At Ottawa ?-That year there were no new surveys com-

menced in British Columbia. Mr. Cambie was sent over to complete
and continue surveys that had been commenced before.

21549. I think you said that in 1876, Mr. Fleming was absent from
the spring to the end of the year, in England, and that you wore
acting Engineer-in-Chief?-Yes.

21550. Had you, as acting Engineer-in-Chief, charge of the manner Surveys la 1Set
in which the surveys were made that year of other portions of the coun- JIá*. °4.
try: for instance, north of Lake Superior: are you answerable for the »krth or "L e

nethod of surveying there in 1876 ?-The surveys made in 1876 from S"p''o'
Lake Nipissing to French River, and from French River westward
to the River Pic on the north of Lake Superior, were planned and made
under my directions. The surveying parties received their instructions
from me direct. One of those from Cantin's Bay on the French River
to the South River, which runs near the east end of Lake Nipissing, was
a locating survey, locating for construction. The surveyfurthernorth
from the same point, from South River to River Wahnapitaepee, was
not a locating survey, it was a trial survey by instruments.

40*
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21551. Had that been previously explorcd ?-Yes ; there had been
many surveys made by Mr. Foster's engineer; a good deal of the
country had been surveyed.

21552. This line, whieh was a trial location line as far to the north
and west as Wahnapitaepee, was made under your instructions: was that
the first instance of an examination of that courtry, or was it con-
firmatory of some other examination ?-No examination had been
made before of the country to the north-west of French River.

Country tonorth- 21553. Then you made it, in the first instance, with an instrumental
wsofFrench

iververy roeky, survey ?-A part of it, where it was rocky-very rocky. Mr. Ridout
nd re a In-had charge of the survey, and part of it was made with instruments. I

vey neeessary. may explain to you that this is a country that an aneroid is of very
little use in exploring. There is very little difference in the heights of
the hills, but it is broken up with rocks, and an instrumental survey is
necessary to ascertain anything like the cost of construction. There
are no leading valleys; there are a number of rocks jumbled up like
the waves of the sea.

21554. 1 understood you to lay down the principle that before
making an instrumental examination of any eountry it was desirable
to have a bare exploration, in order to see whether an instrumental
survey might afterwards become necessary or justifiable: is that a
general principle ?-That is the general principle.

Froni Wahnapit-
aepee to Ri1ver Pic,
a prely explora-
tory survey.

21555. And why did you adopt an exceptional course in this case ?
-It was a mixed course. Mr. Ridout went ahead to examine the
country before making the survey.

21556. Then something like a bare exploration lad taken place
before making the instrumental surveys ?-Yes. Then westward of
that from the Wahnapitaepee to River Pie, which enters the north shore
of Lake Superior, it was altogether an exploratory survey under
different parties.

21557. What other examinations were made ?-That completes the
examination of that district between Lake Nipissing and the River
Pic, and those were all the surveys that were planned and directed by
me. Any surveys going on west--west of Fort Wiliiam, Lake
Superior-had been planned by Mr. Fleming before lie left, and the
parties placed on them.

21558. Have you been over tiis country between French River
and Lake Nipigon, or any part of it ?-I have been over a part of it.

21559. Between French River ?-Yes; I was over as far as Vermillion
River, and followed down the Vermillion River and Spanish River to
Lake Huron.

21560. That was the tine you took the boat from there to Fort
William ?-Yes, that was in 1876. I have not seen anything of it since.

21561. Have you at any time seen any of this country in a north-
westerly direction from Lake Nipissing to Lake Nipigon ?-No, I
have seen no more of the country. i have seen all the plans and profiles
that have been made of different surveys and explorations.

21562. I wish to get from you an opinion, if you are able to give an
opinion, upon the subject of the examination of that country by bare
exploration or by instrumental examination, and what, in your opinion,
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would have been the best course in the public interest to have pursued In exaMning
for the purpose of acquiring such information as the Engineering L°a"ke pi"ain
Department required ?-Oh, I would certainly have proceeded in the andLakeNipigon
same way I have described, the way surveys are generally made-an opinion the pro-
exploration first by a competent engineer that had good judgment. Of fer course wato

course it requires uoniderable experience to walk through a country and with bare explor-
give an opinion of it without instruments, but any competent engincer ations.
can do it.

21563. Do you know what was the course pursued concerning this
particular country north of Lake Superior ?-I believe the first surveys
were instrumental. That was in 1871. There have been snrveys since,
exploratory surveys, and even last year the surveys were exploratory.

21564. Have ynou had any opportunity of judging of the necessity or
efficiency of those instrumental surveys- in 1871?-No; I never saw
them-they were burnt up.

21565. Have they been available, as yo understand, for the purposes
of this railway : have they given any such information as was expect-
ed ?-Of course if the plans were burnt up they were not available.
The reports that had been made were available as giving a description
of the country. They have been of use in comparing this with more
recent surveys.

21566. Have they been of sufficient use to make the expenditure Thereports made
which was made in your opinion justifiable or expedient ?-No; I think °åIe®anstru-
not. I think I should have preferred to have thoroughly examined notofacharacter
the country and almost decided upon the line or lines befýore I made ee,""ttiee
the instrumental surveys.

21567. I suppose you are aware that 4his subject has been one
which has been discussed a good deal in the public newspî pers and in
Parliament, as to the necessity of the expenditure upon this kind of
survey ?-I have seen by the newspapers that the expenditure has been
complained of, but I do not remember any-special cases that were con-
plained of.

21568. As you have noticed this discussion in the newspapuers, it is in first tter
probable that, as an engineer, you have given the matter some con- writtea b Yfit-

sideration ?-You will find, by the letter I put in yesterday, that before aeintment in
it came up in the newspapers at al], I gave my opinion in favour cf the opinioan a fvour
system of exploratory surveys first. That was the first letter I wrote of exploratory
after my appointment in 1872. ®n.strumen

21569. From what yon now know of this country north of Lake
Super'ior, have you any decided opinion as to the expediency of bare
explorations preceding instrumental surveys ?-Yes; 1 think it is just as
applicable there as elsewhere, but not as much so probably as in the
moluntains; but still it would be applicable there as well as anywhere
else.

21570. I think you explained, yesterday, your course of proceeding management or
down to February, 1877: would you state what course you took after Engneog
that ?-I do not know that I explained very clearly about the position D.parem.

stood in with regard to the works under construction at that time Witness's duties
from 1876 to 1877. All the works under construction, and those for neer-in ito
Whicb tenders were invited, had been planned and designed by Mr. inr plan -andJleming before the date at which I acted as Engineer-in-Chief. My destgns.
duties, then, when I commenced to act as Engineer-in-Chief, were to

401*
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* ""artrntet. carry out Mr. Fleming's views with regard to this work ]et for con-
struction. I did not think that I was entitled to inake any radical
changes in the designs and plans, but I made minor alterations that
would improve the line, and make the work less costly without inter-
fering with the general design.

21371. 1id you understand that your position continued the same in
1877 as that whicli you have now described : that although acting
Engineer-in-Chief you had not absolute control of the character of the
works?-Of the works under construction it continued the same.

&neacih occasion 21572. Then, do you mean that upon each occasion when Mr.
when l4eming Feigwn nbv f1>ta
went on leave of absence to England, that ho left
onleave,he leit behind him some distinct view which you were to carry out?-
behind plans for
w1tness to carry Yes ; these views were expressed in mnmy ways, and thore was a
t- specification attached to contracts, and the works would be discussed

while he was present in Ottawa. I gonerally had to carry out his
views in his absence as far as practicable. I may say I made some
atlterations without altering or destroying the general character of the
design of his plans.

tanway Loca- 21573. These views which had been expressed by Mr. Fleming would
i°"eucti °°¯ not curtail your authority so as to prevent a deviation of the line: for

instance, if a better one could be got as the work was going on ?-
No, it would not; but such deviations were confined within very
rarrow limits. Section 14, as you are awaro, was located, and section
15 had to meet it somewhere. I may state that sections 13, 14 and 25
were all lot and under construction before I had anything to do with
the works, and section 15 was so far advanced in the location surveys
that tenders were called for soon after, or had been called for at that
time, I do not remember now.

21574. You aro aware the work was not lot upon the first call for
tenders ?-Not on section 15. I am aware of that.

21575. Tenders were called for on throo separato occasions, and it was
on the last occasion the contract was let ?-Yes.

21576. Section 14, I understand you to say, was established bofore
you took charge as acting Chief Engineer ?-Yes.

21577. So that the end of it, the eastern end of it, was in fact fixed ?
-Yes, and the western end was partly constructed.

21578. The eastern terminus bad been decided upon ?-Yes ; there
was a lino and profile made through the whole length of the section to
Cross Lake, where it joined 15.

earvey made in 21579. We are speaking of your progress and yopr operations in the
@ of Georgian year 1877: do you remember what course you took in that season ?-

Flay Branchi,
wnder witness's It was in July, 1877, I left Ottawa. There was another survey made of

Mrectlons. the Georgian Bay Branch in 1877. It was made under my directions,
but I did not visit that district again that year; 1 went direct to
Thunder Bay and I examined contract 13, which was then nearly corn-

Witness went to ploted-that is the first contractfrom Fort William westward. I went
Tunder Bay and over part of contract No. 25, which is a continuation westward from the'
rart or2.1 last one. I then went round to Red River. I went round by steam-

boat, railway and stage to Red River-to Winnipeg.
21580. Steamboat on what water?-On Lake Superior.
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21581. You mean that you came baclc to Fort William after looking .
at 13 and 25; you did not go through the country ?-No, I did not go
through the country ; I had gone through the country the year previous.

21582. Do you remember anything particular connected wi th either Found 13 nearly
of those sections, 13 or 25, which came underyour notice that season ?- l, ®h1edandthat
No; 13 was nearly finishod. There was nothing remarkable about it, being made on 
but on 25 I found that there was a deviation being made from the lino
on which the contract -was let, which shortened the lino, it was esti-
mated, something like one mile and three-quarters, but that involved
either a deep rock cutting or a tunnel. I did not allow the deviation
to be made at that time, but gave the district engineer, Mr. Iazlewood,
instructions to have a survey made both of the original lino and of the
deviation at the points where they joined, and make an estimate of the
difference in the cost in constructing these linos, and as I was going
westward thon I directed him to send that report in Ottawa to be
examined by the Minister. I also wrote to Ottawa stating that if the
extra cost was not very great in making the deviation, it would be
advisable to make it on account of the shortening of the distance.

21583. To whom at Ottawa did you address your communication ?--
It was either directed to the Secretary, or to my chief office assistant,
Mn. Snellie. I think it was to him I addressed it. I saw it the other
day anongst the papers. I remember the facts very well.

21584. Did you decide finally upon the building of' the tunnel or that
deviation ?-lt was decided, in my abscuce, to build the tunnel.

21585. By whom ?-By the Minister. My assistant explained to the As the deviation
Minister what I had written to him, and wvent over Mr. Ilazlewcod's costa at eai
report. Mr. Hazlewood reported that the cost of making the deviation original ine
would only be some-I think it was $2,000 or $3 000, and the Minister °ud hav eos
was perfectly justified in making the deviation on that report ; but it estinate sent to
subsequently turned out that it cost more than $60,000 moi e. It cost hae made 
a very large amount more than the original lino would have donc, so mistake.
that Mr. lazlewood must have made somo nistako in his report.

21586. Do you say that you have seen those original papers lately ?
-Yes; I could get the original papers. I could bring them over this
afternoon if you like.

21587. Please do so. Do you understand that that was finallydecided
in the year 1877 ?-Yes ; in the year 1877.

21588. That was whilo Mr. Fleming was in England ?-While he
was in England. Yes.

21589. Was the decision made in Ottawa as to the manner of'carrying
out that deviation-I mean whother it should be a tunnel or an open
cutting, or was that your individual judgment ?-The deision, whatever
decision was come to, was on the strength of Mr. Ilazlewood's report.
I could not make any decision without a survey, and 1 was absent while
the survey vas made.

21590. But was the final judgment given by you based on Mr.
Ilazlewood's report-I mean who made tho decision at last that th'e
deviation should take place in the way that it has taken place ?-It was
made in Ottawa, I think, botween Mr. Smellie and the Minister.

21591. We have understood from M r. McLennan's evidence, who was
assistant under Mr. Haziewood, that that work cost considerably more

The decision tha
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in the shape in which it has been donc, than it would have cost if it had
been an open cutting; has that matter occupied your attention ?-No;
it has not. I do not know why it was made a tunnel instead of an open
cutting.

21592. It was not by your judgment or decision ?-No; the wholo
decision was based on reports from Mr. Ilazlewood.

215)3. But besides the basis for the judgment, I am endeavouring to
ascertain who gave the iudgment ?-Probably those papers vill show.
I do not know.

21594. At all events you say it was not by your decision orjudgment
that it was made a tunnel instead of an open cutting ?-No ; it was not.

21595. Is there anything else connected with that section 13 or 25
that attracted your attention beotre you left it that summer ? -Yes; I
found, on crossing some narrow valleys where high embankment was
necessary, that the material with which the embankments were made
and which had been taken from the line cuttings-through cuttings we
call them-was clay of a very friable nature, so that when rain fell the
-water got into it, the bank spread out very wide, and large laud slips
took place and the embankment slipped away. That was causing a
very large extra amount of material to be required. After fully
discussing the mat ter I came to the conclusion that it would be better
not to make up the embankment any further with that material, but
to bring material from some few miles distant, gravel and sand, that
would stand. It had to be brought by locomotive and waggons and the
contractor agreed to do that at ballast prices instead of earth prices. 1
found, on making an estimate of the quantity required that it would be
more economical to use that, although the price per yard was higher;
it would require so much less of it to niako the embanknent, that it
would be the most economical way to do it, and I recommended that to
be donc.

21596. To whom did you recommend it ?-To the Department.
21597. Thon, in such a matter as that, you were not acting at that

time apparently on your own discretion, because you say you recon-
mended it: do I understand that you were not thon acting as Chief
Engineer ?-Yes ; as Chief Engineer I advised it to bo donc.

21598. To wlom did you offer the advice ?-To the Departnent-to
the Minister. It would come through my chief assistant.

21599. But were such matters as that decided upon at that time by
the Minister and not by the Chief Engineer ? -I could not make any
changes, in adopting more expensive material than what was called for
in the contract, without submitting it to the Miniister for his approval.

21600. It was not then because Mr. Fleming was the Chief Engineer
that you found it necessary to submit that, but if you had been Chief
Engineer yourself you would have considered it proper to submit that
particular transaction to the Minister?-Just so.

21601. Is there any other matter connected with it ?-I am not sure
that that thing took place that year. I lanc> it was the following year,
but it is all relative to that.

21602. You were over this same ground the following year, in 1878 ?
-In 1878 I was'over it again
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21603. As you have touched upon what took place in 1878, do you ce Non.
13&d25.

remember any other feature of 13 or 25 that, either in 1878 or 1877, Quanttes
*attraoted your attention ?-Thero was no other feature,except that it was exceeding
found at that time that the quantities of earth excavations were going estimates.

to exceed, to a very large extent, the original quantities in the bill of
works. I made enquiries. I vas directed to make such enquiries by
the Mininter before I left, of the cause of that excess. I found that Considerable
the location of the lino had been changed very considerably from the hanges nade
->riginal lino on which thecontract was let. Those original lines werejust whIch increased
a rough trial survey, and they were not even joined in the middle. I rt t lessen-
believe they passed each other some considerable distance between the
two, and the change in the locatibn had the effect of requiring a great
deal more earth. but it lessened the rock work. At that time the works
were not so far advanceJ, they were up about the neighbourhood of
Savanne. That is about seventy miles, I believe,from Fort William. I saw
nothing with regard to muskeg that was causing in the wiorks up to
that time-hat was causing any extra quantity by shrinkage or by
subsidence, on the contrary, there were places where there was no earth
hardly. They had to gather stones together, loose boulders, to forni
the base of the road. There was no earth at hand. They had to bring
the earth to cover those from a considerable distance with the locomo-
tive engine and waggons, and I saw no very soft places up to that point.
that would waste a large amount of earth. I saw no earth being use<l
that was improper for the purpose.

21604. Then, in 1877, you say you caine back. to Fort William anid
took steamer for Winnipeg ?-Yes ; and rai lway to Winnipeg.

21605. And to what matter did you next give attention ?-I had snarver-s west of
9pecial instructions from the Minister before leaving to make an ex- Hed ®iver.

amination of the country westward from Red River, as petitions had
been sent in from people in Manitoba and the North-West Territoies
asking for the line to be changed-the location of the line to be
-hanged--from the original route, which was by the Narrows of Lake

Manitoba, and those petitioners wished the lino to be changed south of
Lake Manitoba. A Committee of the Senate had investigated the mat-
ter-1 think it was that same Session, the winter of 1877. It did not
appear, from the evidence, that there was much chance of getting a
pr:acticable line, but the Minister directed me to go and make an Inirceted to see I
examination to sec if it were possible to get a line westward fron Red t a oUn"ssibt o
River and south of Lake Manitoba. I had one assistant, Mr. Lucas, Red River and
with a small party, to make instrumental surveys. lie did notsu o ao
rnake continuous instrumental surveys, but examined the country
between the different points on the valleys. There are three great
valleys to cross, the Little Saskatchewan, the Bird Tail, and the Assine-
boine Valley. lie travelled up and down those valleys examinirg
feasible crossing places, and when ho found a feasible crossing place ho
nade an instrumental survey of it. He succeeded in getting a good Lucas got a good

-crossing of the first valley, that is the Little Saskatchewan, very near rtsoaskatche-
where Rapid City is now rising. At the Bird Tail Valley lie did not gea but fed on
get a good crossing. There was a square crossing that ho got requir- Assineboine near
ing a bridge about 3,000 feet long and 175 feet deep in the deepest part. shell River.
lie also failed in getting a feasible crossing on the Assineboine, near
Shell River. It had been suggested by the people in the district that
that was the most likely place to find a crossing, by using the
Valley of Shell River for some distance which joined the Assine-
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boine. Mr. Lucas then went further westward to improve the
watness examin- to located line on towards Edmonton. I followed the trail.

Ssoatry Oalthe. Fort Ellice and examined the country by the Touchwood Hills
wan. on to the South Saskatchewan. The results of that are given in the

report of the surveys for that year, and it is stated that the information
obtained was not sufficient to warrant any change in the location of
the Une at that time. During my examination of the country I paid
attention to the soit as well, and I found the soit near the Qu'Appelle
River very light, and I was informed that it continued light southward
of it too, and by various people whom I met that the best soit would be
found further northward, and it was so interesting that instead of

Went on to returning from the South Saskatchewan I went on to Carleton. There
Carleton where . .*

h r got inIormft- I got information with regard to the nature of the soil, which con-
tionregardingthe firmed the idea previously heard on my journey that the real fertile
.le isa hÅ bet for wheat growing extended from Winnipeg away north-westerly

extends into the crossing the Saskatchewan near the Forks, a little below Prinee-
country. Albert, and thence on to Lake la Biche and Peace River.

21606. That beit extends apparently into the True Forest district?-
Yes, it does. It has generally been described-in fact the line is laid
down in Palliser's map showing the southern boundary of the True
1orest. In fact north of that is really in the True Forest country, but
I may inform you that there is a large amount of prairie in it, caused,.
I think, by the burning of' the woods, the grass comes up afterwards
and aspen. There are very large tracts of prairie ground within that
boit.

21607. But it is within what is known as the True Forest district ?
-Yes ; it is.

21608. That same belt, I think, was traversed by Mr. Jarvis, in 1874
and, 1875, by exploration ?-Yes; partly so-part of it.

21609. Proceed ?-When at Fort Carleton, I ascertained from the
Chief Factor there, Mr. Clarke, tha# the company's steamer would be up
in a few days going to Edmonton, and I intended to return to Winnipeg
by that steamer, but I found that I would have time to go up as far as
Lake la Biche, somo 300 miles north-west of Fort Carleton. I
did so, and thence struck southward from Lake la Biche to
Edmonton. I obtained a vast amount of infirmation from the
bishop at Lake la Biche, who had been a number of years in the
northern district. Be sent for Indians and hunters and half-breeds, to
describe an y portion of the country that 1 asked about, and translated
it to me. Igot information extending up right to the Pine River-
Pass-information of the country. That is near the Peace River. On
arriving at Edmonton, I found the steamer had not arrived. I waited
for several days until the mail came in and letters which informed me
that the steamer was not coming at ail that season and had turned
back. Letters received by the same mail also reported the massacre
of some of our depot elerks at Henry House, or Athabaska Depot we

Decided to go call it, by Indians. It was necessary to make some enquirios into that
XiumbIa pack matter, and there was a pack train of mules thon at Edmonton, which
train to British had come over from British Columbia the previous year, and was about

oum ienow to return to British Columbia. I therefore decided to go with the pack
d own train instead of returning eastward to Manitoba. We left Edmonton

Cache, and the some time in August, and followed the usual route up to Jasper
Aibreda to the. Y e s n t
North Thonlpson. Valley, thnc thog h. Yellow Hlead Pass, down te Tète Jaune
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Cache, and the Albreda to the North Thompson ; thence down the North
Thompson to Kamloops, and following the river down to where the
two branches of the Thompson met, then down to Lytton, and thence
down to New Westminster, so that I followed the route of the Pacific
Railway from Edmonton as now adopted by the Government.

21610. About what time of the year did you reach Westminster ?-
i reached it about the latter end of September.

21611. And then ?-Surveys were being made ; the second series of , B..
surveys were being made of that route that year. I examined it very Second series ol
closely, and examined their plans and profiles, the progress of the surveys.
surveys, and gave them directions where they required any. I only
stayed a few days in Victoria, and returned by way of San Francisco
and St. Paul to Winnipeg. 1 then went and examined, in October, a
portion of the works on section 14. It was, of course, considerably
further advanced than it bad been in the previous year that I exanined
it. That was my last work of the season, I returned to Ottawa in
November.

21612. During 1877 you saw no part of contract 15 ?-No; I did not. aiway con,
I endeavoured to go and see a portion of it, and went as far as the North- truction-

West Angle of the Lake of the Woods by the Dawson route. There the C1tandNO.
steamer, by some misunderstanding, had come there and gone away
without me. I returned to Winnipeg and telegraphed to Mr. Carre to
meet me there with all his plans and profiles. He did so. and I
examined them then; examined the plans and profiles and discussed
the progress of the work, giving him any instructions that ho required
on any questions that had arisen.

51613. The work was then under construction: it had been lot in
the January of that year?-Yes. A small portion of it only was
under construction, that is the end next Rat Portage-the east
end.

In 1877, ne ques-
21614. Do you know whether, up to that time, any serious question tion ad yet

had arisen as to the propriety of tho terminus between 14 and 15?- arinas t the,

Not at that time. I4 and 5.

21615. A terminus seems to have been adopted upon the promontory,
and which, perhaps, has led to some difficulty about the loeation of a
botter lino, inasmuch as the engineer of each section appears to have
had an opinion that ho could not invade the territory of another?-
That question came up at a later date, as the construction parties
approached that point.

21616. But at that period yon say there was no discussion about it ?
-There was no discussion about it.

21617. The work, as I understand it, was progressing on section 14
easterly from Red .River,'and on section 15 westerly from Rat Portage,
but had not progressed far enough to approach this difficult spot ?-
Yes, there may have been discussions witb regard to trial
surveys that had been made, but there was no pressing discussion to
settie the point at that time, because the works of construction had not
advanced far enough towards the point. 0

21618. Then I understand that your attention as Chief Engin·eer was iie attention noU
not called to that particular locality-the neigh bourhood of Cross Lake ? called to Cross
-Not at that time.
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21619. We have got now as far as the latter part of 1877 ?-Yes.
21620. You were obliged to return to Winnipeg, and thence ?-I was

engaged in the office during the winter in the usual manner in Ottawa,
writing the report and examining the plans being made.

21621. I suppose your general conclusions will appear in the report
of 1878 thon ?-Yes.

21622. Did you continue as acting Engineer-in-Chief?-Yes; as Mr.
Fleming was absent in England--he had got a prolonged leave of
absence. In the spring of 1877 lie left Ottawa, and I continued to aet,
as Chief Engineer durng his absence. In that capaeity I wrote the
report of 1878, appendix D, page 41. I wrote that report, and accom-
panying that report I constructed a map to illustrate it.

21623. Does that map which you say you constructed appear in the
ordinary reports of 1873 ?-No.

21624. Do you know why ?-1 (o not know.
21625. low does it happen, if you were Engineer-in-Chief, it does not

accompany youir report ?-I can tell vou ail that I know about it. The
reason of my constructing that map wias to show the general relative
position of ie different kinds of soil, masses of soil, so that any one
ieading lie report would be ible to follow it much botter. In most of
the reports befcre that, any mention inde of the soils were simply
detached illusions to the sol. This I thought better to show the general
nature of flic country at one glance. That is constructed by my assis-
tant, Mr. Lucas, from the Lest information we could get at that time.
We had the Palliser reports ; we had the reports of all the previous
surveys of the engineers of the Canadian Pacific Railway ; we had
the reports of lie Geological Survey, and reports of people who had
travelled in the country. Everything that was reliable that we could
get hold of was used to construct this map. I submitted it to the
Minister, and ho approved of it, and ordered severail thousand copies-I
think it was 3,000-to be printed.

21626. Thon, why did you not have that appended to your report if
you were Chief Engineer ?-The report was sent in to the Department
with the map attached to it, and without my knowledge, Mr. Fleming
was tleigraphed for to corne from England, on important business, 1
suppose. On his ai-rival here ho said: "You have writton a report?"
I said : " Yes." " Well," he says, " the Minister has asked me to write
a report." I replied I should be very glad to give him all the informa-
tion I had obtained during his absence. He said he did not require
that,, he had read my report-iL was thon in manuscript and was not
printed-L-ut I told him there was a great deal of information that ho
ought to have that was not given in detail, that that was simply an
abstract of it given in the report. lowever, ho was satisfied with the
information lie had. I may mention, that in all the surveys that had
been made to that date from the commencement, they simply stated
facts; no recommendation had been made with regard to the route,
not by me, nor, I think, by Mr. Fleming, and this paragraph in my
report, page 53, I will read:

" In conclusion, the write; is desirous of expressing his stroug conviction, as the
result of detailed investigation of the subject in ail its bearings, that the line by the
Pine River Pass to Bute Inlet, with extension by steam ferry to Vancouver Island,
will prove the true route whetber regarded in its national or economic aspect. It
traverses a far greater extent of good agriculturai lands, and affords better communi-
cation with the chief gold and cuai mining districts than any other route."
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That is the first time I had ever recomiended any route. It appears ®iad

that the Minister had different views from that; that he favoured the and ravoured the
route by the Yellow Head Pass to Burrard Inlet. Hence Mr. Fleming Pass. Bead

was sent for to report. His report favoured the Minister's views, for
what reason I do not know.

21627. You were speaking of a map which you had constructed, Map suppressed.
what became of that Y-Mr Fleming made a report, and Mr. Cambie
made a report, neither of them submitted their reports to me before
they wore sent in. I never saw themn until they were printed, and
my own was printed at the same tme. When I got a copy of the
printed report I found the map had not been attached to it.

21628. You mean the map you had constructed ?-The map I had
constructed. I wrote to the Secretary of the Department, Mr. Braun,
comrnplaining of this, and pointing out ihat it was not only unfair to me
but to the public; that it was called to read a report desuribing several
lines over 2,000 miles of country without a map boing before them,
and asked the reason vhy it had not been published, and I got no
answer to that. I demanded of Mr. Fleming why the map had not
been placed. le made some objections to it which, I thought, were Fleming said
trivial, and said I had not sufficient information to construct such a wtness had not

map ; that there might be sone parts of it inaccurate. My reply to that enee to con.
was that it vas constructed from the best information obtainable at I "et suchn
that time, and, as far as accuracy was concorned, there never was a
map in the world constructed that was accurate, but approximately so,
and I thought the objections trivial. Ilowever, he was the Chiei
Engineer, and he advised the Minister net to issue it, I believe.

21629. From the time of his return upon that occasion, did he resume Fromi spring of
the control as Engineor-in-Chief?-He resumed it entirely, and had 1 n78, Fleming
the whole control when ho arrived here. Formerly, when he had come direct to ie
to Ottawa, two different times from his leave of absence, he had given orfc ls tnseso

instructions through me to bave them carried out by the staff, but
from his return, in the spring of 1878, he gave the instructions direct
to the diffèrent, parties, and I did not know what instructions he had
given.

21630. What become of you? In what position wero you left ?-
was loft in a very unfortunate position. I found, when ] went on the
works, they were doing works for which I had given no authority.

21631. Aft3r his return, in 1878, what was your actual position on
the Pacifie Railway staff ?-Of course, I vas only acting Engineer.ini-
Chief in his absence. At any time ho vas prosent, he was Chief
Engineer.

21632. What was your position ?-First assistant or deputy to the
Engineer-in-Chief. I was first assistant. I ony assumed the duties
of UhiefEngineer in his absence. fhese ceased the moment he arrived
and was present.

21633. He went away again early in 1878 ?-Yes; he went away
again, I think in May, or June.

21634. That was the time the difficulty arose as to who was respon-
sible for the change in the character of the work on 15 ?-Yes; and it
was very thoroughly investigated before a Committee ofthe flouse two
years ago, and in the Senate, too.

Fleming went
away again in
cay or June, 1878.

Contract No. 15.
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21635. Was there any understanding between you and the Chief
Engineer, upon the occasion of his return in the spring of 1878, as to
what duty you should take after that ?-No ; I bad no conversation
with him whatever. IIe was a short time hore and was very busy
writing bis report, and he sent in his report vithout even submitting it
to me, which was very unusual, as up to that time there was thorough
contidence botween him and me. I had seon overything he had done ;
but for reasons I do not know ho had no conversation with me about
the works at all.

2163C3. Thon did lie leave for England withoutconsulting you atall?
-Yes.

21637. And without leaving you any instructions about the work ?

1536

-Yes.
21638. And on bis leaving you were the acting Engineer-in-Chief

again ?-Yes.
21f)39. And ho returnod to England without communi ating to yon

his directions, bis wishes, or bis views ?-Yes.
21640. Did you assume complote control of tho undertaking from

the timo ho left for England in the spring of 1878, or were you
still governed by bis proviously expressed views on matters connected
with the works ?-The works under construction wore still governed
by bis previously exprestod views, but you will observe that in this-
report of 1878, recommending another route, that I departed entirely
from bis views there, and acted on my own judgment from information
that I had obtained in travelling over the country in 1877. It appearel.
to me that the route chosen by the Yellow Hoad Pass was altogether
wrong. Mr. Fleming was in England. I had no time to consult hini
or to place my views before him, and I wrote them direct to the
Minister, and probably he may have been offendel at my assuminig t,
bo original in anything.

21641. Whilo speaking of those rival routes, I would like to asik
whether you have formed at any time up to now any opinion as to the
route from iRat Portage westward, whether it should go to Winnipeg
or Selkirk for instance, or whether it should go north or south of Lake
Manitoba ?-Yos; I bad seen a plan that was made before I had any-
thing to do with that part of the works, made by Mr. Carre. The
suivey' deviated from the present located lino a very short distance
from Rat Portage and boaring more to the sonth, following very
closely the side of that part of Lake of tho Woods called Clearwater
Bay, and thence to a small lake called Crow Lake, and thence westerly
near to Falcon Lake, arriving at that point near Falcon Lake from ton
to twelvo miles south ofthe previously located lino.

21642. You mean the present adopted lino ?-Yes; south of th(
present adopted lino. From that point near Falcon Lake, the proper
course westward would have been to have struck Red River a con-
siderable distance above Selkirk.

21643. You mean further south ?-Further south. It would have
struck it about hall way between Selkirk and Winnipog; but section 14
had been previously let.

21644. For the present, irrespective of the letting of section 14, I
would like to get your opinion upon that lino that you are speaking
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of, as if there were no such thing as section 14 ?-That lino, no doubt, 1 a ..
would have effected considerable saving in the cost of construction, for This une wouli
this reason : the rocky coutry-the Laurentian rocks-bears in a have effected
north-westerly direction from Lake of the Woods, and south-oasterly. srabîe
This new line that was run by Mr. Carre bears a little to the west of
south, south-westerly, consequently it lef t that bend of rocks very much
sooner than what the westerly lino did.

2164>. You mean sooner going in a westerly course from Rat Por-
tage ?-Yes; I do not know how many miles shorter the lino was in
the rocky country than on the located one in whieh the works are
constructed, but it was several miles shorter, and thon it got into a
prairie country- prairie and wood. From that point westward there
would have been no more difficulty in constructing a line to Red River
than what there was from Cross Lake on section 14; but section 14
had been let at that timo and partly under construction, and therefore
it was necessary to make a bond in the new lino near Falcon Lake,
running more to the north-west so as to intersect that line.

21646. You do not nican that it was absolutely necessary, but that it Thlis une would
was a question of expediency in consequence of the work a4ready done haveeendop
on 14 ?-If it had been carried on, as it would no doubt have been, only had been let and
for that work being let-there was a very considerable amount spent at to' neessary
that time on section 14.

21647. As much as $60,000 ?-Yes; it would have been botter to
abandon that line.

21648. You mean to abandon the present lino of 14 if the loss in It wotid have
work up to that time was only $60.000, or thereabout ?-Yos ; there beenbce®erto
would have been a larger saving than that on the new line; I do not work on 14,
know how large, but it was estimated at something like $300,000. event hougt

21619. That lino which you now speak of, and which we mnay eall
the Carre and Jarvis line (toir I understand that Mr. Jarvis ran it west-
vard from somewhere near Falcon Lake), would lead you to some point

further south than Selkirk on Red River ?-Yes.

21650. Ilave vou considered whether that point further south for a
crossing was as good a one in the publie interest as Selkirk ?-1 think
it is quite as good, and would have been a great deal more popular
'among the people.

21651. Irrespective of its popularity, would it have been as good a
crossing?-L think that quite as good a crossing, if not a better one,
could have been found there for a bridge.

21652. That would be somewhere in the neighbourhood of Store
Fort, would it not ?.--Higher up than that ; further south.

21653. Then that would have involved some change in the line west
of Red ]River : how would that affect the matter, in your opinion ?-
It would have lengthened the lino to have followed by the Narrows,
but since the line has been changed to the south of Lake Manitoba it
would have been better than the present lino.

21651. At the time that you wore considering the expediency of this
southern lixe-I mean the Carre and Jarvis line-did you take into con-
sideration the probability of the line going north or south of Lake
Manitoba, so as to make it a factor in forming your judgment ?-1 had

A better croealui
than fflkirk for
a bridge could
have been round
vhere the aboa

Une struck Red
River.
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nQthing to do vith that; it was Mr. Fleming submitted this to the
Minister in his report, I simply saw it, being in the office.

21655. But I understand that, as an engineer, you formed some judg-
ment upon it ?-Yes; I talked with Mr. Carre about it.

Great opposition 21656. Then, while you were forming that judgment didto line going by taktheNrrow. you ake into consideration the probability of the lino going
north or south of Lake Manitoba ?-It was an open question
then where the other line would go. There was a great opposi-
tion to it, and general discontent about the lino going by the
Narrows. Great efforts were being made to have it deflocted south of
Lake Manitoba, and there was a probability that it would be done so.

surveysBC. 21657. Is there anything that you wish to add to your provious
Explorationfrom evidence by way of explanation ?-I find in giving an account of my
FortGeorge to exploration up to Laké la Biche, in 1877, that, in conjunction witiLake Fraser eplr
thence toPort that, there was an exploration on the west side of the Rocky Moun-
Simpon. tains, from Fort George westward to Lake Fraser, and following theFr ortGeorge old telegraph lino of the Western Union Co. to Skeena, and
River Pass. The thence down th9 Skeena to Port Simpson. That was male by one
first time a white
man went party, and from the same point, Fort George, there was an exploration
through the pass. made to'MacLeod's Lake, following the valley of MacLeod's Lake, and

from MacLeod's Lake eastward through the Pine River Pass. The
party succeeded in getting through the pass and got some twenty or
thirty miles east of it on the Pine River, and roturned. That w-as
the first time ever known a white man ever went through that pass.
It had been talked of, but never explored.

21658. Who made that exploration ?-Mr. Ilunter. [lis report was
remarkably favourable, and it has been confirmed by subsequont explo-
ration.

21G59. Wlat was the distance from that to Lake la Biche, which you
touched ?-It was considerable-several hundred miles. It was about
300 miles from the point that I loft off, Lake la Biche, from that whicl
was run by Mr. lHunter, fiom the west, but all that country was
known. An engineer had never been through it, but it was known to
several people.

21660. HIad Mr. Iloretzky explored part of it ?-In 1872, he had gone
acrossipart of it, near Lesser Slave Lake, and ho ascertained quite a
good deal of knowlodge about the country, from people living there,
Hudson Bav Co.'s officers and others, besides what ho saw
himself. I blieve ho was the first to suggest that pass, Mr. Ioretzky.

Marcus Smth's
Report of wor
clone fili 1S77.

21661. I understand that youîr report of the early part of 1878, was
based principally upon the knowledge which you had auquired in that
trip of yours, in the fa!l of 1877 ?- Yos ; together with the reports of
the exploration westward.

"1662. And your trip was undertaken unexpectedly by you, owing
to circumstances arising at the time ?-1 did not think I should get so
faîr as Lake la Biche.

21663. But the continuation of it westerly was owing to circum-
stances which yon did not anticipate ?-It was my suggestion that
the western exploration was made by Messrs. Cambie and Hunter.
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21664. IIad you any unusual directions as to such a report as you did si4"<9a.nReport.
furnish in the beginning of 1878 ?-No; I wrote a report in the ordi-
nary course of my duties, stating what I had done the previous year.,

21665. In the ordinary course of an ongineer's duties, what subjects An engineer lias
is he called upon to enquire into end report upon-I mean a railway to report upon
engineer ?-That year there was both construction going on and sur everything.

veys for location. I had to report on them both. An engineer bas to
report upon everything-all kinds of operations that are going on.

21666. In selecting a location as an engineer, is it the rule that he is
required to investigate subjects boyond those of physical difficulties,
for instance ?-Oh, yes; generally in a country like this that is not
known, in exploring he is expected to get all the information he can as
to the soil as well as the physical difficulties of constructing a railway
-soil, timber and produce.

21667. Why would these be within the field of his investigation ?- Soil, timber, pro-
Beeuse they all have a certain bearing on the location. It is not the dcthee ear
physical difficulties alone of construction; it sometimes would be advi- iocation.
sable to construet a lino that would cost a good deal more on account
of the country having more resources.

21668. Of course, there are some questions which might weigh witi
the Government in deciding upon a route, which would not be strictly
engineering questions, and which would not be proper for an engineer
to investigate ?-Certaiinly.

21669. Could you explain shortly the difference between those ques-
tions, or could you name them as distinguished from the subjects which
an engincer should investigate ?-The particular duty of an engineer
is to get the physical features of the country, to ascertain them and
exhibit them by maps and profiles, so as to form an idea from which
he can get the quantities to form an estimate of the cost of construct-
ing a railway across the country ; that is his special duty.

21670. To ascertain specially the shape of the surface and the kind
of material over which it will pass ?-Yes; at the same time, he is
expected to take notice of the general products of the country, and the
nature of the soil and timber, and if ho sees any crops, what they are
like. That is incidental to the other; the other is the main.

21671. Would you mention the subjects which would be peculiarlv Geology and
within tbe discretion of the Government as distinguished from botany xamined
engineers ?-The geology of the country is examirned by officers of
the Government, and also the botany of the country by specialists.

21672. I do not know that I have made myself understood: I do
not at present ask what means the Government toolk to ascertain the
different data, but I am asking you to define, if you vill, those subjects
which a Government would, irrespective of engineering yiews, deal
with, as leading up to their final decision, and as distinguished from
the s ubjects which an engineer should investigate for the information
of the Government ?-Well, there is the soil ot the country, the
timnber-

21673. Would that bo for the Government ?-Certainly.
21674. That would be within the Government's jurisdiction, and not

the engineer's ?-Certainly, in a lino like this. This is practically and
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Snalth's Report. specially a colon ization railway, made through the country to develop
the resources of the country.

21675. Do I understand you to mean that that question of coloniza-
tion is a Government question, and not an engineering question ?-It
is a Government question.

21676. Are there any other niatters which are peculiarly Govern-
ment questions, or questions of Government policy ?-Weil, there is
the geology of the country.

21677. Is that excluded from an engineer's field ?-Yes.

.Geology, botany
y ltcl an

<erations exclud.
-ed from the
province of an
'ýngineer.

In his report of
878, wtness re-

commended a
gmrticular Une.

21678. And what else would be excluded from their particular field
of investigation ?-There is the flora of the country, as indicating the
nature of the soil; it is a botanist's special duty.

21679. That would not be within the engineering jurisdiction ?-No.
21680. Is there any other subject which would be a matter peculiar

tb the Government ?-Ali the political questions, of'course, as regards
existing settlements, would be the policy of the Government.

21681. You mean whether any particular existing settlement should
be served by the railway or not ?-Yes.

21682. Is there any other which occurs to you : would the future
settlement of the country be a political one as distinguished from. the
engineering one ?-That is a Government question which the Govern-
ment would consider, about the present settlement and the future settle-
ment of the country.

21683. That would be within the Government jurisdiction as distin-
guishod from the engineering ?-Yes.

21684. Is there any other ?-Well, thore is; the lino for foreign trade
would be considered too. Trade with Asia,'for instance, that would be
a Government question.

21685. Is there any other that might affect the Pacifie Railway ?-
These are the chief things that I can think of.

21686. Imperial interests generally, would not that be a Government
question as distinguished from the engineering ?-To a certain extent ?

21687. To a certain extent ; would it not be altogether ?--That
Imperial interest as relating to a lino for foreign commerce. There is
the position of the naval station of the Imperial Government, it might
be a question, too.

21688. For the Governnent ?-For the Government. But the prin-
cipal interest would be the through route from England to China; that
would be a subject for the Government.

21689. Are there any other subjects which you consider would be
Governmental as distinguished from engineering ?-No ; there is no
other comes to my mind now; there may be others.

21690. In your report of 1878, which you say was ignored to a
considerable extent by the Government and by the Chief Engineer,
you recommended decidedly a particular lino, did you not ?-I
suggested.

21691. I mean a route ?-I did not positively say that would be the
best, but J thought it would prove the best.
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21692. I think you said, for the first time, you had offered as an
engineer a recommendàtion of a particular route ?--Yes.

21693. Was that based altogether upon subjects which were peculiarly
within the duties of an engineer, or did they trespass upon the subjects
which you have described as Government subjects ?-I think it embraces
several subjects. Besides the cost of construction it embraced the
extent of the fertile l«nds that would be taken in by it; these were the
two principal objects.

21694. Upon consideration now, at this date, do you not think that ro"naio'n
vour recommendation of a route was based upon opinions of matters In his report was
which you have described to be particularly within the jurisdiction of deationswhch
the Government as distinguished from engineering subjects ?-Yes; areoutaldethe
but an engineer, although it is his special duty to get the surface of the gineer, but consi-
country, and matters especially belonging to engineering, he cannot be egrtheat cannot
blind to whether ho is going across a good country or a poor one. close his eyes to
Incidentally that guides the engineer to a considerable extent. the character or

21693. It guides him to what ?-There may be two routes that, as crosses.

regards the cost of constructing a railway, there may be no difference at
all, hardly ; but if the one is over a very fertile country and the other
over a less fertile one, the engineer would certainly recommend the one
over the fertile country.

21696. That would depend altogether on the object of the Govern-
ment ?-1 cannot conceive the Governmont having any botter objeet
than developing the riches of the lands.

21697. But if that was not their main object ?-1 do not know ; they
may have other objects. It was always understood the Government
were anxious to get the best line, and to embrace the greatest extent
of fertile lands.

21698. Did you assume, ut that time, that you might re2onnend to
the Government a line based on that matter, or were you instructe<î
so to do ?-I was not instructeïi so to do; I merely suggestid it, and of
course my duty ended there. It was not my duty; if the Government
did not take any suggestion, it was none of my business; I had nothing
more to do with it. They may have had other reasons besides the one I
gave for takirig a different course.

21699. Would not the future settlement of the country have some- Witness pointe t
thing to do with the subject from a strictly engineering point of view? out thee ou
For instance, would it not give some indication of the probable trade deal more trade..
of the country ?-I mentioned that as one of my recommendations, that
I expected there would be a great deal more trade over it.

21700. I suppose that in investigating such a subject for the Govern-
ment an engineer would be guided by views somewhat different from
those which would guide an engineer of a private company; I mean
that a private railway company would have but one object, that is to
gain money, and that the Government might have other objects
which would either conflict or unite with that one ?-Yes; I conceive
that the cost of surveys dono for the Government and done for a com-
pany would be very different. I will give an example. The second
year, in the middle of 1873, within less than two years we had suffi-
cient information to begin and construct a railway across the country.
Itis possible if a company had been making the survoys they would
have begun after one year's surveys; but the Governmont had the
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were instructed, after finding practicable routes, to survey other routes.
They wanted not only to have a practicable route, but to have a know-
ledge of all feasible routes, and that is one reason why the expense of
these surveys have cost so much more than what they would have doue
if done by a company; but the Governiment have got an immense
amount of information-more than a company would have.

21701. The interests of provinces and even of localities had to be
considered ?-The Government have a very fair knowledge of the whole
Dominion from the international boundary lino up to the Peace River;
but in the eastern part here, the surveys have not been extended so far,

At present they might have been extended a little further north than they have
Governnent In been-north of Lake Superior I mean. I may state now that the Gov-

"hIformaroo ernment have so much information in their possession they could pro-
tion they could ject a lino to alnost any part of the Dominion in question-that is the
proetan eint. Red River westward-with 9 tolerable certainty as to the probable

results along the lino projected as to the cost and other matters.

Contract Nos. 21702. I think you had got down as far as the spring of 1878, upon
11 and • the last occasion : will you please proceed from that time, describing

your operations ?-I left Ottawa in 1878, in the month of July. My
principal duties during that season were to inspect the works under
construction. Between Lake Superior and Red River, an exhaustive
instrumental survey was being made, which I directed. They corres-
ponded with me, that is the engineers who were making it. That is
the gap between contract Nos. 25 and 15, about 185 miles, 1 think it is,
from English River to Rat Portage.

Surveys. 21703. In connection with this departure of yours in July, I would
An the engineers like you to explain if there was any particular reason why the engin-
need not have
been brougaht eering parties, as a rule, left Ottawa at the time they did in the different
each year to years; did it not seem to you that they ought to have left much carlierOttawa. for field work ?-Yes; that is one thing I omitted in stating the various

causes of extra expenditure. The parties engaged at a distance, especially
in British Columbia, were ordered to come home every year to
Ottawa to make thoir plans. Now, sometines there wore as many as six
to ton people coming over, costing $500 each to come and go back again.
That, alone was a source of considerable expense. The plans could as
well have been made in Victoria as in Ottawna. Of course it would
have been necessary for me, when the plans were finisbed, to corne to
Ottawa and explain them to the Chief Engineer, but if that had been
done, the parties remaining in the field, near the work, could have got
out mach earlier in the spring. There was always a difficulty in getting

Might have got to away from Ottawa in the spring. We might have been six or eight
work sonlie si xgt On îgweek" earîer weeks earlier at our work if we could have got away. One thing, the
could they have money had to be voted each year for the work, and in fact Parliament,ot away from

ttawa in ie. was generally prorogued before we could start.

21704. Were there positive directions given by the Minister or the
Chief Engineerwto delay your field operations ?-To delay them ?

21705. I mean to defer them until the vote should have been
taken, or until any other thing should occur ?-The parties had to bo
made up in Ottawa every spring, and we never could get away till the
Minister-I suppose the Minister had not time to attend to it during
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the Session. The Session of Parliament was usually over before we
could get away.

21706. Do you mean that the office work could have been finished so Parties seldom
got out beforeas to allow the pat ties to go to field work earlier than they did in the June or July, and

year ?--The office work could have bcon finished as soon in Victoria as they could have
in Ottawa, and there they were on the spot. They could have saved %prii in Britisk
the time coming here and going back; that is a month at last. They Columbia.
aeldom got out to get to work before June or July, and we could have
commenced work m April in British Columbia very well.

21707. What doyousay about the field works north of Lake Superior
and between Red River and Lake Superior: ought they to have been
started each year earlier than they were ?-The climate is- different
there. They could start as early there as in British Golumbia. The
neighbourhood of Lake Superior, it did not make such a difference in
that district.

21708. Then your previous remarks apply particularly to British
Columbia ?-Yes.

21709. They do not apply to Manitoba and north of Lake Superior ? Thederly did not
-Not so much. They could not get there until the steamboats Com- Manitoba and

LaeSuperiormence running. regon.
21710. Then the field operations were not delayed by the absence of

the votes except in British Columbia ?-Except in British Columbia. I
do not know that the vote was the cause of the delay. The work had
to be arranged. The work of the season had to be arranged with the
Minister before the parties started, and until (that was donc the vote
could not be obtained. We did not know what amount was wanted.

21711. If the person at the head of affairs, whoever it might be,
whether the engineer or the Minister, had been able each year to decide
earlier, would the works have progressed more rapidly ?-Certainly.

21712. Then there lias been some delay on account of the absence of
that decision ?-Yes, and some extra expense.

21713. lias it been material do yon consider ?-Yes; it would be
ceonsiderable, and not only the expense, but it destroyed-it prevented
works being carried out in that systematie manner that they would
have done if the parties had been allowed to remain on the fleld. Small
parties could have gone out on the line in winter or taken notes of
climatie effects, the depth of snow, the ice on the different bays and
inlets. A great deal more could have been done if it had been done
systematically. Had the work

21714. Do you think if this work had been, from the beginning, co'nroifar -
under the control of a private company it would have proceeded more omaPePyrl
rapidly than it did ?-Oh, certainly. ceeded more

rapidly.21715. And owing to these delays you speak of ?-That is one reason.
They would not have made so many surveys, but those they did make
they would have made systematically.

21716. If a private company had to do as much work as the
Covernment had done in this case, would it, in your opinion, have been
facilitated and hastened by the direct control and immediate decision
of the parties having the right to decide ?-I think so. Sorne companies
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manage badly; some manage well ; but they would have a botter
chance of doing the work more systematically under the direct control
of a company's engineer without any interruptions in winter.

Contractas.. 21717. You say that in July of 1878, you proceeded to the section
13 and 25. between Lake Superior and Red River: about what time did you reach

the j round ?-Oh, 1 went first to Thunder Bay, I reached that in July;
1 examined the works on contracts 13 and 25.

In IS7 contractus 21718. You gave us somo information before upon both those con-
neatriy anid. tracts, and you wverc not thon sure whiether it was in 1877 or 1878: do

you renember now whether you omitted anything ?-Tho works were,
of course, further advanced each year. In 1878, contract 13 was very
nearly finished when I went out there. In fact it was sin neari-ly
finisbed that the contractors of the next section began to lay the rails
over 13.

21719. They haid the contrat for track-laying and ballasting on
section 13 ?- Yes; I went out on section 25 that year a little boyond
Savanne station, some miles beyond il, I do not remember how far.
The works were going on steadily. The tunnel had been completed
thon and I went through i.

21720. Did you enquire into this tunnel question at that time ?-No.
217?1. Whether it ought to have have been an open cutting or a

tunnel ?-No; it was all settled on the strength of Mr. Hazlewood's
report iri Ottawa here. There was no more enquiry about it.

21722. Is there anything that you can mention now which you have
omitted upon the subject of either of these sections, 13 and 25 ?-No;
I have already told you what I did with regard to clay embankments
that were sliding away. It was in that year that I ordered gravel to
bc used instead.

21723. I think you mentioned that your object that season was,
amongst other things, to ascertain the cause of the great diserepancy
between the estimated quantities and the executed quantities, as ex-
hibited in the returns as far as they had been made ?-Yes ; that was
one of the duties that I had to perform.

Main cause or 21724. Have you anything to say on that subject, as regards 13 or,extra cotit change aetacs
In Une. 25 ?-Well, what I have stated shows how a considerablo extra cost

was brought about by the change of location, I think in the tunnel and
by the slipping of these embankments; but the main cause was the
change of location of the line altogether by which the earth work was
very much increased and the rock work decreased. I also examined
very carefully into the modes of measuring the work, and I could not
find anything wrong; I could not see anything to make me suspect
that any improper measurements had been given.

21725. Either intentional or unintentional ?-Either intentional or
unintentional, I could not see it. My impression then was that the
difference arose from the very imperfect surveys made iu the first
instance, and the quantities in the bills of works that was subiitted to
contractors when tenders were called for were far too low.

Embankments in 21726. Did you not find on that occasion, 1878, that many of the
me shad embankments had, from shrinkage, become much smaller, that they had:Ohbrun a go

deal. become too low and too narrow, and required material to be added
to them?-Yes, they were in some places. There had not been a
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sufficient allowance made for shrinkage of the enimbnkments. Ait em-
bankments, of whatever sort of earth except gravel, embankments
have to be made considerably wider than the necessary size : they
waste away and slip down and shrink and become narrower.

21727. I believe you made a full report upon that subject to the
Department ?-I think so. Thore had not been a sufficient allowance
made for shrinkage.

21728. Is there anything further about either of fhese sections, 13
or 25 ?-No; of course there were differences between the con-
tractors and engineers about the specification of rock. There
arc always disputes about what is loose rock : it is a very fertile source
of misunderstandings.

21729. Then. after leaving contract 25, what course did yon take ?
-I went across thon by the Dawson route in a canoe to Rant Portage
and I walked over the whole of section 15, examining the works very
carefully. Mr. Carre was with me. I took very copious notes of the
state of the works of what I thought was required in different places.
I suggested some changes-slight changes-in the location of the line
by whieh the cost of construction was very much reduced. I aiso
ordered more cross-sections to be taken in view of making other
changes. These changes that I made on the spot were those which
were apparent to the eye that it would be a great improvement. There
were other places where I could not tell whether 1 could improve the
line by altering it until I had cross-sections made. I alse found that
in crossing several water filled valleys--narrow lakes you may call them
-that the enginoers had not suticient information with regard to the
depth of water and the depth of mud and the shape of the rock zat the
bottom of these lakes-the inclination of the rock 1 should say.

Contrmts No.
1L3 and 25.

naiIway Loca-
tiom and Cou.
etructiom-

Contraet wo. 15,
Suggested sllght
ehanges in loca-
tion by w h1h
cost was reduced.

21730. Did you take any stops towards supplying them with that
information ?-The moment I got within reach of the telegraph, I tele-
graphed to Ottawa to have a set of boring tools made as quickly as
possible and sent out to get that information which I thought was
deficient.

21731. Did you find that the work had been well laid out, the location On the whole
a fair one: wbat was your opinion of the engineering works that had location not bad.

been done at that time on section 15 ?-On the whole the location was
not bad. I made some improvements in it as I say, but it is a very
roigh country, and I do not know that it could have been made mucli
better, and at the same time keep the grades th at Mr. Fleming required.
The principal complaint I had was with regard to crossing these lakes,
that I could not decido what sort Of structure to put up, which would
be the most economical, the solid embankment, trestle bridge, or any
other kind of structure, until I had better information as to the depth
of mud and the inclination of rock at the bottom.

21732. Thoçe has been a vexed question and one much discussed
about the change in the character of the works, but that bas lost its
importance since it has been adopted by Order-in-Council , but thore
is another matter connected with it which I wish to ask you about:
whether you understood that there was any difficulty in a contractor
carrying out the work as it was originally desired, I mean on account
Of the extremely irregular surface of the country ? It bas been sug-
gested bere, both by the contractor and by nn ongineer, that it would
be diffieult for any contractor to have fulfilled the contract in the way
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Vo,*t"rc°Uo.2 it was originally laid out: have you any idea about it ?-I suppose
what you mean by originally laid ont is the last way.
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21733. I inean the way intended at the time of the contract?-Yes;
there was a great difficulty in the first place in getting timber for such
structures as would be required. There was no timber in the country
large enough or long enough. There were other difficulties in tho con-
tractor getting the material from certain cuttings forward to where it
was required to be deposited.

21734. That is the difficulty which I was alluding to, not the timber
trouble, because that bas been overcome by the Order-in-Council ; but as
to this one, what would you say about that ?-There was a case laid
me before at Winnipeg, and I made some sligût alterations in the grade,
and filled up where there would be some low trestle work, probably some
six feet high or something of that sort, which would have to be erected
before the contractor could get his material forward. I turned that into
embankment and that facilitated the work a great deal. The cost would
be slightly more than as was originally intended.

21735. It was originally intended, when I say originally, I mean at
the time of this contract being closed, that nost of those gaps should
be filled with trestle ?-Just so.

21736. Could it have been accomplished in that way, in any reason-
able time by the contractor ?-Well, a great part ofit could have been
done very well, but in crossing some of those deep gullies filled with
water and mud, the principal difficulty in construction would be tho
foundations. It is sholving rock covered over with soft mud-mere
slush. I cannot see that piles could have been made to hold, and it
was a puzzle to know what to do with it, intil they had further infor-
mation. I do not think it could have been done as originally intended,
some portions of it.

21737. I think it was designed that those water stretches should bo
filled in with rock, either solid foundations or protection walls ?-It
was intended it should be all bridged with trestie work, where there
were some cuttings-in some of those gullies there were cuttings of
rock on each side, and it was intended that that rock should be put
in to a certain height-up to water level.

21738. Whenever there was to be a rock basis, it was to bo above
water level, was it not ?-Yes. When we ascertained approximately
the depth of some of those places, we found it would take an enormous
quantity of rock, more than could be taken out of the cuttings-that
we would have to borrow rock, as it is called, to fill up to level. We
overcame that difficulty by simply forming rock embankments on each
side-two rock embankments instead of one-about six feet wide on
the top, and filling in between with earth, and then putting the piles
upon that.

21739. Piles upon the earth ?-Into the earth or tfestle on that
embankment.

21740. But was that any gain; would not those two protection walls
take just as much rock for the bases as if you had, had a solid basis for
trestle ?-No; not near so much.

21741. What would be the width required for trestle ?-It depends
on the height.
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21742. Of trestle work?-Yes; the trestle work may be fifteen feet Contracta Nos.

on the top, and the outside posts are raking. 14 and 15.

21743. Well, take a twenty foot trestle; what would be the base
required for the foundation ?-If the raking of the post at each side of
the trestle were two inehes in a foot, that would be four inches addi-
tional for each foot in depth, so a trestle work twenty feet high would
require six feet eight inches more at the top.

21744. And what shoulder or berm, supposing you were having a
rock basis outside of the slope of the trestle ?-A couple of feet would
be sufficient for the sill in which the post is morticed into. We leave
it a foot at least outside of the raking post, and say two feet extra
would bo quite sufficient in rock.

21745. That would be eight feet eight inches altogether ?-Yes.

21746. Now what is the width of each protection wall ?-From four
to six feet. Some trestles

21747. Well, you have to double that besides the slope : don't you eixtyfeet.
think that would take as much rock ?-What we are speaking of in
trestle is of far greater depth than twenty feet. There are trestles
of sixty feet.

21748. Those are the ones that were the formidable obstacles ?-
Yes; a great bridge at the bottom.

21749. Did that happen at more than one place ?-Yes, it happened
ut several places. There were several of them pretty near sixty feet
high above the water. I think Cross Lake is about that height. I
am speaking from memory-somewhere about that.

21750. Then these rock protection walls in these deep cuttings
would require very much less material than the original plan of a solid
base for the trestle work ?-Certainly.

21751. And the scarcity of rock was one of the difficulties to be
overcome ?-There was plenty of rock, but it cost a great deal to move
it. We wanted to use as little rock as possible on account of the great
cost of moving it. In some places

b Owing to shape of-
21752. But in addition to that there was a difficulty in getting thecotry f-

the material on account of the shape of the country: that it naterial.
had to be taken by what are called tote roads around the water
fillinge ?-In some places there were difficulties of that sort; othcr
places again there was plenty of rock close at hand.

21753. Do you remember whether, upon this trip and on this visit 4o
section 15, there was any discussion as to the feasibility of a better
line crossing Cross Lake ?-I do not remember My attention being
specially calledto it; it nay have been. There was no written report
on it submitted to me.

21754. You travelled over the lino yourself ?-I travelled over it,
and it may have been discussed at the time. There was very little
room, very little chance of making much improvement between Cross
Lake and the junction with 14.

21755, At the time of that visit the work was not progressing
there ?-Oh, yes. I think the cutting was taken out on the
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out on the east bank of the lake; in fact on both banks, the rock
was partly taken out--

21756. That had happened between your previous visit in 1877 and
this visit?-Yes ; theie could not have been much improvement even if
the work bad not been carried up to that point. The crossing thero
on that high level is about the best that can be found on Cross Lake.
It is after the lake is crossed, extending over about a mile, that any
deviation could be made from the present line.

21757. Which side of the lake?-The west side of the lake where it
joins section 14. Any improvement that could have been made thero
would bave been very trifling.

21758. Are you at ail familiar with what is known as the Forrest line
-- the Forrest location-not the adopted line, but one suggested by Mr.
Forrest ?-No; I do not remeniber it.

21759. I understand you to give an opinion n1ow that therO was no
improvement to be made covering any portion of section 15, that if the
line was susceptible of any improvement it was on the west side of
Cross Lake ?-It was on the west side of Cross Lake on 14, all on 14.

21760. Do you think that the line was not susceptible of any improve-
ment at a distance further east than that, so as to embrace parts of
section 14 and section 15, or have you given that subject any considera-
tion ?-You could not have embraced 15, because I say the crossing of
the lake was the best that could be got, so you could not alter 15.

21 761. low do you come to conclude that that was the best cross-
ing ?-From the width of it and the neighbourhood; it is the narrowest
(crosswg. ~

21762. Is the width the only thing to be considered ?-If the
depth is the same, it is.

21763. But perhaps the depth is not the same: are you aware
whether any investigation has taken place so as to arrive at a conclusion
which was the best place for crossing Cross Lake ?- do not know
that any surveys had been made. I an not aware of any.

21764. What is your reason for supposing that the present is the best
crossing ? -It appeared the best site for the grades that have been
given-twenty-six feet to the mile.

21765. In connection with the crossing at this adopted point, of
course the filling of the bay just beyond it Iwas involvod, although it
was a part of section 14 ?-Yes.

The expense Of .21766. Rad not that filling any bearing on the subject, so as to make
fngeee baut to you consider whether a better crossing for all purposes could not be

deviate south foufnd a little further south or in some other spot ?-Of course the
"ed aa our- expense of filling that bay was taken into consideration, and there was

degree curve. some proposai to try and lessen that by commencing the deviation
immedia'ely at the junction of 15 and 14, and curving away further
south. That would have involved a four-degree curve, which was not
considered desirable at that point, entering on that bridge. It was not
fully determined what would be the character of structure across that
lake at that time.

21767. That four degree curve which you say was objectionable
would have been unnecessary if the deviation had commenced on section
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15, further east than the junction with section 14 ?-It would not have
been necessary according to the line which I see laid down on the map,
but I never saw any survey of that lino nor any profile. It never was
brought to my notice.

21768. It is a moral certainty, is it not, that that curve would not
have been necessary if a deviation could have been found feasible east
of the point which would have lessened the curve ?-That would have
lessenel the curve certainly.

Il alla tir.

21769. So the real question is whether a point of deviation could The question
have been obtained further east upon section 15 ?-The question is ch®rsarail
whether a railway constructed on the lino suggested would have cost on une suggestee
less than on the located line. That would have been only ascertained w"e°." tbanoen
by surveys4. the located une,.

not taken up by
21770. That question was not taken up by you upon the occasion of witness ll Ir7.

your visit in 1878 ?-No ; it was not.
21771. Was the character of the country at the east end of section

14 very similar to that of the west end of section 1à ?-Yes, very
similar.

21772. For what distance on section 14 ?-I think about a mile, pro-
bably a little more. I think vory nearly to the streain that goes into
the lake about a mile and a-half back.

21773. And about the rest of section 14, was that over a similar
country ?-It was different. There were rocks, but there wero spaces
between the rock. The lino generally ran on what might be called a
prairie country.

On 14 arter about
a muIle te coun-
try gnerally
prairie.

21774. Do you think the selection of the terminus was a fortunate or Thinks the ter-
a desirable one as an engineering decision ?-I think it was not ("een e
fortunate. The thing had probably been overlooked that a different not fortunate.
kind of plant, much more expensive plant, was roquired to do the
work on section 15 than on 14, and it would have been better to have
kept all the work of a similar kind on one section.

21775. And that would have embraced, as I understand you, about a
mile and a-half of section 14 ?-Yes.

21776. Had the contractors for section 14 plant necessary to do that
kind of work ?-They had not.

21777. lIow was it accomplished ?-An arrangement was made
between the contractors for section 14 and Mr. Whitehead, contractor
for section 15, for the latter to do the work with his plant.

21778. Did that arrangement require the consent of any person
acting on behalf of the Government to make it a bindin<r one ?-It
would not have required it only for one thing, that Mr. Vhitehead
made it a condition that ho was to be paid directly by the Governmont
for doing it.

21779. Did you take part in the arrangement ?-Yes ; an arrange-
ment was made while I was there. There was a good deal of discus-
sion about.it, and I think, I am not sure if I did not send a copyof it to
the Government-to the Departmont-and suggesting it appeared to me
to be the only means of getting that portion of the work dIone. I think
there was another reason why the Government had to be consulted : it
was regarding the price of doing it. In Sifton & Ward's contract there

Arrangement
made by con tra'--
tor with Whit-
head.
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Ilndt 1o5. were certain extra allowances made after a certain amount of haul-

after every 100 feet-beyond that there was an increase in the price.
21780. And the material for this work had to be carried a long dis-

tance from the borrowing-pit ?-Yes; and if I recollect right there
was no limitation to that increase.

Tnder arraige-
mnent wtth White-
head, better for
Governmeflt
than If It was
done by Sfton &
Ward.

21781. Not in theocontract for section 14 ?--That would have made
the price come excessively high for them to do that work.

21782. It would have become a question whether the Government
would allow that to be done under the contract or not ?-Just so. Mr.
Whitehead proposed to do it at certain prices, much lower than if made
out according to Sifton, Ward & Co.'s contract.

21783. Do you mean the price would have been much lower to the
Governmen t?-Yes; under the arrangements with Mr. Whitehead it was
more economical for the Government; it was better for the Govern-
ment than if made under Sifton, Ward & Co.'s contract.

21784. Then, do you understand the Government was to pay this
new price to Mr. Whitehead ?-I think so.

21785. That was the substance of the arrangements ?-Yes.

21786. Well, if that were so, (o vou understand that the Governnent
were not liable to pay Sifton, Ward & Co. the whole price as it would
have been if they had dono the work without any change in the
arrangement ?-That is a legal question which I do not know that I
am competent to answer.

Witness'simpre.- 21787. Doyou remember whether thit point was distinctly decided
Ward & Co. sur- at the time when yon took part in the arrangement ?-My impres-
laito thepor- sion is that Sifton, Ward & Co. surrendered all claim to that

tion of work portion - simply turned it over to Mr. Whitehead to finish for them.
given to White-
head.

21788. You mentioned, upon a former occasion, that this grade had
to be raised upon section 14, at the eastern end, in order to coincide
with section 15 ?-Yes.

21789. How was it that was not laid out in that way originally ?-
There was not much alteration there. I suppose there had been some
slight changes in the line, or the drawing in of the grades. The lino
might be the same, and the grades wore probably down on section 14.
If they were drawn in before section 15 was surveyed, it would be
found that they would not coincide with each other, consequently there
would have to be some change in one or the other.

21790. If the change could have been made upon one or the other it
would seem to have been better to have made it on section 15 so as to
have lowered it: would that have had the effect of raising the grade
to too great a maximum--is that why it was retained on section 15 and
raised on section 14?-I cannot answer the question distinctly now:
it depends on the consideration of the whole of the profiles.

Raising the
surface at the
east end of sec-
tion 14 increased
the quantities a
littie but net
ranch.

21791. This raising of the surface at east end of section 14 has been
mentioned to us as one of the reasons why the quantities on section 14
exceeded the estimate, and I wished to know if you eonsidered that au
indispensable thing or a matter of choice ?-It increased the quantities
a little, but not much. I cannot say what the increase was now, but I
gave it to a Committee of the House two years ago. It was not much.
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21792. It would not have a serious effect on the discrepancy between C traon.

the estimated quantities and the actual quantities ?-No; it was a
small quantity. The great discrepancies on that line, so far as I could
find out, arose from the change of location into more swampy ground
than the original line, and the surveys having been made in winter
that no allowance was made for the sinking down of the embankment
in the mossy covering of the muskegs. i paid very great attention
to the moasurements on that section. I felt satisfied in my own mind
that the measurements were correct.

2 1793. You mean on section 14 ?-On 14.
21794. Well, you have described your trip to section 15 in 1878 mn lffs went over

did you still proceed w'esterly and go over section 14, in 1878?-Yes; I sct loti 11.

went over 14. I walked over a portion of it and the rest of the dis-
tance I went in a hand-car. They had the rails laid on a considerable
portion of it at that time.

21795. And how long did you romain up in that part of the country
in 1878 ?-Oh, I went home as soon as I got through with the examina-
tion of 1t. It was getting late in the season then-about the end of
September I suppose.

21796. Returned to Ottawa ?-Returned to Ottawa.

21797. And during the season of 1878 were you Engineer-in-Chief, or During 1878,
in what capacity were you doing the work ?-1 was acting Engineer- ting Engineer-

ifl cpacîy ~ OU g -Chief In the
in-Chief, as on former occasions, in the absence of Mr. Fleming. absence of Flem-

ing, who returned
21798. Mr. Fleming had returned to England again in the summer toEngland again

of 1878 ?-Yes. I o 8.

21799. Do you remember when he came back to Canada ?--I think
it was in November of the saine year.

21800. Then up to November, 1878, you remained acting Engineer-in
Chief ?-I did.

21801. After you returned to Ottawa at the time you describe was Contraetmo.42.
there any particular matter which occupied you ?--I was engaged prin- Getting out biih
cipally superintending the getting out the quantities for the bill of or works.
works for that gap of 185 miles between sections 25 and 15 which had
been surveyed during the season. They are called sections A B and C,
contracts 41 and 42. That was my principal business that winter. I
aiso gave instructions in two or three cases with regard to the works on
section 15, with regard to crossing some of these lakes, after consulting
Mr. Fleming. Of course I consulted Mr. Fleming when ho returned,
but ho asked me if I would continue to still take an interest in that
work. He was very busy with other matters, and I attended to several
inatters connected with the construction, during the winter up to the
spring of 1879, when I had nothing more to do with it.

21802. Thon, in the spring of 1879, what position did you take?-I Ralway Leca.
was sent out then to examine the country between the Red River and the Lin."we.t of
South Saskatchewan, and transversely between the Assineboine and the Red Rir.
Riding and Duck Mountains, with a view of changing the location of
the line to the south of Lake Manitoba.

21803. You were in charge of the surveys in that district ?--Yes; I
had two surveying parties. One Qf them was engaged entirely in the
Province of Manitoba. The other was in the North-Western Territories
beyond the boundary of Manitoba.
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21804. Your operations, I think, are descri bed in your report : in the
report of Mr. Fleming of 1880 ?--Yes.

21805. Who were the onginers under you taking charge of these
two separate surveys ?-Mr. Murdoch had charge of the survey through
the Province of Manitoba. Mr. Barclay had charge of the other party
working westward of that.

21806. Are there any matters connected with the season's operations
of 1879 which cal for more explanation than you have given, either in
your repourt or in your previous evidence ?-There were two linos of
the second 100 miles. The first 100 miles was pretty well decided, and
determined, the location of it, up to the western boundary of the Pro-
vince of Manitoba. From that point we surveyed two linos, one going
very near to Rapid City, to the Assineboine Valley up to Bird Tail
Creek, and thence up to Fort Ellice to the mouth of the Qu'Appelle, three
miles north of Fort Ellice, that was one lino. Another line took a more
northerly or north-westerly direction and crossed the Little Saskat-
chewan near Tanner's Crossing whore the town plot of Odanah has
since been laid out, and after crossing that valley it continued still in
the north-western direction near Long Lake, and striking the valley
of the Bird Tail pretty well up towards the tfiding Mountain,very near
the Indian reservation across the valley there. The 100 miles ended
just on the west side of the valley on that lino. The other lino was
about 110 miles from the boundary of Manitoba to the mouth of the
Qu'Appelle. The more northerly line-I bolieve it is called the north-
western line in the report-was the best. The worst gradient that it had
going eastward was about forty-four feet to the mile, if I recollect right;
that is in the valley of the Little Saskatchewan and Bird Tail, but the
season closed before the surveys could be continued further. There
were some detached surveys made beyond the Buîd Tait near Shell
River, but hie season closed before we could continue the surveys across
the Assineboine, and that left a doubt whether we could extend that
north-western lino without more exponse. It was, noverthless, adopted
that north-western line, by the Government. There was a certain por-
tion of it, the east end of it, that was common to both linos, and the con-
tractors when they commenced that work in 1880 had work to go on
with, and we had time to extend the survey westward that had been
left the previous year.

21807. The contractors, Bow'ie & McNanghton, commienced at ther
east end ?-Yes.

Rept ahead of 2180. And you were able to keep ahead of them ?-Yes ; theycontractors worked on that part common to both ines. ln fact they had not
tinished up to that portion whore the two linos separated, when we had
our survey completed to the Assineboine, and in fact the third 10u
miles and part of the fourth 100 miles, and a new lino was found
betwcen the two that had been surveyed in 1879. That was finished
only very lately; within this last month-the profile I mean, the plan.

21809. Then did you return to Ottawa in the fall of 1879 ?-Yes; I
returned to Ottawa.

21810. I suppose doing office work connected with that year's opera-
tions ?-Doing office work. We had-the profiles and plans to make of
the two lines surveyed and the quantities to get ont of the two lines and
the comparative cost of the two.
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21811. Thon in the spring of 1880 ?-I went out again to continue Went out again
the surveys as I have jiist described-to continue the surveys west- surv West°
ward.

21812. I suppose you continucd that up to June, 1880; wo do not
want to ask what happened after that ?-Continued up toNoveiber,
1880.

21813. Is there any matter coinected with this survey which you
have described, either in 1879 or 1880,whiclh you consider material, over
and above what you have stated by way of evidence or is to be found
in your report ?-Nothing more ; the survey turned out very satisfac-
tory. It had always been assurmed it was impracticable to get a line
across these deop valleys. We did succed in getting a very good line.
We had to use gradients of one in 100 for short lengths both ways. That
was the only objection to it in comparison with the original lino.

21814. It was no longer considered necessary at that time to adhere
to the gradients which Mr. Fleming had maintained between Thunder
Bay and Red River?-We should have retained them if we could, but
we could not do so in that country without enormous expense, and the
country is a very much botter country for a railway or settlement.

21815. [ understood that the Government had adopted the policy of
building a cheaper road with steeper gradients as being suitable to the
requiretnents of that locality ?-The railway in every respect, with the
exception of that of gradients, and that occurs in only two places, is
equal to any other portion of the lino. It is equal to the principal
linos in Ontario-equal to the Great We-teri or Grand Trunk or Inter-
colonial. They have steeper gradients than that and they are con-
sidered first-class linos.

21816. Thon it is not a very degraded line ?-It is a tirst-class lino,
with really very f curves and very light w'ork. It is a mucli botter
line than either that was founid in 1879-the onie that vas found in
1880.

21817. Is there anything further corinected with that section of coun-
try-I mean the railway through it ?-1 forgot that it cane within my
duties to exanine,in 1879, the crosing of Red River. A point for bridg.
ing Red River was agitated thon. I Vent downi with Mr. Murdoch, tra-
velled from Winnipog down the river. We exained soveral points,
and I caine to the conclusion that the best place for building it was
liear the Stone Fort, and I reported accordingly-a very short report.

Line located west
of Red River
equal to the prin-
cipal lines in
OiitarIo.

A irest-claso line

Reported in
favour of the
I4ton " ort a a
site for a bridge
across Red River.

21818. 1 suppose that wis upon the mllerits of the, question irrespoc-
tive of the stops which had been previously a lopted, such as the cross-
ing at Selkirk or any other matter, and as if the question was perfectly
free ?-There was nothing done towards the bridge at Selkirk and I
considered the question free, an open question,where the bridge should
be.

21319. That would have necessitated a divergence from some portion
of section 14 ?-Very little; it almost came into the station-
the east end of Selkirk station. About two miles back from the river
On section 14, the lino takes a bend to the north-westward. The line pro-
<luced across by the Stone Fort would strike that bond probably about
two miles from the river, may b3 tbree-two and a-half or something of
that sort.
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Nor at that time
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was done West or
Red Ri ver.

21820. Then the adoption of the crossing at Stone Fort would Dot,
at that time, have necessitated the abandonment of any great length of
section 14 ?-No, not very; a mile I should say-a mile and a-half at
furthest, possibly two miles.

21821. Was it before much work had boen donc upon the first 100
miles west of Winnipeg, that yon made that reemmendation ?-There
was none of the work done on the first 100 miles. There was a part of
the branch from Winnipeg northward, which was commenced.

21822. On the west side of the river ?-On the west side of the river;
but there was none of the main line done west of the Red River.

21823. At that time there was no difficulty on account of what was
done west of Red River ?-Nothing.

21824. And as you describe, very little east of the river ?-Very
little cast ofthe river.

21825. Do you say you made that report in 1879 ?-I made it in
Winnipeg, and gave it to Mr. Fleming in 1879. Hle was coming to
Winnipeg, and I left it for him there.

21826. Have you ever spoken to him on the subject since ?-No; it
has never been discussed.

21827.1 believe he made a report on that subject about that time, or
shortly afterwards, which is printed ?-Yes; I saw a portion of that
report in a newspaper. I do not know that I have ever seen it in any
other form.

21828. Is this report of which you speak, as having been made by
yourself, published in any of the printed reports ?-I have never seen
it; I do iot think it is. It was a very brief report, not over two or
three pages of foolscap probably.

21829. Is there any other matter connected with any of your opera-
tions that you think requires explanation, or which you would wish to
add to your previous evidence ?-No. I cannot recall anything at pre-
sent.

OTTAWA, Saturday, 7th May, 1881.

SMELLIE. W. B. SMELLIE'S examination Contintied :
RsiIwSy Con-

strutlon°-
Contract No. 25.

Correspondence
with reference to
itamuele

By the Chairman :-
21830. Were you in the employ of the Department of Publie Works

at the time that the tunnel was decided upon on section 25 ?-Yes, [
was.

21831. Were you familiar with the correspondence and matters which
led to the decision of making the tunnel ?-Yes.

21832. Can you produco any letters, or copies of any letters, on the
subject?-I produce a communication dated the 27th of September,
1876, enclosing communications from Mr. Hazlewood, who was the
district engineer, and from Mr. Marcus Smith, who was the acting Chief
Engineer at that time, explaining the matter. (Exhibit No. 301.)

21833. In whose handwriting is this memorandum which is attachel
to these papers ?-Thit is the ion. Mr. Mackenzie's.
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21834. This is dated 4th of October, 1876: was it decided at that time C°ntract .. .

to build this tunnel at $9 a yard ?-I produce a copy of a letter written
by the Secretary of the Department to Mr. Hazlewood, dated 5th of
October, 1876, from which it appears the work was then decided upon.
(Exhibit No. 302.)

21835. Were any plaus submitted to the Department about the time
of these letters from Mr. Hazlewood ?-There were. I produce them,
three sheets. (Exhibits Nos. 503, 304, 305.)

21836. Have you any subsequent correspondence upon this subject
wbich you can produce ?-The next paper i produce is a telegram from
Mr. Hlazlewood, dated 6th of October, attached to copies ot telegrams
sent to Mr. Hazlewood. One is dated 30th of September, 1876, and the
other is 6th of Octoher, 1876 (Exhibit No. 306) ; also copy of telegram
from Mr. lHazlewood, dated 18th of October, 1876 (Exhibit No. 307) ;
also letter to the Department from Mr. Smith, dated 23rd of October,
1876, enclosing copy of a letter from Mr. HTazlewood, dated 17th of
October, 1876 (Exhibit No. 308); and copy of a letter written by Mr.
Smith to Mr. Hazlewood, dated 21st of October, 1876 (Exhibit No. 309.)

21837. This is a letter in the name of Mr. Smith, and appears to have
been signed by you for him : was it under his immediate direction, or
was it donc in his absence ?-.It was done in his absence. The next
communication is a Ietter written by myself in the absence of the
Chief Engincer, addressed to the Secretary of the Department, dated
1lth July, 1877, enelosing copy of a letter written by Mr. Smith to
myself on the same subject, dated 26th June, 1877. (Exhibit No.
3 10.) The next in order is a letter written by the Secretary of the De- Letter from Sec-
partment addressed to myself, dated 29th August, 1877, in which the taya ofDeparrt-
price to be paid per yard for the tunnel is fixed (Exhibit No. 311); and per yard toJbe
a letter closing the matter written by myself to Mr. Hazlewood, dated paid for tunnel.

:30th August, 1877, conveyingto him the rate as fixed by the Depart.
ment. (Exhibit No. 312.)

21838. Did you take any part in the negotiations between either of
the contractors and the Government connected with this subjeet ?-No.

21839. Neither directly nor iudirectly ?-Neither.
21840. lias the necessity or the expediency of this tunnel been a

matter of consideration in the Department-I mean the engineering
branch of it in which you are placed-beyond what appears by these
letters ?-Nothing but what appears in these letters.

OTTAWA, Fridav 13th May, 1881.
SANDFORD FLrTu's examination continued:

By the Clhairman :-
21841. The evidence given up to this time upon the subject shows

that there was by the contract no maximum distance for which haul-
age price should be paid upon section 14, and the specifications support
that view: can you say why it was that there was no maximum limit
fixed ?-My explanation of that clause in the contract is simply this:
in previous specifications we had allowed haul on every 100 feet, and
We invited the contractor to sny what price he would put on the haul.

FLEMING.

Contract No. i 40

Explains how
there was 0
maximum Ili-it
for haul.
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Contract No. Il. That led to a good many difficulties. In the first place the computing
of haul as the work went on was extremoly complicated, and I decided
to leave out haul in ordinary cases, and all ordinary cases may be con-
sidered to be under 1,200 feet. It was provided no price should be
paid for haul in all cases under 1,200 feet. It appeared to me to be a
hardship on tke contractor to compel him to haul any distance over
1,200 feet-any considerable distance- and not pay him a reasonablo
price for it. One cent, to my mind, might be considered a reasonable
price for haulage by carts for any reasonably short distance over 1,200

na not contem- feet, and in case of their being a longer haul, which I did net contem-
aul i'iha" r a plate in this case or any case ut that timo, it would have toe dono by

mie- train and another arrangement would bo entered into ; but in no case
did I expect tnero would be any haul over half a-mile when that speci-
fication was drawn.

21842. Yon say that you did not contemplate a longer hautl than half
a-mile, which is somewhore about 2,500 foet, I suppose ?-Yes.

In thecaseof this 21843. But I am askirg why the condition that there should be
irontract flot t
thought neces- no price beyond that length was not put in the specification ; in
sary to put in other words, that there should be a maximum price--because, as I
maximum prie
lor ha. understand, there has boon such a condition put in subsequent con-

tracts ?-1 can only say it was not thought necessary. Subsequently
itwas thought necessary, and it was put in specifications after that date.

21844. Could you say now whether, in other places and upon other
linos, it is usual to put a maximum price for haulage ?-Well, difforent
plans are adopted. The plan that I have most commonly seen adopted
is to pay for every 100 feeto haut.

Maximum baul 21845. Then the condition which was subsequently adopted is, as I
iited to 2,0-udsad eaa coitnfr
feet bel" n- understand you, an exceptional condition in specifications for railway
tractors showed work: I refer to the condition that thore shall be no haul paid for over
R, tendency to
havelong hauls 2,500 feet, or cver some fixed distance ?-It was found there was a ton-
where they had a dency on the part of the contractor to have a hautl exceeding 2,500
good price. feet if bis price was a good one for haul, and. in the interest of the

publie it was deemed expedient in specifications which were subse-
quently propared to limit the haul.

21846. I suppose that in fact the proprietors, the Governmont in this
case, would always have the control of haul by pormitting the engi-
neer to direct the contractor from what place he should take the earth
or excavated matorial ?-The power is left in the engincer to say where
the material is to be had, and it would be quite unreasonable on bis
part to permit a long hautl if the material could be had in a short dis-
tance.

Asafret,eontrac- 21847. So I understand you to suggest that although it was not men-
pior o'r"engi-th® tioned in the specifications that the contractor should ho limited in his
nieer. price, that ho was in reality limited by the power of the engineer ? -

iIe was clearly limited by the power left in the engineer's hands.

2184S. In directing from what point the material should be Tnoved ?
-Yes. You can quite understand, if the contractor's price for haul
was a good one, it would be simply absurd for him to haul material
from one end of the section to the other. It would be absurd on the
part of the engincer to allow him to do so when material could be got
within one mile of the spot where it was needed to haul it twenty-five
or thirty miles perbaps.
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21849. Then the wording of the condition on this subject in subse- cOntraee No. 14.
quent specifications was, in effect, making it a positive arrangement
instead of one depending on the discretion of the engineer?-Yes.

21850. And that was the only difference, fixing it in the specification
or leaving it to the engineer?-It was somnetimes found the assistant in subsequent
engineers were not familiar- with the Chief Engineer's mode of doing speciflcations;
the work, and might mistake his meaning; and it was deemed advisabIc, reason for this.

to prevent any mistako of that kind, to put in a limit to the haul in
subsequent specifications.

21851. You have alluded to the haulage being made sometimnes by
ordinary carts and sometimes by train : do you know how the principal
haulage from borrowing-pits took place on contract No. 14-1 thiuk
it is mainly at the oast end of it ?-The ordinary course on work
of that kind is to use horses and carts, unless the quantity moved is
very large. If the quantity is so large as to warrant the employment of
engine power, then engine power is used if the contractor has sufficient
resources to purchase it.

21852. Do you remember how it was done in this case-section 14; Large fifling at
I believe the work was principally at the east ead of it ?-Yes; the large end of 14 doneby
filling at the east end of 14 was done by engine power.

21853. Could you say whether it was the distance beyond the 2,500
feet which is mentioned in other contracts ?-I think the material was,
hauled for a considerable distance. I cannot mention the number of
miles, but if I had the plans here I dare say I could do it. As far as I
remember, the distance between the borrowing-pit and the embank-
ment is about two miles.

21854. That would be somewhere about four times the limit of the
maximum haulage which is provided for in subsequent contracts ?-I
had nothing to do with the making of the arrangement with Mr. White-
head for doing that work, as the substituted contractor. I can only
say: if the original contractors had done the work, and it was impos-
sible to get the material from any other point than the point two miles
distant from the filling, they would be entitled, under the contract, to
be paid for it-to be paid for the haul for that distance; but I am not
prepared to say that the material could not be had nearer than two
miles distant. I have no doubt that a borrow-pit two miles away from
the filling was selected by Mr. Whitehead for other reasons.

2185à. I have not asked these questions with any view to enquiring
into the claim made by Sifton, Ward & Co., the original contractors,
but only to ascertain what care had been taken on the part of the
Engineering Department to provide for different contingencies, and I
will now proceed to another subject, which is the purchase of the steel
rails. I think you said that you offered your views to the Minister
upon that subject, because you considered them justified, in consequence
of communicationis you had received from England, and particularly
from Mr. Sandberg : could you say whether these communications were
to you individually or officially ?-According to my recollection, there
were letters received from Mr. Sandberg-letters which might either
be called private or official. I cannot find them ; I do not think they
Were marked private, an: yet they were not written in a very formal
mianner.•

42*

Purchase of
Ralis-

Centracts Nos.
6-11.
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Thinks he also
Iiad letters from
Livesey

21856. Do you think there were several?-I think there were more
than one-there were several letters. I have made enquit-y for those
letters but they cannot be found. I thought I had left them in the
offce. I have asked my old secretary, Mr. Barpe, to try and find them,
and ho informs me that they cannot b- found, and my impression now
is that while the matter was discussed in the House of Commons, I
may have handed those letters to Mr. Mackenzie, and he may not have
returned them, but that is mere surmise. I think it is quite likely,
however.

21857. Do you remember any communications from other per-
sons on the same subject and to the same effect whose names
you can give ?-No; but I understood from Mr. Mackenzie that he had
made enquiry of other parties to the same effect, namely, that it was
considered by them a suitable time for purchasing rails. I said " No; "
but 1 am not quite sure that I am correct in saying no. I think I had
also letters from a Mr. Livesey, of London, about that time.

21858. Who was Mr. Livesey ?-Mr. James Livesey was, and still is,
in the engineering business, and it was part of his business to inspect
rails and secure the purchase of rails, and had in fact done so before for
myself.

21859. Was he then a commission agent for the purpose of making
purchases ?-No; he was a general engineer in practice in London.

21S60. Have you asked for the letters from Mr. Livesey, if there are
any ?-Well, I have made no enquiry for them. Not having found Mr.
Sandberg's I considered that Mr. Livesey's may have gone the same
way.

21861. You produced, upon a former occasion, a diagram published by
fa'u"s*t,terg, aMr. Sandberg, showing the fluctuations in the price of rails: would
letters must have you please look at it and say for how long after the purchase the price
ummerof174, continued to fall, and how low it fel ?-A diagram similar to this, I

think, was sent in those letters referred to by Mr. Sandberg, showing
the fluctuating price of rails up to that date. That was the midsummer
of 1875, if I remember right. Looking at the diagram and the adver-
tisement for rails I find that my recollection is not strictly correct with
regard to the dates-that the letters received from Mr. Sandberg must
have been in midsummer, in the summer of 1874, as the advertisement
is dated September 29th, 1874, and in the summer of 1874 the price of
rails had fallen to £10 5s. sterling per ton.

21862. According to the diagram ?-According to this diagram.
They appear to have remained at that price from the last quarter of
1874 until in midsummer of 1785, some seven or eight months-six or
eight months ; then the price began to fall and continued falling with
very slight intermissions until midsummer of 1879, when the price
reached a maximum figure of £4 10s. per ton. Then, acecording to the
diagram before me, the price again began to ascend, and it is now
about the same price as in 1874 and 1875.

21863. I understand you to say, broadly, that your recommendation
to Mr. Mackenzie to make the purchase was based upon the idea that
rails had then reacbed the lowest price that they were likely to reach ?
-If my recollection is in any way correct that is the positive opinion
of Mr. Sandberg.
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21864. And your recommendation was based upon a similar opinion ? Cautaea wN.
-Yes : and my oninion was based unon similar information.

21865. If you had foreseen at that time that the price could go r
down to the minimum price which you say it has since reache'l, would 9
you thon have recommended the purchase of rails at that time ?-I r
certainly would not-at least, to any great amount.

218i6. I think I understood you to say, upon a former occasion, that c
it was the opinion of Mr. Sandberg and of yourself, from his letters and t
from what you knew of the subject, that the rails could not be made or
furnished at a much lower price than they wore thon offered for ?-He
said to me that it was the general opinion of rail makers that the price
of rails had certainly reached bottom.

21867. And had not only reached bottom, as I understand you, but
could not be manufactured for less ?-And that they could not be manu-
jactured for a great deal less without loss to the manufacturers.

21868. That it was not a question of comparative profit to the manu-
facturers, but that they could not be made to soli at a lower price ?-
Yes; that is my impression of the correspondence.

21869. And of the groundwork of the opinion ?-Yes.

21870. Can you say now, or have you given any such attention to the
subject as would enable you to explain how it is that they have, not-
withstanding that idea, been made and furnished as low as £4 10s. ?-
Well, I have heard rail makers say they have lost money by it, by
supplying rails at that price.

21871. Do you think, from the fail of 1874 to the summer of 1879,
that the rail manufacturers would go on continually supplying rails at
a loss for four or five years ?-Well, there may have been various
-circumstances which enabled or compelled them to go on manufacturing
and selling rails at lower prices than in 1874. First, they may have
found a cheaper way of making rails, and again, they may have found
it in their interest rather to keep their shops open and the men
employed, even if they lost money, than to close their shops and let the
men scatter.

21872. You say that this may have happened: what I intended to
ask was whether you had given sufficient consideration to explain how
it has happened that the price bas been lowered ?-These are the
reasons furnished me by rail makers themselves when in England.

21873. The reasons that you mention are not altogether consistent,
as I understand it, but perhaps I am not right. You have given two
reasons so far: first, that they have found a cheaper way of making
the rails, rendering it possible to manufacture them without loss at a
much lower price; the other, that they have suffered loss, but that they
'continued manufacturing in order to keep their establishments open ?
-I do not see any inconsistency there. They may have saved in one
end and lost on the other. The economy in the productioli of rails
may have had the effect of reducing their loss not increasing it. You
must remember, Sir, steel rails had not been manufactured for any
length of time at that period. The first steel rail made was somewbere
about 1861 or 1862, and there were very few ostablishments indeed in
England between 1865 and 1875 for the making of rails, they have been
Mutltiplied and were being multiplied somewhere about the year 1875.
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21874. I wish to ascortain, if I can, whether you have given
this subject sufficient consideration to know the reasons why rails have
been furnished from year to year since that time at a lo, er price than
was then asked, and in fact lower from year to year ?-I have been in
conversation with rail makers. I have been in conversation with rail
makers in 1874 when these rails were purchased, and I was informed
by them that they themselves could not understand how they could be
made without a very considerable loss to the manufacturers.

21875. Do you understand that there were great improvements dis-
covered in the process of making rails, so that among other things they
could employ less expensive kinds of iron than what they used at that
time-that there had been such inventions and improvements as would
enable them to furnish them at a lower price: do you know if that is
a fact or not ?-Ob, doubtless there have been great improvements
made, and instead of having small establishments for making rails they
have had enormously large establishments for the manufaqture of the
article.

21876. Do you mean they have increased their establishments to a
great extent since 1874 or 1875 ?-They have increased since then. I
do not know the dates, but large establishments have been made since
then, and the owners of those establishments, many of them, found it
expedient to keep them going.

21877. Has the producing power of the rail manufacturers been
largely increased since 1874 and 1875 ?-I do not know that it has. I
do not know whether it was before or since, but of late years, I can say
of late years, the producing power of the rail manufacturers has
increased very mucb. I do not think 1874 was an epoch in the manu-
facture of rails. The manufacture bas been going on steadily ever since
the first rail was made in 1860 or 1861.

21878. Is there any well known improvement which has been dis-
covered in the making of steel rails ?-Yes.

The Bessemer 21879. I mean well understood in your profession ?-There is the
°0®00. Bessemer process, and other processes of a like kind.

21880. When was that introduced ?-I think that was introduced as
long back as 1861.

21881. Is there any improvement since 1874 and 1875 which would
explain these rails being furnished so much lower than the price at
that time?-Well, I am afraid I cannot speak positively as to dates -
but I know the Bessemer process led to the manufacture of steel rails,
and until the invention of that process the steel rails were not made, as
a rule.

Sandberg led wit-
f058s to conclu-
sion that manu-
facturers of rails
would not supply
them at a lower
.PrIce.

21882. I have understood that Mr. Sandberg's communications to
you, and your opinion upon them, were based upon this idea: that the
price at that time was so low that it led to the conclusion that rails
could not be provided and furnished by the makers at any materially
lower price ?-If you substitute the word would for could my answer
would simply be yes.

21883. -Then do you mean to say this: that at that time Mr. Sand-
berg led you to the conclusion that the manufacturers could supply
them safely at a lower price, but would not ?-Mr. Sandberg led me to
the opinion that the manufacturers would not supply the rails at any
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lower price, and that the price of rails in the market would not be any
lower.

21884. I have understood from the beginning that he was of the
Opinion tnat they would not be furnished at a lower price, but I
have also understood you to say that the reason why they would not
be furnished was because he believed tbey could not be. Is this right
or wrong ?-I cannot speak very positively on that point. It may or
may not be right. It is a good while ago, and I have not the papers
before me to refresh my nemory

21885. Can you say this, in the absence of documents, that Mr. Sand.
berg gave you any reasons for bis conclusions as to the proba-
bility of the price renaining as it then was or going up ?-I fear
I cannot say more than I have donc. I have referred to those letters
and stated the contents to the best of my recollection, and he satisfied
me that it was a good time to buy rails. I am quite aware that it has
turned out to be a mistake, but I would not be candid if I did not say
what I feit at the time.

21886. I am quite sure of that part of the matter, and I quite
understand that you were led to the conclusion that it would be a good
time to buy, se we need not discuis that feature any more, but I want
now to get down to the reasons for that conclusion, if I can, and I wish
to know if Mr. Sandberg made the mere suggestion that it was a good
time to buy, or whether he gave you reasons which you considered and
upon which you based your opinion ?-If I had the letters before me I
would read thern with the greatest possible pleasure, but I have not
got them and cannot find them.

21887. Can you say whether he gave you any reasons beyond the
bare statement that it was a good time to buy ?-1 cannot give you
any further information than I have already expressed.

21888. Can you remember now whether he gave you any reasons for
his conclusion ?-I cannot remember.

T. R. BUap's examination continued:

Purchase of
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BURPE.

By the Chairman:-

21889. You have heard Mr. Fleming's evidence on the subject of this
Correspondence with Mr. Sandberg ?-1 have.

21890. Were you in charge of the correspondence of the Engineer's
Department at that time ?-Of Mr. Fleming's part I was.

21891. Have you searched for any letters from Mr. Sandberg of the
'nature which he has mentioned ?-I have. Ras been unable

to find the Sand-
21892. Have you been able to find them ?-Not as yet. berg correspond-

21893. Is there any person else who would be more likely to find
then than yourself?-No; I think not..

21894. So that calling any one else in the Department would not
assist us in the discovery of the documents if they are there ?-I think
Uot.
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By the Chairman :-
21895. Does anything further occur to you as likely to afford any

explanation of this rail transaction ?-No, I think not, beyond this: I
was very desirous to see some progress made in the construction of the
railway, and thought, inasmuch as it seemod a good time to purchase
rails, that by making the purchase of rails some substantial progress
would be made.

21896. Do you mean that you desired to see progress made,
irrespective of the cost ?-Not irrespective of the cost; but putting the
two circumstances together, I considered it was a good time to secure
some rails. I knew they would be wanted before very long. At the
date referred to, August and September, 1874, there was very little
done in the way of construction, and we had spent a great deal of
money in surveys, and 1 was naturally desirous to see some commence-
ment made. The only contract for grading that was entered into that
year was for the Pembina Branch, or that portion of it south of St.

niface.
21897. Do I understand you now to say in evidence that this 50,000

tons of rails was purchased because at that time you considered that
they would be shortly used ?-When I spoke of the matter, instead of'
50,000 tons only 5,COO tons was advertised for.

21898. Is it thon as to the 5,000 tons only that you are speaking
when you say you thought it would be necessary to buy them for use ?
-I am not speaking as to any particular quantity, simply as to the
purchase of so many rails as were thon deemed advisable.

21899. I understand you to give as one of the reasons for suggesting
this purchase, that at that time you considered rails would be required
for use ?-Yes.

21!'00. Well, did that reason apply to any particular quantity or did
it apply to an unlimited quantity ?-It did not apply to any particular
quantity. I can hardly say an unlimited quantity, because an unlimited
quantity may be a very large quantity.

21901. Thon if not to an unlimited quantity to what limited quantity
would your reasons apply ?-Well, I am hardly prepared to answer
that question.

A great deal of 21902. Did the work progress as you expected at that time they
besiaong to would progress, or was there any particular stoppage or delay in them
works through -There was a great deal of hesitation about the beginn ing of the works

t a rtly through some cause or other, partly political, if my recollection is
correct.

21903. Do you say that the works of construction did not progress
after that time at the rate that you thon expected they would progress ?
-Not so rapidly as I would have wished.

21904. Expected, I said, not wished ?-I can hardly recall at this late
ca naonut or day what my expectations were then.

rais on orhe 1 y y, after discussing this matter to the extent
dvlslgthe pur- which we have now discussed it, to what amount of rails the reasonChase that the

woul be shortly which you have given would apply-I mean the reason that they would
" squered for use

veaul appiy. ho shortly required for use ?ïcould flot say.
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81906. I will show you your return in 1877, showing the use that ° No.

was made of them up to that time, perhaps that wil assist you in
saying how far this particular reason applies to the transaction ?-In
1874, I could not possibly indicate how many would be wanted in
certain yeais or mor ths or whore they would be wanted. That depend-
ed upon circumstances over which I had no control. All that I knew
and felt was that it was desirable to secure a considerable quantity of
rails. In the public interes8t I felit it was desirable.

21907. I have nnderstood you to say that this transaction really
emanated from you - that although there was no written report on the
subject, you had in conversation with the Minister suggested it, and
that it was based upon your suggestion ; perhaps I am not right, but
1 wish to make clear what you say on that matter ?-I am not pre-
pared to say it emanated from ne alone, I am only prepared to speak
with regard to the little part I had in it. The Minister may have con- Minister did not
sulotd many others besides myself. He did not take me into his confi- h® into

dence. He only listened to what I had to say, and sometimes he con. He listened to

sidered it and acted on it, and sometimes he did not. w>hat wltness had

Urnes rejected
21908. Well, am I right or wroig in supposing that you approached and sometines

him with this recommendation based upon Mr. Sandberg's communica- acon hi

tion ?-I approached him with this communication, as far as I can
recollect, voluntarily and unsolicited by any one.

21909. And you give now, as one of the reasons for that opinion,
that rails were thon likely to be roquired for use ?-That is one of the
reasons ; yes.

21910. Could you say to what extent that reason applied to these
transactions: could you say how far it operated on your mind at
that time ?-I could not now say.

21911. Do you think 10,000 tons were thon considered likely to be
soon required ?-I should think a very much larger quantity of rails
than 10,000 tons.

21912. 10,000 tons would lay about 110 miles ?-Yes.

21913. 20,000 tons ?-If my impression had been right with regard
to a speedy rise in the price of rails, it would have been advisable to
lay in a much larger quantity than 10,000 tons.

21914. Of course you understand you are giving two reasons which In addition to the
operated on your mind frr the expediency of this transaction-one is and the reason

the pecuniary feature of it, that it was n good speculation ?-Yes. that me rails

21915. The other is that they would be required for use, ard bad to requ®red, a tird

be got irrespective of the cost ?-I have mentioned a third reason. on hi raind
nanely, that as a

21916. What is the third reason ?-The third reason is, that 1, myself, citi n of
as a citizen of Canada, was very anxious to see the railwasy com- anxious to see
zaenced. Une bulit.

21917. And did you think that the purchase of the rails, irrespective
Of their probable use, and irrespective of their cost, would- be a good
thing to recommend ?-Not irrespective of use, but putting all the
circumstances togethor it appeared to me a proper time to purchase
rails.

21918. But not irrespective of the other two reasons ?-Not paying
any price for them.
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C;~acts m...- 21919. Can you name now more than two motives for the purchase:
one the pecuniary feature, the other the necessity or probable
necessity for the rails ?-I do not understand that.

21920. You have mentioned a personal reason, that as a citizen you
thought it advisable ?-That is a public reason.

Ris third reason 21921. I thought you mentioned that from your stand-point as an
a publicreason. individual citizen ?-Well, it is a public reason, if I understand what a

public reason is.
21922. Was that an engineering reason, or in your character as an

engineer of the road ?-No; I have made a distinction. I have spoken
of myself as one of a number in Canada.

21923. Then that is the third reason for suggesting the propriety
of the purchase l-Yes.

2 19.4. Now would that third motive be irrespective of the other
two reasons, or would it in fact be based upon the soundness of the
other reasons ?-They all entered into my mind at the time.

21925. Do you separate that from the others ?-I do not separate
them at all. They all entered into my mind at the time.

If the two former
reaons were not 21926. Do you think that chat third reason would have weighed
od theohve with you if the other two had not been good reasons ?-Not to the

welghedwith him same extent at all events.
etenta 21927. Would it to any extent if the other two had not been good

reasons ?-To some extent it woutld, but perhaps not to the extent
necessary to recommend the purchase of the rails. If the price had
gone up, if the table furnished by Mr. Sandberg had simply been
reversed, and they seemed to have reached the highest point instead
of the lowest, apparently the circumstances would have been changed.

But the third 21928. I am aware of that ; but I am speaking of this third reason
reason wa one which appears to have weighed with you as one of the public.of the motives apast aewihdwt o soeo h ule
which led him to I understand you to say now that this third reason was not

reucomend th® in your character as an engineer but as one of the public: do
you say that that was one of the motives for recommending this matter
to Mr. Mackenzie or not ?-I think it was.

21929. Then was it a reason which would weigh with you, although
the other reasons were not good ?-It would always carry some weight.

21930. Would it have actuated you to the extent of recommending
to Mr. Mackenzie, although the other reasons were not valid ones ?-
do not think it would.

21931. Then it depended on the validity of the other reasons ?-To
a large exteni.

21932. Did it not entirely ?-No; if it had any weight at all it would
have weighed in the scale.

21933. Would it have weighed with you sufficiently to recommend
it to Mr. Mackenzie although the other two were not valid ones?-It
would not of itself.

21934. Would it have weighed with you at all, in the direction of
recommending it to Mr. Mackenzie, if the others were not good ?-That
reason alone would not have been sufficient.
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21935. Then does not the transaction stand upon the basis of the
ther two reasons ?-Not entirely.

Purchase of
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21936. Though both the other reasons were not good this would have
weighed with you?-If you consider all three reasons of equal weight,
the three together may influence one to a certain lino of conduct, but
two of then might not be sufficient, or one might not be sufficient. -

21937. That does not appear to me to be a correct way to elucidate
the matter. I will explain to you the impression your evidence leaves
upon me, and you can see how tar it affects the position you take. I
understand you to say that there were two features in the transaction
which recommended themselves as valid reasons to you, firet, that it was
a good time to buy rails because their price was not likoly to go down-
that, in fact, it was a good speculation for Canada to go into; the other
was that some rails would be required for actual use on the Pacific Rail-
way ?-Before long.

21938. Now if those two features were not valid, I cannot Witness thinks

understand why a citizen of Canada knowing this should say: as given aboyé
act upon those two reasons;" and it seems to me that the does ot depend

propriety of the third motive depends entirely upon the belief alsostatea above.
in the strength of the others-that, in the language of your profession,
it is in fact but a superstructure to be built upon the others?-I do
not see it. I think the third reason might really come first-at ail
events between the other two. First of all it was a favourable time to
make the purchase of the rails; second, it was desirable to have a com-
mencement made in the construction of this railway; third, if it was
desirable to have a commencement made these rails were wanted
before long. That is the way in which I put the reasons.

21939. Would this third reason, which we may speak of as a citizen'a
reason, as distinguished from a professional reason, have been a good
-one if the others were not good ?-It might have been a perfectly
.sound reason if the others were positively bad.

21940. Then I wiIl procced to the next subject, unless you have some-
thing further to adi upon this matter: is there anything further ?-
Nothing further. I mean a perfectly good. reason as far as it goes. It
inay n-t have been sufficient to justify me in making any recommenda-
tion.

21941. There was a matter which was mentioned by Mr. Marcus
Smith in bis evidence. It was a map ind a report made by him in
the spring of 1878, just before your return from England. and strongly
recommending a route which was not adopted : would you please
add whatever you thin k necessaryto the evidence upon that subject ?-
A very great deal has been said about that map, but not quite enough.
In a report which I had in my hand the last time I was at this table,
it waq referred to in three or four words. I refer to a report addressed
by me to the Minister of Public Works on the 2nd May, 1879,
-enclosing the report of Mi. Marcus Snith, dated the 12th of April,
1874. Mr. Smith stated that ho had sent to the Department of Public
Works a report in the previous year, dated 29th of March, 1878, and
that:

" An essential part of the report was a map appended showing the several roues,
and the prevailing features of the country by colours referred to in the margin. The
"nap, for reasons not necessary to discuss here, was not issued with the printed reports
although it had been approved by the Minister of Public Works, and a large number

surveys-
Smith's waer
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of copies had been struck off; consequently but few persons have read the report, as
it is difficult to follow or understand the description of several routes over 2,000 miles
of country without the aid of a map."

Witb respect to this map, 1 state in my report to the Minister of the
2nd of May, 1879, as follows :-

" Mr. Smith refers to a map> prepared by him accompanying his report of March
last year. When this map came under my notice 1 found it incorrect, not being in
accordance with kpown facts, and hence calculated to mislead. In the execution of
my duty 1 pointed out those inaccuracies. It is essential that ail maps bearing
the authority of the Department should be unimpeachable; accordingly the Depart-
ment coneidered that in the public interest the map should not be published."

No.v this map was brought up again in the evidence of Mr. Smith,
and I think it is proper that I should give some further explanations
than those I have just read. Now here is the map, the very map that
was in my hands on the 2ith of May, 1878, or a copy of it. (Exhibit
No. 313.) I was very much pressed with various duties before leaving
Ottawa in that year, and I took with me a number of matters to
consider and dispose of as I travelled. Among others there was this
matter, and I wrote on the train, between Metapedia and Halifax, the
following letter addressed to Mr. W. B. Smellie, Ottawa, on the Queen's
Birthday, the 24th of May:-

" W. B. SMELLIE, Esq, Ottawa.

ON TRAIN TO HALIFAX,
" May 24th, 1878.

" My DEAR SIR, -I herewith return the prdof of memo. of information for the parties
proposing to tender for the whole Pacific Railway, with somte corrections and addi-
tions which I bave suggested, and which I would like you to show to Mr. Mackenzie
before sending to the printer.

" I also return Mr. Smith's map, and have to remark with regard to issuing it, as
follows:-

" I think the attempt that has been made in this map and also a map that has been
prepared by the Department of the Interior- "

Of the latter map, I think at this date there were some 15,000
printed-3,000 of this and 15,000 of another map of the saine kind-

Condemns mak- " To colour the different kinds of soit by distinct tints, with strong arbitrary lines
Ing marked between them, is a mistake and apt to mi-lead, as we have not acquir> d informationdasttnotons by at all sufficiently accurate to enable any one to make such marked distinctions overImeasns of colour
on map to Indi wide areas, portions of which no one has ever visited, without drawinz very largely
Cate soilinNorth. on the imagination. It will be easily seen that, if the Pacifie Railway is put under
West Territories one contra~ct, serions difficulties may arrive hereafter with the contractors, who willon the ground Of be paid partly in land, and who possibly may, when the day of reckonnLr arrives,
wormation. establish claims against the Government, founded on these very maps, by which they

might say they were grievously misled.
" If Mr. MackeLzie should consider it expedient, notwithstanding what I have

pointed out, to issue the map, so as not to be open to the charge of not keeping back
a map which bas been pi epared ; or if it be considered at ail necessary to show the
line advocated by Mr. Smith in his report, I c'rtainly think that the description of
the different kinds of soi in the corner, shoult be erased, or a piece of paper pasted
over it.

" This would, in my opinion. largely, although not altogether, remove the objection
that I have raised. If this courze be approved, it might be sent out at the same time-
as the general Pacific Railway report, but not necessarly bound up with it, in fact
it would be better sent as a loose sheet, as it is too cumbersome to be bound with the
pamphlet.

" Yours very truly,
" SANDFORD FLEMING."

That was the explanation that I submitted to Mr. Smellie to lay
before the Minister; and it would appear that during my absence the
Minister, after consulting with Mr. Smellie and Mr. Trudeau, the
Deputy Minister, decided not to issue the map. The map, however, is.
now being issued, but the suggestion referred to in the letter bas beenb
acted on; the desription of the soi] in the corner has actually been
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Surveys-

eut out and a blank piece of paper inserted, so that if I have been in Itt es
the least wrong in the course I have ventured to take other parties
are equally guilty. I made the suggestion purely in the public
interest, and the past Minister of Public Works, and the present Min-
ister of Railways and Canals, and the Deputy, and others, seemed to
concur in the view that the suggestion I made was a wise one.

21942. This map was apparently constructed upon the basis of in-
formation obtained by Mr. Smith during the season of 1877 : do you
remember whether you gave him any instructions before his starting
upon the expedition of that year to obtain any such information, or to
recommend any such course for the route as he did recommend by the
report which accompanied this map ?-I do not think the map was
prepared on information obtained by him in 1877. The obje.*tion I
had to the map was it was prepared without sufficient information.

21943. When I say based upon the information, I do not mean
that it was mainly the result of that information, but it was to some
extent the information which he then got that gave rise to this map-
that is the conclusion which we were led to fiom his own evidence;
he made many enquiries from different poisons as he passed
over the country, saw what he could himself, and from the parties
immediately under his charge, as well as independent parties, gathered
ail the information be could about the country, and then, from that
and other information, made this map. It occurred to us that possibly Witness objected
he was not entirely within the limit of his instructions in doing this ?- ?, tghecolour-

I had no objection to that. I had no objection to the map, excepting have estabushed
the colouring of it, and I suggested in the letter I have just read to you taciorst' r era
that the reference to the colour should be erased by cutting it out, or who should be

putting a piece of white paper over it, so as to remove the difficulty I hhe1 poaesmae
pointed out with respect to possible claims being establihed by con- togive Informa-

tion which d1dtractors or others who might in the future be misled. not exist.

21944. Then, as I understand your evidence now upon that subject,
the objection to the map, in your mind, was this: that it professed to
give persons who were interested distinct linos which professed to
define the areas of the different kinds of soil ?-It professed information
that did not exist.

21945. Upon that subject I have alluded to ?-Upon the subject of
soils.

21946. Besides the map, I think he advocated a general route for the
railway ?-Yes; he advocated a general route for the railway very
strongly.

21947. Was that within the limit of his instructions ?-That I had
no objection to at all. I did not care what he recommended.

21948. Withholding the publication of the map was not in any way
the result of a difference of opinion on that route ?-Not at all, for the
reasons stated in my letter.

21949. Is there anything further connected with this report of Mr.
Smaith, or this map, which you think necessary to explain ?-Yes, in
the reports of the examination given in the public papers, there is a
statement made which is not strictly accurate. I do not, at this
Moment, remember the exact words; but it is to the effect that Mr.
Mackenzie telegraphed for me to report in accordance with Mr. Mac-

Marcus Smith
recommending
a route had
nothing to do
withl suppressioni
of the map.
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smlts Rieîort- kenzie's own views, or Som3thing to that eft'ect. I say that is not cor-
rect. It is in the evidence of Mr. Marcus Smith. Probably ho did not
mean to say that, but as published to the world it is not correct.

Hlon. A. Macken- 21950. What is the correct account of the cireumstance ?-I was tele-
iIe telegraplied.(r

for witness, and graphed to come out to Canada on very short notice. I came very
dhim nwen he hurriedly in mid-winter ; broke into the leave of absence that I hadarriveil that liey

had lost confi- been promised and required. The first person J had any interview
dnc In wth- with in Ottawa was, of course, the person who telegraphed for me-
ness to report on Mr. Mackenzie. lie, among other things, told me that Mfr. Smith had
and to onsier' recommended very strongly a particular line for the . ailway, but that
Smith aso oe had lost confidence in Mr. Smith; that he had not spoken to him onion er an officer
or tre Depart- any subject for a couple of months. He thought that Mr. Smith was
nient. strongly biased, and said something more which I do not now renember.

He said, however: " I want you to take up the whole subject, and
give »me your opinion. If you endorse Mr. Smith's views let me know ;
if you do not, report accordingly; but before being guided by the
report of Mr. Smith, 1 want to have the benefit of your opinion." Mr.
Mackenzie did not ask me to report against Mr. Smith's views, or in
favour of them; he said he wanted my views. He further informed me
that I must consider Mr. Smith as no longer an officer of the Depart-
ment. He did not receive his dismissal, but ho was asgood as dismissed,
and I was not at liberty to consult him any longer, inasmuch as lie was
no longer a public officer. After leaving Mr. Maekenzie's room I went
to my own, and sent for Mr. Smith, and repeated to him word for word
the conversation I had with Mr. Mackenzie, and, of course, I mentioned
to him that it was with very great regret I was obliged to take my own
course, and use my own judgment without consulting him.

21951. Up to the time of this interview with Mr. Mackenzie, imme-
diately after your return, I understand you to say that you had not
given the matter'of Mr. Smith's report your own individual considera-
tion ?-I had not.

Hon. A. Macken- 21952. Mr. Mackenzie, at that time, conveyed to you the idea that
wtne ® he thought Mr. Smith was biassed in his opinion ?-He did say so.
that Marcus

blae da a iman 21953. Was that upon the subject of this same report, and the matters
opinion. upon which Mi. Smith had reported ?-I think so.

219b4. Did vou understand from that that ho differed from the views
expressed by M1r. Smith in bis report ?-Possibly I did, but I do not
know now. Possibly I did.

21955. Then, in effect, he communicated to you the idea that he and
Mr. Smith were not in accord in the matters recommended by Mr.
Smith ?-He told me he had not spoken to Mr. Smith for two months;
but still they might disagree on the matter of the report, for it was in
writing.

21956. I understood you to say that ho thought Mr. Smith was
biassed concerning matters embraced in his report?-I do not know
that he bad reference to that particular report, but ho spoke as if he
was a man that adopted a view and adhered to it through thick and thin.

21957. Were you led to understand at that time by Mr. Mackenzie,
that ho did not agree with Mr. Smith's views ?-I cannot tol you now.
I think it is not unlikely; it may ho ho told me as I bave already
stated, that the Government could not be guided by Mr. Smith's views
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alone. If I concurred in the views of Mr. Smith, then they would Smiti'4 Report.
consider both ; if I did not, they would take some other course.

2195S. As I understand it, the main natter of Mr. Smith's repoit Report of Marcus
was a divergence of the whole route of the line north-westerly so as to mended route by
get a route by Pine River Pass ?-The purport of the report was to Pna anemi
get a line that would terminate at Bute Inlet by way of Pine River nating at Bute

ass. Inlet.

21959. That was a very material divergence from the route
up to that time approved of ?-I forgot to mention that among
the things that Mr. Mackenzie told me he said the Government were
bound to come to some decision, one way or the other, as of the route in
British Columbia while the House was in Session, and it was a very
serious matter, and required very grave consideration, and they were
very much embarrassed by the course that Mr. Smith had taken and es-
pecially in view of the very decided bias he had always sebown pre-
viously.

21960 Do you mean a bias in favour of some particular route, or a
bias about some other matter ?-Bias about the routes generally.

21961. Of course he could not be biased in favour of them all; I sup- Smith long before-
pose you mean thathe had a bias in favour of some one particular route ? eth" reter-
-It is a very long story, and it is next to impossible for me to condense ginnat1on to tare

it into reasonable limits; but Mr. Smith for a long time before this had iniet.
shown a determination to take the line to Bute Inlet, and there was no
concealing that.

21962. But that might be accomplished without going through the
Peace River and Pine River Pass?-That could be accomplished by
going through the Yellow Head Pass, but all these matters are so fully
discussed in my various reports that it is hardly fair to tax me with
any other discussion respecting them.

21963. Well, we will leave that subject: is there anything further
that you wish to say about section 15 ?--Yes.

21964. Before taking up the next subject, have you anything further The maj).
to say in reference to any of the subjects which we touched upon this
morning ?-I can only say if the Commissioners could receive from me.
and if I could give to them certain letters in my hands elucidating the
whole question respecting the map-

21965. You mean the map which was said to have been suppressed ?
-Said to have been suppressed.

21966. If you could do that(--If I could I would be happy. But correspond
unfortunately the letters which passed between Mr. Marcus Smith and with Marc

myself-are marked "private I would willingly make my own publie enee beca
and officiai, but I cannot use his in that way without his consent. Smitha let

were mark

21967. Thon I understand you do not offer them in evidence ?-I do
fnot offer them in evidence, for the reason they are marked private.
Passing to another subject discussed this morning, a letter has been
found by Mr. Burpe which is not all that I would have wished, but it
has referenco to the rails purchased in 1874. It is dated London,
December 17th, 1874, and among other subjects which I need not
read, with regard to nuts, bolts, fish-plates and specification for rails
and other matters, he uses these words towards the end :--

Iprivate."

fer
ence

use
ters.
ed
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JContract So. By -Mr. Keefer6-11.

21968. Who is it ?-Mr. Sandberg. He says:

Sandberg writes " It is indeed not uilikely that a strike would take place which would probably
suggestng that a send up prices, and therefore I am anxious to have everything square. By the enclosed
strike might take card of prices you will see that you have bought both this and th- last order at very
place which favourable periodu. In fact, in the whole of my experience I know of noue havingild sed UP used the time better, and I only hope that this order will be executed a little quicker

than that at Barrow, which ts still lingering on slowly."

The rails that wore manufactured at Barrow, that he had reference to,
I think were for the Intercolonial Railway. There is nothing else in
the letter. (EKhibit No. 315.) 1 merely produce that to show that at
that date, 17th December 1874, Mr Sandberg was still of the opinion it
was a favourable time to purchase rails.

By the Chairman:-

21969. This letter, of course, was not one of your reasons for the
recommendation you made ?-No; it was after the recommendation,
but it goes to confirm what I said that letters have been recoived from
Mr. Sandberg.

aauway "ca- 21970. Have you any further explanation or evidence to give con-
conracte s... cerning section 15 ?-I have When I was last before the Commis-

14 and 15. sioners I expressed a wish that Mr. Rowan should be heard with res-
pect to the two lines-the adopted line and the southern lino.

21971. The Forrest line do you mean ?-No ; the southern line.

21972. That was a line covering the ground of sections 14 and 15 to
some extent ?-No; the alternative lino from Rat Portage to some
point on section 14.

21973. Then that covered the grountd partly of section 14 and partly
of section 15 ?-I am not speaking of Cross Lake at all-the general
route of the railway from Rat Portage towards the river. When leaving
here I asked Mr. Smellie if ho would be good enough to write Mr.
Rowan, and see if he remembored anything about it, see if ho could
furnish the data on which the decision was arrived at, ani ho writes as
follows:-

Rowan's letter
respectIng south.
cmr Une.

Laid all the infor-
rnation furnishedby Carre before

eming, and
both decided that
it was not destra-
ble to recommend
soutbern line
saving only
$100,000, and
lengthening the
une five and
a-half miles for
;all ime.

"CANADIAX PÂCIFIC RAILWAY
" MANITOBA, DISTRICT âNGINEsR's OrFIcs,

" WI.NuI, 4th May, 1881.
"W· B. SEELLIE, Esq., Ottawa.

"MY DEAR Smi,-Your letter of the 25th inst., in reference to Mr. Carre's evidenoe
before the Railway Commission only reached r this inorning. l reply 1 would say
that I have not now any papers connected with the Canadian Pacifie Railway ln my
posassion-

The Commissioners are probably aware that Mr. Rowan is no longer
an officer of the Government, ho has resigned his position-

"I may say, however, that I have seen Mr. Carre's evidence and Mr. Fleming's let-
ter to you, as published in the newspaper within the last few days. As regards the
subject under discussion, I have the most distinct recollection of the following facto,viz : all the information which Mr. Carre furnished in reference to the ' southern line,'
together with the plan and profile, and as sent in by Mr. Carre on the completion of
the survey, were submitted by me te Mr. Fleming, the Engineer-in-Chief, and that
he and I together made a careful examination of the relative merits of the two lines
in al their bearings with the information then furnished ; and that the conclusion
arrived at was that it was not desirable to recommend the adoption of the southern
line, involving as it would the abandonment of considerable work execnted on the
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present line, the lengthening ofthe line by at least five and a-half miles, and delayi ng
the work of construction-especially as according to my recollection, the pecuniary
saving to be effected did not exceed $100,000 according to otir estimates, and the line
would have been lengthened for all time at least five and a-half miles.

" Yours truly
" JAMES H. ROWAN."

That is all I have to say. (Exhibit No. 316.)
21974. Is there anything further which occurs to you concerning

eotion 15 ?-Nothing further occurs to me at this moment, beyond the
fact that the whole matter was done in perfect good faith, believing that
it was best in the public interest to adopt the particular route that was
.adopted.

21975. Do you wish to add anything to your evidence touching the
measurement of the muskeg excavations, or any other matter connected
with the subject ?-In reading over my evidence on the muskeg material,
I find it terminates rather abruptly. After question 19,548, I think it
would have been well had it been followed up by some other questions,
or if I bad volunteered then to give some explanations which I wish
now to give.

21976. Please proceed with them ?-I will give you my views with
regard to the muskeg question. There are certain leading principles by:
which I hold an engineer ought to begoverned in dealing with public
works under the Govern ment. First, the engineeris nota contracting party,
he is simply an executive officer appointed to see a contract properly
carried out, and justice done alike to the public and to the contractor in
the matter of measurement or other things. fis judgment should be
guided in the contract and the specifications, and in such contracts as those
under consideration, every kind of work is intended to be embraced
in the schedule of rates and prices attached to the contract. If there be
.any exceptional or special work necessary to be done, which may not
have been foreseen when the contraCt was originally entered into, and
no price fixed fo'r it, the engineer, not being a party to the contract,
should not fix it; it should be established by the principal parties to
the contract. Assuming that muskeg is an exceptional description of
work, it is quite clear to my mind that the engineer should not
have the power of fixing the value by increasing the quan-
tity of useful work which that material will produce. If a solid yard
of embankment formed of muskeg, is worth twice as much as a yard of
common earth in an embankment. in that event the Contractor should
receive double price, but the Government is the only party that should
fix the additional price for the use of that material where it is necessary
to be used. I shall endeavour to illustrate my views by taking a case in
wbich the solid contents of material in the formation of a section of
railway is 1,000,000 yards, and the price of earthwork is fixed at 33 ets.
per yard. If this section ho completed with earth it would cost $i30,000,
but if earth cannot be had, and it becomes necessary to employ more
'expensive material for which no price has been fixed, the engineer
should not fix it. It should not bo in bis power to fix it or to allow
the contractor compensation for the use of the new and more costly
material by any process whatever. If the new material is worth twice
as much as earth, I hold that the Governmenb sbould fix the price, and
that the engineer should not be called upon to certify that there are
2,000,000 yards of earth in the formation of a railway section while
there is only 1,000,000. If it be right and proper to pay the contractor
4660,000 for the work, that is reckoned at 66 ets. per yard when
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ContractNo.-5. executed with muskeg material, thon the price should be made as I
Muskeg. have stated, 66 cts., and the certificate of the enginneer would stand
No en ineer thus : 1,000,000- yards of muskeg inaterial at 66 ets., total $660,000 ;
ahoulcertify for and it should not stand in this -way: ",000,000 cubie yards of earthdouble the quan-
tity found in at 33 ets., giving it the same total, $660,000. Of course, in the case as
embankment. it is put, the compensation to the contraetor would be the same, but

the responsibility would rest upon the proper shoulders ; the Govern-
ment, being the principal party to the contractor, would fix the price,
and the engineer would not be calied upon to certify that a piece of
work contains 2,000,000 cubic yards while it only actually contains
1,000.000. It has been stated, in evidence before this Court, that it
would be impossible to measure muskeg in the embanknent. I arm
not of that opinion. My experience has taught me that where there is
a vill there. is always a way, and I bold that therie would even be less
difficulty and much greater certainty in arriving at accurate measure-
ments of the solid material of an embankment than in measuring
muakeg in the way in whieh it has been done.

21977. You suggest that it has been stated, by way of evidence
before us, that it would be impossible to measure the quantities in the
embankment : is that what you say ?-Yes.

21978. I do not remember that suggestion, but I remember that
it has been said it would not be fair to measure the quantity in
the embankment, and that the quantity excavated should be ther
criterion established for the quantities in the certificates. The
argument has been that although the quantity was less after the
compression in the embankment, there was no difficulty in ascertairi-
ing what there was there, but that it formed no information on which
to show what had been excavated: is not that a correct statement of
the argument as you understand it ?-I do not know that it is. I
understood that it was stated here that it would be impossible to
measure it in the embankment. Of course if it was impossible to
ascertain the quantity of an embankment, there would be no need of
attempting to settle with the contractor in that way; but it is not im-

In order to befair possible, it is perfectly practicable. I do not say that the contractor
totheContantor would be fairly paid or fully paid if no change was made in the price.perhaps a change

oul have been I think every contractor ought to be fairly dealt with, but the system
Price® ***® of measuring two yards for one is a bad one, or calling one material

another kind of material.
21979. You are evidently under the opinion now that there has been

some difficulty suggested, because of the impossibility of measuring
the actual quantities as they remain finally in the embankment. That
is a new idea : it has not occurred to us, and it has not been advanced
by anybody ?-It is certainly given in the published evidence.

21980. Well, it is not* correct. At all events, the difficulty as I
understand it is this thaf, although the quantities could be ascertained
in the embankmeit, they did not show how much had been
excavated and the ceontractors contended that they were to
be paid for the amount excavated and not the amount remaining
finally in the embankment, not because of the difficulty of measuring
this, but because of the impropriety and injustice of taking that as
decisive as to the quantity which had been excavated ?-I found
that some of the engineers were disposed to attach prices for work
done, which work there was no price for in the schedule of prices.
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For instance, a fire might break out in the woods and the contractor vomtact No. 5.

would be put to some expense in saving the timber ot a bridge or of a Mu"k"g.
building. I found in the returns the expense reduceI two yards of
earth-so many yards of earth equivalent to so much money. Of course,
I put down my fbot at once, and I said : " This principle is wronig."
The return should show exactly what the expenditure is for, and I
hold that muskeg should be treated in precisely the same way. If If there was no
there was no price in the contract for muskeg, thon it was for the tracor uinh ke
Government, and for the Government alone, to fix the price tor it. In or any other itea
all those other cases that 1 refer to where expenditures have been ment should fix
returned to me for exceptional work, such as putting out fires and this, the price for it.
that and the other thing, I always insisted on therm being called by
their right naines and left the Ministur to fix the price for them.

21981. In order to make plain whàt I understand to have been
the difficulties suggested as to the measurement I will state now mlîy
view of what bas bee i said. You, in giving evidence upon a former
occasion, said that the specification permitted an engineer to estimate
this muskeg material upon a different basis fron ordinary material,
because one clause in the specification provided that where it was
impossible to measure the material that thon an unusual rule might be
applied, intimating, as I understand it, that it was impossible to
measure the material fron the place from which it had first beei takeri.
That was the difficulty which i understood had been suggested by you,
and which led to the application of this particular clause in the specifi-
cations-that was one difficulty; the other was not the measuring in
the embankment, but that upon the re-measurement in the muskeg
locality the ditches and other places from which material had been
taken would be so changed in their shape that they would not
afford information to enable an engineer to fini out the quantities% first
excavated ?-Possibly not; but there ought to be no difficulty in
measuring an embankment at any day.

21982 I have not yet seen that any person has suggested any diffi-
culties in measqring the embankments ?-My invariable custorn bas
been, in connection with these works and other works, to face the diffi-
culty at once,, and [ am not reflecting on any one when I say this, for
not taking the course i did; but 1 think it is a mistake in principle to
allow this to go on until the end. I think when it was first discovered When character
that it was an exceptional kind of material to be used in the work, that of inuskeg ma

was the time to take the bull by the horns and bring the matter bofore teare het nes-
the Government, and throw the responsibility on the Government as tion of how it was
one of the eontracting parties to deal with it. Remember, I am not in tobu1 ave or
favour of paying the contractor less than what it cost him. I think the broughtbefore
contractor ought to have a fair price for his work-a liberal price for the Government.
his work fbr that matter-but at the sanie time the prices ought to be
fixed in a regular way. I do not think the engineer, or any one of the
engincers, or any one of bis assistants, should have the power of fixing
the price directly or indirectly.

21983. That is beside the question. I do not think that in any part
of this investigation it has become a rmatter for serions consideration
whether an engineer might make a new contract for the Government,
and I do not understand that is a point in the dispute. I have under-
stood you to say that it would not be pro per tocertify that there were
2,000,000 yards in an embankment, when in fact there was only

43*
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cuntrat i..25. 1,000,000 : now, do you remember any certificate at any ti me givenzuuseg. by any engineer in which he certifies to the quantity in an embank-
\ ment ?-He certifies to the quantity in the work.

21984. What is the work ?-It is the railway.
21985. But do you remember, at any time in your experience, an

engineer certifying to quantities in an embankment?-I have done it
myself,

21986. Under what circumstances ?-Under circumstances not
unliko these ?

21987. And did the certificate purport to state the quantities in
the em bankment ?-The certificate stated exactly on the face of it what
it meant, and every certificate ought to do the same.

21988. But as I did not see it, I cannot tell what was in it: what did
it say ?-So many yards of earth in the embankment.

21989. Did the contract provide, in the case to which you allude,
that the quantities might be measured in the embankment?-The case
to which I refer was sinply a contract of this kind : the contractor
was to receive payments for so much earth excavation or earth work
-earth excavation means earth work.

When earth ex-
cavation Is con-
tracted for at so
much a yard the
quantity remain-lngin the work ls
flot aiways s fair
criterion.

Sub.section 3 of
clause a7provides
thatrmnskeg shali
ýbe elassed as
-earth.

219.10. Do you mean that when you contract for earth excavation at
so much per yard that the quantity remainig in the work is a fair
criterion ?-Not always.

2199i. But is it the case ?-There are exceptions to ordinary rules,
and if this is not an exception it ought to be one.

21992. We are getting away from the matter under investigation:
you mean, perhaps, that it ought to be provided in the specification to
be exceptional ?-It ought to be made exceptional the moment the
difficulty arose.

21993. Do you say that under this contract, and under this specifica-
tion, you conceive it to have been a right course for the engineers to
certify the quantities in any embankment ?-The right course to
pursue is exactly the one I have pointed out, in my judgment.

21994. Are you aware that these specifications provides as to how
this material shall be estimated, and how it shall be classed ?-The word
muskog is not found in the specification.

21995. Are you aware that there is a clause which covers exactly
this case?-No; I am not aware.

21996. Are you aware that in sub-section 3 of clause 17, these words
are used :

" Allexcavations of whatever kind, with the exception ofoff-take ditches, found in
clause 13 shall be deemed earth excavation ?"-

Allow me to refer to another clause with respect to earth excavation.

21997. But you have not yet answered my question ?-Yes; that
would go to show that this muskeg material might be called earth.

21998. Under the specification ?-Under this particular specification,
but this does not make the matter any botter. The difficulty is with
regard to the measurement of this peculiar kind of earth. I hold that
we ought to pay for the useful effect produced by the work itself. The
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same in a bridge or building; we would not measure the stone in the contracINo.a.
quarry, we would measure the s<jid wall in the bridge or building.

21999. That would depend on the contract, would it not ?--Some
quarries would produce a very small proportion of building stone and
a great deal of debris, while others would produce a very large
proportion of building stone.

22000. Don't you see that to make that at all an analogous case the
contract would have to recite that the man was to be paid for the
building by what was measured in the quarry-it is not usual to make
contracts for building on such a basis: in this case the work was to be
paid for by the amount exravated ?-I admit the specification does not
cover the amount sufficiently well, and hence there is the more
necessity for bringing it before the Government at an early stage, and
throwing the responsibility on the Goverument.

22001. You assume, as I understahd it, that although the quantity
-excavated could be ascertained, the quantity oxcavated ought not to be
paid for, unless it was subsequently effective in the work ?-The quan-
tity of useful material excavated could only be ascertained in the
embankment. You could not ascertain the solid contents of a space
filled with solid material and liquid mater ial until the one is separated
from the other.

22002. Is this your contention : that although the quantity exca- a the cge
vated could be ascertained, the material being such as it was the tbe knowIedgeor-
knowledge of the quantity excavated was not sufficient to justify an the quantity -
engineer in giving a certificate upon it?-Not in this case, from the sufcient to
peculiar material. J"s"r giviof acertiflecat for

22003. Now, is it not the case in all earth material, that the amount earth.

-excavated does not yield the full amount subsequently ?-It yields more
sometimes.

22004. What is the rule about it; in other words, whether more or Rule tomeasure
less would make no difference, is it not the case that the quantity of au ordinary ma-
'ordinary earth excavated is not the same as is found in the embank- tions but muskeg
ment when compressed ?-It depends very much on the material, and Is exceptional.

to set all doubt at rest it has been common to specify all ordinary
material shall be measured in excavations, but I hold this is not ordi.
nary material. This is exceptional material, and it is necessary to
neasure this in some other way, and that other way is provided by

the specifications.
22005. Is the amount excavated of ordinary earth material the basis

for the certificates of the work, or is it the quantity in the embankment,
or do these quantities differ as a rule?-The quantity of material in the
work is, without any question, the quantity that should be paid for under
the certificate.

22006. Do these quantities differ, as a rule, when ordinary earth is
used ?-They difter slightly when ordinary earth is used, but not to any
great extent.

22007. About what extent ?-I cannot tell at this moment. It varies.
22008. Well, the average ?-There are different opinions about that.

ýSome hold there is more, others less. It depends on what stand-point
,you view it from. The contractor who is paid one way will argue one
'way; the contractor who is paid another way will argue another way.

431*
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22009. I am asking your experience as to the relative proportion ;:
whether the earth excavated gives aAy criterion as to the amount in
the embankment?-It does.

22010. What criterion ?-As to the proportion of one to the other, I
cannot tell you at this moment.

22011. Could you not say near it ?-The one is not very much
different from the other.

Not prepared to 22012. Is it somewhere about four-fifths : is there not a difference
eparataonbthe of between eighty and 100 ?-It depends on whether it is sand, or clay,

thethieen tharth or gravel.
excavated and
the earth In an 22013. That is not answering the question ?L-I am not prepared to

give it to vou now.
In case of earth, 22014. Would you say this: whether, in any of those cases: earth,sand and gravel,
oerteficate Is sand, or gravel, the certiticate is'based on the amount found in the

onatse eavt embankment or on the amount excavated ?-The certificate is based on
ed because it Is the amount, excavated in those cases, for the reason it is easier to.
these materlare measure in the pit than in the embankment in those cases.

i it

Even though the
contract declared
that muskeg
should be dealt
wlth as eartb,
witness would
stIli hold the

,8fould not be
measured in
excavation.

22015. Then, according to that, the amount in the work ought to be
paid for, but because it is easier to ascertain the amount excavated, that
is paid for: is that what you say is done in ordinary cases ?-In those
cases ; yes.

22016. If the legal effect of the contract in this case is that this
material shall be called and dealt with as ordinary earth, then your
theory would hold, I suppose; you understand that your argument is
really one upon the legal effect of this contract ?-Well, with regard
to the measurement. it would remain the same.

22017. For instance, if the contractor is entitled to call this earth
under the terms of lis contract and the specifications connected with
it, then this theory of yours about the different material would fall to
the ground ?-No ; I do not think so. I think the responsibility is
thrown on the engineer to ascertain the quantity, and he should
take the right way of getting it.

22018. If the contract should also say, first, that this is earth, te be
dealt with as earth and should be termed eàrth, and next that earth
shall be measured in excavation, would you still be of the same
opinion ?-Still, because I would have applied clause No. 30 of the
specification to ascertain the quantity.

22019. I think I understood you, upon a previous occasion, to say
that you had never considered it necessary, notwithstanding these
disputes on the subject, to make the specifications for contracts
lot subsequently to such disputes any more positive or less doubt-
ful than the previous specifications, as to tho mode of measur-
ing muskeg material ?-I can give you the reason. The reason is
this: I was not aware myself until the other specifications were
made. This matter was concealed from me-I do not say concealed
purposely, but it was not known to me until the specifications for the
other contracts were made and printed.

22020. Then, I understand you to say that you had not the opportu-
nity to correct those specifications so as to save future difficulties upon
the same subject ?-I was not aware of the difficulty until the speciti-
cations were prepared.
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22021. But they might be altered at any time before the contract Contract No. 25.

was signed ?-The system adopted was to print the specifications and "
to print the contract too, so that the contractor or contractors would
know exactly before tenderingr what contraet they would bave to
execute, and these cases-these latter cases particularly, if not in every
case in the Pacific Railway-the contracts were printed and exhibited
to contractors before putting in tenders.

22022. The dispute between the contractors and the Governnent, Witnessoutofthe
or at ail events the difficulty of measuring this muskeg material on eispautesirosea
some proper basis, came to your knowledge while you were Chief to the measure-

ment of muskeg.
Engineer of the Pacifie Railway ?-I explained to you, in some pre-
vious evidence, unfortunately I was not in the country. As soon as I
returned to the country and discovered there was a difficulty, I gave
orders that no further certificates should be issued in the contractor's
favour until we ascertained what the nature of the difficulty was.

22023. Could you say about what time you first knew of it ?-Yes,
by referring to a letter which I wrote. It was about the end of 1878.
I have sent for the letter.

22024. You have spoken of the system of measuring the quantities
left in the work instead of those actually excavated ; it is generally
anderstood, I believe, that rock makes a larger quantity in the embank-
ment than its cubie contents before it is excavated ?-It does.

22025. What is the rule about rock : is that usually measured in R'Ock always
-excavation ?-Yes; that is always measured in excavation-always. ecur In

22026. Why is it that it is not measured in the embankment ?-
Because it can be very readily measured in excavation, The muskeg
material, I hold, cannot be accurately moasured in excavation-it
cannot be measured at all.

22027. Then, do I understand your objection to measuring it in exca-
vation to rest on the impossibility of measuring the quantity exca-
vated ?-Yes; my objection to measuring muskeg excavation or to
measuring anything else.

22028. Do I understand you to say that when this first came to your
knowledge, I mean the difficulty of measuring muskeg material, that
you instructed the engineers under you no longer to permit it to be
measured in that way ?-I at once took steps to ascertain the precise
nature of the difficulty, and gave positive instructions that no certifi-
cate thereafter should be issued in the contractor's favour.

22029. Yon mean based on the quantity of muskeg taken out ?-
Yes.

22030. Is there anything further that you wish to say connected
with this question of muskeg measurement ?-Nothing now. I shall
be happy to read the letter or letters when the letter-book arrives.

22031. We should be glad if you would expLain more fully than you survey.
have yet done the systemf of surveys adopted from the beginning, say
.t first in the eastorn section ?-I shal endeavour to explain to the
-Commissioners some of the reasons which led to the adoption of the
particular mode of survey which was carried out. In doing so, I may
not be strictly accurate as to dates and mattersofdetail, as my memory
may not serve me, and as nearly ail the early records which would
assist my memory. were destroyed when the Pacific Railway Offices
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were burned in the winter of 1873-74. I have, however, found a few of
the early records by which I will be enabled to give some dates and
other particulars-some records that happened to be placed in an iron
safe and escaped the flames. [Here witness as on the previous occasion
when he made an extended statement read.] have already, on my first
day's examination, referred to my early conniection with the undertaking.
I mentioned how I was appointed to the office of Engineer-in-Chief. I
stated that I was then Chief Enginieer of the Intercolornial Railway, then
in process of construction through the Provinces of Quebec, New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia, and the work was being proceeded with gene-
rally and required very close attention. Having accepted the addi-
tional duty of Engineer-in-Chief of the Pacifie Railway, it became neces-
sary to take the most prompt and energetie measures whieh it was
possible to adopt. The service was an exceptional one. The work was
of gigantic magnitude: it was beset with difficulties of no ordinary
kind, and the circumstances demanded that positive and reliable infor-
mation should be acquired with the least possible delay. I cari produce
no written instructions from the Government to show the Commis-
sioners what my duties generally were, or how my proceedings

When wItness were to be conducted, as I received none. I was simply in-
took ear -a formed that by the Terms of Union with British Colombia a railway
Chiefof canadian had to be established from the Pacifie coast to connuct with the rail-Pacifie BRailway,
w mereayn- way system of the older provinces, and that the Government had
formed that a undertaken to commence its construction simultaneously east and westrailway had to be
establ shed from of the Rocky Mountains within two years. When the conduct of the
the Pacifie Coastto onnect wtI survey was entrusted to me, no point on the whole of the intended line
theranway sys- of communication was fixed-not even the termini. The whole ques-
provinces. tion was open. The problem was to find a line for a great naticnal

railway from some undefined locality on the 500 miles of sea-board of
British Columbia across a continent, through great ranges of moun-
tains, vast wildernesses and interminable forests to the valley of the
St. Lawrence. The limits within which the examination had to be
made and the railway established, ranged from 300 to 500 miles in
breadth, and in length not far short of 3,000 miles. Nearly the
whole of this country was uninhabited; much of it was trackless and

meulties: unkrown. The western section has been described as a " sea of moun-
'estrnsectas a tains;" the eastern section a forbidding territory, in great part broken
ma et me=aun- and interspersed with lakes, swamps, rocky ridges, and the whole sur-

r' secion a face a dense forest of an interminable character. The task was
telidtO ch rendered unusually difficult by the severity and length of the winter,
broken. which greatly reduced the period left open for ordinary surveying

operations, and it was further enhanced by the limited time prescribed
by the Terms of Union. It was after Parliament bad risen in the
spring of 1871 that I was called upon to undertake the work. I felt
the grave responsibility that was thrown upon me, and I determined
to spare no effort to meet the wishes of the Government in as satisfac-
tory a manner as possible. Not a day was lost: every scrap of
information respectirg the vast territory that could be obtained
was considered. Every document was carefully read, every map
earnestly studied in order to determine the plan of operations
best calculated to accomplish the end in view, and most ex-

Pursued the work peditiously attain the desired results. The physical chara-
of surveyng teristics of the country to be traversed enabled me to pursue
grand divisions the work of surveying under three grand divisions. The cen-

" teIfl, eutra tral division, being for the most part open prairie, presented little diffi-aamd wesatera.
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culty, and the examination in that region was a comparatively easy
one. The eastern and western divisions were of a totally different
character. I shall first refer to the eastern division extending from Mani- Enstera divi-
toba to the River Ottawa, in length about 1,000 miles. It will not be »Iont f "otb a.
necessary to enter into details respecting its physical features, as its Ottawa, i,00
character is fully described in my various printed reports, to which I beg alles In Iength.

to refer. Had the easterri division been at all like any ordinary coun-
try through wbich railways have been projected, I would have followed
the usual course by making a general reconnaissance throughout before
commencing an instrumental survey, but the circumstances were so
entirely differcnt from ordinary cases that I found this impracticble,
and for several reasons another course was determined on. Even if it
had been practicable to make ýuch a general examination,'it was impos-
sible to obtain at that time the services of a sufficient number of pro-
perly qualified engineers to do it-those whose examination would be of
any real value. I felt that it woulId be only a waste of time and money
to make the attempt. My own experience i n making preli mi nary explora- Experience on
tions for the Intercolonial Railway confirmed me in the opinion that it aincofialr.
would be fruitless and leadto greatdisappoin, ment. The proper mon were eu him in the

pinlon thai e
not available. It was utterly impossible for me to assist in it person- Ytm1naryex iorra-
ally, without neglecting other duties, and I state thim on the assumption tions wouild kad

that the ordinary coui se was the best, but the countrv was not acces- ment.
sible as ordiiary coun tries are. There was not a road or a trail through the
greater part of the forest. The character of the timber rendered the
forest unusually dense. Away from the canoe routes, few of which were
known to lead in the proper direction, there was only one way of piercing
the country, namely,'by means of the axe and hard labour; and as tnc use
of the axe to force a passage through the woods became absolutely neces-
sar*y, I felt it would add but little to the epense while it would add
immensely to the value of the work, to follow the axe with actual
measurements, chaining and levelling. I decided, therefore, after the Decided there-
most careful consideration of all the circumstances, that it was expo- for(m,0tav

dient to make a coinected series of traverse surveys from end to end surveys.
of the country, and to havé the traverse line levelled at the same time
so as to form a base for further operations, and give us positive infor-
mation as to beights and distances which could be implicity relied on.
It will be borne in mind that the greater part of the country was
unknown. The cai oe routes of the Hudson Bay Co., or some
of them, were roughly laid down on maps, but beyond these toutes the
country was literally a terra incognita. It became necessary at what-
ever cost, to penetrate the whole country and discover the nature of
the intervening districts. The traversed line had this grand object in Advantages of
iew: it would give us the topographic features of the country along In awoodedand

the desired route; it w4uld give us the exact position of every leading unggoen
obstacle; it would enable us to lay down on the map the position of
favourable or unfavourable sections, not only on the line itself, but on
either side, as the engineer would explore in every direction to the
right and left Thus we would be in possession of positive informa-
tion of the most valuable character, and we would find out where
a railway line could subsequently be laid out by avoiding
the obstacles discovered, and taking advantage of the favourable sections
of country, all of which would be accu rately shown on the plan. Explor-
ing parties, with a sufficient number of instrumentalists, were accord-
Iigly organized to enter the territory from every accessible point. I
aimed at having these parties of sufficient strength and sufficiently
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Aimaed at havlng equipped to perform the arduous work assigned to them, and preventparties of suffie* ~e. ihte eetetnsil
entstrength and failure in obtaining the required information with the greatest possible
sufficlentlyequip- expedition. I also attached great importance to having these partiesped to perforin
thearduuuswork. sufficiently provisioned to prevent disaster to those engaged. Con-

sidering the nature of the country and the climate, the responsibility
of keeping a party supplied with bare necessaries, was no light one, and
the cost of conveying supplies of food to the interior of a roadless
country was immense. lere I may mention that, rotwithstanding
ail the precautions taken, disasters least looked for overtook some of
our men. During the summer of 1871, fires were raging in the woods
north of Lake Superior, and through these fires seven men, engaged in
the transport service, lost their lives. Thus we went to work at the
commencement of the survey. I knew of no other plan, and I do not
now know of any other means better calculated, under the circumstances
which then obtained, to give results that could be considored in the
least satisfactory. We boldly made the attempt to cut a way through
the forest on the general course it was desirable for the railway to
tilow, and in the passage so cut to make ail the measurements neces-
sary to establish a base for trigonometrical and topographical and ail
engineering purposes. I need scarcely say that every officer sent out
was specialily inst-ucted as to his duties and with respect to the grand
objects of the examination. Each engineer in charge of a party was
furnished with the means, and directed to explore the whole country on
every side the traversed lino, enabling him to fix the general position
of every feature of the ground within the range of his observations.

Reade extracts In order to elucidate the system to the Commissioners, it may be wellfrom bis eneral
tise trueLflons to for me to read some extracts from my printed general instructions,engineers. which are dated May 24th, 1871. I shall pass over to the 8th clause.

They are as follows:
Engineer to be at " In conducting the survey the engineer of a party is expected to be at its head
bead of party every day, exploring in front and to the right and left of the lin@, in order to see whatevery day. obstructions may be in the way of the same, and, if serions, deciding as to the best

manner of avoiding them.
Transit inen not '' It is not expected that the first survey through wooded districts will, as a rule, beto be far distant the best position for the railway; it will, howevèr, be the aim of the engineer infroin a practica- charge to have the transit line' far distant from a practicable railway line. The

'transit line,' on which the measurements are taken, will fori a base on which to
project an approximate section, and the engineer in charge, by noting the features of
the country on both sides of the lines, will be able to make an approximate section as
the survey proceeds.

Engineer to take "In manv cases it will be desirable for the engineer in charge, while making his
arometr celeva- daily explorations, to take barometric elevations of the ground, noting by estimation

ground. the approximate position of the points of observation in relation to the 'transit line.'
These elevations sbould be reduced atterwards tothedatum of the survey and marked
upon the plan in their proper position. This, as well as the general features of the
country, should be marked upon the plan every day, while the whole is fresh in the
memory. The barometric elevation will answer for rough cross-sections, and be
useful in determiningon the plan the position of the apprqximate location line, and also
in compiling an approzimate section of the same.-

Which, of course, was done-
Must have two " The engineer in charge must have two barometers, one to be carried by himself,
barometers, one the other to bang in camp; the cook, if moderately intelligent, can in a short time be
to carry; the . instructed toobserveand record its readings, and he should dosoregularly at every hourother to ieave in of the day. By this means Ihe engineer in charge (who wilL note the time when his ownCamp. observations are taken) wili be able to correct roughly ail bis observations, ascertain

by coinparison the beight of each point above the camp (this being known), and thus
be enabled to reduce ail to the level above the datum of the survey. Barometers will

To furnish him- be furnished by the Government
selfwith climbers " I he engineer in charge will find it of great service while exploring to carry withgo as t Clvmb him light steel climbers, made to enable him to climb a tree with facility. By this
the country. means he will frequently be enabled to obtain a good knowledge of the topography of
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the surrounding country and take such general observations and bearings as may be
useful in directing the survey. A pair of climbers will be furnished with the stoies
for each party."

I read those to show that it was intended to have as useful a survey as
could be made, notsimply one which would give us the exact heights and
distances on the line eut through the woods, but give us a good know-
ledge of the character of the country within the range of observation,
wherever the engineer felt it expedient to direct bis attention. The Thecountryfrom
whole dimtance from the River Ottawa to Red River was divided into to Red River
eleven different sections, each ranging, according to the circumstances, divided IntO
from seventy-five to ninety miles. An equal number of surveying even serons
parties were organized for the work of examination, and they were eventy-f®ve to
despatched as soon as the rivers were navigable to points as near the ulnety miles.
scene of their labours as could be reached. in some cases summer in some
the short summer was half over before anything could be done "®esany or
on the line of survey, the tine having been spent in travellinr done,anditwas

Mnecessary to
and in taking forward necessary supplies. It became necessary, provide Ior a
therofore, to make early prov.ision for a winter campaign, and win'er Cam-
to forward sufficient supplies of food and clothing to enable the sur- Mentt"to inister.
veying parties in remote places to remain out and endure the rigours
of winter in a country without inhabitants and destitute of food and
shelter. I may retr to a letter on that subject which I founîd. I may
heore read a letter which I addressed to the Minister of Publie Works,
lon. Mr. Langevin, on the 27th of July, 1871, on this subject:

-" Hon. Fi. L. L&NEviN,
" Minister of Public Works.

" OTTAwA, 27th July,]l871.

"Sla,- desire to bring under your notice some matters respecting the future
-operations connect"d with the Pacifie Railway rurvey. You are aware that no time
was lost in organizing and despatching the various surveying parties, and that every-
thing was done with a view of placing the Government in possession of as full iufor-
imation as possible respecting the country to be traversed by the railway before the
next meeting of Parliament. After the ,urveying parties left for the field of opera-
tions a good deal of difficulty and delay was experienced in getting the men and
supplies transported. This delay, through causes which need not now be entered
into was'unavoidable, and has shortened the period for actual work considerably.
Some of the parties in remote districts will scarcely begin work before the end of this
-month,-"

That is July-
"- And in order to enable them to return by the close of navigation, they

would require to leave for work about the 10th or 15th of October, thus
lesving only sorne ten weeks for actual surveying operations, a period alto-
gëther too short to accomplish aIl that is required. The cost of transporting
the various parties to their destination is very great ; the necessary material
and organization for forwarding supplies is now provided and wórk can be carried
on through many sections of country more rapidly and at less expcnse in winter than
In summer, provided supplies are sent in during the season of navigation. I would,
therefore, under all the circumstances, respectfully recommend that I be authorized
to continue such portions of the survey during the winter as may seenm advisable, and
that provision for winter service may be secured in good time. I may state that the
expenditure up to the present time has been $50,000, and liabilbties entered into to
the extent of $30,000, making f 80,000 in ail. This is at the rate of abînt $40,000 per
month, but as much of this is for the purchase ot equiipmaent, supplies and transporta-
tion, the rate of expenditutre will be somewba less. From the above, it would appear
that the appropriation by Parliament wilI not be sufficient to carry the survey over
the winter; but in my opinion it would be bighly inexpedient towithdraw the parties
until they complete the object for which they have been organized, and a large
portion of theexpenditure would have to be incurred again inspring in preparation
and in transportation upon recommencing the survey next season.

"I am, &c.
"SANDFORD FLEMING,

" Engineer-in_ (hief."

In many sections
work could be
carried on at lem
expense of tinse
and money lu
winter.

Expenditure
$40,000 a month,
but In future
would be leu.
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Then there is a letter to Sir George Cartier on the same subject, 1
think.

2..032. And, I suppose, to the same effect ?-Yes.

Wrote to Sir 22033. Which is recommending winter survey and money to be
George Cartier, provided for it ?-He was Minister of Militia at that time, and it was forfor the purps 0f r b tH aMnse fMltaa httmadWa o
arranging or the the purpose of arranging for the steamer Rescue, under the control ofsteamer iescue. the Militia Department. Many difficulties were met with, and every

effort was made to overcome them. During the winter, advantage was
taken of the frozen lakes, and rivers, and swampI, to make extenLive
explorations with barometrical measurements, in order, by this means,
to obtain a better know!edge of the country in advance of future
instrumental suiveys.

Winter explora-
tions withott
levels and chains,
but distances and
elevatione were
aecertained.

Progress of sur -
veyIn 1871, as
deecribed t wit-
Riee'e report
dated loth A pril,
1872.

22034. Those explorations in the winter, as I understand it, were
without instruments ?-They were without what were usuallf used for
making surveys. They were without levels and without chains, but
the distances and elevations were ascertained by means of the baro-
meter, and other means-other simpler means. Winter explorations
of this kind were made through the country exteiding from Red River
easterly as far as Nipigon ; also for long distances east of Lake
Nipigon and north of Lake Superior-indeed, wherever it seemed neces-
sary and practicable. Within a year after assuming the direction of
the survey, and notwithstanding many hindrances and difficulties
which were wholly unanticipated, I was enabled to report to the Gov-
ernment results which were, at the time, acknowledged to be highly
satisfhctory. I would wish to read one or two paragraphs from my
report of the 10th of April, 1872. I find the resuilts there given in very
condensed form:

"Some general observations respecting the progress made in the prosecution of the
survey may now be submitted.

"Full detailed information may bc bad on reference to the reports and documente
which accompanythis. It has been found impossible to maintai, regular communica-
tion with many of the parties engaged on th survey during the winter, but, judging
from the progress reports last re eived, the undersignett feels confideut in stating
that the surveys projected in June last between Mattawa, on the Ottawa, and
Nipigon Bay, on Lake Superior, are now, with une exception, com:leted, and that
only two breaks in the eurvey exist between Nipigon Bay and Fort Gary

"No serious engineering difficulty has been met with in pazsing from ibe valley of
the Ottawa to the country north of Lake >uperior; it is impossible, however, to speak
so favourably of the country covered by divioors G and of the s rvey, emibracing
over 100 miles easterly from the River Nipigon. This section is excessively
rough and mountainous, and the survey made through it did not result in finding a
practicable line for the railway.

"West from Nipigon River to Fort Garry, although two divisions of the survey are
incomplete, enough is now known of the country to warrant the belief that it will
admit of a practicable line with favourable grades for the greater part of the dis-
tance.

" Explorations are now being made with the view of ascertaining how far it may be
practicable to avoid the very serious difficuliies referred to on divisions G and H, by
running the railway line further in the interior; it bas already been found that the
rocky and broken country, which presents itself on the shore of Lake Superior,
changes very much at a distance of fifty or sixty miles to the north, and from what
has been learned, it is thought that a perfectly practicable line will be discovered by
the north side of Lake Nipigon. Definite information on this point cannot be
received before navigation opens between Collingwood and Lake Superior, when the
parties engaged on the exploration are expected to return; but the line drawn on the
map by the north side of Lake Nipigon, shows the general direction in which, from
the very latest information received, a practicable and favourable line muay be confi-
dently expected.

"The survey and exploration made from Sault Ste. Marie easterly along the
northern shore of the Georgian Bay towards Lake Nipissing, establish the fact tbat a
good line can be had with very favourable grades."
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22035. We are, of course, very glad to record that again, which has witness proceeds

already been mentioned in your report of 1872, but our main object in "ent.his state.

asking these questions is to ascertain in detail the system which was
adopted, and the reasons for it, not so much the results which were
obtained from the system, becaute those are al very fully reported ?-
Perhaps you will allow me to finish the few words I have to say.

22 016. Certainly, we have no objection to hear wbatever you think is
material, after calling your attention to t he object of the question? - I will
add to the foregoing, respecting the mode of survey adopted, a lettor
addressed to the Minister of Public Works on the 6th of May, 1872,
while Parliament was in Session. Mr. Langevin was thon Minister of
Public Works, and the letter will explain itself. It is given at page 77
of my first report. I read this letter to show you how matters stood
at that time. You will see as I go on that it bears on the question that
you ask: '

"CANADIAN PAcIFIc RAILWAY, Lettertu Miiiste-
" OFFICE OF THE ENGINEER-IN-CHIEF, of Public Works,

"OTTAWA, May 6th, 1872. as published in

"The Hon. H. L. L 0AVIN, O. B., tndi reit
" Minister of Public Works, &c., &c. of 1872In whlch

"8w,-Objections have been offered, since My report on the Pacifie Railway ex. ®tee e eend
plorations was made public, to the point selected for beginning the easterly end of tne ed for beginning
survey. It is, therefore, proper that I should submit a few words of explanation, the easterly sec-
which, if you deem expedient, may be included in the appendices te the original tion of the
report and printed with them. survey.

"in the selection of a point for beginning the survey, three main objects had tu be
kept in view:

"Ist. A connection with the railways of the Province of Ontariô.
"2nd. A connection with the railways of the Province if Quebec.
43rd. The discovery of a practicable ine for a railway through t1 e wilderness

country extending northerly and westerly by Lake Superior to Manitoba.
"The Government considered that a point between the Georgian Bay and the

River Ottawa in the latitude of Lake Nipissing, would generally meet the first two
objects, viz.: the connection with the existing railway system of the country.

"The third object appeared, at the time the survey began, the one of chief import-
anee, as grave Uoubts were entertair.ed by many as 1u the possibility of piercing the
long exteut of rugged country, believed to exist, with a practicable line for the
railway

"The Government was extremely anxious that a practicable line should be
discovered with as little delay as possible, and, in order the more effectually to
accomplish this object, the engineer appointed to conduct the surveys was left
Untrammelled as tu the course to be pursued

" The Governnment simply decided that the survey should begin in the latitude of
Lake Nipissing somewhere hetween the Georgian Bay and the River Ottawa; ithe duty
and resporisibility of finding a practicable line thence westerly devolved upon me.

" The distance between the Georgian Bay and the River Ottiwa in the latitude
referred to js, in round figures, about 100 miles Lake Nipissiing is situated about
midway, aad, with its different bays, practically occupies about fifty miles, or about
half the whole distance.

I It was clear that a line for the Pacific Railway, to co-nect with the railways of
Canada to the south, must pass either to the east or to the we st of 1ake Nipissing.

" Every known source of information respecting the country lying between Lake
Nipissing and the northern bend of Lake Superior was fully and carefully consulted
by me, and all accounts agree as to the exceeding rougbiess and impracticabdlity of
the country for railway construction on a line drawn from any point between the
Georeian Bay and the west end of Lake Nipissing.

" The country on a line drawn up the valley of the Ottawa from a point eist of
Lake Nipissing seems, on the other hand, much more promising

" I satisfied myself that toattempt thediscpvery of a favourable line on a moderately
direct course from the westerly end of Lake Nipissing to the north side of Lake
Buperior could only be made at a great expenditure of time and money, and without
inuch hope of success.

" My duty and object was not to court failure, but to aim at success by the most
direct cour-e, 1 therefore decidel to look for a satisfactory solution te the problem of
Practicability by beginning the survey at a point east of Lake Nipissing. * * *
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"I am perfectly satisfied, from all the information acquired respecting the
geographical position of the different points referred to, and the physical features of
theintervening country, that the probability of finding a more favourable and shorter
line by the west side than by the east side of Lake Nipissing, is very small.

" Be this as it may, I trust the explanations given with regard to the commencement
of the survey are satisfactory. Of course, in beginninginstrumental examinations it
was necessary to fix on some definite point. I selected Nlattawa as this point for
similar reasons to those which governed me in making the survey east instead of west
of Lake Nipissing.

"I do not, however, wish it to be understood that [ consider it impracticabla to build
the railway nearer the e st end of Lake gipissing than Mattawa, and thence to such
point south of it as the Goverument may select.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
" Your obedient eervant,

"S&NDFORD FLEMING,
" Engineer-i.î-Chief."

Reads from his Then, for an explanation of what was donc up to the time of the fire in
ecripo n f 187 183-74, I refer to my report for the year 187, page -2. I shall read

resulte In the part of page 27 of my report of 1874:

.In accordance with the principles laid down at the beginning of the survey in the
spring of 1871, the firFt efforts were directed to the discovery of a route for the main
liue which would tcuch Lake Superior at such a point in its course as would make
the prairie region accessible from that lake during the season of navigation.

" The first efforts were not successful. The work of exploration, extending over a
whole season, with a strong staff of surveyors, although undoubtedly the means of
acquiring a great deal of reliable and important information, did not result in the dis-
covery of a practicable line throughout.

" Explorations were coutinued during the following winter and summer, and by
the end of 1872, a practicable and favourable route for the main line was found.

" The route passed round the north side of Lake Nipigon, and in order to connect
it with the navigation cf Lake Superior, a branch line was rendered necessary.

" Two surveys for the branch were made. The one to Thur.der Ray, the other to
Nipiron Bay. The estimated distance fro ý. the main Une to the former point was
about 150 miles, and to the latter point about 105 miles.

"The position of the main line, north of Nipigon, involving the construction of so
long a branch, was not sat isfactory. eurveys were therefore renewed in the spring
of 1873, in the hope of finding a more suitable location. It was felt that the saving
effected by a reduction of the length of the Lake buperior Branch woild compensate
for the extra cost involved in passing through a portion of difficult groind. It was
known that the ruggeï district along the coast of Lake Superior could not wholly be
avoided, but it was expected that exhaustive surveys would result in shuwing wuere
the fewest difficulties would be encountered.

" While five surveying parties, fully equipped, were engaged in this examination,
the country between ihe valley of the Ottawa and Lakes Huron and Superior was
furtherexplored, with the view of projecting the most direct practicable route from
a point east. of Nipigon to the westerly and to the easterly sides of Lake Nipissing.

"During the present winter two surveying parties have been and are still at work
west of Lake Nipigon. but the characteristic features of the district in which they
are engaged are well understood, and I do not apprehend they will meet with much
impediment. Their duty is mainly to conneet previous surveys by achain of measure-
Iments, in order to shorten distances. This work, as much of the ground is marshy
and broken by innumerable small lakes, can best be doue in the winter season."

For work done I do not think I need trouble you with any more. Then, again, there,neastern sec-
tion rofeerto page is something in my report for 1877, that bears on this particular sub-
46, of report or ject, page 46. Ini ny report for 1'577, I give a dotailed account of the

operations in the eastern section, year by year. I do not know that I
need read it, but I would refer to page 46, where this description begins.

Thinks that 22037. We have had the advantage of that report and of reading
extracts from hie1 bot8
report haves about those different operations for the several seasons, but if there is
bearing on the any particular part which you wish to record in the evidence, we havesmystem that was to to e
proiected for ex- no objection to ar it reai: it is for you to say whether you consider
amination of the it material or not, under the cir'cumstances, understanding that at pre--country. sent we are endeavouring to ascertain the system -that was projected for

the examination of the country, and the reasons for it ?-Well, an
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aecount of the operations will probably give some indication of the
object of the surveys.

22038. I think w%-e understand generally the object of the surveys,
which, I suppose, was Io get as fuli information as couild be reasonably
got, under the circunstances, for the purposes of the railway; how-
ever, if you desire that any particular portion of these reports should
be recorded expressly by way of evidence, we cannot object ?-Well, I Read fr
would simply i efer to my various reports, and especially to page 46 Of esrt 0tof
my report fbr 1877, describing the operations in the woodland region, operaIondn
year by year, and I would like to read about half a page of that which reguna.
bears on the difficulties, at all events, connected with the survey :

" At the beginning of the survey, a large extent of this region was but little less
strange than the Mountain region. No civilization, so far as known, had ever passed
from the valley of the Upper Ottawa through the intervening wilderness tu Lake
Superior. The country east and west of Lake Nipigon was ail but a terra incognta.
It is true that the chain of lak*s and streams frum Thunder Bay to Lake of the
Woods and Fort Garry, known as the Dawson route, had beeen travelled, but this
route was circuitous and much out of the way of a direct railway line.

" Ail accounts of the country to be traversed by the railway, at least such portions
of it as were lu any way known, were unfavourable. The southern margin of this
region extends for some 600 miles along Lakes Huron and Superior, wbere the eye
rests upon only a continuous frontier of rugged rocky bills, and on the more northern
lake they assume theform of bold bluffs of great height rising from the water's eige.
The surface is generally wooded. In many places dense thickets are met. Judging
from an exteriorso rough, and general features so forbidding, the region was deemed
by many impracticable for railway construction.

" The first step was to pierce the interior by a chain of connected explorations and
actual measurements, both of distance and height.

" These operations were commenced at Mattawa, a point on the River Ottawa, in
the latitude of Lake Nipissing, to which locality exact surveys and levels hal, some
years previously, been carried from the tide-water to determine the construction
requirements of an Ottawa ship canal. Strong parties, eleven in number, were
detailed to carry on the required operations trom Mattawa west to Red River, a dis-
tance exceeding 1,200 miles.

" Great efforts were made to have these surveys connected within the year, but the
vast distances which intervened through an entirely roadlese, and in some places
exceedingly rough country, made it late in the summer before portions of the survey
could be actually conmenced. The difficulties in the way of keeping the parties
furnished with supplie? wasalse great."

I turn to page 57 of the same report and read:
" The topographical features and the adaptability to railway purposes of a country

covered with woods and imperfectly known, can only be ascertained by patient and
prsistent efforts. The view is much obstructed by the growth which covers the sur-
face. The axe must generally be used to admit of observations being made for even
a few hundred feet. The way must be felt little by little.

"The woodland region is covered by dense forests througbout its length, of more
than a thousand miles from east to west, and in its breadth from the Great Lakes
north to Arctic waters.

"It is entirely without roads of any description; the examination has, conse-
quently, proved difficult and tedious. Exploratory Unes have been carried through
the forset in every direction where the determination of facts suggesteid their neces-
sity. Thus, at great labour, we have acquired valuable information, and the results
may be viewed with satisfaction."

22039. I understand that you were untrammelled as to the course witness untram-
which you would take in making any examination of the country ?- mened as to the
Yes; I made use of that language. I had no instructions. I explained taken.
my views from time to time to the Minister of the Departmeit, and
he usually concurred in the proposais which I made.

22040. Do you remember whether you had any positive instructions
as to the time when the work would be actually commenced, or whether
you assumed that the tine named in the agreement with British
Columbia would be the time within which they would be commenced ?
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If he had not
*understood th&it
the work dhould
be commenced
within two years
lie would have
pursued ahdiffer-

,ent systemr from
what he did.

If there had beeu
time would have
mnade expOltions firat, ànd
then prooeded to
make Instru-
mental surveys

-on promising,
routes.

-I had no written instructions, and I do not remember what verbal
instructions I had, if I had any; but I eertainly understood that the
Government desired to have the information within the time named.

22041. Could you say whether you understood that from any officer
of the Government, or whether it was your own conclusion from read-
ing what had been written on the subject ?-I understood that in all
my intercourse with the Minister of Public Works, and I think the
letters which I have read to-day will show that was my conviction.

22042. 1 have understood it to be your conviction, but I an endeav-
ouring to ascertain now, how you reached it-whether you say it was
communicated to you by some one on behalf of the Government, that
two years was the limit of the time that would elapse before the work
commenced ?-I understood that.

22043. From some one connected with the Government ?-From some
one connected with the Government.

22044. If the time.had been much longer, say double that, would it
have made any difference in the course which you pursued in making
these examinations ?-Yes; it would have made considerable differ-
ence.

22045. Would you explain what difference it would have made ?-In
some places it would have made not much difference. I think it would
have been absolutely impossible to pierce that portion of that unin-
habited and roadless country but in the way it was pierced; but there
are other places where, in all probability, I would have attempted to
make a personal examination myself.

22046. Then that difference would only have been in the persons
who were engaged, not in the system of survey, do I understand yoti
to say ?-In both. I say there are some places where there is no cther
way of getting the desired information. I do not know any way in
which you could make a general examination of the corntry that would
be of any value between the Ottawa and Lake Superior on the route of
the railway unless it was made by an exceedingly able man, such a
man as was not available at that time. You must bear in mind, in a
country of that kind, densely wooded, it is very much like groping in
the dark: you cannot see 100 yards about you. In my instructions I
suggested each man should carry climbers with him to get information
in that way that he could--climbers such as telegraph constructors use
to put up wires.

22047. Then, if the time had been much longer than two years, do
you say you would have adopted a different course ?-If the time had
been much longer than two years I would have adopted a different
course in some sections.

22048. Which sections ?-North and west of Lake Superior.

22049. What different course would you have adopted ?-1 woul4
have attempted to make the examination by means of the micrometer
and barometer along the various canoe routes and lakes that intersect
the country in many directions to the west and north of Thunder Bay.

2:050. With what object would you have adopted that particular
course ?-For the purpose of getting a general, although not strictly
accurate, knowledge of the country.
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22051. Uow would that have been any benefit to you ?-It would
have enabled me to project surveys.

22052. Instrumental surveys ?-Yes; on routes which were the most
promising-which seemed most promising.

22053. Then, if there is no particular objection in the surrounding
circumstances, to have a preliminary examination is the best course?
-That is the plan that I would have adopted.

22054. I understand you to say that is the best plan where there is
not something in the surrounding circumstances to prevent it being
adopted ?-Yes.

22055. How does an instrumental survey accomplish the object
better thari the other method when the time is short ?-An instru-
mental survey combines both. It gives you the information that you
would derive from that means, of making an exploration, as well as
positive information of another kind with regard to horizontal and ver.
tical distances, and it gives you a base from which to project your
explorations to the right and left.

22056. I understand that this was a new country altogether; that it From Nipigon to
was unknown, in fact, to eivilized man, as you put it-the country the ottawa,an
generally from Red River to Nipissing ?-More especially from Nipi- country.
gon to the Ottawa. The Dawson route had been traversed at various
times, and it is well known the Dawson route extends from Lake
Superior to Red River.

22057. But from Nipigon direct there was not much information
obtained ?-Not much.

22058. Speaking generally of the country, from Lake Nipigon to
Lake Nipissiig, it was an unknown country?-Speaking gencrally ; yes.

22059. The exception to that general description is that portion The country
which would be a little south-west of Lake Nipigon, along the Dawson north of Dawson
route ?-Yes; the country along the Dawson route-the country north route unknown.

of the Dawson route was not known.

22060. Would it be desirable, before laying out a lino in an entirely
unknown country, to get some kind of information over a large area,
-or over a limited area ?-We acquired as much information as we could
over a wide area. I had an exploration made on snow shoes, without
instruments, ail the way from Red Itiver east to Nipigon, as early as
it could be done.

22061. That is what was doue; but speaking nOw in the abstract, Where a line Is to
without reference to any particular work, and from an engineering entaeo :l r an
point of view, where the niecessity is to make a lne over an entirely country desirable
unknown country, is it desirable that the examination should cover as manations houlid
wide an area as possible, or a limited area ?-Oh, as wide an area as cover as wide an
possible.

22062. Would you get information over a wide area by employing In this case a
this method which you have described as the one which you would very wde exa-
have taken if time had not been Iimited-I nean by micrometer ncessary asthe
and barometer-rather than by an instrumental survey ?-Well, you shn°li pos°ibe
Must be guided by every circumstance. In this case there was no NripissIng to the
ineed for getting information over so wide a country as yolr question Lake superlor
would indicate, or seem to mean. For instance, we wanted e shortest was required.
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lino from Lake Nipissing, or that neighbourhood, to the northern bond
of Lake Superior.

2-063. You mean the shortest possible line ?-The shortest possible
lino. There is no need for making an exploration 200 or 300 miles from
that, although we actually did sond an expedition through to James
Bay for another purpose aitogether.

22064. I understood you to allude to the great width of this coun-
try you had to examine ; after describing the length, you mentiond
300 to 500 miles, I think ?-Yes; that is on the Pacifie coast,
and that was actually examined ; but on this end I did not mention so
great an area, did 1 ? Although I would not have been so far wrong, for
I made an exploration as far north as James Bay by order of the Gov-
ernment for another purpose. In speaking of that I had reference to.
the cause of expenditure on the survey.

22065. Was it desirable between Red River and Mattawa, or Nipis.
sing, to obtain information over a wide or a narrow area of country:
I am speaking now of the breadth rather than the length ?-Well, it
was desirable to get as much information as possible.

22066. You mean over a wide area of country ?-In every
direction ; but it was more important to get information as to the
practicability of a line on the shortest course between the one point
and the other.

22067. A short time ago I understood you to say that if you had not
been limited to time you would have adopted, as a preferable mode to
the one that was adopted, the method of examination by micrometer
and barometer, because it would have given you the information over
a wider area, and would have enabled you to judge on which of the
lines you would afterwards make an instrumental survey ?-Because it
would give me the information which would enable me to project an
instrumental survey with the best prospects of success.

Thinks irresrc- 2068. Would not those same reasons have applied to the territory
°ld have be en between Nipi-sing and Nipigon, for instance, if you had not been

necessary to limited as to time ?-Not to the same extent ; no. I think it would
pireta coun-r ha have been necessary to pierce that country in the way it was done
gNpips8ng and under almost any circumstancos-at least I could see no other course
Instrumental calculated to result satisfactorily at the time.

22069. Do you say that as to that particular portion of the line
between Nipissing and Nipigon, you would have adopted the course
which you did, whether time was an object or not ?-Over a consider-
able portion of it I think i would.

22070. Then your opinion is evidently that the course pursued was
the best in the public interest ?-I think, under the circumstances, that
I could have pursued no other course.

22071. Under which circumstances ?--UInder the circumstances
which I have explained in my evidence to-day.

22072. You do not mean the time arrangement with British
Columbia ?-That is an element.

22073. ut I understood you to say that, irrespective of that element
and unde any circumstances, this would have been the best course ?-
Every part of the country.
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22074. Spe9king of the part which you have just mentioned, do 1 Under the then
understand you to give this opinion: that the method of examining that ÎÜu nt
country which was adopted was the best one in the public interest under veys adoptethe

any ciicunrtancevs ?-Under the circumdances which obtained then. interest.

22075. I thought you said, irrespective of tho-e circumstances ? --
Taking the question of time; if three or four years had been given, I
think the plan adopted was a good one for that portion.

2207K. If time had not entered into the calculation at all ; 'or If he had had t-e
instance, if it had been ten years instead of two ?-Ten years would have made an
make a great difference. I would not have made such a survey tho instrumental
first year if ten years had been given. I would have adopted other "- the first
means of getting the information in that case.

22077. What course do you say you would have adopted to get that Would have sent
infrmaionye out exptoringgeneral information to which you allude ?--I would have sent exploring parti ".

parties up the River Ottawa iii order to make a mierometric and
barometric observation. I would have donc the same up other rivers,
and in that way endeavoured to narrow the limits within which to
make the kind of survey which was made.

22078. By sending out those exploring parties the first season you
would ascertain where it would be expedient to send the other parties
afterwards: is it desirable to obtain such preliminary information
before sending out instrumental parties ?-Yes.

22079. Why ?-Because the object of the whole expenditure was to
gain information.

22080. But if yon could gain it just as well by an instrumental
survey in the first instance, why would it have been desirable to pre-
cede it with such an expedition ?-This could be done at less expense.

22081. That is the reason ?-Yes.

22082. Then the loss, if any, by being obliged to adopt the system
you did, was a financial loss ?-Financial loss.

220S3. Is there much difference in the expense between the two
courses: in the first season an exploration, and afterwards an instru-
mental survey, over a selected line, and the course which you did adopt,
namely, an instrumental one from the beginning ?-I do not know. in
the long run, if it would have been very much different, because the
general survey would have cost the same, and would have been necessary
in the long run. The only gain would be you would be more likely to
meet with ultimate success by taking the other course.

Does not know
that there woud
be inuch differ-
ence in ultimate
cost.

22084. I suppose it has happened in your experience of this very
railway that some instrumental parties have performed services which
have been entirely useless on account of their meeting with obstacles
which were insurmountable ?-Not entirely useless. The very fact
that they discovered insurmountable obstacles was of value.

Witness's views22085. The instrumental survey was useless, I suppose, if it could of the opara-
have been discovered in the way you speak of, by a micrometrical and tîve merits or

barometrical survey?-If we had the proper mon to do it. Insitrumental
surveys.

22086. Tiien so far as that survey exceeded in experise the more sim-
ple one, to that extent it was useless in the instances I have alluded to,
where they discovered the insurmountable obstacles ?-If the obstacles
cou!d have been discovered at smaller cost it would have been very
desirable to do so.

44*
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22087. Is it not desirable to ascertain those obstacles by a simpler
process ?-Not always; the difficulty is to define the position-to lay
the position down on the map.

22088. But there is no difficulty about that, is there ?-There is a
difficulty.

22089. Then why would yon adopt such surveys if there is a difficulty
about ascertaining the localities-in other words, if they are not
effective ?-I would adopt thern in some instances whereyou could, with
comparative ease, fix the position of the obstacles.

22090. Could you, in the country between Nipigon and Red River,
without difficulty, fix the localities by micrometric and barometric
observations?-It would not be very easy. That country, at least the
geological characteristie, is very much like the Thousand Islands, only
there is little mure land than water, and it is very difficult to make a
survey there.

The reason why 22091. I understand you to say this, at ail events, that the simpler
"mrvey w"ere explorations give information which it would be desirable to get before

adopted from the starting instrumental surveys, and the reason why instrumental sur-
t Imttd trne. veys trom the beginning wt;re adopted, was that the limited time made

it necessary ?-Yes, tbe time seemed to make it necessary. If I had
been asked to make this survey with unlimited time I would not have
taken the same course.

22092. Now, comingto the question oftime with a view of ascertain-
ing how far it affected the system of surveys, let me ask what extent
of the country from the east you supposed would be under construction
within two or three years from the time of the first survey ?-From
the east ?

22093. Commencing from the east ?-From Lake Superior to Nipis-
sing?

22094. East of the whole lino. I understand you to say that you were
informed that the terms with British Columbia would be adhered to
and that simultaneously the work would be commenced from the east
and from the west? -Yes.

22095. That would make it appear necessary to commence the
survey at each end ; now, assuming that ta have beon necessary, how
long do you think it would take to ascertain the point of beginning,
and enough more to enable them to go on with the work ? - Well, [ see
what you mean, and I think that it would have been impossible for me
to pronounce positively as to the practicability of the whole lino before
the next meeting of Parliament, so soon, if I had not taken the course
I did. It would not have done to have omitted the whole section
between Lake Superior and Nipissing. It was necessary to ascertain
whether it would have been possible to get a railway through that or
not.

Necessary to as- 22096. Do you mean thbt it was necessary to ascertain the whole of
tcabi Mrtao- the route before either end was begun ?-It was necessary to ascertain
from end to end whether a lino from end to end of the country was practicable or not
before a blow was

e.truck. before a blow was struck; that is my opinion.
22097. Then, in your opinion, the simpler examination of the country

at any point between Red River and Nipissing could not have been
attempted as a first stop ; it was necessary to adopt the more expensive
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system from the beginning ?-It was necessary to take the means that Neceusary totake
would lead to a positive opinion one way or the other, and that means o*l' "aa
was taken. It is an easy matter being wise after the event, but I can positive opinion.
positively say I could see no other way of having the results that
were desired.

22098. It is not because I have any doubt of your judgment in the
matter, or what your judgment was at the time, that I am as;king these
questions; but it is in order, if possible, to get down to the reasons
bearing on the matter, so as to see what led to your judgment ?-Well,
but pardon me, I am not referring to you. I know that some people
are ungenerous enough to state what they would do after they know
what the difficulties are. Some people are always wise after the event.
I have no reference to any one here.

22099. I have taken the course of questioning in this way in order with the infor-
to get out a great deal more than a witness will say by merely stating had at' the te
what his opinion is at a particular time. We have to elaborate to heknowsofno
get down the different views on the different questions which suggested wie could hav
themselves to your mind ?-If I had to do it all again I would not say been taken.
that I would take precisely the sarne course or employ the same man-
ner of means of getting information, because I know better now; but,
with the information that I had then, I know of no other course that I
could have taken.

22100. Was there any portion of the country which had been under
yonr direction before-I mean on the Intercolonial Railway or any
other part of the country-which was an entirely unknown country at
the beginning of a project ?-On the Intercolonial Railway there were
surveys made through large-considerable-sections that were very littie
known to any one who left a record behind them. They were probably
traversed by lumbermen. Examinations had been made some ten or
fifteen years before by Col. Henderson and his assistants in certain
directions. On theIter

22101. How was the knowledge obtained before locating the line Preiminzaryon
through that section: was it by exploration in the first instance ?- l'nstrunentai
Both plans were adopted. fransnee

22102. Generally, which practice prevailed at the beginning in were adopte&.
the examination of that country ?-I am not very sure.

22103. Was it under your control at that time ?-It was not under
rny control, but when it came to be under my control I adopted both
ways.

22104. I am speaking now of entirely new countries ?-I adopted
both plans.

2e105. I suppose in settled countries, or well known countries,
Where the physical features are understood, there would be no great
necessity for explorations ?-That is just the place where you could
inake them most easily. For instance, between this and Toronto there
is no difficulty riding over it on horseback or driving through it by
waggon and getting a fair knowledge of the country, but that could
not be done where it is all forest, and it is alil -forest up there Where
there is spruce, balsam, and such trees as that, it is very difficult to get
through.

22106. I think I have learned, by your evidence to4dy, that whenever
You thou lt the opportunity occurred you did examine the country

441 *
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first by explorations and not by instrumental surveys, notwithstanding-
these trees ? -Yes.

Why simple ex- 22107. Why was it advisable to explore simply in winter ?-Well, it
adatlu wne enabled you to get over some portions of the country a little quicker

and at much lessexpense than by making an instrumental survey, and
these explorations were not always. but generally side explorations, not
in the general direction that we aimed at getting, but to gain informa-
tion at considerable distances to the right and left of that line, so that
if we failed in getting through in a direct course we could direct our
attention to a roundabout course.

Witness asked to 22108. You say that was a good deal less expensive than instru-
sve cont of a mna

Iare explora. mental surveys: what party would be necessary for a bare exploration?
t°n. -The chief expense would be in carrying in the provisions.

22109. And that would depend upon the number of the party of
examiners, if I may so call them, as distinguished from labourers ?-It
would require a sufficient number to take in provisions, and that would
depend on the distance they would have to go.

22110. Take any common distance you like, say fifty miles, what
number of persons would you send to make the examination as distin-
guished from transporters and other labourers?-I would make an esti-
mate of the number of days they would have to be away from the base
of their supplies, and allow a pound and a-half of pork and a pound and
and a-half of flour per diem.

22111. Could you make that up shorter, say for 100 miles ?-If this.
object is simply to run along 100 miles and come back, the time would
be short; but there are other circumstances probably requiring him not
to go forward and back by the same line, but to take a circuitous
course in order to widen the sphere of observation.

22112. Well, taking what matters you think necessary before
making up an exploring party, would you now say what you consider
the size of a party should be for north of Lake Superior ?-Well, I will
furnish the data on which I would make my calculations. These
explorations would have to be made in winter.

22113. Say first for winter, by way of illustration ?-And you,
would have to take into account clothing; they would want blankets,
and some pots and pans, and a tent of some description.

22114. Cf course a party would not be sent out on such an expedi-
tion without a calculation of some kind being made ?-The calculation
has been made over time and again. I cannot carry them in my
mind.

22115. If you will give me the particulars I will make it up now?-
I would allow a pound and a-half of pork and a pound and a-half of
flour for each man ;--

22116. How many men ?-I think I would give them a couple of
blankets, and I would allow a couple of buffalo skins among a certain
number, and they would want a frying-pan for a certain number, and
some pots and pans to boil pork and tea.

22117. Are there any other minuti you would like to describe ?-
Yes; they would want two tents, unless the engineer went out con-
tented to sleep with his men. Then you would have to make allowance
for accidents of various kinds, and the possibility of the party not
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returning so so:)m as expected, and have to take a surplus of these
things with them to prevent any sort of disaster.

22118. Would anything else enter into the calculation ?-Such instru-
nents as they would want and iheir personal clothing They would

want to take clean flannel shirts, drawers, socks, and boots and mocca-
sins, and various things of that kind.

22119. Is there anything else that is absolutely necessary to mention
before we can calculate ?-I think these are the chief items. There
may be small ihings which would suggest themselves to any one.

22120. Would you give me the number of men now ?-The number
of men would depend upon the result of that calculation.

22 21. I asked some time ago how many persons you would take for Two engineers
the examining portion; I thought that desirable as part of the data ?- si eplora-
Well, two would be enough. tion; two axe

0 men.
22122. And for what other purpose would men be required ?-For

using the axe, and for carrying in these things on their backs.

22123. How many for the axe ?-Oh, I should think a couple of men
would be enough.

22124. Do you think the party would be composed of four, besides
those who were required to do the transporting?-Possibly that would
be about the numnber. It would depend, of course, a good deal upon
the length of the journey and the object of the journey.

22125. I eudeavoured, upon a former occasion from another
witness, and I am endeavouring now, to ascertain something of the
proportion of these two systems of survey, one by a bare exploring
party, and one by an instrumental surveying party, and I find it is
very difficult to get any one to express an opinion. I have no objection
to making the calculation if you think it is too difficult, or if you do
inot remember. If there is any simpler way of getting at it I would
like to know it for the purpose of this comparison. Of course we can
start at any given distance-100 miles or fifty miles ?-You would take,
possibly, one of these surveys that were made in that way. There was
one made, I remember, in the winter of 1871-72 by William Murdoch,
between Fort Garry and Fort Nipigon. The number of hands with
him and the cost ineurred would probably give you some idea of the
expense of that. That can be easily ascertained.

22126. Do I understand from you that in the Department of the
Engineer of the Pacifie Railway there is no general understanding on
this subject, as to the relative cost of such parties and such examinations
-that it is a matter on which there is no impression ?-Weil, here I
amn a witness under oath, and I do not come here prepared to make
Calculations under oath. I would like to do it deliberately if there is
any need for doing it.

Refers to the
exploration of
Niurdoch, and
s3uggestlg tha&t the
cost eau bc aacor.
tained from the
Department.

Does Dot corne
prepared to ma"o
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22127. It is desirable to get this information ?-I do n Sosee the Nogjygon to
Object. I do not see that I am called upon to be botbered with it, to give Information
speak frankly. on the relative

cost of different
22128. Well, I am very sorry to bother any witness, but I, cannot °odeofrexamin,1 y ing a country.

help feeling it is a matter we ought to get information upon, if it
8 possible for engineers to ascertain it : is there any person else you

Could suggest who would do it better ?-Well, I suggést an aictual case.
4Tako the case of William Murdoch, who made that examination-pre-
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cisely such an examination as you are enquiring about, between Fort
Garry and Lake .Nipigon; or, take the case of William Armstrong,
who made an examination by the River Pie and down Nipigon River ;
take the case of Mr. Austin, who mude an examination from one part
of the country to another to the east of Lake Superior.

22129. These wore exploratory examinations, I understand ?-Yes,
these were exploratory surveys.

22130. With what instrumental surveys should I compare those
exploratory examinations ?-I do not think it would be just to compare
them with any instrumental surveys.

O3annot tell how
Costof Instru- 22131. How can I compare the cost with that of instrumental sur-
mental and ex- veys ? -I do not know ; I cannot enlighten you. I thought it expedient
Ploratory surves
may be csrn-y to make instrumental surveys ut first.

22132. Of course you have no objection to my getting data for the
comparison ?-Not ut ail.

22133. You understand I am endeavouring to make a comparison
between a bare exploration over a common country and an instru-
mental survey, such as was made from time to time over different parts
of the country : now you suggest those very exploratory surveys as
comparing the data ?-if I had thought such an exploration would
have procured the information, I certainly would not have gone to the
expense of doing anything more.

22134. I am quite sure that you did not think so, and that
you took the course which you deemed to be best; but after
disposing entirely of that matter, I wish now to get some data
on which to found a comparison of the cost of such surveys without
reference, if you like, to the Pacifie Railway. We want te know what
it would cost to survey such a country as that through whieh the
Pacifie Railway was located, in the one case merely by exploration,
and in the other case by an instrumental survey ?-1 am afraid I cannot
assist you in making the comparison ut this moment. After reflection
I might.

OTTAWA, Saturday, 14th May, 1881.

SANDFoRD FLEMING's examination continued:
Etvueti¯u . By the Chairman:-

.Zukeg. 22135. Is there anything connected with your previous evidIe
that you wish to state?-In my ovidence, yesterday, respecting the
measurement of muskeg, I stated that I had written a letter directing
that all further certificates should be stopped. I have sent for the-
letter, and here it is, dated December 23rd, 1878. It is quite short:

,etter of Fle1ming " MARCUS SITH, Esq., Ottawa:
te Smith dtrect- "My DAR SiR,--On the 12th instant, Messrs. Purcell & Ryan, ihe contractors forIng that ail b thTurther cerfîfi- section 25, made application for the pe;centage retained by the Government on their
eates should be contract. , I looked into the matter, and found that while the original total estimated
stopped. amount of work was $1,037,061, already $1,312,015 had been certified as the value

of the work executed, showing a serious discrepancy between the original esti-
mate and the return of work done, too serions, indeed, to paso unnoticed. I at once
telegrarhed Mr. McLennan, the engineer in charge of the section, to furnish wib-
out delay a return accounting for the excess referred to. I had some daye
previously heard that there was a material ditference in the quantities, but
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this is the first occasion on which the matter bas regularly come before me. coàteact >. 25.
I deem it proper, therefi re, Io lose no time in enquiring into t he matter. I have as Muskeg.
yet bad nu reply from Mr. McLennan, but possibly some explanation will come from
him before long. In the meantime it is advisable to issue no further certificates on
this contract. I tbink that is the proper course to take in the matter, and if the infor-
maation required cannot be had in any other way, it may b.ecorne necessary to have a
re-measurement of the entire work.

"Yours very truly,i SANDFORD FLEMING."

That is the letter I had roferenco to.
22136. Do you understand that letter as giving directions only as to

muskeg material, because I understand it was on this subject you sup-
posed you had written the letter?- This letter gives directions to Mr.
Smith who, up to that time, hud been issuing certificates in the con-
tractor's favour, to issue no more.

22137. I do not understand you to indicate in that letter that you
bave any objection to the method of measuring muskeg ?-No; the
question was not understood then. The fact that the amount paid the
contractor had then over-run the original est imate by something near
$300,000 was quite enough to satisfy me that there was somothing
wrong.

22138. That might have oecurred if the measurements had been on
account of excessive work in rock or loo>e rock would it not? -
Posibly. I did not know the cause then, but it was in connection with
the m uskeg question.

22139. Iow do you make ont that it was in connection with the mus-
keg question-I mean the contents of your letter?-Because I dis-
covered subsequently the excess was duo to the mode of neasuring
nuskeg.

22140. Then that letter was written before you discovered the diffi-
culty about the muskeg ?-It was wri1 ten wheu the difficulty was dis-
covered ; the precise nature of the difliculty I did not thon know.

22141. I understood you to say before, that, as soon as the difficulty
in the measurirg of muskeg came to your knowledge, you wrote a lot-
ter upon that subject giving directions on that subject ?-I may ihave
been slightly astray as to that, but the difficulties referred to in my
examination, yesterday, were on the muskeg question.

22142. Do yon mean now that the first diffieulty which you discovered
was that the work as executed largely exceeded the cost of the work
which was estimated ?-Yes.

22143. And that, having written a letter upon that subject in the
words whieh you have read, you discovered afterwards that this diffi-
eulty was due to the excessive quantities measured as muskeg ?-Yes;
quite so. There was a difficulty-a serious difficulty-and I deter mined
to make full enquiry into the nature of the difficulty before the contrac.
tors should be paid any more.

22144. After you discovered that the difficulty arose from the mode
of measuring the muskeg, did you give any special directions regard.
ing that material ?-I did.

22145. In what way did you give them ?-I sent ont letters of instrue-
tions to the several engineers in charge of sections where that material
Wab being used.

Muskeg question
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22146. At what time did you send thom?-I have a letter in my
hand, dated 3rd of June, 1879, addressed to Mr. Jennings. Similar
letters were addressed to Mr. Caddy.

22147. Is that the same which is printed in your memorandum of
1880 ?-Yes.

22148. .Does that refer particularly to the mode of measuring mus-
keg ?-It does, if my recollection is right, and it was done after the
nature of the difficulty referred to in the letter which I have just read,
was found out.

22149. On page 15, in clause 6, I lind that you disapproved of the
use of this material for embankments : is there some other portion of
the letter which speaks of the nethod of measuring it ?-I will be
happy to read you clause 6. I begin at that:

" 6. It may further be mentioned, for the information of Mr. Jennings, that on some
sections under construction, whpn muskegs prevail and the embankments have been
frmed from side borrowing-pi's and ditches, serious difficulties have arisen. The
material so borrowed is reported to be, in many cases, vegetable matter of a spongy
nature, holding much water, and when dry and compressed by a sup'rincumbent
weight, to have little solidity; it is consequently unfit to be used in the formation of
earth embankment. The undersigned accordingly disapproves of its use.

" 7. There is always more or less difficulty in forming embankment, across mus-
kegs or marshes. In some cases where a proper outfall is available, so that ditches
would have the effect of draining and consolidating the ground, it is advisable to
form them parallel to the line of railway. But when the ditches, after beinig formed
would simply remain full of stagnant water, theirformation is of doubtfulexpediency
and under such circumstances ditches are of little value. Indeed, in sotne special
localities they may be a positive injury, and in al] such cases it is advisable not to
form them, but rather resort to a judicious use of the logging and brushIng provided
for under the contract.

" This being done a thin covering of earth to form a foundation and bed for the ties
may be added. Track may then be laid, and thus allow material to be brought from
any convenient distance by train. But if this expedient be resorted to. it will be
necessary to bed the t ack sufficiently even and sohid to prevent the rails from being
bent or injured in any way.

" 8. These several points are brought to the attention of Mr. Jenni:igs, hut he will
himself determine the best course to be pursued when he bas specially examined each
locality, and become acquainted with the depth of the muskeg ana alt the circum-
stances. In arriving at a decision, Nir. Jennings will take into consideration the
question of haul, for which a price ie provided, and he will see that in no case the
price of earth and haul together (when material is brought by train) shal1 exceed the
price of ballast, as in such cases ballast would probably be the best and cheapest
material with which to form the embankment.

This is theþsection'which I wish to direct your special attention to :
Where muakeg "9. There may be some exceptional case where it may be impossible for the con-permitted to be tractor to procure suitable material for the road-bed, and where it woull be a ver7 greatused spartngly
and In al cases advantage to them and expedite their operations, i they were permitted to use in part
only-the'solid the spon gy mateiial found in muskegs. This shall only be allowed sparingly, and in all
contentg of the cases when used, the solid contents of the spongy matter only is to be paid for. A
apongy matter to log platform (clause 12) must invariably be laid on the surface before any of thebe paid or. muskeg material is deposited, and arrangements must be made to measure the solid

cubic contents in the embankment after the water has had time to drain out of it.
On these conditions as to measurement and payment, and on these only, will the
undersigned approve of the use in any form, of this peculiar material."

Then I gol on to point out that Mr. Jennings should inform the con-
tractors of my decision in the matter, and so forth.

22150. I understand you to suggest in those instructions that the
use of this material would not be approved of by you generally, and
that in special cases where it might seem to be unavoidable,
on account of the extra expense to the contractor if he were obliged
to furnish other material, you would permit it to be nsed upon
the condition that that measurement, or that mode of measurement
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which you suggest, would be acquiesced in by the contractor ?-In
those cases, and in the way described, I would permit it to be used.

22151. But upon the condition that the contractor should be in-
formed first of your decision ?--No ; there was no condition of that
kind.

22152. I understand it is only upon these conditions you would per-
mit it to bu used ; that, in other vords, you withliold your permission
unless those conditions are agreed to ?-Yes ; but the informing of the
contractor was not one of e conditions, buecause it would come to
the knowiedge of the contractor soonler or later, and I was desirous
that the contraetor should know as soon as possible.

22153. But do you not see that you are telling the engineer that
you will not permit the material to be excavated and u:ed unless a
certain mode of measurenent shall afterwards be adopted ?-yes.

22154. Well, how can you attach a condition to the removal of
it which takem place before the mode of measurement is estabished
unless by the consent of the parties ?-I do not comprehend the
question.

22155. 1 understand you to say this in effect: I withhold my consent
to using that mus.keg mat:erial in embankments unless it is to be
measured by the solid contents after conpression: is that, in short, the
substance of your instructions upon that question ?-Yes; I point out
how the material is to be used, and it amounts to this: it is to be
imeasured in embankment so as to aive at the solid contents of the
material, and I say " on these conditions aind payment, and on these
o0nly, will the undersigned " (that is myself) "approve of the use in any
form of this peculiar material."

22156. You are attaching to your permi.sion a condition as to the ex-
cavation ; well, of course, one would think that that would be a con-
dition precedent-that until that coIdi:ion was ascertained or
consented to, or in some way acquieceed in, you would withhold
your consent-that the excavation, in laet, mhould not take pjace until
it was ascertained that that condition would be compliedî with ?-I
said so in so many words.

22157. Then that involves the proposition that the contraetor should
-consent to that condition beforethe remova1, and uniess he did consent
to it that the material should not be renoved ?-He would be stopped
-it he took any other course means woul bu taken to stop him. The
engineer had the power to prevent him taking any other course-I
mean the resident engineer.

22158. Then, if the contractor d'd not consent to that condition, or
was not informed of it beforehand, and proceeded to excavate without
agreeing to it, or without being inflormed of it, he would
not be, according to your own theory, as I take it, subject
to this deduction in the measurement ?-It just amounts to this:
the work would come to a stand. or if' he v:ent on with the work against
the positive instructions of my assistant on the ground, he would not
be paid for the amount lie did; he would get no cortificate for work
done. Mr. Jennings and the other were directed to make no returns
unluss in this way, and I would bave taken very good care to have put
My name to no certificate unless the material was ued in the way
,directed and measured in the way directed.
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contractNo. s. 22159. Did you give any certificates after those instructions to Mr.
Muskeg. Jennings, in which this muskeg material was measured in any other

than your way; you say you would have taken good care not to do so ?
-I do not know, as a matter of tact, whether I did or not. If [ did I
would take it for granted thatMr. Jennings had carried out myinstrue,
tions until I satistied myself that lie did not.

Meanwhile went 22160. Then, in other words, without enquiry, you wouid assume that
to England. your instructions had been carried out, ard that the nuskeg was really

measured in the embankments ?-Now, that it has come to my recollec-
tion, I was directed by the Minister that very year, very soon after I
left this, not on my own pleasure, but oi public business, to proceed
with Sir John Macdonald, Sir Leonard Tilley and Sir Charles Tupper,
to England, and 1 went with them to England, and I did not return
until some time in August, or September, so that I was not at the head
office for some months after these instructions were issiied. When I
returned, I required Io find out what certificates I signed beforeLcould
answer the question. I have no doubt at ail that I took care that no
improper certificates were issued.

Thinks an Order- 22161 Is there anything further on this subject of muskeg material
In.cJounalsln and measurenent, which yon wish to give in evidence ?-No; I simply

y muskeg promised yesterday to produice this letter that I have now produced.
abould beused. It now occurs to me that while I was last in England, an Order-in-

Couneil was passed definirg the way in which thi, muskeg was to be
measured, and to what extent it vas to be employed, and, I believe,
this was conveyed to the gent1c n whose mnames I had already given,
Messrs. Jennings and Caddy, and they have been acting under that
Order-in-Council since theu, I suppose.

uvearny. 22162. When we parted, yesterday, we were considering the com-
Found It imprac- parative cost of exploratory and of instrumental surveys, particularly

°le tause with reference to the eastern section which was the one upon which
to rede lia you were giving evidence : can you now give us further information
surveys, and that upon this question of the comparative cost as to any given lengtb of
ag the cast country ?-Well, I am afraid I cannot give you very saut sfictory infor.
ee ett -rn. mation. I found it irmpracticable to begin and carry on the survey in

that way,'and it being inpractieable, the cost of it was not considered.
It was impracticable for mnote reasons than one. The men that could
miake a survey of that desc iiption were not available: they were not
to be had in the country. Any men that I did know myself that could
do it were then engaged.

Could not getthe 22163. Engaged on instrumental surveys ?-Engagd on other work
toraÅ -- 4-on other lines of railway, or other work. Their services could not

be had, and I had te devise sore other means of getting the required
information, so that the question of the cost of doing it in the way that
you suggest was not considered.

22164. You say that men fit for this exploratory examination of the
country were scarce, and were rot to be had in sufficient numbers to,
enable you to depend upon that system or method at first: is that what
I inderstand ?-Yes. N

22165. Then I suppose you aise imply that if you had sufficient men
at your command you would have followed that course of exploration ?
-If I had been able to spare the time, and if I had been ubiquitous, I
would have done it myself; but L could not do that. I could not have
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Bpared the time. It would have taken a very long time for one indi-
vidual, and I knew of no other men that were thon unemployed who
could do it.

':2166. But I understand you to imply that if the right mon could
have been fodfd you would have adopted this system ?-I would have
employed it to some extent, not to the whole extent. There are some
portions of the country where I think I would have adopted the sanie
course that was adopted.

22167. Which portions do you now allude to ?-I refer more par-
ticularly to the section-the broad blank on the map that thon was-
lying between the River Ottawa and Lake Nipissing, and the northern
bend of Lake Superior, a long distance, some 600 miles.

22168. Now, I understand that you mean that even if you had it in
your power to be ubiquitous, and to have made these surveys by ex-
ploration yourself, you would still have decided upon an instrumental
survey, as was at that time adopted ?-For a very considerable portion
of the country.

22169. Is this the only section you referred to ?- Yes.

22170. Between the River Ottawa and Lake Nipissing to the
northern bond of Lake Superior ?-Yes.

22171. So that irrespective of any surrounding circumstances, you
say that the system adopted was the one which ought to have been
adopted at that time ?-To a large extent in that section.
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22172. In adopting the instrumental method, do you get the in-
formation of as broad a strip of the country as you do by explorations ?
-You get the information of a kind that you require more than the
other. To get the information by explorations, which are commonly
called track surveys, the explorer would, as a rule, follow the water
channele, the rivers and streams. These are all the depressions.-the
natural deprossions of the country, and he would be unable to gain
much knowledge concerning the land between those streams. Byadopting the course I did I went to the core of the diffivulty and got
information in the general direction which it was desirable that the
Une should fbllow.

22173. In adopting the instrumental surveys, do yo get information
upon as broad a strip or area of the country as you do by exploratory
examinations, or track surveys, as you have described them ?
-You get quite as broad, if not broader, because the instru-
mental survey embraces those track surveys and side explora-
tions. If you allow me to draw your• attention to the map
of the country-take any one section-take the section in the neigh-
bourhood of one of those Hudson Bay canoe routes-say the route from
Michipicoton to James Bay: a track survey on that river would give
you very little information that would be useful in projecting a railway.
It would give you information of the country between Lake Superior
and James Bay or intermediate points, but it would give no information
of the country lying ton acres distant to the right and left of that:
lunless you could find a river or navigable stream that was lying in the
general direction you wanted to go you would get very littie informa-
tion indeed. That canoe route that I have just referred to crosses, and
could only cross, the line of the railway at one point, and it was impos-
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SuIrve. sible to say where that point would be at the first otf-go-quite impos-
sible.

22174. I do not think my question was suflicient to draw from you
the information which I intended to ask for : I think I should have
qualified it ?-You spoke vith regard to breadth of country. It would
certainly give you, in the instance I refer to, greater knowledge of the
breadth of the country ; but it was knowledge of the length of the
counitry we wanted more than the breadth.

22175. I will come to what F want afterwards. I am trving to work
out the subject so that I can com.prehend it in.yself: I know that you
are very farmiliar with it. Woald the same time and the same amount
of money enable the Government to obtain the information over as
wide, as broad an area of country by instrumental surveys as by explo-
ratory surveys ?-I think the plan adopted, which embraced instru-
mental surveys as well as explorations gives the desired information
quicker and at less cost than it would have been possible to have done
it with simpler explorations.

witnes says ex- 22176. Do you mean with simpler operations at the beginning, and
ploratoryurvey thon followed by instrumental surveys, or do you mean that a simplerwould neyer have 1-given the Inform- exploration would never have given you the accurate information that
If they o"uld hav" the instrumental survey did ?-Well, I mean both. The explorations
been made. would never give us the information that wo wanted if they could have

been made--if we had the mon to make them. They would have given
us a certain amount of information, but it would not have been satis-
factory. unless a great deal of time had been spent over it, years and
years, and unless the very best description of mon we had for that ser-
vice had been employed.

Knowledge re-
q~ui8Ite before the

ocation of the
Une, could have
been acqulred
bester by a
simple explor-
ation, exceptIng
.One of the eastern

ectiong.

22177. For the present let us put out of the question the matter of
available mon for tho service, and assume that any amount of available
mon could have been obtained; then the question I ask is this :
whether some information towards the knowledge requisite before the
location of the line could have been acquired over a wider area (I do
not mean length so much as breadth of the country), by what is called
a simple exploration better than by an instrumental survey for the
expenditure of any given time and money ?-In that case it could in
certain sections of the country, but in one of the sections, particularly
between Lake Superior and Ottawa, I still would have had the instru-
mental surveys made.

22178. Thon you mean that in the district or in localities other than
the one yon name, an exploration would have given information of
some kind over a wider area than instrumental surveys; but notwith-
standing that you consider the circumstances in this case exceptional, and
that the instrumental surveys were proper to be adopted ?-Had there
been plenty of time, and had there been a sufficient number of avail-
able men, it would have been advantageous to have employed them in
making explorations with the barometer and micrometer and the
ordinary track surveys, over a wide extent of country between Red
River and Lake Nipigon. and perhaps a little distance to the east of
Lake Nipigon; but I still think that, even under these circumistances, it
would have been advisable to have made an instrumental examination
in the way it was done between the Ottawa and the northern bond of
Lake Superior.
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22179. What is the reason which would take that particular strip
of country out of the ordinary rule : why is it that you think that ought
to be commenced by instrunental surveys rather than this other section
which you say miglit better have beetn first explored ?-There are
several reasons. These track surveys would generally be done by
canoe on the water channe's, and there are no water channels running
in the proper direction, or they are very few indeed in the section of
country to which refèrence is maie. If you examine the map -the
last mal), with all the water channels laid down on it-you will find
that they run generally north and south instead of east and west.

22180. And do you mean that the country cannot bc examined by a
bare exploration except through the water channels or some other
depressions ?-Not very easily.

22181. But with some difficulty ?-With very great difficulty. I
have done it myself, but it is not an easy matter.

22182. Do you mean that it eitails great hardship on the persons
employed ?-Great hardship, and the results are not very satisfactory.

22183. Aithough made with the micrometer and barometer ?-Oh,
you cannot use a micrometer in the woods. It must be an open
cointiy to use a micrometer.

Surveys -.
Charater of

Murvey.
Reason why ho
excepts country
between Lake
S3uperior and the-
OttLawa.

Cannot use a
nicrometer in

the Woods.

22184. Were these bare explorations which you recommended to be
made in the winter made through the woods ?-These examinations
were made with facility in the winter on account of the freezing of the
rivers and lakes.

22185. But the rivers and lakes, I understand it, ran in a different The explorations
direction from the line you were exploring ?-The explorations were whilchweremade,
not made in the section of country I speak of. They were made in eat and west of
another section of country. They wore made to the east and west of Lake Nipigon.
Lake Nipigon, not betwen Lake Superior and the Ottawa River.

22186. As to the difficulty of getting men fit for this service Of Meman ft todo
exploration, what are the requisite qualifications of a person for that the work of an
service ?-Well, I should corisider a properly qualified man would be "plorer Whotoul becot eW
one who is qualified to take the position of a chief engineer. to bugier

22187. You think that would be requisite, do you ?-I think so.
22188. Did you direct Mr. loretzky to make some explorations in

the western part of the country ?-Oh, that is another matter alto-
gether.

22189. I understood that you selected him for that work: is that
correct ?-Mr. Horetzky went out as a photographer to begin with.

22190. Was he not employed as an explorer to explore the practica-
bility of cet-tain portions of the country-the neigh bourhood of Peace
River or the Pine River Pass?-I am afraid that will branch off into
another subject which will take a long time to discuss. If you are
anxious to discuss it I am ready.

22191. I understand you to say, for the purpose of t;lis'exploration,
the men fitted for it were few, because no man was fit for it unless he
was fit for a Chief Engineer. That is, as I understand it, the substance
of your evidence on that point. Now I ask yon whether you have not
employed men to do this service who were not fit to be chief engineers?
-1 have frequently been obliged to employ men to do work who were
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not the men best fitted for it, frequently because I could get no
other.

22192. But still you considered it advisable to get them to do this
work ?-Sometimes it is necemsary to otnploy mon, bocause-for other
reasons altogether.

22193. Do yon consider ail the men, or any of them whom you
employed to take charge and manage simple explorations, to be up to
the standard which you have made ?-In these explorations ?

22194. Yes ?-Well, there were none employed in the way you speak
of, solely making explorations. They were making simple explorations
as a rule.

22195. I understood you to say that over some portions of this
country, at some seasons of the year, persons were doing notbing but
exploring-that several parties were engaged simply as exploring
partles: 1s that right ?-That 1s right.

22196. Were they ail under the charge of men who were fit to be
chief engineers ?-They were not.

22197. Well, thon, you found it expedient to employ men for explo-
rations who were not up to the standard ?-But the character of the
explorations was quite ditferent. These other explorations that you
refer to were in connection with the instrumental surveys. We bad
the instrumental surveys- as a base to refer the explorations to.

22198. They were branch exaninations ?-Branch examinations.
22199. From a base line ascertained by instrumental survey ?-For

the most part they were branch exa-ninations.
22200. Do you know whether persons who are not in the profession

are sometimes employed as ex)lorers, to ascertain first the feasi-
bility of a country before employing professional men afterwards to
survey it instrumentally ?-Oh, yes; lumbermen, Indians and others,
are sometimes asked to give their opinion about certain portions of
the country they have been through, but it is not always to be impli-
citly relied on. They may give it honestly enough, but they are very
apt to be, and very often are, grossly mistaken.

22201. Does it not sometimes happen that the feasibility of a country
for a railway is ascertained by persons not in the profession at ail,
and is af terwards acted on ?-I da not know that it is. I do not at
this moment remember any case.

22202. In a country where you can use the micrometer and baro-
meter, any person who understood the use of them would be
able to get some information towards establishing the feasibility of a
railway through it ?-Not necessarily.

22203. What would be the difficulty ?-Any one could, in a very
short time, learn the use of a barometer. Any one, in a very short
time, could learn the use of a micrometer. It does not follow at ail
that they would be able to give you any valuable information with
regard to the counitry, because they could use the instruments.

22204. If they could use them and did use them over any par-
ticular portion of the country, would not that give valuable data in
exercising a judgment on the feasibility of the railway ?-It would be
available as far as it went, but that would be ail.
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22205. To what length would it go: would it give the distances
and the heights of the surface of the country ?-A single observation
by means of the micrometer, if accurately executed, would give you
the distance between two points. A number of' observations, unless
they were systematically arranged, might give you very little infor-
mnation. It would have to be done according to certain rules-certain
well understood rules.

Srvey-

22206. Would these rules be difficult to understand by persons of
ordinary intelligence ?-There is nothing difficult about it, but it would
take some little time to acquire sufficient experience. I do not think
you could take any intelligent man and make him fitted to make these
explorations at very short nbtice. These explorations that you refer
to are the sort of explorations that are made very largely by the Geolo-
gical Survey-by Mr. Selwyn, by Prof. Bell, by Dr. Dawson and
one or two others. These are not only mon of very great intelligence,
but of considerable experience.

22207. In ascertaining the nature of the country and the feasibility Most direct Un.
-of a railway-between Nipissing and Nipigon, for instance-was it a long way back
necessary to go far from the frontier ?-That is exactly what i wanted from thé lake.
to find out by the examination. I wanted to find out how close to a
-direct lino w~e could get a railway, and the most direct line was a long
way back of the lake.

22208. Could you ascertain that, as regards the depth of the country
between the frontier and the line, better by an instrumental survey
rurning principally easterly and westerly than by explorations running
principally northerly and southerly ?-Much botter, much cheaper and
mnuch quicker.

22209. To what depth do you think you obtained information of the
nature of the country by the instrumental survey adopted ?-J could
hardly say. To a considerable depth, some places fifty miles-a breadth
of fifty miles.

22210. On an average what would the depth be ?-I can hardly say. Considerable
It depends upon information that I have not at my finger ends now, eg hof c°nn-
but, taken with the explorations, a considerable breadth of country was
examined. These examinations took place perhaps 120 miles away
back of the Georgian Bay, and a lesser distance back of Lake Superior
-150 miles back of Georgian Bay.

22211. I understand the course which was followed in making this course onlowed
instrumental survey was, that the parties would proceed to some point strurental sur-
inland, a considerable distance from the frontier, and then pursue their vQartIe-P
investigation easterly and vesterly : is that the nature of the work? poinland and
-Yes. investtgated east

and west.
22212. 8o that, in effect, you obtained instrumental information

upon a lino a long w y inland and far from the frontier, but running
ea8terly and westerly in the general lino of the railway ?-iRnnning in
the desired direction. One party would proceed up the Richipicoton
River, and I should say to you the number of points where the interior
of the country was accessible were extremely limited. The Miehipi-
COton River was one of them, and we sent more than one of our parties
#p the Michipicoton River, with instructions to examine to the right
JInd left, and penetrate the forest towards the Ottawa in a certain
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Survey. general given direction, sr that they might come Out or meet another
party from the Ottawa midway.

22213. In dovising the methol of surveys, at the begiiining of this
undertaking in 1871, I uiderstand you to say that it was a matter of
great iIgency in your opinion, and aCcording to the information you
received ; did that induce y u to adopt the operations without aiy
great consideration as to the comparative cost of different kinds of
expeditions ?-I think I nav say yes to that question. First of all, t
consider ed what sort of examination vas nerded- what sort of examina-
tion was practicable under all the circuinstances. Thon I went to
work to carry out that examination, not regardless of cost, but with the
primary object in view of getting the most satisfactory results with the
least possible delay.

May have Com- 22214. Did the cost of the different expeditions or methods of opera-
dia ret seo, tion enter into your consideration so far as to make you compare the
but cannot say to relative cost of different kinds of expeditions ?-I may have conpared
what extent, as
hea onsdered the them in my own mind, and no doubt I did think over it very seriously,
costasecondary but I cannot positively iay to what extent, nor can I produce any
consideration. calculations as to the cost of the different metbods.

22215. Did you consider that the cost of the operations was a mat-
ter of secondary consideration ?-I did.

22216. And that the main object was to ascertain, as early as pos-
sible, the information which would enable you to locate a lino ?-The
main object was to get the information desired by the Government.

22217. Whieh was to locate a lino, as I understand you ?-Which
was, first, to ascertain if a hue was practicable ; second, where it should
go, and in due time to locate the line.

222i8. The final object was to locate the line ?-In the fewest
possible words to establish a lino of railway from the one side of the
country to the other.

Finds from a 21219. Is there anything further connected with this eastern or
Sape rbefore hilmalie®6th April, wooded section, and connected with the surveys, which you wish to add

1877, that between to your evidence ?-1 do not know that there is. I see by a paper
Redivera and before me, that has been prepared evidently with some care, dated 16th
plr°atoryauveys April, 1877-prepared for the purpose, I think, of informing either the
nearly 10,000 Senate or House of Commons-that although instrumental surveys
miles. were made through that country, between the valley of the Ottawa

and Red River, to a cousiderable extent, exploratory or track surveys
were by no means neglected. I find that a total mileage of very
nearly 10,000 miles of track surveys were maie between the valley of
the Ottawa and Red River from first to last.

BURPE. T. R. BURPE's examination continued:
Purehame of By the Chairnan

"tacts Nos. 22220. I think you said that you had charge of the correspondence
between Mr. Fleming and other parties during the time that he was
Engineer-in-Chief, or after you became connected with the Department ?
-Yes, I had.
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22221. Have you searched for any letters or copies of letters from "-11.
Mr Fleming to Mr. Sandberg on the subject of be rails purchase ?- The firatietter
Yes; I have searcihed through the books. The first letter I find is in from Sandberg to
November, 1874, after the purchase of the steel rails. the dateofpur-

22222. That is after the tenders had been recoivel ?-Afier the con- îa*ls e

tract was let.
22223. You find nrne before that from Mr Fleming to Mr. Satndberr ?

-None before. All our correspondence up to the lst of January, lz74,
was destroyed by fire.

SANDFoRD FLEMING's examination continued: FLEMING.

By the Chairman :
22224. You have heard the question which was asked Mir. Burpe on

the subject of the correspondence from y,)u to Mr. Sandberg: could
you say whether thore was any such correspondence ?-I am as certain
as I am of anything that there was correspondence.

22225. From you to him?-From Mr. Sandbeorg to me.

22226. I am asking whether there was any letter from you to him ? Recelved .several
-I received several letters from Mr. Sandberg--more lotters than I saleerf
think I answered. I probably acknowledged the receipt of two or
three at one time, having a great deal else to attend to, and not much
more than the acknowledgment. Indeed, i would occasionally let
them accumilate, but I have a distinct recollection of receiving the
letters referred to, and I am as clear on that point as I am of any-
thing.

2.227. It is not with respect to any doubt of that I am asking the Sandberg's infor.
question : the letters from you to Mr. Sandberg, as 1 understand you ar voln-
to intimate, would be in answer to some from him to you, not asking
him to write to you ?-I think the information was voluntary on his
part: I did not ask him at all.

22228. He voluntarily made the suggestion to you ?--He volunteered
the information. As to the non-appearance of the letters, I stated
yesterday that possibly I handed the letters to Mr. Mackenzie.

22229. That is, the letters from him to you ?-Yes. There would be
no record of them in the head office. I probably would bie away ail
summer and they might have been received by me in my absence from
Ottawa.

22230. Will you please explain the system of surveys in British surveys, B.
Columbia, if there is any distinction between the cour-e adopted there
and that of the eastern section, or if there is any other explanation that
you think proper to give in connection with it ?-I will have to refer to
the instructions and telegrams and various documents bearing on that
branch of the subject, and I may be a little tedious. Ilowever, I will
endeavour to be as short as possible. With regard to the mode of pro-
ceeding with the work of the survey in British Columbia, which began
about ten years ago, I confess that at the time Iwas very greatly puzzled.
I had never been in that country, and the country is one in respect of
which it ls very difficult to form a proper idea with regai d to its
character, even after reading the very best description of it. Our

45*
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- operations had to be condu c-ed in remote parts of the pi .uee which

had not been visited by peopiv-by travellers-who left a r ec-or d behind
them, because I endeavoured to get all the information, I could from

Gathered infor- every source. I gathered nuch valuable information Iatiieuiarly with

ionroapt. regard to the country eat of the Rocky Monntains, and in the Rocky
Pamser, Dr. Ray, Mountains, from the reports of Capt. Palliser, espeeiliy respecting
Milton and
Chead"e. Von- some of the southern pa-ses throuth these mountains ; from the
versed with journals of Dr. Ray, Milton and Cheadle, and others, I learned about the
Truteh, learnedPaseconoth
that oaePans Yellow Head Pass and other sections of the country. I had the benefit
Miud Veiltow of a personal interview with the Hon. Mr. Trutch, subsequently
H9-ad Paqs fur-
nished the most Lieuten ant-Governor of British Columbia, and who, although ho him-

"acesinto self had never been in the mountains, knew a great deal about British
British Columbia Columbia, perhaps as much as any other man. I thus entleavoured to

gather generally froin every source all the information that I could,
'anid I learned that at two points, namely Howse Pass and Yellow eload
Pass, the most promising entrances into British Columbia through the
Rocky Mountains from the east was offerod tbrough ) one or other of
those passes. I had nu conception then that obstacles barred the direct
way to the Pacifie Ocean to the west of the Rocky Mountains, even
mote formidable and vastly more difficult to dvercome than the Rocky
Mountains themselves afterwards proved. I was at a great loss to find
engineers whom I considered qualified to make the necessary examina-
tion. There were a num ber ( gentlemen in British Columbia whom
it was Jeemed advisable, for reasons tihat will be understood, to employ.

Feveral genfle- 2:231. You mean for their engineering abilities, I suppose ?-No
men tii irlttQhen Z

Columb a whom for political reasons. These gentlemen were utknown to me I never
he employed on even heard their names before, and I personally knew nothing of thoir
other than engi- n ~ -O<~

eeringgrounds. qualifications. I heard of one gentleman, however, whom I had known
many years ago, and I was informed that he had spent much of his
subsequent life in British Columbia in making exvlorations and in
forming trails and making roads, that ho was thmiliar with the
Mountainous districts, and particularly those adjoinind the Columbia
iiver to the west of Ilowso Pass, and that ho was well qualified to
carry out with expedition and success any examination required in that

Obtained au- quarter. I obtained the authority of the MiniFter to engage that gentle-
thority toempioy man, Mr. Moberly, and I placed in his hands the duty of finding out
directe hun all the particulars respecting llowse Pass as a route f îr the lailway. I

aout outal lkewise succeeded in securing the services of Mr. Roderiek MLeonnan,
Pass. who, I believe, was well qualitied to niako an examination in a rough

country. I knew him to be a man of energy a;nd ability, and of con-
Placed the exa- siderable experience. I placed the examination of Y ellow Hoad Pass
Ye Y Head and its approaches in Mr. MvLonnan's hands. Another gentleman,
Paus In McLen- Mr. John Trutch, residing in British Columbia, a brother of the late
nan's hands. Z

John Trutch was Lieutenant-Governor, was likcwise appointed, and placed in charge of
In charge of dts- a district extonding fi-on the Lower Fraser to Kamloops and
tmltfomLw-r Shuswap Lake. These three gentlemen were appointed district
Fraser to Kam- .gap

loops and Shus- engineers, and were placed on an equal footing as such. Mr. George
wap mke. Watt, a gentleman whom I had notpreviously known, was appointed

to lead the commissariat department, to conttrol and account for the
expenditure. It was the wish of the (Government that these
three district engineers should fill up their surveying staff, as far

Four others sent as possible, from residents of British Columbia. As a matter of

oOttaw fact, only four other engineering gentlemen were sent fromn this side,
Rbaunme,treland and one of them really belonged to British Columbia. Their names
and Dickey. were Messrs Mahood, Rhéaume, Irelaind and Dickey. These four were
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appointed under the authority of Sir George Cartier. The first men-
tioned, Mr. Mahood, had previously been connected with explora-
tions in British Columbia. He was a stranger to me. In connection
with the commissariat branch of the survey, another gentleman, Mr.
Sherwood Hall, was appointed. lie also was a stranger to me. Mr.
Moberly was selected to make an examination of the country lying
between the Kootanie Plain, east of Howse Pass, and Shuswap
Lake, to the east of Kamloops. I should mention here that ho had pro-
viously informed me that he was familiar witli the country easterly
from Shuswap Lake, and had, in fact, discovered a favourable route
for a railway through what is known as the Gold range, which lies
between Shuswap Lake and the Columbia River. The point which
I myself had most doubt about was ut and near llowse Pass, although
it was considered desirable to confirm the statement made by Mr.
Moberly with respect to the Eagle Pass.

22432. That is the pass which you thought he had discovered ?-Yes;
the path through the Gold range. I directed him accordingly to pro-
ceed with all possible despatch to Ilowse Pass and test the matter by
actual survey. I further directed him, in order to save time, to detail
a portion of his staff to begin an instrumental examination between
Shuswap Lake and the Columbia River.

22233. Through the Eagle Pass?-Through the Eagle Pass; and I
requested hin to make every possible exertion o form a junction
between Howse Pass and Shuswap Lake e elose of the
season. Mr. MeLennan was similarly directed to cross the mountains
from the west by the Yellow Head Pass, and make an instrumentai
examination of the pass and its approaches on either side, so that we
would secure the data to make a proper comparison between lowso
and Yellow Heaid Pass as soon as it was possible to do it.

222d4. Could you say from what point ea"h of these enginaeers was Directions to
to begin his instrumental examination ?-Yes. Mr. Moberly was to Moberly, MeLon-
begin his instrumental examination at Koolanie Plain. Mr. McLennan nan and Trteh.

was to begin, if I remember his instructions distinctly, this side of
Yellow llead Pass, after having passed through it and explored it.
Mr. John Ti'utch was directed to examine the district lying between
Shuswap Lake, and the Lower Fraser, a section which is to a large
extent common to the two routes across the Rocky Mountains, the one
by Howse Pass. and the other by Yellow lead Pass. These three
gentlemen were left entirely to their own discretion. witi respect to
the strength of their parties, the arrangement of their staif, and
almost everything else. My instructions were very general. It is
quite a mistake to suppose, as maty be inferred from some of the evi-
dence I see by this Commission, that they were debarred from making
any but instrumental surveys. They were enjoined, in the first place, to
make a general examination in advance, and I woild like to read you
a portion of the instructions which fortunately 1 have with me. The
instructions to Mr. Trutch and others were similar:

" You will commence the survey in this district by making a general examinationof the country, in order to ascertain where it would be most advisable to make the
survey.''
Both Mr. Moberly and Mr. McLennan were expected to gain a
general and ful knowledge of their whole districts, before any instru-
mental work was attempted ; and in view of this they were instructed.

ýto begin with the instrumental work at the remote end.
45½*
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22235. The enstern end ?-Yes; the remote eastern end, in order that
theywould have an opportunity ofbecoming familiar, in the first place,
witli the features of the country over which the route was projected.

Instructions
general. Left
nearl ail to their
own dseretion.

Letter of 14th
June, 1871, to
NcLennan.

mowne Pu«a.
Instructions to
moberly.

22236. They would then be going over the ground a second time by
their instrumental examination ?-By their instrumental examination.
My instructions to these gentlemen, both verbal and written, were
general. I purposely left îearly all to their own discretion, merely
pointing out the locality of the respective surveys, and the character
of the information desired. I felt it would be a mistake to tie them in
any way by rigid instructions, and that it was much botter to leave to
their own good sense ail matters of detail, and allow them, in their own
way, to bring the examination to a suceessful issue with the least
possible delay; and if proof of that is needed, I would liko to read
the instructions to the three gentlemen, or a portion of them. It
may not take many minutes to read one or two paragraphs.

22237. Read ?-It is addressed to Mr. MeLennan, 14th June, 1871:
"SIR,-The Government having determined to commence an exploratory survey for

a line ol railway throngh Canada to the Pacific coast, have appointed you upon my
recommendation to take charge of the surveys and explorations to the district Une to
the west of Jasper House, latitude 53 degrees, 12 minutes and 15 seconds. You will com-
mence the survey of this district bymeans of one or more parties to be placed under
your directions, one of these to commen ce work at Jasper Bouse, said to be 3,372 feet
above the sea, and endeavour to find the most practicable line for a railway from that
point in a southerly direction towards Henry House, and thence through the Yellow
lead or Leather Passin a westerly direction to Tête Jaune Cache. You will also
have a general examination made of the country lying between Tête Jaune Cache
and the eastern end of Quesnelle Lake, or the northern end of Clearwater Lake,
with a view of ascertaining whether it would be advisable to attempt a location of
the Une through that country. This exploration ought also to enahle you to form an
opinion as to whether there is a likelihood of its being possible to find a practicable
line southwards from the Leather Pass to the waters of either the Thompson or
Columbia Rivers. On the examination demonstrating the practicability of all these
routés, you will then direct the exploration to the westward with a view of tinding
the most direct practicable route for a railway from Tête Jaune Cache to Quesnelle
mouth.-"

22238. That would be crossing the Cariboo range ?--Yes.
"Should you not succeed in finding such a line throngh the mountains about Cari-
boo, you will have to endeavour to find a location by following the waters of the
Fraser River generally from Tête Jaune Cache."

I refer to the general instructions, and I mention that-
"George Watt has been appointed commissariat officer for the survey in British
Columbia, with whom you will therefore confer and arrange for procuring and for-
warding supplies, and financial arrangements generally."

I need not read any more, though I should be happy to read the
whole of it. Now i will read a few paragraphs from the instructions
to Mr. Walter Moberly. After pointing out the general direction of
the survey from Kootanie Plain to Shuswap Lake, I go on as fol-
lows:-

"As the season favourable for exploration in that section will be considerably
advanced by the time you arrive there, it would be perhaps desirable that you com-
mence work at the Kootanie Plain end of your district"--

22239. The Kootanie Plain is east of Howse Pass ?-It is east of
Howse Puas-
"In order that you may be working towards the base of supplies as the season
advances, but on this point you must, to some extent, be guided by circumstances and
the experience you have already gained in that country In the event of your com-
mencing operations at the Kootanie Plain, you will be careful to select a starting
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point where the country presents as favourable a prospect as nossible for the location Howe Pass.
of the raiway, and where such reference3 takes, bench marks, &c , as you establish,
will be most easily fuund by any exploring party going from the east, who may be in
search of them."-

I should state, by way of parenthesis, I had taken means to have the
exploration from Fort Garry to the Mountains, or one of them, ter-
minate at Kootanie, Plain-
"Should it be found. however, more desirable to begin at some other point in the
district, you will, upor arriving at the Kootanie Plains, first, carefully examine and
see if any sich marks have been established by a party from the east. If so you will
close your work on them. and, if not, you will act as directed in the general in-
structions. Taking for graited that you began at the place first indicated, it
would be yuur duty to try and find a practicable route for the railway
through flowse Pass to the valley of the Columbia River, in as direct a line as
practicable to the western end of your district. Should you fail to find a passage
through the Selkirk range of nouota;ns, you wili follow the valley of the Columbia
River until you can cross ihe Gold range of mountains througn the Eagle Pass disco-
vered by youise-If on a former occasion. You will begin the survey of this district
by means of two fully appointed surveying parties to be placed under your direction,
one ot these Io begin, as already indicated, on the eastern side of the Howse Pass, the
other to begin at Shuswap Lake and to work easterly through the Eagle Pass.
You will make every possible exertion to form a junction between the two parties
before the close of the season."

22240. When you speak of' two fully equipped surveying parties, do
you mean for instrumental sur-vey ?-For instrumental work ; yes. I
wanted to have doinite information about these passes. They were
explored before. They were explored before by Palliser's expedition.
When I said they were explored, the Hlowe Pass was explored before;
the Eagle Pass was explored by Mr. Mobel ]y himself.

22241. Through these particular passes the feasibility of the railway,
as you considered, had been established, and you prepared these two
parties for rnaking a closer and more accurate examination, in order
to get profiles if necessary ?-So as to make a comparison between the
two passes, the two leading entrances into British Columbia, the
Yellow Head and Howse.

22242. Then the country within the bend of the Columbia River
was the principal portion not yet examined ?-It was the principal
portion that bad not been yet examined, but I knew perfectly well a prac-
ticable line of railway could be found along the bank of the river. I
instructed them to try and find a passage across the Selkirk range, and
in the event of not finding such a passage it would be necessary to
follow the Columbia River. I must trouble you with some more read-
ing, because 1 wish to explain to you that everything was done that I
could do to secure satisfactory resuits. I sent a number of letters to
George Watt, the commissariat officer, pointing out what his duties
were, and directing him to control the expenditure as much as he
possibly could. I aiso sent a letter to lis Excellency the Hon. Anthony
Musgrave, Governor of British Columbia, which [ see here, and which
I have not read probably since it was written. t is not very long. It
is dated 24th June, and is as fbllows:-

481a,-The Government of Canada having appointed me Engineer-in- Ch;ef of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, with insti uctions to proceed with an exploratory survey
with as little delay as possibi-, over the whole country bt ween this place and the
Pacific Ocean, L ventured to telegraph you somne time ago for the nampes of those
engineers and surveyors in British Columbia who would be available tor the survey,
it being consiltered desirable to enploy as many as !'oissible of those who reside in
that colony. I received your reply. reported the names to the Government and
received authority to employ the gentlemen whom you mention. For thA present, the
survey in British Columbia will be divided into three districts, under tbree district
engineers. I have selected to fill these offices: Mesars. Johu Trutch, R McLennan
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and Walter Moberly, and i have requested that these gentlemen submit to you their
instructions so ibat you may be fullyinformed with regard to all proposed operations.
Other gentlemen in British Columbia will be employed under the district engineers-
1 hope, myself, to visit British Columbia about the middle of August.

"I have the honour to be, &c."

The work went on, I had no means of communicating with the parties
examining the routes to the Yellow lead and Howse Passes after they
left. So soon as definite information was received, the merits of the
two routes were carefully weighed. Tho result of the coniparisoi we-
were enabled to make is given in My report of April, 1872, and I would
just refer to one or two paragraphs :

" With regard to the survey between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific coast,.
although a great deal still remains to be done, material progress bas, undoubtedly,.
been made.

"A very favourable line for a railway bas been found through the Gold range by the
Eagl1e Pass, extending from Little Dalles, on the Columbia River, to Great Shuswap
Lak e, and an instrumental survey ha- been completed from the foot of the last named
lake to Hope, on the Lower Fraser River. The general engineering features of the
approaches to Howse Pass bave also been ascertained

"The surveying expedition whigh left Victoria on the 20th July to find a moder-
ately direct line trom Quesuelle Mouth, through the Cariboo country to Tête Jaune
Cache, bas failed in its object. The lowest pass discovered through the Selkirk
range, althougi about 1,000 feet lower tban the mountains adjoining, is reported to be
at such an elevation that the ground falls on one side 1,600 feet in five miles, and on
the other 2,300 feet in about six miles, thus proving the pass impracticable for a rail-
way, unless with a tunnel at an enormous cost."

22243. Now, before we leave that point, I understand that to be the
route travelled by Mr. Moberly on bis way to Ilowse Pass with one
of those surveying parties ?-I am not sure that he personally travelled
it. I do not think it is on the line of travel.

22244. Do vou understand that this information which you are now
describing in that report, was obtained by Mr. Moberly's party ?-Yes.,

22245. At that time ?-Yes.
22246. One of those surveying parties that he took with him ?-One

of the exploring parties.
22247. Theni, before we leave that, do I understand that that par-

ticular feature of your report is based upon information obtained by a
bare explori ng party ?-With regard to the Selkirk range ?

22248. The feasibility of a line across the Selkirk range ?-Yes.
22249. Was it established by an exploring party ?-Yes. I continue

to read :
"A favourable pass from the North Fraser River, in the neighbourhood of Tête

Jaune Cache to the north branch of the Thompson River, bas been found.
" According to the information received, this will admit of a line being constructed

from Yellow Head Pass to Kamloopg, with grades not exceeding fifty feet per mile.
Favourable "The fortunate discovery of a practicable line with grades so lavonrable, between

srads between Kamloops and the summit of tie Rocky Mountains, via the North Thcmpson and
the sumitofthe Yellow Head Piss together with information received from tbe expedition, which
Bocky Mountains examined the country on the eastern slope of the mountains, led to the abandonmüent
«iaNorth Thomp- of all furtber work on the suivey via Howse Pass.non and Yellow "Kamloops is an importaint point on the line which was being surveyed from New
Mead Pa@ led to Westminster through the Eagle Pars to Howse Pass. The distance from Kamloops.abandonmeîît of to a common point near Edmonton House, is not greater by the North Thompson and1Uows.~ I'aàso.
(Report of 1872, Yellow Head Pass, than it is by Eagle and Howse Pass, while all information goes to
pp. 10 and 11.) show that a very much better and less costly line eau be had by the former than by

the latter route.
" Th:s led to the adoption by the Goverument on the 2nd inst, of the Yellow Head

Pass as the gate to British Columbia from the east.
" The next important consideration is the establishment of the railway route froum

Tête Jaune Cache to the Pacific coast."
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I read this paragraph in order to show that at least one important step
had becn made by the operations of the survey up to that time, and that
the survey itself was simplified and the expense reduced.

22250. Upon that question I should like to get some further answers
from you, before we proceed to any other branch of the subject: I
gather from what you have read and said, that the objeet of
this first season's operations was to ascertain the comparative merits or
feasibility of two lines from a common point about Kamloops, one
going through the lowse Pass and the other through the Yellow Head
Pass ?-Yes, to a large extent.

22251. In what respect is it not correct ?-In this respect: we had While Howse
another object in view. We had the question of reuching the Pacifie onal ourrard
coast at points other than Burrard Intet. According to the map, it Yellow

Head Com-
will be seen that while Howse Pass conmands Burrard Inlet and ofly manded every
Burrard Inlet, Yellow lead Pass itself commands not only Burrard terminus on the

Inlet but every other point en the coast that was then projected as a the tiie.
terminus.

22252. If some point on the Pacifie coast, to the north of Burrard
Inlet, haîd heei the terminus, there would be less necessity for survey-
ing the line that Mr. Moberly took than if Burrard Inlet should be the>
selected terminus, would it not ?-Had it been deter-mined to go to ai.y
of the points north of Burrard Inlet, with the exception of Howe Sound,
there would be no necessity of making an examination of Howse Pass.

22253. Then the most favourable view to take of the necessity of the
Moberly operations would depend on the Burrard Inflet as a terminus ?
-Entirely.

22254. Thon, taking that view of it so as to give his operations the
benetit of the greatest argument in their fivour, 1 understand from what
you have said and read that the object of this expedition by Mr.
Moberly was to ascertain wbether the Hlowse Pass, which was known
to be a feasible one, and the Eagle Pass which was considered to be a
feasible one, could be utilized by making a lino as directly as possible
between them ?-Yes ; that was the object.

22255. That is the main object ?-Yes.

22256. That was ascertained, I understand, by a bare exploring
party ?-The feasibility was ascertained.

22257. By a bare exploring party ?-Well, the probability of the
lino was ascertained. We bad no knowledge, or nr, sufficient know-
ledge, of the approach to Howse Pass fromn the western aide.

22258. In your report you have said, in April, 1872, that it was object of Mober-
ascertained that that particular pass through the Selkirk range was l'ys expedition.
an impracticable one for a railway unless by a tunnel at an enormous
cost ?-That is another thing altogether.

22259. Is that right ?-Yes.
22260. That fact, whieh I understand was the turning point in the

usefuiness of that particular expedition---No; pardon me for inter.
rupting you.

22261. That particular fact which I understand to be the turning
point in the usefulness of that expedition was ascertained by a simple
exploring party ?-That was not the turning point; that was simply
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one of the features of the route. We wanted to discover whether or
not a more direct line between Howse Pass and Eagle Pass than going
round by the Columbia River and Boat Encampment.

22262. Exactly: that is as I understand the object of the expedi-
tion ?-But that is not the turning point. The turning point, as I
understand, was at Howse Pass itself-the principal turning point.

Instrumental 22263. Did you not decide, or did not the Government decide, uponexamination of the merit of the route to be adopted, and which was to be through theHlowse Pas T lo as
conbinedwith Yellow Head Pass, without a close examination of Howse Pass ?-No;
the knowledge of we had a measurement of Iowse Pass--we had an instrumental exam-the difficulty of
getting through ination of lHowse Pass.
the Selkirk range
led to the 22264. Was that what led to the adoption of Yellow Head Pass ?-
Yelfow°ed. In part, and we had also information respecting the non-existence of a

pass through the Selkirk range.
22265. Is not that the turning point in the question -the difficulty

of getting through the Selkirk range : was not that the main fact
established by the Moberly operations of that season ?-No.

22266. What was the main fact ?-I had very little hope of getting
through the Selkirk range when we started the surveys.

23267. Well, what was the main fact ?-It was a comparison of the
respective merits of the two passes --Yellow Head and Howse-and we
were enabled to do that by the surveys that were made, imperfect as
they were.

22268. Am I right or wrong in supposing this : that the Howse Pass
would have been abandoned even if it had been better than the Yellow
Iead Pass, because of this difficulty ascertained in the Selkirk range?
-I do not think so; I think you are wrong. I think it would have kept
the question open and put us to the expense of making further sur-
veys in that direction.

22269. In one of the extracts from your report of 1872 which you
have read, you say:

"<The lowest paso discovered through the Selkirk range, altbough about 1,000
feet lower than the mountains adjoining, is reported to be at such an elevation that the
ground falls on one side 1,600 feet in five miles, and on the other 2,300 feet in about
lix miles, thus proving the pass impracticable for a railway, unless with a tunnel at
an enormous cost."

Now, in the face of that obstacle, do you say that Howse Pass,
if it had been equal in merits to Yellow Head Pass, would have
been adopted ? -I simnply say that that itself was not sufficient to settle
the question as to which pass was the best. The Howse Pass lino was
not rendered impracticable by that ; it was simply rendered a longer
line.

22270. You mean by going by the Columbia River ?-Yes.
22271. Round the bond ?-Yes.

Moberly's profile
ehowed a very
dfticultapproa.h
to Ilowne paBns.

22272. That would have been about 175 miles instead of a line
across it at seventy-five miles ?-Possibly about that. Then there were
other matters that entered into the comparison. There would be the
nature of the ascent to the Howse Pass from the Columbia River. The
pi otile which Mr. Moberly sent me and which was made, as I was
informed and believe, from actual instrumental surveys, showed me a
very difficult section of railway, and I was enabled to compare that
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-with the approaches to the Yellow Head Pass before reeommending
the Government to adopt one or the other.

22273. WelI was not the difficulty which was found in the way of a
railway through the lowse Pass that difficulty which you have
deseribed here as proving the impracticability of a route through the
Selkirk range: was not that the main obstacle ?-No, I do not think so.
That was one of the obstacles. I never was very sanguine of getting
a pass through that way. From the first I thought it would be neces-
sary to follow the Columbia River to the Boat Incampment and
from the Boat Encampnent to the Eagle Pass.

22274. This difficulty whieh you say was a very serious one,
and which might weigh very much in the decision as to which
route to take, was discovered without instrumental surveys ?
-Without instrumental survevs. Before Mr. Uoberly went there at Had a passage
ail, I knew that there was every probability of finding a probable tho"ugu de
route from Kootanie Plain to Shuswap Lake-not across the Selkirk Selkirk range the
range, but across by Howse Pass-the Blaeberry River and Columbia passto 13urrard
River to the Boat Encampment, Boat Encampmnent to Little Dalles, Inetwould have

and thence across by Eagle Pass to Shuswap Lake. Had we got a shorter than that
passage through tbe Selkirk range it would have rendered the route te Yeleow

by Howse Pass to Burrard Inlet much shorter if not more favourable.

22275. Before leaving this matter of the crossing of the Selkirk
range I would like to ask whether the crossing it in the way which
you have suggested was not considered to be much more advantageous
than going round the bend by the Boat Enoampment ?-We did not
know. If it had been a practicable line, it would, of course, have been
very much more favourable, it would have shortened the distance
seventy-five or eighty or more miles.

' 2276. That was one of the objects to be ascertained, whether it was
feasible ?-That was one of the objects, but not the main object. The
main object was to get information with regard to the Howse Pass, the
Eagie Pass and intervening country by the Columbia. As I said before,
I had very little hope of gaining the information I required. So as soon
as the Government decided to adopt the Yellow ead Pas-, and aban-
don ail further expenditure on the survey of the Howse Pass, I wrote
to Mr. McLennan, thon on his way to British Columbia, a letter whioh
I shall read. It was dated the same day that the Yellow iead Pass
was adopted, the 2nd of April 1872:

SR. McLEnNN, Esq., Toronto, Letter to McLen-
" MY DEAR Si,-I enclose a copy of a telegram which I have this day sent to an informing

Lient.-Governor Trutch. You will see from this that the Government bas decided to hlm or the
abandon all the surveys in connection with the Howse Pass,and to adopt Yellow Head Goverument In
Paso as the gateway from the east to British Columbia. The information resulting favour of YeIIew
from the surveys made by youreelf and Mr. Moberly bas been such as to justify this nee Pass
decision. Kamloops, on the line to New Westminster, it is found, can be easier
reached by Yellow Head Pass than Howse Pass trom the longitude of Fort Edmonton.
The distance is, as near as possible, the same one way as the other, ani the measure-
ments made establish the question of gradients, without a doubt, in favour of the
Yellow Head Paes route. Of course, if New Westminster can be reached easiest by
the Yellow Head Pass, every other point in British Columbia north of it can be stili
easier reached. This is so far satisfactory, it will enable us to concentrate our effort.
on one route east ut Tête Jaune Cache, and make Tête Jaune Cache a common
point for all Unes running towards the west"-

Now this is the point to which I wish to draw your attention-
" We must utilize the supplies taken in by Mr. Moberly, and I think this can be

best done by moving them to Boat Encampment, and thence by Canoe River to the
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neighbourhood of Albreda or Cranberry Lakes, or by the Athabaska Pass to Henry
Hôous. I have pointed out in this telegranm where the parties uner Mr. Moberl- and
Mr. Trutch should operate, namely, between Kamloops, Cranberry Lake and fasper
House. This wili leave your parties free to take up the survey on the most direct
route that can be found between Tête Jaune Cache and Bute Iulet. I trust the
exploration hetween Quesnelle Lake and the N orth Thompson wilil prove a success ; if so
you will follow it up towards Bute lulet. Should there be no opening through the moun-
tains nearer than Kamloops, you mudt then endeav.>ur to ascertain the practicability of
the line by Bonaparte River. I bope, however, if you fail to get through to the
Quesnelle Lake from the North Thompson, you will be able to get through by Tran-
quille Lake, and Lake la Hache. Vw ill you mention to the Lieut.-Governor that I
regret very much that I cannot at once go to British Columbia myself The Govern-
mient is now arranging, however, to secure the services of a gentleman totake general
charge of all the surveys in British Columbia during my absence, and who will
probably leave in a couple of weeks. He will take with him a suflicient number of
assistants to make special surveys in the neighbourhood of Valdes Island with a view
to bridging, and will himself take charge of the coast survey. He bas now linished
another engagement, and will proceed to British Columbia with as little delay as
possible. I may mnake arrangements to start overland for British Columbia in June,
and will probably reach Jasper House about the middle of August."

On the saine lay I sent the following telegram to Lieut.-Governor
Trutch:-

Telegram to
Trutch announe-
ing the choiee of
Yellow Head
Pas and giving
directions.

" To Lieut.-Governor TRUTCH, Victoria, 8.C.:
"OTTAwA, April 2ud, 1872.

" Information received from surveys shows that Kamloops can be eamier reached
from Edmonton by Yellow Head than by Howse Pass. Goveroment has adopted
Yellow Head Pass. Moberly's parties and supplies to be moved north by Canoe
River or Athabaska Pass One party will survey from Henry House towards Jasper
and Edmonton, the other between Cranberry Lake and Henry Honue. John Trutch's
parties will survey between Kanloops and Cranberry Lake, leaving Lower Fraser
until later. McLennan's parues to find most direct route from above surveys to Tatia
Lake and Bute Inlet. Special survey and soundings will be made at Valdes Islands
with a view to bridging. McLennan en route."

To this Mr. Trutch replied as follows:-
" VICTORIA, April 5th, 1872.

Truteh to Flem-/ 1 'aI Yours dated yesterday received, and accordingly Trutch's two> parties now at
Ing deseribing LI- , directed to commence immediately at Kamloops. 'Moberly's party T tohawsurvey were 1rýturn by Kamloops to work from Cranberry Lake, and Moberly a new party todlaposed, &c. proceed hence by Kamloops to work ea4ward from Hlenry Huse. Moberly will

rejoin party S and take them through How.e Pass to reach Edmiontn about Ist July.
To convey parties and supplies [y Athaba-ka Pass to Henry House would take
longer to make trail tbroughout tiom Biaelberry River. Moberly awaits your approval
of above arrangement.

" J. W. T RUT CH."

I, thereupon sent the following:-

TeIlegram to
Truth deprecat-
log Moberly's
= ling round by

onton.

"OTTwa, April 8th, 1872.
" Lieut.-Governor TRuTcn, Victoeia, B.C.:

"Expedition returned frcm Koots.nie Plain and Jasper liuse report roade
wretched east of Kootanie Plain. Country fht, wet and swanpy from Jasper te
Edmonton. Engineering features perfec:1y satisfactory from Edmonton to ten miles
east ofJasper, and no present necessity for further survey of it now. Want parties
arranged in best manner to complete in 4truimental survey between latter point and
Kamloops, and will be guideû by your alvice. Under above circumstances, I doubt
the propriety of going around by Eun:on on. Tinie from Boat Encampmeut to Henry
House, througb Athabaska Pass, ten or twelve days"
This is the time given by the Hudson's Bay officers.

"I expect to reach Leather Pass by the middle of August."
And I say'this was done after. making every enqtiry of Hudson Bay
Co.'s offieers and others with regard to the pract1cability of going one
way or the other.

"2277. Were those Hudson Bay Co.'s officers in Ottawa ?-Yes, in
Ottawa. I am not very sure who they were. Mr. Donald A. Smith.
was one, and, I think, Mr. now at Brockville, was theother; but
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I have already mentioned that I had consulted Hudson Bay officers
as to the best way of reaching Jasper Valley before sending the above
telegram. They considered it would be madness to attempt a journey
rourd by Edmonton through 500 or 600 miles, much of it swamp,
when a 100 miles or 150 miles journey over a well known route
would accomplish the same purpose. I have referred to those
letters and telegrams becauso 1 am aware that it has been stated
before the Commissioners that a grave mistake had been committed by
me in insisting on Mr. Moberly not going round by Edmonton at the
beginning of his work.

22278. I think you said that before devising the plan of operations
for 1871, you had some information about the probable feasibility
of the Yellow Head Pass as well as of the Howse Pass, which latter
you obtained from Palliser's expedition ?-Yes.

22279. What was the nature of the information you had about the aurormation
Yellow Head Pass ?-The Yellow Head Pass had been traversed by billyorelowseveral people, and I knew-I am notquite sure fromn ,hom I got this- Head Pas pos-
but I knew approximatoly the elevation of the Yellow Head Pass was btSSdrb evIsne
in the neighbourhood of 3,750 feet, that was then given. I think it was plan oropera-

ascertained by Dr. Ray who vent through that way some years beforo eIons of 1871.
in conncetiorn with the telegraph sehenie of the Hudson Bay Co. ; and
then again, I had sone information, not with regard to precise heights
or distances, but with regard to the features of the country, from read-
ing the work of Milton and Cheadle, and I krew from the information
thus acquired that there was a very fair chance of getting through in
that way. It was worth the examination at all events, I felt satisfied,

indeed, that it was feasible to carry a railway through the pass and
down the Fraser River by Fort George, but that being a very round-
about way I was naturalty desirous of ascertainling if a shorter cut to
the Pacific could not be had.

22280. I understand, from your evidence, that the two principal charact*r of
objeets of the operations of 1871 were to get further particulars about Survey.
the Yellow Head Pass and about the llowse Pass; the party under Mr.
Trutch eonfining their operations to the lower portion of the Thomupson
River, the other two parties to direct their attention-the one under
Mr. Moberly to Howse Pass, and the one under Mr. McLenrian to the
Yellow Ilead Pass ? ---Yes ; the object to be as you state, and it was with
the view of making a comparison between the engineering features of
the two passes that the expenditure was ineurred.

22281. Did you get any instrumental information of the Yellow ®

Head Pass belore it was fixed upon as the gateway ?-We had infor- speetingllow
mation supplied by Mr. MeLeunan, wliich, thiugh not of the char-aoter JustCyedeieg
I expected, was sufficient to enable me to decide as to the merits of the on it whaout ar-

two ssesinstrumentaltwo passes survey.

22282. Then you got information sufficient to enable you to decide
without an instrumental examination of the Yellow Head Pass ?-Of
that particular pass ; Lut I had information from instrumental surveyS
of another pass. I discovered there was a possibility of getting from
Tête Jaune Cache to the North Thompson. That was new intbrmation
acquired by this survey.

22283. You mean the Albreda River ?-Yes.
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22284. But, s)eaking for the present of the two main objects of the
year's operations, I understand one of the objects upon which you
devised the plan of operatiors was to get such information about the
Yellow Ilead Pass as would enable you to eompai e its merits with those
of the Howse Pass ?-Yes.

22285. I understand you now to say that you got information which
enabled you to make that comparison without an instrumental examin-
ation of the passes ?--Of one of the passes.

22286. That particular pass?-That particular piss. It was not so
satisfactory as I would wish, but it was enough to enable me to judge.

22287. So that for that purpose, to asevirtain the nerits of that par-
ticular pass, an instrumental examination was not neessary ?-The
difference between the two was so marked I could arrive at a decision
without waiting any longer and keeping the question of the survey

of lowse Pass open any longer.
22288. At all events, the result which you had in view at the time

vou devised the campaign was reached without the mode of examina-
tion which vou had tist, thought to be necessary ?-In that particular
instance?

22289. The Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes.

22290. And that was so decidedly preferuble to the other that you
were enabled to adopt it upon only an exploratory survey as against
the merits of the Howse Pass, shown by instrumental examination ?-
Yes; but if those two passes had been reversed, I doubt very mucli if
we would have been able to do it-that is, if an instrumental survey
had been made of Yellow Head Pass and no instrumental survey ha7d
been made of Howse Pass, I doubt very much that we would have been
led to that decision.

22291. If you had eonsidered it possible to get information of the
Yellow lead Pass, which you did eventually get by a more exploration,
then it would have beet unnecessary to ascertain ail that was ascer-
tained of Ilowse Pass ?-Yes; but that is being wise after the event.
When I tirst set out on this examination, I expected that a great
expenditure would have been necessary, at both of those passes, to take
the railway through; i hd a hazy idea with regard to the absolute
neeessity of tunnelling the summit of one or the other, and the ques-
tion was the length of the tunnel and the eharacter of the cutting that
would be niecessary toget through thie summit. That information whic.h
I wanted eould only be properly ascertained by instrumental survey. It
so happened tiat another kind, a simpler kind of examination was all
that was needed in the Yellow Head Pass, but I did not know it until
the examination was made.

22292. Did yon not consider it a desirable thing to try the simpler
method before the more expensive examination ?-Yes; but I waà
desirous of getting positive information, not cf one route threugh the
Rocky Mountains,but of the two routes ot vhieh mention has been made,
before the next meeting of Parliament.

22293. Those British Columbia examinations comrmenced in July,
1871. I gather, from what you have said, that before six months were
over you had got from the simple explorations, and though they were
p)robably delayed on account of the size of the party making its way
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northward, you got information sufficient to enable tho Government ture.
to decide upon the expedieicy of adopting the Yellow Head Pass. If In six months
such a thing were possible, was it not worth ques-3tioning the expe- nature f YeiIow
diency ot adopting an instrumental. survey at the beginning- Head Pass by
whethor the requisite examination could not bave been made tio a 'la-
rapidly, and the instrumental surveys deferred until the next year : " a, go
did you canvass the expeuieney of ail that expense before incurring would have been
it ?-First, as to the expediency: had I known that the Yellow "en,,asay" une
Head Pass was as favourable as it has turned out, of course it would there, and as to
have been quite unnecessary to send any one at al] there ; but I did was very much
not know that. As to the expeuse: I discovered, to my surprise, theapu1ted at
that the expense was very muich larger than I ever had any idea money wasted.
of; the expense of the parties in British Columbia was simply
enormous, and no man could have been more disappointed than 1 was
to find out that so much money was-I will not say wasted, but
expended in that direction.

22294. Do you mean it was not wasted ?-I am afraid sorne of it was
wasted; I am afraid a very large amount of it was wasted.

22295. How do you account for that having taken place ?-Weil, I
suppose I must account for it by want of judgment on the part of those
engaged, for want of knowledge with regard to the country they were
going to explore-perhaps want of judgment. A very much larger
quantity of supplies were purebased than I thought there was really
any necessity for.

22296. Did you take any part in directing the quantity or quality of
the supplies which the different parties should take with them ?-I Took no part in
took no part; I left it to their own discretion. I told them to make quantîty or
the examinations, and, in doing it, to use their own good sense and qualttyorsup-
judgment; and I nsked Mr. George Watt, who was appointed commis- plieb.
sariat officer-head commissariat officer and comptroller I may say-to
consult with those men and assist them, and do what he could to keep
down the expenditure.

22297. Have you informed yourself upon the kind of supplies that
these parties took with them, either ail of them, or any of then,
so as to explain this large expenditure ?-I have. First of ail I
would remind you that instructions were sent to ]British Colum-
bia on the 2nd of April, with respect to the abandonment of
ail further operations on the Howse Pass route; and, in order to
utilize supplies that bad been taken there the previous year, the
balance of the supplies, whatever they were, be they much or little,
to take them through in the way which I thought they could be best
taken through, to a point on the line of survey by the Yellow Head
Pass, J found, not inmediately, but within a year or two years after
that date, that a large quantity of supplies had been carried in frorn
the United States towards Howse Pass, purchased in the United
States long after the date I had instructed the parties to transfer the
balance of' the supplies remaining over from the previous year, from
the depot near lowse Pass to the line of survey through Yellow Head
Pass.

22298. By ail the different parties, or by any one in particular ?-
By the party that had been engaged in making the examination by
Hlowse Pass.
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22299. That is the Moberly party ?-The Moberly party. Hero are
a handful of accounts of purchases made at a place called Fort Colville,
from a firm named Openheimer & Co., long after the date of the direc-
tions sent to abandon operations in the Howse Pass. There are
vouchers for an expenditure of 86,925; in May, 1872 (handing in
papers), and other vouchers for the expenditure of $2,606, the same
month, and another bundle of vouchers for purchases made so late as
August, 1872, amounting in all to $28,283 (handing bundles of papers).

22300. Where were these latter purchases made ?-These were pur-
chased at Fort Colville in the United States.

22301. What is the character of the articles purchased there: eatables,
clothing, or what other kinds of necessaries ?-All sorts of things.
Every conceivable thing alnost.

22302. Can you state any things which you consider were not
necessary for such purposes ?-By glancing over them I may catch
some things. I know I looked them over before, and was surprised to
see that such articles were purchased. The papers are very voluminous,
and I cannot say now, but there were such things as gold pens and
quicksilver, and other things of that kind, that I did not sec were
wanted on the survey, among others.

22303. Can you account at all for these purchases being made after
your instructions to withdraw from the llowse Pass investigation and
proceed north westerly?-1 cann-t acount for it, anid i was very much
annoyed to find, when I reached the Thompson Valley, such an immense
quantity of supplies were purchaised and sent in in that way.

22304. Have you ascertained whether large quantities of supplies
have really been wasted and not used by parties, causing an unneces-
sary expenditure ?-1 know that a large quantity of those supplies
carried in at enormous cost by tihe Columbia River and Athabaska
Pass, were left in store in the Jasper Valley, and for, anything I know,
they are there still. I would draw your attention to one point there (hand-
ing a bundle of vouchers).

22305. Upon looking at this account I find 238 rim locks, and some
brass knobbed B bolts, the bolts being charged at $3.50 each: are
these things requisite for surveying parties?-1 should say not
at all. It seemed to me as if some country store had been bought out
when I first saw the account, and if I feit it was necessary to buy
that country store, it would have bedn botter in the public interest to
have burned them all than to drag them through the country.

22306. Did you take any opportunity to express your disapproba-
tion of this conduct ?-I did.

22307. Did you deal with it officially ?-Of course. It was some time
after the purchase was naie that I knew of it ; but as soon as i had
the least knowledge of it I took steps to relieve the party and the gen-
tleman who conducted it of further work. On that point I may read
some letters, if necessary. i made a journey across the country myself
that year.

22308. You mean 1872 ?-In 1872. I left Toronto about the middle
of July and went by steamer to Thunder Bay. From Thunder Bay
I journeyed through by what is known as the Dawson route to Fort
Garry, and from Fort Garry on horseback to Edmonton, and from
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Edmon ton to Jaisper Valley, not far from Yellow lead Pass, pairtly
,on horseback and partly on foot. I met Mr. Moberly in Jasper Valley.
I expected that the work I had instructed him to do the previous April
had been far adlvanced, but I found that although he himself was there,
his party and his supplies wore stili a long way from the place.

22309. About how far behind him ?-It turned out-I do not know,
I am nGt sure-a considerable distance, perhaps half-way-perhaps
more than half way, between the Blaeberry River-

Murveys, B. V.-
Large expendi-

ture.

2 2.1O. Boat Encampmenit ?-Yes; sonew'here about Boat Encamp- Expressed dissat-
ment. He explained as best ho could; but, of course, I could not Ma, bnut de-
understand why it should take so long, and I expressed my dissatisfac. termine to
tion that so little had been done. However, I could not possibly lu arty and

replace Mr. Moberily or his party by another party, and I deemed it
advisable to utilize him as far as ,oald be done, so when I reached the
Forks of the River Fraser-that is half a.day's journey west of the
Yellow Head Pays, Mr. Moberly being still with me -I took him with
me to get explanations. I addressed him a long lOtter, a copy of
which I iow hold in my hand, on the subject. I do not think it will
be necessary to read the whole of it, or perhaps much of it. This
Jetter is chiefly instructions what to do with his party, to hurry them
forward 51s rapidly as possible, and how they could be best employed
for the balance of the season; what to do with the horses; what to
do with this thing and the other thing. I did not thon know that
such a [arge quantity of >upplie4 had been purchased and fiwarded,
but I did get soie inîfoîrnatio on that subject about a week afterwards.
The first letter of instructions is dated the 18th of Septenber, from
the Forks oft the River Frascr, east of Tête Jaune Cache. I wrote on,
the 25th of September fron Stillwater, on the River Thompson, after
I had learned something about the quantity of supplies that had been
taken in, to this effeet:

'W. MoBcsLy, Esq.

" My DEAR SIR,-I wrote you on the i8th inst., from the Forks of the Fraser River,
enclosing a oeorandum of instructions, which you read over at loose Lake camp
the day before-

Ble read them over in my presence-

" I now deem it -advisable to cancel that portion of my instructions conveyed to
You in my letter which relates to the proposed winter survey and pack trail, from
camp No, 48-

That is the camp in Jasper Valley-
"toJasper House,andthence to Edmonton. On reference to Mr. McLennan's report, I instructsMoberty
find he did not leave the east end ot Moose Lake on his return journey last year until to couplete that
the 21st of October. Tt is clear to ne, therefore. with th! good horse trail made dur- season s survey
ing the present seasou from K>ouloops entirely through tothe moIuth of the aedonia acrosi Yelow
Valley, and the efficient means of conveyance at your command, there would be no Jasner valley,
great difficulty in completing the survey across Yellow lead Pass to Jasper Valley, and how to (is-
and returning with your entire staff to this side of the country before the close of the pose of suppltne.s
season. You wîli, therefore, finish the work ind return with all your parties to Kam- and animals.

loops, and without delay write me a report of your operations during the past year.
With regard to the supplies now with yon or en route to the upper country, you wili
'Make a store at sorne suitable place near Henry House and put e r thing in charge
ot John Brown, whom I wrote to you about. You will furnish âï with an inven
I>ry of ail the stores banded over to Mr. Brown, giving a separate list of those taken
through to the Athabaska Paso, and those forwarded from this section. Ail stores
n0w with McCord, Mohun, or on the way up, will be placed inI Mr. Brown's charge.
With regard to the pack animais, I think it would be best to send about half of them
to Kamloops, leaving the remainder in charge of Mr. Brown, who knows where they

a be best wintered in Jasper Valley. In selecting those to return to Kamloops, you
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will take care that they a, e in fit condition for the journey, as the grass is very defi-
cient between this point and Yello>w Head Pass. I will leave further instructions for
you before I leave this proviuce for Ottawa.

" Yours truly, &c."
I rend that letter more especially to show that I had take i means,
as soon as the information came to me about the purcha e of those sup-
plies that were not necded, and the waste of time unnecessarily
through their purchase, to cancel the instructions that I had given to
the gentleman rofrred to at the Forks of the Fraser, and withdrawing
him fi om Ihe survey.

22311. Did these instructions withdraw him from the survey at once,
or do you mean that they continued him in the service, but for a more
limited period ?-Until he did the work. Of course I wamted to utilize
him and his party as far as could be done while they were there, and
had been taken there at such an enormous expense, during the few
weeks remaining of the season ; and, according to the instructions, I
informed him not to survey any more, but to comle back to Kamloops
and write me a report of all the operations during the past year.

22312. Dii you give any instructions on the subject of the pack
animais or other beasts of burden provided by him for those parties ?--I
never could sec the necessity for such a large number of pack animals.

22313. Did you give the subject your consideration, and come to a con-
clusion, whether it was an improvident act on his part ?-I think there
were too many animals purchased. There was no necessity at all for
taking any animals that way that I could see-at least any consider-
able number.

22314. Did you communicate your disapprobation of that particular
feature of his outlay ?-By letter or verbally ?

22315. In any way ?-I do not remember at this moment; these are
simply scraps of letters that have been accidentally saved from the lire.
I can find no others, and I do not remember any others expreseing dis-
satisfaction.

22316. Having disapproved of this great expenditure by him, I
suppose he was not employed the next year ?-That was the end of the
employmen t iii 1872.

22317. Did ho not do work in 1873 ?-Pardon me ; that was not the
end. He did not comply with my instructions. Hie remained out the
whole of the winter and carried out the first instructions, not the second;
and in answer to that he said he did not get the second instructions.

22318. Then your judgment on his conduct was not commuinicated
to him, as you understand, at the time you expected it was ?-I did not
see him for a long time afterwards. He remained out, and did not come
back. There was no means ofsending communications up there except
by hand. This was sent by an Indian, or by pack train taking up sup-
plies over the Yellow Ilead trail.

22319. When you returned to Ottawa did you take any steps to have
him dealt with by direct action of the Department, or in any other way,
or did you take it for granted that he had abandoned the service ?-1
took it for granted that he had abandoned the service.

22320. When did you first learn that ho had not; that he was stili
under pay ?-My information was of a negative kind. I did not hear
from him for a long time.
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22321. He puts in a report dated January 13th, 1873, from the ture.

Athabaska depot to you, which was accompanied by a more general MoberIy reprta
one. This last is printed. This (Exhibit No 10?) he says anuar, .
was a sort of private report ?-May I ask you if this was received
from him ?

22322. From him?-I will not say i did not receive a copy of this,
but I do not remember. It is quite likely that I received a copy of
this.

22323. Do you remember whether you assented to his remaining in Assented to
the service aftor you became acquainted with the fact that ho was m ®elyc Ire-
continuing as a member of the staff ?-I suppose I may say that I service.
assented by doing nothing. I could not reach him. I could not
communicate with him.

22324. You mean during the season of 1873?-I cannot say about
18;3. This letter is dated the 17th of January, 1873, and whon he
came out I do not know at this moment. This, doubtless, was sent to
me, and came out by way of Edmonton, and perhaps did not reach me
until the spring of 1873. On reading this report of Mr. Moberly's,
there are some points that occur to me, and I think it is only just to
Mr. Moberly to draw reference to some things that I did not remember
before, which may possibly account for him buying the supplies that
were taken in after the order was given not to proceed with the Howse
Pass survey. On the 13th of March, the Hon. Mr. Langevin received
a telegram from the Lieut.-Governor of British Columbia, Mr.
Trutch, pointing out that the railway explorations should recommence
immediately. It went on to say: " Moberly anx;ously awaiting here.',

22325. What year was that ?-13th of March, 1872-
"Moberly anxiously awaiting here authority to employ additional party east of

Rocky Mountains. Coast survey by Bute Inlet cannotproceed asno capable engineer
here available to take charge."

And something else that had no reference to it. That telegram appears
to have been handed to me by the Minister, Hon. Mr. Langevin, and in
consultation with him I was authorized to telegraph this:
"Lieut.-Governor TRUTOC, Victoria, B.C. :

" Considered advisable under circumstances to transfer one party from Lower Fraser
to Moberly to complete mountain work early. Now arrangisg here to send staff for
Vancouver and Bute Inlet districts."

I bring these out because it would ap pear that before April 2nd it was
intended to continue the survey by Howse Pass. Between these dates,
March and April, it is just likely that the supplies may have been pur-
chased by Mr. Moberly.

22326. Between what dates ?-Between the 13th of March and the
2nd of April.

22327. But the dates you read for the expenditure-two of thom-
were one in May and the other one in August ?-I mean a portion of
the suppilies may have been purchased between those dates. There is
in this letter, I see, among other things-and I think this letter was
written from Athabaska depot on January 17th in order to explain as
best he could why so large a quantity of supplies were purchased. He
says here:

"lRis Excellency the Lieut.-Governor of British Columbia informed me he bad been Moberly'sexplan-
meuested to exercise a general control or supervision over Canadian Pacific Railway ation respecting
affairs in British Columbia. I therefore, from that time, considered it my duty to cou- m"PPlieB
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ture. sult with and be guided, to a certain extent, by him in all matters pertaining to my
further operations regarding the prosecution of the survey and otherwork entrusted
to me in British Columbia, which course I followed in every particular until I left
Victoria for Howse Pass on the 191b of April. Anticipating that the survey would be
completed through the Howse Pass route, after consultation with Mr George Watt,
commissadiat officer and paymaster fur British Columbia, I inserted an advertise-
ment in the principal British Columbia papers calling for tenders for varions supplies
I considered it necessary to have forwarded on the opening of the season to the
neighbourhood of the Big Eddy and the Boat Landing on the Upper Columbia."--

22328. You will understand that we have this document in evidence
before us, and the contents of it; of course, if you desire to put it
down on the notes we have no objection, but I was not sure that you
understood it in that way ?-1 feel it due to Mr. Moberly to give a few
paragraphs in the way of explanation. I did not wish to read it all
through :

" These tenders were forwarded to Mr. Watt, but no contract was awarded until
further instructions of a definite nature sbould be received from you regarding the
season's work. Everything, however, was in readiness to have the contract awarded
and the supplies forwarded, the3 moment those orders should be received."

I will read no niore.
Telt that Mober- 22329. We do not wish to prevent any reading which will explain any
ly's judgment othe- evidence ?-No; I think it was only due to Mr. Moberly to give
fault respecting some of thosc paragraphR, but the paper having been read already, I
cou not ask hlm think it will be quite sufficient. At all events, although I felt that Mr.
to remain In Moberly did not spare himself, and I was perfectly satisfied that heservice. worked very hard in making explorations in the mountains, still, I felt

that ho erred so much in judgment in connection with the purchase of
those supplies that I could not very well ask him to continue in a
bimilar position any longer. I should mention to you also, that the
surveys in British Columbia gave me a very great deal of anxiety.
My instructions were not carried out in the way that I hoped they
would be. Perhaps it was impossible to have them carried out, but I
was disappointed with the result, and I thought it was expedient to
have someone, some good man in that province to act as my deputy on
the spot, and to see that all the operations were conducted in a proper
and economical way. I accordingly prevailed upon the Minister to
allow me to get the services of Mr. Marcus Smith, and he was sent
over, I think, early in April, 1872. I think his instructions were
dated the same day. I bave not a copy of this letter conveying to Mr.
Smith bis appointment.

Instructions to 22330. I do not think the exact date is very material uniess you haveMaesSmith,
a th march, 19M some particular object ?-No; it was dated the 30th of March, 1872, and

pointed out that he was expected to proceed to British Columbia with
as little delay as possible, and immediately on bis arrival there to take
under bis special charge the surveys deemed necessary between Victoria,
Vancouver Island, Bute Inlet and Fraser River, at the sanie time
" assuming general charge as my principal resident assistant of all the
other surveys now going on in British Columbia " and mentioning the
amount of salary, &c.

22331. Is there any other matter which you consider necessary to
offer, by way of evidence, connected with this question of surveys, orin
any way concerning British Columbia ?-I do not think there is. I am
of course naturally desirous of satisfying the Commissioners that every-
thing was donc by me that could be donc to have the surveys made
without unnecessary expense.
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22332. Is there anything connected with any of the other subjects
which have been alluded to that you wish to mention ?-1 mentioned
yesterday that a number of letters had passed between Mr. Marcus
Smith and myself respecting a map which was said to have been sup-
pressed, but inasmuch as Mr. Smith's letters are marked private I did
not care about using them. fowever, I caused a letter to be sent him
in reference to the letters, and asked him if he would give his consent
to placing the letters before you. le replies generally that ho has no
objection, provided they contain no personal reflections on any -one.
Inasmuch as the letteus only reflect on myself, I think I may venture,
having got the consent of Mr. Smith, to place them before you. I do
not thmnk it will be necessary to read them. I think it will be quite
sufficient to pass them across the table. (Exhibit No. 317.)

survey, 8.0 -
smith9. Uap.
corespondence
between Fleming
and Maus
Smith put lu.

22333. I am not sure that I have the correct impression as to the Abaence from
different periods of your absence from Canada upon leave: can you state Canada et
approximately the time and length of the different absences. I have the neer.
first one marked as from the 10th May, 1876, to the 15th February, 1877:
do you remember whether that was about the period-I do not wish to
know exactly ?-I can give you the aggregate period, because I have
it here. I left in July, 1876. I was called back the following winter.
My leave of absence for twelve months, which I had asked for and
obtained, was broken into, and I returned to make up my leave. The
following winter I was again called back, and having left my family
behind me-having been called oack on very short notice, I was directed
to return by the first steamer-having loft myfamily bobind me it was
necessary to return again the following summer for my family, which During th;ee
I did. The aggregate ti me which t was away from Canada during Yearsgwayfrom
those three years was, I think, nineteen months. nineteen montadg

22334. During that time, as I understand it, you were on leave, and
it does not include the time when you went home to help in the pur-
chase of rails ?-Yes; this is irrespective of the time I went home on
duty. I was away a part of three years-

22335. I think you said that before you got leave of absence on the
first of those occasions, that you had not been over the line at ail except-
ing during your trip across the continent in 1872 ?-I had not.

22336. And I think you said that it was not possible for you to leave
the capital to do so ?-It was extremely difficult. I wasengaged. Up to
midsummner of 1876, I was Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway,
and that required a good deal of my attention. After July, 1876, I
got leave, and except my presence here during the following winters, I
was absentering the rest of the year.

22337. If yon had been free from the connection with the Inter-
colonial Railway, do you think you would have been able to visit those
works ?-Undoubtedly.

22338. Then your inability to go over the line, was due to your con-
nection with the Intercolonial Railway ?-Yes. Thon, again, in 1879,
when I was required to accompany the Minister to England, on public
business. I returned when that business was comploted, and I returned
as soon as I could with the view of going over ~the whole line under
construction between Thunder Bay and Fort Garry, and other parts
as well, but I was directed not to leave Ottawa until a decision had
been arrived at with respect to the route through British Columbia.
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At that time they were expecting a telegraphie report from Edmonton
with respect to certain explorations that had been going on during the
previous summer, from the mouth of the Skeena to the Peace River
country. The information came from Edmonton about the end of
September. I reported on the routes in British Columbia. An Order-
in-Council was passed, I think, on tho 4th of October, and the same
evening or next morning, if my recollection is correct, I left for
Manitoba, to examine the works under construction. It was then my
intention to proceed over the whole line to Thunder Bay, but on i each-
ing .section 42, I was telegraphed for to return to Ottawa, on some
business of importance, and I did return. The following year, some
time in May, I ceased to be Engineer-in-Chief.

AnIeged impro- 22339. There is another matter on which I have, perhaps, not made
per infuence. my questions as full as you would like, I mean as to the personal

private consder. interest, if any, which you had in any section of the country, or in
ationIn redlmr anything at all affected by the works of the Pacific Railway ?-I am

very glad you have asked the question, because I am quite prepared to-
answer it. When you asked me the question: if I owned any land, or
had any interest in land at or neur Selkirk, the object of the question
was, doubtless, to ascertain if I had been any way influenced in my
recommendations respecting Selkirk as a site for bridging Red River,
and my answer was of a negative character; and I stated further, that
if I had been influenced by any personal or private considerations I
would have favoured the taking of the railway, not to Selkirk, but to
Winnipeg or to Stone Fort, and I gave the reasons why: simply that I
own a few shares in the Hudson Bay Co. It was on public grounds
alone that I made my recommendations, and one of the reasons was
the existence of a large block of Government land at Selkirk, which I
felt would be greatly increased in value by the establishment of a town
at that place. I may mention to you that I have been told, within the
last few days, by the Hudson Bay Land Commissioner, as a matter
of fact, that half the Hudson Bay Co.'s land at Winnipeg, or about
250 acres, has been sold for about $750,000. Had Selkirk been estab-
lished as a city in place of Winnipeg, and the land sold at the sane rate
as that mentioned by the Hudson Bay Commissioner, one-third of the
Government block at Selkirk might have been disposed of for as much
money as Canada paid in the first place to the Hudson Bay Co. for
the whole North-West Territory. I merely mention this to show that

Governmentland I think I was perfectly justified in viewing the Government land atat Selkfrk an
element ofno Selkirk as an element of no mean importance in the consideration of
a nail Import- the location of the line and the bridging of Red River. I hold still that

Selkirk is a much more favourable site,naturally, for a city thanWinnipeg.
As to the private owners of land adjoining the Government ock I know
nothing, and have not taken the trouble to make any enquir .ith regard.
to owning land, or being interested anywhere else in the North-West
Territories, I may state that beyond the remote interest as a small holder
of Hudson Bay stock already referred to, I am net now directly or indi-
rectly interested in any land or property of any description at any point
between Lake Suporior and the Pacific Ocean. I state most positively
that I have at no time been influenced in the slightest degree by any
personal pecuniary considerations, near or remote, in performing my
duties as Engineer-in.Chief of the Pacific Railway. Besides engineering
duties, I was charged fbr several years with the whole expenditure
and was held accountable for the total outlay of money, hundreds of
thousands of dollars, a responsibility which of itself was very irksome,
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-and added immensely to the difficulties of my position. Every farthing " '""°

of public money placed in my hands bas been completely accounted for.
During the whole nine years I filled the office of Engineer-in-Chief I
derived no personal profit or pecuniary advantage whatever. As a
matter of fact I was an actual loser, as the burning of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway offices in 1873 or 1874 destroyed my private property
in books, instruments and papers, valued at the time at a considerable
amount. These losses are referred to in a letter to the Minister of
Public Works dated February 7th, 1874. For the losses then sustained
I received no compensation whatever, and I made no claim. The Com-
missioners were quite right in satistying themselves with respect to
my personal interest in Selkirk and the North-West generally, as the
enquiry should set at rest any theories that may have existed in men's
minds. I am glad the question bas been asked, and I state most WitnessdevoteI
unbesitatingly that with respect to the Pacifie Railway, my timelabour, tCaldanw
and best intelligence and ail the judgment I possess have been given from with too muce
the first day to the last day of my service in the publie interest, and with ,"fre"a"e-**
perhaps too much indifference to personal and pecuniary advantages. vantage.
During the whole nine years I have filled the office, and have spent
myself in endeavouring to establish this great national undertaking,
I received no compensation, and I asked none. It was only after I
ceased to be Engineer-in-Chief that the Government, unsolicited, sent
me an Order-in-Council granting me $'0,000 for my services. I *e
-expressed no opinion as to the amount. I had made up.my mind to
.accept whatever sum, if any, might be offered me, and 1 acted accord-
ingly.

22340. Is there any other evidele which you desire to give concern- manageumt.
ipg your connection with this railway, or the ending of the connection ? Remarks on
-I can give some little information with regard to the circumstances appointmentuor
which led up to my ceasing to be Engineer-in-Chief, which I will be
very happy to do. I would first wish to say, with regard to the
appointments that have been made from time to time, the evidence
that I have given was in answer to questions, and the facts are not
always brought out by questions in the way that a witness would wish
to give them. When the survey first began, the great difficulty was in
finding capable men to do the work. Ail, or nearly all, with whom I
was acquainted mys3elf, were actually engaged in other works-many
of .them in connection with the Intercolonial Railway, and they could
not be spared from that work until that service was completed. I did
not, if I have done so-t did not mean to say that the Government in
making appointments were desirous of appointing any but the most
efficient men, and when I say the Government I mean any
Administration that I had been acting under, and I have acted under
three different Administrations during the survey of the Pacitic Rail-
-way. Each Minister and each Member of the Governm% with whom
I came in contact was desirous of getting the best men Mat coull be
had; but sometimes it was not possible, even if there were choico, to
get the best men, on account of the pressure that came from Members
-of Parliament and others to have their friends or proéges appointed.
I mention that simply for the purpose of stating thut it inferior men
were at any time selected by this Government or that Government, it
was noL done with the view of getting inferior mon by any means; and,
indeed, although there are some men on the survey not up to the work
for which they were employed, I have great pleasure in saying that
4here are a great number of very efficient men whose friendship
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I shall always remember with kind feelings, and who were as earnest
as myself to carry out the undertaking in a creditable way, and who
were as anxious as I was to do everything in the public interest.

22341. Do you intend to convey the idea that the anxiety of the
different persons connected with the Government to get efficient men
led to the best men being, employed, and that if they bad been selected
by a private company that they would have been probably no more
efficient ?-I do not mean that. I mean a private company would be
free from the difficulties that I have referred to with regard to the
appointment of men.

A privatecom- 22342. Would they be able to accomplish the work more efficiently
I d the and at a less cost than the Government is able to do it, in your opinion ?'

work more em- -Yes; I think so. I decidedly think so. I shall now answer the
® gttana question as to the circumstances which 13d up to my removal from the

Government. office of Engineer-in-Chief, in the spring of 1880, and I will be obliged
aJeenanuanee to read from letters. It is not an easy matter for me to explain the

amecetlom" circumstances whieh led to my removal from the office of Engineer-in-
wash Eaiway Chief, because no reasons have been assigned to me by the Govern-

ment, I can only draw my own inferences from the few facts which
have come to my knowledge. I had no reason to think until early in
1880 that any member of the Government, or any prominent supporter
of the Government, had the least unfriendly feeling towards me per-
sonally or officially, or had the least desire to change my position
as a public servant. The first intimation I had of dissatisfaction was
in February, 1880. I saw a memorandum from a gentleman who was
not then, but bas since entered the Cabinet. This inemorandum
was given to Sir John Macdo.ard by Senator Macpherson. It
discussed the Pacific Railway, the Government policy in connection
therewith, my own position, and found fault generally. It occurred to
me that this memorandum was the outcome of the examination by a
Committee of the Sonate the previons winter, of which Mr. Mac-
pherson was ehairman; but it seemed only natural that he should feel
chagrined not only with the Committee for reporting against his views,
but likewise with myself, for not falling in with bis way of thinking
when I gave my evidence. Be that as it may, I felt that an explana-
tion was necessary. I accordingly addrcssed a letter to the Minister
of my Department for the information of the Government. I cannot
furnish the Commissioners with Mr. Macpherson's memorandum, as it
was returned, and I have kept no copy; but I shall be hdppy to read
My own explanations:

<'0ÂANADIAN PAciric RAn.wAY,
" OTTAWA, 9th February, 1880.

ietter to Sir "My Data SiR CHARL,-I arm greatly obliged to you for allowing me to read the
Charles Tupper- paper of the Hon. Mr. Macpherson on the Pacific Railway. It is not for me to defend

this or that policy, but [ feel called upon to offer some explanations on matters per-
sonal to myselIÇ

"Up to the Me that British Columbia entered the Dominion, I had, for a series of
years, laboured assiduously in connection (1st) with ihe surveys; (2nd)with the con-
struction of the Intercolonial Railway. In the middle of the work in 1871, I was
asked by the Government, ihrough the then Minister of Public Works, the Hon. Mr.
Langevin, to begin and carry on the Pacifie Railway explorations. At first I
declined, feeling that I had already more than sufficient work on my hands. Mr.
Langevin, however, was pleared to say that the Government had great confidence in
me; ihat he knew of no one else whom he could call upon. and he was good enough
to press the new duty on me in such a kind and complimentary manner that my
friends told me it was impossible for meto decline. With great hesitation I accepted
the additional charge of the Pacific Railway, but once accepted, I determined to
bring to bear on the double work (the Intercolocial and the Pacific) all
the reserve energies of my mind and body that I could command. 1, indeed,
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felt the weight of the responusibilities that were thrown upon me, and I eeneta
laboured vight and day in a manner which will never be known. wm E lway
Some time after 1 began to work double tides, I had the misfortune in
two consecutive years (1872-73) to meet with serious accidents. By the first I came Arduous chars.
near terminating my life; by tbe second I was placed on crutches for six or seven ter of work,
months. During the whole of these periods, except when actually confined to bed, I onUquent
never ceased to carry on my work, which I need not say was at times very arduons. ness'i heatt.
As a consequence my general health suffered, and I was forced to seek for some
respite. When the Intercolonial Railway was finished in 1876 an opportunity pre-
sented itself for this change. I asked for and obtained leave of absence for twelve
mnonthp, making, as I thought, full provision for conducting operations on the Pacific
Railway during my absence. I went to England so as to have as complete rest as
possible but twice during my absence I was recalled by the Government to#tend to
urgent uties which, it seemed, could not i e performed without me. When I finally
returned in 1878 I found my staff demoralized, and many things had been allowed te
drift into a state of confusion. The perplexing difficulties I was then compelled to
face have not yet been entirely overcome. These difficulties I need not here describe,
it is enough that I should remnnd you that they were not of ny making. I was in no
way responsible for them, unless they were due in part to my absence, and it may be
seaid that they would possibly not have arisen lad I been at my post. My absence
was, however, necessary. The rest I sought for and in part obtained, was absolntely
needed as I was then, and indeed to some extent I am still, suffering from the effects of
over-work.

"I am quite sure if Mr. Macpherson was aware of the circumatances, he would be P ints to the
the last man to charge me with neglect of or indifference to duty. I shall not make volumes or
any boast of m services. I shall leave others to speak of what I have done. I may n re orts
only point to t e volumes of printed reports and to the still larger volumes of un- feint Idea of hi.
printed matter as a faint idea of my labours. This much I can say : I have work.
devoted myself to the particular services uîpon wbich I have been engaged nçw for
nearly seventeen years (and with but little intermission) with a deep earnestness of pur.
pose. I have given ungrudgingly the best years and energies of my life. I have felt
that I could only in this way, but serve my country, and this thought. be it right or
wrong, has sustained me in difficulties and given me pleasure in overcoming them.

"With regard to salary, a matter mentioned in the paper yon have given me to Salary.
read, I should offer this explanation: When 1 was appointed to the charge of the
Pacific Railway, in 1871, I was then in receipt of $4,800 per onnum as Chief Engineer
of the Intercolonial Railway. At ihat time the Minister recelved $5,000 per annum,
the difference being only $200. It was feit that an officer should not receive more
than a Minister, and to place an officer in this case, even on an equal footing in
point of salary, by paying him $200 per annum as engineer of the Pacific Railway,
would be somewhat absurd. It was agreed that the question of compensation should
therefore stand over, and this was the more readily concurred in by me, as I then,
and have ever since, looked upon salary as secondary. I assumed the duty for the
reasons I have above set forth, and I have laboured from then until now for the
pleasure the work afforded me, confident in the belief that I was usefully engaged in
my country's service. I trust I may continue to have the confidence of the Govern-
ment, and that I shall have strength to perform my duty satisfactorily, at least, until
a train can run through on Canadian territory from Lake Superior to Red River.
When that time comes I shall be glad to retire, and if the services I may have ren-
dered be considered of any value, then I shall cheerfully accept whatever compensa-
tion the Government may be pleased to offer.

" Believe me, very sincerely yours,
"To Sir CIIutLa&s Tuppa, "SANDFORD FLEMING.

" Minister of Public Works."'

I heard nothing more of any consequence until Parliament met. On
3rd of March speeches were delivered in the House of Commons in
which my conduet as Engineer-in-Chief was assailed with somo bitter-
mess. The charges then made against me are specially referred to in
a memorandum which I felt it necessary to prepare in my own
defence. It was addressed to the Minister of the Department the 26th
of March, 1880, and Lnow propose to submit its contents:

"CANADIAN PAcIPIC RILwÂv,
OFFICE oF THs ENGINEEE-IN-Gm3E,

" OTTÂAA 26th Ma&rch 188A

Memorandum
addressed to the
Minister of

"(Memorandum.) Railways.
" On the 3rd" March, grave charges were made in the House of Commons, against Grave chargestle writer, as Chief Engmeer of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, which have since been against witneas.
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with Eailway publisbed throughout the Dominion. These charges seriously affect his personal
character and his professional reputation.

" A Member of thet House of Commons bas certainly the right to investigate the
conduct of any public servant, if he deems it proper to do so. Equally, the party
assailed, if wrongly accused, may claim to be heard in bis justification.

Position of a " An engineer Is an executive officer of the Government, to whom the public
Government interest is confided according to his rank and statue. No charge can be more painfal
courseereando than that lie has neglected his duties, or that e bas failed honestly and with ability
him when to consult the interests be bas undertaken to protect
ausailed. " It is obvious that, if called upon to vindicate bis character from what he boldo to

be an unjust accusation, the only course open to an engineer, in the employ of the
Govern ent, so long as he bolds his position, is to address his remonstrance to the
Ministe7at the head of the Department.

" He cannot with propriety avail himself of the columns of the newspapers or of a
magazine, neither can lie publish a pamphlet in his vindication. To the mind of the
writer it is still more objectionable to bave recourse to a borrowel pen, and to get
published anonymously what be holds inexpedient to state above his signature,

"The writer, therefore, respectfully asks leave to address the Minister on the sub-
ject of the charges made against him in Parliament.

Charges against " They may be formulated :-That the writer bas recommended an ill-judged and
witness formu- unwarranted site for the bridge-crossing of Red River; that he was long absent in
lated. England from bis duties, during which time the railway work was unconsidered, and

bis responsibilities neglected ; that the original estimates given for the work under
contract have been greatly exceeded; that lie bas caused neediess expenditure at
Cross Lake on an improper location, and that he bas permitted large sums of money
to be carelessly wasted.

led River "The writer bas submitted, at length, the reasons which bave led him to recom-
Crossing. mend the location of the Red River bridge. They are set forth in his report to the

Government, of 8th December, 1879, to be laid before Parliament. Suîbsequent
enquiry having confirmed the facts, he cannot change or modify bis opinions. He
respectfully subtrits that, if the question be examined and the facts and circum-
stances be fully weighed, it will be found that bis view of the case will be sustained,
and bis recommendation justified. It is known that the location recommended by
him is not looked upon with favour in quarters and localities adversely interested;
but bis own convictions remain anchanged, and lie holds it incumbent on him, in the
general interest of the public, to adhere to the selection lie bas submitted, and to ask
that the considerations which dictated it be fully examined.

"On this point of the censure directed against him, he begs leave respectfnlly to
refer to his report to the Government, and to ask fer it impartial consideration.

legleett of duty. " He turns to the other issues which have been raised, The charge is unusually
Large expendi. grave: that of having neglected bis duty and allowed large sums of money to be

ture. squandered. An engineer is in no way answerable for the policy adopted by the Gov-
ernment in making contracta; but once a contract is entered into and placed in bis
bande, he is responsible to the Government, tbrougb the Minister of the Deparment,
that it be honestly fulfilled. It is bis duuty to carry out and enforce its cnnditions, to
see that the work is properly performed and full value given for the money paid. It
is equally bis duty to do justice to the contractor as to the public; indeed, to act as a
judge between parties whose views of right are notalways identical. It is, moreover,
his duty to submit to the Minister any changes, in construction or otherwise, he may
hold to be desirable, and, on obtaining the Minister's authority, to have them carried
out.

"Between 1863 and 1871, the writer was Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Rail-
way. From 1871 to 1876, he filled the position of Engineer-in-Chief of both the inter-
colonial and Canadian Pacific Railways. In the latter year, the Intercolonial was
opened for traffic, and the writer ceased to act as C bief Engineer. At this date, most
of the difficulties connected with the Canadian Pacifie location bad been solved. Twq
sections, easy of construction, had been placed under contract: No. 13, the first sec-
tion west of Fort William, Lake Superior, thirty-three miles; No. 14, the first section
est of 8elkirk, Red River, seventy-seven miles.

Health of " The writer's health bad been much affected by bis labours: bis medical advisers
witness. counsellel rest. He himself felt tht abstinence from work was indispensable. Hle

applied accordingly for twelve months leave of absence. So much a matter of neces-
sity did this rest appear to himself that lie had determined, should the leave of
abbence not be granted, to resign his position, a fact perfectly capable of being
established

" Betore leaving, it wa arranged that the senior assistant on the Pacifie Railway
staff in the writer's absence should sa.ume his duties. Full confidence was felt in the
abiàuty, experience and reliability of that officer, and, on the writer's recommendation,
the then hiinister of the Department conseuted to the arrangement. That gentlenspa
was placed in charge and he entered on his duties with the title of acting Chief
Engineer.
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"The writer left for England. At that time sections 13 and 14 only were under t****

«cnstruction. The work then performed was valued at: Setion No. 13, $127,353;
section No. 14, $102,140. Section No. 25 had been placed under contract as the wri-
ter was leaving, but no work had been executed. Six monthe afterwards the contract
was signed for section No. 15.

" During hie absence the writer was relieved from active direction of work, super-
intendence of details, and all the incidental duties appertaining to his office.
Matters, however, connected with the railway were frequently brought to bis notice,
-and formed the subject of correspondence.

" Twice he was recalled by the Government. Hie leave was thus temporarily set Leave of abseme.
aside, and, in consequence, renewed and extended. Before six monthe had passed he broken in on.
was peremptorily summoned by the Minister to Ottawa. Leaving England in De-
,cember, 1876, he remained in Canada until May following. In this period, indepen-
dently of the other duties which engaged most of hie time, the writer completed the
volumin ous report of 1877, which he bad commenced in England.

" The leave of the writer was renewed, and he again left for England. He was
again recalled, and so urgent was th summons that he started on a few days' notice.
The consequence was that he was forced to neglect important private affairs, the
arrangement of which necessitated bis return to England.

"In October, 1878, he returned to Canada and resumed his duties. The acting
ChiefEngineer had, from July, 1876, held the position of principal executive officer
of the Government to supervise the works under contract, t, give directions to the
engineering staff, to control the expenditure, and to issue proper certificates for work
performed by the contractors.

"From July, 1876, to October, 1878, no charge was taken by the writer of details From July, 1876
of work under construction, beyond replying to the points submiitted to him and to (JOtober 1878,irriter Look noreceiving the reports forwarded from time to time. The latter in no way presaged charge r dtal.
the difficulties which now attract public attention.

"On the return of the writer to his duties in the autumn of 1878, bis attention was inlscrepatncy I
directed to the difference between the original quantities and the work returned as quandities.
executed on sections Nos. 14, 15 and 25.

" Whatever the cause, it was plain that the original quantities had been greatly
Increased. No report of any such contingency had been made to him. The fact fel
ipon him as startling, from being unexpected, as it was alarming and unaccountable.

"He had never supposed that a result of this character was possible. Had he been
in the country his duty would have led him to take means to keep down the expendi-
ture, to amend the line where change was advantageous and possible, and if through
any cause the quantities of work executed showed a tendency to over-run the estimate,
his attention would have been at once directed to the subpect, as progress sections
and the monthly returns conveyel the unwelcome information.

" No time would have been lost in endeavouring to ascertain the cause of the
difficulty, and steps would have been taken to rectify it.

" The original bills of quantities were made up witbout the exact data necessary for
forming estimates with accuracy. They were prepared. from the best information, by
engineers who bad charge of each particular survey. As there was great pressure to
have the work placed under contract, and defmite quantities were indspensable, the
results were,/to a certain extent assumed.

" uch of the lne passes through muskegs and marshes. The surveys were mostly
tnade in winter when the ground was frozen. This circumetance doubtiess, in some
aes, deceived the surveyors as to [te character, and led thenm to mistake marsh and

muskeg for firm earth. One thing is certain, the quantities puiblished betore tenders
were invited made no claim to exactness. Their prima Jacie character establishesthis
fact beyond dispute. The amounts are almost invariably in round figures, such as
100,000 lineal teet or 1,000,000 cubic yards. At the same time, although estimated or
rather assumed, specially to admit of a comparison of tenders by having the different
pricesapplied to them, and the total amounta thus worked out, it was also supposed
that if not approximately correct, they would at least not be greatly at variance with
the actual results.

."It was, therefore, incomprehensible to the writer that the actual quantities should,
in nearly every case, be so much greater than those originally assumed and printed.
Making every allowance for imperfect data, misleading those who had made up the
bille of quantities, for the frozen marshes having been considered to be solil ground
and for other contingencies, in the writer's mind there was no satisfactory explanation
for the extraordinary diffic rences.

"When the disciepancy came under the writer's notice, he at once gave it his
serious attention, and the difficulty, with all the circumstances connected wilh it was
frequently and earnestly discussed with the Minister.

'It was not possible for the writer to accept the returns of the work executed and Investtgated but
.1fatled te obtainthe certificates which had been issued. Accordingly he declined to grant any certifi- satisfactory ex--cates whatever for what bad been done during his absence, until the quantities were planation of

properly accounted for and irrefragably established as correct. He caused an inves- excess.
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DisecPay ii tigation to be made into each case separately. He sent for those who had beenr
u"t. engaged in the work tq learn the course taken in carrying on operations, and the

principle adopted in 'naking measurements, and fully to satisfy himself as to the
accuracy with which the quantities had been computed; but he ailed to obtain any
satisfactory information with regard to the excesa of quantities.

" A re-measurement of the work on each section was, therefore, recommended by
him-a course approved by the Minister.

" The value of the work certified as having been executed when the writer took the
matter up, was as follows -

On section 13, gross amount certified......................... $ 331,978 00
" 14, " ' ......................... 583,742 00
" 15, " " .......................... 1,151,975 57
c 25, " " ....... .................. 1,180,800 00

"In the winter of 1876-77, during the writer's stay in Canada, he was called upon
as senior officer, pro forma, to put bis naine to certificates which had been prepared
and laid before him. Their accuracy was not investigated by him, as he had the
fullest confidence in the returns submitted. These are the only certificates for which
the writer is in any way responsible up to the time he resumed his duties. According to,
the certificates which he finds in the offce, work to the value of $2,539,181 bas been
executed in the interval, on the four sections in question.

"In the case of section 13, the writer was not called upon to take any action, as
the work had been completed, the contract closed, and the money paid, before he
returned to Canada.

Re-measurement "A re-measurement of sections 14 and 25 bas been made, but it does not verify and
or contract 14 substantiate the previous returns. In consequence, the writer bas been unable to con-
and 25. firm the certificates issued during bis absence, for work reported as executed.
contaetwo. 15, "lSection 15, and the circumstances connected with it, have formed the subject of a

special report. The facts have been laid before the Minister. Errors in the system
of measurement and classification of work have been rectified. Explicit rules bave-
been laid down for future guidance. A verification survey to check measurements
bas been commenced. The whole contract bas been placed on a new basis, under an
Order-in-Council, dated 20th May. 1879, under which the work bas since been carried
on and payments made. No certificates have been issued by the writer Rince hi.
return, except in accordance with its provisions.

When witness " These four sections only had been under construction when tre writer re-assumed
rumumed the bis duties as Engineer-in-Chief; since then, seven additional sections, some of then
above mentioned very heavy, bave been placed under contract. He bas taken every means to prevent

ur econsruc- a repetition of similar difficulties. The precautions adopted may, in part, be under-
tion; since, seven stood by reference to the letters of instructions to the resident engineers, one of
sections placed which is appended.' From October, 1878, the whole time of the wr:ter, and his best
under construe- efforts, have been given to the discharge of his duty. From that date every point oft.ion -for the
detars of these detail, more or less, bas come under bis personal cognizance, and for the results he
tant alone he holds himself answerable, This remark cannot, with justice, be applied to the period
thinks ho can be when he was on leave of absence, and ho should not be identfied with operations,
held responsible. over which he exercised no supervision, carried on during the time when, with the ap-

proval of the Government, he was absent from the Dominion.

MEMORANDUM OF INSTRUCTIONS TO MR. W. T. JENNINGS, RESIDENT ENGINEER IN CHARGE OF sEoTIoN 42,
EXTENDING FROM EAGLE RIVER TO THE EASTERN END OP BEC rION 15 NEAR RAT PORTAGE (KEEwATIN).

CANADIAN PAciFIc RAILWAY,
OFFIcE cF THa ENOr NEER-xN-Cnrh,

Memorandum OTTAWA, 3rd June, 1879.

The Hon. the Minister bas appointed Mr. Jenning to the charge of contract No. 42, embracing all
the works of construction required to complete the railway between Eagle River and the eastern end
of section 15, near Rat Portage.

1. A copy of the eontract entered into witb Messrs. Fraser, Manning & Co., bas been furnished Mr.
Jennings. H e bas also been supplied with copies of the plans and profiles and all the documents
relating to the work to be executed.

2. The undersigned bas verbally communicated to Mr. Jennings hi& views with regard to the work
and the manner it sLould be carried out. He bas explained to Mr. Jenninps the points where changes
maay be made, and bas indicated on the profile some alterations that suggest themselves in the grade
lino. These changes are suggested with the view of reducing and expediting the work, the contractors
being limited to time.

, 3. Mr. Jennings is desired at the earliest possible period to direct his attention to any possible
,hange that may be made in the allignment, whereby the work will be decreased without increasing
the curvature or gradients.

1690FL.EMING
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"The question has been raised that the writer caused needlesd expenditure by an Waa location or
ill-judged location of the ine on section 15, in the neighbourhood of Cross Lake. contract 15 near

' There are points between the terminus on Lake Superior and the prairie region Cross Lake a
which govern the whole location. The geographical position of the Lake of the mistake.
Woods on the international boundary, defines Keewatin, at the outlet of the lake, to
be one of these points. Selkirk, in the writer's view, is clearly another. The
problem was to connect these pointu by the shortest, best and cheapest route. With
the exception ot a limited area of prairie or thinly wooded country near Selkirk, the
whole aistance is forest. A great extent of the surface is rocky, broken and rugged,
with many long, narrow lakes, some of which it is impossible to avoid. Cross Lake,
met some thirty-six miles west of Keewatin, is of this class.

The undersigned directs the attention of Mr. Jennings to the importance of, in no case exceeding
the rates of gradients and curvatures, as follows: -

Ascendsng East.

On tangents and 1i' curves, gradients not to exceed •50 per 100.
"s 2 " " •45 "
" 3 " " " '40 ci
"t 40 " " '35 t 3

Assending Westerly.

On tangents and lIO curves, gradients not to exceed 1.00 per 100.
" " 2° 1 •90 "
" i 3° de " -80 "

'' "i 40 "i " ' •70 "

While insisting that in no case these gradients shall be exceeded, the Chief Engineer directs the.
earnest attention of Mr. Jennings to the very great importance of keeping down the cosit of the work,
and be trusts that wherever it be possible, without lowering the character of the engineering features.
of the line, Mr. Jennings will studiously avoid incurring any expenditure beyond that absolutely
required.

4. The nndersigned recognizes the peculiar difficulties which will be met by the contractors in this
section; not the least serions being the inaccessibility of the country through which the line is to be
constructed, and he foresees the great importance to them of baving the rail track extended as far as.
possible easterly from Rat Portage, the moment the rails are laid throughout section 15. Prom two
tofive miles east ot Rat Portage the profile shows some of the heaviest work on the whole section, after
which for several miles the work is comparatively light.

Fortunately the difficult portion could easily be got over by adopting, temporarily, a steep grade,
as indicated in the accompanying prfile. Mr. Jennings is authorized to make this suggestion to the
contractors, with the understanding that the undersigned will concur in its adoption, bould the-
contractors desire it in their own interest. The line mmt, thereafier, be constructed with the permanent
gradient before the completion of the contract, and the contractor will be paid for all now or hereafter
executed, which forms any part of the peimanent work. The cost of temporary track-laying, and the~
small amount of excavation of parts A, B, C. D, &c., or any work of a merely temporary character, not
necessary in the permanent works, will bave to be borne by themselves.

5. For the guidance of Mr. Jennings, it may be mentioned that on some of the sections which have-
been under construction the contractors have found it convenient, with the modern explosives, to
blast out rock cuttings considerably beyond &the slop- lines, as defined on the specifications. The
Engineer-in-Chief directs that only the excavation within the slope lities be returned as rock. The
material beyond the slope lines, if placed in embankments, may be returned and paid for as earth; but
if wasted it must not be returned as excavation under any class.

6. It may further be mentioned, for the information of Mr. Jennings, that on some sections under
construction, when muskegs prevail and the embankments have beeu formed from side borrowing-pits
and ditches, serious diîficulties have arisen. The material so borrowed is reported to be, in many
cases, vegetable matter of a spongy nature, holding much water, and when dry and compressed by .
superincumbent weight, to have little solidity; it is consequently, unfit to be used in the formation of
earth embankment. The undersigned accordingly disappruves of its use.

7. There is always more or less difficulty in forming embankments across muskegs or marshes. la.
some cases where a proper out-fail is available, so that ditches would have the effect of draining and
consolidating the ground, it is advisable to form them parallel to the lino of railway. But when the
ditches, after being formed would simply remain full of stagnant water, their formation is et doubtful
expediency, and under such circumstances, ditches are of sittle value. Indeed, in some special locali-
lies tbey may be a positive injury, and in all such cases it is advisable not to' form them, but rather
resort to a judicious use of the logging and brushing provided for under the contract.

This being done a thin covering of earth to form a foundation and bed for the ties may be added.
Traek may then be laid and thus allow material to be brought from any con venient distance by train.
But if this expedient be resorted to, it will be necessary to bed the track aufficiently even and solid to.
prevent the rails fron being bent or injured in any way.
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"The country here, and for a long distance, is exceedingly rough, and when the
surveya commenced it was a wilderness well nigh impenetrable. It was neces-
sary, however, to find a railway line through it, not simply a line over which trains
could be taken, whatever the cost of working them, but a railway which could be
operated cheaply and which would admit of the conveyance of farm produce to the
eastern markets at the lowest rates, a result only to be attained by limiting the gradients.

Importance of " This view bas governed the writer from the earliest inception of the undertaking.
easy grades In hie published report of January, 1874, he set forth the paramount importance ofrunning easterly. finding a location with the easiest possible gradients running easterly. fie directed

attention to it again in his report of 1877, and again in 1879."

8. These several points are brought to the attention of Mr. Jennings, but he will himself determine
the best course tu be pursued when he bas specially examined each locality, and become acquainted
with the depth of the muskeg, and all the circumstances. In arriving at a decision, Mr. Jennings will
take into cousideration the question of haul, for which a price is provided, and he will see that in no
ca'e the pr ce of earth and haul together (when material is brought by train) shall exceed the price of
ballast, as in such cases ballas, would probably be the best and cheapest material with which to form
the embankment.

9. There may be some exceptional case where itmay notbe impossible for the coutractors to procure
suitable material for the road-bed and where it would be a very great advantage to tbem and expedite
their operations, if tney were permitted to use in part the spongy material found in muskegs. This
shall only be allowed sparingly, and in all cases when used, the solid contenta of the spongy matter
only is to be paid for. A log platform (clause 12) must iavariably be laid on the surface before any of
the muskeg material is depositEd, and arrangements must be made to mea-ure the solid cubic contenta
in the embankment after the water bas had time to drain out -of it. On these conditions as to measure-
-ment and payment and on these only, will the undersigned approve of the use in any form, of this
peculiar material.

Mr. Jennings will be good ennugh to inform the contractors accordingly, and obtain their written
acceptance of these conditions, when the material is placed in enbankments. Wherever it be deemed
-expedient to allow the use of muskeg material, the whole must be covered over with good earth; in no
-case should the coating of sand, clay or gravel be less than 12 inches under formation level.

(Sketch A.)

.urface of Platform of Lous• Muskeu.

As a rule the surface of the muskeg shoul.1 not be broken by ditches or borrowing-pits within fifty
feet of the centre line.

10. When it becomes expe-fient to formu the embankments by train, good-qized poles, or emall trees
"spotted" on the side, to avesage say six inches thick, should invariablybe laid longitudinally under
the ties. These poles should break joint, and every means taken to render the track reasonably solid
and secure to prevent injury to rails. See sketch B.

(Sketch B.)

Surface of I Platform of Logs. Muskea.

10f. The un'dersigned bas given careful consideration to the question of rock borrowing, referred
to in the spcificatIon, and he bas arrived at the conclusion that it will not be expedient to resort to
the process4 of excavating rock for forming any portions of embankments, except ao far as the embank-
ments may be formed by material from "rock hue cuttings."

The contractors will, accordingly, be relieved of this expensive and troublesome class of work
referred to in clause 98 of the apecitication.

Il. Mr. Jennings is probably aware that on section 15, where the railway is carried across lakes
and ponds, the material from rock line cuttings bas been deposited in two parallel Unes along the to
of the slopes. This was doue subsequent to the date of the contract with a special purpose in view,
but it involvea a good deal of extra trouble and expense to the contractora, without corresponding
advantages, and as the undersigned recognizes the penliar difficulties these contractors have to over-
eome, and the importance in the publie interest ot assisting them in every legitimate way, and of
avoiding annecessary outlay, he does not insist upon the same plan of construction being followed on
this contract

The contractors may be allowed to fnish the embankments in the usual way, allowing the material
of whatever kind to fnd its proper natural alope, and n the eae of the slopes being formed of soft
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' EXTRCTS from the reports of the Engineer-in-Chief in reference to the adoption of
light gradients in connection with the question of cheap transportation from
the prairie region to Lake Superior.

(From the Report of January, 1874.) When prairie
region raises

"One of the questions which will undoubtedlyforce itself on public attention when surplus for ex-
the prairie region begins to raise a surplus for exportation, will be the cheap trans- portation one of
portation of products to the east. Looking to this view of the question, the import- te chueap transw
ance of a location which will secure the slightest gradients in an easterly direction portation to the
is manifest. east.

material, in ponds or lakes, they will be protected by rip-rap, a few feet above and below water level.
The rip-rap must be provided after the embankment has to some extent consolidated.

12. Attention should at once be given to the volume of ail streams crossed by the railway, the
necessity for the structures proposed to be erected, and their sufficiency and character.

Mr. Jennings will report from time to time such improvements or suggestions in the mode of
construction as may appear advisable.

13. The Engineer-in-Chief encloses printed general instructions 1 to 5 for the information of Mr.
Jennings on the general guidance of the staff under him. These are in force as far as applicable.
Special attention is directedi to these general instructions.

The object in view is considered of great importance. Not the least important is to secure a com-
plete historical record of the progress of the work under the contract, with details of every event
noticed as it transpires. The purveyor branch, referred to in instructions No. 2, is, however, abolished,
and Mr. Jennings will himself be held responsible for procuring supplies and the proper account of ail
expenditure. It is the intention of the undersigned to apply for the authority of the Minister to make
a money allowance in lieu of rations to members of the staff. In the meantime it is expedient to carry
on the old system. Mr. Jennings will, however, be good enough and report if it will be practicable
to change the system, say on lst Septemuber next.

14. While the Engineer-in-Chief refers Mr. Jennings to the rules established by the Department,
with respect to the making of payments, the keeping of accounts and the character of the vouchers
required by the audit, he directs his attention to the exercise of proper economy in ail matters of
expenditure. Any food supplies obtained must be good and sufficient, and procured at reasonable prices.

15. While exercising prudence and forethought as to the wants of the staff, and the supply ofgood
and sufficient provisions, ail extravagance snd waste and ail unnecessary expense must be avoided

16. The following staff has been selected toassistMr. Jenningain carrying out these instructions:-

17. The Engineer-in-Ohief requests that Mr. Jennings will issue a circular letter to the division
and assistant engineers, infrkrming them that aIl orders or communications in writing made to the
contractors, respecting the works, must pass though bis bande and be signed by him alone, and Ur.
Jennings will be good enough to report al orders so given and draw special attention to any matters
of importance.

18. As far as can be foreseen, ample allowance has been made in the bill of works for every des-
cription of work required under the contract. Should it become expedient, as operations proceed, to
execute any class of work for which no provision is m de, Mr. Jennings' attention is directed to the
Sth clause of the contract, which stipulates that no a4ditional work shall be performed unless the
price to be paid for the same shall have been previously fixed by the Minister in writing.

The necessity for any additional work must therefore be reported tothe Engineer-in-Chief, and
if approved, permission obtained as above for its performance.

19. Mr. Jennings will arrange that the monthly measurements sha,1 he completed on or before the
last day of each month, so that he may be able to make up and transmit the estimates to this office as
early thereafter as practicable. Ail monthly estimates are to be signed by Mr. Jennings, andforwarded
in triplicate.

20. In addition to the weekly progress reports a short report should accompany the monthly
estimates, referring to any special features of the work done during the month, the progress being
made, the length of grading done or track laid, &c.

21. The Engineer-in-Chief impresses upon Mr. Jennings the necessity of holding the division
engineers, as well as their assistants, personally responsible for the accuracy of returns of work done.
It will not always be practicable for the division engineers in person to examine the whole work every
month, but they should personally go over a portion of their division each month, the sub-division
engineers sending their figures to them by telegraph or otherwise. The succeeding month the division
engmeers will be able to measure the remaining portion, and by this means they will test the accuracy
of the whole as the work goes on, and become familiar with aIl details, with respect to which they are
responsible.

22. Mr. Jennings is furnished with a copy of the contract and every plan, profile and document
relating to the works under lis charge. The undersigned looks to Mr. Jennings with confidence,
believing that he will spare ao efforts to have these instructions, and the works to which they refer,
satisfactorily carried out, and that he will earnestly endeavour to have every thing done with strict
regard to economy.

SANDFORD FLE MING,
Engineer-in-Chief.
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"The gradients and alliguments of a railway have mucb to do with its capacity for
business, and the cost of working it. It is well known that by attention to these
features in locating a line, it is quite possible, in some cases, to double the trans-
porting capacity of a railway and very largely reduce the cost of conveying freight
over it.

" That portion of the Canadian Pacific Railway between Red River and the
n4vigable waters of Lake Superior, is precisely one of those cases where the utmost
attention should be paid te its engineering teatures. The reduction of the cost et
transportation on this section to the lowest figure is a question which affects the
future of the country, as upon it te a large extent depenis the settlement of the
western prairies.

"The more this portion of the railway eau be made te convey cheaply the products
of the soil to the navigation of the St. Lawrence, the more will the field be extended

Between Mani- within which farming operations can be carried on with profit on ihe fertile plains.
toba and Lake "The information obtained suggests that it will be possible to secure maximumor easterly, e y ascending gradients between Manitoba and Lake Superior, within the limitasernng eaaLerA
gradients twenty- of twenty-six feet to the mile, a maximum not half se great as that which obtains on
six feet to the the majority of the railways on the continent.
mile te be hall. 'il think the line should be located so as te have the best possible allignment,

with no heavier gradients than the maximum referred te. But the importance of
securing the benefits of an unbroken steam communication at the earliest moment are

Considers best at se great that I consider thatit would be advisable, in the firstinstance, te construct thearat te construct cheapest possible line. While adhering to the permanent location in the main, I
tphsibe t would, with a view of accomplishing the desired object, recommend the construction

of a cheap temporary hne, avoiding for the present all costly permanent works that
would retard its completion. In order te gain access to the cointry as epeedily and
cheaply as possible, it might, indeed, become necessary to overcome special difficul-
ties by adopting temporarily, for short distances, deviations from the true location
with heavy undulating gradients and sharp curvature. I have no reason, however,
te think that this expedient would frequently be required. I am satisfied that for the
greater part of the distance between Lake 8uperior and Manitoba the permanent loca-
tion may be substantially adhered to." (Page3 32, 33.)

(From the Report of Februaryî, 1877.)

Rendering the "It bas been held from the first that the successful occupation of the prairie
eastern section of region and the extent te which it may become thickly populated will, in a great
railway available measure, be governed by the capability of the line to Lake Siuperior to carry cheaply
fortabeapn ans- tbe products of the soil. The success of the railway iself mut be determained by the
acilitate the number of inhabitants which can be established in the country, and the degree of
population of the prosperity of the population will be influenced in no narrow limit by the character of
prairie reglon. the outlet for the products of their industry. The more, therefore, that the eastern

section of the railway can be rendered available for cbeap transportation the more
rapidly will the prairie region become populated, and the more speedily will the line
become self-sustainin g

"I have felt it my duty to regard these views as of paramount importance in the
location of the line between the prairie region and Lake Superior. Accordingly,
every effort bas been made te discover the shortest line with the lightest possible
gradients and easiest curvature, especially in the direction which heavy traffic will

Maximum take towards the Atlantic sea-board.
gradients be- " On the sections placed under contract from Red.River to Keewatin, 114 miles, and
tween Red River from English River te Fort William, 113 miles, the maximum gradients are as
and Lake follows:-tsuperior.

Ascending East.

On tangents and 1½° curves, equal te 3,820
" 20 " 2,865
" 30 " 1,910
"f 4°' " 1,433

Ascending West.

Per 100. Per mile.

feet radius 0-50
" 0-45
" 0-40
" 035

On tangents and 1 ° curves, equal te 3,820 feet radius
" 2 4l 2,865 dg

3S "9 1.910 "i
"t 4 • 1,433 "g

1'00
0-90
0-80
0-70

26-40 feet.
23-76
21-12 "
18-48

52 80 feet.
47-52 "
42-4 "
36-96 "

" On the remaining distance to be placed under contract, between Keewatin and
English River, 183 miles, equally easy gradients have net been as yet, at every point,
secured. At the few exceptional points the location will, however, be revised, and I
have confident expectations that all the gradients will be reduced te the same stand-
ard, without materially increasing the rst of the works
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" Thus, there will be no impediment to the Pacifie Railway carrying products from
the heart of the continent to Lake Superior at a lower rate per mile than those now
obtaining on the leading railways already in operation (Pages 81, 82 ) , * *

"I have described the efforts that have been made to obtain a line with the easiest
possible gradients, from the prairie region to the navigable waters of the St. Law-
rence and the paramount importance of this feature. * • •

"Chbeapueos of transportation is thus, to a certain extent, assured-an important
element in facilitating the prosperous settlement of the fertile territory in the
interior." (Pages 85, 86.)

(From the Report of April, 1879.)
"I bave always attached great importance to the endpavour to secure the best loca-

tion attainable for the railway. I have elsewhere described the efforts which have
been made from the commencement of the survey to obtain a line favourable for cheap
transportation."

"The whole of the railway between Fort William and Selkirk, in lengtb41o miles.
is now under contract. It is with no little satisfaction that 1 am enabled to point te
a table of the gradients which bave been definitely establislhed in this length. Under
the contracts which have been entered into, these favourable gradients are tW be
carried into execution, without baving recourse to the temporary expedients which I
thought necessary to suggest five years ago:

SUMMARY OF GRADIENTS-FORT WILLIAM TO SELKIRK.

.Ascending Easterly.
Feet per Mile. No. of Miles.

Sunary or
gradients.

Rise '10 to .20 percent........................ About 5 10 10 ................ 38-52
" .20 " -30 " ......................... " 10 ' 16 .......... 17.11
" 30 " .40 4 ........................ " 16 " 21 ............. 42.97
" '40 " -50 " ........ 21 264................ 80-11 178.71

Level. ............................... 108-06 108.06

Ascending Westerly.

Rise '10 te
"'20 4
4 .30 4t
" '40
" .50

".69
"i 70 4I
" .80 "

Feet per Mile.

'20 per cent........................ About 5 te 10
'30 " ........................ " 10 "16
'40 " .........--............. L 16 "21
50 ........................ " 21 "26

.60 ........................ " 26 "32
'70 ........................ " 32 L37
.80 ........................ " 37 I42

1.00 ............... "9 42 Il 2

No. of Miles.
............... 2851
............ 10.91
........... 9.74
........... 12.83
............... 682
............... 10-65
............. 12.76

8...............31'01 12323

Total miles .................................................. 410.00 410-00

"In determining the gradients the rule bas been laid down to equate them with the
curvature, so that when sharp curves were called for by the physical features of the
-country, the inclinations of the line would, in those cases, be proportionately reduced.

" The practical effect of a sharp curve on a maximum gradientIs te make the gradi-
ent heavier by reducing the effective power of a locomotive making the ascent, thus
preventing the p"sage of full-loaded trainsover the line. The objectbas been, what-
-ever the eurvature, to secure a degree of inclination which in no case would exceed,
on tangents, 26.4 feet per mile ascending easterly, or in the direction of heavy tmaffie.
The contract profiles of the lirie over the 410 miles from Fort William to Selkirk,
establishes that this object has been substantially secured. Only at one point
(eighteen milesoutof Fort William) has the locating engineerneglected toenuforcethis
rule. I greatly regret that such is the case, as it will involve an expenditure to remedy
the defect greater than would have been called for in the first place, when the cost
would have been comparatively trifling.

"With the exception referred to corrected, the portion of the Pacific Railway
fbetween Lake Superior and Manitoba is thus finally establisbed with extremely
favourable engineering.features, and it may be claimed that, when completed under
existing contracta, it will be available for conveying the products of the soil from the
prairie region to Lake Superior at the cheapest possible rates.

" As this portion of the Pacifie Railway must, for a long time to come, form the
great outlet ofmuch of the prairie region, the favourable character for cheap transpor-
tation which bas been secured for it cannot be over-rated; indeed, upon this impor-
tant condition very largely dependo the successful setzlement of the vast fertile plains
-ad the þermanent advantage of the future settlers." (Pages 18-21.)

Rule In determin-
Ing gradients to
equate them with
the curvature.

Curves and
grades.
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" This principle bas been constantly kept in prominence, and its importance bas
been generally admitted. [t bas been frequently brought forward during the last,six
years. The writer does not know any instance of a publhc man having protested
against it, or of any newspaper having taken exception to it.

Cross Lake. " Although a great extent of the country between Lake Superior and the Red River
is very rugged, the general level over long distances is not diversified. There are no
great elevations or depressions to control the location and enforce the introduction of
heavy gradients. Cross Lake ii probably the only place on the whole 410 miles
where any saving wortby of consideration could hnve been eff-cted by a departure
from the principle of light gradients, which it was found possible to apply ge-nerally.

"In the neighbourhood of Cross Lake a number of lines were surveyed. Uitimate ly
the choice was narrowed to two line;, connecting common points east and west of
Cross Lake, about six miles apart. No. 1 crossed the lake at a high level and gave
the desired easy gradients. none of which exceeded a rise of twenty-six feet per mile,
and the longest being for about one mile. No. 2 crossed the lake at another place on a
lowerlevel,but it involved a conitinuous ascent of two miles and thres-quarters on sharp
curves with arise offorty-four feet per mile. The lake at thecrossingof No 1 is 600 feet
wide; at that of No. 2 fully 900 feet; for five miles east of the lake the work is heavier on
No. 2 tban on No. 1, while at the lake, and for one mile west of it,the work is consider-
ably the heaviest on No. 1. Although No. 2 would, upon the whole, cost less in the first
place, No. 1 wonld undoubtedly, in the ead, prove by far the mosteconomical. After
full consideration, line No. I was selected, and it is on this line that construction is
now being carried on.

"The writer respectfully submits that the line wbich conforms with the policy of
successive Ministers, and with the prevailing faith of thepublic mind, that on the
railway between Manitoba and Lake Superior all gradients ascending eastward
should be kept within the established limit, was the only one for selection.

" It was secording to this principle that the location was first made, and thewriter
respectfully submitsthat there is no act of his in connection with the Uanadian Pacific
Railway which should claim higher appreciation than his advocaey of the principle,
and his constant efforts from first to last to secure to the country a Une with the
lightest possible gradients between Red River and Lake Superior.

Contract15signed " It was six months afier he left for England that the contract for section 15 was
six months after signed. As a matter of course, before the heavy work at Cross Lake was commenced,
witness left for nothing should have been left undone to reduce its magnitude by revisingand perfect-England. ing the location, and by every possible meaus. When the writer resumed bis duties

the work was in progress, and it was too late to make any change at this point, even
if a change at an earlier stage bad been desirable or possible.

Submlta six " The writer believes that he has established that the censures which have been
propositions. directed against hi:a are not warranted by the facts, and he respectfully submits:

" 1. That he bas not unwisely advised the Government with respect to the bridging
of Red River.

" 2. That he has not absented himself from hie duties without authority and without
cause.

" 3. That lie has not neglected bis responsibilities, or subjected to injury the interests
entrusted to him.

" 4. That he is in no way to blame for the original quantities being exceeded, and
the cost of the work increased on the sections in question.

" 5. That he has not caused needless expenditure at Cross Lake on an improper
location.

" 6. That he has not allowed public money to be carelessly wasted; but that by
every means in his power, he has endeavoured to control the expenditure on the
work, and that he bas earnestly endeavoured in all respects faithfully to discharge the
duties of bis position.

" The writer trusts that the urgency of the circumstances wbieh bave called for this
memorandum will be held by the Minister of Railways and Canals sufficient justifica-
tion for submitting in this form the tacts which it sets forth.

"SANDFORD FLEMING,"i ngineer-in-Chief."

Witness's inter- When I handed this memorandum, viudicating my character, to the
terelativet"~ Minister, I had the strongest assurance from him that it was not noces-
charges made sary, as far as he and the Government as a body were concerned ; thatagainst hlim. they had the highest opinion of me as a public officer, and never had

more confidence in me than they thon had. He did not conceal from
me, however, that there was an outaide clamour into which political
feeling entered, which was embarrassing to the Government. I
expressed to the Minister my great surprise and very great disappoint-
ment to discover that I was in any way obnoxious to a single public
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Man who had any weight 4s a Governmpnt sîupportor, even to a»y o
those who were di8posed to look at every person and thing from
their own stand-point. I exprsed my great regret that the services
1 hadso faithfully and zealously endeavoured to render should be so un-
appreciated by an representative of the people whom I served, and I
told him that I wL&d not allow myseif to be the lesat case of embar-
rassment; that I would place myself in his handsi my only wieh being
to serve the Government; and that if I couldbestserve the Govprnqent
by eeasing to aet as a publie servant, in that avent I wogld willingly
iv.e tup my ogfce and be relieved of my duties atd responsibilities.

Sooo after this I learned that the Governmont, yielding to presewa ogrred the
promised, at a caucus of supporters, to offer me the position of Rcnsult. ig° ngin°rr er

ing engineer instead of Chief Engineer, and to appoint this *ai Conm- t103an m
missiona to enquire into all matters connectod with the Pacific .tailway. and that of E:-
Subsequently I received a letter dated 3rd of June from the Secretary nin-J 5 ial
of the Department of Railways and Canals, enclosing an Order-in-
Council appointing me to the position combining the offices of Consult-
ing Engineer for the Pacifie Railway and Chief Engineer for the Inter-
solonial Railway, with a salary of 86,000 par annum. I shU submit
as evidence the following documents, which I now wish te xesd :.--

22343. If you will please name them to the reporter we will insert correzpondence
them in full in the printed evidence as we have .aLready wh aoore n-
copies before us it will answer just as well to do it in this way tinuance to be

as if you read them yourself ?-First, a letter from the Secretary Chier ngi.
of the Department of Railways and Canals eiclosing an Order-in-
Council appointing Mr. Sandford Fleming to a position ombining the
offices of Consulting Engineer for the Pacific Railway and Chief
£Agineer for the Intercolonial Railway ; secondp of the report of
the Committee of theI Honourable the Privy Counci[, approve by His
Zxcellency the Governor-General, of the 22nd of May, 1880; third, a
letter to the Hon. Minister of Railways and Canais from MrL. Sandford
Fieming, submitting his reasone for declining the new position
assigned to him; fourth, a letter from the lon. the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, acknowledging the receipt of letter from Mr. Sand-
ford Fleming declining to accept the position of Consulting Enginaer
of the Pacific Railway and Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Bail-
xay ; fiftb, Mr. Sandford Fleming's valedictory to the staff dated .st
July, 1880.

M;Larana from the Secretary of the De rtmeat of Railwaysad Canals enclouingan B to
Order-in-oiuncil appointing or. idford lgning to a positiooubiniS Fleming.
offioes of Consulting Engineer for the Canadian PaciBe Railway and Uhief
Eagineer of the Interolonial ailway:

"DARaTutr or Ra.wAts AnD CNALs, OANADA,
"OTTw, rd June, 1880.

"Bm,-! am direeted to eelose for your information a copy of an Ordrin.-
Council, dated the 22ad ultimo, appointiug you Oonsultiu.g Egineer for hean
dia Pacii Railway and Ohief Engineer of the Intereolonial.

"ai ar Sir,
"Your obedient ervant,

"I. BRAUN,
"IdANDFonD FL.EMING, Esq.:

"Cory of a Report of a Oommittee of the HoniourabL thêPrivy Oounnoil, approved by
Hiis Exoellency the Goveraor-General in Council, on the 32nd of May, t880.-

"Ça a seimorandum dated 11th May, 1880, fromthe Uonourablethe Kiuisterof Sail-
wap and Oanals, haviag reference to the Intercolouial Railway, stating that a cou-
idsiable numlbr of suite brought against the Goverient bj the contraters bave
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been left undecided, that it would be a very difficult matter for any one, except the
engineer who was connected with the work from its inception, to satisfactorily per-
form the service of finally adjusting and settling such claims, and recommending that
Mr. Sandford Fleming, formerly Chief Engineer on 3aid railway, be relieved from the
duties and responsibilities connected with the office of Bgineer-in-Chief of the Pacific
Railway, and be re-appointed Chief IRagineer of the Intercol *al Railway, to Investi-
gate the unsettled claims which have arisen in connection wi phat udertakingupon
which no judicial decision has been given, and no report on each case to the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals :

"The Minister considers it important that he should continue to have the benefit of
Mr. Fleming's professional skill and judgment in important matters connected with
the construction of the Pacifie Railway; he, therefore, recommends that that gentle-
man be retained as Consulting Engineer for that work, for the purpose of affording
advice and assistance in that capacity to the Minister and officers of the Department.

" The Minister further recommends that Mr. Fleming be paid a salary of $6,000 per
annum, while discharging the combined duties of ConsulLing E agineer of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway and Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial lailway.

"The Committee submit the above recommendations for Your E xcellency's approval.
'Certified.

(digned) "J. O COTÉ,
"01erk Privy Oouncil."

"LETTER to the Honourable the Minister of Railways and Canals, from Mr. Sandford
Fleming, submitting reasons for declining the new position assigned to him.

The Hon. Sir CABians Tura, K.0..., . "OTTAwA, 7th June, 1880.

" Minister of Railways and Canals, Ottawa :
"Sma,-The Order-in-Council of the 22nd May has been communicatedtomeby the

Secretary in a letter dated the 3rd inst.
"I By it I am relieved of the active duties and responsibilities of Engineer-in-Chief of

the Pacifi Railway, and appointed Consulting Engineer. I amnamed Chief Engineer
of' the Intercolonial Railway to investigate the unsettled claims that have arisen
during construction.

" In the nine years I have acted as Engineer-in-Ohief of the Pacifie Railway, I have
given my best efforts to carry out the gastructions and wishes of the Government; my
labours have frequently been harassing, but I have exerted myself to the utmost of
my power to advance the work, and I have dune all I could to promote the general
interests of the Dominion in connection therewith.

" At this stage in the progress of the, undertaking, I may recount what bas been
accomplished. The question of practicability with the difficult problem of routehas
been successfully solved.

" The most exacting labour imposed upon the Chief Engineer has been performed.
Generally speaking, the whole design of the railway and its maltitudinous workshave
been considered; difficulties overcome; d'tails arranged; plans prepared; specifica-
tions made; contracts formed; modes of procedure .estabLished; operations for carry-
ing cn the works systematized, and instructions to the various executive officersissued
and put in force. 8o much having been designed and organized, the duty remaining
consists chiefly in general supervision, and carrying out what has been arranged and
determined I can, therefore, relinquish the position I have so long held with a feel-
ingof confidence for the future, aad although difficulties which no foresight can guard
against, may present themselves, I am justified in saying that every contingency
that may be tnticipated has been considered, and, as far as practicable, provided for.

" Having frum its inception been so actively engaged in connection with the
undertaking, and in forming and maturing the organization for carrying it to
completion, i shall neyer cease to take a deep interest in the great work, and I will
always be willing and ready to give my advice, and renderall the service in my power
towards the establishment of the railway system to the Pacifie.

" But my nomination to investigate the unsettled claims which have arisen in the
construction of the Intercolonial Railway, places me ir a position as embarrassingas it
is unwelcome. The service is not strictly of an engineering character, and it cuuld
scarcely be possible to select a duty inoro distasteful for me to perform, or one for
which, with my antecedents in the matter of these daims, I appear less fitted to act.

" The dificulties now to be investigatel and settled are due main!y to the adoption
of a policy entirely at variance with the views I held, and the recommendations made
by me when Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway some years ago. They have
arisen tbrough the disregard of the earnest and repeated warniugs which I gave in
letters,official and unofficial, addressed to the head of the Governmeut during the early
stages of construction. i respectfully submi theretore, that I am not the person to
make the investigation. Whatever decision might give, or whatever report I might
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Ilake, the party to wbom it would be adverse would be in the position to challenge it wIMO*tt s
as the result of prejudice orfeeling, and to insist that it was aaopted to fit in wi th opinions
Previously expressed, The service proposed to be assigned is so full of complications
that I can foresee it will be one utterly impossible for me to perform with any hope of
giving satisfaction in any quarter; however just my decision, I will be exposed to the
charge in Parliament, and in the press, that it bas been my aim and object to sustain
nlypreviously expressed theories and opinions.

"The Government likewise cannot fail to recognize that in a matter of such import-
ance, involving the seulement of claims amounting to several millions of dollars, al
ground for hosttie criticism should be avoided.

"My sense of duty bas always led me to serve the Goverument as best I could in
every position in whichl havebeen placed. In this instance,( feel it a dutyto point ont
that no good reuîlt can be attained from deputing me to attempt the settlement of the
Jutercolonial Railway claims, and that it dees not appear to me expedient that I
should enter upon the investigation.

"In declining this dut.y, I am aware that I will be terminating my connection with
the great railway works of the Dominion, to whieh I have given the best seventeen
years of my life in the responsible position of Chief Engineer.

"It will especially be painful for me to separate myself from the Pacific Railway in
its present condition, but the ternis of the Order-in-UCouncil leave me no alternative.

' Accordingly, for the reasons set forth, I have respectfully to ask the Government
to allow me to decline the new position assigned to me.

"1 have the honour te be, Sir,
" Your obedient servant

(Signed) "SANDFORD FLEMING."

"LTTBR from the Hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals, acknowledging the
receipt of letter from Mr. Sandford Fleming declining to accept the position of
Consultig Engineer of the Canadian Pacific Railway and Chief Engineerof the
Intercolonial Railway.

"OFFICE O? TnB MINISTER ot RAILWAYs AMD CANALs, CANADA,
"OTTAWA, 10th J une, 1880.

"1fr nsAa Sl,-I bave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 'th inst. Sir Charles
declining for reasons therein stated to accept the office of Consulting Engineer of the Tupper to s.
Canadian Pacifie Railway and Cbief Engineer of the Intercolonial Railway, which Fleming.
will be duly communicated te my colleagues Entertaining as I do the highest esti-
mate of your ability and integrity, I cannot but express my great regret that you bave
not felt it consistent with your duty te accept the position to which you bad been
appointed.

" Wishing you every success and happiness in the future,
" I remain, yours faithfully,

"SANDFORD FLEUxm, Esq., C.E., C.M.G." "CHARLES TUPPER.

"OTTAWA, 1 st July, 1880.

"To The Members of~the Engineering Staff and other Officers :
"You will learn from the documents appended, published by permission that I am

rio longer in the Government service. a Witness's fare-
"For the pat seventeen years I have served under successive Administrations as Weil to his "Ir,

Engineer-in-Chief of important publie works; first, the Intercoloniat Railway, and,
more recently, the Pacifde Railway. I cannot cease to act, as f have hitherto done,
without thinking of my past relationship wfth the many who have aided me, and I
cannot retire from the position I have so long held without bidding farewell tO those
with whom I have been associated.

I In undertakings no gigantic-involving questions so eomplicated-itis notpos-
aible te avoid differences of opinion and such dithculties as are incident thereto. But
these difficulties have been exceptionally few, and they bave been far more than com-
pensated by the exceedingly agreeable relations which have generally prevailed; by
the genuine satisfaction which has arisen from the performance of duty, and by the
engrossing character of the work IteIlf.

"&s the head of the engineering staff, to whom Government bas looked for
opinions and reports on all questions, as the officer beld responsible for the direction
of every operation and the organization of every detail from the first explora-
tions to the present time, it la with peculiar regret that 1 break my connection with

47'
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commetion the Pacifie Railway at this particolar stage. I cannot conceal from the members of
with Raulway the staff that 1 would have preferred to have remained with them to help forward

Witness's fare- the more complete fruition of our joint labours. But circumstances have exacted
well to his staff. that it shall be otherwise, and the time has come when my professional conection

with the great undertaking, into which I have thrown my best energies, must close.
" On the other hand, I conceive thatI may, with legitimate satisfaction, look back

on the progresa whicb has been made. The vast territory in which our investigations
have been made is no longer a terra incognita. Our labours have successfly pierced
the formidable barriers imposed by nature, and every problern of practicability has
been solved. Construction is being proceeded with at different points, within a
range of nearly 2,000 miles, and in a little more than another year the completion of
ut least 600 miles of the rail way is assured. In that short period a line of communi-
cation will be open within Canadian territory for the influx of settlers to our great
fertile wilderness, destined to be the home of millions.

.'In retiring from the office of Engineer-in-Chief of the Pacific Railway, I entertain
the kindliest feelings to each and to ail. I shall always retain a warm recollection
of friendships formed during my official career. I shall delight in hearing of the
prosperity of my old associates, and I shall watch witn deep, may I say patriotic
interest, the development of a national work which it has been my high privilege to
assist in brin ging it to itspresent condition.

"Again, with cordial good feeling and best wishes to all-Farewell!
"SANDFORD FLEMING."

22344. Does anything further occur to you as proper to be given by
way of evidence ?-These documents which I have now submitted con-
clude my connection with the Pacifie Railway.

22345. Then, I understand, there is nothing more which you
now to offer by way of evidence ?-There is nothing further.

HORETZKY.

Surveys.

Character In
which witness
was employed.

wish

OTTAWA, Tuesday, 7th June, 1881.

CHARLES HORETZKY's examination continued:

By the Chairman:-

22346. You will understand that as you have been aiready sworn
before the Commission, you are stili a witness under the former oath-?
-Yes.

22347. You have said that voit desired to add something to your
former evidence ?-Yes; that is my intention.

22348. If you are ready you may now proceed ?-In the Toronto
Globe of the 16th May, 1881, appears the following testimony by Mr.
Sandford Fleming:-:By Judge Clarke-Did you send out Mr. floretzky to make some explorations?

"r. Peming-He went out as a photographer, 1 believe; but that opens up
another question. It was sometimes necessary to employ persons to make explora.
tions who were not adapted to the work, or qualified to be chief engineers, &c., &c."

The answer given above is so deliberately false and contains such a vile
insinuation against myself as a late employé of the Government, that
I am compelled to ask this Commission to hear the following state-
ment: I entered the service of the Government in 1871 as field assistant
to Mr. Frank Moberly. In that year, aftei acting as assistant upon the
first railway exploration between Winnipeg and Edmonton and the
Howse Pass, I made, single-handed, at Mr. Moberly's desire, an ex-
ploration to Jasper House, returning to Ottawa in March, 1872. Mr.
Fleming then asked me to conduct him over the line Mr. Moberly had
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explored. I undertook this responsibility; but after leaving Winnipeg The idea of
Mr. Fleming became so anxious, that the idea of following Mr. fo°ru Mober.
Moberly's route was given up-- Up by Fieming.

22349. Anxious about what do you mcan ?-Anxions in many ways.
Hie was afraid of Indians. He was afraid of boing belated. The
iRev. Mr. Grant, who accompanied us, was anxious to get back te
bis parishioners in Halifax. That is the meaning.

22350. You do not mean anxious abôut some portion of the work ?-
Not at all. Anxious as I said, being afraid of Indians, for of course to
dô that, follow Mr. Moberly's line, we should have been far away from
the usial line of travel. Our line would, of cont se, have been tbrough
a country where there were no trails, and the Rev. George M.
Grant, of Halifax, author of " Ocean to Ocean," Mr. Fleming's secretary
upon that expedition, was very anxious. le stated, shortly before we
reached Portage la Prairie, and shortly afterwards, that he had an
appointment to see his parishioners in Halifax hy the 15th of November
following, and that il we went by the southern route and at as low rate
of speed he should never be able to get back in time. That was One Directedtofonow
reason for Mr. Fleming's anxiety, and I was directed to follow the the quiskest ant
quick<est aîd easiest way to Edmonton, by the usual cart trail and far Emonton.

from the line explored. Thus Mr. Fleming saw nohingof it, although
he bas stated in his last report that ho passed over the line from Lake
Superior to the Pacifie. Subsequently, in all cases, I have been
employed as an exploring engineer at the satary usually paid to Mr.
Fleming's other engmeers-that is to say, 8160 per month, which is the
salary usually given to those er.gineers who were in charge of parties. I
have always reported directly to the Chief Engineer, and my topo.
graphicul plaun and naps are now deposited in the Dcpartment. My
duties as an exploring engincer were to describe the topographical
features of the country under examination. My daly advance had tO
be recorded in a field-book in the form of a track survey; measurements How measure-
wero made by aid of the micrometer telescope, by deud reckoning, by mentamade.
the applient ion of trigonometry, by astronomic:d observations with a
sextant, anel by whatever other methods werce dictated by common
Sense. The hypsometrical observations were made by aid
of mereurial cistern and syphon barometeis simultaneously
Used by two observers at different> stations, while intermediate
elevations were ascertaincd by aneroid. In this manner I was
enabled to tako very accurate levels across vast extents Of country at
a trifling oxponse, and the extremo accuracy of the results obtained
have, on several occasions, been most favourably commented upon by
Mr. Fieming himself. I may add that my system of survey bas with-
stood alread»y, in several cases, the crucial test of subsequent instru-
mental surveys by a regularly constituted staff of surveyors, and the
accuracy of my levels has been the subject of frequent comments. The
lion. A lexander Mackenzie, late Premier, has also spoken of the small
Cost of my work, and the Public Accounts are, I ple,um-ne, available to
corroborate this assertion. I have been em ployed upon special service.
The most difticult and arduous examinations ever made upon the
Pacific surveys wero made by me. That I was so employed,
and that Mr. Fleming must have placed implicit confidence in
my ability and judgment, I shall now prove by his own bandwriting.
.During Mr. Fleming's overland journey, during the sommer of 1872,
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he requested me to make the examination described in the following
letter of instructions, marked No. 1:-
(Copy.) " FORT EDMONTON, August 27th, 1872.

" CHAnLs HORITZKY, Esq.:

e"tIl My DEAR SIR,-It is important that as much information as possible be obtained
rom respecting the country exteneling from the waters of the North 8askatchewan,

report of 1874, northerly and westeriv, by ibe valley ot Peace River, to British columbia, and
p 45.) thence to the coast line in t he latitude indicated.

" Having every confidence in your energy sud ability, I have torequiesttbatyOu wili
at once proceed to make an explorati'f through the euuntry, and obtain, by personal
observation and enquiry, as much information as it is possible to acquire within the
present year. *

" With the above objects in view, you will proceed by the speediest route to Danvegan,
and thence ascend by the valley ot Peace River across the Rocky Mountain range to
the Owineca district in British Columbia. * *

" You will report to me as full information as possible resupecting thetopographical
features of the district you will traverse, having in view the opening up of the
country by a trunk line or other lines of communication.

Wisbing every success to the expedition,
" Believe me,

(Signed) "SANDFORD FLEMING."

aesult or wit- I should respectfully ask this Commission if the person to whom the
toshow tbatthe above lutter was addressed was likely to be, in the estimation of Mr.
Peace River Pau Fleming, not adapted to the work or otherwise disqualified. Thewas difficult ofg dptddsuaii
approach from result of this expedition was, amongst other things, to acquaint Mr.

teesbut that iî tpric
Pine VIver Paa Fleming wit h tbe fact that the Peace River Pass was difficult of approach
was robabIy from the east, but that there were strong probabilities of the exist-

ence of a better pass in about latitude 551° (the Pine River Pass)-
Mr. Fleming, however, discouraged this view, telling me very sharply
that the Pine River, as weil as the Peace River, were to far north. The
matter was thon dropped apparently until 1877, when Mr. Marcus Smith
sent Mr. Hunter to asce.rtain how far I was right in my surmise. He
corroborated my statements, and, in 1879, Messrs. Cambie and MacLood
were obliged to more than verfy the acem acy of my judgrrient. In
1874, I roported'upon the various inlets upon the British Colurmbian coast
from Douglas Channel southward, upon the valleys leading from them
to the interior, and upon the coast generally. In 1875, Mr. Fleming
sent me out to explore the country lying between the Cascades and
François Lake, in British Columbia, but owing to my not having
received full writton instructions, some difflculty arose, the result boing
that I was prevented from carrying out the work originally assigned

"®nt **saPhot to me, and instead 1 was sent to photograph the salient features of the
aheo e Bute Inlet route, views of which are deposited in the Parliamentary

Bute iniet. jibrary. In 1876 and 1877, I was sent upon special service to Lake
Huron, as per accompanying letters of instruction:

" OAADIAN PaciOic RAILWAY Sunvux,

diCHARLU HORITZK, Eq. i" OTTAWA, 18th May, 1876.

Smith tod "Sm,-Tbe Minister of Public Works bas determined to have a line of country
BKoretzky. examined as direct as practicable between the west end of Lake Nipissingand a point

on the shore of Lake Superior, a little to the north of the month of the River Pic, as
shown on the lracing berewith.

"The immediate object of the exploration is to ascertain how far it may appear
feasible to constrnct a line of railway between these two points, and to enable the
Government to judge if it would justify the cost of an instrumental survey.

"The examination of the country in the vicinity of the French River and Lake
Nipissing, as far to the north-west a, 'W bite Fish River, or to the Vermillion River-as
may be found expedient-will be under the direct supervision of Mr. M. Smith, the
Deputy to the Engineer-in-Ohief.

" Thence to Ipke Superior, the line will be in two divisions-îtþe south-easterly
and the north-westerly. You are appointed to take charge of the exploration of the
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lormer-commencing at the White Fish or Vermillion River and extending to the
south end of Lake Wenebegon, about the latitude of 47° 30' north and longitude 83° 10'
west, as shown on the tracing, and as much farther as may be necessary to meet the
party exploring the other division from Lake Superior.

"Should you find that it would be futile to continue your examination in the direct
course, on account of insuperable intervening obstacles, you will not abandon the
exploration, but make every possible exertion to endeavour to find a more feasible
route by deviating to the north or to the south ; bearing in mind that the general
direction should be tolerably uniform, avoiding zig-zags as far as practicable, go as
not to lengthen the line where it can be avoided.

"You may possibly be led to the north or south of the point suggested on Lake
Wenebegon, but that will be a convenient rendezvous for the two parties tu meet and
consult as to the joining of the surveys.

" You will make what is known as a track survey, taking the courses with a
pocket compass and estimating the distances by the time occupied in travelling (rom
station to station. The heights will be ascertained approximately by a pocket
aneroid or other barometer, and they should be taken at short intervals, so that a
profile of the country could be plotted from them.

"You will be allowed one assistant to accompany you who has a knowledge of
surveying, and who will be able to render you every assistance. As the service is
special, the Minister concurs in your nominating the assistant to accompany you sub-
ject to my approval. His salary will not exceed $80 per month.

" The Department will furnish you with funds and the supplies you may require to
carry out, in a satisfactory manner, during the present season, the important service
placed in your hands.

"So soon as the service is complete, you will be good enough to report to me the
results, and place in my bands ail plans and other document% which yon may have
.prepared. "i am, Sir,

"Your obedient servant
"MARCUS SMITH."

Surveys.
Directed in 1876,
to explore from
Vermillion Ri1veir
to the south end
of Lake Wene-
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"CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY,
"OFrICe OF THE ExetNEau-IN-CHIEF,

" OT TAwa, 22nd May, 1877.
"CERLs HORTZKY, Esq., Ottawa:

"Sîa,-It gives me pleasure to inform you that you have been appointed to continue Dlrected to
the explorations on the north of Lake Huron, on which you were engaged explore from
lait season, south-easterly as near as practicable on the direct line, from River Pic to a
a point near the mouth of the River Pic, Lake Superior, to a point cntron French
on French River, as drawn on the general map, till you reach the Ver-
-million River, where you will connect with Mr. T. Ridout's survey (and you should
take a tracing of that portion of his plan). It is possible that you may not succeed in
getting a practicable line from Lac au Sables to the point on Vermillion River,
where Mr. lidou's line intersects it. It will be your duty to explore a considerable
breadth of country to the north of your line, more especially the eastern portion of
it; and you may probably find it necessary to deviate from the line you followed last
season, at a point some distance back, so as to get a good line to connect with Mr.
Ridout, or you may possibly find the west hne will reach Vermillion River, at some
distance below the point where Mr. Ridout's une intersects it, in which case you will
have to continue your line eastward till you can make the junction in an easy flowing
Une. I need not enter into any details respecting supplies and mode of getting these
transported on to the work, as you have had experience to gnide you in tlese matters.
I only enjoin that the strictest economy consistent with efficiency shall be observed.
Your party will consist of.

V. Horetzky in charge, salary ................. $160 per month.
A . J. M cNeil....................-................................ 35 " "
- Inglis ................................... 30 " "

" Wishing you success on your explorations,
"I am, yours truly

"MAlàCUS SMITH."

Full reports upon all the above explorations are to be found in the general
reports of 1877 and 1878. In February, 1819, Dr. Tupper informed me at
his office that it was the intention of the Government tohave a thorough
final examination made of the country lying between the Skeena and the
Peace River, and that my services would be required for that purpose. I
told him that I wished no longer to undertake such arduous labour, but he
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DIrected to pressed the matter upon me and said: " Do this, and when you returnepoebetween
ooenand Peace all the years you lave been employed upon the Pacific Railway will be

River. counted in your fatvour." I thereupon assented, and, pending my
doparture for British Columbia, was occupied in the work of collating
all available information upon the North-West Territories, at the
request of Dr. Tupper. In April, Mr. Fleming discussed the subject
of my approaching expedition to northern British Columbia, giving me
to understand, as I had understood from Dr. Tupper, that i should
have full charge of the expedition. In consonance with this under-
standing, Mr. Secretary Braun, of the Public Works, addressed to me
the following letter of instructions: -

(Copy-No. 11,458.)
"DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIc WORKS,

OTTAWa, 30th April, 1879.

" SIR,-Referring te your appointment totake charge of the surveying expedition at
the source of the Peace River in British Columbia, I am directed to info m you that
instead of procuring transportation, subsistence, &c., for yourself and staff through
Governmert purveyors as heretofare, you shall have to assume the responsibility of
those duties yourself. The necessary funds will be furnished you by amou'nts being
placed to your credit in a bank in British Columbia, the expenditure of which you
shall account th this office in the usual way by transmitting proper accounts, accom-
panied with necessary vouchers in duplicate.

"In order to enable you to discharge tholcse duties satisfactorily, the Chief Engineer
will assigi an additional person to your staffwho shall be subject to your orders, and
act in the capacity of accountant to your party. You shall see that he keeps a
proper set of accounts, but ail the cheques issued by him must be approved and
countersigned by yourselt.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
" Your obedient servant,

(Signed) "'
t C.'IORETZKY, Esq., C.E.,'Ottawa."

F. BRArUN,
" Secretary.

But on the eve of my departure for Victoria, Mr. Fleming called me
into his room to inform me of a change in the arrangements, by which
Mr. H. J. Cambie was to have charge of all the surveys and the direc-
tion of my movements. 1 appealed to Mir. Fleming against the unfair-
ness of putting me under the orders of a person who had not my
experience in the work of exploration, pointing out that I knew much of
the region to be examined, while Mr. Cambie did not, and finally Mr.
Fleming said : "No one will interfere with you in the mode of your
operations. Go out, and remember that the Government looks to you
in this matter for reliable information." I left Ottawa that evening, and
a few days afler was lollowed by Messrs Cambie, MacLeod, Keefer and
the Rev. D. M. Gordon. Mr. Cambie's instructions contained the
following memoranda for my guidance, see page 31, report of 1880:-

"5 Mr. Horetzky bas been instructed to explore the countrybetween For Connelly
and Fort MacLeod, and to ascertain if a passa for a railway line of a satisfactory
character can be found between one side of t e country and the other, either by the
branch of the Skeena, or by other branches leading te the Omineca district.

"6. Mr. Horetzky will extend bis examination over the whole country between the
Skeena and Peace Rivers in this district as far south as the Nation. He will make
gucb measurements as may be necessary to determine what routes suitable for a
railway are available.

"7. I have given Mr. Horetzky verbal instructions to make full and exhaustive
examinations of this district.

" 8. A l hough Mr. Horetzky has been specially detailed for the service referred to,
he will, in any question of doubt, refer te you [meaning Mr. Cambie]. He bas been
informed that he must look to you as the senior officer in charge of ail the surveys,
and be governed by your views and directions both with regard to the explorations,
the matter of supplies, and the means of transport.>"

Informed that
Camble was te
control bis
movementst.

Instructions te
Camble for
guidance of
witness.
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Rather significant putting me in mind of this-very significant:

" 9. It is the desire of the Government that the country should, with as litile delay
as possible, be thorougblyexplored, so that the shortest eligible route between the
River Skeena and the Peace River, or Pine River, be fully determined."

Now, I would respectfully call the attention of this Commission to the
very extensive character of the work laid ont lor me to do, to the faet
that the region designated was unknown to any. but a flew passing
miners, and that, being an entirely mountainous district of dense virgin
forest, its examination was peculiarly difficult. To carry ont all the-e
instructions was quite beyond the power of one man; neverthelees, I
succeeded in carrying a chain of very accurate levels across no less
than three distinct ranges of high mountains, atnd in mapping ont a
great extent of country, from the Forks of Skeena to the lower waters
of the Poace River, in the short period of three months. My first
journey of more reconnaissance occupied three weeks of nearly
continuons travel on foot. I ascended thirty-five miles of the Skeena
River nover before navigated by the local Indians, even the lives of my
men and my own were risked on more than one occasion, the severest
toil and hardship were endured by ail my party excepting the two
observers detailed for the hypsometrical observations. who were, of
course, confinied to their fixed stations, and yet Mr. Fleming lias been
so magnanimous as to tell this Commission that he believcd I went
out as a photographer, and to insinuate that I was one of those not
qualified to perform such work. My report at page 75 of the general
report for 1880, and the plan deposited with the Department, will bear
me out in this statement. I shall not refer at any length to the
vacillating action of the Chief Engineer who, in changing my instructions
in so far as the charge of the survey was concerned, appears to bave
desired to cause trouble between Mr. Cambie and myself. That gentle-
man and I did not quarrel, however, doubtless much to Mr. Flemiig's
disgust. In face of the above incontest able docunentary proof, how could
Mr. Fleming so far forget himself as to bear false witness ngainst me
in the manner ho has done ? From 1872 up to 1879 he bas had ample The statement
opportunity to gange the value of my services, and if during ail those tau assh t
yeurs he has considerel me as au ineapable, his course in sending me grapher not
out under such special instructions, as he has himself written, is beyond correct,
the comprehension of ordinary minds. Regarding the statement that
I went ont as a photographer, I can only say that it is utterly untrue,
and so absurd as to scarcely require a denial. It is perfectly true that
I took many photographie views during my nunerous journeys, but I
did so at first merely to please Mr. Fleming's taste for fine sconery and
to holp embellish bis book " Ocean to Ocean." W hen United States
officers of the army engineer corps survoyed the route for the Union
Pacifie Railroad, some of them sketched the interesting scenery, but
did not thereby lose their professional reputation as surveyors or
engineers--in like manner did I photograph when the opportuni ty pre-
sented itself; but I did so merely to add to the general store of know-
ledge, and may here say that I never received one cent for my trouble.
Upon one occasion, bowever, in 1875, owing to some official misunder-
standing, and some confliet of opinion between Messrs. Smith and
Fleming, and particularly to a piece of bungling entiroly beyond my
control, I was sent to photograph the salient features of the Bute Inlet
route, but that journey only occupied six weeks. This puerile misstate-
ment may bo therefore dismissed as unworthy of argument. Finally, as a
further proof of the estimation in which Mr. Fleming held my work,
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Letters regarding I shall now produce two letters regarding my still unpaid claim forwimtess's unpaid et the season of 1879:
e.1aIm. extra compensation on accoutitoftesanof17

(Copy.) " OTTAWA, May 4th, 1880.

Cost of witnesa's
exam natOn of
PeS River
district.

"SANDFORD FLEMINo, Esq.,
"Engineer-in-Chief:

"SiR,-l enclosed to your address this morning, an account for arrears of salary.
I know not whether ydu will deign to consider the ground I take for making this
demand. as given lu my letter to you of 21st March, of sufficient weight. You will,
perhaps, think that as I have now signified to the Minister my intention to take up
the history of the Pacific Railway survey exhaustively, it woulid be impolitie on your
part to admit (which its payment would imply) the validity of my claim. I shall,
notwithstanding, take the liberty of reminding you that the work of the Peace River
party (Messrs. Cambie and SfacLeod) and mine were similar in character, the greater
difficulties being my perquisite, and, as Messrs. Cambie and MacLeod have neverbeen
allowed to remain idle, the former having been kept on continuously during the
winter and spring of 1879, although upon the sick hst, and last winter in British
Columbia, in idleness, I think that, waving the last mentioned consideration entirely,
and merely judging our respective labours by their intrinsic merits, I have excellent
ground for preferriug a claim for salary while in the field, at least equal to that paid
to Mr. MacLeod. [ mention Mr. MacLeod merely in contradistinction to Mr. Cambie,
who was nominally in charge.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
"Yours obediently,

(Signed) "0. HORETZKY."

After the lapse of four weeks, during which time Mr. Fleming doubtless
studied the matter from various aspects, he honoured me with the
following reply :-

"OFnc OF CHIF ENGINuR,

4 June lot, 1880.
"C. HORETZKY, Esq.,

" DEAR SIR,-In closing up my correspondence, I find a letter from yon of the 4th
of May, respecting your salary. As I never had power to fix salaries, my pnly course
is to refer your letter to the Minister for hie favourable consideration.

"Yours truly,
(Signed) "SANDFORD FLEMING."

Regarding this reply as an honest expression of Mr. Fleming's real feel-
ings as to the reasonableness of my claim, it can only be read as full
acknowledgment that he considered my work at least as valuable as
that of Mr. Henry MacLeod, which it undoubtedly was, seeing that the
Peace River party travelled, for the most part, over old and well known
ground of the easiest character, and upon a magnificent placid river such
as the Peace. Their journey was a mere pleasure jaunt, they were fitted
out in almost regal style,with ninety-five ani mals and a retinue of some
twenty-seven servants, besides having, in addition,the luxury of a secre-
tary and the advantage of a clergyman. Besides, to preclude the possibi-
lity of any mishap te this expedition, another expedition under a Mr.
Latouche Tupper was sent from Winnipeg at a cost of many thousands of
dollars to meet the travellers as they emerged from the Rocky Moun-
tains. What was the cost of this ridiculous excursion ? The Hon. Mr.
Anglin asked that question in Parliament last Session, but he never, I
believe, received an answer. What was the cost of my examination ? I
have all the items, and am not ashamed to give them. The sum total of
the expenditure properly chargeable to me was $4,717.94, or,to allow for
some small items of which I could not get the exact amount, say 85,000
-this does not include my salary and expenses from Ottawa to Vic-
toria and return ($480). That means the expenses, not the salary.
And what was the result gained to the country by the enormous
expenditure and cost of this grand expedition ? Only to corroborate
what I had already told Mr. Fleming officially, and in other ways
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regarding the superiority of the Pine River route over that of the Peace
River, in engineering and other features, years before; information
obtained at a , cost to the country, little in excess of $1,000.
It is, however, proper to say that the expenses of Mr. Dawson's trip
were included in Mr. Cambie's, and that the former brought back very
valuable information corroborative of my former statements regarding
the Peace River region. Mr. MacLeod also brought back more minute
information concerning that portion of the Peace River line laid down
by me in a map given to Dr. Tupper in April, 1873, and afterwards
reproduced in " Canada on the Pacifie," (a book I published) com-
prised between meridians 118° and 122° (or the meridians of Smoky
River and Hudson's Hope). My survey of 1879, contempo-
raneous with that just alluded to, was made at a cost
of $5,000, as I have already shown, but, although similar in
character as a work of exploration, was infinitely more difficult to
carry into effect, as already pointed out. M1y party consisted of five wltness's man-
Indians, two white men, and a youth of no experience whatever inerof carryingdaysin tachng tis oungmanont Mis explora-.
work of the kind. I spent several days m teachtg this young man ion.
and one of the other white men the use of the cis rn barometer andof
other meteorological instruments. Those two were then detailed
,during the whole season for trie sole work of simultaneous hourly
observations at different stations indicated by myself acrosa the lino
of country under examination, and the result of their monotonous but
hig.hly useful and important duties (which they fulfilled to admiration)
was to enable me to furnish a profile of the country 180 miles in
length, extending from the Forks of Skeena to Germanson
Creek, on the Omineca River, which I only hope may some day
bo subnitted to the crucial test of the spirit level. While
this simple but effective method of levelling was going on, a
method employed by United States engineers in Nevada when explo-
ring for the Central Pacific (see Professional Papers of the Corps of
Engineers, U.S. Army, 1867, by Major R.S. Williamson, Engineer Corps),
the rest of the party and myseif, occasionally aided by stray Indians,
were constantly in movement, scouring the country on foot, and some-
times in canoes, upon dangerous mountain streams in some instanes
never before navigated by even the local Indians, engaged in carry g
out the instructions and in making the measurements detailed in Mr.
Fleming's report. On several occasions we had to contend with
treacherous and superstitious lndians, amongst whom, at the periodl of
our presence several cases ofcold-blooded murder occurred. An indian
was shot within a quarter of a mile of us and his body was burned that
night. My Fraser River Indians felt themselves to be in an enemy's
country and were consequently at times difficult to manage, but despite
those drawbacks, the work was done, the country thoroughly examined
and mapped, and yet Mr. Fleming believes that I wen't out as a
photographer, and insinuates that I was one of those incapables noces-
sity occasionally compelled him to emplov-and refuses to sanction
the payment of my fair and reasonable claim for compensation equal
to that allowed to a member of the contemporary Peace River expedi-
tion. Since the publication of my letter in the Globe, with reference
to Mr. Fleming's evidence as reported in that newspaper, I have been
told that the officiai report records Mr. Fleming's answer as follows:-

" He went out, I believe, as a photographer in thirst instance."

The assertion is none the less untrue and damaging to my reputation.
In the first iustance, that is to say in 1811, the firstyear of the surveys,
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I was engaged as one of Mr. Frank Moberly's field assistants in the
preliminary exploration across the plains between Winnipeg and the
Rocky Mountain,, and, after the disbandment of the major portion of
his party at Edmonton in October of the year mentioned, accom-
pan&ed him to the Howse Pass, and afterwards performed, single-haided,
the exploration from Edmonton to Jasper House on snow-shoes,
returning to Ottawa in March, 1872. (For proof, see Blue Book, general
railway report of 1872, appendix 5, pages 53 to 57.) It is
true that I had a photographie camera with me, and that I took
some (one dozen or so) views during the season, but this was entirely
voluntary on my part, and wasdone solely to please Mir. Flening's taste
for fine scenery, and to add to the general stock of knowledge. Pre-
vious to the setting out of the expedition, I told Mr. Fleming that I had
already done something in that way as an amateur, and he said: "l y ail
means procure a small camera and photograph whenever you can: " But
to state that I went out as a photographer is,to say the least, a pure sophis-

Witness dis- tication. I also have been told "youaredescribediùtheRev.Geo. Grant's.
elaims the pht-
grapher, but °O- book, Ocean to Ocean' as' photographer '&."- that, ai ain. is a mistake.
pieadsguilty to I plead guilty to thet "&c.," but disc'laim the " photographer " in toto;
the &c. and, in point of fact, I may here state that a camera was not amongst

our paraphernalia of travel betwcon Winnipeg and Edmonton when I
diverged froni the Chief Engineer's party. It is true that, upon our
arrival at Edmonton, where I had leit a camera on my frmeîr joui ney
I did, at the reqnest of Nir. Fleming and his secret iy and medical
attendant, photograph the party in pictiuresque pose foir the deleitation,
I presume, of home admirers; but, as I was the condiietor of the whole
expedition from Winnipeg aeross the plains, I think it w Il be admit-
ted that the author of " Ocean te Ocean" has erred, to say the Ieat in
designating me otherwise. It is alse true thatinmy branch exped ion
to Peace River and to the Pacific coast, and upon a.l subs"quent
voyages, I carried with me a small camera and a few dry plateh, but,
as alrcady stated, this was donc (as has been done hy the Geological
Survey following my example) in order to suppleme;t our tenera1
infbmation, and in my own case as a valuable adjunct to the pro-
ces of laving down the topography of the country. Since the matter
of efficiency has come up, I may add the opinion, that had my system
of exploration in difficuit regions been more univeraPy adopted from
the beginning, untold thousands of dollars would have been saved to the
country. I speak with confidence and not without excellent proof. Innu-
merable lines have been run in British Columbia, and in other parts of
the Dominion (at enormousexpense with transit and spirit level), which
have since been discarded fer obvious reasons. In the majority of
cases, the prineipal featues of'those lines, i.e , the horizonial and vertical
elements, could have been ver' well determined by a simple recon-
naissance with micrometer, compass and barometer, by a competent

An exploratory ogiieer and one assistant, wil half'a dozen men. This coul'i have
arve wnodtter been done at one tenth of the cost of a regular instrumental siiivey. I

in cases where can quote two cases in point. By reference to pages 137, et seq., andinstrumental pages 174, etseg., of the general railway report of 1877. i will be seen,was used. page 174 seq., ho thon
that two reconnaissances by myself in 1874, one up the Kim ano Valley,
in Gardner Canal, the other up the River Kemsquit, ar afetent of the.
Dean Canal, were subsequently verified in the closest manner possible-
by the instrumental survey4f Mr. Trutch. Both the vertical and horizon-
tal elements in each case were so closely verified as to cause surprise. In
the first instance, the Kimano, I made the reconnaissance in seven
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days with six men, at an expenso of loss than $100 (my own salary
not included). The following season Mr. Trutch went over the same
ground with the spirit level and a large party. I believe ho was about
one month in obtaining the saine results. In the other instance, the
Kemsquit, about ten days sufficed for myself and half a dozen mon to
obtain, by reconnaissance, very accurate information regarding the prin-
cipal elements on the Kemsquit route for a distance of thirtv-tivo miles,
between tido water and the Salmon House. Precisely similar results were
afterwards obtained by transit and spirit level, worked bya large party at
great expense. Now, the results obtained from these two casus of simple
reconnaissance were the least trustworthy of the whole season, inas-
much as the journeys indicated were the first and last I made in that
year, both being burried, and less care than might have been used,
taken with the horizontal element or distance. In the case of the
Kimano, the route was seen froma the very first to be so obviously
impracticable that my sole care was directed to the vertical element or
height of the water-shed. Mr. Marcus Smith, on seeing my profile of
that journey, and on hearing my report u pon the the nature of the
valley which was also faithfully delineated by photography, at once
.decided that it would be folly to waste money upon further examina-
tion ; but Mr. Fleming thought otherwise, hence Mr. Trutch's instru-
mental survey, and the verification of my work to within a dozen feet.
In the- case of theKemsquit River, although my distances were derived
from mere dead reckoning, the ultimate results of the reconnaissance, and
of the instrumental survey were so close as to excite Mr. Fleming's
astonishment, and I now give these, omitting intermediate levels:

KEMSQUIT ROUTE (DEAN CANAL). Kemsquit River.

Miles. Feet.

Trutch. Horetzky. Truteh. Horetzky.

Head of navigation.................. 18 17 599 621
Yeltesse or Salmon House......... 34 37 1441 1440

Trutch's distances were chained and bis heights taken by spirit
level. My distances were estimated, and my elevations obtained by a
scientific application of the barometer to hypsometry, never
made use of upon the Pacific surveys by any one but myself.
The method I used was that described by Major Williamson of the
U.S. Corps of Engineers, in his valuable and rare work upon the
barometer. HIe had charge of one of the parties organized
by the United States Government to make such explorations
and surveys as were necessary to ascertain the most practicable
and economical route from the Mississippi to the Pacifie Ocean. He
was not a railroad engineer, but an engineer in the stricteet sense,
being gifted, in addition to bis high scientific attainmonts, with strong
common sense. On or about the 27th February, 1874, I submitted to in is- suggested
Mr. Fleming a scheme of barometrie survey, detailing briefiy how such F
a survey should be conducted, and recommended a cheap and simple me- metrie surve
thod of exploring the country from MacLeod Lake, in British Columbia, from MacLe
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Lake to Lake la to Lake la Biehe in latitude 550, longitude 112- W., vid the Pino River
nothcewa ken Pass. Mr. Fleming never condescended to notice my suggestion,
of mggemtAon- which, had it then been carried out, would have saved a mint of money

to the country, as the cheapest and most obviousiy easy route to Bute
Inlet would have been found. In the case of the Pine River Pass and
route (with Bute Inlet as an objective point), which [ laid down on a
map given to Dr. Tupper, in April, 1873, instead of to Mr. Fleming,
because the latter had told me, on my return from British Columbia a
month or so before, that a very brief report upon my journey would be
sufficient and that no map was necessary; it is now conceded by the
best authorities, that the line then proposed and exhibited upon that
map (copy of which will be found in my book " Canada on the Pacifie")
is the best route by which Bute Inlet could have been reached (or any
part north of it) from the fertile portions of the North-West Territories
east of the Rýocky Mountains. Bute Inlet was then, and up to a much.
later period, one of the chief objective points sought on the Pacifie
coast. Burrard Inlet has now been adopted, and I mention the Pine
River route merely as an argument that I was right and that Mr.
Fleming was wrong. He has, however, recently made a partial, but
open confession of error. (See his letter of September, 1879.) Mr.
Fleming has stated (Globe report) that ho was never tramràelled
by any Government in the selection of routes, and that ho always
aimed at the best and cheapest route in the publie interest. If so, why,
when lie sought to reach Blute Inlet, did he never attempt to reach it
by any other than the Yellow Head route? He has made that
statement from untenable ground. 1 can believe, and do believe, that
the Governments he served, trusted him implicitly, and accepted his
views as Chief Enginer; but I can prove, and shall prove on the spot,
that he did not look for the best and cheapest route in the publio
interest. Mr. Marcus Smith, who has examined much of the country

Pine River route. under discussion, gives the opinion that the Pine River route to Bute
Inlet would not probably entail more than half the expenditure, mile
for mile, necessary on the Yellow Head line (report of 1878, page 48).
Messrs. Cambie and McLeod have been obliged to admit the extraor-
dinary facilities for railway construction of the country between Stewart
River and Lesser Slave Lake, viá the Pine River Pass, which Mr. Cambie
admits to require ligh ter works than the Peace River Pass which latter
he asserts to be wonderfully favourable. (See report 1880, page 55, et
seq.) The testimony of those three gentlemen is conclusive in establish-
ing the superiority of the Pine River route, when ceompared with that
of the Yellow Head, as the means of reaching But Inlet, and it shows,
that Mr. Fleming did not look, in that instance, for the beet and cheapest
route in the public interest. In 1873, I suggested that very route to Mr.
Fleming after carrying out his instructions of the 27th August 1872 ;
but, in the strangest and most inconsistent manner it is possible to
imagine, he refused to accept my information, and dismissed me froin,
the service without any valid reason whatsoever. I take no credit to>
myself for the discovery of the Pine River route. I had previously
seen the southern lino, from Winnipeg to Jasper louse, and
should have been deserving of censure had I done other-
wise than report favourably regarding the Pine Pass line.
A blind man would have been sensible of the wide difference
in the physical features of the country on each route, and the
merest tyro would have seen the advantages of the lino laid down on
my map, which, avoiding the insuperable difficulties of the Peace River
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Valley, takes the remarkably easy route to the Pine River Pass. In
the last railway report issued (1880) Messrs. Cambie and MacLeod
have exactly copied the lino shown in my book "Canada on the
Pacifie," published seven years ago. My argument is finished. I have
given indisputable proofs that I did not go out as a photographer ;
that I have been employed upon special service; that such service
has been performed in an able manner, and that had rny cheap and
simple method of attaining information been used this Dominion
would be richer by a very large sum of money. Mr. Fleming's
letters and memoranda of instructions to me, extending over
the long period from 1872 up to 1880, are not reconcilable
with his recent testimony. Could lie have addressed such instructions
to a person whose ability and integrity he doubted ? And could ho,
having addressed me such instructions, have lost his memory to such
an extent as to scarcely remember whether I had been a mere photo-
grapher, or one of those incapables ho seems to have delighted in ?
Mr. Fleming stands convicted of deliberate and malicious falsehood.
fis malevolence has been directed against me ever since I brought the Thinks heexcited
Pine Pass under his notice. In doing so 1 unconsciouly vounded his iusbyadocat-
vanity, which could not brook the idea of any one but himself proposing rIg Pine River
a route. His conduct in my case bas been most inconsistent. After sending
me in 1872 upon a special mission to procure all possible information
he refused to accept that information. refused my report, refused my
map, accepting instead the views of the botanist who accompanied my
expedition, and those of a lawyer who had compiled some information
about the country from old Hudson Bay journals. Both proved them-
selves to have been most laughably in error. Since thon, Mr. Fleming
has systematically gone to work to depreciate my services, and has
sought, in his last general report, to credit Mr. Cambie with all the infor-
mation about the Peace River, and to cover up his own tracks, his
unpardonable mistakes, by inditing his celebrated letter of the 30th
September, 1879, to Sir Charles Tupper. I have been the victim of
his malevolence since 1873, when ho dismissed me without ryhme or
reason; in 1871, when he attempted to keep me off the work; in 1880,
when he poisoned the mind of Sir Charles Tupper against me, and now,
when, despite his own letter, promising to recommend my claim for
extra compensation on account of the work of 1879 in British Columbia,
to the favourable consideration of the Minister, ho refuses to sanction
its payment. That claim bas not been paid. Last September I called
upon Mr. C. Schreiber, who told me that the Minister was ready and
willing to pay the claim the moment Mr. Fleming gave his assent.
Mr. Schreiber oven went so far as to send Mr. Smellie to Mr. Fleming's
residence: " to get the matter put in shape." A day or so after, Mr.
Smellie reported to Mr. Schreiber, in my presence, that Mr. Fleming
refused to act. After dancing attendance for several days, I finally
gave up all hopes of seeing my just and reasonable claim settled, and
it never will be so long as Mr. Fleming pulls the wires behind the
scenes. I bave nothing more to say of relevance to this issue, I have,
I think, made out my case, but I would respectfully say to this Com-
mission that there is much yet to learn with respect to the frightful
extravagance and incompetence which have reigned. Another matter
of importance I shahl aiso allude to privately.

22351. In this statement which you bave just read you allude to Extravagance.
frightful extravagance and incapacity reigning, I presume you mean
in the management of the Pacifie Railway ?-Yos.
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vernment at

Saw sone engi-
neer drunk.

22352. Would you please give us somo intimation as to the method
wc ouglt to adopt in order to get the particulars of that extravagance
and incapacity ?-Well, I can give you some hints.

22353. Please state them by way of evidence ?-I should prefer a
little time to do that. I should hke to go home and take a few
notes, but that is irrelevant to this.

22354. You mean it is irrelevant to the issue between you and Mr.
Fleming, as reported in the Globe newspaper ?-That is all.

22355. But besides that we have another matter to consider-the
general subject of the Pacific Railway-and we wish to get from you
all the information we can on that subject ?-If you ask me questions I
wili be glad to answer, but as you cannot ask the questions untit I
show you how, I wish for time.

22356. It is with a view to getting information as to this incapacity
and extravagance that we wish to lave evidence ?-I can tell you at
the moment of some extraordinary things. It may surprise you to
learn that it was customary ;on the Pacific coast, at one time, to buy
mules from the survey at 84 or $5 a piece, and resell them to
the Government at $200 a piece. That was a business there.

22357. Do you say that people made it a business ?-Yes; the
Americans did. It is well known over there.

22358. Do you mean persons connected with the Pacific Railway ?-
No; persons outside.

22359. American dealers ?-Yes ; they used to go and buy up horses
and mules for 84 or 85 a piece, fatten them up, and sell them
back atfrom $150to 8200 apiece. Youmight, perhaps, be surprised, too,
to hear that I saw survey camps in which Indians were fed on canned
turkeys, canned fruits and puddings, and in which the engineer was
drunk every night ho went to bed. These things have happened.
Perhaps you would be surprised to learn that an engineer sont at great
expense by steamer up th e coast to perform a piece of work, never
performed the work, but remained on board the steamer and sent his
men to do it.

22360. Do you know this of your own knowledge ?-This point I
have.not seen with my own eyes, but it was public talk-the subject
of public conversation.

22361. Are there any of these surprising facts to which you allude
which you know of your own knowledge, and which you can state by
way of evidence ?-Well, I do not want to mention names, but I can
give a fact that I saw myself; I should not like to mention the per-
son's name.

22362. I do not know whether you will be absolved from that, but,
in the meantime, if you will mention the fact it may not become
necessary to mention names ?-I do not wish to mention names. At
one camp I saw a case of Hennessy's brandy, and saw the ground laid
out with pudding, and ham, and bacon, and sugar and supplies, in the
most extravagant manner possible, for Indians and men-canned fruits
and canned turkeys in the camp-and I have seen the engineer drunk.
I saw him drunk that night, and I was told by his mon he went to bed
drunk regularly-I was told it by his transit men and levéllers.
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22363. Did you see this upon more than one day ?-I arrived there
on Sunday and left Monday.

223'4. This was upon a Sundgy'?-This was upon a Sunday; ys.
In 1879, when I was performing the last exploration in British Colun-
bia, between the Forks of the Skeena and the Peace River, some
Indians told me of bags of bacon that were lying in the woods and in Waste of stores.

their care, that had been left by Mr. Cambie two years before tht-
left to rot.

22365. Do you mean left in what they call a cache ?-Left in the
charge of the Indians. He had brought about half a ton too much in,
and there the Indians were eating it and wasting it.

2236ù. You saw them yourself wasting it, or is it altogether what
the Indians told you ?-No; the Indians came to me and asked me if
they could make use of it. There were several bags left, and tbey
wanted permission to use it, and I told them I could not give them
permission.

2236j7. Were they making use of it without permission ?-Some of
them were, but not these particular Indians.

22368. Where was this stored ?-This was on the Awkilget or
Wastonquah. The pork had been left with the Awkilget Indians, and
some other Indians of another ranche asked me if they could not join
in, too, and have some of it. The bacon was jworth 40r ets. or 50 ets.
a lb. there.

22369. Upon what exploration had that been used ?-Mr. Cambie's
exploration of 1877, I think-1877, when he went up the Skeena. He
went up to the Skeena. He went up the coast to Port Essington, and
thon ascended the Skeena, and, in the meantime, had sent the pack
train with provisions to meet him with abundance of provisions. The
consequence was he had too much, and it was left among the Indians

22370. In what year was it you saw this Sunday feast that you
descri be ?-The year 1875.

22371. Where ?-I do not want to mention names, because I have
given you the year, and if I told you where you would get at the man
himself.

2237?. Do you think it is desirable that we should know ail about it ?
-Well, I do not want to iuform upon persons-upon particular indivi-
duals.

22373. I thought you were going to tell us ail you knew about this
matter, that was the nature of the oath you took ?-I decline to give
names.

22374. Do you decline to mention the locality in which you saw it?
-I suppose I may as well-Bute Inlet.

22375. Can you not define it more particularly than that: do you
mean at the had of Bute Inlet, or what part ?-It was in a camp of a
surveying party that was running a lino at Bute Inlet in 1875.

22376. Could you mention the report that would tell us who it was,
if you do not wish to mention his name ? I think upon reflection, Mr.
Horetzky, it would be botter to name the person; I think it would be
fairer to him, because it wilL give him an opportunity to explain or
answer the statement; he may bave some explanation that does not

4b*
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occur to you ?-I tbink you can understand, Mr. Clark, I am willing
to give you all the information I can. I point ont the place and the
party-1 cannot tell the letter of the division, but it was the line run-
ning nearest the sea in 1875.

22377. Yon think by that we can discover it ?-Yes.
22378. If you have given us the means of discovering it, why not

mention it directly ?-Because I do not wish to mention names. I am
merely giving you this, as it were, as a piece of gratuitous informa-
tion. In fact, perhaps, I sbould not have spoken until I went home
and prepared my information for you.

223i9. I think I ought to say to you that we do not know anydiffer-
ence between gratuitous and other information given by a witness:
we wish to know all the facts that are material to this subject in the
public interest ; of course it may not be necessary that we sbould
enquire into personal disputes ?-I may say the individual had never
any dispute with me.

22380. I am not making any reference to your individual disputes,
but I am distinguishing between personal matters and matters affect-
ing the public interest. Whoever this gentleman is, we think it is
right that his name should be given, so that he can be put on his
defence if it is considored important. This may bave been only a single
day's extravagance, or it may have been part of a year's extravagance;
this Sunday may have been a sample of the whole season. Of course,
you understand when you are called as a witness it is not for the pur-
pose of sorving any particular object which does not affect the public
interest ?--My sole object is to bring the truth out. I have been
actuated, first, by a desire to do justice to myseif. I have met with no
generosity from any man connected with the surveys. I owe them
nothing, none of them, and there is no reason why I should hide their
.faults. I should rather not mention names, but I tell you frankly and
on oath that I arrived at this camp in September, 1875, and that the
man in charge was drunk, and that his transit men and levellers told
me ho was drunk every night-that was his chronic state.

22381. Was ho the engineer in charge of the party ?- Yes, they told
me that; but I think you will acknowiedge that it is pressing me too
hard to ask me to mention the name. 1 have given the locality and
you can ascertain the rest.

22382. I understand you to say that you saw this man intoxicated,
yourself?-Yes; with my own eyes. le stumbled over me. I had a
nip of brandy from his task in the tent. I think no engineer has a
right to have brandy in his tent on a survey of that kind, and I think
that canned meats, plum pudding and sugar ad libitum, and bacon
thrown promiscuously among a crowd of Indians, who were getting
$1.50 a day, was extravagance, and those men were not working
half the time. The store-keeper in charge asked : "Why not
follow Mr. Horetzky's plan ? Ho ladles out the flour to his men and
gives them their rations." The chief of the party said: " It is too late;
we cannot do that." It was too late ; they wnuld have massacred him.

22383. You heard the store-keeper say that ?-Yes; I hoard it dis-
tinctly. I had corne down from the interior of the country with five
Indians, on foot. My surveys have been noted for their eonomy
throughout. I challenge investigation, and I challenge an inspection of
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the Public Accounts. If wO want a case of extravagance, we want to
go no further than Mr. Cambie's expedition of last year, 1879. Fancy
a party going in with ninety-five ainmals and twenty-seven servants,
-and a secretary and a clergyman. It was a more pic-nic. ir. Cambie
was paid $240 a month; Mr. MacLeod $200 a month, and I who did
the real work on the other side of the mountains, got $160. There has
been extravagance, and there bas been incapacity, and there has been
injustice. To meet that party Mr. Latouche Tupper started from
Winnipeg the same year to meet them.

22384. To meet the Cambie party coming east ?-Yes; and Mr.
Cambie told me, in his own words: " Tu pper's party cost $5,000, and
ho nover brought us a mouthful." There was no use of him at ail; ho
never met them.

'22385. A mouthful of what ?-Of food. His object was to go west
and meet Messrs. Gordon and Cambie and MacLood, and leave provisions
for them and help them out. That was the object of his expedition.
He never met them at all, and I believe ho ran short of provisions him-
self. If I am not mistaken, I believe he got provisions from some
people up there.

22386. The relieving party had to be relieved ?-I helieve so; and
yet those people are employed and patted on the back, and get good
pay, and the man who does his work and serves his country is kicked
out. That is a specimen of the Chief Engineer's justice.

22387. As to the general question of the feasibility of getting the re- charace.sr
quisite information about that new country (British Columbia) by simple see
explorations instead of by instrumental surveys, would you please say
whether you think it would have been possible at the beginning of the
work to obtain men who could take charge of explorations ? - As I did ?

22388. As you did ?-Well, why not? I was only a tyro, and I had
never been out on an exploration myself before.

22389. Do you think that any person who could take charge of an men fit for ex-
instrumental survey would have been competent to take charge of an dogiS
exploring party ?-Ho should have been. Every man who was capable
of taking charge of an instrumental survey should have been capable
of taking charge of an exploring party. He is no engineer if ho is not
capable.

22390. Then I understand you to say that persons who could take
charge of exploring parties are, at ail events, quite us plentiful as
persons who could take charge of engineering and surveying parties ?
-I should think so.

22391. Would they not be more plentiful: besides those wbo could
take charge of surveying and instrumental examinations are there
not those who would be competent to explore ?-Yon mean, of
-course, that people who are competent to take charge of an instru-
mental survey are scientific men, and not so plentiful as others.

22392. I want to get your opinion whether, in fact, there would not,
be more persons in the country who could do the work of bare explor-
ations than could take charge of instrumental surveys ?--I do not thiuk
so. I think there would be more persons found capable of taking
-char e of instrumental surveys than explorations, because exploration
is a aeuty, and a man, to be an explorer, should have the bump of
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locality well developed. In fact, as Senator Macpherson has told me, it
is a gift,

22393. Then, every person who could take charge ofan instrumental
survey could not take charge of an exploring party ?-They have
proved themselves not to be able for it, because they made lamentable
blunders.

22394. Mr. Fleming has suggested that it was more difficult to find
good explorers than good instrumental engineers ?-That may be.
I can believe him if he said that. Of course I do not know what he,
said. I merely refer to what he said regarding me. Ie said sometimes
they secured the services of lumbermen to make explorations. - For
instance, ho would ask a lumberman : " Is sueh a river navigable? Does,
it pass through a good country ?" His evidence, that I gathered from
the Globe, was very depreciatory of myself.

22395. I do not think his evidence as reported by the official
reporters will be found so ?-Now, for instance, the system of
levels that I adopted-the way in which I took my levels-bypso-
metrical results were taken by Major Williamson's system.
It is a unique and very rare work. There is no other work pub-
lished on the subject. It is devoted entirely to taking levels by
barometer. He had experience of it, because he was at the head of a
party sent out by the United States Government to explore the Missouri
from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean. He ran spirit levels and
barometrie levels in conjunction simultaneously through twýo passes of
the Sierra Nevadas, and throughout different parts of Nevada he estab-
lished meteorological stations from which levels wero reduced afterwards,
and he proved conclusively that levels can be obtained, to all intents
and purposes, just as well for the purpose of a railway, by the barome--
ter as by levelling. You know the expense of running a spirit level.
It entails cutting a lino through the country-going through all
obstacles-and the employment of a number of men and rod men. You
know what that expense is. What did I do in my case when I was at
the Forks of the Skeena ? I took the map and saw what I had to
explore from the *Forks of the Skeena to the Omineca and Peace River.
I knew nothing of these levels. I picked out five, six or seven datum
points for my two hypsometrical observers. After drilling them into
the proper method of using the barometer, which I can assure you is
by no means easy-you require to drill a man for some time to use it-
I left one man at the Fork of the Skeena with instructions to take
observations hourlv from six o'clock until nine. The other man had
the same instructions, and he was posted perhaps thirty miles away.
Those men remained taking those observations through five, six or ton
days, sometimes three weeks, according to .circumstances, when I
reached them and gave orders to move on. At that rate I maintain
that ton days observations on the part of those two men, not boing more
than fifty miles apart, were quite sufficient to give the different levels,
which could be tested and proved by the spirit level afterwards, within
two or three feet. I mean to say there would not be two or three feet
difference, if the difference of level was tested afterwards by spririt level.
Now that is a very inexpensive way. Those men were getting $45 a
month each, they lived in cotton tents, and there was very little expense.
There was their wages and their provisions, perhaps $60 a month, or
$120 a month for the two, or $360 for three months. For $360
I got my levels taken. Now that was a very cheap way of doing it.
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I always carried an aneroid in my pocket and a syphon barometer Survey.
Slung over my back. The aneroid you can place no reliance on what. carried an
ever. lu the survey for the Union Pacifie Railway they never relied aferold, a ryphony theybaroineter, anda
on the aneroids to ascertain levels. You do not know what your merurial bazo-
aneroid is doing. It is ali guess work. It may play any quantity of tricks. sextantaanda
An aneroid is very good so long as it is brought every now and then in mlrometer
,Contact with a mercurial cistern barometer, so that they can be tried and
eompared. I carried a mercurial barometer with me all the time in
addition. I carried a pocket sextant and micrometer telescope where
we could take distances with the micrometer.

22396. Did you, yourself, teach those two persons who were at the
stationary posts ?-[ taught them myself. Yes ; 1 spent a week teaching
them.

22397. Were they efficient ?-Quite efficient. I did not leave them
until I had tested them two or three days.

22398. In making those explorations as you made them, would simple way by
the most difficult work be at the intermediate points ?-The ehlorationcan
other work was easy, it was sitting down, so long as they took the be gained
hourly observations correctly. I had the difficult work to do, because
I was always on the move looking after routes and passes through the
,country. I always connected those points where the men were, with
ny other journeys. Then, remember, at the same time, I had a port-

able barometer on my back, and whenever I stopped anywhereI hung
Up my barometer, if it were only for two or three hours. Wherever I
stopped after dinner, I took an observation-before dinner and after-
wards-and I knew at the same moment my assistants were taking a
note also. It can be done beautifully when properly worked.

22399. Is it difficult to find persons who can attend to this simple Not diicult to
inater ~ *, r ~get personis to

matter ?-1 do not think so. I do not pretend to be anything extra- attend to the
<rdinary myself, and I found it easy to do, and I taught myself. sLepB Inre

22400. Can this sort of work be done by persons who can easily
be found ?-Yes; with perfect ease. I would undertake to teach any
man here to do it in a week.

22401. Do you think the scarcity of competent men to do that work
would be the cause of not adopting that system ?-Any man could take
the observations.

22402. But the intermediate work ?-Tbat is a different matter.
22403. I understood you to say it was not difficult ?-It was simple

to me; but really and truly I think they are more difficult to find
simply because they have never done it, and it may be they never tried
to doit.

22404. Would it be difficult to train or get men competent to explore Any man who
could ue Masle

by bare exploration rather than by instrumental survey?-Not at all; analnaoci
it would not be difficult. Any man who is not lazy, and could be doit.
*depended upon to use his legs and brai ns, could do it, but he would to it
far better if he were a surveyor or engineer.

22405. Do you think any person who was trained professionally as a
surveyor or enginuor ought to be able to do this intermediate work
with a little teaching ?-Yes; decidedly.

2?406. Do you think persons could be found in the country without
difficulty ?- I think they could.
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survey. 22407. Plenty of them ?-I think every surveyor could do it. Mr.
Marcus Smith understands it. He understands the subject. He
knows the way in which I used to take those levels.

Tbe surveys In 22408. Well, it appears that you did what work you were called.
onuld and shoulid upon to do very carefully and very skilfully, but perhaps they could

have been per- not find a great many who could do it quite so well, and the question.
Iormed by simple
exploraton as arises whether the examination in British Çolumbia might not have
descrIbed above. been undertaken, in the first place, only by explorations, rather than

by instrumental surveys, ?-Well, I presume that Mr. Fleming had
never anything of that kind under his experience before. I do not
suppose that he ever conducted surveys in that way before, and, in fact,
I doubt if he ever heard of that kind of thing unless from books-
unless from the Pacifie Railway surveys-and I certainly think those
surveys in British Columbia could and should have been performed in
that way.

22409. Did you give consideration to the subject of obtaining com-
petent men ?- I should ho sorry to think no competent men could be
found to do it. As I said before, every engineer could be competent to.
do it.

Firateonnection 22410. When did you first become acquaintod with the British'with Brtish
Columbia section Columbia section ?-In 1872.
In s72; in 1871
.xpored with

toberly between 22411. Before that bad you been em loyed in similar work ?-Only
"i"eandthe with Mr. Moberly in 1871. That was t e first exploration I made.]Ecky Mo0un-

tains.
22412. Where was that ?-Between Winnipeg and the Rocky

Mountains.
22413. Had you any particular preparation which fitted you for this

work ?-Never. I doubt it I had ever seen an aneroid before that.

22414. What had been your occupation before that ?-î had been
Chief Accountant in the Southern Department of the Hudson Bay
Co. I had been in different occupations before that; I had been
a gold digger.

Witnesa had no 22415. That sometimes gives one a knowledîe of levels as well as of
benorcraorng drifts ?-I can conscientiously say I had no scientifie training before that.
with Moberly. Of course I had been fond of that kind of thing and read it up, but I

never had a chance to put it in practice, and on Mr. Moberly's explora-
tion in 1871 we were very poorly fitted out for taking levels. Fortu-
nately, the country Mr. Moberly had for his examination, between
Winnipeg and Edmonton, was prairie country-an undulating country
where the systen I speak of would not have been very well adapted;
but I saw at once in the mountain country how the barometer would
do, and 1, by more accident, saw Major Williamson's work on the
barometer and got it and studied it up at once, and recommended it
instantly to Mr. Fleming, but he took no notice of my recommendation.

A profile of the 22416. I undertand you to say that, from your experience, you have
ade t)ysinple concluded that a profile of country may bo laid down with tolerable-

exploration, the accuracy by simple explorations ?-Yes.barometer being
msd for the
vertical and the 22417. For instance, you niay use the barometer, either aneroid or-

"rte far merc&ial, for perpendicular meaburements ?-Yes, for the verticaL
element. element.
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22418. And the horizontal element may be ascertained by the micro- .
meter ?-Yes; by triangulation, by difference of latitude, and in many
ways.

22419. But it gives one sufficient information to make a tolerably
correct profile ?-Certainly.

22420. Not so accurate as would be secured by an instrumental Thinks measure.
survey ?-Very nearly. A micrometer will give it just as accurately, ma e naa
because I contend, if a man takes the measurements accurately with a accurately by a
good instrument he will take more accurate distances than by chain- as by cnalaing.
ing. You know errors are very apt to creep in in chaining over
rough ground, whereas hy the micrometer the actual distance is
measured.

22421. You measure through the air instead of upon the surface ?
-Certainly, if a man has a proper instrument and knows how to use it.
Chaining correctly is a very difficult matter over rough ground.

22422. Can sufficient information be obtained by exploration so as Necessity of
to give the Chief Engineer information as to the feasibility of tinstiaderwth
particular routes, although not so accurate as to give actual quan- the barometer.
tities ?-I think that information such as I got was quite enough
for auy engineer to decide. lie might have said here are four
or five routes that have been explored by barometer or micro-
meter, or usual explorations. fie could see before him as plainly
as possible which was the best route, and send an instrumental
party upon it at once. Here is the Cascade range, and here are four
or five inlets into the Cascade range. Here are the profiles. As Mr.
Marcus Smith said: "I would be far from:questioning the accuracy of
your levels, because I doubt very much the accuracy of our own levels."
For instance : he said, " there was one set of levels run in from tide
water and another from the interior, and they differed by eighty feet."
Why, to-day, there is a difference of thirty feet at the Yellow Head on
the system of surveys going from Red River west, and another coming
east from the coast. I think it is mentioned in the reports. I always,
in my levelling with the barometer, took care to have one or two
simultaneous observers somewbere else, and I never lost an opportunity
of taking an observation. I had the barometer on my back, and if we
stopped to sit down, perhaps even to have a smoke, I would set up the
barometer, take it out of its case in a jiffy, and take an observation,
and at particular points I knew I had to refer to afterwards I always
stayed two or three hours-perhaps a day. There is no question what-
ever, had the system which I used been employed hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars would have been saved to the country; but what was
done in the first instance? The very first lino run in British Colum-
bia was an instrumental line.

22423. I understand the principal object gained by this exploration Peace aud Pine
of yours in the neighbourhood of the Pine and Peace Rivers, was to River Passe.

settle the feasibility of the Pine River Pass rather than the Peace
River, or, more correctly speaking, not the feasibility but the advan-
tages which one possessed over the other ?-In the last year, of course,
I had nothing to do with them. My work was west of that. Mr.
Fleming sent ont Mr. Cambie and Mr. MacLeod to determine
that-to find out all about Peace River and the Pine River.
He was working, evidently, on the supposition that my pre-
viou work was worth nothing. He laid that by as if it did
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not exist. Be sent me, in 1872, to see if the Peace River was
feasible; to get all the information I could upon that. He had appar-
ently set his mind upon the Peace River; but when I saw the country
I saw that the Peace River was impracticable; I said it was impracti-
cable, and I say it to this day, because any lino approaching the Peace
River from the east has to encounter those prodigious valleys of the
White Fish River, the Pine River, and all those other rivers-enormous
rivers with enormous valleys, 600, 700 or 800 feet deep, and perhaps
a mile wide, to cross.

22424. If either of those passes had eventually to be adopted, your
opinion is that Pine River was the better one ?-Decidedly, and Mr.
Gordon says so to. He says distinctly in bis book that the Pine River
Pass is the best pass.

22425. The Rev. Mr. Gordon ?-Yes.
22426. Is be a good authority ?-I think so.
22427. Why?-He was sent out by Mr. Fleming to make a report

u pon the feasibility of the pass. He is described as the assistant of
r.. Cambie.
22428. For the present you think he is a good authority ?-Yes; I

think so-that is to say, he is a good authority, inasmuch as he has
culled his information from good authorities.

22429. How are you aware of the sources of his information ?-His
telegraphic report.

22430. But the source of bis information ?-Messrs. Cambie and
MacLeod are the sources of bis information.

22431. Then it is because Mr. Cambie and Mr. MacLeod say it is the
best ?-Yes; Mr. Cambie says distinctly that the Pine Pass is the best.
He says here (quoting from a Departmental report):

" The Peace River, which is the lowest known pass through the Rocky Mountains,
offers a wonderfully favourable line for a railway through tbat range, and for sixty
miles east of its main amütit.-"
But further on he says:

" The Pine River Pas is also a remarkable one, and though the elevation is much
greater than by the Peace River, the work in passing through the mountain range
would be lighter."

You see that is conclusive evidence.
22432. I think for the present we will not take up further time with

the comparative merits of those two passes : I understand that you
have some information which you wish to give privately, with the
view of eliciting further evidence in the public interest as to matters
connected with the Pacific Railway ? -Yes; it will be private infor-
mation.

OTTAwA, Tuesday, 28th June, 1881.
CHARLEs HORETZKY's examination continued:

By the Chairman : -
22433. We received notice from you that you wished to add

something to your evidence ?-I purpose giving some details
respecting the survey by Mr. C. H. Gamsby, in the winter of
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1875-76, of the River Kitlope, the principal affluent of the Gardner GaBa aby'5y.
Canal, north-west coast of ritish Columbia. lin the evidence given dItI.ii.
last November, I made a passing allusion to that survey, and as Mr.
Gamsby's report upon it (see appendix 1, page 177, of the general
railway report of 1877) contains a wilful misrepresentation, which
reflects very seriously upon the truth and accuracy of my previous
report of 1874, it becomes my duty to bring the matter before the Com-
mission. In summarizing the results of my examination of the various
inlets and their approaches from the interior of British Columbia, in
1874, 1 wrote as follows (Extract from my report of 1874, page 29
original MS. suppressed and mutilated, as I have already sworn):

"Gardner Canal being the next in order, it will be well to offer a few brief remarks suppressed
thereon. An inspection of the map of British Columbia will show its general size, passage from w1t.
length, and approaches. It will suffice now to remark that, in general, this inlet ness's report of
possesses the same drawbacks ai the Dean Canal, being characterized by great depth of 1874.
water and an absence ofgood anchorage. Its appearance, however, ta more forbidding;
high baîd mountains of frightful aspect close it in on every hand, imparting to the
beholder a depressing sense of desolation and gloom.

"The Kimano, one of the two large rivers flowing into it, bas been already described.
The Kitiope, the larger, now remains to be briefly alluded to. No actual exhaustive
exploration of this stream was made, for the reason that it was purposed to examine
it from the source downwards, and that, towards the end ofthe season, the knowledge
of the country acquired by a visit to the region where two of its three origins lie,
made a journey down that stream a matter of supererogation. At its mouth the
Kitlope enters the sea through a flatand swampy bottom, encompassea by huge glacier-
capped moun tains. A few miles higher up, report [IndianJ says that the valley improves,
and that the mountains recede, and are less abrupt. I can readily believe this, and
know that, at a distance of six or seren miles from the actual water-shed of the
Cascade range, t1-e north.west branch of the Kitlope River does really flaw through
a valley of moderate extent, but, unfortunately, at an elevation above sea of lesa
than 1,100 feet; and, moreover, that, in the direction of its source, i. e., to the north-
west, tlhere is nothing visible but a perfect sea of glacier-capped mouitains. It je
possible, but very far from probable, that the branch in question may lead to a pass.
Buch a pass, if there be one, cannot be much less than 3,000 feet above the sea, and,
considering the close proximity of the water-shed, or summit, to the low valley which
1 saw, I think the inference may be safely drawat that in this quarter no practicable
route le to be looked for.

" The third and principal branch of the Kitlope bas its origin [Indian report] in a
glacier-fed lake situated wedt of the Tsataquot Valley, and in the very core of the Cas-
cade dountains.-"

Note the italics--this last being the branch followed by Mr. Gambsy
in February, 1876-

" * * *The result of the season's work bas been to find that, with the si ngle excep-
tion of the Kemsquit River, ail the streame flowing into the inlets examined, derive
their waters from glacier sources invariably situated west of the water-shed "

An inspection of the map of Tsataquot Valley, whîich aliso shows a
portion of the upper valley of the Kitlope River, will render the fore-
going extract perfectly intelligible.

2,'434. Please look at this map (Exhibit No. 318) and say if it is tbe Mareus Smith on
one to which you allude ?-That is the one. I produce this map. Mr. ma nanreng
Marcus Smith read the report referred to, examined the rmp and the map came to
came to the conclusion that further examination of the Kitlope V'alley tonlusoer
would be a waste of money. It was evident to any person, even not g natiof
possessed of engineering knowledge, that to rise from an elevation of Valley would ba
less than 1,100 feet above sea to an elevation of 3,100 fe't above the waste ofmoney.
same datum, in a distance of six English miles, tbrough a rugged
canyon, such as that of the north-east Fork of the Kitlope, was
out of the question for a railway, gradients of 340 feet per mile being
quite incompatible with the successful working of cither eastern or
western transcontinental freight. The former elevation (1,100 feet)
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sUmvey., DG,-
muetip Vancy. being the extreme altitude of the lower Kitlope Valley, the latter
=302uby' eExpe- (3,100 feet) being the altitude of the Tochquonyala summit, (both

's shown in this map), and the north-east Fork of the Kitlope boing
the only meaus of communication between the two. Mr. M. Smith
saw all this at a glance, as indeed any engineer would have seen, my
report and map not only demonstrating the facts very clearly, I think,
but also showing by a red line that the only possible way to reach the
water-shed of the range from the sea, in this quarter, was from the
head of Dean Canal, and by skirting the eastern slopes of the Tsats-
quot valley to the heights above Beaver Lake, and thence along the
eastern heights of the ravine of the north-east Fork of the Kitlope.
Mr. Smith had even little faith in the feasibility of the route shown by

•rhe Kemsquit the red line. The only one he judged worthy of instrumental survey was
ethreonly that of the Kemsquit or Salmon River, only partially explored by me

iSmith considered late in the season of 1874, for a distance of thirty-five miles from sea.
worthy of an This river did, however, appear to him, from the fact of its origin upoaInstrumental
urvey. the interior plateau, likely to offer favourable gradients, and hence its

subsequent survey which was not very satisfactory.

B~otwitbstanding
theobjections to
thie Kitiope,
Fleming had an
Inatrumental
survey made In
1876, by a party In
charge of U.kt.
(iamaiby.

tmsby msaede country
*x?1ored by

22435. Do you mean satisfactory in its results, or in the manner in
which it was done ?-In its results as to grades and work.

22436. It showed nothing encouraging ? -Upon the whole it did not.
In the report of 1'77 there will be found a table of the gradients in
the Kemsquit.

22437. That is what you mean when you say the survey was not satis-
factory ?-Yes; it was not a good line in reality. Notwithstanding the
very apparent objections to the Kitlope or Gardner Canal route, Mr.
Fleming decided u pon naking an instrumental survey oftheKitlopefrom
Gardner Canal to Lake Tochquonyala summit; and in February, 1876,
the steamer Sir James Douplas sailed for the head of that inlet with
a fully equipped instrumental party of engineers, attended, I believe,
by the usual commissariat, and the whole in charge of Mr. C. H.
Gamsby. Turning now to Mr. Gamsby's report of that suivey (see
page 177 of the C.P.R. report of 1877), we find that,instead of following
up the Kitlope to the Tochquonyala Lake and Pass, indicated by me
in 1874, he took the branch of that river coming from the north-east,
which trends afterwards to south and seaward (the third and principal
branch referrod to in my suppresed report). And, ut the thirty-sixth
mile from bis initial point, he reached a summit 1,150 feet above sea.
He then writes with perfect gravity:

"One mile due north from the summit we struck Tochquonyala Lake, its eleva-
tion je 1,000 feet; it lies due north for two miles then north-eaat for one and a.half
miles, and is about thirty chains in width. A fair sized stream flows from the north-
east end of the lake; its course isnorth 200 east for six miles, when it falls intosmuch
larger siream coming from the north.west, and flowing south-east and south. The
elevation at the junction of these streams is about 700 feet, and the whole distance
fromour initial point at the head of Gardner's Inlet forty-six miles. The Kitiope
Indiana call this large stream Chedsquit--"

The Tsatsquot of my report-
" and affirm that it flows into the head of Dean's Iluet."

Mr. Gamsby had actually been travelling towards the sea coast,
instoad of to the summit of the Cascade range, and had been following
one of two low depressions extending between the Gardner and Dean
Inlets, neither of which exceeds in elevation, 1,200 feet above sea
level. The point reached by Mr. Gamsby, also the most northerly of
the two depressions alluded to, are both plainly laid down on the map
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now submitted, which was deposited in the Department in March, 1875, Kft.e nuey.
by me. But to crown Mr. Gamsby's most extraordinary assumption, G 3 n',b's E.

he went on to say:
" Having ascertained that Lake Tochquonyala was not the summit, nor near the

summit of the Cascade range, and that there was no possibility of reaching that
suminit by this route, 1 decided to return. • We broke up camp on Tuesday, March
28th, and reached the coast on A pril 3rd."
This was tantamount to saying that the two paragraphs at top of
page 14, of Mr. Fleming's general railway report for 1877, written by
me, contained a pure and simple fiction. Now I distinctly stated in the
paragraphs referred to, that

" A mile or so east of this glacier source [of the north-east Fork of the Kitlopel I
discovered a pass tbrough the comparatively low mountains forming the rearmost
longitudinal mass of the Cascade range. Tbis pass prebents direct communication
between the upper part of the ravine of the north-east Fork of the Kitlope and a beauti-
ful sheet of water situated on the eastern plateau, amidst the outlying spurs of the
mountains, and to which I have given the name Lake Tochquonyala. This lake is
situiated at an elevation of 2,920 feet above sea level, its upper end is in latitude
53° 20' 13' nearly, and it discharges into Lake Nateltichen, to which I have already
referred, and of which the elevation very probably approximates to that of Lake Tal-
chelkin, 2,802 feet."
Fortunately, in proof of the above quotation, I can produce my obscr-
vation book which contains the details of two excellent meridian
sights, and the resulting calculations for latitude on each side of the
Tochquonyala summit; also the hypsometrical observations by a
proved mercurial barometer during three days, and the corresponding
simultaneous readings at sea level, for the level altitude of the pass and
lake, and a photographie bird's eye view of the lake itself. With this Challenges
Incontestable proof, I now challenge 1 r. Gamsby's fictitious report, the Gamsby's report.

insertion of which in an important Blue Book is an insuit to the public,
a degradation to the engineering profession, and calculated to injure my
reputation if allowed to pass unchallenged. Far be it from me to cast
aspersions upon the three engineers who assisted Mr. Gamshy ; they, I
presume, only obeyed orders, and must have suftered much hardship wben
engaged on their wild goose chase, in search of a railway route from
Gardner Canal to Tochquonyala Pass. But there is no excuse whatever
for the insertion ofa deliberate and most incorrect st atement in the publie
report, a statement which, one year previous to its authorized publica-
tion, was knowr to Mr. Fleming and to the whole British Columbia
staff of engineers to be false. Divesting the whole cireumstance of farcecal charac-
this survey of the great expenditure attending it, which of course, the situation from an
publie and not Mr. Fleming had to bear, the matter assumes a most *M®,er"i"p
farcical aspect. Here was the spectacle of a renowned Engineer-in-Chief
sitting in his office in Ottawa, and directing the topographical examina-
tion of a most difficult and intricate coast range, in utter disregard of
the advice of not only his trusted explorer but of his deputy, Mr. Mar-
eus Smith. In direct opposition to the very clearest explanations from
myself and from Mr. Smith, ho orders the instrumental survey of a route
such as I have described that of the north-east Fork of the Kitiope to
be, sends out a steamer with no fewer than four engineers and a lrge
staff of men, who loose the way, waste time and the publie money in
making forty-six miles of an utterly useless survey, and, to crown the
huge blunder, return with the report that I had misled them by my
report of 1874 In June 1876, a few months after the performance of
this feat, Mr Fleming questioned me upon the subject by aid of a map,
and said: " Is is ovident that Mr. Gamsby missed bis object. Whore do
you think he got to ?" And I expLained that he had followed that
branch of the Kitlope which has its source west of the Tsasquot Valley,
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urveyw, Be..-
itiope Valley. and in the very core of the Cascade range, as stated by me at pages 30-,Gamsby')g Exe milpîssurprt edition. and 31,of my suppressed report, and that the end of bis survey was

at my canoo encampment of the 23rd, 24th and 2.th September, 1874.
22438. When you make use of the expression core of the Cascade

range, do you mean that that is about the highest portion of the
Cascade range in that neighbourhood ?-The very highest and the
most impracticable, and the furthest away froni the goal we were in
search of-from the summit.

22439. But the core ?-That means the very centre of the range,
and I think the position of Mr. Gamsby's lake, geographically speaking,
im in the core of it-the very central part.

WIdth of Cascade 22440. What is the width of the Cascade range, in round numbers, atlugeI this part
about sixty miles. that part of the sea coast ?-I should say about sixty English miles; I

think that is about the average width. Of course, the mountains
dipping into the sea coast are the Cascades. They extend back for
sixty miles, generally speaking-very many miles, at least, in jumbled
masses without any valleys whatever.

22441. I understand that there is a depression, a sort of valley,
between the head of Gardner Inlet and the head of Dean Inlet which
euts off a large portion of theCascade range between that and the sea
coast?-Yes; there are two depressions between the Gardner and the
Dean.

22442. I thought there was one main one occupied partly by the Kit-
lope and partly by the Tsatsquot ?-Yes, that is probably the main one.

etween the 22443. Then, as I understand you, between this main depression and-main depresalon
and the coast lies the sea eoast is situated what you call the core of the Cascade
thecoreoft he range ?-Yes; although at that very core there happens also to be a

depression between the Gardner and the Dean Canal.

22114. And it is at that depression to which you now allude, that
you think Mr. Gamsby's exploraiion found the lake which he called'
Tochquonyala ?-That is the depression leading directly from the head
of Dean Canal to Gardner Canal and that depression is, by Mr.
Gamsby's own tale, 1,200 feet above the sea.

22445. But in order to reach that lake which he calls Tochquonyala,
ho had really to adppt a course leading away from this main depression
eonnecting Gardner Inlet and Dean Inlet, and approach nearer to the
coast ?-No; he followed the depression.

22446. He did not follow this main depression ?-He followed one of
those two depressions which, I say, exist between Dean and Gardner.
He followed the most southern depression, but those depressions led
nowhere, as far as his proper search was concerned.

-eamsby took a 22447. But the direction he took was towards the coast ?-Towards-direction towards 244
the coast at an the coast-towards the head of Dean Canal, and cousequently towards
angle of 900 from the coast.his proper course.

22448. It was not towards the central plateau which was the main
,object of your exploration ?-No ; it was the diametrically opposite
direction; or, at alil events, he was travelling at an angle of 900
from bis proper course.

22449. Please proceed ?-Notwithstanding this knowledge, Mr. Flem-
ing allowed Mr. Gamsby's erroneous report to be publisied one year
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after, and suppressod more than twelve foolscap pages of mine contain- Qitby's e.
ing valuable and authentic information. One of Mr. Gamsby's engi- dIae..
neer's has told me that the Indians told them that the lake situated at DesiLnation or
an elevation of 1,100 feet abovo sea, and which Mr. Gamsby mistook Lake orgiLnaote
for the true Tochquonyala Lake, was the lake he was in search of. In with witness;thrfr twas
answer to this, I would say that they should not have been dependent absurdto ask an
upon Indians to direct them ; and that the designation Tochquonyala "f.düs wh®eth®
was only known to myself (the naine having only been used in my Toch sunraia
note-book and subsequently in my map), and that had they enquired ainmrmative
for Lake Ontario or the Zuyder Zee, they would, in ail likelihood answer as con-
have obtained a similarly affirmative answer. ele.

22450. I understand you to mean by that, that in that portion of the •

world there was no lake generally known by the naine Tochquon-
yala ? -None.

2245 t. So that there could be no knowledge among the Indians
which would assist them ?-None whatever.

22452. And that you had, in your previous report said this name was
one given by you to the lake which you found ?-Yes.

22453 I understand you to suggest that it was unreasonable to
expect that Indians could tell them where that particular lake was ?-
Perfectly unreasonable. I did not proclaim the name of the lake to the
Indians. I did not proclaim to them that I had named the lake.

22454. This naine, then, was to be found in your previous ieport and Engineers should
in your map which accompanied it and in the instructions given to Mr. have beeiblet o
Gamsby ?-That was ail. In the second place, engineers should have between the irme
been ale to tell the hypsometrical difference between the true and aocthe fýian

false Tochquonyala Lake, the quantity 2,900 not being easily taken theeCing ,
for 1,100, and they should, moreover, have determined by observation between their
their actual position, and, besides, they must have been sensible of the altitudes.
fact that they were altogether out of their reckoning.

22455. Do you find in Mr. Gamsby's report any evidence that he
ascertained their locality by latitude or in any other way ?-In only
one place has he mentioned having taken the latitude, that is at their
initial point.

22456. So that as far as his report shows, he did not use such means
to ascertain whether he was near the point which you reported to be
the locality of this lake?-I cannot find that he has. He may have,
but I canriot find it in his report, and if he did take those means, then
he must have made a most woeful blander, because the probability is
the true difference in latitude between my Tocihquonyala Lake and the
one which he took for Tochquonyala Lake is at least sixteen English
miles.

22457. Please proceed ?-Under such circumstances I claim that it Tsatsquot and
Tochquomiyalawas unpardonable to frame a report calculated to leave the impression roufoa aan

that I had either wilfully or in ignorance misled the Chief Engineer in Canal as reasible,if the Kitimast
my report of 1874. I now produce the entire original MS. of my route ue excepted,
suppressed report of November, 1874. (Exhibit No. 319.) It will be as annorth
observed that entire pages, besides important passages. have been cut intet.
out. Those portions I have marked in pencil. I would call particular
attention to pages 20, 21, 22 and A, detailing the engineering features
of the Tsatsquot and Tochquonyala route from Dean Canal, indicated
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Gamaosy's xp- on the map by a red lino. I now beg to say that making due allow-

dition. ance for a possible over-estimate in the distance between the middle
Fork of the Tsatèquot and the Tochquonyala summit, a distance which,
owing to the peculiar difficulties of the ground, I was unable to
measure, but which was checked to some extent by difference of lati-
tude and rough triangulation, when the favourable character of the
country upon the interior plateau, east of Lake Tochquonyala, is taken
into account, and weighed against the estimated three miles of
tunnelling, the eleven miles of heavy rock work, and the steep grades,
unavoidable upon the Pacific side of the water-shed, in my opinion,
that route would have been found no more costly than that of the
Kemsquit River, and, with the exception of the Kitimat route,
probably as feasible as any other north from Burrard Inlet. The

Work performed work performed by me in 1874 comprised a reconnaissance of the
areo'n nlisance Kimano, afterwards verified instrumentally by Mr. Trutch; reconnais-
of the Kimano, sances of the Lachaques and Kitimat Rivers; of the main, north andthe Lachaques
and the Kitimat; north-west branches of the River Tsatsquot ; of the north-east Fork of
the satqoand the Kitlope, and of thirty-five miles of the Kemsquit or Salmon River,
the Kemequit; a afterwards verified instrumentally. In addition, a general oxamination
g eneral examinand
ion of the oat of the coast and inlets from Douglas Channel to Bella Bella was made. ln

order to save expense, the sloop Triumph (of about twolve tons register)
was sent back to Victoria .from the head of Dean Canal, leaving me
with two white men and the sloop's dingy to finish thé season's work
and find our way back as best we could. On the 8th or 10th of
November, we reached Bella Bella after working our way from the
head of Dean Canal at great risk, and on the 27th of December we
set sail for Comox, on Vancouver Island, in an open canoe, terminating

Total cot, of the voyage upon the 8th January, 1875. The total cost of the expedi-
expedition. tion was, with the exception of the sloop's charter, one-third of which

should have been defrayed by the Geological Survey, 82,112.13, as per
following statement; these facts are suggestive of what might have
been done by the system of reconnaissance in the beginning :

DTAILED account of expenses of C. Horetzky's coast and Cascade range exploration
of 1874:

1874 May, Hudson Bay Co. supplies ...... ......... $387 03
". i" " " Steamer Otter ............... .... .......... 13 00
" Cash, M. 2mith's cheque No. 366. ........ ..... ............. 500 00

July, " remittance to Bellabella..................................500 O00
1875. Jan., " paid balance of wages, two men, eight months

and one-third at $45........................... $750 00
Les. advances........ 37 90 712 10

$2,112 13
Additional :-Proportion of charter sloop Vriumph and wages of two seamen, five

months, June to end of October, 1874, probably worth $150 per month, or say $800, of
which two-thirds in any case should have been defrayed by Pacific Survey, the
remaining one-third by the Geological Survey, $533.

With reference to my last examination I produce ail my accounts
connected with the exploration of 1879. (Exhibit No. 320.)

Showed l1M74 22458. Do I understand your evidence to-day to suggest, that
th ewas your exploration of 1874 showed that there was no feasible
routo through route through the Kitiope Valley on account of a sudden rise between

tI.Pee VaieY. Beaver Lake and Tochquonyala Lake-that is, a rise from 1,100 feet
above the sea to 2,900 feet above the sea through a pass of 3,100 feet
above the sea, and ail in a distance of six miles ?-Yes; that is my
meaning.



surnye, .c.-

KtI.pe Vaney.
22459. And that, therefore, it ought to have been known before it _

Was made, that the instrumental examination of the Kitlope Valley in dition.
1876 wo.ild be useless ?-Yes; perfectly. That is my meaning. Therefore exa-

22460. I undorstand you to suggest, also, that after this instrumental ueleas. 87
-examination wa8 undertaken by Mr. Gamsby, he went out of his
'course in such a way as to make his examination abortive, and that Know that
that was known to Mr. Fleming before ho publihed his report of 1877 ? Gamabyreportej
-Yes; it was known to Mr. Fleming. about the remng

22161. And it was known that Mr. Gamsby had made a mistake, and repot o appear
was making reports upon a lake which was really not Lake Inthe reportof
Tochquoryala at all ?-Yes.

22462. And that, notwithstanding that knowledge, Mr. Fleming
permitted Mr. Gamsby's report to appear in the general report of the
.Engireer-in-Chief, while portions of yotur previous report, which by
comparison would show the uselessness of this last survey, were
suppressed ?-Precisely; that is my meaning.

22463. Do yon know whether those portions of your first report The parts of
which were suppressed would point out, in the way that you describe, suppå"esÇ"o
any matters connected with that route, so that their suppression character the
renders Mr. Gamsby's services apparently more useful while the "whesoi'ef of
publication of your full report would have shown them to be useless ? amsby' report
-Yes; I think that by putting my report and his report in juxta. userui.
position, any one reading both reports would consider I had made a
nistake. That would be the natural inference ; that I had misled.

'That is the way I look at it.
22464. Would you look at your original report and name the pages

-on which any portion appears which would have that effect if it had
been published instead of suppressed ?-The suppressed portion is on
pages :29, 30 and 31. I think the matter contained there will
show that it was perfectly useless to survey the Kitlope Valley.
That was my intention, and i point out again why. It must have been
my object to show this, because you see I have underlined certain
words. I say here in one part: " It is possible, but very far from
probable, that the branch in question may lead to the pass."

22465. What branch ?-That is the north-west branch.
22466. Is that the branch which he followed ?-No; that is not the

one he followed.
22467. Which one did he follow ?-He followed the most southerly

branch of all.
22468. When you say southerly branch, you mean, I suppose, the

,branch coming to the main river from the south ?-From the south.
22469. Flowing in a northerly direction ?-From the south and west.
22470. Flowing thon in a north or north-easterly direction ?-His coaarsrot

~course from the mouth of Gardner Intet was east and north, butinstead Gardner Inlet
.of that he went south and east. He has been steering south and east. Eb nansteadof

that went south.

By Mr. Keefer and eat.

22471. He bas not laid down the latitude and longititude on this
'map ?-No; h. has laid down the latitude at the initial point 53° 12'
_20" ; but so far as I ean gather from an examination of his report he
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b course in

took no other observation. It is distinctly understood that he travelled
to the east and south.

By the Chairman:
22472. Please look at the map which has come from the Department

and purports to be the topography of that survey by Mr. Gamsby in
1876 (Exhibit No. 321) of the line and exploration from the head of
Gardner Inlet up Kitlope Valley vid the outlet of Tochquonyala Lake:
does this map show the course that he took for the examination ?-
Yes.

22473. Describe it so that the notes of the evidence will give it ?-
His first course from the bead of Gardner Canal was about south-east.

22474. That was following the main river ?-That was following the
main Kitlope.

22475. Did you at any time go over any portion of the Kitlope nearer
the sea than Beaver Lake, for instance ? -No, never.

Portion traversed 22476. Thon this portion which was traversed by Mr. Gamsby was
bGamnbyto unknown to you ?-Altogether unknown to me except the mouth. I had

witness. been at the mouth.
22477. Had you seen at any time any topographical sketch covering

this portion of the country until now ?-Never before.
22478. Thon I suppose you are not able to say at what point of bis

survey be first went wrong, and instead of following the main river
took only a branch of it ?-I cannot say where ho went wrong.

22479. It appears ho followed at first the main river ?-It is
difficult to tell. Possibly this branch ho followed may have been as
large as the branch leading to the north-eastern fork.

22480. Have you any belief that he followod the main channel ?-It
is perfectly plain that he did not follow the channel loading to the
north-east fork designated by me in my report.

The lake which
Gamsby calls the 22481. It appears from this plan that the lake which he calls Toch-
Toehquonyaia'ns ~te'des intothe quonyala Lake really empties into the Isatsquot River ?-Yes.
T"a"°quot. 22482. Does it not appear by this map that before coming to Lake

Tochquonyala, according to his description of it, that ho left altogether
the waters of the Kitlope ?-Yes; ho left the waters of the Kitlope the
moment ho crossed the water-shed.

22483. There is a water-shed between bis Lake Tochquonyala and
the Kitlope River ?-According to his report there is.

22484. And according to this map before us (Exhibit No. 321) ?-
Yes.

22485. Did your previous report and map show that the Tochquon-
yala Lake could be reached by leaving the waters connected with the
Kitlope River ?-Thore is a summit between them of 3,180 feet bet-
ween the north-east Fork of the Kitlope and my lake.

22486. What was the height above the sea of the waters of-the
Kitlope where you loft it to go through that pass of yours ?-2,900 fet,
the height of the waters of the Kitlope where I left it.

22487. And the height of the pass itself was ?-3,180 feet.
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22488. Then you descended again to Tochquonyala Lake and down
to what height above the level of the sea ?-Dowi to 2,920.

22489. Had you marked on your plan and report the latitude in
'vhich those points would be found ?-Yes ; I took two very careful
and good meridian latitudes on each side of the Tochquonyala summit,
that is to say, north and south of it.

22490. And about what latitude was this summit ?-The summit was
very nearly in latitude 53 20' and the two other latitudes I took were
respectively 530 19' 32" and 53° 20' 13".

22491. You said before that you saw in his report-that is Mr.
Gamsby's report-no evidence that he had ascertained the latitude of
bis lake Tochquonyala ?-Yes.

22492. Could you state now about what latitude that appears to be in
looking at bis map and at yours together ?-It appears to be in latitude
530 6' 20", that is to say, the most northern portion of the lake.

22493. And what would be the most northern portion of your lake on
your map ?-About 53° 22'.

22494. Iow much further south was his lake than the one you had
described ?-About 16" of latitude further south.

22495. How many miles ?-About equal to eighteen English miles.
22496. Then, is there any doubt that ascertaining the latitude of bis

lake would have shown that it was not the lake to which you alluded ?
-Oh, no doubt of it. A good sight at the labe which he reached
would have proved to him at once that he was astray.

22497. Have yon ever spoken to Mr. Gamsby on this subject ?-
Nover.

22498. Or any one on bis staff ?-I think I have spoken to Mr
McNicol.

22499. I mean on his staff during that particular survey ?-During
that survey, yes.

22500. What account did ho give yon of the transaction: was it
understood to be a mistake or was it believed until now to be correct ?
-It is three years ago since we had a conversation on the subject in
the street, and I think that he made a quasi-admission that they knew
themselves to ho astray-.that they knew that lake was not the lake they
were in search of. 1 gathered from Mr. McNicol that the feeling
among his brother engineers was that they certainly were not at Lake

Tochquonyala.
22501. Reaching the lake which you had described in your previous

report was the main object of this exploration ?-Yos; se it appears
from Mr. Gamsby's own report. 1He saYs s0. Hâe says distinctly
that it was to reach Tocbquonyala Lake vid the Kitiope Valley.

22502. I understand that although you, in your exploration, had
ascertained that there was an insurmountable obstacle between the
pass near Tochquonyala Lake and the Beaver Lake, on account of the
sudden rise, that there was no obstacle which could not be ovorcome bygoing along the Tsataquot Valley from the saine pass, keeping up on
the sides of the hills so as to travel a greater length of country, and,therefore a more 'gradual descent, ending at Dean Inlet ?--Yes, that
was my idea.

49*
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22510. Why not?-Mr. Smith would not allow me to go until late in
the season. He sent me up the Homathco to photograph the Homathco
before going there, and while at the Homathco the best part of the
summer was lost.

22511. Do you mean lost so far as your operations were concerned ?-
Lost, so far as the northern operations were concerned; I was delayed
on the Homathco.

22512. How ?-I was in company with Mr. Tideman'. I was sent
with Mr. Tideman, whose duty it was to make roads in the Homathco
Valley, and Mr. Tideman made very slow progress.

22513. For what were you sent with him ?-To photograph and to-
meet Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith was coming down from the interior, Soda
Creek. The programme was, I was to go up the Homathco until I met

go much time Mr. Smith, and return with him to the sea.

we ru nde eIr- 22514. And then proceed northward ?-Yes, to François Lake; but
tion never tok bo much time was lost that the idea was given up.
pa 22515. About what time did you meet Mr. Smith ?-To the best of

my recollection some time in July.
22516. Would that have been too late to explore northward ?-It

would. Not much would have been done there; two of the best months
would have been gone.

22517. What did you do after July ?-After July I went back to
Victoria.

22518. With Mr. Smith ?-No; not with Mr. Smith. He arrived in
Victoria a few days after I did, and then, after a few days, Mr. Smith
sent me up to Soda Creek with instructions to go down the Homathco
Valley, and photograph the whole of it. Ris reason was, he said: '"You
will be too late to explore further north, and the best thing you can do
is to go up there now and make a photograph of the whole of that

For1875 all tie valley systematically." And I did.
wos h togr aph 22519. Then, for that year, that is 1875, ail the work you did really

IeRo. in connection with the Paeific Railway was photographing?-That is.
theyearwasl est. ail. The year was lost-entirely lost.

22503. You recommended or thought that this Tsatsquot route might
justify an instrumental survey ?-Of that route along the Tsâtsquot
Valley.

22504. But that was not the Kitlope Valley proper ?-Oh, no.
22505. So that this survey by Mr. Gamsby was not following out any

suggestion of yours?-Oh none whatever; the contrary.
22506. Were you in British Columbia in 1875 ?-I was.
22507. Did you remain there during the winter of 1874-75 ?-I left

British Columbia some time about the end of January, 1875. Then I
went back in May, 1875.

22508. What was the object of your return ?-To explore the country
lying between the Cascades and François Lake.

22509. Is that somewhere about the region of the Kitlope ?
Yes; the interior of the country connecting with this Tochquonyala
Pass was the country I was sent out to explore in 1875-all that pla-
teau-but I never went there.
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22520. Do you not sometimes make explorations after July ?-Oh, Photoraphma-
yes; you can make explorations at any time. the Uo akc.

22521. Why was it that on this occasion it was thought July was too
late to commence examination ?-I do not know; that was Mr. Smith's
idea. Mr. Smith said: " As it is too late now to go north, the best thing
you can do is to photograph the Ilomathco."

22522. How long would it have taken to reach the field of opora. Coul have got to-
tions ?-By taking the Fraser River route it might have taken me three three weeks.
weeks to get to Lake François.

22523. Was that the shortest time which would be required ?-I do
not think I could have got there much sooner. I couid not have
depended on getting there short of that.

22524. That would have made it near August ?-Nearly August;
still a good deal might have been done thon.

22525. What time after the beginning of August would you have for Woe°aldad eO
exploring in that country ?-I would have had August, September and go,havehadthree-
October. I would bave had three months. exoror

22526. Instead of doing that work during those threc months, I
understand you to say Mr. Smith elected to send you to the Homatheo
Valley ?-Yes. In the spring of that year before leaving Ottawa, Mr.
Fleming said to me here in the Buildings, putting his finger on the map
on that François country-he said: " We want you to go on to explore
the whole of that country iii connection with the surveys you made
before." The instructions I got were to find out all about that country,
and I went out to British Columbia on that understanding.

22527. When did you return that year of 1875 ?-l returned. in Returaed to
November. ber, lt7w.

22528. To Ottawa ?-To Ottawa; after returning to Victoria in the
first instance, after leaving Tideman, a week or ten days were wasted
in Victoria. Then I went up to Soda Creek to take those photographs
of the Homathco and pulled my way back myself in a canoe from
Bute Inlet to Comox, and got down to Victoria and awaited instruc-
tions. Mr. Smith was away at the time. I waited a week or two-
I do not remember the exact time. When he came back his decision
was, it was too late to do anything and I had botter go home.

22529. When did you reach Victoria on the second occasion ?-About
the beginning of October, I think.

22530. So that between the beginning of July and the beginning of t° two
October you were up the Homathco photographing ?-Yes; I was about monthe up the
six weeks or two months up there. Homathc o

photographing.-
22531. Did it happen in any other year that you were not able to

do any exploring, road making, or other work ?-No.
22532. During each of the other seasons then you were explor-

ing for the benefit of the railway, while you were in the service of
the Government ?-Yes. The fact is that the whole of the photograph-
ing expedition down the Homathco, just occupied about six weeks when
1 went up on the second occasion.

22533. And upon the first occasion ?-On the first occasion we
frittered away the whole summer doing nothing at all. Tideman had
a poor lot of men with him, the men could not carry. Ho fell out with

49j*
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Phetographng
the nomatheo. the Indians on the way.

him, I was helpiess.
The photograph-

Ing ne part or the
Instructions by
Mîr. Fleming.

He made no progress and I had to stick with

22534. But I understand you were detailed for this Homathco photo-
graphing by Mr. Smith, and it vas no part of the original understanding
with Mr. Fleming whon you left here ?-No; it was in direct contra-
diction to Mr. Fleming's instructions to me. What happened here I
have told you; Mr. Fleming pointed to the map and said, " We want to
find ont all about this François Lake country." The next day, I think
it was, I met Mr. Smith and he said: " You are going out to the Fran-
çois Lake country, but I would like you to take some photographs on
the Romathco beforeyou go." He told me that before I left here, but
the second time after I returned to Victoria, Mr. Smith decided it was
too late to do anything more that season.

The photographe
taken by witnee 22535. What was done with the photographs which you took that
are In the Parus- season ?-They are in the Parliamentary Library.mentary Library.

22536. Are they on a large scale ?-They are six by eight. They
are full plates what are called full plate photographs.

22537. About how many views were taken altogether ?-Somewhere
about fifty. There were a great many more taken, but some of them
were broken in transit.

22538. You had no party with you, of course, on this occasion, pho-
tographing ?-Oh, no. I hired four or five Indians to carry provisions
down the Homathco for four or five days. That is all the party I had.

Gamsabys Expe.
dion'

Estirnates
Gamsby's expedi-
tion mut have
eost $6,000.

22539. Could you give anything like an estimate of the expenses of
such a party as Mr. Gamsby's was, between February and April, 1876,
on this Tochquonyala expedition ?-I think I could reach an estimate
-a rough estimate-with a littie calculation. I should think, without
counting the cost of theteamer at all, that the salaries and the pro-
visions for three months (the mon were undoubtedly paid three
months, including the time they lost going and coming back) that it
must have amounted to $6,000, that is not including the steamer.

22540. Did this steamer belong to our Government, or was it
chartered ?-To the Government. It was the Sir James Douglas.
I think she belonged to the Government thon.

MoNIOOL. EDMUND McNIcOL, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
on Bute Inlet 22541. Have you been employed on any of the works connected
arvlen with the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes; since 1875, until the end of

last year. I was on the Bute Inlet survey first.
22542. Under whom ?-Mr. Cambie.
22343. What year was that ?-In 1875.
22544. What was the work for that year ?-The location of the lino

from Chilanco River to the junction with Mr. Gamsby. He worked
from Bute Inlet up to about five miles above the Forks of the east and
west branches of the Homathco.
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22545. What sized party had you?-Twenty-sevOn men, I think, all
told. We bad a mule train, but I could not tell you the number of
horses exactly, and mules.

22546. You commenced apparently at the north end of this route ?
-Yes.

22517. Was that easier of access than the south end ?-Yes. The
other party went in by steamer from Victoria.

22548. They started from tide water ?-Yes. We went up the stage
road to a place calied Soda Creek, and we started from Soda Creek
overland to the crossing of the Chilanco. Mr. Jenning's party and
Mr. Cambie's party went up together.

22549. And you worked southerly then ?-We worked southerly to
within about five miles of the two branches or Forks of the Homathco.

22550. During what period were you occupied on that expedition?
-We commenced work early iin June-about the 6th or 7th of June, I
think, and we finished about the end of October.

22551. Was that too late to do any more work ?-We got through.
We located some sixtv-three miles, 1 think, and continued the trial lino
some eighteen miles "further, but had not time to finish the location
that soasom.

22552. The weather prevented you from doing ail the work you
intended ?-Finishing the location, yes.

22553. Where did you go in October ?-We went down to Victoria,
and got up our plans and profles.

22554. Did you spend the winter there?-T remained until the 2nd
of February, and thon I started to Gardner Inlet up north.

'2355. What year ?-That was in February, 1876. We worked in
the offie in Victoria from Oetober-we got down the 3rd or 4th of
November, and the 2nd of February we went up to Gardner Inlet.

22551. Who was your chief on that occasion ?-Mr. Gamsby.
22557. Then you were not under the same engineer ?-No.

22558. What sized party had you?-We had twelve white men and
twelve Indians.

22559. What were the Indians for ?-For rowing and packing. It
was aî winter survey, and we had to draw ail our' supplies up on hand
sleighs.

22560. What steamer ?-The Sir James Douglas.

22561. Of the white mon of the party, how many were professional
mon ?-Mr. Gamsby the chief, and three on the statr.

225h 2. That would be four; what would the other eight of the
party be for ?-Axe mon, chain man, and one man a disc man, for micro-
meter purposes.

22563. What was the object of that expedition ?-To try and find a
pass through the Cascade range.

22564. What was the principal or objective point ?-We went by a
map we were given. We were guided by that solely.

22565. What was the understood objective point ?-We did not get
through the Cascade range at ail.

Located about
uixty-three miles

Kitiope Valey.
Gams.bs% Exp.-

1tio.

Objet of expdi.tion to find a
,.e. through the
cascde range.
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ainoe. 22566. I do not think I have asked my question properly: I want
to find out what was the object for which you started the expedition ?
-Wo wished to got through the Cascade range on to the piateau
botween that and the Rocky Mountain range.

22567. There is a plateau east of the Cascade range, between that
and the Rocky Mountain range, which you wished to reach ?-Yos.

22568. Did you understand there was some point on that plateau
which you were to reach ?-We were to try to get through to François
Lake, I think.

Tcbf<uenyasa 22569. You think that François Lake was named as the place which
Ikhe e 1- you desired to reach ?-I could not say. Of course I never saw Mr.
tion wasto reach. Gamsby's instructions. Tochquonyala Lake was supposed to be the

summit we were to reach.
22570. Apart from any written instructions, was that understood

among the members of your party to be the objective point?-Yes;
Tochquonyala Lake, it was understood.

22571. Thon it was not François Lake ?- No; I believe though that
that was to be a continuation of that lino.

22572. At some future time François Lake was to be reached ?-Yes.

22573. But that particular expodition on which you were then
engaged was for the purpose of reaching Tochquonyala Lake ?-Yes.

They had a trae-
ing showing the 22574. You say that was generally understood among the members of
poItion of the
Tochquonyaa your party ?-Yes; we had a tracing on the map showing the position

toke, and that of the lake, and that was to be the end of our survey, I believe.
was to be the ed
ef the zurvey. 22575. Did you ail leave the steamer, or did any of your party remain

on the steamer ?-No; we ail left.

22576. Did the steamer return ?-No; the steamer anchored there
during the time we were up on the survey.

22577. Remairied within reach ? No; of course the Inletwas frozen
for twenty-tour miles. We landed on the ice, and our provisions and
everything we had to haul them on sleds up to the bead of the Inlet,
and the water was open there for about three miles. We had to take
canoes up with us.

Recognizes Map.

22578. What was the first work you did after reaching the land ?-
We took observations for latitude that afternoon, and ran about two
miles of line-instrumental survey it was.

22579. Did you follow the channel of the Kitlope ?-Yes, we fol-
lowed up to the mouth of the Kitlope.

22580. I mean at that time ?-Yos.
22581. It was understood that you were to follow the Kitlope Val-

ley ?-Yes.
22582. Have you everseen any tracingor topography of that survey?

-I made it myself.
22583. Look at the map prèduced as Exhibit No. 321: is that what

you made ?-Yes.
5r U 20'" the 22584. What do you find the latitude of the starting point?-It is
latitude of start- marked here 53° 12' 20".Ing point.
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22585. Did you take any part in ascertaining that ?-I assisted.
22586. This map also shows the ice line ?-Yes.
22587. Had you studied the nature of the difficulties to be found in

the Cascade range before you were on this expedition at ail ?-On the
Bute Inlet survey; yes.

22588. What general course did you take after yon started
to explore through the Kitlope Valley ?-Simply followed the main
valley up.

22589. What course would you call that now ?-It is south-east a
little-that is, as far as the micrometer survey went-and from that
point we started north, a littie east of north.

22590. How far do you say the micrometer method was adopted ?-
About three miles of instrumental survey and the balance was micro-
meter survey-about twenty-six miles.

25591. When you say twenty-six miles, is that from the starting
point ?-It is from the starting point to the end of the micrometer sur-
vey.

25592. Is that where it joined the Tsatsquot River?-No; that is
where it joins the south-west branch.

22593. Then did you change your direction at the end of the
twenty-six miles ?-Yes.

22594. And what direction did you then take ?-Northerly and a
little east.

22595. iow far did you go that way ?-That was track survey, and
we estimated the distance from that point to the lake that we were led
to suppose to be Tochquonyala Lake; we estimated the distance about
-eighteen miles.

22596. And did you then reach the lake which you thought was
Tochquonyala Lake ?-We wero told by the Indiars it was Tochquon-
yala Lake. We had an Indian guide with us, and he guided us to this
lake and told us it was Tochquonyala Lake.

22597. Did you have any conversation with him yourself about this
fact-whether it was Tochquonyala Lake ?-Yes.

22598. Was it with you that he had the conversation that led to this
being called Tochquonyala Lake?-With myself and Mr. Secretan.
We were both together.

22599. Was anybody else by ?-Not at that time.

22600. Then you heard all the Indian said which led to that conclu-
sion ?-Yes.

Su•veys, B. -.-
Gamsby' Expe

dition.

About
three miles of
Instrumental,
and twenty-ulx
miles micro-
meter.

An Indian guide
told hem a oer-
tain lake was
Tochquonyala.

They were talk-

2260 1. Did he tell you there was such a lake as Tochquonyala Lake, asked the Innian
or did you first talk ot it to him ?-We were talking of the Tochquonyala whiehr hm touid
Lake, and asked him whether he could take us to it, and he said he could. and he said he

22602. How ong vas this after you got to the main land ?-Wo
were detaned on the steamer some eighteen or nineteen days, that we
could not land

22603. Why ?-The ice was all honey-combed, and the rocks around
tho coast of the inlet were so steep that we could not pack up them, and
we had no way of getting up to t e Inlet until the frost set in.
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At imaano they
Leld. this conver-
ation wlth the

Indian.

22604. At last you got there ?-Yes.
22605. And it was after you got there, as I understand, that this

Indian had this conversation with you ?-That was at Kimano-that is
the Indian village.

22606. Was this one of the Indians who came on the vessel with you?
-No; he was a native. Be was one of the Kimano Indians.

22607. Were you instructed to go to this place and ascertain if any
Indian could take you to Tochquonyala Lake, or was this a matter for
your own discretion ?-We had a map, but Mr. Gamsby thought it
advisable to send an Indian with us to the lake. The Indian was also
engaged as a canoe man and packer.

22608. Was he the only Indian of the party who knew about this lake
as you understood ?-He was a native we employed for that purpose.

Nobody knew 22609. Was it necessary to employ him because nobody else of the
the lake, one
Thdia gave the party knew of the lake ?-Nobody else of the party knew.
Information.

22610. And it was this one Indian that gave yon the information?
-Yes.

22611. And you got it by going to him and asking him if ho could
point out to you Tochquonyala Lake ?-Yes; he told us when we got
to the lake that it was Tochquonyala Lake.

22612. That is not what I am asking you; I am not asking you wbat
he said when you got to the lake, I am asking you how you came te

Employed the employ him for the purpose of pointing out the lake ?-Because he
enew ere knew where it was.

lhe lake was. 22613. Am I right in saying you went to this village, Kimano, and
asked for some Indians who could tell you where Tochquonyala Lake
was ?-No.

22614. Then how did you corne to employ him ?-Because we had
his canoe and him.

22615. For what purpose ?-To get across the open water at the inlet.

The Indian 226-16. How far had you gone on your expedition when yo first
®imgoyedeala arranged with him that be should point eut the locality of Tochquon-
tion, and was yala Lake ?-We had travelled up the Inlet some twelve or fifteen miles,asked about
Tochquonyala and we found then that at the head of the Inlet the water was open,
Lake. and we had to send back for a canoe, and this man brought his canoe

along. The river was open as far up as tide water, some five or six
miles, and it was during the time he was with us then that we asked
him about Tochquonyala Lake.

22617. Could you say what yon did ask him, or what your question
was to him ?-I could not exactly, because Mr. Gamsby was the man
that questioned him first of all.

22618. Mr. Gamsby was present at first ?-L do not know. I was not
present when Mr. Gamsby first spoke to him. We were at work.

Gamsby said the 22619. Do yon say that Mr. Gamsby had a talk with him about
ni oulae this Tochquonyala Lake beforeyou had~?-Yes; Idonotknow whether

them "wlien he had talked about Tochquonyala Lake, but I judged by what Mr.
they got there." Gamsby told us when we started that we had better take this Indian

with us, because he could point out the lake to us when we got there.
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22620. As far as you know, he was the first man on the expedition ditte=.
Who discovered that this Indian could point out Tochquonyala Lake ?
-I suppose all the Indians knew it.

22621. I am not asking about how many Indians knew it, I am ask-
ing who was the first man of your party ?-I could not tell.

2-622. Who was the first person who told you, or led you to under- Gsby, wtegt
stand that this Indian could point out Tochquonyala Lake ?-Mr. witnies;to believe.
Gamsby.the Indian could.Gamsby.point ont tue

22623. Did he tell you that ?-Yes. L&keoy

22624. Then it was not from the Indian you first learned that?
-No.

22625. You say now that Mr. Gamsby first told you that this man
could point out this particular lake ?-Yes.

22626. Then there was no occasion for you to ask the Indian
whether he could do it or not ?-No.

22627. Did you ever ask him?-No; except when we were making
our track survey, we asked for information on the route where different
rivers came from, and when we came to the first small lake, he told us
that was the head water of the Kitlope. Of course we found that out
ourselves by taking barometrical heights. We came then tothis larger
lake, and that is what he told us was Tochquonyala Lake.

22628. Between this first lake which you spoke of and Tochquon-,
yala there was a height of land ?-Yes.

22629. A water-shed ?-Yes.
22630. So that this lake which you supposed te be Tochquonyala The 1Icke the

Lake emptied into a different body of water from the Kitlope River ?- a the roehem
Yes. The lake that we were told was Tochquonyala Lake emptied quonyalaemptiet
into the Tsatsquot River. Tsatsquot.

22631. What position did you occupy on that staff ?-I was topo.
grapher on that survey.

22632. Do you mean merely a draftsman, or did you use the instru-
ments of the survey ?-I was taking the topography in the field.

22633. What were the duties of the topographer ?-Showing the
mountain peaks and rivers.

22634. Did you use any instruments in the field %?-Yes; a prismatic
compass and sketch case and scale.

22635. Did Mr. Gamsby accompany you on this expedition all the Gamsby accom-
way ?-No. paned theparty

22636. Iow far did he accompany you ?-As far as to where the sanrtvotminat-
micrometer survey terminated. edor about

elghteen miles
22637. That was about eighteen miles before you reached this lake ? wtrethe l.

-Yes.

22638. Where did he go then, do yon know?-He remained in camp
here packing supplies-to take down some of the supplies.

22639. To take them down where ?-To take them down to the end
of the Inlet.

22640. He was preparing for moving back again ?-Yes.
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diton*e 2264 1. That was before the work was over ?-We were two days
gone up to this lake.

Secretan and 22642. Did he detatch more than one party for the purpose of
witflel made
trak survey, and finding Tochquonyala Lake ?-Mr. Secretan and I went first and made
Oamsby sent a this track survey, and afterwards he sent a half-breed to follow ourbalf*breeci to
follow them. footsteps.

22643. A half-bieed ?-A half-breed.
22644. That would not be an engineer-he had nothing to do with

the staff?-No; he was a workman.
22645. Did he detail any of the engineering party to do the work

besides your party ?-Only us two for the trip. We made a survey of
it, and he sent this half-breed up for some purpose, I do not understand
it.

22646. Was there any other engineer in the party a professional
man ?-Yee; Mr. White.

Uoes flot know
why White the
engineer did not
go with them.

A bare explora-
tiouR.

22647. What was his duty ?-He was leveller.
22648. Why did he not go with you: was he wanted to pack up to

go back to the Inlet ?-I do not know why he did not go.
22649. Was there no work for a leveller on that work yon were at ?

-No; they could not continue the line any further than that canyon in
winter time.

22650. Your party then was a bare exploration party ?-Yes.
22651. Not an instrumental survey?-No; not from there for the

micrometer survey. There was no necessity for sending a large party
on an expedition of that kind.

22652. Where was the necessity for taking a large party on au
expedition of this kind ?-For the purpose of packing supplies. They
made two trips, sometimes three trips a day.

22653. Upon wiat portion of this survey was there a large party
required, a party such as you took ?-From where we landed from
the steamer on the ice on the canyon.

22654. How far was that ?-The ice was frozen for twenty-four
miles, and there was twenty-six miles of survey made after that.

22655. Now for what distance over this expedition would a paity be
required of the size which you took ?-Over the whole of that distance.

22656. What distance ?-From the edge of the ice to the head of the
instrumental survey.

Thinks it was 22657. You think it was necessary to have a large party through the
fleeesary to have
,a large party. ice ?-Yes; we had not any too large a party. The survey was delayed

on account of not being able to bring up the supplies quick enough.
We kept inen at work, and detailed the balance-Indians chiefly-for
bringing up the supplies. Sometimes they made three trips a day.

22658. What was Mr. Secretan's duty ?-He was transit man.
22659. Did you ever take any observation to ascertain the latitude of

the locality yourself?-Yes.
22660. You can do that ?-Yes.
22661. Could you and Mr. Secretan do it between you ?-Yes.
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22662. And I suppose you did it when you got to Tochquonyala Ution.
Lake ?-We did not do it at Tochquonyala Lake. Did fot tale the

ILakelatitude when
22663. Where did you do it ?-At the Inlet, and the end of the instru- they a

.nental une.
22664. That is at the end of the twenty-six miles ?-Yes.
22665. Did you mark that latitude ?-I think it is marked on the

map.
22666. Upon looking at the map do you find it is marked ?-No.
22667. Why not ?-I had nothing to do with the taking of this

observation.
22668. Who took that ?-Mr Gamsby, I think.
22669. Do you know that ho took it?-I was away at the time I

think, but I heard him say that ho took one.

22670. You do not know that there was one taken ?-I am not sure.
22671. Then you and Mr. Secretan did not take one ?-Not at the

end of the twenty-six miles.
22672. Where did you take one ?-At the initial point of the work.

My work was chiefly taking this topography.
22673. I am trying to ascertain from you what was done by the rest The Tochquon-

of the staff as well as by yourself ; what direction do you say, looking AaL

at your map, that the lake you called Tochquonyala is from your aminationnearly
initial point ?-It is nearly west in a straight line. initial point or

22674. You mean nearly east ?-Yes; nearly east I mean. starting.

22675. After you and Secretan left Mr. Gamsby at the end of the
twenty-six miles, did you cross any stream which might have been
the main river, do you think-the Kitlope ?-We crossed one or two
small creeks and two larger branches, but I do not think they were as
large as the main river.

22676. Did you cross, before you came to the end of the twenty-sixth
mile, any stream which might really have been the principal stream ?
-We crossed several large streams.

22677. There is one marked on your map called the Tenaicoh or north-
west branch ?--Yes, Sir.

22678. Do you know anything about that more than is laid down on
your map ?-No; I traversed that up as far as the first canyon, about
three miles 1 should think, and returned to the camp.

22679. Was it still a large stream where you left it ?-It was falling
very raipidly there. It was a streain about sixty or seventy feet wide,
I shoîlu think there, but the main river there is 200 feet or more wide.

22680. When you say that this lake is nearly east of your starting
point at whieh you took the latitude, it is if anything a littie south of
east, is it not ?-Very little-seven or eight miles I should think.

22681. lad you with you upon this expedition any sketch or plan Had with them a
made by any person who had previously explored the locality ?-We tracin b de
had a traeiug made by Mr. Horetzky. not taire a wm

22682. Was that with you ?-Yes
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tuglon.

Thlnks that he
and Secretan had
obialned the
objeet or the expe-
dition so far as
gettng through
the Cascades, but
adds that they
did not get
through the
Cascadtes.
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22683. Did you and Socretan take that with yon ?-No; not froin.
camp.

22684. Though you and Secretan were going to find this particular
lake described by Mr. loretzky, you did not take the sketch ?-I am
not sure. Secretan may have had it.

22685. It was not wanted by the people who were going back again
by the steamer ?- We were instructed to follow up the valley of the
river that had alieady been surveyed to its source, and we followed up
that branch of it to the head waters and returned to camp, and the
following day we made a survey of the south branch, some seven or
eight miles, and came back to camp.

22686. Before you returned from this lake which you called Toch-
quonynla, to make the survey of the south branch, you had come to the
conclusion, I suppose, that the object of the expedition was attained,
had you ?-As far as getting through the Cascades there ; yes,

22687. Did you think that you had got through the Cascades thore-
that you had got into the interior plateau ?-No.

22688. Did you expect by coming back and going down this south
branch to ascertain whether you could get through the Cascades ?-
No ; it was very little use.

22689. What was the object of this survey down the south branch?
-The turn of the valley led us to believe that it went out in an
easterly direction, and we made that exploration to tind ont where the
head waters of that stream were.

22690. Did you think that you haid ttained a suficient altitude
when you got to this lake to make you beliove that yoa were near the
height of land ?-No.

Detherhey got 22691. I suppose you think now that was not the lake that you
the right lake, . intended to reach ?-I do not know, Sir ; I only go by our survey andonty goes by
survey and what the information the Indian gave us.
the Indian satd. 22692. What reason have you for thinking that was the lake yoU

werle expected to find out?-From comiparison with the sketch we
had.

22693. Anything else ?-And the Indian's information.
22694. That is, this one man's infornation ?-Yes.
22695. Did yon ever hear that man say he knew anything about the

the lake ?-The Indian ?
22696. Yes ?-Not until he pointed it out to us.

Previous to
startIng theIndian made a
sketch of the take
on the snow.

22697. Did he see the sketch that you had with you ?-No; but pro-
vions to starting ho made a sketch on the snow, showing the direction
of this and where the lake was, and the following morning we made
the track survey, and whon we reached the summit and ftind we were
falling again, we got to this lake, and ho told us that was Tochquonyala
Lake.

22698. And did you find that like the sketch ho made on the snow ?
-Yes.

22699. Then the course and the shape of the lake were both as ho
intended to show by his sketch ?-Very nearly.
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22700. Were you present when ho first said the naine of the lake
-Vas Tochquonyala ?-I was present when ho pointed it out.

22701. On the ground ?-Yes.
22702. You speak of the sketch on the snow, were you thore when

it was made ?-Yes.
22703. Did he say then the name of the lake ho sketched on the

snow was Tochquonyala Lake ?-Yes, Sir.
22704. Was Mr. Gamsby there ?-I believe so.

22705. The object of this expedition was to got to Tochquonyala
Lake, and it surely occupied your mind seriously; it was not a matter
of indifference as to where Tochquoayala Lake was; don't you remem-
ber how you came to the conclusion that this man could lead you to it?
-Nothing any further than Mr. Gamsby telling us that ho could guide
us to the lake and we were to make a track survey as we went along.

22706. Before yon left the end of the twenty-six miles anJ went
on with Secretan alone to make the track survey, as you call it,
and which I understand to be a bare exploration, did you understand
that Mr. Iloretzky or any one else had stated to Mr. Fleming that there
was a great difficulty in the neighbourhood of Tochquonyala Lake, that
for five or six miles in the neighbourhood of that lake it was almost
impossible to locate a railway, and that the object of your investigation.
was to test the correctness of that view: were you led to understand
-ail that or part of it ?-Yes; Sir.

22707. That was the principal object of your expedition ?-Yes, Sir.
22708. And was it understood that you and Secretan would go

alone and do that?-It was the intention of the party to go up provided
we got further than the canyon. We could not snow shoe up there
and draw hand sleds. The canyon is some three miles long and it is
impracticable to get provisions further up than that at that season of
the year.

22709. I understand you to say that you nover took any altitude so
as to ascertain the latitude before starting-that if anything was
-done it was done in your absence ?-I believe Mr. Gamsby took an
,observation for latitude at the end of the micrometer survey.

22710. You believe so ?-Yes, Sir.
22711. Why do you believe so ?-I have heard him speak of it.
22712. How did yA ascertain your heights ? You have given

heights to these lakes beyond this point when on the survey made by
you and Secretan ; how did you come to a conclusion about those
heights ?-Barometrical heights.

22713. Starting with what you considered to be the height ascor-
tained at tbe end of the twenty-six miles ?-That was ascertained by
level from tide water.

22714. Did you ever look yourself at this sketch which you had
with yon ?-I have seen it.

22715. Did you look at it frequently and carefully ?-Yes, Sir; and
compared it afterwards with that.

22716. And what did you find ?-There was a great difference in the
-altitudes, but not very mucli difference in the topography.

Surveys, B C.-
Gamsby's Exp.-

1ftIon.

Gamsby told
them the Indian
could guide them
b Tochq uonyala
Lake, and they
were to make a
track survey.

Knew that the
obleet or the
Investtgation was
to test aoretzky's
report.

A great difierence
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to graphy
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Tochquonyala of
Horetzky and
witness't3 Indiati.
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dlito9. 22717. Was there not considerable difference in the direction in
which these lakes were found-I mean the course of the compass ?-
Not a very great difference-I don't think.

22718. Do you say that you compared or looked at this map Pare-
fully, and studied it before you went off with Secretan on that expedi-
tion ?-I have looked at it on two or three occasions.

22719. When you started off with Secretan did you not know it was
really to ascertain whether it was correctly laid down on the sketch:
was not that the main object of your expedition ?-It was the main
object of the whole expedition.

22720. The matter depending on you and Secretan, I ask whether
you examined carefully what was shown by that sketch before you
started ?-I do not know about carefully, but I examined it two or three
times.

gketch of
Horetzky may 22721. Why did you not take it with you if it was of any interest ?
have bn wieh -It may have been with Secretan, but I do not recollect whethor he
Secretan but does a
not know. had it or not.

22722. Have yon any tracing of it now-anything that yon could
submit to us that would show the same as that sketch showed ?-I have
not it with me.

22723. Is it near here that yon know of ?-I think I have the original.
22724. Where is that ?-I do not know how it came into my posses-

sion, but some time, I suppose, it had been given to me, and 1 had for-
gotten about returning it.

22725. And where do you think it is now ?-It is in the Dominion
Lands Office.

22726. Could you get it this afternoon ?-Yes.

22727. What size is it: is it the scale of Exhibit No. 318 filed this
morning ?-No; it is a much smaller scale.

22728. Look at that carefully, and say if yon think it is the same as
Exhibit No. 318 ?-I think it is, but on a smaller scale.

22729. Were you under the control of Secretan on that occasion ?-
Yes.

22730. He was the principal one of your party ?-Yes ; next to Mr.
Gamsby.

22731. Is that anything like the shape of the lake laid down on your
little sketch as Lake Tochquonyala ?-No.

22732. Your sketch is different ?-Yes. [Witness goes for the
sketch and returns.]

Producesacopyof 22733. Can you now produce the sketch which you speak of?-
Horetzky's That is it. (Exhibit No. 322.)
aketch.

22734. Did I understand you to say that when you and Mr. Secretan
advanced beyond the end of the twenty-sixth mile upon that survey,
and started what you called a track survey, Mr. Gamsby remained
behind because he had intended to return to the Inlet ?-He intended to
return after we came back from the track survey to Tochquonyala
Lake.

1 î42.
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22735. The result of your exploration thon, had nothing to (o with a Ex...

his decision on the subject ?-It had ail to do with it.

227.36. How was that: had he docided not to return uintil yon
returned ?-He decided not to return until we came back. Cannot explainwhy Gamsby did.

22737. Then why didn't ho go with you ?-I cannot explain. not go on the
exploration to

22738. I thought you said that ho did not go with you because ho Tochquonyala.

bad to get ready to make the return ?-I Suppose that was his object in
remaining behind.

22739. But that is inconsistent with the idea that ho had not decided
to return ?-He had not decided to return until we came back.

22740. Had ho made any decision at the time you left ?-Not that I
am aware of.

22741. Thon he did not romain behind because ho had made an-
decision about returning ?-Unless it was preparing to return to the
steamer.

22742. At all events ho was not with you at the time this critical
part of the expedition was to be performed ?-No, Sir; ho did not go up
on the track surveys,

22743. I think you said that the shape of Lake Tochquonyala on this
sketch, and on the larger map which I showed you, were not similar:
will you look at them ?-My sketch and these do not agree at all.

22744. Will you look at the shape of the lakes on Exhibits Nos. 318 The shape of the
and 322 and say whether the shape is the same ?-The shape is very Toretq°yaandor
different between my sketch and that. These two sketches are similar. that0f witnoas'
I thought you referred to my topographical sketch. different.

22745. I arm asking whether the sketch which you had on your
expedition showed the shape of the lake the same as this large map of
Mr. Horetzky's (Exhibit No. 318) ?-The sketch which we had was a
tracing from Mr. Horetzky's plan, and I suppose would agree with this.

22746. Is not this one which you produce the one which you had
with you ?-No.

22747. Is it like the one that you had with you ?-I think the one
we had with us is on a larger scale than that. In fact, I think it was
a tracing from this large one of Mr. Horetzky's. (Exhibit No. 318.)

22748. Upon this sketch which you produce, and upon the one
Which you had before you in British Columbia, and upon this large one
now present of Mr. Horetzky's, Lake Tochquonyala is all described as
of a similar shape, is it not so ?-I suppose so ; yes.

22749. Is it anything like the lake which you found there, and
which you thought to be Lake Tochquonyala, in shape ?-We simply
made a track survey round the centre of the lake, some two miles I
suppose, and took the bearings towards the outlet with the compass and
returned.

22750. How long is that lake which you found ?-Three miles, as I The lake found
estimated it. fbywlno 'hreestiaiedit.miles In length,

22751. Do you say, as a matter of evidence, that the shape of it is entinshe rrrom
sha Hormanythig like the shape of the one shown in all those sketches made tht IHsei.

by Mr. Horetzky, or copied from his ?-No.
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22752. Then you must have assumed that Mr. Horetzky's sketches
were wrong as to the shape, otherwise you could not have concluded
yours was the right lake ?-The shape of the lake that we went to was
not the shape of any of these lakes shown on his sketches.

22753. Thon, did you think while you were on that spot that the
ehape shown by Mr. Horetzky's sketches was not the correct shape, or
did it enter into your head at all to discuss the shape ?-Yes.

22754. Tell me what your conclusion was ?--I thought it was not
sketched the same as the lake that wo saw.

22755. You noticed the difference in fact ?-Yes.
22756. Were there any other matters upon ivhich you noticed a dif-

ference between what was shown by Mr. loretzky's sketch and what
you found on the ground: was; there not another lake ?-The only
diflerence was the elevations of the lakes.

22757. Think again. Was there not another lake -a lake which you
thought might agree with his Beaver Lake ?-We thought the first
lake we came to on the survey was his Beaver Lake.

22758. You found a great difference in the length of that and what
you saw ?--No.

22759. Dd you not find a great difference in the length ?-I esti-
mated the length of the lake. I did not go the whole length.

22760. Did it not strike you that the lake which you took as his
Beaver Lake was really very different from the sketch of his Beaver
Lake ?-Yes.

22761. Then there was another thing which struck you as being
very different ?-Yes.

22762. Was there anything about the locality that struck you as
being different : did you not find the latitude, as laid down on his map,
of Tochquonyala Lake ?-I took no notice of it.

22763. You took no notice of the latitude ?-No.
22764. Did you see that his sketch showed it ?-Yes.

22765, Bith the sketch which you produco and the other one ?-
Yes.

22766. The lake which you called Tochquonyala and the one which
he called Tochquonyala are not in the same latitude ?-We took no
observation ; we had no instruments.

22767. But could you not tell from the last one which had been taken
at the end of thetwenty-six miles, that it was impossible for you to be in
the same latitude as was shown by his sketches for Lake Tochquon-
yala ?-I did not know what the latitude was there. Mr. Gamsby took
some observations there and that is t he only thing I know about the
latitude.

22768. Could you not say what the latitude was at the end of the
track survey ?-I could not from memory,

22769. You do not find it recorded in your topographical sketch ?
-No.

22770. It has been shown that the lake which you found was some
eighteen English miles south of the true Tochquonyala Lake, and I
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thought that perbaps you could have discovered that without having dation.

a very exact measuremont, or observation, that if you looked at bis
sketch, and had seen the locality of his lake, you would know that
you were not in the same locality: you say that did not occupy yo*r
mind ?-Yes; it did while we were out there.

22771. Thon it did, occupy your mind ?-Yes.

22772. Then you must have found the latitude of bis lake, or you
could not have compared it ?-I know the two surveys did not agree at
all. Our survey of that lake and bis did not agree in any way.

22773. Did you know while you were there on the spot that you Knewthat they
were not in the same locality that his sketch showed Lake Tochquon- loca ya ren
yala to be in ?-Yes, we knew we were in a different locality; but we Horetky lake,

imagined we wore right. they were right.

22774. Since that expedition was the matter discussed among the
staff ?-Yes.

22775. What was the general opinion as to the matter ?-The general
opinion bas been that this Tochquonyala Lake of Mr. Horetzky's was
not in the right place.

22776. Where ought it to have been according to their opinion ?--
Where we showed it. I do not pretend to be a judge of the matter,
because I was not responsible altogether for that.

22777 Do you mean that you have corne to the conclusion now that
this lake shown by Mr. Horetzky in latitude 530 22' is not the real
Tochquonyala ?-I do not care about expressing any opinion on that
point.

22778. You see it is necessary for us, if there is any mistake, that we
should ascortain where it is, and that it should fall upon the right
shoulders, and you, having been upon the survey, should give your
opinion ?-As far as Mr. Horetzky's map guided us we came to the
conclusion that it was not in the right position-that is Lake Toch-
quonyala. That is a sketch showing the road, and we followed that up
to the best of our ability to find out what was Tochquonyala Lake.

22779. I suppose you do not mean to say that thero is not a lake
there where Mr. Iloretzky shows Tochquonyala Lake to be ?-J do
not suppose it is in that position.

22780. But you think there is a lake up in that locality ?-Yes.
22781. In latitude 53° 22' ?-I do not know about the latitude.
22782. I mean about the latitude 53° 22': do you say you think

there is not a lake there; have you any means of knowing whether
there is a lake there or not ?-I have not.

Has no means of
knowing whether
there le a lake
where Horetzky
states the real
Tohquonyala t
be or flot.

22783. I suppose you have no opinion on that subject thon ?-No;
not about the latitude.

22784. Have you any opinion as to whether there is a lake about
latitude 53° 22' ?-If I saw my own sketch I might be able to tell.

22785. Here is your own sketch (handing a map to witness) ?-No;
I have no means of knowing whether there is a lake in 530 22'.

22786 You have no opinion on that subject ?-No.
50*
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227ý7. Then if there is a lake there you think it is not the Lake
Tochquonyala, but it has some other name, or has no name-is that
what you mean?-Yes ; that it must be some other lake.
1 22788. Mr. lHoretzky in his report, before you went on the expedi-

tion, said he found a lake without any name, but ho gave it the name
of 'ochquonyala himseif : do you know anything about that ?-That
lake is called after an Indian chief. The Tochquonyala Lake that I
show on my sketch is called after an Indian chief of that name.

22789. Who told you that?-The Indians.
22790. More than one ?-Well, I suppose.

Iedit 'en 2:!791. Why do you say yon suppose; don't you know ?-Ine)Ut" that i elake up to which talking with the Indians we often got into conversations that I do not
thqy surveye4
wM called after quito recollect; but I have heard it given out that that lake we sur-
lm Indian Chde,
'Tochquonyala, veyed up to was called after an Indian chiot, Tochquonyala.

22792. That was after you discovered it you heard that ?-No.
227:3. Before you went up ?-Before we went up.
22794. Was it from this same man who guided you there ?-He was

one; and other Indians I have heard mention the same.
22795. Before you went to discover this lake which you say you

discovered, did you ever hear from any Indian source, except this one
man who went with you, that that was Lake Tochquonyala?-No other
Indian went up with us but this one.

22791. That is not my question : you might have spoken to many
Indians before you started ?-I had heard it described the way the
Indians mentioned-that a trail led up to it.

22797. That was before you started ?-Yes.
22798. Where was that ?-Either at Kimano or at the head of the

Inlet.
22799. Then you must have spoken about it to several persons before

you went up ?-Probably. *
22800. I understood you to say that as to the locality yon only had

knowledge of it from one peison : I asked you several questions
on that subject, and I understood you to say that it all came from one
man who went with you, and who could point it out to you; that Mr.
Gamsby had spoken to him about it before, and said that he was the
man who knew where the lake was ?-He was one of the Indians who
knew where the lake was.

22801. Did you know that Mr. Hloretzky had been near that locality
a year and a half or two years before ?-1 knew from bis having made
the sketch.

22802. Do you know that he had taken an Indian with him by the
name of Tochquonyala, and had called the lake after him ?-I do not
know anything about that, but I heard that the lake was called after
an Indian chief of that name.

22803. If it be true that Mr. Horetzky found a lake where one is
shown on bis sketch, at latitude 53° 22', and that ho named it Lake
Tochquonyala, I suppose it ls clear that that is not the lake which you
found ?-We fbllow Mr. Horetzky's sketch, showing where the best
line of road was to be found, and when we arrived at this lake it was
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called Tochquonyala, we came to the conclusion that it was not in a
Correct position.

22804. Now, looking at his sketch there-&e large one, or the
sInaller one you had with you-do you say that you were ever in the
locality where he shows that lake to be, or within sixteen miles of it ?
-All I have to say is, we followed the Kitlope Valley up to its source,

and found that lake as sketched, but not in the same position nor the
sane shape.

22805. But did you follow any stream in the same direction as the
stream shown on bis map ?-Yes.

22806. Do you think your track survey was along a stream running
in that direction ?-The stream, as shown on Mr. Horetzky's map, is
incorrect-this stream, the Kitlope.

22807. Why do you say that ?-Because we made a micrometer
survey of it.

22808. But you were never in that locality-not within many miles
of it ?-The Kitlope River?

22809. Yes, the Kitlope River ?-We followed the Kitlope River up
to its source.

22810. Who saw its source ?-1 did.

22811. Where was that ?-A small lake shown on my sketch.

22812. You remember that you passed some large bodies of water,
did you not ?-Yes, and explored them- further up.

22813. I suppose some of them went further up than You explored:
might not that bo one of the branches shown on this map of Mr.
Horetzky's?-It inight have been, but not the main river.

22814. But you did not follow them up far enough to compare them
and say which was the main river ?-I did as well as I was able to for
the time allowed me.

22815. How long were you away after you left the head of the
party, Mr. Gamsby, before you returned ?-Two days.

22816. I suppose, before you started on that expedition, you or Mr.
Secretan mult have come to the opinion that Mr. Horetzky's sketches.
were wrong because the altitude also was wrong ?-Yes.

22817. How far had you gone before you discovered it ?-About five
.or six miles up.

22818. What was that mistake ?-The elevation of the first lake.
22819. What was the mistake about that ?-Cpmparing the elevation

that we found with Mr. Horetzky's elevation, we found a great differ.
-ence.

IS~!V*7U, ~sCw-
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22820. His sketch showed about 1,100 feet, did it not ?-Yes.

22821. And what did your lake show ?-It is on the map there. I
think it is some fifteen feet about. Just a little above the 1žead of tide
water.

22822. How far fron tide.water ?-About a mile or a mile and a-
half.
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*sansobysflipe-dltiion 22823. And you tho ht it possible that that lake which you found
Thou t that the a mile or a mile and a alf above tide water, at an elevation of fifteen
)ake he found at fèe
anelevatont feet, might have bec be lake which he discovered inland at a height
lfteen feet wa8 of 1,100 feet ?-We all supposed it.the sane as

covere at ds 22824. That was after the start, a mile or a mile and a-half?-No ;
elevation of 1,100 the tide water follows the river up there some four or five miles.
freet.

22825. It was a comparatively short distance ?-Yes.

22826. Near the Beaver Lake, in Mr. floretzky's sketch, which you
had with you, at the south end, a spur of mouîntain is shown, and the
dotteà line shows a projected line for the railway ?-Yes.

22827. Did you find such a epur as that near this lake which you
found to be fitteen feet bigher than tide water, and near the south end ?
-I was not at the south end of the lake.

Did not reason 22828. Then how could you suppose, where he shows as plainly as
celdistcatan, his sketch shows, such a spur at, the south end of the lake, that you
Io follow the had got to that lake, though there was no such spur : did youKitlope Valley. reason over those matters at all ?-No; our instructions were to follow-

the Kitlope Valley.
22829. Were you guided to any extent by the sketch which had

been furnisbed from Mr. Horetzky's drawings ?-Not in any other way
'than by the name of that river which we, of course, presumed to run
into the head of Gardner Inlet, and we started our survey from the
head of Gardner Inlet and followed the main valley up.

22830. In order to believe your survey, or your discovery, to be cor-
rect, it must have been necessary to believe all the data which ho had
given to be incorrect; the altitude, the shapes of the lakes, the distances
between them, the shape of the mountains and the latitude; all those
things must have been wrong in order to make yourselves right, was
it not so ?-As far as the latitude is concerned, careful latitudes were
taken at the head of the Inlet.

22831. But was that consistent with his latitude at Tochquonyala
Lake ?--No.

A Complete 22832. Then does it not follow, that in order to make yourselves
atagnm right every material datum connected with bis dis mustbetween the two Wrgytmustcobr
eketches. shown to have been wrong ?-As far as the Kitlope is concerned i

think it must have been wrong.

22833. Was there any one of the material data of bis map consistent
with yours being right ?-No; there is a difference between them.

22834. Is there any one of thera: is there any in the altitudes ?-Yes.

22835. Is there any In the latitudes ?-There is a difference between
the two sketches altogether.

22836. Is it not necessary that all the material data which bis sketch
shows must have been wrong in order to make yours right ?-I do not
say that it is all wrong.

22837. Perhaps you will not say that yours is right: I am enquir-
ing whether any one of his material data is consistent with the data
in your proposition, or are they entirely in conflict ?-They are entirely
in conflict.
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2283à. What time of the year did you end that expedition ?-In the datten
early part of April. Ended expedttion

ln AprIL.
22839. Did you returu then to Victoria ?-Yes.
22840. Were you employed afterwards on the Pacific Railway sur-

vey ?-Yes; I was up on the location of the North Fraser River to
Tête Jaune Cache that summer.

22841. As far as you saw upon this particular expedition was Mr.
Gamsby attending to his work always or did he neglect it ?-I do not
,think he neglected it.

22843. Is there any other matter connected with either this'parti-
cular survey or any other surveys that you thirik you ought to give
'evidence upon ?-No; I have no evidence that would be of any interest.

22843. Do you remember having any conversation with Mr. Horetzky
after this survey was over, bere in Ottawa, in which you led him to
junderstand, or wished him to understand, that you thought you were Foundin making
ail wrong in your conclusions upon that survey; that you had made a a P map t et ho
mistake, and had gone to the wrong place ?-I had some conversation, survey ana
and always thought there was a great difference between his survey and agre'e. ''
ours, and in reducing this afterwards to fit it on the map in British
Columbia that I was making, I could not get either his or mine to
agree.

22844. You could not get one or other of them to agree-.you mean
to agree with the general map or to agree witti each other ?-With the
general .map. The latitude taken at the head of Gardner Inlet by
Mr. Secretan also differed from the chart latitude. Of course the
chart containing the map of Gardner Inlet was a coast survey.

22845. That was principally for the purposes of navigation ?-Yes;
it was similar to a track survey on land.

OrTAwAjTaesday 5th July, 1881.

CHARLES RoRETZKY's examination continued: HORETZKYi

By the Chairman :- KAmoe Vaner.
22846. I understand that you desire toadd something to your former

evidence ?-I hand in reduced copy of the two plans, the one by myseif
in 1874, the other by Mir. Gamsby in 1876.

22847. When you say by Mr. Gamsby do you mean the tracing by
Mr. McNicol which was produced by him the other day in your
presence ?-Yes ; that is the one I mean. (Exhibit No 323.) With
regard to the survey depicted in that map, performed by myseif in
1874, I should like to make the following statement: the expedition
of 1874 left fictoria on the 19th of May, and returned to Victoria by
the 24th of"January, 1875, being absent eight and one-third months. -

a'22848. You mean the expedition uuider your chtrge ?-Under myself cost of wltness'a
The total cost for supplies, wages and cash was $2,11.13. The pro- expedition.

portion chargeable to the survey for the sloop's charter was in ail prob-
ability (I am not able to get at the exact items) two-thirds of the whole
4r 8533.-
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22849. You arrive at that I suppose by a per diem rate ?-By a per
diem rate and by the usual rate of wages on that coast at that time.
For instance the sloop was manned by two men, each man would prob-
ably get $50 per month, and I presume that the sloop's charter was
worth about $50 per month too. That would be 8150 per month. I
think that is a pretty fair estimate. The total cost thon of this expe-

cost or witnesse's dition, taking those figures, would be $2,645.13. The localities sur-
3s e1ono veyed, irrespective of the coastng voyages, were: the Kimano River,

seven days time occupied ; the Kitimat River, fourteen days; the Lacha-
ques River, ton days; the north.Fork of River Tsatsquot,twelve days; the
middle Fork of the Tsatsquot River, twenty days ;-those two last apply
to the survey shown upon the map that I now hand in-the Kems-
quit River, ton days; total number of days actually employed in land
survey, seventy-three days. The survey of the whole of the Tsatsquot
Valley depicted in the reduced map now submitted was made in thirty-
two days or '438 of the whole time (seventy-three days), the propor-
tionate cost of which is $1,158.51, according to the above figures, or at
the rate of 839.32 per day. The above estimate does not include my
salary or travelling expenses from Ottawa to Victoria and back.

.aunsby'9s 22850. I understand that this plan which you now submit shows two.
dition. distinct fields of operations, one under your charge and the other under

Mr. Gamsby's charge ?-Yes.

22851. That one which was under Mr, Gamsby's charge, as I under-
stand you, is shown upon this m·ip at the same locality-that is the
same latitude-as mentioned on the sketch by Mr. McNicol, one of his.
party ?-Yes; it is a true copy of the sketch to which Mr. McNicol
referred in bis evidence.

22852. And the field of operations under you is shown upon this
present sketch in the same latitude as that shown upon your larger
sketch now in the Department of Railways ?-Yes; it is also a true,
copy of the plan referred to in the last evidence.

Plan submitted
makes it clear
twiot he rountry
examtlned by

Gmbiy wa ot
< 0 tn by

22F53. Then this plan makes it apparent that the examination by
Mr. Gamsby over the country laid down upon bis sketch may be just
as he showed it, and that that fact is not inconsistent with the correct-
ness of your former operations as described in your report and sketch ?
-Oh, certainly not inconsistent. I believe that Mr. Gamsby's survey
so far as it went was &ccurate. I have not the slightest doubt of it s0
far as the actual survey was concerned, and you will observe also that
the terminal point of Mr. Gamsby's survey coincides with the known
and well marked point in my survey-coincides within twenty-five
seconds of latitude or 2,500 feet, a very, very close approximation, even
by instrumental surveys.

22854. is that the junction of the Tsatsquot ?--Yes; my canoe camp.
22855. Is there anything further that you wish to state by way pf

evidence ?-No, Sir, I do not thir.k it. I did not come prepared with
any further explanations regarding that map and the cost of that
survey.

22856. This last sketch by you shows that there was a break in the-
examination of a portion of the Kitlope River, that is to say on the
stream which is laid down on Mr. McNicol's map as a branch, and
which you lay down as the main body of the river?-I think it is the
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main body of the river, owing to the distance which the source is away
from the point of confluence.

22857. How did you come to the conclusion that the portion of the
river near yonr Tochquonyala Lake was really a portion of Kitlope
River ?-Because it could not be a branch of the Tsatsquot River, and
the Indians I had with me were Indians who had passed all their lives
in that locality, and after repeated cross-questioning I could come to no
other conclusion but it was the main Kitlope.

22858. Were there any personts living in the locality, or was it Region or Toch-
entirely uninthabited ?-Oh, quite uninhabited. I may also add another u°hb***
reason which established the correctness of the view that that was the
Kitlope. The Indian, Tochquonyala, who accompanied me, and who had
lived during all his life between the Gardner Inlet and Dean Canal,
told me that years before the usual route, from the Kitope Village at
the heid of Gardner Canal to the interior plateau, was by following the
branch indicated by me in my plan as the Kitlope.

22859. Where did you start from to reach that Kitlope River that
you surveyed : what part of the sea coast ?-I started from Dean Canal.

22860. Where is the Kitiope Village ?-The Kitlope Village is at the
head of Gardner Canal.

22861. llow did you come to know that the Indian, Tochquonyaia,
who left the Dean Canal with you was an inhabitant of the village on
the Gardner Canal? -He had passed his life between the two villages,
so I understand He had lived some years, so he told me, at the Gard-
ner Inlet.

22862. Where did you pick him up ?-I picked him up at the head
of Dean Canal. He was a man who had accornpanied me in the two
expeditions I mado to Talchelkin Lake and the Tochquonyala Lake.

22863. During the same season ?-During the same season.

22864. After going north-easterly up to Tsatsquot Valley you came
to the height of land between the Tsatsquot River and the waters
beyond ?-Yes; I came to the water.shed between the waters flowing
into the Gardner Canal and the Dean Canal, and the moment we arrived
there Tochquonyala and the Indians who where with me said: " This
lake (Beaver Lake) flows into the Kitlope." That was before I had
got to the lower end of it to see for myself. I saw afterwards that they
were right.

22865. Well, if by any chance this river which is near your Beaver
Lake should not be a portion of the Kitlope River, thon that would
account for the mistake of the Gamsby party, would it not ?-Oh yes,
it would, but what other river could it be? It is clearly not a portion
of the Dean Canal, the Tsatsquot River and it flows south-westerly
towards the sea.

22866. Do you understand that Mr. Gamsby was directed to survey Gamabydirected
up the Kitlope River for a particular lake ?-Yes; for Tochquonyala K&ttlope r for
Lake. Tkchquonyala

22867. If it should tuén out that the water which you call the Kit-
lope River was not the Kitlope River, then ho would be following
correctly his instructions by gong up the river he did, and not up the
river which you named ?-Ye; I have no doubt. Ho was instructed
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Gamaby9nExpe-

Beasons why

xamlned theitrte Kitiope.

to go to Tochquonyala Lake by the Kitiope, and I was told, upon the
best living authority there, and everything in the topography of the
country depicted on the nap now goes to show there could be no
mistake about it. In any case, had Mr. Gamsby followed the dotted
line there, followed the Kitlope River, the branch in which there is a
break in the examination of the country-had be followed that line his
expedition would still have been abortive, because ho could not have
got up from the levelof Beaver Lake to Lake Tochquonyala. It would
have been utterly impossible; the distance was too short, six miles, to
a raise of 2,000 feet.

22868. You mean the railway could not have got up ?-The rail-
way could not.have got up. That is the reason why, when I sum-
marized my report, why 1 dismissed the subject at once by the para-
graph which I read to you in my last evidence. 1 told Mr. l, leming
the difference in altitude was so great in a short distance it could not
be the Kitlope, and I told him and explained to him dietinctly that the
other branch of the Kitlope arose away to the west of the Tsatsquot
River, so it could not be of any service.

22869. There is no other river of that description that flows into the
Gardner but the Kitlope ?-Not thut I am aware of. There may be
other rivers westward flowing into the Gardner Canal, but they would
be necessarily very small rivers, because there are but two large rivors,
the Kitlope and the Kimano. In fact, I believe that there are no other
rivers. Any other streams that flow into the Gardner Canal are mere
glacial turns.

22870. And tributaries of one of these main rivers ?-No, indepen-
dent streams.

22871. Reaching the ocean without joining the Kitlope or the
Kemano ?-From the locality, although I did not descend to the portion
depicted on the map, I am morally convinced, and I have the Indian
testimony-they had no object in telling me a lie about it-I am
morally convinced it was the Kitlope. Another reason why I inferred
that that branch of the Kitlope shown on my map as eoming from
Beaver Lake, was the Kitiope proper, was from the fact that the
water-shed of the Cascade range approaches, 1 should say, anyhow,
within twenty miles of the Gardner Canal to the westward. Conse-
quently, that stream could not fall into the Gardner Canal at any other
point but at the Kitlope. It could not fall into the Gardner Canal at
the north or westward.

22872. The shape of the country between the water-shed and the
known portion of the Kitlope River made it necessary that this stream
which you call the Kitlope should tind its way down to the known
body of the Kitiope before it reached Gardner Canal ?-Yes, certainly;
everything pointed to that conclusion. Of course never having seen
it, never having travelled down it, I cannot say more.

22873. The figures which you have given relate to the expense of
your expedition over the portion of country shown by this map ?-
Certainly, to my own only.
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-PREDERICK BRAUN, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-

22874. What is your office in the Department of Railways and
Canals ?-Secretary.

22875. Chief Secretary ?-Secretary, Sir, to the Department of Rail-
Ways and Canals.

22876. Have you occupied that office since the establishment of this
Department ?-I was Secretary to the Department of Public Works
before the division took place.

22877. The same office ?-The same office.
22878. Then you have been Secretary, from the time of the beginning

of the Pacifie Railway, in the Department which managed the matters
of that railway ?-Yes; I have been Secretary since 1864.

22879. Would you describe, generally, what part you have taken in
the matters connected with the Canadian Pacifie Railway ?--l could
not.

22880. Have you corresponded about the contracts, for instance ?-
-No; except by instructions of the Minister. I carried out the iiistruc-
tions received, and received communications from parties addressed to
the Department.

22881. Has it been your duty to do anything in your own discretion
or always under orders ?-No, except routine matters, which I would
do myself; but where any instructions were necessary, I always acted
under instructions.

22882. As to routine matters, could you mention the principal ones
which you have attended to connected with this Pacifie Railway ?-
Received communications addressed to me as Secretary; acknowledged
the receipt of same ; furnished blanks to whatever parties required
them, that were under my charge-anything connected with usual
offlee work. I do not think there was aniything else.

22883. As to communications addressed to you upoin business con-
nected with the Pacifie Railway, what was your general course con-
cerning such communications ?-After receiving then I had them
entered by a clerk-proper entries made in a book-aiid then laid them
before the Deputy.

secretary
Ciways and
Canal@.

Always acted cm
tnstructions.

22884. Do you rnean Deputy Secretary or Deputy of the Minister ? Minister and
-The Deputy ot the Minister, who in turn brought them before the Deputy hav1nx
Minister, and I suppose thoy discussed the subjects contained in those jetndora,
communications, and entered their instructions on the face of the paper on®the fae o
when it came back to me to carry out those instructions. document relat-

ing to It and sent
22885. When you say on the face of the paper, do yo'u not mean it aek to witnem

endorsed ?-Yes; endorsed as in the paper now exhibited (producing instretions
an official document). carried out.

22886. Is it your practice to note, in writing, the time of the receipt
of each communication ?-Not in writing, Sir, but I have a stamp which
I alter every day as to date, and when a paper is received I stamp the
date of the receipt. There are some papers ad:Iressed, for instance, to
the Deputy. He has no stamp, and if it does not corne to me of course
it will not bear the stamp. When it does come to me it is stamped,
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Oommunications
taken to Deputy.

22887. Do I understand that the communications concerning the
business ot the railway would be taken by you to the Deputy
Minister ?-To the Deputy, Sir.

22888. Thon you do not communicate directly with the Minister
himself, as a rule ?-No; except in the absence of the Deputy.

2Z889. I suppose the practice is that you answer those communi-
cations as Secretary, and from some instructions which you get either
from the Deputy Minister or the Minister himself?-Yes.

22890. How are those instructions communicated to you ?-Gener-
ally they are on the face of the paper or on slips of paper brought in
by a messenger, or verbal.

How letters are 2â891. Then there is no fixed rule that they should be in writing-I
answered. mean the instructions to you ?-No.

22892. When the instructions are verbal, do you yourself make any-
writing concerning the substance of them?-If there is a paper I do.

22893. I am asking now as to the occasions when they are verbal ?
-Well, I say if there is a paper I will write down the instructions, but
if there is none I may be instructed to write to the party who bas not
written, on some matters connected with the affair.

22894. That is, about matters concerning which there is no paper
existing at the time ?-Yes.

22895. But if it should be in answer to another letter, then you would
have the original letter, and tipon that you would note the substance of
any instructions which would be given to you verbally ?-Yes; I would,
as a rule.

A register of 22896. Is there any book of record kept in your office in which you
eera elIved note from day to day the subjects upon which you have received

communications, and also subjects upon which you have written letters ?
-We keep a register of letters received daily, and of letters sent daily.

22897. Do you sometimes attend upon the Minister himself concern-
ing those matters, in the presence of the Deputy ?-When I am sent
for.

22898. Ras it been about the railway matters that you have occasion-
ally been there with the Deputy, or by yourself, when the Deputy was
in the city ?-Yes, no doubt. lt is ever so many years; of course-

22899. Then upon those occasions you would yourselt receive in the
presence of the Minister instructions concerning matters ?-Yes.

22900, And upon such occasions would you also note upon any
written document, if there was one, what the instructions were ?-Yes.

Daner e- 22901. You remember a telegram being sent concerning s.'me work
*.at s* upon the North Pembina Branch proper-I mean sent by you. I think

I wrote you a line asking you upon what authority you telegraphed
the substance of it as you did ?-Yes.

22902. And your answer was that you had reason to think it was
by instructions from the Minister ?-Yes.

22903. Are you still of that opinion ?-Yes.
anowa ho would 22904. What reasons have you now for thinking so ?-The reasot

age or any m- thbat I know isI would not send a message of any importance without
PoO'S°w1thout instructions.
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22905. Is that all the reason you have ?-Yes. Ojktct 5 A.

22906. That would be, thon, the reason of your own infallibility ? The reasonwhy
-No; it would be only carrying out the rala by which I have been se"ou h
guided since I have been in office. without Instrue-

tions because
2907. But if it happened that you made a mistake, thon that would doing thty would

be an exception to the rule ?-No; I do not say that I might not make rule which bas
a mistake, but 1 would not send a message without instructions. always guided

22908. Have you any record of that matter in your Department now
so as to refresh your memory on the subject ?-1 could look it up.

22909. Did you not look it up at the time I sent a letter to you ?
-Yes.

22910. Do you remember that you found some trace of the author-
ity ?-I must have replied at the time.

22911. Your reply was not definite. Your reply was that you had
reason to believe that you were instructed by the Minister-you did
inot say by the Deputy Minister or any one else, but by the Minister ?
-Yes.

22912. I suppose the matter has been discussed in your Department
-this matter upon which I am now questioning you ?-About this
telegram ?

22913. Yes ?-I suppose so.
22914. Are you in doubt about it ?-L would not say positively with-

out looking over the papers, at what period this took place.

22915. Has there been no discussion among the principal persons in
your Department on this subject in your presence ?-Not that I am
aware of-not that I remember of at least.

22916. I will endeavour to refresh your memory on the sub-
ject, and perhaps you will be able to recall some discussion. An
Order-in-Council was passed authorizing Mr. Whitehead to do
certain work upon the North Pembina Branch at rates fixed
in the Oider for two of the principal items, one being the earth work,
and the rates for two other items wero also fixed in the Order, and
nothing more was said as to the rest of the work to be done;
but a telegram was sent by you to Mr. Rowan to the effect
that Mr. Whitehead was to go on and make the branch,
naming the rates that were named in the Order-in-Council upon two of
the items,and that upon all the other items ho was to get the prices for
section 15 which was a very high-priced contract. The consequence
of that was that ho got an exceedingly high price for off-take ditches, Renember -the
among other things-about double what it could ha've been done for by ?d1i{e"ueir
public competition-and it becomes a question how that telegram was relating to prices
sent covering items which were not covered in the Order of the Privy aontract No.

Council ?-I remember the circumstance.
22917. Is it fresher in your mind now than it was when you spoke

first ?-Yes; 1 remember the circumstance now. I remember the Order-
in-Council now and the telogram.

22918. Please describe it ?-I would like to refer to the papers. I
believe I can find something to connect the despatch, too.

22919. Do you think you did find some writing ?-I think I will.

f/55
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22920. I called your attention to it before, and I understand you
made a search then ?-Yes ; I must have made a search then.

22921. You do not remember now what the result of the search
was ?-No, but I believe that I will find some paper on it.

22922. In addition to writing to you, I think I spoke to you in your
Department on this subject ?-Yes.

annort say what 22923. You are not able to say now wlat you had thon as the autho-
authorfty he had
for this telegram. rity for' your tolograni ?-No.

Tendering-
Practtce of

Depamtnt.

Date of recelpt
tamped on oen-

-velope, and the
are fut byuntll
the ast day for
receivIng them
wben he hands
tbern ln to t.he
Deputy MinIster.

Witness the arst
per no randie

hetenders.

Oenerally pre-
sent when
tenders opened.

22924. Do you say that it is your duty to open, as I understand it,
all communications addressed to you officially as Secretary ?-Yes.

22925. Does that cover ail tenders for works ?-No; I should except
tenders. The tenders are narked on the fiace tender for certain work,
and I stamp the date for receipt on the envelope itself, and I put those
by until the day of reception-that is, the lait day. Then I take them
in to Mr. Trudeau unopened.

22.>26. Is that the invariable practice, or is it only general ?-Invari-
ably, Sir. I may open a tender inadvertently, in case there is nothing
to show that it is a tender, or anything but an ordinary communication.

22927. What is the object of stamping the envelopes in which tenders
come ?-It is usually the time of receipt.

22928. Why is that necessary ?-Questions as to time of arrival
might arise. Some tenders are received after the time, say afternoon.
They generally fix the time of day when they are to be received, say
afternoon, or after the arrivai of the eastern and western mails. The
stamp shows the date ot' the arrivai ; the post office stamp, when the lot-
terq have been mai led, will show the date also of its being sent. I put
P.M. inder in writing if it is reeeived in the afternoon.

229219. Do you mean that you have a iways handled the tenders before
any one else-that is, when t hey come in envelopes marked tenders ?-
Yes.

22930. Yon are the first person to dispoe of them in any way ?-Yes.

22931. And on each one you mark the hour of receipt by you ?--Not
the hour.

22932. The day ?-Yes; the day if it is up to noon. Of course any
received before noon is merely stamped with the day, and if it is after-
noon I put P.M. under the stamp.

22933. Whon these are afterwards opened you are not always pre-
sent, but sometimes you have been present ?-Not always, but generally.

22934. You are generally one of the parties in whose presence they
are opened ?-Generally.

22935. Is the use of the envelopes over thon, or are they still kept
after that ?-They are kept, generally.

Envelors
ge'nraN ykeptin 22936. Why are they kept ?-On that account: to see the date of the

order to show the receint.
-date of receipt. r

22937. Do I understand you to say that it is intended in the Depart-
ment to keep them after the time of opening ?-They are kept some
considerable time after in many cases.

a ailway Car
*truc.jne-

('ontract 5 A.
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22938. And with the ostensible object of showing. the hour or time Departms.
of day in case there ever should b3 a dispute about it ?-Yes, that is it.

22939. Are they given back to you, as Secretary, after they are
opened by some of the other officials ?-The envelopes you allude to ?

22940. All ?-No; the tenders remain with the Deputy until one of
them is accepted, and the terms, at least the contract, entered into.
Then they are handed to me, and I see that they are endorsed and treated
like other papers.

22941. When they are handed back to you are all the papers
connected with each tender, as you understand it, handed back to you ?
-Yes.

22942. And the envelopes with them ?-Envelopes with them.

22943. Now, between the time of the receipt of the tenders by you
and the stamping the time of such receipt, what care is taken of
them up to the time they are opened ?-I put them in a pigeon
hole.

22944. What sort of a pigeon hole: do you menu in a safe or in the Places tenders in
open office ?-I mean in a cupboard under a Chubb lock. a cuphoard under

a (Jhubb Iock.
22945. In your office ?-Yes; in my office. Generally the tenders are

accompanied with choques-to order, of course.

22946. You have the key of that cupboard ?-I have.
22947. Any one else ?-No one else.
22948. You are not aware that any one else in your Department has

a key that opens it ?-No; they have not. I could always see if any-
one had tried to open it, because if they had I couldnot open it. Ihave
got to reverse the movement.

22949. Could any one else reverse the movement ?-No; they would
not have the key.

22950. But if they had a key ?-Yes ; of course. It is a safety leck.
22951. Is there a second key to it anywhere ?-No, Sir.
22952. What other papers are kept in that cupboard ?-Private

papers.
22953. Your own private papers ? -Yes, my own private papers.
22954. It is not one of the officia] depositaries ?-No, Sir.
22955. Then, in fact, the tenders are in your private custody from

the time they are received until they are opened ?-Yes.

Keeps private
paper. In the
samne cuphoard.

22956. You are individually in charge of them ?-I arn individually witness Indi.
in charge of them. They are addressed to me. vldualny In

charge of tenders.
22957. Have you never known the cupboard to be left open by acci-

dent ?-No.
22958. Have you ever known any papers to have been seen or

touched in your absence ?-Not out of that cupboard.
22959. I mean out of that cupboard ?-No; because I always carry

the key about with me.
22960. But if you had left the cupboard open by accident, that would

not prevent any person from touching them ?-No.
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22961. But you say yon are not aware of any person having seen or
touched those papers in your absence ?-No ; nor am I aware of ever
missing anything out of that cupboard.

22962. You are aware, of course, that the tenders do not always
come through the Post Office to you ?-No.

22963. They are sometimes handed into you ?-Yes, handed in;
very frequently handed in.

22964. I suppose you treat them in the same way that you treat
others that come through the post ?-The same way.

22965. Has it happened that sometimes tenders have come to you
without the envelope being marked as a tender ?-Yes, that has hap-
pened very often.

22966. In those cases yoit open the tenders, I suppose, without
knowing what it is?-Yes, without knowing; then I make a note on
the face of it and stamp it, and treat it then as a tender.

22907. But, of course, you become aware yourself of the contents ?-
Of course, I could.

22968. You have, have you not ?-I do not think so. Those tenders
are made at schedule rates, and I would not have the quantities there
to make up.

22969. But the tenders generally have the quantities with them, and
are moneyed out so as to give the gross surn as well as the rate ?-Yes.

22970. But you say you have not become acquainted with the con-
tents of any of the tenders in that way ?-Yes; I do say that.

22971. Have you ever had any overtures made to you connected
with any of the tenders for the purpose of disclosing the substance of
thern to any one ?-Well, I could hardly say, Sir; I do not think that any
serious attempt of the kind bas ever been made. Contractors will try,
of course, to get information. They do it in an indirect manner, but I
do not remember that any ever approached me deliberately to obtain
information, nor do I remember ever having given any information in
connection with the works of that nature.

22972. Have yon ever, either intentionally or unintentionally, com-
municated to any one the contents, or what you considered to be the
contenta, of any tender in the Department ?-No, Sir.

22973. Or of any part of any tender ?-Or of any part of any tender.
I suppose the quetion covers tenders before receipt-I mean before the
time of opening, and also before the time of entering into contract.

22974. I mean so as to give any person tendering any advantage
over another ?-No, Sir; never.

22975. Or to give any person who might tender any advantage over
another ?-No, Sir; never.

22976. Are yon aware of any such information having been given by
any one connected with your Department ?-Pèrsonally, no, Sir. I am
not aware, personally, of any.

22977. Is it the habit upon the opening of tenders to record each one
in some book or some writing in the order in whioh they are opened ?
-As they are opened they are marked by the Deputy, And the veputy



78ays " openel in the presence of --. " He signs, and if another me.
'officer is present besides himself he signs, and I sign last-that is on
the face.

22978. That is on the general schedule is it not ?-No; that is on the
back of the tender itself, and the date is entered also; and besides that
a list is made. There is a letter. We call this tender A, an when
the last are all opened the same entry is made at the bottom, signed by
the three parties present, but the names are not given. The names are Names reserved.
reserved.

22979. Are not given in what ?-On this list. The clerk is not
aware of the name of the party who is letter A.

22980. Then, according to your understanding now, the substance of
each tender is marked to the particular letter?-Yes.

22981. And in the list a corresponding letter i8 put down without
the name ?-Yes.

22982. And the clerk makes out the sehedule ?-Yes. Of course, all
these schedules have to be revised.

22983. Then, as I understand you, at the opening of the tenders
there is a sehedule made out with a letter for each tender, and the par-
ticulars of that tender are given in that list ?-I could not say, Sir, with.
out referring. I believe you will find a schedule there. Upon looking
at the schedule, I see that the names and other particulars are given.

22984. Without reference to this particular in, tance, I wish to ascer-
tain the general practice upon this subject, and I would be glad if you
would tell me what you remember concerning that in those cases when
you were present ?-Yes; i remember that as soon as a tender is
opened the letter is written on it, and a schedule on which that letter
is inscribed; also the name of the party tendering and place of resi-
dence. In some cases the name of the sureties, whether accompanied
by cheque, or other security, and amount.

22985. Is it your recollection that -that is the general practice, or
iá that only an odd case now and then where all those particulars are
given ?-It bas been the practice generally with railway contracts.

22986. Is that sheet in which these entries are originally made pre-
served ?-Yes; it is on that sheet that you see opened.

2g9-7. Then the certificate which is given is really the original
record is it-the schedule and certificate given by persons who say they
open those tenders concerning the Pacifie Railway is really the original
sheet upon which the tenders are made ?--Yes; that remains with the
tenders-along with the tenders.

Proces observed
In flia
tenders

22988. Now, contract No. 1, connected with the Pacific Railway, iS The earler
concerning a portion of the telepraph lino, and we have such a certifi- c"ac no
ca=te and schedule before us: wiI! you please look at it (Exhibit No. 1) mannerdescribed
that does not give the residence, and several other particulars that yoú
have mentioned ?-No; this is one of the first; you will find the subse-
quent ones modified. There have been different modes of treating themi
but you will find that the last contracte have ail been treated as I say.

22989. Thon you do not mean that ail the openings of the tenders
have been accompanied by the formalities that you have mentioned,
but only those of later date ?-Yes; bqt I will go further. I do not
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think there were any.deposits of money with these first contracts. t
am not very positive.

22990. Look at that particular schedule in your band, I think it is
signed by you: will you say that that was the original sheet upon
which those particulars were put down concerning those tenders ?-
Yes, this is the original sheet upon which ail this writing was done at
the time that those tenders were opened.

22991. It was not prepared afterwards from original data ?-No;
this is the original record.

22992. I think I asked you once in your office whether you had kept
any record of the time of the receipt of different tenders on different
works ?-You may, Sir.

22993. Could you say now whether you had kept such a record ?-
Yes; we keep a record.

22994. I mean of the receipt of the tenders ?-Yes; it is a record on
the face of the tender itself.

22995. That woull not answer quite the same purpose as an
independent record ?-Until the tender is opened we cannot keep any
other record but the letter itself.

229:6. Do you say you cannot keep any such record, or that you.
have not ?-We have not kept any such record, but the entry on the
face of the letter.

22997. You understand that you could keep such a record if it was.
thought expedient ?-Oh, yes.

22998. Then do you say that you keep no record of the receipt of
tenders, and that the tenders themselves at the time of the opening
furnish the only record ?-The only record.

22999. So that if a tender should be mislaid or lost you would have
no way of knowing that there had been one received, and had been
lost ?-No; unless the party came about it.

23000. You would have none in the Department ?-No, Sir. Parties
interested would, no doubt, enquire about it.

23001. I am not speaking of that, I am speaking of the management
in the Department ?-No, Sir.

23002. Do you know whether there was any method adopted of
lettering the tenders in the sane order in which they had been
received, for instance, or whether they were lettered indiscriminately ?
-Indiscriminately, if they had been tossed; otherwise they would be
lettered in the same order they were received.

23003. That would happen so, but not intentionally ?-Not inten-
tionally. The stamp would establish in any case the ime when they
were received.

23004. The time only, or the day, would not record the order in
which they had arrived ?-No; only the day, not the or. der.

23005. As a matter of fact, I understand you to say that a great
many tenders are really put in the last day, are they not, and hanided
to you instead of coming through the post ?-Yos; and if I mistake not
there is a number fixed on each tender as it is received-if the envelope
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is attached, of course. Will you allow me to sec one ? There are Deparinmemt
no envelopes here.

23006. We have noticed that very few of the tenders are now pro-
duced with the envelopes attached ?-The envelopes would be in the
office. (Mr. Miall hands witness several tenders with the envelopes
attached, on none of which could witness find a number.)

23007. At the time that tenders are opened, bas it been the
practice to note any irregularity apparent at the time of opening ?
-Yes.

23008. Where would that note be made ?-On the schedule that
accompanied the tenders at the time of opening.

23009. Are you aware of any of the envelopes having been thrown
away or intentionally destroyed ?-No.

23010. As far as you know then they are still extant ?-As far as I Afr as e
know ; yes, Sir. have ali been

23011. And likely to be found in the Department?-Yes; filed preaerved.
away somewhere.

23012. Have you looked for any authority for your telegram of May Halway comm
1lth, to Mr. Rowan, concerning the North Pembina Br'anch ?-Yes. mtrucSen-

Oontract 5A
23013. Have you found any ?-None in writing.

23014. What shape have you found it ?-On the face of this letter Ali communica-
whieh I now produce (Exhibit No. 324), instructions from the Deputy; a°ebefore bein
and I may add, thatb ali communications of importance sent by me go sent go from
to the Deputy before being sent. Deputy.

23015. You meanu before being answered ?-Before being sent.
23016. You mean communications from you are submitted for

approval ?-Yes, are submitted for approval.

23017. Do you mean as a general practice ?-I do not mean routine
business, of course, but anything that requires to be approved.

23018. Do you find any written memorandum concerning that tele-
gram of May lth, except this which is endorsed on Mr. Whitehead's
telegram of May 7th ?-No; I do not find anything else.

23019. These words are: " Instructions have since been sent to Mr.
Rowan, No. 7,818, dated May 12th, 1877, and signed T. T.; " now, is
that in substance all that you have found by way of authority for your
telegram ?-Not as authority.

23020. What else have you found as authority ?-I do not find any-
thing else but this; but I do not look upon this as authority.

23021. You think this is an evidence afterwards that there was
authority ?-Yes.

23022. Do you find anything else before 1lth of May ?-No; I do
not find anything else.

23023. Then, what do yon say about your having been authorized : Could not with-
*hat is your evidence now upon that subject ?-Merely that I could not h"ve s
have sent the message without authority. telegram to

Howan under
23024. Why could you not have sent it ?-Because it was a matter of whlch;Wlanteh

importance, and it was not within my province to act without gpricesa
authority.

51*
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C-ntret 5 A. 23025. When you say you could not have sent it, do you mean you
ought not to have sent it ?-I should not have sent it without
authority.

23026. And is it because you ought not to have sent it without
authority that you say now you did not send it without authority ?-
That is the reason.

23027. You assume you did your duty and no more ?-Yes.
23028. And because you assume that you did your duty and no more,

therefore you think you were authorized ?-Yes ; that is it.
23029. Have you ever discussed the results of that telegram with

Mr. Trudeau or any Minister of Railways ?-No; I (o not think that I
have ever had any discussions about contracts with either the Minister,
Mr. Trudeau, or Mr. Fleming. These matters were discussed between
the engineers and the Deputy.

Never heard 23030. I do not mean discussions before the act was donc, but I mean
anythng about discussions since, in view of the serious results of the telegram ?-No,mer1ous resulte of dý8in ici iwo h eiu eutso h eerr -o
telegram until I never heard anything about it until the matter was brought up

erout oe rd before the Commission or before the House, I don't know which, a year
lu publie. a{ter.

23031. Do you know if it was brought up in the House: I don't
remember seeing any record anywhere of its ueing brought up in the
Hlouse ?-I do not. Perhaps I mix up the other affair of Whitehead's
with it, the large expendituro-Oh, yes, that must ho it. There was a
committee of enquiry in connection with Mr. Whitehead's contract.

Does not recollec t
showing telegramn 23032. Have you any recollection, as a matter of fact, that you did
Lo Trudeau or the show this telegram to Mr. Trudeau or to the Minister before you sentMinlater berore
sendingit to it to Mr. Rowan ?-No, Sir.
1towan. 23033. I understood you to say this morning that when you were

authorized to take any step, or make anycommunication, that yoa
would note the substance of that authority on some paper if there
was any paper connected with it. Now in this case there was the
Order-in-Council passed on the same day, the 11th of May, but I do
not flnd any memorandum of any kind. This is the Order (Order pro-
duced), and I would like you to explain, if you can, why there is no
written record of your instructions ?-That is the practice. This
Order-in-Conncil was received on the 15th of May, by the stamp, from
Council. Documents, reports of engineers, and other documents bear-
ing on the matter in hand, generally accompany reports to Council,

Telegram sent and they are returned with the order. The message sent to Mr.
four days before the Order-
recelvlng the Rwni ae 1hoMacneunlfordy eo teOe-
Order-in-Councfl. in-Council came before me-before 1 received the Order-in-Council.

23034. Do you mean that this was one of the occasions when there
would be no paper connected with it upon which you could record the
instructions ?-That would be one of the occasions.

23035. So that you say there was no paper on which to record the
instructions?-I could not say positively there was none, but I had
none before me at the time.

TheDeputywould 23036. Who was answerable for the wording of that telegram ?-I
b answerable should say the Deputy would be, because it leaves him. If he is not
for the wordlng hudsyteept ol , eas tlae i Ih snt
of the message. satisfied with the construction or wording of the message he alters it,

and he must be satisfied that it is correct before it is sent.
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23037. He would not be answerable if it had not been shown to Contracet A.
him ?-Of course not.

23038. Well, was this shown to him ?-I could not say.
23039. The theory that ho was answerable depends upcn that fact ?

-Of course.
23040. Could you say whether you showed this to the Minister ?-

No; I do not remember. I was not in the habit of doing it. More
likely would I show it to the engineer.

23041. Than to the Minister ?-Than to the Minister.
23042. I suppose. really, this is all surmise. You have no reason for lias no reconee-

supposing that you showed it to any one of them at ail ?-Well, if I toil what ho did.

followed the usual practice, I did, but I could not say at this time-at
this distance-whether I did or not.

23043. This memorandum, endorsed on No. 13,732, dated May 12th,
1877, in whose handwriting is it ?-In Mr. Trudeau's, the Deputy.

23044. It seems that that Order-in-Council was necessary to authorize Tere ome ave
any one to telegraph to Mr. Rowan, and that it was passed on the munication
same day as the telegraph was sent; and, therefore, I suppose there Who were at the
must have been some communication between the persons who were Privy ouneil
at the Privy Council and you to enable you to send that telegran as the latter
the result of the Order-in-Council ?-Yes. send th

23045. Now, does that refresh your memory at all as to what hap- question.
pened on the occasion, whether any one came from the Council to you
and directed you to do it?-No, no one would corne from the Privy
Connil.

23046. They might send a memorandum to you, or the Minister
might go to his Department ?-Yes the Minister might give instruc-
tions to the Deputy or to Mr. Fleming to say that an Order is passed and
authorize the work. The instructions might come in different ways-.
either from the Minister, from the Deputy, or from the engineer.

23047. I suppose, from what you have said about it, that you do not
remember that there was any pressing emergency about this particular
contract ?-Nothing, only from what I saw in Mr. Fleming's report.

23048. But you do not remember the circumstance ?-No.
23049. Did you, as a rule, take any part between the persons who

were making the contraut for the Department and the Department, or
was it generally done through some other persons ?--In what way ?

23050. Did you make any of the arrangements with the contractors?
-No; I had nothing to do with that, with the exception of signing to
the contract when it was ready for signature.

23051. But did you, of your own discretion, take any part in any of
the negotiations at any time ?-No.

23052. Please look at a letter dated 29th of December, 1874 (Exhibit steeilnausfl-
No. 325), a letter from James Cooper, and say whether you answered ue'ei ,
it ?-This letter appears to have been received by me on the 2nd of
January, by this stamp here.

23053. And dil yoa answar it ?-Yes.
23054. To what effect ?-None wanted.

51j*
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23055. Where do you understand the letter was between its date and
the time you received it ?-I could not say, I see the letter was endorsed
by theclerk on the 7th ofJanuary. My note " None wanted, by order
of the Minister." I received that instruction on the 4th of January.
It must have been answored before it was endorsed. I do not know the
date of the answer.

22056. I believe as a matter of practice, you put on the cover of each
o f these letters received in your Department by you the date of the
letter above a line, and below the same line the date upon which you
received it as Secretary: is that the general practice ?-No. The
second shows the date of its entry in the registry by the clerk.

23057. Then it is not always registered by the clerk a. received
upon the.same day upon which it is actually received ?-No ; sometimes
several days will elapse. Some of the tenders will be throo months
before they are endorsed.

23058. Then as to this particular letter, what do you say about the
time you recoived it ?-I received it, by the stamp, on the 2nd January.

23059. Can you say, from anything you find upon the letter now,
from whom you received your instructions as to the answer ?-By
order of the Minister, I could not say it was through any one, but by
order of the Minister, whether conveyed through Mr. Buckingham or
the Deputy I am unable to say.

23060. Then, if you were told by some third party, not the Minister
himself, that the Minister had given articular instructions, would you
endorse on the back of the document t ose instructions as being received
from the Minister?-It would depend, of course, upon the party who
would convey the intimation. If it came from the Deputy, or from
the private secretary, or from Mr. Fleming-those are the only parties
that would communicate with me on a subject of this kind.

23061. If any one of those three came to you purporting to bear
instructions from the Minister, you would endorse upon the document
those instructions and mark them received by order of the Minister ?
-Yes.

23062. Without stating the channel through whom you received
them?-Without noting through whom received.

23063. So you cannot tell on finding on the paper the words " By
order of the Minister," whether the Minister gave you those orders
himself, or whether you received them from some of those parties?
-I could not.

23064. Can you say now, either from looking at that document, or
from any other source of information, from whomn you got those instru-
tions to say, in answer to Mr. Cooper's application, that no more rails
were wanted ?-I could not. Looking ait this pencil note in the
corner, it looks like Mr. Buckingham's writing, and it looks like mine.
It is difficult to make out, but I do not see either why I should have
written a pencil note in the corner, and written in ink on the face of

The penrl ge- the paper the same thing.lon on tib;x
No.2probablyin 23065. Then that leads you to suppose that the written direction is
Buckingham, the from Mr. Buckingham ?-The pencil direction, and it is repeated onprivatesecretary the face-on the back of it-with ink.ut.Minister.
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23066. By yourself?-Yes. Department.

23067. A message brought by Mr. Buckingham as from the Minister A message froni
would bo received by you as carrying the same authority as if Mr. hrougaaprivate
Fleming or Mr. Trudeau brought it ?-Yes, of course. secretary reoelv-

23068. And I suppose from any other private secretary of any havbinaesam
authortty as If It

Minister ?-Yes. came from the

23069. IMIr. Bradley, for instance, from the present Minister ?- py Miniâter.

Certain ly.
23070. Look carefully at this pencil memorandum on the face of the Recognizes hand-

letter: do you think you have a strong impression as to who was the wrltng of
writer ?-Yes; I would say that this is in the handwriting of Mr.
Buckingham.

23071. Referring again to that telegram of the 11th of May to Mr. Railwav cou-
Rowan, about the North Pembina Branch, could you say wbether you contract 5 As.
got any of the instructions as to the details f rom Mr. Fleming or any-
one connected with the Engineering Department ?-No; nor is it likely
that I would have it.

23073. Some time ago we asked from your Department a statement Tenaerig.

of the deposits that had been made, if any, in each case accompanying
tenders, or accompanying contracts by way of security ; and also of
what disposition had been made of them: i do not know whether you
are aware if such returns have been made, or whether you are able to
give the information now ?-No; it has not come before me.

23073. Of course you have the means of ascertaining that in your
Department ?-Yes.

23074. And I suppose we shall have to askz for it again ?-I will take
a note of it.

23075. You spoke this morning of the tenders being deposited in a Where tenders
cupboard in your room: is that the cupboard attached to your desk are kept.
where you sit ?-Yes.

23076. Is it the portion directly in front of your seat, or is it on one
side?-It is on the side.

23077. Is it a sort of wing to your desk, or is'it the main portion ?-
It forms part of the upright portion.

23078. Is there a centre portion besides ?-There is a centre portion
also made into pigeon holes, and it closes.

23079. And this is a separate wing with an independent door?-
Yes.

23080. It is not attached to any wall ?-No ; it stands in the centre
ofthe room.

23081. It is a wooden cupboard ?-Yes; pannelled in the back.

23082. iave you ever had any occasion to think that it had been
tampered with in any way, or that any portion of the wood-work had
been removed ?-No.

23083. Nor that the lock had been tampered with ?-I have proved
several times that the lock had been tampered with, but not success-
fully. I had occasion to show your Secrutary how it might be.
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23084. And how it would be discovered by you immediately after-
wards ?-Yes.

No reason to
think th&t the 23085. Have you any reason to think that the content s of that cup-
cupboard where board were at any time handled by any person against your wish andtenders are kept
has ever been without your knowledge ?-No.
tampered w th. 23086. Or in any other way, for the purpose of giving other parties

information as to the contents of tenders before the regular day and
hour ?-No.

23087. Can you sec any way, under the practice or management of
those matters in your Department, which would permit of a person
getting information as to the contents of tenders before the last hour
for receiving them, so as to take advantage of that in framing a tender
on his own behalf?--No. I could not sec how it could be donc, the
tenders being under seal until they are handed into the Deputy.

Horetzky% 23088. I believe you expected to be called upon to produce some
cisIm. correspondence concerning a claim of Mr. Horetzky's for an increase

of salary or for some arrears ?-Yes.
23089. Have you the correspondence on the subject with you ?-I

have.
22090. The Commissioners have decided for the present not to

investigate any matter connected with money claims against the
Government, and therefore we do not think it material te the subject
we are enquiring into to look into this claim ; if we change our mind
we will then ask you to produce the correspondence : as I understand,
it relates entirely to a money claim by Mr. Horetzky for arrears ?-
Yes; for arrears.

23091. Or for some allowance of some kind from the Government ?-
Yes.

renaers. 23092. Did the tenders for the works, as far as you can romember,
always come addressed to you as Secretary, or were they sometimes
addressed to other persons in the Department ?-Yes; sometimes they
would come to the Minister direct.

23093. And how would theyreach you ?-They would bc sent in by
the Minister through the private secretary-handed in.

23094. Do you remember any instance in which they were so handed
to you, or could you state the work for which the tender was submitted ?
-No; I could not. The notice calling for tenders saidI "Tenders
addressed to the undersigned," and marked tender for such work; but
notwithstanding that, parties would take in their' tenders to the
Minister, but on what occasion I could not say, but I know that it has
been done.

23095. Could you say whether upon any of those occasions there was
any irregularity in the paper or any other matter peculiar to
that particular instance ?-No; I could not.
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OTTAWA, Thursday, 7th July, 1881.
COLLINGWOOD SCIREIBER, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
23096. You are the Chief Engineer of the Pacific Railway ?-I am

now; yes.
23097. Since when ?-Since the 20th May, I think, 1880.
23098. IIad you any connection with that road before that time ?-

Yes, I entered upon that service on the 1st December, 1879, as
superintending engineer of the district botween Fort William and the
Rocky Mountains.

23099. Where were your beadquarters at that time ?--My head-
quarters were in Ottawa at that time.

23100. Did you spend much of that period before you were Engi-
neer-in-Chief away from Ottawa ?-Yes; a considerable portion of it I
spent up in the North-West between Portage la Prairie and Fort
William.

23101. Did you make any personal inspection of the works under
construction ?-Yes; I made a close inspection.

23i 02. Which works ?-Contracts 42 and 15; in fact I may say
between Portage la Prairie and Eagle River.

struetion.

(Jhief Engineer
since May, lm8.
Entered service
lit december,
1879, as superin-
tending engineer.

23103. That would include contract 41 thon, as well as 4- ?-No; 1
did not go over 41 just at that time.

23104. Which works did you inspect closely ?-42, 15, Pembina Insected cloffI.v
Branch, and contract 48. 15 and 8 and '

23105. There was very little to inspect on 48 up to the time you
were Chief Engineer ?-Yes ; very little.

23106. About what time of the year did you go to these two sections
42 and 15 ?-In December; Christmas, 1879.

23107. Did the snow in any way interfere with your inspection of it ?
-Not at all.

23108. Were you able to make any comparison between the location
of the lino and any other location which might have been adopted in
the neighbourhood ?-In the immediate neighbourhood; yes. I looked
into several little matters in connection with the detail of location, but
nothing extended at all. I may say that when I was appointed my
object was to economize all we could, taking things in the condition
they were.

23109. Then, as to location, you mean YOU were only able to say
whether certain slight deviations could be adopted ?-That is all.

23110. But as to the general location you did not make any com-
parison between what had been adopted and any other which might
have been adopted ?-None whatever.

Object to econo-
mize all he could.

23111. And the slight deviations to which you refer are those, I sup- In a rough coun-
pose, which might happen on any location after you had got more dfrmgdi o
familiar with it ?-Well, as you can understand from day to day in a rovements can
very rough country as you study it, you can always make slight Ing"the U e.
improvements by shifting the line one way or the other to diminish
the work without impairing its efficiency or stability.
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cinietton- 23112. Upon section 42 did you find any particular matter whichContract No. 42.

attracted your attention, or were the works progressing as you supposed
you would find them or wished to find them ?-At the time I wentthere
first, the works were not progressing so satisfactorily as I could have
desired, and that was one of my objects in visiting it to give the Govern-
ment such information as would lead them to counteract this and
improve it.

Progrer-s nol. "11.l wa
Batfactory; not 23113. In what respect was not the progress satisfactory te you ?-
snfilcient force There was not sufficient force upon it.on the Une.

23114. You mean on the part of the contractors ?- Yes; on the part
of the contractors.

23115. Then, it was progressing too slowly ?-It was progressing too
slowly at that time.

Savings from 23116. Was there any other material matter which was not satis-
nt , factory to you ?-No; as I tell you, we were improving the location

or $7Km.0"1. from time te time; there were various little improvements we made,
which made large savings. I think the savings from slight deviations
amount to $6-0,000 or $700,000.

23117. For the present I was directing my question to this subjet-
whether there was anything in the character of the work that was
being done which was not satisfactory ?-Oh, no; they were making
very good work.

23118. Then, the work itself was satisfactory to you, but not pro-
gr-essing rapidly enough ?-Yes ; quite so.

23119. Did you begin to suggest alterations which would be a saving
at that time, or did you wait until you became Engineer-in-Chief ?-
No; I had authority at that time to make any changes with the view
of economy that could be made without injuring the character of the
road in any way.

23120. That was in the beginning of the winter et 1879-80 ?-Yes,
1879-80.

Difference
between the
original estimate
and what l la
now estlmated t
enat.. will be
$,00.

23121. One of the witnesses before us (I think it was Mr. Jennings)
bas suggested the saving would be a very large one: have you that
opinion ?-The difference in the original estimate and what we now
estimate it will cost, will be something like $1,500,000, I think, on 42.

23122. Will that saving be accomplished by lowering the character
of the road in any way as a permanent work ?-Well, I would not say.
Of course, a wooden bridge on a pile foundation is not so substantial as
on a rock foundation, and it was originally designed across some of
those lakes and bays to have a rock foundation, that is to drop in loose
rock you know. Owing to the delay in pushing forward the work, it
became necessary to adopt the piling to enable the work to be com-
pleted by the time that the Government desired it, and that was the
reason. Of course, the piling is net so substantial a work as a rock
foundation would be-not so permanent in character.

me saving ~vii1,
The saving will,
Insom Instances 23123. Then this saving will be accomplished to some extent by

making the making the work a less permanent one than was originally intendel ?
one teri -In some instances.

hav nerwise 23124. I mean in some respects ?-Yes; in some respects.
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23125. Could yon say to what extent the saving will be accomplished ca' t*.
in that way ?-Well, the saving, owing to the improvement in location î650,000 saved by
(I am speaking in round numbers now) will be, I think, somewhere improved ioca-
about $650,000, and the balance would be in modified design. by modifed

23126. This modification of design, as I understand you, being really design.
to make it less solid and less permanent than first intended ?-So far
as these foundations are concerned-the piling instead of rock.

23127. Then, in order to make the road as solid and as permanent
in its character as was first intended, it may be necessary at some
future time to add to this present outlay ?-Yes, true; but I would
have to refer to the specification in that connection. Although this
rock work which I speak of was placed in the original bill of works,
still there was a clause in the notice to contractors that it was probable
or possible that this would be done away with, this rock, and some-
thing else substituted. That was in the original notice, so that it was
evidently originally in contemplation.

23128. That is true, but you are making a comparison between the
present estimated cost and the originally estimated cost, and yon are
assuming the originally estimated cost to be that of a permanent work,
not the kind you are now making, but more permanent and solid
work ?-Of course, it was. If yon would place a rock basis under an
embankment, it would, of course, remain there, but piling wil[ decay.

23129. I am endeavouring to ascertain how much of this saving is
really a permanent saving to the country or a temporary saving, and
therefore I ask how much is due to putting in works which wil answer
the present purpose, but will eventually have to be replaced by works
such as were contemplated when this first estimate was made-give us
if you can the pioportion in round numbers for the present ?-I think
you will have te take it as I have stated it, about $650,00o.

23130. Then $650,000 is absolutely saved ?-Absolutely saved.
23131. Without making the road any less permanent than was origin-

ally intended ?-Yes, certainly.
23132. And $850,000 is saved for the present by putting in works of

a less permanent character ?-Yes; probably so,

23133. Do I understand you to say that, besides the present saving
by putting in works of this character, you facilitate the comple-
tion of the work ?-That was the absolute cause of this being done at
that time.

23134. Are you still of opinion that the change in the character of
the work will have the desired effect-that that section of the road will
be finished much earlier than it otherwise would be ?-Yes. They have
even now difficulty in procuring a sufficient number of men to finish it
in time on the modified design-great difficulty.

23135. Yon also made a close inspection of section 15 ?-I did.

S650,000 is absc-
Iutely saved
without Impair-
ing In the
ellghtest the per-
nanent charac-
ter of the roact.

Contract No. 15.

23136. What did you find there as to the character of the work being character or te
doue ?-The work was being done very well. The character ofthe °orgood ail
work was very good all through, I think.

23137. That was before that section had becn taken out of the hands
of the contractor ?-Certainly.
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23138. You are speaking now of December,'1879, or thereabouts?
-Certainly.

23139. Was there force enough on that road to satisfy you at the
time ?-No; there as not.

23140. Did you complain to the contractor on that subject ?-Yes.
23141. With what result ?-Well, the result was an explanation from

him that ho was in difficulty, and that it was absolutely impossible for
him to pay his men, and this resulted in their leaving in large numbers,
and the balance of them, although they remained about the work, they
wore on strike for their wages.

23142. Did it remain in the hands of the contractor ?-No; in March,
1880, the Governnent assumed the work and carried it on at the
expense of the contractor under the terms of the contract.

23143. I suppose that was with your approval and under your
mnagcment ?-Yes.

23144. Then the character of the work at the time of your flrst
inspection, as I understand you, was satisfactory to you ?-Quite so.

23145. Were you able to form any opinion as to whether the loca-
tion on that section bad been made with care and had been properly
selected- I mean the general location. I do not mean as to all the
minor particulars which could be improved afterwards?- As I tell you,
I did not look outside the line of road at any distance or anything of
that kind. I merely passed through the country upon the present line.

23146. At that time matters had gone too far to change the general
location at all events ?-It would have been impracticable.

23147. It did not seem useful to make any comparison for practical
purposes ?-Quite so.

23148. Have you over considered the subject ofthe crossing at Cross
Lake, and whether it was well selected, or whether a botter lino could
have been obtained in the immediate neighbourbood without degrading
the road ?-I did look into that matter, and so far as I could judge in
the immediate neighbourhood, I do not think any improvement could be
made in the neighbonrhood, not by confining yourself to the same
grades, you know.

23149. If you will pleuse look at the topographical sketch (Exhibit
No. 100) and say whother any of the lines laid down there, other than
the one adopted, bas been considered by you with a viow to seoing
whether it was as good as or better than the one adopted ?-I have not
considered any of those.

23150. Please look at another sketch (Exhibit No. 112) ?-I have
examined the more southerly line shown as a divergence from the
easterly terminus of section 14.

23151. Did you discuss that with any one else ?-Yes; with Mr.
Rowan.

23152. What conclusion did you come to upon that subject ?-The
conclusion I arrived at was that the black lino appeared to be the
preferable lino. It would have been rather cheuper, but still there
would not have' been a very great diffoerence, but that would be the
cheaper line of the two.
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23153. Is that the line known as the Forrest line ?-I do not know c" 't .
the names of them at all-I do not know what they are designated at
all.

23154. Do you remember what vas estimated to be the saving if
that had been adopted ?-No; Mr. Rowan showed me all the figures.

23155. Did you make any independent calculations on the figures ?
-No; I did not. Everything was so far advanced that nothing could
be done to improve it at that time.

23156. You did not make a careful inspection at any time, as 1
understand you, before the date of our Commission, the 16th June,
1880, upon sections 14 or 25 and 41 ?-No, I did not make any careful
inspection of section 14. I had no object in doing so. I was frequently
over it, necessarily to get to No. 15.

23157. As to the railway west of Red River, was there anything Contract No. 48.
that called for particular remark or management on your part at that
time ?-Well, the work there was not progressing by any means satis-
factorily ; the necessary speed to complete it within the time named
in the contract. It was not satisfactory.

23158. Did you take any steps in connection with that portion, in
the spring of 1880 ?- Yes. I might, if you will allow me, explain one
reason why the work was not progressing very rapidly. All that
part of the country was inundated. Even in the spring in the next
season, as late as June, when we were running through that piart the
locomotives were running with the water in their ash pans after run-
ning upon the track as laid. That was really one of the prime causes.
The ditticulty was for the contractor to get over this six or seven miles
of flooded country to get to the portion beyond it.

23159. The flooded portion was beyond Winnipeg ?-It commenced
ut Winnipeg and extended from Winnipeg outward. That prevented
us working on the other part on accoant of not being able to reach it
with rails, and rolling stock could not run over it that spring.

23160. Was there any matter connected with section 4t or 25, in Coitracts nt.
which action was necessary to be taken before June, 1880 ?-Yes; in .u a.
December, 1879, at the time of my appointment as superintending
engineer, Mr. Flening gave me instructions, and handed me measure-
ments and reports of Mr. Bell and others who had measured these
works, and asked me to look into these matters, and aiso into the pro-
gress being made with these works.

23161. Was there any particular subject to whieh your attention was Instructed to
called specially?-Yes; my attention was specially called to the °dsNreanoeein
apparent discrepancy in the measurements shown. quantftes.

23162. Was that earth work or rock work, or work of all kinds ?-
This was supposed to be attributable to the measurement of what they
termed muskeg there-material in the swamps, you know.

23163- Did you take any stops concerning that before you were Recalled to
Chief Engineer ?-Not upon sections 41 or 25. I was recalled to Ottawa.

Ottawa upon business before I reachel 41, and I did not visit it until
after that.

23164. Did you before June, 1880 ?-No; not until after June, 1880.
I did not visit 41 or 25.
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Contracte no 23165. lad you, before that time, had any discussion or consultation85, 41 &ma1 with Mr. Fleming upon the subject of muskeg measurement andMmscg. material ?-Yes; certainly.
Held views 23166. Were you and he in accord upon the matter ?-Well, no; we
difierent frorn
Fleming on the held different views on that subject, with regard to muskeg, as to its
subjectofmuskeg measurement under the contract.
measurement.
Witness thInks 23167. He bas, ingiving his evidence before us, expressed bis views
that under the
termsof the both on the expediency of using this material, and also on the mode
specification and of measurement to the contractor after it was useod : would you please
has to berneasur- say what opinion you held upon these matters at the time you and ho
ed as earth work were discussing the subject?-In the first place, my opinion is, withIn excavation, regard to the measurement, that under the terms of the specification

and contract it certainly has to be measured as earthwork in excava-
tion. I think there is no doubt about that, in my mind. Of course, I
am perfectly aware be holds a different opinion.

23168. You mean in the locality from which it is excavated and not
in the embankment ?-Exactly.

Reasons for thls 23169. Could you state, shortly, your reasons for that view ?-
As to the way it should be measured what I feel is this : sub-
section 3 of section 17 is as follows :-" All other excavations of
whatever kind, with the exception of off-take ditches referred
to in clause 13, shall be termed earth excavation." Now it appears to
me perfectly clear under that, that this material should be measured as
earth excavation. These other two sub-clauses, 1 and 2, refer to
solid rock and loose rock, and it is " all other excavation excepting
those specified shall be termed earth excavation."

23170. I think Mr. Fleming considered that that sub-section of the
clause would not apply to this particular material, because there was
another section or sub-section in the specification stating that where it
was impossible to measure in excavation, then it should be measured in
embankment: would you look at that and explain your views upon
it ?-Yes, my views upon that are these: that is a clause I have had
in many specifications before, and I have measured materials
under that clause, and I have always understood it to mean in
a case where, for instance, you might be running through a rocky
country where the earth is in pockets, where it is impossible to measure
it; perhaps the contractor got a yard here and ten yards in another place,
and you could not measure it in excavation, and in such cases it would
be unfair to ask the contractor to go far for it, and we allowed him to
use it and measured it in embankment.

What ts meant
by phrase In 23171. I understand you to say, as an engineer, that the word impossi-
speelfication,
Iwhere it a fm- ble means when the difficulty is occasioned by the shape of the locality
posasbe t _ lrom which the material is removed ?-Precisely.
mevnsur i ex)
cavaete per- 23172. And in that case only it should be measured in the embank-
manent shape of ment in whieh it is placed ?-Certainly; I have acted upon that in the
the country
makes It li- past.
possible. 23173. Did you explain that these were your views to Mr. Fleming

while ho was Engineer-in-Chief ?-Yes ; we have discussed this matter
many a time, and as a subordinate officer I merely expressed my views
when asked, and did not press them if they were not entertained. He,
as Chief Engineer, had bis own views and adhered to them, I suppose,
unless convinced that they were wrong.
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23174. While ho was engineer, did he hold opposite views to those Coutr1eta Nos.

which you now express ?-Yes; he did. name.
23175. At present we are speaking only of the moJe of measure-

ment ?-I understand.
23176. Then, as to the other branch of the subject, the expediency of ¶hinks muskeg

using this material crossing muskeg country. would you please state "oraetntaa
your views upon that subject?-For instance, sections 42, 41, 25 and ancayor sand
14, I take those four sections on which there is a large quantity of this and as cheap.
material. It would have cost a very mach larger sum, I am satisfied of
that, to have made those embankments of sand, Clay or such materials,
and the embankments, in my opinion, would have been no botter, if so
good-no botter, certainly. In some instances it would have delayed
the work, I think, probably two years, to have done it, and it would
have been almost impracticable to do it.

23177. When you say that an earth embankment would cost more,
do you mean that it would cost more even than the muskeg material
has cost, being measured and paid for in full without any reduction ?-
In excavation ?

23178. Yes; in excavation ?-Yes. I mean this: in my judgment,
we assume, if you like, that the muskeg shrinks 40 per cent.-we will
suppose it dos--

23179. I think some of the evidence went to show that it shrank
more than that-perhaps 60 per cent. ?-Well, call it 60 per cent. if
you like. It is very light material, and in placing this upon a swamp.
upon a muskeg, there is not the same amount of settlement in the
embankment in the bottom that there is if you place a heavier material
such as stone, and so forth, there. Muskeg:I had it weighed ont of
curiosity, and when dried the earth weighs nearly five times as much
as the muskeg.

23180. Then, I understand you to say that the muskeg material used
in the embankment will provide an efficient embankment at absolutely
less cost than the earth embankment over the same spot ?-That is my
position-the earth will cost as much if not more.

231-1. And although the muskog material be paid for at the full
price in the original locality by the yard ?-Yes; that is my opinion;
and I may say further-although I do not know that it is right to say
further-

23182. If you please ?-I would say further than that, that even after Even if earth had
you have made your embankment of this heavier material you will ®e®n us'* raf

then bave to drain those muskegs, and in doing so you necessarily have to be pald for
to dig ditches, and that materiai would have to be wasted. The couse- mska norder
quence is, yon would not only bave to shift the material you put in the todra the
bank, but you would also have to dig ditches, perhaps not so large ; that
would ail have to be paid for. How would you pay for that? That
would have to be paid for in excavation.

23183. So that a certain amount of muskeg material would have to
be removed, even though not used in the embankment ?-Certainly.

23184. And must be wasted ?-Yes; and it would necessarily have
to be paid for. It would have to be done by the contractor at schedule
rates.
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o1ucts Nle. 23185. At one time, I think before the time that yon name as your
Musa.k. first connection with the railway, Mr. Fleming suggested to one of the

engineers in charge, Mr. Jennings, I believe, that instead of making the
embankment in the way it had been made up to that time by using
nothing but the muskeg material itself, that a change should be made
and cross-logging should be used: have you given that subject your
consideration ?-Yes; that cross-logging of muskegs was a very impor-
tant thing. It is customary to do it in ground of that nature, and all
throtugh contract 42 this plan bas been adopted, and indeed upon 41,
both very much the same-both 41 and 42.

Muskeg cross- 23186. Where that cross-logging has been used has it had the effect
notdog awit' of doing away with the necessity of using muskeg over it ?-No; i
the necessitY of might mention one particular point. I cannot name the station just

er Imuseg now, but on section 42 there is a muskeg there which was cross-laid
with these trees, and we carried an embankment forward from the
cutting after it was built up to nearly its full height : it went out of
sight altogether and threw up the cross-logging up on end on each side.

23187. That, of course, was ordinary earth ?-Ordinary earth. Upon
this saine earth the borings showing precisely the same ground we
filled with muskeg.

23188. Was it a continuation of the same embankment?-Yes.
23189. IIow has that answered ?-It has settled but very little.
23190. Was that continuation made over cross-logging ?-Yes.
23191. With what material ?-Muskeg.
23192. Muskeg as against ordinary earth ?-Yes.
23193. And what do you say was the result ?-The result was that

the settlement was comparatively sliglit. There was settlement
enough just to turn the ends of brush up slightly.

23194. I suppose that would be the natural result, the muskeg mate-
rial being so much lighter, as you have already describel ?-No doubt.

Muskeg embank-
ment when

I*bllnded"makes
one of the lnest
of embankments
to run Over.

23195. Assuming it possible to get ordinary earth, or at your
option, muskeg naterial, to be used in an embankment across such
a locality, which do you think would be preferable in the interest of
the railway assuming that there was no difference in the cost per yard
of excavation ?-Assming there was no difference in the cost. Well,
the muskeg embankments make a very easy road, and if necessary we
" blind " it, if yon understand what we mean by blinding it. After the
embankment is finished we put some material over it to protect it from
fire, and it makes one of the finest embankments you can run over.

23196. Finest for what reason ?-It is so elastie.
23197. Is it easier on the rolling stock ?-lt is easier on the rolling

stock, and on the rails, and easier every way.
23198. You will please understand, in asking the qestion, where

I said I wished you to give your view as to the expediency of
using muskeg or other material, although the price pez yard of exca-
vation was the same, I had no reference to the total of the quantity
to be used in the embankment ?-I understand.

23199. Then is there anything connectad with that matter which
helps you to form your view ; would it take more of the earth
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than of the muskeg?-My impression is that making due allowance
for the shrinking of the muskeg-that is supposing that it shrank 60
per cent., I believe that it would take 60 per cent. more of the quantity
of earth than the section would show-that is to say, it would settle
that much.

23200. That the natural surface, in fact, would be depressed by using
earth to a much greater extent than using muskeg ?-Yes ; we have
proot of that from practice.

Ima",eta e-
Nmtws 171'eontroita w.

115,41 &ad 411.
Mluekegw.

23201. Thon the increased quantity Vwould have to be made up of The amount of
earth ?-Certainly. would beost by

23202. And that extra quantity, as I understand you to say, would ounterbalance
in your opinion quite counterbalance the loss of the muskeg material the shrinkage of
by compression .?-Undoubtedly, in these very soft places. In measur- the muskeg.

ing these muskegs first of all there is a little narrow drain dug
through them to draw off all the water you can from them. Then,
after that, it is laid out, and it is thon the measurement commences.
We dry them all we can first.

23203. I suppose, when you took charge of the road as Chief Engi-
rieer, the disputes had not been altogether settled between the con-
tractors and the Government upon this subject ?-No; they had not.

23204. Did you entertain these same views at that time which you nis present views
express now ?-Quite as strongly. I have all through, and I see no those he always
reason to change them.

23205. Then, since June, 1880, as I understand it, you have remained
of the same opinion that you were bofore that ?-Quite so.

23206. And the views you state now are the same views you held
before our Commission issued, and have not been altered since by any
claim being made ?-Not in any way.

23207. Wore any of these disputed claims at any time discussed
between you and Mr. Fleming while ho was Chief ?-Merely as to this
25 and 41. Those matters were naturally, when I received instruc-
tions from him to look into those matters, you know.

23208. Did you thon express your views that the claims ought to be As to claims of
settled on the basis which you have described ?-No; I could not do hsntractors ae
that. I did not know. So far as these particular claims were concerned museg to mem-
I did not know the cause of this apparent discrepancy. It certainly ui"i chit he was

was rather startling. So far as these particular claims were concerned Engineer.
I was not aware of the whole cause of it, you know, but after seeing
section 42 and these other places, I was fully satisfied, and told Mr.
Fleming se.

23209. That is while ho was Chief ?-Yes.
23210. Then do I understand you to say that while Mr. Fleming was

Chief Engineer you looked into the matter to some extent ?-In 41 and
25 ? I looked into 42 where there was a large quantity of the same
clase of work, and it was in connection with that I looked into it.

23211. I suppose you have seen the report of Mr. Bell upon the re-
measurement ?-Yes ; it was that Mr. Fleming placed before me.

23212. Here is one which has been placed before us (Exhibit No.
2e4) concerning a portion of contract No. 25: is that the one to which
you refr?-I have no doubt this is the one. Yes; I have no doubi.
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23213. What was your opinion at that time as to the foundation of
the claim made by the contractors ?-So far as these measurements
were concerned, as I tell you, at this particular time when this was
handed to me, 1 tell you it was rather startling. I thought there was
something wrong about these measurements-that is to say, not about
these measurements but about the original measurements; but directly
I saw the ground I entirely changed my opinion, Seeing such a large
discrepancy and believing this work to be carefully measured (I have
no doubt they did it carefully) I have not the slightest doubt the
ground when they saw it was totally different from when it was
originally measured.

23214. Thon, I understand you to say that it is quite consistent with
the correctness of their measurements that the previons measurement
should be also correct ?-Quite so under the peculiar circumstances.

23215. Would you describe what you understand to be the peculiar
circumstances ?-The peculiar circumstances are the nature of the soil
and the nature of the country through which it ran-that is, that when
a ditch was excavated and the material placed in the middle of the bank
within a short period afterwards the sides of the ditchos would close
towards one another and the bottom would rise up and not show the
original depth. In one particular case, within a week, I measured a
ditch in this muskeg. The day the man dug it, it was exactly eight feet
wide; one week afterwards it was only sevon feet three inches wide.

By .Mr. Keefer:-
23216. And as to depth ?-And the depth had changed too, but not

so much. The bank was not finished. I am speaking now of the
measurement of the earth work including the muskeg.

By the Chairman :-

Dimerepancy in 23217. I believe a considerable discrepancy was also discovered in
,solid and loose some of the other items, such as the solid and loose rock: eau you

explain that discrepancy ?-Well, so far as any return that Mr. Bell
could make, it is utterly impossible for any engineer to go through
the work afterwards and pretend to moasure the loose rock-utterly
impossible-I say impracticable. The very large portion of loose rock
goes into the body of the embankment. You cannot see it. It is not in
the cuttings nor is it in the sides of the banks. It is out of sight; but
the loose rock in these sections was not measured, I have no doubt,
according to the terrms of the specifications. There is no doubt about
that.

Bell could not 23218. Would that explain the discrepancy in those items, or some of
rnau» the
Ioone rock; he it, between the original moasurement and the re-measurement by Mr.
might estimabte Bell ?-So far as that is concerned, I maintain there could not be are-measurement of loose rock by Mr. Bell. He might estinate it; he

could not measure it; it was out of sight.
23219. And about solid rock ?-Solid rock ho should be able to mea-

sure.
The solid rock he 23220. Do you remember that he stated a considerable difference,
should have been nearly 24,000 yards ?-That is a thing that heshould beable toget approx-
approximately. imately at. He could not get it correctly without assuming the divi-

sion line between the earth and the rock shown on the original cross-
sections made by the engineers. He must assume those to be correct,
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otherwise ho would not have any means of ascertaining the surface of Contract N.. 5.

the rock through the cuttings. He must assume that first, makeg.

23221. Can you explain in any way how it is that Mr. Bell found, or
considered that ho found, some 24,000 yards less of solid rock excava-
tion than had been returned ?-I can only assume that ho must have
taken, so far as ho could find it, the rock projecting out on the sides of
the slopes, and drawn a straight line from one to the other, from slope
to siope, and assumed that as the top of the rock. That might or
might not be it.

23222 Then I understand you to suggest that ho may have made a Surisnes respeet,,
mistake by measuring less rock than was excavated, because ho only Ing soiid rock.
took the level between the points as they existed at the last measure-
ment ?-He may have measured it as ho found it. Ho may have found
the top of the rock at one spot and the top of the rock at another spot
at each cutting.

23223. Have you any reuson to think that that is the way in which
ho did conduct this measurement?-No.

23224. That is a surmise thon, and nothing more ?-Nothing more.
I spoke to the engineers as I passed over the lino upon these subjects
and examined them upon it. They have re-checked their measurements
with the cross-sections, and have no doubt as to the corroctness of
their measurements of the rock. Then, again,'there is another possible
explanation of part of this. Boulders measuring over a certain size
are soiid rock. Now if there were, as there are through that country,
boulders of a very large size, Mr. Bell could not have possibly the
means of measuring those after the work was completed: that is
another possible way.

23225. There would be no rock cutting to show where those Boulders might
boulders had been ?-There might be immense boulders in the cuttings Bell. ped
and there would be no possible way of measuring those, because they
would be in the embankments.

23226. Did you, before June, 1880, seo this report of Mr. Albert J.
Hill's appended te Mr. Bell's ?-Yes.

23227. Are you familiar now with the substance of it, or would you
like to read it again ?-I am not. (Witness reads the document.)
Yes; ho bas measured those rock cuttings precisely as I have said. He
bas taken the tops on each side and strung his tape across.

23228. Then any height above that of the natural surface would not
be measured ?-Supposing there was a swell in the middle they would
not get it in that way. It might be approximately correct.

23229. Do you say that you find, from reading Mr. Hill's report, that Gathered from
they did in fact measure it in this way, by taking the level from the reort of Bell au«

remaining points ?-Taking the surface at the top of the slope on mae no a le-
each side and stringing the tape across. ance forunevd..

23230. Making no allowance for the unevenness of the ground be-
tween ?-No; they assumed that to be the surface.

23231. Without desiring to enquire into actual transactions which
have happened since the issuing of our Commission, and which we are
not authorized to investigate, we would like to get your views, as a
professional witnoss, upon any of the subjects which have been discussed

52*
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concerning the Pacific Railway. As to the inaccuracy of the first
measurement upon seection 25 of the muskeg material, have you any
theory which would explain that report of Mr. Hill's, of April, 1880 ?
-So far as muskeg is concerned, as [ tell you, I am perfectly satisfied
it was impossible at the time Mr. Bell made that re-measurement that
the measurement they then made could represent the amount of work
originally done; that is to say, that the original measurements might
be perfectly correct.

23232. Owing to the absence of one of the Commissioners we were
not able to take the evidence of Mr. Bell himself while he was in
Ottawa, but I have an impression that he intimated, in a conversation
to us, that he gave credit to the contractors for all their measurements
over muskeg localities, and that the discrepancy which he discovered
actually existed in other localities: could you offer any explanation,
or say whether that was possible ?--I could scarcely think that is the
case. In some instances they may have done that as explained in
their reports-in some instances, and only in some.

23233. Did you notice in Mr Hills report that he stated that pack-
ing had taken place upon the side of the ditches apparently with a
view to making an artificial height ?-Yes ; I observed that.

23234. Have you any explanation to give of that matter, oir eau you
say whether it was one that was overlooked by the Government
engineers ?-No; but from the method they appear to have adopted in
laying out their ditches, they took levels at the centre of the ditch and
at each stake at the side; they had those levels and they measured on
from those.

232S5. Do you say that it is possible that if this packing had been
resorted to, the contractors, or sub-contractors, or whoever did it, May
have been over-paid ?-I can scarcely think it possible. An engineer
cons:antly on the works would be likely to detect anything of that sort.
It would be almost impossible.

23236. Is it a matter which you have investigated at any time ?-
No; not that particular question. I think Mr. Hill only speaks of one
instance.

23237. He says in many instances: I suppose since the issue of our
Commission you have actually dealt with this matter which is in dis-
pute and which Mr. Bell re-measured ?-Yes.

23238. Without asking you how you have dealt with it, we wish you to
consider whether there is any reasonable theory to offer showing that
this report of Mr. Bell, and the accompanying one of Mr. Hill, is not
likely to be correct ?-Well, in the first place, that professes to show
the quantity of loose rock-professes to show that they measured the
quantity of loose rock excvated. Now, I am perfectly satisfied.that
it was utterly impossible for them to do that-quite impossible. In
the second place, with regard to the rock excavation, although the way
they explained having measured it there, they might have it approxi-
mately correct"it might possibly come the right thing-they could
not be sure it was correct by any means. They are not in the same
position to make accurate measurement as the engineors in charge of
the work, and as I say with regard to muskeg, although they may bave
measured it exactly as they found it, I am satisfied as they found it
was not as the ground originally showed when the work was donc.
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23239. Returning to the subject of the changes which you have made
upon section 42, for instance, could you say that in making these
changes you have increased the grades ?-No; we have confined the
grades to twenty-six going east, and fifty-two going west.

SCHREIBER
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23240. And as to curvatures ?-We have aiso confined those to the
curvaturo originally designed-I think, as for as I can renember now,
fobr degrees is the minimum curvature.

23241. So that, in those respects, the road bas not been degradel to
any extent ?-Not by any means; it has been improved.

23242. Did yo consider the subjeet of lowering the grade line of the Crossing at
embankment crossing Cross Lake, whether by dropping it any saving cross Lake.
could have been effected ?-There is no doubt the lighter the embank-
ment upon that soft bottom the less material it would have taken, so far
as the settlement is concerned. Had they been able to cross, as at one
time they appeared to have had in contemplation, ten feet above the
water, no doubt the cost would have been compaiatively small, but that
involved, according to the profiles that were shown me-it involved the
adoption of a forty feet grade going east instead of a twenty-six.

23243. Did you, after you becamo connected with the road, see that
any opportunity for dropping the grade of the line had been omitted
where it could have been done properly, and consistent with the preser-
vation of the gradients as you describe ?-No; I do not think so. Mr.
Rowan spoke of this very subject very much as we have it here, and he
evidently considered it. His statement was that the saving would be
none; there would have been so much rock cutting the d6pth of the
rock cuttings would have increased the cost 80 much; but, as he
explained, they never contemplated the settlement in the embankments
that took place. They thought they had found liard bottom evidently,
but it was not reached.

No opportunity
of dropping the
grade, where t
couid bave been

fa"t beeornited.

23244. Of course they discovered before they reached the top of the
present embankment there was a great settlement ?-Yes.

23245. So that the lowering of the grade might have taken place at
any time so long as they were four feet lower than the present top ? -
Yes, true; but you would have added to the cost in this way : you can
scarcely go to a contractor and ask him to take out bottoms at his con.
tract price. You might, according to the strict legal interpretation of
the contract, do so, but it would have cost him double what it would
have originally.

23246. The calculation made by the Departnent shows that this
lowering or dropping of the grade of the line would have had the effect
of increasing the cost even at contract prices ?-That is what I was
telling you. Mr. Rowan said, owing to the additional rock, there
would have been no advantage mn it.

23247. However, that calculation was made without reference to the
increased sinking upon the vater stretchos, and if that increased sinking
caused an increased cost to the extent of some $70,000, then the expense
would be equal ?-Yes.

23248. But I suppose you have not critically examined this subject ?
-- No; I have not.
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23219. Has there been any contract fbr construction let since you
have been ChiefEngineer ?-Yes; that is to say, works of construction.
There has been one section I think.

23250. Is that since June 16th, 1880?-Yes; I think it was the end
of June.

23251. Before the 16th of June, 1880, was there any practice, as far
as you know, in your Department or in any other place where you had
experience, of estimating, on the part of the Government or the pro-
prietors, the probable cost of works before tenders were received for
them ?-Yes.

23252. Is it a usual practice ?-Yes.
23253. Low is that followed as a rule : by arriving at a bulk sum, or

by the value of the separate items in the works ?-The bulk sum is
made up of quantities upon each of which a value is placed.

23254. An estimate of the value by some one on behalf of the pro-
prietors ?-By the officers of the Government in the case of the Govern-
ment.

23255. Have you ever seen, or do you know whether there are any
records at all in your Department now of such estimates concerning the
Pacifie Railway: I mean made before tendering, so as to furnish the
Government an independent opinion irrespective of that offered by the
tenders ?-You are speaking of the Pacifie Railway ?

noes not rernem- 23256. I am asking whether you are aware of any such record in
ab a recortate your Department ?-1 do not remember at the present time so far as
regarding Pacinco the Pacifie Railway is concerned.
Railway.

In other cases 2325'. Have you in your previous experience anywhere ?-Oh, yes.
suoh an estliate Inmany cases we have made a maximum and minimum cost-maximum

supposing the wages of men to rise, and taking minimum wages for
the other.

Object of making 23258. What is the object of any proprietor, Government or other,
such an estimate. having such an estimate as that made ? -The object is to guide them

in some measure as to the probable cost of the work.

23259. Of what use is that ?-Well, with a view, I presiume, of ascer-
taining-to inform themselves as to whether the work is likely to be
carried out by the persons tendering. For instance, the lowest tender,
if it was very much below the engineer's estimate, one would suppose
it would not be carried out.

23260, Is that considered in your profession to be a proper course to
adopt before letting works ?-I think to.

Experience of 23261. What experience have you had as a professional man ?-The
witness as an first work I was ever on officially was the road between Toronto andengineer. Hamilton in 1852, and from that date I have beeti connected with

public works, sometimes under Government and other times com-
panies and corporations up to this date.

23262. In Canada ?-In Canada. I came out to this country in
1852.

23263. Have you any rank in any of the institutions in England or
elsewhere ?-No.
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23264. Then your experience has been derived from work in Canada
as I understand ?-Entirely.

23265. Have you ever had occasion to enquire whether such estimate
as I have been speaking of bas been recorded in your Department con-
nected with any works on the Pacifie Railway ?-No; I had not.

23286. In your Department is there any book kept showing the cost
of the different portions of the works, either separate contracts or
separate items in each contract ?-Let me understand you : you mean,
for instance, the earth work.

23267. Yes ?-And let me understand what yon mean by cost : the
cost to the Government ?

23268. The money that is paid out-the expenditure ?-It is upon
the certificates of the Chief Engineer that the money is paid, and we
keep a record of all the monthly returns, the monthly estimates.

23269. What I meant to ask was whether, in keeping an account of
this expenditure, there are separate accounts kept; in the first place,
let us say for each contract, so as to show what each contract cost
from time to time : is that done ?-Yes.

23270. Thon is there a separate account also kept within that general
account, showing how niuch the rock costs, let us say, as distinguished
from the earth ?-Yes.

23271. Then there are means in the Department, of showing from
time to time what has been expended on each main item of each con-
tract?-There is.

Practice as te
estimating

"V **ks.

Accounts kept of
what each con-
tract cost from
tMme to Urne.

23272. So that if the expenditure should at any time go beyond So that it can:be
what was originally estimated under the tender and the contract, it ", Il a workwhat rigiallygoes beyond the
would be apparent immediately by comparison ?-No doubt. original esurnate.

23273. Could you say how long that lias been in vogue ?-Well, I
could not say. It has always been in all Government works I have
beon connected with ; it bas always been the practice.

23274. But in the Department over which you are nîow Chief, do you
know whether that bas long been the practice, or whether it is a new
one ?-It bas been the practice throughout, from the beginning.

23275. Have you investigated this matter and arrived at a conclusion
from what you found, or is it only report in the Department that it
exists ?-I see the reports moneyed out.

23276. But only since you have been Chief ?-No; I have seen Mr.
Fleming's signature to them.

23277. Have you seen the books of account showing the particulars I Monthly sheets
have been describing ?-There are monthly sheets which show so much earLb a°n roch
earth excavation at so much, amounting to so much; so much rock excavation, and
and so on. It gives it throughout carrying the provious month's work. and uch a rate.

23278. Each certificate includes the provious one ?-The previous
ones.

23279. And if each certificate includes the previous one, it includes
them all I suppose to hat date ?-Exactly.

23280. After you b came connected with the Pacific Railway did A°tetoe to
you notice, at any time before June, 1880, that the expenditure upon excessive expen-
any particular items, or upon any particular contract, was much larger c"tact 15.
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workse than had been originally estimated ?-Well, contract 15; I only know

what the present expendituro is, and what I have been informed was
the original estimate of the oost.

Also on contract 23281. That bas becorne a celebrated instance of excessive expendi-
2 a bu care ture, but is there any other instance which you can mention as being

al within the worth investigating now ?-I do not know; 25 of course, but any others
esnats. that have been carried on in the last year, I do not know of any. 41,

42, 48, all those are within the estimates.

contract No. 15. 23282. It has been given in evidence before us that some of the work
The road not upon section 15 bas been done at much less expense than was
degraded b3y originally anticipated when the contractor was doing it, and that tho
bottomnl. effect of this is really to degrade the character of the work. In some

instances the rock bottoms have been left in the cuttings and different
circumstances of that kind have occurred. I think it was Mr. Carre
who gave the evidence: has that matter occupied your attention ?-It
has. Thero are instances, as Mr. Carre no doubt stated, that some
rock bottoms were left in while we had charge of the road. The track
was laid over those, I suppose, u year or a year and a half ago, and
rather than lift the track and take a foot of rock out of the bottoms, I
am having a parallel grade made through it raising it that foot, and
using so much more earth rather than take out this rock.

23283. It does not affect the gradient, however ?-No.

23284. Then the road is not made inferior by that ?-Oh, no; not at
all.

23285. Is the cost of puttir'g iii that earth borne by the Government
or by the contractor upon w'hose account this work is being done ?-
By the Government, of course. It is being paid for by the Govern-
ment, the same as the rock would be paid for.

A mere question 23286. Thon it is a more question which is the least expensive way
e cmaratve to have the road finished ?-No doubt.

23287. Either by taking out the rock botton or putting in the earth ?
Yes; I may explain this if you will allow me.

23288. Please do so ?-It is a great object with the Government to
bave the road openel from Fort William at the earliest possible date.
The traffie is now being conducted over section 15 to facilitate work on
contract 42. Now, if we lifted the track on this rock cutting to take
out this foot of rock, we could not transport the supplies, &c., through
to this other ceontract. It cuts two ways.

The policy resolv- 23289. Thon the present state of affairs is continued with a view of
ed ou to facilitat
work on contrat facilitating the work on section 42 ?-Yes ; with a view of facilitating
No. 42. al that work.

23290. If this is never changed, if it is allowed to remain porman-
ently, does the Government pay more than it would have to pay if the
work had been dune as originally intended: in other words, must the
Government hereafter bear soe expense in order to get the full value
of the work they contracted for ? -If the contractor was carrying on
this work under his contract, and the Government had not assumed it,
you know, thon, I think, probably at the contract price, taking out the
rock bottoms might be somewhat less than the other; but the actual
cost of taking out those rock bottoms, I think, would fully equal it,
and as the Government are carrying on the work now they are carrying
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it on at the expense of the contractor, but if the work costs as much or Conativm.15,

more than the contract price, the Government bave no means of
recovering the amount, because the contractor,I fancy, is worth nothing.

23291. Then, is tbe result of all this that the Government will not get Which course
the road they contracted for with Mr. Whitehead at the price, or at as aco° matteror
low a price as they contracted for; do you mean that money will be caenation.
lost because of his present circumstances ?-It is a matter of calcula-
tion which will cost most ; I cannot tel[ at the present time.

23292. Is it not a matter which you have considered ?- have had
in view the grcat object in making sorne of those changes on 15, of
getting that road through.

23293. I suppose at the time this was taken out of Mr. Whitebead's
bands, in the spring of 1880, it was understood that all such matters as
this should be rectified before a final settlement between them ?-It
would have to be.

2324. I t was not intended the road should be made of a less valuable Works on a
character than was contracted for ?-I may say, so far as contracted and oovernment
for, in all those contracts it is all upon a sehedule rate, and you can ea°rer wh

order what kind of work you like and only pay for that. Uikes and pay

23295. I mean, if it is less valuable because of the saving the Gov-
ernment will get the benefit of the saving ?-Yes. They would only
get paid for a class of work they performed, undoubtedly.

23296. I suppose the taking out of the bottoms of a rock cutting a
few inches deep would be more expensive per yard than the original
catting at the top ?-No doubt of that.

23297. Is it in your power to rectify that matter by charging the
actual cost if it should be done ?-Oh, yes.

23298. Did you go to British Columbia before June 1880 ?-No; I Bfa.ay Lea.

did not. I went in July. struction, B.ts.

23299. From what you saw thon, what was your opinion as to the Thought work
character of the work which had been'performed up to June, 1880 ?_ doue weil.

Well, the greater portion of the work then executed was composed of
earth work and rock work tunnelling. I thought they had done their
-work there well.

23300. Did yon give any consideration to the subject of the locations
there ?-I merely ran up the line of the present location where they
were working on that 125 miles under construction, and down to Port
Moody, the other ninety miles. I went on io other part of the line that
had been surveyed. I went nowhere beyond the Fraser ]River.

23301. Were there any features either in the way the work was being
done or the location of it that called for particular attention ?-No ;
further than this. As you can quite understand, a very rocky moun-
,tainous country such as that is, although the original survey may have
been made very carefully-I mean details of the survey may have been
made very carefully-that is one particularly where you can make
improvements by daily study on.

23302. ]But as far as the work had gone on the location as you saw
it, was there anything that struck you as being improper or improp.-
erly managed in any way ?-Nothing whatever. There was nothing
beyond that one line that I saw.

A rocky oountry,one where lm-
provemnente Iii
location can be

stade by day
study.
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notan uneotm" time to time of the probable expenditure requisite for the completion
make estimates of the works ?-Yes ; it is not an uncommon thing at all.
fromn time to limeb
of theprobable 23304. Last summer shortly after we commenced this investigation,
necessary to we asked for estimates at that time of the probable expenditure for tho
,omp.et. ,o completion of the works upon the different sections then under con-

'such est timates. struction. We have never got that estimate: do you know whether
there was any estimate of that kind made ?-I know of nothing prior
to the date you speak of, June. I have mada estimates subsequently.

23305. It was during our investigation we wanted to know the prob-
able future cost of some works, and we still think such estimates would
be useful to us: are there any such estimates in the custody of the
Department ?-Not prior to that date.

23306. But immediately afterwards; I think they were asked for
about August ?-I do not think it will be difficult to get them. I think
you will find them published in connection with the discussion on the
Pacific Railway last 8ession, in the Hiansard, I think.

23307. Is there any other matter connected with the Pacifie Railway
upon which you can inform us concerning matters which happened
before the lth June, 1880 ?-No ; as I told you, I know nbthing what-
ever prior to the date I was connected with the road, nothingwhatever,
and I think you have questioned me upon everything subsequent to
that date that I know of.

HON. A. MACKENZIE.
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OTTAWA, Monday, 26th September, 1881.

ALEXANDER MACKENZIE, sworn and examined:

By the Chaiiman: -
23308. You had charge of the affairs of the Canadian Pacifie Railway

as Minister of Public Works for some period ?-Yes.
23309. For what period ?-During the whole period of my Admin is-

tration.
23310. Do you remember the dates ?-I think we took office about

the 7th or 8th of November, 1873, and I think I resigned on the 14th
of October, if I recollect right, 1878.

23311. Could you describe, generally, the progress which had been
made in the undertaking at the time you took charge ? -Some sur veyors
had been out two years before that, or nearly two years. I don't
remember the precise expenditure, but it will bo found in the Depart-
ment, of course.

23312. What at that time did you consider to be the results of the
previous operations ?-Well, I think there were no results.

23313. Did the engineers, in effect, inform the Government that any
particular results had been accomplished by the previous examinations
of the country ?-I think not. I don't think the Government were in
possession of opinions from the engineers, which would justify them in
taking any decided action at that time.

23314. Could you say how soon after you had charge of the Depart-
ment, it was assumed that sufficient information was gathered from the
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examinations of the country to justify decided action ?-No; I could Early in 1874,
not at the moment say that. Early in 1874, Mr. Fleming discovered COV®,"dtIaItte

that the route that he himself favoured at the time, crossing from the route he favoured

Upper Thompson River nearly in a direct line to Big Bend, on the ble, a"dItXaua
Fraser and the Chilcotin Valley, was impracticable, and it was decided dicded t explore,

to explore the country north of the Cariboo Mountains, following the orthe Cariboo
line of the Fraser to Fort George, thence following the line laid down Mountains.
upon the map to the head of the Chilcotin River, striking the explored
line to Bute Inlet. This line was ultimately adopted as far as Fort
George east-from Jasper House to Fort George.

23315. As to the particular portions of the country to be surveyed, surveys.
did Mr. Fleming exercise his own discretion or was he governed by the Witness declunea
directions of yoursolf, or any other Members of the Governmen't ?- auo thexii.
Well, the line of examination must of necessity be confined to questions ofthe Adminis,
of fact in connection with the object of the Commission, and I may say t *"'
at once that I decline all examinations upon the policy of the
Administration, and guarding myself with that declaration, as the
question is somewhat of a leading one, I answer it by saying that
Mr. Fleming was the sole director of the surveys, he consulting myseif Flein,
as Minister frequently, of course, very frequently; but I always depended direetor of the

upon Mr. Fleming and upon the best information from his subordinates, reysnth°Ïi.
and he was always allowed most perfect liberty and authority in sniting him as
conducting the surveys which were vholly upon his responsibility Minister.
-we, of course, having the political responsibility as usual.

23316. As you have alluded to the subject of the policy of the The Chairman
Government, and decline to be questioned upon it, I think it right to *"'"'g *teml
say that we endeavour to deal with a Government policy, each policy within the scope
in its turn-as the most perfect that could be devised, having, no he Commis-
intention to criticise it; but inasmuch as it may happon that in carryi ng
ont this policy the officers of a Department may sometimes act not
strictly in conformity with it, cither by intention or otherwise, wo there-
fore consider it proper to investigate the details of the administration of
the Department without intending by that course to question in any way
the propriety of the policy of the Government. When I say policy, I
mean the principles of government adopted by the Ministry as a whole..
We have not fbrgotten that under this Commission we are servants
appointed by the Crown alone, and as such we have no desire to interfere
with the privileges of the people whenever they confliet in any way with
the Royal prerogative, and I may say that after considering this subject
in order to decide how far we should investigate the acts of a Depart-
ment, we have concluded that we may enquire into its doings, not only
by its subordinates, but by its head, and that we may ask first to be
informed whether there was a defined Government policy on any given
matter in order that we may see distinctly the line dividing the field
of our enquiry from that upon which we may not enter. At present
we are seeking to investigate the acts of the Department, the details
of its administration, whether between officials themselves or between
them and private individuals who were dealing with that Department?
-Yes. Well, I have indicated the policy that I conceive to be the ouily
constitutional one, and I intend to be guided by that declaration; but
of course I am desirous of giving you the information in my power
apart from that. Fleming was not

23317. Could you say whether the Engineer-in-Chief was directed to directed to adopt
adopt any different method in the surveys of the country from that u"rvy différent
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f'rom that he liad which ho had proviously adopted ?-I do not think he was. In fact, I
prvouldy am sure he was not.
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23318. Then, as I understand you, he was left to his own dis-
cretion as to the manner in which ho would make the different exam-
inations of the various localities ?-Yes; the theory upon which lie
proceeded was this: to have exploratory surveys in various directions
in the first place; and to beguided by those exploratory surveys before
making instrumental surveys. By instrumental surveys I mean the
trial location line. Of course instruments may have been used, in
many places, to ascertain levels and grades for short pieces, wbore there
was no insrumental survey proper.

23319. Do you remember about what time it was first considered
that sufficient examination had been made of any locality to justify a
location of the line ?-No, I do not remember precisely; but that can
bc obtained in the Department.

23320. Speaking at first of the year 1874, Mr. Fleming, in his offcial
report of 1877, states that some locations had been made, other
examinations being only in the nature of exploratory surveys, and he
mentions the location survey of the Pembina Branch ?-Yes.

23321, The trial location survey from Kcewatin eastward to Lake
Vermillion, and a trial location survey from Selkirk eastward to
Keewatin, and a trial location westward from Thunder Bay to Lake
Shebandowan ?-Yes; that was the first, I think.

23322. They are the only locations which he states to have been
made up to the end of 1874?-Yes; I think they wore the only onos.

23323. About July there appeared some advertisements asking for
tenders for the construction of a telegraph line: could you say whother
at that time it was expected that the location of any portions of
the line other than those I have mentioned was likely to be
acoomplished within a few months ?-We had pretty well docided
upon the location through the prairie country, that is, from Rat
Portage west, and it was anticipated that the line would be located as
fast as the contractors far the telegraph line could build.

23324. Then the general direction over particular localities had been
p retty well decided on ?-Pretty well decided upon as far as the
Yellow Head Pass.

Thinka Fort 23325. I suppose the first act towards positive location may be said to
William and Sbe.
bandowan sec- have been the building of the telegraph line, inasmuch as that was to

,ifoe wa"lorate follow the location, and I unlerstand you to say that the telegraph linos
contracta were were supposed to be located after the contracts were let-that is to say,
aetrwards th cg located with exactness ?-Yes; I suppose part f it was located. I think
changed. the Fort William and Shebandowan section was located before they

wore let, though it was afterwards materially changed when Mr.
Tlegraph- Iazlewood went there. Mr. Hazlewood superseded Mr. Murdoch.

Tendering. 23326. As to the construction of the telegraph lines and the contracts
tenders. Never for that construction, could you say whether the schedule of tenders as
looked at any first ascertained upon the opening was submitted to you for inspection ?
fcheduled, and -I presume they were submitted as all other tenders were. I never
then they were opened any tenders myself all the time I was in the Department. I-conaldered by
himself, the never looked at them until they were scheduled and presented in such
Dept Hnega .and shape as to be considered jointly by myself and the Deputy Head and
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the Engineer of the Department, and I presume these were submitted Teaidring.

in the usual way.
23327. I was speaking of the schedule which was made at the

opening ?-The schedule always accompanied the tenders. There was
always a schedule made up of all tenders, showing the respective
4amounts.

23328. 1 intended to ask yon whether you had seen this particular
schedulo which is now presented to you ?- I must have seen it if it is
the one that was in the Dopartment at the time. Of course I am not
able to identify this particular sheet of paper.

23329. In this schedule, dated on the 7th of August, Mr. Fleming, contract No i.
and Mr. Trudeau and Mr. Braun purport to give the contents, as they
understood tbem, of each tender, and among others the contents of
that of Sifton, Glass & Co., they were the persons who obtained the
contract for section 1. I gather from this schedule that at the time
of opening the tenders theirs was understood to be only for the whole
line, because the schedule so states it, although it mentions a period
within which they would finish some particular section or sections :
would you look at that schedule and say whether that was the view at
the time?-No; I cannot say at this distance of time. I have not had
the subject before me once.

23330. You will notice the reference to Siflon, Glass & Co.'s tender
marked " AI," which gives the meaning of it as tendering for the
whole line at $1,290,000 ?-Yes.

23331. They give no figures for any particular sectio>n, but
mention that section 1 would be finished in November, 1874: does
that refresh your memory as to what was considered to be the con-
tents of it ?-Mr. Fleming certainly had an estimate of the contract
they had obtained, wherever it is. I recollect his calculations showing
who was highest or lowest ; it depends a good deal on the calcula-
tion of the number of acres of wood land and prairie. There certainly
is a separate calculation as the tender finally acted upon.

23332. On the 7th of August, 1874, and about that time, I understand
1 tat all the tenders were dealt with as if the proportion of wood land
and prairie land was fixed, that is, for the purpose of comparing the
merits of the tender@, for instance, section 1 contained 200 miles
of wood and fifty miles of prairie, and those data applied to every
one's tender for section 1 as well as to Sifton, Glass & Co. ?-Well, I
suppose it would.

23333. On the 10th of August, Mr. Fleming makes a full report,
giving not only the substance of the tenders in a general form
as in that schedule now before you, but also in a detailed statement
for each separate section and another one for the whole line ; this was
three days later than the opening of the tenders. In this he assumes to
state the meaning of Sifton & Glass's tender in a different way from that
in which it was stated in the schedule : do you remember whether
there was such a difference in his opinion regarding the substance ofthe
tender between the 7th and the 10th ?-No; I do not remember.

23334. He assumes in this later return that Sifton, Glass & Co. were The contracts
tenderers for section 1 by itself as well as tenderers for the whole were awarded

line in bulk; could you say now whether the proposition by Sifton, taos of the
Glass & Co., to complete that portion of the lino known as section 1 as Engineer, and
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early as November, 1874, had anything to do with awarding them the
contract ?-No; I cannot say. The contracts were awarded upon the
calculations of the Engineer, and assumed in every case to be the lowest
available. Further than that I have no recollection.

23335. In awarding contracts at that time, did you take a
part in deciding who was to have each contract ?--Oh, as a Minister,
of course I had nominally to give the decision, but my decision in such
cases was invariably in concert with the principal officers of the
Department, and I have no recollection of any case during my whole
incumbency of office where there was any difference.

23336. It was in concert; the decision was not with themi alone ?-
They would recommend, of course. The price, in accordance with the
Public Works Act, invariably governed the decision unless there was
some other thing tbat cane in incidentally that had to be considered.

23337. Could you say whether in this, the first contract after
vou took charge of the Department, it was left entirely to your
subordinates, or whether you yourself took a part in awarding the
contract to Sifton, Glass & Co. ?- I do not think I took any more part
in awarding the contract than in awarding any other contract. I am
sure I did not.

23338. Do I understand you to say that it was not left entirely to
subordinates?-Well, I thought I had sufficiently explained that.
However, I will do it again fully.

23339. I understood yon to say that you took no more part in this
than in the others; not knowing what part you took in the others, I
confine my question to this one ?-The decision was invariably not only
in concert with, but in acquiescence of the views of the officers of the
Department. In other words, I never pressed any decision upon then
about contracts.

23340. Do you think that you saw the tender itself, of Sifton, Glass
& Co. before the contract was awarded ?-I may only have seen the
schedule of contracts made up.

23341. Here is the tender of Sifton, Glass & Co.: upon looking at
it now, can you say whether you saw it before ?-No, I cannot say.
It is quite impossible years afterwards. I could not identify any
particular document unless my signature was upon it.

23342. There is a question whether that document amounts to a
tender for any particular section, or whether it is a tender only for the
whole line : I wish to know whether that matter was ever brought to
your attention, and whether you exercised any judgment upon it ?-
I have no recollection of any question arising about that. My impres-
sion is there was a distinct tender for the section.

23343. Could you say how you arrived at that impression ?-Of
course 1 could only arrive at it from the report of the officer of the
Department.

23344. You might also by reading the tender ?-I do not think I
read the tender. It is possible I may have, but I think not.

23345. Do you remember whether, before awarding this contract to
Sifton, Glass & Co., you yourself had any negotiations upon the
subjectwith any of these parties ?-I do not think so. It is possible that
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some of them may have called at the Department and asked to sec me, Contract 11. 1.

that was very frequently the case, but I have no recollection of any-
thing of the kind.

23346. You do not remember dealing with them distinctly on this
matter ?-1 do not. Qutte certain he

never dealt with
23347. Proposing any terms ?-I am quite certain I never dealt with any contractors

any contractors except through the officers of the Department. Any ehcre rrthe
person desiring to see me, of course, I would see them and hear what Department Re
they had to say, but further than that I could have no dealings. oplewho want,

ed toi see him~

23348. As to whether you were called upon to place a construction
on this tender, I may mention that aftor making their offer for the
whole line, Siiton, Glass & Co. intimated that although they had given
a certain rate for the wood land through the whole distance, they did
not expect it all to cost as much as that, and they proceed to mention
that between two points, first Fort Garry and River Widnipeg, and also
between Fort Garry and Fort Pelly, they place the wood land at certain
sumo, naming them, which are lower than the rate placed over the
whole lino, and that in consequence of those allusions to these particu.
lar localities, the tender subsequently was construed as boing an offer
for one of those smaller localities: does that refresh your memory at
all on this subject?-Oh, I am positive I placel no construction upon
any tender.

23349. It anpears that it was not decided to award this contract to
Sifton, Glass & Co. until somewhere about October, some three months
or more after the tenders were receivod, and that at that time the
Department placed a construction upon their tender as to anotheritem
-I mean whether they should receive a price for maintenance beyond
what was assumed to be their price both for maintenance and construc-
tion, and that Mr. Fleming, as Engineer, and the member of the firm
who was then in Ottawa differed upon the proper interpretation as to
that item: do you remember any matter éconnected with that inter-
pretation-that is their claim for separate price.for maintenance ?-No.
I recollect the question came up, but in what shape I cannot say. I
think that contract was awarded, in the firsit place, to another party
who declned it.

23350. It was awarded in the first place to Fuller, who asked an
extra price in consequence of clearing through wood land ?-It
was awarded to somebody, and it was on their doeclining the Depart-
ment passed on, as usual, to the next.

23351. It was awarded first to Fuller who declined, except on the
condition that he should be paid for wood land clearing, and secondly
to Mr. Dwight, who declined to take it ?-Yes.

23352. Waddle & Smith had already been awarded another con-
tract, and it appears to have been suggested that there was a decision
concerning these telegraph contracts to the effect that no person could
get more than one contract, and they were passed over, and it reached
Sifton & Glass. After reaching them it became a question as to the
terms upon which they should receive it-I mean, whether the sum
mentioned in their tender should cover construction and maintenance,
or whether they were to get a price per mile for maintenance in
addition to any sum specified by them, and a difference of opinion
arose between them and the Department. It was discussed and

Positivehe placed
tio construction
on any tender.

Recollects the
quetion of main-

tnnce came Un,
but cannot sayin
what shape.

When contract
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Contract No.1. a correspondence cnsued, and I understand that correspondence was
wich wassub' submitted to you ?-It is likely it was. I recollect the question was
ter: this witness raised very well. I presume there is a report from Mr. Fleming upon,
thinks likely, and
refera to a possi- the subject.
ble report 0fommerwchr o~i
Fleming on the 23353. Do you remember whether you gave your personal consi-
subject. deration to the construction te be placed on their tender concerning

that subject ?-,- do net think I did.
Remembers 23354. The correspondence from their firm suggests that although
theruwa a ues- they made their offer in a gross sum for the whole line which was totion about this
claim for main- include construction and maintenance, enough could be gathered from
tenance, and the Z
question might their figures for mileage and the rate per mile for wood land and prairie
1a)I t eirtd to show any person who anaiyzed their tender that they intended to

was construed as ask $15.83 per mile for maintenance of the whole, and therefore they
leg teaim asked that same rate for the particular section which was under dis-

$i5.83 per mile for cussion : does this bring the matter to your recollection ?-No, I
maintenance In k
addition te the cannot remember the details. I know there was a question about it,
mum stated In and the question, I presume,would take this shape : if thoir tender wastender, I itmliitustn, 'r
bring IL higher construed that way it might bring it higher than atother one, in which
than a compet- case their tender would be passed, and it would be awarded to another

one. To ascertain that wo may have referred to the report of the
(2) Whether Enginecr.
though getting

orethan their 23355. That might be one shape the question would assume, but it
teeaaed for might assume another shape-whether they were getting more than
excess would not their tender asked for, though this sum might still be less than the

thlan te xiest neKt lowest tender ?-Yes, it might.
tender. 23356. Do you remember whether any question in that shape was

suggested ?-1 do not.
sfirton,olasa&Co. 23357. Then there is one m.cre matter iii which they appear
ine frurtpie; to have asked for terms botter than those stated in their tender-

ofthe details that is, as to the profits of the line. As far as the corres-
mneoriya no pondonce which has been submitted te us shows, they, for the first

time, in October, 1874, in a letter te Mr. Fleming, claim that besides
the price for maintenance, based upon their price te be gathered from
an analysis of their first tender for the whole line, they were te receivo
the protits of operating the lino: do you remember anything about that
item in the transaction ?-No; I do net. I know there was a question
as to the profits with two or three of the contractors, but I do net
remember the details et the discussion.

23358. This is a letter of the 14th of October, 1874, from Sifton,
Glass & Co. te Mr. Fleming. I also hand you the letter te which that is
an answer. Perhaps, if yen look at these, they may call some part of
the transaction to your mind ?-They appear te be both written on the
same day.

23359. Have you any further recollection now since reading the
letters than you had before ?-No; nothing further than I remember
the question having been rased in some shape.

Believes in this
matter he was
M ided soleiy by
he Engineer's

opinion.

23360. Could you say whether you expresse i any opinion at any time
in connection with this transaction, as to the proper interpretation te be
put upon their tender and this correspondence in connection with it ?-
I could net but my conviction is I was guided solely by the Engineer's
opinion.
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23361. It is suggested by an endorsement on some of the papers Contract 1. 1.

connected with this contract of Sifton, Glass & Co., that before entering ®,®geoan-ou

into it it was necessary to get an Order-in-Council. That memorandum the necessity of
ofan Order-in-is signed by Mr. Fissiault : do von remember whether the necessity Cof ounl may

such an Order was brought to y~our attention, or whether you gave any rghatv o his
decision upon it ?-It may have been, but I do not think thatan Order- attention, but he
in-Council would be necessary under the law in such case. It is only I|enot thnk an
where you pass a tender and take a higher one that you require to set was necessary in
ont the reasons in an Order-in-Council. this case.

23362. In this case that was done. Fuller had made a lower
tender and had afterwards asked something more for bis wood land
clearing, and that was perhaps what Mr. Fissiault alluded to when he
said it had not been given to the lowest tender ; however, you do not
remember having given any decision upon that subject?-I do not.

23363. The next contract, No. 2, is with Fuller, and embraces oontract No. z.
the western portion only of what was advertised as section 3. Contrary to wit-
Section 3, if you remember, was from Fort Garry to Edmonton, and it ®s's,®recoecti

embraced section 1 and something more, as well as section 2 and some- orno was not
thing more, section 1 being to Fort Pelly, section 2 to a point further "ubieco
west, and section 3 to Fort Edmonton, all of them starting from tion.
Winnipeg. Now, this contract to Fuller was for the balance of
the distance of section 3, not included in the coritract to Sifton, Glass
& Co. for section 1, and, as I unierstand it, was for a portiol of terri-
tory which was never submitted to public competition by itself: do
you remember that circumstance ?-1 thought it was all submitted to
public competition ?

23364. Yes, certainly all ; but not this particular portion of one of
the sections ?-That is contrary to my recollection.

23365. It arose in this way, according to the explanations given by
different witnesses: Mr. Fuller made the lowest tender for the
whole of section No. 3 from Winnipeg to Edmonton, but he
said that he understood the lino was going near the Riding
Mountains, and he had not provided in bis price for clearing any
considerable extent of wood land, but, finding that the line lad
to go by the north of Lako Manitoba, and that a large amount of
clearing had to be donc, lie claimed that a price for clearing should
be paid to him, or ho should not be obliged to take the contract.
It was finally agreed that instead of giving him that additional amount
for the wood land, Sifton, Glass & Co. might take the section No. 1,
which included most of the wood land, and that Fuller should take the
balance of section 3 at hi8 original price for section 3, deducting what
he lad offered for section 1: do you remember those features of that
transaction ?-I remember something of that kind, but the object of
myself and the Department was always to get the work donc in the
cheapest way, and I presurne it was divided on that ground.

23366. That leads me to the main question--whether the pecuniary Pecuniary resulta
results were the only ones considered in awarding these two contracts? the onIyones
-The only oncs, as far as I know. as witness knows.

.23367. Then there was no intention to give any preference to any
one which was not called for by the contracts ?-Certainly not.

23368. In deciding whether that whole contract for section 3 should
be given to Mr. Fuller alone at bis price, with an addition for clearing
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contract Ne. 2. wood land, or whether it should be divided into two contracts, seems to
turn upon this: whether it was better to give Mr. Fuller 8900 more
than to him and Glass together, without any of the profits of working
the line, or to give the profits of the line to Sifton, Glass & Co. and save.
the $900 : was the matter presented to your consideration in that
shape ?-I do not remember ; I think not. It was presen ted to me
solely in the interests of economy, I think.

Impossible for 23369. Was your attention called to this : that the question of
film. to remember
ifan alternative economy depended upon whether it was cheaper to the country to

as presented to give any particular amount to Fuller, or the profits of the line for five
bina. years to Sifton & Glass ?-It is impossible for me at this distance of

time to speak of amounts. If Mr. Fleming made such a report, the
reports would be in the Department.

Only remembers 23370. Without mentioning the amounts, do you remember that
thatre letsra t these two sides of the question were presented ?-I only remember the
secure the one side: that the contracts were let so as to secure the cheapest to the

obeapest to the
eountry. country.

. 23371. They were let with that intention, at all events ?-Yes; of
course, and, as far as I can recollect, with that result. I can speakonly
from memory.

23372. There is no report upon that particular feature of this
transaction, and I think Mr. Fleming said, in giving his evidence, it was
then called to his attention for the first time ?-Yes; I have not read Mr.
Fleming's evidence.

If I was con; 23373. I only mention that because you thought possibly thereisldered there
would be a report. might be some report bearing on this ?-If it was considered there

certainly would be.
co°tract No. 3. 23374. Contract No. 3 was with Mr. Barnard, in British Columbia.
This contraet not We have not proceeded with any investigation about that contract,
owest, because for the reason that evidence appears to have been given upon it before
to est was some tribunal in British Calumbia, and it is nw under consideration

by the Government, and I mention it only to ask whether there is any
fact which you think proper to givo ?-I cannot remember any fact.
That contract was not given to the lowest.

33375, Macdonald's tender appeared to be too low ?-Yes ; it appeared
utterly useless to deal with him.

23376. Mr. Fleming reported, in effect, that the time was so short
contract No 4. and tho price so low it was not worthy of consideration ?-Yes.

23377. The next contract was known as section 5 in the advertise-
ments. The order in which the tenders were made, taking the lowest
in the first place, was as follows: Waddle & Smith, first; Sutton &

Offer of contract Thirtkell, second; Sutton, Thompson & Co., third. The offer to take
drst made to the contract seems first to have been made to Waddle & Smith ?--They
Waddle & Smith. were the lowest.
Does not believe
that Waddle & 23378. They complain, and Mr. Waddle has givon some evidence on8mlth were lert
wlthont notice the subject, that they were passed over without being informed by the
that a day was Department, or any one on behalf of the Government, that there was a
which they must day fized before which they must give their security or lose their
e'eurty, because chance; have y'u any recollection of that ?-I have ne recollection

Mr. Trudeau 1s of that particular statement of an allegod fact, but I do not believe it.very careful.
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I think Mr. Trudeau is very careful about giving such notices as that. Contract Ne. 4.

I think it extremely unlikely.

2337J. Thon your belief is founded uiponf Mr. Trudeau's carefulness ?
-- Weil, the usual practice. We were always in the habit, indeed, of Stinted that
waiting when thoy asked for further time if it was a reasonable time. Waddle's state-

23380. Mr. Waddle does not say he asked for further time because he neter knewthe

never knew the time was limited ?- am satisfied that was not correct. tn "cas limited

23381. It appears his firm was passed over, at ail events, and an offor
made to the firm of Sutton & Thirtkell. Mr. Waddle gives his evidence
hore under oath to this effect: that while the matter was pending
between the Government and the Sutton & Thirtkell firm, ho himself
came to Ottawa and saw you and conversed with you, and that he
complained that ho had been passed over in the way ho explaired, and
that you thon said if Sutton & Thirtkell did not take it up ho could
have a further chance before any one else : do you remember any such
conversation ?-L am quite certain I never could have had such a con-
versation. It would be a very absurd conversation.

23382. You are aware that this contract was given really to persons
who were no tenderers themselves-Oliver, Davidson & Co ?-Yes.

23383. Do you remember what their standing was and how it was
that they cane to get the contract ?-I suppose because they made an
arrangement with the real parties who tendered. I knew their starding
well enough. Their standing was quite good.

23384. Is it usual to deal with persons upon their own representa-
tion that they are the assignees of the rights of the tenderer ?-Not
unless they satisfy the Department that they are.

23385. Do you recollect that they did satisfy you that thoy were ?
-No; I bad no personal satisfaction, but I have no doubt it was done.

23386. There is no record of that, and Mr. Trudeau cannot explain
it, and Mr. Fleming cannot explain it. Mr. Trudeau says the transaction
was arranged by you individually, and that he did not enquire into
it ?-I do not think I ever arranged any transaction myseit in regard to
contracts. There must be sone correspondence in relation to it in the
Department.

23387. It bas not been forthcoming, and has not been explained by
any person connected with it ?-It has frequently been the case that a
tender bas passed into the bands of another person before the work has
commenced. That was the case in the Whitehead contract, for instance.
He was not the original tenderer at ail. It was this same Sutton and
some other person, I think, and he arranged with them to take up the
contract before commencng.

23388. That, of course, is an ordinary transaction. It was the case
in the Georgian Bay Branch contract, which was transferred to Mr.
Poster, by Mr. Munson; are you aware of the reason why the Depart-
ment assumed these persons to be the assignees of the tenderers ?-
No, I am not; but they must have been perfectly satisfied with the
evidence, I think; and I recollect T was very glad to get Oliver, Davidson
& Co. I considered them excellent men.

23389. Were you personally acquainted with Sutton & Thompson,
or either of them ?-No; I have seen Sutton. I have no acquaintance
with him.

53*
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23340. While the matter was pending between the Government, on
the one hand, and Sutton & Thirtkell on the other, it appears, from the
evidonce, that Sutton, before the time was up which was limited for
finding security, went to Toronto and arranged with some mem-
ber of the Oliver & Davidson firn to take their rights, and that it was
concluded between them that they should take the contract upon the
Sutton & Thirtkell tender, and both ho and Sutton, and some member
of the new firm came down to Ottawa before Sutton & Thirtkell's
time was up; that before they went away it was arranged
that they slotild take it, not upon the Sutton & Thirtkell
tender, but upon the higher one of Sutton & Thonpson, about 828,200
higher. That is the arrangement which i undorstand Mr. Trudeau to
allude to when he says it was managed by the- Mlinister; do you
recollect anything of it ?-No. I an perfectly satisfied I never
nanaged any sueh transaction.

23391. Could you give us any information now as to the negotiations
which led to the displacement of Sutton & Thirtkell, and the accept-
anee of Sutton & Thompson at a higher price ?-1 can give no expia-
nation whatever, further than what would be contained in the records
of the Department.

23392. There is not the slightest record of any such transaction in
the papiers that bave reached us ?-lf Ur. Trudeau cannot give you the
explanation, I cannot.

23393. Do you remember whether yon had any interviews with
Oliver or Davidson uplon the subject of this telegraph contract ?-[
have no absolute recollection of interviewi; but I think it extremely
likely that I had, as vearly a.1 the contractors came bere.

23394. You could scarcely, then, give us the details of any conversa-
tion or negotiations on the subject between you and any of them ?-
No ; I have no recollection.

23395. We know of nothing concerning contract No. 5 upon which
we consider it necessary to take any evidence from you, but if you
know of any fact that would be usef ul to us, we shall be glad to have
it-this was the first contract of the Pembina Branch ?-The contract
given was to Mr. Whitehead as the lowest tenderer, to the best of my
recollection.

23396. I think a man named Peacl tendeied a cent lower per yard,
but ho failed to comply with the requirements of the Departnent, and
it went to Mr. Whitehead ?-I think so.

23397. The next contract in order of time is for steel rails. The
advertisement inviting tenders for rails appeared about the end of
September, 1874 ; could you say whether it was about that time that
it was first considered necessary to purchaise rails ?-Yes.

23398. Could you say whether any action of the subordinates in
your Department or the Engineer's led to that opinion?-Mr. Fleming
tirst brought the matter to my notice, and sa d that it was absolutely
necessary, in bis opinion, that rails should be had as soon as possible, as
it would take a long time to get them up, and construction could not
go on without them being on the ground, and, besides, ho said ho thought
the price of rails had thon reached the lowest rates they were likely to
reach, and we should secure as large a lot as possible. He was very
urgent in his representations on the subject.
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23399. Did you yourself weigh the roasons which ho gave before 6 . No,
adopting a conclus.on ?-I think I did to some extent. Of course it
was a more matter of speculative opinion as to the price being at the
lowest point. It was at the lowest point actually that had been
reached up to îhat time, and I thought his representations were likely
to be correct as to that. They certainly were correct, in my opinion,
as to the necessity of having rails there very soon.

23100. Irrespective of price ?-Irrespective of price.

23401. What di1 you consider to be the necessity of rails there at
that time, irrespective of prieu ?-It was impossible to go on with
cou -truction without rails.

u3402. Then, in that case, the quantity required would be a material
element ?-That dcpends upon how fast you went on with the work.

23403. Therefore the quantity would be a material element ?-The The quantity a
quantity would be material, of course, in proportion to the extent you ma element

wanted to go on.

3404 Could you say what proportion of the work vas expected to
be proceeded with so as to require rails imnediately ?-No; I could
not say preciely, but there vas every probability at that time of
several hundred miles being placed uider contract within a year.

23105. Would not the lino be placed under contract sonie time befo'e
track-laying ?-A short time. It takes a long time to get rails into
that country.

2340( What I mean is that neither the time of asking for tenders
nor the tine when the work was placed under eontract, would of itself
give a correct idea as to the time when the rails vould be required for
track-laying. The time between giving the contract and preparing
the road-Ued would have to be allowed for?-Oh, the road-bed, to a
great extent, is prepared after you get the rails. You lay the rails
first before the road is anything like completed, and tilt up with the
cars from particular points where your borrow-beds and pits would bu.

23407. At all events, a large portion of the works woold have to be
let before the rails would be required ?-That depends, t) a great
extent, on the nature of the country to be traversed. Maklúg the road
west ot Winiipeg site I left office, the ties were laid on tIe grass and
ballasting was done afterwards with the trains. Does notknow

if thle fact
that rails are

23408. Did the consideration of that circumstaice weigh with you in sometimes laid
estirnating the time at which these rails would be required?-What "ethe surface or

circumstanice? weighed with
him in estimat-

23409. The fact that rails are sometimes laid on the surface of the wgthietrilmes
ground without any preparation ?-I really do not know. would be

required.
23410. Becanse mv recollection is the first necessity for these rails

was between Thunder Bay and Red River, exceopting the Pembina
Branch ?-Yes. The quantity

23411. Then only the quantity for the Pembina Branch would be na Brauch
required immediately ?--It would be material as to the argument in wond bematerial.

favour of rnaking tbe purchase then. r ofavouref

23112. Keeping in mind always the quantity required for that
-Branch ?--Yes.

53ý*
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Corate o. 23413. I only wish to know what the faet was-whether the fact of
the rails being likely to be laid immediately on the Pembina Branch
weighed at all in the decision as to the quantity required at that time ?
- I have no doubt it did.

23414. About what quantity do you understand to have been
required for the Pem bina Branch ?-It requires on an average about
ninety tons a mile.

ene <ÜisIn 23415. That would account, then, foi the necessity of providing some-
to purchase: thing under 10,000 tons at most; as to any further quantity, do
(1) nce ss if you say that the time at which they would be required for use weighed

e ud a to in the decision to purchase ?-Certainly; the necessity of procuring rails
of taxin advan- if we were to build the road, and the necessity of taking advantage of
market wbile it the market while it was low.
was Iow. 23416. For the pies ent we may keep out of sight the cost; 1 suppose

if the price was even higher than it was at that time, and the rails
were actually needed, they would have been procured. I am endea-
vouring now to sce whether the necessity of having them for use at
any particuliar period was a reason for the purchase irrespective of
price ?-In other words you are endeavouring to see if you could find

Declines to fault with the policy of the Government. As I said before, I decline
answer- to answer any question as to the policy of the Government ; but as so

many falsehoods were ciiculated regarding the purchase of those rails,
I have answered every question that was put to me, not that I have
any right to do it, but because I choose to do it.

23417. On behalf of the Commissioners, I may state that, if you will
say now it was the policy of the .Government, to purchase rails, irres-
pective of the time at which they would be used, I will ask you
no further questions respecting them ?-I prefer that you go on with
your questions.

23418. Then, if there was such a policy, please understand that the
responsibility of our asking the questions on the assumption that there
was no such policy, rests with you ?-The responsibility of what ?

23419. The responsibility of our putting the questions?-You have
no right idsk the questions.

23420. i repeat, that if you say it was the policy of the Government
to purchase those rails irrespective of the probable time of their use, I
will ask you no further ?-I have already told you what were the true
reasons for purchasing. What more do you want ?

23421. If you had the two reasons, must you not of necessity have
had the one: the greater would include the lesser number ?-Which is
the greater ?

23422. Of the reasons-price and necessity for use. The number
two is greater than the single one?-I don't understand you.

23423. We will speak of one first ?-One what ?
23424. One reason for getting them-the reason that they were

required for use; now, as to the requirement for use, I am asking
whether that was a matter of departmental administration, or whether
it was one of the principles adopted by the Government on this
matter ?-If it was one of the principles of Government, you have no
right to ask.
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33425. I understand that we may not criticise it.; I only ask to 6L" N*

know whether it was so or not?-[ decline to answer. The act of Declnesto
every Department must always be assumed to be the act of the Gov- answer.
ern men t.

23426. I understand you to suggest that every act, every detail of
the administration of the Department must, in a constitutional light,
be considered to be part of the policy of the Govern ment ?-I am not
here to discuss constitutional questions.

23427. I understand that you are discussing them ?-No; you are
quite mistaken.

23428. Do you decline to say whether the necessity of having the Necessity for the
rails at that time in view of the period when they would be used was use of the rals
one of the elements in the decision for their purchase?-I have mentsindecision
already said it was oie of the elements. to purchase

23429. But do you decline to give the particulars of that reason ?-
I have already answered.

23430. I am endeavouring t ascertain where the necessity for the
purchase existed ?-There were 2,000 miles of railway to build.

23431. When ?-According to the bargain of 1871 it was to be built
within ten years.

23432. And was that the reason that you thought it necessary to Declines to
purchase in 1874 ?-1 decline altogether to answer questions respecting answer.
the policy of the Government, and you may as well understand that
sooner or later.

23433. I don't want you to state the reason for any policy of the
Government, but I wish you to make it clear whether it was then the
policy of the Government to purchase those rails ?-Uless it was
their policy they would not have been purchased, of course.

23434. We think the Commissioners are entitled to assume that the
details of the departmental administration may be inconsistent with
the principles of government adopted by the Ministry, and that those
details may be enquired into ?-I have nothing to do with the assump-
tions of the Commission.

23435. I only wish to state them clearly so that you may understand
the position we are taking, and may bear the responsibility of refusing
to answer or not as you think tit: do you declino to give any evidence
upon the particulars of the necessity for the purchase of those rails on
account of thoir probable use ?- I have already said all that I have to
say about the reasons for their purchase.

23436. Will you say as to the price, whether that was a material The rice a ma-
element in the decision to buy them ?-I have already said so. the decimon to

23437. Are you willing that that should be investigated ?-That pureha..
what should be investigated ?

23438. The reasonableness of that conclusion that the price made it
proper to buy ?-I cannot hinder you from investigating anything you
please.

23439. Will you say, then, what appeared to be the reasons in sup-
port of the view that that was a good time to buy because of the
price ?-I know of no reasons except the statement of fact.
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mats s. 23440. And what was that?-That the price had reached a lower
The price had point than it had ever reached, and that Mr. Fleming thought it was-
reached a lower likely to rise.point than lthbad
ever reached, and 241 i ltcnie ta b
Flermina thought 23441. Did you not consider it expedient, as administrator of the
it was lkey to Departmont at that timo, to enquire into Mr. Flerning's reasons more

iness adopted deeply than merely by hearing that that was his conclusion ?-Well, of
Fleming's course, I adopted bis reasons.

23442. At the time that it was deeided to make the purchase of rails,
cati you say whether it was considered expedient to attract English,
competition as well as Canadian competition ?-To attract English ?

23443 English competition on the prices ?-As to that-I did not
understand your question at first-there were no Canadian manufac-
turers of steel rails that I am aware of.

23444. But there were Canadian dealers ?-I am not aware of any.
There are Canadian agents for English dealers. I am not aware of
any Canadian dealers for themselves.

Thought every 23445. You were aware of Canadian agents for English dealers:
aneoortudni® was it considered advisable that the competition bhould not be
for competing. restricted to Canadian agents of English dealers, and that English

agents and English dealers should compete ?-I supposed every one
should have an opportunity of competing.

23446. Did you consider that eight days was a sufficient time to give-
English agents and English dealers an opportunity to do so ?-If I had
not thought so the advertisement would not have been issued.

Advisedtoextend 23447. Wei e you afterwards led to the conclusion that it was not
Uine frorn elght
dayso 8 t sufficient time?-Some parties advised me to extend the time so as to
enable aent to enable dealers, instead of telegraphing to their principals, to wîite to
write rather than htelegraph to their them, and the time was at once enlarged as soon as that desire became
principals. known.

First quantity 23448. At the time of the reception of those tenders in November,
e nfg 4,c 1874, would you say what quantity it was considered expedient to

tons. purchase?-L think the tirst quantity spoken of was 40.000 tons, by
Mr. Fleming.

23449. Did you adopt his view ?-Yes; I have already mentioned
that.

23450. This was a very large transaction, and it may be assumed
that you took a part in considering the effect of the tenders and award-
ing the cortracts ?-Perhaps you had better, instead of assuming any-
thing, ask any questions you desire to ask.

Ustiat course for 23451. I will ask it in another way if you prefer it : did you take
nom]part In any part in considering the tenders and awarding thu contracts ?-It is

irangeon- the usual course in awarding all contracts.tracts; usual
courme taken. 23452, Did you take the usual course ?-Yes.

23453. Do you remember, at this distance of time, the relative rank
of the tenders, giving the lôwest price to the first rank, and so on ?-
No, I do not ; but I presume the reports in the Department will show
that.

23454. Can you say whether there was any. intention to give any
preference to any party in contracts beyond what would be called for
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by the tenders themselves ?-I am not aware of any such intention. I Co t. s.
cannot conceive how there would be.

23455. Then, I understand you to say that the tenders themselves
will point to the persons who should have got the contract according
to the prices. There is the sehedule by Mr. Fleming showing what he
understood to be the contents and substance of the different tenders on
this subject. If you wiNh to look at it, I shall be glad if you will say
whether it shows that this is the rank of the tenders for dehivery at
Montreal ?-I suppose the paper will speak for itself.

23456. I only wish to know whether you find any construction
applicable to it which I have not found ; we might differ on the mean-
ing of it ?-Ask me any question you like.

23457. I understand that the West Cumberland Co. were the lowest Tenderers lu
tenderers for 5,002 tons ?-That is Guest & Co.? their order.

23458. Cox & Green were thoir agents; 5,000 tons at 853.53 ?--Yes.
23459. I have also understood, from the papers in evidence, that the

40,000 tons were all con tracted for to be delivered at Montreal ?-
WeXll ?

23460. Is that as you understand it ?-] think so; I am not quite
certain of that, however.

23461. Not only contracted, but advertised for to be delivered at
Montreal. The next lowest tender, or rather it is equally low, is that
of the Ebbw Vale Co. for 5,000 tons, at 853.53; the next lowest
is Guest & Co. for 5,000 tons, at $54; the next lowest is 10,000
tons by the Mersey Co.. at 854.26 ; the next lowest is by the
Aberdare Co., 5,000, tons at 854.75. Now, that quantity reaches only
30,000 tons, and still the Aberdare Co., who wero the lowest tenderers
for the portion of the first 30,000 tons, got no contract: can you
explain why that was?-That the lowest tender got no contract?

23462. The Aberdare Co., were among the lowest tenderers for the
first 30,000 tons, and still though 40,000 tons were ordered they were
omitted ?-1 suppose it was because they were higher.

234#;3. That could not be if they were among the lowest for the first
30,000 tons ?-The question is what did it cost the Government.

23464. That is all. For the first 30,000 tons the tenders, as far as I
can construe them, and according to that schodule whieh is now before
you, show that the West Cumberland Co., the Ebbw Vale Co., Guest &
Co., the Mersey Co. and the Aberdare Co , were the five lowest tenders
for the first 30,000 tons ?-The lowest first tenderers were offered more
than what they had put in their tenders. Cox & Green, for instance,
had only 5,00) tons in their tender, and they were otfretd more.

23465. Se far we have had no other direct evidence of that ?-I
cannot help it. i am making evidence of it now.

23466. How were they olfered it ?--They were offered it by Mr.
Trudeau with my knowledge and consent.

23467. Is not that a mistake ?-No; I think not.
23468. Therle is on record the Lact that they wrote to you on the

18th of December offering another 5,000 tons, and otn the 22nd vou
telegraphed them back: " No further steel rails wanted, thanks ?'" -
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Contraets Non. They had declined in the first place, and offered, subsequently, after
the transaction was completed.

23469. There is no evidence of that offer ?-I cannot help that. The
offer was made, nevertheless, and Mr. Trudeau informed me that they
declined. It must have been so.

Witness's recol- 23470. Then your recollection is, that before arriving at the quantity
lection that West of 40,000 tons, the West Cumberland Co. were offered a larger,Cumberland Co. .
were offered a quantity than 5,000 tons ?-Yes ; that is my recollection. My recol-
Iargerua l o that every tender was dealt with that was the lowest, in
than 5,000 tous. lection i hteeytne vsdatwt htwstelwsi

order to get the quantity we decided upon at the lowest possible
prices.

Presumnes that
Ouest &Co were 23471. Were Guest & Co. offered an opportunity of supplying a
offeed an® ® ppo- largor quantity ?-I presume they were.
Ing alarger
quantty. 23472. Then, you have no positive recollection ?-No, I have io

positive recollection. What makes my recollection in the case of Cox
& Green is, that the newsppper correspondence brought out the fact
that they stated themselves that they were offered it.

23473. What correspondence ?-Newspaper corresponden ce.

23474. And the Mersey Co.; their offer was 10,000 tons at Mon-
treal: do you remember anything about that amount being increased ?
-I think so. It was increased to 20,000, that being the best arrange-
ment the Government could make as to price.

Ras Do recollec-
tion ofthe oact
that the Aberdare

eo. was passed
over, oiuest & Co
being given a
r referencehough 49 ets.
higlier.

The increase in
the Mersey Co.'s
@upply carried
outby Trudean,
and probably
referred to wit-
ness as Minister.

23475. Then the Aberdare Co., do you know anything about them?
-I do not recollect anything about them. I presume we never
reached their figure.

23476. It appears that their figures were reached, and that 5,000
tons-the second 5,000 tons-were given to Guest & Co., at the price of
855.24, while the Aberdare Co. had offered to supply the same quantity
at 854.7î, giving Guest & Co. the preference and 49 ets. per ton more
than the Aberdare Co. had offered to furnish then for?-I have no
recollection of it.

23477. The way that happened was this: Guest & Co. offered one
5,000 tons at 854, and another 5,00) at $55.24. Both offers were
accepted, which reduced the average to 854.62. That average would
be below the Aberdare Co.'s offer, which was $54.75 ?-My general
view, as expressed to Mr. Trudeau, was that each tender should be
followed up, beginning at the lowest, giving them as much as they
would take, and proceeding upwards only when forced to do so by
rising prices.

23478. Taking 10,000 tons-not from Guest & Co. alone, but half
from Guest & Co. and half from the Aberdare Co., would have reduced
the rate for the whole 10,000 tons. I do not know whether that
circumstance was called to your attention ; please state if it was ? -
I do not think it was.

23479. There is no tender and no correspondence upon the subject
of this increase in the Mersey Co.'s supply: could you say how the
negotiation was carried on ?-It was carried on by Mr. Trudeau, and
probubly referred to me as Minister.

23480. When you say probably, I suppose you mean that you
are not able to say positively ?-I have no precise recollection, but I
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have no doubt that that was the mode. I recollect of Mr. Fairman CoI***ct***

calling upon me once or twice, but I referred him to Mr. Trudeau,
through whom all business was transacted of the kind.

23481. After this 40,000 tons had been bargained for, there seems to
have been a hait in the traasaction. That was about the 3rd of
December, 1874, and subsequently a change of tactics early in January,
and a furthor supply was procured ; could you say what led to, the
necessity of the further parchase ?-That is for the Pacifie coast ?

234S2. I think the new lots amounted to 10,000 tons-of that, 5,00) second pur-
tons went to Vancouver ?-About that time we were about entering a vlew to bnild-
on the obligation to bauid the Island railway, and it was with the view Ing the railway
to have iron rails sufficient for that that the second purchase was made. Ysianco

23i483. You think that was what led to the changed position and the
purchase of the further lot ?--I think so.

23484. Was that change, do you think, after the refusal to take the
West Cumberland Co 's second otfer of 5,000 tons at £11 in Montreal
-equivalerit to £1t> sterling in Liverpool ?-I have no recollection of
dates.

23485. The circumstance happened somewhat in this way, as far as
disclosed by the Blue Book reports and the evidence before us: on the
20th of December, or about that date at all events, the West Cumber-
land Co. offered 5,000 tons more at £11 sterling in Montreal, which I
understand to be equal to £10 sterling in Liverpool, because the freight
across was £1. That was refused immediately by telegram, stating
no further rails were required. On the 4th of Jaruary, Cooper, Fair-
man & Co. write to you. That is the first letter upon the subject, as
a ppears by the reported correspondence, and they use this; language:
Sith reference to the 10,000 tons required f.o.b. Liverpool "-
apparently pointing to some definite 10,04 tons, and suggesting that Thinks conversa-
but ween yon and then mention had been made of 10.000 tons: do you takenpaewth
rtcollect the circumstance of any allusion to such a quantity being Cooper, Fairman
made before that letter-I mcan any alluion in any correspondence wouldacountfor
botween you and Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?-I think there vas no cor. the way they
respondence. There niiglbt have been conversations. Janunary.

23486. Between you and some of thern ?-There may have been.
23487. Do you. say that there was ?-I really cannot, sav. I have a

recollection of an interview with Mr. Fairman once or twice while the
main tenders were pending, but I have no recollection of any subse-
quent one.

23488. On the same day, that is the 4th of January, a telegram was
sent to you from Moritreal, by some persons using this signature:
"Agents, Mersey Co."

" Mersey Co. having signed tender deliver at Montreal, cannot now deliver wesL"

Did you understand this title to mean Cooper, Fairman & Co. ?-I do
not recollect of the tolegram at ail.

23489. It is reported on page 38 of this Blue Book conicerning corres-
pondence on the steel rails ?-Tbere are three telegrams apparently the
same day.

23490. From Cooper, Fairman & Co ?-Yes. there are some on the
previous page.
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Con*raeta N°*. 23491. That is the letter to which I allude; it is a second telegram ?
-What is your question about it ?

Supposes the 2349. I ask whether you understood that title "Agents, Mersey
iaseray Co , C." to mean in tact Cooper, Fairman & Co ?-I suppose it must have

meant Cooper, been. They were the agents.Fairman & (Co.
Never any publie 23493. On the 7th January you accept their tender for 5,000 tonscoinpe tition for
the 5,000 tons for at Liverpool at the rate of £10 10s. sterling ; can you say whether
whlch the tenderof Cooper, a r- there ever was any public competition or any kind of competition as
man &Co. waa to any purehase of rails f.o.b. at Liverpool ?-No; I don't think there-aceted at
£10 g was.

23494. You think not ?-I think not.
23495. At the time of accepting their offer, a spontaneous one, as I

gather from the reported correspondence, were the following circum-
stances taken into account, that two days before you were able to
purchase from the Cumberland Co. ut £10 sterling in Liverpool, or
equivalent to that, because it was only £ 1 at Montreal, that on a pre-
vious occasion the Department hal communicated, before the reception
of tenders, that they were reeeiving no tenders or entertaining none,
for the delivery ut Liverpool, and that in fact Crawford hal offered
then there at £10 5s. and the otfor was not entertained ?- I have no
recollection of Ciawford's offer.

23496. It is reported on page 25 of the same Blue Book ?-It was
during the summer of next year.

23497. That would bo for delivery in the summer of 1875 ?-Yes.

23498. That would be quite as early as you wanted them or
got them ?-No; I don't recollect our reasons for declining that.

'3 9.. Then, do you say that the acceptance of Cooper, Frairman &
Co's offer was made without the consideration of those circumstainces?
-I do not think so; I have no doubt they were all considered.

Cannot tel] ar
wheter Itwas 23500. Was it considered that rails at £10 ]Os. froin Cooper, Fair-
c ®lderedthat man & Co. w's botter than at £10 5s. from Crawford ?-1 eannot tell.£10 10s. lromn
Cooper, Fairman It may have been. It would depend aitogether upon iiipe,'tion and
& Co. was better
tban £10 5s. irorn q uaity.
Crawford. 23501. Are you able to say that any such matters were eonsidered;

that there was such a difference as you describe ; that one flini had a
better quality or was more desirable ?--The fact that there was a
decision in the case implies consideration. I have no recollection of
discussions respecting the mat or.

23502. No one else of those who have been before us has touched
upon any sueh compatis ,n between these offers-Crawfords a'd Cooper
Fairnian & Co.'s, and the other gentlemen in New York, who were
irformed that their offer would not be entertained. That refusal to
enter tain the offer is found on page. 3 of this same Blue Book ?-This
has reference to the original tenders.

23503. Ycs; I am asking whether afterwards in January, before
accepting the offer of Cooper, Fairman & Co. those circumstances were
considered ?-Which cireumstances ?

22504. The circumstantce that Mr. Justice had been told that no
tenders for delivery at Liverpuol would be accepted, and the zircum-

rý
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stance that Mr. Crawford had offered them at £10 5s. : I ask w1ether tacs s
these were considered before deciding to award the contract without
competition ?-It was a subsequent transaction altogether.

23505. Can you say if they were considered, or why it was not worth
while to ask for the competition of Crawford or of the Cumberland Co.
who had two days before accepted £10 as a price ?-I know of no
reaaons whatever, except what are in the public documents in the office.
I have no documents.

23506. Is there any fact connected with any of those contracts about
steel rails which you think it proper to offer by way of evidence, that
has escaped our attention ?-1 know of no fact.

23507. There is a circumstance upon which we do not think it l. Mackentzie's
necessary to take further evidence, but I mention it in case you should am of
desire to state anything upon the subject. Mr. Chas. Mackenzio, in 2ope, Fair-
bis e'idence before us, said that ho was a member of the firm of man a a
Cooper, Fairman & Co., and that after, they got the contract for those
rails, and before ho informed any of them that ho intended to retire,
he had a conversation with you on the subject; is there anything
connected with that whieh you think ought to be explained by
evidence from you ?-Well, I have no objection, as it is a personal,
matter, to auswer any questions you like to ask.

23508. We do not ask for any; we wish to afford the opportunity Teleghed toChas.
if you think it desirable ?-As soon as I saw the statement in a paper Mac eie W
-I think it is the Montreal Gazette-that Chas. Mackenzie, or myself>, say he had no
or sonie cornections, were intorested in that contract, I telegraphed to Cooper, Falr an
him aisking if it was so, if hc had any interest, and if I might state & CO.
that ho had not. I received his answer promptiy to say that he had
-not any kind of interest, good, bad or inditferent I then telegraphed
to some newspaper denying the allegation made. I recollect welt his
hpeaking to me about Cooper & Fairman being concerned as agents for
aome English companies, and that it would never do for him to remain
in connection with them on that account. What precise date that was
I do not reniember.

23509. Your telegram to him, as I uiderstand it, was the first com-
imunication with him on the subject ?-Yes.

Hardly thinks
23510. That was before an interview?-Yos; I think so. It may iisÇ telegram

mot have been before the interview. I hardly think it could bc. beforf.an
interview.

23511. Then (1o you think you telegraphed him, notwithstanding a Telegraphed to
previous interview at whieh you learned his standing in the matter ?- hiterv ain
Tpretsume so. I wanted a definite statement from himself whether ho whch he learned

.in i. his standing
tad any interest in it or not. towards the firmn,

because he want.
23512, Was the tolegram to isk whether ho had consummated his ed a i..-11iîe

intention of i etiring, because ai his interview ho irformed you uht le saternent.
lhad that initentionî ?-No; the telegrami was to ask him whether 1
might state that he had not any inteî est in that contract. I have no
objection that you should get that telegram-I mean from the Depart-
rent. if it can be got.

23513. We do not consider it nocessary toget such particulars; we only
wish to leain if there is anything -bout it that you think desirable
should bo put in the evidence ?-Of couirso I am perfectly aware
of the falehoods circulated in the country about it at the time. I
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pres4e that no one, though used for political purposes, ever believed
that I had any connection with anything that was improper, and I
merely mention what I have done because of those statements.

23514. It is for the purpose of affording an opportunity to make
any desired explanation that we mention the subject. The next contract
in the order of numbers is the Georgian Bay Branch; that was made
with Mr. Foster in February, 1875, and about the end of the year,
or the beginning of next, it was cancelled ?-Yes.

23515. Not ,peaking just now of the Canada Central extension, but
ot the Georgian Bay Branch proper-a payment of about 811,000 was
made ?-Yes.

Astothepaylmeit 23516. It seems that this was the whole amount paid by the
o>fS41,OO to
Foster, can only Govern ment, and his deposit was returned to him. The only matter
say thal. Fleming about this whieh we desire 10 enquire into is whether the fact that
rmoed nigt be this line was impracticable could have been ascertained for a smaller
pa-d. sum if the Government had undertaken the explorations and surveys

which Mr. Foster made, and for which this was intended
t) reimburse him : can you give us any information upon that sub-
ject? -We have simply Mr. Fleming's report, in which he says that
the amount expended would bu useful in continuing the explorations
westward, and if properly certified might be paid to that extent. I
forget the precise amount he suggested.

23517. Mr. Fleming, as we have gathered fron a report which ho
himself puts in, made very strong representations to the Government
based on letters of Mr. Hazlewood, that such a route as that adopted by
the Government would certainly be feasible ? - Yes.

Out to be M- 2518. And that that turned ont to be a mistake; so that the only
than t hroute vircurmtance about it was that the Government was misled into this
adopted by the contrict upon incorrect information from the Engineering Depart-
ti4overnmnent
woi"d prove ment? -Yes; of course.
feasible. 23519. Is there anything else about it which you think worthy of

ment ion ?-Nothing occurs to me, but I would be very glad that you
should ask me any question that occurs to yourself.

23520. There is nothing else about it that we think requires
explanation ?-l have been told lately that the route selected by M.r.
liazlewood would have turned out to be the best after ail.

235Z1. Mr. Shanly and Mr. Fleming, at a later date, state that the
gradients could not have been secured. At first Mr. Fleming did not
agree with Mr. Shanly's proposition, but on the latter occasion he admits
in effeet that his first information was not well founded: is there anything
connected with it which you think ought to be mentioned ?-No; I am
not aware of' anythiîg as far as explanation is concerned, but I will be
very happy to give any if required

23522. The Chairman.-Nothing occurs to us.

RaHiiway Loca- 23523. The number of the next contract is 13, which wab for the
.ct .a. portion of the railway next west of Lake Superior; could you say

whether any definite policy upon the question of building a line
through that section of the country had been adopted by the Govern-
ment?-Well, the objection that I previonsly raised as to discussing
the policy of the Government comes in, but mis the matter was really
expkined in some of my speeches, I need not have any hesitation on
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that point at prosent. The policy of the Government was to obtain contraet Ne.13.

the best and shortest line a to grades and curves between Thunder menft°o tarn-
]Bay and Red River, or Rat Portage, which was the objective point thtWeng eIine

between the two. The policy of the Government looked to the pOSSi- Bayand Rat
bility of the road east of Thunder Bay not being constructed for many Portage.
years, and to use the water as the means Of communication between
the Ontario system of railways and Fort William, and possibly to
utilize the small lakes in the interior of this country also for a term.
The Government might, perhaps, have chosen not to commence any
building at ail until the entire line was surveyed and decided upon, but
we looked upon it as very important to have an immediate entrance
into that country through our own territory for the sumnier, if not for
the whole year, and therefore decided to construct this portion as fast Decided to con-
as we could get it put under contract, the two ends at least, that is, astruet aiV'pouI
between Red River and Rat Poptage, and between Fort William and be got under

the interior line of lakes at Port Savanne. contract.

23524. You have answered the question at greater length than I
intended when I asked it, because you have beengood enough to inform
us of some of the reasons for the policy. My object in asking the ques-
tion was to ascertain what the policy was (or if there was any policy)
as to the mode of building that link. That being now established, I
would like to ask whether it was so decided, without reference to
tho state of the examinations by the engineers, or wheher it
depended upon any conclusion as to the sufficiency at that time of those
examinations. This is asked with a view only of ascertaining whether
the engineering staff were then considered efficient ?-The line was Line run in the

run in the first place from Nipigon Bay up by the Sturgeon River 4ir place troe
route, keeping far north of the present line, but was exce3dingly rough Sturgeon River

ruerrto, north.
-so rough and imrracticable, in fact, as to lead the engineers and the of preant lno,
Government to give up the idea of taking it by that line. In 1873 and aO," ougi
the early part of 1874 it seemed probable that the Nipigon Bay line being given up.

would be the one adopted ; but for the reasons stated and the other
reason not stated, but which I may state, that we found it quite practic-
able to obtain the minimum grades upon this line, and very straight
curves, we proceeded with that. As to the engineering staff, it is a
very difficult thing for a staff, scattered over a country like that, to
obtain in one year or two an accurate idea of the difficulties to be
encountered.

23525. Perhaps I ought to have put my question in this way: Does not think

whether, before entering upon any contract for section 13, it was under- beÎore macine

stood that the Engineering Department had acquired such information had been such an
Instrumental

as would enable quantities to be mentioned with something like accu- uurvey as would
racy ?-Well, I do not think there was such an instrumental survey of ,,ve tgive
the whole line at that time as made it possible. to do that. It was a quantities with

matter of calculation by observation simply, as any engineer can tell in scmethilg lke

passing through a country what it is likely to amount to as to quanti-
ties. The east end and the west end were ascertained at, the time.

23526. I think as to section 18 it appears that no location, properly
so called, had taken place, but what Mr. Fleming designates a trial
location, and that the quantities had not been even approximately
ascertained ?-That was not my impression.

23527. Do you remember that at the time the contractors went upon
the ground to commence this work they were not able to proceed, and
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remained some weeks while the actual location was taking place ?-
That is while a deviation took place. Mr. Hazlewood ascertained that
tliere was a better route for many mites, both as to quantities and asto
grades, and it appoared that Mr. Murdoch had never examined the
country as a whole as Mr. Hazlewood did, and that part that was
changed had tu be gone over again. That is my recollection of the
circumstances.

23528. Mr. Marcus Smitb has said, I think, among other witnesses,
that this contract was let upon a trial location; and it appears that
the specifications were dated Jantiary, 1875 ?-It was let upon preci -ely
the same data as the other contracts were let, I think.

23529. It would be convenient to deal only with this one at this
moment. Mr. Fleming, at page 9 of his report of 1877, in'describing
all the s.urveys that had taken place up to the end of 1874, says a
trial location survey from Thunder *Bay te Shebandowan had been
made, and he'distinguishos between atrial location and a regular location
by saying that the tirst mentioned, namely, the trial location, is the firt
attempt at staking out a lino for construction, the tangents being laid
down, and, when necessary, the curves being set out, and ho proceeds to
desc":ibo the location survey as a more exact examination of the

The quantities ground ?-Well, I understand it was an exact survey of the ground,
frn catuaa. that the quantities were calculated from actual data. Indeed, ià could

not have been anything else.
23530. You think il must have been a regular location ?-1 think so.
23531. Is it because the specifications purported te give quantities

At the time of that you come to that conclusion ?--Yes.
decidng to buld 2353?. That brings us back to the question that I first in.tended tothe Unxe the engi-
neer reported ask-whether ibe Government, at the timeof deciding to build the line,1.hat the Govern-
ment had the eonsidered that they had means of arriving at accurate quantities ?-

eansof arrvlng So the engineers reported.at accurate
quantities. 23533. Then it was upon that representation that the policy was

adopted, as I understand ?-Undoubtedly; partly as te quantities and
)artly as te grades. The question of grades was a governing one

always. We decided on a policy of having a minimum grade coming
east and one going weit, the one going west of forty and coming east
of twîety.ix, and even if it hud made a serious difficulty in cost, we
probably would still have persevered in carrying out the lino.

23534. Shebandowan wvas at first the western terminus of contract
No. 13 ?-Yes.

Country west or
Sturgeon Falls
too rough, and a
4deviation north-
ward made tvith-
ont lengtbening
the Une.

23.35. That was abandoned and the lino was deflected north-westerly
at some point nearer Thunder Bay ?-It was supposed at first that the
best lino lay by the Shebandowan and Sturgeon Falls ioute, with a
possibility of crossing by the Narrows, but having in any case the
objective point of Rat Portage. The eountry west of Sturgeon Falls
was found too rough to be considered practicable, and the deviation
was made northward without lengthening the line at all.

23536. All the other questions that have occurred to us concerning
section 13 appear te bc engineering ones, and it is not necessary
to trouble you further unless you think of something that ought to be
mentioned ?-No; there is nothing that i know of.
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23537. The number of the next contract is 1. That was fron RZed
River to Cross Lake. In order ta proceed with the eonstructin of'
that, il, was necessary, of courso, to settle a terminus on Red River.
Selkirk seems to have been selected fbr that : ean you say vhetlier
you, as Mîiister of Publie Works, took any part in that selection, or
was it leit to the Engineer?-It was left to the Engineer.

29.538. As to whether it was desirable to let the contract at the tine
that it was let for practical purposes, I would ask whether you are
aware that a portion of the line next the Red lZiver eould not be pro-
ceeded with, and that when the contractors arrived mn the ground they
were not able to go on, and were put to large expense. Please look
at this answer to question 1742 by Mr. Sifton, I do not know
whether it will refresh your memory ?-If thore was any remon-
strance made by the contractor, it will be in the Department, I sup-
pose. I have no recollection of anything of the kind.

23539. I am not speaking as to the position he afterwards tcok on
the subjeet, but as to the knowledge the Department hai at the tine of
the real state of affairs in that neighbourhood ?-I an not aware ot any
special state of affairs.

23540. Were you aware that at that tine there was no locatel lino
next the river, nd that the contractors would be obligod to transport
their supplies for some distance into the country before they began
their work ?-No; 1 was not.

23541. There was a change from the original contract made respect-
inig a portion of the line juast at the east enid by which Mr. Whitehead
undertook to finish tihat iustead of the original contractors, Sifton,
Ward & C. I have here a written agreenout which was made
betweeni the parties subject to the approval of the Minister at the time ?
-What is the date?

23542. 13th of September, 1878. This is a copy of the contract, and
I may refresh your nemory by stating the difficulties that seemed to
exist at the timne. Tne work at the uest end of section 14 was over a
mnuch rougher portion cf the country than that west of it ? -les.

2,543. That seemed to involve the necessity of using machinery,
engines and cars, &c., to transport the earth from oe part to another
to do the filling. Mr. Whitehead, the contractor for section 15, had this
machinery; Mr. Sifton had not, and some arrangement was made
between them, subject to your approval: caun you say whether you
assented to that on the under standing that Sifton & Ward should,
nevertheless, get their original prices, or whether it was an abandon-
ment on their part of so mueh of the line and the assumption of it by
Mr. Whitehead?-1 certaily had no intention it should be anything
else but that.

2,544. But what ?-That Mr. Whitehead should do the work.
2354. For the (Governmrent or for them ?-For then.

25546. Did you iuderstand they were to get their original prices ?-
Of course not. Whatever Mr. Whitehead was to get they could notget.

23547. Were they to get anything cise beyond his contract price ?-
He was to get what their contract called for. They could get no more,
and if Mr. Whitehead did part of the work that their contract covered,

RaiIvy Loca.-
tion&-

Cosatract No. 14
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aed Hiver ter-
minus lef. to
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C*traetNo. 14 he was entitled to be paid, of course, according to the agreement
between them.

23548. I wish to ascertain now whether the particular nature of this
assent on you part, or the result of it rather, was discussed or consid-
ered at the time, and I would like to explain more fully the nature of
the dispute which has since arisen. I am not doing this with a view
to ascertain whether their claim is a good or a bad one, but whether
the action of the Department was expedient. They had no limit to the
price which should be paid for haulage. The usual condition, at all
events, in subsequent contr ets was that after 2,500 feet contractors
got no additional haulage, but that between 1,200 and 2,500 feet they got
1 et. per 100 feet. Tue haulage in this case was some two miles. Mr.
Whitehead undertook to do it for 40 ets. and find his own implements,
and no extra charge. Sifton & Ward say he was their sub-contractor,
that they did not give it up entirely to Mr. Whitehead, that they
were to get their price for haulage, which amounts to some $150,000-
above Mr. Whitehead's price, that Mr. Whitehead's price should be
taken.out of that sum aid that they should be paid the difference: I

Thecontractwith wish to know if these features of the transaction were submitted to
hsstuiaos you and considered by you ?-I do not think they were.. It was the

ol one oontractor substitution of one contractor for another as to that particular work;for another for
the rtion f that is my recollection. Hlowever, I was sonewhat busy about the
workin question. time this arose.

23549. We have no further questions concerning section 14, but if
you think of any other fact which would be material we should be glad
to know it ?-I know of nothing concerning it, only what is in the
Department.

23550. There is another matter that bas occurred to us, and which
may be worthy of consideration, but which is perhaps more of an
engineering question than a Departmental one. It is this: that this
substitution of one contractor for another upon that end might have
been prevented if that portion of the country had been thrown into
section 15, because it was the same characttr of country. I may ask
you whether you took any part in deciding that the terminus of sec-
tion 15 at Cross Lake should be where it is instead of a mile and a-
half further west ?-No; it waa wholly the Chief Engineer. I knew
nothing of the country personally, except what I could glean from
reports.

Fort Frances 23551. There is a circuumstance connected with the expenditure at
E9xpenditure. Fort Frances Lock which has not been dealt wvth, I understand, byany
Knows nothing Parliamentary Committee-it is this : not whether it was an expedient°ontrary to the thing to build it, but whether the money actually paid out by the Gov-vlew that the
moneys paid out ernment was fairly accounted for and fully spent in the interests of theha been ac- Government ?.-I know nothing to the contrary.counted for. o-

23552. Do you know whether il bas been investigated in any way by
the Department ?-I presume the same investigation takes place with
regard to all payments. I know of no special investigation. The
matter of payments is always a matter between the engineers and the
Deputy Minister.

22553. Then no question has arisen specially to call your attention
to the subject ?-No; I never investigated accounts unless my attention
was called to it specially by the Deputy.
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23554. Tho next number is section 15, upon which a great deal of
discussion bas taken place regarding the engineering and financial
features, and I hardly think it necessary to ask you anything about
that. It bas been very fully dealt with, but as to the letting of the
contract, it was lot to Mr. Whitehead nominally in conjunction with
Sutton & Thompson ?-It was let to Sutton & Thompson, and they took
Mr. Whitehead in as a partner, and lie afterwards bought them out
altogether. That is my recollection of it.

23555. But was not the original contract in the name of the three ?
-I think so unless the sale was made before the contract was signed,
I am not quite positive about that. There is a printed return, I think,
somewhere, an Order-in-Council, which explains the whole ot it.

23556. It was let to the three apparently together ?-That is my contract let to
recollection. threeoontraetor.

23557. That is wbat I intended to say when I said it was let to him Not sure whether
in conjuniction with them; my question about that is whether at the time e tma of letting
it was actually let apparently to the three of them, you were aware that that Whitehead
lie was, by arrangement with the others, the single person interested ?-Inaar on
I am not sure that I was at the time. I was aware afterwards-very
soon afterwards-that he was to do the work himself.

23558. It was before the contract was really awarded to thom that
he arranged that lie alone was to be interested ?-He may have.

23559. My question was intended to ascertain whether you or any
one in the Department was aware that ho alone was interested ?-I do
not think so, then.

23560. Were you aware that Senator McDonald or his son bad any
interest in the contract at the time it was 1et?-No ; I was not. Perhaps
you would allow me to look at that Order-in-Council; L think there is8
a narrative there. We were dealing with Sutton & Thompson
altogether in letting the contract, and I observe, as I thought, they
answered telegrams that were sent to them as to whether they had paid
Mr. Charlton or any one on bis account a sum of money for withdrawing.

23561. I understand you to say that at that time you were not
aware that Senator McDonald had any interest, or was taking any part
in the matter ?--Senator McDonald called at the Department on behalf
of Mr. Whitehead, and told us that he was to furnish the security, but
we knew nothing of any arrangements between the two. I supposed,
being a relative, that ho was doing it as a matter of favour to Mr. White-
head.

23562. Was there any reason to suppose, at that time, that they
were effecting the withdrawal of Charlton ?-I saw it stated somewbere,
or had a letter sent me, I forget which, that they were instrumental in
doing that, and Mr. McDonald was in my office and I asked him the
question. He denied it very explicitly, and said it was wholly untrue,
but I thouglt that a formal letter should be addressed to themselves.
Accordingly this telegram was sent :

Was mot awaathat senstor
McDonald or his
son had amr
lnurest in
Contract.

Aeh.d Semater
IXODOB&Id Who
WaeIn hsofflce
whether they haI
paid Chiarlton for-
gettng ou of the
way, and Senator
Mconald dente&
it very explltly..

"Mes SUTToN BantfoMPoà, "onarIl OTTWA, Sth January, 1877.

"Brantford, Ontario.
"I am directed by the Minister of Publie Works to say that the Department has

been informed by parties interested, that the firm of Sutton - Thompson, or some
54*
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person acting on their behalf, has paid Charlton & Co., or Mr. Charlton individually,
a sum of money for withdrawing their tender for the construction of section 15 of the
Canada Pacifie Railway, and to ask if there is any truth in this matter.

%(Signed) " F. BRAUN,
"Secretary."

On the morning of the 6th, that is the next morning, the following
reply was received:-
"(Private.)

"By telegraph from Brantford, 6th, to F. Braun, Esq., Secretary Public Works
Department:

"No truth whatever in the statement that we, or an person on our behalf paid
C3harltoo & Co., or Mr. Charlton individually, a sum of money for withdrawing their
tender for construction of section 15 of the Canada Pacifie Railway.

(Signed) "SUTTON & THOMPSON."

I assumed, upon Mr. McDonald's representations, which were very
strong indeed, as well as this direct denial of Sutton & Thonpson, that
they were maligned in the matter. I never ascertained whether there
was any truth in it or not.

23563. Do you remember that before the matter was finally closed
Mr. Martin, who had been a partner of Charlton's, and whose name was
mentioned in the original tender, claimed that ho had rights which
should not ho overlooked ?-Oh, yes, I remember it quite well; Ithink
it is dealt with there in that Order-in-Council. I will find it if you
will allow me. ilere it is:

<' The letter of Mr. Martin, one of the principals of the firm of Messrs Charlton &
Co. already referred to, contains a statement that he is prepared to proceed to give
the necessary security. But he did not tender any security, and as he had been given
the opportunity for two months to do so, it would have been evidently useless tg wait
longer on his account, setting aside altogether the matter of the rupture of tbe firm
of which he was a menber."

23564. The report which contains that matter is dated on the 6th of
Janiary; Mr Martin's letter is on the 29th of December ; would you
say whether after the 29th of December you declined to negotiate in
any way with Mr Martin, or declined to recognize bis standing ?-I do
not remember the precise date, but I presume from the memorandum
that we made, the tender of the work to other parties, and we ceased.
negotiations with him as a matter of course.

23565. Thon, at no time after receiving bis communication did you.
recognize bis standing, or deal with him ?-We should not ; I am not
aware that we did. I do not think it is possible that we could.

23566. I am not s'ure whether you gave as one of the reasons for notî
dealing with Mr. Martin, that you had already offered it to the next
highest tonderers ?-I do not know that I did.

23567. Or do you understand that, as far as the next lowest tenderers
were concerned, the matter was open ?-It could not be open if we,
offered it to those parties.

23568. I am only asking whether it was open or whether it had then
been offered ?-I presume it conld not be open, and after examining the
Charlton & Martin tender we were tolerably well satisfied it was not a,
bona fide tender at all. It was a matter of contract jobbing, I think.

23569. Io there any other circumstance connected with section 15
which occurs to you as being proper to give in 'evidence ?-You have
not asked anything about the other tender.
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23570. Which ?-Kane & Macdonald's.
23571. We have not considered it necessary to ask anything about

·that; but if there is anything beyond what appears in the reporta that
you think material, we should be glad to hear it ?-Well, I understood
from an extract I saw of your proceedings, that Mr. Macdonald made
certain representations bore.

23572. That did not lead us to think it necessary to ask anything Kane & Mac-
further?-Very well. I have merely to say that Mr. Macdonald and doua tendeea
Mr. Kano (1 think the other party's. name was) tendered, and thcy t iplm"a cou-
wanted to make a condition, that section 14 should be finished within traet 14.hoMul athe time mentioned. I could make no condition with any individual finished by a
contractor. I saw that Mr. Macdonald had made certain reprosenta- certain time.
tiovs bere, and I thought it proper to mention that. We would be
making a new contract without advertising, if we had done so. It
would be making the Government responsible for implementing their
contract, and for damages if they were not through with section 143within the specified time. They received every courtesy and atten-
tion at all times from the Department, and I have a letter of profuse
thaniis from Mr. Macdonald lor the attention he had received at the
Department.

23573. The next is No. 16, which was an arrangement with the canamadsaqn
:Canada Cenîtral Railway for an extension from the vicinity of Douglas. c.uwsu .
'There is no question whiich occurs to us excepting that concerning the
rails. There was a loan or an advance of rails; do you remember
whether that was returned either in money or in the same quality of
rails ?-As yo are placing that in evidence it would be better to state
the facts, I think.

23574. If you will ?-The Government were bound by the agree- Loan or rails
ment with the Canada Central to pay 75 per cent. upon rails delivered.
A quantity of rails were delivered at Renfrew as near the line of the
railway as they could be got. An Order-in-Council specified the neigh-
bourhood of Renfrew or Douglas as the beginning of the subsidized
road. Mr. Foster proceeded to eonstruct the branch-we supposed thon
it would only be a branch-to Pembroke, and applied to the Govern-
ment for a certain quantity, I forget how much, 100 or 200 tons of
these rails, as a loan, until he could deliver others. The Govern-
ment permitted him to getthat quantity. hegiving in security in South
Eastern Railway bonds to the extent of £60,000, if I recollect right.
The rails were afterwards replaced, or accounted for rather in the newcontract. The rails did not belong to the Govern ment, but to the con-
pny, but we had advanced 75 per cent. of their value according to Mr.
Fleming's certificate of the value of the rails. Thon they became
Government property until the contract was fulfilled. Afler the rails
were laid, the Government ceased to have any control over them.

23575. The next contract, No. 17, was for the transportation of rails Tma
from Liverpool to Vancouver Island. It was made by Anderson, r.
Anderson & Co. at the rate of £2 per ton, I think, this item amounted Did not seek te
to somothing over S50,000; do you remember whother any ste ps were ascertain the
taken by the Department to ascertain the prices of freights in England freight.
before giving the work to Cooper, Fairman & Co., or whether they were
allowed to fix the rates ?-No; we had some information, whether it
was looking at the newspapers, or getting the rates from some other
quarter, I do not remember. That was about the freight. £2 10s.

,54j*
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was what they asked in the first place, I believe. That we declined,
and we gave £2.

2ë576. I think their first offer was £2, and after it was accepted
they wanted it raised; but you held them to the original bargain ?
-Was that iL ? I had forgotten.

23577. The next, No. 18, is for the transportation rf rails from
Duluth to Winnipeg. That appears to have been let without any
public coin petition. There were two offers made from individuals:
one from Fuller & Milne of Hanilton, on the 6th of April, 1875, and
another on the 21st of April, 1875, from N. W. Kittson ; do you,
remember anything of that transaction ?-No; I only remember that
the contract was given to Kittson & Co.-the North-West Co., I think
it was called, or something of that sort.

23578. The Red River Transportation Co.?-Yes.
23579. Do you remember an interview between Mr. Hill and your-

self on the subject, ho representing the Red River Transportation Co. ?
-I saw Mr. Hill; I do not know whether it was on that occasion or
not.

23580. Do you remember any good reason why a higher price should
be paid to Kittson & Co. than to Fuller & Milne ?-I think they were
the only parties who could do it, for one thing. They had control over
all the boats on the river, and they had control of the railway; but
besides that we had nothing for storage giving it to Kittson. They
were obliged to find storage and wharfage at Duluth, and besides there
was a question of currency which made a difference of some cents.
We thought it advisable on all grounds that they should obtain the-
contract.

23582. Then, upon the whole, do you say that there were some
reasons why it should be given to Kittson at a higher price ?-The
reason I have stated was, I believed they were the only parties who-
could do it, but I do not beheve the price was higher.

23582. If it was higher, was there any reason that you know of?-
There could be no other reason than that.

23583. You think there was that reason- that they offered storage,
which Fuller & Milne did not ?-The others could not; they had not
the storage.

23584. But if they tendered for it ?-I do not think they tendered
for it; that is my recollection at least.

23585. As far as the currency is concerned Fuller & Milne state
distinctly their rates are American currency ?-In their tender?

23586. In their tender. That would dispose of that matter?-Yes;
have you their tender there ? (Tender handed to witness.)

23587. The offer of Mr. Kittson involved serious difficulties and con-
ditions as to the state of the water in Red River; he offered to carry
them only on condition that the water was of a certain depth, Mr..
Fnller's offer was unconditional in that respect; and, as a matter of
fact, Mr. Kittson did not deliver the rails as far north as was intended,.
the reason alleged by him being the state of the water ?-Not all.

21588. I think some 29,000 tons used in building the Branch were
not delivered ?-That was to be built in any case.
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21589. I think, in your Order-in-Council you advised the building of contractNe.lS.
that Branch ?-It had to be built at any rate.

21590. I mean built at that particular time ?-Oh, yes.
21591. This is a letter of the 23rd of May, from your Department to

Mr. Kittson upon the subject. I do not know that the correspondence
shows that particular advantage which you think governed the decision
about storage: are you aware whether it was arrived at by conver-
sations and not by writing ?-I think there is no dcubt whatever that
they had control of almost every boat on the river.

23592. And was that a reason why they should get a higher price ?
-It was a reason wby they should have the contract if they were the
parties, and the only parties, likely to deliver them.

23593. Fuller seems to have been a responsible party for a contract,
because he had a contract for constructing a telegraph line ?-I sup-
pose se.

23594. And, if a responsible person, I suppose he could be dealt
with ?-No doubt. It was quite impossible for him to take them in in
the same time.

23595. I notice that in a memorandum of yours in pencil at the foot
of Kittson's offer of the 2 Lst of April, you direct some .one to write and
say that Mr. Hill's offer-I suppose alluding to a verbal offer-covered
all charges at Duluth, and asking that this be also put in writing ?-
Yes.

Fiiler a responsm i
ble eron; never-
thelesaqleC
1 m SIle for
hi to takera

t e s i a n .e
time as K.ltteon.

23596. He afterwards inakes a written offer, but this item of storage
-which you mention does not appear to be in the writing ?-It should
have been.

23597. There is wharfage and dockage, andghandling?-Yes; they
were responsible for it altogether. The moment they were delivered
over the vessel's side they took charge of them.

23598. After getting his revised offer in obedience to your percil
memorandum, I suppose it was assumed that the documentary evidence
was complete as to the offer of both parties ?-I suppose so. It onght
to be, at all events.

23599. Do you know what the usage was as to the weight of tons in 2,ooo ib. the ton
transactions concerning rails where no weight was mentioned ?-I think Of u8ga,
the usual ton with us is 2,000 lbs.

23580. You think that was the usage at that time in dealing with
rails ?-I know nothing about rails. I mean to say that was the cur-
rent weight of our ton.

23581. I ask whether you considered that applied to rails ?-I do not
remember whether we had that under consideration. It was, I think,
the long ton at sea-the English ton.

23602. There was a contract (No. 20) with Cooper, Fairman & Co. cntmract tm.o.
representing the Merchants Lake line for the transportation of rails The ioweetten.
from Montreal to Fort William.' That was submitted to publie com- ®ld nt ut
petition, and a Mr. Samuel appears to have been the lowest tenderer: which waagedo you remember any of the circumstances connected with the mat- te r, Ir-
ter ? He did not get the contract ?-I do not remember the precise
.circumstances. 1 know there was some question arose about it. This
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centreOt N..sO. memorandum of the 29th of April, 1875, gives, of course, the whole-
history of the transaction.

23603. That appears to be based entirely upon the circumstance-
that Mr. Samuel was not a steamboat owner ?-There is a paragraph.
to that effect.

23604. Do you remember whether there was any other reason ?-I
know of no reason-at least, I remember of no reason.

Coutraet Ne.. 23605. Contract No. 28 was also for the transportation of rails ; it
involves, apparently, an amount of something over $200,000, It was
awarded to the Red River Transportation Co. contractors, and without
competition : do you remember whether theie was any reason for
not submitting it to competition ?-What is the datei

mues not know 23606. 16th of May, 1876 ?-And what is the date of the other '
ta s°"o ub. 23607. The other is just a year before ?-No; I suppose the ressons

etltted°to are given in some departmental document.
4 Its and Nuts- 23608. A subsequent contract, No. 30, of March, 1875, appears to-

eetrmct N. 30. havo been made through Cooper, Fairman & Co. for bolts, and without
.airman°C;. public competition. Do you remember any reasons for that course ?-

wlthout publie Bolts or spikes ?
23609. Bolts and nuts ?-That was to fill their contract for the steel

rails. There was a certain quantity to be supplied with the steel rails..

23610. The Mersey Co.'s tender had apparently offered to do so; but
they informed the Department that this offer by Cooper, Fairman &
Co. on their behalf was unauthorized, and they refused to fulfil it,
which leit the Government open to get the best ofier they could. I
am asking now whether any stops were taken to get a botter offer ?-
I cannot say. . Mr. Trudeau can tell that.

2361ï. He intimates that ho is not aware of any steps, but the story
seems not to be complete, and you may be aware of some steps?-I
have no recollection, only I recollect enquiring if they had fulfilled.
their bargain as to the bolta.

23612. That was a contract concerning bolts to be delivered at
Montreal ?-Yes; that is where the rails were delivered.

CAntrect N.. SI.
Cannot explain
how Coer, Pair-
inan a co. camne
tomake a egen-

y*eIus offer, or
why It abouid
bave been accept-
ed without
.. nipetitifla.

23613. In addition to that, contract No. 31 was brought about by
Cooper, Fairman & Co., representing a firm in England, the Patent
Boit and Nut Co. This offer of theirs, apparently a spontaneous
offer, was $94.77 at Liverpool ; but before that, at the time the
original tenders were made for rails and nuts and boite together,
several persone had tendered, offering to deliver nuts and bolts in
England at very much lower prices-from $80 a ton down to $77:
do you know any reason why this spontaneous offer should be accepted
without competition ?-I know of no reason except to fill the rail
contract.

23614. [t is not connected with any contract, so far as we can
learu ; it was an entirely spontaneous offer from Cooper, Fairman &,
Co. to supply boita and nuts ?-It must have been connected wilh some
other rai contract, otherwise they would not be wanted.

23615. The nuts and bolts may have been intended to be connected,
with the rails, but the nuts and boite are provided by a distinct con-
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aailway Comi.

tract. The next in order of time is contract 5A. It is the extension of O°q' "
the Pembina Branch northward to Selkirk. The only poirA requiring IUgg"
investigation about that is the authority for a telegram of the Ilth prices.
of May, 1877, sent by Mr. Braun, which had the effect of giving
very large prices for part of the work, although it was in a
prairie ciountry-paying as high prices as for similar work on section
15?-The earth work, I think, was the sanie price as for the South
Pembina, and it was on that grounid it was given, and it was a question
with the Government whether it was not ail one contract, the Pembina
Branch, the termination of which was uncertain at the time it was let.
It was built to the neighbourhood of Winnipeg, but it had to be built to
connect with the main line.

23616. Whether it was, or was not, a continuation of the South
Branch, was it discussed whether the prices allowed on section 15, that
difficult country, should be paid to Mr. Whitehead on the Pembina
Branch ?-For earth work ?

23617. Yes; ditches-off-take ditches?-The ditches, Mr. Fleming
fixed a price for them. The off-take ditches were not considered to be
in the contract, but the embankments were ail the same price, accord-
ing to my recollection.

23618. There 'is no evidence of any one fixing a price for off-take
ditches; but, on the contrary, it appears to bave been founded on a tele-
gram from Mr. Braun, the authority for which we bave not so far been
able to discover ?-The price was fixed by the Engineer, of course.

21619. Was the Engineer permitted to fix prices not mentioned in
the contract ?-The prices of off-take ditches, and other work not con-
tomplated in the contract had to be fixed by the Engineer. Who else
would do it? I have a perfect recollection of discussing the price of
off-take dit ches with Mr. Fleming, but what the price was I could not say.

23620. Having looked at Exhibits Nos. 23 and 24, which are Mr.
Fleming's recommendation and your report to Council, andnow looking
at the telegram sent by Mr. Braun of the 11th of May, can you >ay
whether' that telegram, in its terms, was authorized by you ?-I could
authorize nothing in opposition to my report to Council and the recoin-
mendation in the report of the Engineer. There must be some mistake.

Recollece disens-
slng pi tee of ofL,
take ditehes wIthý
Fleming.

Asked whethér
telegram. was
authorized by
hin, deciares he
tould mot BU-«
ttorige anythiag
Cofltrary to hie
report to Couneil,
and ays tbere
must be none
Mistake.

23621. This telegram is much more comprehensive than Mr. Fleming's
report or your recommendation ; it embraces ail work that was
to be done-not the four specified items only ?-Except the earth
work. 22 ets. for the earth work is the sanme in this telegram as in
the other.

23622. But it speaks of all other work. Under this, in effect, Mr. Aiwayspecially
Whitehead bas been paid 45 ets. for off-take ditches which he says in thorise nothing
bis evidence, could bave been done for 22 ets. if offered to competi- not In Engineer's
tion ; can you say whether, as far as that kind of work was concerned, report.

this telegram was under your authority or not ?-Oh, certainly not. I
could authorizo nothing but what was in the Engineer's report, 1 was
always specially carefuj about that.

23623. There is one matter which I bave omitted to ask concerning coatraet ie. 2s.
contract 25 on which a tunnel was built instead of an open cutting
through some rock locality; it appears, by the evidence, that the con-
tractor had arranged with the engineer on the spot to do the work at
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Coltract S. s. 88, but that ho came down to Ottawa and had some negotiations with

=PIlna :for* you, upon the strength of which he declined to do the work at the 88 ?
nef work -- It was a different contractor-one contractor making an arrange-when à member

of the lrm was ment about it there while the other was bore.
winitng to do It
for to 23624. You mean two members of the same firm ?-Yes; that is my

recollection of it. I recollect very well hearing the price arrangod
by Mr. Hazlewood.

23625. The price afterwards was a higher one ?-1 know. We bad a
correspondence about il.

23626. It was paid afterwards on a report of Marcus Smith's for this
reason: he said those men had undertaken to do some work on 13,
which had been omitted by the contractors of 13, and in view of that
they had botter be paid the $9. They got the 89. What I intended to ask
you was, whether, when you fixed upon the 89 her,, there was any reason
for concluding that to be a fair price, because one of their firm at that time
considered 8o was enough Y-There was no particular reason, except
calculation arrived at of the cost of similar work elsewhere on discus-
sion with the engineers. Making the tunnel saved a mile and three-
quarters of iailway nearly.

23627. I am speaking of the price of $9. It was not arrived at in
consequence of any individual negotiation with you ?-No. I saw him
about it, and Mr. Trudeau and one of the engineers. I forget whether
it was Mr. Fleming or not.

'WrabspotUelnm 23628. Coitract No. 34, as described in Mr. Fleming's report of 1879,
ce.tract No.se. appears to cover two transactions, one accomplished hy correspondence

with individuals, the other by tenders in the ordinary way. The latter
was concerning the transportation of rails from Kingston to Manitoba,
and the former for transportation from Fort William to Manitoba.
The e!penditure under each bargain is given in this report by Mr.
Fleming at page 129. Ho gives the item for transportation from

Witness aMked Fort William of 1,500 tons as costing $27,000. Now it appears
orexanation that without any competition the same price was thus given for
id from Fort transporting from Fort illiam as for the whole distance from King-

viliam te
Manttobathat ston ; do you remember any of the circumstances connected with
beig the Price the making of that new bargain, and the roason for making italoo agreed on
f>r carrag from without compotition ?-No. The principal price in transporting rails
Manitoba. ay is loading and unloading. The mere matter of a day's sailing does not
he does fot amount to much. I presume the fact was we had to take some ofremem.ber the
aircumstances those rails to supply the want in the west, and we were obliged to
eonneCted with take them from Fort William instead of waiting for them to comethst bargaln. from Montreal.

23629. Some of the witnesses say that $18 was an extravagant
price to pay for transporting thom that distance: do you remember
any reason for giving that price ?-The extravagance cannot be great
if $15 was the price to Duluth, and the $3 was to Fort William, and
that made up the $18.

23630. Do you remember that as a fact ?-No, I do not. I say, if
that was the rate, the priceî wore about the samde as usual.

23631. Nothing further occurs to us to ask you. If there is any-
thing in addition which you think ought to be stated by way of evidence,
we shall be glad to hear it ?-No, I have nothing to state.
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OTTAwA, Tueday, 3rJ January, 1882.
ToUIssAINT TRUDEAU's examination continued:

By the Chairman :-
2363-. In the progress of your evidence you stated that most of the N

decisions of the Department would be recorded by some memorandum M
showing that the Minister had instructed them to be carried out : are t

d
you still of the same opinion, or have you found decisions of any im- c
portance in which there was no such memorandum ?-There is not P
always a memorandum. I have found several instances in which
we had no written instructions.

23633. I was asking not only for written instructions, but written
memoranda made at the time to show that such instructions were
given: such memoranda might be made by some subordinate ?-There
are instances without memoranda of that description.

23634. In some of the cases which have been explained before us we i
have not been able to ascertain clearly the authority by which the C
contracts have been entered into, or the proceedings which were con
summated by the contract. In one case, that of contract No. 4, given
to Oliver Davidson & Co., you stated that it was managed by the
Minister, and that you did not enquire into it deeply. Mr. Mackenzie
himself, under examination, led us to understand that in no instance
did he award a contract without the acquiescence of his subordinates,
and this is one of the matters upon which yon got notice that you
would be examined. I now wish to know if, after investigation, you
are able to say whether you took any part, and if so, what part, in the w
arrangement of that contract No. 4 ?--1 have nothing to add to my p
former evidence on that subject. I have not found any memorandum l
showing what part I had taken, and I do not think 1 took any part.

P
23635. Is there any written report on record in your Department,

showing the quantity of rails which, in the fali of 1874, were within
sone specified time likely to be used on the railway ?-No.

. r4
23r,36. I gathered from your evidence upon former occasions, in t

which you explained the practice of the Department concernin , officiai
transactions, that ail correspondence was intended to be recorded: is t
that still your impression, or was I right in supposing that to be the A
substance of your answers?-Yes, it is still my impression. d

23637. We find, in the correspondence concerning steel rails, several
communications directed by Messrs. Cooper, Fairman & Co. to the pri-
vate secretary of the Minister at that time, Mr. Buckingham, and the
correspondence is not complete because of the omission of the answers

ato these communications, as far as any printed return shows: can you i
say whether thore is any record now of the answers from Mr. Bucking- g
ham to this firm ?-No; there is no record.

23638. Was that an exceptional case, or is it usual that private¶
secretaries should deal with departmental transactions aund not place a

the correspondence on record?-The intention of the Department is w
that any official letter written by the private secretary should be w
recorded. I am not aware of any correspondence being exchanged and r
not recorded; there may have been correspondence, or there may not.

23639. Then, you mean that you are not sure that any answer was
given by Mr. Buckingham to these communications ?-I do mean that;
yes.
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23640. Have you any reason to think that there was ? -I do not
know personally whether there were any answers or not.

23641. Iunderstand that you do not know, but I was asking whether,
from your knowledge of the transactions that were going on at that
time, you have any reason to think that there were answers to the
communications ?-1 should rather reply to a special instance than to a
general question of that kind.

23642. Will you select the instance, or shall I ?-You may select
the instance.

23643. If you will look at page 41 of a Bne Book return to the House
of Commons, dated 6th of April, 1876, you will see some comnunica-
tions from Oooper, Fairman & Co., and from Mr. Cooper: will you
please look at them and say whether you know anything about the
negotiations at that time, and whether Mr. Buckingham probably
answered them ?-I do not know whether Mr. Buckingham answered
them.

23644. Is it usual, in negotiations concerning departmental transac-
tions, that a correspondenue ishould take place between touderers or
contractors and the private secretary ?-No.

welgraph- 23645. Upon a former occasion, yon were asked concerning the time
cmmet "m. s, given to Waddle & Smith to put up their security in supprt of their

tender for contract No. 4; I understood that you were not aware of
any correspondence, and could not find any in the Departnent boyond
that which was published in the Blue Book. Since that, Mr. Mackenzie,
as a witness, stated that he had no recollection that they had been
passed over without being informed that a day was fixed before which
they must give security, and he did not believe it, bocause he thoight
you were very careful about giving such notices. I wish to know now/
whether you were careful enough to give such á notice, or whether
Waddle & Smith were otherwise notified of a day before which they
must put up their security or forfeit their position ?-I have not found
any formal notice, and I do not recollect what kind of notice was given

No reason to them.
UîInk Blue Book . ireturn dç)es 23646. Have you any reaEon to think that the Bine Book return dOe.
co1t&i1 tin whoIe not include the whole of the correspondence on the subject ?-No reason.aorrospondence.
Pmarhase er 2 647. There were several contracts concerning steel rails, numbered

Salis- *rom 6 to 11 inclusive; I gather trom the evidence of Mr. UackenzieContrme mos.
*-u. that it was his habit to take the iudgtment of vourseif and Mr. Flemine.

J[as no doubt
that as to those
rails contracts,
lie was not asked
for bi jutgment
Ise Miniter
«Moided hiniseif.

or some others in the Dopartment, before deciding upon these con-
tracts: I wish you to say now whether your judgment was asked
concerning those contracts, and to what extent your views were invited ?
-I have no recollection that my judgment was asked on that occasion.

23648. Is it, in your mind, a matter of doubt whether you were asked
or not to give your judgment ?-In the matter of rails it is not.

2364J. Then, which way do you say it was ?-The Minister decided
himself.

23650. We have asked you to furnish a statement of the highest
authority which is recorded as having directed the different contracta
before the closing of them: has that been prepared ?-It is now being
prepared, and it will be ready in a very short time.
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surveya, B.c.-
K1morep Vaney..

CANADIAN PAcIFIc RAILWAY ROYAL COMMIssIoN,

C. H1. GAMSBY Esq- OTTAWA, July 9th, 1881.

Civil Engineer, British Columbia.
DzAR SIR,-Some of the witnesses before the Commissioners Letter fromn

appointed to enquire into matters connected with the Canadian Pacifie 8ceretalynOf
Railway have given evidence concerning the examination e(portion naiwvaycm-
of the country between the Dean Inlet and the Gardner Inlet on the Gmasby tmbody-
Pacifie coast ; the first of these having been made under Mr. Horetzky ing questions ror
in 1874, the second under you early in 1876. anmsyt'o

You will no doubt remember that your instructions were to explore
from 4 the bead of Gardner's Inlet, vid the valley of the Kitlope
River across the summit to Tochquonyala Lake."

Mr. McNicol, who was one of your party on this occasion, bas given
bis testimony on the subject, and inasmuch as Mr. Secretan and he,
according te his'account, made the examination without your presence
over that part of the country which was evidently intended to be
examned more critically than any other-namely, the neighbourhood
of the height of land and Tochquonyala Lake-it is likely that ho would
have within his own knowledge more facts coneerning the subject than
you could have. Yet as you were his superior officer it is possible that

ou niay be butter able than he is to give roasons for the course adopted
ïyyour party, and for the conclusions which you reported to the Chief

ngincer.
Therefore, the Commissioners have thought it proper to communi-

cate to you the material parts of the evidence heretofore received, the
corclusions to which it seems to point, and to ask you for such expla-
nations as seem to them to be required, as well as those additional ones,
if any, which you may think it expedient to offer.

The probability of your being able to give direct testimony, concern-
ing the country alluded to, more valuable than 'that of Mr. McNicol
seems so slight that the Commissioners do not feel justified in calling
you from British Columbia to give evideie in the ordinary way before
them, involving as it would so much loss of time and a serious expense.
They hope, bowever, that you will not object to further their investiga-
tion by affording in another way such reliable evidence as you can in
the shape of a written deposition, under oath, before some officer duly
qualified to take it. Any magistrate may take it.

Under date of Nov. 15th, 1b74, Mr. Horetzky reported to the Chief
Engineer that on the 9th Sept. of that year he left the Dean Inlet and
explored up the valley of the Tsatsquot, that after caching the canoes
on the confluence of a tributary of that stream, he proceeded north-
westward, and thon after reaching a water-shed in the valley (1,200
feet elevation) he crossed the middle fork which came from the
mountains on his right, and a short distance further reached a sheet of
water to which he gave the name of the Beaver Lake. He gives the
elevation o! this lake at 1,100 feet above sea level, and the latitude of
its lower end 53° 14' 45". At this point ho said that a mountain
torrent from the northward entered it. This stream being a north-
east fork of the Kitlope had its source in a glacier distant about seven
miles from the lake. He reported that a mile or so east of this glacier
source ho discovered a pass through the comparatively low mountains
forming the rearmost longitudinal mass of the Cascade range. This
pass communicated between the ravine of the north-east fork of the
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-surveys, B.C.-
Kitlepe Valey.
Letter from Kitlope, and a shoot of water on the eastern plateau, to which he gave
Secretary of the name of Lake Tochquonyala. Of this lake ho gives the altitude at
RaflÊy C e 2,920 feet, and the latitude at 53° 20' 13".
Oamb eoy. He proceeds to say that having camped on the left bank of the north-
ing questions for east fork of the Kitiope, at an elevation of 2,900 feet above the sea, ho
Gamsby 10
answer. ascendett the mountains to a height of 5,000 feet above the sea, and at

that spot, turning t-> the south-west, a large flat glacier lay a little way
beneath, discharging the waters of the north-east fork which could be
traced like a silver thread as they rushed down the steep ravine to
Beaver Lake.

Mr. Roretzky's full report, from portions of which the above is
summarized, is printed at page 137 of Mr. Fleming's special report for
the year 1877.

Toget-her with his report, Mr. Horetzky furnished the Department
with a topographical sketch of the country examined by him. Of
this a tracing (on a sceale of 4,000 feet to the inch) was furnishod to
you, and from what ho had seen of that tracing, Mr. McNicol was able
to recognize the original filed in Ottawa.

Mr. Horetzky's report and sketch both being before the Commissioners
soem to suggest that a railway ascending from tide water to the
plateau east of the Cascades through the pass near his Tochquonyala
Lake, would find an insuperable obstacle in this part of the Kitlope
Valley, for there it must, within a distance of some six or seven miles,
have been necessarily carried from the level of bis Beaver Lake,
1,100 feet to the pass 3,100 feet above the sea, or at a gradient
of much more than 300 feet per mile. In other words, that if the
pass was to be utilized it could only be so by finding some easier
grade than the best which could be obtained between these two points
in the Kitlope Valley. The easier one is indicated as possible on a line
descendin!g gradually from the pass along the slopes of the mountains,
on the eastern side, firmt of the Kitloi e and then of the Tsatsquot
Valley, down to Dean Inlet.

After this report and sketch by Mr. Horetzky it seems to have been
ennsidered expedient to obtain froin instrumental examination more
exact information than a bare exploration had afforded, and accordingly
that Mr. Fleming instructed you to proceed to the locality and make
the nocessary examiriations, taking with yon the traciug of Mr.
Horetzky's >ketch, to which Mr. McNicol alluded.

From ~the proceedings up to this stop one comes naturally to the
-opinion, that you were desired at the very least to ascertain more pre-
cisely than could be done by a track survey, the features of the country
in the Kitiope Valley, between two sheets of water, one in latitude
539 14' 45", ut an altitude of 1,100 feet above the sea, and the other in
latitude 53Q 20' 13" at an altitude of 2,920 feet, both having been
named by Mr. Horetzky in 1874: the first " Beaver Lake," the second
" Tochquonyala Lake."

1. The Commissioners desire to know whether, before entering on
this service, you were aware of the substance of the above summary of
part of Mr. Horetzky's report, or if not aware of all that is above mon-
tioned, of how much of it?

2. Your report states that your initial point being in latitude
53° 12' 20" and vour course of exploration a little south of east for
twenty-four miles, at about the eighth mile of your progress you found
a lake the shape ard bearing of which corresponds to the lake called
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Beaver Lake on Horetzky's sketch, but you say it is much larger, Ijetter from
being from eight to nine miles long and nearer the coast by seven or Secretary of

eight miles and only fifteen feet above the sea. The Commissioners Ra a com
desire to know whydyou marked the lake as Beaver Lake on the topo. mision to
graphical sketch which accompanied your report of this expedition ? ing questions for

3. Also, whether yon ascertained the shape of the lake, and how ? anmer
4. And whether you ascertained the length of it, and how ?
5. And again, whether you had then any, and if so, what means of

knowing how far from the sea Mr. Horetzky or any one else had repre-
sented his Beaver Lake to be ?

6. Mr. MeNicol stated that you went no farther than the end of the
first twenty-six miles, and that on reaching that int you prepared to
return to the sea coast, you yourself retaining 4r. Horetzky's sketch,
and directing Mr. Secretan and him to proceed to complote the
examination without you. Inasmuch as you had not then reached the
neighbourhood of any lake which you could believe to be the Tochquon.
yala of your search, the Commissioners do not understand why yu
sbould not personally have continued the examination of the country,
and they wish to be informed of the reasons which led to the course
then adopted by you?

7. How was it that with Horetzky's sketch of his exploration at
your command, you reported in effect that Tochquonyala Lake
emptied into a stream which joined the Tsatsquot in its progress to the
sea, his sketch showing as it did that Tochquonyala Lake emptied
entirely into waters flowing from the opposite side of the heig-ht of
land towards the central plateau of British Columbia?

8. Did you, in fact, assume that all the data given by Mr. Horetzky's
report and sketch were incorrect?

9. If not, please state the several data of those shown by him which
are consistent with the accuracy of your report ?

10. In your report you say that streams flow into the basin of the
Kitlope from ali points, evidently meaning the valley of thesKitlope
as explored by you, and that the only exit from the valley is by the
pass explored (also pointing to the pass found by your party), and
that this is only a divide between the waters flowing into the Gardner
and Dean Inlets. The Commissioners desire to know whether
you had any reason for making this statement beyond the information
derived from this examination made by you in 18,d6, and embraced in
your report?

11. If so, what the reasons were ?

12. They also desire that you sbould say whether you have, since
the making of your report, come to the conclusion that your party
failed to examine either the whole or some part, and if so, what part
of the country, which at the time of giving you the instructions the
Chief Engineer intended to be examined ?

13. They farther desire to know whether you received written
instructions from the officer directing the surveys in British Columbia?

14. Whether written or verbal-who instructed you ?
15. Please also state the substance of your instructions ?
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nus-veys, B.C.--
Kitope Valley.

Letter from
r y of

na 7 Pacifie
BalIw&Y Com-

Qavyemody-
ing questions for
Gamaby to
angwer.

I send you a tracing of a portion of a large map now being prepared
for the ingineer's Branch of the Department of Railways here, and
apparently covering the fields of the actual o era ions of yourself and
Mr. Horetzky, on the occasions referred to. Please return this tracing
with your deposition.

In giving your testimony as above requested, it will be a sufficient
reference to any of the above questions, if you will attach to any
paragraph of your answer relating to any given question, the same
number as you find prefixed to such question.

Assuming that your attention to this matter will occasion some
disbursements, including the fee to the offier taking the oath, I send
a cheque for $15 to cover your expenses.

I am, dear Sir,
Yours truly,

(Signed) N. F. DAVIN,
Secretary

N. F. DAVIN, Esq., Secretary,
Ottawa.

GaMsBhy's letter
to Secretary of
¿aadianPaecifee
Ralwaycom-
raimion.

Dimeiut to give
evdence concern-
Ing wbat took
place five year's
ago.

Gansby's report
a atatement o
fact, and never
intended to have
any reference to
the report of
ýanother.

CAMP KANAKA CREEK,
6th August, 1881.

IDEÂa Sin,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication
dated July 9th, 1881, on the 27th ult., and embrace the earliest oppor-
tunity of replying thereto. We have been very much engaged with a
rather difficult bit of country, which required close personal supervision;
this, with the difficulty of reaching a magistrate, has caused some delay
in replying, which I trust the Commissioners will excuse

I have no doubt the Conimissioners will recognize the difficult posi-
tion in which I am placed in being called upon to give evidence con-
cerning transactions which tooiç place nearly five years ago, without
any previous preparation. My instructions, notes, memoranda, diary,
&c., are all at my residence in Canada. Apart from the information
furnished in your communication I am obliged to trust, almost wholly,
to memory.

If you take into consideration the fact that I have been continuously
and actively employed on surveys or exploi ations, demanding my whole
attention and taxing my energies to their utmost, you wili easily
understand how very difficult it is for me to recall details of work so
far back. Should any omissions occur in this statement, or anything
not reconcilable with my former report appear, I trust the Commis-
sioners will attribute it to the peculiar circumstances, in which I am
placed. I have no desire to omit or conceal anything pertaining to this
enquiry.

My report of the explorations made from the head of Gardner Inlet,
via the valley of the Kitlope River, in the winter of 1876, is a statement
of facts, the knowledge of which was obtained by the party under my
direction. It is not and never was intended to have any reference to
any other person's report, survey or exploration. We were instructed
to go to a certain point (head of Gardner's Inlet), follow a certain
river (Kitope), try and reach the surmit of the Cascade range :of
mountains, taking a certain Lake Tochquonyala as an objective point
In order to do this as speedily and certainly as possible, we hired guides,
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tatives of the Kitlope Valley, who readily undertook to guide us
to our terminal point. They were quite familiar with the name guides quite
tochqucnyala, as it is, or was, the name of the great Indian chief ame of Toch-

whose )eoplu dwell at and in the vicinity of Dean's Inlet. We quony;ia.
followed our guides, recording (to the best of our ability)
the names of the lakes and rivers as they gave them to us. We
explored the various streams falling into the Kitiope as far as the canyons
and deep snow permitted. The stream dotted on the tracin sent to
ine as Kitlope River running through Horetzky's Boaver Lake, our
guides called Tenaicoh, and affirmed that its source was a large
glacier bigh among the mountains. If the Kitlope turned southward
in its course we followed it hopefully, as every practical engineer,
who bas any knowledge of the Cascade range, knows that a stream's
deviation from a direct course offers a greater probability of a more
practical gradient to overcome that range.

Minute details of the whole expedition are set forth in my report of
1876. The description of the point reached, the return and the reasons
for returning, are fully gone into.

I respectfully beg leave to cal] the Commissioners attention to the
facts as there set forth, and, if they should consider it necessary, to
summon Messrs. Secrotan, White, Orr, McDonald, Dewdney to substan-
tiate the same.

I remain,
Yours truly,

(Signed) C. H. GAMSBY.

DEPOSITIoN in answer to questions submitted by the Canadian Pacifie
Railway Commissioners dated July, 9th, 1881:

GAMSBY'8
DEPOSITION

1. I had such information as the sketch afforded. I do not remember (1) On entering on

whether I had read Mr. Hloretzky's report or not. his exloration
sketch. Ho-

2. Because the guides called it by that name. retzky's report he
does not remem-

3. The shape was probably obtained by a compass traverse. ber to have read.

4. The length by mirometer measurement. (2) Called the
bv Jmaver Lake or

his sketch so
NOTE.-These and like questions I can only answer from memory if because the

I had access to the notes taken on the spot I could be certain. Ie
5. We judged the distance by measurement on bis sketch. (3) Conjectures

we Beaver Lake was6. When we had reacbed the twenty-sixth mile we had traversed the aacertained by a
Kitlope Valley and reached the first canyon on our course. As the river compasstraverse.
was not frozen it became necessary to transport all our camp equipages (4) Andthe length
and supplies over the high bluffs. To do this would occupy the whole by mierometer.

force for some time, and the season for winter exploration was rapidly taneofr d
drawing to a close. It became of the first importance to us to know retzky's Beaver
something of the country beyond this canyon, hence the expeditions sea by measure-
ùndertaken by Mestrs. Secretan, White, McNicol and others. If sketch.
the canyon was short and a favourable country lay beyond, we (6) Expiains why
knight' hope to get over and make some progress towards our he and othersdt
terminal point, the summit of the Cascade range of mountains. eo" r ae pa
If, on the other hand, the canyon was long, or if the exit
.from the lake beyond was impracticable. we had only to get back to
the coast as quickly as possible. The latter was found to be the case,
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survey, D.c.-
lutiepe VaHey.
7 Asked to ex- and we returned. It was probably at this stage of our proceedings,
plain how he re- that Mr. MeNicol alludes to my remaining in camp. Our means ofported thatroh lCmboe pweonyala empi- transport (sleds and snow shoes) had become so much broken up when

r"n t we reached this point that a thorough repairing became necessary
eketch showing a before we could proceed. Economy in the use of these implements
whIthe paart. becamo of vital importance. As I was a heavy man and the soft snow
ment wasaliredy over fourteen feet in depth, it will readily be seen that I could not take
Into waters flow- part in explorations.
Ing In an opposite
direction, ne says 7. My report refers entirely to the lake reached and described byhie report referaancaldoh"oni
entireay to a lake my assistants, and called Tochquonyala by our guides.
reached by bislortk' oi
two assistants, 8 and 9. I assumed nothing respecting Mr. Roretzky's data. He is
and caIied och- describing one portion of the country, I another, at quite a differentquonyala by the oeain
guide. elevation.
(8 &9) Assnmed nndi
nothingin regrd 10 and 11. The statement is made on the reports of my assistants,
to sketch f Ho- and from information obtained from the gâides.retzky who des-

cutrd afrent 12. I have not come to that conclusion since making my report as it
that described by is shown in that report that we failed to examine any portion of thedeponent. country above 1,000 feet above the sea, togother with the reason fort 12) Report shows faur
that his party such failure.
failed to examine
the country. more 13. I received instructions in writing.
than 1,40 feet
above the sea, and 14. From Mr. Marcus Smith.
gives reason for
failure. 15. As near as I can recollect: to go to the head of Gardner's Inlet,
(15) Instructions follow the valley of the Kitlope River (making Tochquonyala Lake an
head of Gardner objective point) to the summit of the Cascade range of mountains.
Inletvalleyof the

Kmit or Case Sworn before me this sixth day of
range, making August, 1881, at New West. (Signed) C. H. GAMSBY.ocquenymis
au objective minster, B.C. E[Seal.1

(Signed) JoHN RoBsoN, J.P.

MOBERLY'S WINNIPEG, June 14th, 1881.
DEPOSITION To the ROYAL COMMIssIoN, Ottawa:

surve., B.o. GENTLEMEN,-In Mr. Fleming's evidence before the Royal Commis-
sion, published in the Montroal Gazette, May 17th, 1881, there are
reflections on me which are niost uncalled for, and it is with extreme
regret I feel, in justice to myself, obliged to give explanations that I
hoped would be avoided.

Explalned to A long personal acquaintance with British Columbia, previous to.
aht the bstline Confederation, enabled me to come to a decision which was the botter

from Bur- lino for the railway to follow; this was a subject since 1858, when IradInlet to
Kamloops, but first landed in that colony, that was always foremost in my mind, and
more easterly the whenever I had an opportunity I availed myself of it to make explora.qustion laY .

between the tions and gain the most correct information in all respects. *%en I
owue pa. and left the service of the Imperial Government in 1867 I was positive

*Med Pa». that the lino from Burrard's Inlet to Kamluops was the one to, adopt,
but fron that point to the prairie region, east of the mountains, it was
doubtful whether the lino by the Yellow Head or tliat by the Eagle
and Howse Passes would be preferable, and to be able to decide upon
their respective merits most careful surveys should be made of both of
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them. These were the views I explained to Mr. Fleming in June,
1871, when I arrived in Ottawa and was appointed by the Dominion
Government to take charge of the Howse Pass surveys. I was confi-
dent, and am so still, that should the latter lino prove to be practicablo
it is the better one to adopt, and I used every exertion to have a most
thorough survey made of it. The results obtained the first year-1871
-were publisbed in my report of 1872.

I did not think it necessary to make any instrumental surveys in Telegraphed
British Columbia with the exception of the two lines from Kamloops lem about
above mentioned; I thought it well, however, that explorations of the nz ht me-
more northerly portion of the country should be made, and regarding done tol'aIp
the Bute Inlet one I telegraphed to Mr. Fleming to that effect, as I th c ,o
saw the clamour of certain persons on Vancouver Island would not be Vancouver.
appeased unless a fair and full examination was made of their favourite
but very hypothetical lines.

I always regarded the heavy expense of the instrumental surveys Always thought
in the northerly portion of British Columbia as a great mistake, as 1 the hsvy oua
felt certain the railway would ultimately be forced to the lines above surversinthe
mentioned. lad I been in charge in British Columbia, not one of the "m"th,&gret
parties that made such elaborate surveys in the northerly portion of
the colony should ever have gone into the field. I am glad to hear
that Mr. Marcus Smith, who had charge of those northerly surveys, has
so substantially endorsed my views as to go out this year as Dominion
Engineer to construct a portion of them.

I returned from the interior to Victoria in 1872, expecting to have
to go to Ottawa, but left my parties in themountains so as to resume
work early ii the spring. I found it would be far botter for me to
remain on the Pacific si-le and make preparations for the following
year, and communicated my views to Mr. Fleming. I remained in
British Columbia.

It must be borne in mind that when I took charge of the surveys in when deponent
the mountains the i ne for the Canadian Pacifie Railway was to be , chareub
defined in two years, and when I was in Victoria in 1872, one year had the railway was
then nearly elapsed, an.1 there was a great deal of work to be done to two Ii
thoroughly complote the work from Shuswap Lake to the longitude of
Fort Edmonton, and I found it necessary to ask for a third party to
enable me to finish the work by the end of the second year, which
roquest was granted, and I received a telogram from Mr. Fleming to
say it was of primary importance to push forward the survey of, the
Rowse Pasu.

}laving long distances over which to convey supplies, mon, &c., I urgeid wheu
had, without a moment's loss of time, everything necessary en route for him Flemng's
the Columbia Lake; but before leaving Victoria with my third party, ugm ret-
which was already on board the steamer, I received a message from abm"m= the
the Lieutenant-Governor to say ho wished to see me on important ta°bidare,
bnainess, so I at once saw him and was greatly surprised whnhe and el Inte
showed me a telegram from Mr. Fleming to say I was to abandon all the Yellow Head.

sutveys on the lowse Pass route and take my parties and supplies into
the Yellow Head Pass by way of the Athabaska Pass. These orders left
me in a very serions dilemma, as all my arrangements were made for
the Howse Pass work, and the localities in which my parties, supplies,
&c., were, these could not be more unfavorably situated for the Yellow Arrangementà
Head surveys. The heavy expense of purchasing animals, of opening outlay hev
trails, of building boats, &c., for the completion of the survey of the gre a'
Howse Pass, and the exploration of the neighbouring country were to nowne rao.

55*
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thon made, and I could not have been in a botter position to complote
that work when these most unfortunate orders arrived. Further

or- urhesosppisunvial
.tred purchases of animals, supplies, &c., were unavoidable for the transport

vey and work required in opening the trails and making the survey through
ad the Yellow Head Pass.

I explained the difficulties of the Athabaska Pass to His Honour, and
the conclusions we came to were that two great mistakes were made in
those orders: one being the abandonment of the surveys of that route
prematurely, and the other being the route I was ordered
to take by the Athabaska Pass. I also pointed out to him the
proper plan to follow under the altered circumstances to carry out the
surveys of the Yellow Head Pass with my parties. His Honour tele-
graphed to Mr. Fleming our views regarding the proposed transfer of
parties, &c., &c., from Howse to Yellow Head Pass; and after waiting

from several days-I think twelve days-a telegram was roceived by Ris
uionaof Honour from Mr. Fleming to say our suggestions were not approved of
ngrie so we could see no other course to follow, but obey Mr. Fleming's orders
to and go by the Athabaska Pass. I was well aware of the difficulties I

astaby would have to encounter in gotting through by that pass, having years
before explored the Columbia River from its source to the boundary
lino; and I informed His Honour that it was doubtful if I could get
through by the close of the season, and that great expense and loss of
time would be incurred, and that it might be attempted to place the
responsibility on my shoulders, which is what Mr. Fleming is now
trying to do. The above orders thon led me to think the system of
carrying on the surveys of the Canadian Pacific Railway would prove
very unsatisfactory in the end.

.nt Mr. Fleming, in his evidence, says: " when the exploration of the
e ir Howse Pass was abandonedin April, I ordered all purchases to be stopped,

but I found afterwards that large purchases, amounting altogether to
$28,000 had been made at Port Caldwell (Fort Colville) in the United
States. After that date, some of them as late as August, there were
some things purchased which I could not see were wanted, such as
gold pens, quicksilver, &c. I cannot account for such large quantities
of supplies being purchased after I gave orders that the survey should
be stopped. I know that large quantities of supplies were sent up the
Columbia River and into the Jasper Valley and were a-bandoned, and
for all I know may be there yet."

a Flem- I have to say the above statement is the first time I ever heard that
ment Mr. Fleming had ordered all purchases to be stopped. Had such an
ed to order ever reached me I should simply not have gone to the Yellow

Head Pass, for I would not have taken a*number of mon into the moun-
tains to starve to death when the winter set in. The supplies purchased
above alluded to, were for the surveys of the Yellow Head Pasa, and
not for those of the Howse Pass. I knew it would take me that
summer, the following winter and summer, to get through and make
the surveys of Yellow Head Pass to somewhere about Edmonton, and
instead of adopting Mr. Fleming's plan of recalling the parties in British
Columbia as winter approached and taking the staff over to Ottawa at
great expense and loss of time, and a further loss of time in getting the
parties re-formed and into the field, I took them into the mountains
and kept them, was able to work until January, and to resume work
in the middle of March, and I took in supplies for that purpose, and for
ýthe two seasons instead of one, and before I got the survey through to
the neighbourhood of the Pembina River I was obliged to send over to
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Edmonton for various supplies and men, which wore provided me by
the Hudson Bay Co., and had it not been for their assistance I could n
not have got through. I regret they were most unwarrantably kept
out of thoir money for four years. Mr. Fleming said to me, at Moose
Lake, I should not have taken in supplies for such a length of time; I
differed from him thon, and I do so still.

With regard to gold pens, quicksilver, &c., I have a distinct recol- As to charge or
lection of purchasing one gold pon for a friend of mine which I cer- purchasg god

tainly paid for out of my own pocket. Thore was, I remember a thiamust bea
mlsaefrgoldlittle quicksilver which would be used for two purposes: one for pansand the

artificial horizons to obtain latitudes, which I often did, and the other 'Ër"'e- Wos

to " prospect" occasionally as trails were opened to see if gold existed pecung."
in the streams crossed. I endeavoured to obtain as much information
of the country passed through, not only as regarded routes, but also
the climate, soil, nature of the timber, minerals, &c. I think, if refer-
ence is made to the accounts, it will be seen that " gold pens" will turn
out to be "gold pans," which we used, and they are very generally nsed
on the Pacific coast for baking bread in as well as for "prospecting."

The supplies sent up the Columbia River into the Jasper Valley were Stores turned
neither lost nor abandoned up to the time I finally left the Yellow Head over to a Person
Pas, when some stores were turned over, with between thirty and forty
horses, to Mr. Fleming's confidential man, whom ho transferred over to
me on bis way across the mountains. He and Mr. Fleming corresponded,
and Mr. Fleming had better find out from him what he did with them.

Some supplies were abandoned in the Eagle Pass in the "Gold
range." Value, to cover cost and transportation, I estimated at $7,000.
The expense of getting them out would have been so great, compared
with their value when they could be again available, that it would not
do for me to send for thom.

Mr. Fleming goes on to say: " In 1872 I made a trip across the
mountains partly on horseback and partly on foot, and met Mr.
Moberlyin:Jasper Valley, he not having done nearly as mach on his
survey as he should have done; he could not satisfactorily explain bis
delay." This matter is placed in a most peculiar way. I told Mr. Told FleOMing
Fleming that bis orders forcing me to go by the Athabaska Pass, con- hlm turwn
trary to my advice, was the cause of the delay and of the great expense AthabaàksHfm
incurred thereby. I also told him I was perfectly well aware 1a*eqey
before I left Victoria of what the result of carrying out his instruc-
tiona would be, and that if ho liked he cnuld cali on the Lieutenant-
Governor and hear from him what my opinion was at that time. From
conversations we had on the above and other subjects, I saw he was
going to try and put the responsibility on me, and I was on the point of
resigning at Moose Lake, and the only thung that prevented my doing
so was the position my differont parties, animals, supplies, &c., were in
at the near approach of winter in the different passes, and the know-
ledge that my thon leaving would entirely break overything up and
cause more foolish expense and delay, if not of loss of life as welIl.

Agin Mr. Fleming answers the following question:
id you consider the subject of pack animals purchased by him ?-

A. I could not see the necessity of them. * * * I instructed Mr.
Moberly to return to Kamloops, but he did not obey my instructions,
and stayed out ail winter, his excuse being ho did not get my letter."

I never made such a statement to him or to any other person to the Alleges et.e
effect that I had not received that letter. I wrote a private report to Md* ad
Mr. Fleming in the early part of 1873, which accompanied my general jni'e letter, i
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Esta•avagant
pren... er report, and plans of survey of Yellow Head Pass, forwarded by Edmon-suppnies, ton and Winnipeg, that explained a great many things not toucbedon the oontrarysent a report In upon in my general report. Mr. Fleming received that report, and ho

,*d .veryh ain- knows there is a full explanation in it regarding the purchasing of the
animais. I certainly had other reasons besides those mentioned in
that report, some of which I will now mention. On my leaving Mr.
Fleming at Moose Lake. I had thoroughly made up my mind to leave
the service, for I found that the style of management of the Canadian
Pacific surveys would be characterized and distinguisbed by incåpacity
and enormous expenso, and, as far as I was concerned, that I would
experience underhand treatment. For the last seven years I have
been unable to say my opinion thon formed was incorrect. I did not
place confidence in the person to whom ho ordered me to hand over
such large quantities of supplies and such a number of animais. On

The Instructions receiving the letter above alluded to, the instructions conveyed in it
ln the Ietter too '1

ehidishtobe were too childish to be followed, and I thon decided that I would carry
followed. on any further work to the best of my judgnent for the interesta of

the Government; that I should obey orders when I could see they
were sensible, but not otherwise, and as soon as I could do so get out
of the railway service as quietly as possible. I went on the survey
for business, and not to «be made a fool of. I did not come out of the
mountains for a year after receiving those orders, and during that
time completed the preliminary survey through the Rocky Mountains
and the Foothills. As for taking ail the men out of the mountains
juat when the troubles of the Athabaska Pass were over, and the party
ready to go on with the survey, which was made that winter from the
summit of the Rocky Mountains to Lac à Brulé, was beyond compre-
hension, when another party would have to be sent up, and that was,
as I afterwards learnt from a paragraph in " Oeean to Ocean," a part
of the plan proposed, where it is mentioned that party M, thon in Red
River Valley, were telegraphed to proceed to the Rocky Mountains in
the winter, and do work that at that time I was actually going on with.

When Informed Having read the telegram informing me the Government hadtb.t the Govern-raiy, atrly
ment had frxe" ado pted the Yellow Head Pass for the railway, I naturally con-
on Yellow Head cluded the location surveys would go on when the preliminarycaq onoludedlocation surveys ones were finished, and I prepared for them so that loss of time
woudgo f° wdr and running about from one end of the country to the other
for them. would bo. avoided as much as possible. I had my pack trains-

a most important department in mountain surveys-in a most com-
plete and thoroughly organized state for the prosecution of further
work, and the supplies mentioned as having been handed over to Mr.
Fleming's agent should never have been taken away from the Yellow
.Head Pass, but have been supplemented with others for the work
mentioned. After I left the service other parties went up to do the
location work, and had to take supplies back again with them. One
party was even sent to make explorations of the mountains south of
the Athabaska River. I was amused to meet the gentleman in charge
of the party in Winnipeg a few days after I first arrived here, and to
find him ordered to explore for passes up the " Matique " and " Rocky "
Rivers which were close to my main depot; this certainly inferred
that I had not explored them. I think I have made many explorations
Mr. Fleming has no idea of. Such expenses as the above should not

na t op" have been incurred.
ot imues The great obstruction I had te contend with was the opening of some

«, co1" 800 to 1,000 Mil9s of trails, costing about $100,000, J repoted thii iq
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MOBERLY'S DEPOSITION

Surve71, ..

the last report written by me in Ottawa, but have nover seen it pub-
lished. There were many other obstructions and petty things done to
hamper me that are needless to dwell upon unless necessary, so I shal
not enter into thern now. I may say I saw through the scheming too
soon to be deceived, and was thoroughly cognizant of the object sought
long before I came out of the mountains.

The proof that I did not give incorrect information is in the fact that Pointa to the
the railway is now in course of construction fron Burrard's Inlet to cturs*fi Siynt-
Kamloops, and frorn thence the route by the two passes still undecided ing bi. correet-
by the Syndicate until they have fully completed the examination of it'ï ions
the Howse Pass left unfinished by me, and I take it as a hi h compli- should have been

s~ t on aurveys
ment that after nine years of expensive surveying of other lines mine tonugh resuiting
are now found to be the correct ones, but I regret it has cost the it"°hiner 
Dominion millions to endorse me. endorsing him.

When I finally got clear of the railway I was defrauded out of a
whole season, and had to pay my expenses during that time as well,
and before I left Ottawa i told Mr. Fleming I bad been unfairly treated.

I was well aware there were persons in British Columbia who wished
to get rid of me, and they may have represented things to Mr. Fleming
which I am inclined to think have very much misled him.

I have the honour to remain,
Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,
WALTER MOBERLY.

IN THE MATTEa of the Royal Commission issued respecting the Canada
Pacifie Railway:

T, Walter Moberly, of the City of Winnipeg, in the Province of Mani-
toba, Civil Engineer, do solemnly declara that the within statement in
detail is true in substance and in fact, regarding all matters therein
referred to; and I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believ-
ing the same to be true, and by virtue of the Act passed in the thirty-
seventh year of Her Majesty's reign, intituled: " An Act for the Sup-
pression of Voluntary and extra-Judicial Oaths."
Declared before me at the City of

Winnipeg, the 28th day of WALTER MOBERLY.
June, A.D. 1881.

J. MCKENZIE,
A Commissioner in B. R and for the County of Selkirk,

OTTAWA, 15th Docember, 1881. NIXON'8
To Tro3i.as NixoN, Esq., DEPO8mON.

Winnipeg.
SIR,-The Commissioners appointed to enquire into facto concerning

the Canadian Pacifie Railway instruct me to send the accompanying
interrogatories to you, and to request that you will, on or before the
tenth day after the receipt thereof, deliver to Messrs. Bain & Blanchard,
Solicitors, of Winnipeg, your answers in writing to tbo sid interrog,
tories in a closed epvelope, ad<ressed tg me.
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Purvyersip.

See p. 49 of third
rt Select

on Pub. Acets,
Aprnl, I87.

Buying Horses.

Purrhase oit
Lana oen-
JoIatiy wit
Anoway.

You will receive herewith the spm of two dollars as witness fees.
If your answers are numbered respectively with the same numbers

as the questions to which they apply, no further reference will be
necessary in order to indicate the question to which each of your
answers is given.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

N. F. DAVIN,
Secretary, C.P.R. Commission.

INTERROGATORIEs administered by George M. Clark, Samuel Keefer and
Edward Miall, appointed by Royal Commission dated 16th Jwno,
1880, to enquire into facts concerning the Canadian Pacific Railway
to be answered by Thomas Nixon, of the City of Winnipeg, in the
Province of Manitoba, as a continuation of his evidence under oath
for the information of the said Commissioners.
1. You are roported to have given evidence on the 17th day of

April, 1878, before the Select Standing Committee on Public Accounts
of the House of Commons at Ottawa, Mr. Young being in the Chair,
and (speaking of W. F. Alloway) to the following effect, the questions
having been put by Mr. Kirkpatrick:-

(Question.) You also employed him to boy horses? (Answer.) Yes ; that is bis
business.

(Question.) Did he charge what price he liked, or did you pay him a commission,
or how? (Anawer.) No; I paid him no commission. He was paid under the direc-
tion of the engineer who wanted the horses ; the engineer did.

(Question.) How did you pay Mr. Alloway for his trouble ? (Answer.) I paid the
accounts that were brought in.

(Question.) Then you did not know the number of horses and the details of each
horse's price, and do on? (Answer.) I remember he had Mr. Lucas with him on one
occasion, and of courte he knew about the prices and the time.

(Question.) Who is Mr. Lucas ? (Anster.) The engineer in charge of the party.
(g8stion.) Was that the only occasion? (Answer.) There might have been one or

two others. I had him with me once or twice. I paid himi no commission.
(Question.) But you do not know whether he received his commission in the

prices he charged the Government ? (Arner.) 1 suppose he did.

(1.) Is this a correct report of the ovidence which you gave upon
the occasion above mentioned ?

(2.) Do you say now that the above evidence was the truth ?
(3.) Give now the variation (if any) from the above evidence which

is necessary in order to state the truth upon the subjects covered by the
said questions of Mr. Kirkpatrick, and also the explanation (if any)
which you think it proper to give, concerning the said evidence so
roported as aforesaid ?

(4.) A certificate from the office of the Registrar for the County 'of
Selkirk, in the Province of Manitoba, shows that a conveyance of cer-
tain land in the sub-division of lot No. 79 in the Parish of St. James,
dated in July A.D. 1875, purporting to be made from one Burrows to
Thomas Nixon and W. F. Alloway jointly, was registered in that office:
are you the Thomas Nixon referred to in that conveyance ?

(5.) Was that, or any land, conveyed to you and W. F. Alloway
jointly while you were purvoyor ?
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NIXON'S DEPOTMiON

(6.) Give the explanation (if any) which you think necessary, in
order to show the truth upon the question, whether you and W. F.
Alloway wer jointly interested in the purchase of land while you were
purveyor at W innipeg ?

GEORGE M. CLARK,
Chairman.

Ottawa, 15th December, 1881.

1. The report of the evidence given by me before a Committee of the
House of Commons is, I presume, correct.

2. The evidence, so far as it relates to the purchase of saddle horses,
buggy horses and ponies, for Mr. Lucas and other engineers' parties,
which were those to which Mr. Kirkpatrick's questions referred, was
the truth, and being the truth it does not now require any explanation.

3. Some years later Mr. Alloway purchased saddle horses and buggy
horses for Mr. Marcus Smith and some of the engineers on contract 14,
and, I think, also on the Pembina Branch; and if I remember right he
was allowed a commission of 85 on each. I now further, and
once more, for the'last time, positively assert regarding the assertion
as being under the oath taken before the Royal Commission, that
neither directly or indirectly, in any manner, was I ever interested
with Mr. Alloway in any single or collective transaction of his with
tbe Government, or he with me as an agent of the Government; that
neither directly or indirectly did ho ever offer, or I ever receive, any
profits from him, or sny commission on either horses or anything
else during the whole time I was in the employ of the Government,
nor at any time since.

4, 5 and 6. In July, A.D.- 1875, I purchased from the Hon. Dr.
O'Donnell, of this city, seven city lots on the Burrows Estate, at the
rate of $60 per lot, and the doctor wanted the whole amount to be paid
at the time of the purchase. I asked Mr. Alloway to take a half interest
with me in the said lots. I paid my share, $210, without any assist-
ance from Mr. Alloway or any one else. Some time after, I disposed of
my interest in the said lots at the same price for which I purchased
them, and neither before nor since have I bad any interest with Mr.
Alloway in any scrip, any half-breed lands, any city lots, or any land
either in this or any other country.

THOMAS NIXON.
Winnipeg, 3rd January, 1882.

CANADIAN PACÎI'C RAILWAY ROYAL CoMMISsroN,
OTTAWA, January 4th, 1882.

P.wve7gga~-
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CO.LINGWooD SCHREIBER, Esq-, SOHREIBER.
Chief-Engineer,

Department of Railways and Canals.

SiR,-Mr. Fleming having seen your ovidence given before this RaiIway com.
Commission, first as reported in the nowspapers and afterwards as <c tio.-
recorded, and desiring to have put in evidence a fuller explanation than
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Contrat No. 4M

Probable saving
on Contrac No.
42, $1,500,00.

The above auni
wlllbe me wbat
reduced.

Diffrrence be-
tween vrement
and orfglnally
estimated cst o f
moction e2 due to
efforts made dur-

Fng Fleming's
Ume.

was given by you regarding the periods in which certain steps were
directed which are likely to result in the saving referred to: I am
instructed to submit the following interrogatory to you in order that
your answer may be added to your previous testimony given viva voce
and under oath.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

N. F. DAVIN.
INTERROGATORY.

In your evidence you have spoken of a large probable saving in the
cost of the work on contract No. 42, saying that in the beginning of
1879-80 you had authority to make, with a view to economy, any
change which could be made without injuring the character of the
road, and yon named the sum of $1,500,000 as the difference between
the original estimate of the cost of this section and your estimate at
the time of giving your evidence.

Please state whether you are still of opinion that the amount
ultimately saved will be in the neighbourhood of the above sum, and
what proportion of it will have been due to engineering efforts or
dircetions made before yon became Engineer-in-Chief ?

CANADIAN PACIFIa RAILWAY,
OFFICE oF THE ENGINEER-IN-CiIEP',

OTTAWA, January 5th, 1883.

DEAn SIR,--In reply to your letter of yesterday, I desire to say that
the difference between the original estimate of the cost of contract 42,
and the approximate estimate I gave in my testimony before the
Canadian Pacifle Railway Royal Commission, was placed at $1,500,000.

This will probably be somewhat reduced, authority having since been
given to introduce, in several instances, solid earth embankments and
rock-borrow foundations, where, at that time, timber structures wero
proposed.

The difference between the present and the original cost of this
section is, I consider, due to efforts made and directions given before
I became Engineer-in-Chief.

Having acted as superintending engineer in connection with these
works duringthe latterpartof theyear 1879and the earlypart of 1880, I
became aware of a great desire on Mr. Fleming's part to keep the
expenditure largely within the original estimate of cost.

J am, Sir,
Yours truly,

COLLINGWOOD SC[IREIBER.
N. F. DAvIN, Esq.

(The exhibits produced in evidence are set out or referred to at the
end of the next volume which contains the rest of the report.)
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INDEX.

ABERDARE CO.
See Contract No. 8.

ACCOUNTS:
Moberly, 425.
Wilson, 526.

See Book-keeping and Banking; Nixon', Purveyorship.

ALLEGED IMPROPER CONDUCT:
Sutherland, 342.
Wilson, 534.
Murdoch, 800.

ALLOWAY, W. F.:
Nixon's purveyorship, 382, 432.

ANDERSON & CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 17, 39.

ANDREWS, JONES & GO.:
See Contract No. 42.

APPOINTMENTS:
FLImNG, S.

manner of appoirting officers, 1314.
sectional, pelitical and religious considerations co nsulted under all

Administrations, 1314.
insufficiency of skilled men at inception, 1314.
difficulty of getting rid of inefficient political nominees, 1315.
cannot recollect having remonstrated, 1315.
officers appointed in defiance of witness's recommendations to the

contrary, 1316.
public interest has suffered through political patronage, 1317.
power of dismissal sparingly used, 1319.

on political grounds, 1666.

ASSISTING NEWSPAPERS :

WHrrasAD, J.
respecting assistance given to Mackintosh, 242.
also a newspaper In Winnipeg, 243.
witness persuaded by Mackintosh that Parliamentary Committee

required looking after, gave Mackintosh acceptances to arrrange
matters, 606.

amount about $11,000 or $12,000; had given him some before; in all,perhaps, $25,000, 607.
Bain recovered $11,200, 607.
Mackiatosh to look after witness's business in Ottawa, 608.
found him sureties on several different occasions, 609.
departmental Intimation to witness that he had better communicate

direct to the Department, 609.
kind of service rendered by Mackintosh, 610.
assistance to Winnipeg 17mes, 611.
reasons why given, 611.
further as to transactions with Mackintosh, 628.

WarrTUiAD, O.
sent his father's attorney to recover acceptances from Mackintosh,

329.
acceptances to amount of $11,000 given up, 329.
believes Mackintosh must have received acceptances for $30,000, 329

of which about $20,000 was paid, 330.
BAiN, J. F.

undertook to arrange with Whitehead's creditors, became for a time
trustee, 614.

communicated with Mackintosh as to notes,'614.
which wert given back, 614.



1834 INDEX.

ASSISTING NEwsAPrERs-continued.
BAIN, J. F.-continued.

Mackintosh's book-keeper had probably notified him of witnese's
intended visit; he ha recently visited Winnipeg for purpose of
collecting acceptances, 615.

Mackintosh made condition as to exonerating letter, 617.
LuxTox, W. F.

complains of Whitehead's strictures regarding Winnipeg Free Press,
681.

offers evidence in contradiction, 686.
SCHULTZ, J., M.P.

Whitehead stated to witnees hie reasons for assisting Tuttle, 717.
Tuttle without political influence. 718.

TUTTLE, 0. R.
Whitehead advanced moneys taking lien on plant, 723.
never pretended to Whitehead to have influence with Ministers, 723.

LITLa, W. B.
labourer on Fort Frances Lock 825
paid for working in the cut and for publishing newspaper besides, 826.
arrangement that he should publish paper, and Government should

pay for hie labour, 826.
arrangement made with Eugh Sutherland, 826.
paid for full time by Government, but gave most of his time to news-

so pai for a year, 827.
gave value by trying through newspaper to open ap country, 827.

SUTHERLAND, HUGH.
knows nothing of arrangement by which Litle was paid for publish-

ing a paper, 829.
how newspaper came to be started, 830.
understood that Litle worked at hie newspaper at night, 830.

MAOKINTOSH, C. H.
witness reads a etatement as to hie transactions with Whitehead, and

is cross-examined thereon; receipt of money from Whitehead-
service was rendered therefor of a commercial not politicai
character, 869-915.

BAIN, JOHN F.:
contract No. 15, 613.
assisting newspaperu, 614.

BANNATYNE, ANDREW G. B. :
Red River Crossing, alleged improper influence, 724.

BARNARD, F. J..
See Contract No. 3.

BARROW HAÏATITE STEEL CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 44-47, 53-55.

BEATTY, HENRY :
See Contracte Nos. 34, 69, 70.

BIMRLL, JAME s:
Fraser & Grant-Whitehead partnership. 264.

BOLT AND NuT Co.:
See Contract No. 31.

.BOLTS AND NuTS :
See Contracts Nos. 30, 31, 51.

30OK-KEEPING AND BANKING :
Sutherland, H., 337.
Sutherland, J., 452, 807.
Brown, 508.
Conklin, 556, 628.
Ourrie, 577.
Thompson, 625.

See Nixon's purveyorshp ; Fort Frances Locks

BOULTBEE, ALIRED, M.P. :
contracts Nos. 41 and 42, 1109.
alleged improper influence, 1111.



INDEX. 1885

BOWIE, ALEXANDER:
contract No. 15, 1150.

No. 66, 1144, 1151.
No. 41, 1142.

alleged improper infinence, 1152.

BowiE & McNAUGTON :
See Contract No. 66.

BOwN, WALTER R.:
Nixon's Paymaster-and-purveyorhip, 721.

BRAUN, FREDERICK :
practice of Department, 1753, 1756, 1763.
contract Nu. 5A, 1754, 1761, 1765.
steel rails, 1763
Horetzky's claim, 1766.

BRIDGES:
Seo Contracta Nos. 56, 64, 71.

BRITISH COLUMBIA:
transportation of rails. See Contracta Nos. 17, 39.
bolta and nuts. See Contract No. 31.
construction. Sec Contracts Nos. 60, €1, 62, 63.

BROWN, GEORGE :
Fort Frances Lock, 508.
Nixon's paymaster-and-purveyorship, 509, 737, 763.
assisting newspapers, 727, 764.

IBROWN, P. J.:
contract No. 4, 773.

BURPE, T. R.:
section 5, telegrapb, 1344.
contracta Nos. 6-11, 1664.

BUTE INLET :
Fleming, 1339, 1384.

CJADDY, JOHNr S.:
contract No. 4, 657.

Nos. 13, 25, 649.
Nos. 25, 41, 642, 650.

CA2MPBELL, GEORGE :
transportation of rails, 1119.

CAMPBELL, H. M.:
contract No. 48, 144.

CANADA CENTRAL RAILWAY SUBSIDY:
See Contract No. 16.

CARRE, HENRY :
exploratory survey, party K, 122.

North-east Bay to Sturgeon Falls, 131.
contract No. 14, 176, 1446, 1457, 1462.

Nos. 1tand 15, 129, 149, 1447, 1455, 1469, 1471.
No. 15, 130, 153, 178, 1452, 1458, 1466, 1474, 1489, 1499.

Red River (rossing, 177.

CARRE'S ALTERNATIVE SOUTHERN LINE:
See Contract No. 15.

CHAPLEAU, SAMUEL E. ST. ONGE :
contract No. 42, 850.

No. 66, 860.
inflnencing clerku, 850

ee Infuencing O(erks.; Contracts Nos. 42, 66.
66½*
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CHARLEBOIS & CO.:
See Contract No. 41.

CHARTERS & Co.:
See Contract No. 13.

CHEVRETTE, MOSES:
Bee Contract No. 19.

CLAIM BY ENGINEER :
Bee Engineer's Claim.

CLAIMS BY CONTRACTORS:
See Contractors' Claims.

CLARK, ALBERT H.:
contract No. 14, 259.

CLOSE, P. G.:
contracte Nos. 41 and 42, 1160.
alleged improper influence, 1170.

CONKLIN, ELIAS G.:
Nixon's paymaster-and-parveyorship, 556, 628.

CONNERS, JOHN L.:
contract No. 1, 595.

No. 4, 601.
Nos. 14 and 15 603.

location, north of Lake Manitoba, 599, 604.

CONSTRUCTION :
See Engineering; Contracts.

CONTRACTORS' CLAIMS:
CoxTaCT No. 1:

8ifton, 326.
CoxTRncT No. 2:

Fuller, 464.
CONTRACT No. 3:

Trudeau, 45.
CONTRAiT No. 12:

Fleming, 1364.
CONTRACT No. 13:

Truleau, 64.
Sifton, 102.
Fleming, 1319.

CONTRACT No. 14:
Sifton, 104, 112, 264.
Clark, 260.
Molloy, 315.
Forrest, 358.
Molesworth, 593.
Rowan, 704.
Fleming, 1319.
Smith, M., 1610.

CONTRAcT No. 37:
Smith, M., 951.
Trudeau, 995.

CONTRAcT No. 43:
Trudeau, 1047.

CoNTnÂCT No. 48:
Rowan, 750.

CONTRACT No. 1.--Telegraph:
TENDERING-

TRuDEAU, T.
tenders advertised for schedule of tenders produced, 5.
lowest: R. Fuller including maintenance, $68,750, 5.
second H. P. Dwight, $93,750, 6.
third, Waddle à Smith, $121,250, 6.



INDEX. 1837

CONTRAOT No. 1.-Telegraph-continued.
TRNDERING-coninued.

TRuDUAu, T.-continued.
fourth, Sifton, Glas & Co., excluding maintenance, $107,850, 6.
maintenance a subject of subsequent correspondence, 6.
no doubts as to Fuller's standing, 6
Puller's additional demand for clearing, 7.

making his tender, say $128,750, 7.
contract offered to Dwight, 7.
dates at which tenderers offered to complete, 7.
Dwight requires modifications; declined, 8.
tenders received up to 22nd July, 1874, 8.
envelope attached only to Sitton, Glass & Co.'s tender, 8.
alterations in tender, 8.
Sifton, Glass & Co.'s tender for whole line, not for section 1, 9.
Waddle & Smith offered section 5, 9.

failed to put up security, 9.
Fleming reports on Fuller's amended offer, 10.
Sifton & Glass get $20,000 maintenance plus profits of dperating, 11.
Waddle & Smith estimate profits at half cost of maintenance, 11.
Law (lerk requires an Order-in-Oouncil,.13.

usual in such cases, 13.
not procured in this case, 13.

twelve days between receiving and opeuing tenders, 13.Sifton, Glass A Co.'s tender comparable only as to construction, 15.
Fuller's figures for construction better by $9,100, 16.
negotiations, Sifton, Glass & Co. and Fleming, 16.
Sifton, Glass & Co.'s letter of 30th October, 1874, interpolation, 17.
Fleming's report no recommendation, 38.
witness's view of Sif ton, Glass & Co.'s tender as modified, 40.
profits not referred to in tender, 41.

rst mention of receiving profits in letter of Sfton, Glass & Co., 41.
return of llth March, 1878, asked for by House of Commons, not

laid before the House, 42.
Sifton, Glass & (o.'s letter, 30th October, and Chief Engineer's reply

not included in return, 42.
no Order-in-Council pawsed, 43.
correspondence with Dwight, 44.
statement of expenditure, 60.

SIPTON J.
M. Fleming, Glass and himseÇin Ottawa when tenders received, 90.
saw Chief Engineer before filling in amounts, 96.
presumes clause 13 to be offer for section 1, 91.
knew nothing of lower tenders for some days, 92.
information from Chief Engineer, 93.
tender completed day it was put in, 94.
no information from Department of moment, 94.
ceased to expect contract, 95.
letter of 14th October, in Glass's bandwriting, 95.
no consultations as to maintenance, 95.
maintenance of section 1 less costly than section 2 by 15 to25 per cent.,

96.
final arrangements in Glass's bands, 97.
operating not an element in tender, 97.
telegraphic correspondence with Department, 98.
thinks Glass made first overtur&s of partnership, 105.

he had no practical experience, 105.
tariff for messages, 105.

FLUMINM, a.
latitude as to form of tender, 1323. -
a pioneer line, 1323.
maintenance clause a guarantee, 1324.
disappointed at resnlt, 1324
Sifton, Glass à Co 's tender no offer for section 1, 126.
profits a further advantage, 1329.
profits a new proposition, 1329.
cannot explain how Sifton, Glass & Co. were considered tenderesu

on section 1, nor why profits were added, 1330.
took no part in negatiations, 1330.
remembers Glass's visit, 1330.

MÂciEuIzm, HoN. A.
contracts were awarded upon the calculations of the Engieer, 1787.
assumed to be lowest available, 1788.
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CONTIACT No. 1.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

MIACRNSzU, RoN. A.-ontinu.d.
decision invariably in acquiesence with the views of the officers of

the Department, 1788.
thought there was a distinct tender for this section, 1788.

CON&TRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE-
TauDaU, T.

inefflciency of section 1 the subject of report to House, 18.
report not printed, 18.

Rum'AU, B. N.
difflculty of telegraphic communication in 186, 34.
lines down weeks at a time, 34.
owing chiefly to construction through muskega, 35.

SIrToU, J.
telegraph poles mainly poplar, life three years, 93.
purchased wire from Government 99.
character of country, 100.
piles and poles carried away by ice, 326.
claim on Government for piers, 326.

Coxians, J. L.
operator and repairer, 595.
as to poles put in ice, &c., 595.
witness sole re pairer over 165 miles, 595.
Une not propery maintained, 596.
destruction by falling trees, 597.
poles nearly all poplar, 598.
mode of repair described, 598.

STaoNaca, J.
operator and book-keeper, 639.
statistics as to eflciency if ine, &c., 640.

RoWAN, J. R.
line down a month at a time, 691.
maintenance clause too much relied on, 691.
recommended inspector over construction, 692, 730.
thought unnecessary by Chief Engineer, 730.

MtULHOLLAN, J. H.
foreman, 1021.
describes method of construction, not considered permanent, 1022-1031

PFLMING, 8.
maintenance unsatisfactory, 1335.

OPEBRTING-
Sinoj, J.

operating not an element in tender, 97.
no arrangement with Government as to rates, 99.
tariff of messages, 105.
as to operating reoeipts and expenditure, 324.

CONTEAOT No. 2.-Telegraph:

TRINRINGr--
Tamuua, T.

part of section No. 3, Fort Garry to Edmonton, 18.
Fuller's tender the lowest for No. 3, 18.
amount of contract, $180,250, 19.
section 3 embraced also section 1, 19.
as finally let No. 3 costes $310,100, 19.
statement et expenditure under contract, 60.

FULLES, R.
did not tender separately for this section, 482,
arranged by subsequent negotiation, 462.

PLMING, 8.
section not tendered for separately, 1331.

how arived at, 1331.
alterations in tenders not usually allowed, 1332.

exoepion berein on pecaniary grounds 1332.
McKenzie, Grier à Oo.'s tender tor No 3, Ï2O2 900 1332.
Kfton & Co. and Fuller's price s sontracted ï225,100, 133.
Puiler's tender for section 3, $216,000, 1333.



*CONTRACT No. 2.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

FLERING, S.- continued.
most favourable tender not adopted, 1334.
maintenance unsatisfactory, 1335.

MAcKkNZIE, HoN. A.
never dealt with any contractors except through officers of the De-

partment, 1789.
cannot recollect details, 1790.
guided solely by Engineer's opinion, 1790.
comparative merits of tenders dealt with solely in the interesta of

economy, 1792.

CONSTRUCTION AND NAINTENANCE-

FULLuE, R.
a lump sum per annum for maintenance, 463.
respecting extra claims. 46t.

cutting through a wood, 464.
stoppage by Indians, 464.
movement of material, 465.
line not fully located, 467.
cutting trees, 468.
operator to Edmonton, 469.

difficulties from fires, 471.
tariff, particulars of, 472.
deduction made by Goverument for deviations on account of lakes

474.
Lucae's view snstained by Fleming, 475.
character of country traversed, 475.

PLEIaNG, S.
maintenance of Sifton, Glass à Co. and Fuller unsatisfactory, 1335.

CONTRACT No. 3.-Telegraph:

TENDBRING-
TRuDEAU, T.

equivalent to section 4, as advertised, 45.
matter now before Department of Justice, 45.
statement of expenditure, 60.
documents in hands of Department of Justice, 833.

WADDLI, J.
understood his tender to be lower than Barnard'a, 1118.
contract ias not offered to him, 1118.

FLEMIN0, 8.
witness recommended Barnard, 133.
report of 12th August produced, 1336.

CONSTRUCTION AND NAINTENANCE-
PLEMING, 8.

line from Edmonton to Tête Jaune Cache not procecded with, 1887.
varions instructions to contractor, 1338.
reasons for diverting line via Fort George, 1339.
Bute Inlet then the probable terminus, 1339.
losses, consequent on changes, not the contraótor's, 1339.
modifies previous statement as to Bute Inle, 1384.

CONTRACT No. 4.-Telegraph:

TRNDERING-
TRUDEAU, T.

lowest tenderer, Waddle & Smith, failed as to security 45
second lowest, Sutton à Thirtkell, $214,450, alo &ed, 45.
third lowest, Sutton & Thompson, did not t contract, 46.

contract given to Oliver, Davidson à Co. at Stton A Thompson s
figures, 46.

correspondence with Oliver, Davidson à 00., 46.
transaction contrary to usual practice, 47.
witness cannot explain why it was done, 47.

no. correspondence with Sutton & Thompson, 47.

199INDEX.
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CONTRAOT No. 4.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

TnuDxAU, T.-continued.
Sutton & Thompson's tender $28,200 higher than that of Sutton &

Thirtkell, 48.
mariaged by the Minister, 47.
no report of engineer as to this award, 48.
no Order-in-Oouncil authorizing contract, 48.
statement of expenditure put in, 60.
took no part in arrangement of this contract, 1817.
can find no formal notice (nor recollect) given to Waddle & Smith,

1818.
BRoWN, P. J.

of Oliver, Davidson & Co., 773.
did not tender; took Sutton & Thompson's tender, 773.
negotiations: Oliver at Ottawa with departmental telegram to

Button, 773.
Thompson & Thirtkell ignored by Sutton 775.
witness subsequently purchased Davidson s interest, 775,

SUTTON, R. T.
tendered both with Thirtkell & Thompson, 1032.
Thirtkell's tender awarded, but passed over in favour of Thomp--

son's, through influence of Oliver, Davidson & Co., 1033.
negotiations; higher price paid, 1034-1040.
Oliver, Davidson, and witness in Ottawa, 17th or 18th December

(1874), 1069.
telegram from Judge McMahon, 1070.
Braun to Sutton k Tnirtkell, 12th December, and reply 16th De.

cember (1874) 1070.
Oliver, Davidson Co. arranged with Department, 1070.

WAnDLS, J.
tendered for all sections and whole line, 1103.
interview with R.W. Scott, 1103..
correspondence with Mackenzie as to security, 1104.
agreement with A. M. Smith's nephew, 1104.
never knew why contract not awarded to him, 1105.

Minister attributed it to delay as to security, 1105.
promised further chance if Thirtkell failed, 1106.
interview with Minister, 6th or 7th December, 1106.

further interview, 1107.
Glass offered $10,000 for contract; refused by witness, 1108.
further as to security; interview with Minister, 1113.

Sutton lu Ottawa while these negotiationa with Minister going on,
1116.

interview with Cartwright; promised chance never afforded ;
witness had ample means, 1117.

DAvIDsoN, J.
of Oliver, Davidson k Co., 1126.
negotiations with Sutton, 1126.
subsequent visit (19th December, 1874) to Ottawa, 1127.
interview with Chief Engineer, 1129.
thinks Oliver had communication with Fleming after lesving

capital, 1131.
Oliver's interview with Mackenzie, 1134.
remembers nothing about Sutton & Thirtkell's tender, 1139.
cannot explain how he kne* Sutton & Thompson's tender was

next lowest, 1139.
or how latter was substituted for former, 1140.
thinks they got higber price than first talked of by Sutton, 1141.

ST. JA&U, DR.
accompanied Waddle to Department ; recollections vague, 1246.

PzuxxxG, 8.
Waddle's tender without profits, $239,520, 1340.

Sutton & Thirtkell's offer, $214,950, 1340.
Button & Thompson's offer, $243,150, 1840.

Braun the official mouthplece of Department, 1341.
in this case witness acted as such on Minister's instructions 1341.
no reason assigned for passing Sutton k Thirtkell's tender for

one $28,200 higher, 1342.
no explanation as to how negotiations came to be opened by letter

from Oliver, Davidson & Co., 1342.
up to 19th December Oliver, Davidson & Co. prepared to assume

tender of Sutton & Thirtkell, 1343.
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OONTRACT No. 4.-Telegraph-continued.
TENDERING-continued.

FLEMING, S.-continued.
on leaving Ottawa decided to take higher tender, 1843.
witness remembers their visit, 1344.
cannot explain above-mentioned circumstances, 1344.

MAKEcrNzI, HON. A.
does not believe Waddle was passed over without notification of a

fixed day to bring up security, 1792.
denies Waddle's statement as to giving him a further chance, 1793.
denies managing this transaction, 1794.
no recollection of conversation with Oliver or Davidson, 1794.

CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE-
CoNNRs, J. L.

Winnipeg to Whitemonth in fair condition, 601.
Whitemouth to Cross Lake carelessly erected, 601.
Cross Lake to Rat Portage too cheaply put up, 601.
defects as to working due to improper men on repairing staff, 602.

STRONAcH, J.
frequent interruptions during construction of section 15, 641.
since blasting completed line works well, 641.

OADDY, J. S.
describes state of line, faults0of maintenance, delays therefrom,

657-659.
ROWAN, J. H.

defective ; line down one-sixth'of time, 692.
JENNINGs, W. F.

as to general insufficiency of maintenance, 768.
BnowN, P. J.

defective maintenance chargeable to contractors and engineer, 776.
poles on section 42 all tamarack, 777.

OPERATING-
TRUDEAU, T.

Order-in-Conneil produced as to operating line, 75.

CONTRACT No. 5.-Railway construction:

TRUDEAU, T.
invited by advertisement: lowest: 0. Peach, 48.

wanted time; refused, 49.
Whitehead and A. H. Clark, same amount, 22 ets., 49.
Order-in-Oouncil awarding contract, 7th September (1874), 49.
description and specification produced, 50.

WMITEHEAD, J.
one of three lowest tenderers, 212.
lowest tenderer became witness's foreman, 212.
explanations as to changing tender from 28 ets. to 22 ets., 214.
financially assisted by Senator McDonald, 214.
reasons for building Pembina Branch then, 215.
extent of contract, 215.
work remeasured, 215.
subsequently allowed 65,000 yards more than certified, 215.

ROWAN, J. H.
construction begun before surveys complete; no estimate of quan-

tities, 687.
FLEMING, S.

line not located when tenders invited, 1344.

OONTRACT No. 5 A.-Railway construction:

TBNDBRING-
TEUDEAu, T.

no document signed by contractor 51.
Whitehead's offdr reported on by Flemingl 51.
Order-in-Oouncil specifying conditions and limiting cost to $60,000,

52.
actual cost to 3lst December, 1879, $141,800, 52.
no contract made; treated as extension of contract No. 5, 52.
$87,589 for work not mentioned la contract No. 5, 53.
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CONTR&OT No. 5 A.-Railway construction-continued.
TBNDERING-continued.

TauEmaU T.-continued.
this portion never submitted to competition, 53.
Braun telegraphs instructions . 22 ets. earth, and other work at prices

in contract No. 15, 53.
off-take ditches paid for at 45 ets. as against23 ets. in contract No. 14,

53.
no advertisement for tenders, 54.
Order-in-Council definea specific items as te which prices of contraot

No. 15 shall apply, 54.
witneus cannot say why other prices of No. 15 were made te apply, 54.
does not know Braun's authority for telegram, 55.

WMITEHMED, J.
did net tender, 243.
reasons for award of contract; made an offer, 244.
off-take ditches paid for at 45 ets.; could have been done for 20 ets.

or 25 ets.; this item $25,000, 245.
RowAK, J. H.

reported probable cost 16th July, 1877, 731.
this work facilitated carrying rails to contract No. 14, 748.

FLamIo, S.
not offered to public competition, 1345.
Whitehead's of'er; reasons for acceptance, 1345.
cost limited by Order-in-Council to $60,000, exceeded very largely,

1345.
Braun telegraphed authority, 1347.
the whole thing a mistake, 1346.

8SELL1N, W. B.
prices for off-take ditches reducéd by witness, restoredby à. Smith,

1349.
every item beyond the four mentioned in Fleming's letter paid

without autbority, 1349.
no investigation made, 1349.

BaAux, F.
thinks instructions to telegraph received from Miniter, 1754.

remembers the circumstance, 1755.
cannot state positively his authority to telegraph, 1756.
can find no authority, but message could not have been sent

without authority, 1761.
telegram sent four days before receiving Order-in-Oouncil, 1762.
no instructions as to details from Engineer's Department, 1765.

CONSTRUCTION-
Fr,EING, S.

Smellie notified Department as to high prices, 1348.
received no reply, 1348.

MACrEZn4z, BON. A.
prices fixed by engineer, of course, 1815.
discussed off-take ditches with Fleming, 1815.
especially careful to authorize nothing not in engineer's report, 1815.

ONTRACT No. 6.--Steel rails, &c.:
TauDUu, T.

public competition invited by advertisement; time postponed, 833.
contractora: Guest & Co., 10,000 tons, 884.
no Order-in-Council awarding contract, 844.

See Steel Rail#.
'CONTRACT No. 7.-Steel rails, &o.:

Taunsàu, T.
evidence under contract No. 6 equally applicable, 83.
contractors: Ebbw Vale Co., 5,000 tons, 834.
no Order-in-Council awarding contraot, 844.

See Steel Rails.

-CONTRACT No. 8.-Steel Rails, &o.:
TRI7DEAU, T.

Mersey Steel Co. tendered for 5,000 te 10,000 tonus, 834.
Coi a Green lower price 834
awarded contract for 29,0; w ncreased, 834.

telegrams to audfrom Coz Green, 835.
cannot ifroduce aüy proof; fherely Impression, 841.
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<CONTR&OT No. 8.-Steel Rails, &c.-continued.
TaUDEAU, T.-continued.

increased quantity ordered from Cooper & Co., 841.
thinks lower tenderers applied to firat, 842.

cannot explain correspondence between Cooperand Buckingham, 843.
no record indicating by what authority secretary informed tenderers

of acceptance, 843.
no Order-in-Gouncil awarding contract, 844.

COOPER, J.
of Cooper, Fairman & Co 915.
as to postponement of tenders, 916.
made two tenders: one purports to be on account of Cooper,

Fairman & Co.; one on account of Mersey Co., 917.
relations with Charles Mackenzie, 917, 919-923.

FAIRmÂA, F.
extent of Cooper, Fairman & Co.'s authority as agents, 1176.
no authority to tender for boits, &c., 1178.

Mersey Co. repudiated boit contract, 1179.
agement mntilated by witnese; no authority can be given, 1180.
Charles Mackenzie's relations to firrm, &c., 1187.

subsequent retirement,'1188.
FLEING, S.

does not remember whcther before recommending this contract he
enquired ifmore favourable purchase could be made elsewhere,1357.

See Steel Rails.

CONTRACTS Nos. 9 AND 1,.-Steel rails, &c.:
TauDiEU, T.

slightdeviations between tenders and contracts auto delivery, 834, 841.
contractors : West Cumberland Co., 5,000 tons, 834.
Cox & Green, agery, 834, 841.

See Steet Rails.

CONTRACT No.* 11.-Steel rails, &o.:
TaUDEÂU, T.

contractors : Naylor, Benzon & Co., 5,000 tons, 834.
witness cannot explain correspondence between Cooper and Buck-

ingham, 843.
COOPER, J.

as to correepoudence with Buckingham, 922.
FÂUaxiN, F.

of Cooper, Fairman & Co., 1187.
interest of firm ln contract defined, 1184.
no formal tender, only a letter, 1184.
tendency of market downward, 1185.

Bee Steel Rails.

CONTR&TS Nos. 6 TO ll.-Steel rails, &c.:
TaUDÂAtr, T.

public competition invited, 833.
schedule of tenders (twenty-five) produced, 833.

report by Chief Engineer, 833.
tenders and correspondence in return of 2nd I!arch, 1876, to House

of Commons, 833.
no Order-in-council awarding contracts, 844.
no report on record showing quantity of rails required for use in 1874,

1817.
no record of Buckingham's replies to Cooper's telegrams, 1817.
not usual that correspondence between tenderers and private secre-

tary should take place, 1818.
the Minister decided upon these contracta himself witness's judg-

ment not asked, 1818.
RIYOLDs, T.

agent Ebbw Vale Co. and Aberdare Co., 1001.
tendency of market in fall of 1874 downward, 1001.

steady fall till 1879, 1002.
thought iýa November, 1874, market had toeuched bottom, 1002.

FLMING, 8.
reasons for purchasing, &c., 1350--1353.

MIÂcouzia, nos. A.
no public competition, 1802.
no recollection of Crawford'. offer, 1802.

See Steel Rails.
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CONTRACT NO. 12.-Railway location and construction:

TENDERING-
TBuDiAu, T.

tenders regularly advertised, kr.; scbedule produced, 844.
awarded to A. B. Poster, 844.
abandoned by consent, 844.
$41,000 paid for surveys under Order-in-Council, 845.

ENGINEERING-
MURDOCH, W.

after leaving Government service, in 1874, became Poster's engineer,
801.

instrumental survey: French River to Amable du Fond, 801.
condemned proposed road, corroborated by Shanly, 802.

opinion not shared by Hazlewood, hie examination not thorough,
803.

no probability of feasible route when contract awarded, 803.
route with heavier grades might be had, 803.
witness proposed Ottawa Valley route, 804.

determines terminus on Canada Central Railway on Lake Nipissing,
805.
December, 1878, soundings Lake Nipissing, 805.
size of party eighteen, 805.

FLUMMe, 8.
Georgian Bay Branch part of Canada Pacific Railway system, 1358.
direction and location established by Order-in-Oouncil, not reoom-

mended bv witness, 1358.
Order-in-oun~cil passed on Hazlewood's report, 1359.
never could see immediate necessity for that work, 1369.
thinks line not selected on engineering grounde altogether, 1359.
witness trusted to Hazlewood, 1360.
Poster reported 20th December, 1875, difficulties as to gradients, 1361.
endorsed by W. Sbanly. 1361.
witness recommended further sarveys, 1362.
as to Lumsden'a location, 1363.
Foster's claim for $63,000, 1364.
witness reported that expenditure would be availableinfuture 1365.
Foster's detailed account for Georgian Bay Brahch survey, 24,532,

paid $31,838, 1365.
witness cannot explain this, 1365.

SmyTs, M.
in 1877 Lumsden started to locate from French River to South

River, Lake Nipissing, 1569.
survey from French River westward, 1570.

MÂcxzziis, HoN. A.
$41,000 paid Poster on Fleming's recommendation, 1804.
Fleming mistaken as to feasibility of route, 1804.

CONTRACT No. 13.-Railway construction:

TENDERING--
TRUDIAU, T.

public competition, 60.
loweat tender Charters & Co., 61.

Charters withdrew offer, 62.
second lowest, Taylor, who abandoned contract, 63.
no claim made against sureties, 63.

SrTor, J.
witness's bri-ther and Ward chief actors, 101.
Fairbanks and Farwell joined afterwards, 101.
no negotiations with other tenderers, 102.

FLMUne, S.
would have preferred, for engineering reasons, letting had been

postponed, 1368.

BNGINEERING-

TauDiAu, T.
change in location, Shebandowan abandoned, 64.
contractors claimed damages for delay in locating, 64.
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CONTRACT No. 13.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.
SBITON, J.

as to claim on account of delay, 102.
location changed, 102.
thought bill of works nearly correct when tendering, 103.
expenience as to correctness of estimates with other railways, 103.

CADDY, J. S.
section 13 well finished when he took charge, 619.

FLEMING, S.
not ready for contractors, 1319.

damages claimed in consequence, 1319.
first effort to find direct route from Red River to harbour on Lake

Superior, 1367.
effort to find route by Shebandowan, 1367.
more accurate information should have been had, 1368.
engineering reasons outweighed by public ones, 1368.
water stretches, 1369.
Rat Portage a governing point, 1369.

contract let before route determined, 1369.
not much work abandoned, 1370.
no very great inaccuracy as to estimates, 1371.

MoLumAs, R.
contractor's men arrived before proper location made, 1530.
work began 22 miles from Prince Arthur's Landing, 1531.
botter location had more time been allowed, 1531.
work west of Sunshine Creek stopped, 1532.

SXITn, M.
examined section 13 in 1876, 1570.

walked over 20 miles; portions graded, 1570.
not satisfied as to measurements, 1570.

left to junior assistants, 1571.
chief causes of extra cost, 1604.

See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 14.-Railway construction:

TENDERING-
TauDEaU, T.

let by public competition after advertising, 65.
lowest tender, Wallace & Co., 65.

application for extension of time refused, 65.
contract covers 77 miles, 66.
awarded by verbal order of Minister, 66.
Fleming did not report recommending passing over lowest tender, 67.

SWTiox, J.
had no negotiations with Wallace & Co, 103.
conversations with Trudeau before contract awarded, 106.
not nearly completed within contract time, 107.

0Osa, H.
bill of works made up from profiles of witness and Brunel, 178.

MÂCKaziU, Hon. A.
at the time contract was let, was not aware lino was not located from

river, 1807.

ENGINEER ING-

SURVEYS.

CARDE, H.
heard.that adoption of aoutherly lino would involve abandonment of

work worth $65,000 ; net saving by southerly lino, say,
$200,000, 149.

does not think abandonment necessary, 150.
a good route from Falcon Lake to Winnipeg 150.
location of contract by Brunel to Brokenhead, thence by Forrest, 176.
witness's survey only preliminary, 176.
Brunel's survey expedited work about a fortnight, 176.
laid out two lines in neighbourhood of, and another south of Cross

Lake, 1446.
Jarvis ran lino half a-mile north o sent crossing, 1446.
points ont in map lino he thinks botter than that adopted, 1447
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CONTRACT No. 14.-Railway construction-contnued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

SURVEYS-continued.

CARRE, H.-continued.
better line at Cross Lake was found by Forrest, witness not aware of

it till long after final location qf crossing at Cross Lake, 1455.
particulars as to Forrest's Une. 1455.
after section 14 put under contract, witness had nothing to do with

it, 1457.
how a better line was sacrificed to etiquette, 1458 1462.
section 15 might have been sligbtly diverted to join improved line at

eastern end of 14, 1461.
MURDOCH, W.

told Fleming in 1872 about swamps, Rowan contradicted, 816.
ROWAN, J. H.

produces map showing profiles of Cross Lake surveys, 821.
survey of contract made in winter, 821.

FLING, S.
Selkirk terminus selected chiefiy on account of its immunity from

floods1 1372.
considers it preferable to Stone Fort, 1372.
connection with deep water navigation at Lake Winnipeg, 1372.
proximity of a large inlet for sheltering shipping in winter, 1372.

reaôons against Stone Fort, 1373.
Government ownership of land at Selkirk a reason for the selection,

1373.
witness interested in no land there, 1374.
no serious engineering difficulty in making bridge anywhere be-

zween Winnipeg and Selkirk, 1374.
river navigable to 8tone Fort, 1375.

SMITH, M.
walked over some 20 miles under construction in 1876, 1574.
suggested to Carre alternative line at Cross Lake, 1580.

Carre found one, but grades not approved by Fleming, 1580.
point of junction with 15 an unfortunate selection, 1609.

a mile and a-half rock should have formed part of contract No. 15,
1609.

CONSTRUCTION.

RUTTAN, H. N.
eaut end transferred to Whitehead, 33.
subsidence of muskegs, 33.
embankments, through drained muskegs, unnecessarily high, 33.

SiroN, J.
considered quantities in bill of works correct, 104.

turned out about 60 per cent. in excess, 104.
excess in rock due to deviations in line, 104.
contractors making claim on Government (Julius Muskeg), 104.
delay in completing contract due to work not baving been laid

out, 107.
twelve hundred men left because Engineers were not ready, 108.
had to commence five miles back from river, 108.
had to build road to get out supplies, 108.
were stopped all winter at Julins Muskeg, 108.
delayed a whole year, 108.
lins not located east of Julius Muskeg, 108.
correspondence respecting re-location, 110.
Marcus Smith not satisfied with progress, 110.

suggested arrangements with Whitehead to complete easterni
end, 111.

threat to take contract out of contractors' hands, 111.
interviews with Whitehead, 111.
arrangement made with Whitehead, 111.

contractors' price 26 ets. per yard and extra haul, 112.
Whitehead got 40 ets., 112.

copy of agreement produced, 113.
Marcus dmith said he was acting under instructions, 113.
his threat was made in September, 1878, 114.

/êontractors were quite able to complete the work, 115.
'contractors' claims for compensation, 116, 121.

coffer-dams, 264.
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CONTRACT No. 14.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION--coninued.

SIPTON, J.-continued.
teaming plant, 265.
waggon roads, 265.
increase of rock, 269.
station ground at Selkirk, 271. •
Whitehead's sub-contract, 271-274.

CARI, H.
construction commenced before location of southerly Une, 149.

WHtTrHUAD, J.
took over completion of Sifton & Ward's contract under agreement

approved by Minister, having necessary plant, which original
contractors had not, 238.

has been filling Cross Lake since spring of 1879, 239.
two steam-shovels, three locomotives and 100 men at work night

and day, 239.
thinks big bay at Cross Lake might have been avoided, 246.

CLARK, A. H.
employed two years as walking boss, 259.
contractors' claims for compensation, 260-264.

MOLLOY, J.
contractors' claims for compensation, 315.

Julius Muskeg, 315.
re-location of line, 319.

witness's claim on Government, 321.
WHITEHnAD, C

negotiations with Sifton & Co., 327.
RowAN, 1. a.

contractors' claims: delay, compensated for by extension, 704.
changes of location, advantageous to contractor, 704.
coffer-dams, foundationless, 704.
use of contractor's roads, wortby of consideration, 705.
8elkirk station ground, recommended, 705.
two miles of contract transferreo to Whitehead, 706.

original contractors have no claim under this, 707.
question of haulage thoroughly discussed, 709-711.

FLxEMG, 8.
Carre's southerly line, 1376.
some delay, but contractors magnify difficulties, 1378.
explains why no maximum limit to haul, 1616.
limited by discretional power of enjineer, 1616.
limit established in subsequent specifications, 1617.

SMITH, M.
Julius Muskeg, 1575.
muskeg can only be measured in excavation, 1575.
muskeg ehould have been sounded, 1576.
never knew work in Europe being let without fpllest previous infor-

mation, 1576.
witness advised cross-logging, 1579.
suggested no material improvement in location, 1579.
Chief Engineer returned in spring of 1877, 1580.
a mile and a-half-rock, which should have formed part of contract

No. 15, subsequently transferred to Whitehead, 1609.
Sifton's claim, 1610
excessive quantities arose from change of location and shrinkage of

embankments, 1611.
MÂcKeNza, HON. A.

transfer of Cross Lake Section to Whitehead, 1807.
more substitution of contractors, 1808.

Sec Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 15.-Railway construction:

TENDERI.NG-
TRUDNAU T.

aubmitted to public competition, and let after three advertise-
menta, 67.

lowest tender, A. P. Macdonald & Co., 68.
second lowest, Martin & Charlton, 68.
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CONTKACT No. 15.-IRailway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.

TRUDEAU, T.-continued.
third lowest, Sutton & Thompson, 69.

contract awarded to them by Order-in-Council, 69.
further Order-in-Council, recognizing Whitehead as contractor, 69.
deposits made with tenders, 71.

WHITEUAÂD, J.
lives at Winnipeg since 1874, 211.
followed railroading since 12 years old, 211
tender thirteenth lowest amongst twenty-six, 216.

did not get contract on his tender, 216.
joined Sutton à Thompson after consulting Minister, 216.

paid Button & Thompson $10,000, 218.
admitted by Order-in-Council as sole contractor, 218.
correspondence with Minister respecting Charlton, 218.
information as to tenders easily obtainable at Ottawa, 220.
the $10,000 paid to Sutton & Thompson by McDonald in witness's

presence, 220.
Senator McDonald put up witness's security, 221.
agreed to pay him 10 per cent. and share profits with his son

equally, 221.
Mitchell McDonald neither wealthy nor experienced, insolvent at the

time, 222.
paid him $20,000 which he gave to his father, 222.
subsequent settlement with alcDonald, $112,000, 223.
Senator McDonald not satisfied with arrangement, 223.
reasons why witness was willing to adopt tender $188,000 les than

his own 226.
respecting dharlton, 228.

McDonald paid Charlton $20,000, 229.
arrangement with Charlton made a few days before contract

- was let, 231.
further evidence as to transaction with Charlton, 236.

relative position of tenders well known, 236.
produces agreement and statements of account with Senator

McDonald, 241.
Senator McDonald charged 10 per cent. on security to Government

though that security was in lands, 242.
money paid Charlton at Prescott station, not Cornwall, as stated,

606.
further as to agreement with McDonald, 612.

MACDONDI, A. P.
tendered each time section advertised, 977.

third time contract awarded to bis firm, 977.
required conditions Department not willing to concede, 977---980.

Charlton and 8utton & Thompson, 981.
SOTTON, R. T.

tendered in name of Sutton & Thompson, 1040.
Thompson only lent bis name, 1040.

virtually sold out to Whitehead for $10,000, 1041.
error about rip-rap, 1043.
respecting telegram denying payment to Charlton, 1043.
negotiation and understanding with Whitehead and McDonald, 1045.
when he sold out, thought Charlton had contract, 1045.
Whitehead knew how tenders stood, 1045.

McKInziU, Hox. A.
extent of witness's knowledge as to Sutton & Thompson's partner-

ship arrangements with Whitehead, 1809.
not aware of Senator dcDonald's interest in contract, 1809.
McDonald denied effecting the withdrawal of Charlton, 1809.
why Martin was not considered, 1810.
Kane à McDonald wanted to impose a condition, 1810.

ENGINEERING-

SURVEYS.

TRUDEAu, T.
work largely exceeds estimated quantities, 69.

progress estimates did not give that information, 69.
no record of estimated quantities kept, 70.
change of grade discussed, 70.
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CONTRACT No. 15.-]Railway construction- continued.

ENGINERING-contmued.

SURVEYS--continued.
CaRUN H.

in charge of location survey, June, 1874, 129.
party over forty men, 129,
so engaged till January, 1875, 129.

witness afterwards took soundings on Red River, while the party
ran a line from Shoal Lake to Selkirk, 129.

in December, 1874, asked to send in plan and profile, 129.
made it roughly on unprinted wall paper, 130.
Frank Moberly and party calculated the quantities from it ini

Ottawa, 130.
thinks the profile made from it correct, 130.
not cross-sectioned or test-pitted, 130.

when in Ottawa, scheduled out quantities, they were enormous, 131.
asked to find a better route, 131.

returned for that purpose, June, 1875, 131.
the survey was exploratory and location combined, 131.
line finisbed in December, 1875, 131.
thinks party consisted of fifty, 131.

ran also the Dalles line at same time, 132.
returned to Ottawa, until May or June, 1876, 132.

FLEIUNG, 8.
thinks cross-sections taken twoyears before advertising for tenders,

1379.
essential in such country, 1379.
reads bis report of May 16th, 1879, accounting for discrepancies,

1380.
corrects statement as to coss-sections, previous page, 1380.

SUNLLIE, W. B.
reade letter from Chief Engineer, respecting Carre's evidence, 1484.
west of Cross Lake, Carre undertook no more than trial location,

1485.
thinks there is no point in Fleming's letter, 1486.
never saw Ferrest's line until yesterday (22nd April, 1881), 1488.
cannot say if Carre's plans of 1875 survey are in the Department,

1488.
8xrra, M.

found the works would be heavy, 1573.
grades about 40 feet, 1573

terminus established by letting section 14, 1574.
was not at Cross Lake in 1876, 1574.

CONSTRUCTION.

RUTTAN, H. N.
became engineer for contractor Whitehead on Fleming's recom-

mendation, April, 1877, 25.
reached section 15 lu May, 1877, 25.
permanent location not then completed, 25.
ground very rough, could get no cross-sections, 25.
allignments and grades changed, 26.
instructions as to rock bases in water stretches, 26.
Carre the division engineer in charge, 27.
final instructions not practicable, 27.
rock protection walis authorized by Rowan, 28.
Carre's instructions in June, 1877, to borrow earth, 29.
differences between contractor's engineer and Oarre as to classifica-

tion of material, 30.
thinks Government in April, 1880, owed Whitehead $60,000 more

than admitted, 31.
at that date work taken out of Whiteheed's bands, 31.
Rowan's instructions as to earth embankments in July, 1877, 31.
saw on first inspection that all material for embankments could be

borrowed, no trestle work necessary, 32.
not enough timber on section to build trestle work, 36.
should have been well known after five years' surveys, 36.

Càanu, H.
appointed engineer on construction, May or June, 1876, 132.
original location line of 1874 adopted, 132.
re-located whole section between June and December, 132.

07*
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CONTRAOT No. 15.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING -continued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.

CaRRn, H -continued.
four assistants took mesurements of cross-sections and were respon-

sible for their correctness, 133.
thinks final returns were correet, 134.
cross-sections completed in March, 1877, 134.

tenders asked for about time orss.sections were commenced, 134.
quantities not calculated from cross-sections till 1878, 134.
changes in grade and allignment, increased rock cuttings and earth

excavations, 135.
without specific data, tenders were necessarily speculative, 138.
accrate quantities conducive to economy 138.
cross-sections necessary to accurate calculations, 154.
quantitaes calculated from cross-sections, January, 1878, 154.

after lowering grade two feet, 154.
rock cutting increased by lowering grade, 113,200 yards, 154.
earth excavations increased by changes, 224,000 yards, 155.
line thereby improved, 155.
incressed cost mainly due to changes and substitution of earth em-

bankments fir trestle work, 156.
deep fillings in water stretches, 160.
Cress Lake probably requires 222,000 yards, equal to $82,000, 161.

trestle work probably $17,500, 161.
if filled according to original specification, full rock base and trestle,

$345,832, 162.
as actually executed, $142,500, 162.

trestle cheaper in heavy land voids, 163.
instructions from superior officer, I6.
refused contractors certain information, and why, 164.
cross-sections not returned from Ottawa till September, 1877, 164.

meantime change of grade, 165.
grade determined in Ottawa four months after contract com-

menced, 166.
solid rock bases found impracticable, 166.
witness proposed protection walls, approved October, 1877, by

Rowan, 166.
protection walls temporarily approved in August, 167.
nstructed to substitute earth for trestle wherever possible in summer

of 1817 168.
ordered by Rowan not to touch a etake, 169, 1476.
Rowan's inspection of line described, 170.
witness's suggestions ignored at Ottawa, though supported by Rowan,

since carried out by Schreiber, 171.
in charge of construction four years, 171.
Haney made superintendent in June, 1880, 171.
Rowan's letter permitting earth borrowing produced, 172.
left in uncertainty as to grades, 172.
-statementîhowing comparative quantities for rock bases and protec-

tion walls respectively, produced, 175.
4ifferences between Government and contractor's engineers as to:

bottoms left in cutting, 179.
loose rock, 180.
margin for flnishing work, 180.
rock outaide of prism, 180.

Fleming's and Smith's interpretation of loose rock clauses, 181-187.
recommended permanent brdge at Lake Deception, 188.
not responsible for discrepanoies between bill of works and estimate

of 1879, 1474.
grades were altered, 1474.
till of works did not include fillings for shallow voids, 1475.
determining grades determined quantities irrespective of his calcula-

tions, 1477.
trestle work superstructures very expensive, 1477.
calculation as to increase of quantities by lowering grades, 1478.
increase due to câange in definitios of loose rock, 1478.
further items of increase accounted for, 181.
treatle work as originally deaigned worth 352,180 per mile for super-

strueture alone, 1481.
proposed rock protection walls adopted by Smith, 1483.
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CONTRAOT No. 15.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION-contini/d.

(ARRaE, H.-continued.
muskeg material described, 1483.
correct figures given in previous evidence, 1489.
length of trestle, 11,841 feet, at $9.83 a foo.; for superstructure; cost

per mile, $51,902, 1489.
further details as to superstructure, 1490.
Rowan's visits to the section, 1491.
grades and curves used tunder Schreiber's directions which witness

was not allowed to use, 1493.
grades increased from .35 to '50 per 100, 1494.
superseded by Haney, February, 1880, 1500.
differences between Haney and witness, 1501.

WHirmAD, C.
lived on section 15 from June, 1877, till May, 1880, as contractor's

manager, 203.
difficulties between contractors and Government engineers, 204.
determination to substitute earth filling for trestles first knowa

through Rowau, September, 1877, 205.
instructions as to Lake Deception, 205.
Rowan's directions, 206.
4overnment took over contract without negotiation, 207.
thinks Marcus Smith's firet visit was December, 1878, 207.
differences with Government engineer as to loose rock, &c., 207-210.
diuiculty with Rowan as to culling ties, 211.

WHITSHUAD, J.
expected when contract entered into that specifications would be

adhered to, 225.
change from trestle to earth work beneficial to contractor, 225.
trestle work could not have been completed in twenty years, 225.

his reasons for this statement, 225
signed contract January 9th, 1877, 230.
understood in February trestle work would be used, 230
was not examined before Parliamentary Committee, 231.
dispute with Government Engineer as to loose rock, ties, &c., 232.
thinks about $96,000 was kept back, 232.
got-dvance about $45,04» on plant, 232.
advised to take partners, 232.
Fraser & Grant's namesisgges ed-by Cooper, Fairman à Oo., 234.
had large ransactions with Cooper, induced by his pressure to take

partner, 235.
expects net proceeds of contract as carried out by Government,

236.
conversations with Rowan as to earth fillings, 240.
Government have advanced large proportion of margin retained

under contract as security, 626.
FRASa, J. H.

arranged to buy half Whitehead's contract, 256.
arrangitment made through Cooper, Fairman & Co., 257.
no conversation with any one at Ottawa respecting partnership,

258.
found Whitehead more involved than they thought, 259.
partnership with Whitehead not due to departmeotal inficence, 648.

made by Grant through Cooper, 648.
RowÂx, J. H.

trial Une made to avoid Oross Lake, 703.
heavier rock greater curvatare, inereased length, 703.

difficulty of getting grades 703
change from trestle to ea,îl authorised by Marcus Smith, 738.

increased cost1probably $250,000, 739.
further increase due to change of grade, and partly to inaccuracy

of quantities originally given, 739.
explanations ln -reference thereto, 739.
quan4ities beasd on centre line only, 740.
Dow far Carre Was responsible for discrepancy, 740.

differenses with contractor's engineer as to rock measurements, &c.,
742.

trestle and marth bank equal at eighteen feet, 744.
value of work-doae wba idiscrepancy discovered, $437,000, 821, 822,
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CONTRAOT No. 15.-Railway construction-continued.

RNGI EERING-continued.
CONSTRUCTION-continued.

SCHULTZ, J,, M.P.
Whitehead in financial diffictlties, 718.
Grant's offer seemed only way out, 718.
reasons for thinking no Ottawa influence used,,719.

BRowN, G.
neyer heard from Whitehead or Tuttle that hope of political influ-

ence led former to assist latter, 727.
Whitehead attacked by Winnipeg Free Preu, wanted means of

defence, 728.
TUTTLM, C. R.

Cooper, Fairman & Co. fnrnished contractors, not the Government,
with supplies, 764.

Cooper & Co. assisted witness long before he started a newspaper,
765.

how he came to know Whitehead, 765.
CooPER, J.

part taken in Whitehead's partnership arrangements 924.
purely on business basis ; thinks no Government influence used, 924.
had larg claim against Whitehead for explosives, 925.

HAGGART, J., MP.
object of moving for Committee of enquiry. 1012.
no prior conversation with Whitehead, 1013.
Committee reported before witness spoke to Mackintosh, 1014.
conversation with 0. Whitehead, 1014.
Mackintosh's relations with Whitehead first known to witness, 1880,

1015.
Bowis, A.

one of Whitehead's sureties with Mackintosh, 1150.
considered signing Whitehead's bond mere matter of form, 1151.

TUPPER, SIR CHARLES.
drawback allowed to Whitehead in pursuance of departmental

practice, 1278.
Order-in-Council surrendering drawback covered what had beea

advanced by predecessor 1278.
Mackintosh's relations with Ïhitehead, 1279.
am ple security, 1281.
Order-in-Council doing away with sureties, 1282.
Whitehead supported on public grounds, 1283.
advances not applied towards progress of work, therefore stopped,.

1283.
finally taken over by Government, 1284.
why partnership with Fraser not assented to, 1284.
embankment substituted for trestle during preceding Administra.

tion, 1285.
Minute to Council recommending embankment acted on by

Department as if approved by Council, 1286.
PoPE, HON. J. H.

advance to Whitehead, 1303.
bill of sale on plant, 1303.
negotiations with Whitehead, not Mackintosh, 1303.
interview with Macdougall, 1304.
advance to Whitehead mada in public interest, 1304.

FLEMING, S.
reasons for location of line, at Cross Lake, 1380.

SLLI-Ný, W. B.
increase of grades extends over short portion of line, 1497.
as to reduction, 1498.

SUITE, M.
suggested alight changes reducing cost, 1605.
location on the whole not bad, 1605.
difficulty of getting timber for trestles, 1606.
trestles in some cases impossible, 1606.
some trestles would have been 60 feet, 1607.
cost of moving rock, 1607.
Cross Lake, 1608.

considering required grades, present location at Cross Lake as
good as any, 1608.

question of re-locating line at junction of 14 and 15 not taken up
by witneu when on ground in 1878, 1609.
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ÇONTRACT No. 15.-Railway construction -continued.

ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION- continued.

SuIv, M -continued.
junction badly selected, 1609.
section 15 should have extended a mile further west, 1609.

SCHREIBER, C.
vis:ted section December, 1879, 1769.
character of work good but torce on work deficient, 1769.
financial inability of contractor led to Government assuming work

in March, 1880, 1770.
change in general location impracticable at that time, 1770.
work .too far advanced to consider advisability of any alternative

lines, 1771.

CARRE' S ALTERNATIVE SOUTHERN LINZ.

RUTTAN, H. N.
describes more southerly feasible line by which $500,000 to $750,000

might have been saved between Keewatin and Winnipeg, 34.
CARRE, H.

southerly route would have aaved $275,000, 140.
reported strongly to Rowan in favour of southern line, 142.
alternative line run before second advertisement inviting tender3

appeared, 1453.
detailed evidence respecting proposed line, 1464.

would have cost less, 1464.
estimated difference in cost $472,986, 1466.

explains evidence before Senate Committee in May, 1879, 1469.
fewer water stretches, 1470.
bis views sunmitted to Department in winter of 1875-76, 1471.
if adopted, $68,000 expended on section 14, would have been lost,

1471.
Julius Muskeg would have been avoided, 1472.

RowAN, J. H.
views as to alternative southern line, 702.
Carre's southerly line in some respects favourable, 731.

but work executed on contract No. 14 would have had to be aban-
doned, 732.

had route west been south of Lake Manitoba, Carre's line would
have been cheaper, 732.

FLEMING, S.
suggested line compared with present one, 1376.
thiniks rough land less, but quantities and mileage greater, 1376.
work on contract No. 14 not proceeded so tar that abandonment

precluded adoption of suggested line, 1376.
still thinks selection of existing route judicious, 1377.
suggested line might have been preferable had Winnipeg been

objective point, 1380.
produces letter of 4th May, 1881, from Rowan, asserting saving only

$100,000 from ita adoption while lengthening line five miles and
a-half, 1630.

SMITH, M.
witness's views endorsirg this route, 1596.

bee Engineering.

ONTRAcr No. 16.-Railway construction:

TRUDonu, T.
extension, Douglas to Nipissing, 846.
no public competition; Order-in-Cauncil granting $12,000 per mile,

846.
work abandoned, 846.
letter of President, 22nd August, 1874, praying for subsidy, 1215.
reported on by Chief Engineer, 6th October, 1874, 1215.
Order-in-Council, 4th November, 1874, ratified by House of Commons,

13th March, 1875, 1215.
company contract with A. B. Foster, 1215.
26th October, 1875, Poster reports difflculties, 1216.
10th February, 1877, route by Ottawa Valley proposed, 1217.
approved by Order in Conecil 18th April, 1878; subsidy, $1,440,000,

1218.
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CONTRACT No. 16.-Railway construction-continued.

TaunuAu, T.--continued.
formal contract thereunder with McIntyre & Worthington, 1218.

FLEMINo, S.
route not chosen on engineering grournds,1366.
contract let on walking exploration, 1366.
witness's authority for action, Order-in.Council, 4th November, 1874,

1381.
MaoKUNZm, Box. A.

as to loan of rails to Foster, 1811.

CONTRACT No. 17.-Transportation of rails:

TiauD»u, T.
arranged through Cooper, Pairman & Co., 846.
Braun telegraphs offer to Cooper, Fairman à Co., 846.
further correspondence in relation thereto, 847.
no correspondence as to specific contract with Anderson & Coe., the-

shipowners, 847.

Cooper, Fairman & 00.'s offer at £2 per ton, 1182.
witnesa acted in shipper's interest, 1183.
did not hear that les than £2 was paid, or that more than £2 wa.

agreed on, 1185.
r.==re, S.

witness not concerned in this contract, 1381.

CONTRACT No. 18.-Transportation of ails:

FULLUR, R.
tendered, but did not get contract, 472.
contract given to Red -River Transportation Co., 473.
witnems's offer the lowest, 473.

namely, $13.50 per long ton, American currency, from Duluth to-
Winnipeg, or $15 to Selkirk, 473.

no conditions as to channel of Red River, 473.
competiýg lines justified witness's offer, 1294.

remarks as te long and short ton, 1295.
RowA», J. H.

produces letter from Ottawa, 25th June, 1875, his first communica-
tion on the subject, 731.

told contractor to land rails at Selkirk; he refused, 748.
TaunAu, T.

no formal eontract, 848.
no advertisement for tenders, 848.
produces Fleming'@ report on Fuller & Milne's offer, 848.
which is simply acknowledged, 849.
cannot explain why another offer at a higher price was accepted, 850.
nine thousand short tons for Pembina Branch, the rest for Selkirk,

967.
Fuller's offer more favourable than that accepted by $13,500, 967.

that advantage incresed if offer based on long ton, 967.
no conditions by Fuller as to depth of water, 968.

rails did not reach 8elkirk by water, 967.
neceshity for their transport hastened Pembina Branch North, other-

wise $11,500 additional expense incurred 968.
Fleming estimates transport expenses saved by premature bMiigoe

Pembina Branch North, at $30,000, 968.
posibly verbal arrangement with Bill made by Minister before receiv-

ing Puller's offer, 969.
witness places the los at $15,000, 970.

OACMMeLL, G.
a ton of rails understood to be 2,240 lbs., 1120.

Fr.NImo, 8.
can recollect nothing about it, 1382.
the long ton understood in respect of rails unless otherwise specified,1398

MÂoCKuzIr, HON. A.
reasons why Kittson.get contract at higher price than Fuller, 1812.
does not remember whether question of long or short ton was con.-

sidered, 1813.
See Contract No. 28.
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CONTMCT No. 19. -Engineer's house at Read

TaunuÂu, T.
amount of contract, $1,600, 867.
contraqtr : Moses. Chevrtte, 867.

CONTRAOT No. 20.-Trasportstion of rails:
Thuuuiu, T.

arranged through ooper Fairman k Co., 927.
public competition invited ; teRders produced, 927.
contractors not mentioned in schedule, 927.
E. &muel lowest tenderer, $6, 92'L
Order-in-Council 30tb April, 1875, awards to Cooper, Fairman & Co.,

918.
contract claimed under Mersey Co.'s ten4r, 929.

witness thinks their clim notà goodione 931.
$12,400 would have been saved had Perkins & do.' aoffer been aocepteé

instead of Cooper, Iairman à Co.'., 931.
FAMMAN, F.

no authorit7 from Mersey 0o. to tender for inland transport, 1187.
ijooer, Fairman & Co. interested with contractors, 1190.
tender in own names, 1191.
no reference to transportation le Mersey Co.'s tender 1192.
price, with extras, $6.20, 1193.

had nothing to do with this, 1382.

CONTMSCT No. 21.-TransportatiOn of rails:

TEuDEAu, T.
tenders asked for by Morin, 867.
cannot explain how Cooper & Co. had prior information, 867.

FuneING, S.
managed entirely by the Deputy Minister, 1382.

CONTMAT No. 22.-Transportation of rails:
TamuAu T.

ofered to public competition by circular 932
Øhief Engineer's report recommending Àolcomb k Stewart produoed,

932.
FLUNING, 8

explains hia reoornmendation, 1382.

CONTMCT No. 23.-Railway ties:
TauviAu, T.

let after public competition, 868.
satisfactorily fulfilled, 868.

OONTIÂOT No. 24.-Erection of a house:
Tacuu»u, T.

amount of contract, $3,500, 868.
FLEMING, 8.

instructed, 15th May, 1875, to authorise Hazlewood to enter into
arrangements as above, 1383.

CojgMcoT No. 25-Eailway construction:

TRNDRING-
TauDa»u, T.

report of engineer, 72.
Purcell lowest tenderer, 72.
tenders opened on day stated in advertiement, uual delay of two

or three days not accorded, 72.
RYAJ, H

interested in tender of Brown, Brooks à Ryan, 1220.
not lowest and not accepted, 1220.
contract awarded to Purcell, whom.witnes joined, 1220.
Purcell's tender lower than any other by $100,000, 1289.
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CONTRACT No. 25.-Railway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.

FLxEMIN, S.
Purcell lowest tenderer, 1384.
bonus to hasten cinstruction, 1384.
figures pu tender altered, 1384.
explanation of witness's part in transaction, 1386.
respecting increase of bonus aud penalty, 1387.

McLESNAN, R.
hart no communication with contractors before contract awarded,

1535.

ENGINEERING-

SUTRVET8.

FLEMING, 8.
object of surveys to obtain moet favourable line irrespective of

soil, 1390.
summer surveys were made but no boring done, 1390.
how contents of embankments should be paid for, 1391.

these views not of general applicabiity, 1391.
two and a-balf yards of muskeg moved to make one in embank-

ment, 1392.
thinks borrowing might have been resorted to, 1393.
took stops to prevent similar dificulty in future, 1393.

facts as to difference between McLennan s and Bell's measurements,
1396.

has not been on ground himself, 1397.
McLmxAN, R.

in winter of 1875->6 made survey north of Lake Shebandowan, 1534.
profile sent to Ottawa, 1534.
thinks estimate of quantities based on this, 1535.

CONSTRUCTION.

TaUDEAU, T.
estimates considerably exceeded, 73.
re-measurement ordered, reducing first quantities, 73.

CADDY, J. S.
position of section when he took charge, 649.
much muskeg, 649.
considerable sei tlement of road-bed, 650.
disputes with contractors, 654.
subsidence of embankments, 654.

RYA, H.
work completed, October, 1879, 1220.
dispute regarding quantities, 1221.
re-measured by L. G. Bell, excess chiefly in earth and rock, 122.
McLennan made first measurements, 1222.

pilng ten times as much as estimated, 1223.
discrepancy due to ignorance of country, location made in

winter, 1223.
shrinkage of embankment, 1224.
increase in off-take ditches, 1224.
changes increaied cost but shortened and improved line, 1224.

shrinkage of muskeg, 1225.
could easily have ascertained depth of bog, &c., in winter, 1227.
bog in all cases Iying on hard material, 12
alhgnment is right, 1227.
reason for lowering grades and increasing number of ditches, 1228.
road somewhat narrower than specified, 1229.
reason why re-measurements could not be correct, 1230.
no allowance in estimates for muskeg earth, 1245.

FLmuIU, 8.
quantities greatly in excess, 1388.
thought at the time information sufficient for letting work, 1388.
nature of soil not understood, 1389.
principlea which should guide an engineer as between Government

and contractor, 1631.
principles applied to muskeg question, 1632.
government should fix price for muskeg material if none in contract,

1633.
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CONTRAOT No. 25.--Railway construction- continued.

.ENG'INE ERING--coninued.

CONSTRUCTIN-continued.

FLmING, S.-ContinueL
eub-section 3 of clause 17 classes muskeg as earth, 1634.
earth measured in excavation, 1636.
thinks muskeg should be measured in embankment, 1636.
directions to stop further certificates, 1654.
on discovering cause of excess, sent instructions to engineers, 1655.
specifie imstructions to Jennings, 1656.
instructions to measure muskeg in embankment, 1657.
Order-in-Council governing procedure thereafter, 1658.

McLNNAN, R.
quantitieé turned ont much larger than estimate, 1536.
made m terial changes, 1536.

shortened line nearly two miles '1537
changes hastened completion o line, 1537.

and decreased cost, 1538.
good deal of muskeg, 1539.
subsidence of muskeg in embankments, 153.
general sinking of muskeg country when drained, 1540.
some reasons or discrepancy between the two measurements, 1541.
measured material in excavation, 1544.
tunnel of 515 feet, 1546.

Sx1TH, M.
chief causes of extra cost, 1604.

SoELLIN, W. B.
tunnel decided on in 1876, 1614.

ScHREIBER O.
held different views from Fleming as to muskeg measurement, 1772.
must be measured as earth work in excavation, 1772.
substttution of earth for muskeg might have lost two years without

increasing efficiency, 1773.
eartb five times the weight of dry muskeg, 1773.
excavation (f muskeg necessary to drain country, 1773.
muskeg "blinded " the finest of embankments, 1774.
sinkage v8. shrinkage, 1775
results of re-measurement compatible with correctness of original

measurement, 1776.
MÂcxzNZlE, HON. A.

as to price of tunnelling, 1816.
See Engineering.

CONTRAOT No. 26.-Construction of engine house:
TauDsAU T.

public competition invited, 933.
awarded to lowest tenderer, 933.
work satisfactorily performed, 933.

FLEMING, 8.
immaterial evidence, 1398.

CONTRACT No. 27.-Transportation of rails:
TaUDUAU, T.

public competition invited, 934.
PLEMING, S.

his evidence herein, 1398.

CONTRACT No. 28.-Transportation of rails:

TuDzAU, T.
based on an offer from Kittson, 1046.
engineer's recommendation subsequent to Kittson's offer, 1046.
no record of previous communication with Kittson, 1046.
no other comgetition, 1046.
expenditure included under contract No. 18, 1046.
amount involved and properly chargeable against this eontraCt,

$143.000, 1047.
amount e xpended under contracts Nos. 18 and 28, $215,679,52, 1153.
contract No. 18 for 5,000 short tons. 1153.
contract No. 28 not the result of public competition, 1153.
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CONTRACT No. 28.-Transportation of Rails-continued.

FL.EMrNG, 8.
recommended that provision should& be- made for transport May 13t,

1876, but took no further'part inthis spci1fic arrangement, 1399.
MAcKuNzIU, BON. A.

cannot say why not subjected to public competition, 1814.
See COnte No. l8.

OONTRACT No. 29.-Railway spikes:
TauDv&u, T.

awarded after advertisements and competition, 934.
FLmulse, S.

witness prepared specifications; no other part in this transaction,
1399.

OONTRACT No. 30.-Bolta and nuts:
T-aUDEAU, T.

contractors, Cooper, Fairman & Co., agents for Robb à Co., 935.
offer accepted without competition, 935.
how contract came to be made, 935.
recommended by Fleming, 936.

PAuarN, F.
Cooper, Fairman & Co. had to pay duties, 1197.
contract brought about by letter of Gooper, Fairman & Co., 1198.
cannot remember as to state of market, 1198.
price received $101 per ton, 1198.
learned since that bolts and ante were offered at a lower figure, 1199.
no explanation why Government should accept a higher ofer, 1199.

FLEMxxG, S.
cannot explain whyhe recommended this contract, 1399.
thinks it quite likely he did not give it mach attention, 1400.

Maoxunua, HON. A.
made with Cooper, Fairman & Co. without public competition, 1814.
canot say if steps were taken to get better offer, 1814.

OONTRACT No. 3L-Bolts and nuts:
TaumaÂu, T.

no public competition 937.
Cooper, Fairman & 80.'s offer acoepted on Fleming's reoommenda--

. tion, 937.
FAraÂxN, F.

offer spontaneous, 1200.
could not say if the market had fallen, 1200.
interview with Minister and Deputy, 1200.

FLEMING, S.
no recollection about it, 1401.
in recommending it no doubt thought the proposal was a reasonable

one, 1401.
MAcKtNZIU, HON. A.

a spontaneous offer, accepted without public competition. 1814.

CONTRAcT No. 32.-Railway spikes:
TRUDEAU, T.

public competition invited, 937.
prices varied from $54.95 to $75 per ton, 938.
Gooper, Fairman & Go.'s tender 5 ets. per ton less than next tender,938.

FAIXAN, F.
Cooper, Fairman & Co. offered to supply spikes at price la July, 18'8,

1201.
cannot explain how be knew that 100 tons were wanted 1201.
cannot speak p. to relative pricea in July, 1876, and January, 1877,

1202.
soon after tendered at $54.95 instead of $57, 1202.
Pillow, Hersey & Go. tendered at $55, 1202.
Cooper, Fairman & Go. often worked with them, 1202.
cannot recollect details, 1203.

FLxING, S.
as to Cooper, Fairman & Go.'s letter of 19th July received before

tenders were invited, witness cannot explain, 1401.
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CONTRACT No. 32A.-Engineers' bouses:

TBNDERING-
TRUDEAU, T.

let by public competition through Hazlewood on Fleming's authority,
963.

no record of other authority, 964.
expenditure, $17,730, 964.

FLuxMe, 8.
Hazlewood had general authority, 14o2.

CONSTRUCTION-
TaumDAu, T.

explanation as to excess of price, certain materials burnt, M. Smith'&
recommendation as to delaying erstion, 990.

CoNTRACT No. 33.-Railway construction:

TaUnsÂu, T.
Kavanagh's tender the lowest, 55.
contractors failed to execute the work; taken out of their hands, 56.
subsequently doue by days' work, 5'L

RowAx, J. H.
ordered toý take work out of coutractors' hands and complete by

da1 s' labour, 749.
KAviAGHn T

witness'u the lowest ten4er; contract offered to him, 835.
patner objected to by Macenzie, 836.
•Murphy & Upper took contract at his figures, witness consenting,

836.
further evidence, 840.

KÂoXoxLD, A. P.
about Kavanagh's relations with Falardeau, 981.

FLIMING, 8.
contract entered into during witness's absence, 1402.

OoNTRACT No. 34.-Transportation of rails:
TRUDEAU, T.

let by public competition, 956.
transportation from Fort William included in this contract in

Fleming's report of 1879, improperly so placed, 957.
the contractors were the me, the North-West Transportation

Co., 957.
that work let without public competition, 957.
Fort William to Emerson, $18; same price as from Kingston, 965.
arranged for by correspondence authorized by Minutter, amount

$,7,864, 966.
knows no reason why it should be included under contract No. 34, 966.

(JAMPBELL, G.
twenty years' experience freighting, 1119.
$1.50 gross ton fair rate from Fort William to Duluth, 1120.
1873 to 1879 cheap years, 1120.
witnes's line carried mails on Lake Superior In 1874 and 1875, 1120.
in fall of 1878 Oollingwood line available in competition on Lake

Superior, 1120.
further evidence as to prices of Lake Superior freight, 1121-1125.

Fr.EmNG, S.
knows very little about it, 1402.

MACUNZIMi, Soi. A.
does not remember the facta, 1816.

CONTRACT No. 35.-Railway spikes:
TaUDAu, T.

spikes made at Montreal, 957.
other tenders would have- been lower minus duty, 967-958.
duty always considered iu foreign tend4rs, 958.

FAIaXAs , V.
ô ets. lower than the next highest tender, 1203.
not the result of departmeutal information 1203.

FLMG, S.
nothing to do with it, 1403.
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CONTRACT No. 36.-Railway ties:

TaumziA, T.
tenders opened by Nixon, 57.
management left to garcus Smith, 58.
considers Nixon made proper selection, 58.
Robinson's tender accepted by Order-in-Council, 58.
delays in execution, 58.
contract taken out of contractor's bande, 58.

ROWAN J. H.
Robinson failed to perform his contract, 749.

"CONTRACT No. 37.-Railway construction:

TENDERING--
TaUDIAu, T.

submitted to public competition, 993.
work authorized by Order-in-Council, 2nd September, 1878, 993.
let to lowest tenderers, Heney & McGreevy, 993.
no report by engineer, 994.

ENGINEERING-
SMIrT, J. N.

became a partner with Government's consent, 949.
work stopped by Government, 950.
nature of claim against Government, 950.

actual outlay $100,000, 951.
losa of contemplated profita, 951.

TIUDEÂU, T.
work stopped by Orders-in-Council, 995.
date, 25th July, and 14th August, 1879, 995.
contractors' alleged claim under consideration, 995.
McGreevy withdrew and Heney took other partners, 996.

TUPPER, SIR CHARLUs.
reasons for cancelling the contract, 1275.

'CONTRACT No. 38.-Neebing Iotel:

TRuD»Au, T.
competition invited and lowest tender accepted; amount involved,

$3,400, 958.
FPLMING, .

not in Canada at the time, 1402.

*CONTRACT No. 39.-Transportation of rails:

TRuDsAU, T.

public competition invited, 958.
Braun telegraphs Robson, Victoria, to advertise for tender, 12th

June, 1878, 973.
Order-in-Council passed 13th July, 974.
letter from Robson, 19th Jnne, suggesting extension of time as

likely to lower offers, 974.
no record as to any consideration of this, 974.
work stopped 31st October 974.
rails not then required at Yale 974
nothing to show whether weight of ton was consldered or not, 975,

FriuaG, S.
not in Canada at the time, 1402.

CONTRACT No. 40.-Engine house:

TRUDUÂU, T.
public competition invited, 973.
Gouin & Co. lowest tenderers, 973.
authorized by Order-in-Council, 973.
satisfactorily completed, 973.
explains extras under this contract, 991.
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CoNOn&OT No. 41.-Railway crinstruction :
TENDERING-

TauDiAu, T.
submitted to public competition after advertising, 75.
time for receiving tenders extended twice, 76.
lowest tender, Marks & Conmee, 76.
correspondence as to Purcell and others being admitted, 76.
this correspondence subject ot a return to the Bouse, 76.
two-fold condition as to time of completion, 77.
Do difficulty with contractors, 77.
Chief Engineer's report of tenders 40 and 41 produced, 78.

Bowiu, A.
one of the sureties of Charlebois & Co., 1142.
took no part in arriving at prices, 1143.
not aware of any information haviug been given by officers, 1144,

RYAN, H.
witness's tender nlot the lowest, 1231.
work awarded to Marks & Conmee, 1231.

whom witness joined, 1231.
no Government ifiluence, 1232.

Marks' prices in some cases very iow, 1232.
utilization of plant the main inducement to join contractors, 1239.

TUPPER, SIR CHARLES
Marks & Conmee lowest on A, not sufficient financial standing, 1264.

asked if they could strengtben themselves, 1264.
no suggestion as to acceptable names, 1265.

Marks à Conmee bore loss arising from their errors in tendering, 1275.
FnLalo, S.

time extended to obtain more accurate quantities, 1403.
separate tenders lower than combined, 1404.
recommended that tenders for short periods should not be entea-

tained, 1405.
would have preferred letting combined sections to men of known

capacity, 1406.
does not recollect objecting to pecuniary standing of Marks & Conmee,

1410.
no recollection of conversations with Purcell & Ryan, 1410.
pointed out to Minister mistake in tender and suggested contractors

should be informed of it, 1411.
Minister insisted on theirexecuting contract according to ténder, 1411.
after the experience on contract No. 25, no special provisions made as to

muskeg country, 1412.

ENGINBBRING-
CADDY, J. S-

witness's opinion as to contractors' prices, 655.
about muskeg earth, 655.
inconsistent prices, 656.

deviations result in clay instead of rock, 657.
RYAN, H.

allignment considerably changed, 1234.
changes wili save $300,000, 1234.

made by Bell and Middleton in 1879, 1234.
FLWaIGr, 8.

instructions to Jenninge and others as to measuring muskeg earth, 1414.
pressed importance of despatch on Minister, 1418.

See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 42.-Rilway construction:

TENDERING'-
TRUDlAU, T.

usual public competition, 78.
same advertisement as contract No. 41, 78.

similarly reported to the Bouse, 78.
lowest tender, Morse, Nicholson A Marpole, 78.

who withdrew their tender, 78.
second lowest, Andrews, Joues & Co., 78.

who failed to make deposit, 78.
third lowest and successful tender Fraser, Grant à Pitblado, 79,
as to introduction of new names, 79.
no disputes between contractors and Department, 80.
Chief Engineer's report of tenders for 40 and 41 produced, 80.
respecting Irregular tenders, 80.

none lower than tender accepted, 81.
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CoMMraOT No. 42.-Bailway construction-continued.

TRNDR RING-coninued.

Pitsea, J. H.
of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, 247.
fNrm put ln tenders for sections A and 8 and one for the whole, 248.
contract first awarded to Nicholson, Morse k Co., 248.
who were negotiating for their security when witneu first became

acquainted with them 249.
supposed that. Andrews, Joues & Co. got eight days to put up their

,deposit,-250.
Manning wanted to take an interest, 251.
terms agreed upon, 252.
understood -from one of Manning's firm that Andrews, Jones & Co.

would fail to put up seenrity 252.
thinks Andrews, Jones & Co. had ample time to furnish security had

they wished, 255.
Fraser, Grant & Vo. sold ont to Manning, Shields & McDonald, 25.
first intimation of Olose's intereat, 643.
witneas notprivy to arrangement, 644.
general impression that Andrews, Jones A Co. would not put up

security, 644.
McDONALD, J. J.

of·the firm of Manning, Shields &McDonald, 299.
joined Fraser, Grant k Co., the contractora, 299.
arrangemente provisionally made before contract was let, 299.
subsequently bought out Fraser, Grant & Co., 302.
respecting arrangement with P. G. Gl0se, one of Morse & Co.'u bonds.

men, -303.
respecting Information gained-about tenders, 304.
respecting amount promised to Chapleau, 305.
history of this arrangement, 306.

Snurrs, J.
of the firm of Manning* Co., 307.
arrangements With Fraser, Grant à Co., also with P. G. lone,

307-313.
witness's withdrawal from the firm, with substitution of his father,

313.
MAUNIN, A.

became interested with Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, 496.
did not become interested with them until after they got the contract,

497.
merely entered into It to help other peple, 497.
took very little part in the nego;ia , 497.
a matter of indifference to witneg,'# "
no recollection ofFraser . Co.'s letter of 29th February, addressed

to Minister of Public Works, suggesting an amalgamation, 499.

C3APLEAU, 8. E. 8T. O.
practice of Departmeut, 850.
transaction-with-MeDonald, 852.

with Smith, 853.
use of patent, 865

See Chapleau; Influencing Ioàrîs.
sTBR, J. N.

earries on business ln New York, 938.
visited Ottawa as intending surety, 938.
subsequent negotiations with Andrews,Jones&Qo..a301padapaghip,

939
their promise to put up security witheat2 royer-»%ndation, 941.
does not remember Chapleau's arranenient as to telegraphing, 942.
moneyéti men at witneu.'s baok rèfused to entertain the project, 942
refusal obiefly dueto idhniient breaking up of winter, 943.
relatious with Chapleau, 947.
never any talk as to Chapleau'a-pirtnership, 948.

Gooowra, J.
tidend unouecessfully fer etions A and B, 1005.
négetiaMons with 4udews, .Tnes. Co., 1006.
finil deç,lied join'thera, 10o.

HAGOAnT, J.,NXP.
mado enuilfryas to alleged hasein pasing over Andrews, Jones &

o '016.
gives explanation offered to him, which he deemed satisfactory, 1016.
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'CONTRACT No. 42.-Railway constructioa-ontinued.

TENDERIBG-continued.
Monus, G. D

witness's firm tendered for A and B separately, and collectively
under 0, -1048.
B awarded, 1049.
withdrew from offer, 1049.
negotiations with Olose and Shields, 1051.
lowest separate tenders less than their combined tender, 1052,
proposition tojoin next highest tender, 1053.
agreement made hefore withdrawiag, 1054.
evidence as to deposits, 1055

not al put up within the time, 1056.
negotiations with F. Shanly, 1057.
March 5th, notified contract awarded to'Fraser, 1058.
negotiations with close, 1060.

MARPOLI, R.
of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, 1063.
other partuers interested, 1063.
negotiations with Close sud Shields, 1064.
tendered for sections B snd 0, 1065.

tender for B not conditional, 1066.
relative position of tenders known, 1066.

known immedistely after tenders in, 1067.
belieres that Shields had no advantage over others as to informa..

tion, 1071.
wituess disagreed with partners as to prices, 1072.

Shields advised lower priees, 1072.
Fleming and Smith said prices too low, 1073.

before declning contract arranged with next highest tender, 1074.
when Jones and Smith -Ieft Ottawa expected they would put up

security 1075
not aware that Smith's decision depended on others in New York,1075.
as to delays in putting .up security, 1076,
hardly expected extension, 1077.
notice of contract being awarded to Fraer before entire deposit

was made, 1077.
conditional arrangements with F. Shanly, 1078.
thinks no just complaint can be made, 1079.
agreement with Close modifie*, 1I84.
Boultbee not personally interested, 1084.
not aware of any berefdt to Member of Parliament or officiai, 1084.

ifcOonmac, A.
undefined interest in Morse à Co.'s tender, 1079.
present during negotiations with Shields and Close, 1080.
Boultbee's relations thereto, 1080.
lnformed Minuster that only -the combined sections would be accepted,

1082.
reasons why notification not given in writing, 1083.

NICHOLSOI<, F.
'f Morse & Co, 1085.
made no tender for A %éparately, 1085.

tender for section B wbolly unconditional, 1086,
notified 20th Februa&r that section 8 was awarded to witness's firm,

1087.
.declined contract, 1087.

ageeent with Andrews, Jones & Co. produced, 1088.
communidated substance of arrangement to Minister, but withbeld

certain information, 1090.
difference between witness's tender sud that of Andrews, Jones& Co.,

$448,4:"6. 1091.
neither Smith nor Joues in Ottawk, between 26th February and ath

March 1091.
witness's letter respecting senrty, dated ôth March, not correct,

1092.
egreement 'wth Close ad Bhields þroduced, 1093.
led to belleve that they conld obtafin contract, though not the lowest

tenderers; consideration imetioned in agreement not the real
one, 1095.

Close sined and actedrfor hiselfand ields jointly, 1095.
negotiations leading to modifiation ôfagreement with Close, 1096.

eheard Chapleau's name mentioned as possible participant, 1099.
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CONTRACT No. 42.-Railway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.

NIoHOLSON, g.-continued.
original figures in tender B reduced at Shields' suggestion, 1099.
witnese lost all faith in Shields's influence or reliability, 1100.
capacity in which Macdougall acted, 1101.
witness's firm never offered to sell or received any money, 1102.
telegraphic correspondence respecting Andrews, Jones & Co.'s refusal

to proceed, 1298.
telegraphie correspondence as to security, 1299.
second $100,000 not deposited when contract awarded to Fraser, 1301.

CLosu, P. G.
retired from the grocery business, 1160.
in January, 1879, Morse asked witness to become surety, 1160.

Morse wanted a surety known to Government. 1160.
compensation, a commission on tender, 1161.
reasons why witness's name strengthened tender, 1162.
witness never undertook to secure any improper advantage for

Morse. 1162.
made no effort to influence Government, 1163.

knows nothing of any message sent by McOormick, 1165.
Shields negotiated all arrangements, 1165.
after Morse à Co. were out, arranged for interest in section B with

Manning, 1166.
no arrangement with them till6th March, 1166.
had discussed matters with Shields before withdrawingfrom Andrews,

Jones & Co., 1167.
final interview with Morse, 1168.
agreement with Shields stipulates witness shall not be surety for

Morse, 1168.
reasons for this proviso, 1169.

no negotiation with any Minister in reference to contracts A, B, or 0,
1170.

TuPPER, SIR CARLEs.
delioerations as to advisability of asking for tenders separately or

together, 1261.
no step taken without consulting colleagues, 1262.
tenders for C slightly in excess of A and B, 1262.
would, however, have been considered if from a firm of sufficient

strength, 1263.
Chief Engineer would not recommend Morse & Co. for whole work,

1263.
tenders for separate sections adopted, 1264.
no intimation of Morse k Oo.'s intended withdrawaI, until their

letter declining contract received, 1265, 1273.
winter passing rendered dispofal of tenders urgent, 1265.
Fleming reported loss of a week might mesn a whole year, 1265.
passed to next tender, 1265.
time for Andrews, Jones k Co. to qualify fixed at three days, 1266.
short time justified by their letter of 6th February, 1266.
no knowledge of arrangement of Morse & Co. with Shields and

Glose, 1268.
Manning's probable association with Fraser known before contract

awarded, 1268.
practically Andrews, Jones & Co. had eight days to deposit, 1269.
approved of Andrews, Jones k Co. strengthening the firm through

Goodwin, 1269
Thompson's desposit not available as against Andrews, Jones k Co.,

1270.
believes no one improperly benefitted by letting contract to Fraser &

Co., 1271.
when negotiating as to deposits never suspected Andrews, Jones k

Co. had retired, 1273.
no contingent promises to any tenderers, 1273.
long period tenders adopted after careful consideration, 1273.
argument as to further delays lu passing Andrews, Joues & Co.,

1274.

MACDONALD, HoN. J.
no improper influence, 1293.



CONTRACT No. 42.-Railway constrnction-continued.

TErDERING-continued.

Pore, HON. J H.
transfer from Fraser to Manning maie during witness's temporary

administration, 1302.
security not weakened thereby, 1303.

FLEMING, 8.
Morse, Nicholson & Marpole lowest for sections 41 and 42 combined,

1404.
lowest for section 42, 1404.
lowerthan next tenderer by $700,000, 1406.

witness recommended acceptance of other than lowest tender3, 1405.
recommendation not adopted, 1405, 1408.
advised against giving Morse & Co. the whole work, 1407.

satisfied tbey could not carry it on, 1408.
did not believe they could do work on contract 42 for price in

tender. 1409.
recommended Fraser, Grant & Co., 1409.

tenderers were allowed to take position according to their rights,
1410.

information to tenderers as to muskegs, 1413.
open questiun as to whether muskeg should be used in embankments,

1414.
knew Fraser and Pitblado and formed a high opinion of them as

contractors, 1415.
no recollection of any pressure in favour of bis recommendation of

them, 1415.
time of great importance, 1416.

ENGINEERING-
MANNxInG, A.

difficulties encountered, character of country, cost of moving supplies,
502.

fifteen hundred men employed, 503.
immense fills, 503.
witness's information derived from others he not having been on the

ground, 503.
JENNINos, W T.

as to economy made on the line in this section, 793.
TuPPER, SIR CHARLKs.

estimates based with greater accuracy than heretofore, 1272.
reduction effected by re.location, 1272.

ScasEIBsa, O.
inspected this contract December, 1879, 1767.

general location settled, 1767.
made slight.deviations, 1767.
saved thereby $600,000 to $700,000, 1768.
found work progressing satisfactorily except as to time, 1768.

thinks a total saving of $1,500,000 has been made on contract 42,1768.
of which $650,000 is absolutely saved and $850,000 the result of

modified deeign, 1769.
See Enganeering; Influencing Clerks.

CONTRACT No. 43.-Operating Pembina Branch:

TRDgAu. T.
lease for operating Pembina Brandh cancelled by Order-in-Conncil,

28th January, 1880, 89, 1087.
no public competition, 1047.
firet document recorded, an offer from Upper, 1047.

reported on by Fleming 3rd March, 1879, 1047.
authorized by Order-in-Councul, 13th March, 1879, 1047.

claim of contractors under consideration, 1048.

CONTRACTS Nos. 44 To 47.-Steel rails, &c.:
TRuDEÂu, T.

competition invited by letter, 959.
time for delivery 15th August, 1879, 959.
ordered through Reynolds as agent, 960.
method of inviting competition diEcussed between Engineer and

Minister, 960.

186.5I ND EX .
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CONTRACTS Nos. 44 TO 47.-Steel Rails, &c.-continued.
TuppER, SiR CHARLEs.

course pursued as to parchase of rails, 1275.
FLUMING, S.

how contracts Nos. 44 to 46 came to be made, price £4'.193. to £5
delivered in Munireal, 1419.

report of 17th June, 1879, showing necessity for rails, 1419.
Reynolds's arrangements satisfactory, 1419.

CONTRACT No. 48.-Railway construction•
TENDER ING-

TRUDUAU, T.
let by public competition after advertisement, 83.
tenders received to Ist August, 1879, 82.
lowest tenderer, Hall, 83.
Hall not prepared todeposit, himself doubtful about finding capital, 81.
Hall retires; his deposit returned, 85.

under Order-in-Council, 86.
Ryan's tender $46,190 more than HalI's, 85.
tenders produced, b66.

RTÂN, J.
contractor for first 100 miles west of Winnipeg, 476.
Hall a lower tenderer than witness, 476.
knew nothing of relative positions of tenders till.contract was let, 477.
no negotiations with other tenderers, 477.

HAGGART, J., M.P.
no intereet with Ryan, or any other Government contractor, 1017.

PoPB, HoN. J. H.
tender awarded on witness's reconmendation, 1302.
Hall declined contract; prices too low, 1302.

FLEMING, 8.
Smellie reported against Hall, 1420.
Hall's letter of withdrawal produced, 1420.

SMELLIE, W. B.
reasons for reporting against Hall, 1421.
Hall did not express any dissatisfaction, 1422.

EYGINERRING-

TRuD»uU, T.
some fault found as to progress made ; reasons of delay under

J. investigation, 87.

contract let August, 1879, 477.
balf to be finished in eight montbs, the whole by 19th August, 1880,

477.
some delsy in location, 478.
bulk price $600,000, without fencing and with half ballast, 478.
change in the mode of building, 479.
track located only from twenty to forty miles sbead of track-layers, 479.
ties laid on the prairie, and ballast put in instead of earth exca-

vation, 479.
process approved by Schreiber, 479.
road-bed improved and cust not materially increased, 480.
correspondence with Department relative to this change, 480.
rate of progress five miles a week, 481.
seven stations on line, 481.

RowAN, J. H.
delays in locating were due to extreme wetness of season, 750.
contractor claims that ballasting is more costly than grading, 750.
witness prefers to offer no opinion thereon, 751.
Drope's discharge autborized by Schreiber, 811.
witness's relations with Murdoch, 822-823.

MURDOCH, W.
in June, 1879, locating contract 48, 805.

size of party twenty-two, 805.
completed lst September, 806

witness removed to take charge of contract 66, 806.
as to Drope's inspection of ties, 8ù8,
certain instructior.s by Chief Engineer disapproved by witness, but

notwithstanding carried out, 817.
censured by Chief Engineer for doing so, 818.

respecting bis treatment by Rowan, 818.
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CONTRACT No. 48.-Railway construction-continued.

ENGINEERING-coninued.
DRoPE, T.

complaint as to bis discharge, 810.
FLEMING, 8.

respecting delay in location of the line, 1423.
Ryan urged to proceed at once, 1423.
tPmporary right of way granted by city of 'Winnipeg, 1424.
thinks line was located faster than Ryan could proceed, 1425.
surveys not required fur this section, country being flat, 1426.
rails laid on ground and then ballasted, 1426.

CONTRACT No. 49.-Station buildings:
TDUDEAU, T.

submitted to public competition, and contract awarded to lowest
tender, 59.

cost limited to a maximum sum, in contraet, 59.
completed to satisfaction of Department, 60.

CONTRACT No. 50.-Railway spikes:
TRUDEAU, T.

public competition; lowpst tender accepted, 975.
delivery satisfactory, 976.

CONTRACT No. 51.-Fish-plates, bolts, &c:
TaUDEAU, T.

contract based on lowest tender after competition, 978.
articles supplied of Canadian manufacture, 976.
delivery satisfactory, 976.

CONTRACT No. 52.-Transportation of rails:

TRuDEAU, T.
competition invited by circular, 992.
Beatty had previously tendered, 992.
let to the lowest offer, 992.

FLaxING, S.
suggested inviting tenders by circular, 1427.
lowest tender accepted, 1427.

CONTRACTs Nos. 53 To 55.-Steel rails:
TaUDRAU, T.

public competition invited by advertisement. 997.
procured fr'm l( west available tenderers, 997.
Order-in-Council 13th June, 1879, authorizing purchase, passed on

Chief Engincer'a report, 997.
grices, £4 15a. to .t5 5a , 998.
istory of negotiations, 999.

REYNOLDS, 1.
Fleming telegraphed in 1879, authorizing witness to receive tenders,

1003.
mode of inviting competition, 1004.
lowest offer accepted, 1004.

TUPPER, SIa CHAnLS
course pursued as to purchase of rails, 1275.
colleagues and Chief Engineer in accord, 1276.
all purchased from lowest available tenderers, 1277.
no benefit accrued to any Member of Parliament or other person than

contractors, 1277.
FLEMING, 8.

pressed on Minister necessity for rails, 1428.
advertised in English papers, 1428.
tenders opened by Finance Minister in presence of Sir J. Rose and

witness, 1428.
50,000 tons ordered, of which 11,000 were for Intercolonial (Rivière du

Loup), 1429.
respecting Wallace's tender, 1430.
lowest tenders invariably accepted, to full extent parties would furnish,

431.
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CONTRACT No. 56.-Iron bridge:

TRUDEAu, T.
amount of contract, $1,400, 996.
let to lowest tenderer after competition, 996.
recommended by Fleming's report, 24th November, 1879, 996.
work not yet complete, 996.

FLEMING, S.
lowest tender accepted, 1432.
satisfactorily erected, 143J.

CONTRACT No. 57.-Railway frogs, &c.:

TRUDEAU, T.
no competition, patent having been adopted, 996.
recommended 1lth November, 1879, by Chief Engineer, 99.
Order-in-Council confirming, 996.
cost $12,000, contract fulfiiled, 997.

FLEMIG, S.
frogs previously got from the Kingston Penitentiary, 1432.
offered by the Truro company at a lower rate, 1432.
a better article for a less price, 1433.
no influence to prevent public competition, 1433.

4CoNTRACT No. 58.-Iron turn-tables:

TRUD.AU, T.
tenders invited by circular, 1151.
contract let to lowest tenderer, 1154.

FLEMING, S.
tenders invited by circular, 1433.
the lowest offer accepted, 1434.
advertising would have been too expensive, 1434.

CONTRACT No. 59.-Railway ties:

RumTTA, R. N.
Whitehead, Ryan and witness contracted to deliver 100,000 tiesa iin

the spring of 1880, 35.
diffieulties with Rowan as to culling, 35.

TRUDEAU, T.
contract has been fulfilled, 87.

RTAN, J.
witness a partner in contracting firm, 482.

FLExING, S.
instructed Rowan tu receive tenders; the lowest accepted, 1435.

CONTRACT No. 60.-Railway construction:

TENDERING-
MACDONALD, A. P.

lowest tenderer on sections A and 0, 982.
contract transferred to Onderdonk for a consideration, 982.
one contractor baving the four sections would have an advantage of

15 or 20 per cent. over several, 983.
MCRÂU, W.

interested with A. P. Macdonald and others, 1067.
tenders made out at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, 1068.
assigned to Onderdonk, 1068.
Onderdonk's view of the transaétion, 1069.
the concentration of work an advantage to contractor, 1069.

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited by advertisement, 1154.
Fleming's report or 22nd November, 1879, produced. 1155.
witnesa narrates circumstances attending the opening of tenders,

1155.
refera to certain irregular tenders, 1155.

Order-in-Council of 22nd December, 1879, authorIzing transfer to
. Onderdonk, produced, 1158.

witness thinks It better that large works should be placed with one
contractor If feasible, 1158.
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Co4TRACT No. 60.-Railway construction-continued.

TENDERING-continued.
TUPPER, Sin CHARLEs.

reasons for inviting British Columbia tenders separately and sub3e-
quent amalgamation, 1287.

Onderdonk how and when introduced, 1289.
nature of the syndicate represented by D. O. Mille, 1289.

MILL$, D. O.
tenders of Onderdonk authorized by syndicate, 1297.
no preconcerted arrangement with other tenderers, 1297.
Government security improved by transfer, 1298.

pLEMING, S.
on receiving report from Edmonton respecting Peace River route

an Order-in-Council was pased adopting Burrard Inlet ani
tenders for sections 60 te 63 invited, 1436.

D. McDonald & Co's tender, the lowest, was accepted, 1437.

CONSTRUCTION-

MILLs, D. O.
one of the syndicate, 1296.
work progressing as demanded by contract, 1296.
how syndicate became interested. 1297.
economy the result of centralization, 1297.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 61.-Railway construction:

SMITH, 3. .
was interested with others in this tender, 952.
sold his third interest to Onderdonk for $31,500, 953.
aware of no improper influence@, 954.
expected to get all sections, 954.
better for all that they should be in the same hands, 955,

raving in labour, 955.
economy in machinery, 955.
opinion based on thirty years experience, 935.

Macdougall interested only professionally, 955.
GooDwIN, J.

tendered for sections A, B, C and D, 1008.
lowest tender on B, 1009.
in company with Purceil, Ryan and others, 1009.
contract awarded and sold to Onderdonk, 1009.
witness's firm received $100,000, 1009.
delay in acknowledging Onderdonk, 1010.
advantage of concentrating work in single management, 1011.
no intention of selling ont when tendering, 1209.

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited, 1201.
tenders opened 20th November, 1879, 1204.
lowest tender accepted, 1205.
transferred to Onderdonk, 10th February, 1880, 1205.

RYAN, H.
interested in section B with Purcell and others, 1235.
no understanding with Onderdonk prior to award, 1235.
Government refused to allow transfer before contract, 1236.
a voluntary transfer, 1237.
reasons for acq,îiescence, 1237.
no improper information or advantage, 1238.
one contractor more economical than many, 1238.
special necessity for centralisation, 1238.

FLEMING, S.
contract based on loweet tender, 1438.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 62.-Railway construction:
TRutiAU, T.

contract awarded to lowest regular tenderer, 1207.
contracts 60 to 63 inclusive, transferred to a syndicate by Order-in-

Council, 1207.
FLIMING, 8.

given to lowest tende-er, 1439.
took no part in transfer to Onderdonk, 1439.

See Engineering.
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CONTRACT NO. 63.-Railway construction:
KAvANAàG, T.

tendered for section D, 838.
transferred to Onderdonk, 839.
does not remember anything about it, 839.
turther as to what he does not remember, 840.

KAVANAGH, J.
tendered for section D, 1018.
no knowledge how figures were made up, 1019.
sold to Onderdonk, 1020.
witness sole negotiator with Onderdonk, 1020.
no experience in contracting, 1021.

TEUDEAU, T.
awarded to Kavanagh the lowest tenderer, 1208.
respecting extension of time approved by Order-in-Council, 1208.

TuppEi, 81R CHARLES.
why time granted to Kavanagh, 1290.
distinction between this matter and Andrews, Jones & Co., 1291.
Department bustained in this extension by Order-in-Council, 1292.

FLEMING, 8.
contract ]et to the lowest of eleven tenderers, 1439.
took no part in transfer, 1439.
results of the transfer favourable to the public, 1440.
better for the public that one strong firm should bave the whole work,

1441.
work let at very low prices, 1441.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 64.-Bridge over Red River:
RYAN, J.

sum involved, $7,3>0, 481.
duly completed and paid for, 481.

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited, 1209.
contract let to lowest tenderer, 1210.
work completed, 1210.

FLuxiNG, S.
how the work was undertaken, 1441.
contract based on lowest tender, 1412.

CONTRACT No. 65.-Firstclass passenger cars:
TRUDRAU, T.

publie competition invited, 1210.
owest tender accepted, 1210.

PLEING, 8
contract given to lowest tenderer, 1442.

CONTRACT No. 96.-Railway construction:

TENDERING-
TRUDRAU, T.

report of tenders produced, 87.
contract let to lowest tenderer, 87.

MOTAvISa, G. L., 486.
contract signed in absence of witness, 487.
to be comp.eted 31st December, 1881, 487.
the non-completion of the first 100 miles a serions drawback, 488.
no claim on Government on that account, 488.

CHAPLRAU, 8. E. ST. O.
never assisted Bowie, 860.

Bowi, A.
tendered with others for this contract, 1144.

difference of opinion as to prices, 1145.
general conversations with Chapleau, 1146.
prices of Geo. Bowie's tender diminished about S9,000 or $10,000, 1147.
Nicholson & Marpole's tender about S10,000 higher than witness, 1147.
effect of changes to make tender $289 lower thaa Marpole's, 1148.
witness's information to Geo. McTavish, 1148.
witness sold out to Bowie & McTavish, 1148.

never alleged that he had disbarsed sums for information, 1149.
as to security put up, 1149.
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CONTRACT No. 66.-Railway construction-continued.

TEN'DERING--ontinued.
TEUDEAU, T.

Engineer's report on tenders produced, 1212.
awarded to Bowie & Co.; Geo. McTavish added to firm under Order-

in-Council, 22ad May, 1880, 1212.
FLEMING, S.

based on lowest tender, 1442.
location not approved by witness; gives his reasons, 1443.

ENGINEERING-
MURDOCH, W.

in charge of location, 814.
party: twenty-one, 814.
ready for contractors 9th July, 815.
found favourable line, 815.
See Engineering.

CONTRACT No. 67.-Box and platform cars:

TRUDEAU, T.
contractors were lowest tenderers for platform cars, 1211.
Simon Peters $5 lower for box cars, but could not furnish quantity

required and withdrew, 1211.
public competition invited, 1211.

FLEMING, S.
confirms Trudeau's evidence, 1444.

CONTRACT No. 68.-Postal and baggage cars:

TRUDEAU, T.
public competition invited, 1211.

FLEMING, S.
contract given to lowest tenderer, 1444.

CONTRACT No. 69.-Transportation of rails:
TauDEAU, T.

not a formal contract, 1213.
authorized by Order-in-Council on Chief Engineer's report, 1213.

FLEMING, S.
explanation why competition was not invited, 1445.
the arrangement a desirable one, 1445.

CONTRACT No. 70.-Transportation of rails:
TRUDEAU, T.

public competition invited, 1212.
let to lowest tenderer, Henry Beatty, 1212.
prices compared with contract No. 34, 1213.

FLEMING, S.
witness had nothing to do with this, 1445.

CONTRACT No. 71.-Iron bridge:
TRUDEAU, T.

let to lowest tenderer, 1214.
FLEMING, S.

confirms Trudeau's evidence, 1445.

CONTRACTs Nos. 72 To 76.-
ToUDEAU, T.

advertised and let since date of Commission, 1214.

CONTRACT No. 77.-Wire fencing:
TRUDEAU, T.

report of tenders produced, 1211.

CONTRACTS, SYSTEM oF LETTING :

See System of Letting Conracts.



COOPER, FAIRMAN & 00.:
See Contracts Noe. 8, 11, 17, 20, 21, 29, 30, 32, 35; Steel Rails.

COOPER, J.AMES:
purchase of rails, tendering, 915.
contract No. 8, 915.

No. 11, 918.
No. 15, Fraser & Grant-Whitehead partnership, 924.

relations of C. Mackenzia with Cooper, Fairman & Co., 919.
alleged improper influence, 925.

Cox & GREEN:
See Ccntracts Nor. 8, 9 and 10.

ORO'SSEN, JAMES :
See ccntract No. 65.

CROSSING .RED RIVER:
See Rai River Crossing.

CROSs LAKE:
See Contrarts Nos, 14, 15; Engineering.

CURRE, D. S.:
Nixon's paymaster-and-purveyorship, 576, 579.

DAVIDSON, JOSEPH :
contract No. 4, 1125.

DEPARTMENT OF IAILWAYS AND CANALS:

TRrDEAU, T.
Deputy Minister, 1.

connection with Canadian Pacifie Railway since commence-
ment, 1.

next in control to Minister, 1.
Pacific staff special and distinct as to engineering, not as to account-

ing, 1.
accountant : James Bain, 2.
accounta by double entry, 2.
no periodical report by accountant to Deputy, 2.

Fleming financially responsible from inception til1 1875, 2.
subsequently system changed, 2.
Fleming's paymasters: Wm. Wallace, Geo. Watt, and subsequently

Radford, 2.
Watt's accounts were audited by T. Taylor, and reported satisfac-

tory, except as to vouchers, 2.
all orders should proceed from Minister, 3.

generally given verbally, and noted, 3.
copies of Orders-in-Council affecting railway are sent to the Depart-

ment and recorded, 3.
preliminary explorations discussed by Minister and Fleming, 3.
Chief Engineer appointed 5th May, 1871, 3.
engineering staff appointed by Minister, 4.
Palmer in charge of accounta from 1873 to 1875, 12.
tenders usually referred to Kngineer for a report, 38.
verbal explanations not allowed to modify tender, unless the docu-

ment susceptible ot such explanation in itself, 38.
Minister saw all reports of Chief Engineer, 38.
where Engineer declines to recommend a course, it is adopted

without his responsibility, 38.
how far change in tender affects eligibility of tender, 42.
not the practice of the Department to initial alterations in the

tenders, 74.
correcte previous evidence as to decisions of Minister being invariably

recorded, 1817.
instances to the contrary, 1817.

FLEMING, S.
remarks on appointment of officers, 1885.
a private company could accomplish work more efficiently, 1686.
discontinuance of witness's connection with the railway and corres-

pondence relating'thereto, 1686-1700.

INDEX.1872
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DEPARTMENT oF RAILWAYS AND CANALS-coninued.
BRAUN, F.

Secretary of the Department, 1753.
always acted on instructions, 1753.

communicated by Minister or Deputy, 1753.
register Of letters received-and sent, 1754.
practice in respect of receiving, opening and custoly of tenders,

1756-1759, 1765.
SOcnaiBnu, O.

Uhief Engineer since 20th May, 1880, 1767.
Superintending Engineer since 17th September, 1879, 1767.
remembers no record of any estimate of the cost of a section befora-

offering for tender, 1780.
of engineering accounts, 1781.

See Appointments.

DEPOSITIONS:
See Gams8by; Moberly ; Nixon ; Schreiber.

DJICKsoN, RICHARD:

See Contract No. 49.

DOMINION BOLT CO.:
See Contract No. 51.

DROrE, THoMAS:
contract No. 48, 809.

iRUMMOND, JIENRY M.:
Nixon's paymaster-and-purveyorship, 482.

]WIGHT, H1. P.:
See Corract No. 1.

EAGLE RIvER WESTWARD:

Seo Contract No. 42.

IMBBW VALE CO.:

See Contract Nos. 7_44-47; Steel Rails.

ENGINE ERING:i

SUR VEYS-
GENERAL.

FLxitNG, S.
appointment, responsibilities and instrcetions (1871), 1305.
senior officer: .J. Hl. Rowan, 1306.
hesitated to und0rtake work, 1307.
principles for controlling work, 1307.
necessity for knowledge of the country, 1307.
instrumental surveys advisable under the circumstanCes, 1307. t
opinion of Capt. Palliser referred to, 1308.
exploratory rather than instrumental would have been adopted but

for time pressure, 13'8.
would have saved large sums of money, 1308.
both syst.ems discussed, 1309
instrumental sometimes indispensable, 1310.

no recollection of Rowan's report (1871), 1311.
tbree years' examinations before firet contract, 1311.
delay partly due to change of Governmnent, 1312.
witness responsible for expenditure, 1312.
method of supervision and financial administration, 1312.
work would have cost much less under private company, 1314.
outline of history of surveys, 1637.
difficulties on account of roughneu of country, interminable forests,

severity of winters, and short time allowed for completion, 163M
three grand divisions: eastern, central and western, 1838.
no faith in preliminary explorations, 1639.
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ENGINEING-contlued.

SURVEYS-continued.

GENERAL--continued.

FLEMINGe, 8.-otinued.
instrumental surveys decided on, 1639.
advantages of a traversed line, 1639.
instructions to engineers, 1640.
eleven sections between Ottawa and Red River, 1641.
letter to Minister (1871) as to winter surveys, 1641.
progress of work described in report of 1872, 1642.
point selected for beginning esterly section, 1643.
results of surveys in woodland region, 1644.

report of 1874, page 27, 1644.
operations in woodland region described in report of 1877, on page

46, 1645.
system adopted due to witness's belief that the railway was to be

commenced witbin two years, 1646.
otherwise would have made explorations first 1646, 1649.
practicable line frum end to end required before a blow was struck,

1650.
probable expense of exploring parties, 1652.
two engineers, two axe men and men for transport sufficient for an

exploration, 1653.
refers to Murdoch, Armstrong and Austin's exploratory surveys,

expense of which could be obtained from Department, 1653.
cost of instrumental as against exploratory not considered, 1658.

the latter impracticable, 1658.
sufficiently capable men for the latter not availtble, 1658.
exploratory not sufficient in any case, 1660.

instrumental between Lake Superior and Ottawa essential; reason
why, 1660.

exploration parties used on branch lines from an instrumental base,
1662.

impossible for a non-professional man to ascertain feasibility cf rail-
way, 1662.

breadtb of country examined, 1663.
course followed in making instrumental survey, 1663.
cost of surveys a secondary consideration, 1664.
up to 1877, 10,000 miles of track surveys between Ottawa and Red

River, 1664.
attention first drawn to Howse and Yellow Head Passes by writings

of Capt. Palliser and others, 1666.
appointments on political grounds, 1666.
directions to district engineer, 1667.
much left to men's discretion, 1668.
instruction to Moberly as to Howse Pas, 1668.
comparison of Yellow Head and Howse Passes, 1670.
abandonment of Howse Paso, 1670.
rosons in favour of Yellow Head Pais, 1671.
difficult approach to Howse Paso, 1671.
supplies: directions to utilise Moberly's, 1674.

exorbitant purchases by Moberly, 1678.
lost, 1678.
unnecessary articles purchased, 1678.
Moberly's explanation as to, 1681.

telegrams to and from Trutch respecting Moberly's change of base,
1674.

Yellow Head Pass decided upon without an instrumental survey,
1675.

enormous sums expended on surveys in British Columbia, 1676.
trans-continental journey in 1872, 1678.
dissatisfaction with Moberly, 1679.

instructs him as to Jasper Valley survey, 1679.
bis services discontinued, 1682.

correspondence between Fleming and Smith in 1872 produced, 1683.
in England nineteen months in three years, 1683.

SUITH, M.
arrivel in British Columbia (1872), 1503.

remained in charge until 1876, 1504.
next superior officer: Cambie, 1505.

made explorations from Winnipeg westward (1877), 1505.
examined route critically from Edmonton, 1506.
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ENGIq EERI N G-Contilnued.

SURVEYS-continued.

GENERAL-continued.

SUITE, M.-continued.
visited contracta 13, 14, 15 and 25 under construction (1878), 1507.

sections 41 and 42 under survey (1878), 1507.
wanted to resume work in British Columbia (1879), 1507.

informed that little would be done there, 1507.
proceeded to Manitoba, 1508.

line south of Lake Manitoba explored, 1508.
sane work in 1880, 1509.

each seson's work in British Columbia arranged by Chief Engineer,
1509.

manner of surveys, Fleming responsible for, 1510.
Howse Pase abandoned before he went out, 1510.
examined Watt's accounts In 1872, 1511.
only two parties engaged in British Columbia in 1873, 1512.

under Jarvis and Gambsy, 1512.
object to obtan route through Cascade range, 1513.
instructions for season 1872-73, 1553.
impossibili•y of reducing expenses on account of system already

establistied, 1554.
exploring parties would have been sufficient, 1554.

stated so in letter of 14th June, 1872, 1554.
refers to the Palliser expedition, 1554.
Palliser failed to find Yellow Head Pass his field being restricted byinstructions, 1555.
thinks Fleming must have been assured of the practicability ofHowse Pass, 1557.
time pressure in a measure justified instrumental survey, 1557.
would have started smaller parties, 1558.
two engiuieers and Indians a sufficient exploratory staff, 1560.
comparative merite of passes should have been ascertained before

directing instrumental survey, 1561.
respecting McLennan's parties, 1562.

ninety animals lost, 1562.
Mahood's party badly managed, 1562.

fire in C.P.R. buildings destroyed al the work of 1872, 1563.
left Ottawa 15th May, 1874, with three parties, 1564.
Bute Inlet then a probable terminus, 1564.
Horetzky found a good paso through Kitimat Valley to the Skeena,

1565.
Cooper's report of no vaine, 1566.
surveys of 1875 also directed to Bute Inlet, 1567.
survey on the Homathco, 1568.
re-survey from Yellow Head Paso to Fort George, 1568.
thinks British Columbia surveys 1873-1875 judicious and economical,

1568.
explorations finished in 1874, 1569.
spring of 1876, (hief Engineer being absent, was made acting Chief

Engineer, 1569.
Cambie sent out in his place to British Columbia, 1569.
reasons why fHowse Pass abandone4ç 1582.
no pas. through Selkirk -range, 1582.
Moberly's instructions to retire from Howse Paso direct trom Fleming,

1583.
Chief Engineer's instructions respecting Athabaska Pass a mistake,

1584.
engineers should not be trammelled by detailed instructions, 1584.
further as to Frerich River survey in 1876, 1585.
between Nipissing and Nipigon the initial steps should have been

bare explorations, 1587.
first letter after appointment advocated exploratory surveys, 1597.
examined country west of Winnipeg, 1591.
made trial location south of Lake Manitoba, 1591.
crossing good on Little askatchewan, 1591.

not on Assineboine, 1591.
examinell country south of Saskatchewan, 1592.

thence to Carleton, 1592.
wheat belt extends into forest country, 1592.
proceeded via Edmonton and Yellow Head Pass to Kamloops, 1592.

thence to New Westminster, 1593.
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ENGINzRING-Continued.

SURVEYS-continued.

GENERAL-continued.

SITr, M.-continue,.
examined progresa of British COlumbia surveys, 1593.
returned by way of San Francisco, 1593.
visited section 14, 1593.
returned to Ottawa in November, 1593.
attention not called to Cross Lake, 1593.
wrote appendix D to report of 1878, 1594.
map suppressed, I594.
Fleming telegraphed for to write report, 1594.
recommended Pine River Paso to Bute Inlet, 1594.
Minister differed, 1595.
ignored from spring of 1878. 1595.
no instructions left in spring of 1878 when Fleming went to England,

1596.
no consultation, 1596.

thought Yellow Head Pass altogether wrong, 1596.
reference to Pine River Pkss explorations, 1598.

favourable report by Hunter, 1598.
report as to character of country, 1599.

questions ether than engineering weighed with him in recommending
change of route, 1599-1602.

extent of information gained by surveys, 1602.
bringing parties to Ottawa an unnecessary expense, 1602.

causing losa of time in spring, 1603.
private company would have proceeded more rapidly, 1603.
in charge of two parties in spring of 1879, 1611.

locating 200 miles west Winnipeg, 1612.
description of lines, 1612.
kept ahead of contractors, 1612.
first-class line located, 1613.

report in favour of 8tone Fort as crossing, 1613.
addressed to Chief Engineer, 1614.
did not appear in print, 1614.

MÂcKKNzIt, HON. A.
took charge in 1873, 1784.
Government not in possession of opinions 'from engineers justifying

decided action, 1784.
route from Upper Thompson to Big Bend discovered in 1874 to be

impracticable, 1785.
Fleming the sole director of surveys, 1785.
view as to testimony regarding Government policy, 1785.
Fleming not directed to change method of survey, 1785.
locations made up to the end of 1874, 1786.
general direction pretiy well decided as far as Yellow Head Pass

when telegraph tenders were invited, 1786.
policy of Government to obtain shortest line between Thunder Bay

and Rat Portage, 1805.
jecision to construct immediately, 1805.

iginal linq from Nipigon via Sturgeon River exceedingly rougb,
1805.

thinks quantities were not ascertained before contract was let, 1805.
understands quantities calculated from actual data, so engineers

reported, 1806.
selection of Selkirk left to engineer, 1807.

EXPLORATORy.

RUTTAN, H. N.

civil engineer and contractor, 21.
assistant to T J. Thompson at Pic River, 21.

party: twelve, 21.
from Red Rock to SoutlhBay of Nipigon (instrumental), 22.

four months in the field, 22.
supplies: Thompson responsible for, 22.

at Ottawa after field work, 22.
from Hay Lakes to Root River (1875), 23.

party : twenty-five to thirty-five, 23.
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ENINEERING-contilued.

SURVEYS-continued.

EXPLORATORY-conlin ue .

CaRas, H.
from height et land to English River (1871), 121,

party: thirty-three, 122.
eurveys in charge cf Rowan, 122.
nature of work, country unkaown, 123.
latitude taken from stars, 123.
supplies: difficulty about, 121.

got trom Thunder Bay, 122.
started with suf8icient for a month, 123.
ran out a week after reaching starting point, 123.
considered Rowan to blame for inadequacy, 123.
work stopped in consequence, 125.

returned to Thunder Bay, 15th October, 125.
time lost from middle of October to end of December, 126.

men on pay, 126.
money value lost $3,840 exclusive of provisions, 127.

attacked with scurvy and had to return to Thunder Bay, 127.
from Red Rock to north end of Black 8turgeon Lake (1873), 127.

party: thirty-three, 127.
supplies: ascertained before leaving that they were adequate, 128,
finished in October, 1873, 128.

in Ottawa until the spring, 128.
from North-East Bay to scurgeon Falls (1875), 131,

returned to Ottawa March, 1875, 131.
scheduled out quantities which were enormoue, 131.
asked to find a better route, 131.
returned for that purpose, June, 1875, 131.

Iurvey exploratory and location combined, 131.
line finished in December, 1875, 131.
party: about fifty, 131.

ran Dalles line at same time, 132.
returned to Ottawa and remained until May or June, 1876, 132.

JARVIS, E. W.
employed from 1871 to 1875. 274.
from White Fish Bay to Red River (1871), 274.

party: thirty-two, 275.
ordered to remain ont during winter, 276.
supplies: base of, Thunder Bay, 275.

four hundred miles from commencement of work, 275.
sent Gray to Winnipeg to purchase, 275.
those sent ria Thunder Bay nearly consumed by supply

party, 276
reached Red River 30th March, 1872, 277
struck river about ten miles north of Winnipeg, 277.
cross-sectioned portions of the line, 278.
returned to Ottawa and tade plans, 278.
plans and data burnt in fire of railway offices, 278.

could not have been used to ascertain quantities, 278.
line would have escaped Juli'as Muskeg, goingsouth of it, 279.

from Eagle Lake to Sturgeon Lake (1872y, 280.
time occupied: June to October, 280.
supplies: manner tf procuring, 280.

difficulty in transporting, 281.
Six months outfit from $10,000 to $12,000, 282.

lu Ottawa during winter, 283.
from Eagle Lake to Rat Portage (1873), 283.

party: twenty, 283.
cost of, much less, 284.

supplies: arrangements with regard to, 283.
took nothing but pemmican and flour, 284.

laid down <entre line and cross-sectioned at certain points, 284.
data sent to Ottawa, 284

in June, 1873 proceeded to British Columbia, 285.
from Cache àreek south-westerly to the Cascade Range, ica Lillooet

to Seton Lake, then north-westerly from Cache Creek to the
Thompson viô Bonaparte Valley, 285.

party: twenty-four and male train, pack train and thirty mules,
285.

animale already the property of the Goverument, 285.



ENGINEERING-contintied.

SURVEYS-continued.

EXPLORA TORY-continuel.

JARVIS, E. W.-continued.
from Bridge Creek, Fraser River, to Horse Fly Lakes, 287.

party: three, 287.
thinks three men, with engineer in cbarge, and half a dozen animals

sufficient lor an exploration in British Columbia, 287.
returned to Ottawa winter of 1873-74, 287.
returned to British Columbia with three assistants in 1874, 288.
from Tète Jaune Cache to Fraser River, 288.

party: thirty-three and one hundred and twenty animals, 288.
supplies taken with them, 288.
engaged from June to October, 288.

none of witness's surveys in British Columbia on located line, 289.
nortb of Tête Jaune Cache and Smoky River Paso, 289.

organizes party, 289.
nearly starved to death, 2-9.
reached Edmonton end of March, 1875, 290.

Winnipeg, 23rd May, 290.
declined further Government service, 290.
cost of exploring in British Columbia and Lake Superior about the

same per mile, prairie region cheaper, 293.
FoRRIT. H. F.

assistant leveller on Mahood's party R, 345.
from North Thompson towards Chilcotin, 345.

description of, 346.
commenced operations in May, 1872, 346.
party: thirty, and sixteen mules and eighteen pack horses, 346.
supplies: R. McLellan responsible for, 347.
engaged until November, 347.

on plans in Ottawa during winter, 349.
probably forty miles covered by surveys, 347.
line practicable but not favourable, 348.

joined Carre's party. 1873, 348.
from Nipigon River to Sturgeon Lake, 348.

supply : system of, 349.
engaged on plans in Ottawa during winter, 319.

from Winnipeg to Selkirk, 354.
party: about fifteen, 354.
finished September, 1875, 351

present located line not on these surveys, 354.
MOnsRLY, W.

in charge of parties S and T, British Columbia, 400.
consisted of twenty-two to twenty-four each, exclusive of

packers, 401.
party 8 : eighty or ninety animals in train, 401.

afterwards bought more, 401.
reached Wild Horse Creek, 8eptember, 1871, 403.
to go to Howse Pas., 40U.
expense of wintering $57,000, 407.
instructed in 1872 to abandon Howse Pass and proceed to

Yellow Ilead Pass, 410.
discharged in October or November, 415.
engaged during 1872 in cutting trail through Athabaska

Pass to Yellow Head Pass, 415.
according to telegraphic instructions from Chief

Engineer, 416.
remoostrated and recommended a different course, 417.

endorsed by Lieut.-Governor Trutch, 417.
an able Engineer, 418.

l0ss in consequence (estimated) $60,000, 418.
and McCord trail party (1872-73), 419.

conaisted with party 8 of forty or forty-five men and
two hundred and fifty animals, 419.

reasons for so many animals, 420.
from Kettle River to Edmonton, 420.

found Howse Pasu grades heavier than expected, 422.
ccntradictory instructions, 423.

concluded that Yellow Head Pass was preferable to Howse
Paso in 1873, 424.

wintered in 1872 near Jasper House, 424.
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INDEX.

ENGINEERING-cont'nued.

SURVEYS-continued.
EXPLORATORY-continued.

MOBIRLY, W.-continued.
party 8-continued.

Tête Jaune Cache surveyed in 1873, 424.
easterly to Root River, 424.
completed about August, 424.
then westerly to Moose Lake, 424.
then carefully located line to Tête Jaune Cache, 424.
returned to Victoria, 424.

party T: at Eagle Pass, 108.
consisted Of twenty-two, 408.
no animals or packers, 408.
trial location from Eagle Pas to Big Eddy, 408.

engaged four months, 409.
found good railway route, 410.

delay of North Thompson trail party by action of, 413.
spent six weeks huntiug for trail party, 413.

lois $80 per day, 413.
a year lost in consequence, 414.

reached Moose Lake September 18th, 414.
misconduct of party caused lois of $50,000 to $60,000, 415.

supplies: arrangements for, 402.
purchased by witness, 408.
depot in Eagle Pass, 408.
difficulty in transporting, 409.

onst 80 ets. per lb., 409.
left half way on survey in charge of one Indian, 409.

bas never seen them since, 410.
attempt to recover, 410.
does not know the result, 410.
lois about $7,000, 410.

misadventure as to, 411.
transferred to Hudson Bay Co. at Lake St. Anne, 424.

animals transferred to Government Agent at Kamloops, 425.
returned to Ottawa, 425.

rewained a year and a-half, 425.
accounts overhauled, 425.

leaves Government service, 426.
reported Athabaska Pass not feasible, 427.

afterwards MacLeod failed to find a pass,427.
feasibility of Howse Paso discoverable by au engineer passing over it,

429.
instructions from Pleming verbal, 429.

elaborated and printed, 429.
emaller party might have answered, 429.
as to unnecessarily heavy survey parties in British Columbia, 431.

Ryà,i., J.
chain man on party K, 488.
no evidenc ef any moment, 488.

KIRKPATRICK, W. W.
connected with Pacifia Railway since 1871, 519.
transit man under Armstrong, 519.
from Black River to Long Lake, 519.

party : forty-five, 519
supplies: difficulties as to, 520.

progress retarded thereby, 521.
due to ineffi::ient commissariat, 521.

track survey around end of Log Lake, 522.
party: ten men, 522.
completed early in March, 522.

returned to Ottawa, 523, 535.
left for Ninigon lst July, 1872, 523.
from north.west of Lake Nipigon to Big Sturgeon Lake, 523.

party: thirty-hive (L), 523.
supplies: difficulties as to, 524.

work less effective in consequence, 524.
prelitrinary with transit and level, 524.
work finished Christmas mornig, 524.

returned to Ottawa, 525.



1880 iNDEX.

ENGINEERING-continued.

SURVEYS-continued.

EXPLORATORY-continue i.

KIDKPATRICK, W. W.--ontinued.
from Lake Helen to Long Lake (spring, 1873), 525.

preliminary, 525.
party: thirty-live, 525.
commissariat arrangements satisfactory, 525.

returned to Ottawa in winter, 525, 537.
on Fire Steel River (spring, 1874), 536.

engaged six weeks, 537.
from Fort Frances to Sand Island River, then to Orangoutang Lake,

then Wabigoon River to Wabigoon Lake, through Manitou
and back to Fort Frances (1874), 537.

party: fourteen, 537.
distance: three-to four hundred miles, 537.

from Wabigoon east and west (1875), 537,
party: thirty to forty, 537.
fnihed In October, 538.

ROWAN, J. H.
appointed to Pacific Railway May, 1871, 669.
engaged until June collecting information, 669.
sketched outline of plan for surveys, 669.
in June left Ottawa with thirteen parties, 669.

each party covered seventy-fire miles, 670.
plan of work described, 670.
reasons why instrumental survey was adopted, 671.
necessity for large parties, 672.
difficulties of a bare exploration, 675.
season' s work described, 675.
no line found north of Lake Superior, 676.

second season's (1872> operations, 677.
from Mattawa via Nipissing to Sturgeon River Valley, 6e7.

new line tried for, 677.
around Nipigon, thence westerly to Red River, 677.

tborough exploration, 677.
instrumental, 677.

third season (1873) further operations, 677.
between Red tiver and Nipissing, 677,
parties engaged : eight, 677.

fourth season (1874), 679.
from Rat Portage to Red River, 679.

re-survey, 679.
also north of Lake Manitoba, 679
also north of present contracts 14 and 15, 679.

found impracticable, 680.
second survey of section 15 by Carre, 680.

JIxuNGs, W. T.
in charge of party in British Columbia (1875), 753.

from Ohilanco River to Blackwater River, 754.
trial location, 754.
party: seventeen, 753.

increased to twenty-five in Victoria, 754.
engaged from June to October, 754.
one hundred miles, 754.
supplies: as to, 754.
feasible location for mountainous country, 755.

in Victoria from November until January, 755.
returned to Ottawa, 755.
next season's (1876) operations, 755.

from Dean Inlet through Salmon River Valley, 755.
party: double, sixty, 7£6.
location and trial line simultaneously, 756.
fifty-two miles, 756.
work finisbed in September, 756.

returned to Ottawa, 757.
in 1877 a portion of the Fraser River route, 757.

from Boston Bar to mouth of the Harrison, 757.
distance: seventy miles, 757.
staff engaged in Ottawa, 757.
axe men in Victoria, 757.
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ENGINEERING-cOntilUed

SURVBYS-continued.
EXPLORATORY-Continued.

JzENjnGs, W. T.-continued.
party: thirty-fire, 757.
dischargedSeptember, 1877, 758.
favourable line, 757.
examined Puget's Sound Harbour, 758.
returned to Ottawa, 758.
from Emory Bar to Boston Bar (1878), 758.
revised survey, 758.
ran trial Une sonth of Kamloops Lake, 758.
partv: twenty-two, 758.

MURDOOR, W.
in charge of instrumental survey (1871), 795.

from dault die. Marie 100 miles easterly, 795.
then French River crossing, 795.
part.y: thirty, 795.
supplies ; purchase and distribution of, 795.
when firet 100 miles finished aIl but aine of party sent home

796.
returned to Ottawa February, 1872, 796.
from Winnipeg River vid E lish River to Nipigon, 797.

despatched to find feasiility of a line, 797.
found route impossible, 797.
party : nine, 797.
found an alternative line, 797.

as far as Esgle Lake, 798.
since been mainly adopted, 798.

reports and plans destroyed by fire at Ottawa, 798.
relieved Rowan from May, 798.

he going to Ottawa, 798.
jurisdiction extended from Lake Nipigon westerly, 799.

from Prince Arthur's Landing to White Fish Lake (1873), 799.
party: thirty, 799.
instrumental and in winter, 799.
plans destroyed by fire, 799.

from Kaministiquia to Lake Shebandowan (1874), 800.
two parties, 800.
not completed that season, 800.
superseded by Bazlewood, 800.
discharged by Mackenzie, 800.

demanded an investigation but was refused, 800.
examined subsequently before Parliamentary Committee, 801.

causes of excessive côst from White Fish Lake to Black Sturgeoni
Lake in 1873, 811.

thinks $146 a mile for preliminary not excessive in wet land, 814.
HoEETZKY, C.

from Fort Garry to Rocky Mountains, 1240.
Hay Lakes to Edmonton, 1240.
left Winnipeg 4th August, 1871, 1240.
south to Ho wee Pass, 1240.

from Edmonton to Jasper Bouse, 1240.
with Chief Engineer's party in 1872, 1240.
took usual cart road to Edmonton, 1240.

not railway liue, 1240.
forty miles a day from Fort Garry to Edmonton, 1210.

reconnaissance vi4 Peace River, 1241.
impracticable, 1241.

suggested Pine River Pass, 1241.
allusion to Peace River Pass suppressed by Fleming, 1241.

to Pine River denounced, 1242.
altitude of passes in Caecade range. 1243.
expedition by Gam.sby to Kitiope Valley (1876), 1243.
respecting Kitimat Valley, 1244-1249.
Lae Tochquonyala, 1249.
exploratton near François Lake (1875), 1251.
Skeena and Peace Rivers (1879), 1251.
views as to Cambie's exploration, 1251.
disappointment as to salary, 1253.
views endorsed by Hunter, Cambie and MacLeod as to Pine River

1253.
59*.



ENOINEERING-continued.

SURVEYS-continued.

EXPLORATORY-continued.

HoITzvxgY, C.-continuel.
advocated by M. Smith, 1255.

possible termina at one time at Bute Inlet, via Pine Pas, 1255.
describes Pine Pas to sea-board, 1256.
rough country between Fort Assineboine and Lesser Slave Lake, 1257.
reasons for preferring northern line, 1257.

climate probably worse than Kamloops, 1259.
approach te Peace River Pass difficult, 1702.
availability of Pine River Pass probable, 1702.
photographed salient features of Bute Inlet (1875), 1702.
trom Vermillion River te Lake Wenebegon (1876), 1703.
from Pie River to French River (1877), 1703.
examined country between the Skeena and Peace River under Cambie

(1879), 1704.
alleged unpaid claim, 1706.
cost of Peace River examination, 1706.
manner of exploration, 1707.
toute via Pine River, 1710.
extravagance and waste of stores, 1712.
explorations t'. instrumental, 1715.
system of taking levels by Major Williamson, 1716.
instruments carried by witness, 1717.
with Moberly between Winnipeg and Rocky Mountains (1871), 1718.
ne scientific training before this (1871), 1718.
further as te Peace and Pine River Passes, 1719.
expedition by Gamsby te Kitiope Valley, 172t.

missed the country explored by witness, 1722-1726.
turtber as to, 1726-1730.
cost of, 1732, 1749.
did net cover ground surveyed by witness, 1750-1752.

suppressed report (1874). passage from, 1721.
photographed on the Homathco, 1730.

McLNAmN, R.
district engineer in Yellow Head Pasa region (1871), 1513.

began at Kamloops, 1514.
party : thirty five, 1514.

all labourera except'five, 1514.
sent back most at Cranberry Lake, 1518.
with re luced party proceeded te Yellow lead Pass, 1518.

about six, 1520.
fourteen left at Oranberry Lake te examine country, 1520.

thinks a large party was necessary, 1520.
examined pass la eight days, 1521.
returned te Cranberry Lake 1st November, 1522.

to Kamloops about 20tb November, 1522.
proceeded te Ottawa te report, 1522.
in spring (1872) in the Chilcotin Plains, 1523.

party : thirty, and twenty-five animals, 1524.
instrumental examination, 1526.
thinks explorations should have been made first, 1527.

reasons for this opinion, 1527.
furtber in reference te Albreda Lake and Canoe River, 1533.

neither Gaeen nor Mabood found apracticable country,1533.
during first seaseon, (1871), in B.(., easutern slope of Yellow

Head Paso net examined, 1553.
McNicoy., E.

on Bute Inlet survey under Cambie (1875), 1732.
expedition te Kitlope Valley under Gamsby (1876), 1733.

did not take latitude at Tochquonyala Lake, 1739.
had Horetzky's tracing but did not take it from camp, 1739.
one lake mistaken for another, 1743.
thought that the lake found at an elevation of fifteen feet was

the same as Borgizky discovered at 1,100 feet, 1748.
complete antagonism between the two sketches, 1748.

LOCATION.

RUTTI, H. N.
instructed to make location survey at Edmontoa (1876), 23.

party idle under pay for some weeks, 23.
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INDEX. 1863

ENOINEERING-cotiinued.

SURVEYS-continued.

LOCATION--continued.

RUTTAN, B. N.-coniinued.
supplies: Nixon responsible, 24.

prices not under engineer's control, 24.
party engaged May, 1875, to December, 1876; making plans at

H Ottawa till Mr.y, 1877, 21.
CARRE, H.

in charge of location on contracta Nos. 14 and 15, June, 1874, 129.
party : over forty men, 129
s0 engaged till January, 1875, 129.

witness afterwards took soundings on Red River while party ran lino
from Shoal Lake to Belkirk, 129.

plan and profile of contract No. 15 asked for by Rowan, December,
1874, 129.

made it rouighly on unprinted wall paper, 130.
quantities calculated front it in Ottawa by Frank Moberly and

party, 130.
thinks profile mode from it was correct, 130.
not cross-sectioned or test-pitted, 130. .

cortract No. 14 locited by Brunel to$rckenhead, thence by Forrest,
176.

witness's survey only preliminarv, 176.
Brunel's survey expedited work about a fortnight, 176.

Selkirk crossing: witness recommended half a mile south of Sugar
Point, 177.

Bruneî's crossing about a mile and a-balf north of this, 177.
geood rock foundations at dugar Point, Brunel's clay and loose

sand, 177.
from Rat Portage to Red River, 1447.

in charge of locating party in spring of 1874, 1447.
how a triatl line is run, 1448.

difference between trial and location, 1449.
a une the exact centre of road-bed. 1449.

witnesa's lins only practicable one on that route, 1451.
with the approved grades, 1451.

JarVIS, E. W.
southern route Rat Portage to Winnipeg discussed with Carre, 291.

thinks $500,000 would have been saved by it, 292.
reasons for statement, 292

route from Eagle Lake to Sturgeon Lake favourable for railway, 293.
from Red River to Edmonton, 294.

thinks better line could have been obtained north of the North
L4skatchewan vid Moose Hills, 294.

Selkirk crossing: cost of bridge near rapids about half cost at
elkirk, 297.

recommended crossing at St. Andrew's Rapide, 298.
FounRMi, R F.

from Rat Portage to Brokenhead River, 349.
under Carre on trial location June, 1874, 319.

took part in several other trial lines during winter under Carre's
direction, 349.

commenced Shoal Lake survey, January, 1875, 349.
completed it following month, 349.
very little good agricultural land over line traversed, 350.

thinks about half was swamp 350.
timber quite amall on remainder, 350.

afLer this made track survey from White Fish Bay to Sturgeon Falls,
350.

party: thirty-six, 351.
engaged from middle of February to 26th March and returned to

Winnipeg 26th April, 351.
ran about seventy miles, 351.
muade plans of track survey till June, 351.

location of contract No. 14, 351.
placed under Thompson, 351.
witnea's lirne adopted as fiaal location, 351.
engaged till middle ofJune, 1875, 35.
made no estiniate of quantities, 353.

thinke those furnished to teuderers were made up the year
before on another projected line, 53.
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.ENoINEERING--Continued.

SURVRYS-continue J.
LOCATION-continueJ.

FOURIt H. F. -contione I.
from station 1660 to station 2075 on Carre's south line of contract

Nu. 15, 3!5.
ran trial line, 355.

country very swampy. 355.
eastern half abuut same as located line on contract No. 14,

356
escaped Julius Vuskeg, 356.

completet March, 1876, 356.
from station 2616 on section 14 to Cross Lake, 357.

instructed to locate finally, 357.
completed about August, 357.
no cross-sectioning and no quantities taken out, 357.
witness's location adopted, 357.

westerly from junction of contracts Nos. 14 and 15, 363.
/rai a line about three and a-half miles, 363.

no reat impruvement on located line, 364.
FILLoWEs, G. , L.

employed since spring of 1874, 365.
from Kat Portage to Brokenhead River, 365.
from Shoal Lake to Red River (1875), 365.
transit man on Carre's southern survey (1875), 366.

bas formed no opinion thereon, 367.
except that southern line, if adopted in place of section 15,

would have been considerably cheaper, 367.
engineer in charge makes occasional tests of subordinates' calculs..

tions, 368.
held responsible for their accuracy, 363.

Carre thought southerly line cheaper, 369.
Fhort branch at Cross Lake to Clearwater Bay, 370.
from zero on section 15 to station 290 (June, 1876), 370.

ordered to improve line, 370.
four degree curves the maximum, 371.
no data on which to calculate quantities tilt November, 1876, 372.

explains process of taking and recording levels, 374.

KIBKPATRICK. W. W.
trom Wabigoon eastward to Wabigoon River (1875), 538.

received instructions while preparing for Fort Frances survey
in October, 5. 8.

engaged tilt March, 1876, 538
parly : trom thirty to forty, 5 '8.
supplies : failure as to, 538.

snowshoes and toboggans made by party, 519.
sub-section 2 of contract No. 15, nine miles (May, 1876), 539.

assistant engineer in charge, 629.
crosa-sectioned trom station 480 to station 950, 540.
tenders asked for before these data were available, 541.
not called on for profile tilt after February, 1877, 541.

RowÂx, J. H.
advocated going direct to mouth of Nipigon, 678.
thinks route by Narrows decided on in 1874 or epring of 1875, 679.
from Rat Portage to Red River 679.

began actual location at Rat Portage end, 679.
contract No. 5, location commenced during 1874, 630.
route north of Lake Manitoba, witness'a report on, 687.

how survey came to be made, 687.
contract No. 15, 713.

explains three sets of tenders called for, 713.
third itet let upon plan of centre line 713.
approximate quantities impossible without:cross-sections, 714.

may have been reasons for letting contract other than engineer-
ing ones, 714.

probably visited section 15 twenty-five or thirty times, 745.
more frequent visite desirable, 745.

<CONSTR UCTION-

CÂRnU, H.
appointed en gineer in charge of contract No. 15, May, 1876, 132.

original location lins of 1874 adopted, 132.
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ENGINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.
CARREH.-continued.

re-located the whole section between June and the end of the-
year, 132.

had four assistants, who took measurements of cross-sections,
133.

for correctness of which they were responsible, 133.
thinks final returns were correct, 134.
cross-sections completed in March, 1877, 134.

tenders asked for about time cross-sections were com-
menced, 134.

quantities not calculated from cross-sections till 1878, 134.
changes in grade and allignment increased rock cuttings and;

earth excavations, 135
without specific data, tenders necessarily speculative, 138.
accurate quantities conducive to economy, 138.

a southerly route would have saved $275,000, 140.
reported strongly to Rowan in favour of asouthern Une,142.
construction of section 14 commenced before southerly Une

was located, 149.
bad heard that $65,000 worth of work would have to be

abandoned, 149.
net saving say $200,000, 150.
does not think abandonment necessary, 150.

cheaper line could have been h from Falcon Lake to Red River,
152 I

cross-sections necessary to accurate calculations, 154.
quantities calculated from cross-sections, January, 1878, 154.

after lowering grade two feet, 151.
rock-cuttin g increased by lowering grade 113,200 yards

151.
earth excavations increaqed 224,000 yards, 155.
ue thereby improved, 155.

increase in cost due to abandonment of trestle work for eartW,
embankments, 156.

deep fllings in water stretches, 161.
Cross Lake probably requires 222,000 yards, cost

$82,000, 161.
trestle work probably $t7,500, 161.
if filled accordingr to original specification, full rock .

base and trestle $345,832, 162.
as actually executed, $142,500 162

trestle work éheaper in heavy lau& voids, 163.
insuructions from superior officer, 164.
refused contractors certain information, and why, 164.
cross-2ections not returned from Ottawa till September, 1877;161.
chanre of grade in the meantime, 165

determined in 0ttawafour mon ths after contract commenced,
166.

solid rock bases found impracticable, 166.
Protection Walls proposed by witness, 166.

approved by Rowan, October, 1877, 166.
temporarily approved in August, 167.

instructed to substitute earth for tredtie wherever possible im
summer of 1877, 168.

ordafed by Rowan not to touch a stake, 169
Rowan's inspection of line described, 170.
witness's suggestions ignored at Ottawa though supported by

Rowan, 171.
since carried out by Schreiber, 171.

engaged on construction of section 15 four years, 171.
in June, 1880, Haney made superintendent, 171.
Rowan's letter permitting earth borrowing produced, 172.
witness left in uncertainty as to gmdes, 172.
comparative statement of quantities for rock baes and protetion

walls respectively, 175.
differences between Government and contractora' engineers, 179.

as to bottoms left in cuttings, 179.
loose rock, 180
margin tor fiuishing work, 180.
rock outside of prism, 180.
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ENOINIEERING-coninued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.
CAina, H.-continued.

Fleming's and Smith's interpretation of loose rock clauses, 181-
187.

witness recommended permanent bridge at Lake Deception, 188.
FOnREST, H. F.

fourth sub-section of contract No. 14, 354.
contract divided into six sections, 354.
witntss's section near Whitemouth River, 355.
engaged from November, 1875, to January or February, 1876,

when he returned to Winnipeg, 355.
returned to contract No. 14 in August, 357.
supervising construction till October, 1877, 357.

transferred to sub-section 6, 357.
to revise last mile and a-half at east end of contract No. 14, 357.
up to that time grades of section 15 not fied, 357.
quantity calculated for filling last embankment, 29,000 yards, 358.

actually put in, 51,000 yards, 358.
difference due to sliding material in bank, 358.

which raised up swampy bottom towards lake, a dis-
. tance of 400 feet, 358.

excess in quantity disappeared below surface, 358.
fill at station 4010, 359.

crossing a bay of Cross Lake, 359.
quantity estimated, 114,400 yards, 360.

as executed, 175,800 yards, 360.
excess due to saine causes, 360.

no boring tools used, 361.
did not ask for larger tools, 331.
height of embankment about fifty feet, 361.

fill at Cross Lake, section 15, 361.
quantity estimated, 180,000 yards, 362.

used at present by witness's estimate, 215,000 yards, 362.
saine process cf displacement occurred, 362.

nutwathstanding rock protection walls, 362.
FELLOwKs, G. R. L.

from zero to station 290 on contract No. 15, 375.
began staking out grounil and laying out work for contractor,

June, 1877, 375.
not continuously employed, 376.
constant Funervision necessary, 377.

character of information desired by contractors, 378.
usually furnisbed to contractors' engineer, 379.

changes of grade after contract No. 15 was let, 380.
decreased banks, 380.
increased rock cuttings, 380.

of location had opposite effect, 380.
made by dehre=ber economical, 381.

KIREPATRIor, W. W.
heavy fill at crossing of Lake Deception on contract No. 15, 542.

deviation of line diminished quantities, 542.
no proper soundings, 542.
filling gave way; rock protection walls of no avail, 543.

work being fiaished by Government, 544.
opinion as to contractor's prices, 545.
district engineer's conduct towards contractor, 546.

MOLSSWOaT]I, A. N.
assistant engineer underThompson on contract No. 14 from June,

1875, 588.
progress made when witness arrived, 588.
in charge of thirteen miles eastward from Red River, 589.

no delays after witness went there, 589.
from Whitemouth eastward cross-sections required in shorter

intervals then 500 feet, 591.
contractors' claims, 593.

Julius Muakeg ditch, 593.
coffer-dam, 594.
ballasting, 594.

on the Pembina Branch under Rowan, May, 1877, 591.
off-take ditches made under witness's supervision, 591.
quantities not ascertained till work laid out, 592.

which was after contractors were on the ground, 592.



ENGaINEERING-continued.

CONSTRUCTION.-continu•d.
CADDY, J. S.

engineer in charge of contracts Nos. 25 and 41 since May, 1879, 642.
staff: three division engineers and fourteen assistants, 643.
goes over the line every month, 613.
trains now run 150 miles, 6t3.
on contract No. 25, road-bed not ~completed when he took

charge, 649
wreat deal of muskeg, 619.
not now up to full width of road-bed or te grade, 650.

on contract No. 41, when he took charge, work staked out,
centre-lined, cross-sectioned and bench-marked, 650.

contractors not delayed, 651.
character of country changeable, 651.
quantities much reduced and line shortened since letting

cootract, 651.
saving from $400,000 t-) $500,000, 652.

reflections on previond location, 652.
about one-third rock and muskeg, 653.

fourteen hundred men employed 653.
character of work satisfactory, 653.
disputes with contractora, 654.

ROWAK, J. H.
from Rat Portage to Fort Pelly, 689.

appointed engineer in charge in Jne, 1875, 689.
had partial supervision of telegraph construction, 690.

telegraph located on preliminary survey, 690.
plans and trial locations of section 14 sent to Ottawa, 1874-75, 693.

approximate profile and quantities made, 693.
about two-fifteenths of section required cross-sectioning, 694.
muskegs: depth net known, 695.

deviations caused work to be largely in excess of estimates,
695.

Julins :uluske2, 698.
contractor no ground for claim, 699.
nineteen feet deep instead of three or four as estimated,

701.
no boring tools used, 701.
muskeg inaterial makes good road-bed, 701.

contracter on contract No. 15 net justified in complaining that infor-
mation wis witbheld, 715.

witness ordetel from Ottawa what te communicate and what
net, 715.

Eplenty of earth discovered, 716.
some truth in Whitehead's statement as to trestles beingimprac-

ticable, 716.
change to embankment advantageons, 716.

reasons for statement, 716.
JCNNNGs, W. T.

in charge of section 42, May, 1879, 759.
had detailed data as te quantities, 759.
contractors not delayed, 759.
changes: grade improved, 760.

rock cuttings reduced, 760.
earth reduced, 760.
all except one approved by Schreiber, 761.
iron pipe culverts dispensed with, 761.
bridge mtsonry reduced 50 per cent., 762.
Manning's estimate an fxaggeration, 762.
piling increased, but timber in trestles net much in excess,

763.
section will cost $1,500,000 less than estimate, 765.

one-third being due te trestle work, 765.
exhaustive borings made, 766.
Manning wrong in placing some borings at 200 feet, 767.

B. W. generally as to improvements of location, 767.

presents report of inspection of contracts Nos. 14 and 15, made ait

SKZTU, M. request of Commissioners, 772.

examined contract No. 13 and part of contract No. 25 in 1877, 1588.,
contract No. 13 nearly complete, 1589.
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E NG IN E ER rNG-continued.

CONSTRUCTION-continued.
SMITH, M.-continued.

deviations were being made on contract No. 25, 1589.
cost stated by Hazlewood at very much less than it turned

out, 1589.
recommended embankment of less friable material, 1590.

open cutting vs. tunnel, 1590.
as to quantities exceeding estimates, 1591.

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT :

Bee Department of Railways and Canals.

ENGINEER'S CLADI:
Molloy, 321.

See Contract No. 1'.

ENGINE HOUSES:
See Contracts Nos. 26, 40.

ENGLISH RIVER TO EAGLE RIVER:
See Contract No. 41.

EQUIPMENT :
See Contracts Nos. 65, 67, 68.

EXPLORATORY SURVEYS:

See Engineering.

EXTRAVAGANCE AND WASTE OF STORES:

Fleming, 1678.
Hloretzky, 1712.

FAIRMAN, FREDERICK:
contract No. 8, 1171, 1178, 11V.No. 1, 1181, 1181.

No. 17, 1182.
No. 20, 1191.
e o. 22, 1196.
No. 27, 1196.
No. 29, 1196.
No. 30, 1197.
No. 31, 1199.
No. 2, 1201.
No. 36, 1203.

purchase of rails, 1171.
and transportation of rails, 1176.

C. Mackenzie and Cooper, Fairman & Co., 1187.

FALCON LAKE:

See Contract No. 15.

FELLOWES, G. R. L.:
contracts Nos. 1 and 15, 365.

No. 14, 381.
No. 15, 370.

.FENCING, WIRE :
See Contract No. 77.

M IsL PLATE8:
See Contract Nu. 51.
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FLEMING, SANDFORD
surveys, 1837, 1658.

(1871), 1305, 1640.
British Columbia, 1665.
Smaith's map, 1625, 1683.

location report, 1628.
contract No. 1, 1322, 1328.

Nos. 1-4, 1326.
No. 2, 1332.
No. 3, 1336.
No. 4, 1340.
No. 5, 1344.
No. ÔA, 1345.
Nos. 6 -11, 1350, 1617, 1622, 1630,1665,
No. 12, 1358.
No. 13, 1367.

Nos. 13, 15 and 25, 1371.
No. 14, 1371, 1615.
Nos. 14 and 15, 1630.
No. 15, 1378
Nos. 16-18, 1381.
Nos. 20--22, 1382.
Nos. 23 and 24, 1383.
No. 25, 1384, 1631, 1654.
Nos. 26-28, 1398.
No. 29, 1399.
No. 30, 1399.
Nos. 31 and 32, 1401.
Nos. 32A-40, 1402.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1403, 1405.
No. 43, 1118.
Nos. 42-46, 1419.
Nos. 47 and 48, 1420.
No. 48, 1423.
Nos. 49- 52, 1427.
Nos 53-55, 1428.
No. 56, 1431.
No. 67, 1432.
No. 58, 1433.
No. 59, 1435.
No. 6", 1436.
No. 61, 1438.
Nos. 62 and 63, 1439.
No. 64, 1441.
No. 65, 1442.
No. 66, 1442.
Nos. Ç7 and 68, 1444.
Nos. 69-71, 1446.

effects of patronage, 1315.
route and Government policy, 1317.
alleged improper influence, 1684.
management, 1685.
discontinuance if COnneCtion with railway, 1686.
memorandum to Minister, 1687.
corrections, 1383, 1404.

See Appominments.

exploratory survey, party R, 345.
Carre's party (1873), 318.
contract No. 5 A, 354.

No. 14, 351.
No. 15, 349.

correction, 381.

FORT FRANCES LOOK:
SUTUUAND, H.

took charge of work spring of 1875, 330.
generally acted on wntten instructions from Secretary, Publie Worka

Department,' 331.
reports were addressed to him, not to Engineer-in-Chief, 331.
Kortimer engineer on works 331.

subsequently Hazlewood, 381.
neither resided at Fort Frances, 331.
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1890 INDEX.

FORT FRANCES LOcK-continued.
SUTERLAND, H.-continud.

character of engineering supervision, 332.
probably not present one day a week, 333.
in engineer'a absence foreman snperintended engineering work,

833.
witness inspected other public works in North-West, 333.
witness had had no practical experience on locks or canais, 334.
paymaster John Logan, 334.
bis cheques countersigned by witness, 334.
accounts for supplies sent direct to the Department, by whom they

were paid, 334.
manner of requisitioning for enpplies, 335.
paymaster also acted as store-keeper, 336.
expenditure made at Fort Frances chiefly wages, 337.
James Sutherland chief book-keeper, 3M7.
general financial arrangements, 337.
as to alleged misconduct, 338.

speculation in lande, 338.
and supplies, 339.

no public moneys passed to witness's private credit, 339.
transactions with Wilson, store-keeper, 340.
refers to Dr. Bown's enquiry, 341
all transactions shown in James Sutherland's books, 341.

which books are available for investigation, 342.
further as to alleged misconduct, 342.
comparison between amounts paid for supplies and wages, 313.
supplies generally purchased by tender, 343.
transport of sappies a considerable item, 343.
witness's relations with Nixon and Alloway, 344.
nitro-glycerine sold to Whitehead, 345.
will produce books, 345.
denies Litle's assertions, 830.

as to establishment of newspaper by IGovernment money, 830.
as to employing worknen to seek for timber, 830.

certain unpaid accounts, 832.
Wn.soN, G. M.

engaged in Government store in 1876, under Login, 412.
system on which managed, 412.
monthly accounts rendered, 443.

spring of 1877 purchased stock at Logan and Thompson's appraise-
ment, and supplied men as a private undertaking, 413.

explains alleged misconduct, 443, 535.
offers to produce private books, 447.
produces books and explains various entries, 525-534.

&THERLAND, J.
engaged as book-keeper from spring of 1875 to end of 1878, 452.
separate account kept for' Government store, and for transport, 452.
store account charged for transport of goods, 454.
balance of stock handed over to Fowler, 456.
stock transferred to Wil3on paid for by supplies, 457.
system of drawing moneys to be subsequently accounted for by

vouchers, 458.
moneys paid by Hugh Sutherland revised by Logan and vice versa,

459.
articles disposed of to Thompson, 460.
all cheques signed by Logan counteraigned by Hugh Sutherland,

4e1.
produces stock account of goods handed to successor and complete

set of double entry books, 578.
goods handed over to successor $25,327.10, net value, $20,261.76,

credited in his store account, EM7.
loe on store account, $233.40, 807.

BROWN, G.
manager Ontario Bank, 508.
as to manner of keeping Nixon's bank accôunt, 509.

TaoupsoN, M. M.
foreman in charge of works, 619.
responsible in 8utherland's absence, 619.
checked wages and time ; pay-rolls carefully investigated and

certified 620.
at times half the employés were Indians, 621.
when paid by goods, amount so paid appeared on pay-roll, 622.
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FORT FRANCES LoCK-continued.
THomPsoN, M M.-continuel.

explains transactions respecting 'whieh rumour alleged ho had
received undue advantages, 622-625.

describes system of book.keeping, 625.
respecting small claim for which he became responsible on Govern-

ment account, 626.
LiTLI, W. B.

his allegations as to misconduct of Sutherland, 825-839.
MÂcanuzI,, HoN. A.

as to Fort Frances expenditure, 1808.

FORT WILLIAM TO SHEBAlDOWAN:

See contract No. 13.

FOSTER, A. B.:
See Contracte Nos. 12, 16.

FILASER, GRANT & CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 41, 42.

FRASER, JAMES 1.:
contract No. 15, 256, 648.

No. 24, 647.
No. 42, 247, 259, 613.

infiuencing clerks, 614, 618.

FRASER, MANNING & CO.:

Bee contract No. 42

FROGS, &c. :
See Contract No. 57.

FULLER & MILNE:

Bee Contract No. 18.

FULLER, RIcIARD:
contract No. 2, 461, 474.

No. 18, 472, 1294.
line west of Red River, 475.

GAMSBY, C. Hi.:
letter from Secretary of Commission with questions, 1819.
deposition in answer, surveys, British Columbia, 1823.
Kitlope Valley, expedition to, 1823.
Lake Tochquonyala, 1823.

GEORQIAN BAY BRANCII:

See Contracte Nos. 12, 37.

GOODWIN, JAMES :
contracts Nos. 41 and 42, 1005.

Nos. 60-63, 1008.
No. 61, 1009, 1200.

system of letting contracta, 1011.

GOUIN & Go.:
See Contract No. 40.

GOVERNMENT POLIC :

See Policy of the Government.

GUEST & Go.:
See Contracte Nos. 6, 53, 55; Steel Rails.

HAGGART, JOHN, M.P.: contract No. 15, alleged improper influence, 1012, 1018.
No. 42, 1015, 1018.
No. 48, 1017.
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RAYES, DANIEL:

See Contraci No. 15.

RAZELHURST, W.:
See Contract No. 58.

IIENEY & MCGREEVY :

See Contract No. 7.

IIENEY, CHARLEBOIS & FLOOD :

See Contract No. 37.

IIESPELER, WILLIAM :
Nixcn's paymaster-an'i-purveyorshi;p, 725.

IIOLCOMB & STEWART:

See Cor.tract No. 22.

HORETZKY, CHARLES:
exploratory surveys, 1239.

Fort Garry to Rocky Mountains, 1210.
British Columbia, 1241, 1247.

expedition to låtiope Valley, 1243.
Lake Tochquonyala, 1249.
Pine River route, 1253, 1710.
Peace and Pine Hiver Passes, 1254, 1719,.

location British Columbia, 1257,
surveys, 1700.

British Columbia, 170;, 1721, 1749.
extravagance and waste of supplies, 1712.

rMajor Williamson's system of surveying, 1707.
photographing the Homatbco, 1731.

lOUSES:
See Contracts N.s. 19, 24, 32.A.

IMPROPER INFLUENCE :

See Influencing Clerks ; dAristing Newepapera; conti acta and witnes8es.

IN1PLUENCING CLERKS:

MANNING, A.
no negotiations or conversations with members of Parliament or

officers of Departments before contract, 499.
not aware till afterwards of Close's relations to Morse & Co., 500.
witness's version of agreement with Close, 500.
knows nothing of negotiations with Smith, of Andrews, Jones k

Co, 501.
heard of it suWsequently, 501.
nover approached any departmental officer for information or favour,

502.
if witness had got information thus would nover have told it, 502.
obligations of an oath, 502.

FR AUR, J. H.
interview with Chapleau and J. J. McDonald, and witness's views

and conclusions thereon, 644-647.
further in relation thereto, 648.

MCDONALDo J. J.
further as to transaction with Chapleau, 824.

CHAPLRAU, S. E. ST. O.
correspondence clerk since 1873, 850.
in charge of public records, 851.
practice as to reeipt and custody of tenders, 851.
reads a statement respecting his transaction with J. J. McDonald, 852.
alleged understanding between Smith and witness, 853.
telegrams between thenm 853.
receives money on account, 855.
McDonald was using a patent of bis, 856.
private arrangements with Mowbray, 859.
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INFLUENCING CLERKS-continued.
CHAPLAU, S. E. S-r. O.-coniinued.

accepts monthly payment for certain information given, 859.
offers a ffidavit from Smith, 860.
further as to arrang-ment with Mowbray, 861.
reasons for claiming $3,900 from McDonald for patent, 863.
improvement on 'Patent not then patented, 864.
no arrangement with McDonald about patent, 865.

COOPII, J.
Mackintosh's relations with Whitehead, 926.

STEPHENSON, R., M p,
interested in no transactions with Canadian Pacifie Railway, 971.
no unworthy attempts to influence Committee, 971.
no conversation with Whitehead while matter pending before Com-

mittee, 972.
aware of no arrangement by which any departmental officer gained

imnro er advantage, 972.
MACDONALD, A. .

no money from Onderdonk to witness's firm went outside of firm, 988.
no knowledge of any improper influence, 988.

GooDwIN, J.
never got information from officiais, 1010.
not aware of any information from, or advantage to, any Member of

Parliament or official, 1011.
HgAeLRT, J., M.P.

no interest in any contract, 1012.
never heard of any Member of Parliament or official receiving money

improperly except Chaplean, 1015.
Chapleau's and Mackntosh's transactions, 1018.

KAVANAoH, J.
no departmental information, 1021.

BouLTBRE, A., M P.
acted as solicitor for Shields, 1111.
never had pecuniary interest in any Canadian Pacific Railway con-

tract, 1111.
not aware of any benefit to any Member of Parliament or official,1111.
conversation with Sir C. Tupper, as to tenders, 1111.

BowIs, A.
no knowledge of improper it.fluence, 1152.

TUPPER, 8IR CHARLES.
no suspicion of Chapleau's relations with contractors until revealed

by Commission, 1272.
not aware that any Member of Parliament or official was benefitted

by British Columbia contracts, 1292.
transfer to Onderdonk allowed solely in belief that cheaper and

better work would accrue, 1292.
MACDONALD, HoN. J.

not aware of any MembPr of Parliament or official, or outside person
benefitting irmproperly by Canadian Pacifie Railway contracta,
1293.

no conversation with Shields, 129,.
no transaction modified through 8hields's influence, 1293.
no knowledge of Close, 1291.

Pope, MloN. J. H.
not aware of any Member of Parliament or officiai being improperly

interested, 1301.
further on this matter, 1304

INGALLS, EDMUND :

See Contract No. 38.

INUNDATIONS, RED RIVER :

See Red River Inundations.

IRVING, JOHN :

See Contract No. 39.

ISBESTER, JAMES :

See Contraci No. 26.
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JARVIS, EDWARD W.:
surveys, party N, 274.

Eagle Lake to Sturgeon Lake, 280, 293.
to Rat Portage, 283.

Cache Creek to Seton Lake and Thompson River, 285.
Tête Jaune Cache to Fraser River, 288.

exploration, Fraser hiver towards Horse Fly Lakes, 287.
Fort George to Edmonton, 289.

contracte Nos. 14 and 15, 291, 772.
Red River to Edmonton, 294.

inundations, 294.
crosing, 298.

line north of Lake Manitoba, 296.

JENNINGS, WILLIAM T.:
surveys, British Columbia, 753.
contract No. 4, 768.

No. 42, 759, 765, 770, 793.

JULIUS MUSKEG :

See Contracts Nos. 14, 15 ; Contaclors' Claima; Engineering.

KAVANAGH, JOSEPH:
contract No 63, 10;8.

KAVANAGH, MURPHY & UPPER:

See Contraci No. 33.

KAVANAGH, TIMOTHY:
contract No. 33, 835.

No. 63, 838.

KELLOGo BRIDGE o.:

See Contract No. 56.

KELLY, PATRICK :
contract No. 15, 612.

KENNY, PATRICK:

Seo Contract No. 21.

KIRKPATRICK, WILLIAM W.:
exploratory surveys, party G, 519.

party , 523.
Lac des Mille Lacs, height of land, Fort Frances, 536.

preliminary survey, Lake fleien to Long Lake, 525.
east and west from Wabigoon, 537.

location, Wabigoon eastward, 538.
contract No. 15, 539.

KITLOPE VALLEY EXPEDITION:

See Horetzky ; McNicol ; Gams 'y.

LAKE DECEPTION
See Contract No. 15.

LAKE MANITOBA, LINE NORTH O :

Jarvis, 296.
Conners, 599, 604.
Rowan, 678, 687, 73.

LAKE SUPERIOR WESIWARD :

See Contracis Nos. 13, 14, 15, 21, 25, 41, 43



LAND SPECtULATIONS
Mackenzie, 0., 198.
8utherland, 338.
Schultz, 720.
Bannatyne, 724.
Fleming, 1684.

LETTING CONTRACTS, SYSTEM OF :

See System of Letting Contracts.

LITLE, WILLIAM B.: -
Fort Frances Lock, 8:5.

See Assisting Newspapers.

LOCATION SURVEYS :

See Engineering.

LUXTON, WILLIAM F.:
assisting newspapers, 681, 807.

LYN8KEY, THOMAS J.:
Pembina Branch and contract No, 14, 780.

MANITOBA, LAKE :

See Lake Manitoba.

MANNING, ÂLEXANDER:
contract No. 42, 496.
influencing clerki, &c., 499, 502.

MANNING, SHIELDS & MODONALD :

See Contract No. 42.

MAP, SMITH's :
See Smilh's Map; Smith, Mf. ; Fleming.

MARKS & CONMEE :

See Contract No. 41.

MARPOLE, RICHARD:
contracts Noq. 41 and 42, 1063, 1071, 1084,

No. 42, 1073.

MARTIN & CHARLTON:

Seo Contract No. 15.

MERCHANTS' LAKE AND RIVER STEAMSHIP CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 20, 27.

MERSEY STEEL AND IRON 00. :
See Contracta Nos. 8. 20; Steel Rails.

MILLER BROS. & MITCHELL :

See Contract No. 50.

MILLS, D. O.:
contracts Nos. 60-63, 1296.

MOBERLY, WALTER:
exploratory curveys, British Columbia, 400.
Eurveye, British Columbia, deposition, 1824.
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MOLESWORTH, ARTHUR N.:
contract No. 5 A, 591.

No. 14, 598, 593.
No. 48, 594.

MOLLOY, JOHN:
contract No. 5. 323.

No. 14, 315.
See EnEgineer's Claim.

MONCTON CAR CO.:
See Contract No. 67.

MORSE & Co.:
See Contracts Nos. 41, 42.

MORSE, G. 1).:
contract No. 41, 1030.

No. 42, 1048,1053.

MOUNTAIN SECTION:

See Contracta Nos. 60-63.

MULHOLLAND, JOHN I.:
contract No. 1, 1021.

MURDOCIH, WILLIAM:
surveys (1871). i93.

(1872), 797
exploratory survey (1873), 799.
preliminary survey (L873), 8tL.
contract No. 12, 801.

Nos. 14 and 15, 815.
No. 48, 805, 808, 817.
No. 66, 807, 814.

alleged improper conduct, 800.
terminus on Lake Nipissing, 803.
relations with Rowan, 817.

McCORD TRAIL PARTY, B.

MCCORMICK, ANDREW:

MACDONALD, A. P.:

MACDONALD, HON. JAMES:

McDONALD, J. J.:

MCILVAINE, SAMUEL:

Moberly, 419.

contract No. 42, 1079.

contract No. 15, 977.
No. 33, 981.
Nos. 60-63, 993.

system of letting contracts, 984.

alleged improper influence, 1293.
contract No. 42, 1 93.

contract No. 42, 299, 823.
influencing clerks, &c, 306, 824.

contract No. 48, 147.

MCINTYRI & WORTHINGTON:

Bee Contract No. 16.

MACKENZIE, HON. ALEXANDER :

Minister of Public Works, 1784.
location, 1785.
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MACKENZIE, lION. ALEXANDER-Continued.

MACKENZIE, CHARLES:

MOKENZIE, GRIER & Co.:

smrveys, 1786.
rontmct No. 1, 1787.

No. 2, 1791.
No. 3, 1792.
No. 4,179?.
No. 5, 1794.
No 5A, 1815.
No. 6-11, 1791.
No. 12, 1804.
No. 13, 1804.
i<o. 14, 1807.
No. 15, 1809.
Nos. 16 and 17, 1811.
No. 18, 1812.
No. 20, 1813.
No. 25, 1815.
No. 28, 1814.
Nos. 30 and 31, 1814.
No., 34, 1816.

C. Mackenzie and Cooper,
Fort Frances Lock, 1808.

tee rails, 188, 198.
furnishing supplies, 196.
land speculations, 198.

Fairman & Co., 1803.

See Contract No. 2.

MACKINTOSH, CHARLES H.:
contract No. 15 and tendering generally, 869.
alleged improper influence, 869.

Ses Asisting Newspapers.

MOLENNAN, ]RODERICK:

MoNIcOL, EDMUND :

MCQUEEN, ALEXANDER:

MCRAE, WILLIAM :

MCTAvIsH, GEORGE L.:

NAYLOR, BENZON & CO.

surveys, British Columbia,
contract No. 13, 1529.

.Wos. 13 and 25, 1534.
No. 25, 1535.

1513, 1533, 1552.

surveys, British Columubia, 1732.
Kitiope Valley Expedition, 1733.
Lako Tocbquonyala, 1739.

assisting newspapers, 722.

contracts Nos. 60 and 62, 1067.

contract No. 4,486.

See Coniract No. 11; Steel Rails.

NEEBING JIOTEL :
See Contract No. 38.

NEWSPAPERS, ASSISTING :

See Assisting Newspapers.

NICHOL80N, FRANK:

60*

contract No. 41, 1095.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1085, 1099.
No. 42, 1087, 1098, 1100, 1293.
Nos, 48 and 66, 1101.
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NIPIGON:
Seo Engineering.

NIPISSINo, LAKE, TERmiNus ON:

Murdoch, 805.

NIxoN's PURVEYORSHIP:

ALLOWAY, W. F.
employed by Nixon at 2j per cent. commission to purchase horses,

382.
Nixon's judgment always consulted, 383.
ot contract for carrying mails, 383.
ixon lived in witnesa's house, 385.

bargains for freighting, how arrived at, 383.
rates paid, 385.
loads carried, 386.
Nortb-West Angle, 115 miles, 386.

round trip eight to ten days, 286.
rate, $2 per 100 lbs., 387. .
team, 9 days at $6, 388.
certain reductions made, 389.

carrying mails to section 14 once a week, 389.
rate $65 a montb, 389.

provided carts for survey parties, 390.
no private transactions with Nixon, except house, 393.
as to certain horse purchases, 39t.
kept only a memorandum, which book cannot be found, 396.
certain other horse transactions, 397-400.
failed to find memorandum books, 432.
manner of making entries in diary, 433.
names of sellers of horses not kept, 433.
horses averaged, not detailed, 433
Nixon's motives in dealing with witness not interested, 435.
manner of ascertaining weight of freighted goods, 436.

also time employed in freighting, 436.
charge for horse and cart to Emerson, $22.50, 438.
pracuce as to vouchers, 438.
further as to buying horses, 439.
freighting to Fort Frances Lock, 439.
carrymng mail weekly to contract 15, $550 to $600 per month, 441.

SUTHRLAND, P.
supplied Nixon with certain goods. 448.
Nixon lived in witness's bouse, 448.
private account, $900 written off, 449.
fortber as to dealings hetween Sutherland and Nixon, 449.
Nixon paid no board, 449.
witness felt the necessity of propitiating Nixon to secure patronage,

451.
respecting half-breed scrip, 451.
witness refused to buy scrip and Government account withdrawn,

452.
no dealings since, 452.
applies to correct previous evidence, Chairman's ruling, 547.
witness's correction, 548.

DRUMõND, B. M.
explains system of auditing Canadian Pacifie Railway accounts, 482.
Nixon's cheques countersigned by witness, 483.
no supervision as to details of accounts or prices, 484.
for some time vouchers returned monthly to Nixon, latterly sent to

Ottawa, 484.
Alloway's receipt only certificate for purchase of 6th May, 1875, 485.
his accounts generally certified by Nixon, not by engineers, 485.
engineer's certificates now necessary, 486.

RYn, J.
witness tendered for mail contract, posted tender at Nixon's office,

490.
contract given to Alloway at more than twice his price, 490.
Nixon deuied receiving tender, 490.

BTEAo, A.
Bannatyne's book-keeDer, 492.
had transactions with Nixon, 493.
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NixoN's PURvEYoRsurP-contitfued.
STRANG, A.-continued.

allowed him 10 per cent. discount for purchases on private account,
493.

rented to Nixon as Oovernment Agent a warehouse $36 a month,
494.

building really belonged to Nixon, 495.
Nixon leased to witness, and witness to Government, by arrange-

ment, 495.
cost Nixon $1,500 ; possibly $400 spent for improvements, 498.

NixoN, T.
engaged from spring, 1875, till beginning of 1879, as purveyor and

paymaster, 604.
duties described, 504.
had E. G. Oonklin and D. S. Currie as accountants, 504.
is acquainted with the principles of book-keeping, 505.
books not kept by double entry, 505.
not satisfied with Conklin's method, 505
witness describes bie administration, .

management of Government store, 507.
values not entered in store-book, 508.
balance of supplies brought in by engineering parties placed in

store, 811.
goods placed in store entered in store-book, but not in general set of

Canadian Pacifie Railway accounts, 512.
explains the system of sub-agencies, 513.
does not remember when he became dissatisfied with Conklin's book-

keeping, 513.
remembers recommending him for an increase of salary, 513.

further as to dealing with sub-agents, 514.
respecting John Brown's account, 515.
respeeting discrepancy of $4,000 in Conklin's books, 515.
respecting items deposited towitnss'sprivate banking accounts, 517.
money advanced to sub-agents, 518.
respecting Canadian Pacific Railway moneys placed to private

credit, 548.
declines to show to what extent this was done, 549.
refers to bis book-keeper, 549.

as to accounts with sub-agents, 552.
cann.'t explain how John Brown's account was balanced, 534.
generally as to financial administration, 55t.
further as to deposits of money, 565.
system of procuring supplies, 565.
freightage tenders, 566.
respecting buying horses, 5867.
had detailed statement of horse purchtses, 567.
Alloway's books would show details, 568.
had no private business with Alloway; never endorsed bis paper, 572.
denies haviu g got advantage as purveyor which he could not have

as individual, 573.
property returned from survey parties not credited, 574.turther as to sub-agents' accounts, 575.
having heard Coeklin's examination, cannot explain unsatisfactory

condition of books and financial transactions, 636.
can suggest no way of investigating correctness of bis statements

to Government, 637.
still der.ies endoreing for Alloway, states there must have been

another Thomas Nixon, 751.
further as to receipts placed to private credit, 752.
further as to dealings with Alloway, 770-772.
as to evidence given before Public Accounts Committee, 1830,1831.
as to private transactions with Alloway, 1830, 1831.

BRowN, G.
manager Ontario Bank, 508.
manner cf keeping Nixon's bank account, 509.
produces record of $1,000 note, W. F. Alloway maker, Tho3. NixIn

endorser, Nov 1875, discounted for Alloway, 737.
Alloway's endorser was Thos. Nixon, purveyor, 763.

CoNzLIN, E. G.
Nixon's book-keeper, 1875 to 1877, 536.
object of ledger to keep workmen's accounts, 556.
duties as explained to him by Nixon, 557.
bis systen of book-keeping, no record of any transaction till money

paid for it, 558.
60*
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NixoN' PuRvEYoRsIP-continued.
CoNKLIN, E. G.-continued.

knew nothing of Nixon's purchases till accounts came in, 558.
entries in ledger without any reference to show where posted from,

559.
entries in day-book not posted in ledger, 559.
several items not carried beyond the day-book, 560.
no evidence in witness's books as to moneys placed in Nixon's pri-

vate account, 562.
books were not kept in correct manner, 563.
cannot explain on what principle John Brown's account was

balanced by item $2,861.28, 563.
evidence as to store-book 564.
after having books in bis possession for examination, re-states system

followed, acknowledges in ordinary business would not have
kept thema by that method, 628.

apart from detached papers, upply transactions not shown properly
in the books, 630.

if animals purchased were returned by survey parties, books did not
record such transactions, 630.

never investigated store-books, 631.
sub-agents not charged with supplies forwarded, 631.
no general account showing history of supplies, 631.
moneys coming into purveyor's hands entered in day-book but not

posted to any other, 632.
no means of informing himself of such receipts except by Nizon's

own statement, 633.
books offer no explanation of settlement with John Brown, 635.
admits the book-keeping to be unsatisfactory, 635.

Cussis, D. 8.
acted as commissariat officer to Carre's party, 576.
explains duty of sub-agent, 577.

and manner of keeping accounts, 577
sub-agent charged with amount of consignment, 579.
furnisbed by purveyor with price-list, at which men were to be

charged with goods, 579.
as sub-agent made monthly returns, 579.
cannot say whether goods were invoiced to him by purveyor at cost

or at seling prices, 580.
in May, 1877, took over Conklin's books, 581.
state of affairs was not shown by them, 583.
books never balanced, 583.
not possible to trace transactions, 583.
cannot understand entry to credit uf John Brown's account, 583.

books afford no clie, 583.
Nixon purchased supplies, certified correctness of account, and paid

it, 585.
witness introduced new system of accounts, 585.

which he explains, 586.
when witness took over books debits amounted to $39,697.20, credits

to $8,816.58, 587.
large amount written off on book-keeper's assrtion that accounts

were sottled, 587.
Pia, y.

store-keeper from spring of 1875 to summer of 1880, 660.
describes duties 660
system of store-keeping elucidated, 661.
no values given in store-book, 661.
stock statements showed actual articles in store, not what should be

there, 662.
describes robbery of office, 663.
papers scattered on the floor, 663.

ROwAN, J. H.
witness had no control over Nixon's administration, 712.

BANNATYNE, A. G. B.
had considerable dealings with Government through.Nixon, 725.
sold Nixon goods privately; also a house, 725.
business done tbrough witnesa's manager, 725.
Nixon received no advantage on account of bis official position, 725.

HESPELER, W.
owned Nixon's office, 726.
building broken into between twelve and two at night, 726.
describes the occurrence, 727.
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NIxoN's PURvEYoRsHIP-continued.
NOLIN, A.

sub-con tractor under Alloway, carrying mail to section 15, 788.
.Alloway paid $225 a month, 789,

Mail to North-West Angle, once a week, 789.
tendered for Fort Frances mail, $150 a month, 790.

Alloway offered $120, 790.
mode of transit, time occupied, &c., 790.

carried Government freight for seven years, 790.
price of horses and hiring rate of teamg, 791.
fifty dollars a high price in 1877, for horses without a pedigree, 791.
apparent connection between Alloway and Nixon, 791.
purchased Government stores from Alloway and Nixon, 792.
hie son sold oxen, carte and barness to Alloway, 793.

price $65 each rather high, 793.

NIXON, THIOMAS:
paymaeter-and-purveyorship, 504, 518, 636, 751, 770.
deposition as to evidence before Public Accounts Committee, 1831.

See Nixon'as Purveyorahip.

NOLIN, AUGUSTIN:
Nixon's purveyorship, 788.

NORTH-WEST TRANSPORTATION CO.:

See Contracts Nos. 34, 52, 69.

OLIVER, DAVIDSON & CO.:
See Contracts Nos. 4, 24.

O'LOUGHL IN, MACROY :
steel rails, 778.
assisting newspapers, 778.

ONDERDONK, ANDREW:

See Contracts Nos. 60--63.

ONTARIO CAR o.:
See Contract No. 63.

OPERATING PEMBINA BRANCH :

See Contract No. 43.

OPERATING TEiEGRAPH:
See Contracts Nos. 1--4.

PARR, JIOHN : Nixon'a purveyorship, 660.

PASSES, ROCKY MOUNTAINS:
Moberly, 404, 427, 1825.
Horetzky, 1241, 1254, 1719.
McLennan, 1514.
Smith, M , 1555, 1582, 1594.
Fleming, 1668.

See Contract No. 5.

PEMBINA BRANcO :

See Contracta Nos. 5, 5 A, 33, 43, 49.

PERKINS & Co.:
See Contract No. 20.
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PILLOW, HERSET & CO.:
See Contract No. 32.

POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT:

TUPPER, Sia CHARLEs.
early completion Thunder Bay to Red River, 1261.
correct estimates of great importance, 1261.
consequent extension of time for tenders, 1261.
tu give assurance that rapid development of country and speedy

construction of railway would be carried out with as much dem.
patch as consistent with public resources, 1286.

Parliament authorized building 125 miles of railway lu British
Columbia, 1287.

FEIOso, 8.
public interest suffered from patronage being in hande of political

party,.1317.
policy from first to last to get best and cheapest line, 1317.

grew as work went on, 1317.
route generally selected on engineering principles, 1318.

MACKsNzII, Ho. A.
states view as to testimony regarding Government policy, 1785.
Fleming sole director of surveys, though frequently consulted by

Minister, 1785.
policy was to obtain best and shortest line between Thunder Bay and

Rat Portage, 1805
water stretches to be utilized, 1805.

POPE, HON. JOHN HENRY :
contract No. 15, 1303.

No. 42, 1302.
No. 48, 1302.

alleged improper infiaence, 1301,1304.

PRACTICE OF DEPARTMENT :
See Depariment of Railways ani Canal.

PRAIRIE SECTION:

See Contracte Nos. 48, 66.

PURCELL & RYAN:

See Contract No. 41.

PURCELL, IRYAN, GOODWIN & CO. :
See Contract No. 61.

RAILS PURCHASE OF :

See Steel Rails ; Contracte Nus. 6, 7, 8, 9 an I 10, 11, 44-47, 53-55.

RAILS, TRANSPORTATION OF :

See Contracts Nos. 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 34, 89, 52, 69, 70.

RAIL WAY CONSTRUCTION : •

See Contracta Nos. 5, 5A, 12, 13, 11, 15, 16, 25, 33, 37. 41, 42, 48, 60, 61, 62, 63, 6 6 ;
Engineermng.

RAILWAY LOCATION:

See Engineering.

RAILWAY OPERATING.:

LYN5xEy, T. J.
superintendent on Pembina Branch and of line from Selkirk

easterly, 781.
condition of road-bed when wituess took charge, 782.

originally too wide, 782.
speel had to be reduced to five or six miles an hour, 782.

now ballaated and in good order, 782.
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RAILWAY OPERATING-CoftinlUed.
LYKiarr, T. J.-coninued'.

traffic heavy, present rolling stock, 78t.
earnings 1oth February to 30th Jnne, $104t,975.69, 784.

net earnings, $26,083.68, 785.
working expenses and maintenance, 75 per cent. of grosa earn,

ings, 785.
climatie influences favourable as compared with Intercolonial, 785.

RAILWAYS AND CANALS, DEPARTMENT OF :

See Depariment of Railways an I CanaIs.

RAT RIVER IRON BRIDGE :

See Contract No. 56

RECEIVING TENDERS:

Seo System cf Letting Contracts.

RED RIVER CRossING:
Carre, 177.
Jarvis, 297.
Bain, 618.
Rowan, 688, 745, 820.
Schultz, 120.
Bannatyne, 724.

RED RIVER INUNDATIONS :

JARVIS, E. W.
instructed in 1872 to report on most favourable crossing, 291.
took considerable evidence, channel of river widening, rain fali

decreasing, 295.
opposite Winnipeg, has widened fifty feet in nine years, channel is

also deeper, 296.
SMTH, W. O.

channels of Red ard Asqineboine Rivers, widened by one-third, 665.
statistics as to rapidity, 666.
no probability of inundations, 667.
no danger from ice jams, 667.
ice brittle, easily breaks, 667.
thinks cultivation will lessen volume, 668.
rise of Lake Manitoba, 668.

RowAw, J H.
though river bas widened, there are places where it bas not; there-

fore chance of flood not diminished, 747.

RsD RIVR TRANSPORTATION CO. :

See Contracts Nos. 18, 28.

REPORT, SMITH's :

See Smith, M.; Fleming.

REYNOLDS, THObIAS:
purchase of rails, ox0.

ROBINSON, WILLIAM:

See Coniraci No. 36.

RouTE:
CAMPBELL, H. M.

warden of county of Portage la Prairie, 143.
gives evidence as to advantages to arise from a deflection of the line

southerly to the Portage, 144.
McILVaINE, 8.

lives at Portage la Prairie, 146.
gives evidence in the same direction as previous witness, 148.

JAuvIs, E. W.
line south of Lake Manitoba more expedient on engineering

grounds, 297.
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BOUTE-COntinued.
FULLER, R.

country north of Lake Manitoba not fit for settlement, 476.
railway west of Winnipeg, as now being constructed, far more-

desirable, 476.
CoxNants, J. L.

describes route by the Narrows, 593.
from Narrows to Fort Pelly, splendid grazing country, 600.
Swan River valley best agricultural country witness ever saw, 6C1.
further as to the route west of Winnipeg, 604.

BAiN, J. F.
not aware that any engineer or Member of Parliament held lands

near Selkirk.or infiuenced decision in favour of crossing there, 618i
Rowà,N. J. H.

advocated going direct to the mouth of the Nipigon, 678.
thinks route by Narrows decided on in 1874, or sptring of 1875, 678.
no engineering difficulties north of Lake Manitoba, 678.
crossing at Selkirk fixed 1874, 688.
no engineer or Member of Parliament interested, 689.
most direct route, irrespective of local traffic, sought for, 733.
witness's views as to this policy, 733
competition with other transcontinental Unes, 734.
cost of bridging about same at Selkirk and Winnipeg, 745.
Government owned land at Selkirk, not elsewhere, 745.
ibis crossing selected by witness, 820.
directed to select where Government owned land, other things being

equal, 820.
would repeat.selection now, 821.

SCHULTZ, J., M. P.
knows of no Member of PaRliament but himself and Bannatyne

interested in i8elkirk crossing, 720.
most of the property acquired since Selkirk was selected, 720.

BANNATYNE, A. G. B.
selection of Selkirk not due to improper influences, 724.

TuppER, SIR CHARLES.
climatic conditions weighed in favour of Burrard Inlet as against Port

Simpson, 1287.
FLauXIN, 8.

beyond that of getting best and cheapest line, not aware of any
Government policy, 1317.

route selected on engineering principles generally, 1318.
witness differed from Government as to location of second 100

miles west cf Red River, 1318.
that route involved extremely heavy grades and expensive river

crossing, 1318.
does not remember an earlier instance where he was controlled by

Government policy, 1319.
Yellow Head Pass practically adopted in 1872, 1320.
Pembina Bran ch location made in 1874 to connect with the American,

system, 13.0.
some years elapsed before American system extended to Pembina,

1320.
Winniipeg not regarded when line was located, 1321.
location between Selkirk and Livingstone by the Narrows in 1875,

1321.
the Narrows route determined by engineering reasons, 1321.
Selkirk had already been adopted for crossing, 1322.
how much of present railway route was seen by witness on hie trans-

continental trip, 1397.
witness's views as to Selkirk crossing, 1684.

surveys (1871), 669.
(1873), 617.
(1873), 677.
(1874), 679, 687.

contract No. 1, 690, 730.
No. 4, 692.
No. 5, 680, 687, 819.
No. 5 A, 731, 748.
No. 14, 693, 731, 744, 832.
Nos. 14 and 15, 690, 731, 821.
No. 15, 713, 738, 745, 821.
No. 18, 747.
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]ROWAN, JAMES r.-cntfnued.
contract No. 33, 748.

No 34, 712.
No. 36, 749.
No. 48, .750, 820.

line north of Lake Manitoba, 678, 687, 732.
Red River Crossing, 688, 745, 820, 822.

to Fort Pelly, 689.
construction (1875), 689.
Nixon's purveyorship, 712.
alleged improper influence, 689.
relations with Murdoch, 822.

RITTAN, IIENY N.: exploratory surveys, 21.
location survey, 23.
contract No 1, 34.

Nos. 14 and 15, 33.
No. 15, 25, 36.
No. 59, 35.

EYAN,, Huon: contract No. 25, 1219, 1239, 1245.
No. 41,1231, 1239, 1245.
No. 61, 1235.

system of letting contracts, 1238.
alieged improper influence, 1239.

IRYAN, JAMES: exploratory surveys, party K, 488.
,Nixon's purveyorship, 490.

RYAN, JOHN contract No. 4R, 476.
No. 59, 482.
No. 64, 481.

SAMUEL, E.:
See Contract No. 20.

SCHREIBER, COLLINGWOOD:
location and construction, 1767.

British Columbia, 1783.
contract No. 15, 1769, 1782.

No. 25,.1776.
Nos. 25 and 41, 1771.
Nos. 25, 41 and 42, 1772.
No. 42, 1768, 1779, 1834.
No. 48, 1771.

practice as to estimating works, 1780.
letter from 8ecretary to Commission with interrogatory, 1831.
answer, 1832.

ScUUtTz, JOHN, M.P.:
assisting newspaper, 717, 720.
Fraser and Grant-Whitehead partnership, 7l#.
Red River Crossing, alleged improper influence, 720.

SECURITIES:
Trudeau, 82.

SHIELDS, JOHN : contract No. 42, 307.

SIPTON, GLASS & C0.
See Contracta Nos. 1, 2.

SIFTON, JOHN :
contract No. 1, 89, 105, 324.

Po. 13, 100,
No. 14, 103, 264.

SIFTON, WARD & .2
See Contracta Nos. 13, 23.
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$MELLIE, W. B.:
contract No. 5 A, 1348.

Nos. 14 and 15, 1470, 1481.
No. 15, 1497.
No. 25, 1614.
No. 48, 1421.

SMITa, JAM!S N.:
contract No. 37, 949.

No. 42, 938.
No. 61, 952.

relations with Chapleau, 947.

SMITII, MAncUs:
urveys, 1505, 1569, 1594, 1603.

British Columbia, 1503, 1509, 1553, 1582, 1593, 1598.
Lake Nipissing to head of Lake Superior, 1585.
west of Red River, 1592, 1611.

contract No. 13, 1570.
Nos. 13 and 25, 1589, 1604.
No. 14, 1574.
Nos. 14 and 15, 1580, 1593, 1597, 1607.
No. 15, 1572, 1595, 1605.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1602.

Georgian Bay Branch, 1569.
management of Engineering Department, 1587, 1596.
suppression of map. 1594.
location report, 1598.

SMITa'S MAP:
SMITR, M.

map prepared by witness suppressed, 1594.
FLEIUNG, S.

reforence to Smith's map, 1626.
suppressed because incorrect, 1626.
not based on sufficien, ly accurate information, 1626.
Mackenzie in telegraphing for him did not ask him to report against

Smith's views, 1628.
Mackenzie expressed his views to witness respecting Smith, 1628.

SMITH, W. OSBORNE:
Red River inundations, 665.
rise of Lake Manitoba, 668.

SPIKES :

Ses Contracts Nos. 29, 32, 35, 50.

ST. ANDREW'S RAPIDS :

See Red River Crossing.

STATION BUILDINGS:
See Contract No. 49.

STEEL RAILS, 1874-75 :
MAcasazrU, C.

special partner with Cooper, Fairman à Co. from 1872; share, $15,000,
188.

no share in management; not aware of tender till notified by public
prints, 189.

gave notice of intention to retire, 189.
never saw contract, 189.
took $15,000 in notes in payment of capital, 189.
refused profits on contracts with Government, 189.
interview with Premier, 190.
terms of partnership, 190.
no balance shoot, 192.
thinks capital impaired one-half, 192.
nothing yet paid on notes, 192.
would have preferred remaining in firm, 194.
Cooper, Fairman à Co. did not buy on commission, 195.
no connection with any Government contract, 196.
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STEEL RAILS, 1874-75-continued.
MacKENzIU, C.-continuel.

furnished supplies to Sutherland and to some engineers and con-
tractors. 196.

understandi*ng as to general partnership, 200.
decision as to retirement communicated before newspaper con-

troversy, 203.
TauDzAU, T.

tenders produced, 833.
Mersey Co. (Cooper, Fairman & Co) offer 5,000 to 10,000 tons;

contract for 20,000 tons, 834.
correspondence with Cox & Ureen, 835.
increased quantity ordered from Cooper, Fairman à Co., 841.
witness canunt explain correspondence with Buckingham, 843.
no Order-In-Council awarding contracts Nos. 6-11 on record, 843.
no record indicating by what authority secretary informed tenderers

of acceptance, 844.
no report on record showing quantity of rails required for use in 1874,

1817.
no record of Buckingham's replies to Cooper's telegrams, 1817.
not usual i hat correspondence between tenderers and private secre-

tary should take place, 1818.
the Minister decided upon the.e contracts himself, witness's judg-

ment not asked, 1818.
CooPER, J.

of Cooper, Fairman & Co., 915.
relations witi C. Mackenzie, 917.
notification of withdrawal, 919.
dissolution postponed tilt Fairman's return, 919.
conditions of partnership, 920.
denies Chas. Mackenzie's statement as to loss of capital, 921.
Fairman left for England December, 1874, returned March, 1875, 922.
correspondence with Buckingham, 922.

REYNOLDs, T.
agent, Ebbw Vale Co. and Aberdare Vo., 1000.
tendency of market downward in fail of 1874, 1001.
steady fall till 1879, 1002.
prices November, 1874, March, 1875, and July, 1879, compared, 1002.
thought in November, 1874, rails had touched bottom, 1002.

FAtaxAN, F.
time by first advertisement too short, 1171.
England principal source of supply, 1172.
no large contracts previously, 1172.
no recollection as to certain hypothecated rails, 1173.
custom of rail trade, 1173.
advertiaing may stiffen market, 1174.
brokers percentage, j to 1 per cent., 1175.
had been preparing for rail tenders for 12 months, 1179
bis firm acting as agents, 1184.
Charles Mackenzie's relations with firm, 1187.
retirement of a member a matter of record, 1187.
dissolution in January, 1875, virtual, not legal, 1188.
document providing for retirement, 1189.
formal dissolution registered on witness's return from England, 1190.

FLEMING, S.
reasons for purchasing in 1874-75, 1350.
witness's recommendation, 1350.
advices fron England as to prices, 1350.
apart from bis memorandumof 1876 bis memory shaky, 1350,
witness reads memorandum ; explains why made, 1351.
called on by Minister to prepare it, 1352.
knowledge of prices derived from Sandberg, 1352.
dandberg paid according to number of rails inspected, 1352.
acted principaly on bis counsel, 1353.
witness did not advise as to quantity, 1354.
declines to state whetber more than an informal conversation pre-

ceded action, 1354.
written reports usual in respect of Intercolonal, 1354.
chief reason for purchase: low price, 1355.
cannot say how soon he then thought they would be required, 1356.
quantity decided on after tenders received, 1356.
thought rails had touched bottom, 1356.
cannot say why time for tenders extended, 1358.
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STEEL RAILS, 1874-75-continued.
FLEMING, S.-continued.

produces mandberg's diagram of fluctuation, 1358.
corrects prior statement as to prices, 1383.
cannot find SandberR's letters, 1G18.
must have been received in summer of 1874, 1618.
impression that rails were selling at netr cast, 1619.
steel rails first made in 1861 or 1862, 1619.
improvements in manafacture, 1620.
cannot remember whether Sandberg gave reasons why rails would

not go lower, 1621.
as to witness's opinion of the advisability of purchasing at that time,

1622.
hesitation in beginning construction partly political, 1632.
as to quantity circumstances then demanded, 1623.
reason- for advising the purcbase, 1633-1625.
letter from Sandberg produced, dated 17th December, 1874, 1630.
several letters from Sandberg volunteering information, 1665.

BuaRs, T. R.
first letter from Sandberg to be found dated November, 1874, 1665.

Bnium, F.
zhinkq answer to Cooper's letter of 29th December. 1874, directed by

Minister through Buckingham ; recognises handwriting, 1764.
MAcKEN.ZiE, NoN. A.

Fleming recommended purchase of as large a lot as possible as soon as
possible, 1794.

every probability of several hundred miles being placed under contract
within a year, 1795.

as to prices, adopted Fleming's reasons, 1798.
thought eight days sufficient notice to induce English competition, 1798.
afterwards advised to extend time, 1798.
lirat quantity spoken of by Fleming, 40,000 tons, 1798.
does not recollect the Aberdare Co. was passed over, 1800.
correspondence with Mersey Co. carried on by Trudeau, 1800.
no public competition in respect to contract No. 11, 1802.
no recollection of Crawford's offer, 1802.
correspondence with Obarles Mackenzie, 1803.

See Contracts .Nos. 6-11.

STEEL RAILS, 1879:
Tumu, SIR CHARLES.

in the summer of 1879, 5,000 tons required, 1275
Reynolds instructed to send circulars to makers for tenders, 1276.

to accept the loweet, 1216.
he acted under the directions of the Department, 1276.
reported the result, 1276.

reason for calling for smail amount, 1276.
large demand would enhance price, 1276.

witness before leaving for England directed advertisements to be
publisbed, 1276.

went to gngland with Sir John Macdonald and Sir Leonard Tilley,
1276.

in Italy when tenders received, 1276.
on return to London carried on communications with tenderers, 1276.

througb Fleming and Reynolds, 1276.
accepted lowest tenderers and asked themu to double amount, 1276.
thus obtained 60,000 tons at low prices, 1276.
Order-in-Council for 30,000, 1276.

low prices resson for obtaining more, 1276.
would result in very considerable saving of public money, 1276.

Wallace & Co. declined to enter into contract, 1277.
contracts awarded to lowest tenderers in all cases, 1277.
no member of Parliament or other person benefitted, 1277.

See Contracte Nos. 44 -. 17, 53-55.

STEPHENSON, RurUs, M.P.:

contract No. 15, alleged improper influence, 971.
ST. EAN, DR.:

contract No. 4, 1218.

STONE FORT:
See Rei River Crossing.
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STaANG, ANDREW:
Nixon's purveyorship,. 492.

STRONACH, JOHN:
contract No 1, 630.

No. 2, Cil.
No. 4, Cil.

South Pembina Branci telegraph, 612.

SUPPLIES:
See Contracts ; Engineering ; Fort Frances Lcck; Nixon's Purveyorship.

SURVEYS:
See Engineering.

SUTHERLAND, HUGH :
Fort Frances Lock, 330, 829.
alleged misconduct, 338, 312.

SUTHERL AND, JAMES :
Fort Frances Lock, 452, 578, 807.

SUTHERLAND, PETER :
Nixon's purveyorship, 447.
correction, 547.

SUTTON & THIRTKELL :

See Contraci No. 4.

SUTTON & THoMPSON:
See Contract No. 4.

SUTTON, R T.:
contract No. 4, 1032, 1069.

No. 15, 1040.

SYSTEM OF LETTING CONTRACTS:

MACDONALD, A. P.
wrong from beginning to end, 98 1.
especially a money deposit, 981.
how it works, 984.
lowest tender system relieves Government of responsibility, 984.
temptations to officials to give information, 98 t.
never got information prior to putting in tender, 983.
system induces speculative tenders, 985.
collusion amongst contractors, D83.
throws contracte into the bande of ignorant capitalists, 987.
large deposits impoverish contractor, 988.
bulk sum contracta not the proper principle, 988.
approves of schedules of quantities, 989.

TRDcEAU, T.
no record kept of time when tenders received, 994.
clerks instructed to attach envelopes, 994.
these instructions bave been very partially carried out, 994.

GooDWIN, J.
reliable contractors better far the public, 1011.
schedule of prices better than balk sum, 1012.

RrAw, H.
bulk sum system an advantage to contractor, 1239.
schedule prices no injustice tg public, 1239,

FLEMIxG, M4.
exact quantities desirable, not essential, 1377.
inaccuracies due to insufficient knowledge as to muskeg country,

1377.
strictly accurate quantities not very essential, 1378.
generally as to receiving and opening tenders, 1384.
practice of making calculation of cost before inviting tenders, 1407.
advice to Minister as to acceptance or otherwise of tenders generally

verbal, 1408.
no recollection of embodying any estimate of work about to be let

in a report, 1408.



TAYLOR:
See Contract No. 13.

TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE :

See Contracts Nos. 1-4.

TENDERING:
Bee Contracla.

TENDERS, RECORDING RECEIPT OF:

See System ol Letting Contracte.

THIRTKELL, JOHN:

contract No. 4, 39.

THOMP8ON, M. M.:

TIES:

Fort Frances Lock, 619.

See Contracts Nos. 23, 36, 59.

TOCHQUONYALA LAKE:

See Horetzky; McNicol; Ganlby.

TORONTO IRON BRIDGE CO:
See Contract No. 71.

TRUDEAU, TOUSSAINT :
practice of Department, 1, 38, 42, 1817.
contract No. 1, telegraph, 4, 37, 38, 40, 43, 50, 60.

No. 2 do 18, 39, 43
No 3 do 38, 45, 833.
No. 4 do 45, 1817.
No. 5, construction, Pembina Branch, 48, 50, 54.
No. 5A, extension of No. 5, 51.
Nos. 6-11, purchase of rails, 833, 841, 1817.
No. 12, Georgian Bay Branch, 844.
No. 13, construction, 63, 81.
No. 14, do 65, 75.
No,15 do 66,67, 15.
No. 16, Canada Central extension, 846, 1215.
No. 17, transportation of rails, 846.
No. 18 do do 847, 966, 1152.
No. 19, engineers' bouse, 867.
No. 20, transportation cf rails, 927.
No. 21 do do 867.
No. 22 do do 932.
No, 23, ties, 868.
No. 24, house, 868.
No. 25, construction, Sunshine Creek to English River, 71.
No 26, engine house, 868, 933, 971.
No. 27, transportation of rails, 933.
No. 28 do do 934, 1046, 1152.
No. 29, spikes, 934.
No. 30, bolts and nuts, 934.
No. 31 do British Columbia, 937.
No. 32, spikes, 937.
No. 32A, engineers' houses, 963, 990.
No. 33, track-laying and baillasting, St. Boniface to Emerson,

51, b5, 64, '5.
No. 34 transportation of rails, 856, 965.
No. 35, spikes, 957.
No. 36, ties, 57, 60
No. 37, Georgian Bay Branch, 993.
No. 38, Neebing Hotel, 938.
No. 39, transportation of rails, 958, 973.
No. 40, engine house, 972, 991.
No. 41, construction, English River to Eagle River, 75.
No. 42 do 78, 971.

'1910 INDEX.
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TRUDEu, TOUSSAINT.-Continued.
coatract No. 43, operating railway, 1047.

Nos. 44-47, purchase of rails, 959.
No. 48, construction 100 miles west of Red River, 82, 866.
No. 49, station buildings, 59, 64.
No. 50, spikes, 975, 1153.
No. 51, bolts and nute, 976, 1153.
No. 52, transportation of mils, 992.
Nos. 53-55, purchase of rails, 997, 1154.
No. 56, iron bridge, 996.
No. 57, railway frogs, 996.
No. 58, iron turn-tables, 1154.
No. 59, tiel, 87.
No. 60, construction, British Columbia, 1154.
No. 61 do do 1204No. 62 do do 1206.
No. 63 do do 1207.
No. 64, bridge over Red River, 1209.
No. 65, passenger cars, 1210.
No. 66, second 100 miles west of Red River, 87, 1212.
No. 67, box and platform cars, 1211.
No. 68, postal and baggage cars, 1211.
No. 69, transportation of rails, 1213.
No. 70 do do 1212.
No. 71, iron superstructure, 1214.
Nos. 72-76, entered into after date of Commission, 1214.
No. 77, wire fencing, 1214.

securities and payments on account, 82.
Pembina Branch, 89.
system of recording receipt of tenders, 994.

TRURO PATENT FROG CO.:
Ses Contract No. 57.

TRUTCH, LIEUT.-GOVERNOR:
general supervision in British Columbia, 147.

TUJPPER, SIR CHABLES:
policy of Government, 1261.
contract No 15, 1277.

No. 37, 1275.
Nos. 41 and 42, 1261, 1272.
Nos. 53--55, 1275.
Nos. 60-63, 1286.

alleged improper influence, 1271, 1280, 1292.
influencing clerke, 1272.

TURN-TABLES:
Bee Contract No. 58.

TUTTLE, CHARLES R.:
assisting newspapers, 723.
alleged improper influence, 764.

UPPER & o.:
See Contract No. 43.

VANCOUVER ISLAND :
transportation of r.ils from, 958, 973.

See Contract No. 39.

WADDLE & SMITII :

See Contracts Nos. 1, 3, 4.

WADDLE, JIOHN:
contract No. 3, 1118.

No. 4, 1102, 1112.

WEST CUMBERLAND IRON AND STEEL CO.
See Contracta Nos. 9 and 10, 44-47, 53-55 ; Steel Rails.
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WHITEHEAD, CHARLES:
contract No. 14, 327.

No. 15, 203.
railway ties, 210.
assisting newspaperp, 328.

WHITEIHEAD, JOSEPH :
contract No. 5, 212.

No. ô A, 243.
No. 14, 238.
No. 15, 215, 240, 605, 626.

assisting newspapers 242, 606, 627.
influencing clerks, 2à.

WHITEHEAD, RUTTAN & RYAN:

See Contracta Nos. 59, 61.

WILLIAMSON, MAJOR:

See Horezky.

WILSON, G. M. :
Port Frances Lock, 442, 525.
alleged msconduct, 534.

WINNIPEG, FIRST 100 MILES WEST OF:

See Contract No. 48.'

WINNIPEG, SECOND 100 MILES WEST OF:

See Contract No. 66.

WINNIPEG TEMPORARY BRIDGE:

See Contract No. 64.

WOODLAND SECTION:
See Contracts Nos. 13, 14, 15, 23, 41, 43; Engineering.

YALE :
transportation of rails to, 958, 973.

See Contract No. 39.


